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Why Didn't You
Ask Us

about that special proposition to agents last

month ? It is a good one and you're missing

a fine chance to increase your profits. We

want to show you how you can do it by

specializing on our well advertised brands of

CARBON PAPERS
and RIBBONS

Our offer is a straight business proposition and

it's going to make money—more money— for

both of us and we want you to investigate it.

You know the name of " Underwood." You've heard it for

years. You know it is one of the most potent selling factors on

branded goods to-day. Why put off writing us ? It is certainly

to your advantage to do so. Sit right down now while you

think of it and drop us a line and we will explain the whole

proposition to you by return mail.

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON. ENG.

TK, Holidays
ind it is X ]are over and it is A 1111C

to get down to business for the

New Year
If You Want Anything in

Stationery
or Books

-or-

Religious

Articles
Drop Us a Post Card

We will have increased facilities for serving you

LIBRAIRIE BEAUCHEMIN
Limited

256 St. Paul St. 18 Notre Dame St. 26 St. Gabriel St.

MONTREAL
Wholesale Book, and Stationery Est.ihlisheJ in 1842
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The Par Excellence of Pencils

The EMERALD Penci.

REGISTERED IN CANADA

A new pencil of supreme quality,

adapted to all classes of work.

Manufactured with extra

compressed lead. Af Neatly

In nine grades and j^T packed One

indelible copying. J& Dozen in a box.

BB, B, HB, H, HH, HHH, HHHH, HHHHH, HHHHHH
COPYING

THE

GREEN
PENCIL

THE "EMER/
REGIS I I KM

EXTRA COMPI =E
IN THE

GREEN
BOX

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale
Manufacturing
Stationers

Toronto

n
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1909- AY IT

be the

best year you have ever seen—and

the worst year you ever will see

CHAS. : GOODALL : SONS : LIMITED
AUBREY O. HURST

24 Scott Street TORONTO, CANADA

FOUNTAIN PENS
Under your own imprint.

We' are the largest manufacturers of FOUNTAIN PENS for special

imprint orders, in AMERICA .

We manufacture only a high-grade article in Fountain Pens. Every
line we make is notably of the finest workmanship and highest quality, and
we guarantee absolutely every pen that leaves our factory.

SANFORD&BENNETT.NEW YORK U.S.A.

Any reliable firm cannot be too particular about the kind of a Fountain

Pen they place their own name or trade mark upon.

Before you contract for Fountain Pens under your own imprint for the

coming holiday trade and for the year 1909, it will certainly pay you to call

and see us or have us submit samples.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens

For Foreign and Domestic Trade
Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the "Commercial Fountain Pen'

Jewelers' Court, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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ACCOUNT BOOKS
HEADQUARTERS

for'all descriptions, sizes and quality.

Stock Complete in Every Particular

After over half-a-century's experience we are

determined to maintain the high standard ar-

rivedjat.

"1

A

Special attention called

to our

New

Flat-opening

Short Demy

Ledgers,

New

Private

Ledgers,

etc.

Ledgers

Journals

Records

Dockets

Day Books

Cash Books

Minute Books

Invoice Books

Every Man with a Fountain Pen

m
NEEDS THE

E^w

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

183 Farrand St., - Bloomfield, NJ.

MEMORANDUM and Address Books

LOOSE LEAF Order and Memo Books

LOOSE LEAF Ledgers and Binders

Receipts, Drafts, Bill Books, Notes, etc.

BROWN BROS., %
Account Book Manufacturers and Stationers

51-53 Wellington St. W. TORONTO

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. E.tabli.hedl825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agent*, Toronto
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HEREAFTER, BUY YOUR

FOUNTAIN PENS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

We are the largest manufacturers of

POPULAR PRICE FOUNTAIN PENS in the U.S.

Mail us a sample of your leading seller

and we will mail you our sample, a better

pen at a lower price. We will print your

name on pens free of charge.

WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

A SPECIALTY

Manufacturers of the cele-

brated "AUTOFIELD
SAKLESS." A twist

of the fingers

,ills !t " " NATHANIEL FIELD
Centre and Worth Streets, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

The Fountain

Pens made
by Nathaniel

Field owe their

popularity mainly

to the fact that Honest

Value is given to every

user. We make a special

ine of high-grade pens for pre-

miums, also a large line of Ster-

ling SilverFiligree, Gold Mounts and

Band Pens.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND SPECIAL PRICES.
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

To Cjanadian vv horesale Stationers
j\[r. A. Roy JVlacDougall, 42 Adelaide Street vvest, Toronto, J^lanufacturers' Agent, has just

returned from England, where he has secured the exclusive Canadian agency for several very

strong selling lines. These will be carried .in conjunction with the representative American lines

he has been carrying for the past three years. j*lr. JVlacDougall is therefore able to offer the

jobbing trade some very strong values in lines that have become popularized wherever shown.

READ THE

Xmas Cards, Post Cards, Pictures, Texts
Birn Brothers, London, England

PajSeteries, Tablets, J\.otepafiers, Envelopes
Lefrard & Smiths. Ltd., London, England
Powers Pajier Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Stationers Sundries
George VFright & Co. London, England

Post Card S^lbums
Dow & Lester, London, Eng.; A.J. Holman& Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fountain Pens
D. W. Beaumel & Co., New York

Bibles
A. J. Holman & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Crefie Tissue, PajSer JHafihins
Po£e Pafier Co., Holyoke, Mass.

FOLLOWING LIST

Desk Pads
I. Smigel, New York

bum Labels, Pin Tickets, String Tags
Thomas Manufacturing Co., New York

Steel Arch Files
S£iro Mfg. Co., New York

Leather Handbags
Copland & Mittenthal, New York

Leather Pocket Books
The Arms Mfg. Co., South Deerfield, Mass.

Leather 'Dressing Cases, vvriting Cases, Jewel

Cases
Rendal), Underwood & Co., Birmingham, Eng.

Leather Purses, Pocket Books
M. Connor & Co., London, Eng.

JVlr. JVlacDougall and frfr. vvestcott will carry the stationery lines and JVlr. Geo. D. Scott will carry the leather goods
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The Aftermath Prepare for the coming Spring trade by being well stocked in

all your lines. Now that the hustle of the holiday season is

over you will want to replenish those stocks of staples and

specialties which have been depleted by the inroads of a large holiday trade. Try some of our lines, whose sterling quality and

rare price inducements will commend them to you strongly. In Office Stationery and Supplies, School Supplies, Printers'

Stock and Fancy Goods and Notions you will find it advantageous to deal with us. All our goods are specially designed to

meet the wants of a critical trade. If you have that kind of custom let us help you out.

Our Mail Order Department is strong on prompt and careful shipments.

365 WATER STREET
Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited, Vancouver, b.c.

HIGGINS'
PHOTO MOUNTER

(TRADE MARK)

N'
'O adhesive on the market at

the present time has proved
of equal value or has a wider

sale- than HIGGINS' PHOTO
MOUNTER. Its great popularity,

not only among amateur and pro-

fessional photographers, for whom
it was originally made, but among
business men and users of paste

generally, has shown beyond all

doubt that it has great intrinsic

merit. It is not a flour or starch

paste, but a vegetable glue— a product
entirely new in the chemistry of

adhesives. For mounting photo-

graphs, aristotypes. scrap pictures

and engravings and for general use

as a substitute for mucilage, it will be found most satisfactory.

Be sure and stock HIGGINS' paste.

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS

BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturers

NEW YORK - CHICAGO - LONDON

Miin Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

Quality Papers!
Your requirements no matter what they are, can
be satisfactorily met by us, as we have the facili-

ties for manufacturing lines which, for quality,
cannot be equalled in the Dominion. Notice a

few of our chief lines, sizes and weights given :

PROVINCIAL BOND
White and Tints

PROVINCIAL BOND
Azure

1 7 x 28-20, 24 and 28 lbs. 1 7 x 28—28, 32 and 36 lbs.

17x22—14, 16, 18, 20 and 24 lbs. 21 x 32-56 lbs.

19x24—20 lbs. 23x36—72 lbs.

COVER PAPER
SNOWFLAKE ADELIA

In Blue, Red, Lilac and Wine

20 x 25—40 and 60 lbs.

22^ x 28^-50, 60 and 80 lbs.

Fine White Wove, Double
Cap and Folio

and variety of other lines.

The Northern Mills Pulp

and Paper Go.

MILLS:
St. Adele, Que.

278 St. Paul Street

MONTREAL

Your Fountain and Stylographic Pen Trade
We have a new, up-to-date plant, and thoroughly efficient staff of workmen, making

nothing but fountain and stylo pens.

We can make you pens in any pattern or style, bearing your own imprint or trade
mark,—pens that will do you credit and secure you permanent customers.

Send particulars of your requirements, enclosing $2.50 to $5.00 (or London re-

ferences) for a sample assortment, and investigate our ability to furnish good articles at

Prices that will make your Fountain and Stylographic Pen Department Profitable

The Alliance Fountain Pen Co.,
WIESBADEN "WORKS.
STOKE. NEWINGTON,
LONDON, ENGLAND.
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NOW READY

Ontario Copy Books
Authorized by the Minister of Education

PUBLISHED BY

E. H. Harcourt Co., Limited

255 Wellington St. W., Toronto

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a flat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one ot

the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing: house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
500 North 12th St. PHILADELPHIA. PA., U.S A.

STATIONERS

!

DO YOU STOCK

Reliance Inks ?

DRY INS

^» fttMftNct ink rv: 1

1

*-•-.
-"-J

We Guarantee
Our Goods

Made in Canada

RfUANfCfcH
''COMMERCIAL*-

|

WRITING flVIL"

THE RELIANCE INK CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.

Copying Presses In A» Sizes

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

The James Smart

Mfg Co., Limited

Brockville, Out.,

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

XMAS I

CARDS
for

1909
Wm. Ritchie & Sons, Ltd., of

Edinburgh, Scotland, Publish-

ers of the

lH Reliable
Series

of

Christmas, Birth-

day and Easter

Cards and Picture

Post Cards
beg to announce that their re-

presentative will be in Canada
from February onwards with
their

1909 Collection
Dealers desirous of inspecting

this first-class collection are in-

vited to send their business cards

at once to

Wm. Ritchie & Sons,
Elder Street LT

Edinburgh, Scotland

Also at London, Manchester, Leeds and Glasgow

LTD.
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NEW "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PENS-GooJ Sellers

The Gold in a New Rival nib is never less than 14K. They have Hard Rubber
Holders of the best shape and finest finish, containing an ink Reservoir. The
New Rival has a special feeding device consisting of two ink ducts which
draw ink from the reservoir to the pen with unfailing regularity and reliability.

Fine, Medium and Coarse Points to suit the fancy of all kinds of people.

Plain and Ornamented Holders - every pen guaranteed.

Write to-dau for Catalog and Price List.

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO.
35 Ann St., New York City, U.S.A.

Represented
in Canada by

The New Rival CLIP CAP
is the safest clip made.

A. ROY MACDOUGALL
42 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ont.

Absolutely New!

Carter's Glue Pencil
An instant success wherever an adhesive is used. Prevents cockling and
drawing and

Mounts Prints Flat

Carter's Glue is the strongest adhesive known and in Carter's Glue Pencil is .

Best for Mending Tiling's

THE CARTER'S INK COMPANY
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS

!

An exhibit at the coming Chicago Show would place your goods
before the entire business community. If you have an office or

business appliance that is worth while let them all see it.

Thousands of buyers will be here. Part of their orders are

yours if you are on the spot to take them.

DEALERS AND BUSINESS MEN

!

A visit to the Chicago Business Show will be a liberal education.

You'll learn more in a few days here than you could in a year

by looking at pictures.

The Chicago Business Show will open February 27th at the Coli-

seum and close March 6th, 1909.

For further particulars address

NATIONAL TRADE SHOW CO.

Hartford Building, - CHICAGO
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Z5f>e Handy Memorandum DesK Calendar
| *m0

I
HELPS "YOU TO REMEM5ER THINGS

1"
1 The most complete and practical memorandum pad ever offered to the trade. It is handy because

j»nim(w
jn j ts (j a jiy manipulation all the user has to do is to turn over a new leaf.

It has a larger surface for memorandums than any other calendar.

:

::
:

: -

I
f

There is no tearing off the leaf with memorandum on and throwing it away, but
memorandums made in January can be preserved until December.

Oa the main calendar page is the day of the week and day of the month, flanked by
calendars of the preceding and succeeding months.

\ It i9 mounted on a neat nickel-plated stand, with rubbers on feet to prevent scratch-

;\\ \^ ing the desk.
i f^ Ha x Size of sheet. 3x4 Inches

*% y
M~. W A

*
A WEEfrs MFG cO-

\*b ,

Manufacturers of Stationers' Hardware and Glass Inkstands
Calendars and Novelties

35* Broadway Bet Leonard and Franklin Streets NEW YORK

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF

TPADE \ ^J / MARK

Fine Leather Goods

DRESSING CASE

Writing Cases, Pocket Books, Hand Bags,

Music Rolls, Cigar Cases,

Photo Frames, etc.

Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 683 and 685 Broadway

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

grade —

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESllJX

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Monlrea 1

Western Booksellers and Stationers

Our stock of Books, Stationery and Printers'

Supplies is large and well assorted. We can

ship promptly. Save time by ordering from us.

Clark Bros. & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
WHOLESALE STATIONERS
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The Coppy
Clark Co., Limited

Publishers, Booksellers, Lithographers and Manufacturing Stationers.

Toronto, January 6th, 1909.

Mr. Stationer.

Dear Sir:— One of our representatives will shortly have the

pleasure of waiting upon you with our complete lines of Stationery

and we trust you will reserve your orders until he calls. Should

you feel, however, that, after your conservative business of last

year, it is imperative that you should at once fill up your

depleted shelves, are not most of our stationery lines elaborately

described in the catalogue recently sent you? We assure you that

our order clerks will give your mail orders prompt attention.

Our travellers have on this journey many special lines to

show you, which, if attractively displayed, will draw many an

elusive shilling to your coffers.

Will you pardon our drawing your attention to the splendid

combination of Hill's Easter Cards and Newcombe ' s Easter Novelties,

the former known throughout the British Empire, the United States

and Canada as the only line of cards typifying Easter in its true

Church sense? Why buy foreign trash when you can secure the correct

thing in British goods? Again Newcombe has, in his collection of

novelties, probably gathered together the greatest line of Easter

goods to be seen this year. They are furbished with Forest Craft

Guild Decorations (the latest fad).

Easter Post Cards in great profusion and at all prices.

Valentines and Valentine Post Cards. Our new catalogue describes

these.

Cut Up Picture Puzzles are now the society rage on the other

side of the line, there the leading booksellers and jewellers are

handling these picture puzzles retailing as high as |20.00 each,

and one New York jeweller is about to make a set out of solid

silver. The writer suggested to him that he should call it **The

Cobalt.'' Our line will start as low as lOcts., and will be ready

in about two weeks. Wait for it.
8
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Oar Irish Linen Pad has for nearly twenty years been a

standard pad, and has been recognized as such by the buyers of

high grade stationery throughout Canada. You may find other

makers attempting to sell inferior grades of paper under the same

or similar names, but we truBt that you will not be deceived by

any such attempts. The Copp, Clark Irish Linen Fad enjoys an

honestly earned reputation, each sheet bears ths water mark C. C.

C. Irish Linen, so that you may point your customer to this as a

sufficient guarantee of quality.

We would also draw your attention to the «« Archive'' File.

It may well be oalled « «A file fit for the Gods'' as it is as

handsome as Apollo, as strong as Hercules and as swift as

Valkyries. It is prepared with a speoial index, red in color,

whioh will be a great help when filing letters, as the ordinary

manilla index sometimes used can scarcely be distinguished from

the color of the letter on the file, whereas the red will stand

out very distinctly against the pure white of the letters. There

are other advantageous points about this file and our travelling

representatives will be glad to explain to you each new and

distinct feature. Ask them to show you the ««Archive.''

Wishing you All the Compliments of the Season, and hoping

that 1909 may be the best year's business you have yet enjoyed,

we remain,

Yours very truly,

THE COPP, CLARK CO., LIMITED
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We meet ALL requirements for

CRAYONS
This applies to Quality, Quantity, Variety

and Price.

Aseptic, Hygienic and Economic.

THE STANDARD CRAYON MFG. CO.

DANVER8, MASS.

PEMSS
OUR CARBON PAPERS and TYPE-
WRITER RIBBONS Sell Themselves.

We advise Canadian Firms to handle them.

Write for catalogue describing

goods of our manufacture.

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West - Toronto

ART SUPPLIES
Winsor & Newton's Oil Colors

" " Wa er Colors
" '' Canvas
" " Papers
•' •' Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, oils. Mediums, Easels, .Studies, &r

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agent, for: WINSOR & NEWTON, London

A Money Maker
The

"Wellington"
Photo Specialties .

"The World's Standard"

3t
mxilNGinsN

They will pay you handsome profits.

Carry them as a side line.

For Price List, and Trade L'terature write

Ward & Co.,
1 3 St. John St., - - Montreal. P. Q

British America Assurance Company
a. D. 1333

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lasb, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

ESTERNWEST Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - $3,570,000
Income ior 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

^4AA00 H ANDdlUv POWER

iELEVATOR
F.O.B. WORKS, HAMILTON. LOAD 1500 LBS., CAR 5 FT. X 6 FT.

MONTREAL I OTTAWA
I
WINNIPEG I VANCOUVER

St. James St. I
O'Connor St.

I
McRae Block

I Alexander St.

QTIS-FENSOM ELEVATOR COMPANY, Limited

HEAD OFFICE, - TORONTO, ONTARIO

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capiat Paid Up
Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits -

$1,000,000.00

$1,277,404.49

We

Your

Account.

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts bought and sold

Letters of Credit issued.

Collections p oniptly attended to.

SAYINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

io
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PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

; nv£:

Trade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,

Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion. Montreal. 1897.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum by Napol-
eon Matte, 5th Edition. Price, S3. 00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On tine heavy paper and strongly
bound. Price, $3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3%, 4, 5, 5 l
/», 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum. By

Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, $5.00.

Hushes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances
showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from % per cent, to 3J per cent., inclusive. Also a
table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per
cent., by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables , interest for one thousand days can be ob-
tained at any rate from { per cent, to 10 per cent

,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from

It
per cent, to 10

per cent., inclusive, on the basis of ?65 days to the year
in i per cent, rates. By Charles M. 0. HUOHM
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables
At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 365 days
to the year , for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Charles M 0, HUGHES (on
folded card, 14Jx9^), strongly bound. Price, S1.0U.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2V2, 3 or 3 l/2 per cent, (each on separate card), on the
basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables
Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice
versa, advancing by 8ths and 16ths, with other usefu
tables. By Ewino Buchan. Second edition. Price
$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis
count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of
quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewino
Buchan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,
from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents. Canada into
New York and vice versa. By Ewino Bichan. Price
in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on boardsl, each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs '* from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent, to rifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

rr cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
Martin. Price, $1.50. Full bound leather—limp.

New.
The Importers' Guide

A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1.000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
46 yards. By R. Campbell and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff
Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in
the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
publishers

1 1 S and 1 1 7 Notre Dame St., West. MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS.. Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

THAT "JIGSAW" PUZZLE

/TVftfE LATEST SOCIETY FAff
Dealers, Attention J
The "JIG SAW" Puzzle Craze is a Fac

THEREFORE '

For you to know that we publish our own
pictures , and that we have hundreds of

the most popular copyrighted subjects
on the market, and that we have operat
ed for more than 20 years the most com
plete Art Woodworking Plant in the

Country , with skilled labor in every de

partment, should induce you to consider

our claims
WHICH ARE

Lowest Prices— Best Subjects— Finest Workmanship

The Ullman Manufacturing Co.
Publishers and Manufacturers of

Pictures. Post Cards. Puzzles. Papeterles, Frames, Gamn, Art-

Novelties, Juvenile Books and " Kute Kids Koloiing Kitt."

338-342 East 59th St., - NEW YORK
" GET IN THE GAVE " Send (or Catalogues and Price Lis

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
located on the east side of Queen .street. The
rooms arc bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Tool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH CU1ANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stalling, and near to all principal pub-
lic buUdingB. Cool and lofty bedrooms, Spacious
dining anil ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric tight throughout,

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON,

Mrs. J. F. SMITH.
BERMUDA

Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in May

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEX, - - - Manager
For rates, etc., apply

TRIXIDAD SHIPPING & TRADING CO
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K PAISLEY, - - Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JcNKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15% Toronto St. 465 Temple Bid?.

Toronto Montreal

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price.

Better than any at the same price.

HB--H--HH--HHH--B
— AND —

Indelible Copying.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St.. Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collection*
Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

SPRING
SPECIAL

March 10

Bookseller & Stationer

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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POST CARDS
Brown, Black,

Colored, Birth-

day, Comic.

All the Latest German Finest Novelties at Wholesale Rates.

Sample Collection $5. Established 1895

VERLAGANT. GERSTENKORN, Hamburg

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL. STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned-up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
THE BROWN BROS, lim.ted

TORONTO.

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

/%/V^W^i/VWWVWWWV- *. *www^~

WaveHey
Pens

What makes the Waverley Series of Pens

sell so readily is their incomparable and re-

gular good quality. Every pen is selected.

They are known all over the world as the

"Boons and Blessings"
Sold by the Leading Wholesale Houses

Sample Cards & Trade Prices sent by return mall

Wavarley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

Vt^Wt^WW VV'\/\/*'\/VVVVVVV%'VV'VVV^/VyW%/WWVW%'W^.'V^v

"SPIRO
" ALL-STEEL ARCH FILES
ALL-STEEL BOARD CLIPS

FILL A LONG-FELT WANT

File. One.of our several styles

If you have the reputation for supplying the BEST'
you cannot afforl not to carry the "Spiro" All-Steel

line. It represents the up-to-date in board filing

devices. Durable and reliable.

We take pleasure in notifying the trade that we
have arranged with Mr. A. Roy McDougall, of Toronto, to

represent our line throughout Canada. Write him at

once for particulars and prices.

Spiro Mfg. Co., l
x$s

101E. 131st St., New York

ii ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers

in 6d., !/ and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO.,

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
O.C-" process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks,Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATHS PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London lEng, i
Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

027 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg in Canada

The

jR£G./# €ANADA
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BUILDING A NATIONAL TRADE
Why confine your trade to local territory ? You can build up a national trade without any extra

expenditure on your part.

In calling attention to goods you are placing on the market do so by using publications of national

circulation. The greatest national advertising medium in Canada is : : : :

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
Busy Man s will carry your advertisement from Halifax to Vancouver. It circulates most thor-

oughly throughout the Dominion. There is not a territory in which it does not enter regularly

each month.

We want to show you what we are doing for our advertisers. A card to our nearest office will

bring you particulars.

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, New York, Chicago, London Eng.

A SPECIAL

OFFER
To every readeroiHie Bookseller

and Stationer

On receipt of a postcard or

letter we will send gratis a

copy of "The Publishers'

Circular and Booksellers'

Record," the weekly paper
for all interested in books
published in Great Britain

and Ireland, to any address

for six weeks.

A ddrex : Dept G.

Publishers' Circular
Limited

19 Adam St., Adelphi, London, Eng*

THIS IS THE SEASON FOR

Paper Novels,
Cheap Editions,

Serial Part Publications,

and Magazines.
Send for Lists and Terms.

Special inducements to trade handling

SERIAL PART PUBLICATIONS.

London Town, Past and Present,"

"History of England,"

"Women of All Nations"
sell WITHOUT the slightest effort.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Representative Wanted for Canada
Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

13
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I

Better Settle

*NOW
Stock up for

a good trade

ris

Not a souvenir

but an

indispensable aid.

Wai
The pen with/ Iq^^LJ )

the CliP _CaP

Fou^S^Pen
Uniform prices—years of good service and

a steady profit are your reasons for pushing

4 Dozen Stationers' Assortment
Well divided among the various sizes and styles, and with all kinds of pen points for

which you have regular calls. A good show-case display is the way to get the large

sales from our advertising.

We loan this case with the

4 Doz. Assortment

That sells for $156.00

That costs 104.00

Profit $52.00—50%

Larger and smaller show-case assortments
on request.

L. & C. Hardtmuth's

"Koh-i-noor" Propelling Pencils
ARE THE MOST POPULAR STYLE PENCIL ON THE MARKET TO-DAY.

THE IDEAL POCKET PENCIL.

t^&cvhardtmuthvAIJ^riai

No. 1568 Koh-i-noor, HB degree, yellow polished, ebonized ends, 4 in $5.00 per dozen
" 1568 Koh-i-noor, Copying Lead, "

4 in 5.00

No. 1568a Koh-i-noor, HB degree, yellow polished, ebonized ends, 5 in $6.00 per dozen
" 1568a Koh-i-noor, Copying Lead, yellow polished, ebonized ends, 5 in 6.00 "

" 2202a Koh-i-noor HB Refills, for 1568 and 1568a, in flat box of 6 refills 3.60 per dozen boxes
" 1570 Koh-i-noor Copying Refills " " " " 3.60

Liberal Trade Discounts. Write for Complete Terms and Catalogues.

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, 1 36 St. James St., Montreal

FACTORIES-ST. LAMBERT, QUE. BRANCHES—LONDON, PARIS, NEW YORK
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A PROTEST FROM OTTAWA— Two To-
ronto Publishing Houses are Criticized by Geo.

F. Abbott for Advertising for
u
Direct Business.

Ottawa, Dee. 31.—The appearance in the Ottawa
newspapers during December of advertisements of To-

ronto wholesale book houses aroused some ill-feeling

among local booksellers, who hold that these publishers

should not enter into competition with the retail man
after their traveler has sold him a goodly supply of dif-

ferent publications. It is a point which may possibly

be questioned, but the publisher should consider the

retailer and endeavor as far as possible to promote a
demand for the books which he sells, rather than invit-

ing direct trade with the source of supply.

Mr. Abbott's Letter.

In connection with the foregoing, the following letter

has been handed your correspondent for publication, and
it fully explains the feelings and wishes of the book-

seller:

—

Editor Bookseller and Stationer:

I think it is about time the attention of the retail

trade was brought forcibly to the practice of certain

Toronto publishers, of encroaching upon the retail busi-

ness by soliciting mail orders direct at this season of

the year. I have before me now advertisements which

appeared in the Ottawa papers during this month, from

two Toronto publishers, neither of which make any men-
tion that the books may be procured from local stores,

the bookseller being completely ignored.

The booksellers of Ottawa have a fair stock, in fact

a heavy stock, representing all books mentioned in these

ads., and not only that, we all have liabilities owing to

these houses due on January 4th (for next year some of

us will know better), which we are expected to meet at

maturity, and in spite of this they enter into competi-

tion against us.

One of these houses goes directly after the retail

trade and advertises in the local papers, "For the best

books write —," mentioning themselves. "We have
all the leading books of the year, etc." Now this same
house sends a representative along soliciting orders for

importation and later in the year loads us all up as

much as they can with their fall fiction. When they

have sold us all they possibly can they then go to work
at the only season of the year in which the bookseller

has a chance to make a little money and take the bite

right out. of his mouth by soliciting direct. There is no
other business that would stand such a state of affairs for

a minute. Imagine Horrocks, the great cotton firm, ad-

vertising they would sell a dollar's worth of their cot-

ton direct to a consumer. What a, howl the dry goods
people would kick up and those who have thousands of

dollars invested in their stocks.

It is a fact that a good many orders do go direct to

them, they, of course, pocketing the profit which rightly

belongs to the bookseller.

There is in Toronto a branch of a good old London
house which does the square thing towards the book-
seller and for which they deserve the greatest credit.

When retail orders reach them from outside they deliver

through the local bookseller and allow him, by sending

a credit note, the profit which the customer had sent

direct, and this is the proper way to treat a matter of

this kind if the publisher wished to have money invested

in his stock by the booksellers of Canada.
I would like other members of the trade to take this

matter up, and to let the publisher know if he wants the

retail business he is welcome to all he can get, but that

if he does he must not expect to look for any support
from the bookseller.

GEO. F. ABBOTT,
Mgr. Jas. Ogilvy, Ottawa.

It will prove interesting to hear from other sources

upon the above, question.

Christmas Trade.

The booksellers and stationers of the Capital en-

joyed a brisk Christmas trade and the general opinion
is that this year there have been more books bought
than on any previous Christmas. The stores themselves
may have influenced the increased demand for books by
their advertisements which allotted about seventy-five

per cent, of the space to books and the appropriateness
of such gifts.

Again this year there was a heavy demand for
Christmas cards, far in excess of last year, but the
calendar trade fell short of previous records.

The circulation of books for November in the public
library was 18,340, against 13,096 in same month last
year. The reading of books of non-fiction increased from
3,327 to 5,711. In the different branches of non-fiction
the circulation of history and books of travel was nearly
doubled; literature increased from 784 to 1,820, and the
useful arts, fine arts, and biography gained from 70 to
80 per cent.

One of the most popular sellers this month has been
"Sowing Seeds in Danny." Van Dyke's "Out of Doors
in the Holy Land" proved a popular Christmas gift

book.—G.E.M.H.
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TRADE CONDITIONS IN CANADA—A Retrospect of the

Past Year—Views of Wholesalers and Representative Retailers—Gen-

eral Opinion is that 1 909 will be a Splendid Year—Stocks are Low.

That 1908 was a dull year in the book and stationery

business, that buying throughout the year was light, that

the unexpected rush of Christmas trade cleared out stocks

and that the trade are entering upon 1909 with depleted

stocks and in an optimistic frame of mind, expresses in

brief form the present state of affairs.

The general concensus of opinion seems to be that 1909

will be a good year. The tone is decidedly better than in

January, 1908. Early orders are excellent, denoting a

shortage of many lines in retail stores, which must be

made up at once.

One excellent feature of last year's business was the

way in which the trade weathered the time of depression.

This indicates the strength and staying power of the men
in the business. Failures were few and paper was re-

markably well met.

RETAILERS.

R. Duncan & Co., Hamilton.

Business during the past season has been most satis-

factory and has exceeded our expectations, more especi-

ally in the staple lines. Our prospects for 1909 are very

bright and we look forward to a large increase.

John F. Sifton, London.

Fall and Christmas trade of 1908 was up to 1907 in

the retail line. The jobbing business was not quite up to

the mark. Everything points to a good trade in all lines

when spring opens up.

C. L. Nelles, Guelph.

Business for 1908 has turned out very satisfactory, al-

though the money was not as freely spent as I should like

to have seen it. Christmas trade called for good editions

of all books and the sale of them was better than last

year. Canadian writers had first choice to a wonderful

extent and for next December I intend to specialize on

good lines of Canadian poets. 1909 trade has opened up

well and I look for more improvement.

B. C. Fairfield & Son, St. Catharines.

Christmas business was good. Prospects for 1909 in-

dicate better conditions.

W. K. Ireland & Co., Owen Sound.

In spite of the financial depression, trade has been

good. It held its own here, and, local option having been

retained, trade conditions will be better. Up to time of

writing this year trade has never been better. Give us a

fair square deal with the school books and all will be well.

Cloke & Son, Hamilton.

December business was good, with more customers than

ever. Expensive goods, however, were not in demand as

much as usual, and high-priced calendars wert not

wanted. Considering the industrial situation in this city,

we think trade was very satisfactory. For 1909 we don't

expect any great improvement until the fall, and not then

unless our factories and other industries get going again.

G. W. Sulman, Chatham.

Business was good with a better class of goods selling.

Books were particularly good. Prospects for 1909 in

Chatuam and vicinity are fair, depending to a great ex-

tent on the manufacturing establishments.

A. A. Perry & Co., Welland.

During summer and fall business was very dull, but

December business far exceeded our most sanguine ex-

pectations, being several hundred dollars better than last

your. In 1909 we look forward to a good trade. All in-

dications point that way.

C. B. Scantlebury, Belleville.

Trade was not up to the average in fancy goods, but

the book trade was exceptionally good, both in cheap lines

and copyrights, as well as in fine editions and church

books. Trade on the whole was late and not overly en-

thusiastic.

A. H. Jarvis, Ottawa.

Trade for the past year has been pretty much on a

par with past years, with the ordinary improvement due

to the ordinary increase of business. The demand for

books, taking the place of Christmas cards, has greatly

increased. Nice editions of standard books have been in

demand and the best class of new fiction seems to be

wanted, not the baser sort.

James L. Sutherland, Brantford.

Our business for the past season has been most satis-

factory, beginning early in December and keeping up
steadily until 10.30 p.m. Christmas Eve. People bought

freely and we did not have any trouble selling goods. The
volume was fully as great as the previous year. Prospects

for next year are good.

G. O. Maddock, Tillsonburg.

Re trade for the past year—very satisfactory. Holi-

day trade was exceptionally good. Prospects for 1909

were never better, and it should be a record year.

W. J. F. Mallagh, London.

Being our first year here we cannot make comparisons.

Only we would say that we are satisfied and things look

decidedly hopeful for 1909.

Williamson & Son, Port Hope.

Business during the holiday season was considerably

better than a year ago. The book business showed quite

an advance, but fancy goods were very little in demand.

Wm. Tyrrell & Co., Toronto.

We found the first part of last

previous year, and each month we ^^^ oumc uu... ...,,

keeping up to former records. Sometimes we went con-

siderably behind and succeeding months slightly ahead,

but we are inclined to think we averaged less than the

year before up to the end of October. From that time

on there was a marked improvement and the Christmas

season has been extremely gratifying. We are of the

opinion that 1909 ought to be better than 1908, but we are
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not sure that general conditions warrant us in expecting'

any very great improvement over last year.

E. M. Renouf, Montreal.

Mr. Ross, manager, said: "We can't complain, busi-

ness has been very good with us, both here and in our

branch at Quebec. I think the Queen's photograph book-

cut in on the calendar trade a little, as it sold at about

the price of a good calendar."

C. Watkin Etches, Montreal.

Business has increased during the year and T look for

a continuation of this condition.

Scroggie & Co., Montreal.

Mr. Mountford, manager of book and stationery de-

partment, stales: "We have had an exceptionally good
Christmas trade, and prospects for the future were never

brighter."

F. E. Grafton, Montreal.

Our Christmas trade has been wonderfully good, and I

think the prospects for the future are very favorable.

Travelers report better feeling in the country.

Foster Brown, Montreal.

We could see no indication of the so-called hard times

in our business and so far as I can see the prospects are

all right.

F. E. Phelan, Montreal.

We did an unusually good business during the Christ-

mas season, and, in fact, the entire year was a record-

breaker. I think [he country is turned towards prosper-

ity and dealers can Lay in good stocks with absolute

safety.

Thos. Wheatley, Sarnia.

While trade this year was nol as brisk as al previous

holiday seasons, our expectations were more than realized

and we 'have no reason to complain. The book trade was

especially good and we cannot overlook the business

brought us by Knowles' ''Web of Time."

J. J. Taylor, Sault Ste. Marie.

Business was considerably slower during the |>ast sea-

son. During the holiday trade we found that the less ex-

pensive lines were patronized. V\V have very bright pros-

pects here for a boom year, as we have just heard very

encouraging news to the effect that the Lake Superior

Corporation is about to enter upon extensions that will

mean great things to this place.

M. G. Hay, St. Thomas.

December or Christmas trade with us was up to and

beyond expectations. Books of all kinds, high-class boxed

papers, leather goods and pictures sold well. (We do not

go in for fancy goods). Prospects for the future look

good to us.

A. Goodeve, Woodstock.

We found business at Christmas very good and are

in hopes from present appearances that trade will be bet-

ter after this. •

A. H. Stratton & Co., Peterboro.

The Christmas season, considering it from every stand-

point, has been most satisfactory to the stationer and

bookseller. Fancy goods in the medium lines were large-

ly demanded and a brisk business was the result. A large

variety was offered the public and the sale was equal to

that of 1908. Fancy boxes of envelopes and writing paper

proved rapid sellers and were one of the best lines this

season. Summing up the fancy goods trade and station-

ery, it compared splendidly with last year, especially in

the medium priced articles. The higher priced goods were
"stickers." The sale of books was well up to the mark.
The new copyright editions were rapidly disposed of. The
price was cut considerably and this attraction developed

a large sale. Gift books proved a satisfactory investment

and an extensive demand was experienced. Christmas
post cards were "goers," and with booklets had a record

sale. Calendars were disappointing, the demand and sale

being below expectation.

MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter.

Mail order business since Christmas has been the best

we have ever had. Apparently stocks in the country are

greatly reduced and are now down to a working basis.

1907 was an abnormal year, it must be remembered. 1908
fell off. But people were careful and failures and bad
payments were less than anticipated. The trade sat tight

and didn't feel the stringency the same as in the States.

Charles L. Burton, Fancy Goods Co., of Canada.

Trade conditions were rather quiet with us last year.

The first half of the year was good; after that there was
a noticeable slackening off. While over in Europe last

fall I found that the situation there was very bad. Trans-

actions were quiet in all lines of business. I don't think

the near future holds out any prophecy of better things

to come. Until t lie tall chimneys start to smoke again

ami the factories take back their hands conditions must
i! cessarily remain inactive.

E. H. Harcourt, E. H. Harcourt Co.

As far as we were concerned, we did more business

last year than the year before. The last few months were

exceptionally good. From about the middle of the year

there was an improvement in tone, especially in the North-

west. So far this year, all the people we have heard from
report good business, which will continue to improve.

There is no doubt about the improvement.

George Clark, Valentine & Sons' Pub. Co.

We have done an excellent trade during the year, and

at the present moment have more orders in hand than ever

before at this time of the year.

A. Goodman, Raphael Tuck & Sons Co.

We have no complaint to make. The year has been

an exceptionally good one. We are bringing out many
new lines, the coming year, and with them we hope to

do a good year's business.

H. H. Edmison, Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.

Business was very fair with us last year, and we can't

find any reason to grumble. It was on the whole just as

la rue in volume as any previous year. Collections were
fair. From present indications I believe that business

will be decidedly brisk during the coming spring.

i. B. Gundy, Oxford University Press.

We missed very much the Northwes. business last

year. The previous year everybody bought large stocks

and last spring all took frig'ht and didn't know what

was going to happen, consequently the trade under-

bought. When fall came dealers were largely under-
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stocked, and as business picked up remarkably, beginning

about November 15, stocks were soon cleared out. Our
mail orders just before Christmas were never so good be-

fore. We have had letters from customers expressing the

greatest satisfaction with Christmas trade. I believe

stocks are so far reduced that our customers will be glad

to see the travelers when they visit them this season.

W. P. Gundy, W. J. Gage & Co.

"First rate, first rate," said W. P. Gundy, of W. J.

Gage & Co., when asked how conditions had been with his

firm during the past year. "It's true that during the

first few months things were

rather quiet. But they soon

livened up and November and

December were specially good.

Collections on the whole aver,

up well. Renewals naturally were

more frequent than in former

years, but those who showed any

desire whatever to meet their obli-

gations were taken care of.

We look forward to doing a

really brisk business during the coming year, as dealers

all over the country have allowed their stocks to run

very low, and the return of prosperity will cause them to

replenish with larger orders. Our travelers report [rood

prospects, particularly in the West, and there is everj in-

dication that there will be an increased business done in

every line of trade," concluded Mr. Gundy.

Richard Brown, Brown Bros., Limited.

Last year's trade was certainly not as good as in previ-

ous years in total volume of business received. The first

few months of the year were rather quiet, owing mainly to

the fact that dealers had sufficient

siocks on hand at the time of the

slum]) with which to fill demands for

some time ahead. However, things

began to pick up a little after that

and during the fall business was

steady if not brisk. We found col-

lections good. With very few ex-

ceptions we had no trouble at all in

getting payments. I would judge

from present indications that we

are likely to have a good spring

business, though no one can speak with surety.

H. L. Thompson, President the Copp, Clark Co., Limited.

Our general trade during the past year showed a slight

decrease that was noticed in every branch of the business,

•not only in the manufacturing departments, but also in

the various imported lines. If any

exception could be taken to this gen-

eral statement, it would apply, per-

haps to the Eastern sections of the

Dominion, where trade conditions

were rather better than we expected.

This state of trade was maintained

practically throughout the year. Just

before Christmas, however, we noticed

a decided improvement in the tone of

letters from our various customers,

and mail orders showed a general im-

provement. The year 1909 opens with every indication of a

more satisfactory state of affairs. There are still some

places throughout the country from which no word of im-

provement has yet been heard. These are in the main

manufacturing points where special reasons still cause a

depression, but at the end of 1908 a general report from
our traveling staff may be summed up in the statement
that customers had bought cautiously throughout the year,

and that the late fall sales were better than they expected.

The improved outlook will be more readily understood

when we consider that during the early part of 1907 the

retail trade bought heavily with the expectation of a good
fall business, then came the sudden depression leaving

large stocks on the hands of the trade. Now it would

look as if the conditions are reversed, light stocks, and a

hopeful outlook, what two better conditions can be wanted
to insure a good wholesale trade during this present year.

If you will pardon a personal allusion to your paper,

The Bookseller and Stationer, I may say that for some
years I have felt that it has been giving special and gen-

erous attention to the wants of the retail men throughout

the country and doing all in its power to conserve their

interests. Such work must have a beneficial effect. Any-
thing that will act as a medium through which the men in

one town can see what others are doing and so take advan-

tage of their experience is bound to be helpful, and The

Bookseller and Stationer is doing this.

J. S. M. Ridley, John Underwood & Co.

While last year's business on the whole was not so

g 1 as in previous years, still results were very satisfac-

tory, and we have nothing to complain of. The biggest

year's business we ever had was done

in 1907. We only lost one account

last year, and that was not due to any

fault of ours. We got the best ad-

vice obtainable, but though given in

good faith it did not save us from

the small loss which resulted due to

I lie failure of the firm. You see we
never discount paper, and that reduces

our chances of loss very considerably.

Though our general business did not

average up as high as usual last year,

a r trade in carbon paper and ribbons increased to a

Large extent, and January orders give every indication of

larger business for the new year.

PUBLISHERS.

Frank Wise, Macmillan Co.

Our business shows about twenty per cent, increase for

the year and for December over twenty-five per cent. On
the whole, collections are good, a little slow, perhaps, in

some quarters. It has been a good fie! ion year, and our

school book sales have increased very much. This year

we are going to travel the whole West of Canada our-

selves, probably making two trips.

J. E. Robertson, Westminster Co.

Business was dull, but took a turn about December 1,

and December trade was as large as ever. It looks to me
like a good year ahead of us. A good many people com-

ing in from all parts of Canada speak most hopefully of

prospects and there is every indication of a good year

ahead of us.

Henry Button, Cassel & Co.

We found that in two months of the second half of the

year, we did as much business as in the first twelve

months we were here. We believe that had the trade real-

ized a little sooner that things would brighten up, our

figures would have been even more satisfactory. We
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Trade Conditions in Canada.

didn't overstock ourselves and so were undersold in the

busy season. We had sold out of Chums about ten days

before Christmas, despite the fact that we had cabled for

500 copies in excess of our original order. Judging from

the reports of the visiting trade, 1909 will be a "corker."

E. S. Walker, Methodist Book Room.

Business for the first six months of 1908 was somewhat
duller than the previous year. Up to September there was

a slight improvement, but not as great as we had hoped

for. The year finished strong, however—a garrison finish

—bringing us up even for the year. December was the

banner month. Our strong fiction list was the means of

assisting us. The outlook is better at the present time

than it was a year ago. The way paper has been met indi-

cates a healthy condition.

J. H. Charles, Musson Book Co.

We really did not anticipate any increase in our busi-

ness last year, but in reality we find that our returns

were from 15 to 20 per cent, in excess of the proceeding

year. Payments in the West, with but few exceptions,

were much better than last year. Both in Ontario and

the East they were quite as good. Judging from the tele-

graph order received since Christmas, stocks are now
in a depleted condition, which should mean good trade

this season. The financial condition is much bettor now
and prospects are better still.

Thomas Allen, McLeod and Allen.

With our increased lines we were able to do as well

last year as the year before. So far as our own publica-

tions were concerned, we were a little ahead, which was

very gratifying as all business was more or loss affected

by the hard times. Prospects for this year look bright

to me.

wilBOUNCE 1 An analogy which

give courage to the defeated salesman

inspire and

Reproduced

from Macey'sMonthly, by courtesy of the Macey Co.

"Jones was tired of strife—he had not one chance in

a hundred of getting that order. He was on his way to

make one more try before the final disposition of a large

order, but 'he soliloquized: "What's the use? 1 talked

an arm off him yesterday, and he knocked about every

detail. I'm stung!"

As he turned the corner, he could not help noticing a

gang of boys who were bouncing a large rubber ball. He
stopped and watched their antics. He noticed that the

harder the ball was thrown down the higher it bounded

into the air, and as he stood there the thought flashed

through his mind that he had been thrown down by a

grouchy customer and landed like a lump of putty. He
had felt it and was not fit for work that morning simply

because he had no bounce in him. The lesson of the rub-

ber ball made such an impression that he gathered himself

together and determined that he would "get that order or

bust." Already he was bounding up like the rubber ball.

A glance at his watch sent him on his way, and the

springy step and energetic air indicated "bounce."
He found his man and plunged enthusiastically into

his subject. His arguments and manner were convincing

and he secured the order, leaving the customer in a satis-

fied and happy frame of mind.

"Bounce!" That's what you want. Whenever some
discouraging circumstance throws you down into the

depths of despair, bound up higher and stronger than

ever with the determination to make a stronger effort next

time."

MONTREAL TRADE—Christmas Business Gen-
erally Satisfactory—Some of the Features of the

Trade —A Visitor from Mexico— Books That Sell.

Montreal, Jan. 11.—Dealers generally throughout the

city have done a gratifying trade during the holidays.

There are few exceptions of this, but fortunately not

many. In discussing the situation with one of the

prominent dealers in the city he stated that many people

did not feel as though they could give a present of very

great value, consequently many looked upon the illus-

trated calendar or Christmas card as a satisfactory

means of getting out of their dilemma.

In current fiction there was no real Christmas book

published, but there was a good sale for many of the

recent publications. Some of the larger stores report a

very good sale of "Paths of the Righteous," by Miss

Dougall, of this city. The book, in addition to being a

work of merit, also possesses a local flavor on account

of the authoress being a Montreal lady. Gift books had

an unusually good sale.

The Delmar Music Co. are publishing a new song

this month, entitled "O Canada," the words of which

are by Mr. Recorder Weir.

Valentine Sons Pub. Co. are opening a branch house

in Winnipeg to be able to better deal with their increas-

ing Western business. This firm are also opening a

branch in Atlanta, Georgia. Here, as in the West, their

business has increased in such proportions as to warrant
this course.

E. M. Renouf, St. Catherine Street, is advertising a
big sale, to start Saturday, the 9th. This is the usual

January sale which this firm runs.

Considerable controversy has been occasioned by the

proposal to hold a winter carnival in Montreal. Many-

opinions have been aired in the daily press concerning

it. The chief objection to the scheme is the fact that

Canada will be advertised as a land of ice and snow, and
that it was for this reason that the carnivals as held

many years ago, were discontinued. The ice palace fea-

ture seems, to be the specially obnoxious portion of the

programme to those who are opposing it. On the other

hand, the promoters believe that a better appreciation of

the exact conditions existing here are. held in other coun-

tries, and that a carnival of winter sports with an ice

palace would not militate against the progress of the

Dominion. There is no doubt but what the tradesmen
of the city would benefit largely from the influx of visi-

tors to the city. This perhaps is especially true of the

stationers, booksellers, novelties, photographic view and
souvenir houses. The railways are opposing the scheme
most strenuously.

William McClellan, of Mexico City, has been spend-
ing a few days in the city visiting friends and relatives.

Mr. McClellan, who is a Canadian by birth, has not
visited Canada during the winter time for 22 years,

although he has returned to his native land many times
during the summer months. During these years he has
been engaged in the bookselling and stationery business
in the West Indies and subsequently Mexico. Mr. Mc-
Clellan is enthusiastic regarding the prospects in his

adopted country, where, he states, there are many op-
portunities for good live business men. He said the
government was a particularly good one and investments
were consequently safe there.

Chapmans are selling 'A Remittance Man's Letters
to His Mother." This is an amusing and cleverly writ-
ten book which is proving a good seller. Its author,
Mr. Jarvis, is an Ottawa man.
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THE PICTURE PUZZLE CRAZE-It Invades Canada, though

only to a Limited Extent as Yet—Wholesale Fancy Goods Houses Slow

in Taking it Up—Department Stores in the Cities Reap Rich Harvest

In polite society bridge has been to a great extent

superseded by the picture puzzle, and it won't be long

before there will be as great a general vogue for these

tantalizing puzzles as there was some years ago for

ping pong.

The picture puzzle has taken hold in the United

States and it is coming over into Canada. The department

stores in the big cities all had them last Christmas and

some of the larger fancy goods stores and the sale was

heavy among the people who were "onto" the fail.

Every person who tries one of the puzzles becomes an

apostle and soon there will be very few individuals who

won't, be touched with the craze.

Description of the Puzzle.

picture puzzle, some one asks. It's really

It's merely an adaptation of an old child-

this is the way the modern puzzle

What is a

nothing new.

hood favorite and

originated:

—

A little more than a year ago a young woman in

Eastern Massachusetts desired to raise some money for

a children's hospital. In casting about for some new

aim at which to direct her efforts, she recalled the

"sliced animals" and "cut-up maps" which had been at

once a source of amusement and of instruction in der

childhood. These games will be familiar to thousands

of readers and therefore need no more description than

to say that they were maps or pictures of animals

printed on tough paper and pasted securely upon .vood

a quarter of an inch thick. The wood was then cut up

into small pieces by a fine bracket saw or scroll saw.

The game or puzzle consisted in reconstructing the maps

or animals from the jumbled-up pieces.

With a recollection of the pleasure this old-time

amusement has afforded, the girl procured some thin

wood and some attractive magazine covers printed in

colors. The pictures were glued to the wood, and were

then sawed up by a scroll saw, with the purpose of mak-

ing a puzzle that should be really difficult to solve.

Cuts were first made along the principal outlines of the

picture, but the pieces thus produced were again divided

and subdivided, until from one hundred to two hundred

sections were produced.

The puzzles were tried upon the youngsters in the

hospital, and were so immediately and emphatically suc-

cessful that they were placed on sale at a fair held for

the benefit of the institution.

Their reception here was more than a success; it

was a furor and the originator of the idea began to

make the picture puzzles in large numbers, and to place

them on sale in women's exchanges. There they w^ere

seen by the, buyers of the toy departments of the great

retail stores, and orders began to increase.

The Craze Spreads.

During the first winter the young woman made six

hundred dollars, but by that time the "craze" had begun

to spread, and the department stores were beginning to

demand a far larger supply than any one source of pro-

duction could furnish. This was because an idea that

had been intended at first to appeal only to children had

been found to have its chief source of success in the in-

terest of older people.

Unlike their prototypes, the "sliced animals" and

"cut-up maps," these puzzles were not easy of solution.

There were plenty of cases reported where a whole fami-

ly of educated and intelligent adults had worked four

or five hours in the effort to put one of these puzzles

together.

The result was a demand for the new amusement,

not only for home use, but for summer hotels and sea-

side and country cottages.

Urged by the department stores, others took up the

work of making the puzzles, and hundreds of women an^

A PICTURE PUZZLE SOLVED

Shoeing tha Nanerous Pieces of Which it is Constructed. This
one Made by Uilman Mfg. Co , 338 East 59th St., New York.

girls are now engaged in this curious home industry.

Magazines have been stripped of covers, colored pictorials

have been robbed of every suitable picture, and all sorts

of wood have been used for the background. Thin pine

box covers, the sides and tops of old cigar boxes, and

specially prepared basswood, whitewood, baywood, and

mahogany, all have been utilized. Because some of the

material used had been insufficiently seasoned, and be-

cause all natural wood shows a disposition to warp

when coated on one side only, one enterprising firm of

lumber dealers has prepared basswood in three-ply form,

the grain in two sections running in one direction, and
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in the intermediate section at right angles; and they

have already sold thousands of feet at eight cents a

square foot.

Hotel parlors and verandas, home living rooms and

club libraries have been filled with earnest groups busily

engaged in trying to find a better place for Arabella's

head than on Adolphus's shoulder, and still the craze

shows small sign of abating.

Lethargy in Canada.

So far as Bookseller and Stationer is aware, Cana-

dian wholesale houses have shown very little enterprise

in introducing these picture puzzles to the home market.

A round of four or five warehouses in Toronto two

weeks before Christmas brought out the astonishing in-

formation that not one carried a stock.

This is a case where the trade should be ahead of

the market and not behind it. There will undoubtedly

be a demand, and a heavy demand, for the puzzles, as

soon as they are introduced, and the trade should create

a demand for itself. Once get the craze started and it

will spread like wildfire. Then the dealer with the stock

comes in for the business.

PROTECTING CANADIAN COPYRIGHTS
—More Systematized Information Needed by Col-

lectors of Customs—The Government Lists Require

Revising and Alphabetical Arrangement Throughout.

The correspondence which appeared in the last issue

of The Bookseller and Stationer on the subject of the

violation of the Copyright Act by the importation at

Sault Ste. Marie of United States editions of copy-

righted books, has brought to light a somewhat serious

defect in the enforcement of the Canadian law. The col-

lector at the Sault has been exonerated of any Con

nivance at law-breaking in his district. In fact, such

violations of the law as have occurred have been without

i he knowledge of the customs officers. Hut the difficulty

is that it is almost impossible for any collector to as-

certain whether a book is copyright or not.

The collector at Sault Ste. Marie informs our cor-

respondent that he is not furnished with an alphabetical-

ly arranged list of Canadian copyrights, hut merely a

sheaf of loose sheets numbering about 700, through which

it would he necessary to search for the desired informa-

tion with regard to any particular book. It could scarce-

ly be expected that any officer would take up his time

in this way, which is very much like looking for a needle

in a haystack.

If the Department would supply their customs offi-

cials with a list of Canadian copyrights arranged in

alphabetical order, it would be of invaluable assistance

to them.

In the course of a letter to the Department at Ot-

tawa, the secretary of the Canadian Book, Stationery

and Publishing Trades Association has made the follow-

ing appeal for a reform in the system :

"One of the great difficulties experienced in the

handling of the import book trade is the absence of any

alphabet. cally arranged list of Canadian copyrights. It

is very difficult for the collectors to ascertain whether a

book is copyrighted or not. This being the case, the

trade throughout Canada would greatly appreciate a re-

form in the system of notifying the collectors of cus-

toms of the books which have been copyrighted in Can-

ada. If the Department could arrange to furnish period-

ically a revised and alphabetically arranged list of, copy-

rights it would not only simplify the work of the cus-

toms officials, but would he a great assistance to the

book trade.

"If the Copyright Act is to be of the service it was

intended to be to Canadian authors and publishers it

should be administered in the most helpful manner. The

absence of an alphabetical list is becoming more and

more felt as the years go by, owing to the increase in

the number of copyright books.

"We would like to hear from your department about

this matter, hoping that you may be able to devise an

improved system.""

The Reply.

.John McDougall, Commissioner of Customs, has re-

plied to this request as follows :

"With reference to your remarks regarding the sys-

tem of notifying collectors of customs of books which

have been copyrighted in Canada, I beg to state that

collectors receive prompt notification in all cases where

notice of the registration of copyright is furnished to

this Department by the owners thereof. I may say,

however, that in many instances this information is not

supplied to the Department, and if, as a result, foreign

editions of the works are imported into Canada, the

holders of the copyright have only themselves to blame

in the matter."

A Strange Situation.

Of what earthly use is Canadian copyright, if this is

the case ? The presumption is that when an author takes.

out a copyright at the Department of Agriculture, the

Government undertakes to protect him. Must an author,

in addition to getting the copyright, himself notify the

Department of Customs that his work has been copy-

righted '.'

The whole system evidently stands in need of reform.

The Government should undertake to do the matter pro-

perly. There is no reason why an annual or a semi-

annual list of Canadian copyrights, alphabetically ar-

ranged, should not he furnished by the Copyright Branch

of the Department of Agriculture to the Department of

Customs for the use of its collectors.

HALIFAX TRADE -

ports Business up to the

Calendars Carried Over

Our Correspondent Re-
Average—A Good Many
—Stock-taking Now On.

Halifax, N.S., Jan. 4.—The Christmas trade, which

opened only fair, increased as the month wore on. All

the trade report business up to the average. The demand
for Christmas cards was larger than usual, while the

sale of calendars decreased very considerably, resulting

in a good many being carried over. In cards "private

greetings" were much in demand, as were also the better

class of cards, retailing from 25c to $1 each.

The popular books of the month were Miss Mont-
gomery's "Anne of Green Gables"; Mary Johnston's
"Lewis Rand"; Marie Corelli's "Holy Orders", and
Knowles' "The Web of Time."

The majority of the trade are now occupied with the

annual "stock taking," and several of them are showing

special tables of goods at clearing prices.
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PROFITABLE PUBLICITY-A Review of Some Canadian Holi-

day Advertising, with Suggestions as to Methods-Many Commendable
Advertisements Appeared-The Omission of Prices a Serious Defect.

Holiday seasons offer exceptional opportunities to the

bookseller and stationer to dispose of his stocks profitably

and expeditiously. Seasonable displays, however, should

in every case be supplemented by advertising in the local

papers. Proper preparation of advertising copy takes

time and is supposed for that reason to be the bane of the

average retail advertiser. But if advertising only received

one-half, or say, one-quarter the attention bestowed on the

other departments the time and labor devoted to it would
be considerably lessened and the results attained propor-

tionately greater. Moreover, continued familiarity witli

a task usually suggests ways and means for shortening its

performance.

Preparation of Copy.

We will consider for the present the preparation of

Christmas copy for newspaper advertising as being most

pertinent. Christmas or holiday advertising should

po>sess the same attractive features as a skilfully a.-

ranged window display. In fact, if it can be made to draw
attention to such a display used at the time the ad ap-

pears so much the better. Holiday advertising should be

seasonable. It should suggestively set forth the merits of

those goods likely to appeal to the holiday shopper. Most
people when they set out to buy Yuletide gifts do so with

little or no idea of what they are going to get. Their

minds have not been fully made up. Even the male sex

who are generally supposed to know what they are going

to select before they inter a store at all, prove an invari-

able exception. All of which shows the relative value of

suggestion in holiday announcements. Make your goods

and prices—and don 't forget to quote prices—sound at-

tractive. Many of the city stores in their holiday advertis-

ing publish a selected list of gift suggestions which they

find stimulates increased sales. The average dealer too

often confines the power of suggestion to his salesmaking

over the counter which restricts this valuable aid to selling

to a very limited number. Therefore, have your Christmas

publicity contain just the suggestion and the price talk

particularly fitted to the season.

There are several important factors to consider in the

preparation of newspaper copy. Lack of technical educa-

tion may handicap the retail advertiser at the outset, but

a close study of the up-to-date advertisements to be seen

in the daily and periodical press will help him materially.

Many of these are written by recognized advertising ex-

perts and are, therefore, among the most profitable, as well

as convenient examples of newspaper publicity extant.

The advertising retailer will find also in the manufacturer

whose specialties he handles, a valuable aid. Generally, if

asked, the manufacturer would prepare copy for him and

would be glad to do so. Besides sending to the local mer-

chant electros and illustrations of the lines he wishes to

push. Most of the specialty people have advertising de-

partments in charge of expert men for the express pur-

pose of co-operating with the dealer in promoting the sales

of their product. And the retailer that does not take the

fullest advantage of such experienced help, through ignor-

ance of its mission or a wilful misconception of its motive

is deliberately shutting his eyes to the immense possibili-

ties that lie in effective publicity. He is, as it were, get-

tng prosperous on the plan of taking a dollar from one

pocket and putting it into another. Such firms as Waler-
i'i..r's Fountain Pen, Koh-i-noor Pencils, Eastman Kodak.
Dennison's, Underwood's and many other producers of

special lines, should be written to in reference to adver-
tising their respective lines. The let-us-talk-it-over-plan

by the retailer with the manufacturer is a good one, and
every dealer should give it a trial. If, however, the re-

tailer purposes advertising staple lines of goods and not

specialties, the preparation of copy will devolve upon him-
self, unless he calls upon the local publisher to assist him.

Having decided upon what line or lines he is going to

publish in his announcement, the dealer should see first

of all that he is taking sufficient space. Extra space at

special seasons, if it can be afforded, is an excellent idea.

It uives the reader a favorable impression of the enter-

prise of the advertiser, besides bringing more prominently
into notice selling inducements he may have to offer. The
question of tilling advertising space profitably is not diffi-

cult if certain clearly-defined rules are followed in the

preparation of copy. In the first place, a good many deal-

ers think they are compelled to say a whole lot in their

advertising in order to get their money's worth. That's
a mistaken notion. How many of these same dealers

would listen to a lengthy harangue by a traveling sales-

Mian .' They would tell him in all probability that they're

was limited. And that's just the way with the

ler. Use good business English—commonsense and
serious. Allow for reasonable amount of white space to

sel off your ad. Cultivate short sentences and avoid su-

perfluous adjectives. Do not try to display every sec 1

line or every word or two. Know that contrast in an ad

is desirable to give it effectiveness. Too much display-

kills all contrast. Shun undue ornamentation or flourishes

or fancy borders of any kind. Remember your advertis-

ing is your traveling salesmen and have it dressed as you

would want a physical embodiment to be attired, dignified

and in good faste. As the price consideration,especially

with women, is invariably the basis of any sale, do not

t to quote prices. If the retailer will follow these

simple suggestions in the preparation of his advertising

matter he will find that their adoption will be fully war-

ranted by the success which will attend his efforts toward

profitable publicity.

Sample Ads.

Of the Christmas ads reproduced herewith, those of

F. I. Weaver's bookstore, Berlin, would appear to be

destined to get the maximum of results. His argument is

definite and convincing, and his price talk eloquent with

suggestions for savings. He has also taken advantage of

the resources placed at his disposal by the specialty manu-
facturer as a judicious use of illustrations will allow.

An error is seen in the spelling of "fountain" in

the line beneath the cut of pen. The advertisement of

Cooper's bookstore has a real old-fashioned holiday ap-

pearance and this idea is fully carried out in the descrip-

tive matter. A list of suggestions, coupled with prices,

makes it a very forceful announcement. Stratton's book-

store is inclined to be rather extravagant in some of its

claims, but otherwise it is one of the best advertisements

shown. The use of cuts with greater frequency would

have considerably enhanced its attractiveness. Because of
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CUT PRICE ALTERATION SALE
ESSENTIALLY

A CHRISTMAS STORE.
THE STORE WITH

THE GOODS.
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Some Holiday Announcements.

its enlarged size it presents opportunities for effective

publicity that is denied the user of smaller space.

"A Spiel About Books" might indicate to [he average

reader that it was the forerunner of an introductory talk

on the slangy literature of the Gr. V. Hobart and George

Ade type. But it isn't. For that reason it is misleading.

Hard-earned experience has proven that it don 't pay to

try and get "fresh" or funny, or even slangy in your' ad-

vertising talk unless you are appealing direct to a class of

people who are used to it. Even then it's questionable.

In this case it has spoiled the ad. I don't know just how
conditions may be "away out West," but if I were to

see an announcement of that kind published here I would

expect to find a sporty looking gentleman with a loud vest

and smoking a large cigar behind the counter. No need to

be funereal, but don't descend to doubtful methods in

order to attract attention. The customer don't like it and

it reacts against the store.

Carefulness in composition of matter for the Mc-
Murray Book & Stationery Co., Limited, would have ren-

dered it more attractive. The heading should have been set

in stronger type. The whole typographical arrangement is

altogether bad, and shows that some compositors as well

as advertisers need education in the preparation of

advertising matter.

Fotheringham & Popham show considerable taste and

advertising skill in their publicity. Because of its striking

arrangement, including the judicious use of white space,

it is calculated to catch the reader's eye. The argument

which is strongly persuasive, is good, and, no doubt, influ-
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enced a large and desirable class of buyers to the store.

Loud, extravagant statements are to be avoided. That
their books "are the talk of the town" is self-evidently

wrong-. Few books could become a leading topic of gen-

eral conversation unless they deal with a theme which

would arouse public sentiment because of its antagonism

to the principle of conventionality or decency. Elimin-

ate all generalities or ambiguous statements which are

liable to create false impressions. They are usually

harmful.

A seasonable decorative border used on Hay's ad

looks attractive. Although the omission of the rules

beneath the headlines would have given it a cleaner ap-

pearance. Why quotation marks should be after sub-

heading is not apparent.

Generally speaking, the work of the compositor on

many of the ads could be greatly improved. 1 am not

inclined to be pessimistic nor do I wish to impute to the

printer any desire to adhere to archaic forms; but it is

somewhai discouraging to note the indifference which is

paid I" advertising composition by country printers

whole. There are in some newspapers a few advertise-

ments made up with type which are about as g 1 as they

can be made; but these pieces are designed by men who
have made a study of advertising and are not the product

of the ordinary printer. It will pay the retailer to ex-

amine the typography of the advertisements appearing in

the best dailies and magazine publications. In this way
he will be able to raise his own publicity up to a higher

plane of efficiency and accomplish the very necessary aim

of having his advertisements read.

EXPRESS RATE ON BOOKS—To Secure

Low Rate Parcels Must Mow be Limited to 51bs.

in Weight—Views of the Express Gompanies—Is

the Post Offiee Behind it ? — An Open Letter.

Under date of December 29th, 1908. the Canadian Ex-

press Co. and the Dominion Express Co. advise the

that a radical change has been made in the rates on

printed matter, prepaid, which, of course, includes books.

The trade has in the past been granted a special rate

of 8 cents per lb. on packages of bonks, the value of which

did noi exceed $10. This book express was very useful,

as it enabled Toronto publishers to get books out to the

Northwest rapidly during the rush season at Christmas.

Now the shipper is restricted to sending parcels not ex-

ceeding 5 lbs. in weight.

The Circular.

The circular issued by the express companies reads as

follows, so far as it applies to the book trade:

Toronto, December 29th, 1908.

Dear Sir,—We beg to advise you that on January 1st,

1909, a new express classification will be adopted by all

express companies in Canada. Your attention is directed

to the following changes:

Section "D."

Special tariff on printed matter prepaid, not applying

on c.o.d. shipments.

Each package must be limited to 5 lbs. in weight, ex-

cepting single books, which must be limited to 10 lbs.

Must have name of contents written, stamped or

printed thereon and must be packed so that description

may be readily verified by examination.

Value limited to $10 per package.

Value must be written on receipt and package.

Special tariff will not apply on blotters or blotting

pads not having advertisements printed thereon; books
entirely blank; blank cards, cardboard, flexible or paper
patterns, letter paper, ornamental paper, playing cards
and sample of merchandise, including cloth, medicines and
sample cards.

Undelivered shipments sent out under this section will

be returned to original shippers, charges to collect.

H. P. SHARPE. R. (i. WILSON,
General Agent, General Agent.

Dominion Express Co. Canadian Express Co.

In the former or old classification the weight on print-

ed mallei' was not limited under the special tariff to any
number of pounds. It was only the value on prepaid
printed matter which was limited to $10. Under the new
classification there is both a limit on the weight which

musl be restricted to live lbs., and also on the value which

is nut to exceed $10.

The Express Companies View.

One representative of the express companies, when
asked why the change outlined above had been made, said

that the classification and also the special tariff therein,

had been approved by the Board of Railway Commission-
ers for Canada. The people had clamored to have express

companies and their rates bronghl under the jurisdiction

and control of the Railway Commission, and Parliamenl
had yielded to the demand. W any fault was to be found
the e\pre» companies should no| be blamed; complainants
should look for redress of any alleged injustice to the

Railway Ci.mmi--n.ii. which had approved the new sche-

dule.

Another representative of the express companies when
questioned regarding the ehange, said that a few book-

sellers and publishers had apparently violated the classi-

fication and had sent out big packages of books or printed

mailer under section D, which would weigh very heavy,

and there being no restriction in this respect, so long as

the value (limited to $10) was written on the package, the

express companies were getting the worsl of the ma
and carrying huge parcels at loo low a figure when com-

pared to charge- received on other goods. The publishers

or booksellers might not intentionally offend or violate the

meaning of the clause in the special tariff, but there natur-

ally existed, so long as there was no restriction as to

weight, a strong temptation to place the value at $10 or

under, in order to get the special rating of Sc per lb.

Articles Under This Tariff.

It might be pointed out that, under the new classifica-

tion, the following have been placed under the special

tariff, under which each package is limited to five lbs. in

weight, and restricted to $10 in value, excepting single

books, which must be limited to 10 lbs.—almanacs, blanks,

printed blotters and blotting pads, having advertisements

printed thereon, blue prints, books printed, bound or un-

bound, calendars, paper or cardboard, not encased or

mounted, cards printed, except plain cards, catalogues,

chromos. circulars, embossed books for reading by the

blind, engravings, hand bills, heliotrope work, insurance

policies, blank, kinetoscope pictures on paper, labels

printed, lithographs, magazines, maps on paper or card-

board, with or without canvas backing or wooden rollers,

newspaper heads, pamphlets, periodicals, photographs no

framed, posters, programmes, proof sheets, prospectuses,

publications, sheet music, show cards, signs on paper or
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cardboard not framed, solar prints not framed, stereo-

scopic views.

Is the Post Office Behind It?

The concensus of opinion among- the publishing- trade

is that the post office is behind the change. They are the

people who stand to benefit. It is well known that they

have been looking with covetous eyes on the business being

done by the express companies and they probably consider

this a good way to drive the 'business in their direction.

If this is the case, the book trade throughout the coun-

try will be seriously affected, not only because the cost of

getting books from the supply houses will be increased,

but because it will enable the mail order houses to deliver

books as cheaply as they can get them themselves. The
trade must in its own interests fight strenuously against

the parcels post idea and this new move seems to indicate

a desire on the part of the authorities to advance this

idea.

Letter From a Publisher.

The following letter bearing on the subject has been

received by the Secretary of the Canadian Book, Sta-

tionery and Publishing Trades' Association:

Toronto, January 7th, 1909.

W. A. CRAICK, Esq.,

Secretary Booksellers' Association.

Dear Mr. Craick,—Canada, apparently, is not without

its volcanic eruptions, although of a somewhat milder

form than the lamentable instance recently recorded.

It is rumored that the locality that would have suf-

fered, unless instant steps were taken, is Ottawa. By a

miraculous turn of the fairy wand Ottawa is saved (it is

thought), to the detriment and probable destruction of a

few smaller towns, quite insignificant in the eyes of indi-

viduals involved in the Capital. I refer to the sudden

rising of the express companies with the accompanying

roar of an ultimatum— to whom? Why! the bookselling

industry, of course. Who else could afford to withstand

the mighty wrath of the powers that be?

The details of the "ultimatum" are too ridiculous to

be dealt with clause by clause.

May I suggest to you, as Secretary of the Booksellers'

and Stationers' Association of Canada, thai it would be a

distinct advantage to the "trade" if you called a meeting

of the Executive with a view to drawing up a line of

argument to present to the Railway Commission that is to

sit in this city, some time this month to discuss this all

important question of express rates? Also to solicit the

views of the "trade" at once, either through the columns

of The Bookseller or by direct correspondence?

The excessive express' rates, and for that matter postal

rates, are nothing short of tyrannical. The paraphernalia

to be followed is absurd. It makes work, both for the

addressee and addressor; that is nothing. Canadian busi-

ness houses have an immense public to appeal to, and,

in consequence, can well afford to follow superfluous

principles!

Although we have only been established in this great

country a little under two years, we have suffered perhaps

more, than any other house with head offices in England
at the hands of the postal authorities at Ottawa.

Were the formidable and to my mind inexplicable

official organs known as "Rate Books" and "Postal
Guide" modified, not only would the trade generally bene-

fit, but the public also. The publishers would depend
upon a larger circulation of their wares, not the same
prices, and1 so far as we are concerned, instead of main-
taining labor in England and working a branch of the

business from that end, we could materially increase our

staff and thereby relieve the charitable organizations of

some of the heavy burdens thrust upon them, especially

at this season of the year, besides reduce the claims upon
the municipal body of the city, and incidentally the rate-

payers.

The stand we take is not so selfish as some would

have us believe. This I hope is made evident by the read-

ing of a portion of the preceding paragraph.

The main object in sending this letter is to incite the

booksellers and stationers of Canada to "get busy" and
do all in their power to protect their own trade, which is

undoubtedly the most useful and beneficial in existence.

Surely they are not satisfied with the miserable returns

for their services to the public! It is not a bit of use

''crying over spilt milk." Now is the time to make their

position felt, and keenly, too. February will be too late.

Another object in sending this letter is because I am
leaving for a trip to Europe on the 22nd, just in the heart

of the controversy which is to decide the great and vital

question of express rates—to say nothing of the trim-

mings involved and the decoration of parcels before they

will be accepted at headquarters.

Sincerely yours,

HENRY BUTTON.
Manager Cassell & Co.

Editorial Note—Since the foregoing was written,

Chairman Mabee, of the Board of Railway Commissioners,

has ordered the cancellation of the entire new express

tariff and the re-inforcement of the former tariff.

CATALOGUES AND TRADE LISTS - Im-

portance of Keeping a File—Some New Publications

Received—Carter's Ink Company's House Organ.

Waste-basket or filing cabinet—just where should each
piece of advertising matter received by The Bookseller

and Stationer be placed? More careful discrimination is

necessary. Too frequently the waste-basket gets what the

filing cabinet should receive, and vice-versa. It can be
taken as an axiom that the catalog-ue and trade lists of all

reputable manufacturers and wholesalers should be pre-

served—at last, until such time as they are superseded

by new issues. It is equally axiomatic that every piece

of printed matter without a reference value should be

destroyed. There should be a thorough house-cleaning of

all drawers and cabinets containing catalogues and lists

monthly and a rearrangement of the contents so that ne-

cessary information can be secured with the greatest pos-

sible ease and rapidity.

The Christmas number of that bright little house
organ the Scribe, issued by the Carter's Ink Co.,

has been received and perused wifh interest. Its twelve
pages contain many valuable and suggestive pointers on
salesmanship, and every dealer who reads it through thor-

oughly is bound to derive encouragement. The little busi-

ness anecdote, "Bounce," which is copied elsewhere in

this issue of Bookseller and Stationer, is one of the most
helpful little stories imaginable.

Librairie Beauchemin, 256 St. Paul St., Montreal, have
issued a small folder advertising some especially fine

French works. These embrace many subjects, including
history, religion, travel and many interesting books deal-

ing with agriculture in all its various phases.
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment

OUR SILVER JUBILEE.

The Bookseller and Stationer is now in its twenty-

fifth year. Only one trade paper in Canada is older, but

as the latter was originally published as a house organ

we can safely lay claim to [being the oldest regular trade

newspaper in the country. This is quite a distinction

for us and we intend to celebrate the event by making

the present volume the most distinctive yet issued. It

will be our Silver Jubilee Volume.

The Bookseller and Stationer was founded in 1881 by

the late J. J. Dyas, and "was continued by him for four

years, when it was disposed of to its present pro-

prietors, the Maclean Publishing Company, who have

conducted it without interruption ever since. Among

advertisers who have occupied space continuously since

the establishment of the paper are: The Brown Bros.,

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, and the Copp, Clark Co We

would like to hear from subscribers who have read the

paper from its foundation.

A NEW DEPARTURE.

With this number of The Bookseller and Stationer

important changes have been inaugurated, which it is

felt will redound to the benefit of the trade. The most

noteworthy is the establishment as a supplement to this

paper of The Canadian Bookman. The publishers feel

that the growth of the book department and the develop-

ment of the book trade in Canada merit more careful

and extended treatment than has been given in the

past. Having this object in view, they are specializing

to a greater extent on the book end and are making the

book department distinctive in this way.

The Canadian Bookman will be run in conjunction

with The Bookseller and Stationer and will in fact be

simply a specialized department of the latter. Those

booksellers who think that its circulation among book

buyers will prove helpful to them can secure quantities

in separate form at a low figure, which may be dis-

tributed among their probable customers.

Particular care will be taken by the publishers that

no injury will be done the book trade by the insertion of

advertisements, which would tend to take business away

from the booksellers. The department will be run prim-

arily as a trade department in the interests of the book

trade, which means the legitimate channel from publisher

to bookseller and then to the book buyer. If it stimu-

lates the public to buy more books through the book-

seller, its mission as a separate publication will be ac-

complished.

Another change inaugurated in this number of The

Bookseller and Stationer has to do with the make-up of

the paper. A new scheme of headings has been devised

and the advertising departments have been re-adjusted,

so that all advertising comes front and back. This, we

believe, has improved the appearance of the paper

materially.

$

THE OUTLOOK FOR 1909.

From careful investigation of the situation we have

come to the conclusion that 1909 will be a good year in

the trade, provided no untoward circumstances inter-

vene. No one blinks the fact that there has been a

depression and a serious depression. But this depression

has been safely weathered, thanks to the careful handling

of the situation by our financial departments. The ex-

perience of by-gone years has been utilized, with the

result that failures have been few and business has gone

on smoothly.

Whether or not the experience of the past fifteen

months has been merely preliminary to a worse up-

heaval in the coming year is problematical, but experi-

ence would teach us that such a contingency is remote.

Depressions and panics have in the past soon spent

themselves, salutary lessons have been quickly learned,

and the caution engendered by them has tended to the

gradual upbuilding of a more substantial structure.

The cautious buying last year, followed by an unex-

pectedly good holiday trade, has left stocks low in re-

tail departments. These must be replenished, for the

wants of the country are never satisfied. The result

must be that the opening months of 1909 will witness

good buying in the staple departments at any rate, if

not in the fancy goods departments as well. The experi-

ence of 1908 has been good for the trade, even if it has

occasioned a temporary falling off in profits.

IMPORTANT LEGAL DECISION.

For six years what is known as the Macy Case has

been dragging along in the New York courts. This case

was to test the right of the American Publishers' As-

sociation to control the sale of books. The Macy Com-

pany, running a department store, were refused books

because of their habit of price-cutting. The question

was taken to the courts and the first decision was that

the American Publishers' Association could not legally

refuse to sell to Macy & Co. The case was appealed,

and in March, 1904, the Court of Appeals decided that

only in the case of non-copyright books was the associa-

tion acting illegally.

The Publishers' Association thereupon modified their

rule to make it apply only to copyright books, and a

new series of litigation began. This has now been con-

cluded by the decision of the Court of Appeals that the

publishers can control the sale of copyrighted books.

The decision is warmly welcomed by both publishers and

booksellers, who thus find their hands strengthened in

the struggle for more satisfactory trade conditions.
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EXPRESS ON BOOKS.

The announcement that under the new express tariff

the special 8 cents per pound rate on books, sent pre-

paid, has been altered or limited to apply only to parcels

under five pounds in weight, has occasioned much dis-

satisfaction. Previously the limit placed on these

parcels was that they should not contain a greater value

than $10.

The express companies contend that this privilege has

been abused. If it has been, and we are not prepared to

say that in some instances it has not been, why should

they go to this extreme? Why not have ascertained an

average weight, the equivalent of the $10?

The way it is now, the express companies are simply

turning much of the business over to the post office. It

has even been hinted that the post office is behind the

so-called reform. If this is the case the trade had better

bestir themselves, for the introduction of the parcels post

will naturally follow. The aim and ambition of the

mail order houses is to get a parcels post in Canada

and time and again they have endeavored to influence

the Government in this direction. In self-defence retail-

ers must fight against any scheme which will make it

easier for these mail order concerns to do business.

INSURANCE RATES IN TORONTO.

The announcement of the reduction of fire insurance

rates in the wholesale district in Toronto as the result

of the instalation and tests of the new high-pressure

system has been awaited with a good deal of interest by

warehouse owners in the district affected. Shortly alter

the big fire five years ago the rates were raised with a

jump and it has been a question as to just what effect

the instalation of the new system would have on the

underwriters' schedule and rates.

A reduction of from $1 to 75c on the key rate on the

down-town district, extending from a short distance east

of the east side of Simcoe Street to a short distance

west of the west side of George Street, and from the

Esplanade north to a short distance south of the south

sides of Agnes Street and Wilton Avenue.

A reduction is also granted from 60c to 50c per $100

of insurance for the district from Bathurst to Sackville

Streets and running north to College Street.

A great many of the warehouses will not participate

in the general reduction, because it does not apply SO

fireproof buildings or those equipped with a sprinkler

system. In such cases the buildings have a special rate

of their own.

John A. Robertson and the officers of the Canadian

Fire Underwriters' Association thought the new rates

would meet with popular approval. Some of the dailies,

however, in reporting the matter, had made a mistake

in stating that the reduction would amount to 25 per

cent. The new rate would mean a reduction of 25 cents

where the $1 key rate was used as a basis. This, of

course, would be a reduction of 25 per cent, if all con-

ditions prescribed by the association were met, but the

very great majority of risks did not come up to the stand-

ard required, and so something must be added to the key

rate to cover the extra hazards. For instance, a fire

policy is taken on a building in the congested area where

the key rate is $1. The building does not come up to

the standard set, because the walls are not of the re-

quired thickness, the ceilings are wooden, and the stair-

ways are not enclosed. These hazards make the risk of

fire greater, and so certain sums are added to the key

rate because of these deficiencies. In some cases where

manufacturing is carried on or chemicals carried, the

rate would come to $2.50. It is on this $2.50 that the

reduction of 25 cents is made to find the new or reduced

rate. In other words, the $1 key rate is reduced to 75

cents, and the 60 cent key rate to 50 cents. The reduc-

tion covers all policies made or renewed since January

1 last, but no rebate or reduction is allowed on standing

policies.

The reduction is made although the civic fire and

waterworks departments have not come quite up to the

requirements asked for by the association. The associa-

tion asked that four four-million gallon pumps or three

six-million gallon pumps be installed. This would give

12,000,000 gallons of water a day in case one of the

pumps gave out. The city has put in only two five-

thousand gallon pumps. However, we believe it is the

intention to augment these, though, possibly two years

will go by before the additional service will be readv.

No calculation could be made which would show the

saving to be effected to merchants and manufacturers by

reason of the reduction; nor could Mr. Robertson state

how the rate would compare with those in force before

the big fire. In the first place, lighter stocks are being

carried. One instance alone shows that a prominent

wholesale dry goods firm has $200,000 less stock than

this time last year, and in the second place Mr. Robert-

son was not in his present position at the time of the

fire. Insurance rates have very much advanced all over

the world during the past five years, particularly so in

the cities and larger towns, though Mr. Robertson did

not think they were any too high.

BOOKS IN ENGLAND.

The publishing business suffered a slight depression

dining the past year in England, though the number of

books issued was well above any year previous to 1907.

In that year the total was 9,914 or 93 more than in 1908.

One noteworthy feature is that there was an increase of

96 in the number of new editions in 1908. Taking the

year's output, class by class, there were the following

decreases: Religion 28, Educational 60, Political and

Social 92, History 13, Year Books 24, Medicine 32, Belle

Lettre9 79. There were increases in Fiction 5, Law 17,

Arts and Sciences 55, Voyages 49, Poetry 42 and Miscel-

laneous 67.
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER-New
Lines Shown this Month—Calendars for 191 0—Players' Requisites—Im-

proved Files- Read this Department Carefully for Saleable Novelties.

New Map of Canada.

A revised map of the Dominion, 60x84 inches in size,

has been published by the Copp, Clark Co. This new

edition shows the latest developments in railroad con-

struction, etc. Dealers should get after the school

boards at once, as the new map should be in every

school house in Canada.

Steel Letter Clip.

The illustration shows a high grade steel board clip

offered by Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited. The steel

Steel Letter Clip- Buntin, Gillies & Co.

board does away with breaking and warping, so common

in the hardwood boards. The nickle-plated dip has a

patent stop attachment which causes it to remain open

for convenience in handling. The two parts are firmly

rivctted together and cannot come apart.

New Canadian Calendars.

The travelers of Warwick Bros. &' Rutter are now

showing a new range of Canadian calendars for 1910,

which this house are manufacturing. They met with

such success last season in disposing of their line of

Canadian designed calendars that they were induced to

go more extensively into the business this year. They

state that alter personal enquiry in Montreal and To-

ronto they discovered that their line of calendars sold

better than any other individual line on the market.

The reason for this was that the calendars were genuine-

ly Canadian, both in design and sentiment. The 1910

line is superior to anything they have ever shown before.

New Bridge Pad.

At the request of a number of club members the

Copp, Clark Co. have introduced a new bridge pad. This

pad has at the top of each leaf a summary for four

rubbers, which makes it very useful. This house also

have in stock the celebrated Wallace Whist tray used by

the Canadian whist league in all official tournaments.

It is named after James Wallace, late president of the

league. The Copp, Clark Co. are headquarters for all

sorts of bridge players' sundries, including pads, sets,

tally cards, bridge whist invitations and the authorized

cards of the Canadian whist league.

Valuable Commercial Map.

A valuable map of Western Canada has been issued

by the Stovel Company of Winnipeg. It is 25x80 inches

in size and on it are mapped out all the railways tra-

versing Western Canada from Port Arthur to Edmonton
and Calgary, with the name of every station in its pro-

per position. With the exception of the railway lines in

colors and the names of the stations printed plainly in

black letters, the whole map is a blank. In this way
the commercial routes of the West are most clearly dis-

played.

Each of the railways, Canadian Pacific, Canadian

Northern, Grand Trunk Pacific and Great Northern is

indicated in a different color. In addition to the map
itself there is a complete index of all stations. After

each name a sign indicates presence of express offices,

post offices, telegraph stations and freight stations.

The value of this map to eastern business men doing

business in the West is very great, and no business house

should be without a copy.

An Attractive Inducement.

A proposition that will interest the trade is the offer

of Nathaniel Field, New York, to supply all their new
and old customers with one of their beautiful cases, as

shown herewith, free of charge. This case is made to

hold twenty. four of their fountain pens, all of which are

made in attractive designs and guaranteed to be 14k

solid gold. Careful construction, exceptional value,

latest improvement, skilled workmen and expert adjust-

ers, are only a few of the reasons why their fountain

Fountain Pen Display — Nathaniel Field, New York.

pens have so rapidly grown into general favor. Retailers

who would like to secure a standard line of fountain pens

reasonably priced, should investigate the offer made by

this company.

Emerald Pencils.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter have something special in a

new pencil to retail at 5 cents, manufactured originally

to sell at 10 cents. The Emerald pencil is remarkable

value for the money. It is made in nine degrees of black

from 2B to 6H and in indelible copying. It is put up
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most attractively, one dozen to a box. The pencils are

finished in olive, enamel, stamped in gold. The black

pencils are hexigon and the copying are round. They

offer a very special proposition for an assortment for

introduction.

Ink Stands.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited, have lately added to

their stock a number of lines of ink bottles and stands,

New Inkstand — Buntin, Gillies & Co.

two of which are illustrated herewith. These include a

heavy safety, non-spillable bottle and several lines of

single and double stands, in both nickle and japan

finishes.

Fine Drawing Pencils.

The Adonis drawing pencil, made in thirteen degrees,

to retail at 10 cents, especially suited to requirements

of draughtsmen and architects. The degrees are exactly

accurate, running from 6B to 6'H. This pencil is being

introduced by the Copp Clark Co.

Notes From the Harcourt Company.

The E. H. Harcourt Co., Toronto, announce the

publication of the new edition of the Ontario copy

has supervised the printing. This company are showing
this season some novelties in onion skin paper put up

in octavo, quarto and fly leaf pads. The cobweb finish

shown in some of these is quite striking. They have a

number of other interesting numbers in tablets.

New Playing Cards.

A new pack of cards to retail at 25 cents is being

placed on the market by the Copp, Clark Co. They are

called the C.C.C. Club card, and their distinctive feature

is the large index, which renders them particularly suit-

able for bridge whist. Each pack is sealed and attrac-

tively boxed.

1601 F.

UiOl F, is the name of the new pen which William

Briggs, Toronto, is going to introduce this season. It

books. These are .printed on special paper imported

from England, of excellent quality, and the Government

New Inkstand Buntin, Gillies & Co.

is made of a new composition, which is very light and

non-corrosive. He has ready 2,500 samples on cards

which he will be pleased to send to any one wishing a

sample.

Sundry Notes From Copp, Clark Co.

Here are a few of the new goods on display at the

warehouse of the Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.

The picture sensation in New York, "The Light that

Lies in Woman's Eyes," retailing at $1 and $1.25.

114

308

mm

401 410

Easter Cards — Copp, Clark Co.

*9
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New size in the linen lawn pad. This is now made
in octavo size.

New cover on the onion skin pad, making a very at-

tractive tablet.

Fifteen assorted designs in package of St. Patrick's

Day post cards at $1 per hundred. Also Valentine nap-

kins and St. Patrick Day napkins, 30 cents per hundred.

Eight different designs in the Art Series of papeteries,

containing the popular fabric finish paper.

Regulation hockey pucks at $1.50 per dozen, whic.l

can be retailed at 25 cents. The juvenile kind at 70

cents per dozen.

New calendar pad for the use of professional and

business men, with space for engagements for every hour

of the day.

The Archive File Copp, Clark Co.

A New File.

The Copp, Clark Co. are at present pushing the saie

of a new file called the "Archive," which possesses many
features not found in the ordinary make of file. The

metal part is made in a new copper finish, which will

not rust. The alignment of the arch is always accurate

and will not spring out of place. The file is also equip-

ped with a red index, which makes it easy to place one's

hand on it.

MAGAZINE NOTES—Some New Ones on the

Market— Changes in Price— Contents of Some
Leading Periodicals.

The City, a magazine devoted largely to matters of

civic growth and life, lias been started by J. M. Dent &
Co., London.

The spring numbers of the Standard Fashion Quarterly

and the Butterick Fashion Quarterly are announced for

publication on February 12.

In May, Cassell & Co. intend to launch a new maga-
zine to be called Outdoor Life, containing 48 pages and

color plate, same size and style as Nature Book. Its price

will likely be 15 cents.

John W. Clenister is undertaking a campaign to

boom the news-stand circulation of Good Housekeeping,

the Phelps Pub. Co. magazine. He has a good proposi-

tini. and Canadian Newsdealers should give him every

assistance.

Vancouver has still another magazine and a young
lady not yet out of her teens is its editor and publisher.

It is called Levy's Magazine, and is a continuation of the

Collector's Companion, which Miss Beatrice A. Levy has

been running for the past year. It sells at only 5 cents.

St. Nicholas is now issued by the Century Co. on the

fifteenth day of the month preceding the month named on

the cover. Just by the way, the Century Co. have been

doing some good advertising for St. Nicholas and the in-

terests of the newsdealers have been brought forward

every time.

Cassell & Co. are planning to issue on March 1, the

first number of a new magazine to be called the New.
It will have 16 pages on art paper and 144 pages text.

The art section will consist of photographic illustrations

nf stage characters and scenes, and the text of the other

pages "ill be 12S pages stories with line illustrations, and

16 pages fashions. The published price for Canada will

probably be 15 cents.

Travel and Exploration, the new English magazine,

published by Witherby & Co., London, started its course

with the January issue. It is an attractive little magazine,

beautifully printed and illustrated and contains "A Call

tn Exploration," by Sir Clements R. Markham; "The
Danish Greenland Expedition," by Lieut. A. Trolle;

•Travel in the Balkans," by M. Edith Durham; "Tra-
velers and Photography," by Dudley Kidd; "The Forests

of Peru," by L. C. Bernacchi; "A Naturalist in New
Guinea," and "Dirigible Balloons."

The international Studio begins the new year with a

splendid ^sue, containing many attractive illustrations.

Among the plates are pictures by John Lavery, Charles

Volkmar, Ferdinand Schmutzer, Frederic Yates, Norman
Evill, James McNeill Whistler, Edward A. Hornel and

Louis Fancher. The literary contents are in keeping with

the illustrations, including, "Some Recent Painting by

John Lavery," with twelve illustrations; "Architectural

Gardening," with nine illustrations, etc.

The ELLIOTT line of Calendar

Pads for 1910 is now ready. There is

nothing to equal it in the market; all

pads stitched and handsomely
executed from original designs.

Also the greatest things in

CALENDARS you have ever seen

!

We are the makers of the Odd,
Unique and Original line of Tally

Cards, Dinner Cards, Dance Programs,

Bridge Pads, "500" Pads and other

Score Cards. Samples upon request,

or see your jobber.

Write for Catalogue NOW!

THE

CHAS. H. ELLIOTT
COMPANY

North Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE PROFITABLE END OF THE PHONOGRAPH BUSI-

NESS—A Great and Increasing Demand for Records—The Sale of a

Talking Machine only the First Step in a Lucrative Trade—Manufac-

turers Rely on the Retailers to Sell the Goods—By J. H. COLLINS in Printers' Ink.

When the census of 1900 was taken in the United

States the business of making talking machines and re-

cords had to be grouped with electrical apparatus, there

being not enough of it to form a separate classification.

When the manufacturing census of 1905 was taken, how-

ever, a separate classification had to be made, because

in five years the phonograph business had grown more
than 350 per cent. The value of talking machines and

records produced in 1900 was slightly over a million and

a half dollars. In 1905 it had grown to more than ten

millions. To-day some of the companies are paying

dividends of twenty-five per cent.

Profits in the Records.

The chief end of the phonograph business is the sale

of records. A phonograph is relatively simple in mech-
anism, and through certain trade conditions has been

brought to a point where the profit on a machine is not

large. The growth and profit are in records. Where in-

crease in machines manufactured between 1900 and 1905

was less than 140 per cent., the increase in record busi-

ness during the same period was nearly 800 per cent.

Every phonograph and graphophone sold creates a de-

mand for records that ultimately far outruns the cost of

the machine itself. Indeed, the industry has been

brought to a point in salesmanship when' the fortunate

owner of a twenty-five dollar machine is led on to buy

fifty dollars' worth of records. At that point the shrewd
dealer sells him a cabinet to hold the cylinders or discs,

at a price about equivalent to what was paid for the

phonograph. This cabinet, in turn, has room for twice

as many more records. The fortunate possessor of the

cabinet proceeds to buy records to fill its compartments,
and by the time it is full he probably wants a better

phonograph, and then more records, and a bigger cabinet

and so on. Of course, he wouldn't do it if the phono-
graph didn't return ample pleasure for the money
invested.

Big Developments in Sight.

As this business expands, therefore, the companies
want to control record trade, and it is this desire that

is furnishing most of the excitement just now.

Some time ago a fourth factor was introduced in

record sales. A new company came onto the market,
with records that would fit any machine, and which had
the advantage of being indestructible. Heavy advertis-

ing was done for these indestructible records, and
demand for them from all owners of phonographs was
so great that the old companies had to do something
about it. The Edison interests, according to report,

prohibited their dealers selling any competing records.

In some instances dealers evaded this prohibition, it is

said, by running a partition down the centre of their

stores and selling Edison goods on one side and compet-
ing goods on the other, through a dummy firm. Or if

that didn't happen, then some small competitor down
street took care of the competing business, which pleased
the Edison dealer less. Just about the time this situa-

tion began to ripen, the Columbia interests bought out

the business of the company making the indestructible

records (and trouble) , and is now getting ready to do

things with this newly acquired specialty. So, though

the phonograph business is young, the developments in

it are rapid. There seems to be plenty of fun ahead and

lots of big advertising and probably sufficient new busi-

ness for all.

More Trade for Retailers.

"The result of our announcement of the double

record discs," said Mr. Metzger, the other day, at the

general office of the Columbia Phonograph Company, in

the Tribune Bldg., New York City, "has been the ad-

dition of a night shift in our record department. That

means more than additional business for us. It signifies

that trade for our retailers all over the country has been

stimulated, and is recovering from panic consequences.

Our year of general business depression naturally hurt

this business, for the phonograph, while a necessity to

people who own (me, would still give pleasure with old

records. But when we give two records for the price of

one, people are brought back to the dealer for new
music, the dealer has a strong new selling argument,

and the new double records save him freight, loss, space,

investment in stock, and enables him to carry complete

selections for instant demand, a prime point in the live

record trade."

"The dream of every manufacturer, I suppose, is to

have his own retail selling agencies, distributing direct to

the consumer, and making him independent of the retailer.

Originally this company established its own agencies in

large cities. That plan was sound in the phonograph
business in early days. The machine was new as an

amusement device. Expert salesmen were needed to

demonstrate and sell it. Our vast repertory of records

had not been developed, and sales of machines were the

chief end of the proposition—indeed, at the outset ma-
chines were not sold at all, but leased to people who
used them as nickel-in-the-slot amusement devices.

"To-day, where we have about sixty branches left,

and are likely to discontinue those eventually, the

Columbia is sold by above ten thousand retailers all

over the United States. When I tell you that there are

fully 17,000 retailers selling all makes of machine in the

United States, reaching nearly every city, town, village

and cross-roads, you will readily see the futility of sell-

ing through manufacturers' agencies, and how vital a

part the retailer plays in our business.

The Retailer the Apple of the Eye.

"The retailer is the apple of our eye here, I want to

assure you. He has learned to handle the machine better

than we did ourselves in the early days, and has built

up a trade in records that was not anticipated then.

Practically all our advertising outlay goes directly to

create demand for him, and back him up. All phono-
graphs are manufactured under certain basic patents,
you know, and through these the companies all operate
in a way that gives strict maintenance of prices. This
is a welcome condition for the retailer, and with him
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protected in this respect of price, it is the endeavor of

all the companies to develop new records, improvements

and talking- points to help him to sell. Incidentally,

the manufacturing business is being built up along trade-

mark and talking point lines against the day when the

basic patents expire. In our own case, we give retailers

exclusive territory, and have an arrangement whereby

any dealer who works actively in his territory can build

business for himself with the assurance that whatever

local value he creates in connection with our goods will

be his—practically it is an arrangement whereby he holds

territory through the development of a certain volume

of business.

"When a family buys a phonograph, you know, there

is something more than a real sale involved. Instead,

a connection is established for the retailer, and it de-

pends largely upon himself how strong, regular and pro

fitable that connection is going to be. This connection,

the sale of records, is the chief end of his business. It

is the chief end of ours, too. So you will find all our

periodical advertising centred on the new records, tin-

new improvements in records, and so forth, with a view

to helping the dealer sell records to people who own any

kind of phonograph. Record advertising, too, makes the

strongest appeal to the people who don't own machines,

for the great return of the phonograph is the pleasure

to be got out of it.

"A window full of talking machines cannot be made
very attractive, nor changed from week to week to main-

tain public interest. The machine is built to be heard

rather than seen. The dealer's problem is to get people

into the store to listen—those who do not own a m i

chine, to hear how much less objectionable it is than

they had fancied, and those who already own machines

to hear the newest records."

CASTELL PENCILS—Something About a New
Issue and the Manufacturers Who Make Them

—

147 Years' Experience in the Making of Pencils.

In these days, when every man carries a lead pencil

in his pocket, few of us give a thought to the patient

efforts that were required to develop the first crude

pencils until they reached the perfection that is found in

the new brand of pencils made by the house of A. W.

Faber and known as the "Castell" pencils. These are

made in a series of sixteen different degrees of hardness,

from 6B, a rich, deep black, having the color of India

ink, to 8H, extremely hard, and suited to the needs of

the lithographer for drawing on stone. In these varying

degrees the artist, designer, architect fir engineer will

find a pencil that is exactly adapted to each particular

one of his requirements. And the stenographer, the

business and professional man will find the pencil exactly

suited to their needs, and actually more economical than

the cheapest pencils that can be bought, because "Cas-

tell" pencils are made from the very finest quality of

graphite, manufactured by the aid of chemical science

and that practical knowledge which has been gained by

147 years of experience in making lead pencils of the

highest grade it has been possible to manufacture. They

can be sharpened to an exceedingly line point which is

firm and durable, which wears away very slowly, thus

avoiding the necessity for constant sharpening, and

which always mark with a uniform depth of color. The

"Castell" pencils are made in Germany by the house •>!'

A. W. Faber, whose name has been synonymous with

superlative excellence in pencil making for 147 years.

Many of those who have for years been familiar with
the products of A. W. Faber may not have known that
they have an extensive factory in Newark, N.J., devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of stationers' rubber
goods, the largest factory of its kind in the world. Here
they not only make pencil and ink erasers, but all styles

and varieties of rubber bands, from the §-inch to the 12-

inch heavy parcel band, each of which is guaranteed to

stretch six times, and is actually tested to stretch

twelve times its length. Wherever the name A. W. Faber
appears, whether on a pencil, or on rubber goods, it is

a quality mark and signifies the best of the kind that

can be produced. Be sure that, the name is A. W. Faber
—this is the original house—the one with 147 years' ex-

perience.

NEW SAMPLE ROOM OPENED.—John B.

Hay Opens New Quarters for Eaton, Crane & Pike

Co. in Toronto—Big Business Anticipated for '09.

• John 15. Hay, Canadian representative for Eaton.
Crane & Pike Company, who had temporary quarters
with McClelland & Goodchild, Toronto, for the past
year, has now opened a regular show room for his com-
pany on the second floor of the McLeod & Allen Build-

ing. 12 Adelaide Street West. His new premises have
been appropriately decorated and provided with ample
accommodation lor the display of the big range of goods
manufactured by the E'ittsfield firm.

The change last year whereby the old firms of Eaton.
Hurlburt and Crane were amalgamated has meant the

very considerable enlargement of the line carried by Mr.

Hay, and the securing of a show-room was one of his

first considerations at the new year. He has now a

range of goods extending right up from the old standard

lines of the Eaton-Iiiu lburt Company to the finest grade

of Crane papers and papeteries and to show these pro-

perly he had to have a show-room with sufficient accom-

modation and lighting facilities. When the Ontario trade

visit him in his new quarters they will find him located

in one of the brightest and best arranged show-rooms in

Toronto.

There is one great advantage that dealers handling

the Eaton, Crane & Pike goods possess, and that is the

strong backing up they receive from the advertising de-

partment of that firm. Take up almost any American

magazine, especially those with the big popular circula-

tions and striking advertisements for these goods will

be found. These create a demand which the trade is

called on to fill and the men that carry the goods get

the business.

EXTENSIVE CONNECTIONS,

A. Roy MacDougall, manufacturers' agent, Toronto,

has added several new firms to his list of agencies this

season. With the combined lines of Copeland, Mitten-

thall <fc Co., The Arms Mfg. Co., Rendall, Underwood &

Co., Birmingham, and M. Connor &* Co., London, he has

now a most complete range of leather goods. In the

stationery department he represents Lepard & Smith's

Limited, London; Geo. Wright & Co.; Dow & Lester,

post card albums; Birn Brothers, Christmas cards;

Beaumel's fountain pens, Spiro files, Smigel's desk pads,

Holman's Bibles, Power Paper Co.'s papetries, and the

Pope Paper Co.'s paper napkins.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The " Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

RATES.
Two cents per word first insertion; one cent

per word subsequent insertions.

Five cents_additional each insertion where box

number is desired.

Contractions count as one word, but five

figures (as $1,000) are allowed as one word.

Cash remittances to cover cost must accom-

pany all advertisements. In no case can this rule

be overlooked. Advertisements received without

remittance cannot be acknowledged.

PERIODICALS.
KEEP POSTED-The leading authority in Ca-

nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade con-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL, Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this headine.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good mrdium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES

c.
S HAMViOND & CO., 152 Broadway, New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Gl bes.

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., ^ewYork. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

2)_

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the wjrld concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. 18 09)

DIARIES

B,
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12)

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solu ion.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BACK NUMBERS OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER published prior to 1906. Any
parties possessing such and wishing to dispose

of same are invited to correspond with the pub-
lishers, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12)

MISCELLANEOUS

L

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

NewYork. Best facilities for supplying booka
in all languages.

w 1LLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor- 48th Street), New York.
French and other foreign languages. (809)

DUPLICATING DEVICES

IF INTERESTED in a Duplicat.ng Machine for
getting out circular letters, reports, price-lists,
etc-, or for printingvarious of ice forms, write

for booklet and samples of work. The "POLY-
GRAPH " is the newest, latest and best and sells
for a lower price than the others. Is unexcelled by
any similar device on the market. F. W. Tenney,
Canadian Sales Agent. 123 Bay St., Room 116
Stair Building, Toronto, Can. (tf)

KODAKS.

T CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF KODAKS
1 and Photographic Supplies in British Colum-

bia. Write for catalogue. Will Marsden. the
Kodak Specialist, Vancouver, B.C. (13)

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK-Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co.. Limited. Office. No 3 Jarvis St,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods. (tf)

AGENTS WANTED.

A LONDON firm dealing in fancy goods of all

kinds, including leather goods, toys, etc ,

wints Canadian agent. Address Box 1881,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. (2)

A LONDON company manufacturing- model
theatre sets, desires to secure Canadian agent.
Address Box 1883, BOOKSELt ER AND

STATIONER. (2)

THE PERRY PICTURES. EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular. Send
4 cents in stamps for illustrated catalogue and

prices to the trade. Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (12)

ADDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott-Fibher, Limit-
ed, 129 Bay Street, Toronto.

BETTER, CHEAPER, SAFER LIGHTING

-

The Pitner System of Gasoline Lighting is
the best system yet produced for lighting a

store, hotel or public building. In cities and towns
Pitner Systems are used because of the superior
quality and quantity of light obtained for small
cost. They are just as successful in any village or
country place. A small outlay secures a complete
and independent Pitner lighting plant. Free illus-
trated booklet and full particulars on request.
The Pitner Lighting Co., Limited, Toronto, Can-
ada. [,fj

NGLISH AND UNITED STATES FIRMS
desiring Canadian representation should
communicate with the editor of BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER, Toronto.

SIDE LINES WANTED for Alberta. Advertiser
works the province regularly. P.O. Box 532,
Calgary, Alta. (2)

THE RELIABLE LIGHT will light your store
100 ; betterthan gas, electriciiy or acetylene.
600 candle power light costs 1 cent per hour

to operate. Thousands in use. A safe, reliable,
pure white light of intense brilliancy. Write for
booklet M. The Rice-Knight Mfg. Co., Limited,
40 Lombard St., Toronto. (tf)
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for 650.000 National Cash Registers. They've
saved more than that. The National Cash Regis-
ter Co.. F. E Mutton, Canadian Manager, corner
Yonge St. and Wilton Ave., Toronto. Ont.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
You want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the cUss of
people you require.

THE EDITOR OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER wants correspondents in all the
larger cities of the Dominion. Apply, stating

qualifications, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-
presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :— Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a
retired business man for his spare t'me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited,
Toronto. (t.f.)

WANTED—A young man who has had four or
five years' experience in the stationery and
wall paper business. One who has a taste

for wall paper preferred. Apply at once to A. H.
Stratton & Co , Peterboro. (1)

BUSINESS CHANCES.

w ANTED— Stationery business; western On-
tario. State full particulars. Apply Box
778, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.

(I)
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PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS OF INTEREST— Information

About the Travelers — Movements of the Big Men who Do the Buy-

ing
— What Has Happened to Some Retailers—A Few Failures.

Librarie.Nationale, dealers in stationery, books, etc.,

Montreal, have registered.

M. J. Flanagan has opened a stationery store at

247^ Portage Avenue, Winnipeg.

W. J. Stephenson, Wetaskiwin, waa burnt oui on Janu-

ary 9th, in a fire which destroyed his entire stock.

W. J. Tovell has opened a 5c, 10c and 15c store in

Listowel, stocking stationery, confectionery, fancy goods,

-8tc.

B. W. Garner, bookseller and stationer, Welland, has

sold out to S. D. Dunn, Peterboro, and will likely go

West.

The Thomas Co., Bracebridge, dealers in jewelry,

fancy goods and stationery, suffered loss by fire last

month.

George Savoy, of the National Blank Book Co..

J. C. MURRIE
Now on the Traveling Staff 01 McLeod & Allen.

Holyoke, is visiting the Canadian trade centres at

present.

A. O. Hurst, Toronto, spent several days last week

in New York, getting posted on trade conditions in the

American metropolis.

F. W. Law & Co., Limited, wholesale stationers,

Winnipeg, Man., have entered a petition for the appoint-

ment of a liquidator.

Garnet Austin, brother of Frank Austin, of the Cent-

ral Book Store, Gait, is dead. Deceased was employed

in a store at Haliburton.

The Ideal Stationery Co., Hamilton, Ont., have as-

signed to W. G. E. Boyd. A meeting of the creditors

was held on December 14.

Both (ieorge McLeod and Thomas Allen, of the firm

of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, were in New York recently.

Another publisher who visited the big city early this

month was S. B. Gundy, of the Oxford Press.

R. W. Douglas, representing the Macmillan Co. of

Canada, starts in February for the West, covering that

territory for the first time.

The entire stock of the Bright Stationery Co., Lim-

ited, Vancouver, B.C., has been seized by the bailiff

under power of chattel mortgage.

W. J. Cox, circulation manager of McClure's Maga-
zine, was noticed in Toronto recently, doing some work
in the interests of his magazine.

A. Roy MacDou^all, Toronto, visited London in De-

cember, where he made several important connections.

He returned by way of New York.

H. G. Macpherson lias bought out the Bennett News
Co.. of White Horse and Dawson, Y.T.

;
and will continue

the business under the same name.

A. Roy MacDougall, Toronto, will show his numer-

ous stationery lines personally in Montreal, Ottawa,

Quebec and Western Canada this year.

The business of the late E. A. Arnold, of Portage la

Prairie, will be •continued by his brother, Major L.

Arnold. W. McKay is in charge at present.

M. E. O'Gorman, bookseller and stationer, Pem-
broke, was married on January 11 to Miss Mary Maud
Austin, daughter of Mrs. John Higgins, Sudbury.

S. 1,. Elkus, of Leubrie & Elkus, New York, manu-
facturers of tally cards, etc., was in Toronto recently

interviewing the firm's Canadian representative, A. 0.

Hurst.

Harry A. Dawson, of Montreal, has joined tha

traveling staff of Warwick Bros. & Rutter, and will

cover Montreal and Quebec Province. He started on his

new duties on January 1.

William Copp, vice-president of the Copp, Clark Co.,

returned about Christmas from his annual trip to Great

Britain, where he secured various lines for import and
holiday business for 1909.

The traveling staff of the E. H. Harcourt Co. for

1909 consists of E. H. Harcourt, J. Swift and H. Tan-
ner. Mr. Harcourt covers the East, Mr. Swift the West,

and Mr. Tanner the North.

Henry Button, manager of Cassell & Co.. Toronto,

sails for England on the Corsican, January 22, and will

be away from four to six weeks. While in London he

will confer with his head office on improved bindings

for the Canadian trade.

When McLeod & Allen 's travelers go on the road
in the course of a few weeks, they will carry the lines of

the following publishers:—Cassels & Co., Dean &
Son. Dean Rag Book Co., Hurst & Co., A. L. Burt
& Co., Grosset & Dunlap. Cupples & Leon.

The late Joseph C. Morgan, of the Inland Revenue
Department, who died in Toronto on December 11, was
formerly with the Toronto News Co., and later carried

on a stationery store, subsequently going on the road

about 1878 for the Buntin, Reid Co., of Toronto.

H. Henderson, who has been carrying on a station-

ery and tobacco business at 960 Bloor Street West, To-
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ronto, has assigned to N. L. Martin. His liabilities

will total about $3,000, with assets placed at the same

figure. The date of the creditors' meeting has not been

decided upon.

Henry Tietzen, of the Physical Culture Publishing Co.,

New York, is expected shortly to visit Canada in the in-

terests of Physical Culture. He will call on the news

trade in Toronto, Montreal and other cities.

Ernest Alfred Arnold, who bought out the book and

stationery business of F. B. Bagshaw, Portage la Prairie.

last July, is dead, having succumbed to an attack of

typhoid fever. Mr. Arnold was born in Thorold. Later

he lived in St. Catharines. Three years ago he went Wesi.

and became commercial traveler for F. W. Law & Co.,

Winnipeg. He was 33 years of age.

Geo. D. Scott has been engaged by A. Roy Mac-

Dougall, of Toronto, to carry the latter's leather goods

this season. He will cover the whole of Canada and will

start shortly on his western trip. Mr. Scott was form-

erly in the leather goods business in Toronto, and later

on was in business in Hamilton. He has been traveling

the Maritime Provinces for the past five years.

John Graham, who has been with the Copp, Clark

Co. for the past fifteen years, during eight of which he

was senior salesman at the Toronto warehouse, goes on

the road this year to look after the territory formerly

traveled by Mr. Townley. Mr. Graham is thoroughly

posted in the stationery business. He has already

started on his trip, having opened in Calgary on Janu-

ary 4th.

W. A. ("Teddy") Westcott, will represent A. Roy
MacDougall, of Toronto, this year in Ontario and West-

ern Canada. Mr. Westcott has had a long experience in

the stationery business. He started out with the Grigg

Stationery Co., in Exeter, where he spent 7£ years.

Later he was employed in Sarnia, Peterboro, and Ot-

tawa. He will carry stationery lines only, and will set

out on his route shortly.

As a result of expanding business, Cassell & Co.

have been compelled to enlarge their premises. They

have taken a portion of the second floor of the McLeod
& Allen Building for their general offices and periodical

departments, retaining the entire fourth floor for a

stock room. This will enable them to handle their

goods more expeditiously and give better facilities for

display. A handsome sample room, fitted in old English

style will be a feature of the new premises.

The traveling staff of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, has

been strengthened by the addition of J. C. Murrie, who

for the past five years has been local salesman for the

Toronto News Co. Mr. Murrie is a big genial Scotch-

man, a native of Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire, who will no doubt

make a favorable impression on the trade. His territory

will comprise Ontario and Eastern Canada. Before leav-

ing his old position Mr. Murrie was presented with a

grip and dressing-case from his fellow-employees.

The Religious Tract Society, London, Eng., have ar-

ranged for their representative, F. H. Bailey, to visit

Canada in succession to John Morgan, who is now the

society's representative in Australasia. Mr. Bailey will

arrive about the end of January and expects to remain

until the end of April, during which time he will visit

all the important towns as far west as Vancouver. He
will carry a complete set of samples of the society's

popular publications, and there is no doubt that he will

receive the same kind reception as was accorded to nis

predecessor.

The report in our last issue that the Canada Drug
& Book Co. of Nelson, B.C., had sold out to W. E.

Davidson of Vancouver shows how great a fabrication

can be made out of a grain of truth. The truth in this

case was that P. Lamont, proprietor of the Drug &
Book Co., having gone to California for a well-earned

holiday, arranged with a former employee, W. E. David-

son, now of Clark & Stuart, Vancouver, to take charge

of the store during his absence. Mr. Lamont has made
a great success of the book business in the West, start-

ing some years, ago in a small way in Regina. He will

spend the winter at Coronada.
Curtis W. Coe, who lias been traveling for the publish-

ing department of A. C. McClurg & Company in Canada
and cities of the middle West and South, including Texas
and the South-Eastern Atlantic States, will now represent

the Dodge Publishing Company, of New York City. His
territory includes Canada and the middle Western
Slates. Mr. Coe was born in New Hampshire, lived in

Boston for many years, and from there traveled through

the larger Eastern cities for the Pilgrim Press, of Boston

and Chicago. He later was manager of their Chicago

stoi-p. He has had the advantage of a large retail and

wholesale experience and is well and favorably known
to the trade of the country.

Hurd's Name on tKe Box
represents the highest possible quality in correspondence stationery and
when it appears in connection witH such papers as

Lawn Finish Cheviot Finish
Bonds Suede Finish
E-xtra Superfine Dresden Linen

you may be very sure they -will be in every -way satisfactory to you and
the user of them. They cover all finishes and -weights and are made in a
wide variety of colors. W^e have, too, in addition to these, many other
styles at different prices, all being the best of values.

Herring Bone
Twilled Pique
E-arly Saxon

TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD CSl CO.

Fine Paper Makers

425 CgL 427 Broome Street, New Yorh, U.S.A.
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The first roll of ivall paper made in Canada <was marked

"Staunton." The best is still marked so.

We have a little booklet we
would like to send you. It

will be forwarded to you free

if you will write for it. This
little book deals quite frankly with

the question of wall paper as a

stock to be carried in connection

with books and stationery. It tells

of profits, costs, etc., etc. You
cannot very well afford to be with-

out the information it contains.

Send for it, mentioning the

Bookseller and Stationer and we
will include a free copy of the

interesting wall paper magazine,

Gilt and Glimmer.

Stauntons - Limited
941 Yonge Street

TORONTO

The Staunton Diamond Trade Mark on wall paper corresponds XL-ith

the Sterling mark on silver.

Take Your Pick
of our Spring range of stocks before the best part is gone.
We want you to see our line of specially good values which
our travellers have with them. It certainly will be to

your advantage to get our prices before ordering.

Valentines, EasterGoods
Fireworks Japanese Lanterns

Spring and SummerGoods
including Hammocks, Fishing Tackle, Rubber Balls,

Marbles, School Supplies, Easter Novelties, Garden Sets,

Sporting Goods, Sand Sets, Baseball Supplies. : : :

It? Sutcliffe-Edmison Co., '-
imi'r-d

COPYRIGHTS—Books Entered for Copyright at

Ottawa during the Month of December.

Copyright Books.

The Story of Old Kingston. By Agnes Maule Machar.
(Book.) The Musson Book Company, Limited, Toronto.

Calgary Pageant, 1908. (Book.) J. A. Irvine, Cal-

gary, Alberta.

The Story of the Years. A History of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the .Methodist Church, Canada,
from 1S81 to 1906. Volume I. (Book.) Annie L.

Ogden, Toronto.

The Rose Celeste. Published in " The Morning
Leader," Regina, Saskatchewan. (Temporary Copy-
right.) Bertha ('. Foster, Begin*, Saskatchewan.

The Tercentenary. (Cardboard sketch of Character
Scenes and photographs of the most prominent personages
who took pari in the same, and Poem.) John W. Camp-
bell, Toronto.

Almanac Commercial el Industrie!,. L909.. (Livre.)

Aubin et Berube, Bull, Quebec.

Where the Buffalo Roamed. By E. L. Marsh. With
Introduction by R. G. MacBeth, M.A. With illustrations

from Paintings by 1'aul Kane, ami from Photographs and
Drawings. William Briggs, Toronto.

A Lecture on the Nature and Cure of Ailments and
Diseases. By Tllcophillls Wesley Langille. (Book.)

Theophilus Wesley Langille, Halifax.

The Life Aucnts Manual. (Book.) Richard Wilson
Smith. Montreal.

Suggestions 1909. (Chart.) Henry D. Bayne, Mont-
real.

I-'. ire ! A Pi w Mure Golf Shots. By W. Hastings

Webling. (Booklet.) W. Hastings Webling, Brantford.

My Lady of the Simws. By Margaret A. Brown.

(Book.) Margarel A. Brown, Brantford.

Belcher's Farmers' Almanac for the Maritime Pro-

vinces. L909. McAlpine Publishing Company, Limited,

Halifax.

Droit Public de I'Eglise—Principes Geaeraux Par
Mgr. Louis Adolphe Paquet. (Livre.) Louis Adolphe
Paquet, Pretre, Quebec, Quehe.-.

Harvests in Many Lands. Edited by Rev. W. S.

McTavish. B.D.. Ph. D. (Book.) William Briggs, To-

ronto.

Elements de Geometrie Pratique. Par les Freres des

Ecoles Chretinnes. (Livre.) Ferdinand Louis Jeandron,

Montreal.

Poetical Tragedies. By Wilfred Campbell. L.L.D.

(Book.) William Briggs, Toronto.

The Garden of Allah. By Etoberl Hitchens. Dramatic

version by Violel Irwin. (Book.) Violel Irwin, To-

ronto.

76 YORK STREET, TORONTO

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

I

They have two points

which pierce the paper.

Because I

^ e Da P ers cann °* pivot.

I They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

Patented July 14, 1908 ^ude upon request.

For sale by all leading stationers.

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio
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A. W. FABER'S THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE
16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, SmootHness
Durability or Grading

A. W. Faber,
'*' Queen "Victoria St.

LONDON. E.C.

A. W. Faber's
"Castell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK, N. J.

W

A.W. FABER.

ELASTIC BANDS ff#lS ERASIVE RUBBER

HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK. N. J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
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Periodicals That Sell

A list of the leading periodical publica-

tions of the day with trade particulars

about price, return privileges, etc. Readers

are requested to give these periodicals a

good show.

Scribner's Magazine has been for 22 years THE
MOST POPULAR MAGAZINE OF ITS CLASS IN
AMERICA. It has its established place in the homes
and affections of cultivated people from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, and many of such appreciative friends

are Canadians. The retail price is twenty five cents

per copy. To newsdealers it pays a liberal profit and
unsold copies are fully returnable. An illustrated

prospectus fully describing attractions for the com-
ing year sent free upon request. Liberal supplies of

advertising matter furnished to newsdealers for

monthly display. Charles Scribner's Sons, Pub-
lishers, Fifth Avenue, New York City.

The Rider of the Plains. By Amy H. Keane. (Poem.)

Amy H. Keane, Brantford, Ont.

The Toronto Masonic Blue Book. Andrew H.
McDowell, Toronto.

Repertoire de la Revue Legale et de la Revue de Juris-

prudence sous forme Alphabetique et Chronologique. Par
J. J. Beauchamp, LL.D., C.R. (Livre.) Wilfred John

Wilson et Theophile Lafleur, Montreal.

A Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens. Edited

with Notes by J. F. Van Every, B.A. (Book.) Morang
Educational Company, Limited, Toronto.

The Canadian Accountant. By S. G. Beatty and J. W.
Johnston, F.C.A. (Book.) J. W. Johnston, Belleville.

Latin Composition. By George W. Mitchell, M.A.

(Book.) The Macmillan Company of Canada, Limited.

Toronto.

The Busy Man's Magazine offers the dealer greater
inducements than any other Canadian publication.

It is the most popular magazine on the market, fully

returnable, and allows the trade the wildest margin
It has the bull dog grip ; it holds its readers every
month, thus enabling the bookseller to build up a
substantial business. Price to trade 14 cents ; retail

20 cents. Order from your rrews company. BCSY
MAN'S MAGAZINE, Toronto.

#oob housekeeping

A Big Seller

A Big Profit

Out the 25th

All the Month
Fully Returnable

Widely Advertised
-!•" Every newsdealer who handles Good Housekeeping should
increase his order. Every dealer who does not handle it

should surely place an order with the nearest news company.

The PHELPS PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York SPRINGFIELD, MASS. Chicago, III.

Atte ntion, Newsdealers !

©EGINNING with the February number, an extended and complete
series of charts will be issued with the PHYSICAL CULTURE
Magazine. A chart will accompany each issue of the magazine as
a supplement.

These charts will be handsomely printed in two colors with many beauti-
ful engravings illustrating a series of body-building exercises by Bernarr
Macfadden. Chart will be 12J by 18£ inches in size, and will be printed on
heavy coated paper.

We would suggest that you call your customer's attention to this notable
addition to the leading periodical in its field, and that you will give the
sample copies of this supplement which will be sent you on application, a
good live display.

We are printing an extra large edition of the February issue, and we are
going to do a lot of general advertising to create a demand for it. We
would thank you to increase your original order for February PHYSICAL
CULTURE accordingly, as it will be difficult for us to supply your News Co.
with copies in addition to their initial shipment.

Remember PHYSICAL CULTURE is fully returnable within 60 clays.

Price to you 11 cents from your News Co. A postal card requesting us to
forward posters showing these charts will meet with immediate attention.

PHYSICAL CULTURE PUBLISHING COMPANY
Circulation Dept. FLATIRON BUILDING, NEW YORK
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned Rritish publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied
with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

Sells wherever shown Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.10. To the
trade a discount
of 334 per cent.

Enjoys an enormous sa'e in the United Kingdom. The features of this

journal's contents embrace everything associated with life in the coun-

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is 2 cents per copy.

^griraltttml 3<wiraL
ma

Annual Prepaid Subscription post free to
any part of the Dominion, $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 334 per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in the British Isles
Est. 1832. Well illustrated and full of valuable information concerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising. The Farmers' buiiness jour
nal, published every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuabl
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A. May.
Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., London, England.

The Oldest, Best, Most Widely Circulated and Influential

Mining Paper in the World

The Mining Journal

(ESTABLISHED 1835)

Annual Subscription, including postage, to Canada, $6.50

46 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., England

The Imperial News Co.

The Pioneers of the Quick Direct

Mail Service at Lowest Rates for all

British Papers and Magazines

Write for Price List, Etc., to

91 Church St., - Toronto

QUALITY BETTER THAN ANY, DELIVERED QUICKER THAN MANY !

Collotype POSTCARD
Write to

Messrs. W. Neumann & Co.
42 Wasserthorstrasse

post cards of high-class tinish MADE TO ORDER.
Hand colored collotype cards. Double tone collotype cards

Photocrom collotype cards.

Glossy collotype cards and all kinds of view albums and sample sheets
Wholesale and export only.

Address for Cablegrams : LrcHTDRucK, Berlin
Berlin S. 42

Germany

DRY

GOODS

REVIEW

10 Front St. East

TORONTO

Would You Know

More about general dry
goods conditions; how to increase

your net profits, by modern selling

methods, effective store advertis-

ing and a thorough knowledge of

the markets? The Dry Goods
Review will tell you how. Publish-

ed monthly. 130 to 230 pages.

Subscription, $2.00 a year.

Sample copies, 25 cents. /

Pictu re
Made to order only
according to Instruc-

tions supplied.

Very fine

Post make. First
class Goods

only.

Cards

Specialties:

riedern Heliotype

styles,

plain and coloured.

Well knownforefficiencyand
high-class workmanship.

Otto Leder
Dresden 7 Saio°y

Pictur. Post Card Manufacturer.
WHOLESALE EXPORT

/

^J
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Artists' Materials.

Ramsay, A., & Sons, Montreal.

Art Publishers.
Copp, » lark Co., Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co., New York.
Baker's Book Shop. Birmingham, Eng.
Briggs, Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine. Toronto.
Cassell & Co., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg, Man.
Farm, Field and Fireside, London, Fng.
Henry Frowde. Toronto.
Imperial News Co.. Toronto.
Mark Lane Express.
Morton. Phillips & Co., Montreal.
Phelps Pub. Co.
Physical Culture Co.

"Publisher's Circular," London, Eng.
Scribner's Magazine, New York.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
liuntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
C. H. Elliott Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
i i '

' lark Co.. Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Uii-ln, Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros.. & Rutter, Toronto.
Business Show.
National Trade Show Co., Chicago.

Calendar Desk Pads.
Weeks, A. A., Mfg. Co., New York.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Paper and Ribbon Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston. Mass.
Underwood. John, & Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Cor'1 Clark Co.. Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.
Ritchie, Wm., & Sons, Ltd.. Edinburgh.

Scotland.

Clips for Fountain Pens.
Consolidated Safety Tin Co.

N.J.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co.

Montreal.

Elevators.
Otis-Fensom Co., Toronto.

Bloomfield,

Boston, New York.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co., Toronto.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co., Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfield,

N.J.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins, ('has. M., & Co., Brooklyn.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston.

Gummed Labels.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
( i i lark Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids, Thaddeus Co., New York.
Higgins Chas. M., & Co., Brooklyn.
Payson's.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg. Man.
Smith-Davidson & Wri-ht. Vancouver,
Underwood. John, & Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
A. Roy MrDougall. Toronto.
Rumpp. c. (•'., & Sons, Philadelphia,

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brock ville. Out

B.C.

Pa.

Hinks, Wells & Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Macniven & Cameron, Edinburgh and Birm

ingham.
Sanford & Bennett Co., New York.
Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver, B.C.
Spencerian Pen Co., Birmingham, Kng.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Faber, A. W., Newark. N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. , Montreal.
Ramsay. A.. 4i Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson & Wright, Vancouver,
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers, Mass.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Photographic Supplies.
Ward & Co., Montreal.

Picture Puzzles.
Ullman Mfg. Co., New York.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing & Mfg.

Montreal.
i ink Co.. Toronto.

Goodall, Chas., & Sons, London.
Hurst, A. 0., Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Maps.
Renouf Publishing Co.. Montreal.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co., Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Hurd. Geo. B.. & Co.. New York.
Northern Mills Pulp & Paper Co., Mon-

treal.

Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg. Man.
Copo. Clark Co., Toronto.
Smith Davidson & Wri-M Vancouver, B.C.
Sutcliffe Kdmison Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Ruttrr. Toronto.

Pens.

Files.
Spiro Mfg. Co. New York.

Alliance Fountain Pen Co., London.
Beaumel. D. W., Co.. New York.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Copp. Cl.-uk Co., Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Field. Nathaniel. New York.
Heath, John, London.

Eng.

B.C.

Co.

School Supplies.
Buntin. Gillies Co., Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co., Winnipeg.
Copp, < lark Co., Toronto.
Harcourt, E. H.. Co.. City.
Smith-Davidson & Wrifht. Vancouver,
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

B.C.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Otto Leder. Saxony. Germany.
Neumann. W.. & Co.. Berlin, Germany.
Verlag Ant. Gerstenkorn. Hamburg.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co., New York.

Toys, Games, Etc.
SutclifTe-Edmison Co.. Toronto.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Paper & Ribbon Co.. Toronto.
Mittag & Volger, Park Ridge, N.J.
Underwood. John. & Co.. Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Stauntons Limited. Toronto.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
A

Accountants and Auditors 11

Acme Staple Co., Ltd 5

American Code Co 55

Alliance Fountain Pen Co 1 4

B
Baler's Book Shop 55

Beaumel & Co.. D. W 6

Briggs, Wm 56
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The Canadian Bookman
A Monthly Review of Contemporary Literature Devoted to the

Interests of Canadian Bookbuyers

Volume I, No. I January, 1909 10c per copy, $1.00 per year

R. W. SERVICE

Th= Canadian Kipling of Whose First Book, "The Songs of a Sourdough,

28,000 Copies Have Been Issued.
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MINIATURE OF SIR ISAAC BROCK.

From the " Life of Brock," by Walter Nursey. (Briggs).

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.

IT
was to be expected that Robert W. Service, the

poet of the Yukon, having achieved such a success

with his first volume of verse, " The Songs of

Sourdough," would venture again sooner or later

to test the favor of the public. His new book of poetry

to be issued in the near future will bear an equally

curious title, "The Ballads of a Cheechaco." The

term "Cheechaco" means exactly the opposite of the

term "sourdough." Sourdough," as almosl everycne

knows, means an old-timer, the term originating with the

custom of the old miners of sav-

ing a piece of sour dough from

one baking to act as yeast for the

next baking. Greenhorns or tend-

erfeet did not know this custom

and so the term sourdough became

synonymous with old-timer. It is

interesting to note that the num-

ber of copies issued of "The

Songs of Sourdough" has reached

28,000, which is a remarkable fig-

ure for a Canadian book, and

poetry at that.

Just about Christmas time,

when the public are scurrying

around making endless purchases

for the holiday season, it would

seem as if the publishers could

settle down and enjoy the fruit of

their labor. But those who know

the ins and outs of a publisher's

life will tell you that the holiday

season is no time of rest for the

purveyor of literature. One by one

the Canadian publishers slip away

to London or New York to make N"Uie
fr

their arrangements for the next season. And the funniest
part of it to an outsider is to watch the efforts that are
made to keep one another in the dark as to their move-
ments, for competition is keen in the book world.

It is an interesting study to examine the records of the

best-selling books in Canada from month to month. These
lists of best sellers are supplied by the leading booksellers
in the various cities mentioned and from the local lists

a summary is compiled for all Canada. The December
summary is somewhat extraordinary in that the lead-

ing books are so closely bunched together. Usually the

first six are separated by fair sized gaps, but this month
there is not only a. tie for first place, but a tie for se-

cond and fifth places as well. To be just, we must in-

clude all these titles, making a list of nine books instead
of the usual six.

Writing from the Canadian standpoint it is gratifying

bo note that of the nine books mentioned, three are by
Canadian authors, and genuine stay-at-home Canadian
authors at that. Moreover the honor of occupying firsl

place is accorded to a Canadian lady, Mrs. McClung, of
.Manitou, Manitoba. The writer has been compiling this

list of Canadain besl -.Hers for six years now, and to

his best recollection, only one Canadian author has ever

reached the top before,—Rev. C. W. Gordon, (Ralph
• 'minor.)

The other Canadian authors to attain the distinction

of large sales are Rev. R. E. Knowles, of Gait, and
Miss L. M. Montgomery, the Prince Edward Islander.

Their books, " The Wei) of Time" and " Anne of Green
Gables," occupying fourth and lif'lli places re-

spectively.

In cue respecl Canada is fortunate and that is, gen-
erally speaking we are only offered the best fiction of

the season. A good deal of discrimination is exercised

by Canadian publishers in their choice of books. They
have the range of both the English and United States

markets to ['house from and generally contrive to select

only the best contemporaneous work. A great deal of

useless trash is thus kept out of the country and book-

sellers are not confronted with a conglomerative mass
i f fiction to order from. On the other hand we do miss

CANADA'S MOST POPULAR AUTHORESS
McClung, of Manitou, Manitoba, whose " Sowing Seeds
Danny" beads the Latest List of Best Sellers.
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some good things, but these are usually brought in for

the following season.

It may not be generally known that we have in Cana-

da an author, or rather an authoress, one of whose

books has sold to the astounding number of over 400,000,

and has been translated into three foreign languages.

The authoress is Miss Marshall Saunders, of Halifax, and

the popular book is " Beauitful Joe." Miss Saunders

wrote this story in competition for a prize of $200, of-

fered by the American Humane Educational Society, and

spent six months over it. That was in 1894, since the-i

she has written several other books, but none of quit i

the same popularity. While thinking of the success of

this nature book, one naturally thinks of the success of

other Canadian writers in the field of nature. Pro-

bably no other nation on earth has produced so many

living nature writers as Canada.

I am a firm believer in the ultimate appreciation in

of the authors, judging by the number of books issued.

Jus f from memory let mc jot do-an a few titles. The/a

is Bin i>l e% " In Search of a Western Sea," Miss

Laut's "Conquest of the Great Northwest," Tyrrell's

"Across the Sub-Arctics of Canada," Cody's "The

Life of Bishops Bompas," Harrison's "In Search of

a Polar Continent," Marsh's " Where the Buffalo

Roamed " and Mair's " Through the Mackenzie Basin."

All these works without exception are thorough and

authoritative, and their publication indicates a strou^

and growing interest in this immense and comparatively

unknown region. That they will do much for the upbuild-

ing of the North is indubitable.

I have lieri trying to figure cm ire number of boon 3

published in Canada in 1908 and I have ended up in a

greater state of perplexity than when I began. What

is a Canadian book ? That is the crucial point. If we

/ 4u£etiston. Z Jfie/t/ Pfrrc. <3 Sine/re.and tfw Stmericatt Standard.

seen. + Jrfttyara River. S Tuil Gray Smcke A,^?/rier/ca'/J B British -^

AN OLD PICTURE OF THE BATTLE OF QUEENSTON HEIGHTS

Illustration from "The Life of Brock," by Walter R. Nursey.

value of many of the books at present beiug publish :i

in Canada, particularly histori2.1l works. Canada is a

young country with a literature in the making. The
day will assuredly come when historical research will

become so developed and when the value of historical

works will become so keenly felt, that the publications

of ro-day describing the early life of the country will

double and treble in value, for the reason that the supply

will be inadequate. Where will 500 copies of good

historical work go when we have 500 cities in the land,

each with a public library anxious to have a complete set

of Canadian ? Yet this is not to much to expect. The
booklovers of the country will increase in number as the

years roll on and collectors will be in evidence. And
among them all will be some scarce volumes in the days

to come.

Hudson's Bay and Northern Canada have received

more attention last year than ever before at the hands

limit ourselves to books published in Canada solely, omit-

ting all school and text books, all Government publica-

tions, all society reports, in fact everything except literary

works, I find that last year we published in this country

in the neighborhood of 70 volumes. But this is scarcely

fair to our Canadian authors. Our three leading fiction

writers of the year, R. E. Knowles, Mrs. McClung and
Miss Montgomery, all had to go outside the country

to secure primary publication. Their books are really

Canadian books. If then we add to the seventy volumes

mentioned those books by Canadian writers, which were

printed and published outside Canada, (several of which

were also issued in Canadian editions) the number is

brought up to ninety. It is entirely possible that some

of the titles included in the ninety should be omitted,

as not falling under the category of a book, while others

should be included. But it is a fairly close figure.
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Traders Leaving Athabasca ' amling for the North.

One of the Illustrations in "The Conquest of the Great North West" by Agnes C. Laut.

A Survey Of The Publishing Field

Books that have Recently

Been Published in Canada and

Books that will Shortly Appear.

It is more through ignorance than through wilful per-

version of facts that many Canadians—and well-in formed

Canadians at that—make disparaging statements about

the pauecity of purely Canadian books. Perhaps it will

surprise a good many that during the month of December
there was quite a goodly number of valuable works pro-

duced, mainly in the department of history, biography

and description. Let us take a survey of the Held, noting

under their various heading's, some of the books thai have

appeared and that are about to appeal'.

History.

A. (r. Bradley, whose interesting historical work, "The
Fight for Canada," was published a few years ago, has

written what may be termed a sequel with the title, "The
Making of Canada," describing the events following the

conquest of the country. This book was published last

.fall in England and now a Canadian edition is being

brought out -by the Copp, Clark Co., ready this month.

It is a somewhat unusual undertaking for a County
Council to undertake the publication of a book, but this

unique task is being carried out by the Council of Simeoe
County. They are publishing a history of the county, the

work of A. F. Hunter, of Barrie, and Warwick Bros. &
Rutter, Toronto, have the contract for printing the

volume.

Canadians will take a special interest in the latest

volume of the series of descriptive histories of the great

rivers of America, published by G. P. Putnam's Sons,

New York, as it deals with the Niagara River. The author

is Archer Butler Hulbert. professor of American History

in .Marietta Colli Lie, and the large volume of 319 pages is

full of valuable descriptive and historical matter about

famous river. Chapters are devoted to General Brock

and the War of 1812, while the concluding chapter con-

tains a concise history of Toronto. The illustrations,

which are numerous and admirably executed, are among
i in' mosl interesting features. The work is large octavo

in si/e and is strongly boxed. It sells at $3.50 net.

Frank L. Wiles, 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, is pub-

lisher of an elaborate volume on "The Hunts of the

United Slates and Canada," by A. Henry Higginson,

M.F.IL. and Julian fngersoll Chamberlain. The edition

is limited to 500 copies on laid paper at $10 net and 100

copies on hand-made paper at $30 net.

The first volume A.D. 1613-1680 of the Acts of the

Privy Council of England, Colonial Series, edited by W.
L. Grant, Beit lecturer in Colonial History at Oxford,

ami James Munro, university assistant in history in the

University of Edinburgh, was announced for December
publication.

R. E. Gosnell, Victoria, B.C., who has been a frequent

contributor to magazines and newspapers on historical

and literary subjects, is at present writing for the Vic-

toria Times, a series of articles entitled "Bygone Days of

British Columbia." These, Mr. Gosnell intends to put

into book form during the coming year, if he can find time

for the undertaking.

Laflamme & Proulx, Quebec, publish "L'Amerique
Precolombienne, " by Mr. Alphonse Gagnon. The book
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is dedicated to Honorable Lomer Gouin, Premier of

Quebec.

A copy of the Historical Papers read before the Art,

Historical and Scientific Association of Vancouver, B.C.,

during the season 1907-08, has been received. The papers

are three in number, "Early Navigators of the Pacific,"

by F. C. Wade, KG, "The Search for the Fraser by Sea

and Land," by Judge Howay and "History of Cariboo

Wagon Road," by Walter Moberly, C.E. These are pre-

served in a neat 40-page booklet, printed by Clarke &
Stuart Co., Vancouver, with paper cover attractively de-

signed by F. Noel Bursill. Needless to say the three papers

show careful research and form a valuable contribution

to the early history of British Columbia.

Rev. Father P. W. Browne, of St. Patrick's Church,

Halifax, a writer and lecturer of ability, is arranging for

the immediate publication of an important historical

work, entitled, "Labrador—Where the Fishers Go." It

will be the first authentic account of the entire coast of

Labrador ever published and will contain a map and

county, in the second volume. Careful work has been

done by Mr. Taylor in the initial volume, particularly in

the collection of genealogies. John Lovell & Son, Mont-

real, are the publishers. ($1.50 and $2.75.)

After many delays the Canadian Press Association's

memorial volume, "A History of Canadian Journalism,"

has at last been published. It is a well-printed book of

242 pages, illustrated with portraits of the presidents of

the Association. In addition to the story of the fifty

years of the Association, there are articles by competent

writers on the history of the press in the various Pro-

vinces of the Doimnion. The book is issued at $2 and

may be had through the Secretary of the Association.

An interesting book was published in December by
the McAlpine Publishing Company, of Halifax, entitled

"Sketches and Traditions of the Northwest Arm," the

wink of John W. Regan, a distinguished young newspaper

man of Halifax and president of the Nova Scotia Press

Association, Mr. Regan has collected a vast amount of

HALF-BREEDS RUNNING BUFFALO.

From a painting by Paul Kane, by permission.

Illustrating "Where the Buffalo Roamed " by L. E. Marsh.

seventy-five illustrations from original photographs.

Those who have had the privilege of reading the advance

sheets pronounce it a fascinating piece of literature.

Father Browne was formerly pastor of Whitbourne and

Bonavista, in Newfoundland. His grandfather, the late

Patrick Browne, was the first Newfoundlander to go north

of Cape Harriston in quest of codfish. Before his time all

the region beyond was a terra incognita. The price of the

book will be $1.50. At time of writing the author lias not

yet decided on a publisher.

Another valuable contribution to the list of local his-

tories has been made by Rev. Ernest M. Taylor, M.A., of

Knowlton, Quebec, who has written and published a "His-

tory of Brome County," under the auspices of the Brome
County Historical Society. The present publication, con-

taining 28S pages, is to be the first of two volumes cover-

ing the history of the county, the writer intending to sup-

ply a detailed history of each township making up the

entertaining matter in the 181 pages of his book, describ-
ing an interesting portion of Halifax harbor and its sur-
roundings. The book is admirably illustrated and great
credit is due to the McAlpine Publishing Company for its

appearance. ($1.00).

The author of "Myths and Facts of the American
Revolution," while modestly disclaiming any pretension
to being a writer of history, has, nevertheless, made a
very exhaustive study of the documents furnished by the
chief actors and leaders in the American Revolution in
support of his contention that many of the popular and
school histories dealing with that event are both untrust-
worthy and inadequate. The book is written in a spirit

of fairness and fearless candor, yet with a desire to en-
courage a better mutual understanding between the two
great nations involved in that historic struggle. It is the
work of Arthur Johnston, a Canadian, now resident, in

San Francisco. (William Briggs, $1.25).
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LORD HALLIBURTON

Son of Judge Haliburton ("Sam Slick"), a Biography of
Whom is Promised for this Year.

A small brochure entitled " Irish Families in An-

cient Quebec Records," containing the copj of an address

delivered in Montreal, January 15th, 1872, by John

O'Farrell, president of the Hibernian Benevolenl Society

of Quebec, has been reprinted through the instrumental-

ity of Hon. Charles Murphy.

The Welland Tribune Print, Welland, prims :
" Of-

ficers of the British Forces in Canada during the war *C

1812-1815," issued by the Canadian Military Institute,

and edited by L. Homfray [rving, honorary Librarian.

When in L889, the Prince and Princess of Wales

visited Quebec, Dr. J. M. Harper published a memorial

brochure. "The Earliest Beginnings of Canada." dedi-

cated to the Prince. To mark the latest visit of the

Prince, the author has republished this interesting prose

sketch relating the incidents of the earliest voyages of

Europeans In our country, together with two poems of

some length. " Then and Now,'' and " The Sillery Mis-

sion," an elegy conceived in the style and tone of Cray's

famous poem.

Biography.

A notable achievement in Canadian publishing has been

made by William Briggs, of Toronto, in the production of

the first volume of the Canadian Heroes Series,
—" The

Story of Isaac Brock," by Walter R. Nursey. The ob-

ject of the series will be to provide Canadian boys and

girls, both young and old, with the inspiring stories of

their own national heroes, written from the national

standpoint. In point of printing and binding, the first

volume is very attractive, several of the illustrations

being executed in colors. When the price is considered, 85

cents, the result is little short of marvellous. The second

volume on Tecumseh is being written by Norman Gurd,

of Sarnia.

Henry Wilson, " One of God's Best," is the title of

a life of Rev. Henry Wilson, D.D., at one time a resident

of Kingston. It is published by Alliance Press Co., 692

Eighth Avenue, New York, at $1.00.

There are many to whom the name of Judge Hali-

burton is unfamiliar, but who do know "Sam Slick,

the Clockmaker. " They will be interested to hear that

a life of Judge Haliburton 's famous son, Lord Hali-

burton, is forthcoming this year, entitled " Memoirs of

Lord Haliburton," by J. B.Atley. It will be fully il-

lustrated, the publisher being William Briggs, of Toronto.

'• Canadian Hymns and Hymn-Writers" is the title

of a charming booklet compiled and published by Rev.

A. Wylic Mahon, B.D., St. Andrew 's-by-the-Sea, N.B., in

which he gives sketches of William Bullock, Joseph

Scriven, Robert Murray, Edward Hartley Dewart, Anna
Louis Walker. Silas Tertius Rand, Charles Innis

Cameron ami Frederick George Scott. Portraits of each

are tipped in. The booklet is exquisitely printed, the

cover being an appropriate work of art, fastened with

bows nf ribbon, it is on sale at William Briggs, Toronto;

E. J. Nelson and Co., St. John and B. A. Book and

Trad Society, Halifax-. (35 cents.)

A work of biography which should act as an in-

centive to many young Canadians is the memoir <>f Alfred

William Stratton, contained in a volume of "Letters

Prom India." by him, which has r< ntly been published.

Professor Stratton, who won great prominence in the

world nf Oriental study, was a Toronto boy of modest

parentage, who worked his way up through the Univer-

sitv and commenced his career as classical master in

A Striking Likeness of " Sam Slick," the Father
of Humor n America
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Hamilton. After occupying positions at John Hopkins
University and in Chicago he became Registrar of Punjab
University in India. The book is published by Constable

& Co., for whom Copp, Clark Co. are agents.

Poetry.

The Nova Company, 12G Mansfield Street, Montreal,

issue " New Patriotic Poems," by Nelson C. Gray.

One of the most important of December publications

was the "Poetical Tragedies" of Wilfred Campbell, is-

sued by Wm. Briggs, of Toronto, in a companion volume

to his " Collected Poems." The new book contains the

four tragedies, "Mordred," " Daulac," "Morning"

leaves, thereby representing nine holes of a golf course.

On each of the eighteen pages, thus formed, appeared a

a poem. Mr. Webling's work possesses merit and will

delight the heart of any golf player.

Reference Books.

•' The Commercial Handbook of Canada," or " Hea-
ton's Annual," is now in its fifth year, and the 1909

volume just published supplies a mine of valuable com-
msrcial information about Canada. Every imaginable sub-

ject having to do with Canadian business is touched upon
from postal rates, and banks and branches to railway fares,

boards of trade, custom tariffs, etc. Everything is ar-

THE PASSING OF THE PROPHET

An Example of Canadian Art as Applied to Book Illustration. This
Picture is the Work of J. S. Gordon, of Hamilton, and it

Appeared in "The Master of Life," by W. D. Lightall.

and " Hildebrand " the first and last of which were

originally published in a small edition in 1895, while the

other two are now appearing for the first time in book

form. Mr. Campbell has received the greatest praise for

his work in this volume from the critics and it is safe

to say that it will be reckoned among Canada's poetical

masterpieces. ($1.50.)

W. Hastings Webling, secretary of the Brantford Golf

Club, who is an enthusiastic golf player, recently pub-

lished a pamphlet of verses on his favorite game. The

pamphlet was in the shape of a folder opening out to nine

ranged in a handy form and the book is well indexed.

The volume contains 416 pages, is cloth bound and sells

at $1.00.

Year by year in keeping with the growth of the Do-

minion, that valuable repository of information, the

Canadian Almanac, grows in size and importance. The

1909 volume, the sixty-second in the series, is the largest

yet issued, containing 496 pages. It would be a difficult

matter to place one's finger on any subject relative to

Canada, which is not dealt with. There are the usual

Government Departments, with ample statistics, lists of
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officers of societies, clergy lists, newspaper lists, etc.,

all corrected to date. To the business or professional

man the Almanac is invaluable. It is published by the

Copp, Clark Co.

General Literature.

Drury Lane Theatre is perhaps the besl known of

London theatres to the average Canadian, at least by
name. To the writer it conjures up all that is delight-

ful in the realm of dramatic art. The play at present on

the boards there, " The Marriages of Mayfair," is pro-

bably the most outstanding drama of (he season in Lon-
don. It is the work of Cecil Raleigh, who it will be

recalled was also the author of '' The Sins of Society,"

which had a long and successful run ai the same theatre

last season. The latter play is to be brought to Ami
this spring and the former in the fall. .Meanwhile the

Canadian public are to be given the story of " The Sins

of Society," in book form, an edition being in prepara-

tion for February publication, by the Copp, Clark Co.

It is surprising how many Canadians are interested

in the work of contemporary European writers. A couple

of vears ago Faggazzaro, the Italian, had quite a run

is not exaggerated, then fiction readers may smack their
lips in anticipation of a sumptuous repast. This enthusias-
tic critic says, " it holds you like a live wire, for if once
you touch it you cannot let go." As corroborative evi-

dence the American publisher tells an unique story in

connection with the printing of the book.

The first novel of the season to be issued in a Cana-
dian edition is " Septimus," by W. J. Locke. It is not
strange I hat there should be quite a vogue in Canada for
the work of this novelist. The two novels from his pen,
which were issued in this country last year, " The Morals
of Marcus Ordeyne " and " The Beloved Vagabond,"

essed an individuality and charm that placed them
quite in a place by themselves. I am informed by the en-

thusiastic publisher that so well have these books taken
with the Canadian public, he is arranging to introduce

three of Mi'. Locke's previous works this year.

That the Canadian reading public do appreciate, what
may he termed high-class fiction, is abundantly attested by
the favor with which the trio of novels of William De Mor-
gan have been received. The advent of "Joseph Vance,"

' d no little stir among novel leaders, who had b?-

Illustration from "The Old Loyalist," by Roger Davis.

here some four or five of his novels being issued in Ca-
nadian editions. Tolstoi has always had a band of ad-

mirers. And now another Russian writer is to be in-

troduced to us, a man with the almost unpronouncable

name of Warlaw Suoiszewski. His book of " Flight from
Siberia," will be issued shortly by a Toronto house.

It appears the foreman of the plant where " The Red
Mouse " was being printed came to the publisher with

a story to the effect that he wished they had never taken
•' The Red Mouse " into their printing office as it was
demoralizing the whole place. He stated to the publishers

thai half the time the proofs were lost because some of

the employees had stolen them to read the story and
when he came to figure up all the time lost by employees

reading the story, instead of attending to type setting,

he felt that they were losing money on the proposition,

\Vil!ia-hi Briggs will publish Hi a Canadian edition.

If the remarkable statement of a reader of the manu-
script of " The Red Mouse,", one of this season's books,

come satiated with the problematic and sociological brand

if fiction. " Alice-for-Short " endeared the author fo

a large circle of admirers, and " Somehow Good " prov-

ed his versatility to the satisfaction of everybody. Since

its appearance I have been repeatedly questioned as to

when :here would be a new De Morgan. It is now a

pleasure to be able to stale that the Spring will witness

the publication of the fourth novel from his pen, the title

to be i( Blind Jim."

The busy man's bible is a title which may aptly be

given to a small volume of selected passages from the

Bible arranged for daily devotional reading. There is

a page for each day with appropriate selection taken

verbatim from the Bible. The title of the book is " Un-
gilded Gold." It is published in Canada by The Copp,

Clark Co., in cloth binding at 50 cents and leather at

75 cents.

Among this season's importation of the Copp, Clark

Co. are editions of " The Up-to^Date Reciter," contain-
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ing 96 large double column pages in attractive paper

covers (25 cents); seven volumes of Mile's " Al Recit-

ers " and " Humorists of the Pencil," containing comic

illustrations from "Punch." Three numbers in the

series are now ready, namely those containing the work
of Charles Keene, Phil May and Raven Hill. These

will be followed by others. (30 cents each.)

Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, is arrang-

ing for a big edition of a bright little book of preseni

day wisdom, entitled " The Knack of It," the work of

Charles Battell Loomis. The book contains many vise

sayings clothed in clever language, and the publisher feels

that, there should be a large demand for the book. (50

• ents.)

The publication of the new India paper " Thackeray,"

by the Oxford University Press will probably hav; the

same effect as the publication some years ago of the In-

dia paper " Dk-kens," that is to say, it will revise the

interest in that great novelist. Thackeray's works are

complete in seventeen volumes, to be had in either cloth

or lamb skin binding.

in his influence against a trade which he is convinced is

wholly evil. (John M. Poole Co. Cloth, $1.25.)

Quite an imposing volume is "My Lady of the

Snows," by Margaret A. Brown, a Brantford lady. The
story deals with great problems and great issues in the

political world of Canada's young nationhood. The writ-

er is equally at home in discussing questions in the

realm of faith and morals—the spiritual and the

aesthetic, to which she brings a mind well equipped with

a varied store of learning. She has kept ever before her

high ideals and has succeeded in writing a book that will

live and take a permanent place in our Canadian litera-

ture. (William Briggs: $1.25.)

F. W. Musgrave, a Nova Scotia writer, has iD

"Gabrielle Amethyst" produced a story of a deeply re-

ligious tone. Gabrielle Amethyst, a young and beautiful

girl of sensitive temperament, exemplifies in her life and
ministrations the power of the religion of Christ to

afford a consolation to the sorrowing and new joy and
hope of the mourner. A book that appeals to what is

most tender and gracious in human nature. (William

Briggs: $1.25.)
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The House in Which William De Morgan Writes His Books.

The color work of the publishing house of T. C. and

E. C. Jack has come to have a great reputation in Can-

ada through the efforts of Copp, Clark Co., who are

the agents for the British publishers. They are now is-

suing three serial publications, " The National Gallery."

" Beautiful Flowers " and " Wild Beasts of the World."

Each will consist of 17 parts and will contain 100 plates

in color, besides numerous illustrations in black and

white. All three sell at 30 cents, per part.

Fiction.

"The Harvest of Moloch," by Mrs. J. K. Lawson,

of Toronto, is a story dealing with the evils of the drink

traffic, of more than ordinary interest. The scene is laid

partly in Scotland and partly in the Canadian North-

west. Violet Mickledool, the heroine, shows her devo-

tion to principle by giving up a fortune made out of a

business that leaves only sorrow and ruin in its track,

and devoting her life to works of charity. Her lover,

Geoffrey Webster, plays an equally noble part and throws

Very handsome indeed is the collection of "Little

Stories of Quebec," by Professor James Edward Le
Rossignol, which appeared in December from the pub-

lishing house of Jennings and Graham in Cincinnati.

Professor Le Rossignol is a native of Quebec and was
educated at Huntingdon Academy, Montreal High School

and McGill University, later going to Leipzig for his

Ph.D. He became professor of economics in Denver

University and the University of Nebraska. His little

book tells of the daily life and doings of the people of

old Quebec. It is exquisitely illustrated and decorated,

each page having a picture border in colors.

The Broadway Publishing Company, 835 Broadway,
New York, are the publishers of a new and revised

edition of "The Mystic Spring and Other Tales of West-

ern Life," by Hon. D. W. Higgins, of Victoria, B.C.,

who was for nine years Speaker of the Legislature of

British Columbia. In his preface the author notes that

the first edition (published by William Briggs, Toronto)
has been out of print for many months. He has varied
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some of the situations and changed the names of a

few characters in the new edition, which has been well

printed and illustrated by the new publishers. ($1.50.)

"Anne of Avonlea," by Miss L. M. Montgomery,

author of "Anne of Green (tables," will not be published

by I.. ('. Page & Co. until the fall.

\V. H. P. Jarvis, of Ottawa, has in "A Remittance

Man's Letters to Mis Mother," written a most readable

account of a young Englishman's experience in Western

Canada. After spending £1,000 to no purpose he returns

to Winnipeg penniless, makes a fresh start and succeeds.

One wishes that every intending emigrant from the Old

Country could read these letters—a valuable contribution

to the right understanding of the people and conditions

of life in this country. The book has been published

simultaneously in London and Toronto. (Musson Book
Co.: $1.50.)

Description.

John M.. Clarke, New York State Geologist, 92 Lan-

caster Street, Albany, has published "Sketches of Gaspe,"
containing chapters on "The Scenery of the Mountain-."

MARSHALL SAUNDERS
A Halifax Lady, Whose "Beautiful Joe" has Been for Years

a Popular Juvenile. Her New Book, "My Pets," Promises
to Have an Equal Popularity.

'•The Great Rock Folds and Troughs," "Perec Moun-
tain," "The Rocks and the People," "The Early Settle-

ments," "Historical Sketch of the Codfishery," etc. The
book is bound in green library cloth, with large color plate

and several plates in black and white. ($1.25).

"The Rockies of Canada" is the title of a revised and

enlarged edition of "Camping in the Canadian Rockies,"

by Walter Dwight Wilcox, which G. P. Putnam's Sons

will shortly publish. It contains more than 40 photo-

gravures and other illustrations from original photo-

graphs, with maps. ($3.50 net.)

Miss Agnes Laut, who last summer made a 1,500-mile

trip down the Saskatchewan River in company with Miss

Gertrude Simpson, of Winnipeg, will publish her experi-

ences this
J
ear in book form.

A year or more ago Gertrude Palmer Watt, who is a

staff contributor to the Edmonton- Saturday News, issued

a small book of 52 pages entitled, "A Woman in the

West," containing a number of entertaining sketches of

Western life. This bonis was so well received that its

author decided to repeat the experiment and towards the

close of last year, she issued through the News Publishing-

Co., of Edmonton, a somewhat larger book along similar

lines to which she gave the title, "Town and Trail." The
new book contains 85 pages, and is daintily printed. It

will serve to give a still more intimate picture of life in

the West. (50 cts.)

The publication of a book of travel, entitled, "In
Search of a Polar Continent," by Alfred H. Harrison, is

confirmation of the fact that Arctic exploration still al-

lures and still fascinates in spite of the hardships that it

entails. Mr. Harrison has recorded with fulness of detail

a two years' excursion into the country adjacent to the

Mackenzie River. He has made an accurate survey of

the region and has added valuable contributions of a scien-

tific and geographical character, which go far to confirm

the conviction that a great future awaits this little known
part of our wide Dominion. The book is a handsome one,

freely illustrated, and has an appended map of the survey

and observations made by the author. (Musson Book Co.,

$1.50).

In "A Noble Company of Adventurers," Rufus Rock-
well Wilson tells about seven classes of brave men. The
lirsl two are the men of the Hudson's Bay Company and

the Northwest Mounted Police. Both are described in en-

tertaiiiing fashion for young readers. The book, which is

illustrated, is published by B. W. Podge & Co., New York.

••In Old Quebec and Other Sketches," by Byron
Nicholson, of Quebec, was one of the numerous literary

products of the Tercentenary Year and a very accurate

ami graphic account, not only of Quebec, but of Canada
as it is to-day, does it present. The author is fervently

patriotic, proud of his city and his country, steeped in its

historic ion- and confident of its destiny. To the essays on

Quebec and Canada, are added chapters on "The Ethics

of War." "The Charms of Bermuda" and "The Com-
panionship of Books." The whole book is illustrated with

a large number and variety of half-tone plates, which add

to iis interest.

Miscellaneous.

'•Tiie Romance of American Expansion." by H. Ad-

dington Bruce, a Canadian, now resident in New York.

which has made so marked .'i success in the Outlook this

year, will be published early in 1909, by Moffat, Yard &

Company.

There will be interest in Canada over the re-issue by

Henry Frowde of John Gait's "Annals of the Parish."

Mr. Gait was the commissioner in Canada West of the

Canada Land Company, ami gave his name to the town of

Gait, in Ontario. His son, Sir Alexander Tilloch Gait,

filled a big place in Canadian public life for many years,

and was the first Minister of Finance in the Dominion of

Canada. Mr. Gait's stones are full of interest and quiet

humor.

William Hardy Alexander, professor of classics in the

new University of Alberta, is the author of "Some Tex-

tual Criticisms on the Eighth Book of the De Vita Caes-

arum of Suetonius," which the University of California

Press has published.

"Gibbs Travelers' Route and Reference Book of the

United States and Canada," published by Gibb Bros. &
Moran, 45 Rose Street, New York, contains 61 complete

route maps. ($3.00).

Christian McLeod. which is a pen-name for a lady-

living in Milton, Ontario, has published through the Revell

Co., of New Y^ork, a book entitled, "The Heart of the

Stranger," in which she treats of Miss Lindsay's Settle-

ment work in New York. It is a book well worthy of study-

by everyone who has the welfare of neglected children at

heart. Her motive is love for children who have never
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had a chance and her method is first to win their affections

and confidence and then to develop along natural lines.

The principle on which she works has Christianity for its

basis and good citizenship for its object. Her work lies

chiefly among the Italian children in the upper East Side

of New York.

Mr. Jerome Internoscia, of Montreal, advocate, and
ConsuLGeneral of Italy, has prepared "A New Code of

International Law," consisting of 5,657 articles, printed

in English, French and Italian, which he has spent five

years in writing. We understand that he has not yet

selected a publisher.

Kate Simpson Hayes, of Victoria, B.C., is the author

of a dainty booklet containing the first Indian legend pro-

duced in Western Canada, called "The Legend of the

West." She placed it on sale as a Christmas souvenir,

and a very attractive gift book it makes. The illustra-

tions, which embellish it, are the work of Lilian J. Clarke.

The price is $1.00 in the West, and $1.25 in the East.

G. M. Fraser, librarian, Public Library, Aberdeen, has

collected a number of essays on literary subjects into a

volume with the title, "The Lone Shieling or the Author-

ship of the Canadian Boat Song." The first essay gives

its title to the book. In it Mr. Fraser brings forward con-

clusive evidence that the poem was the work of "Chris-

topher North." The other papers in the book, while not

of immediate interest to Canadians, are most readable.

The publishers are William Smith & Sons.

THUMB NAIL REVIEWS.
THE WAY TO LIVE. By George Hackenschmidt. Lon-

don: Health & Strength, Ltd. Cloth, 2s Gd net. A
practical hand-book of exercises intended to develop

and strengthen the body.

THE TRAGEDY OF MAN. By Imre Madacli. Trans-

lated from the Hungarian by William N. Loew. New
York: the Arcadia Press, 150 Nassau Street. Cloth,

$1.50 net. A drama of intense power, which has been

played successfully for a quarter of a century at Buda-

pest and Vienna.

THE BIBLE—A MISSIONARY BOOK. By Robert

F. Horton, M.A., D.D., Edinburgh and London: Oli-

phant, Anderson & Ferrier. New edition. This is a

simpler and cheaper form of the author's earlier work
on this subject. In it he presents the argument for

Biblical sanction of missionary effort, simply and

strongly.

THE SECRET OF THE GOLDEN KEY. By Lucilla.

Methodist Publishing House. London. Cs. A romance
of the sixteenth century in France, having for its

climax the massacre of St. Bartholomew. The life de-

picted is that which prevailed under the feudal sys-

tem when fair dames and brave knights played their

parts amid much romantic glitter and show. Love,

adventure, a haunted chamber and a hidden treasure

are some of the elements in this sensational and well-

told tale.

THE READER'S LIBRARY. Vols. I. and II. The Great

English Letter Writers, by W. J. Dawson and Conings-

by Dawson. Fleming H. Revell Co., Toronto. $1 each.

This new literary series contains an admirable selection

of letters illustrative of the development of letter

writing. Each volume opens with an essay which

treats of this department of literature from a historic

and critical standpoint. Setting aside chronological or-

der, some of the greatest English exponents of the

art of letter writing are grouped under appropriate

headings. These books will prove a delight equally

to the student and to the general reader.

QUIET TALKS WITH WORLD WINNERS. By S. D.

Gordon. Wm. Briggs, Toronto. 75 cents. This book
aims at an intimate heart to heart talk with Christ-

ians about personal life and service. That service

though it begins with the nearer interests of the home,
the church and one's own country, is not circumscribed

by these. The obligation to service extends to the

whole world. The writer shows that the duty of the

hour in relation to foreign missions is greatly accen-

tuated by the imperative call for the Gospel of Jesus
as the true basis for the western civilization now
spreading over the whole world. A very timely and
convincing book.

CONCERNING THE CHRIST. By J. D. Freeman. Wm.
Briggs, Toronto. $1.25. Incidents in the life of
Christ are here treated as separate themes of reflective

study. With deep insight and spiritual perception the
old, yet ever new subject of the wonderful life of

MISS L. M. MONTGOMERY
Whose "Anne of Green Gables" is One of the Popular

Books of the Month.

Jesus and the far-reaching significance of his teach-
ings are here presented in beautiful language and in
a form which is simple yet at the same time subtle and
persuasive. The book must prove a delight to every
true disciple of Christ.

THE QUEEN'S GATE MYSTERY. By Captain Henry
Curties. Boston: Dana Estes & Co. Cloth, $1.50.
Here is a novel with all the elements of success, es-

sentially modern in its setting and bristling with
incident. That the murder of a London tradesman
should affect the map of Europe seems wildly im-
probable, but such is the ingenuity of Captain Curties
that on laying down the book the reader is bound to
confess that it all might very well have happened in

real life. The characters are exceedingly well drawn,
and the author's style is far more vivacious than is

usually the case in fiction of a sensational kind.

THE CONVENTIONALISTS. By Robert Hugh Benson.
Toronto

: The Musson Book Co. $1.25. An interesting

study of the processes by which a young wan i? led to
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exchange the conventionalities of social life for the

conventionalities of the cloister. Algernon Banister, a

young man of good family, much given to introspection,

finds his individual life much hampered by his social

obligations develops into the mystic and the contempla-

tive, makes the great renunciation and voluntarily sub-

mits himself to the more circumscribed conventionali-

ties of an English monastery.

LIFE OF THE REV. JOHN WATSON, D.D. By W.
Robertson Nicoll. Toronto: the Westminster Co. $1.50.

The great popularity of this new book has already ex-

hausted the first edition. This it owes largely to the

outstanding prominence of both the writer and the

subject. Dr. Watson possessed just those personal and
literary qualities which afford the keenest interest to

biography. And Dr. Bobertson Nicoll, from whom
much was expected, has measured up to the highest ex-

pectations of his friends and admirers by the manner
in which he has portrayed the man who through his

"Bonnie Brier Bush" has endeared himself to readers
on both sides of the Atlantic. No more delightful book
has been published this season.

Daniel Mulcahey Watson and Robert Robbin Watson, otherwise known as " Bngsey "

Taking the Air. Characters in •' Sowing Seeds in Danny " by Nellie L. McClung.

Best Selling Books of the Month.

Brantford.

1. Lady of the Snows. By M. Brown. Briggs.

2. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

3. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

4. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. MeLeod.
5. Out-of-Doors in Holy Land. By H. Van Dyke.

Copp.

6 Great Fight. By W. H. Drummond. Briggs.

Calgary.

1. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

2. Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson.

3. Trial of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. MeLeod.
4. Web of Time. By. R. E. Knowles. Revell.

5. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

6. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon
Briggs.

Charlotteown.

1. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery.
Page.

2. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

MeLeod.

3. Sowing Seeds in Danny. -By Mrs. McClung.

Briggs.

4. Fly on the Wheel. By K. C. Thurston. Briggs.

5. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

6. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon.

Briggs.

Chatham.

1. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

2. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston.. Briggs. . .

3. Treasure Valley. Marian Keith. Westminster.

Bj Marie Corelli. Briggs.

By J.Wildthorne.

Holy Orders

Soul of Dominic
Copp.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. MeLeod
Edmonton.

Sowing Seeds in Danny.

Hi eking

Briggs.

M\

By Mrs. McClung.

L. M. Montgomery.Anne of Green Gables.

Page.

Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson
Peter. By F. H. Smith. MeLeod.
Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson
Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John
MeLeod.

Fox, jr.

Guelph.

Danny. By Mrs. McClung.Sowing Seeds in

Briggs.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

Great Fight. By W. H. Drummond. Musson.
Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson
Web of Time.' By R. E. Knowles. Revell.

Halifax.

Anne of Green Gables. By. L. M. Montgomery.
Page.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Holy Orders. Marie Coi-elli. Briggs.

Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. MeLeod.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung.

Briggs.
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Hamilton.

1. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
2. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.

3. Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson.

4. Testing of Dianna Mallory. Mrs. Ward. Musson.

5. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
6 Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. MeClung.

Moncton.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. MeClung.
Briggs.

2. Heart of a Child. By Frank Danby. Copp.

3. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod."

4. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell.

5 Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.

6. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.

Montreal.

1. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

2. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.
3. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
4. The Jewelled Ball. By Mrs. Lionel Guest. Cam-

bridge.

5. Paths of the Righteous. By Miss Dougall.

Macmillan.

6. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery.
Page.

Port Arthur.

1. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

2. Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

3. Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson.

4. Sowing Seed-s in Danny. By Mrs. MeClung.

Briggs.

5. Treasure Valley. By Marian Keith. Westminster.

6. Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

St. Thomas.

1 .Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
2. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

3. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.
4. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

5. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCuteheon.
Briggs.

6. Quest Eternal. By Will Lillibridge. Briggs.

Stratford.

1. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

2. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCuteheon.
Briggs.

3. Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

4. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

5. Voyage of Donna Isabel. By Randall Parish.

Bri^^s.

6. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell

Toronto.

1. Wild Geese. By Stanley J. Weyman. Copp, Clark

Company.
2. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
3. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

4. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.

5. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

G. The Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Winnipeg.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. MeClung.
Briggs

2. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

McLeod.
3. Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
4. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
5 Heaven of Love. By M. Burnham. Briggs.

G. Nancy McVeigh. By R. H. Mainer. Briggs.

United States.

1. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.

2. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston.

3. Peter. By F. H. Smith.

4. Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward.
5. Red City. By S. Weir Mitchell.

6. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCuteheon.

Canadian Summary.
Points

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. MeClung 66

Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr.. . 66

2. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston 58

Peter. By F. H. Smith 58

3. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli 55

4. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles 54

5. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery 32

Riverman. By S. E. White 32

6. Dianna Mallory. By Mrs. Ward 31

SPRING FICTION ANNOUNCED.

Title. Author. Publisher.

Septimus W. J. Locke Frowde
Blind Jim Wm. De Morgan "
Gateway of Swords. ..L. J. Vance Briggs

Areminta J. C. Snaith "
Catherine's Child. . ..Mrs. De la Pasture "
My Lady of Shadows. John Oxenham "
Fashionable Adventures

of Josiah Craig. . .D. G. Phillips "
The Long Ann E. P. Oppenheim "
Mr. Opp Alice Hegan Rice "

Old Man in the Corner.Baroness Orczy "
The Waters of

Jordan H. A. Vachell "
The Red Mouse W. H. Osborne "
The Sins of Society. ..Cecil Raleigh Copp, Clark

A Flight from
Siberia W. Suoiszewksi "

Fraternity John Galsworthy "

54, 40 or Fight Emerson Hough. . . .McLeod & Allen

Letters of Jennie

Allan Grace Donworth... "

The Message Louis Tracy "

The Special Mes-

senger R. W. Chambers... "

In the February number of Scribner's Magazine will

appear " The Indians of the Stone Houses," by Edward
S. Curtis, a poem on Milton, by Henry Van Dyke

;

" German Painting of To-day," by Christian Brinton ;

" Who Are the English ? " by the anonymous author of
" England and the English From an American Point of
View," and " The Bandelaire Legend," by James
Huneker.
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A List Of Canadian Books Published In 1908

Including Solely Books Published

Primarily in Canada and Books by

Authors Residing in Canada.

It is a problem of some difficulty to estimate the

number of books published annually in Canada, for the

simple reason that it is uncertain just what should be

considered as a Canadian book. If we were to estimate

all the books bearing the imprint of a Canadian pub-

lisher, the total would make a respectable figure. If on

the other hand we were to limit the list to books printed

in Canada from type set in Canada, the number would

be comparatively small. But it is hardly fair to take

either classification,—the first would err by calling a

book Canadian, when neither would it be the work of a

Canadian author, nor would it be Canadian in subject

nor Canadian in workmanship,—the second would err by

omitting several books printed outside the country for

publication in the country.

A second difficulty lies in the problem of collecting

information about books published privately or in remote

parts of the country. An elaborate system would be

necessary to make sure that nothing was omitted mil

there is as yet no organization capable of handling such

a work.

The publications of the Dominion and Provincial Gov-

ernments, the universities, the historical, literary and

scientific societies, etc., all publish important books an-

nually. Many of these are noted, but many of them

escape notice and no summary of a year's publication

would be complete without them.

The following list for 1908 has been as carefully

compiled as one individual could manage. It includes

only books printed and published in the Dominion, or

primarily published in the Dominion, omitting seho >1

books, technical books, directories and Government pub-

lications. It must not be considered absolutely com-

plete. Titles preceded by an asterisk mean books by

resident Canadian authors, published in foreign editions

or contemporaneously in foreign and home editions.

HISTORY.
Myths and Facts of American Revolution ... Johnston

History of Canada (New edition) Weaver

Sixty Years in Upper Canada Clarke

Recollections of Crimean Campaign Veith

History of Canadian Journalism

Review of Hist. Publications Wrong
A Canadian Manor Wrong
Recollections of War of 1812 Dunlop

Documentary Hist, of War of 1812 (Vol. 8) .. Cruickshank

Dictionnaire Historique Morice

Description Geographique Ganong
History of Methodism Sanderson

Emigrant Soldier's Gazette

Historical Glimpses of Bear River Wade
Cradle of New France Doughty

Quebec Tercentenary History Carrol

Kingston of Old Machar
Where the Buffalo Roamed Marsh

*In Search of the Western Sea Burpee

The Tragedy of Quebec Sellar

"Canadian Types of the Old Regime Colby

L'Amerique Precolombienne Gagnon
History of Brome County Taylor

Sketches of the Northwest Arm Regan
Proceedings at Halifax, Oct. 2

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION.

Through the Mackenzie Basin Mair
Real Cobalt Gard
Across the Sub-Arctics (New edition) Tyrrell

Glimpses of Northern Canada Curran
In Old Quebec Nicholson
•Western Canada Tucker

FICTION.

Trails and Tales in Cobalt W. H. P. Jarvis

•Treasure Valley Marian Keith
Old Loyalist Davis
Gabrielle Amethyst Musgrave
Lady of the Snows Brown
Harvest ot Moloch Lawson
Legend of the West Hayes
Master of Life Lightall

Nancy McVeigh Mainer
•Letters of a Remittance Man Jarvis

Jewelled Ball Guest
•Sowing Seeds in Danny McClung
•Web of Time Knowles
•Anne of Green Gables Montgomery
•Angel and the Star Ralph Connor

ESSAYS.

The Kingdom of Canada 'ohn S. Ewart
.Municipal Government Wickett

Democracy and Education Logan
Continuity of Revelation Hall
Genius of Shakespeare Osborne

BIOGRAPHY.

Sir John A. Macdonald G. R. Parkin

William Lyon MacKenzie Lindsay
Isaac Brock Nursey

*Dr. Robertson Ralph Connor
Canadian Hymn-Writers Mahon
•Life of Bishop Bompas Cody

POETRY.

Miriam I. Hunt Stanford

Bird of the Bush
,

Summerss
Peter Ottawa Thomson
A Garden in Antrim Molesworth

Poems of Memory Sparrow
Croynan Hall Baker

Empire Builders Stead

Wing of the Wild Bird Watson
Acadian Lays Morse

Canada, My Land MacKeracher

Uncle Jim's Nursery Rhymes Boyle

Canadian Book of Months Marny
Collected Dramas Campbell

The Fight of the Atlante Boyd
Romance of the Lost Mclnnes

Fore Webling

New Patriotic Poems Gray
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Sour Sonnets of a Sorehead Haverson

Selected Poems Smith

*The Great Fight Drummond

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bemcjcked by Destiny McCharles

7,000 Facts About Temperance Howard

Your Boy Dickinson

Christ's Teachings Caven

Education of a People Locke

Canadian Flag on Our Schools Wade

•Acts of the Apostles Knox
•Mystery of Golfe Haultain

•My Pets Saunders

•Little Sam Kerr

•The Fact of Conversion Jackson

•The Church Year Armitage

Telegr
ABC Code. 5th Edition.ABC Code. 5th Edition.ABC Code. 1th Edition
A 1 Code.
Moreina & Neal Code
Bedford-McNiell Code
Large and email codes of all kin

AMERICAN CODE COM

aph cod&s
... Net $7.00

8.00
S.OO
7. SO
S.OO
6.00

de only

City

..

ds. Send for list. Discount to the tra

PANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y
50

Out-of-print Books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book everpublished. We have 50.0CO
rare books.

BOOKS.
BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng

The Canadian Bookman
Being the Literary Supplement of The Bookseller and
Stationer of Canada. Published monthly in the inter1

ests of Canadian authors, publishers, booksellers and
bookbuyers. Edited by W. A. Craick, B.A., Toronto.

$1.00 per annum

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Toronto
New York

Montreal
Chicago

Winnipeg
London

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McG.ll St., MONTREAL 10 Front St. East, TORONTO

Septimus
Ready January 14

By WILLIAM J. LOCKE

>>

^HE most charming romance of the year— nay, of a good many
years. The man who does not laugh at simple Septimusy

is a wooden
,x,ple Septi

image," says the Kentucky Post in its review.

Septimus, amusing, sane, helpless, original, lovable Septimus; Zora, who looks
out upon the world with the big wondering eyes of a child ; Little Emmy
who needed help and found it ; and Clem Cypher, the King of advertising

men are some of the characters which give

the reader a keen insight into human
nature, and help him to an appreciation of

the joy of living. "Septimus" is absorb-

ing in its story and in its characterization.

Cloth 12mo., $1.25

HENRY FROWDESS-S TORONTO
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Some New Booths from William Briggs Spring

Announcement List

An Extremely Interesting and

Unusual Story

THE RED MOUSE
by

William Hamilton Osborne

Illustrated in colours by

Harrison Fisher and The Kinneys

Cloth, $1.50.

A Famous Book

THE ROAD MENDER

by

Michael Fairless

Cloth, $1.00.

Also in a special De luxe edition,

and in leather.

The Best Work Yet From a Clever

Writer

MR. OPP

by

Alice Hegan Rice

Author of "Mrs. Wiggs."

Cloth. $1.00.

Will be one of the Strongest Books

of the Year

THE WATERS OF
JORDAN

by

Horace Annesley Vachell

Author of "The Hill," "Her Son,"

"The Face of Clay," etc., etc.

Cloth. $1.25.

A New Book by the Author of

"Songs of a Sourdough"

BALLADS OF A
CHEECHACO
By R. W. Service

Cloth, $1.00. Cloth Illustrated. $1.50.

Leather. $2.00.

This will be a record breaker.

Send in your order now.

This will be a Huge Seller

THE GATEWAY OF
SWORDS

by

Louis Joseph Vance

Author of "The Black Bag," "The
Brass Bowl," etc., etc.

Illustrated. Cloth. $1.25.

Her Books Are Always B
Racy

OLD MAN IN '

CORNER
By Baroness Orczj

Author of " The Scarlet Pi
Cloth. $1.25.

right and

rHE

r

mpernel."

RM

A New Book by a Popular

Writer

FASHIONABLE
ADVENTURES OF
JOSIAH CRAIG

by

David Graham Phillips

Cloth, $1.25.

Sure to be a Seller

CATHERINE'S
CHILD

by

Mrs. Henry de la Pasture

Author of "The Lonely Lady of

Grosvenor Square."

Cloth, $1.25.

THE LONG A
By Oppenheim

Cloth, $1.25.

ARAMINTA
J. C. Snaith

Author of "Broke of Covenden."

Cloth. $1.25.

LIFE OF
DR. ROBERTSON

by

Ralph Connor

Cloth. $1.50.

MEMOIRS OF
LORD HALIBURTON

By J. B. Attley

Illustrated, $3.00 net.

DOWS
m

ANGEL AND THE STAR
by

Ralph Connor

35 Cents.

PROB
B

MY LADY OF SHA
By John Oxenhai

Cloth, $1.25.

LEMS OF TO-DAY
y Andrew Carnegie

Cloth, $1.50.

More Good Things to Follow

William Brig.£s, - Publisher, - Toronto
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The Canadian Bookman
and its relation to

Canadian Booksellers

Q The Canadian Bookman has, as its object, the publication of

interesting gossip about books for the entertainment and in-

struction of Booksellers, Book Lovers, Book Buyers and Book

Collectors. It will deal primarily with Canadian books, but

will not limit its attention solely to these. It will tell about all

the interesting books of the day, treating them from the news

standpoint and not the literary or critical.

Q The Canadian Bookman will prove a useful assistant salesman

to the Bookseller. It is included in each copy of the Bookseller

and Stationer, for the benefit of the trade, but it is also issued

separately and may be obtained in quantity by booksellers at a

low price, for distribution among, or sale to their customers.

Q The records of Canadiana contained in The Canadian Bookman

are valuable. There is no other publication in Canada which

covers this field so thoroughly. Booksellers by bringing the

paper to the attention of school and public libraries and collec-

tors of Canadiana, will be able to develop new business for

themselves.

Q For the present year The Canadian Bookman will be issued to

the public at the low figure of 50 cents per year.

MacLean Publishing Co.
The

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

Limited
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UNTIN, GILLIES & CO., Limited

extend to the trade their thanks for liberal

patronage during the year 1908, and their best

wishes for a prosperous New Year.

We can supply the new

ARCHIVE FILE
and

Binding Case
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY GOODS : Post Cards, Napkins, Playing and Tally Cards, etc., etc.

The OLDESTmanufacturers with a line that is always NFJi
and up to the times

The
New Eureka

The King now of

all Ribbons.

The first innova-
tion in a type-

writer ribbon.

We want you to try this in your own
office. : : Send for a sample.

Send for our new trade catalog. Just out.

> TYPEWRITERR^
>°VE ITSELF SUP**

10*

fiL^ OTHER BRANP5

m

The Best and Newest
Typewriter Carbons

ROCK BOTTOM
PROGRESS

M. M. MilAOL
COMPETITOR

EUREKA, GALLINIPPER
SILK-SPUN

*0 suit every purpose.

To fill every demand.

Principal Office and Factories

PARK RIDGE, N.J. Mittag & Volger Sole Manufacturers

for the Trade

INCORPORATED

Branches—Hew York, N.Y., 280 Broadway

Chicago, III., 200 Monroe Street

London, 7 and 8 Dyers Bldg. , Holborn, E. C.

Agencies

In every part of the world

In every city of prominence



Silver Jubilee Year
VOL. XXV., No. 2. PRICE, $1 00 PER YEAR

Canadian Newsdealei
Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing- Trades Association

and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, z$z McGill St. TORONTO, io Front St. East. WINNIPEG, 511 Union Bank Building. LONDON, ENG., 88 Fleet St. E.C

PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, FEBRUARY, 1909.

You Keep Putting

It Off
This is the third time that we have asked

you to write us concerning our special pro-

position to agents, and you haven't answered

yet. Why is it ? Here is a really good

opportunity to make increased profits on your

business by handling

UNDERWOOD'S
CARBON PAPERS

and RIBBONS
It certainly will stand looking into. It's just

as good as any offer you ever had, and better

by a lot than a great many. Briefly outlined

the proposition is this :

We offer you special inducements to specialize on our brands of

carbon papers and ribbons. Our idea is to push the sale of these

goods throughout the whole Canadian territory, and in order to

do this properly we have got to get live agents. You are not

taking any chances in handling Underwood goods. They have

the prestige of years and the advantages of widespread publicity

to aid you in their sale. These are some of the positive selling

factors in a proposition, which in justice to yourself, you cannot

afford to ignore.

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON. ENG.

THE NEW MODEL

mv Wliilvib tarter
possesses many new fea-

tuies, which make it the

best pen offered the Can-

adian trade.

256 St. Paul St 18 Notre Dame St. 26 St Gabriel St

MONTREAL
Wholesale Book, and Stationery Established in 1842
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Gathering Momentum
Down the Years
1879—Thirty-one years ago we started our import fancy goods business in a small and un-

pretentious way. We felt that the idea of bringing in samples of the best European goods and

selling to the Canadian trade from the samples was a good one, which the trade would appre-

ciate because it would give them a greater variety to choose from than if we carried a stock

which must necessarily be limited. The idea caught on, the trade was pleased and by

1889 our foresight had been justified. Year by year we in-

creased the number of our samples and made the opening in March
more and more of an event. Dealers came in from all parts

of the country in increasing numbers, realizing that our scheme

was the only satisfactory one. By and by we had to open

sample rooms in other centres throughout the Dominion and by

1899 our accommodation became too small. The
great fire came at an opportune time and in our

new building what we considered ample space

was provided. To-day this space is ab-

solutely inadequate to house the thousands

and thousands of samples and we have

engaged still more commodious quarters

for the business that will be transacted in

1909, which will be the best year of all.

NO DEALER IN CANADA CAN AFFORD TO MISS THIS SHOW.

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER, u-*-

Importers of

European Art Goods Toronto
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The first roll of wall paper made in Canada was marked" Staunton.

The best is still marked so.

We have a little booklet we
would like to send you. It will

be forwarded to you free if

you will write for it. This

little book deals quite frankly with

the question of wall paper as a stock

to be carried in connection with

other goods. It tells of profits,

costs, etc. You cannot very well

afford to be without the information

it contains. Send for it, mention-

ing the Bookseller, and we will

include a free copy of the interesting

wall paper magazine, Gilt and

Glimmer.

Staunton's- Limited
933 Yonge Street

TORONTO

The Staunton Diamond Trade Mark on -wall paper corresponds with
the Sterling mark on silver.

Sealed Tenders
Important Sale ofa Book and Stationery,

etc., Business, as a Going Concern

Estate of WESLEY ROLAND HENDERS
THE BAZAAR, PORTARTHUR, ONT.

TENDERS will be received by the undersigned up

to 12 o'clock noon on Tuesday, the 16th day of

February, 1909, for the purchase at a rate on the

dollar of the Stock in-trade and Store Fixtures,

etc., of the above.

The particulars, thereof, as taken at 10th November, 1908,

were as follows

:

Fancy Goods. Pictures, Chinaware. Bags, Ornaments, etc.. per

inventory S 2.130.42

Toys, per inventory 5 58.66

Books. Stationery, Blank Books, etc., per inventory 4,001.94

Picture Mouldings. Wall Paper, etc.. per inventory 1,627. S3

Store Fixtures, etc.. per inventory 1.993.75

The total being valued at * 10.112.60

Such changes by sale and replenishing as in the ordinary course of busi-

ness have been since made will be shown on revised stock-taking now
being made.

This affords an exceptional opportunity for a live man to step into a

desirable business.

TERMS:—10 per cent, on acceptance of offer. Sufficient to make up 25 per cent, on check-

ing stock. Balance in three instalments, at 2. 4 and 6 months, with interest at 7 per cent.,

satisfactorily secured.

Inventory may be seen and further particulars obtained at the offices

of the undersigned Assignee.
The highest, or any tender, not necessarily accepted.

RICHARD TEW, Assignee

21st January, 1909. 23 Scott St., Toronto, Ont.

FOUNTAIN PENS
Under your own imprint.

We are the largest manufacturers of FOUNTAIN PENS for special

imprint orders, in AMERICA.
We manufacture only a high-grade article in Fountain Pens. Every

line we make is notably of the finest workmanship and highest quality, and
we guarantee absolutely every pen that leaves our factory.

SANF ORD&BENNETT,NEW YORK U.S.A.

Any reliable firm cannot be too particular about the kind of a Fountain

Pen they place their own name or trade mark upon.

Before you contract for Fountain Pens under your own imprint for the

coming holiday trade and for the year 1909, it will certainly pay you to call

and see us or have us submit samples.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens

For Foreign and Domestic Trade
Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the "Commercial Fountain Pen"

Jewelers' Court, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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TradeAnnouncement
Full " Up-to-Date" Stocks in Every

Department

Account Books

Loose Leaf Specialties

General Stationery

Writing and Book Papers

Leather Goods

Office Supplies

Bookbinders' Material

Printers
1

Supplies

Office and Pocket Diaries

Wood Base Inkstands

Ophir Lead Pencils

Bookbinding, Ruling, Etc.

We Are Special Canadian Agents For

Esterbrook Steel Pens

David's Celebrated Ink

P. E. Wirt Fountain Pens

0. K. Paper Fasteners

Moore's New Loose System

Woodbury Hunt's Art Goods

1. P. Loose Leaf Price Books,

Etc.

This Business was Established over A Century Ago
Thomas Brown, Newcastle, England 17 74 • 1822

Thomas Brown, jnr. " "

Thomas Brown, Toronto

Brown Bros. "

Brown Bros., Limited, Toronto

1822 - 1846

1846 - 1856

1856 - 1893

1893

BROWN BROS., %,%
Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers

51-53 Wellington Street West, - Toronto

We Stand Ace High
when it comes to supplying your Fancy Goods and Stationery

wants. We have just laid in some well assorted stocks of

spring and summer goods which we are going to offer you at

rare price and quality inducements.

Baseballs, Bats, Gloves,
Mits, Masks, Lacrosse Sticks,

Marbles, Alleys, Tops, Ham-
mocks, Fireworks, Etc.

are included at prices that will leave you a good profit, and

quality that will satisfy the most critical trade. If you're in town

any time, drop in for a look around. We're centrally located

—

near the Union Station and we'll be pleased to see you or

show you goods.

// not, write us- we'll be glad

to hear from you at anu rate.

The SUTCLIFFE-EDMISON CO., Limited
76 YORK STREET TORONTO. CANADA

|» lr «II«('

HIGGINS'
ETERNAL INK

Writes Everlastingly Black

THE fact that Higgins (

Eternal Ink is a

CARBON writing fluid-black when
written and black forever afterward

—

and not a CHEMICAL product made of

iron and nutgalls, that becomes dim with

age, has given it a high place in the

estimation of banks, business houses and
individuals generally. For legal and cor-

poration work, for state, county and town
records, and for general correspondence

where absolute permanence is an essen-

tial element, this ink stands unrivalled. It

writes black from the pen point, and is

hence easy to the eye. It flows readily,

does not corrode, and is absolutely un-

changeable — neither age, air, sunshine

nor chemicals will affect it. May be diluted for use in fountain pens

Of HIGGINS ETERNAL INK it may truly be said : "Once a user

always a user."

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS

BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturers
NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN. N.Y„ U.SA.

JilL

HIGGINS' N-V-
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St. Patrick's Day
MARCH 17

Your Golden Opportunity

iVIR. DOOLEY says: "Opportunity knocks

at every man's dure wanst." This is yours.

Listen ! A special package of post carfds cele-

brating the day has been prepared containing

fifteen assorted designs priced at $1.00 per 100.

The cards include such catchy sellers as "St. Patrick

Forever," "March 1 7th," "Good Luck," "Wearing of

the Green," "Begorra," "One of the Finest," "St. Patrick's

Day in the Morning," etc. Every book and stationery

store should take advantage of the day to specialize in

this particular line.

ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

THE COPP, CLARK CO., LIMITED
64-66 Front St. West Toronto, Canada

SPIRO sSel filing devices

" B " File. One of our several styles

These are appreciated by business people, because

they exactly suit the requirements of up-to-date methods
and are unbreakable.

Re-orders invariably follow upon first sales. It is

to your interest to carry a complete stock.

We take pleasure in announcing to the trade that we have arranged

with Mr. A. Roy MaeDougall, of Toronto, to represent us in Canada. Write

him at once for prices and particulars.

Spiro Mfg. Co.K 101 E. 131st St., New York City

NOTICE TO THE TRADE

tattcmers.'

unbrte£

1 ^Pt'J

ST? *i3=5t

M
V-/fi :

! «SteiM>)

ESSRS. SETTEN &

DURWARD, of

Birmingham, Eng-

land, manufacturers

of Stationers' Sun_

dries, have arranged with

Mr. Horace Woollett
to represent them in Canada upon a

special trip, and ask the trade to await

his calling before placing orders.

C During the course of the next two

months he will be visiting Toronto, Ham-

ilton, London, Winnipeg, Ottawa, ' Mont-

real, St. John, Halifax, Yarmouth and

Quebec.

C It will repay stationers who want

to get good values at reasonable prices

to wait for Mr. Woollett' s arrival.

He will be pleased to arrange dates

for dealers from the smaller cities and

towns to visit him at his various stop-

ping points.

C All communications can, for the

present, be addressed to Mr. H.

Woollett, care of King Edward

Hotel, Toronto.

Setten & Durward
Manufacturers of Stationers' Sundries

Birmingham - England
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LET US DRIVE THIS
POINT RIGHT HOME

ES, Mr. Bookseller and

Stationer, you know very

^gr^ well how much eas-

ier it is to sell goods

with a local interest than

goods without anything

about them to appeal to

your fellow -townsmen,

s just what made the Picture

Card such a tremendous suc-

C. Everybody wanted them because they gratified

local pride; they had views on them of local scenes and buildings.

C Now we are following out the same idea in our 1909 line of

Calendars and Christmas Cards. The distinctive feature of these

goods is their genuine nationality. They are not pretty scenes from

anywhere, labeled "Canadian," but they are real views of Canadian

scenery. They are made up to order, if so desired, with local views

inserted, so that each card and calendar will have a distinctive local value.

C. This year we have extended and improved these national lines,

confidently expecting that they will be the 1909 leaders next fall.

Our travelers are now showing the complete range of new de-

signs, and orders for special printings should be placed early.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Publishers of Canadian View Cards and Calendars 1 01*011TO
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Established

1844

Incorporated
1878

Tags and TAGS
Thousands of shippers through lack of knowledge on the

subject of tag values, hold that " a tag is a tag"— that the best

tag buying policy is to procure all tags at the least cost.

Neither the Manufacturer, the Merchant, nor the Shipper
can be expected to realize of what vital importance the use of

a good tag is to their business until the facts are demonstrated by

the man who supplies the tags.

Mr. Dealer — Do you realize that it is your province to

convince the tag user that it is real business economy to use

the best tag to be had ?

Standard Tags
are recognized as the "Standard of Tag Quality" the world
over. No other tags in the world are made so carefully and
well — no other tags are made of such high-grade stock — in

no other tags can be found the world-famed Dennison patch,

waterproof, tearproof and with metal reinforcement. It's of

even more importance that a Dennison Tag should be used
on all shipments than it is for a business house to use a high-

grade bond letter paper for its correspondence. A letter is

seen anci makes its impression on a few— a tag is seen and
creates a favorable or unfavorable impression on many. The
better the tag—the higher the prestige of the shipper—and
the greater the assurance of the goods' safe delivery.

It moreover pays the dealer to sell the best tags—"Dennison 's—there's more in it for him— it safeguards his reputation as a
dealer in strictly quality goods. We can prove to you that
"Dennison Tags will help increase your business. A sk us how.

BOSTON,
26 Franklin Street

CHICAGO,
23>and 25 Randolph Street

The Tag Makers

NEW YORK
15 John Street

Uptown Store, 27th St.,

Between 5th Ave. & Broadway
TORONTO,

523 Traders' Bank Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA.
1007 Chestnut Street

ST. LOUIS,
413 North 4th Street
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Western Booksellers and Stationers

Our stock of Books, Stationery and Printers'

Supplies is large and well assorted. We can

ship promptly. Save time by ordering from us.

Clark Bros. & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
WHOLESALE STATIONERS

Tourist Leather
Goods

WE MAKE A LARGE COLLECTION
OF ARTICLES FOR TRAVELLERS

COAT AND TROUSER HANGERS IN CASES

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Manufactured by

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
™*\^m„k jfme Heather WHart "^r*D

PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK SALESROOM 683 and 685 Broadway (Cor. 3rd Si.)

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

tirade —

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOB SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors (o The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal

Your Fountain and Stylographic Pen Trade
We have a new, up-to-date plant, and thoroughly efficient staff of workmen, making

nothing but fountain and stylo pens.

We can make you pens in any pattern or style, bearing your own imprint or trade

mark,—pens that will do you credit and secure you permanent customers.

Send particulars of your requirements, enclosing $2.50 to $5.00 (or London re-

ferences) for a sample assortment, and investigate our ability to furnish good articles at

Prices that will make your Fountain and Stylographic Pen Department Profitable

T£ Alliance Fountain Pen Co., li^^hWMI-
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Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

183 Farrand St., Bloomiield, N.J.

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen'

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75c

Large
Cut

Shows
Our
No. 35

Retail

Price

$1.25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Kasy to clean and fill cannot upset ; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept.
354 BROADWAY NEW YORK, U.S.

A

National BLANK
OOKS

IT no longer pays the large stationers to

make up their own stock Blank Books,
so they select from the extensive Eagle

line, and thus offer their patrons a greater

variety at less cost and more profit. Don't
cling to the idea that you must conduct a

bindery regardless of profit. We can give

you anything you want in the way of Blank
Books or furnish specialties on "rush"
orders. Get our prices and compare them
with the cost records of your own bindery.

National Blank Books win out every time

on quality and price.

Have You Our Complete Catalogue ?

National Blank Book Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

DAVIDS
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. Established 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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We meet ALL requirements for

CRAYONS
This applies to Quality, Quantity, Variety

and Price.

Aseptic, Hygienic and Economic.

THE STANDARD CRAYON MFG. CO.

DANVERS, MA85.

PEMSS
OUR CARBON PAPERS and TYPE-
WRITER RIBBONS Sell Themselves.

We advise Canadian Firms to handle them.

Write for catalogue describing

goods of our manufacture.

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West - Toronto

w Incorporated

1851ESTERN
ASSURANCE

• • • COMPANY,

EIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income lor 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikie, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikie, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

j
They have two points

Superior |
which pierce the paper.

Rpf3USP I

^ne PaPers cannot pivot.

I They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

Patented July 14, 1908 'rade upon request.

For sale by all leading itationert.

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio

Copying Presses ^ ah sizes

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

The James Smart

Mff» Co., Limited

Brockville, Out.,

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

ART SUPPLIES
V\ insor & Newton's OH Colors

" Water Colors
" " Canvas
" " Papers
" " Brushes
•' " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, oils, Mediums, Easels, Studies, .*;

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for: WINSOR & NEWTON. London

A BUSINESS CHANCE
is often missed when it might have been

easily embraced by

Systematic Saving
Begin now to prepare for the day of opportunity by deposit-

ing your savings in The Metropolitan Bank. In the Savings

Department $1.00 or upwards opens an account. Interest is

allowed from date of deposit, and compounded four times a

year. No delay in withdrawal.

THE METROPOLITAN
Capital Paid Up
$1,000,000.00 BANK

Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits,

$1,277,404.49
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POST CARDS
Brown, Black,

Colored, Birth-

day, Comic.

All the Latest German Finest Novelties at Wholesale Rates.

Sample Collection $5. Established 1895

VERLAGANT. GERSTENKORN, Hamburg

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
^MHUHHsHHflDHHHHRBBHBHEHMBHMHtflB

MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned.up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
the BROWN BROS, l 'm 'te°

TORONTO.

»wv%wv«

IMPORTANT
Dear Mr. Stationer,

Please take note that the renowned
Waverley Pen—the Boon and Blessing-

can now be obtained as a Fountain Pen,

with massive 1 4-ct. gold Waverley nib,

iridium pointed. Trade prices and illustrated

lists sent on application, per return mail.

Faithfully yours,

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

V^'V^'^/VVVVV^'VV'VV-V'V'VV^V^/VVV^'V^/V^VVl/W%V%'WW»^WWV^*

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., Now York

R. STATIONER
We can save you money.

Our goods will please your

customers—our prices will please you

and your orders will please us.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

THE RELIANCE INK COMPANY
WINNIPEG MANITOBA

Stples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box,

per 1,000, 30 cent*

jiiiiipiitiijiiiiiiijii

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a Hat
staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ol order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one ot

the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
500 North 12th St. PHILADELPHIA, PA„ U.S A

a ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers

in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

J0^
HINKS, WELLS & CO.,

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

c\
6% same tools, by the same

process and at the same
works as the series of * Waver-

ley' Pens which Hinks.Wells &
Co. have for 30 years and upwards

(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for
and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

02 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. in Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA
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Look Out For Our Easter Cards
We are showing an exceptionally attractive line of Easter

Greeting Cards and Easter Post Cards. You should see

samples now in hands of our travellers hefore ordering.

TRY THE NEW KOHINOOR TRACING LINEN
Our prices will interest you. This is the best value on the market.

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
Wholesale Stationers

As Practical as it is Handsome

The TVXITAXT^ " "D T^T^ \. 1 " ^" New "Rival" pen-point is less than 14k. gold— every one being

Fountain Pens
Send for our Catalogue to-day

warranted unconditionally. The New " Rival" feeding device is a special

feature consisting of two ink ducts which draw ink from the reservoir to

the pen with absolute certainty and without blotting or overflowing. The
New "Rival" assortment of plain and ornamental holders contains

something to suit every one of your customers.

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO., 35 Ann Street, NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.
Canadian Representative:

A. ROY MACDOUGALL, 42 Adelaide Street W., TORONTO, ONT.

Absolutely New!

Carter's Glue Pencil
An instant success wherever an adhesive is used. Prevents cockling and
drawing and

Mounts Prints Flat

Carter's Glue is the strongest adhesive known and in Carter's Glue Pencil is

Best (or Mending Things

BOSTON

THE CARTER'S INK COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

Representative Wanted for Canada
Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

IO
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HEREAFTER, BUY YOUR

FOUNTAIN PENS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

We are the largest manufacturers of

POPULAR PRICE FOUNTAIN PENS in the U.S.

Mail us a sample of your leading seller

and we will mail you our sample, a better

pen at a lower price. We will print your

name on pens free of charge.

WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

A SPECIALTY

Manufacturers of the cele-

brated "AUTOFIELD
SAKLESS." A twist

of the fingers

fills it.

The Fountain

Pens made
by Nathaniel

Field owe their

popularity mainly

to the fact that Honest

Value is given to every

user. We make a special

line of high-grade pens for pre-

miums, also a large line of Ster-

ing SilverFiligree, Gold Mounts and
Band Pens.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND SPECIAL PRICES.
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

NATHANIEL FIELD
Centre and Worth Streets, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

1 14

*'

I" T

<A WyJ £• UM

213 302

1200

THERE is going to be a big demand for Easier Cards and Post Cards this year because of returning good

times. Your customers will naturally want the best, and will look to you to supply them with that

standard of quality. Our stock of

Caster Carte anfci J5otoelt.es si
comprises everything that's new in finish and design. We get our supplies from the very best makers, who are

willing and able to obtain and pay for the very latest ideas. You therefore have that advantage without any

additional cost to you. Only remember, that if you want to secure the best assortment you will need to order early.

The Copp, Clark Co., Limited, 64-66 F
^.t

St Toronto, Ont.

f
,y..r,.

603

410 308 211 401
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PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Trade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

Ai 1, 5, 6, 7, S, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum by Num.-
on Matte, 5th Edition. Price, 83.00

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On fineheavj paper andBtrongly
bound. Price, $3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of

Days Combined
w 3, 3'/2 , 4, :>, 5%, 8, 7 anil 8 per cenl per annum. Hy
Charles M. C. hughes Price, 15.00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
iiiti-s from 14 per cent, to i\ per cenl . inclusive Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days al 5 per

cent;, by means of which (in connection with Compare
tive Tables 1

, interest for one thousand days can In* <>l>

tinned al any rate from i percent, i" 10 per cent.,

inolusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
For obtaining interest on any rate from i percent, to 10

per cent , inclusive, on the oasis of 365 jays to the yeai

in J per cent rates Bj Charles m C Hi'ohim
Price, -'

Hughes' Interest Tables

A I li and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis <>t 365 days
to the year, for one, two, three and four months and
'lays of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Charles M C Hughes (on
folded card, HJx'iVi), strongly bound. Price, Jl 00

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At '2V2 , 3 or V/2 per cent, (each on separate card), on the
basis <>f one month, being 1-12 part of a year. Hy
Charles M.C Huoheh Price, $1 00

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing l>y 8th* and Itiths, wit li other useful
tables By Ewinq Buohan. Second edition. Price,
Sf 00

Buchan's Sterling Eauivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of <lis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of I'ills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
hai ing any number *>f days to run, etc,, etc. By Ewinc
in <

-ii in. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa. By EWINQ BUGH vs. Pike
i ii sheets), each, 20c.; mounted (on boards , each, 35c,

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs" from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing Ity two-and-a-half
per cent rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
8. Martin. Price, $1.56 Pull bound leather limp
New.

The Importers' Cuide
\ hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to l.noo pounds, with a
PLANN EL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
K yanls. By R. CAMPBELL and .1. W. LITTLE.
Leather, 75c

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in
the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, .Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS

115 and 117 Notre Dame St., West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS., Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
Located on the east side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attentioti
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
eolil water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first-class hotel is nmst conveniently

Situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
eity. Five minutes from railway Station and
Bteamer stallings, and near to all principal pub-
lic buildings. Cool and loftj bedrooms, Spacious
•lining and ladies' mums. Billiard room Bleb
t rlc light throughout

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in Ma>

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W I.

JOHN McEWEN, - - - Manager
For rates, etc., apply

TRINIDAD SHIPPING & TRADING CO
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
Tin- in. .si popular hi

OTTAWA, ON'

lil in

'.

JAMES K PAISLEY, Proprietoi

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Ace -mutants, Es ale and

Fire Insurance Agents
l.v/,. Toroi to St. 4R5 Temj il«- Bldg.

1 oront o Mon real

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections
Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-
formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1983

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at the same price.

HB--H--HH--HHH--B
— AND —

Indelible Copying.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

SQUIBS.
One Saturday, shortly before the

close of business, Kuhn, Loeb and
Company had occasion to send some
bonds to J. Tierpont Morgan. As
all the other employees had left, it

was necessary to entrust the negro

porter with the errand. He received

careful instructions to take the valu-

able package to Mr. Morgan's office,

and to insist upon giving it to "Mr.

Morgan of J. P. Morgan and Com-
pany and to no one else."

By commendable persistence and

many repetitions of his instructions

he finally succeeded in reaching Mi.

Morgan, who was in session with

several other gentlemen in his pri-

vate office.

"Ah wants to see Mr. Mawgan ob

J. Piehpon' Mawgan an' Comp'ny,"

he doggedly insisted.

Mr. Morgan arose. "Well, I'm Mr.

Morgan," he said. "Who are you?"

"Who—er—-me?" stammered the

porter, "Why, L'se de coon ob

Kuhn, Loeb an' Comp'ny, an' bean's

de papers ah done brung yo'."—Ev-

erybody's Magazine

• Jones—"Eh ? How's this for a lib-

rary ?"

Smith—"You don't mean to say

that all these books are yours '.'"

Jones (proudly)—"Well, they will

lie in ten years, when the last, instal-

ment is [laid. My Dumas, Dickens

and Thackeray are almost mine now."

—Cluck's Annual Joke.

Persons writin°; advertisers

will kindly mention this paper.

March 10

Bookseller & Stationer

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Our Free Advertising Service

For Subscribers

OOKSELLEE and
STATIONER is

constantly on the

look-out for ways

and means of in-

creasing its use-

fulness to the trade.

Through twenty-five years of intimacy

with conditions surrounding the book-

seller and stationer, we have got to

know our subscribers, their require-

ments and their little peculiarities. We
have now reached a point where we
feel that we can prescribe successfully

for the various problems which fre-

quently face them.

One of these is advertising. How
best to attract patrons to his store is

the question which confronts every

retailer. Many of the trade, with really

good specialties, spend money on

advertising, but fail to get results.

Generally it is not their fault. Often

they lack the time for a proper study

of the subject. Our subscribers know
the people they want to reach in a

great many cases, but some cannot say

in type and ink just exactly what they

would say if the customer were to come
into the store. If they could, the

purpose of this article would be re-

moved. What the average retailer

needs is improvement in his copy.

conditions, our advertising men keep in

touch with the most effective ideas.

They know methods which will create

trade. They know what to say, just

how much to say and just how far to

go. Our copy men are familiar with the

practical resources of printing offices

and in co-operating with them are able

to accomplish the most effective results

in typographical arrangement.

For these services there is no

charge. We want to help you get

business. We realize that the benefits

derived will be mutual. Intelligent

self-interest prompts the move.

Oood business depends on your

ads. Anything which will tend to help

you make them increase in pulling

power should be taken advantage of.

Money spent on bad advertising is

wasted. Money spent on the right

kind is a good investment. We want
you to make money from your publicity

and are willing to help you to that end.

fti$W»Jk^*Z\ <X£sL +

Manager Copy Department.

How to help him is our object.

By close observant study of advertising

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
10 Front St. East Toronto, Canada
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Better Settle

ZJVOW
1 i

Not a souvenir

but an

indispensable aid.

Stock up for

a good trade

Wai _
IdCcll

]

the Clip-Cap

FovkSSSitPen

Uniform prices—years of good service and
a steady profit are your reasons for pushing

4 Dozen Stationers' Assortment
Well divided among the various sizes and styles, and with all kinds of pen points for
which you have regular calls. A good show-case display is the way to get the large
sales from our advertising.

We loan this case with the

4 Doz. Assortment

That sells for $156.00

That costs 104.00

Profit $52.00—50

Larger and smaller show-case assortments
on request.

L. & C. Hardtmuth's
" Koh-i-noor " Propelling Pencils

ARE THE MOST POPULAR STYLE PENCIL ON THE MARKET TO-DAY.
THE IDEAL POCKET PENCIL.

X & C.HARP.TMUTH,AUSTRIA"

No. 1568 Koh-i-noor, HB degree, yellow polished, ebonized, ends, 4 in $5.00 per dozen
" 1568 Koh-i-noor, Copying Lead, " "

4 in 5.00

No. 1568a Koh-i-noor, HB degree, yellow polished, ebonized ends, 5 in $6.00 per dozen
" 1568a Koh-i-noor, Copying Lead, yellow polished, ebonized ends, 5 in 6.00 "

" 2202a Koh-i-noor, HB Refills, for 1568 and 1568a, in flat box of 6 refills 3.60 per dozen boxes
" 1570 Koh-i-noor, Copying Refills " " " " 3.60

Liberal Trade Discounts. Write for Complete Terms and Catalogues.

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, i36St. James St., Montreal

FACTORIES— ST. LAMBERT, QUE. BRANCHES—LONDON, PARIS, NEW YORK

H
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DEALING WITH SLOW PAY CUSTOMERS
—An Official Collector Has Been Appointed by

the Guelph Merchants and the Results of His Work
Are Highly Satisfactory — By Stanley Nicholson.

There is no more perplexing question in all a mer-

chant's long list of troubles than the "dead beat" ques-

tion. As a matter of fact it is roughly estimated that the

great army of "dead beats," and they're not only dead,

but ice-cold! accounts, have been the cause of failure in

the cases of many enterprising and energetic merchants,

and have brought about all too soon, that shiny, white,

hairless spot on the heads of hundreds of others. How to

meet this great and apparently increasing class of careless,

thoughtless, and, in many cases, dishonest people, is a

problem that it is up to the bookseller and stationer of to-

day to solve. Let him once get a satisfactory solution for

this problem and at least 60 per cent, of his troubles

will take unto themselves wings, lor every merchant

knows that it is one thing to get a list of customers

and sell a lot of goods, and quite, a different proposition

to keep the bad accoubts off his books.

It seems that the Retail Merchants' Association in

Guelph has at last found what merchants in other towns

and cities want—a system of handling successfully the

people who do not pay. They have had their system work-

ing now for nearly six months and they state that it

works quite satisfactorily. Their system not only brings

in to the members of the association accounts that have

been stone cold and looked upon as uncollectable, hut pre-

vents the bad pay customers from getting further and

further into debt and going the rounds of the merchants

in the town as bad pay people often do.

The System and How it is Carried Out.

It was last June that the official collector system was
established in Guelph. The Retail Merchants' Association

there, with characteristic enterprise, got busy in real

earnest, and after a lot of work and discussion, brought

out their new idea. Their object was originally to ap-

point a collector to act as an official of their association,

and to be recognized as such. They foresaw the advantage
there would be in it, even in the saving of collection fees

alone, and believed, that rather than let their neighbors see

a recognized collector calling periodically at their homes,
many of their delinquent customers would pay up. They
finally decided that it would 'be better to have their officer

paid a salary than a commission and" selected for the posi-

tion in the person of an ex-storekeeper, D. A. Scroggie.

The next question that confronted the association was
their official's salary and how they were to raise it. They

15

finally made a bargain with him to take over the work
of drumming up their bad accounts for $700 a year. This

amount, with the rent of the collector's office in the heart

of the city, telephone fees, stationery, and other expenses,

amounting in all to about $900, they decided to in ise b)

taxing the merchants who would reap the benefits of the

scheme.

A Collection Committee was appointed, consisting of

the President of the association, F. Waters; the Secretary,

H. O. Occomore; G. B. Ryan, a dry goods man, and J. A.

McCrea, a grocer. They got together and drew up a list

of the eighty odd merchants who belonged to the associa-

tion, assessing each man what they believed was a fair

amount, or a fair share of the collector's expenses. Their

ssments, ranged from $5 to $15 per year, according to

the size of the firms that belonged, and the amount of
business done by them. When this list was drawn up it

was presented at a meeting of the association, and all the

merchants who were satisfied with their assessment on the

list, signed their names opposite their respective amounts.
Some of the merchants did not at first think a great deal
of the idea, and believed there was little to be gained by
it. Enough fell in line, however, to make the thing go,

and in a very short time the rest saw the advantage of
ii and began to fall in line. The scheme is now working
with such success that the life of the delinquent in the

Royal City is anything but a bed of roses.

The Strong Point of the Plan.

The official collector of the association was not very
long getting acquainted with the slow pay people of the

city. While by no means the most welcome visitor at

I heir homes, lie was undoubtedly one of the most persis-

tent callers they had. Bather than have him making offi-

cial calls at their homes every week or so. many people
wiio could not be persuaded by lawyer's letters or threats
of suits to settle, settled with the "pesky collector" so as

to be rid for ever of him. All kinds and conditions of
accounts began to come in as if the merchants all pos-
sessed magic magnets and could simply pull the money
out. When asked if the money had come in to such an
extent as to pay the cost of the collector, President
Waters very emphatically stated that in many cases the
merchants in the past few months, which, after all, was
only a trial, had received over ten times the amount they
paid annually in fees^-money that they had thought it

was absolutely impossible to collect. But this is by no
means the strong point of the plan. The real value of the
scheme was evidenced when the "black list" plan was
adopted. The "black list" was what really opened
the eyes of the stubborn delinquent and gave
the merchant the greatest surprise of his busi-
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ness career. This is how it happened. The collector at the

end of the first month, in addition to a report of the col-

lections he had made, submitted a list to each merchant,

of all the "dead beats" in the city. This list was a re-

velation. It showed not only how much money "Mr.
Dead Beat" owed, but in how many different stores he

had big cold accounts, so old in many cases that they were

getting very grey. Then, the merchants saw really where

thej were at. They realized then why some customers

hail all at once started to deal very largely in their stores

in spite of the fact that they lived in opposite parts of

the city. They saw through some wonderfully touching

hard-luck stories that they had heard, in a manner that

set them thinking, and thinking hard. They awoke and

were mighty glad of it. Nor were they alone surprised.

Our Friend, the enemy, got a few rather rude shocks dur-

ing the next few weeks also.

An Example.

When one of [hose smiling, affable women would come

into the store on which she happened to be sponging at

that particular time, and with a superfluity of excuses,

would ask to have a matter of five or six dollars worth of

goods added to her "little bill," the merchant would

quickly look her up on the list, and, finding that she had

a dozen or so more "little bills" of $20 or $30 with other

merchants around town, politely but sternly refuse her

any more credit. The woman, of course, would assume

an attitude of indignation.

"Why, the idea! One would think, sir, that I was a

dishonest person who tried to get out of paying accounts.

1 assure you .Mr. , you will not be troubled selling

me anything again." Away she would go in her assumed

"hoity-toity" mood and, perhaps, try some other store

with much the same result.

Then she would wonder how they "got wise" until in

a day or so she would answer a ring at her door to meet,

not a boy from the bank with a draft, or a collector from

one of the stores where she owed, but the official collector

of the association, not with one, but with all her local ac-

counts. Then in a few brief, well chosen words, it would

all be explained to her why she could no longer work the

"pay-you-next-week-bluff, " or tell with such good effect

her touching tale of the temporary financial stringency.

The collector would explain to her the black list system

and the beauty of it in dealing with forgetful people.

After several calls of this sort on the part of the tactful

and persistent official the simple lesson of honesty, so long

neglected, is generally learned to very good advantage,

backed up as it is with the stern object lesson of the

"black list." She finds that the only way to get off that

list is to pay her way off it, and she generally begins to

pay. It is surprising how honest she gets all at once.

Sometimes, when the amounts involved have been large,

the families have decided to leave town, but the watchful

collector keeps his eye on the moving van, and already in

Guelph several parties who contemplated leaving the city

have been met at the station and finally persuaded to stay

a while and make a few sundry settlements. The collec-

tions alone make the scheme a paying one, hut the black

list feature of it is what does the merchant the most
good. It warns him not to let the bad ones get any
further in on the wrong side of his ledger. If there was
not a single collection made the black list scheme alone

would pay the merchants for the expense involved.

Collector Has Some Queer Experiences.

It was originally intended that the collector should
wear a uniform, but so far it has not been found neces-

sary. He is a very well known man about town. Some of
the experiences of this man who knows the pay days of a

lot of Guelphites, are interesting, and some very amusing.

The merchants at their meetings and among themselves

have many a hearty laugh over some of the reports that

he makes.

On one occasion he called at a very fine brick house in

the good residential section of the city. At first he

thought he had made a mistake, but found that it was the

place all right. As it was his first call there he went
around to a side entrance and knocked at the door. The
lady of the house happened to be bidding one of those

long-drawn-out farewells to a lady friendi who had made
an afternoon call, and these conditions made it rather

embarrassing for the collector, and rather more so for the

lady of the house. He stated that he was the official re-

presentative of the Retail Merchants' Association, was
kindly asked in and questioned as to what he wanted. He
then stated plainly his mission. "0. yes, yes, of course, I

intended to pay those accounts long ago, but kept for-

getting. Wait a minute, I'll get you the money now."
It was a good haul for the collector, for that woman had
been forgetting for several years.

But the official does not always happen in at such an

opportune time. Another woman, upon the occasion of

his fifth or sixth call, threatened him that when he called

again (that was if he had the nerve to call again) he

would be met by her husband, who would not merely tell

him to go.

"That's good." was the collector's reply, "I would
really like nothing better than to meel your husband and
talk the matter over with him. for I am sure you must be

getting iiie,l of seeing me. and 1 am just as tired of call-

ing, but it's my business to call and keep on calling till I

gel the money. -That's what they pay me for you know,
N'ext time lie did meel the husband, but instead of being
kicked out he was given a check.

Sits on the Steps.

Sometimes, he reports, they pretend they are out and
do not answer his ring at their doors, but on such occa-

sions, if he knows that they are not out, he calmly sits on
the steps and fills in time going over his day's business

until a delivery man or some other welcome visitor comes
and gives him a chance to enter.

Taking it all through, the scheme is a wonderful suc-

cess. Every merchant who is in on it is pleased with the

results, particularly the black list part of it. To quote one

of them: "It may not actually bring about the millen-

nium, this official collector scheme, but it will help a whole
lot, if generally adopted and properly carried out."

There is certainly no reason why it should not be a

success in any town or city where there are merchants
enough to make it self-sustaining.

H. W. And-erson has purchased the business of E. R.

Stiles & Co.. Moncton, N.B., and intends running an up-to-

date book and stationery business.

J. S. M. Ridley, manager of the John Underwood Co.,

Toronto, has just returned from a business trip, to the

West, passing through Chicago. Minneapolis and St. Paul

on his way to Winnipeg. The object of his visit was to

make arrangements for the covering of the Western terri-

tory with the Underwood lines, which was successfully ac-

complished. Mr. Ridley reports the railways as doing big

business. He says, however, that the extremely variable

weather experienced made it rather unpleasant traveling.

Upon arriving in Chicago, for example, he found it mild

enough to go about without an overcoat, but before leav-

ing he found it useful when the mercury took a sudden
drop and the city was visited by a severe gale and snow-
storm.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA'S EXPERIMENT WITH FREE TEXT-
Books—Extracts From the Report of the Minister of Education—How
the Scheme is Worked in the West - An Ostensible Saving to the

Public — Hardly a Fair Test, Because Not Long Enough Trial

For the benefit of the Irade in other parts of Canada,

Bookseller and Stationer reproduces hereafter a portion of

the report of British Columbia's Minister of Education

on t lie free school book experiment which is being tried in

the Western Province. Naturally the report pronounces

the scheme successful, though it would scarcely seem that

the experience of six months could he taken as a fair test:

"The adoption of a free texMbook system is a natural

outcome of free schools. Already .several provinces of

the Dominion of Canada have adopted such a system and

are furnishing the pupils or their schools, free of charge,

with all or nearly all the hooks required for the common
school course. In the Province of Alberta, the school

books supplied by the education department become the

property of the children who receive them. The Province

of New Brunswick has taken steps to place school books

in the hands of pupils at cost price to the parents. But
last year, when British Columbia decided to supply free

text books, it chose a middle course or plan of lending

the books to the pupils on certain conditions, a printed

copy of which is pasted inside the front cover of each

text book. The free text books supplied to each school in

British Columbia thus form a lending library, a book
being charged to a pupil who received and marked off

when return-ed.

Make the Teachers Work.

. "With the first shipment of books to any school, a

teacher's record is always supplied for the purpose of

enabling the teacher to keep an account of the number and
names of hooks received as we III as of their disposition. To
secure a strict compliance with this important requirement

of the lending system, a post card was in November last

addressed to each teacher in the province whose school

had drawn free text books, inquiring, among other things,

if the proper entries, of all receipts and disbursements had
been made as required. It may also be added that before

the first requisition for school books made by any trustee

board was honored at the free text-book branch, the mem-
bers of that board were required to sign an agreement
undertaking to provide suitable accommodation (book
case or book cases) for all free text-books and supplies

furnished by the education department; and further to

see that the teachers employed by them fulfil all the duties

with regard to free text-books and that he or they keep
a proper record of all these books.

"The free text-hook branch of the education depart-
ment of this province was opened in the basement of

the Parliament buildings on July 1st, 1908, but much work
of a preparatory nature had necessarily to be done be-

fore that date. The ordering of hooks, the furnishing of

suitable quarters, the preparation of circulars, requisitions,

receipts, agreements, record books, etc., occupied a good
deal of time. On May 27th, 1908, explanatory circulars

with blank requisitions and forms of agreement were
mailed to all the school boards of the province, informing
them of the recent decision of the education department
to supply the public schools of the province (except high

schools), free of charge, with certain text-books and school

requisites and pointing out that full directions with other

particulars were printed on back of accompanying re-

quisition forms for preparing a requisition which would

be honored, within certain limits, at the free text-book

branch.

729 Requisitions Filled.

"As far as 1 can determine, all the common ami

graded schools of the province, with perhaps two or three

exceptions, have taken advantage of, the offer of free text-

books made by the education department.. The Provin-

cial Normal School was also supplied from this branch.

From July 1st, 1908, to December 31st, L908, 729 requisi-

tions were tilled by the free text-book branch. Of these.

489 were for the first term, 237 for the second term, tun

foi' school inspectors and, one for the education depart-

ment of Nova Scotia, in order to give samples of British

Columbia text-books. The 489 first-term requisitions re-

present the needs of 410 public schools. In order to dis-

tribute all the supplies called. for by the 720 public school

requisitions referred to. it was necessary to ship 569 cases

and about 530 parcels. The total weight of the shipments
was over 90,000 pounds. In the majority of instances

these supplies were forwarded to their destination by
freight as the cheapest mode of carriage, although both
express and post were also employed. The sum of $35.72
in stamps (drawn from the genera! fund) was expended
for the last-named service. It is satisfactory to be able

to state that, as far as known all the shipments for the

first term reached their respective destinations in good
condition, although seven receipts are still outstanding. It

may be explained that with every shipment of books a
receipt form, which includes a list of the text-books for-

warded to a particular school, is sent to the secretary of

the board, with the request that the contents of boxes or

parcels be checked with list and with copy of requisition,

and that the receipt form be then promptly returned, after
having been signed and dated. All this appears very
simple, but to secure the return of some 480 receipts cost

the free text-book branch several hundred letters of
request and many duplicate receipts.

Distribution of Books.

"The 729 requisitions just referred to called for the
distribution of the following: 30,979 primers and readers;
19,465 arithmetics; 36,668 copy-books; 108,486 scribblers;
410 Union Jacks; 803 teacher's records; 100 principal's
records. The items are: 5,530 first primers; 4,610 supple-
mentary primers; 4,339 second primers; 4,008 first readers:
4.031 second readers; 4,284 third readers; 4,177 fourth
readers; 8.687 arithmetics (first book); 7.237 arithmetics
'second book) ; 3,541 arithmetics (third book) ; 6,117 copy-
books (No. 1); 5.995 copy-books (No. 2); 5,559 copy-
books (No. 4) ; 4 557 copy-books (No. 5) ; 4,247 copy-books
(No. 6) ; 5,817 copy-books (No. 8) ; 4,376 copy-books (No.
9); 19,327 scribblers (No. 1); 52,888 scribblers (No. 2);
21,305 scribblers (No. 3); 14,966 scribblers (No. 4). If
the parents of the thirty-three thousand school children
throughout the province had purchased the text-books
called for by the 726 school requisitions at the prevailing,
retail prices, it would have meant an outlay for them of

1/
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$27,347.25. The stock of books on hand, December 31st,

1908, would at similar prices retail for $5,026.25.

"In dealing with the various requests for free text-

books, the utmost care has been exercised by me in order

to give each school what it appeared to need, as well as

what it was entitled to according to the enrolment by
grades entered on requisition form presented to the free

text-book branch. It was necessary also freely to exer-

cise the right to question requisitions and even to decline

to fill them, except in part, when they appeared to be ex-

cessive. Some criticism may have been passed upon the

officer in charge for exercising this right, but it seems to

me better, if err one must, to commit a fault on the side

of reasonable economy than on that of careless generosity.

For instance, when a school of 38 pupils, not 30 of whom
are fit to use a text-book in arithmetic, asks for 36 of

these text-books, after having been supplied with 28, it

seems proper to question such a requisition. And this is

only one of many cases of a somewhat similar, though not

nearly so unreasonable, a character. To have honored

every requisition in full would have proved a somewhat
expensive and fruitless course."

Cost of Supplies.

"In ordering the necessary books and other school sup-

plies for free distribution, great care has been exercised

so as to secure the lowest possible prices; no contracts

were entered into at any time. The total expenditure of

the free text-book branch of the education department to

December 31st, 1908, was $23,794.68, made up as follows:

Books, labels, etc., $17,327.01; Union Jacks, $1,783;

freight, labor, drayage, etc., $1,919.82; distribution

(freight, boxes, cartage, etc.), $1,076.80; salaries of staff

of three, $1,688.05. Total, $23,794.68.

"On the books received to December 31st, 1908, the

branch, however, still owes $1,231.67. The cost, there-

fore, to December 31st, 1908, is $25,026.35. From this

amount the sum of $1,783, paid for Union Jacks, must be

deducted in order to get the true cost of free text-books

to December 31st, 1908, viz.: $23,243.35. As nearly one-

half the second term's requisitions were filled before the

close of the past calendar year, it is probable that the

outlay for the succeeding six months will not exceed

$7,000 in addition to what has already been spent and

guaranteed. Nor does it seem likely that during the next

school year the demand, for bound books will be so great,

since the supply at present in use should, with the excep-

tion of primers, last for several years. Of course, addi-

tional shipments will require as in the past to be sent out

frequently, as books are filled (as in the case of copy-

books and scribblers), are destroyed, lost, worn out, or

burned by order of the medical health officer, and as the

number of schools and school children increases. All this

only proves again that it is the initial step which costs;

the succeeding stages usually prove less expensive.

"As the people of the province collectively are the

principals in the purchase and distribution of these free

text-books for the use of their children, it is proper that

they should learn whether or not this experiment has been

of advantage to them financially. It has already been

stated that the free text Jbook branch of the education de-

partment distributed during the past six months text-

books and supplies which would have cost the parents, al

prevailing retail prices, the sum of $27,347.25. To place

these books in the hands of the public school children

through the medium of the free text jbook branch required

an outlay of $20,084.19, made up as follows: Text-books

(laid down cost), $17,319.34; distribution, freight, etc.,

$1,076.80; distribution, salaries of staff, $1,688.05. Total,

$20,084.19."

THE BATTLE OF THE REDS.

The application of the Red Book Corporation, of

Chicago, for an interlocutory injunction against C. W.
Etches, bookseller, Bleury St., to restrain the sale in

Montreal, of the Red Magazine, on the ground that it

infringes the trade mark rights, of the petitioners, which
was heard three months ago in the Superior Court, be-

fore Mr. Justice Fortin, has resulted in an injunction

preventing the further sale of the magazines, until the
case is settled.

At the time a number of affidavits were filed on be-

half of both sides, the defendant in his answer to the

petition, submitting among other things, that, being

merely a dealer, and not the publisher of the Had Ma-
gazine, which is one of the numerous Harmsworth pub-
lications, owned by the Amalgamated Press, Limited,
of London, England, he should not be restrained, e sPe

~

cially as the Amalgamated Press as shown by their

Canadian circulation manager's affidavit, have not rnly

the legal right to publish the magazine and send it Inr

sale to Canada, but are ready, to intervene, and estab-

lish their legal right, and are willing to furnish ample
security, for any damages that the petitioners may sus-

tain, and are entitled to recover, through the continu-

ance of the sale of the magazine, in this province, dur-

ing the period of the proceedings.

It was moreover, contended that the magazines were

entirely different in their get up, and general appearance,

from each other, and that in particular, the petitioners

have no legal right to the exclusive proprietorship, in

ther word "red" nor in any color "red," such word and

sucli color being in common use on the covers of ma-
gazines, and publications, the Canadian Red Book aud

the Daily Red Book being among others referred to as

examples.

A judgment has not been rendered in the case yet.

T. J. Laverty represented the petitioner and Mr.

Crankshaw, K.C., acted for the defendant.

In the course of the argument Mr. Laverty referred

to the fact, that about a week ago five interlocutory in-

junctions were granted, on the application of his clients

restraining the sale of the Red Magazine, by the To-

ronto News Co., the Imperial News Co., and others
;

these interlocutory injunctions have been dissolved by

the High Court.

Mr. Laverty also referred to an application pending

here to restrain T. Chapman from selling the Red Ma-

gazine. Mr. Crankshaw on behalf of the Amalgamated

Press, filed and served an intervention for the purpose

of contesting same. E. Watkin Etches is representing

the Harmsworth interests in the case.

Further particulars about the disastrous fire which

wiped out the premises of W. J. Stephenson, Wetaskiwin,

have been received by Bookseller and Stationer. Mr.

Stephenson writes: "The fire started in the next store

of the same building and cleaned up several big business

blocks before being checked. The weather was so bitterly

cold that it was hard to do anything to stop it. I had

just moved into my new stand on October 1st, and was

getting things in pretty good shape. I had a stock of

over $10,000, with insurance of $6,000. I had just closed

up my Camrose branch on December 31st, and shipped in

the stock and had brought some of the best of it up from

the station, and this was all burned, but, fortunately, I

had most of my stationery, etc., still at the station. I

have secured temporary premises till the block is re-built

and have re-opened with my Camrose goods. I expect to

get a fin« corner store again, when the P. Burns block is

re-built."
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ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES-SUGGESTIONS FOR THE
Retailer—Manufacturers Willing to Help the Trade With Publicity

Ideas—Such Aid is Mutually Beneficial—Advertising Value of Window
Displays — How to Increase Their Effectiveness — By w. G. Colgate.

Nearly every retailer, no matter in what line of trade,

realizes that the largest percentage of profit comes direct

from his sales of specialties. There is very little money

to be made from staples. They comprise for the most

part what are commonly referred to as the actual neces-
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Distinctive Treatment by Hand Lettering

"string" attached to them. But if there happens to be

in this case, it is one that draws the retailer and specialty

manufacturer closer together for greater benefits to be

derived from the systematic application of a combined

effort in the direction of better advertising.

It would be a good idea for the retailer when adver-

tising in the local press to have his window display cor-

respond with the character of his advertisement. If, for

example, he is advertising fountain pens, his windows

should be attractively dressed with these articles at the

same time suggesting the various uses to which they may
be put. Neatly printed or hand-lettered cards may be

used for short, catchy sales talk. Everything possible

should be done to attract attention to the display. The
notice of the public should be called to it through the local

paper. 'Such an up-to-date system of publicity will seldom

fail to attract public attention, and if the newspaper copy

is of the right kind, it should succeed in inducing an in-

creased number of buyers to visit the store.

Most booksellers are acquainted with the advertising

value of attractive window displays as an auxiliary

to newspaper advertising. Efforts expended in either

sities of life, and their continuous sale and extensive use

eliminate altogether the chances of large returns.

The grocer, for instance, makes a very close margin

of profit from the sale of sugar, bread and other staples.

He seldom, if ever, advertises any bargains in these lines

unless he is willing to sacrifice the small profit left him

in order to get customers into his store. But, instead, you

find him boosting the sales of those special lines of goods

which he knows will net him a fair return. He has tried

this plan and found it to be successful.

In advising the bookseller and stationer to follow a sim-

ilar course of procedure, in regard to the disposal of his

stock, we must not omit to mention a certain advantage

which lies with the book dealer. This is in the effective

aid which the sales and advertising departments of the

specialty manufacturers are willing to render him in the

promotion of his advertising plans.

In our previous issue, reference was made to this,

and booksellers were advised to call upon the manufac-

turers of their special lines for help in the preparation of

their advertising copy. Firms that manufacture and ad-

vertise extensively such specialties as fountain pens, inks,

mucilage, carbon papers and ribbons, typewriter supplies,

fancy papers, cameras, etc., usually have advertising de-

partments in charge of experts. These departments by
active co-operation with the dealer in supplying him with

copy, cuts, advertising plans, layouts and general advice,

do much toward assisting him to understand more fully the

possibilities of his particular field and how he can develop

it to the best advantage. Such assistance is mutually pro-

fitable. It results in more effective publicity for the

dealer and largely increased sales for the specialty manu-
facturer. For the dealer who contemplates pushing the

sales of his specialties, the foregoing suggestion is worthy
of consideration : Dealers, not unlike the general public

in this way, seem to be rathar shy in taking advantage of

gratis services, thinking, no 4cmbt, that there may be a

Big Book Store

Holiday Goods
We have passed into slock many new lines for the

holiday trade and you can have these goods at

reasonable prices Call and inspect our stock

before making your purchases

New Books.
A book makes a good holiday gift. We have
a good stock of the Utest Books for old or
young

Dolls and Novelties.
We have a Ijrge sirtk of dolls, and other novelties
also a good stock of toys.

China Department.
The stock in this department is well assorted. The
stock of Limoges China is complete and prices are
right for the holiday trade

Your holiday trade will, be appreciated at the
Big Book Store.

Elliott and Walley
PnaramoRs cm Big Book Stosc.

Orrmort Book. tl+* Btnfc <tf
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Lacking in Price Interest.

direction should amply repay the retailer, who will find

a combination of both these forces no inconsiderable as-

set in his business.

Hambly's stationery store, London, advertise weekly
specials. It is a good idea. The change of copT* Jqgm
week to week will be apt to sustain the reader's irftt*-
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est in his ads. which arc attractive in typographical ar-

rangement.

Although Dodd, Mead & Co., are publishers as well as

retailers, and possess opportunities in the way of large

advertising not afforded the regular dealer, yet their

newspaper publicity offers ideas available to anyone in-

terested in small-space publicity out of the common. In

their ad. they make use of hand-lettering which suggests

hooks at a glance. This, together with its theme—con-

venience— will appeal to the booklover and the busy
prison alike. Its increased cost over ordinary type com-
position will naturally deter many from adopting it. But
its very air of exclusiveness and the opportunities that

it presents for artistic treatment render it an unusually

valuable form "(' bookshop publicity.

The type used in the headline of Mallagh's Bookshop
ad. is rather too extended to be easily read. The word-
ing, however, is striking. As it plays on a dominant note

in human nature—curiosity— it is quite likely that the

ad. was widely read. Its layout is very effective, al-

though the S£tting of the original prices in a lighter faee

type would have avoided any confusion in reading. This

would have also contrasted with the black-face figures

and made them stand out more boldly. The introduc-

tion has jusl the proper tone to convince the skeptical

of the genuineness of the sale. The story is definite

and logical and the prices suggestive of real savings. Al-

together, it presents a first rate example, of good book-

shop publicity, inasmuch as it embodies the most vital

essentials of consumer advertising.

Elliott & Wallev, Wingham, are users of generous
space, but the ad. loses a lot of interest for most readers

from the fad that it neglects to quote prices. Some
price talk would have made it a great deal more effec-

tive. I would, suggest changing the name of the ''Bij.'

Book Store'' (o one with a little more iiuli vidualit v.

How would "The House of Books" do? The present

title sounds rather commonplace. It is difficult some-
times to evolve a name that will be altogether original,

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
CLEARING OUT THIS

LINE 2 lb. Packet and Envelopes 'J^r
SOCIETY
REPP NOTE Usual $1 25

HAMBLY'S STATIONERY
A Suggestion for Small Space.

but if a little time is spent in the selection, a more satis-

factory result- would usually be attained.

C. II. Numan, of the C. IL Numan Co., New York,

makers of "Victor" inkstands, left his headquarters on

February 1. for an extended trip through Western Canada,

visiting Winnipeg. Vancouver and other Western cities,

and returning later via Toronto. Mr. Numan reports the

3J -ali- of ••Victor" inkstands '-ver made in Canada
during 1!)0S.

On January 27 at St. An
n

's Church, Sudbury, ths mar-

riage took place of Miss Maud Austin, eldest daughter of

Mrs. .1. Higgins, Sudbury, and Edward OKJorinan, book-

seller ami stationer, Pembroke. The ceremony was per-

formed al -ix o'clock in the presence of a large number
of relatives and friends. After the wedding breakfast,

the couple left to visit 1'ort Arthur, ignace and other

points west. Bookseller and Stationer extends congratu-

lations.
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AMUSING LITTLE STORIES ABOUT MEN IN THE
Trade—Nelles of Guelph a Good Bluffer — Prominent Travelers First

Cigar—An Agent for Clergymen — Mixing Up Robert Burns and Rub-
ber Bands—A Strange Coincidence in Character and Literary Taste.

Consternation

!

His First Cigar.

Scene.—Rotunda of the Windsor Hotel, Montreal. A
traveler for one of the most important publishing houses

in Toronto entered the Wind-

sor Hotel the other day
with one of the Montreal

trade, whom lie had been

inducing to purchase spring

tict ion in heavy quantities.

The success of his campaign
had evidently been great, for

to the surprise of two or

rV > J "
[ yJWT- three rival travelers loung-

W r ing- there, he was smoking
with evident delight a huge

cigar. Never before had he

been known to indulge in the

weed. The sighl was too

much for the ot hers, and one

of them decided to ?et

r\i-n with him. Crossing to

the desk, whilst the victim continued to converse with

his customer, he scribbled a few words on a telegraph

blank, folded it and handed it to one of the colored pages

to deliver. The bellboy circulated through the rotunda,

(tailing the traveler's name in stentorian tones. At first

i In- latter was oblivious, but presently lie woke to the

t'ael that he was wanted and dashed eagerly after the

boy, expecting., no doubt, to receive a beavj order by

wire. Snatching the paper from his hand, he opened ii

and read, "Thou shall nut smoke while selling books for

us. . " The effect is not easy to describe.

The onlookers can belter picture it, but for a minute or

two he felt as if he had gol his dismissal.

When Nelles Bluffed.

It was just after the executive of the Booksellers'

Association had interviewed Dr. Pyne at the Education

Department, Toronto, and were starting down Victoria

Street. The ordeal was over and every one was light-

hearted.

"Boys," exclaimed Charlie Nelles. of Guelph,

"let's go in and have some fun with Musson's remon-

strate with them for going after library business direct."

Everyone agreeing the executive turned off at Wil-

ton Avenue and mounted to the Musson Book Co.'s new
office. It was the noon hour and for a moment or two

it looked as if the joke would be on the jokers for lack of

a victim, but presently in came one of the prominent
officers of the company.

After shaking hands all round in a most cordial man-
ner this gentleman was somewhat taken aback at be-

ing addressed by "Charlie" Nelles in most, solemn tones

somewhat after this fashion:
" Sir, you see before you the executive committee of the

Booksellers' Association, We have a painful duty to per-

form. You are_/a\vare that -the bodkseller'ls...business is a

most precarious "one, and that' it, should .'receive the strong*

esl supporl of the publishers. Instead of that we find

certain of the publishers going over our heads and tak-

ing business away from us. We regret to have to say-

that this accusation must be laid againsi you. Your com-

pany' is charged with seeking business direel from libraries

and others to the detriment of the booksellers."

The victim protested in the strongest terms that this

was absolutely untrue. "We have never solicited a single

order direct since I became connected with the company."
At this, i he assembled booksellers could control them-

selves no longer and the fact that it was all a piactical

joke was explained.

Another MacDougall Agency.

Apparently there is no limit to the number of A. Roy
MacDougall 's agencies. He gets them here, he gets them

there, he nets them everywhere, and how he keeps track

of them all is a seven-days' wonder. We were expecting

that his latest would be a matrimonial agency, and in a

way that's what it is. He has become a dealer in clergy-

men. No, he hasn't entered the church himself, and we
can say authoritatively that he doesn'i intend to. The
story of how he took his latest agency is easily told. One
day not long ago he was working away busily in his sub-

terranean sample room, when the street outside became
blocked. He hurried to discover the cause and was met
al his door by a throng of people—men. women and chil-

dren.

"We're Looking for an agency man called Mac-
Dougall,' ' said the leader.

"
I 'in MacDougall," lie answered. "What can I do

you for—pardon—do for you?"
"We're in search of a minister," said the spokesman.

Besieging the Agency

"Well, I think I can get you one," answered Mac-
Dougall, not a whit abashed. "I'm in the agency busi-

ness, as you know, and I'm prepared to deliver anything
vou want."

"His name's McLeod.

"

'. "Not. George McLeod, the publisher, surely?"
"Oh, no; McLeod from Truro, Nova Scotia,"
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Not What he Wanted.

wanted a copy of Burns.

"Quite so. I'll get him for you. Good day."

This is the story, as told by "Tom" Allen, of how

the Deer Park church, in Toronto, got their new minister.

We don't vouch for all the incidentals.

Some Chapman Stories.

A. T. Chapman, Montreal, is always ready to swap

6tories with the travelling men
;
and here are a couple of

his experiences in the book

business which he told to a

Toronto book traveler.

A new arrival from Scot-

land, with the Scotch buir

strongly developed, stalked

sturdily into the store early

one morning before business

was well under way, and ac-

costed one of the junior

clerks with a request which

the youth thought was for

a copy of Robert Burns'

poems.

The clerk, not being con-

versant with the stock, re-

paired to Mr. Chapman and

told him that the customer

Mr. Chapman immediately got

down three or four editions and took them over to

the Scotchman. To his surprise the latter shook his head

hopelessly, "It's nae Robert Burns I askit for, but rub-

ber bands," he explained dismally.

Mr. Chapman is accustomed to let his clerks take home

copies of the books to read, but each one so doing has to

enter up the title of the book and his or her name in a

record kept for the purpose. Some time ago Mr. Chap-

man had an unpleasant, experience with one of his em-

ployes, who defrauded him and the express company and

was brought up in court and punished. On looking to see

if the delinquent had any books in his possession, Mr.

Chapman found that he had only one book out, but the

remarkable thing about it wa9 that the entry read, "The

Thief "
.

NOTES FROM THE CANADIAN CAPITAL
—Improvements in "The Bookstore "— Moral Re-

formers Out After Immoral Books— Reid Bros. Circu-

lating Library—Little Discussion About Copyrights.

Ottawa, Feb. 2.—January boo'k sales and special prices

on holiday left-overs marked the past month in the book-

stores. Some very attractive values were presented,

which formed tempting' prizes for book readers.

"The Bookstore" has received some very advan-

tageous display improvements. Mr. Jams has his books

so arranged that a seeker after any particular book has

but to look in the section under which the desired book

would come, such as, fiction, standard, travels, religious,

historical, etc. The aim of "The Bookstore" is to sell

good books, and to display these books in such a manner

as to render selection easy. Modern ideas are always

welcomed by this book depot when such ideas are con-

ducive to commercial advancement.

Lending Library.

Reid Bros, report a big patronage of their lending

library, which includes all the latest books. Their scheme

is to charge one dollar for a book at the start and the

volume becomes the purchaser's property. Should he

not desire to keep it, he may exchange it for another

in the library for ten cents, and repeat this practice in-

definitely, the last book taken being his own. This firm

also make a feature of publishing special "Ottawa"
souvenir postals, which prove to be good sellers. The

shop's motto on the door, "Reid sells everything to

Read," is comprehensive and truly so, for one will find

literature in every form somewhere in the shop. Addi-

tional floor space would facilitate business.

Immoral Fiction.

The local Anglican Committee of Moral Reform is to

make application for prosecution of all vendors of im-

moral books. Your correspondent has been informed that

a tour of the shops has been made and a careful investi-

gation instituted in connection with this pure literary food

campaign. Two books under the ban are, "The Yoke"
and "Three Weeks." In connection with the foregoing,

reference to the Dominion Customs Act of 1907 provides

the following:

Section 11 of the customs tariff of 1907 reads: "The
importation into Canada of any goods enumerated, de-

scribed or referred to in schedule C to this act is pro-

hibited, and any such goods imported shall thereby be-

come forfeited to the crown and shall be destroyed or

otherwise dealt with as the Minister of Customs directs;

and any person importing any such prohibited goods,

or causing or permitting them to be imported, shall for

each offence incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred

dollars."

Schedule C of prohibited goods enumerates these

articles: 1201. "Books, printed paper, drawings, paint-

ings, prints, photographs or representations of any kind

of a treasonable or seditious or of an immoral or indecent

character."

Books at the Library.

The report of the public library for 1908 shows that

20,000 citizens who did not use the library in 1907

availed themselves of its privileges during 1908. There

were 30,000 active users of the library, reading 200,000

books during the year. The increase in book circulation

in 1908 over 1907 was 37,650. 'There was an increase in

the amount of non-fiction read. There are at present in

the library 32,500 books. From this report it is very well

evidenced that book-reading is rapidly increasing in the

Capital, and this should tend to advance the sales of the

bookstores.

A Copyright Matter.

Fotheringham & Popham are featuring a line of copy-

rights at fifty cents which are meeting with a great sale.

In this connection the opinion has been expressed that

in some instances the customs law with reference to copy-

right books is rather severe, so far as the reader is con-

cerned. It is based on the fact that a book is held

"tight" in Canada longer than across the border, with

the result that our Ameiican cousins are enabled to buy
copies of books for fifty cents, which we on this side of

the boundary are obliged to purchase, if we want them,

at double or treble that figure. The course which would
seem equitable under such circumstances would be to so

arrange the copyrights that when release was made in

one country it would also be made in the other and the

benefits accruing therefrom be participated in by all peo-

ples. Canadians want the advantage of buying good fic-

tion at low prices when such is possible and steps to pro-

vide the same should be taken by those in a position to

act. The higher prices mean more for the publisher, but

less for the consumer. Probably the former can arrange

matters to the satisfaction and profit of all.
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PERSONAL AND TRADE ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
—Movements of the Travelers—Changes on the Traveling Staff of L.

C. Page & Co.—Agencies Being Arranged For— -Westerners Come
East and Easterners Go South — Visit of An English Traveler.

Carl Partik, Montreal, dealer in souvenir goods, has

assigned to Wilts & Miehaud.

F. A. Clinch, of D. Appleton & Co., New York, paid

his regular visit to Toronto last week.

The stock of R. M. Simpson, fancy goods dealer, Ber-

lin, Ont., has been advertised for sale.

S. C. Britton, of Reilly & Britton, Chicago, was a visi-

tor to Canadian book centres last week.

Margaret Powers, Toronto, dealer in stationery and

fancy goods, has discontinued business.

Margaret J. MacCammond, fancy goods dealer, Sea-

forth, Ont., has assigned to Francis Holmested.

The stock of F. W. Law & Co., Limited, wholesale sta-

tionery, Winnipeg, was sold by auction last month.

Pickles' New News Stand, Brantford, was moved from

38 Market Street to 72 Market Street, during January.

P. C. Leadbeater, manager of the New York branch of

Frederick Warne & Co., was in Toronto for a few days

recently.

Arthur P. Reed, manager of the stationery department

of the Copp, Clark Co., Toronto, paid a visit to the marts

of New York quite recently.

John Morgan, of Raphael Tuck, Sons & Co., Montreal,

is at present registered at the King Edward Hotel, To-

ronto. He reports good buying.

Wm. G. Wallace, dealer in tobacco, books, etc., has

assigned to J. P. Langley, Toronto. The stock was adver-

tised for sale by tender January 22.

Thomas Allen, of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, left on

his regular spring trip to the West about the first of the

month. J. Vevan Hay left with him.

Fire on January 31 gutted the building occupied by

Reid Bros., wall paper and picture frame dealers, St.

John, N.B., destroying stock valued at $12,000.

A. 0. Hurst, Toronto, is getting through his city busi-

ness as quickly as possible and hopes to get out on his

regular spring trips about the middle of the month.

Harry Bell, of the Consolidated Stationery Co., Win-
nipeg, has been down east on a buying trip. He will have

some new lines to show to his customers this season.

Thomas E. Menzies, of Menzies & Co., Toronto, rep-

resentatives of Savory & Co., Bristol, England, and other

English houses, is absent from Toronto on a western trip.

George Clark, of Valentine & Sons, Limited, Montreal,

has been confined to his house for a couple of weeks, but

is about again. Mr. Clark leaves shortly for a trip to

Scotland.

Dr. William Wilfred Campbell, whose "Poetical

Tragedies" have recently been issued by William Briggs,

speaks of publishing later a volume of historical dramas
and comedies.

Arthur T. Ratz, for five years bookkeeper for the

Morang Educational Company, Toronto, died on Feb. 2

from an overdose of laudanum. He was a nephew of

Senator Valentine Ratz.

H. L, Carman has been appointed permanent Canadian

representative of Mabie, Todd & Co., London, England,

manufacturers of the "Swan" fountain pen. His head-

quarters are at 124 York St., Toronto.

Sigmund Birn, of Birn Bros., London, makers of

cards and calendars, is at present in America, and will

likely visit his Canadian representative, A. Roy Mac-
Dougall, Toronto, about the end of the month.

Brickenden, McCrimmon & Nelson, wholesale fancy

goods, London, Ont., have dissolved partnership. G. F.

Brickenden and F. D. McCrimmon will continue the busi-

ness under the style of Brickenden & McCrimmon.

HARRY W SL'LLY

Canadian Traveler for L. C. Page & Co., Boston, for Several

Years, and now with H. B. Claflin Company, New York.

Among the Toronto traveling men who foregathered

at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, recently were E. W.
Walker, of the Methodist Book Room; H. W. W. Copp,
of the Copp, Clark Co.; Thomas Allen, of McLeod &
Allen, and J. B. Hay, of the Eaton, Crane & Pike Co.

The Bennett News Co., White Horse, Y.T., gave posses-

sion of their business on February 1 to Herbert G. Mc-
Pherson, who ds now conducting it under the name of

Herbert G. McPherson, successor to the Bennett News
Co. All bills contracted up to February 1 will be paid
by the Bennett News Co.

A. 0. Hurst is delighted with the line of fancy metal
goods which the Frost Arts and Crafts Workshop, Day-
ton, Ohio, have sent him for this season. Mr. Hurst is

the sole Canadian representative for this firm and he will
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show their entire line this season. Particulars of the

Is appear elsewhere.

\Y. J. Gage, president of the W. J. Gage Co., Toronto.

wii.i lias been foremosl in the work of fighting tuber-

culosis in Canada, has offered the faculty of Toronto

University a scholarship of $100 and a gold and silver

medal to fourth and fifth year students and graduates of

mil more than one. year's standing to be competed for

HOT.ACE WOOLLETT

Who is Carrying the Lines of Frederick Warne & Co.,

Setten & Durward and Ayres, Limited, in Canada.

by medical students, who shall make a specialty of tuber-

cular investigation.

A provincial charter has been granted to Canadian

Art, Limited, with headquarters in Toronto, to carry on

the business of a general art store dealing in artists' ma-

terials and kindred supplies, manufacture picture frames,

and carry on an art gallery. Several Canadian artists

are interested in the company, including C. M. Manly.

Gustav Hahn. F. M. Bell-Smith, F. If. Brigden, Frederick

S. Challoner, Conestogo; and F. S. Haines, Meadowvale.

The company is bo be capitalized at $25,000, divided into

{We hundred shares of $50 each. The provisional directors

are: C. M. Manly, Gustav Hahn, F. M. Bell-Smith, John

Rudard, Frank Law and F. H. Brigden.

Horace Woollett is at present registered at the King

Edward Hotel, Toronto. Mr. Woollett carries the samples

of four English companies—Frederick Warne & Co., pub-

lishers, London; Robert Riviere & Son, fine bindings,

London; Setten & Durward, manufacturers of stationers'

sundries, Birmingham, and F. H. Ayres, Limited, manu-

facturers of outdoor and indoor sports goods. This is Mr.

Woollett 's first visit to Canada, though he is no stranger

to travel, having made four trips to the four colonies of

South Africa for Warne & Co. He has been connected

with this firm now for 22 years. From Toronto, Mr.

Woollett will go as far west as Winnipeg, and then travel

as far east as Halifax, stopping at all the principal cities.

ffar-'j W. Sully, who has for the past fourteen years

been with L. ('. Page & Co., Boston, became manager of

the sales department of the H. B. Claflin Co.'s book de-

partment, New York, on February 1. Mr. Sully is a Cana-

dian by birth, having been born in Montreal in 1874. Has

first important trip as traveling salesman outside of

Boston, was in 1807, when he came to Canada in the

spring, the same year covering Pennsylvania, New York
and the New England States. Since 1900 he has been
making in addition annual trips to all the important cities

in the Southern Slates, besides a second trip to Winnipeg
and the West. He has many friends in the book trade in

Canada ami he says he will always be glad to have them
look him up when in New York.

J. J. F. Smith, representative of L. C. Page & Com
pany, has just joined their force, having taken the place

of II. W. Sully. Although Mr. Smith is a young man. he

has had eight years' experience on the road, and 21

years of service in the book business, thai entire length of

lime with one house. He was born in Boston in 1873, and

started with the firm of Lee & Shepard in 1887, and has

continued with them and their successors, Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard Company, until February 1st of this year. With
his long experience, from I he ground lloor up. he has be-

come familiar with every branch of the publishing busi-

ness. His territory as a salesman has been the entire

South, pari of the .Middle West and Central Slates, and
all of New England. With the firm of L. C. Page & Com-
pany, he will cover almosl the same ground, with the ad

dition of Canada. He has just paid his first visit to

Montreal and Toronto.

I'nder instructions from .1. I*. Langley, the assignee,

the -,nck of the National Stationery Co., Toronto, was
sold by auction on January 27. to satisfy the claims of

ils creditors. At the time of I he failure, the assets were

estimated at about $2,500, half of which was in machin-
ery. The liabilities were indeterminate, owing to the

fact that the company had a suit pending against a fire

insurance company for non-payment of loss inclined in

J. J. F. SMITH

New Canadian Traveler for L. C. Page & Co., Boston.

a recent fire. The former had secured judgment against

the latter in court, but the insurance company appealed

the case. Should the decision of the lower court be sus-

tained a sum amounting to from $3,000 to $.S,000 will be

added to the assets. For the present a dividend of 30

cents on the dollar has been declared for the benefit of

creditors. .
—
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THE MEN WHO HOLD THE OUTPOSTS
FOR THIS PAPER— Bookseller and Stationer's

Lieutenants in London, New York, Chicago and

Winnipeg—Something About Their Careers—All

Well Qualified to Carry on the Work.

This page introduces five outposts of The Bookseller

and Stationer—the men in charge of its chief offices in

.London, Eng., New York, Chicago and Winnipeg. There

is thai about the word "outpost" which makes its appli-

cation very appropriate here. It not only suggests activ-

ity on territory occupied, but, also, a keen eye on per-

spective. That thought ought to merit some reflection on

the part of readers of The Bookseller and Stationer, and

those who advertise in it, since the most satisfactory ser-

vice in their interests is the objective point. "Good
enough" is not, from The Bookseller and Stationer's point

of view, good enough for them. Greatest efficiency de-

mands, among other things, able representation in the

most important centres.

Booksellers and stationers and those interested in dif-

ferent branches of the business, need never go a-begging

for a handshake in any city where The Bookseller and

Stationer has a representative. The offices, it will be

found, are most convenient to business districts, and a

visit, no matter how- brief, from manufacturers, mer-

chants, buyers or salesmen will always be regarded with

the greatest pleasure.

J. M. MeKim, chief- of the London office, and Euro-

pean manager, is a Toronto man. Fifteen years ago he

joined the staff of the MacLean Publishing Co. He was
assigned office eight years ago. and has been successful in

that important field. His assistant is E. J. Dodd, a Bris-

tol, Eng., man, who came to Canada at the close of the

South African War, in which he saw active service. He
had charge of the advertising end of Bookseller and Sta-

tioner in Toronto for some time, and a couple of years

ago became Mr. McKini's lieutenant. The London office

is located at 88 Fleet Street, E.C.

R. B. Huestis who took charge of the New York office

two years ago, was with the wholesale firm of A. B. Book
& Co., Halifax, N.S., for eipht years, having

been office manager for the last three years of

that period. Mr. Huestis, subsequently, covered

Canada from ocean to ocean as the representative

of a banking institution, and is a firm believer

in the country's future. He recently moved into

J. M. McKIM

Chief of the London, Eng., Office

88 Fleet St., E.C.

J. P. SHARPE

Chicago Office, 933-5 Monadnock
Building.

new offices, Nos. U22-4 Tribune Building, New Yfork,

which are a decided improvement upon 'former quarters

and in keeping with progressive conditions.

J. P. Sharpe, of the Chicago office, was born in Eng-
land, and, on coming to Canada, studied law for two years
in Manitoba University. Taking up general brokerage, he
identified himself for seven years with the business activi-

ties of the West, and a few months ago became the Chi-

cago representative of the MacLean Publishing Co.. his

office being Nos. 933-5 Monadnock Building.

A thorough training in mercantile methods through
his connection with a general store in Western Ontario
was the initial stage of the business equipment of F. R.
Munro. of the Winnipeg office. In 1903 he graduated
from Toronto University, and, for fifteen months, was
engaged first in editorial work on Hardware and Metal,
and later on advertising. In 1904 he took charge of the

Winnipeg office. This is centrally located on the fifth floor

(No. 511) of the Union Bank Buildine-.

The title of Lewis Joseph Vance's new novel will be
"The Bronze Bell" instead of "The Gateway of Swords"
as at first announced. The publisher for Canada is Wil-
liam Briggs, Toronto.

F. R. Munro

Winnipeg Office, 511 Union Bank
Building.

E. J. DODD
Mr. McKim's Lieutenant in the

London Office.
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment
KNOW YOUR STOCK.

The importance of making an inventory of all special-

ties left over from any particular season should commend

itself to those of our readers, who handle such lines, for

in buying new goods it is always useful to know exactly

l he condition of stock on hand. Seasonable goods such as

valentines, Easter cauls, Christmas cards, etc.. are usually

packed away after the event is over, and the dealer has

only a hazy idea of the value and extent of his left-overs.

Travelers come along and wani to sell him new goods, and

the dealer doesn't know whether to buy or not. Xow, if

he only knew just what priced goods he was over-stocked

or under-stocked in, he would be in a proper position to

do business with the traveler. Few will want to be

bothered, opening up their stock to see what is stowed

away, and they either fail to buy enough or else buy too

much ot something that really isn't needed. The moral

is always to take an inventory of stock on hand when

putting unsold goods away.

FREE ADVERTISING SERVICE.

On page Hi will he found an important announcement

which should interest all our readers. In brief, we have

arranged to prepare an advertising campaign, absolutely

tree, for any bookseller and stationer, who is a subscriber

to this paper or to give advice on the preparation of ad-

vertising copy. Advertising to many a bookseller is an

untried field. Either he may not believe in it or else he is

afraid that he does not know enough about it to care to

try it. It is for the latter class that we are ready to de-

vote time t * > the elucidation of the ad-writing problem. Any

bookseller among our subscribers who wants a series of

business-pulling advertisements cannot do better than

write in tit the manager of our copy department.

A REGISTER FOR CUSTOMERS.

Some tine day a bookseller is confronted with a pro-

position, which calls for the circularization of all his cus-

tomers. It he only had a complete list of all the people.

who b, night from him. at his hand, it would mean dollars

and cents to him.

Now this is' precisely what most dealers haven't got

and they only come to realize that they haven't got it,

when there is a call for it. If they could only foresee

that some day they might stand in need of it, they

wouldn't let a minute pass before they set to work to

prepare it.

How is such a list to be compiled"? Simply this way.

Knter up the name of every person who comes into the

store and buys something. In a week's time you will

have quite an imposing list. Within a month you will

have a fairly complete directory of buyers and in a year,

we venture to say. you will have an invaluable possession.

Then having got your list, use it. A hundred and one

opportunities will arise and you will be amply repaid for

the time spent in entering up the register.

THE BARGAIN TABLE.

If merchants could only learn the advantage of sacri-

fice, we would have fewer stores loaded up with anti-

quated rubbish. It is hard, of course, to see goods, which

Cosl a pretty penny, cleared out at one-half or one-quarter

the price paid foi' them, hut isn't it better to have the

money than the u I> .'

It reminds one of the boy standing shivering on the

river bank afraid to take the plunge into the cold water.

Hut once his courage i> roused and in he jumps, he revel-

in the current. Once the merchant's courage is raised t"

the point, when he can dash his pencil through the old

figures and mark down new ones, he will realize that the

sacrifice was not so serious after all as he anticipated.

It will be pleasant to see the dusty shelves cleared out

and the money clinking in the till.

Use the bargain table more freely and place it right in

the fii. nt of the store. Mark the goods plainly, showing

the reductions. Oct the public to look for these cuts and

you will have one of the best possible drawing cards you

could ever arrange.

COMPARISON AS AN INCENTIVE.

Most dealers can estimate and compare' their annual

turnovers fairly accurately. Those who do, must realize

the incentive that lies in such comparisons. To do better

in 1909 than in 1908 will spur many a man
on to greater efforts. But suppose these com-

parisons instead of being made annually should

be made monthly or weekly, or even daily.

Here is the second Saturday of February. What sort of

business was done on the corresponding day last year?

Suppose it was a big day. Will it not be a spur to drive

you on to surpass it this year? A very simple system of

bookkeeping will enable any dealer to figure out and com-

pare his sales from day to day.

LEARN EVERY DETAIL.

It pays a man to learn thoroughly every detail of his

business. The young man of to-day who hopes to have

charge of a business of his own, or for someone else, in a

few years, should never lose sight of that fact.

Every day some little thing comes up which, though

a mere incident and possibly easily passed over without
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digging down to the bottom of it, should be treated differ-

ently by the young man who would make a success of life.

Such a man should never allow these little details to

pass him without making himself thoroughly familiar

with them, for they are business lessons, and the more

of them he absorbs while working for another the fewer

of them will be stumbling blocks when it comes time to

manage the business himself; fur at that time, if he has

had the experience, he can give a word or two of instruc-

tions and be sure things will be carried out right, and

those in his employ will have the more confidence in him,

while the opposite effect will be created if he is compelled

to admit that he knows nothing about it, and depends

upon someone else to dig out the particulars, and the

effect is even worse if he gives instructions which prove

that he is not acquainted with the subject in hand. Get

every detail. It belongs with the business.

ENCOURAGING CLERKS TO MAKE SUGGESTIONS.

"What reams of paper and barrels of ink are wasted

by people who never think." Thus did a merchant break

into rhyme when asked to describe his most serious sales-

man problem. How to make members of his staff use

their heads in their work, was, he slated, a question which

never seemed to be capable of solution.

"It is a good plan to encourage your clerks to think

for themselves," said he. "There is not a man in my
employ who does not feel that if he has a suggestion to

make, I am his best listener and most willing to put

that idea into practice if it is a good one.

"I do not think it advisable to pay clerks by com-

mission. It gives them a good chance to bore customers

and to force sales which are not only unsatisfactory to

the purchasers but also to the store. It also opens the way
towards irregularities and ill-feeling.

It has never been necessary, since I started in busi-

ness for a clerk to ask me for a raise in salary. If I

see that a man is worth it his pay envelope is immedi-
ately fattened. We never bring in men from the outside

to take head positions in our departments. When the

gap comes, the man who is best qualified for it in the

department gets it. Such plans as these promote an

esprit de corps desirable in every store.

"Of course there are clerks and clerks. Some are mere
machines, who never attempt to promote the interests of
any line of stock save that which is asked for. A skilful

clerk will very nicely introduce lines which he knows as

by instinct cannot fail to be of interest to the shopper.
Nine times out of ten that man will sell more to the

shopper than she had at first intended to buy, but it

was all done so pleasantly that everybody was satisfied.

Not very long ago a lady came into the store and asked
'Where is Mr. ?' mentioning one of the salesmen.
He happened to be out at the time so another clerk was
assigned. The lady told me afterwards that she wished
to buy certain goods upon which she had formed no
decided opinion, but that she knew from former experi-

ences that this clerk would so handle the matter for her

that she would be satisfied with the selection which she

finally made. That clerk has the faculty of showing and

selling goods in a way that makes every sale a profitable

precedent.

"Do you not find that clerks now-a-days have a very

limited knowledge of processes of manufacture and of the

uses of raw materials?"

"There may be something in that, but if the head of

a department knows his business he will see to it that

his clerks are posted well and truthfully. No merchant

should encourage his salesmen to be untruthful. Make

your staff honor the motto, 'A square deal right

through,' which, I take it. should be the property of

every merchant. Where stores are well departmentized

it is not absolutely necessary for a clerk to be thoroughly

conversant with methods of manufacture and all that.

Jf he has the right stuff in him he will acquire that

knowledge, feeling that his success depends upon it to a

great extent. Much information will come to him as if

by instinct."

MAINTAINING AN AIR OF BRIGHTNESS.

It is good policy to occasionally go to the expense

required to re-paint the front of the premises, and have

the old signs re-written. An air of brightness takes the

place of the old dull hues, and the effect is not merely

pleasing to the passer-by, but causes favorable comment

on the enterprise of the shopkeeper. "Smith must be

doing well; I see he is having the whole of the shop-

front re-painted," somebody says. "Yes; looks well.

doesn't it?" is the reply.

Now, it may be the fact that Smith is not doing very

well. His business may be causing him a little anxiety.

because his expenses continue high, and there are too

many dull days for his liking. But Smith is wise enough

to know that if he wishes his business to prosper, he must
let it be seen that he has confidence in the public and him-

self. It is useless for anyone to stay in business unless he

has confidence.

Success in business is greatly a matter of mentality,

although most people regard it as if it were all luck.

There is perhaps a relic of the superstitions of the ages.

A clever business woman who recently expended over

£20 in exterior paint work admitted that she regarded it

as essential to keep up appearances. It is really a form
of advertising.

When one is in business in a busy thoroughfare, it

is the windows which are important in getting customers

to enter; though, as always insisted on in these columns,

there is a good deal more required than getting possible

customers to enter. Make the place inviting; make it

business-like in appearance; dress your windows with

taste; and be ever on the alert to keep pace with the

times. And when you do have to pay what may be a

large sum to the painter, remember that it costs but little

per week, for the present outlay will suffice for a consider-

able time.
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER-NEW
Lines Shown This Month—Victor Inkstands - Arts and Crafts Goods-

Read This Department Carefully for Saleable Novelties and Suggestions.

Handsome Calendar.

Ward & Co., 13 St. John Street. Montreal, are sponsors

t'.ir a handsome calendar, advertising "Wellington''

plates, papers and films. The background is imitation

wood on which has been modeled an elaborate design in

while, green and gold, circling a charming portrait study

of a child and dog. The whole effect is very "classy,"

and while it is really only an advertising calendar, it

would adorn any room.

+

New Pencil Assortment.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited, are showing several new

lines of pencils and combination pens and pencils. The

illustration shows the "Warrior" .assortment, an attrac-

C0PYBI6HTED 19(1?. EA6Lt PENCIL CO. U.Y.

Warrior Pencil Assortment — Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.

live display box with hinge lid containing y2 gross of

rubber tipped pencils in assorted colors. The pencils re-

tail for five cents and allow a good margin of profit for

the dealer.

+
Ayres' Goods in Canada.

Those who are familiar with sporting goods know that

the manufactures of F. H. Ayres, Ltd.. London, stand in

the forefront. An opportunity of seeing an extended line

of this firm's samples is afforded by the visit to Canada

of Horace Woollett, who will represent them on a trip

from Winnipeg to Halifax.

Their line includes tennis supplies, golf clubs and balls,

cricket and football requisites, etc., and they also include

in il numerous games, gymnastic apparatus, etc. The

high standard of excellence possessed by all these goods

renders them a delight to sportsmen. The opportunity of

viewing them should not he missed by any dealer handling

sporting goods.

-:•

A Line Worth Seeing.

For the lirsi time in the history of the firm, the com-

plete line of Setten & Durward, manufacturers of sta-

tioners' sundries, Birmingham, England, will this year be

shown to the Canadian trade. Horace Woollett, their

representative, has arrived in Toronto and opened up

samples at the King Edward Hotel. He will also visit

other centres from Winnipeg to Halifax.

Setten & Durward stand in the forefront of the English

makers of stationer] goods and a glance over their varied

and extended line amply demonstrates this. To enumerate
and describe even a small part of their samples would be

out of the question. Their trade-mark is "Criterion,"

and that just about expresses the quality of their goods.

They manufacture everything that the stationer carries

under the head of sundries, including inkstands, pen-

holders, pens, pencils, erasers, clips, drawing-pins, key

rings, paper fasteners, sealing wax, crayons, pen cases,

mapping pens, artists' pens, sponges, rulers, rubber bands,

pen clips, adhesive tape, Indian ink, and a multitude of

other articles. Every article is handsomely boxed or

carded.

So far as price is concerned, Setten & Durward will be

found to meet the sharpest competition.

Arts and Crafts Goods.

It would well repay any dealer to write to A. 0. Hurst,

Scott Street, Toronto, for a copy of 3 little illustrated

booklet, got out by the Frost Arts and Crafts Workshop,
Dayton, Ohio. The booklet shows the goods made by this

firm in copper, bronze, brass and iron with full descrip-

tions and prices. The various articles are unique of their

kind and should prove readily salable on account of their

novelty. There are metal trays and bowls, book ends or

supports, match boxes, metal boxes, candlesticks, sconces

and hat pin holders, fern dishes, smoker's sets, writing

desk sets, library and desk lamps, belt pins, watch fobs,

brooches, hat pins and scarf pins.

A Girl's Talk About Envelopes.

"Many kinds of envelopes, like the letter sheets, are

made of thin paper so that they won't weigh too much
and increase the postage," said a girl who writes a great

many letters.

"With an envelope of thin, plain, paper the writing

on the letter might show through. So they came to make
these envelopes of a paper that was printed on the inner

side with close lines in a pretty plaid pattern that you
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couldn't see through. This served very well, but now you

can buy foreign letter envelopes that are made opaque

with a lining of the thinnest tissue paper of any desired

color.

"Such envelopes you will find and with lining of vari-

ous colors in stock; envelopes lined with blue or with red

or purple or tan or violet, but if you don't find among

these just what you want they will show you a book of

tissues with samples of fifty or more colors or shades

from which you can select first just the color you do fancy

or the color you call your own, and then you have the

envelopes made to order."

Seen in Rubber Stamp Factory.

The New York representative of Bookseller and Sta-

tioner recently called upon the Fulton Rubber Type Co.

at Elizabeth, N.J., and through the courtesy of their presi-

dent, Henry Schmidt, was shown through their entire

works.

Adjoining the woodworking department which occu-

pies the annex on the first floor of their spacious factory

are the metal stamping, vulcanizing and printing depart-

ments. On the next floor their office and shipping room,

also their ink and pad departments. The third floor is

conveniently laid out and occupied by their sign marker,

rubber type and varnishing departments. The finishing-

is done on the fourth floor where they also have a well-

equipped paper box department. Not only do they

manufacture all the goods they advertise, but all their

accessories as well, such as decorated tin, varnished wood,

leatherette and paper boxes, grooves, plain and patented

holders, etc.

Among their specialties are sign and price markers,

adjustable rubber type, business and office outfits, self-

inking stamp pads, rubber stamp bulletin and indelible

inks, band daters and numberers, juvenile and toy print-

ing sets.

A specialty they also make is a patented wood pad

which is meeting with general favor. This pad is made
of wood chemically treated which they claim will not

smut or give more ink than is necessary for a clear im-

pression. It is designed only for light printing for office

purposes and not for heavy letters where much ink is

required.

Our representative was particularly interested in their

sign and price markers, and was shown how the outline

letters are filled in with gloss inks of various colors which

the sets contain to produce beautiful and attractive color

effects. The process is so simple that no experience is

necessary to do the filling in. Every stationer should carry

a line of these price markers, for they are proving ready

sellers to every merchant who desires to increase the

effectiveness of his show card and display advertising.

*

Two New "Victor" Inkstands.

The trade will be interested to learn that two new

"Victor" inkstands have been placed on the market.

They are numbered 25 and 35 in that well-known line

which is famous as giving "just enough ink to ink the

pen." We show an illustration of No. 25. It is made of

crystal glass, size 4x5^ inches. It has a pen rack in

front and on each side. No. 35 is also made of crystal

New Victor Inkstand, No. 25.

glass. It is 5x7 inches in size and is a double inkstand

with pen rack in front and place for pins, clips, etc.

Liberal discounts are allowed to the trade as on all the

Victor line.

This Victor line is most popular and is among the best

selling line of low-height inkstands on the market. Its

selling points are well known to dealers in every part of

the country who endorse it highly, and who find it a

quick mover and a profit bringer.

These latest additions to the line should prove as

popular as their predecessors have. They show every evi-

dence of doing so, and can be obtained from any Canadian

jobbing house.

Victor inkstands are made of the finest polished

crystal glass, and patents have been granted on the two
new designs.

Ribbed Fabric
is tHe name given to our newest paper. It is an exceptionally attractive

pattern which we Know "will please everyone. The quality is tHe best,

tHe -writing surface delightful, and made up in our popular sizes will be a

rapid seller. We Have it in four shades, White, Blue, Azure and Gray and
recommend it most Highly. The style of putting up will also please you.
Your order for this paper -will receive our usual prompt attention.

We have a beautiful new shade of purple in Lawn Finish and Suede Finish stocks.

It is especially suitable for the Lenten season. We shall be glad to send samples.

TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD CEL CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 C8L 427 Broome Street, New Yorh, U.S.A.
2g

REGISTERED
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Pen Wiper and Extractor.

A new line being offered to the trade by Buntin, Gillies

& Co., Limited, is the pen wiper and extractor illustrated

In 1 1 with. This article, which serves the double purpose

Buntin, Gillies & Co.

of wiping and extracting the pen, does away entirely with

inky fingers. It quickly removes any nib, no matter how

firmly embedded in the holder. It is made of nickled

steel and felt, and is sure to prove a good seller. Samples

will be furnished on request.

*
Specialties.

A. Roy McDougall, 42 Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

has been appointed Canadian representative for the Spiro

Mfg. Co., New York, manufacturers of '•Spiro" all-steel

tiling devices, which are said to belong to the highest

<-lass of board filing devices. The latter announce that

thej will he ready shortly to show their new pencil

sharpener, which is claimed to be the only practical pencil

sharpener on the market. It stands between the cheap

toys and the expensive machines in a field by itself. Every

stationer of standing in New York is carrying this line

witli profitable results. That there is real merit in the

Spiro Mfg. Co. 's office devices is indicated in their use by

the following firms: N. Y. Life Insurance Co.. N. Y.

Edison Co., U, S. Leather Co., Geo. Fuller Construction

Co.. Stern Brcs., Simpson-Crawford Co.. R. H. Macy Co..

and other large department stores; N. Y., Ontario &
Western R.R. Co., North German Lloyd S.S. Co., Elkins

Coal & Coke Co., John Wanamaker, Board of Health, City

of New York, Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,

and many other of the largest concerns in the world.

+
New Note Papers and Envelopes.

Two of the most artistic series of fine stationery that

have been shown to the Canadian trade have just been

put on the markt't by Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

These are "Wistaria Linen" and "Oriental Linen." The
"Wistaria" series is an exceptionally dainty design, and
consists of note paper, envelopes, papeteries, and writing

tablets. The boxes and tablet covers are entirely covered
with a floral design of the Wistaria flower in its natural
colors. The "Oriental" series is made up from an
Oriental pattern, in stronger colors, and the design covers

the complete boxes, as well. Apart altogether from the

quality of the stock, either of these series would make a

most attractive window display, handsome window rolls

being supplied wifh each line.

The 1 !••»!) edition of the very popular "Daily Mail
Year Book"—better known as "The Little Red Book"—
is now ready. Every newsdealer should see that two or

three copies are conspicuously displayed in his shop, as

to anyone desirous of obtaining information in handy
form concerning- the British Empire, there is no work
which can compare in usefulness with the "Daily Mail

Year Book." It seeks to give, without bias, the essen-

tial facts of the chief questions of the day so that the

man abroad who wishes to be well-informed may under-

stand without trouble the facts and statistics bearing on

any question which arises.

Fulton Sign and Price Markers
should be carried by every well appointed Stationery Store. With these Outfits can be made

beautiful and attractive show

cards and hangers. The new

open-face letters and figures

of various sizes can be filled

in with the different colors

of gloss ink which the sets

contain and charming effects

can be produced. No experi-

ence is necessary to do the

work. They sell at sight.

The cost is trifling and they

pay a handsome profit.

Write for Booklet

FULTON RUBBER TYPE CO. - Elizabeth, N.J.
Manufacturers of the well known Fulton Specialties, Sign and Price Markers, Adjustable Rubber Type, Business and Office Outfits, Self-Inking

Stamp Pads, Non-Blurring Wood Pads (Pat'd), Rubber Stamp Bulletin and Indelible Inks, Band Daters and Numberers, Juvenile and Toy

Printing Sets.
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A. W. FABER'S ™riNB
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Periodicals That Sell

A list of the leading periodical publica-

tions of the day with trade particulars

about price, return privileges, etc. Readers

are requested to give these periodicals a

good show.

Scribner's Magazine has been for 22 years THE
MOST POPULAR MAGAZINE OF ITS CLASS IN
AMERICA. It has its established place in the homes
and affections of cultivated people from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, and many of such appreciative friends
are Canadians. The retail price is twenty five cents
per copy. To newsdealers it pays a liberal profit and
unsold copies are fully returnable. An illustrated

prospectus fully describing attractions for the com-
ing year sent free upon request. Liberal supplies of
advertising matter furnished to newsdealers for

monthly display. Charles Sckihnkh's Sons. Pub-
lishers. Filth Avenue, New York City.

The Busy Man's Magazine offers the dealer greater
inducements than any other Canadian publication.
It is the most popular magazine on the market, fully

returnable, and allows the trade the wildest margin
It has the hull dog grip: it holds its readers every
month, thus enabling the bookseller to build up a

substantial business. Price to trade II cents: retail

20 cents. Order from your news company. BUST
MAN'S MAGAZINE, Toronto.

A HARDSHIP TO WESTERN BOOK-
SELLERS—High Express Rates Take All the Profit

Out of the Book Business — Letter From W . G. Thom-
son, Nelson —Wants the Trade to Take Action.

Editor Bookseller & Stationer: We note that the

Railway Commission are taking up the matter of express

rates.

A matter which we consider of great importance to all

in the book trade, who are situated at long distances from

publishing centres, as we in the West are. is that of the

rate on books. A hook published at $1.25 costs the trade

88c. The average book costs 12c to lay down either by
mail or prepaid book express, making total cost of book

$1.00, and it is frequently more. This leaves the dealer

a very small margin, and when you consider the inevitable

iinsiild copies there is hoi much money left for the dealer

in Hie book business, particularly in the line of current

fiction.

A very considerable proportion of the books handled

by dealers in the West have to he broughl in by express,

and a reduction in the rate would mean a very great deal

in us. Wo used in get a rate of 4c a pound (just half the

presenl rate) and the express companies could well afford

in earry books at that rate, for they are an article which

entail very little risk to the carrier.

If you could bring this suggestion before the trade

through your columns it might result in securing a reduc-

tion. We think it would be a very practical thing for the

Association to take up, too, and the publishers should also

make an effort.
W. G. THOMSON.

INFORMATION ABOUT PERIODICAL
PUBLICATIONS- Several New Issues in England
—Nash's Magazine Conceived on Popular Lines

—

Amalgamated Press to Publish New Fashion Journal

The Amalgamated Press Ltd., announce that at the
end of February they will publish No. 1, of a new fa h-
ion journal entitled "Fashions for All Children." This
new journal will be published monthly, price one penny.
It will contain 16 pages of letterpress* comprising smart
and useful modes for boys and girls, infants clothing,
hints on the care and bringing up of children, simple
nursery cooking, children's millinery, and with each
number there will be presented two free patterns. The
cover will be printed in black and red which will con-
siderably add to its attractiveness. This new journal
should find a ready sale, and every news agent should
stock a few copies. A specimen copy will be sent to any
address.

The three Roycrofter publications, "The Philistine,"

"Little .Journeys," and "The Fra," are returnable be-

ginning with the February numbers.

The "New Thought Magazine," Chicago, is now non-
returnable.

Two English periodicals, "Every Boy's Monthly,"
and "Pictorial Comedy," have been discontinued.

The February issue of the International Studio con-
tains illustrated articles on "Robert Reid and His
Work"; "Henri Harpignies: a Review of His Career";
"Edwin L. Lutyens, Architect of Houses and Gardens";
"Designs foi a Country Cottage," and descriptions of

several art exhibitions. The plates are nine in num-
ber, representing the work of some noted artists. The
portraits of Emperor William and Count Leo Tolstoi

are particularly striking.

The first number of a new magazine of fiction called

Nash's Magazine, will be issued under this title by Mr.

Nash, of 36, King Street, Covent Garden, London, on
March 30. The assistance of a noteworthy array of au-

thors has been secured, including Rudyard Kipling,

Conan Doyle, Anthony Hope, Rider' Haggard, Robert
Hichens, A. E. W. Mason, Eden 1'hillpotts, Max Pem-
berton, E. F. Benson, H. A. Vachell, William Le Queux,
A^nes and Egerton Castle, "Rita," E. Phillips Oppen-
heim, Barry Pain, Frank Richardson, .1. J. Bell, Mar-
jorie Bowen, Morley Roberts, Keble Howard, George R.

Sims, Frankford Moore, Mrs C. N. Williamson, and the

Baroness Orczy. The special features of the first num-
ber will be an 8,000 words story entitled "Little Foxes,"

by Rudyard Kipling ; the first instalment of a short

serial by Anthony Hope, and three chapters of a long

serial, "Queen Sheba's Ring-," by LI. Rider Haggard.

There will be altogether 100 pages of literary matter.

The ever enjoyable Chambers' Journal continues to

present a most entertaining- bill of fare each month.

The February number lists the following :

—"Wilful

Waste," "Santos, Past and Present," Royal Holyrood,"

"A Gigantic Scottish Undertaking," "Dangerous Fish,"

"The American Tobacco War," "The Art of the Orator,"

"More about Notable Australians," "A Dorsetshire In-

dustry," and stories by William Le Queux and Robert

Barr.

Grant Richards, 7 Carlton Street, S.W., London, is

publisher of "The Englishwoman," the first number of

which has just appeared. It is devoted to the cause of

the enfranchisement of, women, is published monthly and

sells at one shilling net.

The publishers of "The Magazine of Commerce,"

1, Amen Corner, London, E.C., have purchased the copy-
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned British publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the tiade ktep well supplied

with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

Sells wherever shown Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.10. To the
trade a discount
of 334 per cent.

Enjoj s an enormous sa'e in the United Kingdom. The features of this

journal's contents embrace everything associated with life in the coun.

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is z cents per copy.

^jriwdlwral 3<nwnal

Itwt$twklEUjomL
Annual Prepaid Subscription post free to
any part of the Dominion, $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 33^ per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in the British Isles
Est. 1832. Well illustrated and full of valuable information concerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising. The Farmers business jour
nal, published every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuable
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A. May.
Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., London, England.

The Oldest, Best, Most Widely Circulated and Influential

tTKCining Paper in the World The Imperial News Co.

The Mining Journal
The Pioneers of the Quick Direct

Mail Service at Lowest Rates for all

(ESTABLISHED 1835)

Annual Subscription, including postage, to Canada, $6.50

British Papers and Magazines

Write for Price List, Etc., to

46 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., England 91 Church St., - Toronto

DRY :

Would You Know

More about general dry

GOODS i

goods conditions; how to increase

!
your net profits, by modern selling

! methods, effective store advertis-

REVIEW i

ing and a thorough knowledge of

! the markets? The Dry Goods
> Review will tell you how. Publish-

10 Front St. East «
;

ed monthly. 130 to 230 pages.

TORONTO Subscription, $2.00 a year.

Sample copies, 25 cents.

\ /
Picture

Made to order only
according to instruc-

tions supplied.

Very fine

Post make. First
class Goods

onlv.

Cards

specialties:

riodern Hellotype

styles,

plain and coloured.

Well known for efficiency and
high-class workmanship.

Otto Leder
Dresden 7 Saxony

Picture Post Card Manufacturer.
WHOLESALE EXPORT

\
QUALITY BETTER THAN ANY, DELIVERED QUICKER THAN MANY !

Collotype POSTCARD
Messrs. W. Neumann & Co.

42 Wasserthorstrasse

post cards of high-class finish MADE TO ORDER.
Hand colored collotype cards. Double tone collotype cards

Photocrom collotype cards.

Glossy collotype cards and all kinds of view albums and sample sheets.

Wholesale and export only.

Address fob Cablegrams : Lichtdbuck, Berlin
Berlin S. 42

Germany
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A Money Maker
The

"Wellington"
Photo Specialties

"The World's Standard" WELLI]£W§>fl

They will pay you handsome profits.

Carry them as a side line.

For Price Lists and Trade L'terature write

Ward & Co.,
13 St. John St.. Montreal, P. Q

THIS IS THE SEASON FOR

Paper Novels,
Cheap Editions,

Serial Part Publications,

and Magazines.
Send for Lists and Terms.

Special inducements to trade handling

SERIAL PART PUBLICATIONS.

London Town, Past and Present,"

"History of England,"

"Women of All Nations"

sell WITHOUT the slightest effort.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.

right and trade connection, etc., of "The Business Man's
Magazine" and the two periodicals will in future be
merged and published at 6d. net.

Scribner's for March will contain "England and the
English from an American Point of View—Sport," "At
Herrick's Home in Devon," "An American' Concert of

the Powers," "Village Tribes of the Desert," "The Evo-
lution of an Equestrian Statue," "Government versus

Bank Issues."

As soon as Joseph Medill Patterson gets through
with the rehearsals of his play "A Little Brother of the
Rich," now going on in New York City, he will go
south for the winter and begin work on a new novel.

It will be published early next year by The Reilly &
Hritton Co., Chicago.

A SPECIAL

OFFER
To every readerof the Bookseller

and Stationer

On receipt of a postcard or
letter we will send gratis a

copy of "The Publishers'

Circular and Booksellers'

Record," the weekly pape r

for all interested in bookd
published in (Jreat Hritain

and Ireland, to any address

for six weeks.

Address: Dept G.

Publishers' Circular
Limited

19 Adam St., Adelphi, London, Eng.

BUILDING A NATIONAL TRADE
Why confine your trade to local territory ? You can build up a national trade without any extra

expenditure on your part.

In calling attention to goods you are placing on the market do so by using publications of national

circulation. The greatest national advertising medium in Canada is : : : :

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
Busy Man s will carry your advertisement from Halifax to Vancouver. It circulates most thor-

oughly throughout the Dominion. There is not a territory in which it does not enter regularly

each month.

We want to show you what we are doing for our advertisers. A card to our nearest office will

bring you particulars.

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, New York Chicago, London, Eng.
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BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The " Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

RATES.
Two cents per word first insertion; one cent

per word subsequent insertions.

Five cents additional each insertion where box

number is desired.

Contractions count as one word, but five

figures (as $1,000) are allowed as one word.

Cash remittances to cover cost must accom-

pany all advertisements. In no case can this rule

be overlooked. Advertisements received without

remittance cannot be acknowledged.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED—The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strung list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES

CS. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
. York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,

Globes.

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBR1S)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

2)

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE. &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. [8 09]

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 2<!5 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12)

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this sola. ion.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with " Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BACK NUMBERS OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER published prior to 1906. Any
parties possessing such and wishing to dispose

of same are invited to correspond with the pub-
lishers, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

r EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
L/ St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12)

EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying book*
in ail languages.

L

W ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street). New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

DUPLICATING DEVICES

IF INTERESTED in a Duplicating Machine for
getting out circular letters, reports, price lists,

etc., or for printing various of ice forms, write
forbooklet and samples of work. The "POLY-
GRAPH " is the newest, latest and best and sells
for a lower price than the others. Is unexcelled by
any similar device on the market. F. W. Tenney,
Canadian Sales Agent. 123 Bay St., Room 116
Stair Building, Toronto, Can. (tf)

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK-Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co.. Limited. Office. No 3 Jarvis St.

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good wor ,

manship, business methods. (tf)k-

AGENTS WANTED.

A LONDON firm dealing in fancy goods of all

kinds, including leather goods, toys, etc ,

wints Canadian agent. Address Box 1881,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. (2)

A LONDON company manufacturing model
theatre sets, desires to secure Canadian agent.
Address Box 1883, BOOKSELlER AND

STATIONER. (2)

A LONDON FIRM manufacturing fancy leather
goods wishes toappoint an agent in Canada.
Box 56, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.

PRINTER or wholesale stationer, covering all

Canada, wanted to act as sole agent for the
" Roya " Advertising Calendar Novtltes.

Write Paterson, Mitchell & Dawson, Spring Gar-
den, Aberdeen, Scotland.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

BOOKS, Stationery, Fancy Goods and China
business, in city of 10.000, with trifling op-
position. Stock will invoice about $10,000

and fixtures $1 ,000. Net profit last year almost
$3,000. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Box
207, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.

MISCELLANEOUS

A

N
(

DDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott-Fisher, Limit-
ed, 129 Bay Street, Toronto.

[OTICE— Users of Pitner Gasoline Lamps are
warned against being induced to purchase
parts of other makes of lamps to be used on

the Pitner. The most vital part of any lamp is its

generator, and the Pitner generator has been
granted a patent in Canada, the United States and
other countries, on the principle of its improved
method of generating gasoline vapour. Supplies
and parts for the Pitner lamps can be received by
return mail by applying to our representatives or
direct to the PITNER LIGHTING CO., Ltd,
36-38 Lombard St., Toronto, Ont.

ENGLISH AND UNITED STATES FIRMS
desiring Canadian representation should
communicate with the editor of BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER, Toronto.

SIDE LINES WANTED for Alberta. Advertiser
works the province regularly. P.O. Box 532,
Calgary, Alta. (2)

N'

THE RELIABLE LIGHT will light your store
100 better than gas, electricity or acetylene.
600 candle pou er light costs 1 cent per hour

to operate. Thousands in use. A safe, reliable,
pure while light of intense brilliancy. Write for
booklet M. The Rice-Knight Mfg. Co., Limited,
40 Lombard St., Toronto. (tfl

r ATIONAL AID—An aid to every business man
intheworld. Saves money, time, work and
worry. The National Cash Register Co., F.

E. Mutton, Canadian Manager, cor. Yonge St.
and Wilton Ave , Toronto, • nt.

SITUATIONS VACANT."
Xou want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the class of

people you require.

THE EDITOR OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER wants correspondents in all the
larger cities of the Dominion. Apply, stating

qualifications, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :— Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position fora
retired business man for his spare t me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

INFORMATION WANTED.

THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND
Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor

by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS

Artists' Materials.
Ramsay, A., & Sons. Montreal.

Art Publishers.
( opp. I lark Co.. Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co.. New York.
Baker's Book Shop. Birmingham, Eng.
Briggs. Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine. Toronto.
Cassell & Co., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg, Man.
Farm, Field and Fireside, London, Eng.
Henry Frowde, Toronto.
Imperial News Co.. Toronto.
Macmillan Co. of Canada, Toronto.

McLeod & Allen. Toronto.

Musson Book Co.. Toronto.

Nash's Magazine. London. Eng.

Religious Tract Society. London, Eng
Morton. Phillips & Co.. Montreal.

"Publisher's Circular." London. Eng.
Scribner's Magazine, New York.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
( r lark Co.. Toronto.
National Blank Book Co.. Holyoke. Mass.

Smith-Davidson & Wri~ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros.. & Rutter. Toronto.

Business For Sale.

Richard Tew Co.. Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Paper and Ribbon Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston. Mass.
Underwood. John. & Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Conn Clark Co.. Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston. Mass.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston. New York,

Montreal.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg. Man.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver, B.C.
Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Files.
Spiro Mfg. Co., New York.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co.. Toronto.
Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.
Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co.,

N.J.
Bloomfleld.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins. Chas. M.. & Co., Brooklyn.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co.. New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
( r > ( hirk Co.. Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids. Thaddeus Co.. New York.
Higeins Chas. M.. & Co.. Brooklyn.
Payson's.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg. Man.
Smith-Davidson & Wri-ht. Vancouver. B.C. bcnool bUDplieS
Underwood. John, & Co., Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Rumpp. C. F.. & Sons. Philadelphia. Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville, Ont.

Spencerian Pen Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
Brown Bros.. Ltd., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber. A. W.. Newark. N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Ramsay. A., & Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson & Wrii'ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co.. Dan vers. Mass.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Photographic Supplies.
Ward & Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing & Mfg.

Montreal.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Goodall. Chas.. & Sons. London.
Hurst. A. 0.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Co.

Rubber Type.
Fulton Rubber Type Co.. Elizabeth. N.J.

Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co.. Winnipeg.
CnrjTi, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Harcourt. E. PL. Co.. City.
Smith-Davidson & Wrie-ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co., Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Hurd, Geo. B.. & Co.. New York.
Northern Mills Pulp & Paper Co., Mon-

treal.

Pens.
Alliance Fountain Pen Co.. London. Eng.
Beaumel. D. W., Co.. New York.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Field. Nathaniel. New York.
Heath. John, London.
Hinks. Wells & Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd.. Montreal.
Macniven & Cameron. Edinburgh and Birm

ineham.
Sanford & Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson & Writrht. Vancouver. B.C.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Otto Leder. Saxony. Germany.
Neumann. W.. & Co.. Berlin. Germany.
Verlap- Ant. Gerstenkorn, Hamburg.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia.

Stationers' Supplies.
Stettcn & Durward. Birmingham. Eng.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co.. New York.

Toys, Games, Etc.
Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.. Toronto.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Tnk Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Paper & Ribbon Co.. Toronto.
Mittatr & Volcer. Park Ridee, N.J.
Underwood. John. & Co.. Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Stauntons Limited. Toronto.

Accountants and Auditors 12

Acme Staple Co.. Ltd 9

American Code Co 55

Alliance Fountain Pen Co 6

B
Baker's Book Shop 55

Beaumel & Co.. D. W 10

Briggs. Wm 55

British-America Assurance Co 8

Brown Bros.. Ltd 2

Buntin. Gillies & Co outside back cover

Busy Man's Magazine 34

c
Canadian Press Clipping Bureau 55

Carter's Ink Co 10

Cassell & Co 34

Clark Bros. & Co 6

Consolidated Lithographing & Mfg. Co. 6

Consolidated Safety Pin Co 6

Copp. Clark Co 3. 40 11

D
Davids. Thaddeus Co '

Dry Goods Review 33

Dennison Mfg. Co

E
Estabrook Pen Co.

Faber. A. W
9

31

Field. Nathaniel H
Frowde. Henry 38

Farm, Field and Fireside 33

Fulton Rubber Type Co 30

Gerstenkorn. Verlag Ant. ...

H
Hammond. C. S., & Co. ..

Harcourt. E. H., Co
Heath. John
Higgins, Chas. M., & Co.

Hinks. Wells & Co
Hotel Directory

Huebsch, B. W
Hurd. Geo. B.. & Co

I

Imperial News Co

Jenkins. Wm. R.
J
Co.

L

35
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2

9

12
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cover
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Lemcke & Buechner
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M
Macmillan, Co. of Canada
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Mark Lane, Express

Metropolitan Bank 8
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Mining Journal 33
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Musson Book Co inside back cover.
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Nash's Magazine 56

National Blank Book Co 7

Neumann. W. & Co 33
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Publishers
, Announcement Section

Containing The Latest Information About New
Books Arranged For The Canadian Market.

A Prohibited Novel .-Together
£y "Prof. Robert Herrick, Author of "The Web of Life," etc. CLOTH ONLY, $1:25

Some meddlesome persons have asked the authorities at Ottawa to prohibit the im-

portation or sale of this novel. The members of this self-appointed committee

evidently have not read the book, or, if so, they are afraid of tackling a most urgent

reform in our daily lives—a matter Mr. Herrick does not flinch from. To prove the

action of this Committee as THE ACT OF COWARDS, we ask you to read what

religious journals and other periodicals of weight say about the book :

"Robert Herrick is one of the mosif serious and

thoughtful of our novelists, and his latest story.

'Together,' is to our mind his best. . . . The book

is not for young people. It demands some experience of

life, some independence of judgment. But for those who
can bring those qualities and time to the reading it is ex-

ceptionally worth while."—The Churchman. New York.

"There is a fine constructive philosophy in it, a health-

ful, wholesome, uplifting wisdom that should make many
soul-perplexed men and women deeply grateful to Robert

Herrick. In truth, a remarkable book."—The Interior,

Chicago.

"It has nothing in common with some recent fiction

high praised, except a surface similarity; its depths are

clean and cleansing. . . . The power, the interest, the

aim, and, we think, the results of the story are fine."

—

The Observer, New York.

"It is obvious that 'Together,' is emphatically a book
for the mature reader, and one who does not shrink from
a frank handling of the fundamental physical facts of

life. The whole spirit of the book is too earnest, too

wise, too healthy in its recognition of the splendid reali-

ties of life, ever to offend the thinking man or woman.
What is more, the insight into the workings of the human
mind, under all sorts of outward conditions and inner

stress, is so fine, so intuitively true, as to excite a growing
wonder at the author's sympathetic understanding.

. . . What really is of importance is that in 'Together''
we have a book of first magnitude, that handles a mo-
mentous theme boldly, wisely, sympathetically, and with
an insight into racial traits that makes it in the best sense
a representative American novel."—Dr. Frederic Taber
Cooper, in The Forum.

'

'
Mr. Herrick is at heart an idealist of the passionate

Ibsen type, and his surgery is founded upon the belief
that the most debased society has within it a principle of
self-regeneration. . . . Such a study as his, holding
the mirror up to the unlovely phases of our existence, and
reflecting a searching light into the darker recesses of our
national character, must make for good, since its truth-
fulness is undenia'ble, although it does not give us all the
truth. . . . But it is a strong and earnest book,
wrought with conscientious skill, and its best passages
achieve a marked degree of moral impressiveness, at
times rise to an almost lyrical height of beauty."—The
Dial, Chicago.

"He has done nothing so good as this, nothing so full

of energy and truth. ... If it has not the absolute
character, the heroic saliency of great fiction, it may be
welcomed as a vivid and sincere chronicle of contemporary
life."—The Nation.

"A strong book."—The Outlook.

"An able, notable book. . . . It must be considered
one of the few great stories of the year."—The Parish
Helper.

Can you not sell a GOODBOOK to a number ofthinking persons in your town ? We will give you imprinted circulars ifyou ask

The Macmillan Company of Canada, Limited :: Toronto
ZftC.B.— The Macmillans do not publish Prurient literature
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Special Announcement

HENRY
FROWDE

A Juvenile

HODDER &
STOUGHTON

By Herbert Strang

THE above firms have combined and are issuing quite a new and original series of books

for the young. These books have been produced in co-operation with the best authors

now writing for boys and girls and little children, and the best artists working in this field.

Great care has been taken to secure a high standard of excellence in paper, printing

and binding.

The list is probably unique in the fact that every book '5 illustrated in color, for which the

best modern processes of reproduction have been appheJ.

There are books for children of all ages, picture books for very little folk, stories for older

children, books for home instruction, bible picture books for the nursery, art gift books, and an

equal selection ranging in price from 5 cents to $1.50 net.

HERBERT STRANG is the greatest living writer of books for boys, and Strang's

Annual at $ 1 .00 in a year or two will be looked forward to by the boys with the

feverish impatience which awaits Santa Claus. "Since the death of G. A. Henty

there has been no one to challenge the supremacy of Herbert Strang whose tales have a

breezy vigor which raises him near the level of Captain Marryat."

—

Nottingham Guardian.

The travellers are now on the road with a full line of samples showing these beautiful juveniles, and as is the

case with all Oxford publications, since the opening here of a Canadian Branch, you can buy the Strang novels

and all the other charming juveniles at manufacturers' price without paying toll to a jobber.

When placing your 1909 Spring Orders include

OXFORD BIBLES

Recognized the world over as the acme of perfection in

this class of publication. The word "Oxford" stamps

every copy as perfect. There is no difficulty in selling

these books. They practically sell themselves. The

public recognize their merits and ask for them. It is the

part of wisdom to be well stocked, and your opportunity

to order from the complete list is now.

OXFORD INDIA PAPER DICKENS

Dickens is the most popular English novelist of the day

and this splendid edition in 17 volumes is the standard

popular edition of his complete works. Every bookseller

should hold some sets in reserve.

OXFORD SPECIAL SPRING FICTION

A few titles chosen from a mass of generally colorless

novels on account of their lasting qualities
—

"Septimus,"

by W. J. Locke, who will be recalled as the author of

"The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne," which had a great

vogue, and was subsequently dramatized. "Septimus" is

charming in its depiction of unique yet human characters.

" Blind Jim," by William De Morgan, another delightful

cameo from the author of "Joseph Vance" and "Alice

for Short."

OXFORD INDIA PAPER THACKERAY
The publication of this new edition of Thackeray has

just been completed. As with the Oxford Dickens, so

with the Oxford Thackeray, it will be the signal for a

revival of interest in the great Victorian novelist.

Henry Frowde, (Oxford University Press)

25-27

Richmond St. W., Toronto
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7>k Housetf/Good Fiction
EBfii

^X/'E announce here just a few titles from our big

* * spring list, which will be mailed to you complete

within a few days. Your orders will receive immediate

attention.

{Kfje Jfflteage by Louis Tracy
Written in Mr. Tracy's most popular style and proclaimed by all the readers of the

advance proofs as the best thing he has yet done. Clot/} Ofllv %\ 2*5

5440 or Jftgfjt by Emerson Hough
A greater story than "The Mississippi Bubble," and by the same author. One of the

most attractive-looking books ever turned out, and will be largely advertised in an

unique fashion which- will assure an immense sale. Cloth Ofllv %\ 2 S

% jUtlltott a jUinute by Hudson Douglas
All the dash and go of "Brewster's Millions" coupled with the charm of "The
Lure of the Mask. "

Q^fj „/y^ $1.25

Letters! of Jennie Allien by Grace Donworth
The greatest humorous success since "Mrs. Wiggs." Read it yourself and you'll

know the reason. Over 30,000 already sold. Cloth Ofllv %\ 25

The rest of the list is just as good—be sure you receive a copy

McLEOD & ALLEN »<«<- TORONTO
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f

SEASON 1909

Import Book Trip
Our large staff of travellers will shortly be on the

road with a line of samples unsurpassed in range, variety

and completeness. We can supply all the require-

ments of an up-to-date book store.

JACKS MAGNIFICENT COLOUR BOOKS,
For young and old. The finest line on the market.

BLACKIE'S BOOKS FOR GIRLS AND BOYS
Unsurpassed by any line of Juvenile Publications,

including such authors as Captain Brereton, G. A.

Henty, etc. Many books with the famous Hassall

Illustrations.

BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOKS FOR ADULTS
In attractive bindings.

CHILDREN'S ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS
In bewildering variety.

MINIATURE BOOKS
In dainty and artistic bindings.

BOOKS OF POEMS
In attractive and handsome bindings.

BOOKS ON GAMES
Bridge, Whist, etc.

COOKERY BOOKS
A large range at various prices.

ANNUAL VOLUMES
Blackie's Children's Annual, the Child's Com-
panion, Our Little Dots, Cottager and Artizan, etc.

THE INTERNATIONAL SELF-PRONOUNCING
BIBLES

Christian Workers' Bibles, Red Letter Bibles and
Testaments, etc.

CATHOLIC PRAYER BOOKS AND REQUISITES
Many attractive novelties.

Etc., Etc, Etc.

The Copp, Clark Co., Limited
Toronto
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The Canadian Bookman
A Monthly Review of Contemporary Literature Devoted to the

Interests of Canadian Bookbuyers

Volume I, No. 2 February, 1909 10c per copy, $1.00 per year

*

Sir Gilbert Parker

Who has been Elected President of the Sir Walter Scott Society of Edinburgh



BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

ARTHUR STRINGER

The Writer who has Created Quite a Sensation by his

Attack on ths So-called "Canada Fakirs."

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.

Ii i* gratifying to the literary craft of Canada to learu

that Sir Gilbert Parker, who is always recognized as a

Canadian, despite his residence in England, has been

] H , 11. .re. 1 by being elected president of the Sir Walter

Seotl Society of Edinburgh, in succession to the Rt. linn.

George Wyndham. Many distinguished men have from

time in lime served this famous society as president, in-

cluding the Rt. Hon. R. B. Haldane, Minister of War, ami

.Mr. James Bryce, the British Ambassador to the United

States. Sir Gilbert i- still devoting his time to literary

work and a volume "I short stories, Canadian in theme,

will he published in the early autumn.

Next month 1 hope to be able in announce
1

the earlj

publication of an important book of reminiscences .1 [d

impressions by an eminent citizen of Toronto, which will

doubtless create quite a stir. The bonk is being printed in

England.

1 had anticipated being in a position to give somewhat

more detailed information than has yet appeared in the

daily press about the new edition of the speeches and

public letters of Joseph Howe, which the proprietors of

1 he Halifax Morning Chronicle have in course of prepara-

tion, bin 1 shall have to defer the announcement until

next month. The editor of the new edition is Joseph A.

Chisholm, K.C.. who ha- for some years been diligently

collecting all the writings of the famous Nova Scotian.

He will add this correspondence, together with all the im-

portanl speeches delivered between L858 and the death of

lb. we in 187:S. to the earlier compilation of Hon. Mr.

Annaml. published in L858. The new edition will appear

in 1 wo volumes and will be printed in England.

Hi- Excellency the Governor-General, amid the throng

of his official engagements, yet takes rime to bestow some

attention on Canadian letters. I was told the other daj

of a nice little incident, which shows the anostentatious

manner in which he encourages Canadian authors. A copy

of Margaret A. Brown's recent novel, "My Lady of the

Snows." having been brought to his notice, he read it

with deep interest and expressed a desire to meet the

authoress. Through an unofficial source he learned her

address from the publishers and invited her to c e to

Ottawa as his guest. She. of c mrse, accepted, and made a

pleasant visit at Rideau Hall, where she was able to dis-

cuss \\cv work with his Excellency, finding him a sympa-
thetic listener and a helpful adviser. The incident is most

gratifying to the band of writers who are working to

build up a national literature.

There i> a tendency on the part of a good main people,

particularly those who are anxious to see Canadian in-

dustry advanced, to exclaim: "Why cannot' our publishers

print more books in Canada, instead of importing them

ready-made!" To those who are familiar with publishing

conditions in this country, the reason is (dear. The reading

population is not large enough to make it possible to print

here, except m a lew instance-, when the popularity id' an

author warrants the publication of a large edition. The

average novel rarely runs to more than 500 copies, and

who is there who will contend thai a publisher can print,

bind and market profitably, an edition of that size:' If

the advocates of home-made I ks would only remembet
that the bulk of (ho book,- thai are printed in the Domin-
ion are produced here by virtue of the ability of the

publishers to make a reasonable profit on imported book-.

they would cease to endeavor to kill the goose that lays the

golden egg.

It is a matter for which Canadians should be thankful

that there are at least a few legislators at Ottawa who

MRS. LIONEL GUEST.

The Montreal lady whose recent novel "The Jewelled Ball" has created

much interest in society circles.
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appreciate the importance of preserving the early records

of this country's history. The sensible-looking-, solidly-

built Archives Building will be a lasting monument to

these nation-builders. It was a pleasure recently enjoyed

by the writer to be conducted through the well-equipped

departments of the building by the Dominion Archivist.

Dr. Doughty, and to realize what is being done to conserve

the vast collection of maps, documents and books. The
entire system seems to have been so admirably devised,

the work of collating is being carried on with such evident

enthusiasm, thai when Dr. Doughty overtakes the accumu-
lation of material already collected, the nation will have a

well-ordered store-house of historical material that will

prove invaluable to future generations.

The Canadian Courier in a late issue has opened up
a controversial question in regard to Miss Agnes Laut's
new book "The Conquest of the Great North-West,"
which is likely to cause a great deal of discussion. Ar-

thur Hawkes, a well-known journalist in conjunction

with J. B. Tyrrell, who has had a great deal of exper-

ience in the north country, take Miss Laut severely to

WILLIAM J. FISCHER, M.D.

A Canadian Poet, who has Already Issued Three
Volumes of Verse.

task for the inaccuracies which they claim to have dis-

covered in her lately published work. Notwithstanding

such criticisms Miss Laut is a very successful autboi

judged by the sale of her books. Her earlier work

"Lords ,0'f the North" and "Pathfinders of the West,"

have been and are still good sellers.

The Ait. Historical and Scientific Association of

Vancouver, B.C., have issued in pamphlet form the paper

on "Early History of the Canadian Pacific Railway,"

which Walter Moberley, C.E., read before them. In this

paper, which is made up entirely of the writer's ex-

periences as a surveyor, in the sixties and seventies, Mr.

Moberley lays claim to having taken the first active

steps to accomplish the ultimate construction of the

Canadian Pacific Railway. He shows how the present

route through the Rockies was adopted against his best

judgment and how the engineer-in-chief of the road re-

fused to accept his arguments in favor of a less

expensive route. The narrative contains many interest-

WALTER R. NURSEY

Soldier, Trapper, Globe Trotter, Courier-de-Bois and Writer,

Author of "The Story of Isaac Brock."

ing incidents and introduces numerous personages prom-

inent in the development of the West.

It is with much regret thai 1 learn of the suspension

of publication of "Acadiensis," the Maritime Provinces

quarterly. Mr. dark, iis editor and publisher, has made a

long fight to keep ii going and ii is certainly a reflection

on the moneyed men of the Provinces thai they have al-

lowed this eminently valuable publication to fail for lack

of support. "Acadiensis" was something more than a

mere magazine. It was preserving for the people of the

East, many records, which would not otherwise be put

in print. Careful editing was characteristic of it. and

those individuals or institutions who are so fortunate as

to possess a complete tile of the quarterly, will find its

value enhancing from year to year. Mr. .lack. I am pleased

to say. is not going to give up his literary work, but will

devote all his leisure time to historical investigations,

especially in the department of genealogy.

—

W. A. C.

HAROLD BINDLOSS

who makes the Canadian Northwest the scene of most of his novels.
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THE NEW REFERENCE LIBRARY, TORONTO
In This Splendidly Equipped Building Will be Housed a Most Valuable Collection of Canadiana

What the People of Toronto Read

An Interesting Interview With Toronto's

New Public Librarian, George H. Locke

— Dickens is the Favorite Novelist.

What do the people of Toronto read? If the capital

city of a Province or a country reflects the progress,

intelligence and enlightenment of the people as a whole,

then the books, that the citizens of Toronto peruse, may

be regarded as indicative of what the average residents

in the various towns of Ontario select in their search for

instruction, knowledge and entertainment.

There would, perhaps, be one exception and that is, in

books of reference as the institutions in the smaller cen-

tres have not the fine facilities afforded by the Toronto

Reference Library, which will soon be transferred to the

handsome and admirably appointed new building on

College Street. Exclusive of this convenience, conditions

are, comparatively speaking, identical.

There are interesting things regarding the books and

the patrons of the library, their tastes and inclinations,

which the public would like to learn.

Who does the most reading—the men or the women?
(Jan Toronto citizens be classed as book readers? Who
are the favorite authors and what are the popular works

of fiction, history and biography? What do the boys

read? What do the women read? When do they read and

how?
George H. Locke, the new Librarian of the Toronto

Public Library and its branches, who is a well-known

educationist, journalist and publisher, having extended

experience in all departments that enter into the book

business, has not had time to gauge conditions accurately

during the few weeks that he has been at the helm, but his

observations are, nevertheless, interesting. Through his

kindness The Canadian Bookman has been able to secure

information that may be of some value to its subscribers.

More reading is done in November, February and

March than in the other months, while June, July and

August show the fewest volumes issued by the institution.

The greatest number of books taken from the Public

Library in any single month last year was about 39,490,

and the lowest 24,276.

In the library are some 125,000 volumes all told. There

are very few duplications, except in the line of current

fiction. Although the new Reference Library on College

Street has been opened only seven weeks, over 1,400 new
tickets have been made out.

Of all the books issued from the Toronto Public

Library and its five branches during the year just closed,

fiction leads. The total number of books taken out for

home reading of all kinds in 1907 was 358,736, and in

1908, 377,475. Of these books the percentage of fiction in

1907 was 38, and in 1908, 37.8.

The favorite author among the English classics is

Charles Dickens. Next in popularity are the novels of

Sir Walter Scott, and after him come the works of

William Makepeace Thackeray.

Like styles in dress, architecture, house furnishing and

other lines, the reading fashion changes from time to time,

even in a large centre like Toronto. This naturally brings

up the query Why? Well, certain clubs will be formed in

different sections of the city and for a few months Dickens

will be all the rage, then Shakespeare will be studied and

afterwards a movement will start in another direction.
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The same state of things applies to the works of the poets

—Tennyson, Byron, Wordsworth, Shelley, Cowper, Burns,

Pope, Milton, Dryden, Longfellow, Whittier, Lowell, Bry-

ant, Carleton, and others. This is caused by the celebra-

tion of an historical incident, the anniversary of a poet's

birth, or death, or some other event in the literary world.

When the question of the favorite writer among Eng-

lish classics is answered, normal conditions are supposed

to prevail and significant events or special occasions not

to be taken into consideration. Unquestionably Dickens

stands first in the line of standard authors, with Scott

second and Thackeray third. There are more sets of

Dickens in the Toronto library than of any other author,

not excepting Shakespeare. "Pickwick Papers," "Old

Curiosity Shop" and "David Copperfield" have, perhaps,

the largest call, but "Dombey and Son," "Martin Chuz-

zlewit" and "Edwin Drood," rank close to them in popu-

larity. It is impossible to say what particular work of

the famous English novelist lis the most widely read, as

they all enjoy about the same measure of esteem.

The popular poet with the citizens of Toronto is Alfred

Tennyson, poet laureate of the Victorian era. "The
Princess," "In Memoriam," "Idylls of the King,"

"Locksley Hall," "The Brook," and "Mort d' Arthur"
are the most pronounced favorites. It is impossible to

tell definitely which poem ranks first in present-day ap-

preciation.

Who do the most reading—men or women? In the

central library the number of men members is in the lead.

Perhaps this is due to the location of the structure, it

being convenient to the business offices, shops and ware-

houses where the male portion of the city's workers and

thinkers are mostly employed. At the branch libraries the

larger number of readers are women, the men being much
less in evidence than in the central building.

With the boys, the favorite books are the Henty
series. Ellis and Alger are close rivals. These writers

deal largely with adventure and heroic incidents in which

the spirit of courage, fair play and manliness is pint rayed.

In the line of school-day stories the productions of Arch-

deacon Farrar and Andrew Home are leaders.

Torontonians can be classed as book readers. Not only

is there the centra' library with its five branches but there

are also the Booklovers' Library, the libraries of the vari-

ous universities, Osgoode Hall and the Ontario Legisla-

ture, besides innumerable lodge, society and club libraries,

and thousands of fine and admirably selected private col-

lections of books, lending libraries and other organiza-

tions for the purpose of reading, study or debate.

As to the respective popularity of English and Ameri-
can authors, there is no doubt that the English writers are

pre-eminently the most popular and their works have a

much wider perusal and sale.

In the line of copyright fiction the editions asked for

and read by the greatest number of people last year were:

"Alice for Short." by William de Morgan; "The
Shuttle," by Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett, and "The
Lady of the Decoration," by Frances Little. The circula-

tion of these three novels was about the same. When a

new copyright work appears, five or six books are bought
and placed in the central library, and for each of the

branches one or two extra copies are procured. The regula-

tions provide that any new book may be kept by the reader
for seven days, and, if not returned within that time,

three cents per diem is levied as a fine, and collected in

every case. With other books a member may retain them
for two weeks, and, if not brought back then, the same
penalty is exacted, but permission may be obtained to

have the time extended by applying at the library.

With the patrons of the library all of Sir Gilbert

Parker's works are widely read. The latest novel by

Mrs. Humphrey Ward, "The Testing of Diana Mallory,"

has a large call, but the most welcomed book just at the

present time is "Sewing Seeds in Danny," by Mrs. Mc-

Clung, the clever Manitoba writer.

There is a constant call for the productions of Merri-

nian. such as "The Sowers" and "With Edge Tools."

The poems of the late Dr. Drummond prove a strong at-

traction for many people, while Ralph Connor is also a

decided favorite.

Some new books, which have been and are being ex-

tensively read are: "Mr. Crewe's Career," by Winston

Churchill; "The Firing Line," by Robert W. Chambers;

"Modern Egypt," by Lord Cromer; "Holy Orders," by

Marie Corelli; "The Barrier," by Rex Beach; "Somehow
Good," by William de Morgan; "The Weavers," by Sir

Gilbert Parker, and many others in current literature.

The novels of Rev. R. E. Knowles are also the subject of

much inquiry. The writings of George Bernard Shaw, the

GEORGE H. LOCKE
Toronto's New Chief Librarian.

historical plays of Ibsen and Robert Browning's poems,

are among those generally "out." George Eliot's books

are frequently asked for and claim the attention of admir-

ing readers. "Mill on the Floss," 'Adam Bebe" and
"Silas Marner, " are the most appreciated.

One might go on enumerating ad. infinitum, but the

foregoing partial list will give those interested an intima-

tion of what books are frequently handed out in the public

library and constitute the most popular works among the

many thousand selections afforded the citizens of Toronto.

Although fiction has the largest call of all the books

issued for home reading, the term is misinterpreted and

applied by the general public. It does not by any means
indicate that light and trashy stuff is read as many would

be led to suppose by glancing at the figures in the tabular

information presented in another column. What consti-

tutes fiction? All the copyright novels of the day, and all

the works of Dickens, Thackeray, Sir Walter Scott,

George Eliot, and other writers whose productions might
be styled as English classics. The writings of all stand-

ard authors of prose practically come under this head

and are classed as such in the public libraries.
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"Now and then there come along a few who deplore The librarian has full power to banish any bonk from

the ainouni of fiction on our shelves," said Mr. Locke, the Toronto library, which, in his judgment, is unworthy
•"and they think that it should he reduced. The majority of a place on the shelves and the circulation of which

who talk againsi fiction do not properly understand the would have a pernicious effect. Any complaints are care-

term as interpreted in our public libraries, and, when I ask fully investigated, and. while in the purchase of thousands

them what they are going to substitute, if they throw it of volumes annually, il is impossible to exercise rigid over-

out, they are unable to give a satisfactory answer. Sup- sight in every instance, still, on the whole, few books,

pose we decide to cast all so-called fiction aside, it would which may not be read with safety and pleasure find their

mean that Ibis institution would have to banish all the way within. If by chance anything undesirable should

works of Dickens, Scott, Thackeray, George Eliol and elude the watchful eve and thorough system of the

other Dovelists, whose productions have been and are librarian the offensive book is immediately recalled. Mr.

being read and enjoyed by thousands. In fact, it would Locke has several editions in the "scrap heap" which he

mean more. All the current novels and copyright works did not deem worthy of a place on the stacks, but, con-

of Parker, Ralph Connor, de Morgan, Chambers, Beach, sidering the resources and equipmenl id' the greal public

Eraser, London, Stringer, Knowles, .Mrs. Ward and others institution which Tornntonians so liberally patronize, the

would have to be shut oul or else bought in very limited number is relatively small.— (I. 15. Y. 15.

numbers. I am certain that good, sound fiction is as read-

able and instructive as a greal deal of the biography that 4
we hear so much about and respecting which the average

reader cannot help but come to the conclusion thai it is COPYRIGHTS.
fiction in its character. Take a book like '.Mr. Crewe's .,.,,,,
,, , , ,,, , , , ,.- , • ,

• H.( . Politics, tl'oem.) Archibald Burnett. Green-
( areer, and, although it is classed as liction, I maintain . ., . . . ,, ,

..
. . mi- , , . ,. ,. wood. British ( olumbia.
it is practically biography, as it is the depiction id a typa

of character from which much may be learned. All good Geographie llliislree. Cours Moyen. Par lis Freres des

fiction deals with conditions, situations and phases of Kcoles Chreliennes. Deuxieme Edition de la Geographi'J

modern life and environment, the same as biography, and Intermediaire [llustree. Ferdinand Louis Jeandron,

has. perhaps, as important a place in its edifying and Montreal.

wholesome influence."
(illi(1( , du . I(

. llll( . Homme. Par I'n Pretre du Diocese de

Why do people read certain bonk.-,.' What attracts Montreal. De Edition. Granger Freres, Montreal,

and influences them in their selection? Generally the re-
T|l( , S| ,„. v ,,,- [gaac ,,„ :(

. k Bj W;|1|r| . R Nursey.
I,
utaiion of an author, who. once hi- nam.- is recognized (Book.) William Briggs, Toronto,

by the masses, mav write anything, good, bad or indiffer

cut. and nearly everybody will ask for his latest produc- No Refuge Bui in Truth. By Goldwin Smith. (Book.)

lion. In the case of young and unknown writers the title
Goldwin Smith. Toronto.

of a book, if catchy, crisp or striking, has much to do with The Canadian Almanac, 1909. (Book.) The Copp,
it- demand while, in other instance- an impressive, beauti- ('lark Company, Limited, Toroi
ful in- artistic eover influences bibliolaters to a greater or

,
,

, Dickeson s Explanatory (hart of Spirit iialism, Mental
less ext cut

.

, , . '

telegraphy, Hypnotism. Present, Cast and Future Read-
For comparative purposes the following classified table m ,, s . (Chart.) Frederick Dickeson, Toronto.

affords profitable study as showing what the book lovers ,, , , ,. ... , » T
..... , , ' I- re. 'hand Practice Copj Cook No. 2. By W . A. Mo-

ot 1 orollto select :
' '

lulyre. B.A., 1. 1.. I). I he ( opp, Clarke Company. Limited,

1!)07. 1908. Toronto.

Total. P.C. Total. P.C. Map of "The New Cobalt" in and around James Town
Natural Science- ami Mathe- ship, on the Montreal River. Anson A. Card. Toronto.

matics 5,434 1.1 5,714 1.1 \ History of Quebec, Its Resources and People. (II-

Politdcal, Social and Medical lustrated.) By Benjamin Suite, F.R.S.C.; Dr. C. R.
Sciences 6,494 1.3 8090 l.f, Fryer, ma.. Ph.D.; Senator L. 0. David. Vol. I. The

Theology 4,482 .!» 5,038 1. Canada History Company, Montreal.
Arts 15,549 3.2 17.201 3.4

General Literature and Collected The Pipe of the Past and Present. (Booklet.) Wil-

Works 11,808 2.4 13,003 2.6 liam Joseph Grant, Montreal.

Ge srraphy. Travel and Topu Ma,. time Double Entry Bookkeeping. By Kautbaeh &
~ n 'l' h -

v S "M - 1 'K 9 '394 L8 Schurman. (Book.) Kaulbach & Schurman, Halifax.
History 10,890 2.3 11,196 2.2 Ni , v , S( ,, lti ,

Biography 9,363 Li) 0.029 2.

Poetry and the Drama 3.072 .8 3.936 .8 A Short History of Greal Britain. Adapted for Cana-

Periodicals 26,710 .">,"> 25,609 5. dian Schools. By C. E. Fryer, M.A., Ph.D. (Book.) W.

Fiction ! 184,378 38. 192,045 37.8 J. Gage & Company, Limited, Toronto.

Juvenile 58,105 11.0 62,351 12.3 ,, , , „ . , _, , „ . „ _ _ .

,, ,.,,,. „ , no1 „ rreeiiand Practice ( opv Hook, Number .1. Bv \\ . A.
German 000 .2 1,331 .3 .

' .

,, , , ., - ., . „,„ , Mclnlvre. I he ( opp. ( lark ( oinpanv, Limited, loroiifo.
brench 1,385 .3 1.04/ .4 ' '

'

Italian 71 ... 79 ... Canada the Free. By Grant Balfour. (Poem.) James
Spanish 6 .. 99 .. Miller Grant, Toronto.

Books for the Blind 5 .. ..

Current Magazines 11.032 2.3 10608 2.1
Commercial Handbook of Canada. 1000. (Fifth Year.)

Total No. of Books Issued for Ernest Beaton, Toronto.

Stovel's Sectional Map of Manitoba. The Stovel Corn-

Home Reading 358,736 377,475 pany, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
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Important Trade Information From the Publishers

New Spring Fiction Announced

—

Arrangements for Canadian Editions

—Some Interesting Importations.

Spring- publishing is now in full swing- and already

several new novels have been issued, with others follow-

ing- on in rapid succession. The importing- houses are

almo'st ready to send out their travelers from Atlantic

to Pacific with samples of the numerous offerings of

British and American publishers. In fact some have al-

ready got their men started.

Brief Publishers' Notes.

Edith Van Dyne will soon deliver (he manuscript of

her fourth hook of the "Aunt Jane's Niece Series" to

her publishers, The Reilly & Britton Co,, Chicago. Miss

Van Dyne has struck a new note in girl's literature. She

has a knack of narrating the real doings of real girls

of twelve to sixteen years and success has followed as a

natural consequence.

Bj arrangement with fiudyard Kipling, the Copp,

('lark Co., Toronto, are
(

j-s ling a special volume of his

ernors," by E. P. Oppenheim, and " \ Spirit in Prison,"

by Robert Hichens.

Some Spring Lists.

The spring fiction list providedi by the Copp, Clark
Co., Toronto, includes the following titles :—"The Sins

of Society," and "The Marriages of Mayfair," by Cecil

Raleigh
;
"Fraternity," by John Galsworthy : "A Flight

from Siberia," by Warlaw Suoiszewski ; "Comrades,"
by Thomas Dixon, jr. (now ready) ; "A Maid of Hon-
or," by Robert Aitken ; "The Lonesome Trail," by B.

M. Bovver and a 75 ct. reprint of "'fold in the I fill-,"

by Marah Ellis Ryan.

The Macmillan Company announces eight novels for

publication this spring, and the anticipations aroused

by the authors' names seen; to prove that this may turn

out to lie a noteworthy year for fiction. By a curious

coincidence, this li-t i- evenh divided between male and

MJiitOmu,, !i>^

"The Stab Straightway Dropped on One Knee and Raised heb Head - '

O.ie of the clevor illustrations from " Bill Truetell," a theatrical stoy by George H. Frennan, which A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, publish this nunth

collected verse in cloth binding. The edition is hand-

somely printed and bound, with gilt top, and each copy

is boxed. The price is $2.00.

The Canadian edition of "The Making of Canada," by

A. <!. Bradley, was issued dining .January, by the Copp,

( lark Co.

A 25 ct. edition of "John Henry," the first of the

John Henry books, is in preparation by the Copp, Clark

Co. This is the first of a cheap series of reprints of

these popular books.

The Copp, Clark Co have now ready 75 cents paper-

bound editions of "The Four Fingers," by F. M. White,

"Deepmoat Grange," by S. R, Crockett, "The Gov-

female authors, and also between American and English
writers. To give precedence to the ladies, there is a

novel with an operatic singer for heroine, by Mrs. Ger-

trude Atherton
;
"The Romance of a Plain Man," a

story of Virginia, by Miss Ellen Glasgow ; "Poppea of

the Post Office," by that delightful' observer of men and
nature, the author of "The Garden of a Commuter's
Wife," wJaom everyone now knows to be Mrs. Mabel Os-

good Wright ; and "The Straw," a story by a new-

English writer, Miss Rina Ramsay. The men include

Mr. Marion Crawford, whose book is entitled "The
White Sister ;" Mr. Eden Phillpotts, with "The Three

Brothers," Mr. Fielding Hall, who calls his first novel

"One Immortality ;" and Mr. Algernon Blackwood, an
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Englishman who wrote a remarkable story called "John children, which are probably the most elaborately illus-

Silence," and now follows it with one which promises to trated books ever provided foi boys and girls. Such po-
be equally worth reading, ".limbo." pular authors as Herbert Strang, Desmond Coke, A. C.

Curtis, Evelyn Everett Green, etc., are co-operating in

the undertaking and the best artists have been engaged
to do the illustrating. The illustrations throughout are

executed in color and are of a high
, standard of merit.

The series includes books lor children of all ages, ranging
in price from Id. to 7s. ftd. A full stock will be carried

by Henry Frowdc's Canadian Branch, 25-27 Richmond
St. W., Toronto.

A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, announces two novels

for early publication. "Bill Truetell," a story of thea-

trical life, by George IT. Brennan, and "The Delafield

Affair," by Florence Fiuch Kelly. Their other spring

books include "Mission Talcs in the Days of the Dons,"

by Mrs. A. S. C. Forbes ; "The Panama Canal : Its

History, its Making and its Future," by John George

Leigh ; "Letters from China," by Sarah Pike Conger,

"A Summer in Touraine," by Frederic Lees ; "The Em-
pire of the East," by H. B. Montgomery ; "The Andean
Land," by Chase 8. Osborn ; "The Summer Garden of

LOUISE BURNHAM
Author of "The Leaveii of Love

McLeod & Allen present a lengthy list of; fiction

headed by "54-10 or Fight," by Emerson Hough, au-

thor of "The Mississippi Bubble." Other titles include

"The Message," by Louis Tracy, author of "Wings of

the Morning," "Lorimer of the North West," and

"Thrice Armed," by Harold Bindloss, "The Special

Messenger," by Robert W. Chambers, "I and My True

Love," by Mrs. H. A. Mitchell Keays, "A Million a

Minute," by Hudson Douglas, "Princess Zora," by Ross

Beeckman, "Letters of Jennie Allen to her Friend Miss

Musgrove," by Grace Donworth, "Fate's a Fiddler," by

Edward George Pinkham, and "By Force of Circum-

stances," by Gordon Holmes.

MARY JOHNSTON
Author of "Lewis Rand," "To Have and To Hold," etc., etc.

The two English publishing houses of Henry Frowde

and Hodder & Stoughton, have entered into an arrange-

ment for the joint publication of a series of books for

ARAMINTA.
The heroine of J. C. Snaith's new novel.

Pleasure," by Mrs. S. Batson ; "Art of Speech and De-

portment," by Anna Morgan ; "The Railway Mail Ser-

vice," by Clark E. Carr.

Agents for British Publishers.

For the import season of 1909, the Copp, Clark Co.,

Toronto, have made arrangements with a long list of

British and American publishing houses, whereby they

will show many choice books to* the trade in Canada.

Their vice-president, William Copp, spent several weeks

in the publishing centres of Britain recently and suc-

ceeded in establishing some notable connections.

They are constituted agents for the following pub-

lishing houses:—T. C. and E. C. Jack, Edinburgh and

London ; R. and T. Washbourne, London ; T. Sealy

Clark & Co., London ; George G. Harrap & Co., Lon-

don ; Hills & Co., London ; James Nisbet & Co., Lon-

don ; Sisleys Limited, London ; Everett & Co., London,

and David Douglas, Edinburgh ; Blackie & Son, Glas-
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gow ; Archibald Constable & Co., Edinburgh ; David

Bryce & Sons, Glasgow.

A select representation of the lines of the following

publishers are carried, for many of which the Copp,

Clark Co., control the Canadian market : James
Clarke & Co., London ; Chapman & Hall, London ; Wm.
Collins, Sons &' Co., Glasgow ; Duckworth & Co., Lon-

yet been introduced to them. The Copp, Clark Co., To-

ronto, have arranged for the importation of a uniform

set of five of Benson's books, including "From a College

Window," and "Beside Still Waters," which will pro-

bably retail at $1.50 per volume.

The poetical works of Alfred Noyes, in three volumes

entitled "Poems," ""Singing Seamen," and "Drake."

FORDING THE ASUA RIVER.

From " My African Journey," by Winston Churchill.

don: Greening & Co., London; Hutchinson & Co., John
Lane, Methuen & Co., London ; W. P. Nimmo, Hay &
Mitchell, Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, Edinburgh

;

George Routledge &: Sons, Seeley & Co., T. Fisher Un-

win, Gay & Hancock, Stanley Paul & Co., London, and

others.

In the United States they carry ]ines of the publica-

tions of John C. Winston Co., Philadelphia ;
Reilly &

Britton, Rand, McNally & Co., Brewer Barse & Co.,

Chicago; Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, and others.

The prose works of A. C. Benson are known to a few

admirers in Canada but there are many who have not

have been secured by the Copp, Clark Co., for the Can-

adian market.

Mr. John Murray's series of standard works includ-

ing books by George Borrow, Charles Darwin, Dean Stan-

ley and many other famous writers, are handled in Can-

ada by the Copp, Clark Co. (75 cts.)

A handsome edition of "Lorna Doone," by R. D.

Blackmore, known as the Doone-land edition, profusely

illustrated with photographs, has been imported by the

Copp, Clark Co. ($2.00 to $2.50.)

AN AUTHOR IN NOVEL POSE.

Winston Churchill (on the right) getting material for his book " My African Journey.
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A Survey of the Canadian Literary Field

A Quiet Time Recorded With
Few New Books Appearing

—Several Promised Volumes.

There is Little activity at present in Canadian

publishing circles, It is a time of preparation. There

will undoubtedly lie ;i goodly number of new Canadian
hooks published during the year, but it is too early yet

to make any announcements. One publishing house has

arranged for at least six hooks. but no information

about them can be made public for a few weeks.

History.

The Premier of Ontario, Hon. .!. I'. Whitney, has

come forward as a patron of literature, having given an

order for one hundred and twenty copies of the Quebec

Tercentenary Commemorative History, which was pub;

lished last fall by the Quebec Telegraph. Needless to

say, the books are for presentation to the members of

the Ontario Legislature.

Dr. Doughty, the Dominion Archivist, has, at the

request of Earl Grey, undertaken to prepare an official

souvenir of the Quebec Tercentenary celebrations. The

MISS F. W. MUSGSAVE
Author of " Gabriel'.e Amethyst." a Nova Scotian Story.

book will be most elaborate in every particular and
will probably cost each prospective purchaser at least

twenty-five dollars. Most of the illustrative work is

being- done in England. Dr. Doughty has an undoubted

gift for designing books, some of his earlier productions

being among the finest examples of Canadian book

making, and the Quebec souvenir will be worthy of a

great occasion.

A. I'. Cockburn's "Political Annals of Canada," is

being published in an English edition by Stanley Paul

& Co. It constitutes a condensed history of Canada
from the time of Champlain in lb'08.

A. W. Savary, Annapolis Royal, X.S., lias issued a

limited edition of "The Narrative of Col. David Pan-

ning,'' a loyalist of North Carolina in the American

Revolution. reprinted from the original manuscript.

complete, with his autograph. The publisher contributes

an introduction and notes, seeking to vindicate Fan-

ning's memory from the aspersions of some American
writers. (57 pages, $1.75 net.)

THEODORE H. RAND. D C.L.

One of Canada's Most Noted Poets.

Sir C. I\ Lucas has completed a Historj of Canada,
1763-1812, which the Oxford Universitj E'ress is pub-

lishing immediately. The volume ranges with the

author's study of the Canadian War of 1812, issued three

years ago.

Fiction.

Few spectacular events in this old world's life pass

into history before tle\ are seized u')on bj some zeal

ALEXANDER M'LACHLAN
The Scottish-Canadian Poet.

OUS novelist and woven into the texture of a

collapse of the cantilever bridge at Quebei

story. The
last year is
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utilized as the plot of a new novel by Anna Chapin Ray,
called "The Bridge Builders," which is among the early

spring- publications of Little, Brown & Co., Boston.

Archie P. McKishnie, author of "Gaff Linkum," is

at work on a new novel, the setting of which is Ontario

in colonization days. The title will probably be "The
Interlopers," and the time of publication next autumn.

A rising- young Canadian author, Dr. Win. J. Fischer,

is just putting on the market a new novel which he en-

titles "Child of Destiny." This is to be issued by

William Briggs. Dr. Fischer's former book, "The Toiler

and Other Poems," has been very successful.

weeks, entitled, "The Fugitives, a Sheaf of Verses."

It will be issued in a limited edition, each copy con-

taining the poet's portrait and autograph. The printing

is being done by John A. Bowes, of< St. John, and the

book will be bound in buckram, with gilt top. Mr.

Spencer is an interesting figure in the Maritime Prov-

inces and more will appear about him next month.

Miscellaneous.

A committee of friends of the late Henri Julien, the

Montreal artist, are contemplating arrangements for

the publication of a memorial album containing repro-

sCS
In * ?T* HbrV ^*i'* mf^ ^mtm

SERVICE BERRY, CALLED BY THE INDIANS " SASKATOON "

One of the engravings which appear in " Mountain Wild Flowers of Canada " by Julia W. Henshaw

Nova Scotia, forty years ago, is the scene of a

novel entitled '"The Combat," being published in Eng-

land by John Long. Its author is Arthur Campbell.

Poetry.

The Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, are publishing a

volume of verse by E. W. Thomson, of Ottawa, entitled

"When Lincoln Died and Other Poems."
H. L. Spencer, who resides at Whitehead, King's

County, N.B., is publishing a volume of poetry in a few

ductions of his best known paintings, caricatures and

sketches. The secretaries of the committee are Raoul

Lacroix, 5 Beaver Hall Square, and J. S. Lewis, Star

Building, Montreal.

The memoirs of Hon. Chas. Langelier, covering a

period from 1878 to 1890, have been published by Dus-

sault & Proulx, of Quebec. The memoirs throw much
interesting, light on the history of French Canada.

The book is priced at $1.50.
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Brief Reviews of Some Recent Books

Several Good Novels Already Pub-
lished — " Septimus," One of the

Cleverest of Modern Stories

— Important Work on Canada.

Some half-dozen novels and at, least one important
Canadian historical work have already been published

this season. A great many other books are promised for

early publication and attention will be devoted to them
as they appear.

Devoted Septimus.

SEPTIMUS. By W. J. Locke. Toronto: Henry Frowde.
Cloth, $1.25. Judged by his ability to paint a

character in lasting- colors, W. J. Locke is a literary

^•^"-"-f^^a*..

artist of surpassing power. Septimus, the simple,

the unconsciously amusing-, the unconventional and
withal the lovable hero, is a character who will be

remembered for the rest of one's life. He comes
upon the scene without any ostentation, at Monte
Carlo, calmly thrusting- a coin into the hand of a

young woman who* had been cleaned out at the

roulette wheel. So inoffensive, so purposeless was
his bearing-, so utterly unaware that he was doing

anything unusual was he, that the young woman
took the money, threw it and won. Meanwhile Sep-

timus had walked away. This illustrates his char-

acter exactly, and it is in this way that he moves
through the pages of the book, absent-minded at

times, doing strange things and yet ever devoted to

and thoughtful of the interests of the. beautiful

woman who befriended him. There is a tragedy in

the story, into which his very devotion leads this

remarkable hero. That is the pathetic feature of the

case, but we must not spoil the reader's interest in

discovering this tragedy himself. It is a clever

book
f
not only in its character painting, but in its

dialogue and its quaint conceptions.

The Oregon Boundary Dispute.

54-40 OR FIGHT. By Emerson Hough, Toronto: Mc-
Leod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25. Mr. Hough has selected

a catchy title, which is bound to raise, the curiosity

of many people, who are not aware of its historical

significance. It refers, of course,' to the controversy

hetween England and the United States over the

Oregon boundary, when the Americans insisted that

their territory should run to 54 degrees, 40 minutes
north latitude. The backwoodsmen invented the phrase
"54-40 or Fight," meaning that if the British did

not concede that latitude to them, they were pre-

pared to fight for it. Mr. Hough has written a read-

able tale, as the author of so 1 good a story as "The
Mississippi Bubble," would be expected to do. Ac-
tual personages are introduced and in the negotia-

tions between the diplomatists of the day, the heroine

<if the story, a fascinating woman, plays no small

part.

A Mystery Romance.

THE RED MOUSE. By William Hamilton Osborne, To-
ronto : William Briggs. Cloth, $1.25. In the gen-

erality of present day novels, the author starts out

well, carries the story along for a few chapters on
a really high level of literary merit and then falls

down for the remainder of the book. In "The Red
Mouse," strange to say, the reverse is the case. The
opening chapters are weak, the closing ones strong.

The story of the regeneration of Challoner, the de-

generate man of pleasure and self-confessed murderer

is genuinely good. The sordid drama of vice and le-

galized graft is carried out in New York, the oppos-

ing figures being Murgatroyd, the prosecutor, and

Thome, an unscrupulous lawyer, participated in the

fruits of many questionable deals. A murder, com-

mitted in a gambling den, provides the mystery,

which holds the plot together.

A Socialistic Story.

COMRADES. By Thomas Dixon, jr., Toronto : Copp,

Clark Co. Cloth, $1.50. Socialism and the problems

THOMAS DIXON, Jr.

which confront socialists are the themes of this en-

tertaining novel. A California millionaire of ideal

American principles has a son who until his, twerily-

third year has devoted himself wholly to football.
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THE
BRITISH
SCHOOL-
PRIZE
HOUSE

The Religious Tract Society 'TnclandT'

Publishes over 800 Different Books Suitable For

PRIZES V REWARDS

R. T. S.
THE HALL-MARK OF EXCELLENCE

The Authors of the books comprise-

Amy Le Feuvre. 20 Vol..

(Author of 'Probable Sons').

Mrs. O. F. Walton. 24 Vol..

(Author of ' A Peep Behind the Scenes ').

E. Everett-Green. 30 VoU

Rosa Nouchette Carey 7 vol..

Mrs. De Home Vaizey. 8 Vol..

Hesba Stretton. 35 Vols.

(Author of Jessica's First 'Prayer').

Talbot Baines Reed, n VoU.

(Author of 'The Fifth Form at St. Dominic's').

Ruth Lamb. g vols.

Deborah Alcock. 7 vol..

Eglanton Thorne. 10 Vols.

THERE ARE AL80 8TORIE8 BY

'IAN MACLAREN,' JOSEPH HOCKING, S. R. CROCKETT,
SILAS K. HOCKING and other Popular Writers.

" The Religious Tract Society has always stood

for good, wholesome literature. They have built up a

tradition amongst thousands of earnest and high-spirited

friends, that may soon be almost convertible into a rigid

belief, that their books can be relied upon as a great

moral influence on the minds of the young. It would
be unfair, however, to suppose that, in spite of this in-

sistence on wholesome evangelistic fiction, there is not

an enormous demand for all these Religious Tract So-
ciety's stories, or that boys and girls do not read their

handsomely-bound and richly-illustrated volumes with
great eagerness. The publications are exceedingly suc-
cessful in every sense. The bulk of the elementary
schoolmasters and Sunday-school teachers of this coun-
try secure books from this old-established house, and it

may be safely assumed that they would not do this if

their purchases did not give them and their pupils every
satisfaction. The Religious Tract Society deserve a
special word of praise for the care they take in the pic-

tures used in all their books and magazines."—Standard, London.

Publishing Office 4 Bouverie Street, LONDON, ENGLAND

He becomes interested in socialism and his father en-

courages him to study it carefully. He joins a band

of "Comrades" and they form a settlement on an

island off San Francisco, given to the cause by the

millionaire father without the son's knowledge. That

human nature is to be reasoned with in all plans for

reform is the keynote of the story.

An English Story.

CATHERINE'S CHILD. By Mrs. Henry De la Pasture.

Toronto: William Briggs. Cloth, $1.25. The story

opens in a beautiful rural neighborhood near London,

where Catherine, a widow, leads a quiet life, rearing

her only daughter, I'hilippa. The daughter, how-

ever, is not content with her surroundings and longs

for the gayer life of the city. She at length per-

suades her mother to let her go to London, chaper-

oned by a married cousin. Suddenly she disappears

and the story concerns itself with the detective work

of finding her. The story is prettily told and is

carried along on a high plane of literary merit.

Editorial Note.

Owing to our arrangements for reviewing books

being somewhat incomplete we are unable to give the

attention we should have done to several volumes sub-

mitted for review this month. However, we hope to be

in a position to cover this department of our work more

promptly in future. The two most important books left

over for next issue are:

THE MAKING OF CANADA. By A. G. Bradley. To-

ronto: Copp, Clark Co.

L'AMERIQUE PRECOLOMBIENNE. By Alphonse

Gagnon, Minister of Public Works and Labor, Prov-

ince of Quebec. Quebec: Laflamme & Proulx. Paper
covers, $1.25.

SPRING FICTION ANNOUNCED.

Supplementary to the list in the January number.

Title Author Publisher

Marriages of Mayfair.. Cecil Raleigh Copp, Clark
Comrades Thomas Dixon, jr

A Maid of Honour Robert Aitken
The Lonesome Trail. ...B. M. Bower
Romance of a Plain

Man Ellen Glasgow Macmillan
Poppea of the Post

Office Mabel Osgood Wright ...

The Straw Rina Ramsay
The White Sister F. M. Crawford
The Three Brothers. ...Eden Phillpotts

One Immortality Fielding Hall

Jimbo Algernon Blackwood ....

Lorimer of the North-

west Harold Bindloss ...McLeod & Allen

Thrice Armed
I and My True Love. ...Mrs. Keays
A Million a Minute Hudson Douglas ...

Princess Zora Ross Beeckman ....

Fate's a Fiddler E. G. Pinkham ....

By Force of Circum-

stances Gordon Holmes ....

Bill Truetell George H. Brennan...McClurg & Co.

The Delafield Affair Florence Finch Kelly

David Bran Morley Roberts. .L. C. Page & Co.
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The Canadian Bookman
Being the Literary Supplement of The Bookseller and
Stationer of Canada. Published monthly in the inter-

ests of Canadian authors, publishers, booksellers and
hookbuyers. Edited by W. A. Craick, B.A., Toronto.

$1.00 per annum

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Toronto
New York

Montreal
Chicago

Winnipeg
London

BEST SELLING BOOKS DURING JANUARY,
reported by Leading- Booksellers.

Brantford.

My Lady of the Snows. By M. A. Brown. Briggs.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Lonesome I'ine. .John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Cy Whittaker's Place. Joseph ('. Lincoln. McLeod.

As

1

2

3

1

5

(i

Web of Time. By R. F. Knowles. Revell.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. .Mis. McClung. Briggs.

Calgary.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Lewis Hand. By Mary Johnston. Brings.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Riverman. By S. F. White. Musson.
Man from Brodney's. By G. 15. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Illusive Pimpernel. Bj Baroness Orezy. Copp.

Charlottetown.

Anne of Green Gables. By F. M. Montgomery. Page

Man from Brodney's. By (i. 15. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Lewis Hand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs McClung. Briggs.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

Chatham.

Life of Janies Robertson. By Ralph Connor. West-

minster.

Webb id' Time. By R. F. Knowles. Resell.

Man from Brodney's. By G. 15. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Lewis Hand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Great Fight. By W. II. Drummond. Briggs.

Guelph.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Wild Geese. By S. J. Weyman. Copp.

Peter. By F. IF Smith. McLeod.
Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.

Lonesome Fine: By John Fox. jr. McLeod.

Hamilton.

Lonesome Fine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Fi'owdc.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod. •»

Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell. '

Kingston.

Story of Old Kingston. By A. M. Machar. Musson.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs. 1.

Life of James Robertson. By Ralph Connor. 2.

Westminster. 3.
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4. Cy Whittaker's Place. Bj Joseph C. Lincoln.
McLeod.

"). Holy Orders. B3 Marie Corelli. Briggs.

6. Riverman. By S. F. White. Musson.

London.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mis. McClung. Briggs.
2. Holy Land. 15\ Henrj Van Dyke. Copp.
3. Lonesome Fine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod,
1. Riverman. By S. F. White. Musson.

•

r
>. Diana Vlallory! By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
6. Holy Order-. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Moncton.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W . Service. Briggs.
Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Strollers.

Leaven of Love. I'.\ C. L. Burnham. Briggs.

Holj Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Firing Fine. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Montreal.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Peter. By F. II. Smith. McLeod.
Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

My Lad] of the Snows. By M. A. Brown. Briggs.

Jewelled Ball. By F. 15. Guest. Cambridge.

Peterboro'.

Peter. By F. 11. Smith. McLeod.
Lonesome Fine. By John Fox, jr. MeFeod.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Bj Mrs. Met 'lung. Briggs.

Wei. of Time. By R. F. Knowles. Revell.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Songs of a Sourdough. Bj R. W. Service. Briggs.

Port Arthur.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Lonesome Line. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.

Barrier. By Rex Beach. Musson.
Kincaid's Battery. By G. W. Cable. Copp.

Salthaven. By W. W. Jacobs. Copp,

bt. Catharines.

Well of Time. By R. F. Knowles. Revell.

Diana Mallory. By Mis. Ward. Musson.

Lure of the Mask. By Harold JtacGrath. McLeod.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Lonesome Fine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. F>.\ Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

St. Thomas.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. Vf. Service. Briggs.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod
Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward.

Alan from Brodney's. By (J.

Briggs.

Musson.

B. McCutcheon.

Stratford.

Lonesome Fine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Treasure Valley. Marian Keith. Westminster.
Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Riverman. By S. F. White. Musson.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Toronto.

Peter. By F. IF Smith. McLeod.
Wild Geese. By Stanley J. Weyman. Copp.
Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Fi'owde.
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1. Comrades. Bj Thomas Dixon, jr. Copp.
5. Adventures of Joshua Craig. By D. Phillips.

Briggs.

6. Anne of Green Gables. By M. Montgomery. Page.

Victoria.

1. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.
'2. Lonesome Pine. By John Pox, jr. McLeod.
3. Songs of a Sourdough. By H. W. Service. Briggs.

1. Governors. By E. 1'. Oppenheim. Cbpp.

5. Mystic Spring. By I). \V. Higgins. Dodge.

ii. Queen Alexandra's Hook. Frowde.

Winnipeg.

1. Soul of Dominic Wildthorne. By J. Hocking. Copp.

2. Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.

3. Life of James Robertson. By Ralph Connor.

Westminster.

1. Illusive Pimpernel. By Baroness Orczy. Copp.

5. Riverman. By 6. E. White. Musson.

6. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Air-.. McClung. Briggs.

Woodstock.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

2. Songs* of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

3. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Resell.

1. Man from Brodney's By G. 15. McCutcheon. Briggs.
.">. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

6. Spirit in Prison. By Robert Hichens. Copp.

Summarizing.

A 1st place counts 1(1 points.

A 2nd place counts X points.

A 3rd place counts 7 points.

A 1th place counts ii points.

A 5th place counts 5 points.

A 6th place counts 1 points.

Canrdian Summary.

Points..

1. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Pox, jr 90

2. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung Til

3 Peter. By P. II. Smith ii7

1. Holy Orders.. Bj Marie Corelli Ii2

5. Songs of a Sourdough. By It. W . Service 19

ii. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston 12

United States.

1. Lonesome Pine. By John Pox, jr.

2. Peter. By P. II. Smith.

3. Lewis Hand. By Mary Johnston.

1. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon.

5. Red City. By S. Weir Mitchell.

6. Out-of-Doors in the Hoh Land. By Dr. Van Dyke.

Telegraph Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English
A B C Code. 5th Editioa. Spanish " 8.00ABC Code. 4th Edition S.OO
A I Code. 7.50
Moreina & Neal Code 5.00
Bedford-McNiell Code 6.00
Large and small codes Of all kinds Send tor list. Discount to the trade only.

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book everpublished. We have 50,000
rare books.BOOKS.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng

Some New Books

to Remember
In the last issue of The Bookseller

and Stationer we announced our new

Spring publications.

We now wish to emphasize parti-

cularly the importance to the trade

of stocking up immediately on the

following titles which are sure to be

largely called for.

THE BALLADS OF A CHEECHACO

By R. W. Service. Author of "Songs of a

Sourdough.

'

'

$1.00. Illustrated $1.50

MY LADY OF THE SNOWS

By Margarel A Brown $1.25

A hook which is creating a stir in the higher

circles of Canadian soeiety.

THE BRONZE BELL (Formerly announced as

"Gateway of Swords") $1.25

By Lewis .Joseph Vance

JOSHUA CRAIC-

By David Graham Phillips $1.25

THE WATERS OF JORDAN

By Horace Vaehell $1.25

THE STORY OF ISAAC BROCK

By Walter R. \urse\ $1.25

MY AFRICAN JOURNEY

By Righl Hon. Winston Churchill $1.50

CATHERINE'S CHILD

By Mrs. Henry de la Pasture $1.25

Our representatives will show some

new lines of Pictures and Leather

Goods of extraordinary value.

William Briggs
Publisher, - Toronto

L
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NO. I READY IN
APRIL

NASH'S
MAGAZINE

SOME CONTRIBUTORS TO N£>. 1 are:

Rudyard Kipling . . . Anthony Hope

Rider Haggard . . . Max Pemberton

William Le Queux ... H. A. Vachell

Mrs. C. N. Williamson, . . . Rita, etc.

Among the other famous novelists who have already sent

in contributions to Nash's Magazine are Conan Doyle, E.

F. Benson, Robert Hichens, Robert Barr, Agnes and Eger-

ton Castle, Eden Phillpots, Marjorie Bowen, Frank
Richardson, Morley Roberts. Etc., and their stories will

appear in early numbers.

160 PAGES
PICTURE COVER IN COLOURS EVERY MONTH

Send in your orders at once for the first

number of NASH'S MAGAZINE—

THE GREAT NEW
STORY MAGAZINE

PRICE
6d. net

PRICE
6d. net
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IMPORT TRIP, 1909

The Musson Book Co.'s Display, Kim. Edward Hotel, Toronto

Miscellaneous Books from
60 publishers

The Famous "Canada"
Series

Bibles and Prayers and
Hymns

Book Staples

Juveniles
Health and Strength Pub-

lications

Canadian Book of
Common Praise

Toy Books
Poets

Fiction

Bindings from our Gold
Medal Award at the Franco-

British Exposition

Roman Catholic Prayers

Baird's Xmas Cards and

Eight Other Makers

The Famous Alcott Books Annuals Calendars— Eight Makers

WE ARE CANADIAN AGENTS FOR

London Glasgow Wichita

S. W. Partridge & Sons Alexander Baird <n: Sons Goldsmith, Woolard Pub. Co.
Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co. Gowans & Gray

De la More Press

Brimley, Johnson & Ince
Edinburgh Philadelphia

E. Kaufman T. N. Fouhs Geo. W. Jacobs & Co.
Siegle, Hill & Co.
Hamilton
George Allen
Sampson Low & Company

Orrock & Co.

Neiv York

Harper & Brothers

David McKay

Boston

Chatto & Windus Outing Publishing Co.

Mowbray & Co.
S.P.C.K. Chicago George M. Wilder

John F. Shaw & Co. Frederick J. Drake & Co. J. W. Luce & Co.

Truslove & Hanson Canterbury Co. Art Celebrity

THE MUSSON BOOK CO., Limited : TORONTO
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Blank Books of All Descriptions

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited
Hamilton and Montreal

The OLDESTmanufacturers with a line that is a/ways XFJf
and up to the times

New Eureka
The Kin»; now of

all Ribbons.

The first innova-

tion in a type-

writer ribbon.

We want you to try this in your own
office. : : Send for a sample.

Send for our new trade catalog. Just out.

m
°°X TYPEWRITER B

S^OYE""c ITSELF SUpE

iPU, OTHER BRAN^
Bio«

The Best and Newest
Typewriter Carbons

ROCK BOTTOM
PROGRESS

M. M. MITVOL
COMPETITOR

EUREKA, GALLINIPPER
SILK-SPI N

To suit every purpose.

To till every demand.

Principal Office and Factories

PARK RIDGE, N.J. Mittag & Volger Sole Manufacturers

for the Trade

INCORPORATED

Branches—New York, N.Y., 280 Broadway

Chicago, III., 200 Monroe Street

London, 7 and 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

Agencies

In every part of the world

In every city of prominence
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Canadian Newsdealei

Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association
and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.
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PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, MARCH, 1909.

Real Merit Behind
the Name

The name of a branded article should stand for

one thing, first, last and always—quality. The name

"Underwood" on

CARBON PAPERS AND
RIBBONS

represents an absolute guarantee of merit. We make
these goods as well as we can with the most modern
mechanical equipment and the best material and skilled

workers. People who use them say they are good.

We ourselves thoroughly believe in the merit of these

goods and are trying to tell the consumer our reasons

therefore by widespread and systematic advertising. This

active salesmanship keeps Underwood goods moving from

the dealers' shelves at a great rate. Let us give you

particulars regarding our special proposition to dealers.

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
NEW YORK

90 Richmond St. East

TORONTO LONDON. ENG.

THE NEW MODEL

ilfrtb Haurter
possesses many new fea-

tures, which make it the

best pen offered the Can-

adian trade.

"Z_ _'TI

"

t '-•t?

New Shape

New Feed Bar

New Nib
New Finish

New prices

'
i I L I B R A I R IE

256 St. Paul St. 18 Notre Dame St. 26 St. Gabriel St

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842
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1879 1909

Commencing Monday, March 15th,

all roads lead to our warehous' 3 where we will

have on exhibition our Thirty-^.rst Annual Display

of Holiday Goods for Import. We have assembled a finer

and larger assortment of samples of moderate priced novelties

than ever before. Announcements of openings at other centres

will be made later. Come and see, you will not be disappointed.

VL tiu

manufacturing:
EHo,j^

.importing;

stationers. . . .

"

HL

i fa

&<&

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER, Limi,ed

TorontoImporters of
European Art Goods
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Goodall's
Playing Cards

are sold

by the Leading Wholesale

Books, Stationery

and Fancy Goods

Firms

A large assortment of new backs just

issued.

A. O. Hurst, 24 Scott St., Toronto

* 9

sal r -Ajo jo
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BLOTTING PAPER
We carry in stock a full

assortment including the

best made also lowest

prices.

Pncf lit) First-class English make, li)x2l
rudliip

White and P|nk eo-80-100 lb.

World Specially Good, 19x24U U
White. 60-80-100, 120 lb.

Standard Pure r°,ton - l!lx -' l<)(> Mi

Eight Fancy Colors.

Bankers Lm<>nFinisn - 1!,x24 12° n >-

Eight Fancy Colors.

Reliance white, 19x24-60-80-100 n>.

Sterling White and Colors, 19x24

60-80-100-120 II).

rifttTlinintl White and 5 Colors, 19x24
UUMMIIIUII

60-80-100 lb.

Enamelled 19x24-100-120 ib.

White Coated on Colored Blotting

Colored Coated on White Blotting

Interleaving Blotting "^
18x23-20^x24^-18x28^20x30

The Archive File

Quite New
Strong Arch

Red Index

Made to Wear
Copper Finish

Good Value

Archive Binding Case

BROWN BROS., *
%

Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers

51-53 Wellington Street West, - Toronto

The Pearl
Series of

Christmas
Cards

for

1909

Calendars

Dance
Programmes

Masonic
Stationery

an<

General
Card Stationery

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR CANADA
REQUIRED

THOS. M.WOODHEAD
The "Pearl" Artistic

Stationery Works

Established 1878

BRADFORD - ENGLAND
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Autopen Closed.

Gold or Silvei

Filigree.

4

1

S"

<;o!d Mounted.

Sii

Plain Commercial.

|Ptf04N«$\

V

Autopen Open

Commercial Ink

Pencil)

?
Gravity Stylo

Open.

'.'ravitv St>lo Clewed.

FOUNTAIN
PENS UNDER YOUR

OWN IMPRINT

\T IE are the largest manufacturers of
v * Fountain Pens for special im-

print orders, in America.

We manufacture only a high-grade article in

Fountain Pens. Every line we make is notably of the finest workmanship and highest quality, and we guarantee abso-

lutely every pen that leaves our factory. Any reliable firm cannot be too particular about the kind of a Fountain Pen they

place their own name or trade mark upon.

Before you contract for Fountain Pens under your own imprint for the year 1909, it will certainly pay you to call

and see us or have us submit samples.

Sanford & Bennett Co.
"i21 Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade. trade

) S8.B ( rs&B^
/(JewYorA Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the ' Gravity Stylo Pen," and the "Commercial Fountain Pen." WwYomOi

^Sr Jewelers' Court, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK ^T
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THE MERMAID
AS A SYMBOL FOR

DRAWING INKS
HIGGINS . I
AMERICAN^ N
DRAWING

At Aui* Dealers
CHAS. M. HIGGMS * CO. M FRS.

NEwroBS. csacjcc «

was first used by us in an advertisement in "The Architectural Record" for August, 1903, as above. Thus in this

as in all other matters relating to Drawing Inks,

Higgins
9

American Drawing Inks
blaze the way for those who find it easier to copy than create. Year by year these splendid inks have gone on their way
constantly gaining new admirers while retaining old friends, seming to thrive on so-called self-styled "competition."

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS have sold more largely during the past year than ever before in their history.

This has been due in a great measure to our liberal policy of advertising, and to absolute fair dealing with our friends

in the trade, but above all to the unapproachable high quality, standard and reputation of these inks, which have made
them from the beginning and always

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

WRITE FOR PRICES.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., ^ug,.,"1 Inks and Adhesives

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

MAIN OFFICE : 271 Ninth Street

FACTORY : 240-244 Eighth Street

4

}BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Herns' Inks I
™* Adhesives

LONDON BRANCH. 11 KARRINGDON AVENUE. LONDON, 'E.C.-(Slore aod Basement, eacb 25 i7S)

THE HIGGINS INKS AND ADHESIVES, through honest merit in their origin-

ality and quality and honest American enterprise and push in their exploitation, have

penetrated to the most remote points of civilization, until now they are well known and

largely used in Canada, Central and South America, Mexico, Great Britain, South

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Japan, China, Norway, Sweden, etc.,

etc., as well as ever maintaining their unique position in their birthplace, the United

States of America. The home trade has always shown its appreciation of and reliance

on these goods, and it will always be our effort to merit the confidence of the trade in

every respect.

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.,
Originators
Manufacturers off"1 Inks and Adhesives
NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

MAIN OFFICE
FACTORY :

271 Ninth Street)

240-244 Eighth Street I

BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A-
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C1f\"D"I7TI ifODr\ ^e '^ St°C^ °* Christmas Cards to be handled

f \JjV lJ If vJi\JU ky us has been chosen, but as we have not

received the samples of the various lines, we are

not in a position to make any definite announcement now—more later.

Further, samples now being shown, as samples of Christmas 1909 cards, are generally

"samples of last year's left-overs." Manufacturers of Christmas Cards do not start

on the production of a new line, until the reports of the effectiveness of their previous season's

supply are received, and a knowledge gained of the probable demands of the buying public for

the next season. Any suggested changes in the cards for betterment are then effected.

Samples of the 1 909 designs will not arrive until probably April 1 st.

The same public that last year bought Christmas Cards will create an even

greater demand for them next Christmas time.

To make certain of your fair share of the business from this demand-to-be,

you must make arrangements for stocking the 1 909 designs.

We ask that you consider the advisability of handling our

Christmas (1909) Cards

Last year our Christmas Cards gained great favor with the trade — they

deserved it. Our buyers inform us that this year the cards chosen by them

for the Christmas 1909 trade will eclipse those of any previous year. And
that's why we suggest your waiting on the arrival of these cards.

We are sole Canadian Agents foi Hills & Co., Ltd. (St. Luke's Press), London,

England. One line of their Christmas 1909 Cards deserve mention as being

appropriately attractive and uniquely fitted for Canadian trade. The cover

is of Maple Leaf design, showing natural tints and shading of the leaf, as we

know it—not the overworked effect generally present on most cards.

WE WOULD SUGGEST also ' that y°u write us now
' i

ust te!1

us that you purpose handling Christmas

Cards and will be pleased to have us quote on the 1 909 cards. When samples arrive we will

see to it that you are fully informed. Write to-day.

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
64 and 66 Front Street West TORONTO, ONTARIO
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NOW
READY

New and Artistic Designs
in

Decorated Papers
and ry.

Fast Color Napkins
Strong, finely-creped paper, graceful designs (many especially prepared for holiday and

seasonable use), perfect printing in refined colors,—in fact, ail the Dennison characteristics are

exaggerated in this 1 909 line. ^ Gs

.

Nothing will so kill trade as inferior goods. Nothing wiit so attract trade as

new, beautiful, useful features. That's why every year Dennison presents new

designs. That's why every year Dennison papers are a little better than

the year before. That's why dealers have.^earned to rely on Den-

nison. We advertise everywhere "Ask your Dealer.'' Have

you our new sample books? At a word from you,

we'll gladly send.

Makers and Maintainors

of the

Paper Art
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The Best is Ours
There are "big things" in the DAVID-
SON line this season. Appearances

count for a lot in most things, but here

they count for everything. Our goods

stand the supreme test, and prove

their value as quick money-makers.

Post Cards
Beautiful productions for all

occasions. Hand coloured
and glazed.

Actress Series
Richly ornamented, emboss-
ed medallions. Hand colour-
ed and heavily gilded.

View Series
Charming scenes of lake and
woodland, in oval mounts.
Plain gilt and fancy decora-
tion.

BIGGER
THAN

POST
Comic Sentimental

Glossy Post Cards have, in our hands,
reached the acme of perfection. Our Cards
stand absolutely without competition.
They are the finest ever attempted.

DAVIDSON BROTHERS,
Selling Agents for Canada The
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:- And Yours
These lines are for you and your trade.

Bigger than ever by reason of their

infinite variety of design, novel ideas,

exquisite effects, and wonderful values.

All buyers and those who intend com-
ing into the Post Card field should ask
for and get these attractive lines.

THINGS
EVER

CARDS
Christmas Birthday

Tom Browne
Comics

Many new titles. Endless hu-
mour and wholesome fun.

2,000 designs.

Real Life Comics
A good popular line, posed by
living models. Good sellers

everywhere.

Birthday Greetings
Delightful ideas, with appro-
priate wishes. Embossed and
silvered, with colour decoration.

Tom Browne, whose clever designs brought
him the membership in the Royal Academy,
is engaged by us exclusively to paint comic
post cards ofclean and wholesome humour.

London and New York

Copp, Clark Company, Limited, Toronto
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\ /
Picture

Made to order only

according to instruc-

tions supplied.

Very fine
make. First
class Goods

only.
Post

Cards

specialties:

rioilern Hellotypo

styles,

plain and coloured.

Well known for efficiency and
high-class workmanship.

Otto Leder
Dresden 7 Saiony

Pictura Post Card Manufacturer.
WHOLESALE EXPORT

\
Joint Deposit Accounts
are a special convenience arranged for customers of

THE METROPOLITAN BANK. Money can be
deposited or withdrawn by husband or wife. Partic-

ularly valuable for farmers and town residents.

Money Orders and Drafts sold at lowest rates.

Farmer's Sale notes collected and advances made
thereon.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT $1.00 or more opens an

account, interest allowed from date of deposit.

You may deposit or withdraw money by mail.

The Metropolitan Bank
Capital Paid Up
$1,000,000

Reserve Fund and I

Undivided Profits I

S 1,277,404,49

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.CLL.D.
Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL -.-.--- $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

wESTERN Incorporated

18S1

ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

The
Crocker Pen Co.

Manufacturer* of the

Crocker Foun
tain Pen
"You blow it

to fill it"

WITHOUT Dot'BT
the beat, cleanest, simplest

and moM satisfactory self Hller

on the market to-day. Write

for catalogue ant I our very liberal offsi

to dealer. We also manufacture the

ordinary fountain pens with imprint and for

premium purposes. Prices and goods will please

THE CROCKER PEN CO. IHT"NEW YORK CITY, NY.

ART SUPPLIES
Winsor A Newton's Oil Colors

" " Waver Colors
" Canvas

Papers
Brushes
Boxes

All kit m 1* of ^M,»is for artist h : Crayons, oils, .Mr, in huh. Easels, Stadias, Ac

SEND FOR CATALOOUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for: WINSOR & NEWTON. London

'Xfc A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a Hat
staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.
The price is moderate and is one of
the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited

Staples (No. 1 8) 5.000 in a box.

per 1,000. 30 cents

500 North 12th St. PHILADELPHIA. PA.. U.S A.

A Money Maker
The

"Wellington"
Photo Specialties

"The World's Standard"

They will pay you handsome profits.

Carry them as a side line.

For Price Lists and Trade Literature write

Ward & Co.,
1 3 St. John St Montreal, P.Q

IO
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Copying Presses In AU Sizes

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

The James Smart

Vlf<j Co., Limited

Brockville, Ont.,

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

STATIONERS—IT IS AN

Undeniable Fact

RELIANCE GOODS
Are not an experiment or an imitation.

We guarantee our product to be

second to none.

THE RELIANCE INK COMPANY
WINNIPEG MANITOBA

a ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO,

Thi.
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley* Pens which H inks.Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATHS PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng\) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, EC.

02 ELEPHONE PEN. Reg in Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.
writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best
advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned-up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
the BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

Waverley
Pens

What makes the Waverley Series of Pens

sell so readily is their incomparable and re-

gular good quality. Every pen is selected.

They are known all over the world as the

"Boons and Blessings"

Sold by the Leading Wholesale House*
Sample Cards & Trade Prices sent by return mail

Wawerley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

r*%%\%WV%^V VV X A.VVVVVVWVVVVVVVVV k^%>"%-"%."WV%-'W^ ,V'V'W-VX

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

II
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C.It will pay you
to wait and see our Import Samples, which are now being shown by our travellers.

Christmas and New Year Cards Christmas Post Cards

Autograph Stationery Private Greeting Cards Calendars

These are well-known lines manufactured by Davidson Brothers, Miller and
Lang, Mason and Company, Fairman and Company.

Holiday Papeteries.—We are showing a large and varied assortment of these

goods, especially manufactured for us by the Berlin & Jones Envelope Co., New York.

Bibles, Prayer Books, Hymn Books, Catholic Prayers.—These lines are the

well-known Oxford series, and our samples show a great variety of styles and

bindings.

Other Holiday Lines in which you are sure to be interested are : Holly
Wrapping Paper, Holiday Seals and Tags, Poets, Miscellaneous Books,
Xmas Tree Ornaments, Xmas Tinsel, Paper Bells, Paper Garlands.

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited
Wholesale Stationers VANCOUVER, B.C.

Quality Papers

!

Your requirements no matter what they are, can
be satisfactorily met by us, as we have the facili-

ties for manufacturing lines which, for quality,

cannot be equalled in the Dominion. Notice a

few of our chief lines, sizes and weights given :

PROVINCIAL BOND
White and Tints

PROVINCIAL BOND
Azure

1 7 x 28-20, 24 and 28 lbs. 1 7 x 28—28, 32 and 36 lbs

17x22—14, 16, 18, 20 and 24 lbs. 21 x 32-56 lbs.

19x24—20 lbs. 23x36—72 lbs.

COVER PAPER
SNOWFLAKE ADELIA

In Blue, Red, Lilac and Wine

20 x 25—40 and 60 lbs.

22 lA x 28'A— 50, 60 and 80 lbs.

Fine White Wove, Double
Cap and Folio

and variety of other lines.

The Northern Mills Pulp

and Paper Co.

MILLS.
St. Adele, Que

278 St. Paul Street

MONTREAL

A SPECIAL

OFFER
To every reader of the Bookseller

and Stationer

On receipt of a postcard or

letter we will send gratis a

copy of "The Publishers'

Circular and Booksellers'

Record," the weekly paper
for all interested in books
published in Great Britain

and Ireland, to any address

for six weeks.

Address: Dept G.

Publishers' Circular
Limited

19 Adam St., Adelphi, London, Eng.

12
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A Reliable Red Ink
is a necessary part of every

business man's desk equip-

ment. He will be satisfied

if you sell him

Carter's Carmine Fluid

a brilliant red which will

not bronze and has no effect

on steel pens

—

Takes Away the Chance for Complaint.

THE CARTER'S INK CO.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

Building {or the Future

No need to dwell on the necessity of

advertising.

There is no question about that.

What publications will you use? That's

the point.

Your aim is to build a business for the

future as well as to-day. Isn't that

right?

In order to do this your advertising

must bring results.

Best results are obtained from advertis-

ing in publications with national distri-

bution.

Busy Man's Magazine

circulates thoroughly throughout the

Dominion from coast to coast.

The two hundred circulation men of the

MacLean Publishing Company — the

strongest circulation organization in

Canada—are adding rapidly to Busy
Man's readers.

Send for rates and particulars to nearest

office.

Busy Man's Magazine
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

>

If you get stuck on

Fancy Calendar Pads
for 1910

It will be because your competitor had

Elliott Pads and you didn't.

Proof of the superiority and salability

of Elliott Fancy Calendar Pads will

be cheerfully sent you in shape of a

complete sample line if you write Us

for same.

Also remember the Elliott
Line of Art Calendars.

THE

CHAS. H. ELLIOTT
COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

fjrade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSK DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards—Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal

13
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DAVIDS
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. E.i«bii.hed 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, I OTontO

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safely Pin Co.

183 Farrand St., - Bloomfield, N.J.

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Large
Cut
Shows
Our
No. 35

Retail

Price

$1.25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Easy to clean and till cannot upset ; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept.

—

354 BROADWAY NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Tourist Leather
Goods

WE MAKE A LARGE COLLECTION
OF ARTICLES FOR TRAVELLERS

COAT AND TROUSER HANGERS INCASES

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Manufactured by

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
™«ra«.K jfine Heatfjer Wiaxt ""\B^mm

PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK SALESROOM 683 and 685 Broadway (Cor. 3rd St.)
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Western Booksellers and Stationers

Our stock of Books, Stationery and Printers'

Supplies is large and well assorted. We can

ship promptly. Save time by ordering from us.

Clark Bros. & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Man.
WHOLESALE STATIONERS

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

I The* have two points

Superior |
which pierce the paper.

Rpnusi* I

^ne PaPers cann°' pivot.

I
They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

trade upon request.Patented July 14, 1908

For sale by all leading stationers.

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio

We meet ALL requirements for

CRAYONS
This applies to Quality, Quantity, Variety

and Price.

Aseptic, Hygienic and Economic.

THE STANDARD CRAYON MFG. CO.

DANVER8, MA88.

National BLANK
OOKS

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every require-

ment of the accountant. They
contain paper of extra fine quality—the

best products of the Holyoke Mills being

used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a wide

variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers, Price

Books and Memorandums.

National Blank Book Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Representative Wanted for Canada

Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

15
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HEREAFTER, BUY YOUR

FOUNTAIN PENS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

We are the largest manufacturers of

POPULAR PRICE FOUNTAIN PENS in the U.S.

Mail us a sample of your leading seller

and we will mail you our sample, a better

pen at a lower price. We will print your

name on pens free of charge.

WHOLESALE JOBBING TRADE

A SPECIALTY

Manufacturers of the cele-

brated "AUOFIELD-
SAKLESS." A twist

of the fingers

fills it V

The Fountain

Pens made
by Nathaniel

Field owe their

popularity mainly

to the fact that Honest

Value is given to every

user. We make a special

line of high-grade pens for pre-

miums, also a large line of Ster-

ling SilverFiligree, Gold Mounts and

Band Pens.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND SPECIAL PRICES.
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

1

i

NATHANIEL FIELD
Centre and North Streets, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

k.'5000
FACTS
ABOUT

ANADA
25 cents a copy

1909 Edition Now
Ready

REVISED and IMPROVED
Compiled by Frank Yeigh.

30,000 Copies Sold.

Substantial discount to dealers.

It sells well wherever given a chance.

Write the publishers about a window
display.

Stock up from your news dealer or

from

The

Canadian Facts

Publishing Co.
667 Spadina Ave., Toronto.
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The Latest Artistic Stationery

Wistaria Linen is

named after the charm-

ing little Wistaria
flower and the flower

is reproduced in the

original colors on each

box and tablet cover.

The series is most

daintily designed and

boxed and consists of

notepaper, envelopes,

papeteries, and writing

tablets. Our best work-

manship throughout.

Both series are exceptionally well

adapted for window displays. We
will give dealers every assistance

in dressing their windows, pro-

viding handsome window rolls.

Oriental Linen is made

up with an Oriental

design in stronger
colors and in one of the '

most striking dressings

we have put on any
line of stationery.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

The stock is our

highest grade of white

crash finish paper and

is made in Regent and

Boudoir sizes in Paper,

Envelopes, and Pape-

terie's, and three
sizes of tablets.

Manufacturing Stationers, Toronto
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PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK HOTEL DIRECTORY.

irade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent per annum l>y Napoi-
on Matte, ."•tli Edition Price, 13.00

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author On fine heavy paper and strongly
hound. Price, *3 00

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3V4. 4, 5, BV4, 8, 7 and 8per cenl per annum By
Ciiaki.es M. O. HUQHE8. Price, 15.00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table (or daily balances,

showing Interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from ', percent toSJ percent, Inclusive Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days al 5 per

cent., by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can he oh.

bained at, any rate from i per cenl to Id per cent.,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from < percent to 10

per cent, inclusive, on the oasis of 366 days to the year
in J per cent rates By CHARLES M. (' lit emus
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 nod 7 per cent . per annum (on the hasis of 365 days
to the year, for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace; for, use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes By Charles M C Hughes (on
folded card, Hjxil'/i). strongly hound. Price, fl 00

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At2'/S , 3 or 3'A per cent . (each on separate card), on the

basis 'of one month, being 1-12 pari of a year Ky
Charles M C. Huohbh. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing by 8ths and 16ths, with other useful

tallies By Kwim: Buohan. Second edition Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems ol

quotations, of hills of exchange drawn at any rate, of

having any number of days to run. etc ,
etc By Kvv in..

Hi chan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)

(Jiving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into

New York and vice versa. By EwiNU Bt'CHAN. Price

in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on hoards), each, 3.
r
>e.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs

from live per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the

Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

per cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.

H. Martin. Price, SI. 50. Full bound leather—limp
New.

The Importers' Guide

A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal

currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of

46 yards. By R. Campbell and .1. W. Little.
Leather, 7.">c

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of

Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,

German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a

table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS

1 1 5 and 1 1 7 Notre Dame St., West, MONTREAL

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and convenient 1}

located on the east side of Queen street. The
rooms are 1 night, and cheerful. Every attention
paid in guests. Milliards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths, A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This Hrst-clasa hotel is most conveniently

situated in th' olest and healthiest pan of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stalling*, and near to all principal pub
lie buildings. Cool and lofty bed rooms Kpitcious
dining and ladies' rooms, Billiard room El r

trie tight I hroughout

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in Ma)

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W I.

JolIX MeEWEN, - - - Manager
For rates, etc, apply

TRINIDAD SHIPPING ft TRADING CO
29 Broadway, Neil Sort.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT

JAMES K PAISLEY, Proprieti

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

J£NKIN:S & HARDY
Assignees, Chart •red Ace mutants. Estate and

Fire Insuiane Agents.
1.")'4 Toronto Si 465 Temple Bldj.-.

Toronto Montreal

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 198S

The BROWN BROS., Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at the same price.

HB-H-HH-HHH-B
- AND —

Indelible Copying.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

SQUIBS.

A magazine editor was talking

about W. W. Jacobs the humorist.
"I tried," he said, "to get Mr.

Jacobs to write for me ; but I found

that he had all he could do for six

or seven years to come."

"He is a quiet, modest chap. When
I praised his wonderful skill in the

writing of short stories, he said that

il was only their surprises that

made his stories take.

"Then, to illustrate, what he meant,
he told me a story wherein the sur-

prises came fast and furious.

"lie said that a lawyer, defending

a man accused of housebreaking spoke

like this :

" 'Your Worship, I submit that my
client did not break into the house .n

all. He found the parlor window
open and merely inserted his right

arm and removed a few trifling ar-

ticles. Now, gentlemen, my client's

arm is not himself, and I fail to sec

how you can punish the whole indi-

vidual for an offence committed only

by one of his limbs.'

" 'That agrument,' said the magis-
trate, 'is very well put. Following it

logically, I sentence the defendant's

arm to one year's imprisonment. He
can accompany it or not, as he

chooses.'

"The defendant smiled, and with his

lawyer's assistance unscrewed his

cork arm, and, leaving it in the dock,

walked out."

Rev. Silas K. Hocking once had an

amusing experience in a railway car-

riage. Seated in the same compart-
ment with him were a clergyman and
a young woman who was reading a
book. The clergyman asked her what
she was reading, whereupon she told

him it was a work by Silas K. Hock-
ing. The clergyman expressed his

great regret, as he objected strongly

to books by that author. Mr. Hock-
ing was greatly amused, and broke
in upon the conversation by asking

which of his books the reverend gen-

tleman objected to in particular.

"Oh, all of them," was the reply.

Mr. Hocking managed to obtain the

admission from him that he had never

read one of the maligned works him-
self, but he had based his opinion up-

on hearsay. The author did not say-

any more until the train stopped at

the station, and then he very polite-

ly handed his traveling companion his

card, and got out. The look of as-

tonishment on the face of Mr. Hock-
ing's critic when he came to know
the identity of his traveling compan-
ion must have been almost as pain-

ful as it was amusing to witness.
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A. ROY MacDOUGALL
Manufacturers' Representative
is showing an excellent assortment in the following lines :

¥¥ |\ ¥ r\ A ^^ ¥3 A 13F'TC, D¥C'C attractively boxed, with covers showing beautiful scenes framed in mission wood
*V^J.^*A^«» A A a. m. i L-i A Lilvl LikJ effects; also in imitation of the arts and crafts workmanship with cameo set

in ; boxes of genuine veneer wood suitable for gifts; dainty wove.i mat effects on covers, with Gainsborough portrait framed in gold; the celebrated

Asti and Philip Boileau portraits set in panels of cut steel on covers. All thsie lines are mjst artistically boxed and daintily tied with silk ribbons

and bows. When emptied they would be admirably suited for glove, hindkerch ef and collar holders. Besides the scenes outside of boxes many

contain pictures in colors by noted artists on inside cover making them particularly adapted for window displays and allowing contents to be shown.

HOLIDAY GREETING CARDS You ought to see these lines from Birn Brothers, London,

England. They are called the Heraldic Series, and are

made up in artistic designs a little different to what you have been used to. Nothing so tasteful, artistic and distinctive has been seen in Canada before.

One large buyer of this class of goods told us he had never seen anything to equal them, without exception of price in all his twenty-five years

experience. You'll be inclined to say the same thing when you see them. Made especially for the Canadian trade, embossed with coats-of-arms

of the various Provinces.

Other lines include : Crepe Tissue, Paper Napkins, Stationers' Sundries, Bibles, Post Card Albums

and Fountain Pens. Also series of Artistic Photogravures of popular subjects. Drop in and see

the display. You'll find it well worth your while.

These lines are now being shown by Mr. MacDougall and his two traveling representatives.

A. ROY MacDOUGALL
42 ADELAIDE ST. WEST TORONTO, CANADA

The New "Rival" Fountain Pen

These fluid pencils are the most reliable pencils made, as all users of this kind of pen know that a vibrating needle in a stylo-
graphic is the most successful. For over twenty years we have studied the different parts so that we can safely say that a

gold needle and platinum point make the best and most desirable writing point, and as soft to the touch as a lead pencil. These
pens are useful for figuring, lining and m inifold work. Their excellent quality mikes them almost indispensable for
this kind of work.

The "3 Ravens" are made in 3 styles and 2 sizes, large and small. All Red, Red ami Black, am
what color when ordering. The Red and Black makes a very pretty combination.

all Black. Please state

The "Rival" Fountain Pen is a high grade fountain pen at a tow pice, and has been sold in the Dominion of Canada for a great many years and. therefore, requires but
little introduction. It is made of the best quality of vulcanized rubber that can be procured and has no superior as to its writing qualities. Our Gold Pens are 14 karat gold,
iridium pointed and unconditionally guaranteed.

We have manufactured Fountain and Stylographic Pens for over twenty-five years and attribute our success in business to making a perfect and reliable article. We are not
the largest manufacturers in the world, but we manufacture everything that we sell and do not have to depend upon other manufacturers to make any of our goods, as we have a
well equipped factory for manufacturing all of our rubber holders and gold pens.

Our representative. Mr. A. Roy MacDougall. 42 Adelaide St. West. Toronto. Ont., will lisit all the largest cities in Canada and will show a complete line of our goods in
the very near future.'

MANUFACTURED BY

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO.
Established 1885 35 ANN ST., NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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ADVERTISING SERVICE
FREE FOR SUBSCRIBERS

OOKSELLER and
STATIONER is

constantly on the

look-out for ways

and means of in-

creasing its use-

fulness to the trade.

Through twenty-five years of intimacy

with conditions surrounding the book-

seller and stationer, we have got to

know our subscribers, their require-

ment? and their little peculiarities. We
have now reached a point where we
feel that we can prescribe successfully

for the various problems which fre

quently face them.

conditions, our advertising men keep in

touch with the most effective ideas.

They know methods which will create

trade. They know what to say, just

how much to say and just how far to

go. Our copy men are familiar with the

practical resources of printing offices

and in co-operating with them are able

to accomplish the most effective results

in typographical arrangement.

For these services there is no

charge. We want to help you get

business. We realize that the benefits

derived will be mutual. Intelligent

self-interest prompts the move.

One of these is advertising. How
best to attract patrons to his store is

the question which confronts every

retailer. Many of the trade, with really

good specialties, spend money on

advertising, but fail to get results.

Generally it is not their fault. Often

they lack the time for a proper study

of the subject. Our subscribers know
the people they want to reach in a

great many cases, but some cannot say

in type and ink just exactly what they

would say if the customer were to come

into the store. If they could, the

purpose of this article would be re-

moved. What the average retailer

needs is improvement in his copy.

(iood business depends on your

ads. Anything which will tend to help

you make them increase in pulling

power should be taken advantage of.

Money spent on bad advertising is

wasted. Money spent on the right

kind is a good investment. We want
you to make money from your publicity

and are willing to help you to that end.

/j5$Ujudk^ <x£sl*

Manager Copy Department.

How to help him is our object.

By close observant study of advertising

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
10 Front St. East Toronto, Canada
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The Pen that Encircles the Globe

Watermaris
The Spoon Feed
in all styles of Waterman's

Ideals is the part which

feeds an accurate supply of

ink under perfect control.

Cone
Cap
Style

Safety
can be carried in any

cannot spill. Sealed

Simple, strong

service

The Clip Cap
is the simple device that

holds the pen securely in the

pocket, right side up, and also

prevents rolling on the desk.

Style
position and the ink

ink. and airtight,

and ever
able.

he standard for a quarter-

century. I [ighest grade mate-

rials, 14-kt. iridium-tipped gold

pen. The most practical shape for

commercial use.

Transparent Yj*vr

Check Book Style

A perfect Waterman's Ideal in min-

iature, 3| inches long. Conven-

ient for signing checks, and with

pocket diary or memo book.

TaperCap Style
Slender and gracefully

shaped. Appropri

ate for ladies'

use.

Has no complicated parts.

The ink is pumped into the

holder to be used as required and

again refilled as conveniently. No
inner parts to deteriorate.

The Baby Pen
A perfect little Waterman's Ideal for

children's use or wherever a small

pen is required. Size3i incheslong.

The GlobeTrade-MarIc^traiShtCaP Style

is the identification mark of Fountain ^|^V ()ur original shape. Pre-

Fens made and guaranteed by the largest manu-
facturers in the world.

ferred by many for

convenience and

appearance.
All styles can be carried in stock rilled with ink, ready for immedi-

ate trial. Note that a filled pen will write the instant the point touches

the paper. There are several ways to fill Waterman's Ideals, but only one
way to empty them, that is, in writing with the ink under positive control of the Spoon

l-'ecd. F.very holder in every style and size made with pen points, which will fulfill every requirement.

CATALOGUE SENT UPON REQUEST

Waterman's Ideal Ink is the Best Ink that Can be Purchased Anywhere

FountainPen
L. E. Waterman Company, Limited
136 St. James Street - - - - Montreal
New York London Paris
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DEPRESSING TRADE GRIEVANCES REPORTED FROM
Several Quarters— The Yukon Trade Disgusted with the Canadian

Post Office Department and Forced to Deal with U.S. Supply Houses

—Complaint from Brockville about Toronto House Selling Direct

This month The Bookseller and Stationer has received;

both directly and indirectly, several letters in which the

writers have told of certain grievances, which they are

suffering in the prosecution of their business. We are

glad to give space in our columns to the publication of

these letters, as they have to do with genuine grievances

and any suggestions that can be offered as to their allevia-

tion will be appreciated.

Selling Direct to Consumers.

Editor Bookseller and Stationer: Having seen a com-

munication in the columns of Bookseller and Stationer

re certain Toronto firms selling at cut prices to the con-

sumer, to the detriment of local retailers, as I have some

up-to-date evidence, I thought 1 would drop you a line.

It is bad enough to sell at prices below the retailer

which he has some little chance of meeting, but when ir

comes to selling the consumer at trade prices. 1 think it is

time for something to be doing.

A customer of mine came to me with quotations for

certain publications which he had received from a certain

Toronto house. He wished me to get the works for him.

but, at the prices quoted f.o.b. Toronto. Accordingly I

What cause of complaint have you people of Canada

got, if we of the Yukon Territory give up your periodi-

cals and merchandise entirely when the men you elect to

conduct your affairs show themselves so confoundedly in-

capable. If I try to further the sale of Canadian and Eng-
lish papers here, if I try to buy goods from Canadian
houses, letters of the kind you sent me are the only thing

I get.

I received a letter from a news company in Toronto
regarding English publications. I will not even bother

about answering said letter, as I know full well did I

p!ace an older with said company some fool postmaster
would put his nose into the matter and tell that firm that

magazines for the Yukon cannot be sent during the

winter.

It must sound funny to you when I tell you that I get
I lie Illustrated London News, the London Graphic and
even the Canadian Magazine from the Puget Sound News
<'".. of Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. They have no trouble
in forwarding magazines and papers, even if that dear
Posl Office Department has seen fit to impose a tax speci-

ally on papers from the United States.

We of this country have worked hard jo get a little

wrote said firm for same uivinii- the quotations and asking relief from the Post Office Department of Canada, but all

for such prices as would enable me to meet the quota-

tions, and the reply received is as follows:

"Of the first section of your order, we are only send-

in'.' two volumes. While we have the others in stock, you

mention to supply only if you can sell at prices quoted,

and as our prices to the trade are the same as you hav?

on the list, we are not sending."

T think it is time the retailers looked after the like id'

this. The above order was only between $4 and $5, and

likely the only order for at least a year, and yet it was to

be supplied at trade prices as you sec from quotation.

to no purpose.

In passing. I may mention that the other day a man
posted a parcel and a fvw magazines in Liverpool ad-
dressed to Dawson. The postmaster in that place went
io the trouble of writing the sender that if he changed the

address to Whitehorse, Y.T., the parcel would go forward
without any trouble. Just compare the courtesy and busi-
nesslike action of that English postmaster with our own
officials!

I wish to say (hat in the future I shall not bother you
with any further orders of mine. If I want a magazine

I am thankful to say there arc some firms, more than sent to any one here I shall order that Canadian publica
'. that either refer orders to the local dealer, or if sup-

plied direct send him his commission just as if he had

handled the goods, and I do not think they will suffer any

for it.

Can you suggest any steps that might be taken towards

remedying such a state of affairs. I think if the retail

trade was a unit on the matter it might be done. If you

see fit to use any part of this letter in The Bookseller and

Stationer in any way you are welcome to do so.

J. S. COPLAND.
Brockville, February 18, 1009.

Magazines for the Yukon.

The following letter was received on January 28 by
the publishers of an important Canadian magazine and

has been handed over to The Bookseller and Stationer for

publication

:

Gentlemen: Your letter of November 20 at hand in

regard to your having magazines returned that you are

addressing to the Yukon Territory, I wish to say that

same is the outcome of the almost criminal indifference,

the absolute disregard and carelessness that the Post

lion from Seattle. Washington, U.S.A. You have got
Boards of Trade in your various cities, and if you think-

so little about this matter just pass us up. This thing
happens daily in Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal and other
Canadian cities.

Personally, I wish to say that I give it up.

II. L. LANDATIL.
Dawson, Y.T., January 3, 1909.

Indecent Post Cards.

Editor Bookseller and Stationer. I am enclosing a clip-
ping from the Montreal Gazette, which I would like to
>;c you use in The Bookseller and Stationer. It deals with
the sale of immoral and vulgar picture post cards, and I
feel sure that the trade would appreciate your making it

prominent. Many of us feel the competition of un-
scrupulous dealers in these disreputable cards and any-
thing you can do to help put down the evil would be
received with favor. NEWSDEALER.

Toronto, February 24, 1909.

[Editorial Note: The clipping referred to is repub-
lished in this issue of Bookseller and Stationer under the

Office Department in Canada is displaying towards the heading. "A Strong Protest Against the Traffic in Indecent
people of the Yukon Territory. Post Cards."]
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THESE ARE SOT BOOKSELLERS.

The Prosperous-looking Gentlemen in this Group are Hardware Dealers Assembled in Annual Convention at Hamilton. Our Object

in Publishing it is to Show the Booksellers how Other Tradesmen are Getting Ahead of Them.

LESSONS FOR THE BOOKSELLERS FROM THE EX-
penence of the Hardware Dealers—How a Little Association of 20
Members in 1907 has Grown to 250 Members in 1 909-Methods
Employed to Arouse Interest—The Big Convention in Hamilton.

Sceptical booksellers, and their number is unfortun-

ately large, might well meditate upon the experience of

their brother merchants, the hardwaremen, when they feel

inclined to scoff ai the idea of a successful association.

The Ontario Retail Hardware and Stove Dealers' As-

sociation was born on April 13, 19(H), when twenty hard-

waremen niel al the Rossin House in Toronto. At an ad-

journed meeting on May 15 of the same year, 45 attended.

On March '-'8 and 29, 1907, over fifty delegates came to

the second annual convention. On February 12 and 13,

L908, al the third annual convention, over 90 registered,

while this year's convention on February 9, 10 and 11, at

Hamilton, was ai tended by 17."> hardware dealers.

This march of progress has been the result of enthusi-

astic organization and effective association work. The
hardware men have come to a realization of the genuine

value and utility of a mutual organization.

When Will the Booksellers Wake Up?
The booksellers Lave the nucleus of a splendid organi-

zation and I here is no real reason why a big convention

cannot he held I his year. True, there has never been a
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properly organized meeting yet, but that is no reason why
a 190!) meeting cannot be made successful in every par-

ticular. Tf the programme is made up sufficiently early

and with attractive features upon it, if a date is selected

i hat will suit the majority, and if every bookseller will

forget personal inconvenience for the general good, then

1909 will see a rousing convention.

What the Hardware Men Have Done.

The Hardware Association takes credit, and rightly

so, for stopping the introduction by the Post Office De-

partment of the parcels post c.o.d. "Had it not been for

the Ontario Retail Hardware Association and its organ,

Hardware and Metal." says the official report, "it is

certain that every postmaster in Canada would to-day be

acting as a c.o.d. collections agent for the large mail order
houses in Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg and other cities.''

This campaign was conducted by the Hardware Associa-
tion in the'interests of every retailer in Canada.

The Association is working to secure the right to form
a mutual fire insurance company whereby members will

he able to receive rebates on fire insurance premiums.
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The Association has issued collection blanks for the

use of its members to assist in collecting bad debts. The
Secretary reports that 110 members are using the blanks

with great success.

The Association has done a great deal of practical

work in minimizing the evil of jobbers and manufacturers

selling to consumers at trade prices.

Conducting the Convention.

This year's convention was held at the Waldorf Hotel

in Hamilton. Exhibits were made by manufacturers. En-

tertainment was provided by the wholesale houses and

three days were spent pleasantly and profitably.

Probably the most useful feature on the programme
was the "Question Box."

It was in charge of Fred. C. Lariviere, of Montreal.

Questions were written down by the delegates and slipped

into a box provided for the purpose as the meeting pro-

gressed. At the appointed time on the programme, the

box was opened and the problems suggested by the various

questions was taken up.

The queries were numerous and covered a wide variety

of topics. They gave rise to most interesting and valuable

discussions, which must have proved beneficial to all those

present. Here are a few of the questions:

"Do you approve of Magging' prices when making

window displays?"

"Is it mil good policj for hardware merchants to lake

an active interest in movements tending to educate the

fanners and help them to make their farms more pro-

ductive?"

"Could the Association secure data from members as

to the cost of doing business in order to help members in

figuring their costs properly?"

"Does it pay to keep a retail store open after 7 p.m.

on ordinary week days?"
"Is it advisable for a successful retail firm to establish

a branch store in an adjoining town or village?"

"What advantage can a retailer secure from his

banker? Can a line of credit be arranged covering a year

and can bank exchange be overcome? What is the best

way to do your banking?"

Some Convention Lessons.

One of the points brought home by the convention was

(hat there was practically no limit to the volume of busi-

ness which a dealer might do if he studied carefully the

wants of his customers and kept his eyes open for all that

was new and progressive in his line.

Another lesson was the advantage to be derived from

the reduction of stocks. It was not a question of what

volume of business a man does during the year, but how

many times he can handle his slock. A $10,0000 stock

turned over half a dozen limes is infinitely preferable to

a $20,000 one turned over three time and the profits are

much larger.

Still another poinl was not to consider the buying

price so much in the disposal of goods, but to mark them

at what the dealer thought he could get for them. It is

not the dealer with the largest store or shelves loaded

down with an assortment of all and sundry that makes the

most money, but the dealer who can keep things on the go.

Best Work of Association.

The annual convention is after all the centre of any

trade organization's life. It is from the convention that

all practical work emanates. There dealers come together

to discuss trade problems. They get the benefit of the

other fellow's experience, which otherwise they would

never obtain and they go away with their eyes opened to

many facts that they had never noticed before. If there

is work to he done, abuses to be remedied or ends to be

gained, the motive power and the direction come from the

convention.

MAGAZINE NOTES.

In Putnam's Magazine for March. Elliott Flower takes

firs' place with an admirable illustrated article on "Gary:
The Magic City." Attention is. of course, bestowed on

Lincoln, three contributions dealing with "Recollections

of Lincoln," "A Medallic History of Lincoln," and

"Abraham Lincoln in 1851." "A Trip on a Great Lakes

Freighter" will be found of interest to Canadians, while

the ever-entertaining "Lounger" has much to say of

hooks, authors and actors.

The work of Charles H. Shannon and Joaquin Sorolla

form the main features of the March issue of the Inter-

national Studio. Three of Shannon's paintings, "The
Mermaid." "The Modeller" and "The Cup of Tea" are

reproduced as inserls and the sketch of him by C. Lewi.-,

Hind is accompanied by thirteen other illustrations of his

work. Sorolla is treated by Christian Brinton, eleven il-

lustrations being given. One of the prettiest inserts is by

Mary Williams, being a painting of a little girl. Dealers

will find these inserts suitable for framing and should

push the sale of the Studio on thai ground.

The first number of the Eugenics Review is to appear
in April. ll will be published at (> York Buildings,

Adelphi, London, and will deal with heredity, selection.

marriage customs and laws, the care of defectives and
criminals, and the hereditary transmission of disease.

The April Scribner will contain among other notable

contributions. "Fifteen Hundred Miles down the Sas-

katchewan." by Agnes C. Laut, being the story of a canoe
voyage. In the series of articles on "England and the

English from an American Point of View," the subject

in April will be "An English Country Town." Professor
Laughlin will write on "The Valuation of Railwavs.

"

H ANNUAL

(INVENTION

HAMILTON
1909

SECRETARY

A Much Admired and Much Coveted Con-
vention Badge worn by all

the Delegates.
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THE PREPARATION OF RETAIL ADVERTISING COPY
—Writing Copy—The Choice of Types—Regarding Layouts—Sugges-

tions for Display—Catch Lines—The Relative Importance of the Signature

—Value of Effective Illustrative Matter—By WILLIAM G. COLGATE.

"This is about the worst job I have to do during the

whole week/' is what a bookseller and stationer remark-

ed when a proof of his advertisement was presented to

him for his O.K. When asked to explain, he said that

writing advertising copy was a difficult subject for him

to master. He didn't know jus! exactly how to go aboui

Valentines
are now to the lore. We ^how a col-

lection of the most unique and at-

tractive designs and styles we have

ever placed betoie you. And prices as

-.-.sual arc most reasonable-— 3c. 10c, 15-j

and up to the more extravagant sorts.

Postal Cards, Folders, Embossed de-

signs, Cupid's Hearts, Sachets ana

comics.
" On the book tables ars many book-

specially put up as to subject matter,

binding and general get up, most

suitable as remembrances for this oc-

casion.

THOMSON

STATIONERY C?.

• 26 HASTING*. ST.

ID.

FHONt a«»*

Ineffective Arrangement of Composition, Giving

Ad. a "Heavy" Effect.

it, and as a consequence, he was at a disadvantage when

ii came to trying to sell his goods on paper. Serving a

customer in the store and selling him an article was easy

by comparison. But to put the same selling talk into type

was for him an impossible accomplishment. That's about

I lie way he expressed it.

Give ninety-nine people out of a hundred a clean sheet

of paper and a pencil and they will immediately begin

to write. With the hundredth person it's different. He
will stop. He will think. And when he writes it will be

something worth recording. That's it. Think! And
when you have coherently arranged in your mind just

exactly what you want to say in a style nearly as pos-

sible resembling what you would say to a customer in

selling goods, you'll get good advertising.

Earnest and Simple Copy.

Did you notice a good piece of advertising copy? It

read so earnestly and so simply that you were uncon-

sciously impressed by the statements that it conveyed

that you forgot all about its form and appearance and

thought only of the arguments it presented. A good ad.

should be like a well-dressed successful salesman—cap-

able of leaving an agreeable impression by its pleasing

form and the suggestions it seeks to convey. i

When you can get a reader so interested in your argu-

ment that the medium is forgotten you will attain the

maximum of results from your copy. It is not hard to do

either. Be natural in your paper sales-talk as you are

in your store. Don't imitate. Be yourself. Put your

own thoughts, your own ideas and your own personality

into your copy-writing. One of the biggesl shirt dealers

in Chicago, Tom Murray, has built up an immense trade

almost solely by advertising because of the individuality

he put into it.

When he first went into business he had the chance

of imitating the advertising methods of successful shirt

makers. But lie didn't. That 's one great reason why Tom
Murray's shirts have the call in Chicago, and in fact,

in any place where the name of Tom Murray is known.
Give your advertising individuality, originality and

simplicity. Don't try to be literary or strive for effect.

.lust use tlie selfsame plain commonsense arguments that

you would offer to a customer in the store and nut them
in a plain way.

It's because many dealers are too self conscious of

their grammar and labor for polished sentences and

rounded periods that so much advertising is painfully

puerile, or at most only partially successful.

Selection of Type Paces.

The proper selection of type faces has a -real deal to

do with the effectiveness of an ail. Worn, out -of-dale

type and careless arrangement are responsible for much
negative advertising. Bad ink, faulty punctuation, and
mis-spelled words in display lines are errors that spoil

many an otherwise effective announcement.

In the laying out of an ad. it is a good plan to specify

if possible the kind of type you want used. If the ad-

vertiser is not acquainted with type nomenclature he can

(dip from the pages of the paper in which his ad. is to

appear an ad. containing the type which he prefers. A

Have You
a Girl ?
Remember the 14th February and

send her a Valentine.

We have a very choice selection

to choose from.

G. 5. Forsyth

& Company
Cor. Homer and

Hastings Streets

A Strking and Well Displayed Valentine

Ad., with Catchy Headline.

layout should accompany all advertising copy. It docs

not take up much time to arrange your ad. properly to

suit yourself and it saves the printer's time, as he will

know exactly what the advertiser wants. It will also

save your time, as there will be less corrections required

when the proof is submitted for O.K.
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»/U^,. i5c

-At the Bookshop ji -^^
MAIN STREET CEHTR.EVJILE/

W*L
Our Best Fwenast^*^^

.*^*
^i****

<i«^

OurBestFriends
are good books. Like our com-
panionships, they help to form
our character, and we should be
careful in their selection. You
will find any of the following
works instructive or entertain-
ing. They all go at one price.

Come early for choice.

25c

tale of two cities—Dickens
I.ES MISERABLES—Hugo
self-reliance—Emerson
TOM sawyer—Twain
the crisis—Churchill
sophia—Wcyman

The price, as you recognize, is no
indication of their worth. Drop
in and look them over. No ob-
ligation to buy.

At the Bookshop
Main Street Centreville

The Layout. The Advertisement.

No advertisement requires the use of more than three

different type faces. The best effects can be obtained by

the use of one series for display. The catchline, the

name of the goods, and the signature should be set in

display.

Striking Catchlines.

Catchlines should be as striking and as attention-

compelling as it is possible to arrange them. Avoid the

stereotyped. A common expression or a happy phrase

may someetimes be used with effect, although slang is to

be shunned. Try to say something that will invite the

reader's further attention after it catches his eye. The
exercise of careful judgment and observation will soon

teach the advertiser what will best serve his purpose in

that respect. '

A great number of advertisers make the mistake of

having the signature almost the largest display line in

the ad. While it is a good idea to give due prominence

to the firm name, yet it does not do to have the signature

overshadow by contrast the goods you arc trying to sell.

Rogers, Peet & Co., who are probably one of the best

known retail firms in New York, and whose advertising

*$pr

Good btationc^

E*TOH-H„fclB„T.,Plt<« C^
Ma*««» Waowk-,, 35^

Crto 3- v*vJ<*t> 2,5

Jltthc BooKstore
M*IW STREET CtNXaeviLL,

Y r^

jLtffiA****

is quoted by experts as exemplary, use a signature that

is usually set in the capitals of the body matter—not

larger than the type that is used in the reading matter of
the average country weekly. This gives their ads. a neat

well-balanced effect and is apt to favorably impress the

customer. It is also inclined to give him the idea you are

trying to sell him merchandise and not the firm's name.
The use of illustrations in an ad. is commendable.

There is nothing that will suggest better the merits of
goods or emphasize their appearance more attractively

than the use of effective illustrations.

The celebration of the birthday of that patron saint

of lovers, St. Valentine, gave the bookseller and stationer

a welcome relief from the after-holiday quietness. Some
very good examples of Valentine advertising have been
received, of which the claim to unusual distinction may
be awarded to G. S. Forsyth & Co., Vancouver.1 This
ad. has a strikingly appropriate catchline and is a re-

minder to the person who is apt to forget or overlook
these important events. It is also well arranged typo-
graphically. The Thomson Stationery Co.'s ad. would
have appeared to better advantage if the headline had
been set in stronger type.

Good Stationery-
is an absolute social essential. It
is the poorest kind of policy to
buy an inferior grade of station-
ery when prices for the better
grades are so reasonable. You
don't want to buy cheap station-
ery any more than you want to
wear cheap clothes. We can
strongly recommend the follow-
ing :

Eaton Hurlbut & Pike - per box 25c
Marcus Ward & Co. - - " "35c
Crane's Irish Linen ..." " 30c
Geo. B. Hurd & Co. - " " 25c

These are all reliable brands

—

absolutely dependable and al-
ways in good taste.

At the Bookstore

Main Street Centreville

The Layout. The Advertisement,
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Interior of F. H. Chappie's Store, Gait.

MAKING A SUCCESS OF AN EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS-
How a Gait Bookseller, by Adhering Strictly to Regular Lines has

Built up a Fine Trade Some Methods of Advertising and Book-

keeping which Have Proved Effective—How to Sell Wall Paper.

The world lnu\s a man who is an euthusiasl at his

calling, who believes in it, takes pride in it and is ever

ready to uphold it by fair dealing and honest values.

Such men adorn the vocation which claims their

sympathies and enlists their energies. They maintain

the best traditions and the highest regard for a business

thai is as old as it is honored, and honored as it. is old,

and that business is the one of selling hooks.

In Ontario there are a few men who rigidly believe

that a bookseller is what the name implies—not the dis-

penser of a few volumes of cheap literature along with a

large amount of tinware, crockery, glassware, toys and

fancy goods, which establishment is often interpreted to-

day as a "bookstore," when in reality it is a variety

store or fancy fair.

Books and Stationery Only.

"Yes," I adhere strictly to hooks and stationery,"

said F. TI. Chappie, of Gait, Out., 'and 1 endeavor to

cater to the better class of trade. We never advertise

anything as cheap, or hold bargain sales. We give hon-

est value, dollar for dollar, and our customers know
what to expect."

Mr. Chappie is a young man, but he has absorbed

progressive ideas about things. He stalled in as mes-

senger boy in the store of .1. II. Fisher, MP. P., Paris,

and spent several years at the stationery and book busi-

ness in that town. Then he went to the west and for a

couple of years was engaged in the big retail establish-

ment of the Thompson Stationery Company, Vancouver.
Three years and a half ago he came to Call, bought a

sporting goods stock, which he soon cleared out, and

then began the book business in earnest, deciding to give

Gait an up-to-date, representative store and stock
, and

he has succeeded. To-day he carries a $12,000 stock. The

depth of his store is ahout Ml feet and the width lti feet.

The proprietor is sadly pressed for more room, but he

makes the best disposition of what he has. lie keeps

his stacks of books on the right and all stationery, art

and leather goods on the left.

How He Advertises..

Mr. Chappie bo's several effective methods of retain-

ing trade. He never sells a package of envelopes or a

quire of note paper without enclosing in the parcel a

neat It tie blotting sheet, artistically printed and bear-

ing the modest announcement of his business. On the

hitter class of envelopes he has embossed in neat letters

on the flap, "Chappie's Hook Store." He also has vari-

ous special lines of pencils made with the same sign

showing upon them. On all writing tablets he has his

name in bold print on the cover, and even on the front

of heavy blank books a gilt circular sign bears the le-

gend that Chappie handles office supplies of every kind.

He is a (inn believer in advertising and has space
in both the local papers—occupying about a six-inch sin-

gle column space, lie changes the reading matter in his

ads. at least three times a week, and at the Christmas
season, and when the wall paper business is at ils height

he doubles the number of inches ordinarily used. He
also makes use of locals to a certain extent and finds

them a good auxiliary.

Tags, Goods in Window.

At the right of the store is a neat glass case filled

with picture post cards, which are changed frequently

The window itself is admirably ananged, special atten-

tion being devoted to its trimming. Mr. Chappie very

often puts prices' on the articles displayed. He is a firm

believer in the arresting power of plain figures and their

efficacy to get rid of accumulated stock.
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Postage Stamps and Magazines.

The proprietor handles and sells postage stamps and

also magazines and newspapers, which are kept in the

back of the store.

"Why do you have current reading matter back so

far ?" was asked.

"Why, that is easily understood," replied Mr. Chap-

pie, "and has proved a good plan. It draws people to

the rear of the store and in passing in and out nearlj

the full depth of the shop they get a good survey of

everything we have, and often buy something before

leaving, which the)' probably did not think they wanted

when entering. Great is the power of suggestiveness and

arousing of attention and interest. I never consider it a

nuisance to sell stamps or newspapers. It brings people,

here and the more persons who enter the store, natural-

ly the bigger trade. Do you know that our cash register

has shown on one single day a record of 740 sales ? True,

the majority of them were small, but so long as you

keep your stock moving you are going ahead. We do not

deliver any Toronto daily papers. Formerly we did, but

we abolished the practice some time ago. We keep open

until 8.30 each evening and sell the evening papers of

Hamilton and Toronto."

Printing and Office Supplies.

The proprietor gets in close touch not onlj with of-

fice stationery supplies, but office furniture. He sells the

office chairs of the King Company, of Stratford, and the

desks, sectional book casts, etc.,. of the Globe-Warnick

Company of the same city. In aduition he takes orders

for printing envelopes, ladies' visiting cards and offers a

wide selection of type. Neat folders are sent to the

women of Gait and a large number of favorable replies

flow iii. Mr. Chappie gets the work done outside and

the price is very reasonable—fifty cards for 45 cents in

any desired style of letter. He also carries a represen-

tative line of sporting goods—mostly Spalding's—and

out lit ted the (!alt Golf Club last season, being the only

man to handle such supplies.

How to Sell Wall Paper.

Wall paper is handled profitably, so that few rem-

nants are left on hand. It is a department which re-

quires watching.

"We put," continued Mr. Chappie, "a separate slip

in the cash register every time we make a wall paper

sale. These slips are handed each day to the bookkeeper,

who enters them up in a special book. Thus we know
how much wall paper we dispose of every week, month

or season, and the exact profit we have made in this

branch of the business. We also know how many rolls

of each kind we have still on hand. The remnants are

kept on different shelves from the regular stock, but are

not marked remnants. We sell these rolls to persons who
may be looking after cheap paper. Of course, it would

not do to tell a farmer, for instance, who requires only

a few rolls of common paper, that he was buying a rem-

nant ; otherwise, he would not .want the paper at all,

perhaps, as most remnants are of last year's pattern.

Our wall paper trade is satisfactory and the amount of

money depends entirely upon the way one handles the

stock, his selling system, etc. We also have the names
of several good paper-hangers whom we can recommend.
This is a great convenience, especially to a stranger com-
ing to reside here. She naturally says, 'I had better go

to the painter for my wall paper and he will hang it

for me. If I go to a bookstore to buy I do not know
where I can get a workman.'

"I overcome this objection," went on Mr. Chappie,

"by advertising in the papers that we will send good

men to do work for any customers. The latter, of

course, hear the expense, as we do not employ paper-

hangers ourselves."

The Best Selling Books.

The latest copyright fiction sells well in Gait at

Christmas time, Mr. Chappie disposing of about 300

volumes during the last holiday season. At other times

there is not much demand for it. The best selling books

during the whole year are standard novels, cloth-bound

ones which retail at 25 cents per copy. Paper-covered

editions of well-known fiction at If) and 25 cents are also

good selling lines. Mr. Chappie has his book shelves and

tables nicely arranged. Neatness, order and attractive-

ness are evidenced on all sides, and the reader or prob-

able purchaser may wander about at his leisure exam-
ining the different volumes and, when a selection is

made, he will be promptly waited on by one of the

clerks. Xo person is importuned to buy. Presentation

books, of which a large line is kept, the works of the

poets, and the latest fiction are displayed in sectional

bookcases. Boys' books are kept separately, and also

girls' books. There arc several tables on which other

volumes are conveniently displayed. Prayer and hymn

F. H. CHAPPLE.

books are also kept in a sectional bookcase, and all

Bibles repose in paste-board boxes.

Collection of Accounts.

Nearly all the business, except that done with manu-
facturing firms, offices and factories, is cash. There is

no cutting in the price of school books in Gait, and all

goods of that character are cash on the spot. Mr. Chap-
pie has an exceptionally energetic lady clerk on his staff

of six employes, who, when he complained one day that

certain citizens paid no attention to bills sent them time
and again through the post office, replied, "I will col-

lect those accounts for you," and at it she went. She
took some 34 bills and in a few days had gathered in

about $125 in cash, the most of which would otherwise
not have been available.

Many other features in connection with his business
might be told. Mr. Chappie has one of the largest book
businesses in Ontario to-day and he attributes his suc-
cess to a few well-defined rules which he has followed.
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NEW WATERMAN FACTORY AT ST.
Lambert Opened—Large Party of Montreal People
Visit the Plant on Lincoln's Birthday—Everything

Seen in Full Operation—Visitors from New York.

On February 12, 1909, a large party of Montreal busi-

ness men and women, and newspaper representatives,

left the city at noon for St. Lambert, to be present at

the opening of the L. E. Waterman Company, Limited,

factory at that town. The weather was bright, sun-

shiny, not too cold nor too warm, but nicely season-

able. The Waterman hospitality commenced at the

I3onaventure station, where a representative of the com-
pany distributed railway tickets to the guests. At the

other end of the trip rigs were at the station to convey
the visitors to the factory. These, however, were rot

largely patronized, as many preferred to enjoy the short

walk.

The factory is not like other factories, for the sim-

ple reason that it is better than most manufacturing in-

Sanitary Surroundings.

The Watermans have learned that good business prin-
ciple that employes are more or less the victims of their

environment. They expert every man and woman to be
a part of the grand scheme, anu to put forth healthy
efforts, consequently they have given them healthy, sani-

tary surroundings.

As the interior of each flat presents itself for inspec-
tion, the vista is not unlike the ward of a modern hes-
pital, minus the beds, and suffering. The same splendid
light, cheerfulness and cleanliness is there. The ceilings

are high, and a clean grey in color. There are no wails,
unless occasional square pillars supporting the floor above
may be called walls. Windows high, wide and spacious,
take their place. As long as a needle can be threaded
out of doors, by natural light, the same can be done in

the Waterman factory. The machinery which performs
each exquisite duty, in the evolution of a fountain pen,
is not that of to-day or yesterday, it is almost of to-

morrow, so up-to-date is it. On the day of the visit the
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[A Sleigh Load of Visitors to the New Waterman Factory.

stitutions. Here are some salient facts concerning it.

It is the first of its kind in Canada, and is built en-

tirely of re-inforced concrete. It is 85 feet wide by :r>0

feet deep, and has three storeys, and basement, with

25,000 square feet of floor space. The building is abso-

lutely fireproof throughout, and the method of construc-

tion prevents any vibration from action of the machinery.

The ceilings are high, affording excellent ven-

tilation, and ' natural light even in the most re-

mote corners. The power is electrical, and is generated

on the premises, and is of 100 horse-power, with 100

h.p. additional provided for. The engines installed are

Belliss & Morcom, Birmingham, make, and of their lat-

est type. The boilers are fitted with Parsons improved

blower system. The exhaust steam from the engines

heats the entire building. The working force capacity is

100 employes. Fireproof vaults are built on each floor.

The sign on the roof is of exceptional si/.e, being 140 feet

long, and the trade mark 22 feet high, with letters 7

feet high. It may he seen for 10 miles up the St. Law-

rence river.
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employes were at their benches, as usual, each perform-

ing his or her part of the process which results in the

finished product. The members of the Montreal and New
York staffs were there, to explain these various pro-

cesses, to the visitors.

The Waterman ink is made in enormous vats from

our own special formulas. In the basement of our new
factory there is storage room for ten carloads or 5,000

gross bottles.

Hospitality.

After the guests had finished the inspection of the

premises they were invited to the third floor, where more
Waterman hospitality was in evidence, in the way of a

lunch. Things liquid and solid were available, and the

third floor became a popular part of the building. The
smoking restrictions of the building were suspended for

the nay, so those who enjoy a smoke were not forced to

relinquish the pleasure of a good cigar or cigarette,

which abounded throughout the building in ample quan-
tities. The date, the 12th of February, was a particu-

larly appropriate one, as it was the 100th anniversary
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of the birth of Abraham Lincoln, and the 25th anniver-

sary of the granting of the first American patent to L.

E. Waterman on a fountain pen. Roth of these eminent

Americans were emancipators, the former of the negro

from slavery, the latter of the white man from the ink

pot.

Guests From New York.

The following ladies and gentlemen from the United

States were the guests of the Canadian company. They
left New York by private car Thursday evening, arriving

in St. Lambert Friday morning, the 12th, and left for

New York the same night : F. 1). Waterman and Mrs.

Waterman, L. E. Waterman, W. I. Ferris and Mrs. Fer-

ris, W. If. Bridgman and Mrs. Biidgman, F. S. Water-

man, F. P. Seymour, M. O'Connell,' W. II. Kernan, A.

.J. Tully and Mrs. Tully, R. C. Liddell, E. T. Howard,
VV. A. R. Nisbet, Thos. Adams, Geo. Warner, Mrs. Cros-

her, Miss I)e Witt, Miss Bonhag, Miss Wiggins, New York
City

;
II. V. Terhune and Mrs. Terhune, J. C. Thor-

burn and Mrs. Thorburn, W. K. Smith, Jersey City
;

Walter Randall, Seymour, Conn.

NEWS OF THE TRADE IN MONTREAL
Business a Little Dull—Trouble from Sneak Thieves

—Death of Henry Morton — Some Personal Notes.

Montreal, March 9.—At this time of the year, business

is generally a little dull but in this respect the Montreal
booksellers and stationers seem to be singularly fortun-

ate, as trade has been remarkably good. Most of the

dealers have been running special sales, to (dear out sur-

plus stock, and make room for spring goods.

Sneak Thieves.

Booksellers here have been suffering from a pes! of

sneak thieves. One dealer in particular stated that, lie

had been a victim, and perhaps what is the most exasper-

ating feature of this evil, is the fact that in a large

majority of the cases, books are stolen from sets. In

one ease the box containing a set was opened, and ii

was found that one book was missing, and the remainder

were left in the hope of catching the culprit, but despite

the efforts of the entire staff, books continued to go. It

is rather a strange phase of the situation to notice the

strong predilection these people have for books belong-

ing to sets. Each year, however, magazine and post card

thieves get in their work, too. In discussing the matter

with several of the dealers, they expressed the opinion,

that strict instructions to the clerks to insist on wrap-

ping everything that went out, was the only way to

check this abuse. It is rather a delicate matter to stop

a person, and ask them how they came in possession of

a book that they may he carrying. In many cases the

clerk may have his or her suspicions, but it is impossible

to do anything for the fear of making a mistake. A
suggestion which is a good one, and which would obviate

the difficulty in a large degree, is to have a large card

facing the door, requesting the customers to have their

parcels wrapped, and stating p'ainly the reasons why.

There are, however, that class, who confine their at-

tentions to the small books, and post cards left, which

even these precautions would fail to cover. Only the

strictest scrutiny is available in their case.

Personal Notes.

F. E. Phelan, St. Catherine St., contemplates some

changes in the internal arrangement of his store. These

changes are necessary owing to increasing size of stock.

A prominent bookseller of the city told a representa-

tive of the Bookseller and Stationer, that he was deeply

grateful to the paper for a suggestion regarding a method

of checking his subscription people. He stated he had

installed the system, and it worked admirably.

The "Tag End" sale at E. M. Renouf's, St. Catherine

St., has been very successful. Many lines have been

cleared out, to make room for new goods arriving.

A large number of personal friends of A. H. Ward,

of Ward & Co., 13 St. John St.. gathered together re-

cently to tender him a farewell supper. W. Wicks was

toastmaster. The toasl list was somewhat lengthy, and

some good speeches were made. The boys were kept in

good spirits throughout the evening.

A. L. Malins, representing Thos. Nelson & Sons, Lon-

don, has been visiting the trade.

F. W. Whitlock has been in town in the interests of

John Walker & Co., London.

Scroggie's Book Department is showing some special

ly line lines of stationery, also a library fitted up with

Wernicke bookcases.

Hector Prenter, of Thos. De La Rue & Co., London,

and other British stationery houses, is in town.

John Morgan, of Raphael, Tuck & Sons, Toronto, has

been spending a few days in town.

Death of Henry Morton.

The death took place in the Montreal General Hospital

at 2.30 a.m. Monday, March 8, of Henry Morton, who.

for many years, was a member of the firm of Morton,

Phillips & Co., stationers. Mr. Morton would have been.

81 on March 26 had he lived until then. He was born in

London on that day in 1828. Mr. Morton came to Mon-
treal with his parents in 1832, and has resided here ever

since. He learned the printing and stationery business

with the late Mr. E. C. Tuttle, and when still quite

young, went to the late Mr. Robert Graham, becoming

his foreman, and subsequently manager of the business.

In 18G9 he became associated with the late Mr. Buhner
and C. S. J. Phillips, under the firm name of Morton, Phil-

lips & Buhner, they having bought out the stationery

business of Mr. Graham. Mr. Bulmer left the firm many
years ago. Mr. Morton retired from active business in

1899, though still retaining a financial interest in it. The
firm name will remain as it has been for a number of

years—Morton, Phillips & Company.

C. A. Ross, of the Cambridge Corporation, recently

returned from a business trip to Winnipeg.

F. E. Grafton is taking subscriptions for the new
"Studio Year Book of Decorative Art for 1909."

Post cards are going fairly well, especially Carnival

cards, which have been in good demand. Local view

cards are most popular.

NEW FACTORY FOR COPP, CLARK.

1 here have been various reports relative to a pro-

posed new factory for the Copp, Clark Co., Limited. The
contractors are now bidding on the specifications for this

new factory, which will be erected on Wellington Street

West. It is expected that building operations will com-
mence just as soon as weather conditions will permit.

The present factory on Colborne Street has been felt,

for some time past, to be inadequate to their growing
needs. This surely is another improved condition that
should instill that spirit of optimism in our outlook for

1909 business in the bookselling and stationery trade.
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment

OUR GRIEVANCE COLUMN.

In this issue we publish several letters airing griev-

ances, experienced by members of the trade. This is just

the place to make these grievances public. It is one of

the functions of this paper to open its columns to its

readers for the expression of their personal opinions on

all matters pertaining to the trade.

Many of the difficulties experienced by the trade can

only be remedied by united action. The woes of the indi-

vidual are ignored, whereas the complaints of an organized

trade are listened to with respect and are usually

remedied.

There is a trade organization in Canada, but its vitality

is weak, simply because of a lack of support. When

every member of the trade comes to its support, its day

nf genuine usefulness will begin. Cannot the individual

merge his interests with the corporate body?

BOOK STORES ARE ESSENTIAL.

The Bookseller and Stationer is heart and soul in the

movement for the maintenance of the book store as a

beneficial public institution. We are becoming more and

more convinced that the selling of books to the people in

properly constituted book stores is one of the most laud-

able and meritorious employments that any man can

undertake.

There are two or three facts which will have to be

impressed on those who have the welfare of our country

at heart. One is that a nation which is being fed on the

kind of literature provided by newspapers and magazines

is going to lose power of concentration and stability of

purpose.

Another is that borrowed books can never have the

s.i mm' influence on the people as books purchased and

owned by the individual.

A third is that our school teachers must realize the

importance of instructing the young in the value of books

and inculcating a reverence for them.

These facts admit of much elaboration and we purpose

devising means to bring them to the attention of the

public.

WHAT THE BOOKSELLER CAN DO

There is aggressive work which the bookseller can do

and ought to do. He has a strong case, possibly stronger

than he thinks, and, if it is put in the proper light before

the proper people, he should win out.

The root of the whole matter rests in the public

schools. The generation which is passing through our

schools at the present day can make or mar our book

stores a few years from now.

The question is, will the school children of to-day

become booklovers and bookbuyers or will they evolve

into newspaper and magazine readers and borrowers of

novels from public libraries'? It is a serious question, not

only for the bookseller, but for the country itself.

Instruction in our public schools must be such as to

lead the child into the right path. There has not been

enough of it in the past and unfortunately this repre-

hensible scheme of giving or lending the children free text-

books is going to make it worse in the future.

The booksellers must labor to get the trustees to see

the wisdom of fostering a love of books and reading

among the pupils in the public schools. It will prove the

mosl valuable part of elementary education.

LET THE PRESS HELP.

If the press has a proper conception of its functions,

it will join in and help the movement. No force nowadays

is more powerful. True, the idea is to reduce the amount

of newspaper-reading. But that does not mean that news-

papers are to be tabooed. Far from it. Newspapers are

essential to our modern civilization. It is simply a case

of too much newspaper.

We firmly believe that local newspaper publishers

would welcome the booksellers and would give them a

friendly hearing. They stand to benefit quite as much as

the booksellers, for upon the welfare of the booksellers as

a part of the local mercantile fabric, depends their own

welfare.

The movement to encourage the love of books is a

sound and philanthropic one. The press will support it or

we are greatly mistaken. No political corns will be trod-

den upon. No interests will be sacrificed. The whole

project is laudable.

If the editor of the local paper is at a loss to know

how to handle the subject, it should not be a difficult

matter for the bookseller to prime him. The Bookseller

and Stationer is always ready to give information which

will assist in this campaign. There is really a vast array

of telling arguments.

A PROFESSOR ARGUES.

The foregoing has been suggested by Professor Hugo

Munslerberg's excellent article on the Book Trade in the

current issue of the Atlantic Monthly. The Professor

contrasts America and Germany. In the former he sees

the book store decadent. In the latter the book store

flourishes as a great national asset. He first points out

the Influence which books and reading are having on the

Germans, simply as a result of the fostering of the book

trade.

Then he asks why it is that there is such a difference

between America and Germany. He finds that the book

trade in Germany is so well protected that it is possible'

for even the small stores in the small towns to succeed.
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There is in fact a combination of interests, which would

be illegal on this side of the Atlantic, but the results have

proved the beneficence of the restrictions. In America the

trade is lamentably cut up, with the result that book

selling is fast becoming a dying trade.

OUR FREE COPY DEPARTMENT.

As subscribers who have written to Bookseller and

Stationer's Copy Department asking for help have in

many cases omitted to send particulars regarding the

nature of the service required from this department, the

following suggestions are offered as a guide :

(1) When writing to the Copy Department, sub-

scribers should be as explicit as possible. (2) State what

medium or mediums of publicity you are using at present.

(3) Define the character of your advertising. (4) Forward

examples of ads you have been using and give results

received therefrom.

This knowledge, of course, is largely general in its

scope, and it naturally follows that the more exact the

information with which you supply us, the greater the

aid we will be enabled to render you.

We keep no advertising copy in stock. All advertis-

ing sent out is fresh and original and is designed chielly

to meet existing conditions peculiar to the subscriber's

own locality.

AN AD'S PULLING POWER.

It is very often a difficult matter to predict of an ad

that it will promote good business. Instances go to

show that ads. which were generally thought to be

very attractive to the eye and enlightening to the mind

have fallen short in the matter of influence. On the other

hand, there have been many notable examples of publi-

city work which though unlikely looking, have brought

results.

The pulling power was there. The ads. probably did

not accord entirely with traditions, so far as style or

make-up were concerned, but it goes without saying that

the business germ within them was neither smothered by

obscurity, nor bewildered by environment. It had a free

hand. This brings home the thought, so often expressed

that it is better to have one, well understood, forcefully

presented idea in an ad, than a mass in which one has

every opportunity to handicap the other, and possibly,

the collective or individual impression will be far from

satisfactory.

OUR INTERVIEWS.

Those who are inclined to turn over the page when

they come across what they believe to be a "write-up" of

such and such a stationer's business are doing themselves

and us a wrong. We do not publish "write-ups." The

interview with F. H. Chappie, of Gait, in this issue is not

a "write-up" of Mr. Chappie's business. It is not going

to be read by any of Mr. Chappie's customers or any of

his probable customers.

We are going to considerable expense each month in

sending out an expert interviewer. He visits a bookseller,

not with the object of giving that bookseller a puff, but

of securing from him ideas about how he conducts his

business—ideas, which will be helpful to all our readers.

These interviews are really a clearing-house of ideas.

We venture to say that any dealer who has read over

the various interviews which have appeared during the

past six months, without receiving instruction and help

therefrom, is a rarity and an outsider from the genera]

run of booksellers.

Therefore, readers, for your own good do not pass

these interviews by, but give a few minutes of your

time to a careful perusal of each interview. We feel sure

it w'ill amply repay you.

POST CARD TRADE.

William Fritzsche, of Saxony, who has recently made

a tour of Canada, stated to a Bookseller and Stationer

representative in Montreal, that the exports of German

post cards had fallen off very considerably in the last

year. He explained that he did not think that the sale

of them had fallen off generally over the world, but

that countries to which Germany had been exporting

were now making their own cards. The foreign demand

for German post cards amounted to 500,000,000 for the

year just ended. These figures show a diminution of

160,000,000. The character of the cards exported has

also changed somewhat. In the past all sorts of sub-

jects have been treated, but now, view cards are most

in demand. Mr. Fritzsche is of the opinion, that this

particular kind of a card will always remain popular. The

largest number of cards are sent to the United States,

with England a close second. Canada, Australia and

India are also good customers. Perhaps the particular

card which has built up Germany's foreign trade most

largely, is the sepia-toned local view card. In this par-

ticular branch of the industry, she has excelled.

THE PERSUASIVE POWER OF WOMAN.

F. H. Chappie, of Gait, has discovered a better way of

collecting accounts than by putting them into the hands

of a collecting agency. Not long ago he sent out 34 ac-

counts, aggregating $125. Again and again he dunned

the delinquents through the mails but without success.

Not one cent could he collect. Then one day a bright

young lady in his employ suggested that he should send

her out to look up the various people. He did so and was

delighted with the result. By her persuasive ways, the

young lady was able to collect the whole amount, the last

to come in being a payment of ten cents. Isn't there a

useful suggestion in this for other booksellers who are

likewise afflicted ?
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A STRONG PROTEST AGAINST THE TRAFFIC IN IN-

decent Picture Post Cards—Writer Advocates the Confiscation of all

Cards Tending Towards the Suggestive and Vulgar How These Cards

Come into the Country Bad for the People and the Legitimate Trade.

At the request of a correspondent, Bookseller and

Stationer gives space to a letter which recently appear-

ed in a Canadian daily newspaper, in which the writer

appeals for a stricter enforcement of the law in the mat-

ter of the sale of indecent picture post cards.

So far as the trade is concerned, the sale of these

cards must be condemned absolutely and that for many

reasons. Apart from the illegality of the traffic and the

dealer's personal n sponsibilif \ to society, there is the

cold bus'ness reason that it doesn't pay in the long run.

Consider the historj of the manufacturers of posl

cards. Which arc the houses thai have survived Hie lest

of time? Investigation will show thai (hey are the

firms which have adhered to a standard of worth in theii

product.

The same thing has been and will he true of the re

tailer. Permanence can only he secured by selling onl)

the best. Prosperity derived from anj other source can

only be temporary.

The Letter Itself.

"At no stage of our existence has there been such a

great need for crusades and other stringenl steps to be

taken as at the present time, against the many debased

and objectionable things that seem to spring up and go

on from bad to worse, seemingly with but little protest

being made against them, till finally they become fixed

and recognized institutions amongst the people. The evil

that is being done by such means to the youths and

others cannot be estimated and does not seem to be

taken into consideration. This work seems to go on for

no other purpose than to 1111 the pockets of those people

who are engaged in producing and placing before, the pub-

lic that which defiles the morals of the people. Amongsl
some of the things which might be mentioned and which

seem to be going beyond all bounds of decency are vari-

ous classes of publications, viz., novels, post cards, the

theatre in its various varieties, and the moving picture

shows. Then we have the penny-in-the-slot arcade, which

is now becoming firmly established over the country, and

showing pictures that arc simply demoralizing to the

youths. Of all the above-mentioned, I do not think there

is any one that is having such a,bad influence and doing

so much to demoralize both young and old as the post

card, which seems to have become a means of introduc-

ing vulgarity into the homes of many classes. With the

great increase they have made in the direction of sug-

gestiveness and vulgarity, these post cards cannot but

be )a great means to aid in opening up the gates of

rudeness between the sexes and of destroying any refined

sentiment that may exist among them.

Cards Easily Obtained.

"These cards are easily obtained by the masses, and

have become universal in their distribution. The milder

forms of them can be purchased in the best stores in all

countries ; they are found in the possession of the youths,

who often have their pockets literally filled with them.

They are also sent in great numbers through the post of-

fices. It has also become a custom amongst some men
to exhibit cards of the most obscene nature, ap-

parently as a form of amusement, one trying to

outdo the other in the extent of Vulgarity. The
worst class of these cards are, no doubt, smug-
gled into the country from the continent, and sold

secretly. Now, the cause of the great increase of the

vulgarity that has been connected with the post cards

now so largely circulated and sold openly through so

many channels, can onh he placed to the liberty allow-

ed in their Circulation. Vulgarity has crept in under

false pretence. The original idea of the post card was
that of information and education, but we have drifted

fai awaj from this, and veered to things on vulgar lines,

foi the sake of profit.

Sold Everywhere.

"On my last visit to England I was surprised to

see the extent to which such viflgaritj was carried

through the medium of the post caul. At the exhibition

at Edinburgh, you could see cards displayed in .vindows

gotten up as souvenirs of the exhibition, depicting girls

and men who had visited I here, all bordering on lines

of something suggestive and rude amongst them. At

watering places the same thing could also 1 r seen, i In \

all seem to be infested in the same way, Blackpool per-

haps more than other places. The channels the] were

sold through were too numerous to mention, as ' .'sides

the many shops there were numbers of people peddling

them on the struts, and many drawing Visitors' atten-

tion to the more obscene ones thai they had concealed in

their clothes. You will see people exhibiting cards thai

have oome through the post, which prove that the postal

authorities are very lax in their duly. It is now a great

question as to where these very obscene cards that are

being sold on the sly came from.

From Paris.

"I think this question could be easily solved by any

one who happened to visit the continental cities, especial-

ly Paris, where you will find numbers of men canvassing

all tourists who arrive there, with a view of supplying

them with these cards, which they represent as being

souvenirs. I do not think there are many who go to

Paris who leave there without a supply of cards of som<

sort, and as (here stems to be no restriction regarding

the sale of them, and as even those that are on the

height of vulgarity can be purchased in some of the very

best si ores, it is very easy for anyone to obtain them.

I received a surprise when in Paris on going into a store

and asking to be shown some comic post cards. The
woman who was in attendance could speak a lijtle Eng-

lish, and on my request to sec some post cards, she pro-

duced a package of cards of a most obscene nature. She
seemed very surprised when I told her I thought they

were very shocking, and her answer was, "No, no ; Eng-
lish and American ladies come here and ask for cards

more shocking than these."

"What may account for the large circulation of this

class of card in England is the fact that there are num-
bers of men engaged in smuggling them across the Chan-
nel, and selling them privately, and as to the milder and

sundry form of these cards that are also gotten up on
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lines of suggestiveness and rudeness and are sold openly
the fact cannot be disguised that owing to the great de-

mand and the large profit made from them that they are

now heing reproduced by publishers in England and Am-
erica.

"There are laws in England and America against the

sale of obscene and vulgar cards and other publications,
and it could be safely said that there should be fifty per

cent, of the post cards that now are being displayed open-

ly for sale confiscated besides the ones that are sold pri-

vately. The following is the law that exists in Canada,
but, as in other countries, it has not heen enforced :

" 'Every one is guilty of an indictable offence and
liable to two years' imprisonment who knowingly, with-

out lawful justification or excuse, publicly sells or ex-

poses for sale, or to public view, any obscene book, or

other printed or written matter, or any picture, photo-
graph, model, or other object, tending to corrupt

morals.'

"Now, I think the time is ripe when the authorities

should take this matter up everywhere and confiscate all

cards tending towards anything suggestive or vulgar, or

that have any tendency to lower the morals of the peo-

ple. Such steps are greatly needed to be taken at (be

present time."

ALLURING FEATURES OF THE PHONO-
graph Business—A Sale of a Phonograph Leads to

Frequent Sales of Records—Helps the Manufac-

turer Offers.

"This is just the kind of business 1 like to handle,"

said a dealer as he closed the door of his store on a de-

parting customer. "I sold that woman a $25 phono-

graph last fall, and now not a week passes without her

coming in and
1

buying two or three records. You see, the

family simply have to get something fresh every week.

The old pieces serve their turn and are laid aside. That's

just where my profit comes in—selling the records.

"Of course, I make something on every machine I

sell and I'm on the lookout for new customers every

day. But selling the machine is merely a means to an

end. It's the record business that counts and the more
people I can induce to buy machines, why the bigger the

traffic in records."

Manufacturers and Retailers.

The dealer's remarks need no explanation or elabora-

tion. They are the experience of a good many retailers

who have taken the local agency for manufacturers of

phonographs and records. In this business the manufac-

turer is right behind the retailer. In fact, the former

has come to a complete realization that the only feas-

ible way to cover the country is by means of the re-

tailers. If it were merely a case of selling machines,

then, doubtless, traveling salesmen would have been found

most satisfactory. But the manufacturers must 'nave de-

pots for the distribution of the records and that is just

where the retailers demonstrate their usefulness. Tra-

veling salesmen move from point to point and are, com-

paratively few in number, whereas the retailers arc right

on the spot all the time.

How About Your Town?

Every bookseller and stationer who reads these lines

should at this point take a careful survey of his town.

What phonograph agencies are located there ? What are

the agents accomplishing ? Is there room for another

first-class agency ? The result of the investigation will

nine times out of ten disclose the interesting fact that

the phonograph business is not receiving the attention

locally that it merits.

The writer has in mind several towns where such a

thing as a phonograph agency is unknown. They are

manufacturing towns with jnst the class of well-to-do

artisans who would buy phonographs readily. And yet

no dealer has undertaken to cater to their requirements.

If they want a machine, it must be to the mail order

house that they have to appeal. And then the difficulty

of getting records practically puts a stop to the busi-

ness. What an opportunity for the retailer.

Manufacturers' Helps.

No manufactured article to-day is better advertised

than the phonograph. Pick up any magazine and the

reader will find splendid advertisements of talking ma-

chines, that are calculated to make everybody long to

possess one. The cumulative effect of these advertise-

ments must be enormous. The resultant demand can

only be adequately realized by a visit to a phonograph

factory. There the strength of good advertising is demon-

strated daily.

But not only is the manufacturer spending thousands

and thousands of dollars in creating a demand among the

people for phonographs, but he is also maintaining good

prices for his product, with a generous margin of profit.

This is one of the most favorable features of the phono-

graph business. It is not a case of one price to you and

another price to the department store people. It is one

standard price to all and the manufacturer is bound in

self-interest to maintain it.

In the Best Homes.

A few years ago when the first cheap machines were

put on the market, a prejudice grew up among the bet-

ter class of people against the phonograph because of

the discordant working of the poor machines. This pre-

judice unfortunately exists still to a certain extent. The
interval, however, has witnessed a marvellous improve-

ment in the quality of even the cheapest phonographs.

And the work of still further improving the machine is

going on at the factories.

Nowadays phonographs are found in the best homes,
demonstrating that the earlier defects have been entirely

overcome. This means that well-to-do people are coming
into the market for the higher-pieced phonographs. What
this indicates requires no explanation. The dealer who
neglects the opportunity of to-day will regret it to-

morrow.
A word in conclusion. The phonograph manufactur-

ers want more agents' in Canada—agents who will lake

hold of their machines and records energetically. They
are prepared to give these retail agents every support
and assistance. The outlay is small. The possible re-

sults are great.

Writing tablets have gained a very strong hold wifch

the general public and are responsible for a falling oil in

the sale of the cheaper grades of note' paper. Buntin,
Gillies &J Co., Hamilton anu Montreal, claim to be the
pioneers in placing writing tablets on the Canadian mar-
ket, and they have ever been prominent in this line, their
pads being on sale at all stationers from coast to coast.
This season's offering is by far the best in their history,
both in assortment and value. The covers are neat and
attractive and the paper stock is the very best, compris-
ing every grade from the tissue-like onionskin to the
heaviest bond and linen papers. Their tablets are manu-
factured in four or five different sizes to suit the require-
ments of the trade.
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PERSONAL ANDTRADE ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
-Booksellers Visited by Fires—Book Travelers all out on the Road at

Last—Movements of English Representatives—Agency for Winnipeg
Firm—Some Deaths Noted—A Double of J. G. Cloke Discovered.

The Librarie Nationale, Montreal, has been dissolved.

Peterboro Music Co., Peterboro, has been dissolved.

Roy Frankfurter, of G. Frankfurter & Son, Winnipeg,

was in Toronto lately on a buying trip.

George Wilson, of Clark Bros. Si, Co., Winnipeg, was
in New York recently, doing some buying for his house.

The business of the Canada Stationery Co., Limited,

Toronto, has been taken over by the United Typewriter

Co., of Toronto.

J. A. Solomon, who was some years ago a familiar

figure in the book business in Toronto, has accepted a

position with the Robert Simpson Co.

The portrait of the gentleman on this page is not one

of a prominent Hamilton bookseller, though it must r>e

admitted the resemblance is striking. At any rate he is a

GUESS WHO THIS IS?

clever man and Mr. Cloke need not be ashamed to be

mistaken for him. It is Alfred Ollivant, the author, who

wrote "Bob, Son of Battle," and more recently that

thrilling adventure story, "The Gentleman." With Mr.

Ollivant writing books and Mr. Cloke selling them, the

book trade ought to flourish.

A. J. Blowes, dealer in books, stationery and fancy

goods and marble, Mitchell, is advertising his book, wall

paper and fancy goods business for sale.

T. S. Pattillo, of Pattillo & Co., wholesale stationers,

Truro, N.S., was noticed around the warehouses in To-

ronto during the latter part of February.

George R. Sparks was in Toronto recently, represent-

ing A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. He is covering the

ground formerly traveled by Curtis W. Coe.

W. Lambert, representing John Dickinson & Co., Ltd.,

paper makers and wholesale stationers, London, England,

is at present covering the Dominion for his firm.

.1. M. Plaunt, Limited, have been incorporated in the

town of Renfrew to cany on a wholesale and retail sta-

tionery and drug business, with capital of $20,000.

William T. Smith, who conducted a stationery store

in Gait for many years, is dead. He was in his seventy-

ninth year and had resided in < i ;i 1 1 for thirty-three

years.

In a fire which took place last month at Parry Sound
the store of George Moore, bookseller and stationer, was
damaged by water to the extent of $11">. fully covered by

insurance.

Charles .1. Musson and W. ('. Bell, of the Musson

Book Company, have been in Montreal for the past

month, located in the Windsor Hotel. They are now
opening in Toronto.

R. O. Smith, of R. (). Smith Co., Orillia. was m
Toronto for a few days last week, and favored liookselier

and Stationer with a call. He finds the paper of much
service to him.

A. O. Hurst, Canadian representative for Charles

Goodall & Sons Co., has at length got oft on his annual

spring trip, having left headquarters in Toronto, on

March 3, for the east.

F. H. Bailey, representing the Religious Tract So-

ciety;, of London, England, is now in Canada. He made

a two-week stay in Toronto in February and will visit

other centres as well.

Among the members of the coroner's jury to inquire

into the death of Miss Ethel Kinrade, of Hamilton, whose

mysterious end has aroused such interest throughout the

country, was John Wells, bookseller and stationer, of

that city.

Among American book travelers recently noticed on

this side the border were Frank Shoemaker, of the Perm

Publishing Co., Philadelphia ; John Hopkins, Thomas Y.

Crowell & Co., New York ;
J. J. F. Smith. L. C. Page

& Co., Boston.

J. C. Jardine, bookseller and stationer, Summersidc,

P.E.I. , has moved his store to Water Street, securing

the premises formerly occupied by Warren, Hicks &' Mc-

Murdo Bros. Extensive repairs and improvements have

been made to the store.

J. Tempest Dawson, who committed suicide last

month in London, England, was thirty years ago a mem-

ber of the firm of Dawson Bros., booksellers, Montreal.
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He was a brother of S. E. Dawson, up to recently King's
Printer, Ottawa, and W. V. Dawson, Montreal.

John D. Cranston, for many years Ontario traveler

for Colin McArthur & Co., wall paper manufacturers,
Montreal, died at Pasadena, California, last month. He
used to make his home in Gait, but on his retirement
from the road five years ago he took up farming- at Tan-
tallon, Sask.

George Zurhor.st. who has been with Fothering'ham
and Popham, Ottawa, since last October, has joined the

Douglas Co., of Edmonton. Mr. Zurhorst got his train-

ing in the book business with Albert Britnell, Toronto,
and later spent some time with David Spencer, Limited,

in Victoria, B.C.

George E. Bryant, who for twenty years or more has

faithfully represented Warwick Bros. & Kutter on the

road, covering Northern Ontario, has been given an in-

side position, and is now in charge of the firm's large

warehouse. Mr. Bryant is one of the best salesmen in

the stationery business.

H. Sussman, of Sussman, Toby & Co., Canadian re-

presentatives of the Swan Pencil Co., Nuremberg, Ger-

many, whose office is in the .fanes Building, Toronto, ex-

pects to visit the trade in Montreal and Ottawa short-

ly. He is aiming to introduce the sale (if the Aldebaran
pencil into every stationery store in Canada.

The wholesale booksellers' and stationers' section of

the Toronto Board of Trade met on March 9, and elected

officers for the ensuing year as follows : Chairman, S.

R. Hart ; vice-chairman, Albert Brown
; secretary-treas-

urer, F. 0. Moiley
;
executive committee, G. R. War-

wick, John P. Ellis, W. I'. Gundy, E. S. Monroe and

Rev. Dr. Briggs.

M. G. Hay went to Chatham on Tuesday to visit his

mother, returning on the late Wabash train. Heading
down the dimly lighted William Street in the Maple City

at good speed to make the train, Mr. Hay fell into a

hole in the road and bruised his light hand rather se-

verely, besides tearing his clothes. He caught the train.

—St. Thomas Times.

John A. Hait Company, booksellers and stationers,

Winnipeg, have been appointed agents for that district

for Underwood's carbon papers and ribbons. G. Porritt,

manager of the typewriter supplies department, is look-

ing after the sales of these goods and reports good busi-

ness done and excellent prospects in view. The John
A.

:

Hart Company supply most of the railway offices in

their territory with typewriter and office necessities.

On Sunday morning, January 31, the fine corner block

at Gananoque, containing Clifford Sine's drug, book, sta-

tionery and fancy goods stock, valued at $17,000, was
entirely destroyed by fire, nothing being saved. The
origin of the fire is unknown, it having started in a to-

bacco store in the same block. Mr. Sine had one of the

best stocks between Toronto and Montreal. His insur-

ance was $10,000. He has not yet re-opened.

Fire has been especially destructive among the book

stores this month. The latest to suffer loss were Elliott

& Walley, of Wingham. The lire was caused by the ex-

plosion of a lamp on Monday evening, March 1, vnd

spread rapidly. It was soon got under control, though

not before much damage had been done by smoke and

water. The proprietors are Robert Elliott, of Brant-

ford, and F. H. Walley, of Wingham, and the stock was
valued at $3,000, with insurance of $2,200.

The makers of the L. E. Waterman Fountain Pen are

believers in distinctive advertising. They claim that its

the kind that sells the goods. They are certainly in a posi-

tion to know. There is hardly a place of any size where

Waterman's fdeal Fountain Pens are not known and
sold. All of which shows that Waterman publicity is of

the paying kind. Over $100,000 a year is spent by the

Waterman Company in advertising. The initial advertis-

ing expenditure was $62.50. Their first office was part of

a cigar stand in the lobby of a New York hotel.

What has caused this great growth ? Distinctive ad-

vertising persistently employed. To give an idea of the

style of publicity with which they have started the new
year, reference is made to a page ad. appearing in the

February 7 'issue of the New York World, which was their

Lincoln issue. This showed a full-page drawing of

Abraham Lincoln signing the Emancipation Bill repro-

duced from a clever pen-and-ink sketch in colors by Dan
Smith. The catchline is significant, "You Honor Two
Birthdays"—Abraham Lincoln—Centennial ; L. E. Water-
man—Quarter-Centennial. A hand, holding a fountain

pen, reaches out and writes the inscription upon the wall,

"Emancipation from pen troubles—L. E. Waterman."

The Demand for Hurd Papers
is durable. They Have tKe High quality, the new, up-to-date styles, the

perfect manufacture that appeal to the dealer and consumer aliKe. They
are always satisfactory and consequently the demand is continuous. If

you sell paper as first class it should embrace all these features ; other-wise

your store's reputation will suffer. Hurd's trademarK guarantees the

papers to be as represented in every case.

Our holiday line is now ready and our salesmen are showing it in their respective territories. It is the

most attractive line we have ever shown and it will well repay you to see it before placing your order.

TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD CSL CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 CO. 427 Broome Street. New Yorh, U.S.A.
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER-THE
Fancy Goods Houses Open their Sample Rooms—New Papeteries on
the Market for 1 909—A few Sundry Items of Interest on Novelty Lines

An Up-to-date Sample Room.
An almost bewildering display of dolls, toys, novelties

in mechanical toys, rocking horses, harnessed and gaily

caparisoned ponies, games, balls, etc.,. in a brilliantly

lighted and well laid out showroom make this section of

the Fancy Goods Company of Canada seem like a veri-

table Santa Claus storehouse.

Charles L. Burton, manager, recent h returned fiom
his annual European buying trip and ample evidences of

Ibis visit are to be seen in the large stocks of novelties
now on hand. Mr. Burton brought back some novelties
in mechanical toys from the Franco-British Exposition
that will commend themselves to the Canadian trad, be
cause of their saleable qualities. Flip-flap

i aw
like toy arranged with carriages containing people at

each end of the beams. A miniature cotton mill show-
ing the actual process of weaving, operated by a small
hot air engine, is another product of the exposition.
Cther mechanical novelties include toy balloons that make
ascensions with a parachute drop, just like II,

at the fairs; hot air engines which will run miniature
industrial plants, including a sawmill which looks and
sounds like, one

;
the. block system as used on the rail-

ways of the United States exemplified in miniature with
train, coaches and railroad track complete ; Wright aero-
plane, and Zepplin airship

;
an acrobat who when wound

up turns somersaults with surprisingly lifelike motions
;

a bucking broncho which tries to throw its cowboy rid-

er, reminding one of Remington's pictures of the plains
;

offers a liberal education in the progress of mechanical
lO) construction. Besides there is knowledge of othei
features that will he found useful and profitable by the
trade.

A New Fad.

At the Dennison Manufacturing Co.'s stores, all over
the country, young ladies are daily interesting people in
the odd London fad for making hatpin heads of sealing
wax. The pins are certainly beautiful, much resembling
enamel, hard, glossy and artistically shaded. It is fas-

cinating work, for no two pins are ever alike. Last year
this ait became a pos the eraze in London, and it bids
fair to become such on this side.

In every community where it has Income popular, the
demand for Dennison's perfumed sealing wax has grown
to very large proportions, and the wise dealer, who
knows the profit always accruing to some one from all

fads, will do well to foster and provide for this. A
small counter with a display of Pcnnison sealing wax,
alcohol lamps, samples of the pins and a girl demon-
strating the ait, and giving awaj the attractive booklets
furnished by the Dennison Manufacturing Co., never fails

to interest customers, and, once the fad is started, it

spreads fast and is very profitable.

Knife Eraser.

Among the new goods being offered by Buntin, Gillies

& Co. is the knife eraser shown in the accompanying il-

Venetian gondolas; miniature of the vacuum process
cleaner now used so extensively in our larger business
buildings.

Moving picture machines to retail at $1.25 seem ri-

diculous in view of the usual prices charged for this class

of goods. Yet that is the price tag the trade can put, on

them when they buy them from the Fancy Goods Co.,

and make a good profit on them, too.

Of dolls there is a large and varied assortment. Tn

fact, it would be rather hard to find a more extensive

or attractive display. The secret of their buying in this

line lies in the fact of Mr. Burton's keeping in constant
touch with retailers throughout the country. Therefore,

when he goes away on his buying tour he knows almost
exactly the requirements of the trade and in a sense acts

as their special representative in making purchases. Their
tastes and preferences govern all his buying. Adopting
this broad-minded method he cannot fail to satisfy them.
The present display of dolls was bought with the neces-

sities of the Canadian in view. Everyone of the dolls

shown is tastefully and fashionably attired. While there

are many styles and sizes seen, quality has evidently

been the first consideration in their selection.

Any of the trade will be well repaid by a visit to

this department, it contains much that, they have, never
seen before in the way of genuine novelties. The display
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lustration. The blade is maac of the best steel and the
handle of hardwood. As a twenty-five-cent article this

should prove popular with all office stationers.

"Kutup" Picture Puzzles.

Recently in Bookseller ana Stationer mention was
made of the craze of the picture puz.zle. It is interesting
to note that the demand in Canada for these "cut-up"
puzzles is growing at a rapid rate. But up to now the
wholesalers have been rather tardy in introducing the
puzzle. One reason might possibly have been the fact
that, the price was perhaps out of proportion for so sim-
ple an arrangement.

Now, however, there is being introduced to the Cana-
dian market by the Copp, Clark Co., Toronto, a card-
board edition of the puzzle-game called the "Kutup"
puzzle. This is an exact facsimile of the original $2
game, the pictures being on card-board instead of wood.

When it is mentioned that the retail price of the
"Kutup" puzzle is from 5 cents to 15 cents only, dealers
who have any demand at all for puzzles and games had
better see if it wouldn't be a good thing to be "in" on
the puzzle game.

How often has it been the case that you could have
sold a certain game many times over had the price been
nominal ? The five-cent "Kutup" puzzle is sold in an
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GIVE US A TRIAL—
when yon want anything that is of gocxl quality

for outdoor celebrations, such as garden parties,

lawn parties, sporting events, etc. We carry a

complete supply of

Fireworks, Flags, Japanese
Lanterns, Rubber Balls,

Base Balls, Bats, Gloves, etc.

Springtime is at hand. Don't let the coming

demand find you only half stocked necessitating

rush orders, or loss of trade and other personal

inconvenience and loss to you. We have bought

with discriminating care goods most adapted to

the Canadian trade, in price, quality and style.

We can help you in the Spring buying and your

consideration in the showing of our lines will be

appreciated.

The SUTCLIFFE-EDMISON CO., Limited
76 YORK STREET TORONTO, CANADA

S>«

4. >^ ^ 1909- 10

Our

^
^w*^^ Samples are

£ S Now Complete

and include some

"QUITE NEW IDEAS IN

Calendars and Texts
CALENDARS from Id to 2s. each.

BOOKLETS, CHRISTMAS CARDS,
MOTTO CARDS, BIRTHDAY
CARDS, TEXT CARDS, POST CARDS

We shall be pleased to hear from YOU!

WALTER C. WHEELER & CO.
9 & 10 REDCROSS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

We are NOW
on the

SPOT!
Our representative is now
in the Dominion with our

1909 COLLECTION
of our

RELIABLE
SERIES

RELIABLE
SERIES

Christmas and

New Year Cards
Birthday Cards
a„d Picture Post

Cards

Every dealer should make a point of

seeing this unique and artistic collec-

tion.

Special Designs with Maple
Leaves for the Canadian Trade.

Write our representative, Mr. J. S.

Grant, representing William Ritchie &
Sons, Ltd., c/o Bookseller and Sta-
tioner, Toronto, who is showing a full

range of our samples.

Wm. Ritchie & Sons, Ltd.

Elder Street,

EDINBURGH, Scotland

Also at London, Manchester, Leeds and Glasgow.
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envelope ready for mailing- It is perhaps the most prac-

tical way in which any game has ever yet been put up.

.Just requires a one-cent stamp to mail it off to a niece,

nephew, cousin, etc. The ten and fifteen-cent puzzle is

put up in a neat card-board box.

Briefly, the puzzle is this : A lithographed picture

5x7, on card-board, is cut up into small parts of various

shapes and sizes. The puzzle, which proved an interest-

ing one to the writer, consists in putting these parts to-

gether to form the complete picture. Tt is not by any

means purely a children's game—the youngsters enjoy it,

but even more so do the grown-ups. It might even be

hinted that many an enjoyable evening could be spent by

having a progressive "Kutup" puzzle party, on much
similar lines to euchre. Young or old, all take a Ween

interest in puzzle solving, but they don't want to pay

too much for their puzzle.

A System of Writing.

Mclntyre's system of writing seems to be gaining

ground in every direction. Only recently Mclntyre's

"Practical Penmanship" books have been authorized for

the Province of Quebec, while Mclntyre's "Freehand

Practice Copy Books," which are being published in eight

numbers, have been authorized for the Province of Mani-

toba.

While the authorization of these books means a large

sale in Quebec and Manitoba, it is equally gratifying to

find that Mclntyre's books are being used more or less

in every province throughout the Dominion. It would

not be fair to compare them with the ordinary old-style

copy books, which still hold sway in very many schools.

They are, rather, intended, as the name implies, as prac-

tice copy books and contain at the head of each page di-

rections for practice. The new series contain seventy-

two pages, fully three times as much matter as is con-

tained in many of the old-style copy books, and are sup-

posed to be used in connection with practice paper. Their

use outside the provinces in which they are authorized

is confined almost entirely to teachers who give special

attention to the subject of writing, and who expect that

the freehand practice copy book will give better results

than can be secured in any other way. These new books

retail at ten cents each. (Copp. Clark Co., Ltd., To-

ronto.)

"Made in Canada" Papeteries.

As has been noted before in Bookseller and Stationer,

the call last Christmas was decidedly in favor of home-

made articles and this was true to a great extent in the

papeterie business. Imported lines were frequently car-

ried over when Canadian lines were cleared out.

Believing that there will be a continuous and increas-

ing demand for "Made in Canada" papeteries, the W. J.

Gage Company, Toronto, have prepared a still larger and

more varied line for the season of 1909. An opportunity

to view samples of the new goods was afforded Bookseller

and Stationer the other day and here are a lfewr of the

impressions received.

Tn the finer grades there is being shown a profusion

of hand-painted boxes, which are exceptionally hand-

some. These are filled with the highest grade of paper

and the latest long-pointed flap envelopes, all tied with

ribbons and with greeting card enclosed.

A striking design, shown in two or three sizes and

shapes, is the hammered brass effect, giving a distinctly

tony impression. This design should prove particularly

attractive to the better class of trade.

An exclusive line with the Cage Company is a series

of boxes, simple in design, covered with brilliant shades

of red, green, purple and cerese paper. For the inter-

mediate trade and for window displays, these will be

favorites.

The floral series—orchids, jonquils, wayside rose,

etc.—and such special characteristic designs as Nilene

cloth, embrace a variety of standard papeteries that will

suit all tastes.

In novelty boxes, there are designs which may be

raised from the cover, affording excellent display qual-

ities. The juveniles are also numerous and pleasing.

So excellent are many of the designs prepared by the

Gage Company that they have been sold to United States

manufacturers for use across the border.

New Ink Firm.

The Chaudiere Supply Company, 37 Duke Street, Ot-

tawa, is the name of a new concern recently starting in

the ink manufacturing business. The company puts out

a fine line of acid-proof, waterproof banker's protective

ink, which seems to be selling rapidly. The ink has sev-

eral particularly good points in its Ifavor, and the pro-

moters should make good with it.

What Hurst Offers.

Hurst &Co., publishers, New York, need no introduc-

tion to the Canadian book trade. Their lines have been

familiar to< book buyers in Canada for many years and so

well have they lived up to their reputation for supplying

standard authors in attractive editions and fast-selling

series of popular books, that their business shows steady

growth.

Hurst Sd Company's lines are wholly competitive, and

they therefore keep in the background their trade sur-

prises until jobbing trade in Chicago is seen in April and

May, at which time all they have been doing will become
public. They predict for 1909 a banner year for their

productions. For nearly thirty-five years there has been

a steady "up-lift" in the intrinsic quality and external

style of their publications, and this year they show many
covers that are novelties in modern bookbinding. New
designs have been made for most everything in their ex-

tensive catalogue and entirely new series will be pre-

sented when the proper time comes for general announce-

ment. The samples carried by their army of salesmen

represent the best efforts of the firm, keeping in view al-

ways the interests of the trade as well as their requin*-

ments. Among their books sure of perennial popularity

are the various editions of the poets in bewildering

variety of style ; the Magnolia Library of fiction ; the

standard authors in haH'-leather binding ; the Devotional

Classics, the Gunter Library, the Henty Series, the

White House Series, and no end of others known as tip-

top sellers in every city and town in the land.

Hurst &) Co., are represented in Canada by McLeod
& Allen.

CONTAINS MANY VALUABLE HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS

Petrolia, February 24, 1909.

Manager Copy Department, Bookseller and Stationer:

I beg to acknowledge receipt of free advertising copy, and would
like to say that it is exactly what I wanted, and appreciate it very much.
I read the Bookseller and Stationer carefully every month and
always find it most interesting as well as containing many valuable
hints and suggestions. Again thanking you for your most kind and
valuable aid, I am, Yours truly, F. C. Fisher.

FINDS THEM HELPFUL.

Wetaskiwin. Alta., February 20, 1909.

Manager Copy Department, Bookseller and Stationer:

I would be glad to have your criticism of the enclosed ads. and sug-
gestions for improvement. I follow your monthly talks on advertising
with a great deal of interest, and find some good pointers.

Yours truly, W. J. Stephenson.
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Gage's

Holiday Gift

Papeteries
Made in Canada

Paper Mills

St. Catharines, Ontario

OUR Range for the

Christmas and
Holiday Season, 1909-

1910 is the largest and

best we have ever shown.

C Samples are now in

the hands of our trav-

ellers.

C Imported lines will

not excel them in quality,

elegance and beauty of

designs, and cannot
approach them in value.

WJ.Gage&Co.
Limited

Manufacturing Stationer

s

Toronto Ontario
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OUR MONTHLY LETTER FROM THE
Capital—Trade Continues Good— Some Books that

are Popular—More Particulars About the Work
of the Anglican Morality Committee.

Ottawa, March 2, 1909.—The book business in the

Capital for February was very good. Several of the

stores held special sales or made offers on special lines

with a view, to clearing out some broken and shop-worn

volumes.

The valentine trade this year was considered very

Rood. Better classes of the missives were pure based and

a particularly brisk demand was noticed for postal cards

suitable for this season of the year. The demand for the

ridiculous class of valentines was less than formerly.

Some splendid lines were exhibited by all the booksellers

and stationers.

Books in Demand.

"Septimus" is meeting with Eavor among the book-

lovers, and "The Red Mouse" is reported to lie having

a good sale. "My Lady of the Snows" gained considera

tion from the fact that His Excellency the Governor-

General ordered 125 copies of the book from the publish-

ers.

Capt. R. .1. Birdwhistle, of the 13rd D.C.O.R., has

a patent pending on a regimental record book, which

will surely prove of exceptional value to all company
commanders. 'The hook is designed in loose-leaf form and

is devised to give full particulars of each member, drill

attendance and accoutrements.

The copies already prepared arc the work of the

Lowe-Martin Co., and refleel creuit on this firm for their

first-class workmanship.

Some interest has been aroused m this city, and

among publishers, in the movements of the Anglican

morality committee, concerning some books which are

not considered suitable for sale. The committee has un-

der discussion several books, but as far as your corres-

pondent can learn, no recommendation has been made to

the departments interested concerning any particular

book. The customs authorities were, however, remind-

ed that books of an immoral nature were on sale in the

bookstores, and it has transpirqd that one of these vol-

umes has been placed on the prohibited list. The one

referred to is "The Yoke." This volume received the at-

tention and censure of the National Vigilance Commit-
tee of London, England, and Long, the publisher, v as

summoned before the judge. Through counsel be agreed

to destroy those on hand, which numbered about •"(Hi,

and the Canadian customs authorities have prohibited

the importation and sale of the book. Transgression of

this ruling is punishable by imprisonment for iwo years

without option of fine. No action of a prosciutorj na-

ture has been taken by the Anglican committee, as has

apparently been inferred by some of the publishers. The
committee is desirous of furthering and bettering the

moral standing of the community, and while a number
of books may come up for discussion, at present no de-

finite action has been taken.

From conversation with some of the Capital's lead

ing booksellers, your correspondent gathered that books

of a questionable character, no matter bow slight, are

not desired, and if ordered, are, upon knowledge of con-

tents, removed from sale.

The post cards which have been classed under the

immoral status are of French and German manufacture.

George Zourherst, who has been with Foi thingham

>\ Popham, left yesterday for the West, where lie will

in future reside.

^^^^ ^ % ^T^^ 1 1 Specialize on -

rrorits 1 alk GraPhoPhones
IF you are looking for a side line to add to your business, there is none better than Columbia Graphophones, Double Disc

Records (which means two records (or a single price) and Indestructible Records (that will not break or wear out no matter how much

you abuse them). The Columbia Phonograph Company is the only firm that manufactures both Disc and Cylinder Machines and Records

therefore, a Columbia dealer has the advantage over

all others, as he can furnish his customers with what

they want while his competitor has to sell them what

he has or lose the sale, which he generally does where

there is a Columbia dealer. Are Columbia goods sold

in your town ? If not, why not ? Do you want the

exclusive agency ? (remember exclusive). You had

better write to-day or some one else in your town will

read this advertisement and beat you to it. A postal wil)

bring catalogues and full information free. Write to-

day. Do it now.

Toronto Phonograph
\_^0«« Ltd.. Exclusive Columbia Jobbers

40 Melinda St. - Toronto, Canada
TupeBN, List Price $35

THE TWO COLUMBIA LEADERS Tupc BK T. L hi Price $40
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A. W. FABER'S ™"™™"C£
16 Degrees—6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, SmootHness
Durability or Grading

A"\"^7"
"W7* "I 14VQueenVictori*Sl.

. W . r ar>er, london ' K..C.

A. W. Faber's
"Caslell" Copying' Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

(3ER0LDSGRUEN
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NEWARK, N. J.
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»*
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK, N. J.
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PARIS
BERLIN

41 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
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EXHIBITION OF FANCY GOODS IN
Toronto—Warwick Bros. & Rutter Commence This
Month Their Thirty-first Annual Display of Import
Fancy Goods Samples—All Previous Records Beaten.

Thirty-one years ago the firm of Warwick Bros. A.

Rutter started in a small and unpretentious way its im-

port fancy goods business. This month the lirm is mak-
ing its annual spring import display and so great has
been the expansion of this line that a whole Hat is oc-

cupied, some 12,000 samples shown, and over sixty manu-
facturing firms in Germany, Austria, France and Grenc
Britain represented. The samples this season are the

most elaborate, varied and novel ever shown, and as one
wanders through the commodious quartets, which will be

visited by the trade in such lare;e numbers during the

next few weeks, he is amazed and wonders when the age

of invention and creation of original, dainty anil fancy

novelties and conceptions will cease. Every year brings

forth many new things, but the record of the past has
been left far in the rear by the infinite selection afforded

this spring. Of course, these specimens are being put be-

fore buyers for placing orders for the holiday trade of

next winter, and those who say there is nothing new un-

der the sun, should make a tour of the sample rooms and
they will come away feeling that the truth of this old-

time observation is open to question.

Every fall (Jeor^e Warwick, president of ihe firm,

pays his annual visit to the factories and emporiums of

the Old World and selects a complete and representative

range of samples, not only for the display rooms of the

firm, but for their travelers, which is a convenience that

the trade appreciate because it furnishes them wHth a

much greater variety to choose from than if a stock,

which must necessarily be limited in character, was car-

ried.

The opening this year is unusually replete an 1 at-

tractive, but it is only possible to indicate in the brief-

est form some of the splendid and elaborate articles on

exhibit. The samples in their respective lines are com-

plete and embrace jardinieres, fernies, rose howls, vases,

etc., in spun copper and hammered brass, some enameled

'"PHE constant improvement in business systems and the

consequent increasing demand for carbon papers and
typewriter ribbons make the handling of these goods most
profitable for the dealer.

Carbon Papers and Typewriter Ribbons

are just what the name implies—peerless ir> materia), work-
manship and customer-keeping qualities

Write ui about them.

Peerless Carbon and RibbonMfg. Co., Ltd.
Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto

in colors and others of rarely beautiful design. There
are also antique metal goods of endless description, cof-
fee pots, old kettles of spun brass, copper and nickel,
bronze figures and electroliers in bronze with art shades.'
Many premiums in spun brass and copper for progressive
games, chafing dishes and emits of solid brass are ex-
hibited. The visitor also beholds brass candelabra of
unique styles as well as arts and crafts in every con-
ceivable design for den decorations.

The eye feasts upon dinner gongs both standing and
hanging, French jewel cases in crystal and colored gold
frames, animal clocks in bronze, French perfume toilettes,
gold, onyx, copper and bronze inkstands, as well as in
burnished and lacquered brass.

In the line of smokers' sundries there are ash trays,
humidors, cigar and cigarette boxes of all kinds. A de-
cided novelty in military smokers' sets is made of brass
cartridges. Cigar and cigarette lighters, hanging brush
sets and mirrors attractivelj finished, candle sticks in
many odd shapes and standing shaving stands arc other
things which invite an inspection. Toilet mirrors of the
triple easel style and hand-made antique candle sticks m
iron are works of art. China vases, urns, jardiniere*,
flower pots, fruit stands, bon bon dishes, trays and card
receivers command attention and also figures in Parian
marble, ivory, bronze and color finish. Christmas decor-
ations are on display 'in bewildering gorgeousness, and
rose bowls with mesh tops and of artistic pattern. Press-
ed leather waste paper baskets arc a new creation, along
with several up-to-date designs in five o'clock tea tray,,
while the children will find a world of amusement a

tumbling teddy bears and various mechanical toys.

Anions other samples worthy of special mention are
English sewing and work baskets, photo frames in cop
per, gold, silver and brass, and pressed copper scenic
calendars of antique finish. Several charming articles are
shown in Austrian leather goods, purses, hand bags, shop-
ping bas-s, collar ami cuff boxes, traveling companions,
and card cases. The married man and the bachelor will
revel in the smoking sets on stands, and correspondence
companions for the den. Then there are beautifully fram-
ed water color paintings, nickel, bronze and enameled
tables, jardinieres stands, library sets in silver and trold,

the latest things in leather flasks, and French real ebony
toilel article-. Ormolu goods, such as thermometer:,,
ink stands, jewel boxes, coca-bola and fox wood toilet
sets, hand-painted porcelain toilet sets, cloth artificial
flowers and plants true to nature, perpetual palms .n
pots and leather cased real ebony toilet accessories, as
well as picture post cards and other album, in an as
Bortment of wide range, cover many shelves and table,.

To enumerate the thousands of rich, rare and novel
creations would be an utter impossibility and the fore
gointr list is only a meagre outline of the sights that
await the caller at the import season display of War-
wick Bros. & Rutter, whose efforts to please the trade
this year have surpassed all previous ones in that line.

In variety, extent and character the creations for gift-
giving and holiday season.-, are the most ingenious, pic-
turesque and fascinating ever produced by the factories
in foreign lands.

QUALITY BETTER THAN ANY, DELIVERED QUICKER THAN MANY !

Collotype
post cards of high-class finish MADE TO ORDER.

Hand colored collotype cards Double tone collotype cards

Photocrora collotype cards.

Qlosey collotype cards and all kinds of view albums and sample sheets.

Wholesale and export only.

Address for Cablegrams : Lichtdeuok, Berlin

POSTCARD
Wrde lo

Messrs. W. Neumann & Co.
42 Wasscrthorstrasse

Berlin S. 42
Germany
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vl^ffective \X7indow

vL/isplay

PEOPLE will stop to look at a window that

is attractively dressed, and nothing makes

this form of advertising more effective than using

attractive and artistic show cards and price

tickets made by

THE FULTON
SIGN AND PRICE MARKERS

Each set contains the new open face letters and

figures of various sizes which can be filled in with

the different colors of gloss ink and striking effects

can be produced. No experience needed. They
are simply made and easily worked. The cost

is moderate and the profits excellent.

Write for free Booklet

FULTON RUBBER TYPE CO.
ELIZABETH NEW JERSEY

"PAPER PROFITS"
There are two kinds of paper profits

—

(J The kind you figure on paper and don't get.

Q And the real hard-money, coin-of-the-realm profits you

put in the bank that come through the sale of

WALL PAPER
made by

STAUNTONS
for the decoration of the best homes in your vicinity.

Q The Spring demand is already starting but you still have

time to make a place for wall paper in your store for

this Season. It can make you a handsome return on

your money.

Q Better -write for our literature and proposition of interest

to Booksellers and Stationers. Better write to-day

—

to-morrow has never arrived yet and isn't going to

change its habits. Inquiries confidential.

Q As an evidence of our appreciation of the opportunity to

go into the matter with you -we will send you Gilt and

Glimmer, our interesting wall paper magazine.

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

Manufacturers of Wall Paper

933 Yonge Street, - - Toronto

Get the Specialty Habit
Don't spread your energies over a whole lot of different brands

of stationery, but pick out the leading brands and specialize on
them. It will mean a saving for you.

When you're looking for a pencil give first consideration to the

"Emerald," the unexcelled 5-center. It has the looks, it has the

quality, it has the stability, and once a buyer always a buyer.

THE
GREEN
PENCIL

THE "EMER/
:

'

EXTRA C0MP1

IN THE
GREEN

BOX
BB, B, HB, H, HH, HHH, HHHH, HHHHH, HHHHHH

A Post Card Will Bring You Samples

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING STATIONERS TORONTO
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned Rritish publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers

and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied

with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

Sells wherever shown

lresidk

Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.10. To the
trade a discount
of33, per cent.

Enjoys an enormous sa'e in the United Kingdom. The features of this

iournal'8 contents embrace everything associated with life in the coun-

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is 2 cents per copy.

na

Annual Prepaid Subscription post free to
any part of the Dominion. $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 331 per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in Ihr British Isles
Est. 18.T2. Well illustrated and full of valuable information comerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising?, The Farmers' business jour-
nal, published every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuable
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A. May.

Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, VV.C, London, England.

PROFITABLE LINE FOR THE TRADE—
Stationers, who do not Handle Carbon Papers and

other Office Supplies are Losing a Most Remunera-

tive Opportunity.

The progressive stationer recognizes that he must keep

pace with the age. He cannot order and sell exactly the

same goods as he did ten or even five years ago, any more

than the business, office or professional man can get along

without a typist and a typewriter.

There is, perhaps, no business developing more rapidly

than the typewriter output. The increase in the number

of machines is, indeed, very great, and, with their general

use, the old letter press has departed as a means of pre-

serving copies of correspondence, carbon papers having

taken its place. These papers are in as much demand to-

day as lead pencils, pens, envelopes, or account books.

Every office uses carbon sheets for making copies of

letters and all documents, as well as in loose leaf ledger

and counter books, while typewriter ribbons are in con-

stant requisition, being employed not only on the machines

themselves, hut mi multigraphs, writer presses, etc.

These lines open up a field for the stationer at once

remunerative and easily handled. They do not occupy

much space, are clean and quick moving, while the profit

on carbon paper is very much greater than that yielded by-

many other departments in the store. More and more

stationers are going into office supplies, some of them

even selling office furniture. "When goods like carbon

papers and typewriter ribbons are handled they place the

dealer much closer in touch with the business and pro-

fessional men of his town. This leads to more business,

as where the bookkeeper, stenographer, clerk or account-

ant can procure supplies in the carbon paper and type-

writer class, they naturally will go for the remainder of

their office requisites. If there is one trade where eon

nection counts it is in the stationer's line and his rela-

tions to the offices of business and professional people.

Tie should, therefore, seek to cultivate and strengthen it

in every possible way. Carbon papers and typewriters are
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strong links in the chain. The wide-awake stationer is

aware of this and he knows that these goods are neat,

clean, easily handled and yield a handsome return.

All members of the trade in their own interests, as

well as that of satisfying the wants of their patrons,

should, if they have not already, embark in these lines.

They may do so with every sense of confidence and

safety.

SOME IDEAS FROM R. 0. SMITH.

R. 0. Smith, of the R. 0. Smith Company, stationers

and booksellers, Orillia, was in Toronto last week and gave

Bookseller and Stationer a call. Mr. Smith makes four

or five trips to Toronto every year, and while here picks

up a number of pointers and ideas which he embodies in

his business in Orillia.

"Do you know," he said, "I consider that it is a big

mistake for a bookseller to never get away from his busi-

ness. There is nothing like a visit to the large centres of

population to broaden a man and make him a better busi-

ness factor in the community. I never come to Toronto
l)n I what I gain new views in the matter of handling

stotdc and new goods, while I frequently see some depart-

ment which I can incorporate in my store and thus keep

up-to-date. In Toronto you run across several things

that will catch your eye, and, if you visit New York, as I

occasionally do, you will witness there other fresh ideas.

When you go home you have the advantage of placing

something entirely original before your customers, and
this all helps to draw trade. I think that too many sta-

tioners do not get away from their business often enough
and the result is that they are apt to get in a groove
or rut.'

Mr. Smith is a citizen of the northern town who has

devoted his energies toward making it a centre for tourist

traffic and also in building up Orillia in a commercial
sense. For years he has been actively identified with the

Board of Trade, the Y.M.O.A., the beautifying of the

famous Lake Couchiching Park, and in the management
of the summer hotel at Orchard Point Beach.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The "Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

RATES.
Two cents per word first insertion; one cent

per word subsequent insertions.

Five cents additional each insertion where box

number is desired.

Coniractions count as one word, but five

figures (as $ 1 ,000) are allowed as one word.

Cash remittances to cover cost mult accom-

pany all advertisements. In no case can this rule

be overlooked. Advertisements received without

remittance cannot be acknowledged.

PERIODICALS.

T/EEP POSTED-The leading authority in Ca-

IV nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade con-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL, Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTH IRS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
biok* will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES

CS HAMViOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
. Yor*, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,

Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBR1S)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., \ew York. Designers and engravers of

b>ok plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-
gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. 18-09]

BOOKS WANTED.
Hoiv to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BACK NUMBERS OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER published prior to 1906. Any
parties possessing such and wishing to dispose

of same are invited to correspond with the pub-
lishers, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

EMCKE & BUECHNER, II EAST 17TH
/ St., New York. (All foreign books.) (1209)

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,
New York. Best facilities for supplying book*
In all languages.

w ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

DUPLICATING DEVICES

IF INTERESTED in a Duplicating Machine for
1 getting out circular letters, reports, price-lists,

etc
, or for printingvarious of. ice forms, write

for booklet and samples of work. The "POLY-
GRAPH " is the newest, latest and best and sells
for a lower price than the others. Is unexcelled by
any similar device on the market. F. W. Tenney,
Canadian Sales Agent. 123 Bay St., Room 116
Stair Building, Toronto, Can. (tf)

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK-Commerciai
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph
ingCo.. Limited. Office, No 3 Jarvis St

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1 576. Art, good wor',
manship, business methods. (tf)k-

AGENTS WANTED.

A LONDON FIRM manufacturing fancy leather
goods wishes toappoint an agent in Canada.
Box 56, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.

SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED— Position as salesman or manager for

book, stationery or wallpiper business. Ten
years' experience. Good references Box

208, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. (4)

INFORMATION WANTED.

THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND
Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month,
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BUSINESS FOR SALE
BOOKS, Stationery, Fancy Goods and China

business, in city of 10.000, with trifling op-
position. Stock will invoice about $10,000

and fixtures $1,000. Net profit last year almost
$3,000- Satisfactory reasons for selling. Box
207, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, (if)

MISCELLANEOUS

A

N (

DDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott-Fisher, Limit-
ed, 129 Bay Street, Toronto.

r OriCE—Users of Pitner Gasoline Lamps are
warned against being induced to purchase
parts of other makes of lamps to be used on

the Pitner. The most vital part of any lamp Is its

generator, and the Pitner generator has been
granted a patent in Canada, the United States and
other countries, on the principle of its improved
method of generating gasoline vapour. Supplied
and parts for the Pitner lamps can be received by
return mail by applying to our representatives or
direct to the PITNER LIGHTING CO., Ltd.,
36-38 Lombard St., Toronto, Ont.

THE CARSWELL COMPANY, Limited, Ade-
laide Street, Toronto, are in the market for
early Canadian publications— any book, in-

cluding government documents or statutes, say
prior to 1850. Prior to 1800 preferred. 14)

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

THE RELIABLE LIGHT will light your store
100 , better than gas, electricity or acetylene.
600 candle power light costs 1 cent per hour

to operate. Thousands in use. A safe, reliable,
pure white light of intense brilliancy. Write for
booklet M. The Rice-Knight Mfg. Co., Limited,
40 Lombard St., Toronto. (tf)

Am Ann Not one of Ihe 650'°00 retail merch-
USU,UUU ants who have bought a National

Cash Registerwould think of doing
business without it. The National Cash Register
Co., F. E. Mutton, Canadian Manager, cor.
Yonge Street and Wilton Avenue, Toronto.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
You want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the class of
people you require.

THE EDITOR OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER wants correspondents in all the
larger cities of the Dominion. Apply, stating

qualifications, 10 Front St. East, Toronto

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-
presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :—Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer.
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position fora
retired business man for his spare t'me. TheMACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. /, f

DIARIES

B,
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-

(12-09)Iar diary.



CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Artists' Materials. Financial Institutions and Insurance

Ramsay, A., & Sons, Montreal. British-American Assuranee Co., Toronto.
A rt 'PiiKlicViot-o Metropolitan Bank, Toronto.Art i-UDllsners. Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co., New York.
Baker's Book Shop, Birmingham, Eng.
Briggs. Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine. Toronto.
Cassell & Co., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg, Man.
Canadian Facts Publishing Co.. Toronto.
Farm, Field and Fireside, London, Eng.
Henry Frowde. Toronto.
Imperial News Co., Toronto.
Macmillan Co. of Canada. Toronto.

Musson Book Co.. Toronto.

Nash's Magazine, London, Eng.

Religious Tract Society, London, Eng.

Morton. Phillips & Co., Montreal.
"Publisher's Circular," London, Eng.
T. Y. Crowell Co., New York.

Hurst & Company, New York.

Oliphant, Anderson ft Ferrier, Edinburgh.

Scotland.

William & Norgate, London.

Gage. W. J., & Co.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
( opi . i lark Co., Toronto.
National Blank Book Co., Holyoke. Ma6S.

Smith-Davidson & Wright, Vancouver, B.C.
Warwick Bros., ft Rutter. Toronto.

Business For Sale.

Richard Tew Co., Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Paper and Ribbon Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston. Mass.
Underwood. John, & Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston. New York,

Montreal.
Wm. Ritchie & Sons.

Thos. M. Woodhead, Bradford, Eng.

Davidson Bros.. London, Eng., and New
York.

Wheeler, Walter G., ft Co.. London. Eng.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg, Man.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Fancy Goods Co.

Smith-Davidson & Wricht, Vancouver. B.C.
SutclifTe-Edmison Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter, Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfleld.

N.J.
Crocker Pen Co.. New York City.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins. Chas. M., & Co., Brooklyn.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co., New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros.. Ltd., Toronto.
C o| i lark Co.. Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids. Thaddeus Co.. New York.
Higgins. Chas. M., & Co.. Brooklyn.
Payson's.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg, Man.
Smith-Davidson & Wri"ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Underwood. John. & Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros., Ltd., Toronto.
Rumpp. C. P., & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co.. Brockville. Ont.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co., Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co.. Ltd., Hamilton.
Hurd. Geo. B., ft Co., New York.
Northern Mills Pulp & Paper Co., Mon-

treal.

Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Pens.
Beaumel. D. W., Co.. New York.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Field. Nathaniel. New York.
Heath. John. London.
Hinks. Wells ft Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Macniven & Cameron. Edinburp-h and Birm

ingham.

Sanford & Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson & Wrie-ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerian Pen Co., Birmingham. Eng.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.
Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber. A. W.. Newark, N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd.. Montreal.
Ramsay, A., ft Son, Montreal.
Smith-Davidson ft Wrie-ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co., Danvers. Mass.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Phonographs
Toronto Phonograph Co.. Toronto.

Photographic Supplies.
Word & Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing ft Mfg. Co..

Montreal.
Copp. (lark Co.. Toronto.
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Publishers* Announcement Section

Containing The Latest Information About New-

Books Arranged For The Canadian Market.

The Canadian Bookman
Booksellers will find this little 16-page book monthly an admirable

trade-getter. It can be purchased in quantities at a very low rate

for distribution among book buyers. Arrangements can be made to

have the bookseller's imprint appear on the cover. The April' num-
ber will offer exceptionally interesting features.

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited - 10 Front Street East, Toronto

THIS IS THE SEASON FOR

Paper Novels,
Cheap Editions,

Serial Part Publications,

and Magazines.
Send for Lists and Terms.

Special inducements to trade handling

SERIAL PART PUBLICATIONS.

"London Town, Past and Present,"

"History of England,"

"Women of All Nations"

sell WITHOUT the slightest effort.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.

CANADIAN WHOLESALE
HOUSES SUPPLY

©lipfjant, glnbersion anb

Jferrter's;

Publications

"^HE following are worthy of special attention.

A Dr. Alexander IVhyte 's Books, Books for

Sunday School Libraries Annie S. Swan's best books.

The Living Thoughts Series of Religious Booklets.

A series of exquisitely bound books by the very best

modern authors, inexpensive, and easily sent by post
;

suitable for birthday, Christmas and Easter Gifts.

Scottish Books of permanent interest.

COMPLETE CATALOGUES POST FREE.

100 PRINCES ST., EDINBURGH
21 PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C.
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Messrs WILLIAMS and NORGATE, London

CROWN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
In all centres of progressive religious and liberal thought in Great Britain, Australasia and the

United States, there has been an unprecedented demand for these volumes.

The writers of these volumes recognize

(i) That in matters of religion the man of to-day is no longer satisfied with the statements about
it which have been handed down to him from the past.PLAN OF THE

LIBRARY.

OBJECTS.

(2) That the demand is for a religious literature which will deal with modern difficulties and for

books which are really abreast of all that is best in modern research and thought. A glance
at the volumes will assure all who are interested in a really living library of stimulating
Christian thought how this plan has been carried out in a most comprehensive manner and
covers the whole field of religious thought and life.

The standpoint of the series is reverent and liberal : Its object is to combine respect for re-

ligion with respect for truth and to present a series of studies on the great problems of religion, free

from all definite prepossessions. It is in the unique position of being the ONLY LIBRARY IN THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE in which the various writers are at liberty to express their deepest
convictions with absolute freedom a freedom which is the only ultimate security for truth.

NATURE OF
THE VOLUMES

The volumes are popular in form, scholarly in substance, moderate in price, and are absolutely

indispensable to the man who wishes to know what the best European writers and thinkers are
saying about the problems of religion.

Twenty-seven volumes are included in the series the most recent of which are :

Second Edition now ready. 5l

THE LIFE OF THE
SPIRIT

By RUDOLF EUCKEN,

Professor of Philosophy, Jena.

Dr. Harnack's New Testament Studies.

Vol. II. Just Ready.

Crown 8vo, Cloth. 6s.

THE SA YINGS OF
JESUS
Volume III. In the Press.

Vol. I. Ready.

Crown 800, Cloth, 6s,

LUKE,
THE PHYSICIAN

Almost Ready. 6s.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

Just Ready. 350 pages. 5s.

FUNDAMENTAL
TRUTHS OF THE

CHRISTIAN RELIGION
Bj R. SEEBERG,

Professor of Systematic Theology
in Berlin University.

Ready. Crown Hvo, Cloth, 5s.

THE HISTORICAL
EVIDENCE FOR THE
RESURRECTION OF
JESUS CHRIST

By KIRSOPP I AKE, M.A.

Now Ready. Crown 8vo, Cloth. 6s.

NATURALISM AND
RELIGION

By RUDOLF OTTO,
Professor of Theology in University

of Gottingen.

THE CHILD AND
RELIGION

Eleven Essays by

PROFESSOR HENRY JONES,
PROFESSOR G. T. LADD, REV.
F. R. TENNANT, REV. CANON
H. HENSLEY HENSON, PRO
FESSOR JOSEPH AGAR BEET,
and others.

THE EVOLUTION OF
RELIGION.

An Anthropological Study

By L. R. FARNELL, D. LITT.

Fellow and Tutor of Exeter
College, Oxford; Author of "The
Cults of the Greek States," etc.

FROM OUR FIRST SPRING LIST
Ready. Dennv Hvo, 336 pages. 6s. net.

MAN AND THE BIBLE:
A Review of the Place of the Bible In Human History

ByJ.ALLANSON PICTON, M.A. (Lond.),

Author of "The Mystery of Matter," "The Religion of the Universe," etc

New Edition, Entirely Reset, with much new matter'and maps. Ready.

THE MISSION AND EXPANSION OF CHRISTI-
ANITY IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES

By ADOLF HARNACK, D.D., Berlin.

Translated and Edited by REV. JAS. MOFFATT, D.D.
In two volumes, Demy Hvo, Cloth. 2Ss. net.

Almost through the Press.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY:
Its Writings and Teachings in Their Historical

Connections.

Vol. 11. Historical Books

By OTTO PFLEIDERER, D.D.,

Professor of Practical Theology in the University of Berlin.

Ready. Crown Svo, Cloth. 4s. 6d. net.

MAN'S ORIGIN, DESTINY, AND DUTY
By HUGH MACCOLL.

It is also a careful examination of the Theory of Evolution in its
bearing on Theism, a doctrine to which, far from being hostile, the Theory
of Evolution is shown to afford a powerful support.

One of the chapters is devoted to a careful analysis of the mental differ-
ences between man and the lower sentient animals, whilst another is de-
voted to the examination and refutation of the theories contained in Pro-
fessor Haeckel's writings.

THE MOST IMPORTANT SIXPENNY OF THE MOMENT

Ready. Demy 8vo. I Os. 6d. net.

ETHICS OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
By THEODOR HAERING,

Professor of New Testament Dogmatics and Ethics at Tubingen.

LIFE AND MATTER

By SIR OLIVER LODGE

Second Edition. With an Appendix of Definitions and Explanations.

WRITE FOR LISTS.
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE. WILLIAMS and NORGATE

14 Henrietta St., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C
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WE ARE OUTFOR
BUSINESS
Our various salesmen are now
on the road and have begun
to solicit 1909 orders. The
samples carried by them repre-

sent the best efforts of this firm,

keeping in view always the
interests of the trade, as well

as their requirements. We
have made no backward step;

neither has expense or judg-
ment been spared to place be-

fore you the most attractive and
alluring lines ever shown by
any house, and which our
competitors cannot overcome.
As in former years, we urge you
to wait until you can person-

ally inspect our offerings before

placing any orders. You cannot
go wrong by acting upon our
advice. : : : : Wait

!

We predict for 1909 a banner year for our productions.

Prices lowest Stock choicest Service perfect

HURST& COMPANY,am>^
NEW YORK

McLeod cr Allen, Toronto, Canadian Representatives
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READY MARCH 27T-H

N.B.— This cover will be in colors, the background being a striding red. The actual size of the <7&Zagazinc is 9% in. by 6%.
Apply for advertising material, etc., to THE PUBLISHER.

NASH'S MAGAZINE, 36 king st., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W. C.

Or to your Wholesale Agent.



The Canadian Bookman
A Monthly Review of Contemporary Literature Devoted to the

Interests of Canadian Bookbuyers

Volume I No. 3 March, 1909 10c per copy, $1.00 per year

ROBERT E. KNOWLES
The Author of "St. Cuthbert's," in his Study.
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COL. GEORGE T. DENNISON

A Volume of whose Political Reminiscences will be Published

by the Macmillan Co. in April

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.
Last month I intimated thai there would soon he

published an important book of political reminiscences

and impressions by an eminent citizen of Toronto. I

am now in a position Id state that the author of this

book, which the Macmillan Company expect p. publish

in April, is that distinguished soldier and imperial

federationist, Colonel George T. Denison, of Toronto.

The book, on which Colonel Denison has been engaged

for several years, will deal to a greai extent with the

movement towards Imperial Federation during the past

twenty years, about which no one is more competent

to write than he. It is understood that the work was

suggested by the late Dr. James liain, Public Librarian

id' Toronto, who took a keen interest in it up to within

a few days of his death, spending many evenings al

Heydon Villa, the residence of Colonel Denison. dis

cussing its subject matter. Colonel Denison is no novice

in literary work, having published more than a dozen

books, mostly on military subjects. His •"History of

Cavalry," issued in 1877, won the first prize offered by

Hie Emperor of Russia for the best historical work on

that subject and its merits have been amply demonstrated

by its re-publication in German, Russian and Japanese.

Perhaps his best known work is "Soldiering in Canada,"
which is a delightful volume to those interested in the

making of the Dominion.

Our compatriots in Quebec are producing some very

excellent literature about which English-speaking Can-

adians unfortunately know far too little. Within the

past month or two 1 have received three volumes, written

by distinguished French-Canadians, which will take a

front place among contemporary Canadian books. The
first of these, "L'Amerique Precolombienne, " an his-

torical work displaying careful research, is the work of

Alphon.se Gagnon, Secretary of the Department of Public

Works and Labor, Quebec. The second is "Souvenirs

politiques de 1878 a 1890," by Hon. ('has. Langelier, C.R.

The third is a piece of fiction, "Le Centurion," by Hon.

Justice Routiner. These three books are proof of activity

among French-Canadian men of letters. Might it not be
worth while placing some French-Canadian books on the

curricula of the English schools in which French is

taught? It would assuredly help to bind close,- together
the two races in Canada.

A commendable step in the direction of fostering a

greater interest in the work of Canadian writers has been
taken by some of the members of (Ireonoek Church, St.

Andrew's, X.H.. of which Rev. A. Wylie Mahon, D.D., is

minister. They have organized themselves into a Can-
adian Literature Club ami during the past winter have
held semi-monthly meetings, at which such subjects as

••Canadian Soims and Song Writers," "The War of

1812 in Canadian Literature," •Recent Books by Women
Writers " "The Web of Tune," "The Life of Dr. Robert-
son," etc., have been discussed. The programmes were
very enjoyable, including the reading of selections from
the authors referred to addresses, papers, music and
refreshments. The work of the club must have been

of value and it would be gratifying to see more such

clubs established throughout Canada.

It is a pleasure to be able to publish a portrait of

one of New Brunswick's venerated men of letters, II. I,.

Spencer, whose new book of poetry, "The Fugitive, a

Sheaf of Verses," is shortly to appear. Mr. Spencet

has been contributing to the provincial press for nearly

half a century and his writings both in prose and verse

have been read with deep interest. He is a native of

Vermont, having been born in Castleton on April 28, L829.

Since 18()i! he has resided in New Brunswick, working
for some years on the newspapers id' St. John. Bis

present home is at Whitehead, where he conducts a little

store. His publications include "Poems" (1848). "Sum-
mer Saunterings Away Down Fast" (1850), "A Song of

the years and a Memory of Acadia" (188!)), and a small

volume of poems at a later date. Mr. Spencer was a

classmate of Henry ('al)ot Lodge, Redfielfl, Proctor and

other eminent New Englanders,

Professor Colby of MeGill University, has received

a request from Paris that he allow the translation into

ALPHONSE GAGNON

Secretary to the Department of Public Works, Quebec,

and Author of " L'Amerique Precolombienne."
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H. L. SPENCER,

New Brunswick's Octogenarian Poet.

French of his "Canadian Types of the old Regime."

In connection with this book the Montreal Witness voices

a complaint that the Canadian edit inn was entirely in-

adequate. Says the Witness: "The very limited edition

which was issued by the Canadian publisher, by whom
the Canadian market is controlled, was promptly ex-

hausted, and in spite of repeated demands by the Eng-

lish booksellers of Montreal, even so early as at the

Christmas season, no more copies were to be had from

this publisher. The New York house, Henry Holt & Co.,

has also refused to till any orders from Canada, the

Canadian market having been sold to this Toronto house.

The whole thing is an astounding commentary on the

possibilities of the present copyright laws and the re-

markable ideas of business possessed by some publish-

ing houses. This is not the lirst time that such a state of

things has resulted from a combination of these two

forces, and the Canadian market has again merely had

its appetite whetted by a meagre taste id' a desirable

morsel.

"

There is an article in the current Atlantic Monthly

on the hook trade in America, written by Professor

Hugo Munsterberg, that is deserving of careful atten-

tion. The Professor sees, as do all who are in any way

acquainted with the business of publishing books, a very

serious situation in the book trade. The disappearance

of the book stores, even from the larger centres, indicates

a decline in book purchases by the public, particularly

of books of the more serious class. He is quite right

in asserting that the purchased book in the home is of

far more value and benefit to the individual than the

book borrowed from the library. If the book stores dis-

appear a decided loss will be experienced by the agencies

working for the uplift and culture of the people. Let us

give our best support to the book stores as centres of

intellectual light and leading.

W. A. C.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

SOME REGENT COPYRIGHTS.

O Canada. By Augustus Bridle. (Poem). Whaley,

Roycc & Company, Limited, Toronto.

Ten Tales by Harry Lauder. (Hook). McLeod & Al-

len, Toronto.

Greetings. (Poem). Robert S. Walker, Victoria, Bri-

tish Columbia.

L'Almanach du Peuple, 1909. (Livre). Librairie

Beauchemin, Limitee, Montreal.

Canadian Criminal Cases. Annotated. Edited by W.

,1. Tremeear. Volume Mil. Robert Reid Cromarty, To-

ronto.

Freehand Practice Copy Book No. 1. By W. A. Mc-

Intyre, B.A., LL.I). The Copp, Clark Company, Limited,

Toronto.

Strangers Within Our Gates, or, Coming Canadians.

By James S. Woodsworth. (Book). Frederick Clarke

Stephenson, Toronto.

The Railway Law of Canada. By Samuel W. Jacobs,

K.C. (Book)- John Lovell & Son, Limited, Montreal.

Pocket Atlas of Canada. Containing separate Maps
of the Provinces of the Dominion, North America and the

World. (Book). The Stovel Company, Winnipeg.

Chansons Populaires du Canada. Par Ernest Gagnon.
Cinquieme Kdition. (Livre). Librairie Beauchemin, Lim-
itee, Montreal.

Dominion Election Rules of the High Court of Jus-
tice for Ontario. With Notes and Forms. By George
Smith Holmsted. (Book). George Smith Holmsted, To-
ronto.

Speeches in Canada by Viscount Milner. (Book). Wil-

liam Tyrrell, Toronto.

Souvenirs Politiqucs de 1X7K a 1890. Recits. Etudes
et Portraits. Par 1'IIon. Chs. I.angelier, C.R. (Livre).

Charles Langelier, Quebec.

The Message. By Louis Tracy. Illustrated by Joseph
Cummings Chase, McLeod & Allen, Toronto.

LORD MILNER

A Volume of Whose Speeches in Canada
has Recently Appeared.
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A Visit to the Ian Maclaren of Canada

The Author of " St. Cuthbert's " Tells How
He First Came to Write—-His Views on

Canadian Literature — The Man Himself.

"How did I become a writer? I may say that it was

largely owing to the influence of my wife, who gave me
no rest night or day; women have such creative imagina-

tions. Then at a social gathering one evening 1 was

strongly urged to write. I replied that I would some day,

but influential friends, whose opinions I valued, remarked

that I should begin at once. On the way home I thought

the matter over, and, although it was eleven o'clock when

I reached the manse, I inwardly observed
i

If I am going

to begin, why not to-night? I lighted a lamp, and sat

down. Before midnight T had completed the first chapter

of
:

St. Cuthbert's.' 1 presume if 1 had nol taken do,

ROBERT E. KNOWLES,

Oue of Canada's Best Known Novelists.

e'wive action thai I might still be seriously thinking about

entering the field of literature."

Thus Rev. Etobt. E. Knowles, pastor of Knox Church

Gait, Ont., author of "St. Cuthbert's," "The Undertow,"

"The Dawn at Shanty Bay" and "The Web of Time,"

now one of the foremost and favorite novelists of the day,

began his literary career, his first work appearing in 1905.

A Busy Life.

I found him the other morning in his den, a spacious

ground-floor apartment to the left of entrance of the main

hall of the manse, in the solid and staid Scottish town.

All hough a busy man, Mr. Knowles never appears in a

hurry. If he were, he could not find time to faithfully at-

tend to the moral and spiritual needs of that historic

church which has the largest communicant roll of any

Presbyterian kirk in Canada. Bui somehow he discovers

lime for much more—time to curl, to hunt, to, ride, to

golf, to lecture, at least once a week, and to engage in

literary pursuits, yet he does not seem overworked. He
is mi recluse— no self-centered soul—for he gives freely

of his talents to public enterprises and in the municipal

and educational problems of the town takes a lively in-

terest. He is a member of the Gall Collegiate Institute

Board, and frequently addresses the pupils. An inveter-

ate traveler, he has crossed the broad Atlantic on many
occasions, visiting Europe and the Mother Country, while

there are very few spots in America's wide expanse willi

which he is not familiar.

An on-looker would think thai any one of these pur-

suits would keep an ordinary being on the move, and the

query naturally arises, how does he accomplish so much?
Well, here is an outline of diurnal duly. He rises at 7.30

and 9 o'clock finds him in his study. For an hour and a

half he gives himself up entirely and unreservedly to

literary work, writing on an average about 800 words a

day. Although he at times pens as many as 2,000. The
next two hours are devoted to sermonic preparation, or

reading, and then lunch.

His Recreation.

"I do nn literary work at night," he declared; "I
have never been able to make any satisfactory progress

by the mellow glow of artificial light. I find that my pen

does not flow freely and my thoughts refuse Id surge. I

halt and hesitate and SOOD realize that 1 am sorting words;
so I confine my litei.in labors In the early morning hours.

In the afternoon, from 2 to 4, I play golf in summer and

in winter enjoy the royal game of curling. From 4 to <>

I mount my horse and go about my work. I am not

boasting when I say that I have the finest saddle-steed in

this district. He captured second prize at the New York
Horse Show. I thus visit a large number of parishioners,

many of whom live in the country, and answer all calls

of sickness and distress—and they are not few in number
in a congregation the size of Knox Church, the member-
ship embracing 550 families and 1,400 communicants. In

the evening I am frequently engaged at the church, the

weekly prayer service, the meetings of session, and other

gatherings claiming my attention. Rarely do I have a

night completely to myself, and, when I do, I spend it

reading in my study and count the moments as pure gold.

You must put something into the hopper, or the mill will

soon cease to grind. The stream will dry up, you know,
if its sources of supply are constantly drained and never

fed."

Mr. Knowles conducts two services every Sunday, and

also takes an active part in Sunday school work. He has

been eleven years in Gait and for seven years previous

was pastor of Stewarfon Presbyterian Church, Ottawa.

He has thus seen eighteen years of active, zealous, min-
isterial life, being ordained in 1891 by the Presbytery of

Ottawa. His father, a Presbyterian minister, was a native

of Ballymena, Ireland, while bis mother was also of Irish
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extraction, the ancient City of Cork being her birthplace.

The natal spot of their gifted and eloquent son and vivid

poitrayer of Scotch character, was in the little hamlet of

Maxville, Out., in the County of Grey. The celebrated

Orangeman, Dr. Sproule, M.P., was already practising in

that northern region. "He saw my earliest dawn," Mr.
Knowles remarked with a smile.

To-day Mr. Knowles is in his forty-first year, although

the casual observer gazing upon the classic features and
into t/he large, luminous eyes of the man, from whose
broad brow the silvering- thatch of nature is rapidly reced-

ing, would make a guess that he should own, at least, to

a half-century of existence. "I would rather be young
and look old," he observed, discussing the age problem,
"than look young and be old, in the same sense that it is

belter to deserve the good opinion of men and not have it

than to have it and not deserve it. You know there is a

German proverb which runs, 'Whether men speak well or

ill of thee, thou art, therefore, not other than thyself.'
"

Of the hobbies of the author-preacher, little more need
be added. An ardent devotee of the stane and besom,

he can "skip" a game with splendid judgment and skill.

With golf-club he steadily vanquished all opponents on

the golf links last summer, and forged ahead until he

reached the semi-final class—well, never mind what hap-

pened then. Lover of the great out-door world, he is

fond of hunting and riding, while among his less strenu-

ous forms of exercise are billiards, and in that most scien-

tific hobby he sometimes beguiles an hour, several of his

parishioners boasting the necessary table.

His Surroundings.

But amid what surroundings does lie do 'his daily

work? His den is large and faces the east, overlooking

the Grand River, while, between his residence and the

banks of the stream that gives Galtonians a shudder every

spring lest it should bestow its usual baptism—cold and
relentless—a beautiful terraced lawn greets the eye. From
the wide verandah the view is enchanting, and among
stately pines the house itself, now occupied thirty years

or more as a manse, is one of the historic dwellings and
memorable land-marks of passing time in the thriving

and deeply religious centre of "New Jedboro." Built

three-quarters of a century ago, it was in its day one of

the show places of the town. It is commodious and com-
fortable, typical of the warmth and welcome within. But
the study—how ample its proportions, its walls barricad-

ed with bookcases containing- two thousand volumes, while

in the fireplace the flames burn brightly and on every

side are scattered cosy chairs which invite you to recline

and remain. There is nothing elaborate about the birth-

spot of Mr. Knowles' stories, which throb with human in-

terest and tell with sentiment, tenderness and pathos the

tales of men and women fighting the battle of life and

lasting- of its joys and sorrows, its triumphs and trials,

its hopes and fears, its love and loneliness—the record of

the human heart.

At a severely plain, flat-top desk, Mr. Knowles plies

his pen.

"Do you use a typewriter?" I asked.

"Why, I would just as soon do my love-making in

public. Use a typewriter! It would destroy the divine

afflatus. No, I write every word by hand—but do not

think I send that to the publishers"—holding up several

closely-written pages of foolscap, the chirography being

in small, inky characters—"the printers would have a

nice time making out that horrible scrawl, wouldn't they?

No, I carefully write what I have to say, as I have told

you, at the rate of about eight hundred to two thousand

words a day. When my story is finished I call in a typist

and dictate to her, and this I send to the publishers. I

generally begin to write a story in November and keep

steadily at it until July." (Mr. Knowles is now engaged

on another novel which will appear this fall. Its title

is "The Attic Guest.") With respect to revisions, the

author reads the proofs four times. Three revises are

sent, each one succeeding the other, and then comes an

O.K. proof, after which the pages are ready to be bound

in book form.

In the process of revision interpolations are made,

many a pargraph altered and re-written, and in some
instances whole chapters so amended that the finished

product is at certain times scarcely on speaking acquaint-

ance with the original. An author's work is something

like that of a railway builder. Sir Sandford Fleming, the

eminent Canadian engineer, and father of the Pacific

cable, was witli the first surveying party of the C.P.R.

Mr. Knowles' Church in Gait.

that went through the Rockies and in later years he was a

passenger in an observation car on the first train crossing
the mountains. Contrast the sense of security, comfort
and ease of Sir Sandford 's experience when rolling

through that majestic Alpine region on bands of steel,

with his first difficult and dangerous undertaking, and
yon have a very fair indication of the supreme satisfac-

tion of an author when he sees his task completed, and
the feeling he has when he tackles the first chapter.

His Favorite Reading.

Biography is the favorite reading of Mr. Knowles. He
revels in its pages and delights in its conflicts and
achievements. His heroes are Carlyle and Abraham Lin-
coln. He regards them as the two most central and out-
standing- figures of the 19th century in their respective
fields, the one as the greatest leader, liberator and states-
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man of his country, the other as the fearless, outspoken

literary light, commanding character, and dauntless sage

of the heather-clad hills.

In his literary and ministerial labors, the author of

"St. Cuthbert's" finds no overlapping, no interference,

no drawbacks— the one being the complement of the other.

To give force and strength, tenderness and truth to his

stories, he must he in the current of human endeavor in

order to keep the tires of imagination burning' and the

sympathetic flame aglow. He musi be an aggressive actor

in the daily drama of life. He finds types of stern, rugged

character in the strong, healthy and invigorating make-up

of the canny Scot of North and South Dumfries Town-

ships; his characters arc all portrayed from the life and

pui'suits such as he encounters in close contact and touch

with these people, their sorrows, temptations, struggles,

idea'ls, pleasures, pursuits and victories. Mr. Knowles

unhesitatingly declares that they are a people withoui

veneer or affectation, possessing strong elemental char-

acteristics, clannish and cold, perhaps, to the unknowing,

bui when the heart is reached, difficult though the process

may be. it is equally as difficult to escape.

.Mr. Knowles is the first pastor of the historic sanctu-

ary who was not born in the land of the heather and edu-

cated in Edinburgh. Some years ago a-l a meeting of

Knox kirk session, when the subject of the country of

their birth was referred if. oul id' the thirty-one elders in

attendance, they all proclaimed the "land o' cakes"' as

the one in which they first opened their eyes, "and."

continued their pastor, "they are the best people, the mosl

considerate and indulgent, the most loyal and tine, as

well as the most affectionate and tender, of any in the

win Id. I have been among them eleven years now, and in

all my intercourse there has never been a harsh word

—

never a bruise. The heart lie id' people and pastor is

indeed strong."

His Method of Writing.

"In all my writings 1 follow the human path, and here

J may incidentally observe thai lew, if any, of my Hock

escape affliction. 1 find in the course of time that death,

disease and sorrow knock at every door. In the great

domestic drama, love and loneliness, pleasure and pain,

seem ever intermingled. This tends to keep I lie mind of

line, who shares alike in their suffering and triumphs, at a

white heat, and, in the interpretation of life and truth,

it stimulates the intellect. stirs the emotions, and en-

larges the sympathy. If there is any predominant quality

in my books, it is the heart element— the human interest

— the revelations in many homes as 1 see and experience

them on every side. I believe many writers have in mind

the characters and a definite outline of the plot or story

before they begin. With me, I may say that I take one or

two central, pregnant figures, drawn from local associa-

tion and insight. In developing my narrative I follow, as

it were, the lines of least resistance. My thoughts are

liberated as imagination suggests, and I permit circum-

stances to make-the plot. All these seem to come with

the characters, and I would rather lei the characters un-

fold the plan than make the plan create the characters.

If you will pardon a personal illusion, 1 may tell you thai.

in preaching I never write out my sermons, but having

my headings or central thoughts before me. 1 trust to the

inspiration and contagion of the audience for the effec-

tiveness and strength of my sermon. If I were asked

afterwards—as I have been on several occasions— to re-

peat what I have said to a stenographer— I am completely

at sea; the thoughts refuse to flow; the mind is torpid

and sluggish; and the words hailing and lame. Tf is the

same in connection with my literary work-. A few general

characters take entire possession of my mind and intellect.

and on these I rear the superstructure. Experiences take

shape and form as I proceed, just as in life's daily record,

and the fires of fancy kindle and burn as I commit my
feelings and impressions to paper. This is how incidents

are created and so situation follows situation until the

climax is reached and the story ended."

A Canadian Literature.

"Is there a Canadian literature?" I asked.

"Well, you know that Robert Barr left Canada, his

native country, because he said thai Canadians were better

.judge.- of whiskey than literature. This was a bitter ar-

raignment of the discrimination of Canadians. The critics

too often arc ready to reach for the black cap, and in

literary work I would far sooner be tried by a jury than

a judge. The people are, after all, the great jury who
render the final verdict. I would say there is a Canadian

literature in so far as there can In— in spile of the crilics

who try to destroy the structure by breaking in the win-

dows and berating those inside. You can never hatch the

chicki ii by smashing i lie egg.

"What is the future for the young novelist in this

count ry .'

'

'

"The development id' our national life, the growing

literary relish, the culture of intelligence, and increasing

wealth, along with a rapidly augmenting population,

should make a large market. In the past there may have

been a paucity of buyers, bid to-day Canadians, other

things being equal, are as willing and anxious to buy and

read Canadian works as any others. There is really no

national literature; all literature is the same in this sense.

Adam Bede would have been worth a.- much being a Cana-

dian storj as an English laic. All is the story of life,

which is the same in every land where I he in tensest long-

ings and deepest feelings of the soul find expression. Life

is an instrument and all life is uniform. Conflict, strife,

fear, joy, love, trial and triumph are seen on every hand.

The great Canadian novel thai we hear so much about

—

which has iml yet been written— will not be Hie produc-

tion of a great Canadian author, bui the outpouring of a

grtal Canadian soul. Il will nol necessarily be historic or

national, but will deal with life in every phase.

Leading Authors.

Mr. Knowles, when questioned, as to whom he con-

sidered the most outstanding Canadian author, living or

dead, replied that of those who had passed "into the silent

kingdom," he regarded Archibald Lampman as the

sweetest and tenderest singer, rich in color and delicate

in harmony, while in the arena of prose writing the most

distinguished representative was .Judge Haliburton. He
established a school in his refreshing sketches of "Sam
Slick" and thereby kindled a torch of humor at which

scores have vainly tried to light their tapers. Judge Hali-

burton is known in the literary world to-day more widely

than any oilier Canadian.

Of living Canadian writers, Mr. Knowles remarked
I hat Ralph Connor was undoubtedly the most widely read,

appealing strongly to the middle religious classes, parti-

cularly in the United States. Sir (filbert Parker was the

most nimble expert, and Norman Duncan was probably
the greatest artist in letters. Duncan had lived so long

in New York and Parker in England, that they had prac-

tically ceased to be Canadian authors. In elemental

power, the greatest Canadian poet is William Wilfrid

Campbell. Some of his verse is cast in a tyrannic mold and
is at times scathing and subtle. His great gift is in giv-

ing stirring utterances to the emotions and passions.

"Yes," continued Mr. Knowles. "the literary Held is

Ihe only one where nepotism does not count, where pull

(Continued on page 64.)
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A Survey of the Canadian Literary Field

Conditions Still Dormant— Prospects of an Active

Spring Season—Several New Books Announced.

As the year advances, signs of increased activity are

to be noted and in the near future several new volumes

will see the light. Strange to say there appears to be

almost a stagnation in the department of verse, which

has always been a strong feature in the ranks of Cana-

dian hooks.

Poetry.

The publishers state that kohert W. Service's new

book, "Ballads of a Cheechaco," is selling in advance at

a tremendous rate. Their travelers report very large or-

ders from all quarters. There dots not seem to he an\

falling off either in the demand for his first hook, "Songs

of a Sourdough," and these two hooks together will

probably reach the highest sales which have yet been re-

corded in Canada for hooks of poetry. One dealer has

sent in an advance order for "Ballads of a Cheechaco"
of one thousand copies. It is very seldom that such large

advance orders are reported for any Canadian hook.

Description.

There still continues to he a growing interest in books

relating to western life. The remarkable sale which the

publisher experienced with "Across the Sub-Arctics," by

.1. W. Tyrrell, and "Through the Mackenzie Basin," by

Charles Mair, shows the great interest that Canadian

people are taking in the Canadian west and not thlamls

There have been a number of hooks published on the In-

dian life of the great Northwest, and these are to he

supplemented now by a new hook which is to come from

the press of William Briggs on the Indians of the West-

ern Plains. The title has not yet been definitely decided

on. 'I he book is written by Mrs. Paget, of Ottawa, and

deals with the life and customs of several of the most

noted Indian tribes of tiie great west.

Armand Colin, a French publisher, has issued an im-

portant work on British Columbia, written by Albert

Met in, a professor at the Ecole Coloniale, and

the Ecole des Mantes Etudes Commerciales, of

Paris. The physical geography of the country

is lust reviewed
; climate, hydrography and forests are

next considered ; and then the history of the country,

hshiiig and hunt tig, agriculture, mining, etc., are treated.

Several maps and illustrations are included. The hook

is very comprehensive.

Fiction.

Amongst the new books soon to he issued from the

press of William Briggs is one by Dr. W. .1. Fischer, of

Waterloo, Ont. Dr. Fischer has made a name for himself

as a poet in Canada. Some little time ago The Syra-

cuse Sun said in an article in reference to Dr. Fischer's

poetry, "If Dr. Fischer does not become known as one

of the leading poets of Canada it will be his o-.vn fault."

Dr. Fischer lias received very high praise from all over

the continent in reference to his poetry, and it now re-

mains to be seen just how this first book of fiction will

he received by the public. The name of his first venture

into the worls of fiction is to be, "The Child of Des-

tiny." A striking feature in connection with Dr. Fisch-

er's hooks will be illustrations made by Signer Catta-

pani, a noted Italian artist. There will also be pictures

by .Mr. Lochridge, a Canadian artist.

This month the Copp, Clark Co., Toronto, publish in

book form Ernest Thompson Scion's "The Biographv of

a Silver Fox," which has been running serially in the

Century Magazine. In it, under the guise of fiction, the

author gives many of the results of his studies of the

habits and mode of living of the fox. The hook will be

illustrated by the author.

Hon. .Justice Houthier, of Quebec, has written a novel
entitled, "Le Centurion," which is a romance of Mes-
sianic times. It is published contemporaneously in Can-
ada, France and Italy, and is to be had from [/Action
Sociale, Quebec.

W. Wilfred Campbell's serial story, "In Kighteen Hun-
dred and Twelve," now running in the Westminster, will
he issued in book form in May. It will then be given
the title, "The Fair Rebel." The Westminster Co. will
publish it.

History.

A new edition of the late Sir .John (I. Bourinot's
"Canada," in the "Story of the Nations" series, is an-
nounced by T. Fisher Cnwin, London. The revision of
the hook has been carried out by .Mr. Edward Porritt,
who contributes information on modern railway develop-
ment in Canada, the tariff system and other political and
industrial matters.

The report of the Historiographer of the Education
Department of the Province of Ontario for the year 1908
is now out. If deals more particularly with the educa-
tional activities of the United Empire Loyalists who set-
tled on the north shore of the St. Lawrence and the
margins of Lakes Erie and Ontario. Dr. Ilodgins is do-
ing a splendid work in compiling such elaborate records
of early education in the province.

John Ross Robertson, proprietor of the Telegram,
Toronto, has just issued Volume V. of his "Landmarks
of Toronto." This latest volume deals principally with
maps and plans of the city. ($2).

Biography.

The Upper Canada Tract Society, Toronto, publish
the life of Rev. Thomas Bone, a revered missionary to
the sailors on the Great Lakes, whoso death occurred a
few years ago. The story of his life is told by the Rev.
• Jesse Gibson.

Robert Machray, a nephew of the late Archbishop
Machray, of Rupert's Land, the first Primate of Canada,
is at work upon a biography of the deceased prelate. Mr!
Machray is also a novelist, having a story entitled, "The
Disappearance of Lady Diana," on the spring list of
Everett & Co., London.

"A Bishop in the Rough," the record of eight adven-
turous years in the early life of Dr. Sheepshanks, the
present Bishop of Norwich, is to be published shortly bj
Smith, Elder & Co., London. The bishop was one of the
pioneer clergymen of British Columbia, and part of the
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book is taken up with his missionary experiences among
the gold miners and Indians. It is edited and supple-

mented by the Rev. D. Wallace Duthie and has several

illustrations.

A few weeks ago William Briggs put on the market

the first volume of the Canadian Hero Series, "The

Story of Isaac Brock," by W. R. Nursey. This book is

having extraordinary success, being highly commended by

public men, educationists, literary men and the press in

general. This publisher now announces a book which al-

though it is not in the Hero Series, is somewhat analog-

ous in title, it being called, "Heroines of Canadian His-

tory." This book is written by W. S. Herrington, of

Napanee, and it promises to be a very useful volume,

especially for school purposes.

Dr. Henry J. Morgan, that indefatigable worker,

has almost completed his MS. for his new edition of

"Canadian Men and Women of the Time." Dr. Morgan's

books have proved to be so useful to all public men and

literary men that they need no introduction to the pub-

lic. This new edition promises to be one of the most

useful volumes which Dr. Morgan has ever prepared and

the publisher hopes to have, it on the market now within

a few months. William Briggs, who issued the previous

volume, will be the publisher of this oae.

Morang &' Co., Toronto, publishers of The Makers of

Canada series, have in preparation a very complete gen-

eral analytical index of the twenty volumes comprising

the series. The index volume will be uniform with the

set and will contain such supplementary matter as will

round off the series. The compilation of the index is in

the competent hands of William D. LeSucur, B.A., LLD.,

F.R.S.C.

Rev. John Craig, one of the missionaries to India of

the Baptist Church of Canada, has written the story of

his experiences, in a book entitled, "Twenty Years Among

the Telugus," published by the Baptist Boom Room, To-

ronto. (Cloth, $1).

Miscellaneous.

A great deal of attention is being given nowadays to

the boy question. Dr. George A. Dickinson, of Port

Hope, Ont., has been interested in boys for a number of

years and has made a study of the boy problem. Dr.

Dickinson is of a very sympathetic nature and appre-

ciates the boy side of life. After studying this question

for years Dr. Dickinson thought it might be well to em-

body his ideas and the results of his investigations in a

book, and this is to be issued very shortly from the press

of William Briggs, under the title of "Your Boy : His

Nature and Nurture." Dr. Dickinson, who is quite an

amateur photographer, has in his day taken a great num-

ber of pictures of boy life depicting them in all kinds of

incidents, mischevious and otherwise. These pictures add

a great deal to the interest of the volume and it prom-

ises to be the best solution of the boy problem yet is-

sued.

A little book which will be useful as a gift book is

soon to be, issued by William Briggs. It is compiled by

Miss Mabel Clint, of Montreal, and is to be entitled, "The

Empire Birthday Book." This book will be gotten up

in the form in which the usual birthday books are made,

but it will contain a verse for each day selected from

British poets. The publisher hopes to have this on the

market very shortly.

The twenty-third annual number of "Le Canada Ec-

clesiastique," containing full information concerning the

Roman Catholic diocese of Canada, with an alphabetical

list of priests and an index nf parishes and missions, has

been published by Cadieux &1 Derome, Montreal. It is il-

lustrated.

"The Interpreter's Commentary on the First and Sec-

ond Corinthians and Galatians," by Professor John E.

McFadyen, of Knox College, Toronto, has been published

by the Westminster Co.

The public will welcome the new 1909 edition of the

unique booklet containing "5,000 Facts About Canada,"
issued by the Canadian Facts Publishing Co., 667 Spa-
dina Avenue, Toronto, and compiled by Mr. Frank Yeigh.

It is easy to understand its popularity, and the fact that

30,000 copies have been sold not only throughout the Do-
minion, but in every part of the Empire and 1

the United
States, and recently one of the universities of Japan se-

cured copies. Following the idea of a fact in a sentence,

and their self-indexing alphabetical arrangement under

such heads as Agriculture, Banking, Commerce, Fisheries,

Marine, Mining, and so on to the West and its wheat,

every phase of our commercial and manufacturing life

is covered, as well as many others such as Temperance,
Religion, History and the like.

Rev. D. McLean, of Charlottetown, P.E.I., has issued

in pamphlet form, "The World or the Soul," being one
of his sermons.

"Speeches in Canada by Viscount Milner," is an at-

tractive little volume containing the speeches delivered

by Lord Milner during his visit to Canada last fall. It

is published by William Tyrrell &i Co., Toronto; cloth-

bound with leather back, 75 cents.

"Strangers Within Our Gates—Coming Canadians,"

by James S. Woodsworth, D.D., superintendent of the

All Peoples' Mission, Winnipeg, has been published by

the Young Peoples' Forward Movement Department of

the Methodist Church. It is not a religious book in the

ordinary sense, but a valuable sociological study.

A

TWO RECENT BOOKS.

LETTERS TO A BUSINESS GIRL. By Florence

Wenderoth Saunders. Chicago : Laird & Lee. Paper

covers 25 cents. The personal experiences of a busi-

ness woman contained in letters to her daughter, re-

plete with practical information regarding the per-

plexing problems of a girl stenographer.

STANDARD BIBLE DICTIONARY. Edited by

Melancthon W. Jacobus, Edward E. Nourse, Andrew C.

Zenos and others. One volume, large quarto, 950

pages, 300 illustrations. New York: Funk & Wagnalls

Company. Cloth $6.00; half morocco $10.00; full

morocco $12.00; all net. This admirable one-volume

guide to the Scriptures is the joint product of thirty-

seven Bible scholars, who represent no less than seven

denominations of the Protestant Church in America,

Great Britain and Germany. It embraces the lan-

guages, literature, history, biography, manners and
customs, and theology of the Bible. It contains a mine
of information which has never before been made so

practically available to the reader. The critical posi-

tion of this new work differs materially from that of

speculative criticism on the higher plane. It is neces-

sarily committed to the acceptance of the proved facts

of modern scholarship, but no attempt has been made
to ignore what reverent critical scholarship has brought

to light regarding the Bible. In pronunciation fea-

tures, in indexing devices, in illustrations and maps,

and in typographical aids, it is well equipped and,

taken all in all, it is a most valuable compendium of
information for the Bible student,
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What the Publishers are Providing for Canadian Readers

Many New Novels Announced

—

Some More Solid Works Being Im-

ported—New Editions Called For.

The Copp, Clark Co. have ready a 50-cent edition of

"Told in the Hills," by Marah Ellis Ryan.

"The Statesman's Year Book, 1909/' will be issued

about the end of the month by the Macmillan Co.

The Copp Clark Co. will have ready very shortly

"Fraternity," the new novel by John Galsworthy.

A new supply of Agnes C. Laut's "Conquest of the

Great Northwest" has been received by the Musson Book

Co., Toronto.

A paper cover edition of "The Weavers," by Sir

Gilbert Parker, is being issued this month by the Copp,

Clark Co. (75 cts.)

Ernest Seton Thompson's new nature book, "The

Biography of a Silver Fox," has been added to the Copp,

Clark Co.'s list. ($1.50.)

The Macmillan Co. of Canada will publish next month

a new novel by Gertrude Atherton, the title of which

has not yet been announced.

The library and pocket editions of "Our Mutual

Friend," by Charles Dickens, will be added this month

to the Macmillan series of Dickens' novels.

Of their spring notion, the Macmillan Co. of Canada

have now ready "One Immortality," by H. Fielding

Hall, and "The Straw," by Rina Ramsay.

The Musson Book Co. are issuing a dainty new pocket

edition of the works of Maurice Maeterlinck, including

"The Life of the Bee/' "The Treasure of the Humble,"

"Wisdom and Destiny," etc. These are published in

cloth at 90 cents and leather, $1.25.

There is a probability that William De Morgan's new

book will not be called "Blind Jim" after all. He him-

self does not like this title and will likely change it to

"It Never Can Happen Again." Mr. De Morgan says

it is a longer story than "Joseph Vance" or "Somehow

Good."

Three useful reference books are scheduled for spring

publication by the Musson Book Co. They are "250

Universal Secrets " compiled by Charles J. Musson; "Us

Two Cook Book," compiled by Jennie B. AVilliains, and

"The Canadian Letter Writer, a Complete Epitome of

Correspondence," edited by W. C. Bell.

A very interesting book has just been placed on the

market by William Briggs entitled "Letters of a Japanese

Schoolboy," by Wallace Irwin. These letters are very

humorous indeed. Wallace Irwin made quite a success

with his "Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum" and "Nautical

Lays of a Landsman." The book is nicely illustrated,

which will do a great deal to help the sale.

What Talbot Baines Reid is to the English schoolboy

so Ralph Henry Barbour is to the American boy. He

has written a number of fascinating stories of school

life in the United States, and a new book has just come

from his pen entitled "Forward Pass," a story of Yard-

ley Hall school. These books are selling well in Canada,

and William Briggs is carrying a stock for the trade.

The "Unofficial Letters of an Official's Wife," by

Edith Moses, is the title of a volume of actual letters

which Mrs. Moses, the wife of Prof. Moses, wrote from

the Philippines to her relatives in the United States.

They describe in a very interesting and charming man-

ner life in the Philippines, cleverly written, amusing and

instructive. William Briggs is handling this through

the trade.

Cassell & Co., publishers of "The People's Library,"

are adding fifteen new volumes to the series this spring,

including "Guy Mannering" and "Heart of Midlo-

thian," by Scott; "Hard Cash," by Charles Reade;

"Barchester Towers," by Anthony Trollope; "Peter

Simple," by Marryat; Southey's "life of Nelson " Poe's

"Tales of Mystery and Imagination" and Farrar's "Life

of Christ."

A. C. McCIurg & Co., Chicago have now ready their

novel of theatrical life, "Bill Truetell, " by George H.
Brennan, illustrated by James Montgomery Flagg. It

is the story of an old school manager's vicissitudes in

touring the East. At his first stopping place his leading

soubrette leaves him and a stranded vaudeville artist

takes her place, becoming a new inspiration in Truetell 's

life. The book is essentially true in spirit and largely in

incident.

We have had many volumes of motoring in Europe,

both travel and fiction. We are now to have a book

about motor boating in Europe, which is called "Across
Europe in a Motor Boat," by Henry C. Rowland. The
book is beautifully illustrated, containing over 50 sketches

and is a delightful narrative of the trip of Mr. Rowland
and two friends through an inland journey of 7,000 miles

by way of the Seine, Rhine, Danube and the Black Sea.

This is one of the most entertaining travel books of the

year. William Briggs is supplying it in Canada.

Hall Caine, that eccentric literary genius from the

Isle of Man, has just issued a book which he calls "My
Story." In this he gives his recollections of the first

twenty-five years of his life, with many incidents in con-

nection with the first friendships he formed with some
of the noted literary men of his time. Hall Caine was
intimately associated with Rossetti, John Ruskin, R. D.

Blackmore, Robert Buchanan, Wilkie Collins, and many-

others of the noted literary men of England. The book
is illustrated, and is being sold at $2.00 net. William
Briggs is handling this extensively through the trade.

"The Delafield Affair," by Florence Finch Kelly,

is the second novel on McClurg's spring list. This is

a stirring tale of love and revenge in the Southwest.

Curtis Conrad, superintendent of a ranch near Golden,

New Mexico, has sworn to kill the man who ruined his

father's fortunes. He confides his purpose to his friend

Aleck Bancroft, who seeks in vain to dissuade him from
it. Meanwhile Conrad falls in love with Lucy, Bancroft's

daughter, and when a shady politician tells him that

Bancroft is the owner of an assumed name and is the

man he seeks to kill he naturally spurns the idea. Such

is the situation with which the author confronts her

readers in the beginning of "The Delafield Affair,"
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Brief Reviews of Some Recent Books

" Letters of Jennie Allen " one of the Most Amus-

ing of the Season's Books—Other Good Stories.

The flood of spring fiction is now al its heighl and

there is do lack of novelty on the booksellers' tables, even

if there is a dearth of out-of-the-ordinary books. From
the mass of the season's novels, we selecl a few, which

have appeared in Canadian editions, discussing them from

the descriptive rather than from the critical poinl of

\ iew.

A Divorce Problem.

I AND MY TRUE LOVE. By Mrs. II. A. Mitchell

Keays. Toronto: McLeod & Allen. Cloth $1.25. An

oilier addition to the ranks of society novels, with a

commentary on the divorce problem. In this hook the

divorced couple had parted as the result of the bus

hand's abstraction in his work and the wife's devotion

to amusement. A daughter had been horn, who con-

tinued to live with her father. The wife had mean-

while married again and al the period of the story

was a society leader and a widow. The scheme of the

novel is the re-union of the divorced couple, through

the unconscious influence of the girl.

A Strange Personality.

DAVID BRAN. By Morley Roberts. Boston: L. C. Page

& Co. Cloth $1.50. There can he no denying the com-

pelling power of this extraordinary story. II' it lacks

charm and tenderness, it has al leasl an overwhelming

share of passion. The mighty figure of the fearless

fisherman, David Bran, dominates its pages, dividing

his love between the elusive dark maiden of the Head
land. I.on Trevarris, and the golden-haired Kate

Poldrew, and struggling against the influence of his

strong-willed mother. The solution of the dual-love

DAVID BRAN,

Hero of Morley Roberts' New Novel

of That Name.

problem forms the basis of the story. Whether n wa

sufficienj or no rests with the reader to decide.

A Clever Letter Writer.

ETTERS OF JENNIE ALLEN. By Grace Donworth.
Toronto: McLeod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25. Judged from
the literary standpoint, Jennie Allen was an impossible
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GRACE DONWORTH
The Author of "Letters of Jennie Allen.'

letter-writer. She mangled spelling and grammar and
played sad havoc with capitals and punctuation. But
hers was a great big hitman heart and the man or

woman who can read her letters, without feeling in-

spired to be and do better, must be indeed a soulless

wretch. .Jennie Allen's letters are written to a lady,

who had evidently taken an interest in her, hut so far

as the story is concerned, the absent correspondent

plays no part in it. The letters picture life in the

home of poor hut respectable working people in au
American city. There is Jennie's brother, Jim, his

wife, Maine, and their children, a sister .Mandy, and
two or three roomers, of whom Mr. Spinney, an insur-

ance solicitor, turns out to he the hero of Jennie
Allen's life. The sayings and doings of this house-
hold form the theme of the letters and very interesting

does Jennie Allen make I hem. The jokes of the men-
folk, the peculiarities of the women-folk and the

pranks of the children are narrated in guileless sim-

plicity. It is a capital book and should bring enjoy-
incnl to many a weary reader of less human literature.

Miscellaneous.

IONFESSIONS OF A PALMIST. Racy Tales. By
Clivette. Chicago: Laird &. Lee. Paper covers 25
cents.

JFK IX THE NAVY. By Thos. Beyer. Chicago: Laird &
Lee. Paper covers 25 cents. This book is published
by special authority of the U.S. Navy Department, and
is endorsed by President Roosevelt and the leading
naval authorities. It is also issued in cloth binding
at $1.25.
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The Canadian Bookman
Being the Literary Supplement of The Bookseller and
Stationer of Canada. Published monthly in the inter-

ests of Canadian authors, publishers, booksellers and
bookbuyers. Edited by W. A. Craick, B.A.. Toronto.

$1.00 per annum

The MacLean Publishing Co., Limited
Toronto
New York

Montreal
Chicago

Winnipeg
London

BEST SELLING BOOKS DURING FEBRUARY.

Brantford.

Cy. Whitaker's Place. By Joseph C. Lincoln. McLeod.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

My Lady of the Snows. Bj Margaret A. Brown.
'

Briggs.

Letters of .Jennie Allen. By G. Donworth. McLeod.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Peter. By F. If. Smith. McLeod.

Calgary.

Briggs.

Lonesome 1'ine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod. ; *-

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde. 4.

Lewis Rand. By Mary .Johnston. Briggs.

Peter. By F. IP Smith. McLeod. 5.

Adventures of Joshua Craig. By I). (!. Phillips. «•

Briggs.

Lady of the Decoration, l'.y Frances Little. Musson.

Charlottetown.

Anne of Green (tables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page. 7'

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.
4-

Barrier. By Rex E. Beach. Musson.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox. jr. McLeod.

Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson.
() '

Guelph.

Sonus ef a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs. L

54-40 or Fight. By Emerson Bough. McLeod.

Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Peter. By F. II. Smith. McLeod. *

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod. °'

Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell.
(i -

Hamilton.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung
Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell.

Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

54-40, or Fight. By E. Hough. McLeod.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

Kingston.

Story of Old Kingston. By A. M. Machar. Musson

Sowing- Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

The Governors. By E. P. Oppenheim. Briggs.

Salthaven. By W. W. Jacobs. Copp.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

London.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Knack of It. By C. B. Loomis. Frowde.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Queen Alexandra's Book.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.

Peterboro.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Man from Brodney's.. By G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Quebec.

Making of Canada. By A. C. Bradley. Copp.
Treasure Valley. By Marian Keith. Westminster.
Diva's Ruby. By F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.
Dominic Wildthorne. By Joseph Hocking. Copp.
Angel. By G. Thorne. Dillingham.

Riverman. By S. E. White. Musson.

St. John.

Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Brigs.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Toronto.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Lorimer of the Northwest. By Harold Bindloss. Mc-
Leod.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox jr. McLeod.
Catherine's Child. By Mrs. Herny de la Pasture.

Briggs.

Winnipeg.

Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Br. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.
Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles. Revell.
Life of Dr. Robertson. By Ralph Connor. West-

minster.'

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggi.
Illusive Pimpernel. By Baroness Orezy. Copp.

Montreal.

Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, Jr. McLeod.
Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Araminta. By J. C. Snaith. Briggs.
Jewelled Ball. By Mrs. Guest. Cambridge.
My Lady of the Snows. By M. A. Brown. Briggs.

Summarizing.

A 1st place counts 10 points.

A 2nd place counts 8 points.
A 3rd place counts 7 points.

A 4th place counts 6 points.

A 5th place counts 5 points.

A 6th place counts 1 points.

Canadian Summary.

Poinls.
Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, Jr 85
Septimus. By W. J. Locke 71
Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Nellie L. McClung 72
Peter. By F. H. Smith 67
Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli -is

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston 33

NOTE—Owing to pressure on our space we are com-
pelled to omit the lists sent in this month from Belle-
ville, Chatham, St. Catharines, St. Thomas, Moncton
and Stratford.
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THOMAS Y. CROWELL

& COMPANY
have in active preparation

many new styles of binding

and distinctive editions of

their well-known

Standard Sets,

Crowell's Poets,

Handy Volume
Classics,

Chiswick Calendars,

Verona Booklets,

and other lines. Their il-

lustrated and gift books are

especially choice and at-

tractive.

They also announce strong

new books by Imogen Clark,

Charles F. Dole, Lilian Gask,

Oliver Huckel, Charles E.

Jefferson, Tudor Jenks, T.

Calvin McClelland, J. Walk-

er McSpadden, Orison S.

Marden, J. R. Miller, Mont-

rose J. Moses, E. O. Otis,

James Otis, Edwin L. Sabin,

Frances C. Sparhawk, Hes-

ba Stretton, E. M. Wilmot-

Buxton, and other notable

writers.

Watch for their special an-

nouncements.

A VISIT TO IAN MACLAREN OF CANADA.
(Continued from page 58.)

goes for naught. Officialdom and influence yield you noth-

ing. Readers place a ban on no one, and the production

of a son of a chimney-sweep, if worthy, is as welcome to

a magazine or publishing house as that of the scion of a

millionaire, and is accorded as enthusiastic appreciation.

The only force that tells in this battle is merit, pure and

simple— the ability to personally 'deliver the goods.'

"As to the methods which should be employed to in-

crease the interest of young Canadians in books, our

public school readers should, where merit warrants it.

contain selections in prose and verse, from Canadian

authors," added the speaker.

The most famous pulpiteer in America, Rev. Dwighl

Millis, was once prevailed upon to write a book. It was

thought that, as he was such an outstanding figure and

so commanding an orator, a production from his pen would

Immediately meet with success. The work was an awful

failure.

"There is an intrinsic judgment seat in literature, sov-

ereign and arbitrary," continued Mr. Knowles, "and a

novel depends for its success on the real worth of its

power t" grip. The distinctive quality of fiction is its or-

iginal creation. A great name in some other arena, or the

unbounded popularity of a previous work, dues nol avail.

Il is no warrant for success; no guarantee of a wide sale.

A publisher eannol tell what is going to take and whal is

Dot. I suppose the most widely read book in America was
' In His Steps,' by ('has. M. Sheldon. The manuscript

was offered to the Fleming H. Revell Co., who returned

il. In less than six months, so insistent had become the

demand, they had to purchase 225,000 copies to meet the

wants of their patrons. A writer or a publisher, could

lie I'nisee the future, would indeed be happy. Many an

author has written a work for which there was a universal

call, and the publisher, to secure his next production, has

paid him a royally in advance. In not a few instances a

succeeding book from the same pen has not met with one-

quarter the sale of its predecessor. One can never tell,

to use a colloquial expression, how a hoolc will 'catch on.'

.\I~.\ publishers tell me that Canadians, population con-

sidered, are the best book-buying people in the world. In

other words, the residents of Canada in proportion to

their number, purchase more copyright works that the

citizens of any other country."

"Yes," he concluded, "many writers are pursuing

the same path, all clamoring for recognition, and pattern-

ing their producl after some original who has blazed the

way, but the work that will live will not be after any

particular type of fiction. It will be the outpouring of a

meat soul, the recital of human experience, the liberation

of imagination—something that will have strength, ten-

derness and freedom as well as the power and pathos to

stir and stimulate those making their way along life's

rugged road, with new hope, fresh courage, and unfalter-

ing faith."

—G. B. V. B.

Telegraph Code:
ABC Code, 5th Edition. EnglishABC Code. 5th Edition. SpanishABC Code. 1th Edition
A I Code.
Morelng & Neal Code
Bedford-McNiell Code

8.no
,

•' 5.00
'• 7.SO
" S.OO

,

» 6 OO
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list. Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject

Can supply any book everpublished. We have 50,000

rare books.

04

BOOKS.
BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng
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THE
BRITISH
SCHOOL-

l PRIZE
HOUSE

(OF LONDON,
ENGLAND)The Religious Tract Society

Publishes over 800 Different Books Suitable For

PRIZES V REWARDS

R. T. S.
THE HALL-MARK OF EXCELLENCE

The Authors of the books comprise-

Amy Le Feuvre. 20 Vol..

(Author of ' Probable Sons ').

Mrs. O. F. Walton. 24 Volt.

(Author of ' A Peep Behind the Scenes ').

E. Everett-Green. 30 vol..

Rosa Nouchette Carey 7 vol..

Mrs. De Home Vaizey. 8 Vols.

Hesba Stretton. 35 vol..

(Author offessica's First 'Prayer').

Talbot Baines Reed, n vol..

(Author of The Fifth Form alSt. Dominic's').

Ruth Lamb. 8 Voi».

Deborah Alcock. 7 Voh.

Eglanton Thorne. 10 Vols.

THERE ARE ALSO STORIES BY

'IAN MACLAREN,' JOSEPH HOCKING, S. R. CROCKETT,
SILAS K. HOCKING and other Popular Writers.

" The Religious Trad Society has always stood

for good, wholesome literature. They have built up a

tradition amongst thousands of earnest and high-spirited

friends, that may soon be almost convertible into a rigid

belief, that their books can be relied upon as a great

moral influence on the minds of the young. It would
be unfair, however, to suppose -that, in spite of this in-

sistence on wholesome evangelistic fiction, there is not

an enormous demand for all these Religious Tract So-
ciety's stories, or that boys and girls do not read their

handsomely-bound and richly-illustrated volumes with
great eagerness. The publications are exceedingly suc-

cessful in every sense. The bulk of the elementary

schoolmasters and Sunday-school teachers of this coun-
try secure books from this old-established house, and it

may be safely assumed that they would not do this if

their purchases did not give them and their pupils every
satisfaction. The Religious Tract Society deserve a

special word of praise for the care they take in the pic-

tures used in all their books and magazines."
-Standard, London

Publishing Office : 4 Bouverie Street, LONDON, ENGLAND

Wm. Briggs' Announcements
NEW BOOKS SOON TO BE

ISSUED
Child of Destiny

By Wm. J. Fischer M.D.
Author of The Toiler

Cloth, Illustrated $1.25

Your Boy: His Nature and Nurture
By George A. Dickinson

Cloth $1.00

Heroines of Canadian History
By W. L. Herrington

Cloth 30c.

NEW BOOK ON THE
Indians of the Western Plains

(Title not yet decided on)

By Mrs. Paget
Cloth $1.00.

Letters of a Japanese Schoolboy
By Wallace Irwin

Illustrated by Rollin Kirby
Cloth $1.25

BOOKS WHICH HAVE CAP-
TURED THE MARKET

The Red Mouse
By William Hamilton Osborne. Cloth $1.25

The Fashionable Adventures of
Joshua Craig

The Long Arm
By E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Old Man in the Corner
Baroness Orczy.

The Bronze Bell

Mr. Opp
Alice Hegan Rice.

The Waters of Jordan
Vachell.

Cloth $1.25

Cloth $1.25

Cloth $1.25

Cloth $1.25

Cloth $1.25

Cloth $1.25

William Briggs Publisher, Toronto
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MUSSON'S SPRING FICTION
THE ROYAL END

By

Henry Harland

Cloth, $1.25.

THE BRIDGE BUILDERS
By

Anna Chapin Ray

Cloth, $1.25.

EZEKIEL
By

Lucy Pratt

Cloth, $1.00.

THE MASTER
By

Irving Bacheller

Cloth, $1.25.

DAPHNE IN FITZROY
STREET

By

E. Nesbitt

Cloth, $1.25.

THE EXPLORER
By

W. Somerset Maughan

Cloth, $1.25.

OPEN HOUSE
By

Juliet Wilbur Tompkins

Cloth, $1.25.

JASON
By

Justus Miles Forman

Cloth, $1.50.

THE PLANTER
By

Herman Whitaker

Cloth, $1.50.

&tng£meab
By

Baroness von Hutten

Cloth, $1.25.

&et in ^tlfaer

By

C. N. and A. M. Williamson

Cloth, decorated, $1.25.

By

Louise Closser Hale

Cloth, $1.50.

Katrine

By

Elinor Macartney Lane

Cloth, $1.50.

3Tt)e Srnter ^fjttne

Anonymous

Cloth, $1.50.

Jtttsft Jffltnerba antr

William <©reen

mi
By

Frances Boyd Calhoun

Cloth, 75c.

IN THE SHADOW OF
PA-MENKH

By

Dora Langlois

Cloth, $1.25.

THE KINGDOM OF
EARTH.

By

Anthony Partridge

Cloth, $1.25.

THE GOOD ONE
By

Miriam Michelson

Cloth, $1.25.

OLD JIM CASE OF
SOUTH HOLLOW

By

Edw. I. Rice

Cloth, $1.25.

SALOME AND THE HEAD
By

E. Nesbitt

Cloth, $1.25.

BANZAI
By

Parabellum

Cloth, $1.25.

MAD BARBARA
By

Warwick Deeping

Cloth, $1.50.

THE HAND-MADE
GENTLEMAN
By Irving Bacheller

Cloth, $1.50.

THEGORGEOUS BORGIA
By Justin Huntly McCarthy

Cloth, $1.50.

The Musson Book CoM Limited : Toronto
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From tKe Pen of Arthur C. Benson
Five new books that will ever have an eager audience

;
present-

ing new views and old difficulties with a delicacy of perception.

TKe Upton Letters From a CollegeWindow
The genial autobiography of a schoolmaster.

Cloth $1.50
Thought on the mysteries of life.

Cloth $1.50

Beside Still Waters
Trust as the great foundation of character. Cloth $1.50

The Altar Fire At Large
Sufferings proven to be curative and curable.

Cloth $1.50

Engrossing thought on bravery ; daring to

grudge no pang that brings us nearer the

reality of things. Cloth $1.50

Collected Verses of Rudyard Kipling
The first one-volume Canadian edition of Kipling's poems. Cloth $2.00

Out of Doors in tKe Holy Land -By Henry Van Dyh<
The Palestine of the past and present featured in a fascinating narrative. 1 6 full page illustrations

in color. Cloth $1.50

TKe MaKing of Canada By a. g Bradley

Canada horn I 760 to 1814, the most vital and most interesting period of Canadian history. Fifty

years of British rule in Canada and the events occurring that contributed to the formation and solidify-

ing of the Canada we know. 16 full page illustrations in color. Cloth $2.50

JacK's Reference Booh ^ReleLT. °! Novels
One of the indispensables ; an encyclopaedia,

medical dictionary, legal, educational and

commercial guide, English dictionary and

glossary combined. Thirteen important

books in one. 1 088 pages, 9 x 6%, in red

cloth binding. Price $1.25

"A Spirit in Prison," by Robt. Hichens.

"The Governors," by E. Phillips Oppenheim.

"Deep Moat Grange," by S. R. Crockett.

"The Four Fingers," by F. M. White.

Per copy 75c.

FOR BUSINESS-BUILDING BOOKS

TKe Copp, ClarK Company, Limited
PUBLISHERS

64 and 66 Front Street West, Toronto, Ontario
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It's Out

!

Trade Price List

1909

the most satisfactory to the player

Thc Most profitable to the dealer

THE CANADIAN LINE

THE ONLY UNE - -

Sporting

and Athletic

Goods
(A post card will bring you a copy)

The Fancy Goods Co. of Canada, Limited

156 Front St. W. TORONTO, Canada
68
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Import Season 1909
the Fancy Goods Co.

OF CANADA - LIMITED
TORONTO.

THE NEW THINGS HAVE ARRIVED, I r

AND ARE COMING YOUR WAY
0AW5ON

Hu
.*°

T

THE HOUSE WITH
NEW THINGS

They are the goods you need.

They will sell quickest and with the most profit.

Dolls of Taste and Beauty

"Princess" "Marguerite" and "Veribest"

Kid Dolls. The latest styles in Dress Dolls.

Fine lines of Stuffed Body, Indestructible

Dolls, new value in many popular styles.

Toys

The most interesting display of clever

creations in Clockwork, Friction, Steam and

Electric Toys—Things that live in the hearts of

the children in play.

Fancy Presentation Goods
Distinctive coverings in Leather Cased

Goods, Sewing Setts, Fans, Jewel Caskets,

Inks, Bon Bons, Cut Glass, Novelties, Mirrors

and Shaving Setts.

Japanese China

Fine Art Goods in new shapes and new

rich decorations at popular price.

Toy Tea Setts. The most complete

showing on the market.

House Display Complete. Travellers will see You Early.

The Fancy Goods Co. of Canada, Ltd.
156 Front St. W., Toronto, Canada.
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Writing Tablets
100 Covers to Choose From ; Every Quality
of Paper.

Tablets made specially for you are

bound to draw trade—they advertise

your goods. We make up exclusive

lines with any cover you desire.

SPECIAL IMPRINT OFFER

On an order for 200 tablets, assorted,

of our regular stock lines, we will

imprint your name free.

Buntin, Gillies & Co.
LIMITED

Hamilton and Montreal

The First House in Canada to make Writing Tablets.

The OLDESTmanufacturers with a line that is always NEW
and up to the times

The
New Eureka

The King now of

all Ribbons.

The first innova-
tion in a type-

writer ribbon.

We want you to try this in your own
office. : : Send for a sample.

Send for our new trade catalog. Just out.

I

,

ijOVE ITSELF SUP^C

The Best and Newest
Typewriter Carbons

ROCK BOTTOM
PROGRESS

M. M. MITVOL
COMPETITOR

EUREKA, GALLINIPPER
SILK-SPUN

To suit every purpose.

To fill every demand.

Principal Office and Factories

PARK RIDGE, N.J. Mittag & Volger Sole Manufacturers

for the Trade

'NCORPORATED

Branches—New York, N.Y., 280 Broadway

Chicago, III., 200 Monroe Street

London, 7 and 8 Dyers BIdg., Holborn, E.C.

Agencies

In every part of the world

In every city of prominence
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PfflMI
Canadian Newsdealei

Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association
and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, 232 McGill St. TORONTO, 10 Front St. East. WINNIPEG, £ii Union Bank Building. LONDON, ENG., 88 Fleet St. E.C

PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, APRIL, 1909.

(ACTUAL SIZE)

Our Guarantee
Our Ribbons and Carbons are manufac-

tured of the very finest materials, and are

therefore absolutely guaranteed to the con-

sumer. They must give satisfaction. We
assume all responsibility and fully protect

the dealer.

REMEMBER
We are still asking for inquiries from the trade regarding

our special proposition to dealers. Write us to-day. Don t

let an opportunity like this get past you.

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
NEW YORK

90 Richmond St. East

TORONTO LONDON, ENG.

>tr Mtfriu tarter
Fountain Pen

Should a S.W.L Fountain Pen

not give absolute satisfaction

money will be refunded.

Quality : High
Price : Fair

Discount : Liberal

Price List and Discount

Sent on Request.

LIBRAIRIE BEAUCHEMIN,
LIMITED

Wholesale Booksellers and Stationers

256 St. Paul, 18 Notre Dame West, 26 St. Gabriel

MONTREAL
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CficBEE THAT GETS THE HONEY
DOES NOT STAYAROUND
THE HIVE Wh ^ ffe Wt

Never was a truer word spoken and never can it be more appropri-

ately applied than in the case of those merchants who fail to come

and see our 1
(
.)()

(
.) displays of import fancy goods samples, which are

now open in TORONTO, MONTREAL, WINNIPEG and St. JOHN.

Nobody can estimate the extent and importance of this huge collection

of samples unless he or she comes and sees them. Nothing that we

can print will do justice to them. We can simply say that after

thirty-one years' experience we have never had a better- looking or

more varied and extensive line of samples than we are showing this

year. And prices will be found right— not too much high-priced stuff'

and not too much cheap stuff—just a happy medium.

Therefore, if the trade want to get the honey next

fall, when holiday business begins, they will have to

bestir themselves while the flowers of opportu

blossom. A hearty welcome awaits every

visitor to our showrooms.

Warwick Bros, &
Rutter, Limited

TORONTO

Importers of Fancy Goods

ATrtJP THAT PAYS
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ALL THE
LEADING WHOLESALE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Houses

SELL

GOODALL'S
PLAYING CARDS
A. 0. HURST

/VVVWVVWV^'WWWV^'WW'WV

24 Scott St., TORONTO

Honest Fountain Pens
UNDER YOUR OWN IMPRINT

As you or we would understand it, an honest fountain pen is one which

lives up to its guarantee. That's what the customer expects, too.

If you have your imprint on a pen how important it is that it should be

all right. Wi th S.&B. Fountain Pensyou take not the least possible chance.

They are made of the very best materials by the highest skilled

workmanship. We are the largest manufacturers of fountain pens

for imprint orders in America, and we regularly supply the

biggest stationery and jewelery houses in Canada and the

U.S. All our pens are backed by an absolute guarantee. We give the

dealer a good profit, and our advertising helps him to sell the goods.

Sanford & Bennett Co.
) S&B

Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade
S&B

Sew1&rk\ Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen," and the "Commercial Fountain Pen." /HewYorkN

Jewelers' Court, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT

ACCOUNT BOOKS
Our Stock is Now Exceedingly Complete.

Every Style, Description, Size, Pattern —
And, as usu x\, unexceptional good value

NEW FLAT

OPENING BOOK
DEMY and MEDIUM

Full Bound,
Russia Corners -

400, 600, 1,000 Pages

NEW SHORT

DEMY LEDGERS
14x101, all rulings

150 to 500 pages

Half Red Russia Cloth Sides-
stamped on side

NEW PRIVATE LEDGERS,

CASH BOOKS, etc.

Large 8vo. Full Crained Seal

9 x 6—300 and 400 pages

LEDGERS, JOURNALS, CASH BOOKS, DAY BOOKS, etc
Regular Sizes Standard Paper and Binding

MEMORANDUM and ADDRESS BOOKS

LOOSE LEAF PRICE and MEMO BOOKS-

LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS and BINDERS-
TRIAL BALANCE BOOKS BANK SUPPLIES-

NOTES, DRAFTS, RECEIPTS, ORDER BOOKS, etc.

BROWN BROS., -

Manufacturing Stationers, Bookbinders, etc.

51-53 Wellington Street West, T.RONTO

5,000

Facts

About

Canada
1909

Edition now
out and selling

splendidly.

FRANK YEIGH
Compiler of 5.000 fads about Canada.

The dealer who has not )et stocked up
is making a money-making mistake.

We supply attractive window hangers
and will help to make a window display.

The book has an eye-attracting cover
which helps to sell it.

ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER OR

The Canadian Facts Pub. Co.
667 Spadina Ave., Toronto.

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. E.tabii$hed 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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MENZIES' MEN
are starting out on the road with

our superb line of

Calendars, Xmas Cards
Post Cards, Pictures, Ball Programmes,

Menus, Fancy Card Blanks and

Private Xmas Greeting Cards
Our line of Boxed Autograph Xmas Cards is Our Private Xmas Cards embrace a range of

unequalled in range or beauty by any other line 9,000 numbers.
on any market in the world.

$2.40 Per Doz Boxes to $6.00 Per Doz. Boxes. Prices from $2.00 Per 100 to $48.00 Per 100.

WE REPRESENT :

E. W. Savory, Ltd., Bristol; Dorendorff & Co., London; Lawrence & Jellicoe, London.

For Holiday and Picture Lines.

IN STAPLES WE REPRESENT

:

Spicers Bros., Ltd., London, Eng., Manufacturers Writing and Printing Paper, Blotting Paper,

Card Boards, Papeteries, etc.

Dorendorff & Co. also manufacture Card Boards, Printers' Cards and Fancy Blanks.

Lyons Ink, Ltd., Manchester, Glucine, Ink, Sealing Wax.

Menzies& Company, Limited
152-154 Pearl Street, Toronto Facing Royal Alexandra

Theatre
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HOLLAND
LINEN

Trade Mark Registered

'nr^HE best known, best sell-

A ing and most popular cor-

respondence stationery in

Canada.

Sales constantly increasing.

Holland Linen Note Paper and

Envelopes.

Holland Linen Papeteries.

Holland Linen Tablets.

Am. Sizes in the Leading Tints

Holland Linen Invitation Cabinets.

Holland Linen Visiting Cards.

Holland Linen Mourning Stationery.

Send for one of our frlO.OO assort-

ments containing a selection of all

the above styles.

W. J. Gage & Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturing Stationers

Toronto Ontario

Paper Mills: St. Catharines, Ontario
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,

.

Window
MflM^OM Decorations

NOTE the effect of Dennison paper, simply draped. No paper drapes like Dennison's, for no paper
stretches like Dennison's nor is as strong as Dennison's. Neither does any other possess such rich

coloring, such soft and lustrous surface.

Tell your customers of the great effectiveness in decoration of Dennison's Papers. Illustrate by
your own attractive windows. Thus you'll solve two ever-present problems. Your windows will

always be inviting; you'll find profit and satisfaction in Dennison's Papers.

Makers and Tiaintainers of the Taper Art

BOSTON NEW YORK
26 Franklin St. 15 John St.

Up-town Store—Twenty-seventh St.

Bet. 5th Ave. and Broadway

PHILADELPHIA
1007 Chestnut St.

CHICAGO
25 Randolph St.

( A New Dennison Store)

ST. LOUIS
413 N. 4th St.
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Slates Used Exclusively
On advice of the Medical Fraternity, the London (England)
School Board are using slates exclusively in the junior
classes. The reason for this is that slates have been
proved to be more sanitary than paper, and, furthermore,

that the glare from paper not infrequently impairs the

sight.

Canadian schools will not be slow
1

in taking this up, and
there will be created an enormous demand for slates. But
the slate chosen must be one that, by its very make-up, is

hygienic.

America's Best Slate
is Hygienic and Sanitary

It is manufactured from the highest grade slate. As slate is

not porous, and as th* surface is smooth, disease germs
can not possibly adhere to the slate itself.

The frame is of selected hardwood stock a smooth, hard
surface. No chance for disease-laden germs to adhere.

The corners of the slate are joined by what is known as

the TRIPLE TENOM JOINT interlocking (cuts best

illustrate this) No cracks, no crevices, so that all danger of

contagion from disease germs lodging there is eliminated.

s e
"America's Best Slate" is naturally

sanitary. It you cater to school trade

it will pay you to stock "America's
Best Slate."

Controlled in Canada solely by

15he Copp, ClarK Company, Limited
64-66 Front Street West Toronto, Canada
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A ^¥7 "IT A "RIT "R »4i
THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE

• VY • ± -/\.DJL^XV O 16 Degrees-6B to 8H

ess
Durability or Grading

A"\"W7" "WT^ 1 l49QueenVictori«St.

. W. f aber, london - cc',

A. W. Faber's
"Caslell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK, N. J.

. A.W. FABER.
wmmumm urn

ELASTIC BANDS ERASIVE RUBBER

STEIN. GERMANY

NEWARK, N J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
51

7080 7085
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CAN YOU BEAT IT? IMPK ™rrLTEN

10 Rolls astd. 50 Rolls astd

30" 6.16 per roll 5.85 5.70
36" 6.72 " " 6.39 6.22
41" 9.10 " " 8.65 8 42
54" 11.90 " " 1 1.31 1 1.01

Terms: 3% 30 Days

HOW IS YOUR STOCK OF INK, MUCILAGE AND PASTE?

Our line of Stephen's, Stafford's, Underwood's and Higgins' Ink is complete. Mail orders receive special attention.

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

183 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N.J.

U

STATIONERS!
When placing your Spring Order

bear in mind that

RELIANCE INKS
M

will please your most fastidious customers.

Flows freely, does not corrode the pen.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

RELIANCE INK CO., Ltd.
i •-•"•i Winnipeg

A Reliable Red Ink
is a necessary pari <>i every busi-

ness man's desk equipment, lie

will be satisfied if you sell him

Carter's Carmine Fluid

;i brillianl red which will mil

bronze and has no effect on steel

pens—

-

Takes Away the Chance for Complaint

THE CARTERS INK CO.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

A Money Maker
The

"Wellington"
Photo Specialties

"The World's Standard"

?T
WELUM^

They will pay you handsome p

Carry them as a side line

For Price LisU and Trade Literature write

Ward & Co.,
1 3 St. John St..

rofits.

Montreal. P.Q.
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Some Suggestions About
School Supplies

AX7"E venture to say that there isn't a dealer in

Canada handling school supplies who doesn't

want to make 1909 his banner year. There isn't

a dealer who won't be delighted to see bigger crowds

of school children buying their necessities at his

store. The question is, how is it to be done ? The
first essential is undoubtedly to get the goods that

will attract buyers. If you can secure the newest,

brightest and most novel goods on the market, business

is bound to come to your store. We can confidently

state that our 1909 collection of school goods fulfills

all these requirements. And why shouldn't it? We
have the artists, the equipment and the men to turn

out the very best.

Practical Pointers About
Papeteries

OAPETERIES have become one of the essentials

of the holiday stock. Papeteries are not staples,

however, and unless a dealer buys wisely, he is liable

to end the year with a surplus of unsaleable goods. If

he will be guided in his buying by the experience

of men who know and will patronize a house that leads

the styles, he is reasonably safe. Without undue

boasting, we lay claim to being leaders in papeterie

styles in Canada, simply because we are spending lots

of money to retain the services of men who know how

to make the most novel and artistic goods.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Wholesale rYr%mntn
Manufacturing Stationers x uii/iiiu
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The Pearl
Series of

Christmas
Cards

for

1909

Calendars

Dance
Programmes

Masonic
Stationery

and

General
Card Stationery

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR CANADA
REQUIRED

THOS. M.WOODHEAD
The "Pearl" Artistic

Stationery Works

Established 1 878

BRADFORD - ENGLAND

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

7SC

Retail

Price

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and Liquid, ha\ ink an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure

fcs/ to the air. Easy to clean and till cannot upset ; covers
move so easilj that the] can be opened and closed
with the pen poml.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept.—
354 BROADWAY NEW YORK, USA.

V
5>«

1909- 10

Our

^
jSP/^ Samples are

^ y Now Complete

and include some

-QUITE NEW IDEAS IN

Calendars and Texts
CALENDARS from Id to 2s. each.

BOOKLETS, CHRISTMAS CARDS,
MOTTO CARDS, BIRTHDAY
CARDS, TEXT CARDS, POST CARDS

We shall be pleased to hear from YOU!

WALTER G. WHEELER & CO-
9 & 10 REDCROSS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

10
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THE SAMPLES 01 DIOTIUI AC PADDO HAVE N0W
OF OUR 1909 UnmOllflMO UMnUO ARRIVED

And We Are Quite Ready For Orders

We are ready with one of the grandest showings of Christmas Booklets,
Cards and Post Cards it has ever, perhaps, been our pleasure to announce.
We do not want to take up much space in praising our 1909 cards— just

enough to give you some salient facts regarding them.

We mention, particularly, "For the Empire Series" (St. Luke's Press),

Hills and Co., Ltd., England ; and "Quality Cards," the product of one of

the foremost manufacturers of Christmas Cards in America.

For the Empire
Series

Embossed parchment covers ;

inserts—good luck emblems, neat
designing. Pebbled ingrain cov-
ers, reproductions from celebrated
paintings.

To Retail at 5c. Each

Embossed parchment covers;
inserts—good luckemblems, friend-

ship greetings. Heavy card cov-

ers, embossed ; unique designing.
Pebbled ingrain covers, Hands
Across the Sea, reproductions.
Parchment covers, neat lettering ;

verses by Gretchen.

To Retail at 10c. Each

Embossed parchment covers
;

inserts— Egyptian good luck em-
blems and good luck wishes.

Pebbled ingrain covers, pressed
flowers from the Holy Land ;

Harrison-Fisher pictures, etc.

To Retail at 15c. Each

Embossed parchment covers,

deckled edges; hand-painted flow-

er designs; mother-o'-pearl globe
on cover, holly design; globe em-
bossed in gold

;
prehistoric views;

reproductions.

To Retail at 25c. Each

Others to Retail up to 50 Cents

Each

Truly
Canadian

Names of different pro-

vinces, embossed in gold

on parchment covers, letters

formed of heads of wheat
;

sheaf of wheat in gold,

maple leaves in colors en-

twining.

Coats of arms of various

provinces, embossed in gold

and colors on covers, also

coats of arms of different

cities.

Poinsettia flower—sym-

bol of good will, embossed

on cover in rich red ; also

hand-painted.

To Retail at 20c. Each

Quality Cards
Christmas and New

Year's Cards
and Post Cards

Cards are gotten up in form
of a letter, artistically printed,
fancy lettering, on first quality
linen paper. Put up in hand-
made linen envelopes.

Cards contain suitable greet-
ings, with verses and thoughts
expressive of the Christmas spirit,
by Dickens, Robert Louis Steven-
son, Whittier, Cardinal Gibbons,
Rev. Henry Van Dyke, etc.

Post Cards much the same as
above; on heavy linen stock; at-
tractive lettering and designing,
bevelled gold edges.

Then there are fold-overs,
suitable greetings, Christmas and
New Year's wishes, in envelope.

Others in form of last will and
testament, and in form of an
illuminated card of greeting, en-
velope to match.

To Retail at from 5 Cents to
25 Cents Each

Also a complete line of cards,
small, for enclosure in Christmas
parcels ; suiiable holiday design-
ing ; neat embossing; crispChrist-
mas messages; special ones for
the children ; in envelope.

To Retail at from Three for
5 Cents Up

Also-CASTELL'S CALENDARS ; handsome lithographing, tasty embossing ; cut-out designs, Holly,
Robins, Purple Violets ; Golden Days, Time's Footsteps, etc. Desk or Study Calendars, separate slip for

each month ; frame of dainty flower design. To Retail at from 5c. to 25c. Each.

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
64 and 66 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO, CANADA

i i
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\ /
Picture

Made to order only

according to instruc-

tions supplied.

Very fine
make. First
class Goods

only.
Post

Cards

Specialties

:

Modern Hellotype

styles,

plain and coloured.

Well known for efficiency and
high-class workmanship.

Ot,t>o Leder
Dresden 7 Sa *ony

Picture Post Card Manufacturer.
WHOLESALE EXPORT

^
Tourist Leather

Goods
WE MAKE A LARGE COLLECTION

OF ARTICLES FOR TRAVELLERS

COAT AND TROUSER HANGERS INCASES

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Manufactured by

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
Fi'l'A HUSHED

l B50

PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK SALESROOM 683 and 685 Broadway (Cor. 3rd St.)

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

ART SUPPLIES
Winsor & Newton's Oil Color*

" Water Colors
" Canvas

" " Papers
" Brushes

" " Boxes

All kunl> el goods for artists: Crayons, oils. Mi (in 1 1! is, Easels, Studies, &c

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.O.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager} P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....--. $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring

complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,

can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McGill St.. MONTREAL 10 Front St. East, TORONTO

12
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INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.

writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best

advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 3^4.

Turned-up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS.
the BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

't/VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVXAVVWVW

IMPORTANT

Dear Mr. Stationer,

Please take note that the renowned

Waverley Pen — the Boon and Blessing-

can now be obtained as a Fountain Pen,

with massive 1 4 ct. gold Waverley nib,

iridium pointed. Trade prices and illustrated

lists sent on application, per return mail.

Faithfully yours,

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

yWV^\/V* V%/V%^/%/%/%/\*

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works s BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors: Spencerian Pen Co., New York

ii ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1 /- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
o^*" process and at the same

works as the series of 'Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks.Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

its mark

OTHER things being equal, Canadian-made carbon paper

is the best in the world. It can carry a larger amount
of pigment and still not smudge. In addition, we use

the highest grade of English mineral colors— not anilines

which fade out in a short time. We make carbon paper for

dealers only. Let us explain with samples and prices.

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto

The Patent "Interleaf"

Post-Card Album
The most perfect album ever published, Requires only to be seen to be apprecia-
ted. Best British Manufacture Kohls either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on
one page No Comers of Cards protrude on either aide of leaf but are perfectly
protected Published in five different Bindings, to hold 300. 400 and .500 Cards
respectively, and retailing from 6s. to 18s. each Specially suited for use on Shop
Counters for exhibiting Picture Post Cards.

Full particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

lusj tion Invited Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4s

Carriage extra. Published exclusively by

The Patent " Interleaf " Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W .C, England
Tel.: Berghoff, London. Code: 5th Edit. A.B.C.

MAY BE HAD OF A L L WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

02 ELEPH0NEPEN. Reg. in Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

13
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Representative Wanted for Canada

Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

Well take

your rush orders

for all lines of Spring and Summer
Goods. Special Values. Prompt

Deliveries.

Base Balls, Gloves,

Deckers, Mits, Base

Ball Bats, Rubber

Balls, Tennis Balls,

etc., at popular and profitable

prices.

FIREWORKS
Chinese Crackers, Domestic and

Foreign Fireworks.

Garden Sets and Tinware
for Summer and Outing Trade.

Tissue Napkins and Lunch Cloths

Be sure and see our selection and get our

quotations before placing your orders

elsewhere.

The SUTCL1FFE-EDMISON CO., Limited

76 YORK STREET TORONTO. CANADA

Copying Presses In AU s

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

izes

The James Smart

Mfg Co., Limited

Brockville, Ont.,

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine (hat drives a Hat
staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con
venient to work and will not get out
of order, because it is simply made.

TjpB price is moderate and is one ot

the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
500 North 12th St. PHILADELPHIA. PA., U.S.A.

Staples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box,

per 1,000, 30 cents

HIGGINS'
TAURINE MUCILAGE

THE demand for a clean,
tenacious, and pure mu-
cilage, secure against the

corrosive influences affecting
the average product in this line,

induced us to put upon the
market Higgins' Taurine Muci-
lage. It avoids the defects of

the cheap and nasty dextrine
and the dear and dirty gum
mucilages. It is stronger,
catches quicker, and dries more
rapidly than any other mucilage,
and is perfectly clear, clean,
non-corrosive, non-sedimentary,
and pleasant to sight and scent.
It is put up in both bottles and

safety shipping cans, and will be found not only con-
venient for use, but entirely satisfactory so far as its

working qualities are concerned. It will please your
trade.

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturer.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

'4
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Western Booksellers and Stationers

Our stock of Books, Stationery and Printers'

Supplies is large and well assorted. We can

ship promptly. Save time by ordering from us.

Clark Bros. & Co., Limited, Winnipeg, Can.
WHOLESALE STATIONERS

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

jThey have two points

Superior) which pierce the paper.

Because I

^'ie PaP ers cannot pivot.

They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

trade upon request.Patented July 14, 1908

For sale by all leading stationers

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio

"Sports" Playing Cards

LACROSSE DESIGN

Leaders in

a second

grade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards- Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOK SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montrea 1

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being' used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Louse Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoi andums.

NationalBlankBookCo.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Encourage Home Manufacturers
Premium Mucilage. Best made.
Lithograms and Lith'm Composition.
Acme Cleaning and Washing Powder, for

Printers, Machinery and Household.
Belting Syrup saves belts and increases
power.

Coal Saving and Smoke Consuming Com-
pound saves from 15 to 25

c coal.

We guarantee our goods at least equal to the best. Samples and low
prices furnished on application. Send on your orders. Don't delay.

AULD MUCILAGE CO.
23 Bleury Street MONTREAL
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned British publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied

with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

Sells wherever shown Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.io. To the
trade a discount
of 334 per cent.

Enjoys an enormous sale in the United Kingdom. The features of this

journal's contents embrace ever) thing associated with life in the coun-

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is 2 cents per copy.

^jjrirallural 3uuwmL

Annual Prepaid Subscription post free tu
any part of the Dominion, $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 33', per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in the British Isles
list. 1832. Well illustrated and full of valuable information concerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising. The Farmers' business jour-
nal, published every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuable
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A. May.
Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., London, England.

QUALITY BETTER THAN ANY, DELIVERED QUICKER THAN MANY

Collotype POSTCARD Write to
post .•iirds of high-clans finish MADE TO ORDER

Himil colored collotype cards. Double lone collotype card* IWiOdWPQ W [\ ff* 1 1 ITI £1 I"lH J^ I fs

42 Wasserthorstrasse

I'hoioeroui collotype cards.

OloBsy collotype cards and all kinds of riew albums and sample sheets

Wholesale ami export only

AtlDRF.N.M FOR CABLEGRAMS : I.ICHTIIKl IK, HkRI.IN
Berlin S. 42

1 h rnuM

The Alternative
By George Barr McCutcheon

Author of "Graustark"

Cloth, $1.25

Ready

My Lady of the
Shadows
By John Oxenham

Cloth, - $1.25

Ready

^g ^k

The Bronze Bell
By Louis Joseph Vance
Author of "The Black Bag"

Cloth, $1.25

1

6

1

The Pen is mightier than the Sword,
and the mightiest of all Pens is

PEN NIB No. 1601
Not made of steel, but of a new secret

composition.

It Does Not Corrode
One dealer hearing of its good qualities
ordered 25 gross as an initial order.

Samples forwarded on request.
Trade rate $1.00 per gross net.

ORDER NOW NIB 1601

1

6

1

Alice Hegan Rice's Masterpiece

Mr. Opp
Cloth, - $1.25

Ready April 20th

More Popular Than Ever

The Girl and the

Bill
2nd Edition

Cloth, - $1.25

WILLIAM BRIGGS, ^o
b
r
l
o
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n
h
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Waterman's
The result of years of experience in an

endeavor to obtain a grade that would ful" '

fill every requirement for a uniform ink

that is absolutely the best for fountain pur-

poses as well as all general uses.

Permanently fluid.

Chemically—non-corrosive

Everlasting record qualities

Always uniform.

Ideal Ink

Colors: Blue Black, Red, Jet Black,

Green, Violet and combined Writing and
Copying for Fountain Pen use—Desk or

Travelers' Styles, (with fillers combined).
Also 2, 4 and 6 oz. sizes in convenient

cartons for carrying in stock. For large

consuming buyers in half pints, pints and
uarts.

Extensively advertised.

Discounts liberal.

Display stands furnished.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Reduction of Display Bottle, sizeS'4 inches in diameter, 13% inches high. Capacity 5 pints. Offered to dealers handling our ink.

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, 136 St. James St., Montreal
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EDITORIAL COMMENT.

Judging from the reports being brought in by the

traveling salesmen of the wholesale houses, the outlook

for the present year has become quite roseate. The west

has once more assumed the buoyant and optimistic out-

look of yore and, while business is not yet back to its

old-time level, it is coming round rapidly. Whether it

be so or not, the west is always looked upon as the

business indicator of the day, and when the west buys

well, it seems to follow that the whole country will

follow suit.

V
It is pleasing to note that our offer of advice in the

preparation of advertising copy has been so widely ac-

cepted. Particularly have the westerners been interested

in the matter and several letters have been received from

them. But, after all, there are hundreds of booksellers

who have not apparently been sufficiently interested to

write to our Copy Department. We would be very glad

to hear from more of the trade and can promise prompt

attention to their requests for help, in this connection

we have been considering the advisability of establishing

a co-operative advertising bureau, whereby at a very-

small cost, those interested will be supplied with com-

plete electros of advertisements. By this means, they

would probably be able to secure a cheaper rate for

space in the newspapers and would be relieved of ull

worry in the preparation of copy. The proposition is

being carefully considered.

The question of the importation of copyrights has

again come into prominence by the increasing vigilance

of the customs' authorities. No one denies the right of

the officials to enforce the copyright law to the limit

but there is some doubt as to just where that limit is.

It seems the height of absurdity to protect the copy-

rights of publishers who have gone out of business, who
have not manufactured or sold the books for years and

have no further use for such copyrights. A.nd it seems

also unfair to the trade to prohibit the importation of

books, of which the protected Canadian editions have

been long since sold out and which the publishers have

no intention of reprinting. It is certainly a do^-in the-

manger attitude to assume, when any pub'ish.jr main-

tains a copyright without having any copies of the book

to sell.

V
It is a matter of regret to us to have to publish

such matter as appears in this number relative to the

publication of Colonel Denison's book. Were it not that

an injustice had been done to the retail book trade,

which required some definite explanation, we would have

hesitated to say anything about it. But the publication

by William Briggs, of the post card, announcing the

book, however it may have originated, did do an injury

to the trade, who were one and all preserving, as re-

quested, a discreet silence in the matter. We feel sure

•that the authorities of the Methodist Book Room had

no intention to do anybody an injustice. They must

realize that the protection of the bookseller ia essential

to their success as wholesale booksellers and publishers.

The whole incident emphasizes the necessity for exercis-

ing care and consideration and, if it serves to define

more clearly the relationship between the two branches

of the book trade, then it will not be without its bene-

ficial result.

V
A correspondent writes in to say that there were

three pointers in our interview last month with F. H.

Chappie of Gait, which have meant money to him. The
first was the placing of magazines and newspapers at

the rear of the store, instead of at the front as is cus-

tomary in nearly every store. By this means purchasers

have to traverse the entire length of the place in order

to get their paper or magazine and in so doing many
articles are brought to their attention, which would
otherwise escape their notice. A second pointer in the

interview was the keeping of a record of all wallpaper

sales separately. Our correspondent intimates that he is

going to extend this principle to his other departments,

hoping thereby to tell at the end of the year, just which
branches of his business are paying best. The third

pointer was that relative to the collecting of accounts.

Mr. Chappie, it will be remembered, employed one of his

young lady clerks for this purpose with remarkable suc-
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cess. Our correspondent believes that he can do the same

and hopes that the persuasive powers of a young- lady in

his employ, will do what sterner methods have failed

to accomplish. All this goes to prove the value of these

interviews to dealers who will take the trouble to read

them and pick out the ideas from them that may be

profitably employed in then- own business.

V
It will always pay a dealer to know all about his

wares, particularly those that require a little technical

knowledge in their use. Take as a good example, carbon

paper. We know of one dealer, who has given up the

sale of carbon paper with disgust, because, according to

him, he could not get good paper. In reality, the

trouble did not lie with the paper but with the users of

the paper. They were not experts and blamed the

quality of the paper when they should have blamed their

own ignorance. Carrying their complaint to the sta-

tioner, they maintained that the paper was no good and

that, unless he could secure a better brand, they would

have to deal elsewhere. Other brands were tried but of

course without success and the stationer gave it up as a

bad job. Now, the point is just this, had the stationer

known something about, carbon paper, its peculiarities

and its limitations, he would have been in a position to

give expert advice to the users of the paper, would have

got up a name for himself and ultimately would have

built up a good connection. An article in next number

on the use and misuse of carbon paper for which we aie

indebted to "The Scribe," published by the Carter's Ink

Co., will give some useful pointers that no stationer

should miss.

V
One of our esteemed readers has asked us why '>uv

half-yearly book list lias been discontinued, adding that

he found it to be of considerable value and would like

to see it restored. For his benefit and that of other .if

our readers we might say that our only reason for

ceasing to publish the list was that the trade as a

whole did not seem to appreciate it. It was compiled

and printed at considerable expense and the cost did not

seem to justify the results. However if a sufficient num-

ber of readers express a desire to have the list restored,

we will gladly do so.

V
There is a tendency among- stationers to believe that

manufacturers of such articles as loose-leaf goods,

crayons, phonographs, etc., prefer to deal direct with

the consumer and on principle have no use for the middle

man. Some years of observation have given us an op-

posite impression. We believe that the manufacturers

want the trade to handle their goods and the only

reason they have for passing them by, is the lack of ag-

gressiveness shown by the retailer. The retailer is not

as energetic as he should be and, if he fails to get out

and sell goods, it is not the fault of the manufacturer

if the latter sends along a hustling salesman and cleans

up the business. The book agent, -who patrols the coun-

try, is the immediate result of the indolence of the

bookseller. There would be no room for the agent if the

bookseller covered the field. An instance is brought to

our mind of the salesman for a manufacturer of crayons,

who came into an Ontario town one day and called on
the leading stationer. The stationer, who was one of

the stay-behind-the-counter variety, saw no use in order-

ing any of the salesman's goods. He was sure the

school board wouldn't buy any and he wouldn't think

of going out to see. The salesman didn't mind the

rebuff. He promptly visited the school himself and had
no difficulty in getting a good big order and at the retail

price at that. Is it to be wondered at that the manu-
facturer hesitates to entrust his goods to such unenter-

prising tradesmen ? In the phonograph business, the

manufacturers want, the trade to handle their machines

and records but they want aggressive work. They offer

all sorts of help, not the least of which is the huge ad-

vertising campaign in the newspapers and magazines,

which they carry on. With the co-operation, support and

protection of the manufacturers, the retailers ought to

be able to do business satisfactorily,

V
The secretary of the Canadian Hook, Stationery and

Publishing Trades Association has recently sent out a

return post card asking various members of the trade to

express their opinion as to the most suitable time of the

year to hold the annual meeting. Last year, and indeed

the previous year as well, it was felt that exhibition

time was not after all the most satisfactory time. The
school openings coming about the same time conflicted

seriously with the meetings. This year the Association

wants to select a date for its gathering that will suit

everybody or, at least the majority of the trade. It is

too soon yet to be able to announce the result of the

canvass of the trade, but by next month probably every-

thing will be settled. Then a programme will be pre-

pared and issued, which will be of such an attractive

character that no one will willingly absent himself from

the meeting. ^
The letter from W. CI. Thomson, of Nelson, B.C., in

this issue is a good one and encouraging to us in our

endeavor to stir up the trade against, handling- indecent

cards or in fact any other article savoring of the im-

proper. The point of the dealer's personal responsibility,

which he impresses, is after all the most effective argu-

ment. If a man cannot recognize his duty to his fellow-

man, he will not likely be influenced by any other mo-

tive. That the case is serious is abundantly demon-

strated by the extent of the traffic, as exposed in the

recent arrest and punishment of an evil-minded wretch

in Toronto, who was not only bringing into the country

huge quantities of obscene cards, but was also attempt-

ing to manufacture them here. There is evidently a big

demand for these cards in Canada and, to the cisgraee

of the Canadian trade be it said, there seems to be no

lack of dealers who would take a chance and put in a

stock of them in a corner. Let us hope that better im-

pulses will guide the minds of the trade when they are

tempted to yield to the seductive influences of the pur-

veyors of this turpid merchandise.
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WINTER MAIL SERVICE TO THE YUKON
—Assistant Deputy P.M.G. at Ottawa Explains the

Difficulties of the Work to our Ottawa Correspon-

dent—Limitations must be Placed on the Matter

Transported.

In reference to the letter which appeared in the March
number of Bookseller and Stationer, signed by H. L.

Landahl, of Dawson, V. T., concerning the transportation

of mails to the Yukon during the winter season, the Ot-

tawa correspondent of Bookseller and Stationer had an

interview with E. H. Laschinger, Asst. Deputy Post-

master General, who stated that the department had been

doing its best in regard to the mail service for this ter-

litory and that the past winter's schedule had been even

better than that of the preceding year.

It must be remembered that, the work of carrying the

mails in this northern country is very onerous and that

one man cannot transport very large or weighty bundles.

When navigation closed the following classes of mail mat-
ter were placed on the permitted list. Letters (in their

usual and ordinary form), post cards ; snugly wrapped

newspapers and periodicals from the office of publication,

addressed to public libraries, newspaper publishers and in-

dividual subscribers
;
transient newspapers and third class

matter of all kinds excepting books, Irade catalogues, cir-

culars and patterns and samples of merchandise.

From this it will be seen that the list is quite large

and that only newspapers and periodicals in bulk for

dialers from the publishers' office, as well as books, etc.,

are excluded. The department has no objection to parcels

being sent to White Horse and being marked for forward-

ing to points north by express or freight during the clos-

ed season of navigation. Of course no responsibility is

assumed for packages so marked, but the department is

willing to transfer them to the forwarding agents at

White Horse.

A point to be remembered in connection with this

Yukon mail question is the small number of Canadian

publications as compared with those of the country to

the south of us and to Great Britain. If all the publi-

cations handled by newsdealers from these and other

countries were allowed to be carried during the winter

the means of conveyance would be swamped and the ex-

pense greatly and extravagantly increased. A reasonable

examination into the matter will certainly result in the

opinion that the Canadian Post Office Department is not

endeavoring to hinder the advance of civilization but is

coping with the proposition to the best of its ability and
to the present best interests of the country.

G. E. M. H.

CASSELL & CO. FLOURISH.
It is pleasant to note that the good old house of

Cassell has gone one better in their last year's working
than the preceding- year, despite the hard times that

were, alas, only too evident in Great Britain, as well as

on this continent.

It would take up a great deal of space to describe

in full the wonderful work of the head of Cassell &
Co., Arthur Spurgeon. When Mr. Spurgeon took ovtsr

the helm there was a blinding mist on the horizon that

might have had serious results. He has apparently

steered his vessel with unparalleled skill. The company
are to be congratulated in having discovered such a

wonderful personality. Mr. Spurgeon's Canadian friends

will join with his many friends in England in heartiest

congratulations on his great work.

Readers of The Bookseller and Stationer will recall

that Mr, Spurgeon visited this continent last summer

calling first at their New York office, and then at their

newly established Canadian branch in Toronto. Mr.

Button, the Canadian manager, pathetically states that

had it not been for his branch the figures would have

been even more satisfactory. He hopes, however, with

the support of the trade, to make amends this year.

To signalize the restored fortunes of the house a

staff dinner was held on March 21, at the Trocadero

Restaurant, which was attended by about 150 members
and passed off most successfully.

ACTIVITIES OF THE TRADE IN VAN-
couver—The Western City is Preparing for a Big

Tourist Season this Summer—What the Book and

Stationery Stores are Doing.

Vancouver, March 31,—Vancouver, in her present

mood, may be described as the city of great expectations.

There are railroads and rumors of railroads, a great in-

crease in the statistics of the shipping- industry, and

much talk of grain elevators, while real estate men are

resuming the happy smile of the days before the slump.

New industries are being started and older firms are ex-

lending their operations. Then there is the forthcom-

ing Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exhibition at Seattle, from
which a big influx of visitors is expected, and special ef-

forts are being made to advertise the attractions of our

city to the home seeker, the capitalist, and the artisan.

To this end the business community is subscribing- a fund,

which will be administered by the Tourist Association, an

organization which has done good work I'm- Vancouver.
in 'the past. It is likely that the city council will vole

a, substantial grant to the fund.

Clearing Out Surplus.

In the book and stationery trade everybody is busy

making- ready to get busier. Retailers have been clearing

their surplus stocks and thereby offering- many bargains

to the book-lover. Large orders have been placed with

the wholesalers, in view of the bumper tourist trade an-

ticipated during the summer.

Norman Caple & Co. have been very successful with

the lending library they commenced some months ago.

The perpetual membership fee is one dollar, with 15 cents

for each exchange, and the books are bound in cloth.

Caple & Co. have the British Ooulmbia agency for the

Smith Premier typewriter, and have now received the new
No. 10 machine from the factory. The many new fea-

tures and improvements are attracting attention. There
is also a good demand for second-hand typewriters.

G. S. Forsyth & Co. have been doing well in new
fiction and technical books. They make a specialty of

the latter, and the varied engineering and other indus-

tries situated in and around the city insures a steady de-

mand for this class of books.

Carry Photo Supplies.

Bailey Bros, report a moderate trade during March.
This firm carries a full line of photographic goods, as

well as books, stationery, and a circulating library, a

combination which is certain to attra.ct the tourist. A
word of praise is due to Messrs. Bailey for the taste-

ful manner in which their store is arranged.

The Clarke & Stuart Co. deal largely in commercial
stationery and operate an extensive printing- plant. They
also handle the Watson-Foster line of wallpapers. The
volume of business done since January 1 has been very
satisfactory and justifies the expectation of a record year

'in- 190!). g. w.
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SERIOUS TROUBLE OVER THE PUBLICATION OF A
Canadian Book—Ottawa Bookseller Accuses Toronto Publisher of Dis-

regarding Rights of the Retail Trade—The Publishers of the Book

Make a Statement as to Conditions of Publication—The Defence.

On April 2, Bookseller and Stationer received the fol-

lowing letter from a member of the trade in Ottawa,

which contains such important matter, relative to the

welfare of the trade, that we feel it to he our duty to

make it public. At the same time we have sought an ex-

planation of the matter from the Macmillan Co., of Can-

ada, and have given the Methodist Book and Puhlishing

House an opportunity to enter a defence. It remains for

our readers to decide the relative merits of the case.

The Charges Made.

Ottawa, April 1, 1909.

The Editor, Bookseller and Stationer.

I heg to call the attention of booksellers to my let-

ter which appeared in your January issue about the sharp

practice of a Toronto publisher in soliciting retail busi-

ness direct and also to point out an apparently more fla-

grant disregard for the rights of the booksellers which

has just come before my notice.

A representative of the Macmillan Co., about a month
or so ago called upon the Ottawa booksellers taking or-

ders for a new book of Political Reminiscences, by Colonel

Denison, a book which should find an exceptionally ready

sale in this city
;

at. the same time the terms of sale

agreed upon were that no canvassing, advertising or cir-

cularizing should be done until two days before publica-

tion, of which date the Macmillans were to give us due

notice.

I placed an order and had gone to the trouble (if ad-

dressing several hundred envelopes to prominent politi-

cians and had others in readiness to be mailed upon re-

ceiving news of the publication per agreement.

Imagine my surprise when on March 25th I was shown
a circular of Wm. Briggs, dated March 5th, stating that

this Denison book had just been published and requesting

orders to bo sent to them on the order form attached.

You will readily see the harm this will do to the

local bookseller and the unfairness of it all. Here is a

publisher who looks to the booksellers of the country for

the marketing- of his publications, entering into direct

competition with them, and apparently not living up to

an agreement ; as I cannot believe the Macmillans will

bind us down without exacting the same terms from the

Toronto bookmen.

I called yesterday upon a prominent librarian hoping

to secure his order but to my dismay found he had al-

ready placed an order for a number of copies with the

firm sending out this circular, and I shall probably be in

the happy position of admiring a nice pile, of these books

which if it diminishes in size will obviously not do so as

fast as it should, but unluckily has to be paid for just

the same.

As your paper is run in the interests of the bookseller

this is a good opportunity for you to help us, and I

would suggest that you interview the Macmillan Co. on

our behalf in this matter.

GEO. F. ABBOTT,
Manager, James Ogilvy.

Interview With Mr. Frank Wise.

On being shown Mr. Abbott's letter, and on being ask-

ed if be cared to make any explanation in the matter,

Mr. Frank Wise, president of The Macmillan Co. of Can-

ada, stated that most particular care was taken by him-

self and their travelers to make it perfectly understood by

all booksellers, subscribing orders to Colonel Denison's

new book that, for several reasons, which were explained

at the time, nothing should be done in the way of adver-

t ising, circularizing, or even talking about the book until

published. In addition to this Colonel Denison himself

told several officials in the Methodist Book concern that

he wished them to be very particular in keeping the pub-

lication of the book from being made public until the

time of issue. Mr. Wise stated that he had shown the

Briggs circular to a number of booksellers and there was
a unanimous agreement that the wording of the circular

alone was sufficient to convict the Methodist Rook con-

cern of the gravest breach of business ethics.

Did the Circular Injure the Sale?

"In your opinion, Mr. Wise, has the issuance of this

circular hurt or aided the sale of the book ?."

"I cannot look upon it in any light but as one of

grave injury. To begin with, this circular, which is dat-

ed March 5th, states that the book in question is 'just

issued.' To my certain knowledge an interest was arous-
ed in a number of persons who look for anything new
from Colonel Denison's pen, and a number of them have
spoken to me in great annoyance at their not being able

to get hold of this book, which is announced, as 'just pub-
lished.' It is the experience of all publishers that, to ad-

vertise a book which you are not able to supply, is to
kill all interest in that book. That, however, I consider-

ed as a small injury compared with the cancellations we
received at once—and very properly—from most of our
customers whose orders we had accepted on the same
terms of silence. I am glad to say however that, as soon
as we were able to place our explanation before our cus-

tomers, they not only renewed their orders, but, in some
cases, increased them."

The Retailers Annoyed.

"Have you any idea, Mr. Wise, how the retail book-
sellers look upon this matter ?"

Mr. Wise then showed the interviewer a number of

letters which indicate that the book trade is very anx-

ious that, the whole matter should be thoroughly aired

and discussed in Bookseller and Stationer.

Letter to Dr. Briggs.

Before concluding the interview Mr. Wise showed
Bookseller and Stationer a copy of a letter signed by the

Macmillans to Dr. Briggs which states :

"We regret that you have forced us to decline to ac-

cept from you an order for Colonel Denison's forthcoming

book. You leave us, however, no other alternative. The
book was offered to you as to other booksellers on con-

dition that it should not be announced or advertised or

sold until the book was ready to be issued. Furthermore
at your request we prepared for you a quantity of cir-

culars giving a true description of the book, bearing only

your imprint both on the face of the circular and on the

order form. This was personally arranged with your

house by the writer. The author tells us that he also
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took particular occasion to inform several of your em-

ployes who approached him on the subject that the hook

was not to bo mentioned or advertised prior to publica-

tion. It came to our notice on Saturday that you were

issuing a wholly unauthorized advertisement of this forth-

coming book appropriating to "yourselves all authority of

sale and statement, and caused it to state what you knew

to be absolute and premeditated misstatements of fact,

as for instance, your announcement that the book is

'"just issued," whereas to your certain knowledge it has

not yet been issued, and as we had so informed your va-

rious departments, it was not expected to be published

before the end of March. Upon your attention being call-

ed to the issuance of this unauthorised circular you caus-

ed two of your executive employes to call at this office

to ask us to overlook the grave breach of business ethics

of which your house had been guilty. These gentlemen

solemnly stated that the circular in question had been

mailed to only a very limited list of names and also

stated that copies of the circular had not been cent to

your library list. We have since found from two sources

that this statement was also false. You also assured us

through your envoys that you would at once stop the is-

suance of this offensive circular and to those persans to

whom you had already addressed the circular you would

send another recalling the first and stating that it was

sent out under a misapprehension. We find that on Sat-

urday, after the visit of your envoys, and on Monday,

you were still causing this offensive circular to be mailed.

Therefore in view of your persistence in atempting to

injure our property in this book, first by your unauthor-

ized and distinctly misleading description of the book

which we find is seriously hindering the sale and damp-

ening an interest, which would be aroused by a properly

prepared descriptive circular, and second by persisting in

disseminating the information that the book is published

and thereby causing disappointment and annoyance to

prospective buyers of this book, and third that by rea-

son of your premature announcement we have received,

and arc receiving, cancellations from our other retail cus-

tomers, the whole matter will this day be placed before

our directors and we hereby request that you will com-

municate with us at once what you are prepared to do

1o in some way mitigate, the extreme annoyance and loss

of business which your action has caused us, and an un-

dertaking that no more of the circulars in question shall

be distributed. Upon hearing from you we will consider

your offer of amendment and if it is satisfactory we

shall expect you to put it into instant action, hut if not

satisfactory we will outline to you the steps we wish you

to take."

Dr. Briggs' Reply.

In reply Dr. Briggs sent the following letter to the

Macmillan Co :—"Yours of the 16th inst. is before me.

We have no desire to enter into controversy over the va-

rious points to which you refer in your letter, and about

which you refer in your letter, and about which conflict-

ing statements have been made. We do not cavil at

vour accepting your own representative's statement as to

the arrangements entered into between us in connection

with the handling of Colonel Denison's forthcoming book,

neither would wc feel justified in accepting your version

of the arrangement as against the understanding arrived

at by our own representative.

"We have already voiced our regret that our an-

nouncement, which was made in perfect good faith, did

not meet with your approval. Whether or not its effect

has been to deter or stimulate sales we will not argue.

We are sorry, however, that you do not entertain our

recent offer to adjust the matter by a revised announce-

ment as to the date of issue. As you have cancelled our

order for the book wc will consider the matter closed."

~_«j A Distasteful Business.

In closing the interview Mr. Wise said : "This whole

business is most distasteful to me, and my sole willing-

ness to open the matter up thoroughly is to emphasize

the position we have taken from the first ; that is—the

bounden duty of a publisher to protect the retail book-

seller who, after all, is his best friend, and I must afk

you to give a full account of this interview, if you give

any, since I am forced to look upon it as a direct at-

tempt on the part of the Methodist Book concern to in-

jure us in the sight of the booksellers so that they mav
better work to their own selfish ends."

The Side for the Defence.

The Methodist Book aim Publishing House, having

been given an opportunity to state their side of the case,

have done so in a letter which wc reproduce in full.

Toronto, April 7th, 1909.

Editor, Bookseller and Stationer :

I trust the fact that I have not previously

trespassed on your space in any personal matter
will incline you to indulge me in this instance,

where my personal honor and the integrity of the

institution under my management are called in question.

It is asserted—and I have reason to believe that a

letter to such effect has been sent to the trade—that, in

issuing an advance circular announcing Colonel I'enis< tl's

new book as ready and soliciting orders, we were deliber-

ately breaking faith with the Canadian publishers c.f this

book.

I cannot allow this statement—so damaging were it

I rue—to go uncontradicted. May I briefly i elite ihc cir-

cumstances. They are as follows :

Believing that Colonel Denison's book would and

should have a wide sale in Canada, we place! with the

publishers an advance order for 200 copies. This order

was arranged with a representative of the \!acm«'iaii

Company by the head of one of our book liepartrmnttS,

and no condition was exacted, nor even mentioned nor

hinted at, that we were not to advertise the book in ad-

vance or solicit advance orders for it. Nor were we made
aware through any other channel that any such condition

was being exacted from other jobbers or retailers.

Understanding, from responsible sources, that the

Canadian edition would be ready within a fortnight, our

advertising man prepared and sent out a postal-card an-

nouncing the book and soliciting advance orders. I was
not personally aware of this being done until after the

cards had been mailed, nor indeed did I know of it until

my attention was called to it by a letter from the Can-
adian publishers of the book. But that is beside the ques-

tion, for neither I nor any employe of the house knew of

the condition above referred to, otherwise the card would

not have been issued.

I regret exceedingly that what would seem so evident

a breach of faith should have occurred, but when the fact

is known that we were not made aware that we were

not at liberty to advertise the book in advance of issue

in Canada, it will he seen that we were not breaking

faith with the publishers.

Thanking you for the opportunity of placing our po-

sition in this matter before your readers, 1 am.

(Sgd.) WM. BRIGGS.
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A WALLPAPER ADVERTISING PLAN FOR RETAILERS
—Some Hints on Preparation of Copy—Use of Illustrations—Circulariz-

ing Customers—Importance of Keeping a Mailing List—A Profitable Line

for the Stationer to Handle- Choice of Stock.—By WILLIAM G. COLGATE

It is getting close to the season of the year when 1 he

average head of the house looks over the walls of the

rooms and says : "It's pretty nearly time we were doing

some papering." While housecleaning time brings to the

general mind unwholesome visions of cold hasty meals and

Clattering around the house on carpet less floors, midst

scenes of household wreckage strewn around, it lnings to

the dealer in wall paper and other househol 1 furnishings

Does It Matter?
Does it Matter to you whether your home is decor-

ated on a sort of crazy patchwork scheme or as a harmo-

nious whole?

Does it Matter whether the stock \ou choose from

consists of last year's remainders or is overflowing with

the best of this season's creations ?

Does it matter whether the price of your Wall Papers

is
" What You Will Stand" or is in direct accord with the

value of the goods.

If these things matter to >ou, we are satisfied you will

come here for your selection, and BE SURE.

Now do these things matter ? We think \ou will decide

that to you, at least, (hey do.

Here's hoping

Warner's Ltd.
Specialises in Fine Dcconiivc Goods

; j

Rosser Ave.

A Striking Half-page Ad. (Reduced*.

welcome thoughts of an impetus in trade and a corre-

sponding increase in receipts.

The choice of wallpaper stock involves a sense of har-

mony and artistic perception, which incidentally seems to

be rather a rare quality among the average class of peo-

ple. This being the case the onus of selection usual

h

rests with the dealer. If a dealer selects in the first,

place a good clean representative stock of wall paper he

will be able to offer his customers values and designs

that he need not be ashamed to acknowledge. The selec-

tion of stock is just as important as the methods you

use to advertise it, and more so. Good advertising

will bring people to your store, but you have g jt to

have the goods to make them customers.

In the preparation of advertising copy for wall paper:,

care should be taken to avoid heavy effects. All heavy

types, rules and. borders should be carefully eschewed.

Let the opposite effects prevail for the time being any-

way. Have the printer set your advertising copy in clean

light face type with borders to match and see that there

is sufficient white space used in the arrangement of mat-

ter to create a pleasing impression. As for the matter

you use in the copy, endeavor to explain to the reader

the various qualities that make your stock of papers pre-

ferable. Dwell upon their artistic designs, colorings and

variety in patterns. Be as explicit as possible. If there

are any new features to be noticed in the wall paper

trade, and there usually are, don't forget to mention

them. Buyers are just as keen to know the styles in wall

papers as they are the fashions in clothes. And they will

show a decided preference for the store that shows itself

considerate in this respect.

In this as in your copy for your oilier departments
do not omit prices. Illustrations in wall paper advertis-

ing arc advisable if they can he used to advantage. Ow-
ing to the fact that wall papers are printed in colors

they are handicapped when they are reproduced in black

and white. However, it is alwa\s preferable to use them
if they can be obtained. Cuts brighten up your advertis-

ing, and, every tiling else being equal they will attract

more and better attention than those ads. which omit
them.

Recently it was pointed out. in the editorial columns
of Bookseller and Stationer the advantage to the trade
in keeping a list of the names and addresses of their cus-

tomers on file for use in sending circulars. There are a

number of booksellers who already do this and there are
still a great number who don't. If the latter would on-

ly get the habit of doing this for a while its exceeding

usefulness fcO them would soon give sufficient excuse for

its continued practice.

In no instance will it be found more convenient, nor
will greater benefits be derived than in its application to
the wall paper trade. With a complete list of their cus-
tomers before them, dealers can make up samples of their

different lines of wall papers for distribution. Papers
could be graded and the customers' likes and dislikes tak-
en into consideration as approximately as they can be
ascertained. But such work of classification should be un-
dertaken by the dealer or entrusted to a clerk who is

thoroughly conversant with the customers' tastes. Care-

BRIGHTEN UP THE
HOUSE

"THE cheerfulness of a room depends a great deal
* upon the kind of pap«r you have on ihe walls.

Hideous, uncouth designs are out of date. The
latest effects are madefrom sane.harmonii usdesigns
in artistic and conventional styles. They will please
you because they were made with your ideas in view.
Our papers are satisfying to look at and wiil make
your roomsinviting to live in.

We have spent considerable time studying color har-
mony and interior decoration and this knowledge we
cheerfully place at your disposal. Drop in and see our
stock. You're under no obligation to buy.

PRICES RANGE FROM 3c. A

ROLL TO $1.50 PER ROLL

THOMAS HARRIS & CO.
PETERVILLE ONTARIO

Ready-Made Ads.

ful discrimination will have to be exercised, but such a

method will be found economical, besides carrying out the

most essential principle in advertising-suggestion.

The making of a complete mailing list is not a diffi-

cult matter if only a little ordinary attention is devoted

to it. Every time a purchase is made enter the name of

the customer and the address in a book which may be

kept for that purpose. In this way you will gradually
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accumulate a list of names that will lie exceedingly va-

luable when the time conies to use it.

It is not until you are confronted with a proposition

which calls for this method that you will realize its real

worth to you. Numberless opportunities will arise when

you may use it and the results you will get- from having

such a handy directory of buyers will more than amply

repay you for the extra time required for its preparation.

Wall papers are a profitable line for the bookseller

and stationer to handle. Rut like every other line they

are successful in so far as energy, persistence, tact and

positive knowledge, of the article arc embodied in the sell-

ing policy. If a careful selection <>f wall paper stock is

made and the dealer uses the right kind of newspaper
advertising and genual publicity there is no reason why
lie should not have a proportionately huge and profitable

turnover at the end of a season.

Warners Limited, Brandon, Man., wall paper adver-

tising of which a newspaper half page specimen is repro-

duced, goes straight to the point. It asks several im-

portant questions regarding the choosing of wall papers

and concludes by assuming thai the customer will answer

ABOUTTIME YOU HAD
THAT ROOM PAPERED

isn't it? Diop in anJ sec us the next time
you're passing. We have a good, clean
se'ectiorr of wall papers in the latest designs
and most pleasing effects. They comedireci
from the best manufacturers and contain the
very newest ideas and styles. You will like

these patterns because they "wear well'

to the eye and on the wall.

You may not In- just ready yel to buy, but see our
stock anyway ami get prices and suggestions so that
you'll have a definite idea of what you are going bo du
i nd what it is going bo cost you.

PRICES RANGE FROM
3c. A ROLL TO 75c

ALONZO THOMPSON
MAIN STREET ACME, ONT

Ready-Made Ads.

them in the affirmative. For, of course, no person wants

to be set- down as one having bad taste, whether it is

really so or not. This may be classified as subtle flattery,

but it very seldom misses the mark for all that. The

catch lino is striking and invites further inquiry because

it asks a question. Careful attention has been paid by

the compositor to the arrangement of the type matter.

Generous amount of white space effectively sets off the

ad. Taken altogether the ad. has a bright, pleasing ap-

pearance, well suited to the line of goods it is exploiting

and is calculated to attract the attention of even the

casual reader. Another thing which increases its effective-

ness is the fact that only one line, of goods is advertised.

Too many dealers make the common mistake of trying to

advertise too many articles at one time, thereby crowd-

ing their ad. with an assortment of type faces to such an

extent as to render it almost illegible and totally un-

attractive. As a direct consequence of this it often goes

unread—wasted because of the want of a little fore-

thought and proper judgment. All dealers cannot afford

to use half page space in their local paper but they

can at least adopt the simple basic rules which make for

good advertising and follow them to their logical con-

clusion.

FIVE THOUSAND FACTS ABOUT CANADA.

The Canadian Facts Publishing- Co. of '167 Spadina

Avenue, Toronto, report an exceptional demand for tin-

recently issued 11)11!) edition. Orders are pouring in

from nearly every corner of the Dominion, as well as

Announcement
-»-©-•-•-•-•-•-•-« -• e e 9 • • m » m-9

I
^ The Wall Paper season is agaiu at our door and •

' the Leader -Bookstore is ready for the -spring ru3h. •
Our stock is replete with anisiic designs and latest
effects form the best manufacturers in America. Iu
choosing a wall paper, like choosing a wife, it is well to
remember that we must live with our own selection
and you cannot make a mistake if you choose your
papers from our large stock.

I "Brightling Studies."
• This season we have Ijeon fortunate in procuring o
1 book entitled " Wall Paper Influeuce Upon the
i Home " and it is full of useful information on how to jI decorate the home. To everyone buying a "Bright-
1 ling Studies " paper this book will bo given free. The
9 piice of the book is 25c,

J
Colors and Designs.

1 The colorings and designs of the wall papers this
i season are most exquisite and are much superior to
t anything we have ever shown. Th? variety in pat- ?

i terns is also very noticeable. Cut out borders will be

J very fashionable and we have a number of these pat-
• terns and styles in our stock.

? Prices and Quality.
T Consiueiiug the quality of our papers this year
:T the prices are lower than other years. The cheap

papers all run 1G yards to the double roll. Borders
.
sold at the same price as, wall. We extend to every

-

o one an invitation to look over the papers, whether you
tb contemplate buying at present or uot and compare the
^ prices and the goods.

Leader Book «S Stationery Store

TARA ONT.
I

»•-•-•-•

Good Copy, but Poor Typographical Arrangement.

from foreign countries. Dealers are stocking up in larger
quantities than ever before, and the publishers predict a
record sale for the year. As the value of the publica-
tion becomes more widely known, its sale is bound to
increase, as it fully deserves.
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INJUSTICE TO THE CANADIAN BOOK
Trade - Cheap United States' Editions of Novels

being Barred Out by the Customs Authorities-

Copyright Law Needs Amendment.

Word has been received from several points in Can-

ada that shipments of books from the United States,

consigned to Canadian booksellers, have been held up by

the customs' authorities, because it was found that they

contained titles that had previously been copyrighted by

Canadian publishers. The books were cheap editions

specially issued by American publishers, after the de-

mand for the more expensive first editions had been ex-

hausted. The Canadian editions had likewise been ex-

hausted and the books were not to be had from the

publishers.

These incidents naturally raise the question, must

Canadian booksellers be deprived of the privilege of

handling- the cheap American editions of many of the

popular novels of the past twenty or thirty years, sim-

ply because a cumbersome copyright law prohibits their

importation,—a law which has served its purpose, when

the original Canadian edition was disposed of.

Here is the situation. A Canadian publisher ar-

ranges to produce an edition of a book. He prints it

and copyrights it as per the requirements of the law and

no one else can import the book without violating the

copyright. In due t*ime the demand for the book falls off

and, when its season of popularity is over, sales cease.

If the publisher has gauged the demand correctly, his

edition is exhausted at approximately the same time as

the public ceases to buy.

A year or more afterwards some enterprising- Amer-

ican publisher arranges to issue a cheap edition of this

particular title. In its cheap form there will be a new

demand for the book. A class of people who could not

afford to buy it when it was in its $1.50 form, will come

forward to purchase it at 50 cents, and the number of

these people is large.

Held up by Customs.

The Canadian bookseller knows that he can sell a

number of copies of the book at fifty cents. Suppose he

orders it from the American publisher. He runs grave

chances. The customs may let the shipment through,

—

they may not, and the chances are that they will not

let it through. Why ? Because there is a copyright

registered at Ottawa, protecting the rig-hts of a certain

Canadian publisher in the book.

The bookseller cannot get the book from the Cana-

dian publisher, because the latter is sold out and he

never published a cheap edition at any rate. Must the

bookseller be deprived of the sale of these books, be-

cause a mythical copyright has to be protected ? It is

an unfair situation.

Several Canadian publishers have been approached

on the matter and all seem willing to agree to an ar-

rangement, whereby, when their interest in a book
ceases, they will be prepared to waive the copyright.

How the law is to be amended to admit of this, remains

to be seen. The Government should surely see the reas-

onableness of the contention.

The case is greatly ag-gravated when the holder of

the Canadian copyright has gone out of business. There

are several instances of this in Canada,—publishers

whose names are unknown in the publishing world to-

day, whose books are still protected at Ottawa. How
can these books be legally imported ? The people of

Canada are actually prohibited by law from securing

them.

A Legal Opinion.

A prominent lawyer, who makes a special study of

copyright matters, is of the opinion that the act will

have to be amended to provide a remedy. He suggests

that the best way to overcome the difficulty would be

to amend the act so that when a publisher signifies that

his interest in any copyright ceases, the customs' collec-

tors will be apprised that such and such a book may
now be permitted to enter the country. This would

likely necessitate the appointment of an intermedial \ ,

who would secure an official list of copyrights from the

publishers and file them with the Department at Ottawa.

A Section That Might Apply.

There is a section in the Copyright Act, which

might be. utilized to overcome the difficulty. It may
need to be amended or it may cover the case as it

stands. It is section 23 which reads :

—

"If a work copyrighted in Canada becomes out of

print, a complaint may be lodged by any person with

the Minister, who on the fact being ascertained to his

satisfaction, shall notify the owner of the copyright of

the complaint and of the fact ; and if, within a reason-

able time no remedy is applied by such owner, the Min-

ister may grant a license to any person to publish a

new edition or to import the work, specifying the num-
ber of copies and the royalty to be paid on each to the

owner of the copyright."

General Revision of List.

As has been pointed out before in these columns, the

official copyright list needs to be put into better shape,

before it will be of much practical value. There is ap-

parently no alphabetically arranged list. If there is, it

is kept at Ottawa and is of no immediate service to

the collectors of customs or to that portion of the public

interested in copyrights. The number of copyrights keeps

piling up, making it every day more difficult to under-

take a re-arrangement of the list in alphabetical form.

The Department of Agriculture would render a distinct

service if they would issue annual volumes containing

the list of copyrights for the year, properly classified

and arranged.

CONDEMNS INDECENT POST CARDS

Nelson, B. C, March 26, 1909.

Fditor, Bookseller and Stationer,

I am very much interested in, and in sympathy with

the campaign you are waging against vulgar and indecent

post cards and take the liberty of making a suggestion.

I have no doubt that a great many who handle these

cards do so thinking only of the profit there is in them,

and without any thought of the great harm that is done

by them in polluting the minds and morals, especially of

Uiose of an impressionable age, or of their own personal

responsibility for the harm done, and if a good strong ar-

ticle, or better, a campaign of such articles, pointing

out to dealers in a forcible and convincing way, their per-

sonal responsibility to society, and the harm done by

flie circulation of these cards was published, I feel sure

that many would see a light on the subject which

they have not seen before, and would throw them out.

The trade paper is the medium which first suggests it-

self to my mind for the publication of such articles, but

they might also be put in the form of circular letters and

mailed to all dealers who handle or are liable to be hand-

ling post cards, and a call for contributions to defray

the expenses of carrying out such a plan would, I am
sure, meet with a ready response from all who are for

clean mindedne-ss and decency.

W. G. THOMSON
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ROYAL COMMISSION VINDICATES MO-
rang—School Book Investigation in Saskatchewan

Demonstrates that there was no Graft in the Deal

—

History of the Case and Points of the Trial.

(Special Wire to B. & S.)

Winnipeg, April 8.—The Royal Commission handed

out their decision regarding the Morang Investigation to-

day completely vindicating the position of Hon. J. A.

Calder.

A set of twentv-one questions was drafted by the

Investigating Commission and each one was thoroughly

dealt with.

Perhaps the leading question and the most important

one, was the enquiry as to the possibility of graft. The
substance of the report is as follows :

"That there was no graft in any sense of the word

in the deal. The evidence satisfies us that the Morang
set was equal if not superior to any readers in use in

Canada and equal to any in the United States. The
prices paid for the Morang readers were less than the

price paid by the Government of Manitoba for books of

the same character and which were shown to be inferior

in manufacture.

"The total amount payable to the Morang Co. was
$.12,259.95. The total cost to the company was $10,-

('09.27, the net profit being $1,350.68."

"The books of the Canada Publishing Co. are not

more expensive but arc inferior both in contents and

manufacture." F. R. MUNRO.
Story of the Investigation.

Some months ago the governments of Saskatchewan

and Alberta acting in conjunction, called for tenders for

the supply of free text books to the educational depart-

ments, for distribution in the provinces. As a result

three publishing companies submitted sets of books and

estimates to be approved of by committees appointed by

the two governments for that purpose. When the time

expired for the receipt of tenders, The Canada Publish-

ing Co. and the Morang Publishing Co. were the only

ones in the field, and the committees began their exam-

ination. The method of procedure was that the books

should be passed around! among individual members of the

committees, each member coming to some hasty conclu-

sion as to what set, if a set were chosen, would com-

mend itself to him, after which, before there was any

comparison of set with set, or book with book, a vote

was taken in order to arrive at a working basis.

The result of the vote was, that taken as a set, and

if the committee had to choose an entire set, the Canada
Publishing Co. most nearly met their ideas of the re-

quirements of the two provinces. But they were not ex-

pressing their ideas of the feasibility of adopting the

Canada Publishing series as a set.

Final Settlement.

After these preliminaries, however, when the com-

mittees met for the final settlement of the choice of sets

submitted, the favor seemed to be on the side of the

Morang samples. And it was decided to adopt the Morang
goods out and out. Such a movement created suspicion

among some of the members of the opposition in the

Saskatchewan Legislature and a charge was made against

the Minister of Education, Mr. Calder, for making a bad

bargain and for favoring the Morang Company.

Commission Formed.

Immediately the Saskatchewan Government appointed

a committee of investigation to deal with the charges,

and make public the reason for giving the contract tu

the Morang Company.

This commission of investigation began to take evi-

dence on March 10, last, and the enquiry lasted ten days.

Chief Justice Wetmore and Judge Xewlands had charge

of the proceedings.

Arguments.

The argument turned upon the prices of the sets, and the*

quality of the books to be used. The change of opinion

from the Canada Publishing Co., to the Morang Co., was
explained as legitimate by the defendants and their

ground was not questioned, but the opposition wished to

make sure that no personal interests were served, and
that the province was really doing its best to secure the

cheapest and best books. The defendants admitted that the

Morang books were the more expensive, but the quality

was much superior.

Mr. Haultain, the leader of the opposition, pointed

out that the Canada Publishing Co. would supply books
at about $8,000 less than the Morang Co., and he ques-
tioned if the difference was made up in quality.

The Defence.

J. A. Allan, speaking for the defendants, stated that

the sample copies submitted by the Morang Co. were
unanimously approved of both for style of binding, and
as satisfactory educators, and this, he thought was the

most important. It was also pointed out that a third

tender was considered, being that of the Macmillan Co.,
although the time had expired for the application of the
same, and it would not seem that the committee had
thoroughly decided to accept the Morang Co. offer, as the

prosecution tried to bring out.

JAPANESE COMMISSION SEES NEW YORK.
The New York Evening Mail of recent date, says :

"A party of bankers with interest in the far East,
exporters, Japanese business men, and the Japan and
American commissioners of the Tokyo exposition, made
an automobile tour of the business section of the city

to-day as guests of F. I). Waterman, president of the L.

B. Waterman Company, manufacturers of fountain pens,

of 173 Broadway.
"The Waterman company has exhibited at interna-

tional and national expositions for twenty-five years, and
the entertainment of to-day was to show the newly ar-

rived Japanese commissioners the interest felt by the

Waterman company and other exhibitors in the forth-

coming Tokyo exposition.

"Hikojiro Wada, director-g-eneral of the Japanese
commission of the Tokyo exposition, and Tokutaro
Sakai, commissioner, arrived here on the Lusitania from
England, where they have been representing the exposi-

tion. To-day President Waterman, with Francis B.

Loomis, United States commissioner to the Tokyo ex-

position, and his secretary, John Callan O'Loughlin
called upon the Japanese visitors.

"A procession of automobiles took the visitors

through the business section of the city south of Forty-

second Street. Those who accompanied the visitors and
President Waterman were William Loeb, Jr., collector

of the port ; E. S. A. De Lima, president Hungarian-

American bank ; K. J. Imanishi, manager Yokohama
Specie bank, of this city ; K. Midzuno, consul-general

;

Keiichi Yamasaki, vice-consul ; R. Arai, of Morimura,
Arai & Co.; K. Fukui, of Mitsui' & Co.; Dr. Takamine,

W. E. Church and J. Inouye, of the Yokohama Specie

bank ; Edward B. Emerson, Dr. W. H. Tolman, director

Museum Safety Devices ; W. I. Ferris, F. P. Seymour,

E. B. Clark, T. C. Keys, W. E. Smith, E. T. Howard
and George A. Priest."
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BUSINESS IS BOOMING IN WINNIPEG-
How Merchants Regard Last Season's Trade—Two
Firms are Moving—Clark Bros. & Co. doing a Big

Wholesale Business.

Winnipeg;, April i—The city booksellers and station-

ers are closing their year on the first of April. At least

that is the recognized closing date in the trade. Few at

present have their books audited to show definitely their

loss and gain accounts, hut no complaints have been made
as to the year's business.

Russell, Lang A: Co., report, the best Christmas busi-

ness for some years. Never in the history of their busi-

ness did Christmas and Valentine goods move so freely

as they did during the past season.

Office stationery and architects' materials are at the

present greatly in demand. Largely owing to the line

moving freely one retailer reports 25 per cent, advance
pel - month since the beginning of the year, over the same
period of 1908.

Will Have to Move.

Richardson &t Bishop, manufacturing and retail station-

ers and bookbinders, have entered upon their thirty-Second

year of business in the city. Their retail stock is ex-

clusively stationery and office supplies. Their store at

present is so cramped thai in the near future they will

remove to more spacious quarters. Among the many ar-

ticles for which they are the exclusive agents in Winnipeg,

arc The Art Metal Construction Co.'s (ire proof files, El-

liot's addressing machine, and stencils, Edison's mineo-

graph and rotary, Wabash vertical filing systems, the Cal-

cumetcr adding machine, and the Hank of England non-

print carbons. Another system of which Mr. Bishop is

the originator, is the mercantile tacking system map.

This map was just introduced three years ago and up to

date almost every wholesale house in the city have one

on their walls. It is used principally to indicate the lo-

cation of travelers while on the road.

The Myers Post Card Co., are vacating the store on

Main Street in which they have carried on business for a

number of years. The Royal Bank of Canada are to fur-

nish the store for their own use after the first of April.

The Myers Post/ Card Co. will locate on Portage Ave.

Big Wholesale Business.

The fact that Winnipeg has few wholesale stationery

houses is no indication of the volume of business done in

western Canada. It is one of the livest trades in the

country to-day. A conversation with a few of the men
in the business will convince one that things in the sta-

tionery line are moving exceedingly well at the present

time. The wholesale book and stationery house of Clark

Bros., since its establishment in 1898, was never in a

more flourishing condition. They have eleven travelers on

the -road continually, and a house staff of forty-five, all

working to their utmost to keep up with the fast grow-

ing trade. For the past three months the increase in

business is much in excess of the corresponding period of

1008. This increase is not confined to any particular line

hut everything in stock, from lead pencils to typewriters,

wrapping paper to beautifully bound books, is being ship-

ped in bulk to all parts of the west. They are putting in

a complete range of typewriters at the present time, a

line which they heretofore have not had extensively in

stock. George Wilson, manager of the book and paper de-

partment, is greatly encouraged with the book trade, and

expects in a very few years to have an output in this line

equal to any jobbing house in Canada,

MacDougall Goes West.

A. Roy MacDougall, stationery manufacturers' agent,

Toronto, has left for the coast after a lengthy stay in

the city. His sample room here contained about the most

attractive display ever seen in Winnipeg. Mr. MacDougall

reported the trade to be in excellent condition. Never in

his experience were the holiday goods so readily taken up

The leather goods line was handled by his assistant,

George D. Scott.

The Commercial Graphophone, which was invented in

188(>, through the instrumentality of Alexander Graham
Hell, has been rather slow in coming into general use in

Canada. The machine passed through several stages of

improvement from the time of its invention until 1906,

when it was perfected and put upon I lie market in its

present form. There are many machines in use in Can-

ada to-day, but the first agency for western Canada was
let recently to Gordon & Radford, stationers, Winnipeg.

Mr. Gordon feels sure that the machine will be extensive-

ly used in Winnipeg and throughout the West.

OUR MONTHLY REPORT FROM MONT-
real— Easter Displays in all the Stores— Persona)

Items—Increasing Demand for English Magazines

Montreal, April 8, 1909—All the stores are resplen-

dent with Easter goods. While the colors, which are

characteristic of Easter, are not so warm or glaring as

those seen at Christmas time, they are nevertheless

quite as beautiful. White and all shades of mauve, violet

and purple may be seen. These colors, when combined
with soft greens and yellows may be made into charm-

ing- combinations.

A representative of The Bookseller and Stationer

went into one of the large uptown stores, and found a

display of gift books, arranged on a white background.

Infinite taste was displayed in the grouping; harmony
prevaile 1 everywhere. When agreeable sights like these

meet the eye, people arc predisposed favorably. They
may not think about it at the time, but they do know,

that there was nothing disgruntling to remember. Book-

sellers should remember that there are more aesthetic

people come into bookstores than probably patronize

any other variety of retail store. People of refined

tastes are generally readers, otherwise they cannot cul-

tivate these traits. This matter of harmonious decora-

tion may seem at first a matter of small moment, but

its influence is more far-reaching than might >e at

first supposed.

Hugo Wessler, representing the S. Langsdorff Co. of

New York, spent a few days in Montreal recently, in

the interests of his firm.

A Remarkable Book.

A rather remarkable book has made its appearance

in Montreal, under the title of "Amazing Adventures of

an Inventor," by Arthur Gordon Jones. The author is

promoting the sales himself. The book deals with some

of the vicissitudes of a man of genius, and the proneness

of the world to regard people with new ideas as mentally

demented.

The Easter trade was up to expectations generally.

The volume oi busine s was satisfactory, being neither

abnormally large nor small. As was the case at Christ-

mas time, many novelties were noticeable in the stores.

Each year signs of the steady advance in the station-

ery and book business are in evidence.

Renouf's, St. Catherine St. West, are making a fine

display of Easter lines, and are also conducting a spec-

ial sale of set books.
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Phelan's, St. Catherine St. W», who are recognized

as the post card people, are showing some specially fine

Easter cards.

Chapman's, Foster Brown's and Grafton's stores are

all in holiday attire.

Scroggie's have on view a new unit of the Globe-

Wernioke book case. They are also conducting a sale of

the "Poets" leather bound, which are very fine value for

the money.

Edgar Wehlc, representing the Art Lithographing
Co., New York, has been paying the trade a visit.

Among the new publications to be seen around
town, are the "New Magazine" and "Aeronautics." The
first is of the popular type, and the latter deals exclu-

sively with aeration and aerial navigation.

English Versus American.

In a discussion of the relative selling merits of the

English and American magazines, which a representa-

tive of The Bookseller and Stationer had with Mr.

Mountford of Scroggie's book and stationers' department,

he stated that the English publications were increasing

in popularity. This is significant of either a closer

union between Canada and the mother land or of the

influx of Englishmen into this country. It is, however,

likely due to the combination of the two conditions.

The Illustrated Postcard Co. have moved from 106

Notre Dame St., East, Montreal, to larger premises at

334 Notre Dame St., West.

TRADE ACTIVITIES AT THE CAPITAL
—Business Showing Improvement—The Books that

Sell—Jams Holds a Successful Competition—Some
Trade Grievances.

Ottawa, April (i. -Book business in the capital has

been fair of late, but an increased demand is anticipated

soon. Many new books are now making their appear-1

ance and in addition to these there are the added

volumes in the fifty-cent cloth bound editions of books,

copyrights of which have expired, altogether likely

to account for greater sales from now on. These fifty

cent books are meeting with great favor and one hears

remarks of astonishment at the quality 'if the work to

be found in them. At such a price the pleasure of read-

ing popular books is not confined to the homes of the

moneyed people, but the laborer may acquaint himself

and his family with the writings of authors of his own
time and generation.

Best Sellers.

Some of the books which have been holding first

place amongst the readers here, are "Anne of Green

Gables," "Septimus," "Gentlemen," "Comrades" and

"The Red Mouse," "The Soul of Dominic Wildthorne"

has also met with a good sale as also has "Katrine"

and "The Bridge Builders." A book by no means new,

which has been in popular demand lately is "Looking

Backward," by Bellamy.

In connection with the popular new books, it has

been mentioned to your correspondent that owing to

there not being any Canadian edition of "Anne of Green

Gables" the promptness in securing supply is somewhat

hindered. The books have to be ordered from Boston,

and owing to the great demand, customers are some-

times subjected to delays. This is a Canadian story by

a Canadian writer, and it is a pity that no Canadian

publisher has seen fit to negotiate for an edition.

A Competition.

"The Bookstore" held a competition for boys last

month. The prizes offered were books, or part payments
on books, and were for the longest list of words formed

by using the letters in the words "Jarvis, The Book-
store." Mr. Jarvis reports a good return from this

competition and intends holding one for the girls. The
competition was confined to boys of fifteen years and

under, and some splendid lists are said to have been

received.

The Public, Library has added all the recent issues

of the International Library of Technology and now has

practically a complete set of these important works.

The books being in constant demand by students and
workmen, the whole were transferred from the reference

to the circulating library, thus enabling those interested

to take the books home for study and perusal.

A binding exhibit was held at the Public Library
which was interesting and instructive. The articles

shown were a sewing bench with books partly sewn and
a number of books showing the different stages of the

work up to the bound book. An interesting series of

mounts illustrated the character and artistic quality of

the different bindings from the earliest times to the

present day.

The E. B. Eddy Co. is completing a new factory

near its Hull works for the production of plate paper
for the covering of books. The capacity will be from
five to ten tons a day, and the company expects to find

a Canadian market for the entire output.

Picture Post Cards Still Sell.

Any suggestion to the effect that the popularity of

the picture post card is on the wane would be instantly-

squelched upon enquiry at the Ottawa post office. The
authorities this year state that there has been a steady
increase in the use of post cards, fancy and otherwise.

The demand for postals commemorative of St. Patrick's

Day was far in excess of the supply, and booksellers

were petitioning one another for extra supply. Very
little trouble is said to be experienced by the local post-
office with obscene cards. The number of these sent as
well as of the vulgar type of postal which was formerly
sold by most stationers has greatly decreased, for any
that are sent, are detained by the authorities.

The supply of Easter cards betokens an anticipated
increased trade and many pretty and dainty designs
appropriate for the season are being shown.

.lames Hope & Son were the sucessful tenderers for

the music books for the Public Schools and also for the
civic, supply of stationery.

Col. Denison's Book.

Some dissatisfaction is expressed here over the man-
ner in which circularizing for orders for Col. Denison's
new book has been pursued. It seems that the house
publishing the book extracted an agreement as to date
of announcement by the booksellers, but these in turn
have been surprised and incensed over the action of
another house in soliciting orders for the book long in
advance of the agreed-upon date. It is possible Ottawa
has not been the only city so affected and its dealers
will undoubtedly welcome opinions and comments from
their brethren in other towns and cities.

The Public Library Committee are calling for ten-
ders for periodicals. The contract is to cover a period
of three years and the Board can make such changes as
are desired each year. G. E. M. H.
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PERSONAL AND TRADE ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
— Traveling Salesmen for Eastern Houses Return from the West—New
Stores Being Opened—A Fernie Store that will Beat them All

—

Booksellers Visit Toronto—Several Delegates to Missionary Congress.

A. H. Cooper, Toronto, dealer in post cards and

stationery, has assigned.

Neil C. Miller, Toronto, bookseller and stationer,

has retired from business.

The Imperial News Co., Toronto, expect to open a

branch in Montreal shortly.

H. G. Macpherson is the successor of the Bennett

News Co., White Horse, Y.T.

W. H. Morrison has started a drug and stationery

business at Dauphin, Manitoba.

R. Uglow of R. Uglow & Co., Kingston was noticed

in Toronto early in the month.

L. Baker, druggist and stationer, Bobcaygeon, is

advertising his business for sale.

Dr. Carter has purchased the drug and stationery

business of W. J. Hilton, Boisevain, Man.

A. A. Andrews, Campbellton, N.B., accompanied by

Mrs. Andrews, paid a visit to Toronto this month.

Harry Meen, Toronto, dealer in fancy goods and

stationery, has sold his business to Lome I. Morris.

J. E. Rutledge of Fort William was another book-

seller from a distance who visited Toronto this month.

J. J. Masse has transferred his stationery business

from Lachine, Que., to 406 Notre Dame St. West, Mon-
treal.

S. E. Briggs, representing Fleming H. Revell Co.

New York, was in Toronto, calling on his agents there,

recently.

Mr. Brimaeombe of Brimacombe Bros., Vermilion,

Alta., came east a week or so ago and did some buying

in Toronto.

Mr. Stewart of Stewart & Thompson, booksellers,

Fort William, attended the Laymen's Missionary con-

gress in Toronto.

S. B. Gundy, of the Oxford University Press, To-

ronto, sailed for the old land on the ocean-flyer Maure-

tania on April 14.

The Benson Johnston Co., Stratford, wholesale and

retail dealers in stationery and office supplies, are mov-

ing to Hamilton.

G. W. Hustayte has accepted a position with the

Douglas Co. of Edmonton. He was formerly with W. G.

Stephenson of Westaskiwin.

W. N. Braund, who has conducted a drug and sta-

tionery business in Dundas for the past six years, has

sold out to W. H. Cummins.

V. Honig, bookseller and stationer, Vancouver, is

opening a store in Seattle. This time it is a Canadian
invasion of the United States.

Robert Martin of the Canada Drug and Book Co.,

Regina, was in Toronto early in the month, incidentally

doing some buying for his firm.

The capital stock of the Educational Book Company
of Toronto has been increased by supplementary letters

patent from $200,000 to $250,000.

H. C. Woods, western representative of Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, left on April 1 for a flying trip to the

coast, carrying holiday stationery.

W. G. Pettingell, doing business at Regina as the

Pettingell Book Company, has made a voluntary assign-

ment for the benefit of his creditors.

W. J. F. Mallagh of London wore a pleasant smile

when asked how trade was up in his city. He did some
buying in Toronto a week or so ago.

J. M. Plaunt of Renfrew and W. K. Ireland of Owen
Sound were two out-of-town buyers who visited the

Toronto wholesales early this month.

James Imrie, Montreal representative of the W. J.

Gage Co., Toronto, attended the meetings of the Lay-
men's Missionary Congress in Toronto.

Lome Twiss of the traveling staff of Warwick Bros.

& Rutter, left for the west on April 2, carrying several

score trunks of import fancy goods samples.

Ottawa Typewriter Company, Limited, have been

incorporated to carry on the business of manufacturing
stationers and typewriter agents and dealers.

D. McKinnon is opening a new book and stationery

store 'in Regina. He was formerly in the employ of the

C.I'.R. and orginally hailed from the grand old county
of Glengarry.

W. C. Bell of the Musson Book Co., Toronto, leaves

in the course of a few days for his regular western trip.

This year, the trade wHll be pleased to know, he intends

to take Mrs. Bell with him.

An exhibit of cards, calendars and holiday papeteries
is being made at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, this

month by the Copp, Clark Co. The sample room is in

charge of John Graham.

The Bennett News Co. who sold out their business
at White Horse recently, are going to open up in Prince
Rupert this summer. They evidently believe in getting

into a good spot early.

Art Wallpaper Shop, Limited, have been incorporated
at Toronto with power to manufacture and deal in wall-

papers and hangings of all kinds, paints, oils, glass,

moldings, frames, pictures, etc.

Travelers say that Calgary is going ahead. One
knight of the grip, who never used to stay there more
than two days in the past, had to spend four days there
this year (and he was sober, too.)

This year W. .J. Gage & Company, Toronto, cele-

brate the sixty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of

their business. A handsome illustrated booklet in honor
of the event is in course of preparation.

Lisgar Lang of Russell Lang & Co., Winnipeg, who
has been spending the winter in California, is expected
home this month. He was unfortunate (?) enough to
miss a good many of the book travelers.

W. Robertson, who was one of the local travelers
for the W. J. Gage Company in Toronto, has joined his
father, J. S. Robertson, and will assist him in the sec-

retarial work of the National Sanitarium.

W. H. Murch of St. Thomas, one of the old-time On-
tario booksellers, attended the big Laymen's Missionary
Congress in Toronto this month. Another bookseller
who was also present was J. S. Copland of Brock ville.
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Broadway Drug Company, doing business at 474

Spadina Avenue, Toronto, have been incorporated. Their

charter empowers them to deal in all kinds of books,

stationery, leather and fancy goods, and office supplies.

Capital $40,000.

E. J. Kastner, secretary and general manager of

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, 136 St. James St.,

Montreal, visited the New York office early in April.

Mr. Kastner was accompanied by H. H. Hebb, who re-

cently returned from a business trip to the coast.

A. W. Arnott, of 77 York Street, Toronto, who
has been on a business trip in the Old Country, paid a

visit to the London office of The Bookseller and Sta-
tioner quite recently. Mr. Arnott hoped to make sev-

eral of his lines more interesting for the Canadian
market, before returning.

George Stewart of the Oxford University Press,

Toronto, got back to headquarters from his western
trip recently and reported good business. He was es-

pecially pleased with the way the trade ordered the

Hodder & Stoughton and Oxford juveniles, which many
admitted were the best on the market.

Harold W. W. Copp, of the Copp, Clark Co., has an
attractive display of books in Room 744, King Edward
Hotel, Toronto. He is well pleased with the business

being done, stating that during the first week, he sold

as much as during his whole stay there last year. The
Jack color books are his most attractive offering.

The advance guard of book and stationery traveling

men are back from their spring trips to the coast, all

apparently well pleased with the business done. Among
the first to return was "Tom" Allen of McLeod &
Allen. Then in came J. B. Hay, of Eaton, Crane &
Pike Co. and George Stewart of the Oxford Press.

N. A. Suddaby, who was one of the unfortunates to

be burnt out in the big Fernie fire, is moving into his

new store, which a well-known traveler declares to be

"without exception the finest fitted book store in Can
ada." All the fixtures and silent salesmen are of ma-
hogany. Mr. Suddaby is an old Berlin hoy, who has

been most successful in the west.

George McLeod of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, will

join a small party of New York publishers at New
York on April 24 and will sail for England with them

on the S.S. Carmania. In the party will be E. J.

Clode, who is going across to see his star author,

Louis Tracy, Alex. Grossett, of Grossett & Dunlap, and

W. B. Hadley, manager of the U. S. branch of Cassell

& Co.

Wilburn M. Robertson, for eight years on the staff

of the W. J. Gage Co., Toronto, and of late years city

traveler, was made the recipient recently at the hands

of his old associates, of a handsome gold watch. Mr.

Robertson has left the Gage Co. to enter business on
his own account, becoming associated with his father,

J. S. Robertson, principal of the firm of The J. S.

Robertson Co., publishers and advertising specialists.

152 Bay Street, Toronto.

Henry Button, manager of the Canadian Branch of

Cassell & Co., returned to Toronto about the end of

March, after spending some weeks in England. He and
Mrs. Button were the guests of honor at a luncheon

party given by the general manager of the firm, Arthur

Spurgeon, at the de Keyser's Hotel. Mrs. Spurgeon and

the departmental managers and their wives were also

present. Cassell & Co.'s motto for Canada is said to

be "You press the Button, he'll do the rest."

Mr. Hills of Hills & Co., London, manufacturers of

cards and calendars, who paid a hurried visit to Toronto
on March 30, says that conditions are imuroving slowly

in the Old Land. Business last season in his lines was
just about up to the average of the preceding year so

far as England was concerned. There was quite a heavy

falling off in Canada, but Mr. Hills anticipated big gains

this season. His representatives in Canada are the

Copp, Clark Co. and in the United States, Hills &
Hafely of New York.

T. E. Menzies of Menzies & Co., Toronto, who has

lately returned from the Pacific Coast, says "I think

things are going to boom this year. I did about twice

as much business as on my first trip last year. There

still seems to be a shortage of money, when you get off

the main line, but in Vancouver money is rushing in and

real estate investments are on everyone's tongue. In

the case of merchants speculation does not interfere with

business to the extent it did. In our trade there seems

to be no dabbling in real estate. The dealers are buying

heavily on the strength of the tourist trade."

Our Holiday Line
is now fully displayed and far more than meets our expectations. It

surpasses any former efforts on our part and -we Know you -will agree

witH us when you see it. It is full of novelties and beautiful combina-
tions of colorings and ornamentations which 'will please the most dis-

criminating, No one will maKe a mistaKe in waiting to see it, for its

values are unprecedented. The boxes from 20 cents to $ l.OO are

exceptionally attractive. The entire line is grand.

TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD (EL CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 (EL 427 Broome Street, New YorK, U.S.A.
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER—
Christmas Cards and Calendars Being Shown—Paper Rope and its

Manifold Uses—Something About Slates—New Pencils and Pens.

An Ice-Cup of Crepe Paper Rope.

Paper Rope and Its Manifold Uses.

First employed

as an attractive

finish to window

and show-case dec-

oration, every day

adds a new phase

to the usefulness

of crepe paper

rope. 1 1 is very

easy to make. For

an ' 2-inch, two-

strand rope, cut a

roll of the crepe

paper in halves.

< Ine girl takes me
end of the crepe;

another girl, the

other end. The

crepe is t li e n

-I retched and the

girls begin to twist it, each girl twisting to the right.

When tightlj twisted, the ends are fastened that they may

not unwind, and the second strand is twisted in the same

manner. Then each girl takes an end of the two strands

and this time twists the paper to the left. II' the foun-

dation crepe paper is of good quality, a verj strong and

durable rope may be made in this way. in any color or

combination of colors.

The ordinary use id' crepe rope, as has been hinted,

is as a finish to llai decorations, as a border to back-

grounds and floor coverings, to divide into panels and

outline designs, ami mosl effective and extensive this

use is.

Combined with tassels, it is often used as a curtain

or portiere. Tassels are made as follows: Kohl a piece

of crepe one yard long and ten inches wide into thirds.

Then fold into halves. Slash to within two inches of

the top. Slip string through the fold ami pleat the paper

along the string. Tie both end- i f siring at tup. Turn

inside out. Place a wad i I' paper inside and lie tightly

below it to form heading. Glue tassel to end of cord.

Crepe paper cord may be glued into almosl any shape.

In oval or circular form it is used for show-case or win-

dow mats.

Over a wire foundation, it is used for hats and is a

very close imitation of straw.

Jardiniere <•< vers are made of it, and table decorations

without end. The accompanying illustration of a fleur-

de-lis ice-cup shows the beautiful effectiveness of this

crepe paper rope.

New House Organ

"Push and Pull," is the appropriate title of a little

eight-page house organ "issued as occasion demands.'* by

th,. Copp, Clark <'o. In it are advertised and illustrated

the various lines manufactured and handled by the firm.

Tin- back leaf, which is detachable, contains an order-

blank, on which prospective buyers can jot down their

will undoubtedlv berequirements. "Push and Pul

useful.

New Lines From Hamilton.

Several new lines of scribblers and exercise books
have been added to the stock of Buntin, (iillies & Co.,

Hamilton. Anions' these, four might be specially men-
tioned, two scribblers, "Homeward Pound" and "The
Leader," and two exercise books, "Tiger" and "The
Herald." The, covers are appropriate and attractive and
are -lire to be popular with the children.

Holland Linen.

Correspondence is in itself an art, and writing to

one's Friends is a pleasure when the quality and surface

of the paper used offer no cause I"! complaint or regret.

Perfection is not reached until main processes of experi-

ment are undergone but in the end a satisfactory pro-

duct is attained. W. J. Gage iV Co., Toronto, who
made a most attractive display in the Manufacturers'

Building at the Canadian National Exhibition last year

of their popular and high-class brand of writing- paper,

known as Holland Linen, believe they have reached the

acme in a standard brand of stationery. Sample pape-

- of this hue line were presented to many visitors

to demonstrate the superiority of Holland Linen, which,

in the way of society stationery, has achieved a recogni-

tion thai must be gratifying to the makers. It is man-
ufactured in time shades—white, azurette and grey

—

and

in six convenient si/.es, with envelopes to match. For
fashionable correspondence no medium-priced note paper

has given such general satisfaction. Holland Linen is a

I
hi |

,o i of splendid finish with a beautiful velvet writing-

Holland Linen at Toronto Exhibition.
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surface. Its texture is everything that the most exact-

ing can desire, possessing all the refinement and attrac-

tiveness of any linen paper and at the same time afford-

ing a smooth, even surface that makes letter-writing a

positive delight instead of an irksome or disagreeable

task.

Savory Cards for 1909.

Asked as to what he considered the most outstand-

ing make of card in the Savory line for 1909, T. E.

Menzies of Menzies & Co., Toronto, Canadian represen-

tatives for Savory & Co., pointed to the alligator

leather effects in calendars and blotters and remarked

that they were attracting every buyer's attention be-

cause of their uniqueness.

"The general hand-colored line on red and white

mounts, which created such favorable comment in pre-

vious seasons seems to be just as popular as ever," said

Mr. Menzies. "As for Christmas cards, their sale is

certainly on the increase in Canada. Privates and auto-

graphs are not so much in evidence but, of course, have

a tremendous and increasing vogue."

"This year," continued Mr. Menzies, "we have in-

troduced cards with greetings in French, which will be

very popular in Quebec. Calendars with pictures by

Will Owen, Hassall, Lawson Wood, Tom Browne and the

other English comic artists are selling well."

The Diamond series of cards, made by Dorendorff &
Co., London, for whom Mr. Menzies is Canadian agent,

are being supplied this year as Christmas, New Year
and birthday cards as well as private greetings and the

range is big and popular. The autograph line has some
catchy numbers, including special English, Irish, Scotch

and Welsh designs, automobile, golf and hunting cards.

New Johann Faber Stock.

Through the courtesy of the Copp. Clark Co., illustra-

tions have been secured of several of the new pencils and
oilier goods being manufactured by Johann Faber.

No. 4023 is the Postograph Copying Pencil, with point

protector, extra hard lead, a clear copier, solid wood end.

li is fitted with patent sliding point protector and is put

No. 5718, vulcanized rubber letter opener. .$1.80 per

dozen. No. 2438, polished metal letter opener, $2 per

dozen.

Quality Cards.

The Copp, Clark Co. are showing this season a dis-

tinctive and unique series of cards, made by an American

firm, which will be found attractive to those in search of

novelty in Christmas card creations. These are the "Qual-

ity" cards. Many of them are in i lie form of letters, con-

taining the sentiments of the world's great men. These

are either in script, embossed, or in illuminated lettering.

A pretty little series consists of a folder in green, con-

taining a Christinas wish, the words being by Dickens,

Stevenson, Van Dyke, and other noted writers. A simi-

lar series in red contains a New Year's wish.

A novelty is in the form of a parchment imitation of

a last will and testament, duly signed and sealed, and con-

veying Christmas blessings.

There is altogether a wide range, retailing from 5 cents

to 2") cents each. Each card or letter is put up in a hand-
made linen envelope.

English Cards.

This year's showing of Hills & Co. 's "For the Em-
pire" series of cards and calendars, now being made by
the Copp. Clark Co., indicates improvement all along the

line. The range is more extended every year and the

quality of the art work is better. More attention is be-

ing paid to Canada, several new cards appropriate to this

country being noticed.

Among the truly Canadian cards shown are a series

hearing the names of the different provinces, embossed
in gold; a series, the lettering on which is composed of
imitation heads of wheal; a series in which maple leaves
are predominant: another in which maple leaves entwine
a sheaf of wheat. There is also a series bearing the coats
of arms of the various provinces and leading cities. All
these cards are listed at $10 per 100.

In the cheaper grades, at $2.50 per 100, there are

cards wiih good luck emblems, hollv and other designs.

^%e|iP^|J *SS% P0ST06rrflVrr4«VHftm,:

up on attractive display cards, twelve pencils to a card.

$7.50 per gross.

No. 1235 is the Adonis Pencil, in fifteen degrees of

perfection, hard lead, twelve pencils in a box.

No. 3704 is the new Jupiter pencil, with gilt tip and

rubber, one dozen in a box, price $4.50 per gross.

No. 5700, the new Raphael pencil assortment, six

dozen to a box, round and hexagon cedar pencils, thick

gauge, natural polished, silver stamp, all with nickel tip

and rubber, $1.50 per box.

No. 5705, Nonpareil pencil assortment, six dozen to

a box, round cedar pencils, polished, silver stamp, nickel

tip and rubber, $1.80 per box.

Penholder assortment No. 8, six dozen to a box, all de-

grees of thickness, various colors, polished, $4.S0 pet-

gross.

No. 2234, Apollo eraser in 20 's, 30 's, and 40 's, soft

white rubber, very durable, $1.50 per lb.

No. 1862, paper knife, 5y2 inches long, rosewood han-

dle, best of steel blade, $1.80 per dozen. No. 2424E is

&^2 inches long, ebony handle. $3.60 per box.

embossed in parchment covers with four-page insert;

pebbled ingrain covers with no inserts, having as sub-

jects repreductions of celebrated paintings.

At $5 per 100, there are embossed parchment covers,

lithographed holly and other designs, good luck em-
blems and tasty views, friendship greetings and famous
quotations; and pebbled ingrain covers, with such de-

signs as, "Hands Across the Sea," and reproductions of

famous paintings. At $7.50 per 100, there are Egyptian
good luck emblems, and unique lettering; pressed flowers

from the Holy Land, Harrison Fisher pictures, humorous
pictures, etc.

The Poinsettia flower design, embossed in colors and

also hand-painted, comes at $10 per 100. There is also

an attractive series a,t $12.50 per 100.

Sample Pens.

Small envelopes, containing a number of samples of

the Crucible steel pen, have been made up by the Copp,

Clark Co. for general distribution. An accompanying

folder describes the pen, giving particulars and prices of

the various styles. Those who receive the samples are

requested to experiment with them until they find the

style best suited to their requirements and then to order

through the local stationer. This campaign in the inter-

ests of the Crucible pens should be appreciated by the

t rade.
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HOW THE PHONOGRAPH COMPANIES
Help the Dealer—The Problem of Distribution

—

The Jobber—Condition Imposed upon the Dealer

—Appointing Agents—Co-operation with Dealers

—

By Frederic Charles Coulson.

One of the biggest problems that faee the manufac-

turer of any given product is distribution. How to cover

a certain territory with his goods to meet the demand re-

sultant upon advertising and other selling forces is a ques-

tion that frequently worries him. In the phonograph busi-

ness this difficulty is practically overcome by a thorough

systematic scheme of sales organization of which the

head office is the central point. This system enables the

headquarters to keep in close touch with its jobbers and

agents. The company knows accurately what each is do-

ing and just exactly how they stand with regard to busi-

ness, the possibilities of their respective territories and

just how far they are being developed.

A country is divided into districts ovei each of which

a jobber is appointed as a distributor, lie also has the

appointing of agents for his own territory. A dealer in

a small town where there is no agency applies to the

nearest jobber for the agency in his locality. The appli-

cant is looked up in Dun's or Hradst reefs to ascertain if

he is engaged in business. He must be a storekeeper

If he is rated satisfactorily two copies of an agreement

contain the conditions under which all the selling agents

of the company must work. They compel the dcalei to

place an initial order with tiie jobber for three repre-

sentative types of machines and one hundred and fifty re-

cords. This constitutes the minimum of stock which must

be kept.

When Dealer is Accepted.

If the applicant accepts the conditions contained in

the agreement, of which there are two copies, the jobber

retains one and forwards the other to the company for

their consideration. The dealer's appointment comes

shortly after when he is notified by the jobber that the

company has accepted his application. The dealer then

upon the receipt of the initial order becomes a full-fledg-

ed member of the company's vast army of agents. He is

now a unit in their widespread sales organization, whose

network of agents covers the entire continent.

Chief among the conditions with which the dealer is

called upon to comply is that he is not to indulge in price

cutting under any consideration. Thus the dealer and pub-

lic alike are protected. He must also be an active sales-

man and be able as time goes on to show actual returns in

proportion to the size of his territory or run the risk of

having the agency taken away from him. The phonograph

companies allow no "deadwood" among their agents.

A Million a Year.

Over a million dollars a year is said to be spent an-

nually on advertising by the phonograph companies : and

looking over t he magazines and newspapers that come to

hand this would seem to be literally true. A large pro-

portion of this annual appropriation is devoted to co-

operating with the dealer in his publicity. The advertis-

ing department looks after all details in connection with

expenditures for space. Besides the immense amount of

white space which the phonograph companies use in the

magazines, contracts are made with newspapers in local-

ities where the companies are represented by agents or

jobbers. Of course, such a comprehensive advertising

campaign materially helps the dealer in selling his stock.

The interest in the phonograph publicity is always kept

fresh by reason of the fact that the companies are con-

stantly introducing new improvements in their product

and continually making new series of records as popular

songs, operas and matters of political moment in turn

take the public fancy. In connection with the advertis-

ing department is a copy service bureau which aims to

supply the dealer regularly with original ideas in adver

Using, furnish him with advertising copy, ready-made

newspaper ads., illustrations, etc., so that the dealer

himself may be enabled to carry on to the best advantage

the work of publicity in his own locality.

When it is considered that the phonograph companies
are able to hire the services of the best advertising ex-

perts in the country combined with the skill of such ar-

tists of note as James Montgomery Flagg, J. J. Gould
and others it will be easily seen that the co-operation
rendered the dealer in this regard is of no mean order.

When the experimental departments of the companies
are successful in improving the quality of the machine
or records, care is taken that the public shall become
fully acquainted with the facts. When a certain com-
pany discovered a process which made their records un-

breakable, thus eliminating' the chances of breakage in

transit and offering a rare selling advantage to the

dealer because of their durability, thousands of dollars

were spent in placing them before the public. As usual,

of course, the dealer received a large share of the profit

derived from this source.

Refer Customers to Dealers.

Another way in which the companies help the dealer

is in the matter of orders. When an inquiry is received

by the company in response to their magazine advertise-

ments, a reply is written the. correspondent and lie is re-

ferred to his local dealer or the dealer in the town near-

est him. A carbon copy of this reply and the original

letter received is at (nice forwarded to the dealer ncaiest

the correspondent so that he is enabled to take hold of

the matter and handle it intelligently. Should an inquiry

In- received by the jobber the same course is followed, 'lie

jobber pointing out to the inquirer thai express charges

will he saved by Inlying from the I'.ical dealer and that

exactly the same careful attention will 'ie i;iven the 01

dei

The percentage of profits on phonographs and records

averages fairly high. Anywhere from 35 per cent, to 65

per cent, profit may be obtained from the sales of these

goods, and active dealers will turn their investment from

three to ten times a year. It will be seen from this that

Ihe income derived by the dealer will amount to a con-

siderable sum annually.

That the consistent following out of the foregoing po-

licy has been exceedingly profitable, the phenomenal

growth of the phonograph business will amply testify

There are very rare cases indeed where the talking ma-
chine has not been heard and very few homes where they

are not wanted or alreadv in use.

A BRANTFORD BOOKSELLER'S CREDITABLE
HOUSE ORGAN.

Stedman's Monthly is the name of a house organ
issued fey Stedman Bros., Branfcford. It is edited by B.

G. Newton, their advertising manager, who says that as

far as he knows it is the only house organ in the world

devoted to the one object of pushing the sale of post cards.

That the paper is popular among the trade is evidenced

by the fact that many of its readers say that rather

s*
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than do without it they would willingly pay regular

magazine rates for it. This is not to be wondered at.

Stedman's Monthly comes very close to fulfilling the

highest possibilities of a house organ. Besides the in-

formation which it supplies about the goods it is used

to advertise, it contains much sound, practical informa-

tion for the dealer. In connection with its other fea-

tures there is a regular department on advertising, with

helpful hints and suggestions, talks on window dressing,

store management and trade problems. These are some
of its strong points which make it a valuable aid to the

dealer in the promotion of good business. Typographi-

cally the general arrangement of the matter' could be im-

proved somewhat, but it is best not to forget that

ancient adage about inspecting the dental work of a gratis

equine. The editor of Stedman's Monthly acknowledges

the defects beforehand, but explains them by say'ing :

"I had my troubles with the printer." He aiso adds

that the paper is lightei than it should be for artistic

printing, hut this is made necessary because of the

postal regulations regarding the two-cent weight limit.

The si/e of the paper at present is 50 pages, including

the cover. It is the intention next month to increase

this to ">fi pages which will make it quite a bulky period-

ical. The editor of Stedman's monthly deserves the

good wi-hes of the trade for the capable manner in

which he edits ibis desirable publication. He certainly

manages to get a lot of really valuable matter into

its pa^es which can be used to advantage to develop

more business for the dealer.

.1. Holland, representing Castell Bros, wholesale

stationers and manufacturers, London, England, is ex

pected shortly in Canada.

<[|The time to correct

mistakes is before
they happen.

•J It will be a grave mistake to let your
wall paper stock represent anything
under top-notch in range and variety

this Spring. The Season is to be a

hummer- an early one, too.

^ Our stock and co-operation are at

your service— what can we do for

you ? Samples of papers to add to

your stock will be gladly sent, charges

prepaid, if you will let us know your
requirements.

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

Manufacturers of Fine Wall Papers

933 Yonge Street, - Toronto, Ont.

EDISON
Phonographs and Records

Cut thi s

Coupon out
and send to-

day for full

particulars
of exclusive
sale for Edi-

son Phono-
graphs and
Records for

your town.

If there is not a dealer already established in

your town for this popular and well-advertised

make of Phonogragh : : : : :

You Can Control the Sale of Them
by placing your order with us at once, but you must agree not to cut

prices as these goods are sold at one price only. There is a big margin

of profit with only a small amount of cash invested.

When you sell a Phonograph you make a nice profit

and just start an everlasting customer for records

SEND FOR CATALOGUE The
R.S. Williams

&SonsCo

Winnipeg, Man.

Limited

Toronto, Ont,
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BE A SALESMAN
We will teach you to be an Expert Salesman in eight

weeks by mail, and assist you to secure a position with
a reliable firm. Through our

Free Employment Bureau
the largest of its kind in the world, we have placed hundreds
of our Graduates in good paying positions, and always have
scores of good openings. Traveling Salesmen earn from
$1,000 to $10,000 a year and expenses. If you want to make

big money, fill out and mail the attached coupon today for
our free book "A Knight of the Grip," Address our
nearest office.

Dept. 356 National Salesman's Training Association

New York Chicago San Francisco

Kansas City Minneapolis

PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

Standard

CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At I, ."., i'i, 7, 8, <i and In per cenl per annum i>y N v col-

on M ittk, 5th Edition. Price, sli.iHl

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the game author, On flue heavy paper and strongly

bound. Price, $3.00

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of

Days Combined
it 3, 3%, 4, .".. w., 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum Hy

Charles M.C Huohks Price, $5.00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,

rates from % per cent, to 3| per cent., inclusive Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days al .> pel

cent., by means of which (in connection with Oorapars

tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can be oh

tained at any rate fr J per cent to 10 pel cent

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST I AHI.fcs

for obtaining interest on any rate from J per cenl bo 10

per cent, inclusive, on the basis of 365 days to the ycai

in k per cent rates. By Charles M, C. Hughes
Price, *2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis oi 365 days

to the year', for one, two, three and four months and

days of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes By CHARLES M. C. HUGHES (on

folded card. 14Jx9V4), strongly hound. Price, $1.00.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2Vi, 3or3'/i percent, (each on separate card), on the

hasis of one month, being 112 part of a year. By
Charlks M. c. Hughes Price, si im

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, anil rice

versa, advancing liy 8ths and lHllis, with other useful

tables By KwiSii BUOHAH Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to I he rate of dis

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of hills of exchange drawn al any rate, of

having any number of days to run, etc., etc By K.w t\<

Bi-chan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)

lining sterling into dollars and cents and ibt rersa,

from £\ upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into

New York and vice versa. By EwntG BUCHAN. Price

in sheets), each, 20c ; mounted (on hoards', each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs

from tive per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

per cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
8 Martin Price, SI. 50. Full hound leather limp
New.

The Importers' Guide
A hand-hook of advances 'of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLF,, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of

46 yards By U CAMPBELL and J. W. LITTLE.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of

Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLIHHERM

115 and 117 Notre Dame St.. West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS., Ltd.. Toronto, carry a ful

line of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This houae is pleasantly and conrenjentl]
located on the +';isi ride of Queen Street. Th-
rooms are bright and cheerful, Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool Hot and
cold water batns A UcNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first class hotel is si conveniently

situated in the coolest and In all hiesl pari of th.-

city Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and mar to all principal pub
lie buildings Cool and lofty bed m^- Spacious
dining and ladies rooms Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH. - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in Ma]

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, - - - Manager
For rates, etc., apply

IKIMDAI) SHIPPING ft TRADING CO
29 Brosdway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
Tht- most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, OXT

.TAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

J£NKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fin- Insurance Agents.
I5V4 Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in.

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

i rade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair.
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal. 1897.

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at the same price.

r1D t H, with rubber tips,

HB,H, 2H,3H,4H, B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers. TORONTO.

A well-know author not long ago
Rtepped into a book-store, but Eor

some little time could not attract the

attention of a clerk, all interest be-

ing cent it'd in a stout g-entleman who
was jotting dov\n figures on a pad.
The author strolled over in that di-

rection and heard the head clerk re-

mark :

"And now, sir, you have almost
completed a library of which you will

he proud
; but, of course, you will

want Balzac f"

"Waal, T don't know, now. You
see, we've only pot two feet and
seven inches' space left," the old gen-

tleman replied. "(Jo ahead and meas-
ure him, though, and if he isn't too

wide I'll take him too," he added.—
"Success Magazine."

An American Boy, weary of Sport

insf Life, was on an Outing, when he

met the Modern Priscilla, a Popular
memher of the Smart Set. He de-

clared his love at Sunset and told her

how much he longed for Suburban
Life and Good Housekeeping. She was
at. that time impressed with a .scien-

tific American, an ardent exponent of

Physical Culture. The other Outlook
seemed more favorable, however, and
she decided to become the Youth's

Companion and have her own Ho ise

and Garden, even though it should

entail Dressmaking at Home. They
went to the Judge and were married.

They then decided to Travel, and set

out across the Pacific, followed by

Everybody's grood wishes for Success

in Life.
—"Success Magazine."
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A Better Proposition Than Ever Before
Columbia Records are a better proposition for the dealer and the customer than they ever
were. They have doubled in value—in this way : Every Columbia Disc contains two

records, which are sold at the price of one— 85c. What
customer is there who will not appreciate greater value for

his money ? It works both ways. It means economy for

the customer, and it means bigger sales for the dealer

because of that inducement. Columbia Disc Records possess

advantages not to be found in

any other records. Also they

are guaranteed. This protects

the dealer as well

as the customer.

The new Colum-
b i a Cylinder
Records are
absolutely un-

breakable Have
vou heard them
yet?

Type B Y

List Price

$80

Two Records

;il a

Single Price,

85c.

Fil any

Disc

Machine

Let Us Send You Price

Lists and Terms. Write

Toronto Phonograph Co., Ltd.
Exclusive

Columbia Jobbers

40 MELINDA STREET
TORONTO

NEW MAGAZINE A SELLER.
The Now Magazine has arrived and No. 1 is on sale

at all news-stands. Henry Button, Canadian manager of

Cassell & Co., is delighted with the way the sales have

been mounting up. "We have sold out," lie said on

April 5, "although we ordered neatly 5,000 copies be-

yond our standing order tor our best-selling magazine,

"The Storyteller." The trade are very much pleased

with it, especially as there is an exceptionally good

margin for them."

Mr. Button showed Bookseller and Stationer a letter

from Mr. Spurgeon, the general manager in London, in

which the latter says : "You will be "lad to know that

The New Magazine has been an enormous success. We
sold out the first edition of Kid, 000 on the day of publi-

cation. We reprinted another edition of 20,000 and sold

out. Now a third edition of 20,000 is ready. I am quite

sure this will be sold out before the end of the week.

We have had interviews in all the leading- London and

country papers, and the verdict is enthusiastically in our

favor. 1 hope you will do equally as well with it in

Canada."

A NEW HARMSWORTH PUBLICATION.

On the 26th of this month the Amalgamated Press

will add another weekly paper to their already long list.

This new venture will be entitled "Mother and Home."
It is being- edited by the editress of "Home Chat." The

contents of this new journal will be such as to appeal

directly to mothers, though at the same time to each

member of the household. Specimen copies and adver-

tising- matter will be sent free on application to the

publishers.

CALGARY.
Calgary, April li.—Things are looking up now in this

part of the west and all look forward to a good year's

business. All our stationery stores are at present dis-

playing Easter goods including- cards, booklets, post
cards, and other novelties and by the looks of the trade
being done in this class of goods all will be sold out

before the Easter season closes. Sales on picture post
cards still continue to be good, the best sellers here be-

ing those of our city and surrounding country. The
book trade is good in Calgary at present, but the busi-

ness done is mostly in late copyrights, among the best
sellers being "51-10 or Fight," "Septimus." "Lone-
some Pine," "Peter" and "Lewis Rand." "A Remit-
tance Alan's Letters to his Mother," is also a g-ood

seller in this part of the country. G. A. V.

*

NEW MANITOBA READERS.
New readers for all the public schools of Manitoba

have been decided upon by the advisory board, says the
Manitoba Free Press of April 2, and the department of

education will shortly call for tenders upon the specifi-

cations prepared. The new readers are desig-ned to be a
great improvement upon those now in use and will be
prepared with a patriotic object in view, though not
lessening the Literary merit on that account. Special
attention will be g-iven to industrial life, history and
geography in the selections composing the readers. The
successful tenderer will submit the subject matter to the

advisory board and the minister of education for ap-
proval before the books are finally settled. The readers
that will be ordered are primer and numbers 1 to 4, the

readers in the lower grades being provided free by the
department, to pupils.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The " Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

RATES.
Two cenis per word first insertion ; one cent

per word subsequent insertions.

Five cents additional each insertion where box

number is desired.

Contractions count as one word, but five

figures (as $1,000) are allowed as one word.

Cash remittances to cover cost mu«t accom-

pany all advertisements. In no oase can this rule

he overlooked. Advertisements received without

remittance cannot be acknowledged.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED -The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-

ditlons generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
Interesting articles appearing in the other maga
zlnes and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press Is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable froo.cj

t'« the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

C
S HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX L1BR1S)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., x'ewYork. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES. CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &C [8-09]

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of ait out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puizle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with t tie early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [121

BACK NUMBERS OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER published prior to 1906. Any
parties possessing such and wishing to dispose

of same are invited to correspond with the pub-
lishers, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

I EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
Lv St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12 09)

T EMCKE & BUECHNER, II East 17th St..

\j New York. Best facilities for supplying book*
in all languages.

w ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street). New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK-Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co.. Limited. Office, No 3 Jarvis St,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1578. Art, good work-
manship, business methods, itf i

AGENTS WANTED.
\ FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers are

, \ desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-
dress Box 209, BOOKSELLEW AND STA-

TIONER, Toronto. (4)

WANTED A firm of wholesale agents in Cape
Town wish to communicate with Canadian
dealers in art calendars. Box 210, BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER

SITUATIONS VACANT.
You want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the class of

people you require.

ACTIVE, pushing young man as city salesman.
State experience, salary wanted, and give ref-

erences. Apply to Cloke & Son, Hamilton.
(4)

THE EDITOR OF BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER wants correspondents in all the
larger cities of the Dominion. Apply, stating

qualifications, 10 Front St. East, Toronto.

WANTED— in every 'own and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :—Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a

retired business man for his spare t'me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited
Toronto. (t.f.

N*

BUSINESS FOR SALE
BOOKS, Stationery, Fancy Goods and China

business, in city of 10.000. with trilling op-
position. Stock will invoice about $10,000

and fixtures $1,000. Net profit last year almost
$3,000- Satisfactory reasons for selling. Box
207, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, (tf)

MISCELLANEOUS

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Macnlnes m«ke toil easier Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and I 2» Bay St., Toronto.

rOT ICE Users of Pitner Gasoline Lamps are
warned against being induced to purchase
pans of other makes of lamps to be used on

the Pitner. The most vital part of any lamp is its
generator, and the Pitner generator has been
granted a patent in Canada, the United States and
other countries, on the principle of its improved
method of generating gasoline vapour. Supplied
and parts for the Pitner lamps can be received by
return mail by applying to our representatives or
direct to the PITNER LIGHTING CO., Ltd.,
36-38 Lombard St., Toronto, Ont.

THE CARSWELL COMPANY, Limited, Ade
laide Street, Toronto, are in the market for
early Canadian publications— any book, in-

cluding government documents or statutes, say
prior to 1850. Prior to I 800 preferred. 14)

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for Illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

THE WALES VISIBLE ADDING AND LIST-
ING MACHINE is superior to any other
machine for these reasons, among others:—

Visible Printing, Flexible Keyboar-, Column
Space Bar, Automatic Clear Signal, Adjustment
for Carbon Copies, Eliminating Keys, enabling
the operator by the mere pressure of a kev to add
without listing or list without adding. 30 day*
free trial to responsible people- Write us for free
Illustrated catalogue. Adder Machine Company.
Wilkesbarre, Pa. (tf)

65<
r\ r\nn Not one of the 650,000retall merch-
)U,UUU »nts who have bought a National

Cash Register would think of doing
business without it. The National Cash Register
Co., F. E. Mutton, Canadian Manager, cor. Yonge
Street and Wilton Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED— Position as salesman or manager for

book, stationery or wallpaper business. Ten
years' experience. Good references. Box

208, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. (4)

INFORMATION WANTED.

THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND
Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favot

by acquainting him of any omission* from the
lists published each month.

3«
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Special Offer to Booksellers

THE TIMES BOOK CLUB having a large Surplus

Stock (clean library copies withdrawn from circulation)

of Recent Popular Novels, Works of Biography, His-

tory, Travel, etc., and Publishers' Remainders (new

copies^ is prepared to supply Parcels of Books (your

own selection) to the value of $25 and upwards on the

following convenient terms, viz.:—
One Twelfth of the purchase money to be sent with the order and the

balance in Eleven equal Monthly Instalments.

CATALOGUES AND FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION

ZLl)c Qimcz JBook Club
376-384 Oxford Street London, England

CANADIAN WHOLESALE
HOUSES SUPPLY

(^lipfjant, &nbergon anb

Jferrter's;

Publications

THE FOLLOWING ARE WORTHY OF SPECIAL ATTENTION

DR. ALEXANDER WHYTE'S BOOKS

BOOKS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

ANNIE S. SWAN'S BEST BOOKS

THE LIVING THOUGHTS SERIESOF RELIGIOUS
BOOKLETS. A series of exquisitely bound books
by the very best modern authors, inexpensive, and
easily sent by post; suitable for birthday, Christ-

mas and Easter Gifts.

SCOTTISH BOOKS OF PERMANENT INTEREST

Complete Catalogues post free

100 PRINCES ST., EDINBURGH
21 PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C.

People's Library
100 Titles Now in Stock

20 More Expected July

Sixpenny Novels
NEW TITLES NEW COVERS

BEST SELLING LINE.
NO DEAD TITLES.

NOW is the time to order

"Chums' Annual"
Unable to fill the demand last Fall.

Moral—ORDER AT ONCE.

Have you seen the

44New Magazine "?
Latest Addition to our list.

THREE EDITIONS necessary to fill orders
for first number, just out.

Write for Sample and Prices.

Catalogues, Circulars on Request.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Artists' Materials.

Ramsay, A.. & Sons. Montreal.

Art Publishers.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
Amalgamated Press, Ltd., London, Kng.
American Code Co., New York.
Baker's Book Shop, Birmingham, Kng.
Briggs, Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine, Toronto.
Cassell & Co., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg. Man.
Canadian Facts Publishing Co.. Toronto.

Farm, Field and Fireside, London, Kng.
Financial Post Toronto.
Henry Frowde, Toronto.
Macmillan Co. of Canada, Toronto.

Musson Book Co., Toronto.
Religious Tract Society, London. Eng.

Morton. Phillips ft Co., Montreal.
Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, Edinburgh,

Scotland.

Times Book Club.

Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Copi). i lark Co.. Toronto.
National Blank Book Co.. Holyoke. Muss.

Smith-Davidson & Wri"ht, Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros., & Rutter. Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Paper and Ribbon Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston, Mass.
Underwood, John, & Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
Menzies & Company. Toronto.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston. New York,

Montreal.
Thos. M. Woodhead. Bradford, Eng.

Wheeler, Walter G., & Co.. London, Eng.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg. Man.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Wrifht. Vancouver. B.C.
Sutcliffe-Edmison Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co., Toronto.
Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.

Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Llbrairle Beauchemin, Ltd.. Montreal.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfield.

N.J.
Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins, ('has. M. & Co., Brooklyn.

Underwood, John & Co.. Toronto.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co., New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Li, i i lark Co.. Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Davids, Thaddeus Co., New York.
Higgins, Chas. M. & Co.. Brooklyn.
Payson's.
Reliance Ink Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Smith-Davidson ft Wright. Vancouver, B.C.
Underwood, John, ft Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage. W. J.. ft Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd.. Montreal.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Rumpp. C. P., ft Sons. Philadelphia, Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville. Ont.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co., Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Hurd. Geo. B., ft Co.. New York.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies Co., Hamilton. Ont.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Heath. John. London.
Hinks. Wells ft Co.. Birmingham. Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Macniven & Cameron, Edinbiirp-h and Birm

ingham.
Sanford & Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson ft Wrifht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerlan Pen Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
Waterman. L. E., Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber, A. W.. Newark. N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Ramsay. A.. & Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers, Mass.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Waterman, L. E„ Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Phonographs
Toronto Phonograph Co., Toronto.
Williams. K. S. K Sons. Co.. Ltd., Toronto

Photographic Supplies.
Ward ft Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing ft Mfg. Co..

Montreal.
Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Goodall, Chas.. ft Sons. London.
Hurst, A. 0.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto
Gage, W. J., ft Co.

Post Card Albums.
Patent Interleaf Album Co.. London.

W. C. England.

Rubber Type.
Fulton Rubber Type Co.. Elizabeth. N.J.

School Supplies.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co.. Winnipeg.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Smith-Davidson ft Wrieht. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Gage, W. J., ft Co.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Otto Leder. Saxony. Germany.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co., Philadelphia.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co., New York.

Toys, Games, Etc.
Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.. Toronto.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Paper ft Ribbon Co.. Toronto.
Mittag ft Volger. Park Ridge. N.J.
Underwood, John, ft Co.. Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Stauntons Limited. Toronto.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
Accountants and Auditors

Acme Staple Co., Ltd

Amalgamated Press. Ltd.,

American Code Co
Auld Mucilage Co

36
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A. G. BRADLEY
A Prolific English Writer, who has laken Canada

as the Theme of Several of his Books.

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.

Despite the fact that, he has written four historical

works on Canada, A. G. Bradley is neither a Canadian

nor does he reside 'in this country. He is on the con

trary an Englishman and he lives at Rye in Sussex,

England. He is now in h i - sixtieth year and is produc-

ing books at the rate of about three a year on historical

and topographical subjects. His interest in Canada was
aroused by frequent visits to the Dominion, which were

made easy by a residence of some twelve years in Vir-

ginia alter his graduation from Cambridge. Though he

wrote several books and made numerous contributions

to periodicals prior to 1 fs 5 » r> , he did not begin to write

regularly until then. He contributed the chapter on

"The Conquest of Canada" to the Cambridge Modern

History and the life of "General Wolfe" to the English

Men of Action Series. In 1900 he published his "Fight

with France for North America," and in 1902 his "('an

ada in the Twentieth Century." The sequel to the

former "The Making of Canada" has recently appeared.

He has also contributed "The History of Canada" to

llarmsworth's "History of the World," and is the au-

thor of "Ford Dorchester" in Morang's Makers of

Canada series. Mr. Bradley's books are most readable

and it is to be hoped that he will continue to deal with

Canadian subjects.

V
A writer in Chambers's .Journal has been making

»ome enquiries into the publication of new books in Bri-

tain and presents some interesting comparisons, based

on the statistics of the past three years. New books are

divided into six classes. One goes under the title of

"Fiction and Juvenile Works, etc," a second is "Theo-

logy and l'hilosophy," a third is "History and Bio-

graphy," a fourth is "Arts and Sciences," a fifth is

"Poetry and the Drama," and the sixth is "Travels,

etc." Most people, if asked to set down the order in

which the various classes stand, would place fiction

first, History and Biography second, Travels third, Arts

and Sciences fourth, Theology and Philosophy fifth and

Poetry and the Drama sixth. What is the actual case 1

Fiction, of course, leads by a big margin every year.

But in 1905, Theology and Philosophy stood second,

with History and Biography, Arts and Sciences, Poetry

and the Drama, and Travels, etc. in the order named.
In 190H the various classes ranked the same but in 1907

there was an upheaval. Arts and Sciences take second
place, Theology and Philosophy third, History and
Biography fourth, Travels fifth and Poetry and the
Drama sixth. Alter- all, however, the increase in the
number of reprints is the most notable feature in modern
British publishing. The output of three years ago has
been almost doubled.

F. Clifford Smith of Montreal, who will be best re-

called as the author of the drama, "The Sword of

Damocles," has made a collection of his short stories,

which will be published in the near future in book form,
with the title, "The Fencing Master." These stories,

which have all appeared in leading English and Ameri-
can magazines, include "The Mills of the Cods," "From
out of the Night," "Reveillon," "The Silence of the

Plains" and six others.

Recently 1 had an interesting conversation with a

Toronto publisher on the subject of Canadian hooks. He
is a firm believer in the ultimate appreciation in value

of nearly every hook published in the Dominion. So
strongi] doe- he hold this view, that he is buying up

books right and left and is making a collection of Cana-

diana that can only be excelled by the larger public

libraries. He bases his opinion on two contributor]

conditions, hi -I. the small editions of most contempoi

ary books and second, the rapid growth of our popula

tion. I'ltimatelv there will not be enough copies of the

«*\-*££^w -^w/^
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books to go around and then prices will hegin to rise.

That this time is not far distant is evidenced by the in-

creased - value of certain books published only a few-

years ago. When questioned as to the relative values of

Canadian books printed in England and Canadian

books, printed in Canada, he stated that in the eyes of

the collector, the latter would have the greater value.

"What about the genuine Canadian book, anyway ?

Is there really an appreciable demand for it, and if so,

is the demand increasing ?" This was a question I put

to this same publisher and 1 was glad to learn from
him that the real Canadian book has a field and a

growing field. "I wish I had more Canadian books,"

said the publisher. "Last year we had quite a few

good titles and they sold well. This year there is a

scarcity of them and I am sorry. If we had them, I am
confident that we could sell them." This being the case,

why should we despair of building up a Canadian litera-

ture ? If the work of the Canadian author is appre-

ciated, as the publisher's remarks would indicate, there

he is prepared to support it unqualifiedly. One poor

book is enough to spoil a publisher's reputation and

may be enough to give our Canadian literature a serious

set-back.

V
Owing to the appointment of her husband as Su-

preme Court Reporter at Vancouver, B.C., Isabel Eccle-

stone Mackay has removed from her old home in Wood-

stock, Ontario, in order to take up her residence in the

western city. Mrs. MacKay is probably best known as

a writer of verse, her poetry ranking high among that

of contemporary Canadian poets. She has also produced

some short stories of merit, which have appeared in

such magazines as Cassell's, St. Nicholas, Red Book.

Canadian, Header, People's and the Idler. In the course

of a letter Mrs. MacKay writes, "I have lived all my
life in Woodstock so that the change will be a very com-

plete one and will, I think, have a stimulating effect.

One hates to leave ones native place and can never for-

get it but the world is getting so small now that soon

a trip to Vancouver and back will be all in the day's

work."

1SABKL ECCLESTONE MACKAY
A iCanadian Poetess of distinction, who is to become a resident of Vancouver.

will be encouragement for the embryo writers of the

country to come forth and publish books.

V
There is a custom m Canada, which is probably

more noticeable here than it is elsewhere because of the

comparatively small number of our publications, of

authors paying for the publication of their own books.

The reason for this can be readily understood. A new
and unknown author, unless his or her work is of sur-

passing merit, naturally cannot find a publisher to take

the risk of publication. If the book is to be published.

the author must lend a hand and provide at least a part

of the money necessary to print and bind the book. Un-

fortunately there are authors whose work is so mediocre

that it would be better for the sake of their own feel-

ings and for the credit of Canada, if their books were

never published. It is a debatable point whether a pub-

lisher should consent to put his name on a book, unless

Robert J. C. Stead has been winning much well-

deserved praise for his book of poems, "The Empire
Builders." He has lately been nicknamed "the poet of

the prairies,"—a name which seems to be entirely appro-

priate, as much of his work has to do with life on the

western plains. Just to show how this book is "catch-

ing on" we are informed that the manager of one of the

large insurance companies in the west, having seen Mr.
Stead's book advertised, ordered a copy, and Mr. Stead

was agreeably surprised a week or so later to receive

an order from him for 75 copies, which he stated he was
going to give to each one of the company's representa-

tives. He also stated that in his library of hundreds of

volumes he had no book between two covers which he

prized as highly as Mr. Stead's volume, and intimated

that this is the kind of literature which Canadians
should read.

W. A. C.
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t;:c grange
Professor Goldwin Smith's famous Toronto Residence, the Mecca of all Literary Visitors to Canada.

Goldwin Smith, the Sage of the Grange

Interesting Side Lights on Canada's Most Dis-

tinguished Literary Man—How He Spends his

Day—The Doyen of Canadian Journalism.

The oldest and most distinguished author in Canada

is Goldwin Smith, "the Sage of the Grange." And yet,

the lucre term "author" is scarcely an appropriate one in

this case, for the veteran writer is a scholar, teacher,

critic, reviewer, historian, philosopher and journalist as

well. In fact he often describes himself as a' journalist

and takes a pride in being associated with the printing

art. In his eighty-sixth year he is never idle, and, to

borrow a newspaper expression, he "grinds out more

copy" than many literary men half his age. He was
never known to use a slip-shod or careless phrase, never

guilty of padding, redundancy, monotony, or any of the

minor offences which frequently characterize productions

emanating from much less busy men than the venerable

litterateur. Since his removal to Canada thirty-eight

years ago he has made his home in Toronto. His quaint,

historic, ivy clad residence on Grange Road is one of the

show places of Toronto, with its wide stretch of lawn

and magnificent old elm .trees. With ninety years to its

credit "the Grange" enjoys the distinction of being the

oldest standing residence in Toronto. Its historic charm

and park-like surroundings make it an ideal literary re-

treat. Externally the house is most interesting, but a

glimpse of the interior reveals much more of the home-
like comforts and appointments of the ancient abode

—

its wide, old-fashioned hallway, its Cromwellian dining

room and its ample library. It has been well said that

"the very atmosphere of the apartments seems to stimu-
late memory and thought and it only needs a glance at

the crowded book shelves to have a further incentive to

wield the pen. It must be as easy for Goldwin Smith to

write essays in "The Grange" as for Wordsworth to have
penned sonnets at "Rydal Park."

The Purpose of This Article.

Goldwin Smith has been called "the greatest living

master of style in the English language," but there are

more remarkable things to be said about this great

thinker and zealous worker. He is a newspaper man in

the best sense of the term, and for years has never been

without an organ through which to communicate his opi-

nions to the public on all questions of current interest.

To review his busy life in detail would require many
pages. Rather is it the purpose of this sketch to outline
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briefly some outstanding features of the man, his methods

of work, his daily life, hobbies and associations. lie has

been identified with many causes, and his labors in the

line of educational, legislative, political, industrial and

social reform are all so widely known, and their worth
so generally recognized, that to treat of them at length

would read like a homily on the weather, spring floods

or other trite topics.

University Connections.

Goldwin Smith's name is held dear at Oxford and

other seats of learning, including Cornell University at

Ithica, N.Y., where for three years be was lecturer on

English Constitutional History. So popular was he with

the students that, even to this day, the alumni affection-

ately refer to him as "Goldie" while, six years ago, when
the new $300,000 Hall of Humanities was dedicated, it

was named "Goldwin Smith Hall" in honor of him who
was one of the founders of the University and is still

professor emeritus of that great institution.

His Coming to Canada.

"I well remember .Mr. Goldwin Smith when lie first

came to Toronto," said an old, personal friend the other

day. "I was then a resident graduate in the University

College residence and it was in the month of June. The
sun shone brightly and the air was warm and delightful.

I was studying law at the time and, being an officer of

the University Association, 1 was delegated to go down
to the Queen's hotel and ask Mr. Smith to be present at

our annual convocation and dinner in the evening. I saw

a tall, spare, wiry and active gentleman with a kindly

smile and a pleasant greeting. He consented to attend

and, when be entered the ball, the students gave him an

enthusiastic welcome. I recall one characteristic sentence

in the address which he made upon that occasion, al-

though it is nearly forty years ago. He was speaking of

his own Alma Mater and said. This beautiful day and

these ideal surroundings remind me, as I look into your

blight, young faces, of my own dear Oxford in the green

summer time. He has a tine imagination and he pictured

so graphically the scenes around the famous English seat

of learning, we could almost realize that we had been

students there ourselves. 1 have never known him to

have a day's illness and I prize his friendship to-day as

one of my rarest possessions ; he is in every way a lov-

able old gentleman. I have never met a more genial host

or a more hospitable citizen, while his charitable under-

takings have been countless. His generous liberality and

kindnesses have never been proclaimed from the house
tops, and the public little know of the extent of his ben-

evolence. Goldwin Smith is a fearless, powerful and in-

cisive writer, but he is never unfair, and has never de-

scended to use a coarse, ungentlemanly or cowardly ex-

pression. His attitude and sentiments on all occasions

are his own, and, although with many others I have not

always been able to agree with him, still there has never
been other than pleasantness in our personal relations.

Mentally, he is as alert as half a century ago, while

physically he is uncommonly active, for one of his advanc-
ed years, yet to look at him, so thin in build and spare
in frame and figure, with his walking stick, his constant
companion, in his hand, and with a slight student stoop,

one wonders where he stores up so much bodily energy
and vitality."

Doyen of Canadian Journalism.

Editors and reporters often refer to Goldwin Smith
as the "Doyen of Canadian Journalism." For years he
has been an honorary member of the Canadian Press As-
sociation, and, until the last year or two, usually attend-

ed the annual gatherings and banquets of that body where

he was always given an enthusiastic reception and ac-

corded the post of honor. For nearly a generation he has

written several hundred words every week for the Farm-
ers' Sun under his favorite pseudonym "Bystander," and

his utterances are widely quoted in the newspapers of the

Dominion. In other years he was a contributor to The
Week, The Bystander, The Nation and The Can-

adian Monthly. He began his journalistic work as a

contributor to The London Times and was on the staff

of The Saturday Review. His observations have al-

ways lent strength and value to any publication. Letters

from his pen frequently appear in "The Spectator" and

other high-class English journals on subjects of current

interest.

His Day's Work.

Nine o'clock every morning finds him in his well equip-

ped library, ready for a big forenoon's work. Some of

his literary productions are dictated to his private secre-

tary, .Mr. T. Arnold Haultain, but much is written by

himself, in a clear, steady hand with few alterations. He
continues his labors until lunch hour. The afternoons in

the winter are devoted largely to reading and in the sum-
mer to strolling in his spacious grounds, or enjoying a

drive around the city. "The Grange" is a hospitable

home, and no Englishman or foreigner of note would ie-

gard bis visit to Toronto as complete without calling

upon the master, who is an intimate friend of Rt. Hon.
.James Bryce, Lord Rosebery and other distinguished

statesmen. He is never happier than when surrounded by

a coterie of friends. He is fond of music, plays a good
game of billiards, and in whist is no mean antagonist. He
never plays bridge but docs not disdain a game of pa-

tience. He retires about ten o'clock and at times, when
he does not rest well, he. will get up, and coming down
to his library, will engage in his favorite literary work
until he feels disposed to return to his room. Mr. Smith
ascribes his longevity to his simple, careful living and
his regular habits. While at Oxford he kept his horse
and used it freely, and he also followed the hounds o.i

many occasions. lie is an advocate and supporter of

sports and athletics of all binds, and it is not so long
ago that he was seen bowling on the green on the

grounds of the yacht club at the island.

An Original Thinker.

Of industrious temperament, ripe scholarship, and the

recipient of the highest honors and degrees in the world
of letters, he prefers to he known as plain Goldwin Smith,
his name unadorned by any prefix such as "Professor" or
"Doctor," by which title he is occasionally addressed by
those who know him less intimately. For over half a cen-

tury Goldwin Smith has been in the very forefront of Eng-
lish writers and reviewers. He wields a prolific but not a
bitter pen. He is a great critic but his treatment of any
subject is always couched in temperate and dignified lan-

guage. He has never curried favor with any cause or

party, has not trimmed his sails to catch passing breezes
of approval, but has ever been a deep and original thinker.
His convictions are the result of earnest, serious study.
He is plain and out-spo'ien in his judgments and opinions
and his attitude is never uncertain on what he conceived
to be the right. Severe criticism does not disturb aim,
and, while the press on different occasions has read him
sharp lectures as to the course he should pursue, he has
not, for an instant, deviated from the path which he con-
sidered the proper one to follow—thorny and difficult as
it might appear to be. An uncompromising opponent of

mere party expediency and a staunch enemy of growing
political corruption and immorality, he has always firmly
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held his ground. A consistent advocate of municipal, le-

gislative, and educational reform, he has been a resolute

champion of these causes. He is a warm friend of labor

and of the working man, but an enemy of socialism. In

politics he styles himself a "moderate liberal." While re-

sident in England he took an active part on several occa-

sions in the general elections and was pressed, time and

again, to become a candidate. On one occasion, he nar-

rowly missed a nomination by the non receipt of a tele-

gram at the psychological moment. Tt is understood, that

he has declined similar offers of public confidence in Can-

ada. Mr. Smith is a regular attendant at the little Bap-

tist church near his home and is a firm believer in the

principle of entire separation of Church and State.

His Career.

A passing reference may be made to a few salient

events, in a record so studded with dramatic incidents

His father was a practising physician in Cheshire, Eng-

land, and a man of considerable wealth. His gifted son

was born at Heading and was educated at Eton and after-

wards at Oxford, where he pursued a brilliant course,

winning many prizes and scholarships, particularly in the

ancient languages and English composition. University

College was his Oxford College but he was also a fellow

of Magdalen. A sidelight of interest is that, although he

studied law and was called to the Bar at Lincoln's Inn

in 1817, he never practised the profession. For eight

years he was Regius Professor of Modern History at Ox-

ford and during the American war, he was a staunch

champion of the North. Goldwin Smith has always been

a zealous and powerful friend of civil and religious liberty

and a champion of the oppressed in England, In 1863 he

wrote a learned and vigorous work—"Does the Bible

Sanction American Slavery ?" Following it came a treat

isc on "The Morality of the Emancipation Proclamation."

About that time he paid his first visit to the United

States, where, on a lecturing tour, he was given a most

enthusiastic welcome, Brown University conferring upon

him the degree of LL.D. which distinction, by the way,

has been subsequently bestowed upon him by Oxford,

Princeton, Toronto and other famous seats of learning.

Returning to England he published "England and Amer-
ica" and "The Civil War in America." In 1868, having

resigned his chair at Oxford, he made his second trip to

the United States and until his removal to Toronto in

1871, was on the staff of the then newly founded Cornell

University to which institution, it is said, he intends to

leave his brains as a legacy in accordance with a stipu-

lation made some years ago. Tn 1875 he married Harriet,

daughter of Thomas Dixon, Boston, Mass., and widow of

Wm. Henry Boulton, Toronto. Tliey have no family.

His Principal Works.

The devotion and zeal of Goldwin Smith in literary,

educational and historical work has never ceased. A long

list of books on history, religion, national politics, philo-

sophy and biography he has to his credit, yet a far great-

er bulk of material in his constant contributions to the

newspapers and periodicals of his day. Among the most
widely known and also the most widely read works of

this great scholar, able champion, and unflinching icono-

clast, are "Irish History and Irish Character," "Lectures
on Modern History," "Three English Statesmen, Crom-
well, Pitt and Pym," "Essays on Reform," "The Irish

Question," "The Relations between American and Eng-
land," "A Short History of England, down to the Re-
formation," "William Cowper," "The Conduct of

England to Ireland,'- "False Hopes," "Canada and
the Canadian Ourstion," "A Trip to England,"
"Oxford and Her Colleges," "Bay Leaves, Trans-

lation from the Latin Poets," "Specimens of Greek Tra-

gedy," "Essays on (Questions of the Day," "Guesses at

the Riddle of Existence." "A Political History of Eng-

land," and many other productions.

It has been stated that Goldwin Smith has been en-

gaged from time to time, preparing for publication a

book of "reminiscences " concerning men, incidents and

events in connection with his long, active career. Of

him an admirer has truly said : "When he lays down his

pen in this life it will only be because of a call to the

life bevond."

RECENT CANADIAN COPYRIGHTS.

From the official list of copyrights as published in

the Canada Gazette have been deleted all titles, of music,

photos, etc., only those of books being retained.

20667. "Lovell's Commercial Compendium for 1909."

Statutes compiled and edited by John Delatre Falcon-

bridge, M.A., LL.B (.Book). John Lovell & Son, Lim-
ited, Mont leal, 11th .March.

20668. "Lovell's Law Annual, 1900" (Book). John
Lovell & Son, Limited, Montreal, 11th March.

20660. ".Joseph Howe'' A sketch with a chronology.

By Joseph Andrew Chisholm, K.C. (Book). Joseph An-

drew Chisholm, Halifax, 11th March
20682. "O Canada, Our Favored Land." (Book of

Poems). George Clark Holland, Ottawa. 13th March.

201187. "Directory of Vancouver Island and the Ad-

jacent Islands, 1909." (Book). Provincial Publishing

Co., Victoria, B. ('., 1511] March.

20694. "Spong's Account Collection Register." (Book)

Charles Edward Spong, Toronto, 15th March.

20695. "Wire Fences and Posts." By E. L. Dyer.

(Book.) E. L. Dyer, Toronto, i 6th .March.

20698. "Mail Order Sernioiicttcs." (Book.) Hiram
Wesley McCurdv, Toronto, Kith March.

20699. "A Chicago Episode." Story. (Temporary

Copyright.) Annie A. Bond, Winnipeg, 1Mb March.

20700. "A Hospital Nurse of the Old School." (Tem-
porary Copyright.) Annie A. Bond, Winnipeg, 16th

March.

20701. "O.L.C. Tombola, Cook Book." Marj Eliz-

abeth MacPhee and Bertha Grace Kirkpatrick, Cornwall,

Out.., Kith March.

20709. "Notman's Photographic Series, Volume VII,

Newfoundland." (Album.) Win. Notnian & Son, Mont-

real, 19th March.

20712. "Le Canada Kcciesiastiquc pour 1909."

(Li vie.) Librairie Beauchemin Limitec, Montreal, 19

fevrier.

20717. "Child of Destiny." By William J. Fischer.

(Book.) William .1. Fischer, Waterloo, gut., 20th March.
20719. "Some Facts." (Book.) Clarence W. Noble,

Toronto, 20th March.

20725. "The Canadian Parliamentary Guide, 1909."

Edited by Captain Ernest J. Chambers. (Book.) Ernest

J. Chambers, Ottawa, 24th March.

20739. "The Essentials of Health." A Text Book on

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene. By Charles II. Stow-
1 11 , M.D. With an Article on the Prevention and Treat-

ment of Tuberculosis, by C. .J. Fagan, M.I). The Educa-
tional Book Company of Toronto, Limited, Toronto, 29th

March.

207 17. "Line Fences Act." By James Morrison

Glenn, K.C
, LL.B. (Book.) The Municipal World, Lim-

ited, St. Thomas, Out., 31st March.

2075 1
.

"Conjuror's House." A Romance of the Free

Forest. By Stewart Edward White. (Book.) McLeod A
Allen, Toronto, 31st March.
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What the Publishers are Providing for Canadian Readers

List of Fiction Continues to Grow
— Several Important Novels
Announced—Other New Books.

"The Flight from Siberia" by Suoiszewski, will ne

published about the end of the present month by the

Copp, Clark Co.

The Copp, Clark Co. expect to have ready shortly

a Canadian edition of Conan Doyle's "Hound the Fire

Stories." ($1.25).

The Copp, Clark Co. announce a small 32-page book
to retail at 10 cents, containing- "Rules for Bridge,

Euchre, Whist, ('inch, Pinocle and Five Hundred."

Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, has ready a

third edition of "Septimus" by W. .1. Cocke, demon-
strating the continued popularity of this clever novel.

"The New Book of the Horse," by Charles Richard-

son, hunting editor of The Field, is to be published this

summer by Cassell & Co. in fortnightly parts, the first

part to appear on May 25.

.McLeod & Allen have recently published the follow-

ing fiction titles : "The Special Messenger" by Robert
W. Chambers, "Loaded Dice," by Ellery 11. Clark, "The
Butler's Story" by Aithur Train.

The Macmillan Co. of Canada have published a

fourth edition of "The Cliff End" by Booth. The new

edition contains a colored frontispiece and many black-

and-white illustrations. The previous editions were not

illustrated.

A steady demand for the Biographical Edition of the

works of Robert Louis Stevenson in both cloth and

leather and the Pocket Edition of the works of George

Meredith is noted by the Copp, Clark Co., who carry

both editions in stock.

Since our last issue the Copp, Clark Co. have pub-

lished "Fraternity," by John Galsworthy, "The Bio-

graphy of a Silver Pox" by Ernes! Thompson Seton and

"The Climbing Courvatels" by Edward W. Townsend,

a society story by the author of "Chimmie Fadden."

An important religious work on Cassell & Co.'s

spring list is "Faith : the Word and the Thing," by the

Bishop of Durham. Tt is a volume that will be appre-

ciated by thoughtful people, who, in these days of

theological unrest, seek for a wise and experienced guide.

The Copp, Clark Co. announce for publication on

April 16, "A King in Khaki," by Henry Mitchell Webs-

ter, author of "The Whispering Man," illustrated by

Rose O'Ncil Wilson. It *is a story of finance, with scene

laid in Jamaica with a dashing love romance inter-

woven !

The Copp, Clark Co. have arranged for a Canadian

edition of Robert Grant's new novel "The Chippendales."

The Chippendales are an old Boston family whose life is

invaded by Blaisdell, a typical modern man of affairs.

The author has made the most of his characters and

opportunities.

The Macmillans will publish at once Mr. Wells'

"Tono-Bungay," which was the best seller in England

last month. In this book the author has left the field

of mysticism, to which he has devoted himself in his

later books, and returns to the vein that produced

"Kipps," and "Love and Mr. Lewisham."

Canadian readers are to have an opportunity of see-

ing a book by "Rita" very shortly, entitled "The House

called Hurrish." "Rita" has a great following in Eng-

land, and the Macmillans have taken an edition of her

new book to introduce her to Canadians. She is pro-

bably best known as being the author of "The Masquer-

aders."

Frank Danby's new book "Sebastian," or as the

title is in England, "An Incompleat Etonian," will be in

the hands of the Macmillan's shortly. This might be

described best, possibly, as something between "Pigs in

Clover," and "The Heart of a Child." The character

delineation is very strongly done, and it is bound to

make a place for itself in the Canadian field.

The forthcoming De Morgan book may possibly be

published in two volumes, which will be a startling in

BARONESS ORCZY

Author of "The Scarlet Pimpernel'

and "The Elusive Pimpernel."

novation on present-day methods of publishing. The
Canadian publishers, Oxford University Press, expect

the work to be ready in the early summer. The title

will be : "It could never occur again."

"Everyday Japan," by Arthur Lloyd, M.A., is a

descriptive book, the product of twenty-five years' resi-

dence and work in the country. In this sense it is au-

thoritative, Mr. Lloyd having been privileged to wit-

ness the development of the nation at close quarters.
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The book contains eight colored plates and AG reproduc-

tions from photographs. (Cassell & Co.)

The Musson Book Co. announce the publication of

"From Island to Empire : a short history of the expan-

sion of England by force of arms." Tt is the work of

John S. C. Bridge. ($1.50). Other new books announc-

ed by this house are "The Story of the Submarine," by

Colonel C. Field, "Coins and How to Know Them," by

G. B. Rawlings, and "American Poultry Culture" by K.

B. Sando, ($1.25).

The Macmillans will publish shortly "Retribution,"

by the author of "When it Was Dark." The story deals

with a famous kidnapping case in London, and the pur-

suit of the criminals over Europe by motor and electric

launch. They will also have shortly a new hook by a

new writer—Miss Napier's "The Heart of a Gypsy."
The scone of this novel is laid in Exmoor, that never-

failing fount of "copy" Eor novelists.

Illustration froml "Comrades," hy Thomas Dixon, Jr.

This month Mcl.eod & Allen will complete their

spring list by the publication of "The Man in Lower
Ten" hy Mary Roberts Rinehart, author of "The Cir-

cular Staircase"; "Without a Shadow" by Oliver Cabot;

"Hearts are Trumps" by Alexander Otis ; "Trolley

Folly" by Henry Wallace Phillips ; "Elusive Isabel" by
Jacques Futrelle ; "The Other Side of the Door" by

Lucia Chamberlain and "infatuation" by Lloyd Os-

bourne.

Hodder and Stoughton, London, will publish through
the Canadian Branch of the Oxford University Press,

Toronto, during the year, the following novels : "Rose
of the Wilderness" by S. R. Crockett; "The Fortunate
Prisoner," by Max Pemberton

; "The Lady of Blossom,"
by H. Rider Haggard ; "The Cage," by Harold Beg-

bie ;
"The One Who Came After," by David Lyall

;

"Pond and Free," by John Oxenham
; "The Fair Re-

fugee," by Maurice Gerard, and a new novel, the title

of which has not yet been announced, by A. E. W.
Mason.

Novels which the Macmillans report as still having

an excellent sale are : Alfred Ollivant's "The Gentle
man," Miss Dougall's "The Paths of the Righteous,"

and Herriek's "Together." The largely increased sale

of this last title is probably due to the absurd attack
upon it by a so-called "Purity Committee" in Ott.'iwn.

They attempted to have the book barred at the customs
and from the mails. It is needless to state that they

were unable to carry out their wishes.

Mi-s Ramsay's "The Straw" is now in its fourth

edition in almost as many weeks. \t is a story laid in

the field of the famous Quorn Hunt in Leicestershire.

The mystery connected with murder in the story is said

to be drawn from an affair that, actually happened a

year or two ago, and caused a great sensation not only

thole but all over England. The key to the mystery is

successfully withheld from the reader until the last line

of the last page in the book. (Macmillan Co.)

The following is the complete list of new titles added
this season lis Cassell & Co. to the People's Library:

"Guy Mannering" and "Heart of Midlothian" by Scott
;

"Hard Cash," by Reade
; "Whitefriars," by Robinson;

"Leaves of Grass," by Whitman
;
"Legends and Lyrics"

by Procter ; "Two Years Ago," by Kingsley ; "Bar-
chester Towers," by Trollope

; "Peter Simple," by

Marryat ;
"The Life of Nelson," by Southey ; "Tales of

Mystery and Imagination," by Poe ; "Life of Christ,"

bj Parrar ;
"Faust," by Goethe

;
"Swiss Family Rob-

inson," by Wyss, and "Comploat Angler," by Walton.

Paul Pierce, editor of "What to Eat," the food

magazine and Honorary Commissioner of Foods at the

.lamestown Exposition, has prepared four books on en-

tertainments, which the Copp, Clark Co. handle in

Canada. 'Parties and Entertainments" contains new
and novel suggestions for all occasions. "Dinners and
Luncheons" contains sentiments and quotations for din-

ner menus, table stories, toasts, etc. "Breakfasts and

Teas" describes the bon voyage breakfast, club break-

fast, colonial tea, etc. "Suppers" offers great oppor-

tunity for the display of original ideas. These books
sell at 60 cents each.

Cassell & Co. present a lengthy and attractive spring

list, in which all classes of books are represented. Their

fiction list is particularly strong, having as a leader

Mrs. Humphry Ward's new novel, "Daphne, or Marriage

a la Mode." Following this are : "The Yellow God,"
by H. Rider Haggard ; "The Show Girl," by Max Pem-
berton ; "The Sword of the Lord," by Joseph Hock-
ing ; "The Interrupted Kiss," by Richard Marsh ; "The
Red Saint," by Warwick Deeping ; "Sir Gregory's

Silence," by A. W. Marchmont ; "The Conquest of

Chrystabel," by Mrs. Yaizey ; "Peggy the Daughter,"

by Katharine Tynan ; "A Royal Ward," by Percy J.

Brebner, etc.

The Copp, Clark Co. will have ready shortly new
editions of Jacks' "Masterpieces in Color," in which

three of the original volumes will be grouped into one.

Thus "Great English Portrait Painters of the 18th

Century" will be made up of the volumes on Reynolds,

Gainsborough and Romney ; "Leaders of the English

Pre-Raphaelites" will consist of Rosetti, Hunt and

Millais ; "Three Great Florentine Painters" will be

made up of Fra Angelico, Botticelli and Leonardo ;

"Three Great Portrait Painters of the 17th Century"

includes Rembrandt, Hals and Velasquez ; and "Three

Great Modern Painters," Leighton, Burne-Jones and

WH'-rler. The price of each volume is $1,50,
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A Survey of the Canadian Literary Field.

Conditions Still Dormant—Prospects of an Active

Spring Season— Several New Books Announced.

In the new set of titles just added to Everyman's

Library is to be found Captain F. Marryat's "Settlers

in Canada."

"The People of the Plains" is to be the title of Mrs.

Paget's book on the Indians of the Northwest, which

William Briggs will publish within a few months. A
preliminary announcement of this book was made last

month.

A practical treatise on "Swimming," by Sheffield,

the champion swimmer of Canada, is announced for

early publication by the Mussod Book Co. It will con-

tain chapters on all kinds of fancy swimming and life

saving-.

Moffat, Yard & Co., New York, have just published

H. Addington Brucc's "Romance of American Expan-

sion," in which the author gives a comprehensive ac-

count of the territorial growth of the United States.

Mr. Bruce is a Canadian by birth.

"The Suitable Child" is the rather unusual title of a

small book by \<>rman Duncan, which will be published

next fall, as a Christmas story. The Canadian edition

will be handled by Mr. Duncan's former publisher, Henry

Frowde of the Oxford University Press.

The Copp, Clark Co. have in preparation a new edi-

tion of the late Sir John (i. Bourinot's "How Canada

is Governed." It has been revised and edited by A. W.

Duclos, B.A., B.C.L., advocate of the province of Quebec

and one of the assistant editors of the Quebec Official

Law Reports.

Donald A. Eraser of Victoria, B.C., is to publish

through William Briggs, of Toronto, a volume of poems

entitled "Pearls and Pebbles," which is to bring lustre

to the western province. Mr. Eraser is one of the mem-

bers of the Wig-warn Club of Victoria, which meets at

intervals and discusses the literary efforts of its mem-

bers.

Now that the Imperial spirit is strong, and patriot-

ism is in the air, an announcement from William Briggs

of a book to be entitled "The Empire Birthday Book"

is timely. The book is being compiled by Miss Mabel

Clint, of Montreal. It will be fashioned after the style

of the ordinary birthday book, but will contain patriotic

verses for each day in the year.

A unique feature in Dr. William G. Fischer's new

novel "Child of Destiny," which by the way is a most

attractive-looking volume, is an illustration from a

drawing by Signor Cattapani, an Italian count of artis-

tic tastes, who is at present in Canada on a philan-

thropic mission. The other illustrations are by George

H. Longbridge, a Toronto artist.

To their "Canada Series" of stories for boys and

girls, the Musson Book Co. have added the following

titles :—"Ti-ti-pu." a story of Hudson's Bay, by J.

Macdonald Oxley (35 cts.) ; "Standing the Test," by

the same, (35 cts.) ; "Never Beaten," by E. Harourt

Burrage, (50 cts.) ; "Far Snow and Water : or Life m
the Great Lone Land," by Edward S. Ellis (75 cts.) ;

"Half a Dozen Boys" and "Half a Dozen Girls," by

Anna C. Ray, (75 cts) ; "Daughters of the Dominion,'"

by Bessie Ma reliant ;
"The White Trail," a story of the

Klondike, by Alex. Maedunajd, ($1.50),

The biggest star in the Canadian literary firmament

this year is Colonel Denison's "Struggle for Imperial

Unity." To the average reader the title will not mean
much until the book has bee» read, but then the full

'import and weight of meaning in the title will be thor-

oughly realized. Not only is it a most interesting per-

sonal reminiscence, but it will form a most valuable

sourcp-book of Canadian politics during the last forty

years. Canada is under great obligation to the gallant

Colonel for putting so much important material into

permanent form which might otherwise have escaped

the historian. It is needless to say that, being a Mac-

millan book, 'its get-up in every way is beyond criti-

cism. A review will be found in another column.

J. J. Kelso, superintendent of the Department for

Neglected Children of the Province of Ontario, is very

much interested in the publication of Dr. Dickinson's

book, "Your Boy ; His Nature and Nurture," which is

shortly to appear, and expects that there will be a large

demand for it. Doctor Dickinson has made a specialty

of the study of boys for a great number of years, and
his book is one of the most unique on this subject which

has ever been issued. The author is an enthusiastic

amateur photographer, and his ability to take good
pictures has stood him in good stead in the illustrat-

ing of his book. The volume contains a series of illus-

trations on every phase of boy life which will make the

book a very charming one to all interested in boys.

It will appeal particularly to parents, teachers and

doctors.

The Canadian Parliamentary Guide, 1909, edited by

Captain Ernest J. Chambers, Gentleman Usher of the

Black Rod, is now out and so great has been the de-

mand that the entire edition has been taken up The
features of the new edition are the lists^ with addresses,

of the members of the newly elected Canadian House of

Commons and of the new Legislative Assemblies in the

provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince

Edward Island and Saskatchewan. Complete official

election returns are given in each case, as well as de-

tailed returns of all bye-elections since the last issue.

The biographical matter has been most carefully com-
piled and forms a most valuable feature of the book.

The 1909 edition contains considerably more matter than

'its predecessors, but by the use of smaller type, it has

been held within former limits.

A few months ago a very successful series of books
entitled the Canadian. Hero Series was inaugurated with

the publication of the initial volume, "The Story of

Isaac Brock," by Walter R. Nursey. This book has been

very well received by teachers and public men, and the

next volume, to be called "Tecumseh," is being looked

for with interest by the general public. Following up
this series on Canadian heroes, the publishers thought
it well to issue a volume dealing with Canadian her-

oines, and this is to be published shortly under the

title of "Heroines of Canadian History." The author
is Mr. W. S. Herrington, of Napanee, Ontario. This
volume promises to be a very interesting work as it

contains accounts of all the leading heroines in Cana-
dian history. William Briggs is to be congratulated on
his enterprise in bringing out a book of this nature.

The book will contain a group frontispiece of the her-

- inrs named in the book.
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Brief Reviews of Recent Important Books

onColonel Denison's Book

Imperial Unity—Hon. Chs.

Langelier'? Political Remin-

iscences—New Novels

The publication of Colonel Denison's "Struggle for

Imperial Unity" is the notable event of the month in

the Canadian publishing- Held. There has also been a

large output of fiction of a more or less notable char-

acter.

Two Political Volumes.

THE STRUGGLE FOR IMPERIAL UNITY. By Colonel

George T. Denison, Toronto : The Macmillan Co. of

Canada, limited. Cloth $2.00. Despite the criti-

cism heard in certain quarters, that the personality

of Colonel Denison asserts itself too strongly in this

book, its publication is a notable event in the annals

of Canadian literary effort. The Colonel is an en-

thusiast and much may be pardoned to an enthusiast.

He takes himself seriously and he takes the events

that happen around him seriously. Consequently his

book is weighty in tone, fraught with deep purpose,

burning with the zeal of a patriotic Canadian for the

welfare of his native land. It is always an interest-

ing literary treat to read the impressions of a man

of discernment and culture, on the events which he

has witnessed during his lifetime. When, like Colonel

Denison, the writer has been a participant, himself in

the events he describes, the interest is bound to be

still deeper. No political transaction of any impor-

tance has occurred in Canada during the past forty

years, in which the gallant Colonel has not taken a

keen and active part. All these events are touched

upon in the present volume and much new light is

shed on several of them. Probably the most inter-

esting section of the book is that devoted to an ex-

posure of the negotiations which were entered into

in the early nineties between a group of men in the

T'nited States and another group in Canada looking

towards the ultimate union of the two countries.

This movement in favor of commercial union, as it

was designated, was bitterly opposed by Colonel

Denison and his friends and, from the narrative, we

would judge that it was largely through his personal

instrumentality that the movement was nipped as

soon as it. was. The chapters in which he lays bare

the intrigues of the men who were aiming at annex-

ation form most entertaining reading.

POLITICAL REMINISCENCES, 1878 to 1890. By

Hon. Chs. Langelier, C. R. Sheriff of the District of

Quebec, Quebec : Dussault & Proulx. Paper covers,

$1.50. It would be interesting to have a translation

of this book for the benefit of English-speaking Can-

adians, for it throws a most valuable light on che

political history of Quebec, during a period of transi-

tion in the Lower Province. Mr. Langelier is a

Liberal and writes from the Liberal standpoint. He
has the Frenchman's keen love for politics, and he is

not sparing of his opponents. But, notwithstanding,

he is dealing with events, and his personal impressions

have value. He has gone through numerous political

campaign.-. ; has witnessed the decline of Conserva-

tism and the rise of Liberalism in his province, and

has been the friend and associate of all the political

leaders of the period. Added to this, he wields a

facile pen, which enables him to describe events with

vigor. Thu c equipped, he lias produced a readable

book, which will be a valuable contribution to

Canadian history.

A Notable English Novel.

THE OLD WIVES' TALE. By Arnold Bennett. Chap-

man & Hall, London ;
(i shillings. This volume pos-

sesses merit of a high order and may be classed with

the best fiction of the season. If, as has been said, the.

function of the novelist is to hold the mirror up to

nature, then has Mr. Bennett scored a success ; for,

he has produced a distinct impression of the period

and localities, which form the ground-work of his

story, of the characters who live and move under his

informing touch, and of the types he has portrayed.

The skill and ease of the practised hand are. apparent

in breadth of drawing, in just proportion and in

finished detail. The sisters, Constance and Sophia

Baines, around whom are grouped minor characters

of scarcely less interest, are strongly contrasted gen-

eric types, ('(instance, in whom the passive virtues

predominate, finds her vocation and her sphere in the

quiet Staffordshire town in which she is born. But,

it is in Sophia, the beautiful, the imperious, that the

chief interest centres. Alter an unhappy marriage,

and deserted by her worthless husband, we find hei-

st landed in Paris, confronted by the life of that gay
capital on its most shady side in the days of the

siege and the commune, ft is perhaps inevitable that,

in the treatment of phases of life where the sordid

and the sensual play a part, the veil should some-
times be cast aside and vice exhibited in all its nak-

ed deformity, but our author has never done this,

save to accentuate those nobler characteristics which

repel and rise above their base surroundings. The
native nobility of Sophia Scales enables her to move
with a lofty detachment amid the sordid and the

vile, bestowing kindness, yet taking on no stain from

her associations.

The Newest Fiction.

THE BUTLER'S STORY. By Arthur Train. Toronto :

McLeod &'Allen. Cloth, $1.25. A clever book that

can be recommended. The butler, who had been for-

merly in the employ of an English noblemen, comes

to America and takes service in the family of a New
York millionaire. His impressions of New York

society, his descriptions of social arrangements and

social functions are inimitable. There is a semblance

of a plot running through the book, which gives a

structure on which the butler can string his com-
ments.

BANZAI. By Parabellum. The Musson Book Co, To-

ronto ;
$1.25. A translation from the German, from

the standpoint of an American citizen. It deals with

the possibilities and consequences of a .Japanese inva-

sion of the United States. On the assumption of a pro-

bable conflict in the near future for the commercial

supremacy of the Pacific, the author has vividly por-

trayed all the horrors of war. Like other recent

books of its class, in arguing the case for the proba-

bility of war, many of its conclusions are based upon

very uncertain premises. Nevertheless, one rises

from its perusal with a sigh of relief at the thought
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that it is after all only fiction, and with the devout

wish that th'is fiction may never be translated into

fact.

OLD JIM CASE OF SOUTH HOLLOW. By Edward
Irving Rice. The Musson Book Co, Toronto ; $1.25.

A simple village community in central New York fui -

nishes the author of this book with materials for his

story. Jim Case, who figures as the village oracie,

is the embodiment of genial humor and homely, every-

day philosophy. The scenes in the village store with

Old Jim as the presiding genius are racy and charac-

teristic. The proper local coloring is given by a free

use of the prevailing vernacular.

THE EXPLORER. By William Somerset Maugham.
The Musson Book Co., Toronto ; $1.25. Alec. Mac-

Kenzie, a man of high ideals and patriotic sentiment,

is the explorer. On the eve of his departure on an

expedition into the wilds of Africa, he gives a certain

promise to the lady whom he loves. The keeping of

this promise, which concerns the lady's brother, a

worthless scamp, involves him in serious difficulty,

and well nigh wrecks the happiness of two noble per-

sonalities. The seriousness of the book is relieved by

Dick Lomas and Mrs. Crowley, whose witty encoun-

ters and untiring bon homie are quite delightful.

They are the good fairies of the book and come to

the rescue in several difficult situations.

FATE'S A FIDDLER. By Edwin George Pinkham. Me-

Leod & Allen, Toronto; $1.25. The interest in this

story turns upon a will which is twice upset by the

discovery of later wills. Though American in its

setting, there is a touch of Dickens in the treatment

of some of its characters and incidents, notably in

the various members of the Bibbus family, their

views of life and their adventures. The book is plea-

sant reading all through and concludes happily.

OPEN HOUSE. By Juliet Wilbor Tompkins. The Musson

Book Co., Toronto
;

$1.25. A charming story for a

leisure hour. Cassandra Joyce, a spoiled beauty and

the daughter of a millionaire, is suddenly bereft of

friends and fortune. She is thrown upon her own

resources to obtain a livelihood. She accepts a posi-

tion as office assistant to an eminent specialist in

nerve disorders. Amid the human derelicts gathered

under the hospital roof of Dr, Caspar Diman, she

gains new views of the meaning of life and its duties,

and becomes a useful and a happy woman.

THE KINO OF ARCADIA. By Francis Lynde. Toron-

to : McLeod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25. A great irriga-

tion scheme, involving the construction of an enor-

mous dam, in a western valley, is the central feature

of this story. Bitter opposition' to> the carrying out

of the project is made by a wealthy rancher, who

owns most of the valley. Three engineers have been

killed under suspicious circumstances, when the

hero, the fourth engineer, appears on the

scene. The story recounts the adventures

which befall him as he continues the work. He
falls in love with the rancher's daughter, whom he

had met before in the east, and with her aid, he is

finally able to clear up the mystery of his predeces-

sors' deaths and to exonerate the rancher.

THE WEB OF THE GOLDEN SPIDER. By F. O. Bart-

lett. Toronto: McLeod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25. A
poverty-stricken divinity student comes to the rescue

of a forlorn maiden, who has been accosted by a

policeman in Boston. He knocks the latter over and

rushes the girl off. They finally take refuge in a big

house, closed for the summer. The night is wet nnd

stormy. While they are drying off, the owner of the

house suddenly appears on the scene. He is an elder-

ly man, who has been recently wounded. They render

him assistance. Meanwhile, the man's enemy follows

him and in an endeavor to get at him, the hero is

shut up in the basement. When he gets free, the trio

have gone. He is deeply interested in the girl, and
decides to follow any clue that will bring him to her.

In the course of his pursuit, he goes to a South Afri-

can republic and becomes involved in a stirring series

of adventures.

THE MESSAGE. By Louis Tracy. Toronto : McLeod
& Allen. Cloth, $1.25. While it would hardly be cor-

rect to say that this is a better story than Mr.

Tracy's earlier successes, it is yet quite an entertain-

ing romance, turning on the strange find made by a

young Englishman and a girl during the regatta at

Cowes. It was a curiously carved image floating on

the water, and in it was a message which eventually

led the hero into difficulties and dangers in tropical

Africa. Added interest is given to the story by *he

introduction of international intrigues, which caused

a rebellion, in Africa and almost put an end to the

lives of both hero and heroine.

E. W. TOWNSEND
Author of "The Climbing; Courvatels."

THE CLIMBING COURVATELS. By E. W. Townsend.
Toronto : Copp, Clark Co. Cloth $1.25. The Cour-

vatels are jugglers, who have attained a foremost

place on the vaudeville stage. The wife is clever, and

from the outset of her professional career has deter-

mined that she will be a lady. They work ceaseless-

ly to> tlvis end and save money, keeping their private

and stage lives absolutely distinct. They are finally-

able to retire, and through the agency of a wealthy

banker, are introduced into exclusive social circles.

Playing their game well, they become leaders in their

set. The climax comes when it is disclosed who they

are, but what they feared never happens, and instead

of losing their social standing, they are accepted for

their real worth.

Miscellaneous.

THOMAS BONE, THE SAILOR'S FRIEND. By Jesse

Gibson. Toronto : Upper Canada Tract Society.

Cloth, 60c; paper, 40c. The quaint little old mission-

ary to the sailors passing through the Welland Canal,

was for years a familiar figure to thousands of godly

people in Ontario, and this memoir of^s life will l>e
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appreciated by them. The author gives a faithful de-

lineation of Mr. Bone's character, illustrating his

work and giving many entertaining anecdotes about

him.

MEN IN THE MAKING. By Rev. Ambrose Shepherd,

D.D. Hodder & Stoughton, London ; Upper Canada

Tract Society, Toronto ; $1.00. The subjects treated

in this series of addresses are just such as must ap-

peal to the man who desires help in the shaping of his

life, so as to make the most of it. The treatment of

the ethical problems dealt with is trenchant, wise

and discreet, and the solutions have a direct bearing

on practical life. The time spent in perusing this ad-

mirable book will amply repay the serious reader.

Best Selling Books of the Past Month.

As Reported by Leading Booksellers.

Belleville.

1. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

2. Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.

3. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

1. Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

5. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

6. Red Mouse. By VV. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Brantford.

1. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

2. Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

3. My Lady of the Snows. By M. A. Brown. Briggs.

I. Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

5. Web of Golden Spider. By F. 0. Bartlett. McLeod.

6. 54-40 or Fight. By E. Hough. McLeod.

Calgary.

1. 54-40 or Fight. By E. Hough. Mcleod.

2. Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.

3. Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.

4. Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

5. Lure of the Mask. By Harold MacGrath. McLeod.

6. Remittance Man's Letters. By W. H. P. Jarvis.

Musson.
Charlottetown.

1. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page

2. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

3. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

4. Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.

5. Spell. By W. D. Orcutt. Musson.

6. Immortal Soul. By W. H. Mallock. Musson.

Chatham.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

2. Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

3. Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

4. Life of Dr. Robertson. By Ralph Connor. Westmin-

ster.

5. Lady of the Decoration. By Frances Little. Musson.

G. Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Hamilton.

1. Septimus.' By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

2. Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

3. Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
4. Actress. By Louise C. Hale. Musson.

5. Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.
6. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Kingston.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

2. Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

3. Salthaven. By W. W. Jacobs. Cop p.

4. Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.

5. Governors. By E. P. Oppenheim. Copp.

6. Red Mouse. By W. II, Osborne. Briggs.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Moncton.

Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Together. By Roger Herrick. Macmillan.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

Spanish Jade. By Maurice Hewlett. Cassell.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Montreal.

Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.
A million a Minute. By Hudson Douglas. McLeod.
Katrine. By Elinor M. Lane. Musson.

Special Messenger. By R. IV. Chambers. McLeod.
Climbing Courvatels. By Edward W. Townsend.

Copp.

Jewelled Ball. By Flora B. Guest. Cambridge.

Ottawa.

Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Katrine. By Elinor M. Lane. Musson.

Bridge Builders. By A. C. Ray. Musson.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Remittance Man's Letters. By W. H. P. Jarvis.

Musson.

Songs of a Sourdough. By R. W. Service. Briggs.

Peterboro.

A Million a Minute. By Hudson Douglas. McLeod.
Man from Brodney's. By G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Joshua Craig. By D. C. Phillips. Briggs.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Knack of It. By C. B. Loomis. Frowde.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Port Arthur.

Special Messenger. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
54-40 or Fight. By E. Hough. McLeod.
Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Lorimer. By H. Bindloss. McLeod.
By Force of Circumstance. By G. Holmes. McLeod.

Quebec.

Lorimer of the Northwest. By H. Bindloss. McLeod
Life of Dr. Robertson. By Ralph Connor. Westmins-

ter.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Elusive Pimpernel. By Baroness Orczy. Copp.
Miss Minerva. By F. B. Calhoun. Musson.
Gentleman. By A. Ollivant. Macmillan.

St. Catharines.

Wheel of Fortune. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Comrades. By Thomas Dixon, jr. Copp.

Septimus. By W. J, Locke. Frowrle.

Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips. Briggs.
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Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Where Love Is. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

St. John.

Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Peter. By F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Joshua Craig1

. By 1). (J. Phillips. Brigs*.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Life of Dr. Robertson. By Ralph Connor. Westmin-

ster,

l.'ed Moufce. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Stratford.

My Lady of the Snows. By M. A. Brown. Briggs.

Red Mouse. By W. 11. Osborne. Briggs.

Se. timus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, jr. McLeod.
Joshua Craig. By B. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli. Briggs.

Toronto.

Sept inns. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Latrine. By Elinor Macartney I jane. Harpers.

Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Actre-s. By Louise dosser Hale. Harpers.

Climbing Cour\(atels. Ed. W. Townsend. Copp.

Bronze Be'l. By Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Winnipeg.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Anre of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Ben Hur. By Lew Wallace.

The Message. By Louis Tracy. McLeod.

Bed Mouse. By W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Canadian Summary.
Points.

Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne 57

Septimts. By W. J. Locke 54

Joshua Craig. By D. G. Phillips 52

Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung 43

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox 41

Message. By Louis Tracy 40

England.

The Yellow God. By H. Rider Haggard.

Three Brothers. By Eden Phillpotts.

Black Magic. By Marjorie Bowen.

Kingsmead. By Baroness von Hutten.

Love Letters of Thomas Carlyle and Jane Welsh.

The M. P. for Russia.

United States.

54-40 or Fight. By Emerso'ii Hough.

Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, .Jr.

Septimus. By W. J. Locke.

Peter. By F. H. Smith.

Red Mouse. By W. H. Osborne.

Missioner. By E. P. Oppenheim.

ONTARIO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.

At the annual meeting of the Ontario Library As-

sociation, held in Toronto on April 12 and 13, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Judge Hardy,

Brampton ; first vice-president, A. W. Cameron, B.A.,

Streetsville ; second vice-president, L. J. Burpee, Otta-

wa ; secretary, E. A. Hardy, B.A., Toronto ; treasurer,

Dr. A. B. Macallum, Toronto ;
councillors, Dr. George

F. Locke, Toronto ; W. F. Moore, Dundas ;
Miss Janet

Charteris, Chatham ; H. J. Clark, Belleville ; D. Wil-

liams, Collingwood ; Rev. W. A. Bradley, B.A., Berlin.

A report of the meeting will be published in our next

month's issue.

ANGLO-GERMAN SONG BOOK.

From David Nutt, of Long Acre, W.C., London, Eng-
land, comes a copy of "The Anglo-German Song Book,"

intended for the use of associations, clubs or societies,

where the German language as well as Knglish is prac-

tised or spoken, and where songs such as may be sung by

all present may be indulged in. The little volume con-

tains many German and English originals and the trans-

lations are strictly adapted to the correct rhythm, so

that with every song, either English or German words
may be used, without offence to the musical ear. The
addition of staff notation would be very acceptable, al-

though most of the songs are set to well-known existing

melodies.

A song on "The Zeppelin Balloons" is set to the

melody of the British Grenadiers, the first stanza run-

ning as folio w's :

—

There is a gallant soldier

Count Zeppelin by name,
His cradle was in Suabia,

His race well-known to fame.

He conquered friends and enemies
Wherever they had been,

And defied the air with a sum,—sum,—sum.
Bravo ! Count Zeppelin.—etc., etc., etc.

CANADIAN TYPES OF THE OLD REGIME.

Toronto, March 24th, 1909.

Editor Canadian Bookman,—I noticed an article in

the last issue of your paper which was evidently signed

by yourself regarding the Canadian publisher of the

book, Colby's "Canadian Types." I just w^sh to state
that as far as I am aware we have not yet been out
of this book. At Christmas time it is just possible that
we ran out for a day or two, but we have had three
lots and at no time did we intend not having copies in

stock. We have a number now and can take care of

any orders entrusted to us.

E. W. WALKER,
Manager Wholesale Department,

Methodist Book and Publishing Co.

NEW BOOK OF ESSAYS.
Dr. Thomas O'Hagan, the Canadian litterateur,

whose volume entitled "Canadian Essays" is now out
of print, has in press with William Briggs a new book
of essays which is to be entitled "Essays Literary,
Critical and Historical." Dr. O'Hagan's knowledge of
Canadian literature is very extensive, as was well shown
in his previous book of essays, in which a very able
article appeared on the "Women Writers of Canada."
The book will probably be published in about five weeks.

A BOOK DISPLAY.
This year's book exhibit of the Musson Book Co.

which has been open for several weeks now at the King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, is by far the finest showing
ever made by this house. Particularly in the department
of fine bindings is it exceptionally strong. Mr. Musson
is making a specialty of these and states that there is

a rapidly increasing demand for them. This year he has
had customers from Buffalo and Detroit, who have
bought the line heavily. One notable set in the collec-
tion is a complete edition of Robert Louis Stevenson,
comprising 27 titles, which have been brought together
from seven different publishers.
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RETURNS TO COPP, CLARK CO.

James Swift, who has been traveling- for the E. H.

Harcourt Co. for the past year, has returned to his old

position with the Copp, ('lark Co., and will cover the

western Ontario field again. Paul Trebilcoek, who has

been on this territory in the meantime goes west to

Alberta and British Columbia.

SPRING FICTION ANNOUNCED.

8.00

Telegraph Codes
A B CCode. 5th Edition. English
A B CCode. 5th Edition SpanishABC Code. 4th Edition

,

BOO
A I Code. ' 7. an
Moreing & Neal Code 5.00
Bedford-McNiell Code 6.00
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list Discount to the trad.- only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., NY. City
50

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject

Can supply any book ever published. We have 50.000

rare books.BOOKS.
BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng

The Big Book of the Year
EVERY CANADIAN MAN
WILL WANT IT.

The Struggle for

ImperialUnity
By

COLONEL GEORGE T. DENISON
Cloth. 420 Pages. Illustrated.

$2.00 Net.

r I "'HE author lifts the veil here from
-*- many passages in recent Canadian

history and sometimes shows transactions

which will make it very uncomfortable
for some of our public men. The value

of the work chiefly lies, however, in the

fact that much of the information given
by the author, being his own experiences,

would never have come to light were it

not for this extremely interesting book.

Circulars Furnished

The Macmillan Co. of Canada, Limited

Toronto - - Ontario

Supplementary 1 D the lists in the January and Febru-

ary issues.

Title. Author. Publisher.

Kingsmead Baroness von Hutten Musson
Set in Silver C. N. and A. M. Williamson

Musson
Katrine Elinor Macartnev Musson

The Inner Shrine Anonymous Mussov.

The Royal End Henry Harland Musson

In the Shadow of

Pa-Menkh Dora Langlois Musson

The Bridge Builders Anna Chapin Ray Musson

The Kingdon of

Earth Anthony Partridge Musson

Ezekiel Lucy Pratt Musson
The Good One Miriam Michelson Musson
The Master Irving Bacheller Musson
Old Jim Case of

South Hollow Kdw. 1. Rice Musson

Daphne in Fitzroy

Street E. Nesbit Musson
Salome and the

Head E. Nesbit Musson
The Explorer W. Somerset Maugham Musson

Banzai "Parabellum" Musson
Open House Juliet Wilbur Tompkins Musson
Mad Barbara Warwick Deeping Musson

Jason Justus Miles Forman Musson
The Hand-made
Gentleman Irving Bacheller Musson

The Planter Herman Whitaker Musson
Musson

Cassell & Co.

The Gorgeous Borgia Justin Huntly McCarthy

The Yellow Ood II. Rider Haggard ''assell & Co
The Show Girl Max Pemberton
The Sword of the

Lord Joseph Hocking
The Interrupted Kiss Richard Marsh
The Red Saint

Sir Gregory's Sil

ence

Warwick Deeping

A. W. Marchmont

assell &
Cassell cV

Cassell cV

Co.

Co.

Co.

Cassell cV (\

The Conquest of

Chrystabel

Peggy the Daughter

A Royal Ward
'Che Lure of Eve
The Love-Brokers

Double Bonds

A Daughter of the

Storm
The Secret Paper
The Wreathed Dag-
ger

Mrs. De Home Yai/.ev Cassell & Co.

Katharine Tynan
Percy J. Brebner

Edith Mary Moore
Albert Kinross

Florinda McCall

Capt. Frank Shaw
Walter Wood

Margaret Young

Cassell & Co.

Cassell <te Co.

Cassell cV. Co

Cassell & Co.

Cassell & Co.

Cassell & Co.

Cassell & Co.

Cassell Co

Third Edition Now Ready

SEPTIMUS
By W. J. LOCKE, Author of "Morals of Marcus
Ordeyne," "The Beloved Vagabond," etc.

The fact that two editions of this novel have been exhausted and a third has been
called for, demonstrates that it is a seller.

-£u
e Kentuc '£y P°8t say s of it :

" The most charming romance of the year— nay, of a good many years.
I he man who does not laugh at Simple Septimus is a wooden image."

CLOTH $1.25

/^^""5XIL^. HENRY FROWDE (Oxford University Press, TORONTO
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THE
BRITISH
SCHOOL-
PRIZE
HOUSE

(OF LONDON,
ENGLAND)The Religious Tract Society

Publishes over 800 Different Books Suitable For

PRIZES V REWARDS

R. T. S.
THE HALL-MARK OF EXCELLENCE

The Authors of the books comprise —

Hesba Stretton. 35 Voii.

(Author of" Jessica's First 'Prayer').

Talbot Baines Reed, u vol..

(Author of 'The Fifth Form at St. Dominic's').

Ruth Lamb. s voi».

Deborah Alcock. 7 Vol..

Eglanton Thorne. 10 Voii.

Amy Le Feuvre. 20 vol..

(Author of 'Probable Sons').

Mrs. O. F. Walton. 24 Vol..

(Author of ' A Peep Behind the Scenes ').

E. Everett-Green. 30 Vol..

Rosa Nouchette Carey 7 VoU

Mrs. De Home Vaizey 8 Vols.

THERE ARE AL80 8TORIE8 BY

'IAN MACLAREN,' JOSEPH HOCKING, S. R. CROCKETT,
SILAS K. HOCKING and other Popular Writers.

" The Religious Tract Society has always stood

for good, wholesome literature. They have built up a

tradition amongst thousands of earnest and high-spirited

friends, that may soon be almost convertible into a rigid

belief, that their books can be relied- upon as a great

moral influence on the minds of the young. It would
be unfair, however, to suppose that, in spite of this in-

sistence on wholesome evangelistic fiction, there is not

an enormous demand for all these Religious Tract So-
ciety's stories, or that boys and girls do not read their

handsomely-bound and richly -illustrated volumes with
great eagerness. The publications are exceedingly suc-

cessful in every sense. The bulk of the elementary
schoolmasters and Sunday-school teachers of this coun-
try secure books from this old-established house, and it

may be safely assumed that they would not do this if

their purchases did not give them and their pupils every

satisfaction. The Religious Tract Society deserve a

special word of praise for the care they take in the pic-

tures used in all their books and magazines."
Standard, London

Publishing Office : 4 Bouverie Street, LONDON, ENGLAND

Musson's Leading Spring Fiction, Etc.

&be Woo6*Garvev
of Zpmpm

By

M. E. WALLER
Cloth $1.25

Ikatvine
By

Elinor Macartney Lane

Author of

NANCY STAIR

Cloth $1.50

Old Sim Case
of South Tbolloxv

By

EDWARD I. RICE

Cloth $1.25

fl/liss (Mlinevva and
William 0veen Will

By

FRANCES BOYD CALHOUN
Cloth 75c.

Tkingsmead
By

BARONESS VON HUTTEN
Author of

"Pam," "Pam Decides," etc.

Cloth $1.25

fl&avviage

a la Abode
By

Mrs. Humphry Ward

Author of

DIANA MALLORY
Cloth $1.25

Jfrom island
to Empire

A Short History of the Expansion
of England by Force of Arms

By

JOHN S. C. BRIDGE
Cloth $1.50

Bet in Bilvev
By

C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON
Cloth $1.25

The Musson Book Co., Limited, - Toronto

—
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Spring Fiction List 1909
Some New Arrivals

And a Miscellaneous List of Some Standard Works

There is some satisfaction in selling your trade the best in recent

works of fiction. The following books— "new arrivals"—are all by
well known authors whose books have had a large sale. When we say

that these books are the best they have yet produced—you'll understand

Fraternity
By John Galsworthy

author of " The Man of Pro-
perty," "The Country House,"
etc. A Society novel, Mr. Gals-

worthy's best. The finest and
greatest of recent novels.

Cloth, $1.25.

The Climbing
Courvatels

By Edward W. Townsend
Eight illustrations in two
coiors by J. V. McFall. A new
society novel by the bnllant

author of •'Chimmie Fadden."
Slang just as original and
pleasing as that used by
"Chimmie." Two stage per-

formers climb into exclusive

society. Their clever way of

climbing, and the contrast be-

tween their "slang" in pr vate

and their manners in public,

fascinates and amuses.

Cloth, $1.25.

Comrades
By Thomas Dixon Jr.

Author of "The Clansman,"
etc. Four illustrations in

colors, by C. D, Williams. Dra-

maticand absorbing love story
of a young millionaire and a
girl enthusiast who join a

SojialisticColony in California.

.A story of social conditions

to-day.
Cloth, $1.50.

The Biography of

A Silver Fox
By Ernest Thompson Seton

Profusely illustrated by the

artist-author, full page pic-

tures, marginal pictures, decor-

ations, etc. A new story bv
the author of "The Biographv
of a Grizzly." Story of the life

friendships of two foxes. As
set down by Mr. Seton's pen,

it makes a delightful narrative.

Cloth, $1.50.

Four Books on
Entertainments

Compiled by Paul Pierce. Honorary
Commissioner of Foods. Jamestown

Exposition.

A thorough and compreln nsive
series—new and novel concep-
tions forentertaining; a weallh
of material, under four dif-

ferent titles.

Parties and
Entertainments

Suggestions for all occasions,

to replace thread-worn ideas.

Dinners and Luncheons
UniqTe hints f"r the table

—

don'ts. menus, etc.

Breakfasts and Teas
Suggestions as to the kind of
Breakfast or Tea, toasts,
stories, menus.

Suppers
A subject on which very little

has been written. Special oc-

casion suppers, toasts, etc.

These four books cover the
entire entertainment field.

Appropriate cover designs in

colors, 6} x A\.

Price 50 cents each.

Some Standard
Books on Bridge

Whist

Auction Bridge— by Foster. Cloth,
$1.00 per copy net.

Elwell's Practical Bridge. Cloth,
$1.50 per copy.

The Bridge Book—by Archibald
Dunn. Complete treatise on
Bridge, Cloth, $1.00 per copy.

The Pocket Bridge— E. Oliver,
Cloth, 15 cents each.

Bridge and How to Play It.

Hints on Bridge, Paper Boards,
30 cents each.

Miscellaneous List

The Wife: Her Book
A Medical Book

Some interesting facts concern-

ing the Standard Guide for all

married women. By Dr.

Haydn Brown, L.R.C P., etc
Has had a large salt—still a
large demand. The many
phases of life treated with a
fund of common serse.

Cloth Bound, $1.00.

Jack's Reference
Book

13 important books in one
volume of 1,088 pages, 9xSJ.
Overflowingly full of useful in-

formation. An Encyclopaedia;
Medical Dictionary; Legal,
Educational, Commercial and
Social Guide; English Diction-

ary ;
Glossary, etc. An exhaus-

tive reference book in small

compass
Cloth, $1.25 net.

The Concise Ready
Reckoner and In-

terest Tables
with valuable tables of we ghts

and measures. Compiled and
arranged by Arnold W.
Thomas; 186 pages—second
EDITION. Values of any number
of articles from 1 to 600, at

price of from J of a cent to

$1000; foreign moneys and
their value in currency ;

in-

terest tables at 6 and 7 per

cent.; abbreviations; familar

foreign phrases, etc
Cloth, 25 cents.

Coffin's Interest Tables
By John E. Coffin, S.B.

New d itiou revised; HOpagts
8£ x 5J, simple and compound
interest at from i per cent, to

10 per cent, per annum on any
amount from $1.00 to $10,000;

tables of value of foreign
money; interest laws; postage

rates; business forms at d busi-

ness laws in dailv use, etc.

Cloth, $1.00.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
PUBLISHERS

64-66 Front Street West, - Toronto, Canada
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Two New Harmsworth Publications

Price:

Id.

Monthly

Price

:

Id.

Monthly

The First

FASHIONS
FOR ALL
CHILDREN

The Practical Journal of Children's Fashions.

TWO FREE: PATTERNS with every issue.

Fills a Long Felt Want. A Certain Seller.

Th econd

id.

WeeKly
Id.

WeeKly
MOTHER
AND HOME

A New Kind of Paper -with a Happy Title.

Something to Interest Everyone in the home, but

SPECIALLY FOR THE MOTHER.

Every MotHer in Your Locality Should Read It

Write to-day for free specimen copies and advertising matter, to

:

AMALGAMATED PRESS, Ltd.
Export Dept., Carmelite House, LONDON, Eng'.
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a r*_ -—

Uo .601)',.

One of our eighteen numbers of

Office and Library

Ink Stands
This Series comprises Solid Oak
Bases, mounted with heavy,
twisted glass banker's ink bottles,

mmm»' sponge bowls and solid glass pen
blocks ::::::

A Handsome Addition to Any
Desk or Table

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR SENT ON REQUEST

BUNTIN, GILLIES & CO., Limited
Hamilton and Montreal

Write for Prices on Window Blind Paper, Shelf Paper and Other Seasonable Goods

A great INNOVATION is presented by the NEW EUREKA
Typewriter Ribbon

Something SO GOOD that you will MARVEL AT IT

Cfl We want everybody that sells

ribbons to try a sample on

their own machine, then you

will talk enthusiastically

about them to your trade,

which will be greatly in-

creased by selling this grand

ribbon.

Send for Our NEW TRADE Catalogue Just Out

^
s

pSMD 0Nir BY MITTAG SVniG

VTX|7TM

|*X TYPEWRITER**®
foOYE ITSELF SUP*

^ OTHER BRANDS

€J The very FINEST, too, in

Typewriter Carbons :

Rock Bottom

Progress

M. M. Mitvol

Competitor

Eureka Gallinipper

Silk-spun

THE ONE DISTINCTIVE LINE

BRANCHES-New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— n every part of the world
In. every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc. Ka
«i?S5?Sg

Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N. J., U.S.A.



School Supplies and Summer Lines
VOL. XXV., No. 5. PRICE, $1 00 PER YEAR

Canadian Newsdealei
Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association

and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Bid;. TORONTO, 10 Front St. E. WINNIPEG, 51 1 Union Bank Bids. LONDON, ENG. 88 Fleet St. E.C.

PU BLI C ATI OI\ OFFICE: TORONTO, MAY, 1909.

i4*£

This is our Special

10c Package
The cut does not fully represent its real selling

value. We are simply trying to give you a

general idea of what it looks like. The carton
is lithographed in colors. The bottle contains
5 full ounces of

UNDERWOOD'S INK
either Everlasting Bank Ink or Egyptian Black
Ink. These inks are guaranteed to be absolutely
gall and iron inks. They are permanent and free

from sediment of any kind.
The trade price, packed 36 cartons in a case, is

$8.00 per gross.

ASK THE WHOLESALE TRADE

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
NEW YORK

90 Richmond St. East

TORONTO LONDON. ENG.

THE NEW MODEL

tr Ulilirib Haurter

possesses many new
features, which make it

the best pen offered the

Canadian trade.

Prices

and

Discounts

on

apulica-

New Shape

New Feed Bar

New Nib
New Finish

New Prices

'

I | 1 I B R A I Q I E

79 St. James St. 26 St. Gabriel St.

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842
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Holiday Papeteries

The most satisfactory circumstance

about our range of Holiday Papet-

eries for this year is the size of the

orders placed by the Trade who
have had the opportunity of seeing

them. Do not be persuaded into

placing orders for American or other

lines until you compare our values

and designs. Over one hundred

different numbers of our own
manufacture.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING SAMPLES

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers

Toronto
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ALL THE
LE ADING WHOLESALE

Stationery and Fancy Goods Houses

SELL

GOODALL'S
PLAYING CARDS
A. 0. HURST

/vvvvvvvx'vvvvvvvvvvvvvwwx

24 Scott St., TORONTO

Guaranteed Fountain Pens
3 UNDER YOUR OWN IMPRINT

SANR3FTD & BENNE
//// COMMERCIAL
v\V. NEW YORK. U.S.A.

Plain Commercial

\WX^J^

UilMBMlMBillWH^

zAwrQC^n g, BENNETT
"AUTOPEN

Autopen (open)

ALL our fountain pens are guaranteed. We do this to protect our customers. We
wouldn't do it if we did not feel sure that every piece of material and work-
manship which we put into the manufacture of our pens would warrant it. We

stand ready and willing to make good every claim we make about them. If we did
not follow this policy we would not have the trade of the best jewelery and stationery

firms in Canada and the United States. We are the largest manufacturers of fountain
pens for special imprint orders in America. When you want to get a special line of pens
with your own imprint on them of a style and quality you will be proud to own—let us
hear from you. Our prices are very satiifactory and you will be more than pleased with
the goods.

)
S&B L

U.S.A.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade
Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen," and the "Commercial Fountain Pen."

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK

S&B l

/flEWlftmia

U.S.A. .
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SWISS CAMBRIC

STATIONERY

WHITE LINEN FINISH

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES

Best value, most popular sizes for

Private and Business Correspondence

Como Note, -

do Envelopes,

Lucerne Note,

do Envelopes,

Geneva Note, -

do Envelopes,

size, 4X x 5K

"3 x 4^

" ih x 6

11

4X x 5

" 5 ib l/2

0/2 X 0/4

MOURNING BLACK BORDERED

NOTE PAPER and ENVELOPES

Same Sizes—
All Widths of Black Border

BROWN BROS., %%
Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers

51-53 Wellington St. West, - TORONTO

The Pearl
Series of

Christmas
Cards

for

1909

Calendars

Dance
Programmes

Masonic
Stationery

am

General
Card Stationery

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR CANADA
REQUIRED

THOS. M.WOODHEAD
The "Pearl" Artistic

Stationery Works

Established 1878

BRADFORD - ENGLAND
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-,PASTE-

JT!CKSITSTICKS rTSTIU

kmoiit

GLUE
IN TUBES
—}©

:li5EfUL
ofJoME°RiN

Nr-ot/ All .n^Cu.

fcKOVEPIN ANDPRESi
i .DISTRIBUTE with- >

'-.•E ACTING AS A BRUVy
j

T"EN REPLACE PIN Wh.:.
'«<.. SEAL TUBE at:.;,

ITICKSITSTICKSITSI.'*

•** 4\. fc .A

Adhesives
Are As Good As

Dennison's Tags

Stationers will appreciate the

force of this statement, for Den-

nison's Tags are the World's

Standards.

Dennison's Adhesives repre-

sent a line that responds to and

pays well for any attention it

may receive from dealers.

sPcHVUftOitA GLUE— Possesses the greatest adhesive

power of any glue ever put on the market. Put up

undiluted. Is strong, clean and sweet, and will stay so.

In Patent Pin Tubes—2 sizes; also in cans.

&enniaoi& ART PASTE—Pure white and ab- '

solutely stainless. Tests of five years' duration have

proved Dennison's Art Paste to be the only paste that will not discolor photographs. Unequalled for

mounting Botanical Specimens, working in Crepe and Tissue Paper, etc. In Patent Pin Tubes ; 2 sizes.

SDimtidCtft MUCILAGE—Made of Pure Gum Arabic. Keeps sweet permanently. The
ideal medium adhesive for office and home use. In Patent Pin Tube.

)e»mi»OH?i PATENT PIN TUBE—Pin Tube Adhesives were original with Denni-

son. No other tube compares with Dennison's. Keeps contents sweet and clean for

years. Solid metal top. Pin cannot come loose or prick through. No air can get in.

For Counter Displays
For display purposes we supply dealers with a beautiful counter

case of mission oak with detachable easel. Contains a full assort-

ment of Glue, Paste and Mucilage in tubes of different sizes.

We would like to take ihe matter up with you
at short range. Write any of our stores.

J

^mnidMVeMo*uifc4iwinj dcmpai^
The Tag Makers

BOSTON NEW YORK
26 Franklin St. 15 John Si.

CHICAGO Uptown Store. Twenty-seventh St
25 Randolph St. Bet. 5th Ave. & Broadway

(A New Dennison Store)

PHILADELPHIA
1007 Chestnut St.

ST. LOUIS
413 North 4th St.

A
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Christmas

Papeteries

Our offering- for 1909 is better than ever. One hundred

and twenty-seven numbers retailing from 25c. to $2.50.

Before placing your order, examine our line of Christmas

Cards, Post Cards, Calendars, Seals, Tags, Greeting

Cards, Holly Napkins and Holly Wrapping.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited

Hamilton and Montreal

klENDA^
: ..,

If you get stuck on

Fancy Calendar Pads
for 1910

It will be because your competitor had

Elliott Pads and you didn't.

Proof of the superiority and salability of

Elliott Fancy Calendar Pads will be cheer-

fully sent you in shape of a complete sam-

ple line if you write us for same.

Also remember the Elliott

Line of Art Calendars.

THE

CHAS. H. ELLIOTT
COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoiand'ums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS
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Section of School
Exercise Books
Copy Books
Scribblers Supplies

Readers
Maps
Crayons

y>-«^ . _ Many Stationers lose business which is at their door, through not

I fSIVrtll^ <tl IV CUD C^OVt having new, correct School goods, and not submitting same to the
^^» ^~J ^^**^ Authorities, Teachers and Scholars. These people are hunting out

and want proper materials with which School work can be carried on, and aggressive firms, making special efforts for this

trade, are getting it easily in a large volume.

It pays a hundred-fold to reach out for this business, for quite apart from the profit of sales from School materials, it brings

customers for other goods, for as naturally as a duck takes to water, so do buyers patronize a live store.
,
The School supply

business is increasing rapidly, and live merchants are reaping the benefit by introducing and creating a steady

trade for goods which please and make friends. There will be no better line to do this with next School

season than —

CRAYOGRAPH CRAYONS
for they are not ordinary crayons, but a sort which perfectly do what crayons should do, hence Crayograph
Crayons are creating a demand for themselves because of their merits. Crayograph Crayons are the result

of the work of expert crayon manufacturers, aided by teachers who specialize in color teaching. Your order
for the next season's School Supplies will be decidedly incomplete without some ot these Crayons. Thev are

obtainable from all wholesale houses. Makers :

THE AMERICAN CRAYON CO.

E. H. Harcourt Company
Limited

Publishers of the new

Ontario Copy Books
Manufacturers of

Exercise Books, Scribbling Books
and all School Blanks

oUR LINE this year contains twenty new designs—Canadian and Patriotic.

Our full line contains 100 designs. Special attention paid to mail orders

accompanying copy books.

WRITE US FOR SPECIAL TERMS
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V
SCENIC

SURPRISES

> •>

ARTISTIC and ATTRACTIVE with

CATCHY COLORED COVERS

The Front Cover represents some scene or event of historical or local interest, while

the Back Cover contains a detailed description of the idea illustrated in front.

SOME OF THE DESIGNS ARE

THE ALARM. Exciting, stirring. Bri-

gade hurrying to fire.

THE LIGHTHOUSE. Striking and
suggestive.

THE BISON. A true picture of a mag-
nificent specimen of this almost

extinct animal.

MARATHON. Of special sporting in-

terest to all.

VULCAN. Blacksmith-shop scene.

Cheery and life-like.

FARTHEST NORTH. A dash for the

Pole.

THE WORLD WIDE. Geographical
and historical.

BULL'S EYE. Target practice vividly

illustrated.

CHINOOK. Indian girl's head on dark
brown and khaki colored back-
ground.

THE AIRSHIP. Imag'native and in-

ventive.

RED CROSS. Nurse in uniform, worth
while preserving.

WALRUS. An excellent imitation of

walrus hide.

THE COPP, CLARK CO., LTD.
64-66 Front St. West - Toronto, Canada
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BIG THINGS
IN SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Our line of School Supplies is essentially large and complete. Everything'

and anything likely to be called for in this direction we carry. They have yearly

proved themselves to be Successful Self-Sellers. This we are proud of and take

pleasure in publishing a proclamation of the fact, that Our Goods have stood the

supreme test, and have proved their value as quick money makers.

These Lines Are For You and
Your Trade

STUDENTS' NOTE BOOKS—All sizes

and qualities.

NATURE-STUDY NOTE BOOKS.

ART DRAWING BOOKS.

MAP DRAWING BOOKS.

SCRIBBLING BOOKS.

EXERCISE BOOKS.

LEAD PENCILS—An infinite variety

and assortment. All qualities.

SLATE PENCILS—All varieties.

PENHOLDERS — Assorted, Rubber,

Metallic, Fancy.

COMBINATION PEN and PENCIL.

BLACKBOARD CRAYONS — Yellow

and white enamel. Semi-dustless.

COLORED CRAYONS.

SLATES—" America's Best," which is

sanitary and hygienic. Noiseless,

felt bound. Indestructible, wire

bound.

BAGS — Canvas, Leather and Water-
proof.

PENCIL SHARPENERS-Three kinds.

ERASERS—Ink and lead.

BLACKBOARD BRUSHES -Noiseless

and dustless.

INK - - Black, blue-black, red, brilliant

scarlet.

BLOTTING PAPER -- Colored and
plain white. Pads and sheets, large

and small.

EYE SHADES -Comfortable and con-

venient.

PENCIL BOXES

Lock boxes, also single, double and triple section boxes.

THE COPP, CLARK CO., LTD.
TORONTO, CANADA
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School
Blanks

f Samples of our new lines of Practice

Books, Exercise Books and Note

Books for School Opening are now in the

hands of our travellers. We are offering

better value and showing a greater variety

of choice new designs than have ever before

been presented to the trade. It will pay

well to reserve orders until you have seen

them.

£ We are also showing a full range of
-^ the newest and best things procur-

able in Stationery Sundries of all kinds,

for School Opening, and at close figures.

W. J. Gage& Co.
Limited

Manufacturing Stationers

Toronto * Ontario

PAPER MILLS AT ST. CATHARINES. ONT.
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Why don't you sell

more School Slates?

Here is a slate with a new talking point.

It has been claimed by educators that

the ordinary school slate is more or less

unsanitary because of the accumulation

of germs through constant use.

They say that if this objection is re-

moved there is no reason why the slate

should not regain its old-time popularity.

We agreed with the educators; and

we have removed the objection by perfecting the

GERM-PROOF SLATE
Every slate we make is treated chemically to make both slate

and frame thoroughly antiseptic and absolutely germ-proof;
and we guarantee that every slate will remain in that con-

dition for at least several years.

The Board of Education of Toronto has adopted "Germ-Proof" Slates

for use in the Public Schools.

ANCHOR &-ELK BRAMDS J

This trade-mark

is on all

genuine
Germ-Proof

Slates.

Insist

on
the

Genuine

WATt SCHOOL

SLATINGTON

siATE COMPY

?ENN?U5.A.

They cost you
nothing extra—
and you can
Guarantee
them to

your
Customers

Carefully graded under these names—each brand bearing the above trade-mark:

"ANCHOR" and "ELK" D, "WIREBOUND," "PEERLESS," "CROWN," and "OAK LEAF" noiseless.

FOR SALE BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS
Manufactured only by

NATIONAL SCHOOL SLATE COMPANY
SLATINGTON, PENNA., U.S.A.
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SCRIBBLERS EXERCISES NOTE BOOKS | BLANK DRAWING BOOKS
|
SCHOOL SLATES LOCK BOXES

|
CRAYONS

Buy Your School Supplies Now
and stock up while the selection is good. We have a large and choice assortment of standard school

goods in a splendid variety of styles and designs. Our stock of

Scribblers, Exercise Books, Note Books, Drawing Books, Slates, Crayons, Maps,

School Bags, Black Boards, Pencils

will particularly interest you as (hey have been carefully selected with the exact requirements of the

trade in view. Our lines are reasonably priced and we can promise you early shipments. Your
orders, whether large or small, will receive our best consideration.

CLARK BROS. & CO., Limited WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
MUCILAGE GLUE PENCILS DICTIONARIES PAINTS SCHOOL INKS SCHOOL BAGS

ART SUPPLIES
W Insor & Newton's Oil Colors

'• Wa er Colors
" " Canvas
" " Papers
'« " Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of n<""ls for artiste: Crayons, Oils. Mediums. Easels, Studies, fcc

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

Copying Presses In An Sizes

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

The James Smart

Mfg Co., Limited

Brockville, Out.,

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

Staples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box,

per 1,000. 30 cents

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a flat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one ot
the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

CAN YOU BEAT IT? IMPK £2.
c
S?
g
rS

nen

10 Rolls astd. 50 Rolls astd

30" 6. 16 per roll 5.85 5.70
36" 6.72 " " 6.39 6.22
41" 9.10 " " 8.65 8 42
54" 11.90 " " 1 1.31 1 1.01

Terms: 3 30 Days

HOW IS YOUR STOCK OF INK, MUCILAGE AND PASTE?
Our line of Stephen's, Stafford's, Underwood's and Higgins' Ink is complete. Mail orders receive special attention.

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.

10
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A. W. FABER'S THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE
16 Degrees—6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

A. W. Faber,
M9 Queen Victoria St.

LONDON. E.C.

A. W. Faber's
"Castell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

AM. FA)

FACTORIES

STEIN. GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK, N. J.

*̂&
ftER Wo

EUSIlt BAUDS

^
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
BOUSES

STEIN, oERMAirr

NEWARK, N. J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
51

50 X

7080 83 7085
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"ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS. WELLS & CO,

Thi.
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley" Pens which H inks,Well. &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. In Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

WESTERN Ineorpontsd

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. OOX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W". R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary
CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER Is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.
writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best
advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants
and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

»'WVWW»v

Waverley
Pens
What makes the Waverley Series of Pens

sell so readily is their incomparable and re-

gular good quality. Every pen is selected.

They are known all over the world as the

"Boons and Blessings"

Sold by the Leading Wholesale Houses
Sample Cards & Trade Prices sent by return mall

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

V»VVW»*i*»^AM^*VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVrtW*%*VV*M*»*»*V

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLE8

,g ESTEREtROOK&'CCM
,> rt,rAL

l:OII PEN-

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned-up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
the BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

12
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ICC

STATIONERS!
When placing your Spring Order

bear in mind that

RELIANCE INKS
91

will please your most fastidious customers.

Flows freely, does not corrode the pen.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

RELIANCE INK CO., Ltd., Winnipeg

\ ./

Picture

Post
Specialties:

rWdern Hellotyp*

style*,

plain and coloured.

Well known for efficiency and
high-class workmanship

Made to order only

according to instruc-

tions supplied.

Very fine
make. First
class Goodt

only.

Cards

Ot>t>o Leder
Dresden 7 Saxo"y

Pictura Post Card Manufacturer.
WHOLESALE EXPORT

\
ThePatent "Interleaf"

Post-Card Album
The most perfect album ever published Requires only to be seen to be apprecia
ted. Beat British Manufacture Holds either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on
one page. No Corners of Cards protrude on either side of leaf but are perfectly

protected. Published in rive different Bindings, to hold 300, 400 and 500 Cards
respectively, and retailing from 6s. to 18s. each Specially suited for use on Shop
Counters for exhibiting Picture Post Cards.

Fall particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

Inspection Invited. Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4*

Carriage extra. Published exclusively by

The Patent " Interleaf " Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C., England
Tel. : Berghoff, London. Code : 5th Edit. A.B.C.

MAY BE HAD OF ALL WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

[They have two points

Superior |
which pierce the paper.

Because 1
^ ne PaP ers cannot pivot.

I They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

Patented July 14, 1908 trade upon request.

For sale by all leading stationers.

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio

The Northern Mills Co.

PAPER MANUFACTURERS

PRINTING
AND

WRITING
PAPERS
Super-calendered, Velvet and Machine
Finished Book, Litho and Antique Print-

ing, Engine Sized Writing and Envelope
Papers, White and Tinted Bond.

Typewriter Papers (Glazed and Rough
Finished, ) Envelopes, Bill Heads, etc.

Ask for "Canadian Bond," "Provincial

Bond," "Adelia," " Northern Mills,"

and "Federal Writing Manilla."

Head Office, Montreal, 278 St. Paul St.

Mills, St. Adele, Que.

—3 —

^rirxffcg^HCHicM

WriVinoFiw"5

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. Established 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto

13
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SOMETHING NEW !

Carter's Spreader Tube
filled with

PHOTOLIBRARY PASTE
A new paste tube which is sealed with a

r-~^mi^l pin—no threads to become clogged. Has

a unique spreader to distribute the paste.

Work all^ done with (one hand and that ]

hand kept clean. G

I

PHOTOLIBRARY 1

PASTE i

Nos. 275 and 275^—" The Tube With the Tongue.'

MADE IN TWO SIZES

No. 275, - 3 Oz.

No. 275$, - 1J Oz.

Both packed one doz. in display box.

Write for prices

HAS ALREADY MADE A HIT.

THE CARTERS INK CO.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

Every Nan with a Fountain Pen
HENEEDS THE

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

183 Farrand St., Bloomfield, N.J,

Tourist Leather
Goods

WE MAKE A LARGE COLLECTION
OF ARTICLES FOR TRAVELLERS

COAT AND TROUSER HANGERS INCASES

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Manufactured by

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
I860« Jfinc Heatfjer Wiavt

PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK SALESROOM-683 and 685 Broadway (Cor. 3rd St.)

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75c

Retail

Price

$1.25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Easy to clean and fill -cannot upset ; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept—
354 BROADWAY NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

tirade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND TRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

A BIGGER BUSINESS
That is what every manufacturer and merchant

is aiming at. He wants to progress, to expand

and develop ; but how can he go about it ?

What is the best way to proceed -the strong-

est, quickest, and most effective medium ?

Busy Man's Magazine
IS A BUSINESS BUILDER

It circulates thoroughly in Canada from Coast

to Coast, amongst an intelligent well-to-do class

of readers—persons who are able and willing

to buy ; and the 200 circulation men of the

MacLean Publishing Co. are adding rapidly to

its large list of patrons.

An advertisement placed in Busy Man's Maga-

zine will bring results. What it has done and

is doing for others, it will do for you.

Put this statement to the test.

For rates and full particulars apply to nearest

office.

Busy Man's Magazine
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

Higgins' Drawing Board
and Library Mucilage

IS everywhere admitted to be

the most desirable adhesive,

for the uses intended, ever

put upon the market- It is a

semi-fluid, of great strength and
body, specially prepared for

mounting paper on the drawing

board, for repairing and label,

ling books, and for wood cloth

and leather work generally.

Librarians have found it exactly

suited to their needs, and it ha 8

become recognized as THE
ONLY ADHESIVE FOR LI-

BRARY WORK THAT GIVES
PERFECT SATISFACTION
For use as an ordinary mucilage

or paste it may be diluted with

25 to 50 per cent, of water.

This article should be carried by every progressive dealer.

HIGGINS* AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturers.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

I

Stationery
Salesman

who calls on JOBBING TRADE
in CANADA, wanted to carry a

high class Manufacturer's Line of

United States made

Post Cards
Line consists of Bright, New and

Snappy Numbers. Also Display

Stands.

Address BOX 211

BOOKSELLER and STATIONER
TORONTO

P.S.—Advertiser will be in Toronto i'or

a few davs shortly.

15
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Everybody Buys

VALENTINE'S

SERIES
OF

Canadian View

POST
CARDS

WHY?
Because they are the post cards

of perfection and the line

is the largest and

most varied.

Send for Sample Order

100 Assorted, Price $1.00

THE

Valentine & Sons
Publishing Company

Limited

77 Bay Street

TORONTO

1 Corisline Building

MONTREAL

Subscribers" Tree

Advertising Service

WITH the intention of assisting- those

of our subscribers who either be-

cause of want of time or lack of know-

ledge cannot attend properly to their

advertising, Bookseller and Stationer is

willing to undertake this service for them.

f As previously pointed out, many retailers

require help in the preparation of their

advertising copy if it is to achieve the right

results. How to make the retailer's copy

increase in " pulling" power is our object.

iff
By a close, thoughtful analysis of those

qualities which make for good advertising,

and applying the successful methods dis-

covered to their own work our advertising

men are enabled to produce copy contain-

ing the most effective ideas. Influential

and persuasive, it helps to create new

trade.

«ff

A thorough knowledge of the practical

resources of the printing offices enables

us to obtain results not possible to one

who does not understand typography.

«ff

For those services there is no charge.

The only condition is that you must be

a paid-up subscriber. Write us giving a

complete description of your requirements.

/ji#UWL&&*! (***

Manager Copy Department.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
io Front St. East Toronto, Canada
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Waterman's
The result of years of experience in an

endeavor to obtain a grade that would ful-

fill every requirement for a uniform ink

that is absolutely the best for fountain pur-

poses as well as all general uses.

Permanently fluid.

Chemically non-corrosive.

Everlasting record qualities

Always uniform.

Ideal Ink
Colors: Blue Black, Red, Jet Black,

Green, Violet and combined Writing and
Copying for Fountain Pen use—Desk or
Travelers' Styles (with fillers combined).

Also 2, 4 and 6 oz. sizes in convenient
cartons for carrying in stock. For large

consuming buyers, in half pints, pints and
quarts.

Extensively advertised.

Discounts liberal.

Display stands furnished.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Reduction of Display Bottle, size 8K inches in diameter, \i'A inches high. Capacity 5 pints. Offered to dealers handling our ink

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, 136 St. James St., Montreal
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

The sole topic of conversation this month among the

members of the trade with whom the staff of Bookseller

and Stationer have come in contact is the new school

book contract awarded by the Ontario Government to

the T. Eaton Company of Toronto. In whatever way

we regard it, there seems to be no consolation for the

afflicted bookseller. The contract has been signed, sealed

and delivered and the successful tenderers announce that

they are going to live up to every letter of it. This

means that they intend to retail the books at the same

price at which they will supply them to the bookseller-.

It also means that they will print their name as pub-

lishers on every copy of the edition. The Government

announce that they will do nothing to put the arrange-

ment on an equitable basis for the book trade. It might

be within their power to keep the publisher's name o3

the books. Even if they did this much something would

be accomplished but this is too much to expect.

* a

Having accepted the inevitable, all the trade can c\>

is to take precautions to prevent further damage. The

thin edge of the wedge is in. Undoubtedly the Eaton

Company will follow up their advantage by tendering

for other books as the opportunity offers. Any such con-

tingency must be guarded against. The Government

must be told that the policy of taking sides with the

enemy of the retail trade and against the interests oi

that trade, is distasteful to thousands of merchants and

their friends throughout Ontario. It is something that

every bookseller can easily do. Letters to local mem-
bers and to the Minister of Education should be de-

spatched at once protesting vigorously against the Gov-

ernment policy. The booksellers should go further and

secure the co-operation of every other retailer in their

locality. A mass of such letters pouring in on the Edu-

cation Department would create a great impression.

• » •

Some special attention is paid in this number to

school supplies, for this is about the season when most

retailers place their orders for the goods required at

school opening. School opening time and holiday time

are two periods in the year when the stationer has an

opportunity to stir things up. He should lay plans

early to handle this business competently. Elsewhere

we give a few pointers on ways and means of making a

success of the business. The general recipe nowadays is

aggressiveness. The man who gets out after the busi-

ness with determination is bound to succeed.

* * *

This year's meeting of the National Association of

Stationers and Manufacturers of the United States is

scheduled for July 19 to 23, at Toledo, Ohio. It will

be the fifth annual convention of the organization and,

if the same degree of progress is exhibited here as at

previous meetings, there will be a very large attendance

of stationers present. An attractive booklet, describing

Toledo and outlining plans for the entertainment of the

visitors has been issued, which proves to be a most al-

luring bait. We feel sure that Canadian stationers will

be welcomed at this convention and we would urge as

many as are able to get away from home in July to

take in the meeting. Stationers resident in Western

Ontario should not find it difficult to reach Toledo. The
meetings of the United States Association are always

profitable and pleasant. The biggest and brainiest men
in the trade are there and valuable information is given

out.

* » «

There is a matter involving the business probity of

some of our stationery manufacturers, which we would

like to bring to the attention of our readers. In the

matter of Government contracts for stationery supplies,

the accusation is frequently made against the manufac-

turers, that by the exercise of favoritism and shading of

prices, they enable certain dealers to secure the business.

The fact of the matter is that party pull has usually

far more to do with this than price-cutting. There may
be a few manufacturers, who would shade prices, but the

reputable firms, whose first principle is to adhere rigidly

to a fixed scale, never do it on any consideration and it

is unfair to accuse them of such a practice. The Gov-

ernment's policy, when prices are equal, is to divide the
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contract so that all sections secure the business. If a

certain dealer appears to be favored the chances are that

he has a political pull, not that he has cut his price.

Investigation has proved this to be the case in several

instances. The trade would do well to remember this

next time they feel inclined to blame the manufacturers.

• •

Under the Ontario assessment act of 1905, business

assessment was substituted for the old personal property

tax. After nearly five years of trial it is generally ad-

mitted that the new system is preferable, though some

inequalities have developed, which require remedying.

During the recent session of the Legislature several

notices of amendments to the act were brought forward

and specific cases instanced where its provisions were

unfair, but nothing more definite was done by the House

than Jo appoint a special committee to^ inquire into and

report upon the working of the present act. All busi-

ness men who think that some of the present clauses

should be altered, would do well to lay their views be-

fore the members of the committee, which consists of

Sir James Whitney, Premier ; Hon. W. J. Hanna, Pro-

vincial Secretary ; Hon. A. J. Matheson, Provincial

Treasurer; W. K. McXaught, North Toronto; J. W.

Johnson, West Hastings
; I. B. Lucas. Centre Grey ;

W.

F. Nickle, Kingston ; Col. Hugh Clark, Centre Bruce
;

Henry Eilber, South Huron ; W. S. Brewster, South

Brant ; W. H. Hoyle, North Ontario ; G. H. Pharand,

Prescott ; J. R. Dargavel, Leeds ; W. H. Hearst, Sault

Ste. Marie ; James Torrance, North Perth ; P. IT.

Bowyer, East Kent ; P. G. Macdiarmid, West Elgin
;

J. J. Preston, Last Durham ; George Pattison, South

Waterloo ; Allan Studholme, East Hamilton ; Hon. A.

G. MacKay, Leader of the Opposition
;
Daniel Reed,

South Wentworth ; V. Stock, South Perth ;
W. J. Mc-

Cart, Stormont ; James McEwing, West Wellington
;

Duncan C. Ross, North Middlesex ; Wm. Proudfoot,

Centre Huron
;

J. C. Elliott, East Middlesex.

• • •

Under the assessment act of 1905 all booksellers and

stationers, grocers, hardware dealers, etc., are assessed

at 25 per cent, of the value of the premises occupied

where the population of the municipality is over 50,000
;

30 per cent, where the population is over 10,000
; and

35 per cent, if under 10,000. The business tax of whole-

salers is 75 per cent, and manufacturers 60 per cent.

This method is easy of application, definite and fixed and

the assessor does not have to delve into the private

affairs of everyone doing business. It is not claimed

that the system is equitable from a basis of wealth, and

could not be for the reason that a percentage of the as-

sessed value of the land is taken as the business assess-

ment in lieu of the value of personal property. Large

capital is employed in small places and vice versa, but

its advocates contend that it has this effect ; and that

is, no one can escape. Under the old way, debts due

on account of personalty were to be deducted and it is

said that not one-tenth of the personal property liable

to assessment was assessed. Under the business assess-

ment a certain rating is fixed by the act and an assessor

cannot go beyond this rating. Here is where the im-

provement comes in, although the rating may afford

causes of dissatisfaction. Inquiries made from the city

assessment department in Toronto and other cities

elicit the information that the new system of business

assessment is regarded as a decided improvement, and,

while not perfect perhaps, is more satisfactory than the

personal property tax. In fact, the number of appeals

entered by merchants wholesalers, and manufacturers are

not one-half what they used to be under the old order

nf things.

• * •

A subscriber writes in, about our Canadian list of

hooks, which was discontinued last year. He says :

"We thought the idea was a good one. It is so diffi-

cult to keep the run of books published in Canada. We

have the Bookseller and Stationer containing the lists

for reference, it being the only thing there was. We

think the list a helpful one. Of course, the more com-

plete, the more useful." A few more opinions like this

would soon induce us to resume the publication of tiie

list. There is one question about it, however, which

would need to be settled first and that is the definition

of a Canadian book. Various views could be taken of

what would constitute a Canadian book. We might

limit it to books printed in Canada, or we might go

further and take in all books, bearing on the title-page,

the imprint of a Canadian publisher. Books by Cana-

dian writers, published outside the country would have

to be considered. In fact there are a lot of ways- to

look at it. The views of our readers would be appre-

ciated.
• • •

The vote on the date of the annual meeting of the

Booksellers' Association has not been particularly satis-

factory. Only 25 per cent of the cards sent out were

returned and of these a slight majority voted for hold-

ing the meeting during Exhibition time. An equal num-

ber were in favor of a meeting early in August and in

October. The other dates had very few supporters. It

will now be for the Executive to decide whether a date

during the progress of the exhibition will be tried again

or whether a new date, say in October, be named as a

further experiment.
* » «

Reports are coming in from various quarters in On-

tario that some dealers are going to give up the trade

in school books, because of the Ontario Government's

action in giving the contract for the readers to a To-

ronto department store. Such a policy is extremely

foolish and no self-respecting dealer should adopt it for

one minute, It is playing direct into the enemy's hand.

By resolutely fighting the department store with its own

weapons, the trade can stop further concessions to

them. At present it is only the thin edge of the wedge

aiming at the vitals of the trade. If half the trade take

the blows lying down, the evil will increase. Now is the

time to resist and resist strenuously.
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COMMENTS ON THIS YEAR'S SCHOOL SUPPLY BUSI-
ness—Originality in Methods Needed to Secure Local Trade Aim to

get Your Store Talked About^ The Premium Idea Still a Good One
—An Attractive Window Trim Creates Talk and Brings Custom.

Once again the trade is coming- within sight of an-

other school opening-. While scholars are g-etting- ready

for examinations and the prospect of summer holidays

seems very far distant, the retailer's business instinct

warns him that the summer months are fleeting and that

it won't in reality be so long until the schools open

again.

What is the trade going to do about school opening

this year ?

That is a problem that must be dealt with sooner

or later and the sooner it is settled the better.

It is a great thing to have plans cut and dried well

in advance. Every reader of this article must realize

this. The procrastinator invariably regrets his folly when
the critical time comes. He knows he ought to take

steps to prepare for the campaign now, but it is so

easy to put it off for a day or two and the days sreep

into weeks and the weeks into months and nothing is

done.

A Fighting Chance.

Every bookseller and stationer has a fighting jhanee

to secure the bulk of the school supply trade of His

town or village. With well laid plans he can do it.

And now is the time to lay the plans. If he sits dow i

in the quiet of his office with the determination to

evolve a scheme for the conquest of the school supply

trade, and, if he adheres to his scheme when once he

formulates it, the chances are that he will be ahead of

the game next September. Isn't this a fight worth

entering into ? Doesn't it stir the pulse and quicken the

blood ?

But the successful dealer will have to do something

more than follow the beaten track of bye-gone years.

There will have to be novelty in his plans and some
daring in their working out. Schemes which brought in

the trade a year ago will fail this year, for the spell

will be broken.

The Essentials.

The first essential is a good stock, well arranged.

The second essential is to have your stock talked about.

The first should present little difficulty. Reference to

the section in this number of Bookseller and Stationer

containing the advertisements of the school supply

houses will show where the goods are to be secured.

Experience will indicate the best lines for each dealer

to purchase.

The second essential demands more attention. How
to get the store talked about as the place to buy sup-

plies, is a harder proposition. It is a problem in which

the child-mind enters and, while in one sense the child

-

mind is easily understood, in another its workings are

complex. You must aim to get the child on your side

and having got him or her, the rest is easy.

The Premium Idea.

The premium idea is an old and well-worn plan. It

has served its turn well and in modified form may do

service again. Provided you get something novel to

offer to the children, which your competitors cannot

duplicate, you will have a strong drawing-card. While

it won't do to show your hand too soon, still you must
let the children know early that you have something

wonderful for them. Start your advertising early. Get

the lists of promotions in the local schools as soon as

they are out and send letters or cards of congratula-

tion to the children, indicating that you would like to

have them buy their supplies from you in the fall and

that you will have a nice present for all purchasers of

so much.

If anyone is in doubt as to where to get suitable

premiums, the editor of Bookseller and Stationer, would

be pleased to supply a list of firms dealing in premium
novelties to any subscriber.

The Window Trim.

A good window display of school lines will also

create talk. Keep down your curtain while the window
is being dressed. Placard it to the effect that the cur-

tain will go up at such and such an hour. Invite the

newspaper publisher to come and inspect it and request
him to describe it in his paper. All these little devices

will create talk and that is just what you want.
The Pharmaceutical Era describes an effective win-

dow trim, which it designates "The Bridge of Know-
ledge."

Through the centre of the window from front to rear

make a wide river of glass. Cover balance of window
with green sawdust with river banks of sand. At tach
side of the window, their height dependent upon the
window's breadth, erect bridge towers of stacks of

tablets. With strong thread fasten a number of pencils

end to end so that they answer as bridge cables. There
must be two cables of sufficient length to go over the

tops of the towers and sag at the centre to the level of

the bridge floor. At the floor level, extending from pier

to pier, place a thin, strong board. This should be cov-
ered with paper and upon the top of it place tablets to
form the visible bridge floor. Run twine from the bridge
floor to the pencil cables at intervals of a few inches,

in imitation of the floor supporting cables. Finish off

the tops of the bridge piers with cupolas of ink bottles.

On the floor of the bridge display small supplies, such
as rubber and steel erasers, pens, pencil sharpeners, pen-
wipers, and so on.

Upon the glass river place boats of scholars' com-
panions, pen and pencil boxes, drawing sets, and so on,
with masts and runnels of pencils, pen-holders, pencil

sharpeners and chalk. Make background similar to that
in little red school-house display.

Outside .Work.

Much effective work can be done outside the store
and this is where the average dealer is very lax. He
is content to let custom come to him ; he rarely goes
after custom himself. School boards are doing more
and more of the buying of supplies. In some municipali-
ties they do it all. Ergo, the school board must be ap-
proached, either direct or through the medium of the
teachers. There are always a number of new lines each
year, which may profitably be brought to the attention
of the people who buy for the schools. Germ-proof slates
are prominent this year and should appeal to all sen-

sible people. If these slates are unknown in your local-
ity, be the first to introduce them,—make hay while the
sun shines.
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MAKING A SUCCESS IN SELLING TOYS AND GAMES
Harold A. Wilson's Experience in Toronto Has a Large Flat in his

New Store Devoted to Toys Exclusively—Some of his Selling Methods.

HAROLD A. WILSON

"They take up too much
room, there are too many
breakages and the sales are

not large enough, outside the

holiday trade, to bother car-

rying them. " This is what

the average bookseller and

stationer says when asked

why he does not handle toys.

Of course, 'there are excep-

tions. Parents must have

toys and games for the fam-

ily and have to buy them
somewhere. If there were

no playthings, no indoor

amusements, no miniature

creations or imitations of

working implements and household articles, which make
for the comfort, convenience and advancement of life's

conditions, what would childhood be? .The little ones

would be robbed of their pleasure, the realm of imagina-

tion, the great make-believe world, would be cheated of

its sweetest possessions and the mythology of Santa Claus,

the golden treasures that loom so large and real in the

mind of every lisping, toddling cherub with its innocence

and mirth, its laughter and song, its prattle and play,

would be one stern, cruel, barren blank. Childhood with-

out toys, the pretty, little, golden-haired darling without

a doll and doll carriage, the ambitious, hero-worshiping

boy without a cart,engine or box of tools—why, one might
as well pluck the sun from the noon day, kill the spirit

of fancy or ring the death knell of hope that a better

and brighter day is yet to come. From the dawn to the

decline of life, the one fascinating, never-ending picture,

the beacon light that ever beckons us on, whether grow-

ing or grown up, is elusive expectation. Call it anticipa-

tion, imagery or delusion if you will; it matters not. The

great underlying principle of it all remains the same,

unchanged by the finger of fortune or the hand of time.

A Big Stock.

"Toys! Why certainly I carry them," remarked
Harold A Wilson, of the Harold A. Wilson Company,
297-299 Yonge Street, Toronto, when a representative of

Bookseller and Stationer dropped into his large estab-

lishment the other day. "Come right up here to the first

floor. Without boasting, 1 may say that on this flat,

which is 125 feet long and 30 wide, we have the largest

and most varied assortment of games and toys of any

house in Canada, ajid, with two or three exceptions, I

may add in America. We have always taken a pride and

a pleasure in handling them. We make some, but the

majority come from Germany and Austria. We have

dolls ranging in price from 25 cents up to $25, doll's

cabs and carriages from $1 to $16, including all kinds

of mechanical, electrical, clock-working, water, spring,

friction and steam toys, wind motors, hook and ladder

wagons, printing presses, passenger trains, typewriters,

conjuring tricks, flying machines, home telephones, steel

autos, magic lanterns, post card projectors and countless

other creations selling as high as $25 and $30."

"How do you find the profit on them and what about

breakages? Do the customers, who may happen to be

trying how they work, have to make good the damage
in case anything goes wrong?" was asked.

"The profit is much larger than on ruaaiy staple lines.

We find there is a good, steady trade in toys and games
the year round, while the demand at Christmas is very

heavy. Children, as you know, are always demanding

something to entertain and amuse them. Then, there are

birthday parties and other events in the life of juveniles

which must be marked by various presentations. As to

breakages, they are very few. We do not allow persons to

experiment with toys. The salesladies demonstrate the

various mechanical devices and give instructions, and, as

they are experienced, not many toys get out of repair.

As each one is sold it is tested before leaving the store

and we know that it works all right. We are not trou-

bled by persons desiring to change them. If a customer

comes in and says the toy was out of repair when he or

she received it, we deal with each individual case on
its merits and use our own judgment. The best that we

do in such an emergency is to meet the customer mid-

way and allow half the cost on a new toy. But our dif-

ficulties in this line are not numerous and are scarcely

worth mentioning."

People Who do Not Buy.

"Do many persons come here and not buy—simply

roam around to show the children what you have,

or to put in time?"

"I may say," continued Mr. Wilson, "there are none
of the class of which you speak. We have the goods

so displayed that they can be seen to the best advantage

without handling and thus the temptation to touch is

removed. Then there are not many curiosity seekers.

The departmental stores get the most of them. I am safe

in saying that fully ninety per cent, of those who visit

this department purchase something before they de-

part. Our goods are so shown that they pull too much on

the pocket for anyone to leave without buying some-

thing. Now, with regard to departmental stores, per-

haps seventy-five per cent, of those who inspect toys do
not purchase. We carry only the best class of play-

things and games and have practically nothing under
twenty-five cents, so that our offerings are all well made
and substantial in character."

How Toys are Sold.

"What is your selling plan?"
"It is very simple. When customers come in com-

paratively few know what they want. They say that

Willie or Johnny, Ma,ry or Susan is going to have a

birthday or that Santa Claus will have to pay a visit

in a few weeks, and they do not know exactly what to

get. Our clerks in this department are all trained and
go about selling toys and games in a methodical manner.
At the outset they ask the age of the children, taking

the girls first and the boys after, when something has to

be secured for all the members of the family. The ladies

in charge know exactly what is suitable and pleasing

for a girl four years old. another of eight, ten, twelve and
so on. The same applies to boys of all ages, from the two-
year-old lad to the lad in his teens, and eaeh child's

wants are attended to separately and systematically.

Sometimes a customer will say, 'I am afraid you cannot
help me, as my child has everything that I can think of.'
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But we always have something novel or unique—as we
search the world's markets and the customer is conduct-

ed to positively new creations, and there is sure to find

some article which he or she never dreamed existed in

toyland. Then we send out our catalogues to all the

homes in Toronto. These catalogues are illustrated, with

prices under each device, along with a short description.

This assists many a father and mother to solve what
is frequently a perplexing problem. They often bring the

catalogue with the articles which they desire picked

out. You see that we have our selling plans in this branch

of the business down to a science so far as it is possible

to get it."

all the mechanical devices, where they can be seen to

the best advantage without fingering. All plush goods,

such as stuffed animals, birds, men, etc., are shown in

glass wall cases. Water toys, spring and friction devices,

are exhibited on adjustable tables. Sight-seers are not al-

lowed to handle anything. The aisles are wide, the floor-

ing space ample, and there is no crowding, either on the

part of contrivances or people.

"Do you ever have bargain sales'?"

"No! we do not. When we have a few odds and

ends we gather them together, place them on a separate

table and put up a card to the effect that anything on that

table can be had for 25 or 50 cents. We get rid of bro-

Harold A. Wilson's Fine Toronto SforeWb

"Yes ! but what about games ? How do you manage
there?" was the next question.

"We ask if it is a game for indoors, outdoors, for

the floor or table. This gives four sub-divisions and ma-

terially lessens the difficulty. We have several that come

under any one of these heads. I may add about our

games that, with few exceptions, they are ones of skill

and not of chance, games where the judgment of mind,

eye and hand are brought into play."

All dolls, etc., are displayed in cases or shelves along

the wall on one side of the toy department, as are also

ken lots in this way. All goods in the store are marked

in plain figures, so that anyone picking up the tag knows
exactly what the selling price of each article is."

Mr. Wilson is a strong believer in the effectiveness and

drawing power of attractively arranged windows and

show cases and keeps an expert who does nothing else but

attend to these duties. His windows are changed every

week, but seldom are goods tagged with prices. As to

advertising, he does not employ newspaper space, but
makes use of catalogues exclusively. These are printed

twice a yeax and delivered to every home in Toronto.
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Some 200,000 catalogues are published annually by the

firm. One issue goes out the first of May, containing il-

lustrated announcements as to spring and summer goods.

It is practically a book of sporting goods referring to

tennis, golf, croquet, cricket, football, baseball and all in

and outdoor games. Then in the fall, about the middle

of November, there is published the toy catalogue, which

also covers winter and fall sports, such as hockey, foot-

ball, fencing, basketball, snowshoeing, tobogganing, gym-

nasium equipment, etc. Toys are more specifically referred

to in view of the approach of the glad Christmas season.

In addition to being distributed to every home in the

city, catalogues are sent all over the Dominion, to New-
foundland, Great Britain, the United States, and even to

South Africa and Australia. Then there is a gymnasium
apparatus booklet printed which is given a wide circula-

tion. Mr. Wilson estimates that annually there are about

75,000' of his catalogues scattered in Toronto, and 125,-

000 forwarded to outside points. About half the total

business of the firm is mail order, principally for sport-

ing, athletic and camping goods. The company makes
everything it sells in the sporting goods line, made from
iron, wood, canvas or leather, and is the manufacturer

of and outfitter of every known pastime, while a large

export trade is done. Mr. Wilson handles copyright

novels, magazines and current periodicals and has worked

up a fine trade in these branches.

The sporting, camping and athletic goods departments

are not dealt with here. The object of the foregoing

reference is to enlighten and instruct booksellers, sta-

tioners and fancy goods dealers on how and why toys can

be handled with profit and advantage, to impart ideas

and suggestions, which may be made use of by others,

and to correct wrong impressions about the "nuisance"

of carrying toys—as it is often called.

Mr. Wilson's Career.

Mr. Wilson learned the stationery and book business

in Sarnia. Twenty-nine years ago he came to Toronto

and entered the employ of P. C. Allen, who conducted a

sporting goods and toy establishment ait 35 King Street

West. In 1895 Mr. Wilson bought the business, which he

has directed with marked success and constant expan-

sion ever since. About a year ago he built a handsome
and commodious brick block on Yonge Street,

which is, without doubt, the finest specialty store

in Canada. It has four floors and 16,000 square

feet of flooring space. The basement is devoted

to storage purposes, reserve stock and shipping. Here the

enameling and nickeling departments are located as well

as the forges, etc. The ground floor is given strictly to

athletic and sporting goods, the second exclusively to

children's amusements, toys, games, etc., and the third flat

to the manufacturing plant and show room for gym-
nasium apparatus.

Space is even now at such a premium that plans are

prepared for the erection of another storey^to his prem-

ises at an early date. The firm has also a large factory

on Victor Avenue, where athletic clothing and leather

goods, such as punching balls, boxing gloves and baseball

mitts, are made.

(Since the foregoing was put in type a fire visited

the factory of Mr. Wilson and did considerable damage

to the third floor. The loss on the stock of the lower

floors -was $25,000, and that on the building about $3,-

000. The business will in no way be interrupted except

the factory portion, which will be put in running order

again as speedily as possible).

ANOTHER LETTER ABOUT THE YU-
kon Mail Service— Mr. Landahl writes to the Post-

master-General demanding equal Privileges with the

Eaton Co.—Gets his Magazines from the United

States.

Bookseller and Stationer has been sent the following

open letter, continuing the discussion on the- winter m:il

service to the Yukon Territory, which appeared in the

March and April issues.

Dawson City, April 5th, 1909.

Postmaster General, Ottawa, Ont. :

Hon. Sir,—I am merely writing this to ascertain by
what mode of procedure the merchants of this city could

be extended the same treatment as is accorded the T.

Eaton Co., of Toronto, Ont.

When a catalogue wends its way to me addressed

Dawson same is put to rest in the Dead Letter Office in

Vancouver. When a small Xmas present is started for

Dawson it meets with the same inconsiderate treat-

ment.

To rescue said Xmas present takes about three

months time to say nothing about the writing of num-
erous letters filled with submissive appeals or profanity

to the Dead Man in the Dead Letter Office in Vancouver.

Then the express amounts to from two dollars and up
to twenty or more according to the mood the White

Pass happens to be in.

But, Sir, the Eaton Company can address 100

catalogues to Dawson, pay postage only, mind no ex-

press and have same come right through in the dead of

winter as mail, a privilege which is denied to any and
all local merchants whether he gets a one pound cata-

logue or more.

If there is any way whereby I could be placed on

the same level as the T. Eaton Company I would be

pleased were you to let me know. And, once again,

kindly do not forget that the Eaton Company can sluff

off 400 catalogues on this community, address same
direct to Dawson and surrounding creeks and not be

subjected to your regulations. But Warwick Bros. &
Rutter, of Toronto, can not get any further than within

speaking distance of the P. O. clerk or master in To-

ronto with a measly little package of pens addressed to

me in Dawson.
The greatest Canadian magazine, "The Busy Man's,"

I order from Seattle, U.S.A., all other Canadian and

English publications I also get from Seattle. Fine

state of affairs that. But that way I get them regular

without any officious public servants in Canada throw-

ing red tape in front of them.

Now please do not send me one of those yellow re-

gulation slips dealing with the Yukon Territory. I can

repeat same from one end to the other, backwards, any

way and please do not tell me that the Eaton Com-
pany's catalogues were not addressed direct to Dawson,
contrary to your regulations, forwarded as mail over

the ice, unloaded by the W. P. Stage at the Post Office

in Dawson and distributed through wickets and boxes.

If you think this is on the square, if you think this

is right and just do with this letter the same as your

Department for years has done with similar commun'-

cations—throw it in the waste paper basket and forget.

I presume judging from results that all our petitions

for relief have met with such fate.

Yours respectfully but withal

Sincerely disgusted,

H. J. LANDAHL.
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IMPORTANT HAPPENINGS AT THE
Capital—Government Contract goes to United States

—Ottawa Trade Discusses School Book Contract

—

Reid Bros. Move to New Store.

Ottawa, May 6th, 1909.—Your correspondent ran

across a peculiar piece of information the other day

while in conversation with one of the local booksellers.

The talk drifted to Government orders when he remark-

ed that he had been given a good item in this connec-

tion just a few days previous. He said he had been told

on good authority that an order for over one thousand

dollar's worth of Sanford's ink and mucilage had been

placed with the Sanford people through a New York
jobber named Kimpton. The point of interest was the

fact that such an order should be placed through a

foreign house when it could have been handled just as

expeditiously by some Ottawa house, or even a Cana-

dian house, and the benefits resulting therefrom accrue

to Canadian business men and tax-payers. Surely our

Government purchasing agents might consider the

Canuck first with favors at their disposal.

Public Library Attacked.

The Public Library is rapidly increasing in popular-

ity and all branches of this great reading institution are

being patronized. However, some severe criticism has

been levelled against the institution on account of some
of the books said to obtain a place on its shelves.

Father Lajeune preached a strong sermon on morality

in books and referred specifically to the public library.

L. J. Burpee, librarian, states that there are no such

books in the circulating section, but that of course there

are to be found in every library books which are not

intended for young people, and such volumes are kept in

the reference department. Should these books be get-

ting into the hands of young: people an effort will be

made to prevent this. At a meeting of the

board of directors held last evening, Librarian

Burpee made a report on the subject and stated that

every precaution was observed to prevent the circula-

tion of unsuitable books among- young readers. An
invitation has been given Father Lajeune to submit a

list of the books which he considered improper.

Change in Criminal Code.

Bill No. 148 introduced by Hon. A. Aylesworth as

an act to amend the Criminal Code, contains many
paragraphs of interest to booksellers. The following

paragraph in the present code is suggested for repeal :

"Everyone is guilty of an indictable offence and liable

to two year's imprisonment who knowingly, without

lawful justification or excuse, manufactures, or sells, or

exposes for sale or to public view, or distributes or cir-

culates or causes to be distributed or circulated, any
obscene book, or other printed, typewritten or other-

wise written matter, or any picture, photograph, model

or other object tending to corrupt morals," and in sub-

stitution therefor the following :

"(a) makes, manufactures, or sells, or exposes frr

sale or to public view, or distributes or circulates, or

causes to be distributed or circulated, or has in his pos-

session for sale, distribution or circulation, or assists in

such making, manufacture, sale, exposure, having in

possession, distribution or circulation, any obscene book

or other printed, typewritten or otherwise written mat-

ter, or any picture, photograph, model or other object

tending to corrupt morals, or any plate for the repro-

duction of any such picture or photograph."

It will be seen therefrom that the law against im-

morality in literature is to be very strict and every

bookseller should assist in the full observance of such

an act.

Reid Bros. Move.

Reid Bros, have moved from their old store 95

Bank St. to that formerly occupied by the Ottawa

Hardware Co. on the corner of Bank and Albert Sis.,

or as they state in their advertising "on the transfer

corner." In these new and commodious quarters these

gentlemen will find adequate room in which to display

to advantage their immense stock of cards and other

souvenirs. The old store was uncomfortably crowded and

the shortage of space did not conduce to business profit.

The stock is of course still unsettled in the new home,

but the increased facilities for the promotion of business

should account for an encouraging increase in the pairor.-

age accorded Basil Reid and his brother.

The School Book Contract.

In connection with the school book contract which

has been awarded The T. Eaton Co v , some of the local

booksellers do not seem to be worrying much. One gen-

tleman said that so long as the Eaton Company wouid
sell to the public at the regular price of the book it

would not make any difference to him, but if they fol-

lowed the practice of cutting the price twenty per cent,

then that would practically resolve itself into giving

the books to the consumer at wholesale prices and such

an action should be opposed by joint forces. It is of

course acceded that The Eaton Co. will receive a large

amount of advertising owing to their imprint being -on

the books. One other stationer remarked that in one

way he was mighty glad such action had occurred as it

would undoubtedly awaken the ire of the publishing

houses and accordingly arouse in them a little more
thought for the smaller booksellers scattered through-
out the Dominion. Heretofore he said it has been the

practice for publishers where they had some "left overs"

to go to the large departmental stores and endeavor to

dispose of the whole lot to them rather than peddle

them among the small fellows. Now Mr. Publisher is

getting rapped by the departmental store and the

former may now experience some of the feelings of the

retail man on occasions when he has received a little

raw deal. As far as this stationer was concerned in

regard to the sale of the books he thought there would
be no dissatisfaction among: the retail trade if prices

were not disturbed, but in the event of such happening,
then he considered concerted action the only remedy.

Business is picking- up and new books continue to

arrive. "Katrine" and "The Man in Lower Ten" have
been meeting with a good demand.

G. E. M. H.

There are 66 pages in Hurst & Co.'s "Trade and
Order List for 1909" and these 66 pages are full of the
lists of books in the various series and libraries

which Hurst &'; Co. publish. The extent of these lists is

enormous, embracing the world's best literature in all

sorts of editions. The line is strongest in medium-
priced goods and, to any one wishing to select a general

and comprehensive list of books, the Hurst editions can be
unqualifiedly recommended. The order list should be in

the possession of every bookseller and any one who has
not yet received a copy should send for one immed-
iately.
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ADVERTISING OF SPORTING GOODS AND SUPPLIES
Requires Special Treatment—Style of Copy Needed—Importance of

Window Displays in Connection With Newspaper Advertising—Special
Efforts Should be Made in This Direction—Some Suitable Suggestions

By William G. Colgate

With the advent of spring the fields of the country
and the vacant lots of the city will resound with the

shouts and excited yells of youngsters as they engage
in the grand old game of baseball. On Saturday after-

noons and holidays the seniors will show up on the
diamond arrayed in all the splendor of regulation uni-

forms with club colors and "play ball" surrounded by
a lusty-lunged, cheering crowd, who watch intently the

players as they make a brilliant play, occasionally

lapsing into a silence that can be felt—"a calm before

the storm"—at some psychological period of the game.
The season of baseball opens up in the early spring with

the appearance of the first robin and continues until the

early fall. It's a hardy perennial and the keen interest

and enthusiastic devotion shown for it by men of all

ages in every vocation indicates that the game carries a

universal appeal, such as few other sports possess.

Nearly all the trade handle sporting goods
and particularly baseball supplies to some extent. As

long since been endorsed by the results which they
brought. The average purchaser will not buy unless he
knows how much the goods cost before he enters the
store, lie does not like to be embarrased by asking the
price and discovering that he cannot afford it. A dealer
might just as well attempt to make himself understood
in pantomine as to make a display without the goods
which he desires to sell and the price cards. Besides
the price tickets cards could be used plainly lettered
offering hints or suggestions that might cause the
passerby to become an immediate purchaser of the ar-

ticle displayed.

The Way to Dress It.

The best way to set about dressing a window is to
decide beforehand what you intend to display, have an
idea how you can display the goods to the best advan-
tage. Have your goods ready to be put in their places
and modify your plans as you proceed. Do not over-

B ASEBALL - AND -SPORTING- SUf PLIES - Of • EVERY" KLN D

^noooes'

A Suggestion for Window Display of Baseball Goods.

the demand for these goods lasts for about six months
of the year the trade should find in this department of

their business a steady source of profit for that period

at least.

The Window Display.

In promoting a selling plan for the sale of outdoor
supplies no dealer should overlook the advantage which
his window offers him. Let him not be content with

hanging a few bats, mitts, or masks outside the door
and thinking that will be enough. He should go to

work, clean his window space of everything and make
special displays of baseball supplies, or fishing require-

ments exclusively. He will get much better results this

way than from window exhibits crowded with a miscel-

laneous collection of articles which tend to confuse.

All goods displayed should be attractively ticketed.

Price and sign markers admirably adapted to 'his

special purpose can bo, bought cheaply and will be found

most convenient and useful in enlarging the possibilities

of your display. Tn regard to price cards their use has

crowd your window. Try and arrange your display so

that it will leave a plain definite impression and pas-

sersby will not have to stop and "study it out." Of

course, clean windows are essential to an attractive dis-

play just as well brushed clothes are essential to a

pleasing appearance in a salesman.

Herewith is shown a window display suggestion

which is not beyond the capabilities of the average

dealer. The central figure in the display, a baseball

player, can be made by simply procuring and ordinary

tailor's dummy and dressing it up in a baseball uni-

form. This figure could be borrowed for a time from

almost any tailor or dry goods merchant in town. If

it is not possible to get it, it could be omitted and

something else substituted. In arranging this display

first get a green baize cloth or similar material and

completely cover the bottom of the window with it. At
each end of the window as will be seen from the diagram

are two diamond-shaped mounds of baseballs. These can

be held in place with narrow strips of half inch strips

nailed down diagonally to form a diamond. Then the
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balls can be arranged inside. Alongside of these mounds
are arranged baseball bats resembling- the stacking- of

muskets. These can be easily arranged in a way that

Base Balls, Bats,

Gloves, Masks,
Etc.

Everything" in

SPORTING GOODS
to be found at

Henry Thompson & Co.

The Old Reliable Stand

for Sporting Goods.

MAIN ST., SLEEPERVILLE

The Wrong Kind of an Ad.

will naturally suggest itself to the dealer. Resting

against the bats a couple of price tickets may be used

to give effectiveness to the exhibit. In the back ground

on either side a neat arrangement of masks and ' ody

protectors will give a balance and finish to the display.

At back a black or green baize curtain to match ground

covering may be used. On this wording can be lettered

in whiting or chalk solution that will brush off when

dry, "tacked" to form a suitable inscription like that

suggested in the illustration. This display is not diffi-

cult to assemble, and its striking effect will amply re^

pay the dealer for his efforts in attracting to his window
passersby who by comment and purchases will help to

repay the merchant for the time and labor involved.

Out of the Ordinary Methods.

Because a dealer who sells sporting goods is appeal-

ing to a field somewhat different from the ordinary, he

will of necessity have to adopt methods of publicity

varying slightly from those he has been accustomed to,

though essentially along similar lines. In a word, he

will have to specialize. Where before his advertising

was general, it is now being directed to a particular

field, comprising for the most part the sporting element

of his district. In the preparation of his copy he should

not fail to consider this. Lengthy introductions should

be dispensed with. Introductory sentences should be

terse and snappy. Omit no necessary information, of

course, but do not indulge in superfluity of words. Have

your copy simply written and brief in argument. Unless

a man is going to make a purchase running into the

hundreds, he seldom wants to bother with a lot of

reason-why arguments, although he invariably likes to

know prices before hand.

If it is possible to procure them, it is always ad-

visable to use illustrations. A good picture, that is,

one that is appropriate to the subject-matter increases

the "interest" of an ad. nearly a hundred per cent. So
no dealer should neglect an opportunity to increase the

force and effectiveness of his advertising.

The Wrong Way.

How many dealers in sporting goods are there who
consider these essentials ? Take the first advertisement
on this page.

One must admit frankly there is nothing about such
advertising to induce anyone to buy at "the old relia-

ble stand." No descriptions of the goods, no prices

quoted, no specific reasons why anyone should deal there.

Thus, its aimless message conveys nothing definite to

the mind of the reader and leaves him to tally in the

dark as to the merits of the goods. . The articles may
have value or they may not. Its up to the advertiser
to say so and tell why. It's this very kind of advertis-
ing that causes the advertiser to grumble and say,

"There's nothing in advertising. I tried it once. 1

You'll Need the
—Very Best-

in BASEBALL SUPPLIES if you expect them

to stand the wear and tear to which they are

subject during the excitement of the game. Pay

a little more money and get dependable goods

—

articles you can absolutely rely on.

Q Bargain prices should not tempt you to buy an

artie'e you expect so much from as you do from

baseball goods. Come in and see our goods

—

you'll buy them all right. We can fit up your

whole team or supply your individual needs at

very little cost quality considered.

Q We carry full lines of standard makes in Masks, Mitts,

Gloves, Protectors, Shoes, Bats, Balls, etc. Prices for

Uniforms for teams range from $2.00 to $10.00. Slightly

higher for individuals.

"Everything in Sporting Supplies"

—William C. Thompson
Raymond, Ontario

The Right Kind of an Ad.

know." Also to lament the average readers lack of dis-

cernment, when the failure to possess this quality lay
with the former instead of the latter.

(Continued on page 38.)
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DISASTROUS POLICY ADOPTED BY THE ONTARIO
Government—Gives Contract for Printing and Publishing School Read-
ers to the T. Eaton Company—Alienates Every Retail Merchant in

Ontario—Eaton Company Will Give the 20 per cent. Discount to All.

The contract for the printing and publish-

ing- of the new Ontario school readers has been

awarded by the Provincial Government to the T.

Eaton Company, Limited. The tender of this

firm was the lowest received.—Toronto Globe,

April 21, 1909.

Without a word of warning, without a moment's
notice, this remarkable announcement came hurtling

down on the heads of both booksellers and publishers ou

the morning of April 21. For a moment or two dazed

readers of the newspapers failed to grasp its significance.

There had been some suspicions that the Government
would have some unpleasant surprises for the trade —

when the new readers were arranged for, but that they

would go to the extent of handing the school book busi-

ness over to the sworn enemy of the retail trade of all

Canada was almost past belief. Would anyone dream
that they would be so foolish as to antagonize the busi-

ness interests of every city, town and village in On-

tario ?

Eaton's Shrewd Move.

Only a very narrow-minded person would hesitate to

admit that the T. Eaton Co. have made an extremely

shrewd move. As a display of business acumen, this

coup of theirs would be hard to equal. They have un-

doubtedly taken on the contract at prices which under

ordinary circumstances would mean a distinct loss, but

this little venture of theirs is merely part and parcel

of a scheme to attract the entire school supply trade

of the province to themselves. They can well afford to

lose on the readers, when they can easily make up on

other book9 and supplies, which will be ordered at the

same time.

Twenty Per Cent. Off to All.

Some- booksellers throughout the province are of che

opinion that the Eaton Co. will ask the regular retail

price for the books in selling them to the public. If chat

were true, the booksellers' plight would not be so bad

but unfortunately the Eaton Co. are not going to be so

magnanimous.
Just to settle this question a representative of The

Bookseller and Stationer called on R. Y. Eaton, super-

intendent of the T. Eaton Co. and put some questions

to him.

"Can you make any announcement as to the method

of handling the Ontario readers, Mr. Eaton ? Will the

booksellers buy' direct from you or through the job-

bers ?"

"They may buy in whatever way they desire," he

replied, "through us or the jobbers. The terms are the

same to all according to the provisions of the con-

tract."

"Will you make any concessions to booksellers ?"

"Only that which is implied in the contract—that

which is called for and that is twenty per cent."

Questioned if they intended to give the twenty per

cent, discount to all purchasers of books in their store

or through the mails, he added that the contract con-

tained a clause that the publishers have to give twenty

per cent, off to all who pay cash, and they certainly
intended to carry that out in all purchases made in

their store or through the mails.

"But that will be selling them to the user at the
same figure as the jobber or booksellers can get them
from you. Do you make no distinction between whole-
sale and retail trade ?"

"We do not recognize the terms at all in this busi-

ness."

Where is the Bookseller's Profit.

"Parents will naturally send to you for books from
all over the province rather than pay booksellers in

their own towns the full price. There is only a margin
of twenty per cent, allowed the dealer and yet you in-

tend to sell the consumer at the same price as you do
the dealer—twenty per cent. off. Where does the profit

of the bookseller come in ?" was the next query.

"He has twenty per cent, profit for handling them,
'

replied Mr. Eaton.

"But you are going to sell the books to the con-

sumer direct at a reduction of twenty per cent."

"The contract calls for a discount of twenty per
cent, to any one purchasing from the publishers and
paying cash and we will, of course, live up to the terms
of the contract. I may say in many cases, I should
think it would be cheaper for the purchaser to secure a

book in whatever centre he resides, giving the book-
seller the twenty per cent, which he gets for handling

them, rather than send to us and pay postage on the

book. We certainly do not intend to pay postage on
any school books," declared Mr. Eaton.

Questioned as to when the books would be ready and
if the imprint of the publishers, the T. Eaton Co. would
appear on the books, Mr. Eaton said that the books
would be ready by August 1st as called for in the con-

tract; and the name of the publishers would also appear

on them as that was one of the conditions of the con-

tract. They intended to live strictly up to the terms.

"Is it the intention of your company to tender for

other school books when opportunity offers ?" was the

final query.

"I do not know whether that is anybody's business

but our own," he declared and the interview was ended.

Minister of Education Interviewed.

Hon. Dr. Pyne, Ontario's Minister of Education, was
next seen ^nd several questions were fired at him.

"Has the department any information to give the

book trade as to the method in which the Ontario read-

ers will be sold, Dr. Pyne ?"

"I presume the only way is through the publishers.

That was the way with the last contract and I do> not

see any reason why it should be changed. I know of no

other method," asserted the doctor.

"But the present publishers are dealers as well and

have announced that they will sell the books to the

user either at their store or through the mail at twenty

per cent, discount—the same as the trade are allowed.

In other words the contractors are retail distributors."

"Yes, that is so," mused the Doctor ; "but I do
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not see how the Department of Education can help that.

The matter is one that will likely work its own cure."

"It has been stated that the Government can pre-

vent the Eaton Co. from using their name as publishers.

Is this going' to be done ?"

"I am not aware of this and I certainly never heard

of such a statement before. The publisher's name has

in every instance been on the books in the oast. The
contract calls for it and it will be done in the same
way now," was the reply.

Further Changes Contemplated.

Asked if there were any other changes in text books

for the fall, and what would be the next issue Tor which

tenders would be called, Dr. Pyne added that he could

not give any definite information in that line at pj e-

sent. He admitted that further changes in other text

books were contemplated, and would be carried out as

soon as the existing contracts expired. Some of these

ran for one, some two and three years yet.

"Are the Government aware that in giving this con-

tract to the Eaton Co., they have antagonized the re-

tail trade throughout the Province—not only the book-

sellers but every other merchant as well ?" was the con-

cluding query.

"That is a question which I scarcely know how to

answer. Any one has the right to tender for printing

the new issue of books, and if the T. Eaton Co. happens

to be a large departmental store, that is not our fault.

Our primal—our first object—was to give the public good,

cheap school books and, under the new contract, we are

going to do so. We cannot stop to take into consider-

ation every condition and I think you will find that the

people, who have to buy the books, will make no com-
plaint. As to having the books delivered to the Educa-

tional Department and, through the department distri-

buted among the purchasers, this would only be feasible

if we had a large emporium and a big staff specially

for that work. I suppose, for that matter, we could

go into many other things, but we do not choose to do

so. Our sole purpose, as I said before, is to furnish

good, well bound books at the lowest possible cost to

the user and th'is is what we are doing."

City Papers Silent.

The much-vaunted freedom of the press (?) was very

much in evidence at the time the contract was announc-

ed. Though a most disastrous blow was being dealt at

the local trade of the Province and though the Govern-

ment were going out of their way in giving the business

to a concern, which can lay no claim to being a pub-

lisher, yet not a single Toronto paper dared to utter a

protest. Why ? Simply because the fear of losing the

Eaton advertisements tied them down. They were, in

fact, loyal to their big customer. Have other news-

papers throughout the province been equally loyal to

their customers,—the retail merchants ? Tf not, the mei-

chants should ask the leason why.

Trade Newspapers Fight.

The trade organs of the various business interests of

the province have not been silent. They have been loud

*in their protests and have urged their readers to take

up the fight vigorously.

The Canadian Grocer says :

—

"It is estimated that during the first year some 700,-

000 books will be required from the T. Eaton Company.
This means that something like 700,000 children through-

out Ontario will send to the Toronto department store

for the necessary readers. The significance of this should

make every retailer sit up and think, and think ser-

iously, for not only will it be books that the parents

will send to the T. Eaton Company for, but with the

catalogue of that firm in their possession they will

naturally, when they have to send for books, purchase

other things. While this menacing state of affairs is,

for the present, confined to Ontario, business men in

other parts of Canada cannot afford to remain disin-

terested spectators. The T. Eaton Company can print

the same books for other provinces, the only condition

being that they shall not charge a higher price than that

in Ontario. What does this mean ? This and nothing

else : if the Governments of the other provinces become
possessed of the idea of getting books at less than cost,

they may be led into the temptation of making a similar

contract. The retail merchants all over the country

would then find themselves in a similar position to that

of their confreres in Ontario. It behooves them, there-

fore, to be on the alert."

The Government's Blunder.

Hardware and Metal says :—

"It is not our intention for one moment to blame
the Government of Ontario. Its first - thought was no

doubt to get cheap books for the school children

throughout that province. Put in its desire for this it

doubtless overlooked the fact that it was giving a mon-
opoly to an institution which has already done a great

deal of damage to the retail trade throughout the coun-

try. Before tenders were sought the Government experts

no doubt ascertained the approximate cost of printing

the books. They must have known, therefore, when the

tenders were received that the figures of the T. Eaton
Company were below the cost of production. Knowing
this, it is unfortunate that they did not realize that the

T. Eaton Company, not being a publishing house in the

ordinary sense, must have had some ulterior motive in

quoting the figures they did. ThHs ulterior motive is

now obvious to everyone. As we pointed out in a pre-

vious issue, every book will bear the imprint of the

T. Eaton Company and every book that goes out will

probably carry advertising literature, not only regarding

books, but merchandise in general. As far as the retail

trade throughout the country is concerned, it is here

that the heaviest blow is struck. It is not yet too late

for the Government to deprive the T. Eaton Company
of this trade menacing evil. It has the power to have

the imprint of the educational department put on the

books and the books delivered to the educational depart-

ment and through that department distributed among:

the purchasers. Self-interest demands that the retail

merchants of Ontario stir up both their local members
in the Ontario Legislature and the local press with a

view to bringing about the necessary modifications in

the contract."

Newspapers Should Help.

The Printer and Publisher says :

—

"One of the most serious blows ever levelled at the

retail trade of the Province of Ontario, has been dealt

by the Whitney Government. In awarding the contract

for the new Ontario readers to the T. Eaton Company,
of Toronto, they have done irreparable injury to local

merchants all over the province. It is hard to realize

that the Government could have made such a blunder.

The hearty support of the business interests of the cities,

towns and villages of the province must surely mean
more to them than the favor of a Toronto departmental

store. We are credibly informed that permanent officials

of the Government did not realize what damage they

were doing when they recommended the acceptance of
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the Eatuu tender. It is no secret that the books will

be sold at a loss when disposed of at the contract price.

The Eaton Company tendered away down just to get

the business. It means something to them to have their

name on the books. It means more to have the business

in other school books and supplies, which will accom-

pany the readers. Cornering this contract was about

the cleverest thing the Eaton Company ever did. The

most damaging feature of the contract is the provision

that the discount of twenty per cent, allowed on the

retail price is available to any one with the cash. That

means that any boy or girl in Ontario can buy a reader

just as cheap as the local merchant. The retail mer-

chants are hard hit. What is the press going to do

about it ? Is the press of Ontario going- to allow itself

to be muzzled like the Toronto press ? Their interest

lies altogether on the side of the local merchants. Let

them attack this, iniquitous contract and show the Gov-

ernment that in pandering to the cries of the irrespon-

sible publ'ic, they are shaking the foundations of the

mercantile fabric of the province. Unless vigorous oppo-

sition is made now, worse things will happen."

Shrewd Advertising Scheme.

The Dry Goods Review says :

—

"The local retail merchant must, ere this, have be-

come impressed with the gravity of the fact that, in

securing from the Ontario Government the contract for

supplying the province with public school readers, the

T. Eaton Co. have pulled off a coup which practical !y

gives them a monopoly of the school book business in

Ontario. Further than that, they have obtained control

of a means whereby they may push their interests in

opposition to the local store far more effectively than

has heretofore been possible. As the contract stands at

present, the Eaton Co. may place their imprint on every

reader they send out. In that way they have their name
continually before the young people who use the books

they produce. The dangerous influence that the local

merchant will see in this is that it reinforces through

the children, any opinions that the older people may have

been induced to form. It thus paves the way towards

first impressions. In fact, it may safely be assumed that

the proposition, as it stands, is one that further pro-

motes the inclination to shop away from home. The

advertising value of the "bargain" that the T. Eaton

Co. have given the Government has, therefore, enabled

them to quote a ridiculously low price—about >5 per

cent, below the next highest tenderer—in competition

with men who are exclusively in the publishing business,

who could not possibly figure on that basis and keep a

reasonable profit in view, and who in no way encroach

upon the territory of the local retailer."

Miss A. Goodeve of the Oxford Book Store, Wood-

stock, is offering a special prize of a cut glass inkstand

to be competed for by the boys of Oxford County in the

steeplechase at the games in Woodstock on May 24.

The difficulty between the Red Magazine, published

by the Amalgamated Press (Harmsworth's) and the

Red Book Magazine, published by the Red Book Cor-

poration has been settled. It will be remembered that

the latter company secured an injunction about a year

ago preventing the sale of the Harmsworth magazine in

Canada on the ground of infringement of title. This

injunction has since held in the Province of Quebec, but

was dissolved in the other provinces. Both magazines

will still be sold in Canada.

TRADE ORGANIZATION NEEDED IN
Winnipeg—Three Evils Exist there which can only

be Overcome by United Action—Direct Sales to

Consumers—Price Cutting—Low Tenders.

There is great need on the part of local booksellers

and stationers of an organization for the protection of

their interests. It is rather a surprise, however, to note

(he apathy which prevails so generally among them in

this regard. In an interview with many of them one

would be inclined to think that such a proposition was
too radical to permit of realization.

There are three evils prevailing at the present time

which might be eradicated if the retail book and station-

ery merchants would come to a definite understanding.

In the fust place, there is that problem which seems to

come into every trade, the matter of wholesale and job-

bing houses selling to consumers. If the prevalence of

such a condition means a demoralized trade, the trade in

Winnipeg is truly demoralized. The same thing has been

(rue to a certain extent in I lie hardware business, but

al (he present time the retailers are standing firm and

together and not later than last week did the wholesale

hardware houses concede to their request. It is true in

any line, if tin- retailers do not unitedly oppose it, noth-

ing is going to stop its continuance.

It may be asked, how can it tie remedied, since the

lobber is free to sell to whom lie pleases. One jobbing

house in the city recently took special pains to land the

stationery trade of the hotels of the city ; the same
house also seemed orders for the supply of toilet paper

(o as many hotels as possible. The same house sends a

representative to the retail stores and request is made
;oi business. The retailers, every one, could very soon

put (he jobbing house in a position where it would de-

pend solely on such puny trade as it could find with

hotels, etc.

Another matter that would be remedied is that of

price culling among retailers. The prices on certain ar-

ticles vary ridiculously in different stores, this is abso-

lutely needless. Of course every retailer now and then

runs oft some stock at cut prices which is quite legitim-

ate, but regarding regular prices it is quite unnecessary

to have the same goods selling differently in different

stores.

The third matter is a very important one. Every
year the school board calls for tenders for the supply of

stationery to the schools of the city. For that purpose

they issue circulars with the lists of articles printed on

them, to which the retailer will be obliged to attach his

((notation. For several years past some retailer has se-

cured the tender at a very low figure, and at a figure in

which there is absolutely no profit. Often before the year

is out the retailer is putting out goods at a loss. It is

absurd that any retailer should have to lose on such a

pioposition.

The printers of the city were called upon by the

school board to submit tenders for the various schools in

a similar way. They, however came together as a body

and agreed not to underrate one another on tenders, but

;athcr agreed to a certain rate which would be adhered

to by all, and 1 that the contract year by year should be

given alternately to each one. This system could be

adopted by the stationers quite as well as by the print-

ers.

The retail booksellers and stationers are doing an in-

justice to the trade, and to themselves individually by

standing as individuals. It is truly a proverbial state-

ment which is repeated in many vocations—"United we
stand, singly we fall."
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PERSONAL ITEMS OF INTEREST—SOME
New Stores Being Started—New Business at the

Soo —Travelers Doing Well.

Fire did about $40.00 damage to Watson's bookstore

in St. Thomas last month.

John A. Hill has purchased the Central Book Store,

Fort William. Mr. Hill was formerly in the employ of

the Morning Herald.

J. D. Ferguson, representing the National School

Slate Company, of Slatington, Penn., called on the

wholesale trade in Toronto towards the end of April.

Edward Boggs, formerly of Marshville, Ontario, has
purchased a book and stationery business in Virden,

Manitoba. He has been in Winnipeg for several years.

The Montreal office of The Bookseller and Stationer

of Canada is now located in Rooms 701-702 Eastern

Townships Bank Building, corner St. James St. and

Victoria Square.

John McK. Beattie, who conducted a stationery

store in Picton for several years, died recently at the

age of 59 years. He was latterly employed as book-

keeper for the Picton Foundry Co.

On May 10, H. Judson Smith, proprietor of the H.

J. Smith music store in Brantford, took into partner-

ship Robert C. Burns, the firm now being known as II.

Judson Smith & Co. The store is being remodelled.

A. D. Power, manager of Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,

London, England, is expected to visit Canada in the

r.ear future. He sailed from Liverpool on the Lusitania

on May 8 and will stay a few days in New York befoie

coming on to Canada.

John Underwood & Co., Toronto, received an in-

teresting letter from John A. Hart & Co., their agents

in Winnipeg, speaking of the great success of Under-

wood's gold medal brand of typewriter carbons and

ribbons in that territory.

Under partnership arrangement taking effect June i,

T. H. McCready, Phm. B., of Fernie, B.C., and Robert

Sage will assume the title of The Red Cross Drug and

Book Co., and will carry on business in new premises

on Pedpath St., Lethbridge.

The interests of James T. Swift in the E. H. iJar-

court Co., Toronto, have been purchased by members of

that company. Mr. Swift was formerly a representative

for this firm in Western Ontario. F. E. Craig will now
represent them in that district. Mr. Craig was formerly

with W. J. Gage & Co.

S. R. Davey, who conducted a drug and book busi-

ness in Fergus, for four and a half years, has sold his

business to J. A. McDonald and moved to Chesley,

where he has purchased a similar business. He was a

member of the Fergus School Board and superintendent

of the Methodist Sunday School.

Incorporation papers have been granted the Chau-

diere Supply Company, Ottawa, makers of Bankers'

Protective Ink. The officers are : president, A. Wilson
;

vice-president, Geo. G. Row ; secretary-treasurer, Ben.

B. Pannett. Directors are those already mentioned ind

R. C. Row. The firm has opened an office at 10G^

Sparks Street, while they will manufacture at 37 Duke
Street.

On June 1, the progressive city at the Soo will have

a new book and stationery store, to be opened by the

Soo Stationers, Limited, a company capitalized at $40,-

000. Roy Hickingbottom will be the manager. Mr.

Hickingtottom learnt the book business in Kelly's Book
Store, Toronto, and was later employed by the Consol-

idated Stationery Co. of Winnipeg and more recently by

Albert Britnell, Toronto. The Soo Stationers will carry

books, stationery, souvenir goods, office supplies, etc.

Albert Britnell, the Toronto bookseller, has bought

the property on the east side of Yonge Street, occupied

by numbers 263 and 265. This is largely a speculative

venture, as Mr. Britnell expects that property in that

immediate vicinity will advance considerably above the

price he paid for it. Already he has had one good offer,

but refused it because he expects to enlarge his store

shortly and will require the newly-acquired accommoda-
tion while alterations are under way. The purchase price

was $42,000. The property has a frontage of 25 feet by
a depth of 128 feet.

George and Edward Ha/en, of Warwick Bros. &
Putter, and J. L. Hobden, of The Musson Book Com-
pany, of Toronto, have just finished a successful four

weeks open'ng in St. John, N.B., at the Royal Hotel

sample rooms, where they had customers from all over

the province of New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island. They occupied a suite of five very large sample
rooms, and made a splendid display. Customers ex-

pressed their amazement and delight at the large range
shown by them. The trio are leaving for Halifax, where
a stop of a month or five weeks will be made at the

Halifax Hotel. According to their present booking they

have engagements made for outside customers of Nova
Scotia and the eastern section of Prince Edward Island

for a month ahead, which denotes they will be rushed

to keep up with their appointments. Messrs. Hobden
and Hazen report business excellent and stated that they

were more than satisfied with the i-esults from their St.

John opening.

*

ST. JOHN DEALERS MAKE CHANGES-
J. M. Roche & Co. Move to New Premises - Flood
Company Retire from Business— Reid Bros. Start

New Store.

St. John, N. B., May 5.—Spring business in St. John
has opened up very satisfactorily and the prospects for

the future look very bright. Dealers who carry a line of

wall papers in addition to their book and stationery busi-

ness have been kept busy for a month back supplying the

wants of the housecleaners and in other lines there has

been considerable activity.

The first of the month saw several important changes
in the business district. J. M. Roche & Co., dealers in

books, stationery, souvenirs, photo supplies, etc., who
have been for some years on Charlotte Street have mov-
ed to larger quarters on King Street. Their show win-
dows at the new stand are among the largest in the city

and being situated in the very heart of the business dis-

trict, opposite the Royal Hotel, they will doubtless have
a large share of the tourist trade.

The building occupied by the Floods Company on
King Street for many years has been purchased by Man-
chester, Robertson, Allison, and they took possession on
May 1. The Floods have retired from business.

Reid Bros., dealers in art goods, wall paper, etc.,

who were burned out some weeks ago have decided to re-
tire from business and are now selling off the balance of

their damaged stock.

A new firm has opened up on King Street. It is com-
posed of George S. Hoyt, who had charge of Reid Bros',
picture framing department and his brother, Charles, pre-
viously in the upholstering business. They are carrying
a stock of art goods and conducting a picture framing
business under the firm name of Hoyt Rros.

—W. E. H.



WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER—
School Supplies to the Fore—New Brand of Crayons- -Germ-Proof
Slate on the Market—Pencil and Pen Assortments in Great Variety.

Assorted Pencils and Penholders. ^

W. J. Gage & Co., Toronto have several new as-

sorted boxes of pencils aad penholders for this season.

There is the Arena assortment of 5c. pencils, hexa-

gon and round with colored rubber tips, all extra quality

put up in fancy show stand containing 6 dozen.

The Alhambra assortment of pencils is put up in a

new style of display stand, containing (> dozen assorted

5o pencils, round, fancy finishes, assorted.

The Crown is the latest in fancy display boxes ,,'

5c pencils. It holds 6 dozen extra quality hexagon and

round pencils, with gilt tips and inserted eraser.

The Pinwheel is a new style of assorted box of pen-

holders, which revolves on centre pivot. It is furnished

with 3 dozen extra quality holders, cork, rubber and

other style tips, assorted, all of which retail at 5c.

The Tunnel is one of the latest things in display

break as easily. They respond readily to the touch.
Colors are fast to light, clear and pure. Different colors
can be worked one over another, combined, blended and
modified in a most remarkable way.

There are eight colors, six standards with brown
and black, corresponding color label to match the color

of each crayon. Crayons .'ii inches long.

Exclusively in School Goods.

Among the wholesale supply houses in Canada there

is one which occupies a rather unique position, dealing
exclusively in school supplies. This is the Geo. :VI.

Hendry Co. Ltd. who after some years of dealing in

maps and globes in Ontario have extended their field of

operations to include the whole of Canada and now oc-

cupy their own warehouse of three flats and basement,
stocked to its capacity with everything that a school

requires. They are giving special attention to their

Pencil Assortment shown by VV. J. Gage & Co.

cases of penholders, comes with 3 dozen assorted styles,

rubber, cork and fancy tips ; to retail at 5c each.

The Torpedo pencil is a new propelling pencil, made
of hard rubber, chased-finish, about same size and ap-

pearance as" a fountain pen. By turning the barrel the

lead is pushed out and drawn back, as desired, in the

end of the pencil is put an extra supply of leads. Tor-

pedo pencil comes in two sizes, long and short, and

retails at 25c.

The New Crayon.

The latest in crayons is the Crayograph, manufac-

tured by the American Crayon Co. It is really an ar-

tists' material at a popular price, free from the gloss

or slimy effects of wax crayons but rich in lustre. Be-

ing made under great pressure they last fully. four times

as long as wax crayons and being much stronger do not

Trade Department and have added many lines which

will prove attractive and profitable to those of the

trade who' get in touch with them. Special attention is

given to the selection of those goods which are of first

quality and high educational value, such lines as mint

boxes, brushes, crayons and drawing papers being first

approved of by those in authority in educational mat-
ters. For this reason all supplies are guaranteed, and
samples are cheerfully furnished to assist dealers in se-

curing the adoption of these "quality goods" in their

schools.

This house is Canadian agents for several lines

which appeal particularly to the Stationery trade, such

as Plasticine, the new modelling material, W. & A. K.
Johnston's atlases, maps, and globes, Milton Bradley's

sons books, story books and kindergarten material; and
the Prang Educational Company's supplies.
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Have Moved Their Office.

On and after May 17th the Acme Staple Co., Lim-

ited, will be located at 112 N. 9th St., Camden, N. T.

They have been compelled to evacuate their old premises,

The placing of iridium upon the notched pen point is

indeed a very delicate operation. Particles smaller than

pin-heads are dexterously placed on the points and held

by a solution of water and borax until fused with the

gold by a blow pipe. It can safely be said that one of the

main reasons for the satisfaction given by Waterman's

Ideal is due to the excellent qualities of the gold pen to

which the iridium adds a very important feature.

Ink Stands.

A range of eighteen styles of office and library ink

stands, one of which is shown here, is being introduced

by Buntin, Gillies & Company. The bases are of solid

oak, finished in two colors, and mounted with heavy

glass ink bottles, sponge bowls and pen blocks. The

complete line is illustrated and described in a circular

which will be mailed on request.

The Copp, Clark Co. are agents for a Sanitary-

Hygienic slate, manufactured from high-grade non-

a r

New Factory of Acme Staple Co.

owing to the enormous increase of business and the

need to improve their plant. The Acme Staple Company
were formerly located at 500 North Twelfth Street,

Philadelphia.

$1,000 BOTTLE.

In visiting the "Pen Corner," headquarters of the L.

E. Waterman Co., New York, one will frequently see sev-

eral small bottles as illustrated below, and, upon investi-

gation, will find that they are worth thousands of dol-

lars. The bottle shown here is actual size, and the iri-

dium contained is valued at over $1,000. It is learned

that the Waterman Company are the largest and most

particular buyers of this metal in the country. There are

many grades and various artificial alloys formed by fus-

ing iridium and platinum, but no other grade than thai

which meets with the approval of the Waterman Company
is considered satisfactory to use on the points of the best

Gold Pens.

Iridium is the hardest of known metals, and, when

pure, is not acted upon by acids. It was discovered by

Tennant in 1804, and is mined particularly in the ! ral

Mountains on the borders of Asiatic Russia. It is very

A Hygienic illy-Constructed Slate.

porous material. The frame corners are connected by

what is known as a triple tenon joint, producing a per-

fect connection and leaving no lurking places for disease

germs.

Some Hurd Productions.

George B. Hurd & Co. are showing a fine line of

Christmas greeting cards, dinner cards, dance orders

and birth announcements. The variety is large and the

subjects and workmanship of the highest order. They
should be among the best sellers the coming season.

The company's holiday line of papeteries has been well

received by the trade and orders have already been re-

ceived for immense quantities. The line is certainly a

beauty. One of the good sellers in the staple line is

Hurd's color border papers. The box tops are em-

bossed with four varieties of flowers. The poppies box

rare, and costs no less than $1,500 a pound. Its haul- contains paper and envelopes with a narrow red border;

ness is second only to the diamond, and it is thrice as the violet a purple border ; lillies a green border and

hard as the ruby. Iridium melts at the phenomenally high forget-me-nots a blue border. It is a good novelty and

temperature of 3542 deg. Fahrenheit. is selling very well.
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The Scriptographe Described.

Modern commercial and financial institutions have, for

some years back, demanded a means of facilitating the

signing of checks, bonds and hank-notes. This is due

both to the necessity of prompt issuance, the curtailing

of the excessive expense of temporarily appointed offi-

cers with power of attorney and the minimizing of the

laborious task of an individual who is continually respon-

sible for the signing of "paper."

2,500 signatures laid down in one day has always been

a good record, although, perhaps, for one hour, a higher

rate has been accomplished. The Scriptograph, which is

described hereafter, has made possible the signing of ap-

proximately 1,250 papers an hour, or has reduced a

long day's work of 2,500 signatures to the minimum of

two hours' pleasant work. The machine is a simple one,

made with such care and skill as to insure the rapid and

uniform action which is necessary to the most easy man-

ner of signing. To the body of the machine are attached

1 wo metal arms which support the carriage, carrying five

Waterman's Ideal fountain pens. The complete carriage

is manipulated by a monitor pen, which controls, in ac-

curate unison, the four other pens. In repose the arms
fit up right close to the body of the machine, and in use

fered, in late years, to the institutions of both this coun-
try and the United States.

A New Series.

The Valentine & Sons Publishing Co., Coristiue
Building, Montreal, and 77 Bay Street, Toronto, re-

cently issued a new series of plate-sunk post cards.

They comprise scenic gems of Canada and all principal

towns and cities. The views are sunk into the plate,

giving them an artistic effect that is almost as natural

as a colored photograph. They are somewhat smaller

than the ordinary card and each scene is made promi-
nent by a beautiful white border.

Holiday Papeteries. ""

Buntin, (iillies & Company, are showing this year a

much finer line of Christmas goods than ever before.

The holiday papeteries consist of one hundred and
twenty-seven numbers to retail at from 25 cents to ^2.50

each. A new line being featured is a portfolio of blot-

ting paper, handsomely covered with flowered •:hintz,

and containing note paper and envelopes. These are sure

to meet with the approval of the ladies, and should

prove as popular as the papeteries. Other import goods

The Scriptograph in Operation.

will extend about nine or ten inches. The action of the

machine is so simple and easy that the regular style of

signature can be obtained, and the use of the monitor is

the same as if writing with an individual pen
;
yet each

of the five pens work right along in rapid unison, render-

ing every mark as accurate and perfect as. obtained in the

use of the single pen.

Anyone can operate this machine upon the first trial

without in the least destroying the character of a signa-

ture. The monitor is attached to the first pen by a ball

and socket joint. The signature made by each pen is in

full view of" the writer. The monitor can be used at any

angle, or in any position that a writer is accustomed to.

The first machines that have been produced have been

put into immediate use by some of the largest financial

institutions of the country, and their success has been

phenomenal in both time-saving and prompt issuance of

"paper." The machines are adjustable to any size docu-

ment, check, certificate or bond, any of which are prepar-

ed in perforated sheets which arc readily separated after

signing.

The Scriptograph has fulfilled a long-felt demand, and

the perfection of this simple, yet effective machine is sure

to be one of the greatest conveniences that has been of-

shown are Christmas cards, calendars, post cards, seals,

tags, etc.

Gage's School Supplies.

A new line of school scribblers in stock by the W.

J. Gage Co., comprises over fifty numbers to choose

from in a great variety of colors and designs. These

are grouped into three : No. 1 printed one color ; No. 2

in two colors ; No. 3 in three colors. No. 1 series fun-

tains several pretty designs printed in one color. There

is the "Daffodil" cover, which shows a young girl sur-

rounded by daffodils. The "Standard Bearer" suggests

the character of the subject on this cover. In this lot

is a series of subjects called "Contempt," among the

titles of which are, "We are Coming," "Where is /our

Nose," showing a favorite school trick ; "Hello, Whose
Speaking," "We are Friends," etc.

Series No. 3 contains the following popular sub-

jects : "Prairie Rose," a western scene showing a cow-

boy girl with bronco. "Rally round the Flag," "Swing-
ing in the Orchard," a spring- time scene ; "The Melody"
"Good Morning," "The Mail Boat," showing a little

Dutch boy sailing a boat in a pond ; "Music in the

Air," showing a group of kittens on the shelf being: in-
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spected by a lively fox terrier much to their discom-

fiture. These scribblers are all gotten up with bright

colors. They are well printed and show much taste and
artistic skill in their designing. They would make a

nice window display and are sure to attract attention of

buyers in search of something novel. Certainly they

should appeal to the school boy or school girl because

they contain to a great degree that which is most likely

to attract.

"Germ Proof" Slates.

The only real improvement that has ever been made
in a school slate is to make it antiseptic

—"Germ
Proof"—and thus remove all possibility of contagion

resulting from disease germs lodging and breeding in

the crevices of the frames. This objection has been

raised by educators all over the country, and it has

been carried so far in some localities that slates are no

longer in use. After years of experiments which re-

sulted in the completion of machinery both economical

and effective, the National School Slate Co., probably

the largest manufacturers of school slates in the world

These
States have beea

chemically Irealed and

BnasaaBoa
NATL SCH00I.^--^.S1ATKC0MPY

.5LATINGT0N PtNNAUSA

will rcmaiix Germ-proof

at least Iwo years

have now placed on the market a real Germ-Proof
school slate which they guarantee for two years. As
slate is porous, it will readily absorb the antiseptic

fluid discovered by the inventors of the Germ-Proof

process.

A leading Canadian jobber who recently paid a visit

to the works of the National School Slate Co., is very

enthusiastic as to the prospective sale of these goods.

The Toronto school authorities have already adopted

Germ-Proof school slates for use in the public schools.

These goods are for sale by all leading jobbers.

What Warwich Bros. & Rutter Provide.

There is a strikingly beautiful series of exercise

books and scribbers now being shown by Warwick Bros.

&' Rutter. It is called the "Canadian Art Series" and,

as the name perhaps would indicate, exhibits examples

of some of the best work of our most noted Canadian

artists and academicians, including F. M. Bell-Smith,

A.Pi.C.A., who contributes one of his picturesque scenes

of the Rockies entitled "Mount Hungabee," which gives

a vivid idea of the primeval grandeur of these famous

mountains. A water color scene of "Queenston Heights"

by C. W. Jefferys, O.S.A., shows a sunlit view of that

historic old battlefield with Brock's Monument in the

distance, and in the foreground the rushing, swirling

waters of the impetuous Niagara. The soft, rich tones

of the water color and the warm, blushing atmosphere

of the bright clear day are admirably conveyed in the

realistic handling of the subject. C. M. Manly, A.R.

C.A., goes to the romantic land of Evangeline for his

"Cape Blomidon," a beautiful spring landscape, show-

ing an apple orchard in full blossom and sheep grazing

in the pasture. This is treated in Mr. Manly's masterly

style and displays a deft touch in the handling of

colors. It makes a most attractive x;over and its gen-

uine artistic value should make it a popular seller. For

those who like flowers, an oil study, "Sweet Peas" by

Mary H. Reid, A.R.C.A., who is noted throughout

Canada and elsewhere for her natural and sympathetic

treatment of floral subjects, is shown in this series. The

flowers arc reproduced in fresh, natural colors are a life-

like reproduction of the original. They make a bright

and pretty cover.

In connection with the four covers there is a drawing

competition, open to all purchasers of these books,

which closes on December 31, 1909, when Warwick Bros.

& Rutter distribute among the prize winners n,0i)n

worth of books.

Besides the above handsome series Warwick Bros. &
Putter's stock includes a number of artistic covers done

in conventional design. Some of these are : "Plastic,"

"The Essay," "The Linette," "The Mystic," "Beauty,"

"Thistle," "High Flyer," "Autumn Leaves," "Butter-

fly," "Scenic," and "Starlight," a striking cover show-

ing a bright clear winters night with a "school closing"

TO KEEP ABREAST of the TIMES
is an admirable maxim whicH most progressive business men are content
to follow. So should we, but that -we have found a better one—TO
KEEP AHEAD OF THE TIMES. That's why we set the pace in all

that pertains to the best in Fine Stationery. We create the prevailing
styles, -which, in turn create business for those "who handle them. Are
you one? If not, an examination of our samples will convert you. Why
not get them ?

Are you prepared for the wedding trade ? Hurd's stocks and sizes will

help you get orders. They are perfect in quality, and correct in style.

GEO. B. HURD (El CO.
Fine Paper MaKers

425 (Q. 427 Broome Street, New YorK, U. S. A.

TRADE MARK

£^H

R£0 1STEREO.
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Our Big 1 909 Bus
For School O

MAP DRAWING
In connection with the Canadian Art Series

We are this year offering to the school children of Canada as prizes, 250 Boys'
Own Annuals and 250 Girls' Own Annuals, valued at One Thousand Dollars, for the
best finished map of the Division of Canada in which the pupil resides.

So that all may compete on equal terms the Dominion is divided into three
divisions (1) The West, comprising" Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and .British
Columbia

; (2) The Middle, comprising Ontario
; (3) The East, comprising New Bruns-

wick, Nova Scotia and P.E.I.

The pupils in these divisions will be divided into classes—Class I, First Book.
Class II, Second Book. Class III, Third Book. Class IV, Fourth Book. Class V,
Continuation Classes, High Schools and Collegiate Institutes.

Write for full information about the Competition

Warwick Bros. & Ru
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/

iness-Creating Plan
pening Time

COMPETITION
of School Practice BooKs — Our 1909 Specials

The Prizes will be awarded: to the West— 15 Boys' Own for the 15 best maps
sent in by the boys of each class and 15 Girls' Own for the 15 best maps sent in by the

girls of each class— to the Middle, 20 and 20 respectively, and to the East, 15 and 15

respectively.

A drawing sheet is given free with each copy of the Canadian Art Series of

School Practice Books and on this sheet maps must be drawn.
The covers of the series are reproduced from original paintings by four of

Canada's most famous artists, as follows :
— " Sweet Peas," by Mary H. Reid, A.R.C.A.

;

"jMount Hugabee," by F. M. Bell-Smith; "Cape Blomidon," by C. M. Manly, and
" Queenston Heights," by C. W. Jefferys.

The result of the competition will be made known through the booksellers and
the prizes distributed by them.

and lay in an adequate supply of the practice books.

tter, Limited, Toronto
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Paris Tri-Colored Ribbon Crepe Paper
The Newest and Best Article for Window
and Carnival Decorations

Also Paris Holly and Paris Plain Ribbon Crepes
All three inches wide, one hundred feet to

the roll, three rolls to the box

Christmas Holly Wrapping and Box-Covering

Papers

All Big Sellers. Put them in your next list

U/ye Tuttle Press Co.
Manufacturers Appleton, Wis.

in the foreground and the pupils and others arriving' in

sleighs. The school is brilliantly lit up and the contrast

with the darkness gives it a certain luminous quality

which should make it effective for a window display,

Something' new in notebooks is the Science Note
Book and Science Scribbler. These are made in a aew
size, 6£ inch x 7£ inch and open at the end. They are

ruled and plain and are made particularly for those

engaged in scientific work.

The display boxes for pencils this year are some-

thing out of the ordinary. They are very conveniently

arranged in compact form with lithographed bases in

bright colors. The pencils are stacked in neat rows in

a variety of styles and present a most attractive ap-

pearance. They can be stronglj featured in window and

show case displays.

The manufacturers of school supplies have responded

to the outcry for hygienic methods in schools with a

germ-proof slate, which costs no more than the ordinary

slate, and has the additional selling advantage of being

antiseptic. They are made in both cloth bound and

wire bound styles. They are branded and made in

standard sizes. The trade should experience little diffi-

culty in disposing of these goods as their antiseptic

properties will recommend them strongly to parents

and children.

Warwick Bros. & flutter are making a specialty of

an imprint pencil. On 25 gross lots the dealer's name
is put on without any extra charge. These pencils are

made of high-grade lead and usually sell for 3c each.

Another pencil called the "Emerald" is being sold

to the trade to retail at 5c each, ft is made of ex era

compressed lead. With every initial order of five gross

is given away a handsome quarter-cut oak cabinet,

cathedral finish with five drawers divided for different

(grades, complete in every detail. This cabinet is a

beauty and is intended to be a companion to a similar

case this enterprising firm sent out with note paper last

year.

The first number of the British Family Journal, a

new weekly published by the Amalgamated Press, lias

been received in Canada.

ADVERTISING OF SPORTING GOODS.

i < 'out inucd from page 27).

Score Board.

A good feature which may be adopted to attract

probable purchasers of sporting goods to the store, and
ono which is extensively used in the larger towns and
cities, is to have a score board hanging up in a con-

spicuous place on which is announced the results of the

day's league games. Of course in the small towns it

would hardly be possible for obvious reasons to get these

results until the following day. However, they will be

news then to the towns just as much as when received

fresh from the field in the cities. Results can be >b-

tained for this purpose from metropolitan morning or
evening dailies which can be delivered to the dealer
Another idea worth trying out at the beginning of the
season is to prepare a special letter with suitable
printed lists quoting prices and giving adequate descrip-

tions of goods and forward these to the secretaries of

clubs in the district besides any others you may happen
to> know of who are interested in outdoor sports. The
dealer, too, should interest himself in the formation of

clubs and leagues in his district. He should bei able to

do this without making his personality too conspicuous.

fn preparing a sales list for general circulation it

should be made more comprehensive and include every-
line handled pertaining to outdoor pleasures, such as
fishing, tackle, quoits, bats, rubber balls, and tennis
sets, croquet, hammocks, fireworks, Chinese lanterns,
flags, etc., always remembering to quote prices.

The best position for your newspaper advertisements
will be on the sporting page and it would be well to in

sist on that position. If the paper does not carry a re-

gular sporting section, then have your ad. near news
matter that will be read by those interested in sports.

If the dealer follows out with a reasonable degree of
faithfulness the selling plan which I have outlined, sup-
plementing the suggestions offered with other ideas
which may seem feasible, there is no reason apparent
why he should not gather nearly all the trade available
in his neighborhood.

QUALITY BETTER THAN ANY, DELIVERED QUICKER THAN MANY !

Collotype POSTCARD
post cards of high-class finish MADE TO ORDER.

Hand colored collotype cards. Douhle tone collotype cards

Photocrom collotype cards.

Glossy collotype cards and all kinds of view albums and sample sheets.

Wholesale and export only.

Address fob Cablegrams : Lichtdruck, Berlin

Messrs. W. Neumann & Co.
42 Wasserthorstrasse

Berlin S. 42
(Germany
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School Supplies
Exclusively

Our supplies for Schools will meet the most
exacting- requirements of School Boards and
Teachers. Their quality and educational value

are in every case guaranteed. We have many
lines of Home Amusements and Kindergarten
Materials especially put up for home use.

Write our Trade Department for particulars

and discount sheets.

Plasticine, in boxes, 15c. to $1.50
Kindergarten Outfits, 25c. up.

Kindergarten Song and Story Books.
Paint Boxes and Brushes.
Drawing Paper and Crayons.
Pocket Maps, 25c.
County Maps.
Wall Maps and Charts.

Globes, 75c. to $60.00.
Blackboards, framed and unframed.

Write us to-day and get your name on our Trade
Department Mailing List. It means ic. expense

for you now, but profits for you in the future.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Limited
EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES

20 Temperance St., - Toronto, Ont.

Sap's running—the carpets are up
and the smell of the ubiquitous moth ball

greets one's nostrils. 'Nuther words, 'tis

Spring. And so it behooves all faithful

booksellers and stationers to push wall

paper for all there is in it, There's a lot in

it too—that is, if you are lucky enough to

be handling

Staunton Wall
Paper

Spring means other things too, such as

finding how your stock stands and giving
us an opportunity to help you sort up with
decorative needfuls. Send us a post-card
asking for free samples from which to

make necessary selections for additions to

stock.

Uptotheminute service on rush orders,

STAUNTONS Limited
Manufacturers of fine Wall Paper

933 YONGE STREET
TORONTO ONTARIO

Are you on the list for the monthly receipt of our wall
paper magazine "Gilt and Glimmer ?"

I

1

EDISON
Phonographs and Records

Cut this
Coupon out
and send to-

day for full

particulars
of exclusive
sale for Edi-
son Phono-
graphs and
Records for

your town.

If there is not a dealer already established in

your town for this popular and well-advertised

make of Phonogragh : : : : :

You Can Control the Sale of Them
by placing your order with us at once, but you must agree not to cut

prices as these goods are sold at one price only. There is a big margin

of profit with only a small amount of cash invested.

When you sell a Phonograph you make a nice profit

and just start an everlasting customer for records

SEND FOR CATALOGUE Williams
Winnipeg, Man. Toronto, Ont.

The
R.S.

& Sons Co.
Limited
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USEFUL POINTERS ABOUT CARBON
Paper—Dealers Handling Carbon Paper Should

Always Know How to Advise their Customers

About the Correct Use of the Paper — It Helps

Their Business — Reproduced From the Scribe.

To obtain the best results from carbon paper, it is

necessary to use the paper best adapted to the work in

hand.

A light weight carbon should not be used for general

office work in making from one to four copies at a time,

as a medium weight paper will do the work equally well,

handle better, and give more wear through not so easily

crumpling or wrinkling in use. A light weight paper is

properly used for making five copies or over at one

operation, indeed with a Semi carbon as many as twenty-

five copies may be made if exceedingly thin typewriter

paper is used.

A medium weight paper should not be used for mak-
ing numerous copies as it was never intended for this,

and any copies above the fifth will be indistinct and

blurred on account of the thickness of paper through

which the force of the stroke must be carried.

Consider the Paper Carefully.

In choosing a carbon for office work, in addition to

considering the number of copies required, it is well to

take into consideration the kind of paper on which the

carbon copies are to be made so that carbon of the

proper finish will be selected. Different results are ob-

tained from the use of the same carbon with hard,

smooth or glossy paper, and soft or dull paper.

On adding and listing machines it is necessary to use

a sensitive finished carbon for the reason that the stroke

of these machines is not the forcible, staccato blow of

the typewriter, but rather a pressure blow.

With the full typewriter carbons, in particular the 4

lb. paper, as many as thirty copies may be obtained. In

arranging to make a number of copies with full carbon,

the oversheet should be first laid down, then a tissue,

then a full carbon, two tissues, a full carbon, etc.

Copyable carbon is handled the same as regular

typewriter carbon, though it is very sensitive to mois-

ture and should not be touched with moist, perspiring

hands, or allowed to come in contact with any moist

article. From the carbon copies, letter press copies may
be taken in the usual way.

Offsetting or the disfiguring of carbon copies in

smoochy streaks may be due to one of several reasons,

as when the carbon copy is turned through the machine

by spinning the platen and the original writing and car-

bon sheets are stuck some way in the operation so that

the carbon is forcibly rubbed against the carbon copy ;

by using too heavy paper and too heavy carbon in the

machine ; by using the wrong kind of carbon with the

copy paper, by attempting to erase the ribbon writing

over carbon and copies as they fie in the machine ; by
the paper feed rolls of the machine being too tightly ad-

justed, or in some makes of machines, by leaving the

rubber rolls in the paper fingers in contact with the

paper and exerting pressure on it, when these rolls are

intended only to hold the paper firmly in the machine,

when it is desired to write very close to the bottom of

the page.

Test for Non-Smutting.

Smutting is often times used as another name for

offsetting. Some carbons if pulled forcibly together be-

tween the finger and thumb will emit a squeak and those

which speak will not usually leave an impression on the

thumb. This is not a fair test, as the carbon paper does

not have to be handled with force in any case, and

whether the carbon does or does not squeak or soil the

thumb, it affects little its value if used for the purpose

for which designed. A fair test of the non-smutting

qualities of carbon is to rub the finger across a carbon

writing, or to rub paper over the writing, and such a

test will rarely show smutting to an objectionable

degree.

Tearing of the typewriter carbon is perhaps most
often caused by the carbon sheet being too wide for the

copy paper, and thus unprotected in the machine ; by

broken paper fingers which will catch and tear the car-

bon ; by catching on the alignment rule ; by awkward
removal from copies, or other mishandling.

Cutting or slitting of carbon in use is sometimes

done in tabulating where the hyphen, underscore or

other sharp character, by repeated use, will really cut

the carbon, though the original and copy sheets may
not be harmed.

Causes of Wrinkling.

"Treeing" or the wrinkling of the carbon sheet in

the machine may be the result of not inserting the car-

bon sheet even with the rest of the paper, or failing to

insert the whole evenly in the machine, also* by unequal

pressure of the feed rolls, or by the carbon becoming
crumpled or wrinkled by lying loose on the desk. To
guard against "treeing" the paper feed rolls should also

be loosened after the work is inserted in the machine so

that unequal tension in the paper and carbon may ad-

just itself.

Wear of typewriter carbon to an extent which will

give rise to complaint, either in fabric (tissue) or car-

bon coating, may be caused by the carbon being punched
through and through by sharp type, periods, commas, or

other sharp characters, especially against a rough, worn
platen ; and in this case, a backing sheet, for which a

sheet of ordinary heavy Manila wrapping paper serves

very well, should be used. A forceful, hard operator,

the use of a machine equipped with Elite type, the

careless making of numerous copies, or the use of an
especially soft, punky paper for the carbon duplicates,

will cause this sort of a complaint.

About Typewriters.

It is not our purpose to enter into an exhaustive and
critical examination of the many typewriting machines
now on the market with respect to the use of carbon
paper. It will perhaps be enough to say that the basket
models, blind writing machines, and both the top and
front stroke typewriters are in general good mani-
folders, while those machines printing from a cylinder

are incapable of producing a large number of copies.

With these it is particularly necessary to use a very

light weight, soft finished, sensitive carbon.

its mark

Why Don't You Sell Carbon Paper?
THERE is a steady demand for it and a good profit in it. It is a

legitimate line that you ought to handle. But in stocking up be
sure to get the brand that will be the most profitable to you and

the most satisfactory to the consumer. The greatly increasing demand
for PEERLESS CARBON PAPER would indicate that it fulfils these
requirements to a large degree. We make Carbon Paper for dealers
only. Let us send you some attractive quotations.

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned British publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied
with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

Sells wherever shown Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.10. To the
trade a discount
of 333 per cent.

Enjoj s an enormous sale in the United Kingdom. The features of this

journal's contents embrace everything associated with life in the coun-

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is 2 cents per copy.

Cbe

Annual Prepaid Subscription post free tu
any part of the Dominion, $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 333 per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in the British Isles
Est. 1832. Well illustrated and full of valuable information concerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising". The Farmers' buiiness jour-
nal, publish^ i every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuable
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A. May.
Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., London, England.

ESTABLISHED 1884

"GREAT THOUGHTS" contains extracts from the MASTER
MINDS of all countries and all ages,

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS-Articles on
Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers of the day.

Id. weekly, p st free 8s. 8d. per annum, 6J. monthly, post free tj Canada
tor 7s. per annum.

SMITHS PUBLISHING CO., Ltljempie House, Tains st., London, Eng.

The "CHRISTIAN AGE," a religious journal for the
house. Containingsketches and portraits of religious
workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher and
many illustrations.

One penny weekly, 8s. per annum post free. Monthly parts 6J. Post free
to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITHS PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House, Tains st„ Lonnon, Eng,

An
Illustrated

Magazine
for

Men
and
Women

Large sheet of working drawings given away with every
number. HOBBIES' Fretwork Designs are known all over the

World— Illustrated articles upon all sort of Hobbies including:

—

Carving, Metal Work, Fret cutting. Live Stock, Stamps, Coins, Elec-
tricity, Turning in Wood and Metal, Ladies' Work, Gardening. Chess
and Draughts, Furniture. Puzzles and Tricks, Photography, Cycling,
Camping Out, Leather Work.
Hobbies can be obtained through all news agents. Speci-

mens will be sent on application to

Hobbies Limited, L2 Paternoster Square, London, Eng.

People's Library
100 Titles Now in Stock

20 More Expected July

Sixpenny Novels
NEW TITLES NEW COVERS

BEST SELLING LINE
NO DEAD TITLES.

The different makes of machines differ rather con-

siderably in their extremes in regard to the degree of

hardness of the platen. In general, a hard platen is

Lest for manifolding. With such a platen, a hard finished

carbon is preferable, a soft-finished carbon with

a soft platen. With all this, the fact must
not be lost sight of that different operators on the same
machine and with the same carbon can get different re-

sults, so much does operation affect the quality of the

work.

In using pen and pencil carbons, the particular paper

should be selected, which, after trial, is found best

suited to the work in hand. Proper implements should

be used too, a good pencil, 3H or harder, or a good

manifolding pen, and the copies should be backed by a

hard smooth writing surface, either good glazed press-

board or a metal plate.

NOW is the time to order

"Chums' Annual"
Unable to fill the demand last Fall.

Moral—ORDER AT ONCE.

Have you seen the

"New Magazine"?
Latest Addition to our list

THREE EDITIONS necessary to fill orders
for first number, just out.

Write for Sample and Prices.

Catalogues, Circulars on Request.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK HOTEL DIRECTORY.

rrade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ami Id percent, per annum by Napul-
<.n Matte, 5th Edition, Price, $3.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables
By the same author. <>n fine heavy paper and strongly
bound Price, 93 00

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3 l/2 , 4, 5, f>V6, 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum. By
OharlesM. 0. Hughes. Price, §5.00.

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances,
showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from % per cent, to 3J per cent., inclusive. Also a
table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per
cent, by means (»f which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables!, interest, for one thousand days can be ob-
tained at any rate from 4 per cent to 1" per cent ,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from A percent, to 10

percent., inclusive, on the basis of 365 days to the year
in £ per cent, rates. By CHARLES M. O, HUGHES.
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 305 days
to the year , for one, I wo, three and four months and
days of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By CHARLES M. ('. HUGHES (OH
folded card, I4fcc9Vfch strongly bound. Price, 91 00

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2 1
/?, 3 or 3 l

/2 P®r cent (each on separate card), on the
basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, si oo

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice
versa, advancing by 8ths and 16tbs, with other useful
tables. By EWINQ BUOHAN, Second edition. Price,
$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Eauivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of
quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewing
BUCHAH. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa. By Ewing Buchan. Price
in sheets), each, 20c; mounted ion boards', each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half
per cent, rates A separate table for each rate. By H.
8. Martin. Price, fl.50. Full bound leather limp
New.

The Importers' Guide
A hand-book of advances Of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
46 yards. By R. CAMPBELL and J, W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c,

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS

1 1 5 and 1 1 7 Notre Dame St., Wot, MONTREAL

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
located on the east side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

Squibs.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH OUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal pul>
lie buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria ParU and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in May

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.
JOHN McEWEN, - - - Manager

For rates, etc., apply
TRINIDAD SHIPPING & TRADING CO

29 Broadway, New Y.rk

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15% Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

The BROWN BROS., Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price.

Better than any at the same price.

HB, H t with rubber tips,

HB,H, 2H, 3H.4H, B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

It is said of a certain village "inno-

cent" or fool in Scotland that if he
were offered a silver sixpence or cop-

per penny he would invariably choose
the larger coin of smaller value. One
day a stranger asked him :

"Why do you always take the

penny ? Don't you know the differ-

ence in value ?"

"Aye," answered the fool, "I ken

the difference in value. But if 4 took

the saxpence they would never try

me again."—Everybody's Magazine.

The manager of the big store stood
stock-still outside the little box-like

chamber which held the telephone of

the establishment, for he was a sevy

startled manager indeed. Within the
chamber he could hear Miss Jones,
the typist, speaking, and this is a

scrap of the conversation the scan-

dalised man overheard :

"I love you, dear, and only you !

I'm weeping my heart away ! Yes,

my darling, speak to me once more !

I love you, dear—I love you so !"

The young woman rang off and
stepped out of the cabinet to con-
front the angry manager.

"Miss Jones," he said, "that tele-

phone has been fixed where it is for

the purpose of convenience in conduct-
ing business, and not for love-making
in office hours. I am surprised at
you. Don't let it occur again !"

The young woman froze him with a
glance.

"I was ordering some new music
from the publishers for No. 3 depart-
ment," she explained, icily.

And then the manager felt that this

was a cold world indeed.—Cassell's
Journal.

"All the latest popular novels!"
sang out the train boy. Then, hold-
ing out a copy of "The Guest of

Quesnay" to a prosperous looking
passenger, he urged : "Buy Booth
Tarkington's latest work, sir ?"

The man looked annoyed.

"No ! I am Booth Tarkington him-
self."

"Then buy a copy of 'Three
Weeks,' " persisted the boy. "You
ain't Elinor Glyn too, are you ?"—
Everybody's Magazine.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The "Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

RATES.
Two cents per word first insertion; one cent

per word subsequent insertions.

Five cents additional each insertion where box

number is desired.

Contractions count as one word, but five

figures (as $1,000) are allowed as one word.

Cash remittances to cover cost must accom-

pany all advertisements. In no case can this rule

be overlooked. Advertisements received without

remittance cannot be acknowledged.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED-The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL, Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

C.
S. HAMMOND & CO.. 142 Fulton St., New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.
(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES. CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. [8-09]

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

MISCELLANEOUS

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH

St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12 09)

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
in all languages.

w ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street). New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

LITHOGRAPHY.
HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK-Commercial

stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods. (tf)

AGENTS WANTED.
A FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers are
/\ desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-

dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER AND STA-
TIONER, Toronto. (tf)

WANTED -A firm of wholesale agents in Cape
Town wish to communicate with Canadian
dealers in art calendars. Box 210, BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER. (tf)

SITUATIONS VACANT7
You want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the cUss of

people you require.

FOR SALE — Book and Stationery store : our old
established Cordova street branch: terms
easy. Bailey Bros. Co., 540 Granville St.,

Vancouver, B.C.

W'ANTED—Young man who thoroughly under
stands book, stationery and wall paper busi-
ness, capable of taking charge. Apply im-

mediately, with reference, stating salary, Box 21 2,

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER. (5)

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-

tion of our various publications :— Hardware
and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a

retired business man for his spare time. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t. f.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

BOOKS, Stationery, Fancy Goods and China
business, in city of 10.000, with trifling op-
position. Stock will invoice about $10,000

and fixtures $1,000. Net profit last year almost
$3,000. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Box
207, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, (tf)
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DICTATING to the DICTAPHONE saves 50
percent. We will prove it to you if you will
send us a post card for full particulars.

Toronto Phonograph Co., Ltd., Dictaphone Dept.,
40 Melinda Street, Toronto. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines mike toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No.'83 Craig St. W., Montreil,

and 12^ Bay St., Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUTO-
GRAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe cannot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men,
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
we can supply you with a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
Street, Toronto. (tf)

NOTICE—Users of Pitner Gasoline Lamps, are
warned against being induced to purchase
parts of other makes of lamps to be used on

the Pitner. The most vital part of any lamp Is its

generator, and the Pitner generator has been
granted a patent in Canada, the United States and
other countries, on the principle of Its Improved
method of generating gasoline vapour. Supplied
and parts for the Pitner lamps can be received by
return mail by applying to our representatives or
direct to the PITNER LIGHTING CO., Ltd.,
36-38 Lombard St., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

T"
HE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very populir.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

THE WALES VISIBLE ADDING AND LIST-
ING MACHINE is superior to any other
machine for these reasons, among others:—

Visible Printing, Flexible Keyboard, Column
Space Bar, Automatic Clear Signal, Adjustment
for Carbon Copies, Eliminating Keys, enabling
the operator by the mere pressure of a key to add
without listing or list without adding. 30 days
free trial to responsible people. Write us for free
Illustrated catalogue. Adder Machine Company,
Wilkesbarre, P a. (tf )

YOUR CHEQUE CAN'T BE RAISED to any
amount above that which you intend it to
cover if vou use the PROTECTOGRAPH.

This device stamps a line such as " Not over ten
dollars, $10," with acid proof, indelib's ink, which
penetrates right through the fibre of the paper.
This device is bring used by 90', of the Banks of
Canada and the United States, as well as the trea-
suries of both countries. Write for full particulars
and price. W. E. Parker & Co., Sole Canadian
Agents 37 Yonge Arcade. Toronto, Ontario. (5)

, .-.-Not one of the 650,000 retai

\(_),L)(JU merchants who have bought a Na-
tional Cash Register would think

of doing business without it. The National Cash
Register Co , F. E. Mutton, Canadian Manager,
cor. Yonge St and Wilton Ave., Toronto.

<>5<

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Artists' Materials.
Ramsay, A., & Sons, Montreal.

Art Publishers.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co., New York.
Baker's Book Shop, Birmingham. Eng.
Briggs. Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine, Toronto.
Cassell & Co., Toronto.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg. Man.
Canadian Facts Publishing Co., Toronto.

Copp, Clark Co., Toronto
Farm, Field and Fireside, London, Eng.

Financial Post Toronto.
Hobbies Limited, London, Eng.
Smith's Publishing Co., London. Eng.
Morton, Phillips & Co.. Montreal.

Gage, W. J., & Co.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Gopp. Clark Co., Toronto.
National Blank Book Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros.. & Rutter. Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., To-

ronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston. Mass.
Mittag & Volger, Park Ridge, N. J.

Underwood, John, & Co., Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston. Mass.

Menzies & Company, Toronto.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston. New York,

Montreal.
Tuttle Press Co., Appleton, Wis.

Thos. M. Woodhcad, Bradford. Eng.

Wheeler. Walter G., ft Co.. London. Eng.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg, Han.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & WrU'ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Sutcllffe-Edmison Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co.. Toronto.
Western Assurance Co., Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. Montreal.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter, Toronto.

Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfield.

N,J.
Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Higgins, Chas. M. & Co.. Brooklyn.

Underwood, John & Co.. Toronto.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co., New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Got' Clark Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids, Thaddeus Co., New York.
Higgins, Chas. M. & Co., Brooklyn.
Payson's.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg, Man.
Smith-Davidson ft Wri"ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage, W. J., & Co.

Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Rumpp. C. F., ft Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville, Ont.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co.. Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Ltd.. Hamilton.
Hurd, Geo. B.. & Co., New York.
Gage, W. J.. ft Co.

Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co., New York.
Heath, John, London.
Hinks. Wells & Co., Birmingham. Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. Montreal.
Macniven & Cameron, Edinburgh and Birm

Ingham.
Sanford & Bennett Co., New York.
Smith-Davidson & Wricht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerian Pen Co.. Birmingham. Eng.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Waterman, L. E.. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
American Crayon Co., Waltham, Mass.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber, A. W., Newark, N.J.

Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Ramsay. A.. & Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson & Wright, Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers. Mass.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage, W. J., & Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Phonographs
Toronto Phonograph Co., Toronto.
Williams. R. S. & Sons, Co.. Ltd., Toronto

Photographic Supplies.
Ward ft Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing & Mfg. Co.,

Montreal.
Copp. ('lark Co., Toronto.
Goodall, Chas., & Sons. London.
Hurst, A. 0.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage, W. J.. & Co.

Post Cards
Holzman. Alfred & Co.. Chicago. 111.

Post Card Albums.
Patent Interleaf Album Co., London.

W. C. England.

Rubber Type.
Fulton Rubber Type Co., Elizabeth, N.J.

School Supplies.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co., Winnipeg.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Harcourt, E. H. Co., Ltd., Toronto.
Hendry. Geo. M. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
National School Slate Co., Slatington. Pa.
Smith-Davidson & Wrieht, Vancouver, B.C.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Gage. W. J., & Co.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Otto Leder, Saxony, Germany.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co.. New York.

Toys, Games, Etc.
Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.. Toronto.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Carbon & Ribbon Mfg. Co.. To-

ronto.
Mittag & Volger, Park Ridge. N.J.
Underwood. John, & Co., Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Stauntons Limited. Toronto.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS.
Accountants and Auditors 42
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HON. JOSEPH HOWE

A new edition of whose speeches is to be

published shortly.

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.

Canadian literature and art owe much to the zeal

and interest of such men as B. E. Walker of Toronto.

A banker by profession, head of the second largest capi-

talized bank in the Dominion—the Canadian Bank of

Commerce,—he has yet found time to devote attention

to literature, science and art. Up to April last he oc-

cupied the position of president of the Canadian Society

of Authors. He is the active head of the Champlain

Society, a member of the National Battlefields Com-

mission, appointed by the Dominion Government, a

member of the Advisory Art Council, entrusted with

the task of selecting- paintings for the National Art Gal

lery at Ottawa, a fellow of the Geological Society

(England) and of the Institute of Bankers (England).

His interest in all these organizations is far from being-

superficial. Whatever post he occupies, he gives to the

work of that post the best service possible. In truth,

his versatility is amazing and is the wonder of his

friends. As an author, Mr. Walker has devoted his pen

mainly to the exposition of banking problems. He has

written a number of pamphlets on these subjects, which

may be regarded as text-bocks of the art and he is

looked upon as the leading authority on banking in

Canada.

The Champlain Society, of which Mr. Walker has

been president from the first, occupies the same position

in Canada as the Hakluyt Society, the Prince Society,

the Surtees Society, etc., in the United States. That

is to' say, its aim is to put in permanent form, works

of an historical nature, which have long since gone out

of print and which are consequently not readily avail-

able to the student and also on occasion to publish

modern historical works, which would not otherwise se-

cure a publisher. It need hardly be said that the work

of the society is deserving of every support and encour-

agement. Established in May 1905, it is now entering

upon its fifth year. So far three volumes have been

published and distributed to members and to the sub-

scribing libraries, while a lengthy list of new volumes

is in preparation. The announcement that authority has

been given to the Council of the Society to increase the

membership should be pleasant news to many Canadians,

who would like to have an opportunity to enter the

Society and participate in its work.

It is not often that the speeches of Canada's public

men are published in book form. Of biographies there

have been not a few but volumes of speeches are rarities.

Whether it be that there is not a demand for such books
or that enterprising editors are scarce, the fact remains
that the works of biography far exceed the compilations

of speeches. In this connection it is interesting to refer

once again to the forthcoming two-volume edition of

the speeches of Nova Scotia's greatest statesman.

Joseph Howe. No less a person than the new mayor
of Halifax, J. A. Chisholm, K.C., has had editorial

charge of the work and the Chronicle Publishing Com-
pany will handle the edition. The publication of this im-

portant book will doubtless be one of the notable events

of the present- year in the Canadian field of letters. It

will be interesting to hear later on just how well the

edition has been taken up. Is there a demand in Canada
lor this class of book, which would warrant the publi-

cation of similar books in the future ?

Joseph Andrew Chisholm, K.C., the editor of Howe's
Speeches, is a native of St. Andrew's, Antigonish, N.S.,

where he was born in 1863. The present Lieutenant-

Governor of Nova Scotia. Hon. D. C. Fraser, was his

mentor in the intricacies of the law. He was called to

the bar in 1886 and practised in Antigonish until 188!),

when he moved to Halifax, becoming a member of the

firm of Borden, Ritchie, Parker and Chisholm. Mr.

Chisholm' 8 literary proclivities were developed during

tho years that he edited the Antigonish Casket. A
brother-in-law of the late Sir John Thompson, premier

of Canada, and chief magistrate of tho ancient city of

Halifax, he has been and is in touch with the ruling

classes of the land.

The appointment of a new secretary for the Ontario

Historical Society in the person of Clarkson W. James,

J. A. CHISHOLM, K. C.

Editor of the new edition of Howe's Speeches

and recently elected Mayor of Halifax.

secretary of the Education Department of Ontario, is

good news. Apart from the fact that new

brooms usually sweep clean, it may be confidently ex-

pected that Mr. .lames will keep the work going along
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smoothly just as long- as he is in charge of the secre-

tarial post. The Society stands in need of a re-organi-

zation in this department and, with an active man in

the position, there is no reason why the work of the

Society should not flourish as it has never flourished

before. Mr. James will have the helpful support of

Barlow Cumberland of Port Hope, the president, who
is keenly interested in the preservation of historical

material. He is the author of "The Story of the Union

Jack," a book which by the way has gone completely

out of print and which is to be republished in a second

edition in the near future.

"What do our public men read ?" is a question which

is entertainingly answered in the following- pag-es. Of

course it has been impossible to refer to the favorite

books of our various public men. Possibly an inquisition

into the exact tastes of many of them would disclose an

undoubted appreciation of books as ornaments, while for

practical purposes newspapers would fill the bill. Still

it would be cruel to probe this far, and, to say that

the Hon. So and So prefers books on political economy

BARLOW CUMBERLAND

President of the Ontario Historical Society and

author of "The atory of the Union Jack."

A. D. DeCELLES -->

General Lbrarian, Ottawa.

and the Hon. Other Fellow's tastes lie in the direction

of books of travel, is much more generous treatment.

However, the big men at Ottawa have very luxurious

quarters in which to indulge their tastes for literature

and one could well imagine a book-lover standing for

Parliament just in order to get an entree into this

treasure-house.

This much can truthfully be said of the average

book-buyer in Canada,—he buys books for use and not

for ornament. So far ,as publishers, booksellers and

even authors are concerned, it might be a nice thing if

we had more of the ornamental variety of buyers but,

for the good of the country, it is better to have 200

books bought and read than the same 200 books bought
and shelved. Even if the number of buyers is limited, it

is satisfactory to feel that they one and all appreciate

the books they buy for what is in them.

Dr. Thomas O'Hagan, the Canadian poet, critic and
lecturer, intends to bring out a new edition of his

volume of poems entitled "Songs of a Settlement,"
which has been out of print for several years. The book

of verse appealed particularly to such -writers as John
Greenleaf Whittier, Charles G. I'. Roberts, and Charles

D. Warner, from whom he received warm personal let-

ters of praise. It is expected that Dr. O'Hagan's new
volume of essays entitled "Essays, Literary, Critical,

and Historical" will be issued within a few weeks. Wil-

liam Briggs, who is Dr. O'Hagan's publisher, is to bring

out thi9 new volume.

At least half a dozen additions have made so far

this year to that admirable little set of supplementary

readings for schools, Morang's Literature Series. These

small books, containing- from 100 to 150 pages, well print-

ed and bound in flexible cloth, are excellent examples

of book-making and possess wearing qualities that suit

them well for school use. Possibly the most interesting

of the new titles is a compilation from the Makers of

Canada, containing the best chapters from this impor-

tant series. Then there are editions of "The Cricket on

the Hearth," "Evangeline," "Tales from Shakespeare,"

"Enoch Arden" and a second volume of narrative

poems. The price of these books is 15 cents each.

W. A. C.

CLARKSON W. JAMES
The new Secretary of the Ontario Historical

Society. Mr. James is Secretary of the

Ontario Education Department.
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A BOOKLOVER'S PARADISE

A glimpse of t'.ie luxurious Parliamentary Library at Ottawa, where Canada's legislators

can, if they wish, spend many pleasant hours.

What Canada's Big Men Read

An Investigation Into the

Kind of Books Read by

the Public Men at Ottawa.

What do tin' public men of Canada read? What do

our parliamentarians peruse?

Aside from Hansard, the Orders of the Day, the Blue

Hooks, the Journals of the House and the Canada Ga-

zette, of literature, past and present, there is abundance

available for their edification. The Commons and Senate

reading rooms contain files of every weekly and daily

paper published in- the Dominion and are liberally pa

tronized bv the members, particularly the rural repre-

sentatives, who scan the sheets from their home towns to

find what the\r respective communities are doing when the

biggest man—of course, the M.P. himself— is not "in their

midst."

In the magnificent library of parliament there are

250,000 volumes. This immense pile is being added to

yearly at the rate of 5,000 copies. Attached to noble

and stately old cathedrals of Europe are famous chapter

houses and upon somewhat similar lines has the beautiful

building at the north of the main block of the Parliament

buildings at Ottawa been planned. Circular in form and

ninety feet in diameter the buttressed walls stand four

feet thick. It is conceded that no finer site could have

been found in Canada for the housing of the nation's

books.

The interior is artistic and imposing. Planned in the

form of a polygon of sixteen sides, each angle is support-

ed by a flying buttress which touches the main wall at

the point designed to make it better resist the heavy out-

ward thrust of the vaulted roof. Gazing aloft the eye

lests upon the great- dome forty two feet, in altitude, the

base of which is an equal distance from the floor. In the

centre of (lie library stands a splendid statue in marble
of Ihe late Queen Victoria as she looked when crowned in

IK'ST. It is the work of Marshal] Wood. Busts of King
Edward, Queen Alexandra and other notable people adorn
the angles of a number of the alcoves. Wood carvings of

an attractive and impressive character decorate the in-

terior. Shields of Hie different provinces are in front of

some alcoves and in glass cases are coins, medals, me-

dallions, script, specie ami many other mementos id' homo
and foreign lands.

Books, Hooks, Books—on every side until the shelves

of the three galleries are so congested that the librarians

do not know where to store the constant inflow of pub-

lications. Some years ago, plans were prepared by the

chief architect to increase the space temporarily, but,

though such a move has been frequently talked of and in-

cessantly recommended by the librarians in their annual

report, no arrangements have yet been effected for extra

accommodation. Space is utterly inadequate to meet the

demands made upon it and the crowding has become so

severe that books are placed in rows three deep which

often causes endless difficulty in searching for a volume.
If the present state of things is not soon remedied and
some relief afforded the result will be a case of "confu-

sion worse confounded."

But what do our big men read ? What are their

tastes, their favorite themes, their hobbies ?
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The Cabinet Ministers' Tastes.

The cabinet ministers, who make the most use of the

library, are Sir Richard Cartwright and Hon. William

Paterson. The Canadian Minister of Customs does not,

as some might suppose, devote his spare moments to the

study of tariffs, fiscal problems, and economic questions,

but revels in tales of travel, exploration and discovery.

The Minister of 1 radc and Commerce is not looking

up treaties and traffic returns, exports and imports, but

passes many a pleasant hour among the Henty books so

popular with boys, which would indicate that the veteran

knight, now in his seventy-fourth year and the hero of

many a political battle, is still young in spirit and

dearly loves adventure, prowess and a fighting chance.

The Minister of Finance, Hon. W. S. Fielding, al-

though a busy public man, manages to keep the library

staff on the move at different times. He reads the copy-

right novels of the day and wanders through the field of

general literature. Hon. Sydney Fisher is also among the

critiques by eminent men, but is what might be described

as a general reader, current literature and popular au-

thors falling constantly under his eye. The latest on par-

liamentary procedure, political economy and the history

of the world is Mr. R. L. Borden's choice. He is serious,

thoughtful and studious—and appreciates the advantages

and accessibility of the library.

Hon. R. F. Sutherland, Speaker of the Commons in

the last Parliament, makes many researches in parlia-

mentary- history and other kindred subjects. The Minister

of Railways and Canals in the Macdonald ministry, Hon.

J. G. Haggart, is another public man who does not allow

dust to accumulate on biographical and historical works.

It will surprise many to learn that Mr. Haggart reads

thoroughly volumes thai comparatively few consult. It

is rarely that he asks for a novel.

The Senators.

The leader of the Conservative party in Hie Senate,

Hon. James A. Lougheed, does a good deal of general

HOME OF THE NATION'S BOOKS

A general view of the interior of the Parliamentary Library at Ottawa. A statue of Queen
Victoria occupies a position in the centre.

familiar figures in the library. His reading is general

rather than technical.

Some members of the cabinet have (ine private libra-

ries and on this account do not need to patronize the

parliamentary pile. Among these, fortunately situated,

are the Prime Minister who is a great student of history,

biography, political systems and forms of government.

When his own library fails to supply his needs, Sir Wil-

frid frequently sends "to the hill" for certain numbers.

Hon. Rodolphe Lemieux, Canada's brilliant Post-

master-General, consults the volumes on the shelves many-

times during the course of a session. The heavier works

in French and English appeal to him, biography and his-

tory being his favorites. The Secretary of State, Hon.

Charles Murphy, is an omnivorous reader, books of a po-

litical and legal character engaging his attention.

Hon. George E. Foster, although a virulent critic,

does not while away his leisure hours in reading famous

reading while the former Premier, Sir Maeken/.ie Bowell,
peruses history and biography. Among the private mem-
bers of the House, Martin Burrell, of Yale-Cariboo, H.
H. Miller, of South Grey, Dr. Michael Clark, of Red
Deer, and others, who might be mentioned, are familiar

figures in the big reading room. There are perhaps half

a hundred or more M.P.s who never enter the oaken
doors except to show a visitor or conduct a constituent

around the building.

It is not always the men, who are the most diligent

readers that make the most instructive and interesting

speeches or are the most forceful and argumentative in

debate. Generally, the politician, familiar with conditions
and history of the past and possessing a knowledge of

economics, social science, various forms of government,

and procedure, is able to marshall all his facts and pre-
sent his points in a more comprehensive, and cogent man-
ner.
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The Governor-General.

1 1 is Excellency, Karl Grey, frequently sends to the

library for editions of travel, history and biography. The
Governor General scrutinizes much in the field of current

literature being interested in many present, day problems.

His addresses at all public functions afford convincing

evidence that they arc not ready-made utterances—not

phonographic productions. He bus views of his own and

is not diffident about giving voice to them. He has iden-

tified himself closely with the welfare and interests of the

people. He has shown such intimate acquaintance with

the country and appreciation of the resources and pro-

gress of the Dominion that the Canadian Government

had printed an edition of His Excellency's speeches to

preserve them in permanent form and permit of their

wide distribution.

Books Not Allowed Out.

Dining the session of parliament no one is allowed to

take books from the library except the legislators, but.

in recess, on the recommendation of the Speaker or an

M.P., the librarians issue a card of admittance to the

person so recommended, entitling the holder to take out

two works at. the same time. There are generally be-

tween 500 and f>00 ticket holders in the Capital, although

the new Carnegie library in that city has reduced the

number. Nearly half of the 250,000 volumes arc in

French. All parliamentary debates, papers, reports and

records are, of course, printed in both languages.

Works of reference, historical and literary documents,

early public records and original papers arc not allowed

to be removed from the building'. Every summer, uni-

versity students, historians and reviewers, the majority

being young men, who ate pursuing post-graduate courses

in \merican seats of learning or are preparing theses,

come to Ottawa and for several weeks use the library

and reading compartments which are comfortably equip-

ped with upholstered chairs and polished tables. They

generally number from twenty to twenty-five and at the

parliamentary institution they obtain information at first

hand by having access to works hearing on British views

and interpretation of the Declaration of Independence,

the Canadian records of the stirring times of 1812-1813,

the Fenian Raids, and other strenuous struggles in the

early history of the Dominion and its relations to the

neighbors to the South. The visitors are shown every

courtesy. All the facilities of the librarj are placed at

their disposal.

Of standard English classics there are several sets of

each,—Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, George Eliot, and

others. Dickens is the favorite novelist but the others

are close competitors in popularity. Standard works are

for the use of the members and not outsiders. Of poets,

Shakespeare and Tennyson appeal to tiic majority, but

Longfellow, Whittier and Poe have many admirers. The

novels of Charlotte Bronte are called for on many occa-

sions.

A few months ago the Canadian Bookman gave an in-

teresting review of what the people of Toronto read. The

favorite authors and poets in this city also claim the af-

fection of readers in the national library. With few ex-

ceptions, inquiries from the librarians revealed the exist-

ence of the same literary tastes in the national as in the

provincial capital—an instance possibly of great minds

running in the same channel.

Management of the Library.

The parliamentary library is under the direction of a

mint committee of both Mouses. The amount of the an-

nual appropriation for books is about SI 5,000. Of this,

some $10,000 is devoted to the purchase of general works

of biography, history, political, social and medical science

law, exploration, etc.;* $1,000 for current Canadian works
and rare Americana ; the remaining amount,—$4,000

—

goes toward the expenses of rebinding old and worn vo-

lumes.

Comparatively few works of fiction, biography or his-

tory are presented to the library by authors, but. hun-

dreds of pamphlets, debates, statistical compilations and

reports are annually received from Imperial and foreign

parliaments in exchange for those from Canada.

In the United States one condition of the copyright

law is that three copies of any work have to be sent to

the Library of Congress at Washington. In Canada the

regulations stipulate that three copies must he furnished

to the Minister of Agriculture, one of which is deposited

in the parliamentary library, one in the British Museum
while one is retained by the. Department. It would seem

advisable to have this condition amended so that more

copies of a book should be placed in the library for pub-

lic use. A single copy of a popular Canadian novel is of

little advantage. It is put in the library for safe keep-

ing only and not for general use. So many readers want

to peruse it that the demand can be met. only by pur-

chasing more. This seems a peculiar imposition on a na-

tional institution since it costs a Canadian publisher or

author only one dollar to register a copyright which en-

dures for 28 years, from the time of recording. In view

of the meagre fee it would apparently be a wise stipula-

tion that more copies than one of a work, at the time

of publication, should lie donated to the parliamentary

library. There should be at least, three ;
one is a tanta-

lism. In the case of new copyright fiction of a mcrito-

i ions character five or six books are bought in Toronto

and placed in the central public library and one or two

additional for each of the five city branches. To think,

that in a growing country like Canada, where the copy-

i ight law is so simple and the conditions so easily and

economically complied with, the national book shop gets

no copy gratis, is out of the idea of the fitness of things

as conceived by the librarians on the hill.

An Eccentric Arrangement.

Another evidence of eccentricity is placing the ad-

ministration of the copyright law under the department

of Agriculture. "What have, books, pictures, sculpture,

engravings, paintings, and drawings to do with agricul-

ture'''' asked a publisher recently. "Books have to do

with culture but comparatively few novels, poems or his-

torical articles have anything to do with Agri—culture."

In Washington copyrights are issued by the Library of

Congress and why should not some such sensible and con-

sistent arrangement be made in Canada ? Why should

not the copyright law, now under the Department of

Agriculture, be transferred to the Public Works or Marine
and Fisheries Department ? In the fitness of things such

an arrangement would seem about as reasonable as the

present one.

The joint librarians at Ottawa are A. D. De Celles,

C.M.G., and Martin J. Griffin. Both former newspaper-

men, they had already won their way to the front in the

journalistic world before being transferred to Ottawa.

Mr. De Celles occupied the editorial chair of La Minerve,

Montreal, when called to the library staff in 1880. He is

general librarian. Mr. Griffin, parliamentary librarian,

who was appointed to the post in 1885, was at that time,

editor of the Toronto Mail. The chief clerks are Colonel

Todd and Mr. Sylvain
;
their associates are Messrs. Mac-

Cormac. Bouchette, and Smith. The number of persons

engaged in classification, tabulation, cataloguing, etc., is

about ten and the work of the! staff is hy no means light.

-G. B. V. B.
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What the Publishers are Providing for Canadian Readers

Spring Lists are Now Almost Complete—Atten-

tion is Being Directed to the Fall Trade.

"The Chippendales" by Robert Grant, author of "Un-

leavened Bread" was published early this month by the

Copp, Clark Co.

Paper covered editions of "The Soul of Dominic Wild-

thorne" by Joseph Hocking and "Wild Geese" by Stanley

J. Weyman have been issued by the Copp, Clark Co.

Mrs. Humphrey Ward's new novel "Marriage a la

Mode" is announced for early publication by the Musson
Book Company. They will also publish soon "Wallace

Rhodes" by Nora Davis.

"Mind and Work" by Professor Gulick, "Faith" by

the Bishop of Durham and "Popular Electricity" by

Hibbert, are three interesting publications this season of

Cassell & Co. They are all three listed at $1.00.

The Macmillan Company of Canada, Limited, have

just published the late Marion Crawford's "White

Sister." In this story Mr. Crawford takes us back to

Rome, the scene of so many of his successful novels.

The Copp, Clark Co. expect to have ready about the

middle of the month the Russian novel, , "A Flight from
Siberia." A little later on they will publish "The Sins

of Society," "Marriages of Mayfair" and "Round the

Fire Stories."

"Quaint Subjects of the King," a handsomely illus-

trated volume by Foster Fraser, giving interesting in-

formation about the various races in the British Empire,

lias just been published in Canada by Cassell & Co. It

is listed at $1.75.

"The International Encyclopedia of Prose and Poeti-

cal Quotations," on which William S. Walsh has been

at work for eleven years, is a valuable compilation, issued

in a Canadian edition by the Copp, Clark Co. Cloth bind-

ing, $3.00. Limp leather. $5.00.

William Briggs, has arranged for and will place "ii the

market towards the end of May a new book by Allen

Raine, the author of "The Welsh Singer." The title of

this new hunk is "Where Billows Roll" and it promises

to be a.- greal a success as "The Welsh Singer."

Two important works on religion just published by

The Macmillan Co. of Canada, are : "Modern Thought

and the Cris'is in Belief," by Professor R. M. Wenley,

and "A Valid Christianity for To-day," by the weil-

known Bishop of Michigan, Dr. Chas. D. Williams.

The Macmillan Co. of Canada have just published

Eden Philpott's latest story, "The Three Brothers." In

the opinion of the critics this story is not only the best

that Mr. Philpotts has written, but it entitles him to

be considered the great e t of active contemporary

novelists.

Cassell & Co., Toronto, expect to receive shortly

"Royal Academy Pictures, 1909." This is the new vol-

ume of a most acceptable series containing handsome

reproductions of this year's pictures in the Royal

Academy. In cloth binding it sells at $1.50 and in paper

covers, 90 cents.

The Musson Book Co. announce for publication dur-

ing the summer, "The Horse : How to Ride and Drive,

etc." by F. M. Ware, a practical handbook on the horse;

"Tracks and Tracking," by Josef Bruner, a volume of

woodland love and the language of the forest ; and "Boat

Sailing," by Captain A. J. Kenealy, a seventh edition

of a capital book.

The Musson Book Co. have now ready the following

fiction,
—"Kingsmead" by Baroness von Hutten, "Set

in Silver" by C. N. and A. M. Williamson, "The Inner

Shrine (anonymous), "The Royal End" by Henry Har-

land, "Katrine" by Elinor Macartney Lane, "Open
House" by Juliet Wilbur Tompkins, "The Bridge

Builders" by Anna Cbapin Ray, etc.

The latest voleme of the English Men of Letters

series is Professor G. R. Carpenter's "Walt Whitman,"
published by the Macmillan Company of Canada. In

this connection it may be interesting to remark that the

same firm is issuing the earlier volumes of this series

in a pocket edition which for cheapness of price and ex-

cellence of "get-up" leaves nothing to be desired.

Cassell & Co. have received the Canadian editions of

the following novels, announced earlier in the year,

—

ROBERT GRANT

Author of "The Chippendales."

'•The Sword of the Lord" by Joseph Hocking; "The
Show Girl" by Max Pemberton, "The Yellow God" by

Rider Haggard, "Peggy, the Daughter" by Katharine
Tyman. "Double Bonds" by Florinda McCull, "Con-
quest of Ohristabel" by Mrs. De Home Vaizey, "An
Interrupted Kiss" by Richard Marsh and "The Lure of

Eve" by Edith Mary Moore.

Among recent publications of The Macmillan Co.. of

Canada, may te mentioned : "The Government of Euro-
pean Cities," by Professor W. B. Murtro of Harvard

;

"The Laws of Friendship Human and Divine," by Pro-

fessor H. C. King
;
"The Story of the Great Lakes," by

Professor E. Channing ;
"Psyche's Task," a very con-

\ incing- "discourse" concerning the influence of supersti-

tion on the growth of such institutions as government,
private property, marriage and respect for human life,

written by Professor J. G. Frazer, author of 'The
Golden Bough"'; "The Earth's Bounty," by Mrs. K. V.

Saint Maur, author of "A Self-Supporting Home ;"

"The Psychology of Thinking," by Professor J. E.

Miller.
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A Survey of the Canadian Literary Field.

Books by Canadians and Books About

Canada—Several New Titles Announced.

As the year advances the number of books falling- will give them information in concise form relating to

under the general head of Canadian increases. This all the notable men and women of the present day in

month it is possible to refer to quite a lengthy list of Canada,

titles comprising books under nearly every possible head. Speeches.

Biography.

The York Pioneer and Historical Society, which cel-

ebrated the fortieth anniversary of its foundation last

month, has issued a memorial volume, containing much

historical and biographical matter of interest. It is

illustrated with portraits of deceased members.

Eight years' experiences as a missionary in the i arly

days of British Columbia, form the subject of an inter-

esting book entitled "A Bishop in the Hough," in which

Bishop Sheepshanks of Norwich, England, narrates his

adventures. The scene of his labors was New Westmins-

ter, then a mere clearing in the forest, where he estab

lished himself alone in a little log hut and set to work

to collect a flock. The publishers are Smith, Elder &

Co., London.

Beckles Wilson, author of "The Great Company,"

being a history of the Hudson's Bay Company, has been

at work for- some time on a life of General Wolfe, win.;,

is announced for early publication. Its title will be the

"Life and Letters of James Wolfe" and it will contain

fresh biographical material as well as over Eortj letters

never before published.

As a preliminary to the larger work, containing the

speeches of Joseph Howe, to be issued next, month, the

Chronicle Publishing Co., Halifax, have published a 11-

page booklet, containing- the sketch of Mr. Howe, which

appeared in a special number of the Chronicle last year

and a chronology of his life. The booklet is the work

,,f J. A. Chishblm, K.C

"Heroines of Canadian History," by W. S. Herring-

ton, of Napanee, which was announced several months

ago, and which was unfortunately delayed, i* now ready,

and has just been published by William Brig-gs. The

book contains a frontispiece picture of the heroines men-

tioned in the book. Thoug-h intended primarily for use

by young people the book will also be very interesting

to those of older years. Volumes such as this one and

"The Story of Isaac Brock" should be in every school

in the country. There have been so many books used as

supplementary leading in our schools which have ori-

ginated in the United States, and which are colored to

suit the American idea, that the introduction of books

written and published by Canadians is a much-to-be-

desired feature.

Dr. Henry J. Morgan, of Ottawa, is working very in-

dustriously on his new edition of "Canadian Men and

Women of the Times" which is to be issued by William

Briggs. Tt was expected that this volume would be

published some time this summer, but on account of the

great care and accuracy which has to be exercised in

preparing a work of this kind it is now probable that

the book will not be ready at least until the fall or Hie

winter of 1909. Br. Morgan still continues to receive

orders from all parts of the world for this volume. Tt is

indispensable to all public men, journalists and in fact

everyone wishing to have a ready reference volume which

The splendid speech delivered at Chicago by J. A.

Macdonald, editor of the Toronto Globe, on the occa-

sion of the I, i n<i, In Centenary, will be published in book
form some time in the autumn. Hodder & Stoughton
will issue the book in London and New York, and the

Westminster Co. in Toronto. The title of the address

was "The Sig-nificance of Lincoln" and that doubtless

will be the title of the book. Tt contains about ten

thousand words.

The Chronicle Publishing Company of Halifax an-

nounce that the new edition of "The Speeches and Let-

tors of .Joseph Howe," edited by J. A. Chisholm, K.C,
will be ready some time between June 1 and 15. It will

appear, as did the original edition, in two volumes, and

will be sold at $10.00 a set. All the speeches and public

letters of Mr. Howe, which are deemed worthy of pie-

servation, will be included and there will also lie a care-

fully prepared chronology and index as well as two por-

traits of the statesman.

History.

A new and revised edition of Sir J. (i. Bourinol's

"Canada," written originally for the Story of the, Nations

series and first published in 1 H*)7 , has been issued by

T. Fisher Unwin of London. The work of revision has

been carried on by Edward Porritt, an Lng-lishman, now-

resident in New "England, who has been paying consid-

erable attention to Canada of late. In a supplemen-

tary chapter with the title "Canada as a Nation," he

traces the industrial growth of the country since 183fi.

The present edition is printed on heavy paper and is

well illustrated.

Of the writing of histories of Canada there seems to

be no end. 1 HOS saw the publication of several impor-

tant works in this department. The present year bids

fair to see as many more. Sir C. P. Lucas, Under Sec-

retary at the Colonial Office, has published through the

Oxford University Press an imposing volume of 3fi0

pages, tracing the history of the country from 1763 to

1812. Needless to say Sir C. P. Lucas writes with au-

thority and his history may be regarded as the most
definitive of tbSs important period in the development

of Canada. The volume is admirably printed and

bound,—an assertion which is really superfluous in the

case of any book published by the Oxford Press.

At the last meeting of the Nova Scotia Press Asso-

ciation, it was decided to prepare and print a booklet

recording- the fact that the Royal Gazette of Halifax is

the oldest paper in America. Tts establishment in 1752

and its continuous publication ever since give it this

priority. The booklet will contain a history of the

paper and a facsimile of the first number. The Presi-

dent of the Association, J. W. "Regan of Halifax, states

that it has not yet been decided who will write the

pamphlet. Tt hardly seems likely that a more capable

author could be secured than Mr. Regan himself.
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Some five years ago Rev. A. G. Morice, O.M.I., is-

sued his very interesting "History of the Northern In-

terior of British Columbia," formerly New Caledonia.

Father Morice has now in the press of William Briggs

a new book which is entitled "The History of the Cath-

olic Church in Western Canada" to be ready early in

the fall. Father Morice 4s one of those members of the

Roman Catholic Church who take naturally to the art

of letters. He has received very high honors at the

hands of various scientific societies in different parts of

the world, being an honorary member of the Philologi-

cal Society of Paris, and of the Natural History So-

ciety of British Columbia, corresponding member of the

Canadian Institute, and the Historical and Scientific

Society of Manitoba, of the Geographical Society of

Neuf Chatel, Switzerland, and member of the Ethnolo-

gical Committee P.A.A.S. Father Morice has the his-

torical instinct to a very high degree, inheriting the

old historical proclivities of the Jesuit Fathers.

Religion.

Volume f> of "The Interpreter's Commentary on the

New Testament," by Lyman Abbott and John E. Me-

Fadyen, deals with "The Corinthians and Galatians."

This volume is the work of Professor McFadycn, vfco,

it will be remembered, is on the staff of Knox College,

Toronto. The publishers of the series are A. S. Haines

& Co., New York, but the Westminster Co., of Toronto,

has an edition of Professor McFadyen's book.

The Ven. W. J. Armitage, rector of St. Paul's

Church and Archdeacon of Halifax, N.S., already the

author of at least three helpful religious books, will

issue still another and larger volume in the early sum-

mer, entitled. "The Soldiers of the King-, their Warfare,

Weapons and Victory." The publishers are Marshall

Rr-s., Keswick House, Paternoster Row, London.

Poetry.

A new volume of poetry from the pen of W. M. Mc-

Keracher, of Montreal is in the press of William Briggs.

Mr. McKeracher received some very high praise for his

previous book of verse which was entitled "Canada My
Land." The Montreal Star in speaking of Mr. Mc-

Keraeher's work said : "We consider Mr. McKeracher on

account of his sincere patriotism to be the Poet Laureate

of the Dominion. We know of no other Canadian author

who has sung the praises of Canada more musically and

enthusiastically." Mr. McKeracher's new volume is to

be entitled "Sonnets and Other Verse."

Mrs. C. R. Townley, of Vancouver, R.C., who was

at one time on the editorial staff of the Toronto Mail

and Empire, has a volume of poems in the press of Wil-

liam Briggs. The title has not definitely been decided

on, but it may be "Opinions of Mary." This is Mrs.

Townley's first published work.

Donald A. Fraser's new volume of verse announced

last month is to be entitled "Pebbles and Shells."

not "Pearls and Pebbles." It is to be issued shortly

from the press of William Briggs.

E. W. Thomson has collected a number of his more

recent poems, including "Peter Ottawa," etc., into a

volume, which was recently issued by Houghton, Mifflin

&Co., Boston, with the title "When Lincoln Died and

other Poems."

William Johnston of St. Mary's, Ontario, has pub-

lished through the Stratford Beacon a volume of poetrv,

entitled "Canadian Melodies and Miscellaneous Poem-;."

It is a book of 212 pages and contains several poems of

undoubted merit.

. Fiction.

"A Breath of Scandal" is the title under which a

six shilling novel by a new Canadian writer will be pub-

lished in London, England, this month. This is ihe

first work of P>lla Sawtell, (Mrs. A. 0. McKee) a native

of Woodstock, Ontario, who has made her home in

London for the past ten years.

Arthur Stringer's new no'\el of South American life,

"The Gun-Runner," published in Toronto by Thomis
Langton, will have at least one page of interest to Can-

adians. This is the page which bears the dedication,

for the book is "apprehensively yet affectionately in-

scribed" to Major Charles Edward Mills, of the Middle-

sex Lattery of the Canadian Artillery, and one of the

Canadian Contingent who fought in South Africa. Mr.

Stringer's dedication reads as follows : "To my old

bunkie and friend and camp-mate, Major Charles Edward
Mills, who in the good days that are gone was known
as "Shorty," who knocked about all the blessed Seven
Seas of the earth and smoked over camp-fires in four

continents and adventured up and down the length of

the two Americas and always loved war and danger and

the open road, and full many a time tramped and camp-
ed and hunted, and went hungry with me, T most ap-

prehensively yet affectionately dedicate and inscribe

this volume." The Gun-Runner, by the way, is a story

of action, dealing with a revolution in a South Ameri-

can republic. The hero, a Nova Scotian named Mc-

Kinnon, is a wireless operator, and "wireless" plays an

important part in the development of the story.

The fact that a Champlain celebration is to be held

this summer on Lake Champlain will renew interest in

all books dealing- with the great explorer and with the

scenes of his activity. Among the number attention

might well be directed to Miss K. L. MacPherson's
"Scenic Sieges and Battle Fields of French Canada,"
issued in handsome form by the Valentine & Sons Pub.

Co.

"The. People of the Plains" is the title of the new
book by Amelia M. Paget, which is now in the press

of William Briggs. This volume deals with the Indians

of the far West of Canada, and promises to be a very

interesting and valuable contribution to the history of

the native races of our Dominion. In this connection

it is interesting to note the growing interest evinced

by Canadians in all books which deal with the history

or resources of Canada.

Two volumes dealing with the Great Lakes have re-

cently been published, both the work of American writ-

ers. The first, published by G. P. Putnam's Sons, iSew

York, is entitled : "The Great Lakes : The Vessels that

plough them, their Owners, their Sailors and their

Cargoes, together with a Brief History of our Inland
Seas." It is written by James Oliver Curwood and is

profusely illustrated. The second is called "The Stoi"y

of the Great Lakes," by Edward Channing and Marion-
Florence Lansing. It is published by the Macmjllan Co.

of Canada.

A new Canadian novelist has appeared in the liter-

ary firmament in the person of Miss Frances Fenwick of

Montreal. She has written a novel entitled "The Arch
Satirist," which deals with present day Montreal. It

will he published in the fall by a Boston firm.
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Fourth Annual Meeting of the Champlain Society

A Lengthy List of Publications in Prepara-

tion— Proposal to Increase the Membership.

The fourth annual meeting- of the Champlain Society

was held in Toronto, on Wednesday, May 5, with the

following officers and members present :—President, IS.

E. Walker, C.V.O., D.C.L., LL.D.; secretary, George M
Wrong, M.A.; treasurer, H. H. Langton, M.A.; coun-

cillors, A. H. U. Colquhoun, LL.I".; James H. Coyne
:

assistant secretary-treasurer, Miss Eleanor Creighton
;

members, Prof. A. E. Lang, M.A.; A. C. Casselman ;

W. G. Eakins ; D. A. Cameron ; Alexander Fraser, B.A.;

J. Watson Bain ; Dr. J. S. Hart ; Dr. It. A. Reeve
;

Angus MacMurchy, K.C.; A. St. L. Trigge, all of To-

ronto. A. F. Hunter, Barrie ; Barlow Cumberland,
M.A., Port Hope.

The meeting opened with the following remarks by

the president, Dr. Walker :

"I have to report that notwithstanding the fact

that sixteen vacancies have arisen in the membership
list during the year by death and resignation, also by

the transfer to the Library list of two names wh'eh

really represented libraries, these vacancies have all been

filled by names from the waiting list. Thus far no soli-

citation for members has ever been necessary, and none

has ever been made beyond the original circular sent out

when the Society was founded.

"So far in each case of the death or resignation <>|

a member, we have secured the return of the volunvs

issued and have refunded the fees paid, thus enabling the

member who has rilled the vacancy to obtain all the

books which have been issued. Of course this will only

be possible in the early years of the Society, and later

on we shall not be able to supply new members with

the earlier publications.

"While the list of members has always been com-

plete, our list of libraries numbers so far but 66. Dur-

ing the year a circular was issued to over 800 libraries

in Canada, the United States and Cireat Britain, but

until more works have been produced by the Society,

the growth of the library list must necessarily be slow.

"The Council of the Society has desired since its in-

ception to publish the complete works of Champlain, but

realized that it was rather a large undertaking. The
subject was discussed at meetings of the Council, and

it was decided to lay the matter before the National

Battlefields Commission, which body had charge of the

celebration of the Tercentenary of the landing of Cham-
plain in 1908. This was done, and as a result out of a

small surplus available in connection with the funds

supplied for the Tercentenary a grant of $5,000 has been

made to the Champlain Society to assist in publishing

a complete edition of Champlain, This, however, is to

be regarded as the official memorial of the Tercentenary

and is to be available for purchase by the ordinary

citizens of Canada in addition to the member's of the

Champlain Society. While nothing has yet been decided

by the Council, this will probably mean that we shall

issue a numbered edit inn for the members, and an edi-

tion on thinner paper for the general public. At a later

time we may report more precisely the form it will

take. Technically this may seem like a breach of the

system we have established of having all our books

limited strictly to our members and to libraries, but we

shall try to do what everyone will think fair, and we

ought to be conscious of the honor of being entrusted

by the Government with the publication under our own
imprint of the book that will remain for all time the

memorial of the Tercentenary of the arrival of Cham-
plain at Quebec."

Secretary's Report.

The secretary's report was read by Professor Wrong,
as follows :

"The Council regret to have to report that only

one volume has appeared during the past year. In spite

of every effort to make haste the editors of various

volumes have been unable to complete their work at as

early a date as had been hoped. Professor Munro's
"Documents relating to Seigniorial Tenure in Canada,"
the volume published during the year, is a valuable ad-

dition to the literature of the subject, and will always
be a standard work. Two volumes are now in the press,

the second volume of Lescarbot and Colonel Wood's
valuable work dealing with the Navy's share in the

British conquest of Canada. Half a dozen other vol-

umes are being prepared rapidly, and the council hopes
in time to issue two volumes for each year since the

Society was founded. They think it desirable that the

members of the Society should be furnished with such

interesting but now expensive works as the Journals of

Knox and Hearne, and these arc in course of prepara-
tion. The accompanying list will show what books
members may expect in the near future. The publica-

tion of a translation of the complete works of Cham-
plain accompanied, as it will be, by the original text is

a great undertaking. It will serve as a fitting memorial
of the recent Tercentenary celebration.

Works in Preparation.

Lescarbot : History of New France. Edited by W. I,.

Grant and H. P. Higgar. Vol. II. (To be completed
in three volumes). (In the press.)

The Logs of the Conquest of Canada. Edited by Colonel
William Wood, author of the Fight for Canada. (In
the Press). The long historical introduction to this
volume constitutes a history of the naval side of the
British conquest of Canada, based on materials
hitherto unpublished. The principal logs oi the ships
concerned are printed in full.

The Works of Samual de Champlain. An English trans-
lation with the French text. Edited by H. P. Bip-
gar, author of The Early Trading Companies of New-
France. (Tn preparation). This work will probably
extend to six volumes. With Mr. Biggar will be as-

sociated a number of scholars who have made Cham-
plain's period a special study.

Samuel Hearne : Journey from Prince of Wales Fort in

Hudson Bay to the Northern Ocean 1769-1772. A
new edition edited by J. B. Tyrrell, whose journey
in the far North is described in Mr. J. W. Tyrrell's

"Across the Sub-Arctics of Canada." (In prepara-
tion). This is a most interesting book. The ori-

ginal, published in 1795, is now difficult to obtain.

Captain John Knox : Historical Journal of the Cam-
paigns in North America 1757-1760. Edited by Ar-
thur G. Doughty, Dominion Archivist. (In prepara-

tion). This work, now very scarce, is by far the
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fullest account of the events of the time, including

especially the two sieges of Quebec in 1759-1760.

Chrestien Le Clercq : Nouvelle Relation de la Gaspesie.

An English translation with the French text. Edited

by Prof. W. F. Ganong. (In preparation). An in-

teresting study, hitherto untranslated, of the Gaspe

region and of the North American Indians. A num-
ber of important and interesting unpublished docu-

ments connected with the work will be given, to-

gether with a very important contemporary map of

Gaspesia made by the author's colleague, Jumeau.

The Journals of La Verendrye : An English translation

with, the French text. Edited by Lawrence J. Bur-

pee, author of "The Search for the Western Sea."

(In preparation.) These journals make up an inter-

esting narrative of the discovery of the Pocky Moun-

tains.

Louisbourg : From its Foundation to its Fall, 1713-1760.

Edited by J. S. McLennan. (In preparation). This

work which will contain much about the famous for-

tress and its sieges is now nearing completion.

The Rebellion of 1837 : Hitherto unpublished material,

edited with an historical introduction by J. Edmond
Roy, Assistant Archivist, Ottawa. This work will

undoubtedly throw much new light on an important

epoch in Canadian History.

"Professor Shortt still promises the volume of Cart-

wright Papers announced three years ago, but the date

of completion is uncertain.

'"The Society can say, with some satisfaction, that

its publications have already become essential to the

historians writing- of Canada, and that they will stead-

ily become more necessary."

To Increase Membership.

Some discussion then followed regarding the advisa-

bility, in view of the slow growth of the Library sub-

scriptions which at present is causing the finances of the

Society to work rather narrowly, of increasing the num-
ber of members, say to the extent of 100, thus lessen-

ing the books set aside for libraries.

It was then moved by Mr. Barlow Cumberland, sec-

onded by Mr. D. A. Cameron and carried : That author-

ity be given to the Council to increase the number of

members and decrease the number of library subscrip-

tions if this be found desirable.

On proceeding to the election of officers, the action

of the council in appointing Mr. H. H. Dangton, libra-

rian of the University of Toronto, to the Treasurership

of the Society (the power to appoint having been left

in their hands at the last Annual Meeting) was ap-

proved.

The appointment of Dr. A. H. U. Colquhoun, Deputy

Minister of Education for Ontario, as a councillor in

room of Mr. Langton was also approved.

It was moved by Dr. Walker, seconded by Mr. Alex-

ander Fraser and carried : That the Hon. D. C. Fraser,

Lieut.-Governor of Nova Scotia, and the Rev. R. A.

Falconer, President of the University of Toronto, be

appointed vice-presidents of the Champlain Society in

room of the Hon. L. J. Tweedie and Sir.' William Mor-

timer Clark.

The remaining officers of the Society were unani-

mously re-elected, the list standing as follows :

President : Dr. B. E. Walker.

Vice-Presidents : Sir Louis Jette, Sir D. H. McMil-

lan, Hon. Richard McBride, Hon. D. C. Fraser and Dr.

R. A. Falconer.

Secretaries : Prof. Charles W. Colby, Prof. George

M. Wrong.

Councillors : Dr. A. G. Doughty, Mr. Adam Shortt,

Mr. James H. Coyne, His Honor, Judge Sicotte, Dr.

A. H. U. Colquhoun.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.

The Toronto Graduate Nurse's Club publish "The
Canadian Cook Book," compiled by Miss Lucy Bower-
man. The book contains 350 pages and is bound in

oil-cloth.

The volume just issued by William Briggs, entitled

"The Empire Birthday Book," by Miss Mabel Clint, is

very tastefully gotten up, the cover-design being by
Harold Harris, the central feature of which is a dis-

played Union Jack. This book promises to be one of

the popular presentation books for the fall, and will

also be a very pretty souvenir book for summer.

The Railway Lands Branch of the Department of the
Interior, Ottawa, have issued in book form a revised and
illustrated edition of the reports of the two select com-
mittees of the Senate, which sat during the sessions of
1887 and 1888, to investigate the resources of northern
Canada. The book is entitled "The Great Mackenzie
Basin" and is supplied at 60 cents a copy.

A most valuable bibliographical work is being done
by Professor Wrong and Librarian Langton of the Uni-
versity of Toronto in their "Annual Review of Histori-
cal Publications relating to Canada." This work has
now reached its thirteenth volume. Its contents are de-

voted to recording and reviewing all books and pamph-
lets bearing in any way on the history of Canada. The
editors appear to have covered their field very thorough-
ly, thus rendering the work trustworthy and reliable.

The publishers are Morang & Co., Toronto.

AN EARLY CANADIAN POEM.

Toronto, April 29, 1909.

Editor Canadian Bookman :

—

Eight years ago I read a paper before the Ontario
Librarians' Association on Canadian poets in which re-

ference was made to some of the rarer poems written in

Canada. The first item was as follows : "The Reduc-
tion of Louisburg. A poem. Wrote on board His Maj-
esty's ship Orford in Louisburg. By Valentine Neville,

Esq." It was published in London in 1759 after the re-

turn of the fleet and sold at one shilling. This informa-
tion was gathered from a short review that appeared in

a contemporary British magazine. That was all the in-

formation then available. Interest in this rarest of

poems on Canada is revived by a recently issued cata-

logue of The Museum Book Store, High Holborn, Lon-
don, England, in which is advertised for sale the original

manuscript of the poem in eight pages quarto, wherein
the poem is ascribed to Valentine Nevill, of Greenwich,
in Kent, secretary to the Honorable Admiral Towns-
hend. It is further therein stated to be inscribed to the

Honorable Edward Boscawen. The price advertised is

ten pounds. Yours very truly,

Toronto, April 29, 1909.
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Brief Reviews of Some Recent Publications

Fiction Predominates Among Cur-

rent Books—A Few Good Novels

— Several Miscellaneous Books.

There is plenty of variety to be found among1 the

books of the past few weeks. Fiction is predominant,

of course, and among the novels published are several

that merit attention. Arthur Stringer's "Gun-Runner"'

is probably the most interesting of all to Canadians.

Fiction.

01 RTIES, CAPTAIN HENRY. A Bride on Trust.

Boston : Dana Estes & Co. London : Alston Rivers,

Ltd. Cloth, $1.50.

The theme of this story is the undaunted love of a

Lieutenant in His Majesty's Imperial Guards for a beau-

tiful woman whose acquaintance he makes under peculiar

circumstances. Daring death and other dangers this

brave youth claims her as his wife—truly a bride on

trust, for he takes her knowing nothing of her past, fear-

ing nothing for the future. Such perfect love was re-

warded, but the denouement is quite as unexpected as it

is exciting.

THOMAS, ROWLAND. The Little Gods. A masque of

the Far East. Illustrated by Charles Sarka. Toronto :

The Musson Book Company Limited, ('loth, $1.25.

The author of this stirring hook of life in the Phil

ippines won the five thousand dollar prize from thirty

thousand competitors awarded by Collier's to his re-

markable story of "Fagan," which forms the first chap-

ter in "The little gods." The other sketches are vivid

portrayals of the lives of real men and women as they

are found in the Philippines. There is only a slight con-

nection between the sketches, an old Asiatic priest bc'in>;-

supposed to inspire the telling of the stories.

OSGOOD, TRENE. Servitude. Boston : Dana Estes &
Co. Cloth, $1.50.

A historical romance dealing with the depredations

of the Barbary pirates during the unsettled period of the

Napoleonic wars. The writer gives a graphic description

of the horrors of slavery as practised in the city of

Algiers as well as the social conditions prevailing among
the followers of Mahomet. The story involves the for-

tunes of William Brown, an English naval officer on

secret service. He is captured by the Corsairs, sold into

slavery and subjected to the most cruel treatment. He
aids in the rescue of a young American girl with whom
he "is in love, effects his own escape and renders signal

service in the bombardment of Algiers by Lord Exmouth.

VON HUTTEN, BARONESS. Kingsmead. By the author

of "Pam," "What Became of Pam," "The Halo," etc.

Toronto : The Musson Book Co. Cloth, $1.25.

Kingsmead is the fine old English country seat that

Lord Kingsmead, finding himself deeply in debt on com-

ing of age, sold to a Mr. Lansing, who had made a for-

tune through a special kind of bathtub. Lord Kings-

mead (our old friend "Tommy" of "The halo") and

young Lansing had been intimate from college days, and

ondof Tommy's greatest pleasures when in England was

to visit at his old home. There are interesting people

gathered there for Christmas, which include Tommy's
sister, Briget, now Lady Pontefract, our old friend Pam
and little Pammy. The plot has chiefly to do with two

love affairs, arid Lord Kingsmcad's efforts to help all

parties. Kingsmead is pictured as a very charming fel-

low, delicate, sensitive and rather eccentric.

GALSWOKTHV, JOHN. Fraternity. Toronto : Copp
Clark Co. Cloth, $1.25.

The author of this book has succeeded in showing
that aesthetic culture alone is but a poor remedy for

social evils. In the Dallisons of both families he has
given specimens of the finished product of that fin-dc-

siecle cult of ait and intellect which was expected to do
so much for society. They but afford illustrations of the

disintegrating processes of a cult which has the ego for

its god, liberty for its fetich and the social organism
for its nemesis. The book is clever and serious and well

worth reading. Many words of wisdom proceed from the

mystical old author of The Brotherhood of Man.

SNAITH, .1. C. Araminta. Toronto : William Briggd.

Cloth, $1.25.

Mr. Snaith is nothing if not daring and original. In

Araminta he has chosen a most unique heroine and he

has done her full justice both in description and in the

situations he has created for her. A young Amazon
endowed with beauty and a singularly sweet simplicity

of character, one follows her career with interest after

she is launched upon the gaieties of London social life.

Her ludicrous drawl and her frequent reiteration thai

she is nicknamed "Goose Girl, because 1 am rather a

sil-lay, you know," produce a sensation among the jaded

old worldly men and women among whom she is thrown.

But the Goose Girl is not only refreshing, she is genuine

and maintains her loyalty to her home and to her first

love throughout the book and all ends happily.

WEBSTER, HENRY KITCHELL. A King in Khaki

By the author of "The Whispering, Man," joint author

of "Calumet K." Illustrated. Toronto: The Copp
Clark Co., Limited, 190!). Cloth, $1.25.

The scene of this entertaining romance is laid in a

tropical island near Jamaica where an American devel-

opment company is producing tropical products under

the management of the hero, an ex-newspaperman. The
capitalists in New York, who control the company, try

to influence him to submit unfavorable reports in order

to squeeze out the smaller shareholders. He refuses and

actually attempts to kidnap one of the capitalists, in

order to put him out of the way, while he goes to the

annual meeting of the company. The fight between the

two men forms the chief interest of the story, while in-

directly the capitalist's daughter plays no unimportant

part.

VANCE, LOUTS JOSEPH. The Bronze Bell. By the

author of "The Brass Bag," "The Black Bag," etc

With illustrations by Harrison Fisher. Toronto : Wil-

liam Briggs 1909. Cloth, $1.25.

The hero is a young American who has lived for

some years in India and written books about it. The

reader is first introduced to him on his way to a friend's

place on Long Island for a few days' duck shooting ; his

telegram has been detained and his friend fails to meet

him at the station ; he starts to walk to his final des-

tination and has an adventure with a beautiful girl on a

it
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black horse and a fat and dirty Hindu, who presents

him with "the token," a bronze bell in a box. The

scene changes to India, where the hero goes in pursuit

of the heroine, and with the hope of unravelling "the

mystery" and gets into international complications.

Miscellaneous.

THE CHILDREN ACT EXPIAINED. By Rev. Henry

Carter. Pamphlet. London : Robert Culley.

ROBERT BLATCHFORD'S NEW RELIGION. By Rev.

.J. E. Rattenbury. London: Robert Culley. Pamphlet

containing sermon preached at the Lyceum Theatre on

January 31, 190!).

A GENTLEMAN FROM MISSISSIPPI. Founded upon

the popular play of the same name by Harrison

Rhodes and Thomas A. Wise. New Fork : J. S. Ogil-

vie Publishing Co. Cloth, (»0cts.

BUSINESS ! PRACTICAL HINTS FOR MASTER AND
MAN. By T. Sharper Knowlson. London : F. Warm:
& Co. A small volume (A kindly advice and counsel

on various phases of business life, condensed into brief,

pithy chapters.

SOCIAL IDEALS. Papers on social subjects by Will

Crooks, M.P., P. W. Wilson, M.P., George Lansbury,

.J. Ramsay Macdonald, M.P., S. E. Keble, J. II. Clap-

ham and J. A. Faulkner. London : Robert Culley.

Paper, 6d. net.

THE STANDARD—EVERY MAN'S MEMO BOOK. Chi

cago : Laird & Lee. Genuine morocco, gilt edges, 50

cts.; seal grain leather, red edges, 25 cts.

A convenient little volume, not only valuable as a

register of daily events, but especially useful for the

ready information it contains on points constantly

arising in business and social affairs.

MEMORIES OF DR. HORATIUS BONAR. By Relatives

and Public Men. Edinburgh and London : Oliphant,

Anderson & Ferrier. Cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

A memorial volume presenting various aspects of the

life and work of a great christian, whose hymns are

familiar to countless people throughout the world. His

centenary is being celebrated this year.

GLIMPSES OF THE ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EX-
POSITION and the Great Northwest. Chicago : Laird

& Lee. Cloth, 75c. Paper, 25c.

A handsomely bound collection of reafistic photo-

graphic views, illustrating the wild natural beauty and

marvelous progress of Western America, and graphically

depicting the most interesting features of the Inter na-

tional Exposition to be held at Seattle from June 1 to

Oct. 16, 1909. Accompanying each view is an instructive

and entertaining explanation of the scene shown.

GEORGE DORROW : The Man and his Work. By R.

A. J. Walling. Cassell & Co., Limited, London and

Toronto. $1.50 net.

The unique personality of the author of "Lavengro"
and "The Bible in Spain," renders him a striking figure

among English men of letters of the past century. At

the present day there seems to be a growing interest in

him, which such a book as this is calculated to gratify.

The author narrates Borrow's life with sympathy and

with clearness, drawing a splendid picture of the man
himself and of the experiences through which he passed.

THE SEVEN WHO WERE HANGED. By Leonid

Andreyev, translated from the Russian by Herman
Bernstein. New York : J. S. Ogilvie Publishing Co.

Cloth, U.00,

This book is, in the form of fiction, the same protest

against the Reign of Terror in Russia, that inspired

Count Tolstoy to raise his voice against wholesale exe-

cutions, in his famous appeal, "I Cannot Be Silent." It

is the first story of any length by Andreyev, translated

into English, and created a literary and political sensa-

tion upon its publication in Russia last year.

OUR PLYMOUTH FOREFATHERS. By Charles Sted-

man Hanks. Boston : Dana Estes & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

Beginning with the departure of the Pilgrim Fathers

from England and their settlement in Holland, the au-

thor traces the religious movements of the times that

led to the expedition to America. The story of the

Plymouth Colony and its relation to those stirring

events in our country's earliest history is given with

the impressive detail that is devoid of pedantry, while

the style is simple, forceful and convincing. The work

-is extra illustrated with numerous beautiful double tone

plates and has a complete index.

WHEN RAILROADS WERE NEW. By Charles Freder-

ick Carter. New York : Henry Holt & Co. Cloth

$2.00.

In his preface the author points out how very little

is actually know about the beginnings of railroads in

America. Public attention seems nowadays to be directed

more towards present-day railroad problems than towards

the struggles and difficulties of pioneer builders and opera-

tors. Yet in these experiences of sixty years and more
ago Mr. Carter has discovered a veritable romance,

which he has not hesitated to work up into the enter-

taining form of the present book. To those interested

in railroads the stories he tells will be found to be fas-

cinating and many of the experiences narrated will

prove to be as good as anything in a novel.

4-

ONTARIO HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Council of the Ontario Historical

Society was held at the Education Department, Toronto,

on Thursday, May ti. Among those present were Barlo.v

Cumberland, president of the Society, J. H. Coyne, C.

C. James, Miss Agnes Fitzgibbon, Mrs. E. J. Thomp-
son, David Williams, Clarkson W. James and W. A.
McLean.

The principal business before the meeting was the

appointment of a secretary, who would take hold vigor-

ously of the work of the Association and place it once

more on a satisfactory basis. The choice of the meeting
fell on Clarkson W. James, who as secretary of the

Department of Education was well qualified for the post.

Plans for the annual meeting were left in the hands
of the president, secretary and C. C. James. The meet-
ing will probably be held between the middle of Septem-
ber and the middle of October, though the place of

meeting has not yet been decided upon.

AGENTS FOR CONSTABLE.

Archibald Constable & Co. Ltd., publishers of Lon-
don, England, have entered into an arrangement with
the Copp Clark Co., Toronto, to. act as their agents
and distributors throughout Canada. The Copp Clark
Co. carry a large and representative selection of this
firm's publications.
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The Canadian Bookman
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Stationer of Canada. Published monthly in the inter-
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BEST SELLING BOOKS FOR APRIL.

Belleville.

1. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

2. Comrades. Thomas Dixon, Jr. Copp.

3. Fraternity. John Galsworthy. Copp.

4. Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

5. Lonesome Pine. John Fox, Jr. McLeod.
6. Peter. F. H. Smith. McLeod.

Brantford.

1. Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.

2. Music Master. C. Klein. Dodd.

3. Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

4. King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod.
5. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

6. Lewis Rand. Mary Johnston. Briggs.

Charlottetown.

1. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Pag).

2. Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

3. Lonesome Pine. John Fox, Jr. McLeod.

4. Mr. Crewe's Career. Winston Churchill. Macmillan.

5. Holy Orders. Marie Corelli. Briggs.

6. Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Chatham.

1. Governors. Oppenheim. Copp.

2. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. MeClung. Briggs.

3. Little Brother of the Hich. J. M. Patterson. Mc-

Leod.

4. Life of Dr. Robertson. Ralph Connor. Westminster.

5. Lady of the Decoration. Frances Little. Musson.

6. Trailers. R. L. Mason. Revell.

Edmonton.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. MeClung. Briggs.

2. A Million a Minute. Hudson Douglas. McLeod.

3. Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

4. 51-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.

5. Lorimer of the Northwest. Harold Bindloss. McLeod
6. King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod.

Guelph.

1. 54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.

2. Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

3. Together. Roger Herrick. Macmillan.

4. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. MeClung. Briggs.

5. Lorimer. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.
6. Lonesome Pine. .John Fox, Jr. McLeod.

Hamilton.

1. Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
2. Actress. Louise C. Hale. Musson.

3. Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

4. Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.
5. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
6. Red Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Kingston.

1. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

2. Waters of Jordan. H. A. Vachell. Briggs.

Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
A Million a Minute. Hudson Douglas. MeLeod.
Peter. F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Comrades. Thomas Dixon, Jr. Copp.

London.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Lame Dog's Diary.

Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Lady of the Decoration. Frances Little. Musson.
54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.

Montreal.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Kingsmead. Bettina von Hutten. Musson.
An English Honeymoon. A. H. Wharton.
.Jewelled Ball. P'lora B. Guest. Cambridge.
Araminata. J. C. Snaith. Briggs.

( limbing Courvatels. E. W. Townsend. Copp.

Moncton.

Girl and the Bill. B. Merwin. Briggs.

Together. Roger Herrick. Macmillan.
Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Peterboro.

A Million a Minute. Hudson Douglas. McLeod.
54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.
Red Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Lorimer. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.

Quebec.

Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Angel. Ranker Gull. Dillingham.

Whither Thou Goest. J. J. Bell. Westminster.
Miss Minerva. F. B. Calhoun. Musson.
Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Struggle for Imperial T'nity. Colonel Denison. Mac-
millan Co.

St. Catharines.

Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Lonesome Pine. John Fox, Jr. McLeod.
King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod.
Divas Ruby. F. .1. Crawford. Macmillan.

St. John.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Peter. F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.
Long Aim. Oppenheim. Briggs.

Stratford.

54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.
Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Knack of It. C. B. Loomis. Frowde.
Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.
Riverman. Stewart White. Musson.

Toronto.

Climbing Courvatels. By Edward W. Townsend.
Copp.

Katrine. By Elinor Macartney Lane. Harpers.
The Climber. By E. F. Benson. Doubleday.
Special Messenger. By R. W. Chambers. McLeod &

Allen.
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5. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgomery. Page
6. Comrades. By Thomas Dixon, Jr. Copp.

Vancouver.

1. Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.
2. Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.
3. Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
4. Canon in Residence.

5. Letters of Jennie Allen. Donworth. McLeod.
6. Long Arm. Oppenheim. Briggs.

Victoria.

1. Lewis Rand. Mary Johnston. Briggs.
2. Governors. Oppenheim. Copp.
3. Holy Orders. Marie Corelli. Brings.

4. Wild Geese. Weyman. Copp.
5. Woodman of the West. Musson.
6. Long Arm. Oppenheim. Briggs.

Winnipeg.
1. Barrier. Hex Beach. Musson.
2. Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

3. Peter. P. H. Smith. McLeod.
4. Lady of the Decoration. Prances Little. Musson.
5. 54-40 or Pight. Pmerson Hough. McLeod.
6. Comrades. Thomas Dixon, Jr. Copp.

Canadian Summary.

Points.

1. Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance T>2

2. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane 51

3. 54-40 or Pight. Emerson Hough 13

4. Message. Louis Tracy 42

5. Anne of Oreen Gables. L. M. Montgomery 11

6,. Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips '2

CANADIAN COPYRIGHTS FOR APRIL.

Book copyrights as registered at Ottawa during the

past month and reprinted from The Canada Gazette.

20771. Primary Exercises in Mental Arithmetic for

Ninth Year. (Book.) Herbert J. Silver, .Montreal, 5th

April.

20771. Five Thousands Pacts About Canada. l!)09

Edition. Compiled by! Prank Yeigh. (Book.) Frank
Yeigh, Toronto, 5th April.

20776. Catalogue of the Morris Collection of Indian

Portraits at the Gallery of the Canadian Art Club, 1909.

(Book.) Edmund Morris, Toronto, 5th April.

20778. The Fugitives. A Sheaf of Verses. By [I.

L. Spencer. iBook.) Hiram Ladd Spencer, Whitehead,

New Brunswick, 7th April.

20787. Britannia. By Grant Balfour. (Poem.) James
Miller Grant, Toronto, 7th April.

20791. Atlas Practice and Exercise Book. W. J.

Gage & Company, Limited, Toronto, 10th April.

20800. (Mad Tidings. (Washing Powder.) (Poem.)

Robert S. Walker, Vancouver, British Columbia, I3t!i

April.

20811. The Canadian Industrial Blue Book, the

Manufacturers' List Buyers' Guide of Canada, 1909. The

Manufacturers' List Company, Montreal, 16th April.

20816. Syllabus of Lectures on the Outlines of Ger-

man Literature. By L. E. Horning.- (Book.) L. E.

Horning, Toronto, 17th April.

20830. Heroines of Canadian History. By W. S.

Herrington. (Book.) W. S. Herrington, Napanee, 21st

April.

20831. The Universal Spelling Book. For Canadian
Schools. The Educational Book Company of Toronto,

Limited, Toronto, 22nd April.

20835. Tercentenial Quebec. (Literary work.) (Tem-

porary Copyright.) Lt.-Colonel William Wood, Quebec,

Que., 23rd April.

20837. Gall's Guide and Directory of the Silver

North, (Cobalt and Gowganda) with Maps. (Book.)

William Gall, Cobalt, Ont., 24th April.

20838. O Canada. (Poeme.) Eugene Payment, Que-

bec, Que., 21 avril.

20839. Dominion Coal Company, Mining and Trans-

portation. By F. W. Gray. (Book.) The Mines Pub-
lishing Company, Limited, Toronto, 24th April.

20810. Diagramme de la Cite de Montreal divisant

la dite cite en Districts pour Indiquer le Taux ou Prix

pour la Livraison de Messages Express (Rush) dans la

cite. (Tariff for Rush Deliveries.) (Carte.) Napoleon
LaFortune, Montreal, 26 avril.

20812. Canadian Civics. By R. S. Jenkins, M.A.
Manitoba Edition. (Book.) The Copp, Clark Company.
Limited, Toronto, 26th April.

20813. How Canada is Governed. By J. G. Bou-
linot, K.C.M.G., LL.D. Sixth Edition. Revised by Ar-

nold W. Duclos, B.A., B.C.L. (Book.) The Copp, Clark

Company, Limited, Toronto, 26th April.

20817. Table of Capacities. Standard Rams under

Various Falls and Variations, per 24 hours. (Book.)

Arthur Charles Morris, Toronto, 26th April.

20848. An Act Respecting Pounds. By James M.
Glenn, K.C., LL.B. (Book.) The Municipal World, Lim-
ited, St. Thomas, 27th April.

20855. Songs of Sentiment. By Henrietta Gardner

Cattapani. (Book.) Henriette Gardner Cattapani, Pres-

ton, Ont., 30th April.

20865. Cobalt Silver Mines. Second Edition. Illus-

trated. (Book.) A. E. Osier & Company, Toronto, 4th

May.

20866. Public School Poetry Book, Part, II. Edited

with Notes by J. F. White, 15. A., LL.D. and W. J.

Sykes, B.A. (Book.) Moran Educational Company,
Limited, Toronto, 1th May.

20867. Longer Narrative Poems. Edited with Notes

by John Jeffries, B.A. (Book.) Morang Educational

Company, Limited, Toronto, 4th May.

Telegraph Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English.ABC Code. ">th Edition SpanishABC Code. 4th Edition
A I Code.
Moreina & Neal Code
Bedford-McNiell Code

$7.00
8.00
5.00
7.SO
5.00
6.00

Large ,d small ide >f all kinds Send for list. Discount to the trade .nly

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book ever published. We have 50,000
rare books.

BOOKS.
BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McGill St., MONTREAL 10 Front St. East, TORONTO
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Two BrilliantWorks of Fiction

tEfje Cfnppenbaleg
By Robert Grant

Author of "Unleavened Bread" "The Under-
current" etc.

THE Chippendales are an old

Boston family, portrayed by Mr.
Grant with a very pleasing" com-

prehension, composed of a keen per-

ception of their humor and a sincere

sympathy with their ideals. The inva-

sion of the typical modern man of affairs

into a community swayed by old ideals

and traditions is sufficiently rare in

these times to be full of dramatic possi-

bilities, so that the book is not only a

remarkably clever stud) of local types,

but a novel on broad human lines full

of plot and action.

Cloth, $1.50

1 !Ung in Itfmfet

By Henry Kitchell Webster

Author of "The Whispering Man"
"Calumet A'," etc.

THE story is told with a spirit and
romantic dash that takes one back
to " Soldiers of Fortune" in seek-

ing a parallel success. There is no more
attractive type of clean-cut, sturdy man-
hood to be found than Smith, the hero,

and Miss Beaumont is a fitting" mate for

him in all that a lovable, high-spirited

American girl can be. It is a thorough-
going romance with all modern con-
veniences.

ORNAMENTAL COVER

Full-page illustrations by Rose O'Neill Wilson

Cloth, $1.25

THE following have reached such a stage of popularity thai a glance over the list will convince you at once of the
incompleteness of any stock nol carrying them. Note the two paper novels, which arc especially suitable for

the approaching summer-holiday trade.

H\jt piograpbp of a ^>tluer Jfox XZTfje Climbing Courbatete

By Ernest Thompson Seton
Artist, Author, Naturalist

Cloth, $1.50

Jfraternitp Comrabeg

By Edward W. Townsend
Eight two-color illustrations by J. V. McEall

Cloth, $1.25

Colb tit the $iUg
By John Galsworthy By Thomas Dixon, Jr.

Cloth, $1.25 Cloth, $1.50

By Marah Ellis Ryan

Cloth, 75 cents

PAPER BOUND BOOKS—75 CENTS EACH

Cfje l^ilb <gee*e W$t &oul of Bominic ^ilbtfjorne

By Stanley J. Weyman
Author of "A Gentleman of France."

By Joseph Hocking

Author of " The Woman of Babylon" etc.

The COPP, CLARK COMPANY, Limited
64-66 FRONT STREET WEST TORONTO, CANADA
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Free Trip to "Toronto
National Exhibition"
and Return, with Six Admission Tickets thrown in for Good Measure

To anyone, living in Canada, who sends us new, full-year, paid-in-advance subscriptions aa

per schedule below, will be furnished Free First-Class Railway, or Steamship. Transportation

(as preferred) to Toronto and Return, over any Canadian Railway, or Steamboat Line, together

with Six Regular Admission Tickets to the Toronto National Exhibition this fall. Tickets

good during the Exhibition, subject to the regulations of the transportation company issuing

them.

Begin now, and see how easy it is to earn this outing. Subscriptions may be sent in any

time before July 15th next, but not later, as the remaining time before the fair is required to

complete arrangements for traveling accommodation for those who respond to this offer.

There is no competition, or other element of chance or risk about this offer. The distance

you reside from Toronto regulates the number of subscriptions you must send. When you have
sent that number you may rest assured that our undertaking will be carried out to the

letter. The regular railway time-tables will be used to determine the distance, which is to be

calculated by the shortest passenger route. By consulting your railway time-table you will get

this information, or we will supply it. Should you fail to secure the full number of subscrip-

tions required, proper remuneration will be made by sending you. in lieu of the tickets, their

pro rata equivalent In cash.

Notify us early of your intention to accept this offer ; for convenience you may use the

form below. This offer is open to ANYONE, whether a subscriber or not.

Miles from
Toronto

No. of 1 Mark
Hubs.

I X THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE,
10 Front Street East.

Toronto. Ont.
25 to 50 3 1

51 100 5 1

101 150 7 1

Gentlemen :

151 200

2.50

9 I hereby accept your offer of 'Free, First-class Transportation to the Tor-

201 U
1

onto National Exhibition ard Return ; together with Six Regular Admission
Tickets to the Fair Grounds." in consideration of which I will undertake to send
you the number of new, full-year, paid-in-advance subscriptions to the Busy Man's
Magazine indicated by my X on the schedule herewith. I reside no further from

251 300 13 1

301 350 15 1

351 400

450

500

600

17 1 the city of Toronto than is indicated in the schedule opposite my X.
401 19 1

451 21
1

501 23
I Name

601 700

800

900"

iooo~

~U00~
1200"

25
I

701 28
I

801 31 1

Street

901 34
I

1001 37
I Trtwn

40 11101

1201 1300 43
I

1301 1400

1500

1600

1700

1800

47 1 Province
1401 50 1

1501 53

1601 56
I

My Ticket to be via :

1701 59
I

1801 1900 63
I

1901 2000

2250

66 1

2001 72
I

2251 |
2500 80

I Rnat Line
2501

2751

2750 89 1

3000 97

Write plainly ; this will insure immediate acknowledgment of your communications and safe and prompt
delivery of your tickets.

Thk Busy Man's Magazine, Toronto, Ont. April 26, 1909.

Gentlemen :

Enclosed please find report for week together with 19 new subscriptions to Busy Man's Magazine and
Express Order $38.00 in payment of same. These are to start with the May number, I trust you will see that

they are forwarded in good time.

I have had very flattering comments on the good common sense information that your magazine supplies.

The enclosed are chiefly from our best business men, who are well posted on public affairs of the day.

I would be pleased to receive from you a sample copy of the May number.

Trusting that you will receive the orders in good time, I am, dear sirs, Yours truly,

E. E. WEST, Crawford Block, Brandon, Man.
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Examination

Paper and Books

Samples and Prices

Promptly Furnished.

School Goods
Scribblers,

Exercise Books, Etc.

Complete Range, New Covers

Unexcelled Value.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited

Hamilton and Montreal

We have just received a Carload of qZ&^A^?ZJ'q)vZ&2.
and can ship orders without delay.

A great INNOVATION is presented by the NEW EUREKA
Typewriter Ribbon

Something SO GOOD that you will MARVEL AT IT

<I We want everybody that sells

ribbons to try a sample on

their own machine, then you

will talk enthusiastically

about them to your trade,

which will be greatly in-

creased by selling this grand

ribbon.

Send for Our NEW TRADE Catalogue Just Out

^ovedX^F
"BOXt mt

H^ OTHER BRA*j§g|

€J The very FINEST, too, in

Typewriter Carbons :

Rock Bottom

Progress

M. M. Mitvol

Competitor

Eureka Gallinipper

Silk-spun

THE ONE DISTINCTIVE LINE

BRANCHES—New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 8-8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc. 8WHSSS5
Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N.J., U.S.A.



VOL. XXV., No. 6.

Tourist and Outing Number
PRICE, $1.00 PER YEAR

PfflMIOM
Canadian Newsdealei

Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association
and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Bldg. TORONTO, 10 Front St. E. WINNIPEG, 51 I Union Bank Bldg. LONDON, ENG. 88 Fleet St. E.C.

PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, JUNE, 1909

" {
TnderwoocPs Inks last as long as tlie Paper"

Get A Trial Box
yi Gross, 5 oz. Bank or Egyptian

INK.

B
10c. package.

We manufacture everything in Writing Inks,

Carbon Papers and Ribbons, Mucilage, etc.

A reputation of over 100 years behind our

name.

ASK THE WHOLESALE TRADE.

JOHN UNDERWOOD&Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON, ENG.
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For School Opening Time
i

Map Drawing Competition
In connection with the Canadian Art Series of School Practice Books—

Our 1909 Specials

We are this year offering to the school children of Canada as prizes, *2f>0 Boys'

Own Annuals and 250 Girls' Own Annuals, valued at One Thousand Dollars,

for the best finished map of the Division of Canada in which the pupil resides.

So that all may compete on equal terms the Dominion is divided into three

divisions (1) The West, comprising Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and
British Columbia

; (2) The Middle, comprising Ontario
; (3) The East, com-

prising New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and P.E.I.

A drawing sheet is given free with each copy of the Canadian Art Series of

School Practice Books and on this sheet maps must be drawn.

The covers of the series are reproduced from ouginal paintings by four of

Canada's most famous artists, as follows :

— " Sweet Peas " by Mary H. Reid,

A R.C.A ; "Mount Hugabee," by F M. Bell-Smith; "Cape Blomidon," by

C. M. Manly, and Queenston Heights,'' by C. W. Jefferys.

Write for full information about the competition and

lay in an adequate supply of the practice books

We are Headquarters for everything in School Supplies

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Toronto
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Goodall's
Playing Cards

are sold

by the Leading Wholesale

Books, Stationery

and Fancy Goods

Firms

20 New Designs just issued

A. O. Hurst, 24 Scott St., Toronto
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PAUL E. WIRT
The "Witt" is the oldest Fountain Pen manufactured in

the world.

Safety Fountain Pens
Can be oarried in any posi-

tion In Pocket, Valise or

Trunk.

No Valves No Springs

No Soft Rubber

Unconditionally Guaranteed

Vest Pocket Size, 3} inch

Regular Size, 5 Inch

The gold pens are of the very
best that can be made to suit

any hand.

The cases or reservoir holders
are of the purest and most highly

finished hard rubber—strongand
beautifully made.

.The mountings, where used,
are of the best, and in designs
from the hands of the most
skilled artists

The pen is durable; it is practical. It will work
one time as well as another and work always.

BROWN BROS., u««»
CANADIAN ACENTS,

51-53 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

Something New!

CARTER'S
SPREADER
TUBE

Filled With

Photolibrary Paste
A new paste tube which is sealed with a pin—no threads
to become clogged. Has a unique spreader to distribute
the paste. Work all done with one hand and that hand
kept clean.

PHOTOLIBRARY

PASTE
Nos. 275 and 275^-" The Tube With the Tongue."

MADE IN TWO SIZES
No. 275, - - 3 Oz.
No. 275J, - -

1J Oz.

Both packed one doz. in display box.

Wrilc for pria-a

HAS ALREADY MADE A HIT

The Carter's Ink Co.
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

DAVIDS
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. E.tablUhed 182S

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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Pens You Can Absolutely Rely On
UNDER YOUR OWN IMPRINT

SANFORD 8.BENNETT
"AUTOPEN"

<CW YORK U.S A PAT. DEC 19 1905^

Autopen

FW* ^ss^^^

m££^#&Mmd&jM&&&

Gold or Silver Filigree

There is nothing that a man can be fooled on easier than a fountain pen. It is easy to
manufacture a handsome looking fountain pen, but it's the wear that tells the true story.
Sanford & Bennett's fountain pens are always reliable. They are made to wear for years.
They are all solid 14k gold and iridium pointed. As nothing but the highest grade material
is used in their make-up they're bound to last—they simply can't help it—even under extra
heavy usage. But besides their extreme durability S. & B. fountain pens have good looks.
You won't find a handsomer or more attractive or more convenient pen made. They have
got to be. The business which we do with the largest jewelery and stationery houses on
the continent demand these qualities. We do the largest imprint fountain pen business in
America.

S&B I

U.S.A.y

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade

Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the " Commercial Fountain Pen.''

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK

MIL'S SECTIONAL CABINETS

Patent Pending.

DAIL'S POST CARD
CABINETS

No. 8— 176 Pockets - $6.50
No. 101—204 " - - 7.50

No. 102—256 " - 10.00

No. 100—300 " - - 12.00

5 Other Sizes

FOR

Post Cards

Magazines
Tablets

The most practical fixtures ever devised for
the retailer. They economize space and
make a great big attractive display that will

double your sales. Thirty-five different sizes
and styles for magazines, post cards, tablets,

dime novels, newspapers, music, etc. Dail's

Cabinets are built with Continuous Steel
Pockets, no joints or solder. No other con-
struction will stand the weight or strain.

Write for Catalogue. It will interest you and
furnish valuable suggestions.

THE GIER & DAIL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

220 Grand St., Lansing, Mich.

Patent Pending.

No. 20

MAGAZINE CABINET
300 Magazines on 28 inch space.

Price $15.00.

No. 24—Holds 150 Magazines.

Price $7.50
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Raphael Tuck & Sons
HOLIDAY LINE FOR 1909

XV

R/SPHIiEL TUCKSSONSUF ?775

Calendars
To attempt to describe in so limited a space our

Wonderful Collection of Calendars
is only to succeed in giving it scant justice. From

beginning to end the line is brimful of Striking

Novelties, resplendent in richness, and altogether

unique in its comprehensive attractiveness.

Christmas and

New Year Cards
Upwards of two thousand new designs each, alike artistic and

effective, and sure to shed additional luster on the long famous

" TUCK CARDS :" the most prominent features being the

"Christmas Autograph Stationery,"

"Ye Merria Christmas Bell" Series,

The "Stained Window Class" Series,

The "Pa3tel Parchment,"

"Hand-colored Photogravure,"

The "Art Canvas" Series,

The " Famous Luminous Celluloid Cards," etc., etc.

Christmas and New Year

Post Cards
A line consisting of"over one thousand new subjects, replete with

Novelties of the highest artistic merits, issued at the most moderate

prices. The resplendent " Glistening Dew " Post Cards, the

demand for which so far exceeded our most sanguine expectations

last season, are represented by a collection of infinite variety, and

are destined to achieve a much greater popularity this year.

Our travelers are now pursuing their regular jour-

neys, and will call upon the trade in due time.

Full and comprehensive catalogues will be sent

on application.

lib ih .vik .k-ji .„,.., ki f »;i,.-.

)/**Z "ll»jpi^ii!"«i»ciivnHir,a.

i. n&i ij'j (hum ifio rnjnA ifia

STUCK 'SINS I

Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Ltd.

9-17 St. Antoine St., Montreal

LONDON PARIS BERLIN NEW YORK
TRADE MARK
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A~y*7 |p A V\TT "D ' C THE FIN^ST IN EXISTENCE
• W • A -/VUJL-^Xv ^ 16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

j\. W. Faber, Newjeney, U.S.A.

A. W. Fabers
"Caslell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK, N. J.

1*iO*

A.W. FABER.

e£R Wo
ELASTIC BANDS

**
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK, N J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
51

7080 7085
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School Bags
NOW IT'S THE "RUGBY"

Absolutely Waterproof

The name "Rugby" in its ordinary use at once calls to our mind that sturdy character, Tom Brown, and
in its application here the same qualities hold good—RELIABILITY, STRENGTH. : : : :

LIGHTER THAN LEATHER and MORE DURABLE
SOFT and PLIABLE WILL NOT HARDEN and CRACK LIKE LEATHER

CAN BE CLEANED WITH SOAP and WATER
WILL NOT SCRATCH, TEAR or PEEL

THE OUTSIDE SURFACE PRESENTS A PEBBLE BLACK APPEARANCE; INSIDE LINING IS
SOFT AS MOLESKIN and DOES NOT RUB OR SOIL THE CONTENTS

MADE IN SIX SIZES
No. 21—Size, 9 inches wide
" 22- " 10

" 23- " 11

per dozen, $1.75

2.75

3.60

No. 24—Size, 12 inches wide
" 25- " 13

" 26- " 14

per dozen, $4.20

4,50

4.80

The Busy Man's STYLOGRAPHIC PENS The Varsity

Pen and Pencil

Combination
A Staunch Friend to a Busy Man Fluid Ink

Pencil

A Student's Special

These favorites have created for themselves a steady demand. $3.60 per dozen

THE COPP, CLARK CO., Limited, TORONTO
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^tmt^fcrid
FAST COLOR

NAPKINS
Doilies and Lunch Sets

\

&

%&&"

i
iu«t»L*r

Have You Seen the
New Designs?

We've had them ready for some time. The Paper Napkin

Season is almost here and we advise dealers to stock up early

and be prepared for the summer demand.

Dennison's Paper Specialties have won a world-renown for

quality, beauty of design, fast colors and general refinement.

But we are not content to rest on our laurels. The new designs

in Dennison's Fast Color Napkins, Doilies, Lunch Sets and

Decorated Paper will surprise even dealers, that such quality,

beauty and utility could be combined in articles of paper.

The illustration shows a few of the new designs in

Dennison's Fast Color Napkins—and, be assured, they are

FAST COLORS—a feature possessed by no other make.

These napkins are now automatically counted and separated

into dozens by printed slips—a hygienic precaution, a time-saver

for the salesman and a money-maker for the dealer. Moreover,

full count is guaranteed.

We also show one of the new Lunch Set put-ups, with the

new single-piece table cover in damask effect, 63 x 84 inches.

The only one of its kind made. These Lunch Sets have proved

wonderful sellers wherever shown.

Out new sample boofe show samples ofDennison's

new Fast Color Napkins—a/50 the new Decorated

Papers. Designs for ever}) Holiday or Special

occasion. Say the word, and we will gladly forward.

The Tag Makers.

Makers and Maintainers of the Taper Art.

BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
16 Franklin St. 15 John St. 1007 Chestnut St.

Uptown Store, Twenty-seventh St.,

Bet. 5th Avenue and Broadway

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
25 Randolph St. 413 North 4th St.

(A New Dennison Store) .-

"

^

""»4l

B36 84

£*£)»

,S*fe
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MADE IN ENGLAND OF
BEST MATERIALS ONLY
BY SKILLED LABOR

LONG

ITS

STRONG
FEATURE

FOR THE HAND -COMFORTABLE WRITING

SHORT FOR THE POCKET, PURSE, OR
LADY'S WRISTBAG

THE LINE FOR A GO-AHEAD STATIONER

Size A $1.00
Closed for

pocket.

Length,

23 ins.

Made in Black, Tan, or Mottled Vulcanite. Open for use. Length, 4Vj ins.

Size B $1.50
Closed for

pocket.

Length,

W2 ins.

MABIE TOC
PATENT I9977/07.R5N? 510991

MABIE TODD «cC°
.'PATENT I9977/07.R9N* 510991

Larger holder with greater ink capacity, closing into small compass for pocket or purse. Open for use. Length, 5\ ins.

"LONGshort" STYLOS
Are exactly what the public have been waiting for, and no dealer can consider

himself up-to-date who does not carry a stock. They have "caught on" and

are selling like "hot cakes" in Europe and the East.

GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS A CHANCE AT THEM!
Each "Longshort" is fitted with very smooth, durable point and gold

spring needle

WRITES PERFEC TLY— ALWAYS AND INSTANTLY
Made and Sold by the Makers of " Swan " Fountpens.

WRITE US
TO-DAY-NOW!

Eng.MABIE, TODD & CO. lonS&T
H

°'
n

Manufacturers of "Swan" Pens and Ink

Stylos, Gold Pens, Pencils, etc. 124 York Street,

MANCHESTER. PARIS, BRUSSELS, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO and SYDNEY Toronto
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FOUNTPEN POINTS for

CANADIAN STATIONERS
Cheap Lines Sell

till a cheaper is brought out.

—

What then becomes of your
stock ?

Cheap Buyers
are fickle customers. High-class

buyers are loyal, and only de-

mand that you give them
RELIABLE GOODS.—Satisfac-

tion is more to them than price.

Now, with Fountain Pens
sell a cheap one and it comes
back, or your customer learns

that through you he has thrown
money away. But sell a

" SWAN "
and he is satisfied—recommends
it—and buys more for presents.

TALK FOUNTPENS
SELL FOUNTPENS
SHOW FOUNTPENS
TALK "SWAN"

—T he Double Feed Reliable,

Simple Fountpen.

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR
LISTS and TERMS

Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

$2.50 $3.25 $4.00

Size 4

$5.00

r

Size 5

$6.00

Mabie, Todd & Co., 124 York St., Toronto
Manufacturers of "Swan" Pens, Stylos, " Swan " Ink, Gold Pens, Pencils, etc.

79 and 80 High Holborn, - London, Eng.
And at Manchester, Paris, Brussels, New York, Chicago and Sydney
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ART SUPLLIES
Winsor & Newton'* Oil Colors

•' " Water Colors
" " Canvas
" " Papers
" " Brushes
" •' Boxes

All kinds of k<"h1k for artists: Crayons, Oils, Mediums, Easels, Htudi<-s, fee

SBNI) FOR CATALOOUB

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best prodiicts of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoiand'ums.

NationalBlankBookCo.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Copying Presses In An Sizes

ALSO SCHOOL FURNITURE

The James Smart

Mfg Co., Limited

Brockville, Out..

and

Winnipeg, Man.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

"SUPERIOR"
Paper Fasteners

I

Thr> have (wo points

Superior |
which pierce the paper.

Because I

^ne Da P ers cannot pivot.

|
They are inexpensive.

Samples and quotations furnished the

trade upon request.Patented July 14, 1908

For sale by all leading stationers.

Superior Manufacturing Co., Sidney, Ohio

Staples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box,

per 1,000. 30 cents

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a flat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one ot

the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

SCRIBBLERS EXERCISES NOTE BOOKS BLANK DRAWING BOOKS
|
SCHOOL SLATES LOCK BOXES

|
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Buy Your School Supplies Now
and stock up while the selection is good. We have a large and choice assortment of standard school

goods in a splendid variety of styles and designs. Our stock of

Scribblers, Exercise Books, Note Books, Drawing Books, Slates, Crayons, Maps,
School Bags, Black Boards, Pencils

will particularly interest you as they have been carefully selected with the exact requirements of the
trade in view. Our lines are reasonably priced and we can promise you early shipments. Your
orders, whether large or small, will receive our best consideration.

CLARK BROS. & CO., Limited - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
MUCILAGE GLUE PENCILS DICTIONARIES PAINTS SCHOOL INKS SCHOOL BAGS

IO
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Crayograph ! Crayograph ! Crayograph

!

^ -

MAKE PROFIT AND
FRIENDS BY HAVING

is the name of the newest and most useful colored drawing-

Crayons yet produced. Work can be done with these

not possible with ordinary Crayons, hence scholars

and teachers once using- them, want them continually.

FOR NEXT SCHOOL
OPENING.

Obtainable from Wholesale Houses

CRAYOGRAPH CRAYONS
Mat**.- THE AMERICAN CRAYON CO

CONDITIONS
A DISCRIMINATING PUBLIC

A PROGRESSIVE STATIONER

RESULT
A DEMAND FOR

RELIANCE INKS

RELIANCE INK CO., Ltd.

MADE IN WINNIPEG.

.Ltd., - Winnipeg

•

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

Higgins' Drawing Board
and Library Mucilage

IS everywhere admitted to be
the most desirable adhesive,

for the uses intended, ever

put upon the market It is a

semifluid, of great strength and
body, specially prepared for

mounting paper on the drawing-

board, for repairing and label-

ling books, and for wood cloth

and leather work generally.

Librarians have found it exactly

suited to their needs, and it has

become recognized as THE
ONLY ADHESIVE FOR LI-

BRARY WORK THAT GIVES
PERFECT SATISFACTION.
For use as an ordinary mucilage

or paste it may be diluted with

25 to 50 per cent, of water.

This article should be carried by every progressive dealer.

HIGGINS* AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturer..

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

OUR NEW LINE
of SCRIBBLERS, EXERCISE & NOTE BOOKS for SCHOOL OPENING is now in the

hands of our travellers.

THEY will stand comparison.
both for value and appearance.

SMITH, DAVIDSON & WRIGHT, Limited
WHOLESALE STATIONERS and PAPER DEALERS.

Vancouver, B. C.
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Subscribers' free

Advertising Service

WITH the intention of assisting those

of our subscribers who either be-

cause of want of time or lack of know-

ledge cannot attend properly to their

advertising, Bookseller and Stationer is

willing to undertake this service for them.

«n
As previously pointed out, many retailers

require help in the preparation of their

advertising copy if it is to achieve the right

results. How to make the retailer's copy

increase in " pulling" power is our object.

n By a close, thoughtful analysis of those

qualities which make for good advertising,

and applying the successful methods dis-

covered to their own work our advertising

men are enabled to produce copy contain-

ing the most effective ideas. Influential

and persuasive, it helps to create new

trade.

f A thorough knowledge of the practical

resources of the printing offices enables

us to obtain results not possible to one

who does not understand typography.

«t
For those services there is no charge.

The only condition is that you must be

a paid-up subscriber. Write us giving a

complete description of your requirements.

Manager Copy Department.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
10 Front St. East Toronto, Canada

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Retail

Price

$1.25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Easy to clean and All -cannot upset ; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept.—
3S4 BROADWAY NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Every Nan with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The Show Card sells it

at sight

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

One dozen
on a card.

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safely Pin Co.

33 Fa-raod St., - Bloomfield, N.J.

12
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Stationery
Salesman

who calls on JOBBING TRADE
in CANADA, wanted to carry a

high class Manufacturer's Line of

United States made

Post Cards
Line consists of Brig-ht, New and

Snappy Numbers. Also Display

Stands.

Address BOX 211

BOOKSELLER and STATIONER
TORONTO

P. S.—Advertiser will be in Toronto for

a few days .shortly.

"Sports" Playing Cards

The Best

Value

in (he

Market

One

of

Many

Varieties

^^R^ffl

!^L v?V if1

"^H>w

Leaders in

a second

tirade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIfJN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards—Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

Everybody Buys

VALENTINE'S

SERIES
OF

Canadian View

POST
CARDS

WHY?
Because they are the post cards

of perfection and the line

is the largest and

most varied.

Send for Sample Order

100 Assorted, Price $1.00

THE

Valentine & Sons
Publishing Company

Limited

77 Bay Slreet

TORONTO

1 Coristine Building

MONTREAL

1
13
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Paris Tri-Colored Ribbon Crepe Paper
The Newest and Best Article for Window
and Carnival Decorations.

Also Paris Holly and Paris Plain Ribbon Crepes

All three inches wide, one hundred feet to

the roll, three rolls to the box.

Christmas Holly Wrapping and Box-Covering

Papers

All Bi^ Sellers. Put them in your next list.

E>6e Tuttle Press Co.
Manufac urers Appleton, Wis.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum by Napol-
on Matte, 5th Edition. Price, $3.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On fine heavy paper and strongly

hound. Price, $3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3'/j, 4, 5, 5%, 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum. By
Chabi.es M. C. Hughes. Price, $5.00.

Hushes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Tahle for daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from % per cent, to 3J per cent., inclusive. Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per

cent., hy means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can be ob-

tained at any rate from 4 per cent, to 10 per cent.,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from i per cent, to 10

per cent., inclusive, on the basis of 365 clays to the year

in J per cent, rates. By Charles M. C. BCOHES
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 3G5 days
to the yean, for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Chari.es M. 0. Hinihkh (on

folded card, 14Jx9 l

/j), strongly bound. Price, $1.00

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2V», 3 or 3 l/2 per cent, (each on separate card), on the

basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing hy 8ths and 16ths, with other useful

tables. By Ewing Buchan. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of

having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewing
Buchan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)

Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into

New York and vice versa. By Ewing Buchan. Price

in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on boards), each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs

from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the

Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

rr cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
Martin. Price, $1.50. Full bound leather—limp

New.
The Importers* Guide

A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of

46 yards. By R. Campbell and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of

Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,

German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a

table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS

115 and 117 Notre Dame St. West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS.. Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

Una of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
located on the east side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH OUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and lnuli hfesl part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal pub-
lic buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Opsn November Closes in May

WINTER RESORT
QUEEN'S PARK HOTEL

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, - - - Manager

For rates, etc., apply
TRINIDAD SHIPPING & TRADING CO.

28 Brosdway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mhrcantilb Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the

collection of claims. Tel. Main 198i

PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

rrade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal. 1897.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chart red An ountai Is, Estate and

Fir* nsurani • Agen 1

1514 Toronto St. 161 >Tt mple BMg.
Toronto M ontreal

TiTe Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at the same price.

rlB, H| with rubber tips,

HB, H, 2H, 3H, 4H, B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

Our Special

Fall Number

SEPTEMBER 1st, 1909
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MANUFACTURERS AND AGENTS OF

Alaska Yukon Pacific EXPOSITION

B
ADGES
ANGLES
UTTONS
ROOCHES
OOKLETS

FOBS
PINS
POSTCARDS
FOLDERS

AND OTHER EXPOSITION NOVELTIES.

Goods shipped promptly. Send 50 cetits for samples which retailfor $1.00 to $1.50

HONIG STATIONERY CO.
516 Pacific Block, SEATTLE, Wash., U.S.A. 133 Hastings Street East, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Blaisdell Paper Pencils
CraScolors

oj
00000000000000000000000000

4
CUT BtrWttN HOLES ANO UNWIND

To sharpen, cut one thickness of paper between tne holes, as indicated, and unwind.

None of the lead is cut away and the consumer is thus enabled to use the entire crayon. Will

last three times as long as the same lead put up in wood.

For Sale by the Leading Wholesale Trade in Canada

BUILDING UP A
BUSINESS

There is no greater factor than advertising in

building it up but advertising alone will not

do it. The right medium must be selected

and the announcements made in a catchy,

bright, effective manner. By advertising in

BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE

you have selected the right medium. It cir-

culates largely in every province among in-

telligent, prosperous and progressive readers.

All the firms who uied Busy Man's last year

have increased their space this year. Many
new ones have come in. Continued and more
generous patronage is the best evidence of

appreciation. Results tell. All we ask is a

fair trial. For rates and full particulars

apply to nearest office.

Busy Man's Magazine
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg;

5,000 Facts About Canada

FRANK YEIGH
Compiler of 5.000 facts about Canada

THE

1909
edition is sell-

ing well all

over Canada.

It has a

splendid cover

page

for the counter.

We supply attractive window hangers

and will help to make a window display.

ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER OR

The Canadian Facts Pub. Co.
667 Spadina Ave., Toronto.
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"ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO.,

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
oc process and at the same

works as the series of * Waver-
ley' Pens which 1 links,Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATHS PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, EC.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg in Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

wESTERN IncorportUd

18S1

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager! p- H - Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the author'ty

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.

writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best

advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

, ^%vVMVVVVVM^VVVVlVbVVVVVWWVWWVWWV1VWWV^i>

IMPORTANT
Dear Mr. Stationer,

Please take note that the renowned

Waverley Pen — the Boon and Blessing-

can now be obtained as a Fountain Pen,

with massive 14 ct. gold Waverley nib,

iridium pointed. Trade prices and illustrated

lists sent on application, per return mail.

Faithfully yours,

Waverley Works,

Edinburgh
MACNIVEN & CAMERON,

Limited

f*\\\\\t\\\vvx\\vv\'\vvvvv\vvvvvw^\\\\v\\v\\\uv\v

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned.up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
THE BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

t6
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Adopted by the

Board of Education
of Toronto

NAT'LSCHOOl LATE COMPY

GERM PROOF
SLATINGTON PENNA USA

They cost no more than
the common kind
and are guaranteed

This trade-mark on a slate is a guarantee that it is really

GERM-PROOF.
It is the only germ-proof or sanitary slate made, because it is the only one that

is chemically treated.

Germ-Proof Slates are not only the safest and most sanitary slates to use, but

they are also the best workmanship, the nicest finish and the smoothest writing

surface.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

National School Slate Company
Slatington, Penna.

U. S. A.

J. D. Ferguson, Hamilton, Ont., Canadian Representative
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Dealers are Not Mules
H. M. Montgomery in Printer's Ink.

I
THINK the trade papers are going through the same evolution that

magazines went through years ago—educating advertisers to see the busi-

ness value of spending time and thought talking to readers.

Dealers are not a lot of mules, as some advertisers seem to think.

They are alive to good, new merchandise, and it is merely a business-like

deference to their intelligence to advertise to them first. After distribution

has been fairly well established, then the campaign to consumers will both

move the goods faster and help to stock in other dealers.

The trade paper advertising makes it a safer risk for the jobbers to take

hold, and thus the new product is skidded along to success in quick, safe

grooves without the bumps that are frequently given to new products by

over-enthusiastic but premature advertising.

I have known of manufacturers being spoiled for all time as advertisers

by the unintelligent persuasions of sortie advertising agent whose lack of know-

ledge of merchandising conditions made him incapable of comprehending the

costliness of his impracticable advice to jump into a campaign to the public the

very next month.

One case I know of was that of a manufacturer in the textile line, who

had practically decided to spend a large sum advertising Ins goods, according

to a plan laid before him by an inexperienced advertising agent.

When he told his plans to a seasoned veteran in trade-paper textile adver-

tising, it didn't take long to point out how utterly impractical it was to

begin on the consumer at once, with the season, style and distribution con-

ditions as they were.

Naturally, when the advertising agent's plans were temporarily set aside,

he was angry, and desired to warn the advertiser that, if he didn't look out,

the trade papers would "hog" all his money. But in this case it 'is safe to

say that the trade paper advertising saved that advertiser to the magazines by

safely solving his dealers' and distribution problem, the lack of which was

pretty certain to have spelled failure.

Probably there are trade papers which would endeavor to "hog" an adver-

tising appropriation, but the responsible ones are not so narrow ; neither are

responsible advertising agents.

18
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Gage's

"Centric"
Loose Leaf System

(Patented 1909)

For Schools and Colleges

Gage's

CENTRIC
Loose Leaf System

Patented 19f

>lOTj^3>K

The Best, Simplest, and Cheapest series of Loose Leaf Note Books
in the market. Made in Cloth extra, Imitation Morocco, and American
Russia binding-sand in a variety of sizes. Ope.i End and Open Side.

These have an easily adjusted "Centric" Binder that can be opened
or closed by simply partly turning- a button.

Each book contains a filler of ioo leaves, including- color subject-
dividing- sheets.

Separate fillers supplied for all sizes.

You will want these for your school opening- trade.

W. J. Gage & Co., Ltd.
Manufacturing Stationers

82-94 Spadina Avenue, - - TORONTO
Paper Mills at St. Catharines

l 9
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Our 25th Anniversary
Pooteller attti Stationer
CELEBRATES ITS SILVER JUBILEE

BORN
T>OOKSELLER AND STATIONER-At Toronto,
JJ August 1, 1884, to the Canadian Booksellers and
Stationers, a live trade paper.

HIS year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary,

or silver jubilee, of Bookseller and Stationer,

the oldest trade paper in Canada, tj It has

a long record and a useful one. Practically

the same advertisers which it had with its

inception it still holds to-day, showing that its success as an

advertising medium has been built upon the solid basis of

results.

<]I To commemorate its quarter-century birthday there will be issued a special number,

gotten up in appropriate and lavish style. Both from a literary and typographical stand-

point it will be away ahead of anything we have yet attempted in this line. There will

also be a special cover designed, the theme of which will appropriately signify the

nature of the event.

tfl Every bookseller and stationer in Canada will receive a copy of this issue, which

means that there will be a number of extra copies sent out to those who are not on our

subscription list.

f]J There will be no increase in rates for this issue and position will be allotted in order

of receipt.

<J Forms close September 1

.

€| If you have anything to offer the Canadian field this will be an exceptionally strong

number for your announcement, as it will cover the entire trade throughout the Dominion

from coast to coast.

Address Jldvertising Department

Bookseller and Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto, Can.
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Maintaining a Stock of

^^^Miedfbliiilfci
The pen with the Clip - Cap

is a sure and safe investment in a standard line, which, being

fully guaranteed and maintained al uniform retail prices, sell

steadily throughout all seasons with equal satisfaction lo

purchaser and dealer.

Dealers should write us for our Stoek Maintenance Plans

in order to be fully posted on the best profits and co-operative

interests.

Summer Months
are always active in the sale of this popular line. We will

gladly work with any dealer, offering sales suggestions

and aids to receive the best local results of our extensive

advertising. Write to-day.

"KOH-I-NOOR"
IS THE NAME STAMPED ON THE BEST

PENCILS
EVER MADE OR SOLD IN ANY MARKET.

17 Degrees

FROM EXTRA SOFT AND HEAVY
TO VERY HARD AND FINE.

^^'O ASSIST dealers who desire to increase their

^^ sales and profits, by attractive and convenient

display, we will supply a Handsome Expanding

Show Case, fitted as illustrated below. This case

measures tlj inches long, 8 inches high and %\ inchss

deep when closed, and is finished in polished wood,

gold lettered, and divided into compartments to enable

the assorting of the best grades for retail sales. The
case is included with an assortment of 21 dozen

KOH-I-NOOR Pencils, which yield a handsome profit

to the retailer and the greatest satisfaction to

custom< rs.

THE DISPLAY CASE IS FREE.

The assortment of Pencils contained

costs $21.15 net.

Hardtmuth Manufactures are staple the

world over. Complete illustrated

catalogue showing all lines sent to dealers

upon request.

<==Jj(£^
NEW YORK LONDON

36 St. James Street

MONTREAL

PARIS
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EDITORIAL COMMENT.
At length some definite action has been taken in the

school book fiasco. The trade has now an opportunity

to act and, if it fails to act, it will have only itself to

blame if no good result is forthcoming. Vigorous pro-

tests from all over Ontario, not only from booksellers,

but from every retail merchant, should certainly show

the Government that they have made a mistake in

sacrificing the interests of thousands of retailers to the

cupidity of one big department store. In the strongest

terms we would urge every reader of this paper to join

in the chorus of protest, and not only to do this him-

self but induce every other merchant in his town to do

likewise. It is not a matter of interest solely to the

merchants o>f Ontario. There is danger of a repetition

of 'the scheme in other provinces, and if merchants all

over Canadla willl' only join in andl h e lip the men of On-

tario, they may prevent any such contingency taking

place. Do not put off this important matter. You can

surely afford a couple of stamps

The recent visit of yet another British publisher to

Canada and the establishment of a depot for his firm's

publications in Toronto is a sign of the increasing in-

terest of Old Country houses in the Dominion. While we

do not like to see them increase in number too rapidly

for the sake of established interests, yet when they come

as specialists in a particular field, as in this case, they

are entirely welcome. One who knows advises us that,

if only the generality of British publishers would listen

to the requests of Canadians and produce their books in

a more attractive dress in order to make them compete

on even terms with American books, there would be a

marked increase in the sales of British books here. As it

is practically every novel published by the leading United

States houses is known in Canada, whereas the percen-

tage of purely English novels (i.e. novels published only

in England) seen in Canada is very small. They are not

advertised here and their merits are unknown.
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We have decided to resume the publication of the

half-yearly list of Canadian books, which was discon-

tinued about a year ago. The first installment will be

published in our July number and will embrace all books

published between .January 1 and .June 30 of the present

year. It will be impossible to guarantee a complete

list of all Canadian publications for the reason that

there are several books issued by private individuals of

which no mention is made in the daily press and of

which we can get no trace. But so far as the publica-

tions of recognized publishers arc concerned, the l'ist

will be accurate. Booksellers should make it a point

to preserve copies of the .July number, as the informa-

tion will be valuable, particularly in view of the fact

that so much attention is now being directed to copy-

right matters, if it is thought advisable, the complete

list for 1909 will be issued in separate form at the end

of the year.

• • •

A suggestion, that will commend itself to up-to-date

stationers, is contained in the article in this number on

renting picture puzzles. One objection raised by a lead-

ing stationer to handling these puzzles was that the price

was too high to make them popular with the masses.

This contention is quite true, if we omit the smaller

and cheaper puzzles, which after all can never be as

"good fun" as the more elaborate ones. The idea of

renting them out, just as you would a novel, is a good

one and should help to solve the difficulty. After all

when a person has once solved a puzzle, interest in it

wanes and the purchaser would be pleased to take it

back to the store and exchange it for another at a mod-
erate charge. The trade are urged to give this proposi-

tion careful consideration and, if it commends itself to

them, to try "it out.

The advantage of illustrating advertisements in an

attractive and appropriate way has been demonstrated

in the case of one of the school book advertisements in
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our May number. This advertisement had along: its

upper edge a row of school children and was one of the

most striking; ads. in the number. Did it attract atten-

tion ? If wo are to judge by the requests we have re-

ceived for duplicates of the cut used, it certainly d'id.

Readers admitted thai the ad. eaugihl their attention

and they reasoned, that if it interested them it. would

also interest the public. They are quite right and ;ill

we can say is that we recommend all booksellers to

brighten up their ads, in a similar way.

A British contemporary refers in a recent number

to the question of a wholesaler's liability to a retailer

in the event of goods ordered for a certain occasion ar-

riving too late. There may be a useful hint to ('ana

dian stationers in what was decided. The Newsagents',

Booksellers' and Stationers' National Union obtained

counsel's opinion as to the position of the stationer who

received from a publisher private greeting cards too late

to be of use. A particular case having- been stated,

counsel said : "We have carefully considered the matter,

and we are of opinion that not. only need the stationer

not pay for the cards, but that he is entitled to the loss

of profit which he would have made had the cards been

received in time. We would suggest that retailors, when

ordering cards, should add the following words- -"This

order i9 given upon the condition that the goods be r<-

ceived here not later than the day of •"

Tuesday, September 7, is the (late fixed I'm- the pub-

lication of the new Church of England hymnal. An ef-

fort is being made in the trade to have the retail price;

absolutely fixed and to have a settled discount, so thai

nobody can sell at less than that price. This idea was

carried out successfully in the case of the Presbyterian

hymnal, and the movement to have the same policy

adopted with the Church hymnal should have the hearty

support of all the trade.

It Doesn't Pay to Wait.

A NEWSPAPER in a town of about 2,000 population,

recently conducted a heart-to-heart talk with the

"knockers who are not satisfied with spending every cent

in Toronto, but who .also act as bargain-day missionaries,

representing our merchants to be a lot of unenterprising,

unprincipled extortioners whose stocks of shoddy are sold

at famine prices." The newspaper went on to say that,

"some of these knockers don't even know the prices

charged here, and have frequently paid more for inferior

goods in Toronto, but they have had the ardent satisfac-

tion of helping a stranger rather than their own immedi-

ate neighbor, and an outside town rather than the town

in which they live. The merchants of this town are not

as enterprising as (hey should be. They are not, as a class

..nod advertisers. Mnny of them have put on their

shelves fine stocks of goods but they never tell the public

a word about it through the local papers. They wait for

Providence to send customers instead of compe'.ing them

to come in as Eaton and Simpson do by the liberal use of

printers' ink. Nevertheless they have in the various stores

splendid stocks of goods, and it is possible to buy any

thing here that any housekeeper requires. The statement

that there is no 'choice' here is only a fiction of the

bargain fiend."

Tt would appear appropriate to remark here that in

these days of close competition, the assistance of Provi-

dence is most liberally bestowed upon the man who has

most conscientiously and diligently helped himself. That

the merchants of this town are not as enterprising as

they should be and are not good advertisers as a class,

means that the "knocker," so-called, has not been proper-

ly educated. If merchants an- indifferent in the matter

of publicity, if they fail to employ available means for

promoting and protecting their own interests, it is hardly

to be wondered at if there is a heavy out-of-town business.

It is also up to the newspaper man to impress persistently

the importance of advertising, to show the merchant, as

far as possible, how to advertise, to assist him in the

preparation of copy, to urge the value of wise supple-

mentary schemes, and to bring home to him the signifi-

cance of results in other places. In many towns, where it

is felt a weekly newspaper service is not sufficient the

merchants employ a bulletin or circular system by which

they describe in detail attractive shopping features. A

plan that has been widely adopted in the West makes

use of the Eaton catalogues. These are kept in conspicu-

ous places in the stores and shoppers may, by reference

and consultation with salesmen, have first hand proof of

the possibilities of the local store. The merchant is thus

converting to his own use, the instrument which would

otherwise do his business considerably greater hurt.

Punish Illegal Failures.

RECENT failures in Montreal have aroused the com-

ment that, after all, the majority of our laws are

made by lawyers in Parliament and that the interpreta-

tion of laws is also pretty well in the hands of lawyers.

Montreal courts have not been so sharp and severe with

certain manufacturers as creditors could desire. While

bankruptcy laws are stringent enough, there is naturally

no absolute protection against dishonesty.

One of the favorable points which has been recently

made is that a writen record must be kept of all trans-

actions and books must be produced to prove where assets

have been disposed of.

No doubt the lack of sufficient capital has caused most

manufacturing failures, although there are many prosper-

ous clothing and garment firms to-day that started on the

hand-to-mouth basis, with little capital. Hard work often

took the place of funds.

The bad failures cause strict credit., and sometimei

the hampering of the business of legitimate concerns.
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BOOKSELLERS' ASSOCIATION CAMPAIGNS AGAINST
School Book Contract—A Member of the Trade in Every Centre in

Ontario Given Opportunity to Organize Local Trade in Chorus

of Protest—Failure to Respond Means Serious Loss of Influence.

Toronto', June 9.—Copies of the circular reproduced

on this page were sent out during the first week of June
to a representative bookseller (or, in the absence of a

bookseller, a general merchant ) in one thousand com-
munities in Ontario.

This gives the trade an opportunity to do something
to counteract the blow which was dealt them when the

Ontario Government gave the reader contract to the T.

Eaton Co.

The Association now expects every man to do his

duty. Failure to act promptly will give the Government
the impression that the trade have no real grievance.

This will create, a worse situation than ever.

It is advisable that all protests should take the

form of letters, written in the first person. The cards

provided are to be used only in case of emergency, when
for some good reason the protester is unable to write

personally.

Those protesting are not limited in any way as to

what they should say or what reasons they should give

for condemning- the Government's action. The more ar-

guments they can produce the better.

Remember, the more letters of protest that are

written the better. It is a matter in which the business

and professional men of every community are interested.

WHY YOU SHOULD PROTEST AT ONCE.

To the Retail Merchants of Ontario :

Every retail merchant in the Province of Ontario should feel it a duty
to join the Great Chorus of Protest against the action of the Ontario Gov-
ernment in awarding the contract for publishing the Ontario Readers to

the T. Eaton Company, Toronto, for the following reasons :

—

(1) The T. Eaton Company took the contract at a low figure just for

the sake of the advertisement. Their name will appear in the books as pub-

lishers and the books will go into practically every home in Ontario.

(2) A discount of 20 per cent, is given to all purchasers, be they mer-
chants or school children. The retailer gets no advantage.

(3) The Public, when sending to Toronto for books, will undoubtedly
take the opportunity to order other goods mentioned in the Eaton cata-
logue. This is just what the Eaton Company are after.

(4) The Ontario Government apparently went into the contract without
considering the injury they would cause the retail trade.

(5) The Eaton Company arc not publishers and should never have been
considered as such.

(6) Unless vigorous opposition is aroused other provinces will make
similar arrangements with the Eaton Company and will thus strengthen the
position of the big company.

Protest to your member and the Hon. Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education,
Toronto, at once or not later than June 10. Send a letter preferably,

otherwise a post card.

If you receive no reply within a week be sure to write again and let

them know you mean business.

The onus of the work falls on the man to whom the

appeal has been made in each community. Only one

man has been written to direct and, if he fails to act,

the campaign in that place is a dead letter.

If any reader of this page has not been informed of

the proposed campaign, it is because somebody in his

village or town has not felt it worth his while to act,

or, for some other reason has allowed the matter to

drop. Any such lapse should 'be investigated carefully.

The date, June 10, referred to in the circular as the

final day for protesting is merely nominal and was so

arranged as to bring in a mass of protests all about

the same date. Anyone who has not protested yet, can

do so as often as he likes and as late as he likes,—the

oftener the better.

If no reply comes from the Minister of Education or

the local member, protesters are urged to write again,

asking for attention to their previous letters. This

will show that the trade mean business.

Let all who read this use their influence to have as many
individuals write letters as possible.

It is not a little side issue affecting booksellers only.
It is a far-reaching scheme to attract all sorts of busi-

ness to the Eaton Company. That is why they con-
tracted. The hardwareman is as much affected as the
bookseller and the dry goods man is certainly quite as
much interested.

Letters should point out the unfairness of the con-

tract and the loss which the retail trade will suffer. They
should pray the Government to do all in their power to'

protect the interests of retail merchants. They should
ask if it is not possible to compel the Eaton Co. to

keep their name off the books and to insert the Govern-
ment's name as publisher. They should ask for a guar-
antee that no such action, detrimental to the merchants,
be ever again considered by the Government. They
should demand concessions to make up for the loss they

will suffer.



PUBLISHERS GRANT CONCESSIONS TO THE RETAIL
Trade—Cheap American Reprints of Certain Copyright Novels May
be Freely Imported so far as Canadian Publishers are Concerned

—

Action Being Taken at Ottawa to Reserve Restrictions.

In April an article appeared in The Bookseller and

Stationer directing- attention to the manifest unfairness

of a copyright system, which prevented booksellers from

securing' American editions of hooks, no longer to be

procured in the copyrighted Canadian editions.

We have since then addressed letters to the various

Canadian publisher-, whose books have been re-published

in cheap American editions, asking- them to indicate

which of their books are out of print and which of them
they would permit to enter the country.

It must be clearly understood that this step is taken

in pursuance of Section 23 of the Copyright Act, which

provides for a work being out of print, and is not in any

way intended to weaken Canadian copyright. The rights

of copyright hoMers must be respected in all cases and

booksellers are urged in ordering books to make sure be-

forehand that no violation of copyright is involved.

So far as the Canadian publishers are concerned the

cheap American reprints of (he following may now be

freely imported by Canadian bunk sellers.

Title. Author. Pub'isher.

Two Van Revels Booth Tarkington Briggs

Nedra G. B. MeCuteheon Brings

My Friend Prospero Henry Hariand Briggs

Market Place Harold Frederic Briggs

Dash for a Throne A. W. Marchmont . Briggs

Dri and I L Bacheller Briggs

Eben Hodden C. Bacheller Briggs

The Cross Triumphant F. M. Kingsley Briggs

Beverley of Graustark G. B. MeCuteheon McLeod & Allen

Castle Craneycrow G. B. MeCuteheon MeLeod>& Allen

Graustark (J. B. MeCuteheon McLeod & Allen

House of a Thousand
Candles M. Nicholson McLeod & Allen

Lightning Conductor C. X. and A. M.

Williamson .McLeod & Allen

Puppet Crown llamld MacCralh McLeod & A'llen

Secret Orchard A. and E. Castle McLeod! & A lei.

Slierrods (J. B. MeCuteheon McLeod & Allen

Spenders H. L. Wilson McLeod & Allien

When Knighthood was

in Flower C. Major McLeod' & Allien

Arms and a Woman Harold MacGrath McLeod & Allen

By Snare of Love G. W. Marchmont McLeod & Allen

By Wit of Woman G. W. Marchmont McLeod & Allen

A Career of Fortune G. W. Marchmont McLeod & Alien

Princess Passes C. XT . and A. M.

Wiliamson McLeod' & Allen

When I was Czar G.W. Marchmont McLeod & Allen

Helmet of Navarre Bertha Runkile Copp, Clark

Her Mountain Lover Hannlin Garland Copp, Clark

Prisoners of the Sea F. M. Kingsley Copp. Clark

Audrey Mary Johnston Morang
Christian Halfl Caine Morang
Conqueror Gertrude Atherron Morang
Dorothy Vernon Charies Major Morang
Eternal City Hall Caine Morang
Hound of the

Baskervi'lUes A. Conan Doyle Morang
Resurrection Leo Tolstoi Morang

Sea Wolf Jack London Morang
TeMa Robert Bar Morang
To Have and To Hold Ma.ry Johnston Morang
W'.IfviMe A. H. Lewis Morang
Lane That Had N
Turning Gilbert Parker Morang

Prodigal Son Hall Caine Morang
Soldiers of Furtune Richard Harding Davis Morang
Return of Sherlock

IMmes A. Conan Doyle Morang

Bookseller and Stationer has received mosl courteous

letters from all these publishers, stating their willingness

to waive their copyright COntrofl of these titles.

Letters have been written to the Copyright Branch,
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa and to the Depart-
ment of Customs, directing their attention to the matter
and there is very little doubt but that all these titles will

now receive i'vic entry into Canada.
Meanwhile we append extracts from several correspon-

dents' who have written to us about this matter since the

artiidle appeared on the subject in our April number.

Views of the Trade.

Members of the trade, both publishers and booksellers
were asked to express their opinions on this important
subject. From a number of letters received we select

a few dealing concisely with the situation. It is evident
that the trade are anxious to see the matter cleared up
satisfactorily. Among the booksellers who have been im-
porting the cheap reprints there is a unanimous desire

expressed for a reform in the copyright law or an arrange-
ment whereby the books can come in without being held
up by the customs.

The American View.

Grosset & Duntap, who are the principal publishers of
the cheap reprint editions in the United States, state

their position in the following terms:—"As far as our
own business is concerned, we welcome amy arrangements
cr revision of the Canadian copyright law which would
permit of the importation into your country of such Can-
adian copyrights as are no longer kept in print by your
local publishers. We have no wish to encroach upon the
rights of any other publisher in the marketing of oir:

books, and earnestly desire to avoid anything of that

sort. We do think, however, that it is a great injustice

to not only the Canadian 'bookseller, but the Canadian con-

sumer if a situation is allowed to pontine whereby he is

unable to take advantage of the issue of popular priced
editions in the United States of such books as have been
allowed to run out of print by the Canadian publisher,
thus depriving him of the privilege of selling or purchas-
ing even the higher priced editions.

"

The English Standpoint.

H. Button, manager of the Canadian Branch of Cassell

& Co., writes: "Your plea seems to he one for the Can-
adian bookseiller and two for the American publisher, or
publishers. Tf cheap editions 'of books are not published
by the Canadian publisher, the chances are tha.t the

English publisher would have a cheap edition which the
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Canadian 'bookseller could! handle to good advantage.

W'hy not think of the English publishing houses when
such appeal's are contemplated? Have not the Canadian

booksellers been choked with American stuff? It is

lamentable that agitations should be invoked just as

soon as an American publisher is 'likely to come under the

guillotine of the law.

"The law as it stands is, to my mind, absolutely fair.

If Canada were not an integral part of the British Empire

the stnad taken would possibly command one's sympathetic

attention. If the ca'l from the Canadian trade is such as

to warrant the publication of a cheap edition of a par-

ticular work and the Canadian publisher refuses to pub-

lish same, ami the English publisher refuses to publish

same, a remedy can he found in Section 23 of the Cqpy-

righ Act, to which you referred in the April is>ue of The
Bookseller and Stationer.

"If the Minister is as concerned in Canadian matters

as his colleague in the Post Office Department, then he

will fall a victim to the weeping and wailing of our

friends across the border, so aptly performed by their

intermediaries. I hope he will see through it all."

George F. Abbott, Ottawa.

"It certainly seems ridiculous that when a copyright

book is out of print in Canada and I lie publisher has no

intention of reprinting that we cannot import an Ameri-

can edition.

In the case tff fiction especially it would be a great

benefit to Canadians if an amendment was made to the

copyright law allowing works of fiction' after being out

of print for six months to be imported!."

R. 0. Smith Co., Orillia.

"We are heartily in favor of having the copyright

law amenndiedl in some way or other. Although not put

out, hy this to amy great extent, we believe that it would

certainly be in the interest of the" book sellers generally

to have it so arranged that extinct copyrights might not

bar saleable books. We wish to thank you for the inter-

est which you are faking in the various phases of the

bookselling trade and assure you we appreciate it."

Russell, Lang & Co., Winnipeg.

"Your article in the April Bookseller and Stationer

re the injustice to the Canadian book trade through the

working of the present Canadian Copyright law, is a

clear and concise statement of the case. Many time

have we taken the matter up with the agent at this port

of entry, and, while aicknowledging the justice of our

contention that books formery copyrighted in Canada and

not now obtainable, should be allowed entry, still, as bhe

act now stands he was sorry he could not go ag-ainst the

provisions of the aict. We feel that this matter should

be energetically taken up and the grievance put right.

We think the Department could easily set fie it by send-

ing a notice to all holders of copyrights in Canada re-

questing them to promptly state if they are able to sup-

ply the trade with books or music for which they hold

copyrights. In case of non-reply or a negative answer
the Department could then declare the copyright lapsed

and furnish customs collectors with a list of such expired

copyrights. As it stands at present Canadian booksellers

and book buyers certainly have a grievance which is daily

growing more burdensome."

From a Bookseller.

"The subject of ccpyright has been such a vexed one

for so many years that it is almost impossible to enact

any statute thai will govern it satisfactorily, but I must

say there is no earthly reason why the retail trade should

bear all the worry of keeping up a list that is such a dead

letter. If the book business is of such small account
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that it is not worth the while for the publishers in Can-

ada to have catalogues with their copyrights starred so

that the trade may know what they can import, or better

still, even know where a book can be procured in Canada,

then the Department 'of Agriculture should allow the re-

tailer to bring in at least two copies and not more than

5 of any reprint at any time.

"But my strong point is that the owners of a copyright

should yearly renew said copyright and be compelled on

such renewal to have at least 25 copies in stock at the

time, the publisher to pay a nominal fee of say $1.00 for

such registration at Ottawa, then the Department could

print a list of all renewals and new coppyrights for the

last 12 months and sell them or give them gratis to the

retail trade who could govern themselves accordingly.

We know when we can procure a book in England or the

U.S., the publisher considers it the main bulwark of his

business to have a complete catalogue; but in Canada,

whether they cannot afford it or more important on the

present question of copyright they do not intend to carry

10 per cent, of their publications for a year, they do not

consider it worth while, the fact remains that the trade

send hundreds of orders to New York when they would

go to a Canadian publisher if there was such a thing as

a catalogue or annual list, of books that they could know
where to procure them. The question is so great that the

retailers mi'st go on and sutler in the meantime, but I for

one have no intention to worrying my mind with all the

books that are supposed to be copyrighted in Canada."

THE CANADIAN LIST.

Montreal, May 22. 1900.

Editor Bookseller and Stationer,— In a late issue you

asked if the semi-annual list of Canadian publications was
desired by the booksellers. Personally, 1 value such a list

very much indeed. It is very difficult to locate a Cana-
dian book; much easier to find a little pamphlet publish-

ed in an out-ofinthe-way corner of the I'. S. A. or of

England. The Toronto publishers lose a lot of business

this way. I know we often order a book from the Unit-

ed States that we could have obtained quicker and cheap-

er from Toronto had we known. The constant improve-

ment of The Bookseller and Stationer is quite remarkable,

and anything in the way of better cataloguing id' Cana-

dian publications would be much appreciated by yours

sincerely.

A. T. CHAPMAN.

NOVEL SELLING SCHEME.

Among the schemes which booksellers in the United

States have run with success was a competition to select

the most popular book. The patrons of a cer-

tain book store were presented with a catalogue

containing the titles of about fifty popular holiday

books, and were invited to send in a guess as to what
ten books among those listed would have the largest sale

at their store between October 1st and January 1st.

Several cash prizes were offered for the best guesses, with

the condition that each contestant must purchase a book

at the store in order to have his guess considered. A
great increase in business resulted. Another enterpris-

ing stationer attracted considerable attention by his

original window-dressing scheme. One novel idea was to

dress two dolls, one representing a woman leaning against

a board, and the other a man throwing pens at her, after

the manner of the circus "knife thrower," familiar to

all. Holders and pens were stuck in the board around

the woman doll, and crowds gathered to see this novel

window display.



ADVERTISING FOR THE TOURIST AND OUTING
Trade—Filling the Demand for Summer Goods—Impetus Given to

Trade in Reasonable Stock by Large Traveling Public—Means to be
Adopted to Attract Business—The Importance of Fresh Copy and
Original Window Displays—The Demand for Photographic Supplies,

Out-door Goods and Travelling Requisites— By William G. Colgate.

As vacation time draws near the tired and jaded

office, shop and factory worker begins to look longingly

toward the green fields and lily padded pools of the

For the

Stay-at-home
who usually loves to lounge and take

things easy just as much as those who
go on a regular vacation, there is

nothing more comfortable or restful

than a'hammock. A nice, roomy ham-
mock with a couple of cushions,

swung in a cool, shady verandah,

with a couple of good magazines,

make a combination which gives to

the home-stayer the fresh air and rest

of travel without any of its drawbacks.

Next time you are near us drop in anil see

our excellent line of hammocks, which

have been specially priced from #1.00 to

#5.00. As for summer reading— well, we
keep all the latest fiction and magazines on

hand, and you'll surely find something

to suit your taste.

Frederick Thornton & Son

Books and Fancy Goods

Bridgetown - - Ontario

States come to Canada annually in search of health,

rest and recreation. It is estimated that over a quarter

of a million roam new Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island, while another quarter of a mil-

lion visit the Pacific Coast and the far-famed Rockies.

Fully half a million come to Ontario and Quebec.

The liveliest months are June, July and August,
although the season usually extends, if climatic condi-

tions arc favorable, until the end of September.
What the total sums of money spent in Canada

yearly by tourists would amount to in the aggregate it

is impossible to estimate, but it is safe to venture that

it is several millions of dollars. Of this large amount,
outside of what is devoted to legitimate traveling ex-

penses, the dealers in holiday requisites obtain by far

the largest share.

From the indoor amusements of the winter, the

traveler and stay-at -home alike turn eagerly to the

strenuous and more exciting pleasures of summer. The
devotee of the great out-doors makes large, and for a

time, continuous demands upon the stock of the trad©

—

cameras, photographic supplies, sporting goods, fishing

tackle, flags, bunting, hammocks, writing portfolios,

fountain pens, souvenir goods, summer fiction, maga-
zines, picture post cards, etc., all receive a share of

profitable attention.

The dealer who has a fair chance to develop a good

country where the soft summer zephyrs and clear sun-

shiny days help him to forg-et for a while the bustling,

noisy turmoil of the city. The free library of the rail-

way and steamboat offices, consisting of handsomely il-

lustrated pamphlets and other interesting literature de-

voted wholly to the subject of recreation, is enjoying

a large if transient popularity among a constantly in-

creasing circle of readers.

Greatly improved hotel accommodation and better

traveling facilities have been the means of increasing

yearly the number of tourists and pleasure seekers. Also

most people firmly believe that money and time spent on

a holiday or vacation are well invested and bring pro-

fitable returns, physically and mentally.

Summer visitors are generally persons with money

to spend. They are not stingy if they receive fair value

and are accorded reasonable attention. But if any

centre, and business men particularly, wish to reap the

fullest advantage from this profitable traffic some special

effort to cater to its varied demands should be mani-

fested.

An off-hand estimate shows that there were forty-

live million passengers carried on the twenty-five thou-

sand miles of Canadian railways last year. What num-
ber were tourists it is impossible to tell, but so far as

can be learned from the various transportation com-
panies, probably a million people from the United
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UGoing
Fishin'?"

Fishing time has arrived and the en-

thusiastic angler is preparing to go

out on his annual fishing excursion.

Have you got all your tackle com-

plete ? Isn't there something you

need ? It may be a new rod, a set

of flies, some lines, hooks, net or

something else which should be ob-

tained before you start on your trip.

No matter what your fiishinz require-

ments may be we feel certain we can help

you. In the matter of price and qnality

you will find us in every way satisfactory.

I.et usfix you up for yourouttng.

Fishing Rods from 5 cents to $15. 00

WALTER F. SALMON
14 Water Street Salt Creek

tourist trade and neglects it is very foolish indeed. To
do so does not require any great effort. Newspaper ad-

vertising and window displays should be kept season
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able. The summer months do not call for "heavy"
looking advertisement and displays any more than they

demand heavy wearing apparel. Have plenty of white

space in your announcements. Don't crowd your read-

ing matter. Have your ads look cool and attractive

looking. Don't smile. You can make your printed mat-
ter seasaonable just as easily as you can your stock.

"Take
a Kodak"

Do you remember last summer when
you took, your vacation you kept wish-

ing you had taken a camera along
with you so that you might have re-

produced and retained in permanent
form some of the beautiful scenes

which impressed you on your trip ?

Of course you are going to take a camera
along with you this time. You are not

going to let anything mar your pleasure

this year Have you decided on the make
yet ? Drop in and let us show you some.
We will be pleased to explain the various

processes of photography, and. as we have

an expert in charge, he will be able to give

you some valuable hints on how to obtain

the best results.

Prices range from $1 to $75

WM. HAMILTON & CO.
Wilson Ave. Eden

in dressing his window should be particular to empha
size the seasonable qualities of his goods.

TWO UNIQUE BOOKLETS.

L. & C. Hardtmuth, the English agents for Water-
man's Ideal fountain pen, and proprietors of the Koh-

[-Noor pencils, are, like their American compeers, great

believers in advertising. They have just got out two ef-

fective booklets, one evidently intended for the public

and the other for •the trade.

The first. "London's Landmarks," has a striking

• iivcr design—an array of pencils arranged' vertically

and reproduced in natural colors. Its contents are scenes

in London, adapted to advertise the pencils. Thus the

tower bridge is supported by pencils and beneath is a

verse I o the effect

:

Up the Tower Bridge swings to welcome
Ships from many a foreign shore.

And it works as well and smoothly

As the famous Koh-L-Noor.

The lower itself has pencils for its towers, its but-

tresses and its guns. The facade of the Royal Exchange
is built of penci's. Peneils form the columns of the Bank
of England and the .Mansion House. Cleopatra's needle

is in pencil, as well as Nelson's column. In fact, the

Koh-I-Noor pencil is shown to be universally useful.

The second 1 booklet, "A Tell-Tale Volume." is made
in (he shape of two volumes, one Waterman's Ideal and

the other, Koh-I-Xoor. Its contents are illustrations and
descriptions of the various devices in the way of win-

Don't let your copy get stale. Keep changing it re-

gularly. Use plenty of illustrations if it is possible to

get them. Don't be too lazy to make an effort to get

cuts. You can get them if you really want them. Any
of the manufacturers will be glad to help you along this

line. And it usually won't cost you anything tut re-

turn postage. As they will increase the effectiveness of

your ads anywhere from fifty to a hundred per cent,

they are certainly worth using-.

Regarding window displays avoid the common error

of trying to put too much into your designs. Take one

trim and devote it solely to baseball goods, the, next to

fishing requirements, followed by tennis supplies, then

verandah or lounging accessories and so forth. Always
study carefully the quality and class of your lines and

how they may be arranged to the best advantage, so

that they may have their attractive or striking features

appeal to the observation of the passerby. Observe

closely the best dressed windows in your locality und

elsewhere and you will find that goods are simply and

invitingly arranged and all seemingly studied effects

are carefully avoided.

The value of advertising lies in the power of sugges-

tion. There is nothing that will suggest better the

merits of your goods than attractive window displays.

When attractively arranged and properly ticketed, a

good window display will bring customers into a store.

It will create favorable talk about your business. People

will take an increased interest in your window and there

will be gradually acquired a number who will regularly

look for your displays, saying : "I wonder what Blank

has got in the window to-day."

Window display advertising is mighty effective pub-

licity at all times. The dealer should not forget, how-
ever, that special seasons require special treatment, and

A Fountain Pen is all

right only When it

Writes Right

There is nothing more annoying, to

the traveller particularly, than a foun-
tain pen which, through some fauh in

construction, refuses to write when
it is needed. There is nothing about
a "Wright" Fountain Pen which
can go wrong. It has a double feed
and this assures at all times a clean
writing point and a steady, regular
flow of ink. It is a feature not found
in any other make of pen.

When travelling take one with you. Do
not depend upon the hotel or boarding
house for a writing pen, where if it is sup-
plied it is usually impossible to get it when
you want it. You can be absolutely in-

dependent at a small price. Two dollars

purchases a Wright Fountain Pen and a
guarantee of satisfaction.

JOHN F. BROWN & CO.
Stationers

Wolfax St. - Pottsburg

dow-cards, sample cards, signs, etc., supplied to members
of the trade by L. & C. Hardtmuth.

John Henry, western book traveler for the Copp,
Clark Co., reached headquarters in Toronto on May 20,

looking hale and hearty. The spring trip to the coast
seems to agree with Mr. Henry. He reports business
fine out west with everybody banking on a big tourist

trade to the Seattle Exposition.
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W. J. GAGE HONORED BY THREE HUNDRED EM-
ployes—Head of W. J. Gage & Co., Toronto, Receives an Illuminated

Address—Full Account of the Presentation and Speeches—Firm

Celebrates Completion of Sixty-Five Years of Successful Business.

Toronto, June 7.

—

Over three hundred em-

ployes of W. J. Gage
& Co., wholesale and
manufacturing book-

sellers and stationers

of this city, gathered

this afternoon on one

of the spacious floors

of the company's ware-

house and factory,

Spadina Avenue, to do

honor to the president

of the company, Mr.
W. J. (iage, and to

mark the rounding out
of 65 years of success-

ful business. The occa-

sion was a memorable
one. Amid tasteful de-

corations, surrounded

by hundreds of con-

tented employes, the

man who for thirty-

five years has been the

active head of the big

business and whose
largeness of heart has

gone out beyond the

walls of his warehouss

to alleviate the suffer-

ings of consumptives

throughout Canada,
was shown "in what
honor and esteem he is

held by those associat-

ed with him in busi-

ness. A beautifully en-

grossed address, ac-

companied by a special

copy of the artistic

booklet issued by the

firm in honor of the

sixty-fifth anniversary,

was presented to Mr. Gage by VV. P. Gundy, general

manager and treasurer. The address, as read by Mr.

Gundy, was couched in these terms :—

The Address.

w. J.

President W.

GAGE

J. Gage & Co.

As with active step

and cheery word you
move among us, it is

difficult to realize that

for over thirty-five

years you have been at

the head of this busi-

ness, and have carried

such heavy responsibil-

ities, and we wish now
to give an expression

of the cordial relations

that have always ex-

isted between yourself

as the head of the

company, and everyone

connected with the

house.

May we take this

opportunity also of

giving utterance to the

pride we have felt in

the self-sacrificing work
you have for so< many
years carried on in

founding and main-

taining the first Sani-

tariums for Consump-
tives in the Dominion
—institutions which

have brought hope to

so many Canadian
homes, and blessings

to so many of our suf-

fering humanity.
With sincere assur-

ances of our high es-

teem, we beg to sub-

scribe ourselves,

Yours faithfully.

Mr. Gage's Reply.

W. J. Gage, Esq., President,

Toronto :

—

W. J. Gage & Co., Limited,

Dear Sir,—We have thought that it might be of in-

terest to your family and to yourself if a copy of the

handsome booklet which our house has just published to

mark the termination of sixty-five successful years in

business were bwund in more permanent form, and ac-

companied, not only by the signatures of the executive

officers of the company and of the heads of the depart-

ments, but by an expression of our high esteem and

good will.

Mr. Gage, who was
evidently much affected,

replied as follows :

—

"Mr. Gundy and friends,- -I want to thank >ou, Mr.
Gundy, and all our friends for this very beautiful tribute

of your good will. I wish I could rightly put into

words my appreciation—my full appreciation—of the

kindness and the thoughtfulness that has led to this

expression of your esteem. Like every person else 1

value success in business, and like the rest of you I value

the good will and kindly regard of friends and neigh-

bors. I want to tell you there is something else that I

prize more highly than any of these things—next to the
love and affection of those in my household, I prize the

loyalty and affection of those I am meeting with from
day to day in the close relationship of business— some
of you for ten years ; some twenty years ; others, I am
grateful to say, for the full thirty-five years. I think if

I were called upon to make a confession—one that J
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would not be ashamed of—I would say that right here

I would look for some of my closest friends in life. Out
in the world friends and neighbors sometimes misjudge

us and put a wrong estimate on us. No mistake of this

kind could occur here where for ten or twenty years we
daily meet together, facing the problems and the per-

plexities, the work and the worry of business. Here our
lives become an open book. The very secrets of our

hearts are known to each other ; our full measure is

taken.

"Is it any wonder then, that under such conditions,

under such a test, your kindly regard as now expressed,

and your good opinion are so highly valued ?

"You have been good enough to refer to the Sani-

tarium work. I have already had my reward in know-
ing that under a kind Providence the lives of some of

our best and most valued people have been spared to us

through the help of one of these institutions.

five thousand dollars, provided a satisfactory plan can
be worked out to secure this desired object. It will

lie with you whether this can be done.

"Again I wish to thank you, Mr. Gundy, and all the

other friends associated with us, for this beautiful tri-

bute of your kindly regard. There is no money in Toronto
that could buy it."

Mr. Spence's Tribute.

Mr. George Spence, vice-president of the company,

followed. He said :

"Mr. Gage,—1 don't know, that I can add anything

further than to say that the address which we have just

given you is only a small expression of the very high

esteem in which you are held by everyone in the estab-

lishment. Those who are closest and nearest to you

are those in whose affection and esteem you stand high-

est. 1 think from the highest to the lowest in the es-

.

Offices, Warehouse and Factor*'.

"We form, I believe, a unique combinat'ion in this

house where there are so many young men and young

women, heads of departments and those occupying posi-

tions of responsibility who have worked their way up to

a place of trust and confidence. This recongition of your

faithfulness and a knowledge on your part that if success

comes to the business you share in that prosperity,

has helped to make work more pleasant and our lives a

little happier.

"For several years a large number of those connect-

ed with our company have shared in its annual profits.

I have at times considered how an increased benefit

could be given in a more permanent way. I know of no

better means of doing this than to assist you in form-

ing some kind of a Benefit Fund for those who may be

sick and a Pension Fund for those who may grow old in

the service of the House. To this end I would be

pleased to place at the disposal of a committee selected

from the different departments of the house the sum of

tablishment they are an army of faithful workers, nearly

every one of whom has the interest of the firm at heart

and is working to advance the interests of the firm as

well as their own. 1 happen to be your senior, by, I

think, about a year, so that when I get pensioned off

you will come after me very soon. I want to express

for myself, and I know for Mr. Gundy, the satisfaction

we have had in working with the heads of the various

departments all through the house. I know something
of the relations that exist between those engaged with

other firms and I know of no institution in which the

relations all through are as happy as they are here. It

is not needful for me to say, Mr. Gage, that you have

the cordial best wishes of everyone in the establishment

from the top to the bottom.
"There is just one other thing I wish to say, that

is, in regard to Mr. Gage's work in connection with the

Sanitarium. No one has received more benefit in this

regard than the person now talking." »
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Mr. Kent.

Mr. Kent, superintendent of the company, spoke

briefly : "I do not know that I can add anything fur-

ther to what Mr. Gundy and Mr. Spence have so well

GEO. SPENCE
Vice-President W. J. Gige & Co.

expressed, but 1 wish to assure Mi Gage ol our loyalty.

We always want to do what is li^lit by the old house.

1 will take upon me personally to see that the com-
mittee is formed to look after the $5,000 and will now
c'o e by expressing to Mr. Gage our good wishes."

W. P. GUNDY
General Manager and Treasurer.

Mr. Knox.

Mr. Joshua Knox, who has been with the house for

37 years, said : "Mr. Gage and friends—All I have to

say is that I thought my age was possibly going to ex-

< use me from being called upon. However, I can only

add my testimony to what has already been said as to

the kindly relations and kindly feelings that have always
existed, and I think will continue to exist between all

the members of this happy family. I would also like to

add in, I think it was Daniel's words, Oh ! King, live

forever !'
1 hope you will be spared many years to con-

tinue the happy relations that have always existed be-

tween us."

Description of Address.

The handsome address, which was presented to Mr.

Cage, was engrossed by A. H. Howard, H.C.A. of To-
ronto, on vellum. The initial on the first page, was
cleverly designed from the doorway of the warehouse and

on the second page was worked out in the form of a

Geneva Cross, thus illustrating Mr. Gage's interest in

the eare tor consumptives. It (night be pointed out in

this connection that Mr. Gage initiated the sanitarium

movement in Canada. He traveled for months in Bur-

ope studying systems of treatment there and as a result

ADAM MILLER

Founder of the Business.

of his inquiries he founded at Muskoka, the first institu-

tion of its kind in the Dominion. He enlisted the sym-
pathy and help of others until to-day a group of sani-

tariums are doing splendid work in Ontario. From the

Free Hospital no patient has ever been turned away
from inability to pay for treatment.

The souvenir booklet is a handsomely designed and

printed book, giving a history of the firm from the day

it was established in 1844 by Adam Miller, down to the

present day. Portraits of the officers of the company
and the heads of departments appear, together with pic-

tures of the various sections in the warehouse and fac-

tory. A tour of the house is described in detail. Ap-

pended is an illustrated account of the Kinleith Paper

Mills at St. Catharines, operated by the Gage Company.

Joseph Taylor, who conducted a took and stationery

business at 288 Queen St. West, Toronto, for the past

40 years, died on May 18 after a long illness. He was
69 years of age.
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WHY NOT RENT PICTURE PUZZLES?
—Picture Puzzle Exchanges Prove Successful in the

Uuited States —Stimulates Business and Preserves

Interest in the Pastime—The Way to Run the Ex-

change.

A circulating library of puzzle pictures is the latest

scheme to add to the profits of the stationery store accord-

ing to the American Stationer. The renting of these

puzzles is being carried on successfully in other lines of

business, so why not among stationers? Dealers might

raise the objection that if they rented puzzles their sales

would diminish. But this is a mistaken idea. As a mat-

ter of fact, a rental department would 'be the means of

stimulating the sale of picture puzzles in a great many
instances. And then, too, the constant renting of the

puzzles would finally bring in more actual cash for each

puzzle than if it were sold out right.

It is easy to see why this is so. People who eare

enough about the fad to want to work one puzzle will, of

course, 'buy new ones, but they will buy. only about so

many, Wthieh, after they are through with them, are ex-

changed with friends. They will lose interest after a

while, it' the pursuit of this pastime means a constant

drain on their poeketbooks. Of course, twenty-live or

fifty cents for a puzzle is not very much, but the man or

woman who selves a puzzle in a few hours finds thai the

purchase of new ones at that rate soon amounts to a con-

siderable sum.

If these same people could take a puzzle to an ••ex-

change" in your town—say al your store- -and by paying a

few cents cotfkll get another one. it would not be long

before they had spent more in rental without feeling the

expense than if they had bought only an occasional puzzle.

A Good Way of Advertising.

A "puzzle exchange" would mean a novel form of

advertising for your place of business. If people learned

that you rented as well as sold them puzzles it is very prob-

able that during frequent trips to the store they would see

among the various articles displayed on the counters

something they wanted. And doubtless a number of per-

sons who have not become sufficiently interested to buy

puzzles might be induced, on seeing how popular was the

fad, to rent one in an experimental way.

The enthusiasm for this form of diversion has reached

such an advanced stage that it is no uncommon thing for

a man or woman to send a puzzle form Maine to a friend

in California or vice versa, after it has been solved in

the household of the purchaser. With such a universal

interest in these toys it is quite evident that an exchange

in a town woud prove an additional source of income to

stationers.

Some Examples.

On the boardwalk at Atlantic City, N.J., a man not

long ago opened such a renting establishment, and it has

proved very profitable. Another case is that of a tea

room' in Fifth avenue, New York. The "puzzle club'' in

that place now numbers over a hundred members, and
the membership is increasing rapidity. Anyone can become
a member in one of three ways. First, by paying an
initial fee of one dollar; second, by contributing to the

exchange one puzzle of a hundred pieces or more, com-
plete and in good condition, together with a fee of fifty

cents; or third, by contributing two puzzles of one hun-
dred pieces or one of three hundred pieces without addi-

tional deposit. The puzzles remain the property of the

exchange. When a member brings back a puzzle not
wholly complete in all its pieces or otherwise damaged he
may substitute another one instead of paying for it. But

in the case of a stationery store conducting- an exchange

this would practicality mean the purchase of another

puzzle on the premises.

In the matter of rental, the tea room has this plan.

A member is entitled to take out puzzles one at a time,

as often as desired by paying fifteen cents for any puzzle

containing not more than one hundred piecee; twenty

cents for a puzzle containing not more than one hundred
and fifty pieces, and a, proportionate increase of five cents

for every additional fifty pieces or less. A puzzle may be

kept for one week. For a longer period a charge of two
cents a day, or not over ten cents a week, is made. Of
course more can be charged, according to the size of the

puzzle. This exchange started with twenty-five puzzles.

and there is no telling where the membership will stop.

$

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE JOBBERS
—Correspondent Suggests a Means of Meeting
Eaton's Competition in School Books—Some Sacri-

fices are Required, but Results will Justify Means.

Editor Bookseller and Stationer,—There can be olny

one way of fighting the Baton Company in this school

book matter ami that i> for the jobbers in Toronto and
the booksellers throughout the province to make a secri-

lice and sell these books to the public at twenty per cent,

oil'. They would then go Baton one better.

Here is the situation. A customer can purchase a

reader from the T. Baton Co. at 20 per cent. off. If
he of she buys at the same time $25 worth of goods from
the departmental store, the goods are delivered carriage
free. Otherwise the customer will have to pay postage
on the book, which will advance the cosl a few cents.

A bookseller, in buying books from the T. Eaton Co.

gets the discount., but pays the freight charges. He
makes a mere trifle, when he sells the books at the re-

tail price and, if he sells them at the Eaton price, he
loses quite a bit. He can't very well meet the Eaton
competition without some help.

The jobber has everything to gain by stepping in and
helping the retailer. He already -ells him school sup-
plies. It is to his interest to see this school supply busi-
ness supported. W the public gets into the habit of buy-
ing supplies as well as books from the department store
and, if. as is to be presumed, the department store goes
heavily into the manufacture of school supplies, then it is

all up with the jobber's business.
Eel the .jobber buy the books from the Eaton Com-

pany, paying cash for them as required, and let him ship
the books, carriage free, to the retail trade along with
other school supplies. The retailer will then be in a
better position to sell the books at the Eaton price. He
won't make any money, but he will lose very little. He
won't have to pay cash for the books. He will retain
the school supply business; for no one is going to send
to Toronto for what they can buy cheaper at home.

The Eaton Company are laughing at the retailer. They
say, "We can sell the books to the public legally as
cheaply as we can sell them to you. You can't meet
our competition."

Let the retailers be put in a position to laugh at the
Eaton Co.. and say, "We certainly can meet your com-
petition, we will sell the books at your price, and our
customers won't have to pay postage."

Who will be the first jobber to issue a circular that
will gladden the hearts of the booksellers, by offering
to supply them with the books, carriage paid, twenty
per cent off?

BOOKSELLER.
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PERSONAL AND TRADE ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST
—Several Items from West—-M. G. Hay of St. Thomas Sells Out—Suc-

ceeded by R. A. J. Little, formerly of Oshawa—Doings of the Travelers.

M. J. Gaskell, managing- director of the Thomson
Stationery Co., Vancouver, was in Toronto recently.

F. I. Weaver, bookseller. Berlin, has 'been elected

secretary ofi the Retail Merchants' Association of that

city.

Harold Clarke, of Clarke & Stuart Co., Vancouver,

took in a two weeks' shooting and fishing trip last

month.

W. A. Pollock, formerly with G. S. Forsyth & Co.,

now manages the book department of the Thomson

Stationery Co., Vancouver.

C. L. Nelles of Guelph was in attendance at the

Woodbine Races in Toronto. He was handsomely dis-

guised with a new Vandyke beard.

K. M. Pitts, of R. M. Pills & Co., Cornwall, was in

Toronto recently en route to Manitoba, where be has

a farm, which he intended to inspect.

A. A. Perry and Mrs. Perry of Welland came across

the Lake to Toronto not so long ago. Rumor has it

that Mr. Perry found the passage rather rough.

R. A. J. Little, St. Thomas, successor to M. G.

Hay, has secured the services of Mr. Gundy, formerly

with Thomas Wbeatley of Sarnia.

(i. S. Salmond, formerly manager of the Canada

Drug & Book Co., Kegina, has opened up a book and

stationery store of his own in that city.

The Standard Stationery Co., Victoria, of which

HuxtaMe Bros, are proprietors, have recently enlarged

their premises twofold by taking in an adjoining store.

Peter Lamont, manager of the Canada Drug) &i Book

Co., Nelson, B.C., has returned from California, where

he spent the winter. He is reported to be looking well.

John Doherty has resigned his position as clerk in

McMurray & Co'.'s book store, Fredericton, N.B., and

has gone west to Regina where he has secured a position.

Fire did damage to the book and stationery store

of G. V. Strong, Port Hope, on May 30. The whole in-

terior was more or less damaged by smoke and water.

and much stock was destroyed.

Congratulations are in order to I. L. Hobden. of the

Musson Book Co., Toronto, who is the proud father of a

baby boy, born while he was away on his eastern trip.

It has been suggested that this will be another "High

Hell "

F. E. Grafton & Sons, Montreal, recently issued a

new edition of ''Sights and Shrines of Montreal." Many

spots of historical association are fully described, also

many early legends in connection with the founding of

the city.

B. Toon has accepted -the position of manager of the

book department of Spencer Limited's store in Van-

couver. He was formerly with the T. Eaton Co., To-

ronto and later with the Thomson Stationery Co.,

Vancouver.

George Stewart of the Oxford Press and J. B. Hay
of Eaton, Crane & Pike Co. went tandem in their trip

to the Maritime Provinces this spring. One of the bright

spots in their tour was a day's fishing at Lake Annis
in company with E. J. Vickery, the Yarmouth book-

seller.

M. G. Hay, St. Thomas, has disposed of his book
and stationery business to R. A. J. Little, formerly of

Oshawa, but late of Edmonton. Mr. Hay is one of the

best known booksellers in Canada, always taking an

active interest in trade affairs. He is a member of the

executive of the Booksellers' and Stationers' Associa-
tion. Mr. Little, who succeeds him, is also a popular

member of the trade, who will be welcomed back to

Ontario. Mr. Hay will continue to reside in St. Thomas.

An act of heroism lies to the credit of Lome D.

Graham, city traveler for Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ham-
ilton. A horse attached to a carriage in which a lady

was driving became frightened at a street car and made
a sudden bolt. The lady jumped out, and before any

damage was done Mr. Graham grabbed the reins and

soon brought the horse to a standstill. There was quite

a crowd around at the time, but no one was cool enough

to act until Mr. Graham got on the job.

Notes From the U. S.

The Chadwick Copying Book Co., of Sprinfieid.

Mass., have assigned and the National Blank Book
Company of Holyoke, Mass., have purchased cheir stock,

machinery, book accounts and all other assets. The
Chadwick specialities will be continued as before.

The Sam'l. C. Tatum Co., Cincinnati, held their

fiftieth anniversary on the afternoon of June 10, marking

the occasion by an inspection of their new plant at Coler-

ain and Monmouth Avenues. Those who have, in the past,

visited their old location on Water Street in Cincinnati,

where they have been doing business for half a century,

will appreciate the changed conditions of the new plant,

with ample floor space, exceptional fire protection and

light, and a beautiful park in front to make business

hours pleasant.

The Year Book of the National Association of

Stationers and Manufacturers of the United States,, con-

taining the official verbatim report of the Fourth An-

nual Convention, held at Boston in 1908, makes quite

an imposing volume of over 200 pages. A great deal of

valuable material comes out at these conventions, which

it is only right should be preserved in permanent and

serviceable form. In addition to the report, the volume

contains portraits of the past presidents of the Associa-

tion. Copies can be obtained from H. W. Rogers, secre-

tary, Box 1121, New York City, at the nominal price of

$1.00.

The "2 in 1" Man.

There is a big jovial stationery man, by name, "Bill"

Smellie, who hails from Toronto and travels for George

B. Hurd & Co., New York. Just about everybody in the

trade knows him, for it's not so many years since he used

to "hit the road" for Gage's, Toronto. Ever since a

memorable day last summer "Bill" has been known

among his intimates as the "2 in 1" man.

Now, he didn't get this name on account of his size.
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It is really a memento of the 1908 golf season. "Bill" is

an ardent devotee of the royal game. In fact, so attached

is he to the sport that during his lengthy summer vaca-

tion, he moves his household goods from his winter man-

sion in Parkdale right out beside the Mississauga Golf

Links on the banks of the Credit River.

One notable day there was a tournament on the links

and "Bill" was drawn against a redoubtable player

named Dr. Webster. The match was to be played some-

what late in the afternoon. To put in the intervening

time, "Bill" suggested having a friendly game with

George McLeod, the publisher, who is also mildly addicted

to golf in the summer. The pair went round the course

in record time, with Smellie a winner. Then came the

match game with Dr. Webster.

When the pair holed out on the last green, and set out

for the clubhouse, there was quite a gathering on the

verandah, all eager to learn the result. "Bill" marched

along chestily in front, with the Dr. some paces in the

rear. Somebody called out to know who had won. "Bill"

jerked his thumb over his shoulder and replied, "Ask the

Doctor." Then, as he passed into the clubhouse he proud-

ly held up two fingers and proclaimed, "Two in one day!"
And that is how the epithet still clings to him.

CALGARY.

Calgary, June it.—Recent purchases of Eighth avenue

blocks have necessitated other deals. D. J. Young and

company, whose present stand was recently acquired by

the Molsons bank, have secured 25 feet just west of

Hurd's store on Eighth Avenue west, and will put up a

two-storey brick block, which will be devoted to their

book and stationery business. The sale was negotiated

by Graveley and O'Neill, and though the figure is not

obtainable, it is believed to have been a good sum. The

congestion of business in the Eighth Avenue blocks has

necessitated an extension of the area, and the block in

which Mr. Young has acquired property is now undergo-

ing a complete transformation, owing to the numerous

busines-s houses which are being put up.

FORT WILLIAM.

Fort William, June 5.—Trade conditions during May

have been ideal. All stationers report an extra busy

month. The tourist trade has started in earnest, and

souvenir leather goods are in great demand. There is

a want of a 'better class of souvenirs than in former

years. The 24th made things lively for the trade, and

nearly all our bookstores were sold out of fireworks when

the morning of the 25th dawned. Post cards are selling

well—better than ever—local views being the best sellers.

Books are not selling very well at present, but a number

of the late copyrights are still selling. There has been

a large trade in office supplies this spring, and it is still

keeping up. Generally speaking, the merchants are very

much elated over the spring trade, and are very opti-

mistic regarding the rest of the year.

Mr. Thompson, of the firm of Stewart & Thompson,
was married on Thursday, June 3. Mr. and Mrs. Thomp-
son left that same day for a honeymoon in the west.

John Hill, the new proprietor of the Central Book-

store, has settled down to business, and says trade is ex-

cellent.

Stewart & Thompson have installed an up-to-date

soda fountain, and are doing a big business in the ice

cream line already.

MONTREAL.

Montreal, June 9.—Most of the large Montreal book-

sellers and stationers, situated mainly on St. Catherine

Street West, reported a big picking up in trade during

the past month. The fine summer weather prevailing

throughout the latter part of May served to brighten

up things generally and sales were away ahead of those

of April. At the time of going to press retail book-

stores had just about started their extensive prepara-

tions for the large tourist trade usually transacted dur-

ing the summer months. Some prominent booksellers

advertise the fact that they have English specialties for

the American public and American specialties for the

English people.

Novelties in picture postcards are selling well. Quite

a number of merchants are complaining of the way in

which the view post cards are being sold, and state

that price cutting has spoilt this trade somewhat. As
views of various towns are always in demand certain

merchants cannot see why this line should retail at 1

cent when there would not be the least trouble in selling

them at 3 for 5 cents. The sale of comic cards is about

the same as usual.

In current fiction, "The Three Brothers," by E.

Phillpotts, published by Macmillan, is having a steady

sale just now. Musson has two good books in "Mar-
riage a la Mode" and "Set in Silver." The former is

written by Mrs. Humphrey Ward and the latter by C.

N. and A. M. Williamson. "The Actress," by L. C.

Hale, published by Harpers is also prominent as a

seller in Montreal bookstores. Two other recent publica-

tions of this house are "Katrine," by E. M. Lane, and
"The Spell," by W. D. Orcutt. There is a steady de-

mand for these two last mentioned books.

One bookseller reports a steady sale for "The Trail

of The Lonesome Pine," notwithstanding the fact that

it has been some time on the market. One of the best

selling books at the present writing is "The Bronze

Bell," by Louis Joseph Vance, published by BrHggs. An-
other work published by this house and which is active

is "The Girl and The Bill," by B. Merwin.

Now that the summer months are at hand paper

covered novels are prominent in window displays, and
many booksellers have already started bidding for this

trade. A special sale of 75c English copyright paper

covered novels was noticed at 25 cents.

Other book stores during the present month are

pushing the sale of stationery lines for the convenience

of the public who enjoy liv'ing in the country during the

summer.

Personals.

Chapman's Book Store, Montreal, recently issued

their special list of cheap reading for summer months.

Harold Copp, of the Copp Clark Co., Toronto, was
at the Windsor early in June with summer lines of new
books.

Thos. Allen, of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, was
in Montreal towards the end of last month on a short

visit. Mr. McLeod, his partner in business, has not yet

returned from England.

F. E. Phelan, bookseller, St. Catherine St., Mon-
treal, finds that his business has increased so enormously
that more space has become an actual necessity. The
store is now being rebuilt with business going on dur-

ing alterations as usual.

Scroggie's have gone out of books and stationery

and have made arrangements for the use of some of the

top floors in the Cambridge Corporation building next

door to clear out their stock. Any of their customers
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who want books and stationery are referred to the

Cambridge Corporation or Renouf Limited. The last

mentioned firm is building- quite a large annex.

Roy McDougall, manufacturer's agent, Toronto, Mr.

Hay, with Eaton, Crane & I
;V

ike, and Mr. Smellie, with
Geo. B. Eiurd Co., were all in Montreal late last month
showing lines of Christmas goods. Mr. Moir, for Brown
Bros., was also here looking after the pocket diary busi-

ness. All reported good sales and tried to live up to

the rosy hues of the new dining room at the Windsor
Hotel.

H. H. Hebb, with the L. K. Waterman Co. Ltd.,

Montreal, left early in the month, on his annual three

months' trip to the coast. F. T. Waterman, president

of this company, passed through Montreal towards the

latter end of May previous to h'is journey to Vancouver
and Seattle. At the latter place the L. E. Waterman
Co., New York, have a large and modern exhibit of

their various lines at the exhibition.

VANCOUVER.

Vancouver, .June 1.- -Business has improved during

May. The visit of the Japanese warships created much
interest, and retailers did a good trade in flags and de-

corations. Some excellent postals were quickly placed

on the market and met with a ready sale. The Prince

Rupert townsite sale also attracted a large number of

Visitors to the city.

White & Bindon have added to their stationery

stock a full line of the high-grade English "Wellington"

series of plates, papers and photographic materials.

On May 22 negotiations were completed whereby cer-

tain changes were made in the personnel of the Thomson
Stationery Co., Messrs. M. P. and J. A. Thomson re-

tiring. The name of the company will not be altered

nor its place of business changed, although new interests

are in. The president of the new company is E. B.

Morgan, and M. J. Gaskell, present manager becomes

vice-president and managing director. E. F. Odium,
who for six years ih-as been secretary to the

company, will take up the position of secretary-

treasurer. Other members of the company are Prof. E.

Odium, R. L. Reid, and A. Stabler, who has

been superintendent of the printing department.

The business will hereafter be run as a limited

liability company, and the new owners have taken

possession. Messrs. Thomson established their

store in Vancouver about 21 years ago. Their

business has been conducted with ability and enterprise

and has met with marked success. It is almost exactly

28 years ago since they started business in Portage la

Prairie, and coming west had stores also in Calgary

and Nelson. These interests have been previously dis-

posed of. S. W.

OTTAWA.

Ottawa, June 7.—Ottawa booksellers are not exper-

iencing any rush now, rather the contrary. Of course

there is a general trade for books and magazines, but

so many new books are being published there is just at

this time not much specific demand for particular vol-

umes. "The White Sister" is naturally being asked for,

but as this writer's works are considered more of the

standard than of the passing variety, the immediate sale

is not large. It was remarked by one bookseller to-day

that these numerous publications would be more wel-

come at some other season of the year than the present.

Tourists and holiday seekers, another pointed out, do
not as a rule purchase the higher priced novels, but

rather buy the cheaper editions, as books thus bought

are usually left at the stopping places. One of the

most prominent of literary men and lecturers in Ottawa
and in fact this section of Canada, Dr. John Francis

Waters, dropped dead at his office last week.

C. H. Thorburn has an attractive display of the

Swan Fountain Pen in his window. He has secured the

agency for this writing utensil and anticipates a favor-

able demand for the same.

A new Tourist (iuide Book of the City of Ottawa
will shortly be issued by Geo. F. Abbott, of James
Ogilvy's. Mr. Abbott has designed his book to espec-

ially meet tourist requirements and the specimen sheets

exhibited auger well for an interesting- and instructive

little volume.

At the recent meeting of the Royal Society of Can-

ada, a very important and scholarly lecture on the

Copyright Law was delivered by Dr. Roy of tin- Archives

Department.

Basil Reid has in publication a map of the city, cor-

rected to date. All the important places are well

noted on the drawing and even the lots are numbered.

The map will shortly be issued from the press of the

Mortimer Co.

A free distribution of Harms-wort h's Red Magazine

is being made with the object, of course, of increasing

its sales.

J. G. Kilt has moved into new premises which are

considerably larger than his former store in the Corry

Block, and books and literature of all kinds are ar-

ranged to the best of advantage for the buyer.

BERLIN.

Berlin, .June 1.—At the annual meeting of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Berlin, F. I. Weaver of

Weaver's Bookstore, was elected secretary, succeeding

S. A. Brubacher who has filled the position for six

years. This association has been a source of much bene-

fit to the merchants of the town, the concerted action

of the members resulting in considerable legislation in

behalf of the retailers being put through the town coun-

cil. One of the greatest benefits is the credit reporting

department operated in connection with the organiza-

tion. This has resulted in bringing in a lot of old debts

many of which the merchants had despaired of ever col-

lecting. A list of "bad pays" is regularly furnished the

members and the existence of this list is known to the

public, inspiring many people to pay their debts, who
would not otherwise have done so.

Tendering for the annual school contract has come
to be considered a sort of a joke among the trade here.

The figuring has got down so fine that it is now a

question whether the man who gets the contract is not

more fortunate than the tenderer -who is awarded the

contract. The margin of profit after taking into con-

sideration the freight is less than 5 per cent. This year

the successful tenderer is M. Cressman, who has a

stationery department in his general dry goods store.

The only other tenderers were J. P. Bender & Co., and

the Telegraph Printing Co. The German Printing and

Publishing Co., F. I. Weaver & Co., and Douglas Bros.,

who figured in former years did not consider it worth

while to tender at all this year. In addition to blank

books the School Board is now buying pencils, holders,

pen points, chalk, and ink by contract as a result of

which the sales of school supplies in the bookstores has

greatly diminished.
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While playing- a game of football J. C. Jaimet had
the misfortune to break his right arm. Mr. Jaimet is

manager of the branch store of F. I. Weaver & Co., in

Waterloo.

TORONTO.

Toronto, June 5.—There was great elation around
the Methodist Book Room last month when it became
known that their tender for the Ontario Government
printing had been accepted. The contract includes every-

thing except blank books and ruling and is for five

years. With their huge plant, they will be able to make
light work of the job.

man & Sons, London, to Toronto, Henry Button, of

Cassell & Co., gave an informal luncheon party in his

honor at the St. Charles. Among those present were

H. L. Thompson, of Copp, Clark Co.; Wm. Tyrrell of

Wm. Tyrrell & Co.; E. W. Walker, Methodist Book Room;
J. E. Robertson, Westminster Co.; George H. Locke,

Public Librarian ; Henry Brophy, Toronto News Co.,

and W. A. Craick, Bookseller and Stationer. All joined

in wishing Mr. Power a safe voyage home and a speedy

return to Toronto.

The Sutcliffe-Pjdmisson Co. have sold their stock and

fixtures at 76 York Street to their predecessors, F. and

Ej W. Kelk, and will now devote their attention exclu-

sively to an import business. Their new address is

A HANDSOME TROPHY
Presented by Chas. Goodall & Sons to the Lawn Bowlers ol Toronto.

Work on the new factory of the Copp, Clark Co. is

progressing satisfactorily and the firm expect to be

able to occupy the building in the early autumn.
A fire did $10,000 worth of damage to the stock and

premises of the Peerless Carbon Co., 176 and 178 Rich-

mond St. West, on May 18. The loss is partially cov-

ered by insurance. Eighteen employes were temporarily
laid off, but these have since resumed work and orders

are being satisfactorily filled. A large shipment of

cloth and paper which the concern had in customs at

the time of the fire helped them materially to resume
business shortly after. The damage done was princi-

pally to the stock and building. The machinery was
only slightly affected.

During the visit of A. D. Power, of Sir Isaac Pit-

Nordheimer Building, York Street, and the firm style is

The Sutcliffe Co.

The handsome trophy illustrated on this page is un-^

fortunately not offered to the bookselling- trade in Can-

ada for feats of agility in selling- goods. It would be a

nice thing; if it were. This particular trophy figures in

the bowling arena and has been offered by the firm of

Charles Goodlall & Sons, London, the playing card makers,

through their Canadian representative Aubrey 0. Hurst,

to the principal lawn bowling clu'bs of Toronto for con-

tests in Scotch doubles. Mr. Hurst is himself an ardent

lover of the game and his interest in this matter ha,s de-

lighted Toronto bowlers. The trophy was on exhibition

for some time in one of the big- show windows of the

W. A. Murray Co., Toronto.



WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER—
More About School Lines—Germ Proof Slates to the Fore—Steel

Die Stamped Holly Cards—Pictures for Stationers.

Slates—Then and Now.

Not so very many years ago slates were used ex-

clusively in the junior elasses of schools, and in many
instances, in the higher grades as well. Gradually, how-

ever, paper superseded slates, and to-day it is paper that

is most used, even in the lower grades. What caused

the change? Possibly the banishment of the slate came
about, indirectly, through the efforts of the teachers. It

was said that the noise from the slate pencils was nerve-

racking.

It is doubtful if the question, "Is a slate more sani-

tary than any other writing surface?" ever presented

itself; but it is just this question that is bringing the

slate back again to its rightful place in the schoolroom.

It has been proven by the medical fraternity of London,

England, tha.t slates are "more sanitary," and, further-

more, that the glare from paper not infrequently im-

pairs the eyesight of the children. The London School

Prominent in London Department Store.

One of the most attractive departments in the newly
opened London department store of Selfridge & Co. is

that devoted to paper art work, under the direction of

artists from the Boston store of the Dennison Manufac-
turing: Co. Though crepe paper has been known for

many years in England, it has never reached the perfec-

tion of manufacture and development shown by Dennison
papers, and Selfridge & Co., recognizing this fact and
seizing- every opportunity to present to the London
public up-to-date and interesting goods, have enlisted

the active support of this American firm.

An endless amount of Dennison merchandise is, be-

sides, used throughout the store. The new Selfridge

shipping tag is Dennison make, a beautiful specimen of

green sunk letter work. Dennison's pin tickets, folding

tickets, gummed labels, merchandise tags and boxes are
being used extensively in the various departments, while
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Housekeepers' Waxed Paper
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;1- .v Suitable (or lining baking tins to prevent sticking, (saves
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wrapping to exclude air and dampness
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Board are, therefore, using slates exclusively in the junior

classes.

The slate of yesterday was good; the slate of to-day

has in every way proven itself superior. Mention might

be made particularly of America's Best Slate, as hygienic

and sanitary. Made of the highest grade slate, with

frame of selected hardwood, and corners joined by the

triple tenon joint—two tongues interlocking into three

tonges. so that no cranks or crevices are evident, it elim-

inates the possibility of disease-germs adhering to the

slate or accumulating in the corners. The question in the

schools to-day is one of sanitary conditions and the risks

run from the danger of contagion. The solution of the

quest'ion is in the us« of America's Best Slate.

Oxford Picture Books.
•

According to a statement made by S. B. Gundy, man-

ager of the Oxford University Press. Canadian branch,

the series of picture books being published this year by

Henry Frowde in conjunction with Hodder & Stoughton,

i> being received with great favor by the trade in Can-

ada. Mr. Gundy points out that these goods can be

bought at prices, which give the trade a big profit and

enables them to meet the prices of the department stores.

The books, as shown to Bookseller and Stationer, are cer-

tainly remarkabk value. They are issued in a number

of series, ranging in price from 10 cents up.

the stationery and photographic departments, as well as

the ait, are well supplied with Dennison fast-sellers.

To maintain the high quality of this paper art work

after the return of these Boston artists, workers at the

Dennison London house are being educated, and Cooper,

Dennison and Walkden, 7 and 9 St. Bride Street, are

confidently expected to carry paper development in Eng-

gland to the grade of excellence so universally acknow-

ledged in America.

Housekeepers' Waxed Paper.

The above illustration shows a package of house-

keepers' waxed! paper, sold by Bun tin, Gillies & Co., of

Hamilton. The many uses of this handy package make
it indispensable to every housekeeper, especially during

the summer season. A sample package will be sent on

request.

Binders for Note Books.

The W. J. Gage Co. have secured a stock of aew
loose leaf binders to be used on school note books and
memorandum books. This is considered a great im-

provement upon anything ever before introduced upon
the market. It is called "Gage's Centric" Loose Leaf

System. It is very simple and convenient to operate.

The book is opened or closed by simply turning the

button quarter way around, thus locking it or unlock-
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ing- it in a moment. The books will be made in a great

variety of styles including every kind of a book from a

memorandum book to a quarto scribbling book in a

variety of bindings. There should be a good demand
for this convenient system as it is something that will

be appreciated by almost anyone who has occasion to

use these books.

W.

Gage & Co.'s Slates.

J. Gage &i Co., Toronto, are now taking orders

for the new Germ Proof slates, in all styles. The new
process of manufacturing slates so as to render them
sanitary and proof against germs, which has been put

into effect by the National School Slate Co., is un-

doubtedly the greatest improvement made, so far, in

this indispensable school article. Every teacher and
pupil will be glad to know that such a slate can now
be obtained, and at the same prices as have been paid

for the ordinary common slate. In addition, these

Cerm Proof slates, as sold by W. .1. Gage & Co., are

all stamped "First Quality" as the slates and frames

are the best grade that can be made. Dealers are ad-

vised to look for the stamp "First Quality" when buy-

ing their stock of Germ Proof slates, as this style is

also made in a cheaper quality. W. J. Gag-e & Co.,

Limited, will be glad to supply dealers with any in-

formation desired in regard to these new slates.

Harcourt's Lines.

Ontario copy books and Quebec cony books, five

numbers at 3c each, are what the E. H. Harcourt Co.

Toronto, are offering the trade. In Quebec the retail-

ers who buy in gross lots will get a discount of from
10 to 20 per cent, from this company. In school scrib-

blers they have a large assortment of special designs

which are almost sure to please. Among the assort-

ment are the following titles, printed in a number of

colors. "Zouave" is a design which will be particularly

suited to the Lower Provinces, showing on the cover a

French Flag in the back ground with the figure of

Zouave in front in full military costume. It makes a

very striking cover. "The Wood-Picker" is the title of

a book that should prove popular. It shows the wood
picker busily engaged on the bark of a tree ; the tree

reproduced in natural colors, forming the cover. An-

other cover which should have a good run is "The
Beaver," which is made to represent birch bark and is

a very close imitation indeed. The cover shows U.e

Beaver as the centre piece and is printed in a sepia

tint. In "School Days" the reproduction of the school

bag forms the entire cover with the inscription "School

Days" neatly lettered. "Red Squirrel" is a rather

elaborate design of a squirrel on a blue background
with fir cone border. "Bull Frog" as the title in-

dicates, is a scene showing a frog jumping into a lily

padded pond. An interesting little subject is called

"Little Dutch," showing a girl going to market with
farm produce. There is a companion cover to this

showing a little Dutch boy. "Spring Time" is an

allegorical scene representing this joyous season of the

year. These are a few of the new ones which E. tl.

Harcourt Co. are showing. They are specially made up

for this season's trade. They are a little above the or-

dinary in the line of school covers. "Caroline"—a new
one showing a very life-like representation of a pretty

white cat on a blue back ground. "Towser" is a com-
panion cover showing a pug dog on a blue back ground.

These are now ready for delivery. E. H. Harcourt Co.

are also carrying a special line of books for the jobbing

trade including Christmas books and scribblers. They
are entirely new and claim that nothing like them has

ever been on the market before. The prices, considering

quality, are marked down very low.

Steel Die Stamped Holly Cards.

Little steel die stamped hairy cards constitute cue of

the best selling novelties for stationers during the holi-

days on the market. The die stamped cards have the

advantage of sale over the printing- press embossed and

lithographed ones inasmuch as they appeal to the better

class of trade. Hundreds of thousands of these little

card's are sold every year, it having become a custom

with the refined class of trade to enclose such a card

with all presents. The immense sale for these little

cards enables them to be made in such quantities and

under such conditions of economy that they are sold to

dealers at a price which enables them to sell readily

at a good profit. The most extensive line of such goods

is made by the ('has. H. Elliott Co., Philadelphia..

Pinwheel Assortment.

The Pinwheel is a new style of assorted box of pen-

holders, which revolves on centre pivot. It is furnished

with i dozen extra quality holders, cork, rubber and

other style tips, assorted, all of which retail at 5c. The

hA&Mtohm

assortment is stocked in Canada by W. J. Gage & Co.,

who also show a number of other interesting lines.

Photograph Albums.

The Copp, Clark Co. offer an attractive and useful

line of kodak albums for amateur photographers, who at

this season of the year are looking for something in

which to preserve the summer's anticipated product of

the camera. One line is of carbon black paper with

"Photographs" embossed in white on the cover leaf, 4

sizes, 32 pages each, 80c, $1.20, $1.50 and $2 per dozen.

The "Scenes by the Way" assortment are very ar-

tistic, especially the two larger sizes. One bound in pad-

ded leather cloth, with real gold lettering; another in

padded art vellum with gold lettering. Over 100 open-

ings on asorted color mounts. $12 and $6 per dozen, re-

spectively.

There are also two cheaper lines in colored art cam-
bric, lettered "Scenes by the Way," and holding 24 dif-

ferent shapes. $3.25 and $1.75 per dozen.

The "Centric" System.

Probably the most interesting production of the

season in the department of school supplies is the adap-

tation of the loose-leaf system to note books. This has

been accomplished by W. J. Gage & Co., Toronto. The
"Centric" note book is composed of cover and back, of
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strongly-made linen-covered boards, equipped with an

attachment, whereby sheets can be rapidly inserted or

withdrawn. The cover is hinged to turn back flat, so

that the note book can be conveniently held on the knee

or placed flat on a desk.

The beauty of the "Centric" system 'is that only one

book is needed, for the sheets can be removed and filed

away under various headings. Sheets can be taken out

and destroyed without damaging the book. Teachers are

able tf> examine the sheets without having to carry the

whole book. It saves the waste of partly used books.

"Gloy."

"Grloy" is a vegetable adhesive, not affected by at-

mospheric contact. A special brush and cap are provid-

ed! with each bottle. In the 5-oz. size the bottles come al

$1.75 per dozen

size al $2 each.

A Good Slicker Copp, Clark Co.

in 10-oz.. at $2.75, and in the rail.

Real Germ-Proof School Slates.

The National School Slate Company reports very

satisfactory results from their advertisement in the May
issue of this publication. They show in this number,
"How They Do It" and from the photo shown and the

information of the Canadians who have visited the

works of the company, it is apparent that thej reallj

have something- new and better than the common slates

to offer to the trade. The process to make a slate

really germ-proof is said to he a rather elaborate one,

requiring the use of complicated and expensive machin-

ery. The makers of germ-proof slates claim that with-

in a short time the common school slate will be a

thing of the past. These goods are for sale by all lead-

ing jobbers.

New Paint Box.

The Copp, Clark Co. show a new box, No. 4068, con-

taining brush and eigh'l colors in water-color paints. If

New Paint Box — Copp, Clark Co.

is an exclusive

$2.65 per dozen.

suitable for art work in schools.

A New Office Punch.

The Mutat punch illustrated herewith fills the grow-

ing and insistent demand for a single ^4-in, round hole

punch. It is mounted on an iron base 3^x5% inches.

handsomely finished in maroon. The varied uses of loose-

leaf sheets have developed the call for a, inexpensive

punch capable of punching one or more holes in varied

Mutat Punch — Sam'l. Tatum Co.

positions. Mutal punches arc of the same high "Tatum"
quality as other goods made by the manufacturer, the

Samuel ('. Tatum Company. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pictures for Stationers.

Catalogue Xo. 7 of the Gubelman Publishing Co., sol

Third Avenue, New York City, contains miniature re-

productions of several hundred attractive prints made
by these publishers. The subjects range from the more
serious work of the old masters to the lighter work of

modern artists. Among the sporting pictures are sev-

eral Canadian scenes by Mcgargee. It would be well

worth the while of our readers to send for this cata-

logue and put some of the prints in stock. They, would

undoubtedly draw custom.

, Handy Paste Jar.

The handy paste jar .if white paste, offered by the

Copp. Clark Co. has brush and water reservoir, it is

suited for office and household uses.

iHlTEpASfl
^•(gj rgpr

Handy Paste Jar Copp, Clark Co.

The Wirt Safety Pen.

Only those who have used a good non-leaking fountain

pen can appreciate its advantages. Each year has em-

phasized the necessity of a fountain pen that the busi-

ness man, ladies and the traveling public may carry in

any position, in the hand bag and in the trunk. The
Wirt, safety is made in two lengths, vest pocket, 3%-in.,

regular, 5%-in., and in four sizes, carrying No. 2, 3, 4

and 5 pens, respectively. Their claim of superiority is

simplicity, durability, no valves, no springs and no soft

rubber. Every part is as indestructible as the hard rub-

ber. They have combined with safety and convenience

a fountain pen by which the individuality of band-writ-

ing is maintained. Simply place the cap over the gold

pen end, screw properly to place and you have sealed

the ink in the barrel. The pen is unconditionally guar-
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anteed, which means your money back When not satis-

fied. The Brown Bros, are Canadian agents for all the

pens made 'by the Paul E. Wirt Co.

New Line of Display Fixtures.

Occasionally some one gets up an article that every-

one seems to be waiting for, and it meeis with demand as

soon as it is offered for sale The line of sectional display

cabinets manufactured by the Gier & Dail Mfg. Co., of

Lansing, Mich., seems to have met a need of retail sta-

tioners and newsdealers. These cabinets have been on

the market less than a year and over 7,000 of them have

been sold throughout the United States, Canada and for-

eign countries.

These fixtures are built upon a very simple invention

of pressing a continuous strip or series of pockets from

line piece o>f steel, without joints or solder, in such a way

;is to make a perfeel receptacle for holding magazines,

post cards, tablets, bound books, dime novels and sheet

miisio.

They solve two great problems for the retailer—

No. 22, Tablet Cabinet. No. 20, Magazine Cabinet.

(Gier & Dail Mfg. Co.)

economize space and effectively display goods. As an

example of the advantage of these fixtures in « nom-

izing space the No. 20 magazine cabinet shown occupies

only 28 inches floor space, but displays 64 different maga

zines and carries a stock of over 300. It would require

a table 25 feet long to show this number.

The No. 22 tablet cabinet is one of the most prac-

tical fixtures thev build, because the sale of tablets de-

Six Sizes of Floor Post Card Racks -Gier & Dail Mfg. Co.

pends so much on the display the dealer can give them

and this fixture makes a most attractive way of display-

ing the line. It can be seen by every one entering a

store and if a customer is in need of a tablet at home they

cannot help but think of it when they see this display.

A. most complete line of post card racks are put out

by this concern; they have fourteen sizes of floor racks.

counter and suspended racks, to suit the conditions oi?

any store.

Every retailer will find suggestions from this line that

will prove practical and inexpensive for him to adopt.

By writing to the main offici of the Gier & Dail Mfg. Co..

Lansing, Mich., a catalogue can foe secured that describes

I'll f thirty-six different sizes and styles of cabinets and

explains the uses of these steel pockets for filling up

blank wall space, window display, etc.

Victor Kremer Co., Chicago, have an exceptionally

good thing in ".Moon Beams and Dreams of You." It

is still selling well although on the market for some
time. Another is, "Like the Rose, You're the Fairest

Flower."

THE BEST OF MATERIALS
can be spoiled in tKe making. Good paper badly cut, carelessly folded,
improperly marKed and slowly delivered is good material -wasted. From
first to last, from tKe rags and the "water to the cases in which shipped.
every process in the manufacture of our papers is in accordance with the
highest principles of paper making and manufacture. Every detail is

under strict, expert supervision. This means consistent and even quality,
correct styles and quicK and accurate service and no disappointments to

dealer or consumer.
IF YOU NEED A WEDDING ORDER IN A HURRY, WE CAN ALWAYS
ACCOMMODATE YOU. OUR QUALITIES AND SIZES ARE CORRECT

GEO. B. HURD (& CO.
Fine Paper Makers

425 CSL 427 Broome Street, New York, U. S. A.
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IMPORTANT MOVE BY PITMAN & SONS
—English Publishers arrange for Extensive Devel-

opments of their General Lines in this Country.

Mr. A. D. Power, the London manager of Sir Isaac

Pitman &| Sons, 1 Amen Corner, who has, recently paid

a visit to Toronto, informed a representative of The
Bookseller and Stationer that his house, which during

the last few years have added general publishing to their

other departments, intend to extend very considerably

the •cope of their business in this direction in Canada,

and that an announcement to this effect will shortly be

made.
Interviewed by The Bookseller and Stationer, Mr.

Power explained that he had visited Canada five years

ago, on a round-the-world trip for Hutchinson & Co.,

shortly after which he had joined his present firm.

"What are your expectations with regard to Cana-

dian business ?" he was asked.

"We are Loping for great things," replied Mr. Power,

"we wouldn't go in for this big scheme if it wasn't the

case. We are not so foolish as to expect that every

book we publish will appeal to Canadians. But on the

other hand there arc many of our books, which are of

interest all over the world—the .Makers of National His-

tory, Countries and Peoples Series, and the All-lied

Series, for instance, and such books should sell well."

"What is the scope of your publications !

"Originally they were limited to books on steno-

graphy and typewriting. Then the firm took up the

publication of commercial texts and elementary educa-

tional books, and five years ago they bought out the

general publishing business of Isbister & Co. and be-

came general publishers. Speaking generally, our publi-

cations fall under four heads,—shorthand books, com-
mercial and business books, educational books, and

general literature. We publish fict'ion too,—just three or

four books a year, but no juveniles. It may interest

you to know that we are the English publishers of the

Canadian story, "Anne of Green Cables, " which is sell-

ing well in England.

"One of our notable publications is the All-Red

Series, in which volumes on Australia and New Zealand

have already appeared and one on Canada is soon to be

published. 7n the Makers of National History Series, we

are preparing to issue a "Biography of General Wolfe"

by Edward Salmon, managing editor of the "Saturday

Review."

These are a very few of our leading publications. As
in the past, the exclusive agency for the Tsaac Pitman
shorthand and typewriting publications will be controll-

ed by the Commercial Text-Book Company, and the

Copp, Clark Company Limited, of Toronto."

Mr. Power left Toronto for New York on May 31 and

sailed for England on June 5.

window. The central object was a wind-mill driven by

electric power and supposed to be grinding out copies of

AN OTTAWA NEWSDEALER'S DISPLAY
—E. W. Martin Features a Magazine—Sales In-

creased thereby by 1 00 Per Cent. — Mechanical

Windows are Favored.

E. W. Martin, Bank Street, Ottawa, believes in the

trade-drawing qualities of a good window display. The
fact that his place of business is not just in the down-
town district, renders it all the more necessary to use

such means to attract trade. A month or two ago Mr.

Martin decided to feature Everybody's Magazine in his

W. E. MARTIN

The Ottawa Newsdealer.

the magazine for the public. The work of dressing the

window was done by Oliver Combridge, who makes a

specialty of such work and achieves striking results. As
it was, the window was considered so good by the pub-

lishers of the magazine as to merit a prize of $7.00.

Mr. Martin states that the sale of Everybody's in-

creased fully one hundred per cent, as a result of the

A Unique Display of Magazines.

special display and other magazines shared in the in-

creased sales.
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"WELLINGTON"=— PLATES, PAPERS, AND FILMS —

=

PHOTOGRAPHIC SPECIALTIES.
SHOULD BE STOCKED BY ALL STATIONERS DURING THE SEASON.

A GREAT SIDE LINE, WITH A DEMAND ALREADY MADE.

OUR ADVERTISING CARDS ARE THE FINEST KNOWN.

(WELLINGTON AND WARD) WARD AND CO.. 13 St. John St., MONTREAL

its mark

The Uniformity of Peerless Carbon Paper
Peerless Carbon is uniform. The first essential to uni-
formity ts experience on the part of the makers. The other
essential of uniformity is excellence of the raw material. We
could buy colon for 40c a pound. We prefer to pay $4— to

get the best— to make sure of uniformity. The price is a minor
consideration but you will find It right. Let us quote you on
ream lots. Do you want a complete set of samples, free?

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto

Tourist Leather
Goods

WE MAKE A LARGE COLLECTION
OF ARTICLES FOR TRAVELLERS

COAT AND TROUSER HANGERS INCASES

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
Manufactured b]f

C. F. RUMPP & SONS
™ Era MA„K jfinc ieatfjer WLatt ""i^*"

PHILADELPHIA
NEW YORK SALESROOM-683 and 685 Broadway (Cor. 3rd St.)

ThePatent "Interleaf"
Post-Card Album
The most perfect album ever publishe 1. Requires only to be seen to be apprecia
ted Best British Manufacture Holds either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on
one page. No Corners of Cards protrude on either side of leaf but are perfectly
protected. Published in five different Bindings, u> hold 300, 400 and 500 Cards
respectively, and retailing from 6s. to 18s. each. Specially suited for use on Shop
Counters for exhibiting Picture Post Ca-ds.

Full particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

Inspection Invited. Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4s

Carriage extra. Published exclusively by

The Patent " Interleaf " Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W .C, England
Tel. : Berghoff, London. Code : 5th Edit. A.B.C.

MAY BE HAD OF ALL WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS

Before School Closes
Send us the name of your art teachers, and we
will send you and them samples of the finest

school water colors and crayons manufactured.

We will help you to get them to decide on what

they will use next term, and will arrange to let

you handle the line exclusively, and show you a

good profit and a well satisfied teacher. Write

at once for samples and prices.

We are wholesale dealers in everything

that a school needs. Writefor discounts.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Limited

20 Temperance St., - Toronto, Ont.
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GOOD PROSPECTS FOR A MUSIC DE-
partment—The Advent of Moving Picture Theatres

with their Illustrated Songs is Tending to Build Up
Sheet Music Business—Some of the New Pieces.

Canada is rapidly developing into a music centre.

Within the past three years music halls and moving-

picture shows with illustrated songs have cropped up
from one cud of the Dominion to the other. Small towns,

which could not support theatrical companies are now
to the fore with music halls and each evening sees the

music-loving public parting with their five and ten-cent

pieces in each of these towns, enjoying the moving pic-

tures and illustrated solids to as great an extent as a

party in a larger town when he or she goes to a theatre.

.Montreal, admitted as being the mosl important centre

in Canada, outside of supporting ten theatres, is at the

present day, honored to the extent of over scvenl y-fi\ e

music halls and moving-picture shows. Other large centres

such as Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Ottawa Toronto, etc,

ai'e also well equipped with this form of amusement.

Mr. Bookseller, the above facts mean that the sheet

music business never had a finer outlook. Stores now
selling music are doing a good business and profits are

all that can he desired. The progressive merchant who
stocks in small quantities at first will do well. He can

fill any older, if song is not in stock within a day or

so. direct from the jobber with whom he is doing business.

.Music halls are one of the best means of popularizing

a song and as this form of amusement is growing daily

the merchant who starts in a small way now and corners

what trade there is to be had will not be sorry five Or

ten years hence.

Two songs which are making good on this side, pub-

lished by Jos. W. Stern, New York, are "Under the

Maples with Molly-O," and "Sweetheart Won't you come
With Me to Dreamland."

Fred Fischer's "In Sunny Italy" promises to 1 e

even a bigger hit than his big success, "My Brudder
Sylvest." Another song by this well-known writer, is

"Honey Moneysuckle Baby." Doth are published by

Fred Fischer Music Pub. Co., New York.

"You Have Always Been the Same Old Pal," and

"You Can't Stop Your Heart From Beating for tne

Girl you Dove," are twTo songs making good here. The
name of the publishers, Witmark & Sons, New York,

is a guarantee by itself.

"I Wish I Had a Girl" and "Pet's go Home," a

comic song, both published by Jerome H. Remick & Co.,

Detroit are proving big hits on this side. This firm

have many big hits on the market and others under way.

A new song by the writers of "In Dear Old Sweet-

heart Days," entitled "Strolling-," written by Al. Mur-

ray and Ed. Michall, and composed by Otto Zimmer-
man comprises a pretty, catchy melody with suitable

words and promises to be far the biggest hit on this

side this year. "O Canada" now recognized as Canada's

national song should be in the hands of every Canadian

who loves his country. Both of the above are published

by The Delrnar Music Co., Montreal.

Madden and Morse's "Down in Jungle Town" is

selling- exceptionally well. "Won't You be My Honey,"

althoug-h old, is still a good seller. Both are published

by F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., New York.

The York Music Co., New York, have two good sell-

ing songs in "Smarty" and "You're Just the Girl for

Me," Both are worth stocking.

"T Wish I had a Girl," by Kahn & Le Boy, is still

selling well in Canada. "I Used to be Afraid to go Pome

in the Dark," etc., by Williams, Van Alstyne & Burt,

is also among the favored.

"When I Marry You," by Bryan & (tumble, is not

only making a hit in New York, but is also prominent in

the Dominion. A song which has sold exceptionally well

in toe pasi is "Rainbow," by Bryan & Wenrich. It is

still very much in the market. Williams & Van Alstyne

have a good thing in "Golden Arrow." All of the abo <

are piibiished by Jerome 11. Remick & Co., Detroit aid
New York.

"Just Some One," by Will Anderson, published by
M. Witmark & Sons, New York, continues to sell well

notwithstanding the fact that it has been some months on
the market.

"Meel Me in Rosetime, Rosie," by Jer e &
Schwartz, published by Cohan & Harris, is well worth
stocking.

••When My Ship Come-. Home." "My Every Thought
is of You," and "Strolling," are recenf publications.

published by the Delmar Music Co.. Montreal, [f you are

at all interested in the music business do not fail to

secure copies. "Strolling" is by the authors of "In
Dear Old Sweetheart Days." one of the biggesl wait/.

success two years ago.

Phonographs in June.

June brides, June fishing trips, June camping par
ties in fad. so many June things require "musical
accompaniment" that it is difficult to mention them all

in our limited space. Speaking of fishing trips and
damping parties, do you know of any more enjoyable

form of entertainment for such outings than a phono-
graph .'

After a good day's sport, a good supper, than a good
old-fashioned camp lire and. an hour of so of music souk

of the good old-time pieces that bring you back to boy-

hood's happy diays, drives away all care, ami leaves you
ready for thai kind of peaceful sleep that makes you
use in the morning with a mind like a "morning glory"
in its freshness and a whirlwind in its strength.

Did you ever hear "Come Where the Lilies Bloom"
(quartette), reproduced by a phonograph on. or by, the

water's edge? Well, sir. it's worth going to camp for

a week or two. just to hear that. If you know of any-
body who isn't feeling just right', and you want to make
them think this world in general, and your camp in par-

ticular, is about the best place in creation to be in, just

have them visit you in the evening, and when the mooil

reflects his silvery sheen between you and yonder, play-

that record. Be your companion man, woman or child,

it will fill the heart with a true love of the surround-
ings; nature will seem different, life will put on a dif-

ferent aspect. It will make it one of those ''events"
that mark the milestones of life, in years to come it

will be referred to as, "Do you remember the nights you
played 'that piece' on the phonograph?"

At any time these pieces are pleasing, but it is truly

wonderful how soul-reaching they are on such special

occasions.

To the dealer who looks after the camp business in

phonographs, there is a harvest of business, and he will

be looked upon as a benefactor by these customers. Tt

was told this week of a spot in Canada that it will be
isolated for some time to come, so far as supplies are

concerned. Before roads become impassible, a phono-
graph was taken in. The first nighi the owner played

it he was offered two hundred and fifty dollars, in fa.ct,

coaxed to take that amount for it. but would not sell.

Well, not many people would, if they couldn't replace

their outfits. Let us be thankful most of us can have
these delightful entertainers at so moderate a sum.
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Victor Gram-o-phones
AND RECORDS

Are sold by hundreds
of book and stationery dealers. Why do you
not make a try at it ? Absolutely clean and safe

goods to handle, no losses from bad stock, small
investment, large profits, constant demand, no
price cutting.

Write to us for catalogs, dealers' prices, etc.

The Berliner Gram-o-phone Company
OF CANADA, LTD.

MONTREAL, CANADA.

o= O
Wall Paper Bulletin, No. 1

Season 190910 STAUNTONS LIMITED June 15, '09

THE new Wall Paper Season for 1909-10 opens
July 5th, 1909. Simultaneously in all parts

of Canada the Staunton travelers will be on the

ground as early as the first.

C] Booksellers and Stationers engaged in the handling

of Wall Paper or who intend to take on the line this

year wi'l find among the samples many superb

examples of styles that sell especially well to the

trade which patronizes the book-store wall paper de.

partment.

•J The demand for White Blanks—forming the back-

bone of your trade— will be met with an equipment

which stands in first place—bar none.

<I The Staunton Specials in Plain and Printed Velours

and Oatmeals, Silks, and " Dubl-Print " Flats in fabric

effects will find ready sale in even the store where
previous demand for good papers has been light.

These Specials are priced " way down "—they are

"leaders " in every way—lending an atmosphere to the

stock of which they form a part which can be capita-

lized and made to bear high profit-interest.

Don't be hurried into ordering before seeing this
line - you can't lose by waiting for the " best ever."

STAUNTONS LIMITED,
MANUFACTURERS OF WALL PAPER.

933 Yonge St., TORONTO, Ont.

[Watch for next Bulletin in Bookseller.]

o o

Large Profits—Easy to Sell

Edison

Phono-

graphs

Edison

Improved

Records

p\ID you ever stop to consider the profit the dealer makes in handling this popular and well

advertised make ofphonograph? If not, can you realize that his profit is from 45° to 66 ?

In addition he turns his investment from 3 to 10 times in a year. Imagine his profit! If

there is not a dealer in your town, you can control the sale of them by arranging at once.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND PARTICULARS

The
R.S. WILLIAMS & Sons Co. WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

Limited TORONTO, ONTARIO
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Artists' Materials.

Ramsay. A.. ft Sons. Montreal.

Art Publishers.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co.. Kew York.
Baker's Book Shop. Birmingham, Eng.

Briggs. Wm., Toronto.
Busy Man's Magazine. Toronto.
Cassell ft Co.. Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg. Man.
Canadian Facts Publishing Co.. Toronto.

Copp, Clark Co., Toronto
Farm. Field and Fireside. London, Eng.
Hobbies Limited, London, Eng.
Smith's Publishing Co., London, Eng.
Morton. Phillips & Co.. Montreal.
Nimmo, Hay & Mitchell. Publishers, Edin-

burgh.

Gage, W. J., ft Co.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Hamilton.
l ( |,i< i lark Co., Toronto.
National Blank Book Co.. Holyoke. Mass.

Smith-Davidson & Wri-ht. Vancouver. B.C.

Warwick Bros., ft Rutter, Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co.. To-

ronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston. Mass.
Mittag & Volger. Park Ridge. N. J.

Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston. Mass.

Menzies & Company. Toronto.

Tuck. Raphael & Sons. Montreal.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co.. Boston. New York,

Montreal.
Tuttle Press Co.. Appleton, Wis.

Wheeler. Walter G., & Co., London. Eng.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.

Clark Bros., Winnipeg. Wan.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver. B.C.

Sutcliffe-Edmison Co.. Ltd., Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co.. Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

Cnpp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. Montreal.

Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.

Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfleld.

N.J.

Waterman. L. E., Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins. Chas. M. ft Co., Brooklyn.

Underwood, John & Co.. Toronto.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston.

Gramaphones.
Berliner Gramaphone Co., of Canada, Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co.. New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.

Coin Clark Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids. Thaddeus Co., New York.

Higgins, Chas. M. ft Co.. Brooklyn.

Mabie, Todd & Co., High Holborn. Lon-
don, W. C.

Payson'e.
Reliance Ink Co., Winnipeg, Man.
Smith-Davidson ft Wright. Vancouver. B.C.

Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.

Gage, W. J., ft Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Rumpp. C. F.. ft Sons. Philadelphia. Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co.. Brockville. Ont.

Paper Fasteners.
Superior Mfg. Co.. Sidney. Ohio.

Paper.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Hurd. Geo. B.. ft Co.. New York.

Gage, W. J., ft Co.

Pens.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co., New York.
Heath, John. London.
Hinks. Wells ft Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Mabie, Todd ft Co.. High Holborn. Lon-
don. W. C.

Macnlven ft Cameron. Edinburrh and Birm
ingham.

Sanford ft Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson ft Wrieht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerlan Pen Co.. Birmingham. Eng.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.
Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
American Crayon Co.. Waltham, Mass.
Blaisdell Paper Pencil Co.. New York. N.Y.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber. A. W.. Newark. N.J.

Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd.. Montreal.
Mabie, Todd ft Co.. High Holborn. Lon-
don, W. C.

Ramsay, A.. & Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson ft Wright. Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers. Mass.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The "Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED—The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade con-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-

scription. Mail It to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—Good book and stationery business
in growing city of Wetaskiwin, Albi rta. Stock
all new, bought since January. Business es-

tablished 5 years ago. Stock about $5,000, fix-

tures $800; turn over last year over $16,000;
practically all cash business done, very little

cedit. Exclusive control of many good lines.

Will accept cash payment of $2,000, balance on
good security. Am selling because leaving Alberta.
This is worth y ur investigation if looking for Al
opening. W.J. S:ephenson, Wetaskiwin, Alta.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

S. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBR1S)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. [8-09]

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12 09)

EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St..

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
In all languages.

L

W ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street). New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

AGENTS WANTED.
AGENTS WANTED for sale of Christmas cards

(private greeting and loose autograph) by
pleading English manufacturers. No risk.

Good profits. Samples free. Midland Publishing
Co., Leamington, England. (8)

A FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers areA desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-
dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER AND STA-

TIONER, Toronto. (tf)

MEN selling on commission, ot men whose time
is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Metal, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Books' Her and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United Sta es and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. If you can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED - A firm of wholesale agents in Cape
Town wish to communicate with Canadian
dealers in art calendars. Box 210, BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER. (tf)

WANTED-INDUSTRIAL AGENT for thriving
western town. Must be a capable organizer,
able to inspire bigcommercial ventures and

to write literature that will attract attention. A
newspaper man would be preferred, but only high
class applications will be considered. Salary
$2,500 to start, $3,000 second year, and there is

practically no limit to the money provided the man
can "make good." Answer in confidence, "G.H.,"
care the MacLean Publishing Co., Montreal.

^SITUATIONS VACANT?
You want a manager or a clerk. Here is the

place to let your wants be known to just the class of

people you require.

F'OR SALE — Book and Stationery store : our old
established Cordova street branch : terms
easy. Bailey Bros. Co., 540 Granville St.,

Vancouver, B.C. (7)

WANTED—Young man forstationery and office
supplies' department. Must have good ex-
perience and able to take charge. Apply,

stating references and salary, Box 213, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER.
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WANTED— in every town and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications : — Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review.
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a
retired business man for his spare t'me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

WANTED— Position as Canadian salesman to
represent paper mill or manufacturing sta-
tioner. S. N., care BOOKSELLER AND

STATIO NER. (7)

MISCELLANEOUS

AN EXTRA 1 PER CENT. PROF1T.-A Nation-
al Cash Regi-ter will earn at least an extra I

percent, profit for any retail merchant. The
National Cash RegisterCo , F. E. Mutton, Cana-
dian Manager, cor. Yonge St. and Wilton Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario.

DICTATING to the DICTAPHONE saves 50
percent. We will prove it to you if you will
send us a post card for full particulars.

Toronto Phonograph Co., Ltd , Dictaphone Dept.,
40 Melinda Street. Toronto (tf>

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines mike toil easier. Flliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 12^ Ray St.. Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUTO-
GRAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe cannot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men.
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
we can supply you »ith a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
Street, Toronto. (tf)

SAVE 50 OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by install ng a Beath System of
Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable floor

space because the trackage is on the ceiling, and
greatly facilitates the loading of cars, drays, etc.,

and for handling goods in and about the warehouse
and factory reduces the cost of labor because far
less warehouse help is required. Systems for all

kinds of businesses, large or small. Wr te us for
illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath & Son, 193 Ter-
auley St., Toronto. (tf)

THE PERRY PICTURES— EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

B.

DIARIES

W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.
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British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned Rritish publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied
with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

ESTABLISHED 1884

"GREAT THOUGHTS" contains extracts from the MASTER
MINDS of all countries and all ages.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS-Articles on
Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers of the day.

Id. weekly, p st tree 8s. Sd. per annum, fid. monthly, post free to Canada
for 7s. per annum.

SMITHS PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House.Taiiis st„ London, Eng,

Sells wherever shown Annual prepaid
subscription post
free to Canada
$2.10. To the
trade a discount
of 33^ per cent.

Enjoys an enormous sale in the United Kingdom. The features of this

journal's contents embrace everything associated with life in the coun-

try, and is the ideal weekly farming journal for the Canadian

agriculturalist.

The selling price is 2 cents per copy.

The "CHRISTIAN AGE," a religious journal for the
house. Containingsketches and portraits of religious
workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher and
many illustrations.

One penny weekly. 8s. per annum post free. Monthly parti fid. Post free

to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITHS PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House. Taiiis St., Lonnon, Eng.

Application for specimen copies of both these journals, which will be sent free, should be addressed to William A.

Offices: 3 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C., London, England.

IfweBio(\x&ttfftA.
Annual Prepaid Subscription post free to
any part of the Dominion, $4.25. Special
discount to the trade of 331 per cent.

The Oldest Agricultural and Live Stock publication in the British Isles
Est. 1832. Well illustrated and full of valuable information concerning
Agriculture and Pedigree Stock Raising. The Farmers' business jour-
nal, published every Monday. Gives fullest market prices. A valuable
help to Canadian agriculturalists.

May.

An
Illustrated

Magazine
for

Men
and
Women

Large sheet of working drawings given away with ever)

number. HOBBIES' Fretwork Designs are known all over the

World Illustrated articles upon all sort of Hobbies including: -

Carving, Metal Work, Fret cutting. Live Stock, Stamps, Coins, Elec-
tricity, Turning in Wood and Metal, Ladies' Work, Gardening. Chess
and Draughts, Furniture. Puzzles and Tricks, Photography, Cycling,
Camping Out, Leather Work.

Hobbies can be obtained through all news agents. Speci-

mens will be sent on application to

Hobbies Limited, 12 Paternoster Square, London, Eng.

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McGill St., MONTREAL 10 Front St. East, TORONTO

People's Library
100 Titles Now in Stock

20 More Expected July

Sixpenny Novels
NEW TITLES NEW COVERS

BEST SELLING LINE
NO DEAD TITLES.

NOW is the time to order

"Chums' Annual"
Unable to fill the demand last Fall.

Moral—ORDER AT ONCE.

Have you seen the

"New Magazine"?
Latest Addition to our list

THREE EDITIONS necessary to fill orders
for first number, just out.

Write for Sample and Prices.

Catalogues, Circulars on Request.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.



The Canadian Bookman
A Monthly Review of Contemporary Literature Devoted to the

Interests of Canadian Bookbuyers

Volume I No. 6 June, 1909 10c per copy, $1.00 per year
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THOS. O'HAGAN, M.A., Ph.D.

Author of "Essays, Literary and Historical,"

just published by Wm. Briggs.

GOSSIP OF THE MONTH.

The fact that Arthur Stringer has duplicated the

title of another novel published some years ago in the

case of his last book, "The Gun Runner," demonstrates

how easy it is to fall into this trap, when the number
of publications is so enormous and titles are so soon

forgotten. Apropos of this a writer in a London book

paper suggests a fresh source of supply of titles. After

referring to a novel shortly to appear with the name,

"Much Ado about Something," he says : "This idea of

what may be described as the amended Shakespearian

title seems capable of a certain amount of profitable

development. 'The Merry Husbands of Windsor,' 'As

You Don't Like It,' 'The Summer's Tale,' 'The Two
Ladies of Verona,' 'The Tragedy of Errors,' and 'A

Midwinter Night's Dream,' for example, are all awaiting

appropriation, and would make undeniably effective items

in circulat'ing-library catalogues. Nor need the applica-

tion of the idea be limited, of course, exclusively to

Shakespearian titles ; have we not just had, by the way,

a novel called 'Katherine the Arrogant'—an obviously

punning echo of the name by which the first of Henry

the Eighth's half-dozen Queens is known in history ?"

It is gratifying to find that due prominence is given

to books relating to Canada in the catalogue of at least

one Public Library,—that in the city of St. John, N.B.

In the bulletin of March, 1909, issued by this library,

Canadians are listed on the first six pages, a represen-

tative showing of these books being made. This is a

procedure which might well be adopted by every library

'in Canada, for it tends to bring to the attention of the

library's patrons just those books which should be com-
mended to their careful consideration. A knowledge of

the country, its history, its resources, its makers, is

essential to the proper upbringing of its citizens and
where else can these things be found save in books re-

lating to Canada.

The new United States copyright act will be of some
assistance to Canadian authors, who are contemplating
American editions of their books. Instead of having to

arrange for simultaneous publication in both countries

to secure the privilege of American copyright, they are
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granted thirty days grace before registering and another
thirty days before publishing. This is a contingency,

however, which is not likely to arise, because Canadians
who want to enter the American market usually arrange
for primary publication there. Still some author may
produce a book here, which he finds is taking so well

that an American edition is advisable. By the new act

ho is given sufficient leeway to make it possible for him
to secure copyright at Washington after his book is on
the market here.

It is good news to read in the report of the recent

meeting of the Royal Society at Ottawa, that the pre-

sident, Dr. Roy, dealt with copyright in his presidential

address. I have not yet been privileged to see his ad-

dress but, whatever policy he advocated, all who are

brought into contact with our copyright laws, will agree

that some change is advisable and the more agitation

there is the better. The anomalous position occupied by
Canada is matter for regret. Even the working out of

the details of the present law gives room for improve-

ment, as witness the present situation, when an impor-

ter is prohibited from bringing in books, which cannot
even be procured in Canada. Copyright must protect

something ; it is absurd to conceive of its protecting

nothing.

Speaking of British fiction in Canada, one wonders
how many Canadians have read or even heard of Arnold
Bennett's "Old Wives' Tale," published some months ago
in England. This is one of the best books of the year.

It has been commended nighly by all thoughtful critics.

Vet we poor Canadians don't know about it. Who's
fault is this ? The blame attaches largely to the British

publisher, who has failed to make the book known out

here. We hear a great deal about American fiction be-

cause American publishers are careful to keep all classes

of people on this continent posted on their publications,

but the average British book is practically unknown.

If I am righly informed it was The Bookman of New
York which originated the idea of listing the six best-

selling books in the leading cities of the Union and from
the lists received compiling a national summary. Their

list has been running now for a good many years and

has been regarded as authoritative. One disadvantage

it. possessed was that the books referred to were all

novels. To obviate this change the Bookman lias now

ELINOR GLYN

Whose " Elizabeth Visits America" has iust been published.
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THE PREMIER'S RESIDENCE IN OTTAWA
Which contains a Library much enjoyed by Sir Wilfrid in his leisure hours.

arranged for the publication of two supplementary lists,

one dealing with books of general literature and the

other with juveniles. This step is surely commendable.
More attention should be directed to books of solid

worth.

The British book trade are much convulsed at the

present time over the publication of sevenpenny copy-

right novels in cloth. It seems that some publishers

have been issuing the sevenpenny reprints of six shilling

novels, so soon after the original publications, that the

sale of the latter has been seriously interfered with,

while, even apart from this consideration, the advisa-

bility of issuing such cheap editions at all is in question.

At a recent meeting of publishers a resolution was pass-

ed to the effect that it was inexpedient to issue at less

than one shilling in cloth any ti shilling novel within less

than 5 years from the date of its first publication in

book form.

Statistics are usually dry reading but a few figures

concisely put oftentimes prove illuminating. I have
just been glancing at the customs returns of the United
States for the month of March, and under the heading

of books and other printed matter, I see that we Can-
adians imported from across the border a value of

$230,608. This is over $58,000 better than March, 1908,

or in other words an increase of twenty-five per cent.

As an indication of returning prosperity, this is a hope-

ful sign, for the purchases of books are a reliable in-

dicator of the welfare of a nation. Canada is of course

the largest purchaser of literature from the United

States, Uncle Sam's second customer being the United

Kingdom, which buys a little more than half as much as

Canada. W. A. C.

It has been announced that the publisher has just

put on the press a further edition of 10,000 copies of

"Songs of a Sourdough" making the round total of

copies issued 40,000. This seems to indicate that our

native writers do produce books that sell, and when we
consider that this enormous sale is of a book of poetry

then indeed are we compelled to admit that Canadians
do appreciate the work of their writers when those
writers ring true. Another indication of the confidence
of the public in Mr. Service's work is the fact that ad-
vance orders for his new book of poems, to be issued
shortly, under the title of "Ballads of a Cheechako,"
already amount to over 13,000 copies.

We venture to say that no book of poetry issued
either in Great Britain or the United States during the
last two years can show such a sale. The fact has also
to be taken into account that Canada's population of
only seven millions is placed against the 40 millions of
Great Britain and the 80 millions of the United States.

MRS. HEWES OLIPHANT

The Toronto lady who won the prize for the

best essay on a Canadian Navy.

5i



DREAMLAND

A fantastic drawing in the edition of Edgar Allen Poe, illustrated by F. S. Coburn.

—Reproduced by courtesy of <!. P# Putnam's Sons.

The Illustrator of Drummonds Habitant Books

The Young Canadian Artist who worked

in Conjunction with Dr. Drummond.

By H. S. Somerville.

"Canada lias no artists," so said Sarah Bernhardt.

It is always painful to flatly contradict a lady, but in this

instance, it must 'be done. Canada is yet young. Her men

have been busy, blazing the trails for future progress,

and developing file most obvious resources of the land.

This is the inevitable history of every new country, and

these tasks keep its inhabitants well occupied. The fine

ails are products of a time in Hie history of a nation,

when ils people can think of something else besides the

necessity of building up for absolute needs. The garret-

room genius is something of a myth. The best work,

the work for which the world is better, is done under

favorable conditions. A full stomach helps a lot. Wealth,

culture and refinement may develop the aesthetic ten-

dencies. This fact renders it impossible to compare a

young country with an old country.

Despite this assertion, however, Canada has already-

gone far afield. In Bernhardt's own sphere, there is

a galaxy of Canadian stars—Margaret Anglin, James K.

Hackett, May Irwin and Maud Allan. An untimely death

cut off Franklin McLeay from a brilliant career. At

i he time of his death he was playing Cassius to Tree's

Antony and Waller's Brutus in London, in an all-star

cast. He unfortunately died before he had grasped fully

the fruits of his genius.

In literature, there are many names splendidly shin-

ing, among them Barr, Drummond, Parker, Roberts, Car-

man and Campbell.

Have we any sculptors? The works of Hebert and

Hill answer this query, to say nothing of that master

of anatomy, Dr. Tait Mackenzie. They are three superla-

tive types of Canadian artists. Hebert's and Hill's works

adorn our public squares. The old noblesse of France

finds expression to us, of the present day, through the

work of the former. The latter has treated, in a virile

way, the achievements of later day Canadians fighting for

the flag in foreign countries.

Of painters, black and white men and cartoonists,

such names at Matthews, Julien, Bengough, Racey, Harris

and Coburn stand out prominently. After all this, the

divine Sarah must have been wrong. Her vision was
dimmed, perhaps, by the glitter of 'her box office re-

ceipts.

Some years ago a professional man, a doctor of medi-

cine, wrote some charming- verses, concerning the humble
habitants of the Province of Quebec. This volume was

redolent of good will, sympathy and heart's interest. It

laid bare in a delightful way the customs, habits and
foibles of these people. Human nature, as only a physi-

cian can know it, was set forth in its pages.

The author was the late Dr. W. H. Drummond. Na-

turally he wanted an illustrator to help him in his work.

The nature of the book made a Canadian essential from
a sentimental, if not from a technical, standpoint.

Into this gap stepped Frederick Simpson Coburn, and

the foundations of the fame which he enjoys in Canada
were laid through this connection. How this was ac-

complished is best told in Mr. Coburn 's own words. "It
was while calling on the late Mr. S. C. Stevenson, in

Montreal, just prior to leaving for Europe in 1896, that he

happened to mention Dr. Drummond's work, which the

doctor had just then decided to publish, and he introduced

me to the author of the " Habitant" as a possible illus-

trator. I spent about three months down 'below Quebec

studying types and scenery before undertaking it, and

the work I brought back evidently pleased the doctor, be-

cause he gave me the manuscript, and carte blanche to

go ahead. This (began an association that has exercised
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an enormous influence on me and my work, not only in a

personal way, but because he gave me my first real con-

fidence in myself."

Mr. Coburn was born at Upper Melbourne, Quebec,

March 20, 1871, and received his education chiefly at

St. Francis College, Richmond. His boyhood and youth

were those of a normal Canadian boy. He early showed

talent in an artistic direction. After leaving Richmond
he came to Montreal, and commenced his art studies

under the late Samuel Stevenson. His first serious work
was undertaken in New York at the Carl Hecker School

of Art, and from there he went to the Royal Academy
of Berlin, German}*, subsequently studying in Munich
and Paris. It was in the latter place that he was brought

under the influence of the great Gerome, and he also gain-

ed the honor of a scholarship there.

Like many other great and good men, he had a good

mother, and it was during this sojourn in Europe that

his greatest sorrow came to him in t he loss of her whom
he had left scarcely a year before in apparently the best

of health. After graduating in Paris, lie came borne,

and it was then that he undertook the illustration of

Dr. Drummond's 'first volume of poems, "The Habitant."

The succeeding year he went to London, and School

of Fine Art. From London he crossed to Antwerp, and

graduated from there after winning a scholarship and first

rank in the class. Subsequently lie illustrated Dr. Drum-
mond's other books, "Johnnie Corteau," "The Voy-

ageur," "Philorum and His Canoe," "Madeline Vereh-

eres," and editions of Edgar Allan Poe's works; Dick-

ens' "Cricket on the Hearth" and "A Christmas

Carol"; Washington Irving's "Rip Van Winkle."

Mr. Coburn has taken up his residence in Antwerp,

where he has a studio. He divides his time between il-

lustrative work and painting. Needless to say, it is

upon the latter that he hopes to build his reputation.

When asked what his best illustrations were, he said. "I
consider my best work was the illustrations made for

the Eleanor edition of Edgar Allan Poe's works, and

some of the later illustrations of Goldsmith, for which

I spent some time in Ireland last summer."
In speaking of some of his earlier struggles, he men-

tioned a disastrous four months which he spent in Mon-

treal, vainly endeavoring to establish an artistic connec-

tion, and remarked that the memory of them made him

shudder.

Every other year he leaves his studio in Antwerp, and

comes home to visit his father, sister and brothers, and

an aged grandmother. He enjoys, as only an artist can

enjoy, t he natural beauties of the Eastern Townships.

and goes back recuperated and ready for the further pur-

suit of his chosen profession.

At the time of publication of Dickens' "Christmas

Carol," "Literature," which was then published as a

supplement 'by the "London Times," spoke in a very

eulogistic strain of his work. "In discussing the various

artists who have illustrated the "Christmas Carol," it said

"The pictorial quality is best of all shown by Mr. Co-

burn. More than that, he has read his Dicktns with

care, and has more than the usual literary appreciation.

His drawing of the light-hearted vagrant, stooped down
at Scrooge's keyhole to regale him with a Christmas

carol, is worthy of the best traditions of American
(Canadian) penwork. The picture of Scrooge in 'The

Tank' is very real, the figure of the skinflint with his

dip is a very powerful drawing. The fiddler is a very

: eal type, and no one of the illustrations other than de-

light the most exacting art critic. If only Mr. Coburn will

lose himself entirely in his subject, he is one of the most

promising of modern Dickens' illustrators. The interest

that always 'belongs to the efforts that, from time to time,

have been made to secure for a classic work of literature

a fresh interpretation from an artist of individual im-

agination is ever present in the work we have somewhat

cursorily reviewed."

"More than the usual literary appreciation," That is

the secret. The fact that Dr. Drummond said to him,

after the first proofs were submitted, "Fred, you and I

must go together in this work," showed how much Dr.

Drummond appreciated his ability to interpret the re-

quirements of the book.

Not only once, hut always, does he do this. It is

doubtful if any one else could have seen into the habi-

tant's heart, and translated its throbs so faithfully as

this young Canadian. Not a thing that marks them with

their own individuality has escaped his notice. Of Mr.

THE HABITANT

As porlrayed by F. S. Coburn.

— Reproduced by courtesy of (J .P. Putnam's Sons.

Coburn 's latest works little can be said, as comparatively

lew of his paintings have been seen here.

There were, however, a few on exhibition in Montreal

during the early winter. They all displayed his delicate

interpretation and treatment of his subject. Some were

marines, and some portraits. Among the latter one was
particularly striking. It was the portrait of a woman
standing near a window, where the strong lights and

shades of such a position were most effectively shown.

To the layman, who committed the cardinal sin of ap-

proaching too closely, there appeared to be a big splash

of pigment rolled up in bundles on this woman's skirt

where the sun struck full. When too close, it looked' like

the spot on the wall inside a paini shop where painter

mechanics try out their brushes. At an artistic dis-

tance, the seemingly meaningless stroke brought out, in

an alluring way, the sheen of the rays of light falling
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"DE NOTAIRE PUBLIQUE"

A characteristic glimpse of Habitant life.

Reproduced l>y oourtesj of <>. V Putnam's Sons.

.across the folds of her skirl, and then nothing hut won-

der and admiration came over one for Hie art and skill

i f the painter. Frederick Simpson Cofourn maj nol be

a great painter, and may never become such. One thing',

however, is sure, if the ability to make cold canvass ap

peal, to speak, to stir something- in one's heart, then he

is already a great artist, and will enjoy all the emolu-

ments of success.

To criticize the fine arts is to tread on dangerous

"round. The impressionistic cult impresses perhaps by

its daring, hut its influence is fleeting'. There are some

simple pictures, simple in treatment perhaps, simple in

subject, simple in coloring', that ring true, and in an un-

hackneyed way maybe, tell an old story. It is more

than a conjecture that, whatever fame the artist Coburn

achieves in the future, he will he remembered longest in

Canada by his connection with Dr. Drummond aind his

books. This, perhaps, is only natural, as the work of

both strikes near home. To know that the artist did his

part well, one has but to look at the illustrations in any

one of these books. He went to the fountain hea.d, to

I he plain people), and lie lias delicately delineated' the

characters he has met, and lived among, in French Can-

ada. He has run the gamut of variety. Nothing has

(scaped him. War, scenery, portraiture and domestic

life are faithfully depicted, and woven into the warp
and woof of the doctor's stories.

Drummond and Coburn have accomplished a national

work, and posterity wi'l be grateful to them. History

holds many examples of men being horn who dovetail

into one another's lives. In this way good results are

compounded.

Of the artist's private life, and his personality, little

can be said. One of the strongest traits of his character

is his aversion to anything which savors of personal ad-

vertising. He has no objection to people discussing his

work, because he knows this part of him is for the pub-

lic. He believes thai honest criticism, from any source,

may be valuable. He is a severe and relentless critic

of his own work, and invites it from all, as all men of

talent do. It is hardly necessary to say anything regard-

ing his personality, because the keen observer will find it

reflected in his work. The future is difficult to estimate,

but if success depends upon the force of the old adage

that "true art is the expression of man's joy in his

work," then the future holds the greatest success for the

Canadian artist—Frederick Simpson Coburn.

TITLE DUPLICATED.

Toronto, May 26, 1909.

Editor Canadian Bookman,—I thought it might inter-

est you to know that Arthur Stringer's recent booK,

"The Gun Runner" tears the same title as a book

written by Bertram Mitford, "The Gun Runner : a

Romance of Zululand,"—a story of 1878-9, and published

in 1893 by Chatto, England, 3s. fid., and Fenno (X. Y.)

(1.25. An odd coincidence. Yours truly,

WALTER R. NlTRSEY.

BOOK ON THE CIVIL WAR.

Hooks on the Civil War still continue to be issued.

The latest is one entitled "The War Time Journal of a

Georgia Girl," written by Eliza Frances Andrews. This

is the actual diary kept during the terrible years of '64

and '65 by a girl of intense Southern sympathies. The

book is altogether different from other journals of this

period which have been published, as the heroine had

nothing to do with the great figures and events of the

period. Her diary intended solely for her own eyes

gives Hie most intimate picture of the intensity of

Southern feeling, and of the diversions in which Society

sought to forget the continual tragedy through which

they were passing. William Briggs is supplying the

trade in Canada with this volume.

"JE T'AIME TOUJOURS' 1

Habitant lovers charmingly pictured by Mr. Coburn.

—Reproduced by courtesy of G. P. Putnam 's Sons.



What the Publishers are Providing for Canadian Readers

Spring Lists are Now Almost Complete—Atten-

tion is Being Directed to the Fall Trade.

F. Marion Crawford's last novel "Stradella" will be

issued by the Macmillan Co. in the fall.

Rex Beach's next novel will be entitled "The Silver

Hoard," and will be published in the fall by the Musson
Book Co.

There is to be a new novel by the American Winston

Churchill in the fall. It will be published by the Mac-
millan Co.

"The Red Saint" by Warwick Deeping is now in

stock with Cassell & Co. It is one of the best of their

spring publications.

"The White .Mice," Richard Harding Davis' new
book of adventure in South America, was published last

month by McLeod & Allen.

McLeod & Allen publish on June 15 "The Making of

Bobby Burnit," by George Randolph Chester, author of

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford."

"Actions and Re-actions" by Rudyard Kipling, which

includes "With the Night Mail," will be published by

the Macmillan Co. about October.

"The Chippendales," by Robert (J rant, has been well

received in Canada. The publishers here, the Copp,

Clark Co., are pleased with the sales.

"The Chrysalis" by Harold Morton Kramer and

"The Glory of the Conquered," by Susan Glasell are

recent publications of McLeod & Allen.

Cassell & Co. have received their Canadian edition of

"Faith" by the Bishop of Durham, who by the way is

reported to be about to visit America.

The Canadian edition of "Round the Fire Stories,"

by A. Conan Doyle, to> be published by the Copp, Clark

Co. will be on the market early this month.

It can at length be definitely stated that the Rus-

sian novel, "A Flight from Siberia," by Vaclaw Sier-

oszewski, will be published earlj this month by the Copp,

Clark Co.

A new story entitled "The Marriage of Hilary Car-

den," by Stanley Portal Hyatt, author of "A Little

Brown Brother," will be issued in August by the Mac-

millan Co.

The Musson Book Co. report large advance orders

for "Little Sister of the Snow" by Frances Little, au-

thor of "The Lady of the Decoration," which they will

publish in the early autumn.

Cassell & Co. can now supply "Royal Academy Pic-

tures, 1909," in both serial and book form. There are

5 serial parts selling at 20 cents each. The entire work

may be had in paper at 90c, and cloth -$1.50.

"Parenthood and Race Production" by Dr. Saleeby,

($2.25) is a recent publication of Cassell & Co. They

have also issued a cheap edition of "Household Cook-

ery," originally published at $2.25, but now to be had

at $1.00.

"A Certain Rich Man" is the title of William Allen

White's new story to be published by the Macmillan Co.

at the end of this month. The same house will also

pubfish in July "The Veil," a story of Tunis, by a new
authoress.

The Macmillan Co. announce for fall publication, "A
Life for a Life," by Robert Herrick, author of "To-

gether," "The Key of the Unknown," by Rosa Nouchette
Carey, "Calvary," by Rita and "Antonio" by Ernest
Oldmcadow.

The sixpenny paper-covered novels, so popular in

England, are stocked extensively in Canada by the Copp,
Clark Co. They announce the arrival of an additional

consignment, containing many attractive titles by noted
authors. For summer reading these series are admir-
able.

Towards the end of the month the Macmillan Co. of

Canada will publish "The Bride of the Mistletoe," by
James Lane Allen. They are issuing at once "Spies of

the Kaiser," by William le Queux ; "Romance of a Plain
Man," by Ellen Glasgow and "Retribution" by Guy
Thorne.

Quite a list of novels have been published by the
Musson Book Co. during the last two weeks. They in-

clude, "Marriage a la Mode," by Mrs. Humphrey Ward,
"Red Horse Hill" by Sidney McCall, "The Kingdom of
Earth," by Anthony Partridge ; "Old Lady No. 31," by
L. Forsslund.

The death of George Meredith has quickened popular
interest in the works of the great novelist. In this con-
nection it should be remembered that the Copp, Clark
Co. are agents for his books in Canada. They direct
special attention to the pocket edition in cloth and
leather bindings.

The Masterpieces in Color Series published by T. and
E. C. Jack, for whom the Copp, Clark Co. are agents in
Canada, continues to be in good demand, according to
a report received from the publishers. The latest addi-
tions to the series are volumes dealing with Burne-
Jones and Holbein.

The Canadian Facts Publishing Co. of C67 Spadina
Ave., Toronto, report continued satisfactory sales for
their 1909 edition of "Five Thousand Facts About Can-
ada." Orders have recently been received from Dawson
City, Norway House, Cape Breton and Japan. Its cir-
culation is indeed empire as well as world wide.

Publication of "Sins of Society" by Cecil Raleigh
has again been postponed by the English publishers and
the Canadian edition to be brought out by the Copp,
Clark Co. will be correspondingly delayed. It is now
announced for publication about August 1. The play of
the same name, which is being presented in Chicago has
created quite a sensation there.

Henry Frowde has published in special Canadian edi-

tions the following novels : "A Fair Refugee," by Morice
Gerard, "The Magic of Love," by Annie S. Swan; "The
Compact," by Ridgwell Cullum ; "Rose of the Wilder-
ness," by S. R. Crockett

; "The First Stone," by Mary
Stuart Boyd. In format these books are much superior
to the average English novel.

For the early autumn, Henry Frowde will have
ready Canadian editions of "The Lady of Blossholme,"
by Rider Haggard, "A Merry Heart," by J. J. Bell,

"The King's Signet," by Morice Gerard, "That Cypher"
by E. L. Haverfield, "The One Who Came After," by
David Lyall ; "Great Heart Gillian," by John Oxen-
ham, "The Fortunate Prisoner," by Max Pemberton ;

"Inheritance," by Annie S. Swan ; a new novel by
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Harold Begbie, and a sequel to "The Saint" by Antonio

Fogazzarto.

Books giving designs I'm- monograms have hitherto

been few and expensive. Some fews ago there was is-

sued a large collection designed by A. A. Turbayne, and

a new edition of this work is now anonunced at about

an eighth of t lie original price. This move on the part

of the publishers will place a collection of the latesl de-

signs within the reach of the mosi moderate purse, and

a large sale is ensured among artists, designers and

draughtsmen of all kinds. The book will be exactly as

originally published as regards contents. The Copp,

Clark Co., Toronto, are agents for Canada.

Robert Culley, 26 Paternoster Row, London, E.G.,

has commenced the publication of a. new shilling library,

that is intended to cover a wide field of popular and

entertaining literature, including books of history, travel

and adventure, biography, poetry, missionary enterprise

and social subjects. So far six volumes have been 'is-

sued,—"Four Thousand Miles Across Siberia," by C.

Wenyon, M.D.; "Through Two Campaigns," bj A. II.

.Male; "Wesley's Veterans" VI volumes) edited by .).

Telford, B.A.; "The Great Chinese Awakening," bj A.

R. Kelley and "Wesley's Journal" (abridged). Other

volumes are in preparation. In press work, binding and

general get-up, these attractive little volumes leave

nothing to tc desired and there should be a lame popu-

lar demand for them.

PROVISIONS OF NEW U. S. COPYRIGHT.

The new United Slates Oopyirighl Act to amend and

consolidate the acts respecting copyright has one or two

provisions, which, should be of interest to Canadians

The old restriction compelling the owner of copyright

to set up and print his book in the United Slates is re-

tained in the case of books in the English language.

Books of foreign origin in a 'foreign language are, how-

ever, exepted from the typesetting clause.

A concession is made to the English author to this

extent. He can obtain an interim protection by filing one

complete copy of the foreign edition not later than thirty

days after its publication abroad, which shall secure to

the author or proprietor an ad interim copyright until

the expiration of thirty days aft-er such deposit. Cer-

tain formalities have to be observed 1 in connection with

this registration; 'but if it is carried out in accordance

with the Act, and within this interim protection, the

book is published from type set in the United Stales, as

is essential under the former section, then the United

States copyright can be obtained. This gives a slight ad-

vantage to English hooks, but the advantage is so slight

that in the majority of cases'—in the case of those books

of sound literary value which do not attain popularity till

some years after their publication—this short allowance

is useless. Moreover, there is an additional hardship

which will not only affect English, but also United States

authors—namely, that every registration for copyright

must he accompanied by an affidavit duly made by the

person claiming the copyright, or his duly authorized

agent or representative in the United States, or by the

printer who has printed the hook, which must set out

certain details as to the printing or process of reproduc-

tion in the United States. It is also essential that an as-

signment of copyright executed 1

in a foreign country must

be acknowledged before a consular officer or a secretary

of legation of the United States. This latter provision is

another handicap; but ought to make it clear that no Eng-

lish author who desires his book to be produced in the

United States should assign his copyright.

Under the new law copyright is secured for twenty-

eighi yearn from the d'ate of first publication, with a

further term of twenty-eight years upon application, which

has to be made in the manner prescribed by the Act. This

is an important increase on the present law of the United

Stales; but it is very unsatisfactory and very short-

sighted for the United States in this matter, as in other

matters, to omit to come into uniformity with the Berne

convention and the methods of European countries. In

nearly all European countries the term is for life and a

certain period. The Berne convention has set down life

and fifty years, and it was understood that the United

Slates in their alteration of the copyright law would also

strive for a similar period.

There is quile a wide latitude allowed to importers

i f foreign editions. When these are imported for use

and not for sale, and not more than one copy of any

such book in any one invoice by or for any society or

institution incorporated for educational, literary, phil-

osophical, scientific or religious purposes, or for the en-

couragement of the fine arts or for any college, academy,

school, or seminary of learning, or for any state, school.

college, university or free public library, they may be im-

ported free.

The Act was approved on March 4 and goes into effect

on July 1, 190!).
,

CANADA'S LITERATURE.

Editor Canadian Bookman,— It has been said many
times that Canada has no literature of its own. A few

weeks ago a distinguished writer, now resident in To-

ronto, in giving a lecture on Literature, prefaced his

remarks by stating that he would not make any refer-

ences to the so-called Canadian literature, as it was
generally conceded by literary men that there was no

such thins as a Canadian literature. This statement is

one which is certainly made in absolute ignorance of the

facts. Canada to-day is producing writers whose output

will compare favorably with the test work now being

produced in Great Britain and the United States. In

poetry we are pre-eminent ;
the work of such writers as

Campbell, Lampman, Carman, Frederick George Scotl

,

Roberts, Service, Isabella Valancy Crawford, Ethelwyn
Wetherald, and Helena Coleman bearing- comparison with

any being produced on the continent of America.

In philosophy she has taken a foremost place with

Crozier, Blewett and Watson as the outstanding figures.

Historians occupy no mean place in Canada's list of

writers, such names as Kingsford, Dent, Roberts and

Laut occupying a high place in the list of native his-

torians.

Tn fiction Canada is steadily forging her way to the

front with such writers as Ralph Connor, Nellie L.

McClung, L. M. Montgomery, Marian Keith, R. W.

Knovvles and many others whose work is on a par with

that being- put out in either the United States or Great

Britain.

To take a concrete instance, showing the apprecia-

tion of the Canadian people for one of their native

writers, we poinfr to the extraordinary sale of Mr. R. W.

Service's "Songs of a Sourdough," which although

issued less than two years ago by an altogether unknown
writer has already reached the enormous sale (for

poetry) of 30,000 copies.

Canada has a literature notwithstanding what may-

lie, said to the contrary by supercilious critics who fail

to find good in anything colonial.

Toronto, May 8, 1909. BOOKSELLER.
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Activities of the Month in the Canadian Literary Field

All Departments of Literature

Represented—Several New Titles.

The record of "Canadiana" continues to be one of

progress, new publications being announced at frequent

intervals. Under practically every department of litera-

ture, Canadian authors are showing activity.

Fiction.

Sir Gilbert Parker's new book is to bear the title

"Northern Lights." It is to be a volume of short

stories dealing with Canada. Publication is announced
for the middle of September and the Canadian edition

will be issued by Sir Gilbert's regular publishers, the

Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.

Several months ago William Briggs announced a

volume by Alice Ash worth Townley, under the title of

"The Way Out." Mis. Townley has decided to change

the name of her volume which it is expected will be

ready very soon to "The Opinions of Mary." This vol-

ume is likely to be one of the big hits of the summer.
The author is a very clever writer, and has, in th'is

volume, given us a humorous work which we think will

be well received in Canada. The volume is somewhat
after the style of Jerome K. Jerome's works, and will

make a popular summer holiday book.

The Musson Book Co., Toronto, have made arrange-

ments to publish a story by Dr. 0'Donald of Winnipeg,

which is said to have delighted the few favored ones

who have seen the manuscript.

"The Fair Rebel," William Wilfrid Campbell's novel

of the War of 1812, is announced for publication by the

Westminster Co. about the middle of .June.

Poetry.

W. M. MacKeracher, whose volume entitled "Canada

My Land and Other Poems," was so successful, has just

issued a new volume which he entitles, "Sonnets and

Other Verse." Mr. MacKeracher is connected with one

of the large wholesale firms in Montreal, but he finds

time to cultivate their use. One of the leading literary

critics of Canada has called Mr. MacKeracher "the poet

laureate of the Dominion," stating that there are no

more patriotic verses written than those which have ap-

peared from his pen. This volume is issued by William

Briggs, who published Mr. MacKeracber's former vol-

ume.

Dr. J. D. Logan, editor of the Toronto Sunday World,

will shortly publish through the press of William Briggs

"Songs of the Makers of Canada and other Homeland

Lyrics," with an essay on "The Distinction of Canadian

Poetry."

"Pebbles and Shells," by Donald A. Fraser, is to be

issued about the middle of June from the press of Wil-

liam Briggs. This volume will comprise poems which

have appeared in the leading periodicals of both Canada

and the United States, and which Mr. Fraser has col-

lected for publication in this volume. Mr. Fraser is a

resident of Victoria, B.C., where he is engaged on the

public school teaching staff. He comes from Ontario

where his father, the late Rev. Donald Fraser, was form-

erly stationed at Port Elgin and Mt. Forest. This is

Mr. Fraser's first venture into, the book world, and from

the success which followed the publication of his fugi-

tive verse in the various magazines we predict a good

demand for this volume from his friends and from the

public generally.

In our last number an announcement was made of a

new book which is being issued by William Briggs, under

the title of "The Empire Birthday Book." Since that

announcement was made the author has decided the

change the title, and the book is now to be known as

the "Imperial Anniversary Book," by Harold Saxon.

This book promises to be a very good seller as a gift

book and as a souvenir book for visitors. Under each

date there appears a number of interesting entries in

connection with events relating to British history, and
a selection from one of the poets of the empire, in

which Canadian poets figure largely.

The tremendous demand for "Songs of a Sourdough,"
by Robert W. Service, has induced the publisher to' put

on the press another edition of 10,000 copies. Included

in this run will be a special edition which the publisher

thought It would be well to issue as a special souvenir

edition in small form suitable for the pocket. This book
is very tastily and daintily gotten up, and the publishers

expect a very large demand from the trade.

Description.

There is to be a volume on Canada in Sir Isaac

Pitman & Sons' new "All Red" British Empire Series.

The name of the author has not yet be<>n divulged, but
Pitman & Sons state that the work of compilation is

in most capable hands. The first volume of the series,

"The Commonwealth of Australia" by Hon. Bernard
Wise appeared recently and is pronounced by the critics

to be admirable in every respect.

"The People of the Plains," by Amelia M. Paget,

which is issued this month by William Briggs, comes
from the press at an opportune moment. Since the

native tribes of the Dominion have commenced to

dwindle in number the people, are taking more interest

in them and the volume from the pen of Mrs. Paget is

sure to secure a welcome from the Canadian people. It

is to be well illustrated and Mrs. Paget has the advan-

tage of being able to write at first hand on this subject.

The Canadian publishers are finding that any book deal-

ing with the Canadian West is sure of a considerable

sale. One of the leading features in connection with

this is the fact that orders for books on the Canadian

west are being received largely from the United States

and Great Britain. There is no doubt a desire on the

part of thei people of both Great Britain and the United

States to learn something of the "last great West."

In "Sunset Playgrounds," F. G. Aflalo, a famous
English fisherman and writer on sporting topics gives an

account of a recent visit to the United States and Can-

ada in the course of which he tells of pleasant days he

passed with rod and reel at various points along his

route. (Scribner's, $2.25).

Anson A. Gard is probably the most prolific writer

in Canada. He has at least a dozen books to his credit

and may be counted on to produce still more. Of late

years Mr. Gard has been writing about the Cobalt dis-

trict. His last book, "The Gateway to' Silverland" is

dedicated to the Board of Trade of North Bay and con-

tains a history and description of that interesting town.

Bound in with this book, under the same cover is to be
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found Mr. Gard's 1908 publication, "The Real Cobalt,"
running to 128 pages and "Silverland and its Stories,"

a third book of 140 pages. The entire volume throws
most interesting light on the Cobalt region. Mr. Gard
has the faculty of ferreting out all manner of anecdotes

and tales of the early days and his book is full of bright

paragraphs. It is published by the Emerson Press,

Tin onto at $1.50, and is well illustrated.

Essays.

There has just been issued from the press of William
Briggs a very interesting work by Thomas O'Hagan,
M.A., Ph.D., which is entitled "Essays : Literary, Criti-

cal and Historical." The essays comprised in this

volume are as follows : A Study of Tennyson's Prin-

cess ; Poetry and History Teaching Falsehood ; The
Study and Interpretation of Literature ; The Degrada-
tion of Scholarship ; The Italian Renaissance and the

Popes of Avignon. Dr. O'Hagan was very successful with

his first volume of essays, which was issued under the

title of "Canadian Essays," and this volume is now
out of print. His "Studies in Poetry," "Dreamland"
and "Songs of the Settlement" were also very -well re-

ceived by the critics. One or two of the- essays in the

present volume are likely to cause a trood deal of dis-

cussion.

"British Columbia Problems" is the title of a small

book by J. C. Harris, of New Denver, dealing with politi-

cal questions. It is published by the Thomson Co. of Van-
couver.

Rev. Dyson Hague, M A., Rector Memorial Church
and Canon St. Paul's Cathedral, London, Ontario, has

published through the Church Record S. S. Publications,

Toronto, two interesting booklets, one on Cranmer and
the other on Wycliffe, both being in the nature of his-

torical studies. The former contains 11 pages and the

latter 69 pages and both are paper-covered. It is Canon
Hague's intention to republish these studies later on in

England with copious notes (all quotations and refer-

ences, etc. verified) and they will then be extended to

120 and 150 pages respectively.

Biography.

A biography of General Wolfe by Edward Salmon,

managing editor of the Saturday Review of London,

England, is announced for early publication by Isaac

Pitman & Sons, London. It is particularly apropos in

view of the fact that the present year completes the

century and a half since Wolfe died so gloriously on the"

heights of Abraham. Wolfe's name, in September next,

will be even more on people's lips than it was last year

when the founding of Quebec was celebrated. Mr. Sal-

mon's book will place all who are interested in posses-

sion of the latest fruits of research. He has made many
discoveries of important slips in previous "lives," has

found in general histories important facts of which no

previous biographer has been cognisant, and has had the

advantage of handling two of Wolfe's letters which have

never been published.

In "The Apostle of Alaska," John W. Arctander tells

the story of William Duncan of Metlakahtla, who was
for fifty years a missionary among the Indians of Bri-

tish Columbia and Alaska. The book is published by the

Fleming H. Revell Co. ($1.50 net).

History.

"The Romatic History of the Selkirk Settlement,"

by Dr. George Bryce of Winnipeg, is announced for pub-

lication early in August. The Musson Book Co., Toron-

to, who are pay'ing more and mine attention to the

publication of Canadian books, are to be the publishers

and the book will sell at $1.25.

Miscellaneous.

Dr. Barton, physical instructor at the University of

Toronto and a noted authority on physical culture, has
written a book on this theme, which is to be published

on or about September 1, by the Musson Book Co.,

Toronto.

"Canadian Civics" by \l. S. .Jenkins, is a book of

elementary instruction for school children in the science

(jf Government. A separate volume is being issued for

each province, the chapters on national affairs being the

same in each. The book is published by the Copp,

Clark Co.

Canadian Folk Lore Society

A New Organization Be-

ing Formed to Collect

Folk Songs and Folk Lore.

The popular superstitions or legends the traditional

beliefs—of a, people are always interesting and it is

pleasing to note thai an application has been made co

Parliament to incorporate the Canadian Folk Lore So-

ciety. The number of folklorists in Canada may not be
large, but t'hey are enthusiastic. They are anxious to

sec a collection of the folk songs and folk lore of all the

different nationalities of the Dominion collected. The
inaugural meeting of the society will take place in Oc-
tober next in the library of Victoria University, To-
ronto, when the Chancellor. Rev. Dr. Burwash, will de-

liver an address. The library of the University has been
placed at the disposal of the society for the gatherings

that they will hold from time to time. At a recent meet-
ing of the executive the following were present: Alex-

ander Fraser, president; J. S. Carstairs, first vice-presi-

dent; T. W. Waugh. second vice-president; W. G. Win-
temberg, secretary; Miss Helen M. Merrill, assistant sec-

retary, and Miss J. MeCallum, treasurer; Mrs. J. H.
Thompson, of the Ontario Historical Society; Prof.

Keyes of Toronto University; Messrs. M. Robinson,

Oliver, and others.

The feature of tiie evening was an address by Miss
Blanche McDonnell, the widely-known Canadian authoress,

who was secretary of the Montreal Folk Lore Society
when it was in existence. Miss McDonnell explained
that it was founded1 in 1806 and lasted six years. It

was a branch of the American Folk Lore Society, with
which organization it was affiliated, and had started with
a large membership. Meetings were held once a month
a,t the home of some of the members, but she feared it

was the social side that had undermined its existence,

too many joining for the pleasant associations and com-
panionship, and not from a love or admiration for the ob-
jeel in view. Several papers read 'had been published
by the authors, but not as members of the Folk Lore re-

search. She explained that some of those in the Pro-
vince of Quebec would likely unite with the Toronto
society.

Miss McDonnell was appointed a corresponding mem-
ber of the society for Quebec. Several suggestions were
offered for the good and welfare of the organization,

and it was urged that purely ornamental membership be
avoided, that classes be formed to instruct the members
in the coPection of material and that the word lore be
studied along with the history of common wordls. their

application and the names of pla,ces connected with pe-
culiar ideas
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Brief Reviews of Some Recent Publications

Fiction Predominates Among Cur-

rent Books—A Few Good Novels

— Several Miscellaneous Books.

At length the tide of fiction begins to show some
signs of abatement and from now until September, the

leader will be given sufficient respite to catch up with

the flow of spring publications. As usual, we give some
concise summaries of the leading books of the past few

weeks.

Fiction.

GRANT, ROBERT. The Chippendales. Toronto : The
Copp, Clark Company Limited, 1909. Cloth $1.25.

The Chippendales are an old Boston family, full of

tradition and governed by "the New England con-

science." Blaisdell, a modern, hustling man of business

grows richer and richer, changes the business world of

Boston, buys the Chippendale family mansions, works
himself into the charmed circle by means of his wife's

step-sister, also of old family, and finally rules the fin-

ancial world through "electric coke," the invention of a

blue-blooded Bostonian.

HARLAND, HENRY. The Royal End. Toronto : Mus-

son Book Co. Cloth, $1.25.

Mrs. Harland wrote the concluding chapters of this

book after the death of her husband, the author of "The
Card'inal's Snuff-box," etc. A very rich American girl

is introduced travelling with friends in Venice and the

Val d' Arno. Many suitors long for the hand of this

original, independent girl. The scene shifts to a colon-

ial mansion in New England, and the life and nature of

man in the old and the new world are cleverly con-

trasted. The g*irl remains true to the love she con-

fessed early in the story under the sunny skies of Italy.

RICE, ALICE HEGAN. Mr. Opp. By the author of

"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," etc. Illustra-

tions by Leon Guipon. Toronto : William Briggs.

Cloth, $1.25.

The happy touch of the author of "Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch" makes real to us Mr. Opp, the man of

two natures, one vain, weak and devoted to gorgeous

raiment and seal rings, the other wholly unselfish, who
devoted himself body and soul to a mentally weak little

step-sister. Mr. Opp becomes editor and proprietor of a

typical village newspaper, and in it teaches some needed

truths. His chief assistant is a character and his love

story is refreshing.

WARNER, ANNE. In a Mysterious Way. Toronto :

Musson Book Co. Cloth, $1.25.

The heroine is a strangely exalted creature yearning

for self-sacrifice. She thinks she loves a prominent man
she has only seen a few times, and when he is frightfully

hurt and disfigured in an accident plans to marry him
and nurse him. She buys a little house *in a secluded

village and is hysterically happy in making it ready for

the bridegroom. The other characters are a natural

young girl and a civil engineer working in the village,

between whom a warm love grows up. Tn the back-

ground is the loquacious village postmistress—as original

and funny as anything the author of "The rejuvenation

of Aunt Mary" has given us.

CRAWFORD, F. MARION. The White Sister. New
York : The Macmillan Company, 1909. Toronto : The
Macmillan Co. of Canada. Cloth, $1.50.

Prince Chiaromonte, the head of an old Roman fam-
ily and a devout son of the church, refused on marrying
to obey a law of the new Italian government that civil

ceremony alone makes a marriage legal. He is married
only by the religious ceremony, and dying suddenly his

only daughter Angela is pronounced illegitimate and
turned out of her old home utterly penniless. She finds

a refuge with her former governess. A young Italian

officer who desires to marry her remains faithful in spite

of her loss of fortune and social position. They are

shortly to be married, when he receives orders to pro-

ceed at once to Africa. In six weeks it is reported that

the whole party has been killed. Angela broken hearted

takes the veil. The ending is quite unexpected.

Illustration from "A Gentleman of Quality,"

by Frederic V. Dey. (L. C. Page & Co.)

DEY, FREDERIC VAN KKNSSELAER. A Gentleman
of Quality. Boston : L. C Page & Company. Cloth,

$1.50.

Another story of a man with a double and like most
stories of this class very diverting. The author seems
to have invented an entirely new plan for utilizing the

dual personality and his hero is brought into a situa-

tion, for which there is apparently no conceivable ex-

planation in reason. The problem is solved in a unique

and wholly satisfactory manner in the last chapter.

The story can be recommended as an ingenious and en-

tertaining tale.

ORCZY, BARONESS. The Old Man in the Corner. Il-

lustrated by H. M. Brock. Toronto : William Briggs,

1909. Cloth, $1.25.

The clean author of "The Scarlet Pimpernel" has

departed a little from the vein of her previous tales and
in this new book enters the field of criminal mysteries.

The little old man in the corner is an habitue of a Lon-

don restaurant, with whom a woman reporter strikes
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up an acquaintance and from whom she gets the solu-

tion of many of the murder mysteries convulsing Lon-

don. It is in reality another Sherlock Holmes book,

without the great detective, and many of the stories are

equally engrossing.

WILLIAMSON, C. N. and A. M. Set in Silver. Illus-

trated. Toronto : The Musson Book Company, 1909.

Cloth, $1.25.

The story opens with Audrie Brendon, pretty,

twenty-one, and a teacher of singing in Madame de

Malunet's finishing school, setting out for England to

pose as the real Ellaline Lethbridge before the latter's

guardian, Lionel Pendragon, who has never seen his

charge and who has come all the way from Bengal to

intercept, unconsciously, her impending elopement. It

was a beautifully laid plan to deceive him, but the Mock

Dragon proves a most attractive Britisher after all, and

it wasn't very hard for him to induce Audrie to become

one of his party on an eight weeks' motor tour through

the highways and byways of old England. Especially

when the real Ellaline could, meanwhile, be pursuing her

lover's plans !

DAVIS, RICHARD HARDING. The White Mice. Illus-

trated by George Gibbs. Toronto : McLeod & Allen,

1909. Cloth, $1.25.

Mr. Davis again resorts to South America for the

scene of his new novel. The White Mice are an organi-

zation of young Americans pledged to succor and save

people in distress. Two of them Roddy Forrester and

Peter de Peyster go to Venezuela, the former as an em-

ploye of his father's construction company and the latter

as a looker-on. They become interested in a political

prisoner, General Rojas, who is being slowly done to

death in a dungeon of the castle at Porto Cabello. The

white mice determine to save him and the story tells of

their brave effort. A pleasing love story is woven in,

as well as political complications, ending in a brief

sharp revolution. The story is artistically perfect.

YORKE, CURTIS. Mollie Deverill. London : John

Long. Boston : Dana Pistes &> Company. Cloth, $1.50.

Mollie Winthrop, to please her father, marries Dorian

Deverill. She does not wish to marry—least of all

Dorian. Dorian himself does not wish to marry—least

of all Mollie, whom he regards as a mischievous, irre-

sponsible sprite, not at all his "style." How the two

work out their destiny, amidst the gradual dawn of

affection, to an end of happiness forms the main current

of the story ; and there are highways and bypaths of

interesting and amusing happenings.

PIIILLPOTTS, EDEN. The Three Brothers. New York :

The Macmillan Company, 1909. Toronto : The Mae-

millan Co. of Canada. Cloth, $1.25.

Viv'iain, Nathan and Humphrey Baskerville, three

brothers and members of an old and honored Dartmoor
family, are the chief characters in this book. Divided

into three parts, the first and second parts end with the

death of the two elder brothers, while the third sees

the regeneration of the youngest, who* is earlier char-

acterized as a misanthrope. Numerous other characters

are introduced and each is clearly depicted. Over the

whole story there broods the somewhat gloomy atmos-

phere of Dartmoor. It is a powerful book, artistically

conceived.

HOCKING, JOSEPH. The Sword of the Lord. Toron-

to : Cassell & Co. Cloth, $1.25.

A stirring romance of the time of Martin Luther.

The hero is sent on a secret mission to Germany by

Henry VIII, with instructions to bring to England a

German princess, daughter of an English mother, who
is being held almost a prisoner by her German rela-

tives. He must discharge his mission without safeguard

or authority from the King. He finds Germany in a

ferment over the teachings of Luther and has many ex-

citing adventures in carrying off the young lady. The
author has succeeded in making the period seem very

real.

ANDERSON, ADA WOODRUFF. The Strain of Whvte.

Toronto : Musson Book Co. Cloth, $1.25.

A tale of the Pacific Northwest. The "Strain of

White" is in the blood of a beautiful half-breed girl, the

daughter of a Yakima woman and an American army
officer. The story opens with the girl going to the chief

of the Yakimas to learn who her father is. Before she

finds her father and is acknowledged by him, a freat

many interesting and exciting events take place in which

soldiers, settlers and Indians figure. All these incidents

help to a conception of what frontier life was like in the

early days.

SETON, ERNEST THOMPSON. The Biography of a

Silver Fox, or Domino Reynard of Goldur Town. To-

ronto : Coppl, Clark Co. Cloth.

The author states that his purpose is to show the

man world haw the fox world lives,—and above all to

advertise and emphasize the beautiful monogamy of the

better-class fox. He tells the story from his cubhood to

his splendid prime of that aristocrat of foxes, Domino
Reynard, and of his wild, free, happy life among the

Goldur hills. The volume contains over one hundred

drawings by the author.

STRINGER, ARTHUR. The Gun-Runner. New York:
B. W. Dodge & Co. Toronto : Thomas Langton. Cloth,

Wireless telegraphy, which Mr. Stronger has taken as

his favorite field of action, is again a prominent feature

of his latest book. His hero is the wireless operator on

board the tramp steamer, Laminian, bound from New
York to West Indian ports. The tale records how the

operator thwarts the plans of Ganley, the "Gun-Run-
ner," who makes a business of smuggling powder and

guns for the revolutionists in a South American town.

The heroine, who is also on board the Laminian, aids

the operator in defeating the schemes of Ganley.

CABOT, OLIVER. The Man Without a Shadow. To-

ronto : McLeod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25.

A story of lost memory. The hero, Morton, succeeds

his father as head of the Morton-Duggleby shipbuilding

concern. Duggleby quarrels with him and hits him on

the head. He loses his memory and is put by Duggleby

in an asylum. At length he escapes and is pursued by

Duggleby. He has many strange experiences before his

memory returns.

MASON, CAROLINE ATWATER. The Mystery of Miss

Motte. Boston: L. C. Page & Company. Cloth.

A clever picture of church life in a big American

city, illustrating the intermingling of religion and world-

iiness in the clergy, whose congregations are made up of

wealthy people. The heroine, who is introduced as an

assistant to one of these clergymen, is surrounded with a

mystery, which is duly evolved as the story proceeds.

Gift Books.

THOUGHTS OF MARCUS AURELTUS ANTONINUS.
Edited by Dana Estes, M.A. Boston : Dana Estes &
Co. The Noble Thought Series.

A choice little edition of the wisdom of the great
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Roman Emperor, handsomely bound in limp leather,

with photogravure frontispiece.

CARSON, BLANCHE M. From Cairo to the Cataract.

With many illustrations from original photographs.

Boston : L. C. Page & Company. Cloth

The reputation of the Boston publishers as producers

of the finest descriptive and travel books in America is

well maintained (by the appearance of this handsome

volume. With appropriately des'igned cover and many
admirable full-page illustrations in sepia, it makes a

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. An Elementary Text-Book of

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene. By John W.
Ritchie. Yonkers-on-Hudson : World Book Company.
By mail 96 cents.

This is a well-made text-book on an important sub-

ject. The author is professor of biology, in the College

of William and Mary, Virginia. He introduces a valu-

able chapter on germ diseases, which is something new
in a book of this kind.

Canadian Books.

HERRINGTON, W. S. Heroines of Canadian History.

Toronto : William Briggs, 1909. Copyright. 78 pages.

5|x7£ inches. Cloth, 30 cents.

The publisher is doing a great service in producing

such a book as this, which is so' admirably adapted for

supplementary reading in our schools. The sketches in

the book, numbering ten, were originally prepared by

Mr. Herrington in the form of an address to the Lennox

and v^ddington Historical Society. They include the

stories of such noted heroines as Laura Secord, Abigail

Becker and Sarah Maxwell. A frontispiece shows six

of the heroines. The book is well printed and strongly

bound.

O'HAGAN, THOMAS, M.A., Ph.D. Essays: Literary,

Critical and Historical. Author's edition. Toronto:

William Briggs, 1909. Copyright. 112 pages, 5x7 :

}4

inches. Cloth, $1.

Contains five essays, one of which, "The Degradation
of Scholarship," is a fearless attack on the education sys-

tem of Ontario. The others are sympathetic studies of

Tennyson's "Princess," "The Italian Renaissance," and
"The Interpretation of Literature." and an essay on

"Poetry and History Teaching Falsehood."

Illustration from " From Cairo to the CataruCt,"

by Blanche M. Carson. (L. C. Page & Co.)

choice gift-book. The authore-s treats her subject with

much wisdom, knowledge and enthusiasm, giving a con-

cise descriptive and historical narrative.

Miscellaneous.

FROM ZOROASTER TO CHRIST. An autobiographi-

cal sketch of Rev. Phanjibhai Nauroji, the first modern

convert to Christianity from the Zoroastrian religion.

With an introduction by Rev. D. Mackichan, D.D.

Edinburgh and London : Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier.

Cloth, 2s.

A collection of reminiscences culled from the

memories of a long and notable life.

THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER. By R. W. Sindall,

F.C.S. London : Archibald Constable .&. Co. Toronto:

Copp, Clark Co. Cloth $1.80.

An elementary text-book giving an outline of the

various stages of manufacture and indicating some < f t lie

improvements made during recent years.

THE CHILDREN'S CALENDAR OF SONG, GAME
AND VERSE. By Mabel A. Brown. George Philip &,

Son, Ltd., 32 Fleet Street, London. 3s. net.

This book provides a syllabus designed to afford a

seasonal series of songs, games and recitations for

every month of the school year. Each month has an

original song with music specially composed, a game
based on the song, a recitation and appropriate occupa-

tions, together with outlines for nature-study lessons,

etc., and quotations from the poets—all on the same
seasonal basis.
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BEST SELLING BOOKS FOR MAY.

1.

2.

3.

4.

.3.

6.

Belleville.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Special Messenger. R, W. Chambers. McLeod.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

White Sister. Crawford. MacmiUan.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McOlung. Briggs.

Brantford.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Great Miss Driver. A. II. Hawkins. MeClure.

Sword of the Lord. Joseph Socking. Cassell.

Calgary.

White Sister. Marion Crawford. Macmillan.

Tono-Bungay. H. G. Wells. Macmillan.

Old Man in the Corner. Baroness Orc/.y. Briggs.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Chippendales. Robert Grant. Copp.

Septimus. Wm. J. Locke. Frowde.

Charlottetown.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Girl and the Bill. B. Merwin. Briggs.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Life of James Robertson. Ralph Connor. Westminster.

Bridge Builders. Anna Ohapin Ray. Musson.

Chatham.

Gun Runner. Arthur String-er. Lang-ton.

Elizabeth's Visit to America. E. Glyn. Dufneld.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Man in Lower Ten. Reinhardt. McLeod.
Lady of the Decoration. Frances Little. Musson.

Edmonton.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Lorimer. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.
Red! Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Septimus. Wm. J. Locke. Frowde.

Guelph.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Elizabeth's Visit to America. Elinor Glyn. Dufneld.

Septimus. W J. Locke. Frowde.
Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Elusive Isabel. J. Futrelle. McLeod.
Kingsmead, Baroness von Hutten. Musson.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(i.

Fort William.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Forest. Stewart Edward White. Briggs.

Quest. Justus Miles Forman. Harper's.

Lewis Rand. Mary Johnson. Briggs.

Alternative. G. B. McCuteheon. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Hamilton.

Royal End. H. Harland. Musson.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. MUSSOE
White Sister. Crawford. Maomillan.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Race. Briggs.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Harper's.

Kingston.

Wood Carvers of Lympus.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Peter. F. H. Smith. McLeod.
Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Mr. "pp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

London.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Man in Lower Ten. Reinhardt. McLeod.
Tuner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

,

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Brigg

X ; 1 1 1

<

• \ Stair. E. M. Lane. Musson.

Sonus of a, Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Moncton

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Loaded Dice. Ellery Clark. McLeod.
Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.

Special Messenger. R. \V. Chambers. McLeod.
Hearts are Trumps. A. Otis. McLeod.

Montreal.

Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.
Elizabeth Visits America. E. Glyn. Duffield.

Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Harper.
White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
White Sister. F. M. Crawford, Macmillan.

Set in Silver. C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Musson.

Peterboro.

Red Mouse. W. II. Osborne. Briggs.

Climbing Courvatels. C. W. Townsendl Copp.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Trailers. Mason. Revell.

Hand-Made Gentleman. Irving Bar-heller. Harper "a.

Together. Robert Herrick. Macmillan.

Quebec.

White Sister. Crawford. Macmillan.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Joshua Craig. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Lorimer. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.

St. Catharines.

Man in Lower Ten. R'nehart. McLeod.
Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance. Briggs.

King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod.
I and My True Love. Mrs. Keays. Briggs.

The Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Set in Silver. C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Musson.
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St. John, N.B.

1. Kingsmead. Baroness von Hutten. Musson.

2. Heart of a Child. Frank Danby. Maemillan.

3. Set in Silver. C. N. & 'A. M. Williamson. Mnsson.

4. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

.">. Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.

G. Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

St. Thomas.

1. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

2. Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.

3. 54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.

4. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

:"). Peter. F. H. Smith. McLeod.

(j. Septimus. W. .1. Locke. Frowde.

Stratford.

1. Silver Fox. R. S. Thompson. Copp.

2. Bronze Bell. Louis .Joseph Vance. Briggs.

3. Riverrnan. Stewart White. Musson.

4. Old Man in the Comer. Orczy. Briggs.

5. Mr. Opp. Rice. Briggs.

0. Delafietd Affair. F. F. Kelly. McClung.

Toronto.

1. Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

2. Climbing Courvatels. C. W. Townsend. Copp.

.'i. White Sister. Marion Crawford. Maemillan.

4. Tuner Shrine. Anonymous. Harper's.

5, Marriage a la Mode. .Mis. Humphrey Word. Musson.

(i. Septimus. Win. .1. Locke. Maemillan.

Vancouver.

1. Million a Minute. Hudson Douglas. McLeod.

2. Man in Lower Ten. Reinhardt. McLeod.

•3. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

4. Girl and the Bill. B. Merwin. Briggs.

5. Princess Zara. E. Beekman. McLeod.

6. Canon in Residence.

Winnipeg.

1. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

2. Barrier. Rex Beach. Musson.

3. Riverrnan. Stewart White. Musson.

4. Servant in the House. (
'. R. Kennedy. Harper's.

.">. Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. Mi-Lend.

(i. Peter. F. II. Smith. McLeod.

Canadian Summary.

Points.

Man in Lower Ten. Reinhardt 79

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice 64

Anne of Green Gables. S. M. Montgomery 53

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane 53

Septimus. Wm. J. Locke 4(i

White Sister. Marion Crawford 38

United States Summary.

L Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane.

2. Man in Lower Ten. Mary Roberts Rinehart.

3. Bronze Bell. Louis Joseph Vance.

4. ")4-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough.

5. Chippendales. Ro'bert Grant.

6. Story of Thvrza. Alice Brown.

COPYRIGHTS.

20868. Evangeline. By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

Edited with Notes by John Jeffries, B.A. (Book.)

Morang Educational Company, Limited, Toronto, 4th

May.
20860. Caesar de Bello Gallico, Books IV and \ .

Edited, with Introduction, Notes, etc., by E. W. Hag-

arty, MA. (Book.) Morang Educational Company,

Limited, Toronto, 4th May.

20878. University Endowment Policy. (Book.) John

J. Broderick„ Cornwall, Ont., 5th May.

20880. Poems of a Pioneer. Canadian Melodies and

Miscellaneous Poems. By William Johnston. (Book.)

William Johnston, Blanchard Township, Perth County,

Out., 6th May, 1909.

20881. Seven Tales from Shakespeare. By Charles

and Mary Lamb. (Book.) Morang Educational Com-

pany. Limited, Toronto, 7th May.

20887. Hail Canada! (Poem.) Anna M. L. Sehubart,

Toronto, 10th May.

20889. Nos Origines Litteraries. Par I'Abbe Camille

Roy. (Livre.) LA'bbe Camille Roy, Quebec, 10 mai.

20890. The Marshland's (Third Edition) and the

Trail of the Tide. By John Frederic Herbin. (Book.)

William Briggs, Toronto, 11th May.

20895. Official Automobile Road Guide of Canada.

with Map, 1909. (Book.) James Miln, Toronto, 12th

May.
20896. L'lndicateur Commercial de Quebec at Levis,

1909-1910. (Livre.) Lauzier, Deslauriers at Trottier,

St. Sauveur die Quebec. 12 mai. „

20901. The Elements of Bookkeeping and Business

Practice. By W. J. Ross, A..C.A. (Book.) William

James Ross, Barrie, Out.. 14th May.

20902. Electrical Conductors. (Book.) Edward P.

Sise, Montreal, 14th May.

20903. The Canadian Newspaper Directory. 1909.

Sixth Edition, Anson McKini. Montreal, 14th May.

20904. McLachlan's System of Penmanship. (Book.)

Duncan MeLachlan, Chatham, Ont. 14th May.
20925. Cobalt Silver Mines. Second Edition. (Book.)

A. E. Osier & Company, Toronto, 21st May.
20920. Lovers of the Horse. (Book.) George M.

Rose. Toronto, 21st May.

20927. Blair's Canadian Drawing Series, Book ">

A. Geometrical, Senior Grade. By David Blair. The

Copp, Clark Company, Limited, Toronto. 21st May.

INTERIM COPYRIGHTS.

1126. Toronto Program. (Journal.) L. M. Coulter,

Toronto, 5th April.

1127. O Canada. By Christopher Knox. (Poem.) L.

E. O. Payment, Quebec, Que., 7th April.

1128. Star Towns Ottawa. (Booklet.) Ernest Hea-

ton, Toronto, 16th April.

1120. Star Towns Toronto. (Booklet.) Ernest Hea-

ton, Toronto, 16th April.

1130. The Milling Frolic; or, The Old Highland

Home. (Play.) Fred G. Muggah and Thos. W. Publi-

cover, Sydney, Nova Scotia, 16th April.

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book ever published. We have 50,000
rare books.BOOKS.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

Telegr
ABC Code. 5th Edition.ABC Code. 5th Edition.
ABC Code. 4th Edition

Moreing & Neal Code
Bedford-McNiell Code
Large and small codes of all kit

AMERICAN CODE COK

apl
English
Spanish

"» oodes
$7.00
8.00
S.OO
7.50
5.00
e.oo

trade only

.Y. City
ds. Send

IPANY,
for list. Discount to the

83 Nassau St., N
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Sure Sellers From The Best and Brightest of Fiction

CLOTH BOUND BOOKS
A Flight from Siberia The Chippendales Round the Fire Stories
By Vaclaw Sieroszewski By Robert Grant By A. Conan Doyle

$1.25 $1.50 $1.25

Fraternity A King in Khaki Comrades The Climbing Courvatels
By John Galsworthy By Henry Kitchel Webster By Thos. Dixon, jr. By Edward W. Townsend

$1.25 $1.25 $1.50 $1.25

The Biography of a Silver Fox Told in the Hills
By Ernest Thompson Seton By Marah Ellis Ryan

$1.50 75 cents

Summer Reading Paper Bound Books—Attractive Covers

The Four Fingers Deep Moat Grange The Governors The Weavers
By F. M. White By S. R. Crockett By E. P. Oppenheim By Gilbert Parker

A Spirit in Prison The Soul of Dominic Wildthorne The Wild Geese
By Robert Hichens By Joseph Hocking- By Stanley J. Weyman

PRICE 75 CENTS EACH
A Special Cheap Edition of "The Seats of the Mighty" by Gilbert Parker—Paper 50c

Books Both Instructive and Interesting

Three volumes by Alfred Noyes, the most noted of the younger English poets,

and one of the most gifted and graceful verse writers of the day.

DRAKE -An English Epic FORTY SINGING SEAMEN and OTHER POEMS
Blue Cloth Binding Cold Lettering Green Cloth Binding Gold Lettering

Price $2.50 Price $1.50

POEMS
Green Cloth—Gold Lettering—Price $2.50

ESPERANTO Contains Grammar, Exercises, Correspondence, Conversa-

FOR THE tions, Vocabulary. An International language for the purpose

NCT ISH °f intercourse between people of different speech and nation-

ality. Its study has become general owing to the remarkable

success of the various International Congresses. Paper, 15c. Cloth, Limp, 20c.

Cloth Boards, 30c.

WALSH'S QUOTATIONS The International Encyclopedia or The Bride's Cook Book
Prose and Poetical Quotations from

By William Walsh the Literature of the world under Recipes proportioned for two- with

Author of a " Handbook of Literary one alphabetical arrangement. instructions for enlarging—full infor-

Curiosities." Cloth, $3.00 Leather, $5.00 mation on all subjects pertaining to the

,. dining-room and kitchen—expressly
An h-ncyclopedia of Games, including all the indoor games . , ., „ ,

OflVf F P'ayed at the Present da>' with suggestions for good play, a
arra"ged l» serve the needs of the

OvJ 1 IjEj full code of laws, and a brief statement of the doctrine of bride. Especially appropriate as a

chance as applied to games. gift. Bound in silk finish cloth, chased

By R. F. Foster, Author of " Foster's Whist Manual," etc. in gold, Patent Thumb Index and

Paper, 50c. Stiff Boards, 75c. attractively Boxed. Price, $2.00

CUSHING'S MANUAL HOW CANADA IS GOVERNED
° By Sir J. G. Bourinot, K.C.M.G., LL.D., D.C.L.

Parliamentary Practice A short account of its Executive, Legislative,
Rules of proceeding and debate in deliberative judicial and Municipal Institutions with an historical

assemblies, ... . .. . . . ,

d i .u o ^ u- outline of their origin and development.By Luther S. Cushing. *

Many additional notes by Albert S. Bolles, includ- New Edition Price $1.00 net.

ing the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution of the United States

Prices—Cloth 50c. Leather 75c.

THE C0PP CLARK CO., LIMITED, 64-66 Front Street West
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WALL PAPER BULLETIN No. 1
Season 1909-10 STAUNTONS LIMITED June 15th, '09

GH E New Wall Paper Season for 1909-1910

OPENS JULY 5th, 1909

simultaneously in all parts of Canada. The
Staunton travellers will be on the ground as early

as the first.

33 33

©OOKSELLERS and STATIONERS engaged in the handling
of wall paper— or who intend to take on the line this year

—

will find among the samples many superb examples of styles

that sell especially well to the trade which patronizes the book
store wall paper department.

<I The demand for White Blanks, Tapestries and Gilts—forming the
backbone of your trade—will be met with an equipment which stands in

first place, bar none.

<]I The Staunton Specials in Plain and Printed Velours and Oatmeals,
Gilts and "Dubl-Print" Flats in fabric effects will find ready sale in even
the store where previous demand for good papers has been light. These
Specials are priced "away down"—they are "leaders" in every way

—

lending an atmosphere to the stock of which they form a part which can
be capitalized and made to bear high profit-interest.

53 53

Don't be hurried into ordering before seeing this

line — you can't lose by waiting for the " best ever."

STAUNTONS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF WALL PAPER
933 Yonge St. - - Toronto, Ont.

Watch for next Bulletin in Bookseller
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FOUND!
The Publishers of Busy Man's, always on the alert for the greatest value possible in

the prizes they offer, have happily struck on a genuine "scoop" for the rider who
knows and appreciates a good wheel.

MODEL 88, 'IMPERIAL'

Regular Option
Frame 22-inch 20, 24 and 26-inch
Finish Black
Chain 3-16 inch. Block.
Cear 77 72. 80, 87.
Handle-bar No. 20, Adjustable.
Pedals Rubber 3

' , -inch 3%-inch or 4
'
, -inch Rat Trap.

Cranks 7-inch.
Saddle No. 15 No. 14. 11, 17.

Tires 1
' ,-inch Dunlop 1 5-8-inch Dun lop or Hartford single tube

Whtels 28-inch, with striped rims.

This cut shows the "Imperial", Model 88. made by the Canada Cycle & Motor Co.. Ltd. Toronto,
equipped with Hercules, or New Departure Coaster Brake. See specification for details of its strictly
high class ensemble.

This wheel or Ladies' "Imperial". Model 87, (same material and equipment) will be sent to anyone sending
only 32 new full-year, paid-in-advance subscriptions to Busy Man's (two six-months or four ihree-
months subscriptions will count as one full-year order).

You may have your choice of any height of frame from 20 in to 26 in. ; any gear from 72 to 87. any of four
designs of saddles ; 1 1-2 in. or 1 5-8 in. Dunlop or Hartford single tube tires.

This wheel is worth hustling for. and any hustler can win it in a few weeks ; only 32 subscriptions make
it yours. Fill in the attached slip and send it to us and we will send you a sample copy of Busy Man's
Magazine, and order book.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE

The Busy Man's Magazine.
10 Front Street East,

Toronto. Canada.

Gentlemen: I would like to win one of the Imperial Bicyles you offer for 32 new, paid-in-advance
subscriptions to Busy Man's, Please send me sample copy and order book, and I will do my best to win.
I agree to report progress once a week.

Name.

Street.

Place
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A SIGN OF WISDOM.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited

Hamilton and Montreal

ALL OTHER LINES FADE AWAY IN SIGHT OF THE ONE BEST LINE

Typewriter Ribbons and Carbons

They Produce the Finest Work

They Do the Most Work : :

POVEDX^fil
>YE ITSELF SUP**

10"

IV^L OTHER BRAINP S

LrtWTsH»l

Results show the recti value in "our

line." Moral: Ours being richest in

results we give the best

accordingly.

value

Send for Our New Trade

Catalogue—Just Out

We Suit Every Purpose

We Fill Every Demand

niTVOL
TYPEWRITER1

CARBON

VOI-CCR

BRANCHES-New York, N.Y , 2K0 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every pan ot the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc.
SoXl^f^r

Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N.J., U.S.A.



VOL. XXV., No. 7. PRICE, $1.00 PER YEARmm
Canadian Newsdealei

Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association
and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Bid?. TORONTO, 10 Front St. E. WINNIPEG, 51 1 Union Bank Bldg. LONDON, ENG. 88 Fleet St. E.C.

PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, JULY, 1909

UNDERWOOD'S GOLD MEDAL
CARBON PAPERS AND RIBBONS

have outclassed in competition every other

high-grade line in the market.

1.— In lasting qualities

the number of

copies made from

one sheet.

2. In clear, clean-cut

work one or ten

copies at once.

3.— In permanency—

which is an assur-

ance of the copies

being readable at

any time after.

4. In uniformity of

quality.

We assist our agents in getting business by

maintaining the unusually high standard of

these lines and by the liberal use of adver-

tising. If you desire an agency, write us

about it.

JOHN UNDERWOOD & Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON. ENG.

Underwood's Inks last as long as the piper.

THE NEW MODEL

tr Wtfrtb £aurier

possesses many new
features, which make it

the best pen offered the

Canadian trade.

New Shape

New Feed Bar

New Nib
New Finish

New Prices

mA I L I B

•J
7<t St. James St. 26 St. Gabriel St.

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842
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We Have 157 New Lines

of School Practice Books, Note Books, Ex-

ercise Books, Scribblers, College Books,

Science Note Books, etc., in a variety of

sizes and designs. Beautiful covers, designed

by some of Canada's most noted artists, add

to the attractiveness and selling qualities of

these lines. We have always maintained a

considerable lead in the character and qual-

ity of our School Supplies, and this season is

no exception to the rule. As there is quite

a run being made on these lines, the trade

generally are advised to order as early as

possible. Prompt shipments promised.

All Lines of School Sundries

are included in our assortment. School
Bags, Pencil Boxes, Crayons, Paints,

Rulers, Slates, Slate Pencils, etc.

These goods contain all the latest novelties and are guaranteed to

be up to the minute in every respect. Your critical inspection

will confirm these statements.

Do not omit to have a supply

of the New Germ Proof Slates.

Samples and quotations on
application to : : : : :

Warwick Bros, & Rutter, Ltd.
Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers Toronto, Canada
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Pens You Can Absolutely Rely On
UNDER YOUR OWN IMPRINT

3^<<<<<<<<<<<r<<<<<£^<$<
SANFORD 8. BENNETT ]]] I

|"AUTOPtN" JUU
NCW YORK U.S.A. PAT. OCC.I9J?05._>kF«

Aut pen

S^^K^5^5n

&AZXrtMri&rtAi/itfrt2y

Gold or Silver Filigree

There is nothing that a man can be fooled on easier than a fountain pen. It is easy

to manufacture a handsome looking fountain pen, but it is the wear that tells the

true story. Sanford & Bennett's fountain pens are always reliable. They are made
to wear for years. They arc all solid 14k gold and iridium pointed. As nothing' but

the highest grade material is used in their make-up they're bound to last— they

simply cant help it—even under extra heavy usage. But besides their extreme
durability S. & B. fountain pens have good looks. You won't find a handsomer or

more attractive or more convenient pen made. They have got to be. The business

which we i\o with the largest jewelerv and stationer}- houses on the continent demands
these qualities. We do the largest imprint fountain pen business in America.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade

Patentees of the '* Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the " Commercial Fountain Pen.'-

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK

SiBi

U.S.Ay

Gummed Labels and Tags

iilllfiUI
flflfl9i

Illustrating our 5-storey MODERN
FIRE-PROOF STRUCTURE

GUMMED LABELS. -Cur
Catalogue No. 100 illusi.s.U3

and describes our sizing and

pricing gummed labels in boxes

and in books, and Lawyers'

and Notarial Seals.

TAGS. — Our Catalogue
No. 101 shows our shipping

and merchandise tags, pin

tickets, linen labels and
specialties.

We will be glad to send

you either or both Catalogues.

SOUTHAM LIMITED

SOUTHAM'S
SHIPPING

TAGS
PRICES

ON ALL GRADES
IN STANDARD
OR ODD SIZES

ON APPLICATION.

PUBLISHERS AND PRINTERS TICKET, TAG AND LABEL DEPARTMENT

Southam Building

63 St. Alexander Street

Montreal : : : P.Q.
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Stationery Trade

Announcement

OUR SPECIALTIES—
WHERE WE EXCEL

Account Books

Memorandum Books

Loose Leaf Books, Binders, Etc.

Writing and Book Papers

Stationery, Office Supplies

Leather Goods, Ladies' Bags, Etc .

Office and Pocket Diaries

Bookbinders' Material

Printers' Supplies

Wood Base Inkstands

Ophir Lead Pencils and ail makes

Esterbrook Steel Pens

O.K. Paper Fasteners

Hunt's Art Goods

David's Celebrated Ink

Fountain and Stylo Pens

Every Department fully stocked

with Up-to-date, Reliable Goods

BROWN
DlVvJO., Limited

Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers

51-53 Wellington St. West, - Toronto

Dail's

Magazine Cabinets

Patents Pending.

dime novels. 4 sizes tablet

post card cabinets.

C[ The most practical

way of handling- maga-
zines ever devised.

<J No. 20 shown here

displays go magazines

and carries a stock of

350 on only 28 inches

floor space and makes
a handsome display

that will increase your

sales. Construction of

Pressed Steel, no joints

or solder.

<J We build four sizes

of cabinets for maga-
zines, combination cab-

inets for magazines
and post cards or

cabinets and 9 sizes

Write for Catalog

THE GIER & DAIL MFG. CO.
220 Grand Street Lan.ing, Mich.

.

tlCCT(»hCMCMlC»l

WriVin& Ftuio

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by
Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. E.t»bli.hed 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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a
Booksellers' Troubles

>y

OU have enough

of them — too

true — but you

can forget most

of them if your

profit account

shows up right

at the end of the year.

tfl While we do not support an elee-

mosynary institution for the care of

booksellers who have lost their hold,

we have got a proposition for live

men that will make the sun shine on

that profit account and put a kink in

your pessimism.

tfl Drop us a post-card and we'll

have one of our men get to you as

fast as steam and rails can make it.

tfl He is not an ordinary man—is a

Staunton salesman. He's handling

an extraordinarily good proposition

—and he knows it—and respects him-

self, his business and the men who

do business with him above the

ordinary run.

tfl He'll frame up a plan for the in-

stallation of a Wallpaper Depart-

ment in your store and help you pick

out just the goods that will best suit

your locality. He'll sell these goods

to you on a basis that we think will

surprise those not acquainted with

Staunton methods.

tfl You'll find that your Wallpaper

Department can be operated easily on

a ioo profit—many do even better.

tfl Doesn't that sound good to you

—

now ?

tfl Write that post-card while your

fountain pen is full — to-morrow

never got around yet, and isn't

scheduled to change her habits—so

do it now?

tfl Just say :

"I'd be interested to know
more of your proposition.

Send a man."

tfl We'll do the rest, and we think

when you know all the facts you'll

join with us in one of the most pro-

fitable businesses—better than ever

this vear.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WALL PAPER
933 Yonge Street Toronto, Canada
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Counter Display

that

Sells the Goods

IN "Sealing Wax," as well as in "Tags," the name Dennison stands out
alone as purveyor to the world. The perfecting of the wax industry

has been accomplished wholly through Dennison effort, and the use

of Dennison's Sealing Wax to-day is larger than ever, U. S. Government
Departments, National Banks and the great express companies being among
the largest consumers. The possibilities of

\ SEALING
j£H414£OTl£ wax

as a source of continual profit to the dealer cannot be overestimated. Nearly
every business, great and small, uses it. Social correspondence requires it, so

that a stationer with a full line of Dennison's Sealing Wax, Commercial and
Perfumed, may be assured that it will sell. For display purposes we supply
dealers with a beautiful leather Counter Cabinet as shown above, holding 72
sticks of Perfumed W.ax in four sliding trays, each stick a different color.

Also illustrated on this page are two of our best selling Sealing Wax Outfits. These are in great demand
and are made in a variety of shapes and sizes to retail at various prices.

Let us tell you more about the profit-possibilities of Dennison's Sealing Wax. Visit our store—tne one
nearest you. If this is not possible, write us. Full information and p. ices on request.

The Tag Makers
) Boston.

26 Fmnklin St.

New York.

IS John St.

Uptown Stone, Twentt-Seventh St.

Between Sth Ave. ind Baotowtr

Pmuklhu,
1007 Chestnut St.

Chicago.

23 Rinoolph St.

(A New Dennison Store)

St. Louis.

413 No. 4th St.
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Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.
clips on card, according to
style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, - Bloomfield, N.J.

CONDITIONS
A DISCRIMINATING PUBLIC

A PROGRESSIVE STATIONER

RESULTS
A DEMAND FOR

RELIANCE INKS
MADE IN WINNIPEG.

RELIANCE INK GO,, Ltd., Winnipeg

Something New

!

CARTER'S TE

ADER

Filled With

Photolibrary Paste
A new paste tube which is sealed with a pin—no threads
to become clogged. Has a unique spreader to distribute
the paste. Work all done with one hand and that hand
kept clean.

!)
PHOTOLIBRARY I

Nos. 275 and 275K-"The Tube With the Tongue."

MADE IN TWO SIZES
No. 275, - - 3 Oz.
No. 275$, - - 1J Oz.

Both packed one doz. in display box.

Write for prices

HAS ALREADY MADE A HIT

The Carter's Ink Co.
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MONTREAL

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

Fancy Leather
Goods

We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationery, Haberdashery, etc.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue

TUAOC \ U / MA«K
Established

1850vR/ - C. F. Rumpp & Sons
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms : : : : : 683-685 Broadway
Auto Luncheon Out£t
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NEW
DESIGNS

IN

PAPETERIES

Artistic and Attractive Boxes

are necessary for a catchy

display, and to a certain

extent prove a strong argument

for the selling power of your

stationery. These lines have

this necessity. But—how often we see quality

sacrificed for the sake of a too elaborate box!

This deception, of course, only works once.

The assortments shown here, while they

are in handsome boxes, have not quality sacrificed

for show. They have sufficient ballast for

the sail they carry.

The Copp, Clark Co., Limited, Toronto, Canada
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Century Series

of Tablets
A line of ten Tablets adapted for

all requirements which for style,

artistic designs and quality are

unequalled.

The range covers all grades of

paper and each Pad contains 100

sheets.

The Note sizes retail from five

cents each upward, and the letter

sizes retail from ten cents each

upward.

Every Tablet in our Century Series

contains 100 sheets.

SAMPLE BOOK OF THE ABOVE, GIVING
FULL PARTICULARS^ SUPPLIED ON REQUEST.

W. J. Ga^e & Co., Limited
Manufacturing Stationers

82-94 Spadina Ave. TORONTO

Paper Mills at St. Catharines.
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Subscribers' Free

Advertising Service

WITH the intention of assisting- those

of our subscribers who either be-

cause of want of time or lack of know-

ledge cannot attend properly to their

advertising, Bookseller and Stationer is

willing to undertake this service for them.

As previously pointed out, many retailers

require help in the preparation of their

advertising copy if it is to achieve the righl

results. How to make the retailer's copy

increase in " pulling" power is our object.

By a close, thoughtful analysis of those

qualities which make for good advertising,

and applying the successful methods dis-

covered to their own work our advertising

men are enabled to produce copy contain-

ing the most effective ideas. Influential

and persuasive, it helps to create new

trade.

A thorough knowledge of the practical

resources of the printing offices enables

us to obtain results not possible to one

who does not understand typography.

For those services there is no charge.

The only condition is that you must be

a paid-up subscriber. Write us giving a

complete description of your requirements.

/fifflimJfcfxfy«** •

Manager Copy Department.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
10 Front St. East Toronto, Canada

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Trice I looks and Memo: andums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Higgins' Drawing Board
and Library Mucilage

IS everywhere admitted to be

the most desirable adhesive,

for the uses intended, ever

put upon the market- It is a

semi fluid, of great strength and
body, specially prepared for

mounting paper on the drawing-

board, for repairing and label-

ling books, and for wood cloth

and leather work generally.

Librarians have found it exactly

suited to their needs, and it has

become recognized as THE
ONLY ADHESIVE FOR LI-

BRARY WORK THAT GIVES
PERFECT SATISFACTION.
For use as an ordinary mucilage

or paste it may be diluted with

25 to 50 per cent, of water.

Th's article should be carried by every progressive dealer.

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturer*.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Mabie, Todd & Co. Gold Pen Makers. Est. 1843.

PROFIT and REPUTE
YOUR AIM

Profit is not all the benefit derived from the sale of

"SWAN" FOUNTPENS

i*

ft I

The satisfaction they give gains for you your customer's

confidence and continued trade—in the end worth far

more than a single though immediate profit.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT.

FIXED RETAIL PRICES.

NO TROUBLE TO SELL.

THE " SWAN " NIB

is of 14ct. gold, tipped with selected osmiri-

dium, durable, stout yet easy. The absolute

best gold nib of tts size ever made.

THE "SWAN" FEED
is simplicity itself—absolutely reliable, made

on nature's laws, and starts at once; never

blots and doesn't mist.

ARE YOU SELLING

"LONGSHORT" STYLOS
AND "SWAN" INKS?

Write to-day for Catalogues, Discounts, etc.

MABIE, TODD & Co., manufacturers

Head .

SHi
d
e : 79 & 80, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

Headquarters for Canada

:

124, YORK STREET, TORONTO
A

and at Manchester, Paris, Brussels, Bale,

New York, Chicago and Sydney.
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Feature for the next School Season—the new Crayons called

CRAYOGRAPH
The) give Scholars and Teachers absolute satisfaction, and are endorsed by the most

discriminating' Schools. The makers are in possession of innumerable voluntary

testimonials of their superiority over any other Crayons previously put on the market.

Be at the front, and have superior goods, and see how your trade will grow.

Obtainable from all Wholesale Houses. Makers: THE AMERICAN CRAYON CO.

L

POCKET MAPS
At this time of year many people are

travelling and the demand for Maps
and Guides is good. The margin of

profit is also good.

WE CAN QUOTE YOU—
RAND A McNALLY POCKET MAPS 2 5c . at per doz. $ 1.80

ONTARIO
QUEBEC
MARITIME PROV.
MANITOBA
WESTERN CANADA
BR. COLUMBIA
CANADA
ANY STATE IN THE UNION
UNITED STATES COMPLETE

Handy Guides, with Map and full information of prin-

cipal American Cities retailing at 25c.

Per doz. $2.40

Road Map of Western Ontario, 25c. Ptr doz $1.80

Road Map of Eastern Ontario, 25c. Per doz. $1.80

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR WHATEVER
ASSORTMENT YOU CAN USE.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., un.
Wholesale Educational Supplies and Maps.

20 Temperance St. Toronto

"Sports" Playing Cards

The Best

Value

in the

Market

One

of

Many

Varieties

mSW-WWEP'ji'J!'/

raB^^ "rfUi Lfw&brfcjgm

B^H * IB s

inm^i
s^si-wlll

mtmm

Leaders in

a second

grade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE [DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards—Made
in Canada—Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

Business Makers—
NOTE PAPER PAPETERIES
ENVELOPES VISITING CARDS
TABLETS INVITATION CARDS

It will pay you to handle this Standard Brand—the quality

is guaranteed. Mail Orders receive special attention.

Kenmare
Linen
Fabric

Smith, Davidson & Wright 2£&a5s Vancouver, B.C.
Limited

IO
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SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works : BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., Now York

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

o ESTER BROOK & Co. i

'

"FAL'-..ON PEN-

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned.up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
THE BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

!'%%^%^^»^VV^VVV^WWWVh^VVVVVVVVVVVWWVWV^-VWVWV* <

Waverley
Pens
What makes the Waverley Series of Pens

sell so readily is their incomparable and re-

gular good quality. Every pen is selected.

They are known all over the world as the

"Boons and Blessings"

Sold by the Leading Wholesale Houses
Sample Cards & Trade Prices sent by return mall

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

r»\*%\V\\\V\VVVVVVVVVVW\WWVVVVA\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.

writer in givinghim information on how to arrange ads. to the best

advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg;

"ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Grose Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO-

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
ot* process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks.Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. In Oanada

The

REG:IN CANADA

wESTERN Ineorporitsd

1831

ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - $3,570,000
Income lor 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hsnna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W, B. Meikle, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ...... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.98

II
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We've Got The line.

We'll Treat You Right.

We Want Your Order.

Hold It For Us.

The Reg. N. Boxer Coy., Limited

Manufacturers of

PAPER HANGINGS
Address Correspondence to

Toronto

Works at

New Toronto
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A-yXT |p A H|T T> »Q THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE
• • i XjlI^JL^Jv O 16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

A. W. Faber, 149 Queen Victoria St.

LONDON, E.C.

A. W. Faber's
"Caslell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory

Es tablished 1761

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK. N. J.

JLW. FABER.

ELASTIC BANDS ERASIVE RUBBER

HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK, N. J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
51

7080 7085

13
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Holly Box Covering
AND WRAPPING PAPERS

The finest line of Paper for Box Covering and Package

Wrapping on the market.

Put up in sheets or rolls, also in Envelopes.

Paris Holly Ribbon Crepe, Tri-Color and Plain Ribbon

Crepe The Best Ever.

Paris Plain and Decorated Crepe Paper, Paper Napkins,

Plain and Crepe Toilet Papers.

The TUTTLE PRESS CO. Manufacturers AppletOll, Wis.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum by Napol-
on Matte, 5th Edition. Price, 83.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On fine heavy paper and strongly

hound. Price, S3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3 l
/i, 4, 5, 5%, 6, 7 and 8 per cent per annum. By

Chaki.es M. 0. Hikihes. Price, $5.00.

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from % per cent, to 3J per cent., inclusive. Also a
table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per

cent., by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can be ob-

tained at any rate from i per cent, to 10 per cent.,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from I per cent, to 10

per cent., inclusive, on the basis of 365 days to the year

in i per cent, rates. By Charles M. C. Hikihes.
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 3G5 days
to the year), for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace ; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Chari.es M 0. Hiiihen (on

folded card, 14ix9%), strongly bound. Price, $1.00.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2Vi, 3 or 3'/2 per cent, (each on separate card), on the
basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing by 8ths and 16ths, with other useful

tables. By Ewinii Buchan. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of

having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewinu
Buchan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa. By Ewino Buchan. Price
in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on boards), each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

rr cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
Martin. Price, $1.50. Full bound leather—limp.

New.
The Importers' Guide

A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
46 yards. By R. CAMPBELL and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

CO.,MORTON, PHILLIPS &
publishers

115 and 117 Notre Dame St., West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS.. Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly anil conveniently
located on the east side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal pub-
lic buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room Eli

c

trie light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Opan November Closes in May

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collaction of claims. Tel. Main 1985

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15% Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

irade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses In the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897.

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price.

Better than any at the same price.

HB, H« with rubber tips,

HB,H,2H,3H,4H,B,2B
without rubber*.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & R utter, Limited
Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

Our Special

Fall Number

SEPTEMBER 1st, 1909
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SCRIBBLERS
|
EXERCISES

|
NOTE BOOKS | BLANK DRAWING BOOKS |
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YOU HAVE ONLY A SHORT TIME LEFT
to stock up your lines of School Supplies. Do not put off ordering until the last minute. If you
do you are likely to get left when the demand starts, besides losing the best selection which comes
with early choice. Our lines of

Scribblers, Exercise Books, Note Books, Drawing Books
Slates, Crayons, Maps, School Bags, Black Boards, Pencils

are well worth your inspection, because they are worth the price. We have something to suit

every dealer. If you can't call send us your order and we'll fill it with the same carefulness and
despatch as if you personally attended to it yourself. We make a specialty of mail orders.

CLARK BROS. & CO., Limited - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
MUCILAGE GLUE PENCILS DICTIONARIES PAINTS SCHOOL INKS SCHOOL BAGS

FOR BEST VALUE IN

SCHOOL FURNITURE
Write

The JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited
and Winnipeg^ Man.Brockville, Out.

ART SUPLLIES
V Insor & Newton's Oil Colors

" Water Colors
" Canvas

" " Papers
" " Brushes

" Boxes

All kinds of k<> ( »«1s for artists: Crayons, oils, Mediums, Basels, Studies, &c

SEND FOR CATALOQUB

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

The Patent "Interleaf"

Post-Card Album
The most perfect album ever published Requires only to be seen to be apprecia
ted. Beat British Manufacture Holds either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on
one page. No Corners of Cards protrude on either side of leaf but arc perfectly
protected. Published in rive different Bindings, to hold 300, 400 and 500 Cards
respectively, and retailing from 6s. to 18s. each. Specially suited for use on Shop
Counters for exhibiting Picture Post Cards.

Fall particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

Inspection Invited. Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4s

Carriage extra. Published exclusively by

The Patent " Interleaf " Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W .C, England
Tel. : Berghoff. London. Code : 5th Edit. A.B.C

MAY BE HAD OF ALL WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a Hat
stapla that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one ot
the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

Staple* (No. 18) 5,000 in a box.

per 1,000, 30 cents

A Reliable Tool for the Office Man

The New "Rival" Fountain Pen
The new "Rival" Fountain Pen can always be counted on to work properly. Its new feeding device is a special feature, con-
sisting of two ink ducts, which draw ink from the reservoir to the pen with absolute certainty, and without blotting or overflow-
ing. If you have ever used a fountain pen you will realize what a great advantage this feature is. The pen point gives excellent
wear. It's solid 14k. gold, every one being guaranteed perfect. In the new " Rival " you will find an assortment of pens to meet
all tastes. They are sold in a variety of designs, in plain or ornamental holders. Write for catalogue. An inspection will put you
in touch with the latest ideas in fountain pen manufacture.

Canadian Representative

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO., 35 Ann St., New York City. A. ROY MACD0UGAL1, 42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto

15
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If you get stuck on

Fancy Calendar Pads
for 1910

It will be because your competitor had

Elliott Pads and you didn't.

Proof of the superiority and salability of

Elliott Fancy Calendar Pads will he cheer-

fully sent you in shape of a complete sam-

ple line if you write us for same.

Also remember the Elliott

Line of Art Calendars.

THE

CHAS. H. ELLIOTT
COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Northern Mills Co.

PAPER MANUFACTURERS

PRINTING
AND

WRITING
PAPERS
Super-calendered, Velvet and Machine
Finished Book, Litho and Antique Print-

ing, Engine Sized Writing and Envelope

Papers, White and Tinted Bond.

Typewriter Papers (Glazed and Rough
Finished, ) Envelopes, Bill Heads, etc.

Ask for "Canadian Bond," " Provincial

Bond," "Adelia," " Northern Mills,"

and "Federal Writing Manilla."

Head Office, Montreal, 278 St. Paul St.

Mills, St. Adele, Que.

Earn a Prize of $25, $15 or $10
in addition to regular commissions that are away in advance of any offered by
other publishers by getting subscribers for

Busy Man's Magazine
This prize offer is open to booksellers, stationers and newsdealers only.

Three prizes of $25.00, $15.00 and $10.00 respectively will be awarded to the
three dealers who send in the three greatest number of new paid-in-advance yearly
subscribers to Busy Man's Magazine between July 1st, 1909, and January 1st,

1910.

These prizes are in addition to the regular commission, which is a very liberal one
indeed.

Busy Man's Magazine, a strictly Canadian publication at $2.00 per year, is the
best magazine value ever offered.

Here is your opportunity to make some really easy money—you, who are meeting
magazine readers every day. A little outside canvassing helps some, too.

Get in line for this money by writing us at once for full particulars

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
lO FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO

16
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A monthly journal devoted to the interests W. A. CRAICK
of the Bookselling and Stationery Trades Editor

Subscription: One Dollar a Year

Single Copies - - Ten Cents
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THE PEN WHICH CHANGES A WEARY
TASK INTO A DELIGHTFUL OCCUPATION

Three Triumphs in Pen Making
The Pen with
the ('lil)-Cap

1C

h»3Ql)

Write for
catalogue and
selling sugges-
tion* to-day.

Fountain Pens are

sometimes great helps,

sometimes great hind-

rances— it depends upon
the kind you get. Water-
man's Ideals are never

anything but a great help

— carefully made, simple

and serviceable.

Cone Cap Style
(At Left)

The standard for a quarter-

century. Large ink capacity.

Easily filled and will write

twenty thousand words with

one filling-. Practical shape and
well balanced. Restful for the

writer's fingers. All sizes.
Plain at $2.50 upwards and
Gold or Silver mounted styles.

Clip-Cap 25c. extra.

Transparent
view show-
ing how the
Safety Pen is

sealed when
closed.

Small hair-splitting

differences have not made
Waterman's Ideals stand

above every other writing

implement— it's the great

big differences, super-
iority.

Safety Style
(In Center)

Can be carried in any posi-

tion and cannot spill. Useful

for sportsmen, travelers, and
especially for ladies, as the

attention of "right side up in

pocket " is unnecessary.

Self-Filling Style
(At Right)

Provides the additional con-

venience of filling direct from
the ink bottle, by the slight

and convenient movement of

the piston end.

J

1T&ruparent
view show-
ing the in-

terior of ths
Pump- Filling

Pen.

Dealers stock Waterman's Ideals because of their uniform high quality, their com-

pleteness of sizes and styles and beauty and fineness of ornamentation. Of all lines

requiring investment, Waterman's Ideals bring more customers and quicker sales

and profits than any other. Why ?—
REPUTATION AND CONTINUOUS NATIONAL ADVERTISING

L. E.Waterman Company Limited,
136 St. James Street

MONTREAL
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A monthly journal devoted to the interests
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EDITORIALjCOMMENT

The Fall Special of Bookseller and Stationer will be

published this year in September. It will be a notable

production in view of the fact that it will celebrate the

Twenty-Filth Anniversary of the establishment of the

paper. Already advertisers are booking- space and the

prospects are, that from the point of si'.e, the number

will be a record-breaker. Plans are being- made to give

the editorial end special attention, and numerous articles

of value will appear.

* * #

At least one Canadian newspaper has had the cour-

age to come out and attack the Eaton school book con-

tract. The Kingston Whig in its issue of June 28, said :

"It is dawning on sonic people that the Whitney gov-

ernment made a mistake in giving to the T. Eaton com-

pany a complete contract of the public school books.

Cheapness of service is very desirable, but *it is not

everything. The government should have held the power

of distribution and so prevented a departmental house

recoming the only medium through which the people and

the schools may be supplied with readers. The book-

sellers make this their chief and distinguishing grievance,

and it must be said that it has a reasonable founda-

tion. The sellers have protested ag-ainst a condition

that makes them the suppliants, the sufferers or the

victims of the publishers. They must, in the interest of

their business, sell school books, and they must do it at

the T. Eaton Co.'s prices, without cut in wholesale

purchases. This may be a matter of no concern to the

Whitney government, but it concerns hundreds of retail

merchants and they are entitled to some consideration."

* * #

Fancy the ingenuity of Hon. Dr. Pyne in tracing the

source of attack on his school book contract to the

electrical interests. On another page we give an explicit

denial to any such charge on behalf of all the MacLean
trade papers. So far as the Bookseller and Stationer

is concerned, we took action at the earnest solicitation

of the trade, in whose interests we are in duty bound to

fight. In fact we were reproached by some people for

not getting to work sooner and more vigorously. The

trade have undergone a great and grievous injustice.

To say that it required the electrical ring to point that

fact out to them is an absurdity.

• • *

During the week of July ID, the stationery trade of

the United States will assemble in convention at Toledo.

We have previously commented on the progress shown

by the American organization, which has grown within

a few years into a powerful body. In connection with

this year's meeting, which takes place so near the Can-

adian border, we would suggest that some of our

stationers should take a trip across to Toledo and see

just how the Americans conduct their convention. We
have been assured that Canadians would be entirely wel-

come at the meetings.

Merchants who feel no pleasure in their business

should learn what they would rather do and go about

it. Too much is heard from the man who thinks the

occupation he pursues is the last or.e on earth. His

every action becomes distasteful to those who enter his

stoic. Goods seldom jell themselves. There must be a

salesman behind the coi nt-er and in order to become one,

a, merchant must enjoy his business and enjoy talking

about the goods he has for sale. They have to be pro-

perly presented and the personality of the salesman

counts for much. Too frequently merchants complain.

Everything seems to go wrong with them and their tem-

pers and attitudes are reflected in their faces when pur-

chasers come into their places of business. To succeed

in your business you must enjoy it. You must realize

that your business is the source of all your pleasure and

you will soon make a pleasure out of your business.

During the past eight years the disastrous effects

of trying to mgnufacture wall paper and selling it

at flat prices has caused the failure or abandonment of

thirty-two factories in the United States.

It is impossible to estimate the amount of loss incurred

by the jobbers and retail dealers during the same period.

There does not seem to be any good reason why the

wall paper industry, which is essentially decorative in

its character and therefore belongs to the arts as much
as it does to the manufactures, should not be a remunera-

.
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live business; nor is I here any good reason why the retail some eases this has been accepted, as the temporary in-

dealer who earries a stock of this decorative material crease in revenue looked attractive. Across the line the
should not demand and obtain a good profit through _ ,- , , , . ,

,.. £1 . . , „ °. * , . ,
° practice has been more prevalent, but stores in some of

handling tins material, tor in manv instances his advice

is asked and expert knowledge is necessary in order to be
the lal

'

8
'er Canadlan centres

.

have als° been approached,

a sueeessful vendor of wall paper. In eight cases out The Plan appeals to the average retailer. He is

of ten he is applied to as to his ideas in regard to certain offered, if the store has a good location, about $25.00 a

shades harmonizing blending or contrasting with the car- week or $50 for 10 days some times for the use of one
pels or furniture of the room; this advice being given of his w i IKiows . Re is assured that the display of the
in a conscientious and careful manner. The vendor is

certainly entitled to adequate remuneration as on his

judgment in many instances the retail customer relies for

I he charming effect desired in wall paper decoration of

the home.

The subject is an important one to merehauts who
handle wall paper as an integral part of their business.

In another column we publish a number of statements

from dealers in the U.S. who are tired of the existing

conditions and are ready to adopt any plan that will

give them fair remuneration for the capital invested, the

time and energy necessary, and the artistic knowledge
required, in order to make this business a success.

The old saying, "The agitation of thought is the be-

ginning of wisdom," is as true to-day as ever it was, and

il is to be hoped that those interested in the sale of wall

paper, will, on giving their best thought to the matter,

find it possible lo do their share in bringing about a re-

form by heartily supporting the movement should the

manufacturers undertake it.

Owing; to the great amount 'of detail work connected

with the compilation of our half-yearly hook list, an-

nounced for publication in this number of Bookseller and

Stationer, we have been compelled to postpone its ap-

pearance until the August number. This will give us an

opportunity to verify every entry and improve our

classification. Meanwhile, if any books have been

omitted, publishers have time to notify us and thus

make sure of having them inserted. We might add that

the project has been very generally approved.

*- * *

Advices received from the foreign rubber manufac-

turers state thai at present they are losing money on their

exports of manufactured rubber goods and that a stilt

increase is likely to go into immediate effect-. Pure Para

rubber has advanced from 50 lo 1<Mt per cent., which means

that if the present market conditions continue, toys made

of rubber or partly of rubber will advance from 10 lo 25

per cent., according to the amount of Para rubber enter-

ing into their composition. Nearly all the trade will be

directly interested iii this, particularly those operating

toy departments in connection with their stock. Para

rubber is largely used in India rubber balls, mechanical

toys, etc., and the price of these will be affected. A
prominent wholesaler says if the trade are offered import

orders at anything like last year's figures he would con-

sider il a good buy.

article to be exploited will be so attractive that many
customers will be brought into the store. In fact from

every viewpoint the proposition is made attractive.

The story of how this worked out will serve as a

warning to retailers to investigate thoroughly such pro-

positions. One retailer gave his window to a display of

fountain pens. The sales for the special period were

good and the promoter was prolific in his guaranteeing

of the pen. However, trouble came thick and fast as

soon as the promoter had folded his tents and gone to

fresh fields. The pens were absolutely unsatisfactory

and the reputation of the dealer suffered in consequence.

Returns were so numerous and customers so dissatisfied

that this particular dealer is still wondering- why he

went into the plan and is figuring 9Ut how many people

he has antagonized. -

SELLING WINDOW SPACE.

One. of the developments of unsatisfactory retail busi-

ness during the last year has been the offer of certain

promoters to pay retailers for their window space. In through his fingers any longer

PRIVATE GREETING CARDS.

It has been suggested that some retailers are not tak-

ing the greatest advantage of the possibilities offered, in

the private greeting card business. Most are content to

place the hook on their counters, and allow people to

inspect it or not at their pleasure. In the meantime a

canvasser secures a hook of samples and canvasses the

territory thoroughly, and in this way skims all the

cream oft the trade, and the retailer is left to take those

who have been missed by the canvasser (who as a rule

are few) or those whose curiosity has been aroused by

him, lint, who failed to order at the time. After investi-

gating the business from the viewpoint of its profit-get-

ting properties, it is found that it is highly remunera-

tive. To make it so, however, the retailer must get after

the business as early as possible and make a thorough

canvass of their people.

Christinas greeting cards are not difficult to sell, as

it can be pointed out to a purchaser that they are a

saving to those who buy them. At Christmas time when

there is a multitude of acquaintances, friends and rela-

tives to be remembered, they can to a greater extent lie

made to take the place of presents, owing to their pri-

vate character. If a person feels that they must send a

small present to someone, it is difficult to find anything

which will cost much under one dollar. It is in just

such cases as this that a private greeting card can be

substituted .and give quite as full satisfaction as a pres-

ent costing much more. Nondescript cards with no in-

dividuality could not do this on account of their general

character.

From this, then, it seems that it behooves the re-

tailer to get after this business and not let it slip
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DR. PYNE'S "RED HERRING" DOES AN INJUSTICE
Minister of Education knows that Eaton Contract was Grave Blunder

—Attack on MacLean Papers Merely an Attempt to Burke the Question

—

Will not Satisfy the Retailers— Two Remedies have been Suggested.

HON. Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario,

has returned to the attack on MacLean 's Trade

Journals which he began a few weeks ago dur-

ing a platform address. His latest attack is in

a letter to a Hamilton bookseller published in the Herald

of that city. He says "There is a criticism arising from

certain electric corporations, and through their influence

certain trade journals are endeavoring to stir up the re-

tailers of the province by means of circulars. The men
who are al I he back of this have really no financial

interest in the books, and are endeavoring to use the re-

tailers of the province for their own interests."

lion. Dr. Pyne's statements regarding the influence

which induced MacLean 's Trade Newspapers to take the

stand they have in regard to this matter are most unfair,

and what is more they are untrue. The so-called electric

ring neither in word or even by suggestion, had anything

to do with the articles in question. One who is head of

the educational institutions of Ontario should make sure

of his facts before he speaks. He should not make wide

ventures in speech even if it is for the purpose of

"saving his face." as the Chinaman would say. He
should be an example for probity as well as I'm- sound

logic.

The fact of the matter is that the Education Depart-

ment has made a grave blunder, and no one knows that

better than Dr. Pyne himself. His attack on the Mac-

Lean trade papers is merely an attempt to burke the

question and to draw a red herring- across the track.

No Quarrel with the Government.

MacLean 's trade papers have no complaint to make
against the Ontario Government because it has brought

about cheap readers. One of the planks of the party now
in power when it was in opposition was cheaper school

books and it was their bounden duty to carry out this

policy and to get books as cheaply as possible commen-
surate with efficiency. We believe it has honestly tried

to carry out its pre-election promises in this respect. It

is obvious, therefore, that we have no quarrel with the

Government on this point. Where we break with them
is in regard to method. The T. Eaton Company is not a

publishing house in the accepted sense of the term. It

has a printing plant employed wholly for printing its own
catalogues and other literature. That in itself is perhaps
not a serious objection.

Where the Government made the mistake was in giv-

ing the contract to the Eaton Company before consider-

ing its import. We are not quarreling with the Govern-
ment because they made this mistake. Governments as
well as individuals err. We only ask, in view of the fact

that they did make a mistake, that they take steps where-
by the evil wrought the retail trade in Ontario may at

least be modified.

How the Evil May Be Modified.

The Government can do this in two ways. They can
stipulate that the imprint of the Education Department
shall be placed upon the books instead of that of the

T. Eaton Company. Futhermore, besides doing this they
pan distribute the books lliomstdvcs.

We are not asking them to do something they cannot

do, but are merely asking that they do that which under

the provisions of the contract they have the power to do.

As an act of justice to the retail interests of the country

they should not hesitate to move in the matter.

Drawing a red herring across the track will not lead

the retail trad" to any other conclusion than that the

onus of affording relief rests upon the Government. To

the retail trade the red herring smells "fishy," and it will

not divert retailers from their purpose to secure a remedy.

It is quite true as ]^>\ Pyne says that MacLean 's trade

journals are working in the interests of the retail trade.

Why shouldn't we? No one knows belter than Dr. Pyne
the harm the department stores have wrought to the re-

tail trade. In this reader contract the Education Depart-

ment of Ontario, unknowingly it is true, place in the

hands of the T. Eaton Company a weapon more powerful

and potent than any yet possessed by that or any other

department store to further cripple and maim th;> retail

trade.

Title Page Practically an Ad.
For ten years and perhaps for longer, because the

contract is renewable, every reader that leases the de-

partment store will have on its title page what is prac-

tically an advertisement for the T. Eaton Company. As
pupils requiring a reader can get it- from the T. Eaton
Company for the same price as the local retail dealer is

charged they will only in rare cases be satified to pay the

higher figure which must necessarily be demanded by the

local dealer if he cares to handle the book at all, as the

parents of the children are not likely to hesitate as to

where they will buy the books. Twenty per cent, is

twenty per cent., and they will be as anxious to save that

discount as any business man would be on his purchases.

Consequently parents will send to the department store

for the readers and not only for them but for other school

books besides.

But the trouble is they will not stop at school books.
When sending for the latter they will naturally order
general merchandise—food clothing, house furnishings.

Every Reader an Eaton Agent.

Every reader bearing the imprint of the T. Eaton Co.
will be an advance agenl for the latter into every home
which if enters.

It is these fads which are alarming the retailers of
this country and cause them to join with the MacLean
trade journals in asking the Government to exercise the
privileges if possesses under the terms of the contract.

The Hamilton Herald warmly praises the Government
for providing- cheap readers but says that the objection
to the readers being used for advertising the T. Eaton
Co. is a sound one. "No advertising matter" it declares.
"ought to be allowed within the covers of these school
books." That, in reality, is all that the MacLean trade
newspapers are asking for.

Judging from the way in which Dr. Pyne is trying to

draw a red herring across the track the Government is

not yet disposed to modify the terms of the contract.
Until they are persuaded the retail trade should not let

up for one moment in their agitation to have the objec-
tionable features of (he contract modified.
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SELLING MAGAZINES IN THE HEART OF TORONTO
J- P. McKenna Offers Some Suggestions as to How he Does it—Disposes

of a Million Post Cards a Year—His Views on Trade Questions.

A LESSON IN DISPLAY

How J. P. McKenna of Toronto arranges his stock to attract custom.

"If you can't get it elsewhere, try McKenna's." For
years this has been an accepted business maxim in

Toronto with any one in search of something not easily

obtained in the reading line.

How many different publications, periodicals and

papers do you think Mr. McKenna handles ? 1 asked

him the other day and was surprised to find that over

1,000 are represented on his tables and shelves. "Every
publication on earth," has been his motto and if he has

not got it he will procure it for you on short notice.

The general newsdealer and bookseller carries the

regular lines of magazines and daily papers, but Mr.

McKenna go«s deeply into the periodical business. With

him it has always been a hobby. You can obtain any

publication in the mechanical, electric, art, motoring,

scientific and advertising line. He does not offer to send

away for technical or trade papers. He keeps them in

stock.

Always in the Centre of Toronto.

For some years John P. McKenna has been in the

book business in Toronto. He has always had a stand

on Yonge Street. The premises at 169 Yonge Street,

which he has occupied for some months, are very central

and generous in flooring space when compared with his

former quarters a few doors south. His establishment

is 100 feet in depth and 15 feet in width. He could se-

cure perhaps even larger quarters, but he wants to be

in the thick of the business battle—in the very front of

the firing line at the great cross roads of traffic, Yonge
and Queen Streets. He catches a large tourist trade

and his store is headquarters not only for news but also

for picture post cards.

How many picture, view and souvenir cards does he

dispose of every year 1 The figures are staggering—just

one million, that is all. Placing an order for 25,000

Toronto views is almost as common an occurrence as it

is for the proprietor to go to his dinner.

"When 1 began business," he added, "I liked the

news end and devoted special attention to it. When pic-

ture post cards first came in vogue, T also took up that

line and have made a specialty of it. We have over
300 different views of Toronto 1 alone and, as for other

ranges represented, we have 2,000 sets. These include

patriotic, holiday national and comic cards and views.

Several are sold in sets of six each from 15 cents up to

50 cents per set."

Probably in Mr. McKenna's immense selection there

are 15,000 designs or ideas embodied. The output of

Tuck, Valentine, and Miller & Lang are the principal

lines carried.

The Way he Sells Post Cards.

"How do I sell so many cards 1" continued Mr.
McKenna, "why I make a feature of the business, not a

side line. I decorate my windows with St. Patrick's

cards on March 17th and for several days previous.

During Easter week I make a big display of Easter

cards and novelties, and so on at each anniversary. On
the occasion of every national holiday or celebration I

endeavor to promote the sale of appropriate reminders

or souvenirs. I do more than this. On the date of
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Taft's inauguration as President of the United States I

filled a portion of my windows with pictures of him in

various poses and also displayed views of the city of

Washing-ton, while I had several small American flags

for sale. The result was that I disposed of a great

many of these cards to Americans either residing or

visiting in Toronto."

The entire depth of Mr. McKenna's store is filled on

one side with picture post cards displayed to advantage

in wire frames. Many, as already stated, are sold in

sets but a large number are individually purchased by

the public. This refers to the views of Toronto, Mon-

treal, Halifax, Vancouver and other cities.

"Is their sale declining ? Do people buy as many
post cards as formerly ?" T asked.

"Of course they do and a great deal more," was
the response. "The local view card will always com-

mand a large and ready market. Anniversary and birth-

day cards, Easter, Christmas and New Year's, St.

Patrick's Day, Victoria Day, etc., are popular and, if

featured here or anywhere else, should create a big sale.

The so-called funny card, which is often suggestive, if

not vile, and the coarse, inartistic, caricature have

pretty nearly had their day. The resources and possi-

I ilities of picture post cards are wonderful. I do not

think the practise of remembering one's friends and the

absent members of the family is at all likely to fall into

decay. The better class of cards now have a constant

response from buyers and the custom of greeting former

associates by little tokens through the mails is a pretty

one. By window exhibits and other original schemes,

picture post cards should make one of the strongest

items in any book or stationery business. But I have

already talked enough on this line."

How He Built up a News Trade.

Referring to the sale of periodicals Mr. McKenna
said that he is always "willing to take a chance." Many
periodicals, which he orders, are not returnable and he

has, therefore, to be careful and not get loaded up. "If

you come in here," le observed, "and ask if I have a

copy of some new technical or other publication, I

would, if not in stock, order it and have it by such a

date. Generally the one who wants it, will call. We
are seldom disappointed. If the inquirer does not, we

probably sell the magazine to some one else. If a

reader desires to get it regularly through us we will

take his subscription and deliver the publication at his

door for less money than he can obtain it direct from

the publisher and pay the postage. We deliver, all mag-

azines to our subscribers who live within a reasonable

distance from the store."

"When do you decide to regularly carry in stock a

monthly publication ? What is your rule in this re-

spect ?" was next asked.

"You know there are issues of something all the

timet and the way I decide about carrying anything new
in the printed line is this. If an inquiry or two> is re-

ceived for a publication, which is a fresh venture, I send

for two or three copies, look it over, and size it up.

If, in my judgment, I can sell it, or rather it is rikely

to sell, I add it to my collection. I have thus followed

out the news branch to its legitimate conclusion. I also

handle the leading American daily papers. You have to

watch the news end of your business intelligently and
thoughtfully and stop all leaks but, by featuring certain

monthlies in your windows and by other means of ad-

vertising, you can make the turn over big enough so

that it will pay handsomely. I have by this method sold

as many as 500 copies of one journal in two days."

Sale of Copyright Novels.

While devoting particular attention to the news and
post card sides Mr. McKenna is not unmindful of the

fiction end. He reports that there is in Toronto a con-

stant, continuous demand for all the latest copyright

novels. The demand is most pronounced at the Christ-

mas holiday season but there are many purchasers at

all times. Standard works and English classics are not
carried to any extent as the departmental stores have
seriously cut into this trade and so reduced the price

that it would net be profitable for booksellers to handle

them. No cheap editions of any particular class of

books are kept, but any present day novel in either

cloth or paper binding is in stock.

The special series of art works and pictures of Har-
rison Fisher, Henry Hutt, Christie, Gibson, etc., are

stocked in large numbers. The art department is well

looked after ; so are tally cards, playing cards and
special pictures for each anniversary.

Postage Stamps.

Mr. McKenna handles postage stamps. Selling them,
he says, is a nuisance, but they draw trade to the store

J. P. McKENNA

Who has the reputation of handling more different

magazines than any other newsdealer in Toronto.

especially as many visitors to Toronto come in, buy a
picture card and want a stamp to send it away then
and there. "You thus see how the selling of stamps
fits in" he says. "I do not now do any newspaper ad-
vertising, but 1 formerly spent several thousand dollars

a year with good results. I change my window decora-
tions daily and always seek to fill them with something
striking and seasonable. Then I have a man walking
up and down Yonge Street. He bears aloft a standard
about 'McKenna's bookstore, 169 Yonge St.' The read-

ing matter is frequently changed. One day it will read
'Tally cards at McKenna's, etc' the next day, 'Special

Easter novelities,' 'Finest line of stationery, souvenir
cards, etc'

"

Mr. McKenna does not have any bargain sales in the

sense that this term is usually applied. He has clear-

ing sales and offers special inducements very often

putting plain figure tags on the articles that he desires

to get rid of. There is no such a thing as tagging and
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bargaining stufi all the time with Mr. McKenna. He
can <lo enough business by maintaining and adopting a

dignified yet progressive style of selling books. He has

shown by practical means how a bookseller who special-

izes and concentrates can score a distinct, outstanding

success in two or three departments and command a

wide trade in these branches. He has evolved the most.

modern methods of displaying papers, peridocials and

magazines, while his post card arrangements arc so

convenient and his exhibits so attractive that the casual

caller is tempted to buy, as there are presented to his

or her gaze hundreds of different views.

Other lines in which Mr. McKenna deals extensively

are guide maps of the various provinces of Canada and
atlases issued l>\ Rand, McNally & Co. lie disposes of

some 3,000 or 1,000 maps and atlases annually. Guide

books to every city of importance in the United States

and Canada are also among his specialties, as well as

all the plays issued by the Penn Publishing Co. of

Philadelphia. He has catalogues printed giving a com-
plete list of all the plays that he carries, and by this

means has worked up a large mail order business. lie

has a full stock of Baedeker's guides to all countries,

elocution and recitation hooks and other miscellaneous

lines, among them Zyback's summer and

of Niagara Kails, selling as many as 1,000

pictorial productions a year.

The premises of Mr. McKenna are admirably laid

out, the interior is well lighted and the stock neatly

and attractively kept. Thirteen electrically lighted si

lent salesmen show cases on the right of entrance extend

the full depth of the stoic They serve a double pur-

pose—that of counter and for the display of papeteries,

art productions, leather goods, bibles, hymn books, etc.

Mr. McKenna has a second store on the corner of

Elm and Vongo Street which looks after all the uptown
business.

A NOVELTY INK PENCIL—THE "LONGSHORT."

One of the latest and nl the same time most useful

and convenient novelties is the " l.ongshorl " stylo made
b\ .Mabic Todd & Co., London, Eng., who also manufac-

ture the widely-used ''Swan" fountain pen. lake the

latter article, the "Lougshort' is made from the very

best material. It lias the plant uriiiiu-iridiuiii point, which

ensures long wear; also gold needle in box spring. One

and is always ready to write with a steady, continuous

flow of ink. The retail price is $1.00. The imprint Mabic,

w inl cr \ iew s

if these large

Size Closed 2', Inches.

LONG for Hand; SHORT for Pocket.

Todd & Co., is a sufficient guarantee of the

•• Lomrshort.

"

of the

TERSELY TRUE.
Suppose your new spaper published the same mw

items every day. How long would you continue ho read

that newspaper? How long can you expeel people to

read your advertising it' you continue to use the same old

copy day after day, week after week, month after month.

J
car a I'i i-r year?

"Staying qualities" eounl as much in advertising •

they do in (he prize ring. Ilil a man with your per-

suasion once and the chances arc lie won't be impn

Bui keep on " landing *' judicious publicit) in his buying

plexus and the battle for his confidence and patronage
yours.—-Pro lit able Adevrl ising.

POST CARDS IN GERMANY
A corresj lenl of the Novel'tj News, who lias recently

returned from Germany, g ime interesting details

which go to show the importance of the posl card indus-

try in thai country.

Every little town has several exclusive post, card de

pots; ami some cities have more post card shops

than grocerj stores. The posl card factories are

of an enormous size. The buildings look like

cotton mills, and one can hardly believe thai such

large plants are used for making post cards only. One
big factory has 112 cylinder printing presses and em
ptt'oys 1,500 hands for making post cards and nothing
else. Statistics show that one million people are em-
ployed in Germany in the manufacture of post cards, ami
I
lie factories are unable to fi f>| over 50 per cent of their

orders. The secret of this constantly increasing demand
lies in the production of high class goods. The people

have gradually been educated to appreciate an artistic

post card and they buy them liberally. The very besl

artists of Europe arc now employed in painting post card

Size Open 4*4 Inches.

of the mosl striking features of the "Longshort" is its pictures. One Genman painter of international reputa-

convenienee. Being shorl when closed it can easily be tion who has become famous for painting historic pic-

carried in the vest pocket or ladies' band bag. and yet lures, says that his orders for pictures from the posl card

when open is a comfortable writing length for the hand. houses will keep him busy for the nexl two years. The

It is safe to say thai these useful qualities will be much view card factories are all doing a very large busine

appreciated by the average customers. There has been Ihe output of this class being something enormous.

since lirst manufactured an exceptionally large and con- »

tinuous demand for these pencils on the Continent and Lord North cliffe (Sir Alfred Harmsworth)' will person-
in the East and there is an increasing number of sales .,ny superintend the inauguration of a big campaign in

being experienced in Canada. Business men and office Western Canada in the interests of all his publications,

workers find the "Longshort" almost indispensable in His headquarters will be at Winnipeg and the campaign
their daily work. It never leaks, never gets out of order will open on August ir>.

•'I



GERMAN MANUFACTURER VISITS CANADA
Owner of the Great A. W. Faber Concerns Touring America—-Some-

thing about the Plants he Controls—Of an old and Aristocratic Family.

ALEXANDER, COUNT VON FABER-CASTELL

Owner of A. W. Faber's manufactories in Europe and the

United States, who is at present on a visit to America.

ERNEST MEUSEL

General Manager of A. W. Faber's Manufactories.

Vancouver, June 25.—Among the distinguished visitors

In this city last week was Count von Faber-Castell,

owner of the great pencil manufactories in Europe and

America of A. W. Faber, Count and Countess von

Castell have been in America since, May and are visit-

ing all (lie principal cities. On his return east the

Count hopes to sec Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and

other Canadian centres.

The Count, jointly with his wife, Ottilie, Countess

von Faber-Castell, owns the world famous pencil manu-

factory of A. W. Faber, in Stein, near Nuremberg,

which was established in 1761. Resides (his pencil man
ufactory, the Count owns A. W. Faber's important

plant, in Geroldsgruen, in which factory, besides pencils

and rulers, the, calculating rules arc manufactured,

which for accuracy of division and precise, exact work-

manship, stand without superior in the world. The ink

and color manufactories in Noisy-le-Sec, near Paris, are

also widely known, owing to the high quality of their

products.

The Paramount Rubber Works in Newark, which
produces erasers and rubber bands of the highest quality,

is likewise owned by the Count. In addition to these

manufacturing plants, the Count owns branch houses in

Berlin, Paris, London, New York and Newark.

The Count, who is also one of the largest real estate

owners in Bavaria, commands a staff of the most com-
petent officials, employes and skilled laborers. The way
in which the firm of A. W. Faber has the welfare of its

many employes and workmen at heart is illustrated by
the fact that a sum of ".,000,000 marks as set aside for

ponsion funds and for the assistance of widows and
orphans of a,ll employed by the firm.

It may be of interest to know that in the year 1898

the Count married the grandchild of Baron Lothar von

Faber, who may be called the "spiritus rector" of the

tit in of A. W. Faber, one, of the largest concerns in the,

world, and for this reason the Count affixed the name
"Castell" to the name "Faber."

The house of Castell is one of the oldest and most
aristocratic of Germany, and its origin can be traced

hack tij the eighth century. The oldest, record which the

house of Castell has in its archives dates back to the

year 1010. Fasti ade, the third wife of Charles the Great

is said to have been a Countess of Castell. Frederick

Barbarossa, the great Hobenstaufen Emperor, was god-

father to a Count of Castell, and since then all members
of the. house of Castell are given the name Frederick as

their second name, if nut as first one.

New Card Sign.

E. Waterman Co., Limited.]
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HINTS ON ADVERTISING SUMMER READING
What Class of Books Sell Best - Largest Sales in the

Lines—Tourist Trade and Holiday Travel Create

By William G. Colgate.

Paper-Covered

Big Demand

—

"Funny thing," said a bookseller and stationer the

other day, "that you can scarcely sell a cloth-bound book

in the summer or a paper covered one in the winter. The

season apparently has a great deal to do with influencing

people as to the kind of books they buy— I mean the re-

cognized writers. In the hot weather a paper copy of a

good novel sells much better, and in the winter a cloth-

POPULAR SUMMER g]

READING
Paper covered books covering a
wide range of subjects, including

the ever popular fiction and travel

stories by the best known authors.

Just the thing to take away with
you on your trip, or if you're stay-

ing at home, handy to have for Sat-

urday afternoons and Sundays when
you're lounging around the veran-

dah or under a shady tree.

The special price which wa otter them
ai Bhould induce you to buy several
You U have plenty of chances bo rejul

them.

Price 20 cents per copy or J for 50

cents. Regular price -;oc. per copy

Drop in and see them. We have a large
table full convenient for your inspection

RICHARD G. STERLING & CO.

SHADOW RIVI.R ONTARIO

conjure up dreams of pleasant shady nooks, a cool

verandah or a comfortable hammock swung beneath the

old apple tree in the orchard. What else would the cloth

bound book with its uncomfortable stiff board covers

brmg to mind but the library with its upholstered easy

chair and warm interior furnishings, pleasant and

cosv in the winter no doubt, but how hot and stifling in

the summer.

Naturally the. bulk of the demand for the popular cLiss

of reading comes from those going away on vacati.m

trips, although those who remain at home comprise a by

no means small number, of the total purchasers of the

paper covered books, and magazines.

The bookseller who studies his business and the re-

quirements of his customers knows enough to relegate the

heavy reading to the top shelves in the summer while he

brings to bear his faculty for attracthe design in the in-

viting arrangement of his stock where it can be readily

seen and inspected. While he must not forget his regular

customers, the bookseller and stationer cannot, afford to

overlook the transient trade which comprises a large pro-

portion of his summer business.

Some dealers in making window trims, have found

that a combination d splay of magazines and books can

be arranged into an effective design which will draw the

attention of the public and tend to increased receipts in

these lines.

Last month's Bookseller and Stationer told about an
Ottawa newsdealer who had made a unique display of ma-
gazines in his window. The centre object was a wind mill

Ready-Made Ad.

bound volume, showing that during the heated months,

readers prefer their literature like themselves in a garb

which is light and airy. Kconomical reasons I suppose

have something to do with this prejudice. A paper-cover-

ed book, being cheap can be left behind or thrown awa,y,

while the reader is loth to part with a more expensive

volume. Whatever may be the reason I know we have the

greatest demand for paper covered novels during the warm
months of the year."

There is a dood deal of advertising value in this ob-

servation. The predeliction of the public taste for any-

thing in particular should be taken into account by the

advertiser when preparing his copy. lie should ask the

"why for" of public prejudice and where he discovers it

he will usually find that his road to advertising success

is thus clearly indicated.

Tourists and holiday travelers generally want every-

thing they take with them to he of an inexpensive nature.

"Something," they say, "that if it gets lost or spoiled,

I won't need to worry much." They are out for pleasure

and they don't want) anything to interfere with their good

time. Similarly the idea prevails when buying reading

matter. It is either paper covered books or magazines.

If they arc lost or left behind the loss is trifling. Besides

this, there is a psychological reason, which the average

seeker after recreation docs not realize. Paper covered

hooks appear cool and inviting. They look "summery."

Perhaps the purchaser would laugh at the thought,

but its a fact, nevertheless. Paper covered books

IN THE SHADE OF THE
OLD APPLE TREE

in a hammock in a cool veran-
dah, boating or traveling, you
will find a copy of one of the

current magazines a most en-

tertaining companion. In it a
variety of topics areinteresting-

ly covered from science to fic-

tion. Something to suit every-

one and the price is cheap.

The articles and stories are just

the right length. Theydon't tire

you out and they make pleasant
and profitable recreation during
a time when you need it most.
Magazines now have the call.

Inspect our large assortment.
We keep all the popular peri-

odicals besides the high-priced
magazines. Kept handy for

your convenience.

JAMES SIMPSON
Bookseller and Stationer

TORRANCE ONTARIO

Ready-Made Ad.

driven by electric power and supposed to be grinding out

copies for the public. A neatly lettered card bore the in-

scription "We are grinding for you at moderate toll."

The attraction created a great deal of interest, and as a

result the sale of the magazine increased fully one hundred

per cent., and other periodicals shared in the increased
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sales. This concrete example shows that effective window
publicity pays the dealer—and pays him well.

It isn't every bookseller who has the means or the

time to devote to elaborate displays. But one thing he

can do by the exercise of a little thought and observation.

He can soon learn the principles of effective window trim-

ming and apply them to the displaying of the lines in all

his departments. The. most essential thing in window
dressing is catohiness. A display must have qualities

which will attract attention. No matter what class of

goods a dealer may place in his window or how carefully

he may arrange them, if he doesn't adopt some striking

design or outstanding feature the display will be flat and

uninteresting, and its value as an advertising medium
1 1 ndered nil.

A good idea in getting up a magazine or summer fic-

tion trim is to write to the publishers for copies of the

windows hangers which they have printed whenever a new
book or anything specially interesting in a magazine is

published. As these bangers a.re usually drawn and de-

signed in colors by the most noted artists it, will be

easily seen how they will enhance the general effectiveness

of a display and greatly increase its attractiveness and
drawing power.

A Good Book Ad.

One of the best bookstore ads I have seen in a long

time comes from the Mallagh Bookshop, London, Ont. 1

do not know who is responsible for the arrangement of

the ad., but whoe'er is, seems to understand his business.

One big advantage the ad. has is large space. It was set

tour columns wide and the full length of the page. The

outstanding points of the ad. arc the striking arrangement

of the display, a well-balanced and symmetrical lay out

and logical selling arguments, strongly persuasive in tone,

backed up by special-price inducements. Timeliness was
another good feature in view of the fact that with holiday

time commencing, there arises a noticeable demand for

cheap or low priced books. The border of books helped

AN INTERESTING
MEMENTO
of your trip is something- that

your wife, family, or friend

would appreciate. Besides it

would be nice to have some-
thing- yourself as a pleasant re

minder of your^holiday

WKOUT Stock off i>nuvrlliis'incluil(*s a wide" rangf of novelties, among them Leath-
er Whisk Holders in burnt wood effects,
Paper Weights with loeal views attach-
ed. Post Card Alliums. Ink Stands, In-
dian Work, Cushion Tops, Picture Post
Cards, etc.

Prices from igc. to $J.$o

Call and see them. You will be
pleased with what we have.

THOMAS F. RICHARDSON
Stephen's Block

Swallow Lake Ontario

Ready-Made Ad.

the artistic appearance of the ad. and lent effectiveness to

the catchlines. I regret that I cannot reproduce the an-

nouncement here as it contains many valuable, suggestions

to those booksellers who are striving to get the best re-

sults from their publicity.

NEW BUILDING FOR POWERS.

The Powers Paper Company are to build an immense
new factory in Springfield, Mass. The building will have

a frontage of 206 feet on Wason avenue and will be 300

feet deep. It will bp a three-torey structure about 60 feet

high to the top of the skylights, and will be of the solidest

NEW BOOKS
Just Arrived

The big book this month is Marion Crawford's

White Sister

, In this story the reader is taken back to Rome, the
scene of so many of the late Marion Crawford's bes>

stories.

Another good one is Robert Grant's

Chippendales

A story of old Boston, also Thome's "Retribution,"
Ph llpott's "Three Brothers," Danby's "5 ebast>°ar," Boo'h's
"Cliff End."

The members of our

Reading Circle

have the reading of these new books at very little cost.

Little's Book Store
Successor to M. G. Hay

mill construction with Hours live inches thick and beams
16 inches square. This is very slow burning, and the fac-

tory will in addition be thoroiigh'y equipped with auto-

matic sprinklers, supplied from a spherical steel tank on

the roof holding 00,000 gallons, supported on a steel frame
reaching to the ground. The Hist floor will be 14 feet

high, starting throe feet below the ground level. The
second door will be 16 feet high, and the third 18. The
factory will have 180,000 square feet uf floor surface, a

little over four acres, which can be increased by 40,000

feet by the int reduction of mezzanine floors.

The products of the Powers 'Company will be all kinds

of envelopes, papeteries and tablets. They are represented

in Canada by A. Roy Macdougall, Toronto.

*

IMPORTANT COPYRIGHT NOTICE.

Toronto, June 18th, 1909.

The Editor, Bookseller and Stationer,

—

In your June issue of The Bookseller and Stationer,

we notice a reference on page 26 to Sir Gilbert Parker's

"The Lane that had no Turning." You enter this amonig

other books, of which you say cheap American imprints

may be freely imported as far as Candian publishers

are concerned. Will you kindly draw the attention of

your readers to the fact that "The Lane that had no

Turning" is copyrighted by Gilbert Parker; that the

book is printed by us, and has been obtainable from us

since we first pub'isbed the book some years ago. It will

be therefore necessary in the interests of the Canadian
copyright edition that booksellers be duly warned against

importation of illegal editions.

Yours faithfully.

THE CORP. CLARK COMPANY,
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PERSONAL AND TRADE ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

News From the Trade Centres—Some Assignments—Thomas Todhunter

Goes to New Westminster—Change in A. A. Weeks Hoskins Co.

P. VV. Campbell has disposed of his hook and station-

pry business in Forest, to R. B. Crosbie.

F. G. Dean is now covering Ontario for the Chaudiere

Supply Co., makers of Bankers' Protective Ink.

The hook and stationery stock of Thomas Wheatley,

Sarnia, was sold by auction in Toronto, on .July 11.

Mr. Peel, of the Red Star News Co., is now the

wholesale agent for Harmsworth publications in London,

Out.

Harry Anderson with Arthur Anderson, stationer and

printer, York, England, is at present nn a \isit to Can-

ada.

John Mills, Wendell Holmes, and •). Robertson, book-

sellers, of Condon, OnC, had all displays of the Red Ma-

gazine last month.

L. -I. (Sundry, bookseller and stationer, Aylnier, has

assigned to W. Warnock. Mr. Gundry is one of Ayimer's

olilesl business men.

The T. Baton Co. seemed the contract for supplying

25,000 new public school readers to the schools of Toron-

to. Their tender was $2,300.

W. II. Smith & Sons, of London, Eng., have their

hook department manager, J. E. Metcalf, looking over

the ground in Canada at present.

Geo. Spenee, the vice-president of W. J. Gage A Co.,

has left for his summer residence at Port Calling, Mus-

koka, and will he away a couple of months.

John Nedlson, an old resident of Hamilton, a.nd for

many years in the employ of Buntin Gillies & Co., whole-

sale stationers, passed away last month. At one time he

was precentor in Knox Presbyterian Church.

M. G. Hay, St. Thomas, who disposed ol his book and

stationery business last spring to H. A. J. Little, expects

to sail for England on the 17th inst., on the S.6. •'Baltic"

Mr. Hay will be accompanied by Mrs. Hay.

W. J. Stephenson, Wetaskiwin, has sold his book and

stationery business to Edgar A. Hutchins, Neepawa. Man.,

who takes possession on August 1. Mr. Stephenson in-

tends to go to the coast where he will look for an opening.

According to Canadian reports the sales of ''The Bud-

get and Family Journal," the latest Harmsworth paper,

have fully come up to the expectations of the publishers,

ami a special effort will be made to boost it still turlhcr

this fall.

George R. Sparks, representing A. C MoClurg & Co..

Chicago, will be in Toronto during the week commencing
•Inly 2(i, staying at the King Edward Ho'tel, where a

complete line of the fall publications of (his firm will be

on exhibition.

F. II. Chappie, Gait, has secured possession of the

store lately occupied by Deans & Walker and will move in

shortly. He will occupy the full three stories and base-

ment. When alterations are completed, Mr. Chappie will

have one of the best and largest stores in Gall.

J. W. Johnston, representing (he K. Morris Co., of

Vancouver, B.C., recently returned to headquarters, after

spending 5 months in his territory, Alberta and Saskatche-

wan. Mr. Johnston, whose headquarters arc at Calgary,

reports business in the two provinces as being distinctly

good.

A. H. St rat ton. Peterboro, lias received the appoint-

ment of postmaster of his home city. ''Ab's" abilities

at selling- postage stamps in his book store have at length

received their just recognition. He is meanwhile on the

look-out for a capable man to take the management of

his store.

Thos. Todhunter, a successful business man, late of

Portage la Prairie, in the same lines, lias purchased the

book and stationery business carried on for some years

by •!. J. Mac Kay, New Westminster. The name under

which the business will now be conducted will ho the Tod-
hunter Book and Stationery Co. Mr. Burr and Miss Dig-

by will remain with the new linn.

.J. R. Irwin, of Harmsworth Publications, sailed on

board the "Canada" last month (June), for England, for

two- months' holidays, although part of the time lie will

be with his firm in London planning his campaign for

next season. James Sommcrvillc, his assistant, who was
at one time the Scottish representative of Sir Win. Leng

& Co., proprietors of the Sheffield Weekly Telegraph, has

full control during Mr. Irwin's absence.

The A. A. Weeks Hoskins Co., of New York, has been

placed by the courts in the hands of a receiver in bank-

ruptcy. The receiver has been authorized to continue the

business and it is his intention to do so with renewed

energy. Steps towards reorganization have been taken

which will place the firm in a better position than ever

before. C. H. Numan, who is well known in Canada,
will be in charge of the wholesale and retail departments

during the existence of the receivership. All orders will

receive immediate attention and prompt shipment will be

made as heretofore.

MONTREAL. o

Montreal, July 10.—Throughout the past month book

sellers have found the sale of current fiction moving some-

what slowly. However when the tourist trade comes on

with a rush a little later things arc bound to brighten

up and it is generally expected that when this time ar-

rives the book part of this trade will come into its own
again.

Some booksellers have already been visited by a num-
ber of tourists but up to the time of going1 to press most
St. Catherine Street merchants find that the tourist

trade, experienced so early last year, is arriving- a lit-

tle later than usual. However window displays arc pro-

minent in historical books such as "Historic Quebec,"

"Wonderland of Canada," "Among the Thousand Islands,"

"Views of Montreal," "Winter in Canada," etc., etc.

Post cards arc running along as usual yiH'th the public

showing preference to view cards of Montreal. Souvenir

frames carrying Montreal views are also prominent and

arc being taken up by the public rapidly.

Among current fiction, "The White Sister," by F. Ma-

rion Crawford, published by Macmillan, is meeting with
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great success and throughout the month of June held fust

position in Montreal as the leading seller.

'"Iono Bungay," another book published by this firm,

written by H. G. Well*, is also selling well. Another

book prominent at present is "The Inner Shrine," of Har-

per's, as is also Mrs. Humphry Ward's "Marriage a la

Mode," published by Musison. Reinhardt's "The Man in

Lower Ten," published by MeLeod, is also a good seller.

Briggs is the publisher of "Mr. Opp," by Alice Hegan

Rice. This book has created quite a demand, as has

Elinor Glyn's "Elizabeth Visits America," published by

Outfield.

+
WINNIPEG.

Winnipeg, .July 8.—The local jobbing houses are pre-

paring for a very heavy trade in school supplies for the

autumn term. Clark Bros, have just received two car

noticeable that little thought was taken by the average

citizens to commemorate the birth of our Dominion in

18G7. The patriotic spirit of American citizens resident

with us usually asserts itself on July 1, and it is under-

stood that elaborate plans are prepared for a gala day

on that date. In fact the city for many years has wit-

nessed some unique demonstration on American day and

many true born Britishers look forward to the fourth of

.July rather than the first, as demonstration day.

The Canadian club have taken active steps to change

the unconscious perversion of the public mind, and have

put into the. hands of the stationery and novelty retailers,

myriads of Union Jacks and (lags, which sell at a low-

figure to the public. These stores at present are literally

covered with flags, and the windows present a gorgeous

display. The window of John A. Hart is distinctly

unique in that everything displayed is of Canadian manu-

facture. The display is not only beautiful but instructive.

AN ATTENTION COMPELLING STORE FRONT

The way W. A. Davis, Winnipeg, honored the Horse Show.

loads of scribblers imported from .Scotland. For this line

alone orders have already been received for three times

the quantity ordered last year.

The beautiful landscape scenery in and about Winnipeg,

and in the various parts of western Canada, is quite con-

ducive for the development of a kodak trade in this city.

This season, particularly, the kodak business has been

very heavy. Tourists, picnicers and campers all equjp

themselves with cameras before starting on their expedi-

tion. It' is estimated that about $30,000 has been paid to

kodak manufacturers from Winnipeg retailers alone since

April 1.

The retail stationers and booksellers have endeavored

to emphasise as much as possible the celebration of Do-

minion Day. In previous years it has been decidedly

It would be well if more retailers would emphasise Can-

adian manufactured goods by placing them in stock, and

selling them every day in the year. Mr. Hart is to be

commended for his idea which shows what Canada stands

for, in a commercial sense, after forty-two years' ex-

perience.

Krnest A. Martin, formerly representative here for

Brown & Bigelow, returned from New York a few days

ago and has been appointed sales manager for western

Canada for the Sackett & Wilhelms Co., of New York,

calendar and lithography manufacturers. This firm

has only been doing business through jobbers,

but realizing the great possibilities in Canada, have open-

ed a branch factory in Toronto. Mr. Martin will occupy

offices in the Canada Permanent block where he has been
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for the past three years for Brown &i Bigelow, and is

showing an attractive line of new goods.

An important change has been made by Richardson &
Bishop, of this city in their removal from the old stand

on McUermot Street where they have catered to the pub-

lic for many years. The new store is in the Canada Life

block on Main Street. They have rented the whole build-

ing, using the basement, and ground floor themselves, and

subletting the second floor. The new store is 120 feet by

33 feet in dimensions, making an area of about 3,600

square feet. The old apartments were too small to per-

mit any effective display of goods or to allow large stocks

to be shelved in order to keep in touch with the rapidly

growing trade. The management were not aware of the

great value of the adequate facilities for window display

until they moved into their new quarters. Not only is the

window more serviceable for decoration purposes, but the

spacious interior makes it possible to carry massive

cabinets and voluminous ledgers always in stock without

die class add a touch of realism which is furm*^' heighten-

ed by the tiny electric lights and the spectators in the

"bleachers" of a year ago. In the other window is a

miniature of the show building of to-day, complete in

every detail. Placards at the back show that this change

has been but the matter of a single year.

W. A. Davis and Russell Lang Co., have been awarded

the contract to supply British publications. to> the Car-

negie Library, while John A. Hart will supply the major

part of the fiction. Some of those who tendered for these

contracts did so at a ridiculously low and unprofitable

figure. It is not generally known whether the lowest ten-

derer was given the contracts in each case. It is hoped

however that this was not so. It is absurd that retail-

ers should lose money on contracts in order to secure

business from competitors. The library fund is large

enough to pay for its stock of books, and there is no rea-

son why the retail trade should oot be strengthened

rather than weakened by the library trade.

Special Display of Artists' and Architects' Supplies.

the appearance of overcrowding. The firm may lose sonic

catch trade which they were used to in the old stand, be-

ing, as they were, in a fortunate wholesale centre, but

the new attractive front, and the agreeable display of

goods inside will be a means of developing the trade in a

manner that was hopeless in the old quarters. The firm

have made a specialty of architects' and engineers' sup-

plies ; one window of their store is filled with these

goods at present. They have also the exclusive agency in

western Canada for the L. C. Smith's typewriter.

The formal opening of the store has been postponed

until the fall.

The book and stationery store of W. A. Davis was de-

corated beautifully during horse show week. In the east

window was a miniature of the show of 1908 when the

association was quartered in an open field, wind swept

and with no protection from the fickle Manitoba, climate.

Real turf and several toy horses being shown in the sad-
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The wholesale book and stationery houses report the

wholesale trade rather quiet at present. Outside mer-

chants are ordering can fully and in limited quantities.

The wholesalers are not discouraged by this condition, but

are rather pleased that retailers are not overstocking and

running risks of failure to make returns.

OTTAWA.

Ottawa, July 10.—Business is none too brisk just now
and commercial men report trade as medium.

Geo. A. Abbott, of James Ogilvy, has issued his guide

book to Ottawa and a very creditable and instructive

work it is. Besides containing full particulars regarding

the points of interests and how to best reach and see

them, it provides a map of the city and several splendid

half tones of the present and of the early capital.
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The book and stationery stock of E. W. Martin who
assigned to G. I. Gogo, Cornwall, was purchased by L.

Gulbrandsen, 280 Dalhousie Street, for 31| cents on the

dollar.

Metcalfe Co. experienced some loss occasioned by a

fire in their block on the 16th of June. Their stock was
valued at $3,000, but was covered by only $500 insurance.

They are occupying temporary quarters with W. H. Fligg

& Co., bicycles and safes.

Mr. Hitchcock, representing Eaton-Dyckman Co.,

manufacturers of blotting paper was in the capital last

week.

+
FORT WILLIAM.

Fort William, July 5.—All booksellers and stationers

report good business this month. The trade is picking up

better every week. The tourists have begun to pass

through this point and souvenirs are in great demand.
There are many souvenirs sold here each year, partly be-

cause all boat passengers are detained here for a few

hours to make connections with their trains. This offers

a good opportunity to the hustling stationer who keeps

on hand a fine assortment of souvenirs.

The postcard trade is very brisk at present, and is

likely to keep getting better. Town views have been

selling the best lately, but more recently all classes of

cards are selling well. The kodak postcards of the new
passenger boat "Hamonic" had a big sale. Books are

selling fairly well. Stewart &> Thompson have had a big

sale of "Grosset & Lhmlop's Popular Copyright Series."

Mr. Hebb, L. E. Watirman Co.'s western traveler,

was in the city around June 25 and we believe left with

a happy smile, whi.-h perhaps, signifies good orders. Mr.

Ifebb is an old friend cf Foit William people and is al-

ways welcomed.

Mr. Thompson, of Stewart & Thompson, of this city,

has returned with his bride from an extended honeymoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson had a lovely trip in the States

going to Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Louis and other cities.

It seems rather difficult for Mr. Thompson to get down
to real work once more.

John Hill, of the Central Hook store, is making a

specialty of postcards this month and has a beautiful dis-

play. It is "taking" well.

The joyoi:s first was loyally observed by Fort Wil-

liamites, all but the stationers who were kept busy dis-

pensing ice cream and ice cream soda to the heated

crowds.

+
ST. JOHN.

St. John, N.B., July 10.—Souvenir goods, magazines

and new books, photo supplies, etc., are to the front now
and the booksellers and stationers are looking forward to

a very profitable summer season. The warm weather in

the New England States has driven the tourists down
this way "where breezes blow," and every boat amd train

is bringing large passenger lists.

The new premises of J. M. Roche & Co., on King
Street, opposite the Royal Hotel, are very attractive.

The store is large and roomy and is fitted up in the most
modern way with glass front wall cases,, silent salesmen

counters and the two large windows afford an excellent

opportunity for displaying souvenir and photo goods. The
firm makes a specialty of developing and printing photos

for amateurs and they find it a very profitable branch of

work. E. G. Nelson & Co. also do this class of work
and it is a great aid in pushing the sale of photographic

supplies.

Ihe wallpaper season is pretty well over now, at least

the rush part of it, and the dealers report that business

has been very satisfactory.

The picture post card craze seems to be as strong as

ever and with new lines being constantly added, sales are

keeping pretty level.

Hall's bookstore has inaugurated a "magazine ex-

change" which is proving a popular feature. For a small

fee patrons can exchange for different magazines each

month.

VICTORIA.

Victoria, June 30.—The new order of things in Vic-

toria is to be responsible for the removal of another busi-

ness landmark. T. N. Hibben & Co., who for over forty

years have been located in the same premises, are to move
out. Hy. Young &i Co., the large dry goods dealers have

acquired the lease of the Hibben premises in order to ex-

tend their already large store. Hibben & Co. some years

ago bought the old Colonist building, with the idea of

having a place to go to in just such a situation as at

present obtains. They are to put a three storey addition on

the Langly Strict side of the property and the dividing

wall between the two stores at present occupying the pre-

mises is to be pulled down and the store fitted out in up-

to-date style. The new store will be 132 feet deep by 45

feet wide. The two large stores, when completed will

give a smart appearance to tic pari cf Government St.

they occupy.

A SPECIAL MAGAZINE DISPLAY

Arranged for an Ottawa store by Oliver Combridge.

A PRIZE WINDOW.
The window shown in the accompanying' illustration

won one of the Ladies' Home Journal's cash prizes re-

cently. It was dressed for C. R. Stephen, of Ottawa, by

Oliver Combridge, an example of whose work as a win-

dow-decorator was shown last month. Mr. Combridge
writes, "I put red tissue paper behind the lattice work,

which made it apear like red glass and produced a strik-

ing effect at eventide."
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER
More About School Lines—Development of an Art in Wax—Loose Leaf

Note Books—New Wallpaper—Additional Items About School Supplies.

Paint Brushes.

\ new line of camel's hair paint brushes, a large num-
ber of which will be required for the school trade, is be-

ing rhown by Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton. The brush-

[Bui allies & Oo i

es contain the best quality of hair, securely bound in

nickel and fitted with wooden handles. They can be sup-

plied in two styles as follows: No. 682, three sizes as-

sorted, one dozen on a card, and No. 7 Hi, six do/en, throe

sizes assorted in a glass top display box.

The Development of an Art in Wax.

One of the most, fascinating of fads, and one sure to

result in profit to the stationer is that of ari work in

sealing wax. Nut only hat pin heads are made in prae

wax in harmonizing colors. When the pin is again heated

over the lamp and slowly twirled, the melting wax will

run around and around in ever-varying curves and designs.

These pin heads are practically unbreakable. They
will not melt except under the inosl intense heat, and

they are certainly beautiful, being a (lose imitation of

enamel. Hats and gowns may be matched in color, a de-

sirable point in this year of fashion, and it is no wonder
that in many cities in the States the fad has grown to

large proportions and stationers are profiting by sidling

quantities of the necessary wax.

The Dennison Manufacturing Co., Boston, have pub-

lished an attractive booklet giving directions and many
little desirable suggestions as to the best mannei I" work
in wax, which they are glad to send to all interested.

Cards and Programmes.

The Copp, Clark Co., have an artistic line of plai

score and tally cards, and dance programmes, comprising
a wide assortment of numerous designs in photogravure
and hand-colored effects. Thej constitute an assortment
abounding in original designs, beautiful colors, and damU
ideas tastefully arranged. They possess the quality

which lends warmth and color to the Heeling hours of a

social evening, and should prove strong favorites with all

who cater to this (lass of trade.

Germ-Proof Slates.

\\
. .1. Gage & Co. report thai the ajdvanee orders

l"i this brand of slates have been far abend of then

anticipation. Every germ proof slate, whether cloth

bound, wire bound or "l>" style is "First Quality," and
has these words stamped on the frame. The trade have
been verj quick to adopt mid purchase a series of 3lates

that are actually "first Quality" in name as well as in

nature, and although the ordinary old style slate is cai

ried by the Gage Co. and can be bought at ;i lower

price, the almost unanimous demand is for "Germ Proof

First Quality " goods.

New Catalogues.

\\ . .1. Gage & Co. have just prepared a new revised

handsomely printed and illustrated catalog of their

lines of manufactured goods. This is their catalog Nb
1 and will be followed next month with a new catalog

\o. :i of Stationers' Sundries. A copj of \o. I has been

sent to the trade and should any dealer by any cause

not have received one, a post card to the linn will bring

The New An in Sea ing Wax.
(Dennison Mfg Co I

tically every shape, as shown by the illustration, but

beads, pins, buckles, etc. In making a sealing wax hat-

pin head of the simplest style, a common black-headed pin

can be used for (he foundation. A slick of commercial

wax is heated over an alcohol lamp and the pin head cov-

ered. Over this is spread line perfumed sealing wax of

the basic color desired, and the head is made round,

smooth and shining by much heating and twirling over

the flame. On this are then dropped spots of line sealing

it. This catalog has been most carefully prepared and

is an invaluable aid in making up orders lor stationery.

A Demonstration Booklet.

A tastily made booklet has been prepared by W. .1.

Gage & Co. to demonstrate then Century Series of

writing tablets. The covers of the tablets are shown in

their finished form and to each is attached one sheet of

the paper used in (hat particular tablet. Each tablet

contains 100 sheets and is padded by tne Perfect process

with blotter attached. Every stationer should have one

of these booklets at hand for reference.
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1910 Gem Desk Calendar Pads.

One of the most popular desk calendars on the mar-

ket is the "Gem." It has twice the writing space for

memoranda, and occupies less desk room than, others.

The "Gem" is manufactured by The Sa.m'l. C. Tatum

(Sain I (' Tatum Co I

Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, who report many advance orders

for HMD pads, which are now ready for shipment.

The New Staunton Lines.

In the Staunton line of wall paper for 1910, while

due consideration is given to the fact that a large sec-

tion of the trade requires goods that will suit the pop-

ular taste and sell rapidly, it has been borne in mind

that highly artistic effects have been steadily growing

in favor. In the development of this tendency it must

be stated that Stauntons have done a great deal. Many
patterns in Art Nouveau styles are shown, the deeper

tones and colorings being employed. Weave and fabric

effects are well represented, and there; is a good showing

of Jaspe grounds in medium and high grades. An as-

sortment of oatmeal ingrains is another feature. These

have already met with a very la.tge sale. A unique and

what promises to be a very acceptable introduction is

a line of "Engravures," printed from copper rollers in

oil colors. By this means effects impossible with the

ordinary printing presses are obtained.

Through their connection with the Imperial Wall

Paper Co., of Glens Falls, N.Y., and the Wm. Campbell

Co., of Hackensack, N.J., Stauntons are enabled to give

Bin unprecedented variety of designs and colorings. While

they manufacture in Toronto all of those grades which

can economically be printed here for the Canadian trade,

those lines which can more advantageously be produced

in the States are manufactured in the plants referred to.

Stauntons are the sole representatives in Canada for the

Campbell and Imperial people, and goods selected from

these two "Import" lines will be shipped to customer^

on regular wall paper terms. They will continue to

handle the Sanitas waterproof cloth wall coverings, and

with a rich assortment of tiles and burlaps are in ;i par-

ticularly strong position to serve every need of the Can

adian trade.

Twin Ring Loose Leaf Note Book.

W. J. Gage & Co. are bringing out a series of loose

leaf note books for students' use called the "Twin
Ring." The binding mechanism consists of two rings

which open with a slight pull on either ring. They can

lie closed by a slight pressure on either ring. The hook

IW .1 (Jag. & Co )

are bound in extra quality black cloth and contain 100

loose Leaf sheets, ruled faint and margin line. All sheets

can be inserted or taken out as desired and extra tillers

are supplied as wanted. This series of loose leaf note

books which are made by W. J. Gage & Co., in their

own factory can be retailed a.t prices which will make
them popular with students and scholars.

LET OUR PAPERS ARGUE
their own case. Put them in stoch, examine them point by point,

their quality, their writing surface, their manufacture, their putting

up. Each -will be an argument for you. Show them to your dis-

criminating customers, and the sale is made. Your profits on satis-

factory papers are continuous. Put us to the proof.

Herring Bone is one of our most fashionable papers. It is different from any-
thing ever made. It is popular wherever shown. Everyone should have it.

r»Aon mark

GEO. B. HURD (El CO.
Fine Paper MaKers

425 CSL 427 Broome Street, New Yorh, U. S. A.
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CHANGE IN PRICING OF WALL PAPERS
—Samples Priced Separately for Borders and Side

Walls—A Return to the Old System—Prophetic
Utterance of S. S. Boxer Six Years Ago.

Apart from the marked improvements in designs of

Canadian wall paper, as described in part, the outstand-

ing feature of the liHO range is the new scale of prices

adopted by Canadian manufacturers. Samples now being

shown by travelers are priced separately for borders and

side walls. It is well known that it costs more t<> manu-
facture borders, and the prices of borders for 1910 de-

S. S. BOXER

livery are based upon this fact. For the last three years

since flat prices have been in force for borders and side

wall, results have been unsatisfactory to manufacturer

and retailer alike. Canadian manufacturers have wisely

decided that their prices must he based upon the standard

of four years ago.

A glance through the lines of Canadian manufacturers

is evidence however, that the prices for the season of

HMO are not on the same scale as four years ago. Rough-

ly speaking, the total advance does not exceed 10 per

cent, over the cost of border and side wall of a similar

line a year ago and this i> not as high as formerly before

I he change to flat prices.

It is not expected that retailers will find il difficult

lo obtain from their customers the new scale of prices.

Many lines of merchandise have advanced in recent years,

and the public is well educated to expect higher prices.

Further it means additional profit for the retailer.

Canadian wall paper manufacturers have taken re-

tailers into their confidence, and have issued a very neat

booklet on the border price question. This booklet stales

their position fairly and effectively and makes clear that

the interests of manufacturer and retailer are mutual.

To those who have not received a ropy, any Canadian
wall paper factory will be glad to supply one.

Looks Like Prophecy.

The article reproduced hereafter, from Bookseller and

Stationer of July, 1903, is reprinted because it reads like

a prophecy. At that time it was pointed out (bat the

change to a Hal price would he detrimental to the interests

of all concerned in the wall paper trade, especially the

retailer, and in view of the restoration of the border
price lo an ordinary paying basis as far as the manufac-
turer is ( cerned this article seems lo be worths of

reproil ncl ion.

"Two years ago, when the Continental Wall

Taper Co., of the United Stales ceased lo exisl the

American manufacturers began to sell at what are

known as flal prices, that is, side wall, ceiling and

border all at equal price. S. S. Boxer, vice presi

ill ni ami managing director of the Watson, Foster

Co., Montreal, saw at one,' thai this would serious1

}

harm, it nol ruin, the retail wall paper trade not

only of the United Stales, but id' Canada also.

Many retail dealers in Canada, without going into

the mailer, came to the conclusion that if they

bought their borders at the same price as side walls

from American factories, they would be buying

their goods cheaper than if they bought from ('ana

diaii factories, paying (he usual advance price lor

borders. Mr. Boxer knew that this was nol the

case, 1ml thai the retailer, in reality paid from 15

to 2:"i p.c. more tor his American goods on a Hat

price than he would pay for Canadian goods with

a border price ami he issued a most comprehensive

comparative statement to the wall paper trade id'

Canada, which clearly showed that American wall

papers al a Hat price, cost, as before stated, con-

siderably more than Canadian. This comparative

statement was so thoroughly correel that it was at

once appreciated by the Canadian wall paper trade,

and Mr. Boxer received letters from buyers from all

pails of Canada thanking him for putting the case

(dearly before them.

Had the Canadian manufacturers followed the

idea of flat prices inaugurated in the United Slales,

the retail wall paper dealers of Canada would to-

day be selling their borders at the same price as side

walls, and their business would have become as un-

profitable as it has in the United Stales, as every

dealer knows that the bulk of his profit lies in the

borders.

Xo one can overestimate the credit due to Mr.

BoxeT for his foresight in this matter. He is prob-

ably without a superior on this continent in his

knowledge of the wall paper business, and is per-

sonally and favorably known to nearly all the

wholesale and retail trade of Canada, and the com-

pany with which he is connected has prospered

under his management."
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THE MUSIC SECTION DURING THE SUM-
mer Months —Sheet Music Still to the Fore—Not
Affected by the Public Leaving the Cities and Towns
for the Summer Resorts—New Songs for the Fall

Being Arranged for.

Sheet Music.

The sale of sheet music is just as strong as ever not-

withstanding the fact that the music loving public arc

either preparing or have already gone to the country.

The fact of people going away docs not very materially

affect the sale of sheet music, as in most of the country

hotels is to be found a piano, and what would the holi-

days be like svithoul music.

Publishers are already preparing their lisl of new

«o.ngs for the fall theatrical season and booksellers who

gel in mi (his trade now and slock sheel music, no matter

how small tho quantity to start with, will reap the benefit,

later. The l'aci of a merchant being able to get a copy

of a si>n^' asked for by a customer from one of i he jobbers

within a da)' or so shows ait once thai a large stock of

.sheet music is not necessary. The merchant making a dis-

play of aboul ten of the latest songs in his window and

carrying a stock of a similar number in his shelves is

bound to make a good turnover every six months. Trj

il. Mi-. Bookseller.

A few of (he vocal pieces thai are new lo Canada are

"Stingy Kid," "Dublin Daisies," "Mandy Lane." -'My
Pony Hoy," "Naughty Eyes," and "Shine on, Harvest

Moon." The above are published by Jerome II. Remick
Co., Del roil.

A. soul;- which is making quite a hil in Montreal al

presenl is "Cirihirihin." The words an- in Italian and

English. Arucil Delonais Co., Chicago are the publishers.

Shapiro Music Publishers, New York, have two good
vocal pieces m "Tittle Tattle, Tattle Tale," by Berber!

tngraham, and "The Billiken Man," by (loci/. & Gideon.

The lasl mentioned song has been featured by Miss

Blanche Ring.

"Yip-I-addy-I-ay," song published by Cobb cv Flynn,
is characterized as the song sensation of London and

Paris. "Shapiro" is the sole selling agent.

"In Sunny llaly," written by Fred Fischer and pub

lished by Fred Fischer, continues to hold its own. It is

a good sons-

.

When We Two Were In Love.

"When We Two Were in Love" is the inspiring title

of a daintily writ leu ballad by Phillip E. Netlen, a well-

known and accomplished Montreal musician. Mr. Nollen

has composed both words and music and the piece is

published in good form by the Nordheimer Piano & Music

Co., Montreal. The music is considerably above Ihe or

dinary, while the words are genuine poetry thai would

remind one of Clifton Bingham or others of the popular

ballad ..writers of the Old Land. Here in a stanza :

"When we were only sixteen, dearie,

Those happy days when all Ihe world seemed 1 fair.

The sun shone bright and sweet, Ihe birds were singing,

And breath of fairest flowers tilled the air.

Then came a day. my life's one day, dear,

The sun slill shone, but it was clear forgot;

The birds still sang, but only in your voice, dear,

Ah! we two were in love and knew it not."

The technique of the song is attractively simple and

perfect. It will no doubt have a large sale among Ihe

lovers of high class expression of the "Greatest thing in

the world." Mr. Netten has composed other work and
his 'arrangement of some of the finer compositions are

known in the nmst exclusive circles. Pie has conducted

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE

Victor Berliner

Treatment

"MIS MASTERS VOICE"
RE(,.U.3.PAT.OFF.

Every dealer gets a square deal

Just sit down and write a

card and let us tell you
about the square treatment

all Berliner Victor dealers

are accorded.

Berliner Gram-o-phone Company
MONTREAL <-<"•"'<>

Lonsdale &
Bartholomew

Limited-

Bradford and Accrington, England

Publishers of

'Art Series" Christinas Cards and Permanent
Carbon Pictures

Wehavi recently opened an offlci ,,i 300 St. James St., Montreal
We intend to introduce in Canada this highly pro-

fitable line, and travelli r trill covei 1 hi

nonunion shortly.

Sample Albums Free, showing cards, printed
complete, in exact state as delivered to customer

Lonsdale & Bartholomew, limited

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
We supply Advertising Matter for Window Display
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sacred concerts with great success in Montreal and Lachine,

where he is best known in the AngLician choirs.

Mr. Net'ten is a native of Newfoundland where his

father is a well-known clergyman. It is not surprising

thai Mr. Netten should be so prominent a figure in

Anglieian church affairs considering that he grew under

the very shadow of its beauties.

Among (he instrumental pieces to the fore is "The
Harvest Hop." It is published by ( 'has. L. Johnson.

Kansas City, Mo., and composed by himself.

' • Ii'eniiek " has three good things in "Under the

Tents," by ('has. X. Daniels"; "Sweet Violets," by

\\
r

. C. Powell and' "Poker." by Charlotte P.lake. The

three are quite worthy of mention.

"'Sociability " by Al Brown is good instrumental music.

ll is published by Shapiro Music Publisher.

White Chapman Music Co., Troy, N.V., have a good

lliing in "Happy Hank." It is written by Leslie Mi

ON THE ROAD AND OFF
Interviews with Traveling Men and

Personal Items About Their Doings.

Charles Burton, manager of the Fancy Hoods Co., of

Canada, Toronto, has just relumed from a two months'

trip to British Columbia and the West. He looks much

improved as a result of his travels. A gain of over twelve

pounds in weight, a healthy looking coal of tan and a

generally alert appearance are some of the outward indi-

cations which testify to the invigorating effect of the

western climate.

"Business in Vancouver and in the whole Province

of British Columbia is exceedingly brisk,'* said Mr. Bur-

ton, "and their trade is growing enormously. The east-

ern section simply cannol have any adequate idea of the

way things are shaping themselves out there. Conditions

have never been so good in the history of the province.

Take Ihe town of Fernie. which was burned out not long

ago; the people there are using every possible means to

rebuild, and in order to do so, are assuming obligations

which most easterners would hesitate some time before

accepting. The town shows evidence of its progressive-

ness in the number of new buildings which have been

put up since the fire and Ihe building operations which

are now under way. The mining fields are more active

I ban they have been for some time past. I belive that

Alberta will become the banner province of the West.

There is a fine class of people going into that section of

the country. Most of them are farmers and they under-

stand bow to work the ground to the best advantage. A
good percentage of them have plenty of money. Yes,

and they're spending it, too. It's a fine country to do

business in.

"Crops? The prospects are excellent for a good crop.

1 believe if climatic conditions continue favorable they will

harvest the best crop they have ever had. This year, the

whole country generally experienced the effects of a back-

ward spring. Oul wesl. however, they seem to have caught

up, for the grain is further advanced now than it was for

the corresponding period last year. Judging from the

genuine optimistic feeling which prevails out west, there

oughl to be dexcloped some exceptionally good business

prospects for the trade this year. Personally, 1 am ex-

IremeJy well satisfied with the results of my trip, and

thai b afoul all one can expect, isn't it?"

Of Individual Interest.

A. Roy MacDougall, Toronto, is at present, scouring

the maritime provinces for orders for Staunton's wall

paper.

K. 11. Vogdes, representing the While & Wyckoff. Man.
nfacturing Co., Holyoke, Mass., lias just returned east

from a western trip, during which he visited Winnipeg.

He reports having done a nice trade with the Winnipeg
jobbers in high-class stationery, and new "Arts ami

Crafts" goods, including calendars, handwrought brass

writing desk sets and novelties.

W. ('. Bell, of the Musson Book Co., arrived back in

Toronto from his annual coast trip about Ihe first of the

month. He was delighted with business done.

Mr. Hedding, representing the Brower & Barsc Co.,

publishers of juvenile and gift books, is expected in Tor

onto during the course of the next few days.

Sam M. Loweree, who was for manj years i lected

with the publishing house of Harper & Bros., New York,

and who is now a partner in the firm of Duffield &.Co.,

was in Toronto last week. Mr. Loweree thinks a lot of

Toronto, as who wouldn't after being shown round by

George McLeod .'

F. 11. Clinch, of L). Appleton & Co., New York, was in

Toronto recently negotiating with the Canadian publisher-

lor the placing of Canadian editions of his firm's new

fall novels. To Bookseller and Stationer, Mr. Clinch

remarked that the Appleton Co. were this season going

on the policy of issuing only a few titles of exceptional

on rit. They will not have over half a dozen novels on

their fall list, which is in marked contrast with the score

or more books of previous seasons. From Toronto, Mr.

Clinch goes to Barnegat Reach. N. J. for his summer
vacation.

W. V. Thomas, of the Copp, Clark Co., was married on

June 23, at St. Caul's Church, Toronto, to Miss May Sale,

daughter of Julian Sale. A reception was held afterwards

at Ihe residence of the bride's parents in Roscdale. The

honeymoon was spent at Lake of Bays. Mr. Thomas
holds a responsible position in the book department of

the Copp, Clark Co. and is on the directorate of the

company.

THINGS I HAVE NOT SEEN.

When in Calgary recently, Mr. and Mrs. \V. ('. Hell

and II. C. Woods, had a visit from N. E. iSuddaby, of

Fernie. In addition to possessing one of the fines! stores

in B.C.. Ibis gentleman has the reputation of being a fine

shot, and bad in fact, a few days previously, bagged a

splendid specimen of the black bear. In relating this

encounter. Mr. Suddaby told of other experiences, and

much information was gained of the peculiar zoology of

British Columbia. One quadruped, the Side Hill Gouger,

deserves special mention, owing to the peculiar formation

of the legs which are long on one side and short on the

other. Tf is presumed that the original Gouger "took"
lo Ihe bills, as a protection from his predatory foes, and

long custom and constant feeding in one spiral upward

direction had the effect of elongating the pedal extrem-

elies of one side, and reducing the length of the others,

the hills are high and cone shaped. Even so. we had nol

the bad lasle lo enquire what became of the animal when
it reached Ihe apex.

EDITH LILIAN BELL.
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DO YOU HEAR THE CAMERAS CLICK?
—Thousands of Amateur Photographers Invade

Canada during the Summer — Loca' Enthusiasts Get

Busy -The Supply Business Grows More and More

Profitable.

Did you ever figure out the possibilities of the photo

supply business ? It won't take you long.

Just as a starter look through the magazines on

your counter and see in how many of them camera and

kodak advertisements appear. Practically every maga-

zine contains one or more and they are just about the

most attractive and convincing ads in these publica-

tions. Somebody is spending- thousands and thousands

of dollars to influence the public to go into the picture-

taking business for pleasure.

That these large sums are not being expended in

vain is evident from one or two facts. There is the

prosperity of the firms making the cameras,—prosperity

reflected in fine plants, cheerful employes and satisfac-

tory dividends,—which means large sales. There is the

ever-present camera, wherever a few people are seen to-

gether.

A Million Tourists.

It is estimated on credible authority that the number

of tourists and summer boarders who come into Canada

every summer from the United States, approximates

one million. Of this number it is safe to say that at

hast one-tenth go in for amateur photography. The

dick of the camera is heard from one end of Canada to

the other all the time- they arc in the country. Now, it

is true they may bring their cameras and kodaks with

them, but they buy their films, plates and other supplies

here. It 'is in this department that the big profit to the

retailer lies.

Easy Line to Handle.

There can be no easier line of goods to handle than

photo supplies. Now-a-days the manufacturers do nearly

everything. The goods are put up in neat, compact

form, full directions are given and all the dealer has to

do 'is to sell them over the counter. It is a clean trade.

It brings the best custom into the store. It is a profit-

able trade, for the goods sell at standard prices.

With the ever-increasing number of people who take

photographs and with the popularity of Canada as a

summer playground/the future of the photo supply busi-

ness is assured. In every town or city, one store us-

ually gets the name for being headquarters for photo

supplies. It might just as well be the book-store. That

is where the tourist buys his magazines, his souvenii

post-cards, his stationery and while he's there, ho can

purchase films or plates or printing paper at the same

time.

Accessories.

A dark room for the convenience of customers is a

good thing to have if you are going- into the business

with determination. It will bring in the trade as noth

ing else would. It is also worth while stocking a few

cameras, for the sale of a camera is at the basis of all

future supply business. One camera in constant use will

soon consume many times its own value in supplies.

Advertising is, of course, essential. Unless the public

are advised that you handle photo supplies, you won't

do much. Hang out a sign, put some supplies in youi

window, advertise in the hotels and at the depots and

wharfs, and for local business utilize the local news-

paper.

f} /"V/~\ ly^ at** Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what sublet

i~jl II f lx.2^« *" an suPP'y a ">' book over published. We have 50.000
^~^ ^~^

rare books.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

Telegraph Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English $7.00
A B C Code. Mi Edition. Spanish 8.00ABC Code. 4th Editfon " S.OO
A I Code. 7.50
Moreina & Neal Code S.OO
Bedford-McNiell Code 6.00
Largi and small codes of all kinds Send foi list Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City

Its 9 Mark

Our business has been growing
' I Mil-; sales of Peerless Carbon Papers and Ribbons

•1 have been increasing largely month In' month. I In .

wouldn't surprise you if you handled om- line The steady
uniform quality of Peerless Carbon keeps it in constant

demand and brings repeats for the "same as the last."

Our advertising policy has helped the dealer, but it

wouldn't have if the goods had not been right in the firs)

place. Write for prices and samples. We sell dealers only.

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto

"Wellington"
PHOTO SPECIALTIES

Plates, Papers, Films

are in demand throughout the whole Dominion. A
profitable side line for all stationers. Technical knowledge

unnecessary. Mail us a card and we will give you all particulars.

(WELLINGTON & WARD) WARD & CO., 13 St. John Street, MONTREAL



CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Artists' Materials.

Ramsay, A., & Sons. Montreal.

Art Publishers.
I lopp, (lark Co., Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co., New York.
Baker's Book Shop. Birmingham, Eng.

Busy Man's Magazine, Toronto.
Cassell & Co.. Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg. Man.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto
Hobbies Limited. London, Eng.
Smith's Publishing Co.. London, Eng.

Morton. Phillips & Co., Montreal.

Gage, W. J.. & Co.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co., Hamilton.
i opn i lark Co.. Toronto.

National Blank Book Co.. Holyoke, ''

Smith-Davkison ft Wright, Vancouver, B.C.

Warwick Bros.. & Butter. Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. • o To

ronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston. Mass.
Mittag ft Volger, Park Ridge. N. J.

Underwood, John, & Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
i !opp, (Hark Co.. Toronto.
Dennlson Mfg. Co.. Boston, Mass.

Lonsdale ft Barthoh iw, Montreal, Q
Tuck, Raphael ft Sons. Montreal.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennlson Mfg. Co.,

Montreal.
Tuttle Press Co.. Appleton, Wis.

Wheeler, Walter G.. & Co.. London, Eng.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros..' Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.

Clark Bros.. Winnipeg. Man.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Wrieht, Vancouver, B.C.

Warwick Bros. ft Ruttcr, Toronto.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co., Toronto.
Western Assurance Co.. Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Onl
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Llbralrle Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.

Mabic, Todd & Co., High Holborn,

London. W.C.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Blootnfield.

N.J.

Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal

Mabie, Todd ft C High llolle

Boston. New York.

London, W.C.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Higgins, Chas. M. & Co.. Brooklyn.

Underwood, John & Co., Toronto

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co., Boston.

Gramaphones.
Berliner Gramaphone Co., of Canada, Ltd.,

Montreal, Que.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co., New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies ft Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.
i op ' lark Co., Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Davids. Thaddcus Co.. New York.
Higgins, Chas. M. & CO., Brooklyn.

Mabie, Todd & Co.. High Holbori
don, W. C.

Payson'e.
Reliance Ink Co.. Winnipeg. Man.
Smith-Davidson & Wri-ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Underwood. John, ft Co., Toronto.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.
Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Mont

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
i; pp, C. F . ft Sons. Philadelphia, Pa

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co ille, 0n1

Paper.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co., Ltd., Hamilton.
Hurd, Geo. B.. ft Co.. New York.
Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Paper Hangings
Reg \ Bo I

i I'oronto,

Pens.
Beaumel, D. \\ . Co., Nov, fork, NY.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Copp, Clark Co.. Toronto.
Ksterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Heath. John. London.
1 links. Wells & Co.. Birmingham, Kng.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., Montreal.
Mabie. Todd & Co.. High Holborn, Lon-
don, W. C.

Macnivcn & Cameron, Edinburgh and Birm
ingham.

Sanford ft Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson ft Wricht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerian Pen Co., Birmingham, Eng.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter. Toronto.
Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
American Crayon Co., Waltham, Mass.

dell Paper Pencil Co., New York. N.Y.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd . Hamilton, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber. A. W.. Newark, N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. Montreal.
Mabie, Todd ft Co.. High Holborn. Lon-
don. W. C.

Ramsay. A., ft Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson & Wrieht, Vancouver. B.C.
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers. Mass.
Warwick Bros. ft Rutter. Toronto.
Gage. W. J.. & Co.

Waterman. L. E.. Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Photographic Supplies.
Ward & Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing & Mfg. Co.,

Montreal.
Copn. ''lark Co.. Toronto,
c.nodall. Chas.. ft Sons, London.
Hurst. A. 0.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
Gage, W. J.. & CO.

Post Card Albums.
Talent Interleaf Album Co., London,

W. C. England.

Post Card Cabinets

Gier 8 Dai! Mfg. C Lansing, Midi.

Publishers and Printers
Sotithar Limited. Montreal, P, Q

School Supplies.

Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co., Winnipeg.
Copn. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Hendry, Geo m. Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
National School Slate Co . Slat.ingtort, Pa.
Smith-Davidson ft Wright. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick BroR. ft Rutter, Toronto.
Cage. W. J., ft Co.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Hunt in. Gillies ft Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co.. New York.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Carbon ft Ribbon Mfg. c

. To-
ronto.

Mittag ft Voider. Park Ridge, N.J.
Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Staiintons Limited. Toronto.
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BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The " Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

I.^OR SALE — Book and Stationery store : our old
established Cordova street branch: terms
easy. Bailey Bros. Co., 540 Granville St.,

Vancouver, B.C. ( 7)

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED -The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important iradecon-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL, Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable boo.es

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTH3RS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
1\ books will find the BOOKSELLER AND

STATIONER a good medium through which
to interest the trade in their publications.

|?IVE THOUSAND FACTS ABOUT CANADA.
I Wonderful 25 cent book and a good seller.
Canadian Facts Publishing Co., 6(i7 Spadina
Avenue, Toronto.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

c
S. HAMMOND & CO., 1 42 Fulton St., New
York; Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., sew York. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. [a quj

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with "Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, II EAST I7TH

St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12 09)

L

W

EMCKE & BUECHNER, II East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
in all languages.

ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many English and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heading?

A GENTS WANTED for sale of Christmas cards
XI (private greeting and loose autograph) by

leading English manufacturers. No risk.
Good profits. Samples free. Midland Publishing
Co., Leant ngton, England. (8)

A FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers are
I~Y desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-

dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER AND STA-
TIONER, Toronto. (tf)

MANUFAC1URERS of nigh grade ribbons and
carbon papers of e ery description seek buy-
ing agents of good standing. Firms having a

connection amongst the trade preferred. Lett;is
from principals onlv to be addressed to "Carton,"
care BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, 88
Fleet S reet, London, Eng.

MEN selling on commission, ot men whose time
is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Meial, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United Sta'es and Great Britain. Tne
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. If you can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-
ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED -A firm of wholesale agents in Cape
Town wish to communicate with Canadian
dealers in art calendars. Box 210, BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER. (tf)

WANTED-INDUSTRIAL AGENT for thriving
western town. Must be a capable organizer,
able to inspire big commercial ventures and

to write literature that will attract attention. A
newspaper man would be preferred, but only high
class applications will be considered. Salary
$2,500 to start, $3,000 second year, and there is
practically no limit to the money provided the man
can "make good." Answer in confidence, "G.F1.,"
care the MacLean Publishing Co., Montreal.

WANTED —On tar o travele s calling on station-
ery trade to handle profitable side-line on
commission. Box 2 15, BOOKSELLER

AND STATIONER, Toioitr.

AGENTS WANTED.

WANTED—Whole-ale staiioncry louse to han-
dle Lindsay Perfect Mucilage Bottle for
Wes'ern Provinces. Also Ouebec Province.

Box 21H, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
1 oronto.

WANTED — in every 'own and village, a re-

presentative to lake charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications : Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position fora
retired business man for his spare t

: me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

WANTED—Poslron as Canadian salesman to
represent paper mill or manufacturing sta-
tioner. S. N., care BOOKSELLER AND

STATIONER. (7)

MISCELLANEOUS

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines nuke toil easier Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Crai e St. W , Montreal,

and 1 29 Bay St., Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUlO-
GKAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe ctnnot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men.
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
ve can supply you »ith a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated c italog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
S reet, Toronto. (tf)

QAVE 50 OF THE COST OF HANDLING
O merchandise by install ng a Beath System of

Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable floor
space because the trackage is on the ceiling, and
greatly facilitates the loading of cars, drays, etc.,
and lor handling goods in and about the warehouse
and factory reduces the cost of labor because far
less warehouse help is required. Systems for all
kinds of businesses, large or small. Wr te us for
illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath & Son, 193 Ter-
auley St., Toronto. (tf)

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
adve.tised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.

THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND
Stationer desires to be kept posted un the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.
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BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER

British Magazines and Periodicals
The proprietors of the under mentioned British publications solicit the assistance of Canadian Booksellers
and Newsdealers in promoting circulation in the Dominion and request that the trade keep well supplied
with their various publications. Bookseller and Stationer may be referred to for further information.

"GREAT THOUGHTS"
Contains extracts from the MASTER MINDS of all countries
and all ages. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS
— Articles on Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers
of the day. Id weekly, post f""ec *s - 8d. Per annum, 6d. monthly,

post free to Canada for 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd.jempie Housejains st., London, Eng.

An
Illustrated

Magazine
for

Men
and
Women

Large sheet of working drawings given away with every
number. HOBBIES' Fretwork Designs are known all over the
World Illustrated articles uponall soii ol 1 lobbies including:
Carving. Metal Work, Fret cutting. Live Stock, Stamps, Coins, Elec-
tricity, Turning in Wood and Metal, Ladies' Work, Gardening, Chess
and Draughts, Furniture, Puzzles and Tricks, Photography, Cycling,
Camping Out, Leather Work.

Hobbies can be obtained through all news agents. Speci-

mens will be sent on application to

Hobbies Limited, 12 Paternoster Square, London, Eng.

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Retail

Price

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacit} with only a very small exposure
to the air. Basy to clean and till cannot upset ; co\ ers

move so easilj that thej can be opened and cloned

with the pen point,

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept—
354 BROADWAY NEW YORK, U.S.A.

THE "CHRISTIAN AGE"
A religious journal for the home. Containing sketches and por-

traits of religious workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher

and many illustrations. One penny weekly, 8s. per annum post

free. Monthly parts 6d. Post free to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House, Taiiisst, London, Eng.

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring

complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,

can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McG II St., MONTREAL 10 Front St. East, TORONTO

THIS IS OUR

Diamond Jubilee Year

To celebrate the event we are offering

special terms on our $1.25 fiction

in attractive bindings. See samples

before ordering for stock. Here are

a few titles:

THE SWORD OF THE LORD
By Joseph Hocking

THE YELLOW GOD
By Rider Haggard

SIR GREGORY'S SILENCE
By A. W. Marchmont

THE SHOW GIRL
By Max Pemberton

A ROYAL WORD
By Percy Brebner

THE RED SAINT
By Warwick Deeping

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR POPULAR NOVELS?

EXCELLENT STOCK FOR SUMMER TRADE.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.
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The Canadian Bookman
A Monthly Review of Contemporary Literature Devoted to the

Interests of Canadian Bookbuyers

Volume I No. 7 July, 1909 10c per copy, $1.00 per year

*

I

ll c£/<-

THE CANADIAN POET LAUREATE
Who considers that the greatest of all studies is the mystery

of life and the origin of man.
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Activities of the Month in the Canadian Literary Field

Some Important Announcements of Forth-

coming Books— Several New Titles.

Dr. Arthur (!. Doughty, Dominion Archivist, is to un-

dertake the compilation of an exhaustive history of Can-

ada, which may run to the extend of twelve volumes. His

position and abilities eminently qualify him for this

work.

A second edition of Byron Nicholson's "In Old Qne-
licc. and Other Sketches" is announced for early pub-

lication.

Dr. .). D. Logan, of Toronto, has published in pamphlet

form, under the title "The Making of New Ireland," two

lectures which he recently delivered, one before the liter-

ary Society of MeMaster University, and the other before

the Catholic Young Ladies' Literary Society.

T. HERBERT CHESTNUT (Allan Douglas Brodie)

Author of " Chicoutimi : A Romance of the Saguenay Country,"

to be published shortly by William Briggs.

A second and cheaper edition of "The Tragedy of

Quebec," by Robert Seller, has been issued by the Ontario

Press, Limited, Toronto. In it the author deals with I he

disappearance of the Protesfanl farming population from

the Province of Quebec.

The William Weld Company, of London, are the pub-

lishers of "The Vision of His Face," a religious work by

Dora Farncomib. The author conducted for many years

the Quiet Hour department in the Farmer's Advocate.

In connection with the recent ter-centen'ary celebra-

tions at Lake Champlain, mention might be made of "A
History of Lake Champlain," by Walter Hill-Crockett,

published by Ho'bart J. Shanley & Co., Burlington.

A notable book io be issued shortly by William Briggs

is "Three Premiers of Nova Scotia," by Edward Manning
Saunders. This book promises to be one of the most im-

portant publications of the year. The three premiers are

Hon. Judge Johnstone, Hon. James Howe, and Hon.

Charles Tupper. Dr. Saunders is a brother of Mar-

shall Saunders, a.uthor, of "Beautiful Joe." He dedicates

his volume "To the memory of Sir Kenwich Williams, a

native of Nova Soclia, hero of Kars. and Lieutenant-

Governor of his native province at the time of the Con-

federation, and an intimate friend through life of Hon.

Judge Johnstone." The author in his preface writes,

"With many others I have waited for years for the

appearance of a biography of the Hon. Judge Johnstone

This distinguished jurist, peerless advocate, able and

eminent statesman ought not to be forgotten. Indeed he

was one of Nova Scotia's greatest men throughout his

professional life, but in every way more than any man
of his day wrought his province lasting good ami should

be classed with the makers of Canada." It was Dr.

Saunder's first intention to write the life of Judge John

stone separately, but he found that his life was so inter-

woven with that of Mr. Howe, and that Mr. Tapper was

so prominently connected with the political life of lh*

province at the time, that sketches of the lives and labors

id' Mr. Tupper and Mr. Howe apart from thai of Dr.

Johnstone were not practicable. He therefore aptlj en-

titles his volume "The Three Premiers of Nova Scotia."

An important contribution to the literature of Can-

addian agriculture is about in be issued by William

Briggs. It is to be entitled "The Canadian Apple

Grower's Guide," by Linus Woolverton, M.A., author of

"Fruits of Ontario," editor of the Canadian Horticultur-

ist, and Serrelan of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, Inspector of the Ontario Fruit Experiment Stations,

L8S6 to L903, and Secretary of the Board of Control,

Judge in Pomology and Superintendent of Horticulture

for the Dominion of Canada at the World's Columbian

Exposition, Chicago, 189.'!. It covers the whole subject

from the planting of the tree to the harvesting and sell-

ing of the fruit, and contains full particulars about

pruning, spraying, and packing, and is written in such a

(dear and concise manner that even a novice should be

able to make a success of apple growing.

"Chicoutimi, a Romance of the Saguenay Country,
and Other Tales." by the Canadian story writer, T. Her-

bert Chestnut, is announced by William Briggs. Mr.

Chestnut is better known under the pen name of Allen

Douglas Brodie, and is at present news editor of the

Montreal Witness. The book will contain a number of

Mr. Chestnut's most popular stories.

Charles Sparrow. Halgonie. Sask., who has already

issued two books entitled. "Shadows of the Deep," and

"A Doomed Mansion," from the press of William
Briggs, is to issue a volume very shortly through the

same publisher, to be entitled. "The House on the

Cliff."

A little story in pamphlet form has just come from

the presses of William Briggs, entitled "In Dixie and

Manitoba," by Rev. J. A. Murray.

"Opinions of Mary" by Alice Ashworth Townley,

which has just been issued by William Briggs is being

very well received by tire press and critics, and promises

to be one of the big' sellers during the summer and fall
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muni lis. Mrs. Townley, the author, was formerly Miss

Alice Ashworth, and was born in the City of Quebec. She

was a resident of Toronto for a number of years, until

her marriage five years ago. Since then she has lived in

British Columbia and now resides in Vancouver. Her
first work was accepted by "Grip," Mr. Bengough think-

ing- very highly of her abilities. Her stories for children

are particularly clever and so well suited to youthful

readers that a child®' book of hers entitled "Just a

Little Girl" has been authorized for supplementary read-

ing among public schools. Mrs. Townley has the gift of

humor to an unusual degree, along with a deep insight

into I he foibles and frailties of human nature.

''The imperial Anniversary Book" to be issued soon

by William Briggs promises lo be one of Hie gifl books

uf the coming season. It is beautifully gotten up and is

creating quite an interest amongst those who have had

I he opportunity of seeing the advance sheets and the

dummy copies, The author is already receiving orders

from all pails of the British Empire, thus demonstrating
(lie fact that a Canadian book will sell outside of Canada,

if it contains the right kind of material.

"The People of the Plains" by Amelia M. Paget is to

he issued now very shortly from the press of William

Briggs. The book is to be beautifully illustrated.

The new volume of poems by Donald A. Eraser, which

we mentioned in our last issue, entitled "Pebbles and
Shells," is now off the press of William Briggs, who re-

ports considerab'e advance demand in Victoria for this

volume.

The issue by William Briggs of "The Story of Isaac

Brock," by Waller R. Nursey, being I he liisl volume in a

newly projected Canadian Hero Series, has proved to be

a great success; a second edition of 2,000 copies having
been called for. Arrangements are being made for the

publication of an edition in the United Stales, through
A. C. RlcClurg & Co., Chicago. Orders are being received

from the Continenl and the booksellers in the Island

of Guernsey, General Brock's birth place, are taking up
the sale of the book with enthusiasm.

William Briggs announces an edition of "Adril'l on an

Ice Pan," by Dr. Grenfell, in which thai famous medical

missionary narrates a thrilling experience which befell

him recently. The little book is lo be illustrated ami
will sell al 90 cents.

A second eddti if "Five Thousand 1 Pads About

Canada" has already been called for, making- nearly ten

thousand already issued for the year. The demand for

il. from ah parts of the continent continues brisk- and
dealers who feature or push il report highly satisfactorj

sales. The book is compiled by Mr. Prank Yeigh, and
published by I lie Canadian Pads Publishing' Co., (iliT

Spadina avenue, Toronto.

On I he L3'l'h of September occurs the 150th anniversary
of the capture of Quebec. In anticipation of the occasion

a Life of General Wolfe has been added to the "Makers
of National History" Series, which Sir Isaac Pitman
& Sons, are quickly extending. The author of "General
Wolfe" is Mr. Pal ward Salmon, who has gathered from

authentic sources many new materials, and claims to have
cleared up certain points thai were previously obscure.

Previous accounts of (his famous soldier and accomp-
lished man have been written without reference to facts

and documents that are now accessible.

Mitchell Kennerley, New York, announces a new-

volume of poems by Bliss Carman to 'be published in

September, with the title, "The Rough Rider and Other

Poems."

The first volume of a projected series of "Acts of the

Privy Council of England, Colonial" ('London: Wyman &
Sons) is edited by W. L. Grant and James Munro, under

the General supervision of Almeric W. Eitz Roy, Clerk

of the Privy Council. It is a government publication to

be completed in five volumes, bringing the subject to 1783.

Mrs. Humphry Ward's next novel will have the title

"Canadian Born." It is to appear serially in the Corn-

hill Magazine during the balance of the year.

A second and enlarged edition of Professor Goldwin
Smith's "No Refuge but in Truth" has been published

bj G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, at $1.00 net.

I»'e\-. P. W. Browne's "Where the Fishers Co: the

Story of Labrador" has been published 1>\ the Cochrane

Publishing Co., New York. It gives a general survej of

Labrador,— its history, people, scenery ami fisheries.

($1.76).

The Fleming II. Revel] Co. announce a new novel by

Rev. P. P.. Knowlcs, of Gait, to be entitled "The Attic

Guest." 1 1 will likely be published during I he lirsl week
of September.

EDWARD W. THOMSON

Whose new book, "The Many Mansioned House," is lo be
published early this Fall by William Briggs.

Edward W. Thomson, the Canadian journalist and
writer, will issue very shortly, through William Rrig-g-s,

a new volume of poems to be entitled "The. Many Man-
sinned House." This volume contains the poem "Peter
Ottawa," which created a, good deal of stir when it. was
published in the journals of this country and the United
States. Mr. Thomson had an idea, of calling his new
book "Peter Ottawa and Other Poems," but. finally

decided on the above title. In the United Slates his

volume is issued under the. title of "When Lincoln Pied
and Other Poems."

Ever since Nellie L. McOlunsr's first, book, "Sowing
Seeds in Danny," became known, people have been writ-

•ing her from all over Canada and the United States,
calling- for more. Mrs. McClung has just about, finished

a new story which she is calling- "The Second Chance."
In this new book the author introduces some of the
characters who> figured so prominently in "Sowing
Seeds." The book is to be issxied early this fall by Wil-
liam Briggs,
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WILFRED CAMPBELL, CANADA'S POET LAUREATE

An Interview with the Poet—His Career and Achievements.

"The greatest of all studies is that concerning the

mystery of life. The origin of man and his destiny is a

tremendous problem. A stream can never rise higher

than its source, and man can never get higher than the

source of his origin."

So spoke Wilfred Campbell, the Canadian dramatic

and lyric poet, novelist and thinker, as we sat before a

roaring grate fire in the old-world-looking library of his

comfortable home on Lisgar Street, in the capita.1 city

of the Dominion.

Campbell is a deep student of ethnology and loves to

discuss matters affecting mankind, lie believes that

humanity every now and then should take stock of its

ethical assets as well as its .assets generally. In his opi-

nion the nineteenth century was an age rather of mind

and matter in which man got too much awav from the

idea of the soul. On all great moral and patriotic issues

Campbell possesses tare courage and intense coin ic-t ion.

lie is never afraid to give expression to his views—either

by voice or pen. His attitude is steadfast as a rock ; he

does not trim his sails to catch a passing breeze of ap-

plause or approval. He is deeply interested in the life of

the nation ; and has frequently lectured, laying stress on

the importance of the ethical side of our life. Literature,

he considers, belongs to a race rather than to a place.

His Every Day Life

The tastes of the poet, are simple, his home life is

quiet and happy and his desires' are lew.

Next to Shakespeare, the poetry simple, true and na-

tural of Robert Burns appeals to Dr. Campbell. He is

fond of the classics. Homer, Virgil and the Greek drama

being his favorites. Filled with intense dramatic feeling

which he inherits from his mother who is devoted to art

and music, as a boy his great ambition was to becomo

a landscape painter or a sculptor. His highest ideals in

literature, are the people who afford a revelation of man-

kind. Of the eighteenth century poets, for Shelley, By-

ron and Coleridge he has a great love.

He is fond of an open grate fire. Rarely does he go

out in the evening. He is a strong believer and sup-

porter of home life and family associations. He love3

his study and his books, and pictures and there he spends

his happiest hours writing', reading or studying, frequent-

ly until a late hour, although he always t ties to get

seven hours of uninterrupted sleep. He believes in the

great restorative and recuperative power of Morpheus.

He admires the mountains and the valleys—nature in

her wide, open, diversified spaces. \ 'all monotonous

country has no charm for him. Nearly all his life he

has dwelt in rugged regions. His impressions are form-

ed after deep feeling, much study, thought and conviction.

The poet is a. mixture of Scotch and English in his

ancestry, and in sentiment is British to the core. His

grandfather was a cadet of the house of Argyll, of which

the present Duke (better known to Canadians, as the

Marquis of Lome) is the head
;
blood of the same strain

courses. through their veins.

}
His Youth and School Days.

Mr. Campbell's grandfather, who was born in the

north of Ireland, was a graduate of Glasgow -the great

Campbell University—and was also the founder and lit si

rector of St. Thomas church, Belleville, Ont. The poet's

father is the Rev. Thomas Swainston Campbell, of Wiar-

ton, Ont. Wilfred Campbell himself was in holy orders

in the Anglican church for several years. He spent his

boyhood days in the northern town on Colpoys Bay,
known by the Indian name of \ama-way-qua-donk, the

1 ay of sturgeons, although the place of his nativity was
Berlin, Ontario. He was educated at home and at the

Owen Sound High School, Toronto University and W>-
cliffe College, but graduated at the Episcopal Divinity

School, Cambridge, Mass. The atmosphere around Cam
bridge is fragrant to-day with the memories of Longfel-

low, Emerson, Bayard Taylor, John Russell Lowell and
Oliver Wendell Holmes, the latter of whom the young
poet met. The encouragement of Holmes stirred and
strengthened the literary spirit within him. Ordained to

th priesthood by the Bishop of New Hampshire, Camp-
bell began the work of the ministry tin a quaint, old his

toric church at Claremont, \ew Hampshire. The edifice

was built two years before the American Revolution and
still stands. But he soon returned to Canada, where his

sympathies, ideals, thoughts and desires as a patriotic

Briton were more at home. He began writing for the

Atlantic Monthly and the Century. A very considerable

portion of his poems have been pubrished in these ma-
gazines as well as in Scribner's and Harper's, the Lon-
don (England) Spectator-, and other leading periodicals,

where, by their unusual qualities, they have attained an
attention rarely commanded by poetry on this continent.

His Ministerial Movements.

He wa.s appointed rector of St. Stephen, N.B., where

he published a book of lyrics, descriptive of the lake

country of his early days. After a residence of two years

in the pretty town at the head of the St. Croix river,

he was given the parish of Southampton on Lake Huron
where he remained only, a few months. Finding that his

heart was in literary work, he courageously resigned his

charge and entered exclusively upon a literary career

He had many] friends and admirers who recognized his

poetic g-ifts, among them Sir .John A. Macdonald and

Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Mr. Ca.mpbell came to Ottawa in

the spring of 1901 to take a position in the civil service.

He at first became known as the "laureate of the lakes"

when he bega.n to contribute lake lyrics to the Atlantic

Monthly, the Century and other magazines. He issued

his first volume in 188!) entitled "Lake Lyrics and Other

Poems" just one year after the 'late Archibald Lampman
had published his volume "Among the Millet." The Lon-

don Atheneum spoke inj the highest terms of Mr. ('amp-

bell's volume and William Dean Howells pointed out its

qualities in Harper's Magazine. But the poet's note was

Igrowingi deeper and seeking its true place in poems of the

universally human
;
and though Howells had spoken of

the remarkable qualities of "Lazarus," yet two poems,

which had appeared, one in the Atlantic Monthly in De-

cember, 1891 and the other in Harper's in April, 1891,

evidenced the poet's fame and attracted attention for

their human qualities. These were "Pass tho' Fallen"

and "The Mother." Both were mythological in their

origin and both struck the universally human note
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"The Mother" received more favorable comment than any
single poem that ever appeared in the American press.

Many of Campbell's plays and poems have been sug-

gested by mythology. In ajl of his verse there is a deep

undercurrent of subtle human teaching. "The Mother"—
the one accorded such high recognition, is a dramatic

pastoral.

His next volume, "The Dread Voyage," appeared in

1893, and Mordred and Hildebrand, two poetical tragedies

were issued in 1X95. The first volume contained among
other verse a poem "Unabsolved," —which has been con-

sidered the most dramatic poem ever written by a Can-

adian. Its theme was the far Canadian north. Hut the

subject was that of the human conscience. Another poem,
"The Dreamers," added to his growing reputation. Prom
this out his poems—England, Scotland, and his eleg} on

Lampman, "Bereavement of the Fields," appeared.

Of the Poetical Dramas, since incorporated in his new
volume of "Poetical Tragedies," much has been said on
both sides of the Atlantic, and Campbell has been com-

pared to Shakespeare, Shelley and hailed as an Eliza-

bethan.

Next in order come his volume of verso, "Beyond the

Hills of Dream," and in 19(15 his collected verse, con-

taining his "Sagas of Vaster Britain." Of this volume,

Andrew Carnegie issued a special edition of five hundred
copies to his libraries throughout the world.

Last year the Poetical Tragedies appeared, and with
the collected verse, gives, up to the present, the bulk of

his output in poetry.

As a Novelist.

Dr. Campbell's first essay into the field of novel writ-

ing was in L906 when his volume "Ian of the Orcades,"

a Scottish romance appeared. A Canadian historical novel

entitled "In 1812," deal with that stirring period. It

has been running as a serial story in the Westminster.

One of his ambitions has been to re-create, in romantic

form the vicissitudes, tragedies and struggles of that pe-

riod in which Sir Isaac Brock and others saved the coun-

try.

In 1907, Campbell produced his book, "Canada," de-

scriptive of, the beauty of the country ; .woods and other

scenery of the Domin'ion from ocean to ocean, and of the

Canadian people. The work, which was issued by Adam
Black, is a handsomely bound and artistic volume illus-

trated by colored plates all made from actual paintings

by the noted Canadian artist, Mower Hartin. In this

wrork the poet gives an optimistic picture of our country.

and prophecy of its great future.

In 1891, Mr. Campbell was elected a member of the

Royal Society of Canada. In 190fi, at the 400th anniver-

sary of the foundation of Aberdeen University, the fam-

ous Scottish seat of learning conferred the degree of

LL.D. upon some eighty persons distinguished in various

avenues of endeavor and achievement throughout the

world including R. Hon. James Bryce, Andrew Carnegie

and Guglielmo Marconi. Mr. Campbell was among those

honored and spent a week there as the guest of the Uni-

versity. Tn the exercises the President quoted his verse

and the silk hood was presented to him by the Chancel-

lor. Dr. Campbell was among the very few presented to

the King and Queen on that occasion, and "By com-
mand" attended a reception held by their Majesties.

Dr. Campbell is a hard-worked officer of the Can
adian Archives—where he is engaged in helping to make
our history. He is deeply interested in all historical pro-

blems, and ho therefore finds the work congenial in

every way.
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TRADE NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS

The Quiet Season Now On

A Few Fall Announcements.

Henry Frowde lias taken over the Westminster Co.'s

edition of "Oh. Christina.'' by J. J. Bell.

Henry Frowde is to issue shortly a Canadian edition

of "The Old Wives' Tale," by Arnold Bennett, which
was so well received in England.

Henry Frowde announces t he early publication of

"Theodore Roosevelt: Dynamic Geographer-," by Vroo-

man. in paper and cloth editions, (70 cents and $1).

The samples of the new English Church Hymnal will

be in the hands of the travelers on -July _?ii. The pub-

lishers expect a big sale, as they have been receiving

many inquiries.

A large line of cheap paper novels, with picture

covers, has been stocked by the Copp, Clark Co. Among
them is "The Hearl of a Child." by Frank Dauby. Tliex

all sell at 111) cents each.

The Copp, Clark Co. announce for early fall publica-

tion "Knock en the Door." by Robert Hichens, author
of "The Garden of Allah," and "John Marvel, Assisi
am," by Thomas Nelson Page.

"The Frontiersman's Pockel Book," by Roger Pocock,
is a valuable little compendium of informal! published
in Canada by Henry Frowde. It is issued on behalf of

the Council of the Legion of Frontiersmen.

In the series of joint publications with Hodder &
Sioughion, Henry Frowde lias already published "A Fair

Refugee," by Morice Gerard; "The First Stone," by
Mary Si nan Boyd; "Rose of the Wilderness," by S.

R. Crockett; "Magic Love," by Annie S. Swan, and
"The Compact." b\ Ridgwell Cullum.

Cassell & Co. have received recently their slock of
"The Royal Ward." by Percy I'.rebner; "Sir Gregory's
Silence." by A. W. Marchmonl. and "A Daughter of

the Storm," by Captain Shaw, in fiction, and in general
works : "Adventures in London," by Tames Douglas, and
"Beautiful Gardens," by Walter P. Wright.

Rider Haggard, the popular author of '-She." seems
I" be able to interest the public as well now as he did
in his early days. in order to meet the large demand
for his book entitled, "Fair Margaret," William Briggs
has placed a paper edition on the market at IS cents
wholesale. This ought to be a g 1 seller.

A book which ha. I a very large run when it was first

issued was "The Scarlet Pimpernel." The publisher,
William Briggs, wishing to meet the extraordinary de-
mand for a book in cheaper form, has placed an edi-
tion on the market at 10 cents wholesale, in paper bind-
ing. This will in all probability be a good vacation
seller.

The Macmilla.n Co. have now in stock, "Spies of
Kaiser," by William le Queux, and "The Bride of

)f the
Kaiser," by William le Queux. and "The Bride of the
Mistletoe," by dames Lane Allen, and will issue im-
mediately. "The Heart of a Gypsy," by Napier; "Tim
Veil," by E. S. Stevens; "The Marriage of Hilary
Carden," by Hyatt; "Antonio." by Ernest Oldmeadow

;"A Knight of Old Brandenburg." by Charles Major-,
and "A Certain Rich Man." by William Allen Whiie.
They have also issued a 50-cent edition of "The Nut.,"
by Rene Ba;Ju.
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The Canadian Bookman
Being (he Literary Supplement of The Bookseller and
Stationer of Canada. Published monthly in the inter-

ests of Canadian authors, publishers, booksellers and
bookbuyers. Edited by W. A. Craick, B.A., Toronto.
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BEST SELLING BOOKS FOR JUNE.

Belleville.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Mr. < >pp. Alice Began Rice. Briggs.

A Million ,i Minnie Hudson Douglas. McLeod.

Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Web of the Golden Spider. F. Bartlett. McLeod.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine. John Fox, Jr. McLeod.

3.

I.

(I.

Brantford.

Sword of the Lord. Joseph Hocking, Cassell.

Mr. Opp. Alice Began Bice. Briggs.

Anne of Green Gables. I>. M. Montgomery. Page.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Glory of the Conquered. S. Glaspell. Stokes.

Chrysalis. II. M. Kramer. Lathrop.

Calgary.

White Mice. K. II. Davis. McLeod.

While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Together. Roberl Henick. Macmillan.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. MllSSOll.

Tono Bungay. H. G. Wells. Macmillan,

Charlottetown.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page,

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Marriage a la Mode. Mis. Humphrj Ward. Musson.

Miss Betty of New York. Deland.

Actress. L. C. Male. Harper.

Chatham.

(inn Runner. Arthur Stringer. Langton.

Elizabetli Visits America. Elinor Glyn, Duffield.

Marriage a la, Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Mu
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Lady of the Decoration, Frances Little. Musson.

Fort William.

Where the Billows Loll. I. Rain.

Lost ('al)in Mine. F. Niven. Lane.

< lompacl . L. < 'ullum.

Son^s of a Sourdough. R. W. Service, Brig]

Barrier. R Leach. Musson.

Mad Barbara. W. Deeping. Musson.

Guelph.

Septimus. W. .1. Locke. Frowde.

Anne id' Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward, Musson.
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6.

1.

2,

3.

I.

(i.

Climbing Courvatels. Ed. W. Townsend. Cnpp.

King in Khaki. H. K. Webster. Appleton.

Hamilton.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Man In Lower Ten. Kineharl . McLeod.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
While Mice. R. H. Davis.' McLeod.
While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Kingston.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
White Mice. R. II. Davis. McLeod.
While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrj Ward. Mi
Wood Carvers of Lympus. Musson

Moncton.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Sepl imii-. W. .1. Locke. Frowde.
While Mice. R. II. Davis. McLeod.
.Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. .Musson.

Delafield Affair. F. F. Kelly. McClung.

Montreal.

While Sister. F. Marion Crawford. Macmillan
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Harpers.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrj Ward. Musson.
Man in Lowe,- Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Fraternity. Galsworthy. Copp.

Peterborough.

Anne of Green Cables. L. M. Montgomery. Pa
Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Brig
Septimus. W. .1. Locke. Frowde.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Message. Louis Tracy. McLeod.

Quebec.

Bridge Builders. Anna Chopin Lay. Musson.
Did Man in Corner. Landless Orczy. Briggs.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrj Ward. Mu on
Rose of the Wilderness. S. R. Crockett. Frowde.
Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Ezekiel. L. Pratt. Double, lav.

St. Catharines.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrj Ward. Musson.
The Other Side of the Door. Lucia Chamberlain.

Bobbs.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Thrice Armed. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.
King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod
Elusive Isabel. .1. Futrelle. McLeod

St. Thomas.

Man in Lowe,- Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
other Side of the Door. Lucia Chamberlain. Bobbs.
Retribul ion.

While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.
Romance Plain Man. F. A. Glasgow. Macmillan
Thrice Armed. Harold Bindloss. Stokes.

Stratford.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Lice. Briggs.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
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'!. Silver Fox: E. S. Thompson. Copp.

4. Joshua Craig. D. (I. Phillips. Briggs.

5. 54-40 or Fight. Emerson Hough. McLeod.

(i. Princess Zara. E. Beekman. MeLeod.

Toronto.

1. White Sister. F. Marion Crawford. Macmillan.

2. Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor (ilyn. Duffield.

.'!. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrj Ward. Musson.

4. rimer Shrine. Anonymous. Harper.

5. Sebastian. Frank Danby. Macmillan.

li. White Mice. R. II. Davis. McLeod.

Vancouver.

1. While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

2. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphrey Ward. Musson.

3. bellow God. H. R, Haggard. Cassell.

I. Quest. Justice Miles Forruan. Harpers.

5. Delafield Affair. F. F. Kelly. McClung.

(i. Mr. Opp. Alice Began Rice. Briggs.

Canadian Summary.

Points.

1. Marriage a la Mode. By Mis. Humphrj Ward.. 71

2. White Sister. By F. Marion Crawford 69

'.',. Man in Lower Ten. By Rineharl 58

•I. Mr. Opp. By Alice Hegan Rice 5

1

5. [nner Shrine. Anonymous 49

ii. Katrine. Bj Elinor Macartney Lane 13

United States Summary.

1. Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Harpers.
'_'. Kaitrine. Elinor M. Lane. Harpers.

I). Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. Bobbs-Merrill.

4. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Century.
.">. While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan,

6. 54-40 or Fight. E. Hough. Bobbs-Merrill.

$

DEATH OF A POET.

The death occurred in Montreal mi June 20 of Nelson
(

'. Gray, a business man. who also made a mime for

himself in literature. Mr. Gray was for many years

associated with his father, the late Nelson ({ray. lumber
merchant, whom he succeeded in the conducl of (he

business. Three years ago he left the lumber business,

ami established himself in the line of grocers' supplies,

which he conducted successfully until his retirement in

l!M>7, owing to ill health. For twenty years he had
devoted his leisure moments to literary pursuits, but he
did not publish any of his compositions until about a

year ago. His most popular production is a volume of

verses entitled "Patriotic Poems." Among his other

production which are about to be given into the hands
of the publisher is a lengthy poem entitled. "Whither
Art Thou Going, Pilgrim," and a prose work of a

philosophical nature. Resides these there is another
volume of poems, and minor writings which are likely

to be given to the public shortly.

COPYRIGHTS.

20937. The Pilgrim. A Bear Story of the Canadian
Rockies. By Edward Cave. (P,n,.k.) The Dominion Cart-
ridge Company, Limited, Montreal, Que., 27th May, 1909.

20939. Brantford City Directory, 1909. Book.)
Union Publishing- Company of Ingersoll, [ngersoll, Out

,

29tb May, 1909.
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2094(1. F.ssex, Kent and Lambton Directory, 1909,

('Book.) Union Publishing Company id' [ngersoll, [nger-

soll, Out., 29th May, 1909.

20941. Canadian Civics. (Ontario Edition.) By

R. S. Jenkins, M.A. (Book.) The Copp, Clark Company,
Limited. Toronto, Out., 29th May. 1909.

20942. Canadian Official Railway Guide, with Gazet-

teer, May 1909. (Book.) The International Railway
Publishing Company, Limited, .Montreal, Que., 29th May,

1909.

20943. Official Telephone Directory, Toronto and

Suburbs, May. 1909. (Book.) The Bell Telephone Com-

panj of Canada, Limited, Montreal, Que., 29th Max. 1909

20945. Essays : Literary, Critical and Historical.

By Thomas O'Hagan. M.A.. Ph.D. (Book.) Thomas

O'Hagan, Rockland, Out.. 31st May, 1909.

20948. La Poule qu'on doit Blever dans la Region

Xord-Ksl de la Province de Quebec. Par J. B. Plante.

Aver preface de M. P.I!. Lacasse. (Livre.) .1. B. Plante,

Stadacona, Que., ler juin, 1909.

20919. Le Premier Concile Plenier du Canada.

Motions Sommaires sur lis Conciles, Devoirs des Fi-

deles et Prieres a cette .
. *

- -

. i - i - i > . Par A. L. Mangiu,

Pretre de Marie. (Livre.) La Congregation des Ser-

vantes de Jesus-Marie, Hull, Que., ler juin. 1909.

20955. Le Yerre dT'.a.u, Exercises and Voca'buKaiy.

By W. C. Ferguson, P.. A. (Book.) Tin- Copp, Clark

Company. Toronto, 4lh June.

20956. Tennyson's Select Poems, with Brief Notes,

By W. .1. Alexander, Ph.D. Ontario Edition. (Book.)

The Copp. Clark Company, Toronto. 4lh June.

20958. A Cause for Divorce. (Book.) John Cottam.

London, Out., 4th June.

2i>9ii:>. Autour du Clocher Natal. Notes Historiques

sur la Paroisse de Saint-Prosper. Comte de Champlain.
Par E. Talusier. (Livre.) Fabrique de Saint-Prosper,

Saint-Proper. Que., f> juin.

20967. L'Annuairc des Adresses de Quebec el Levis,

1909-1910. (Quebec and Levis Directory.) Boulangvr &
Marcotte, Quebec, Que.. 7 .juin.

20968. Power or Poverty; or, Cakes ami Cream or

Crumbs. By G. R. K. Kennedy. (Hook.) G..R. E. Ken
nedy, Sherbrooke, Que., 7th June.

20969. A Commentary on the Bills of ExebJange Act,

Chapter 119 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. 1906,

with References to English, Canadian and American
Oases, and the Opinions of Eminent Jurists. By The Hon.

Benjamin Russell, M.A., D.C.L. (Look.) Benjamin Rus
sell, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 7th June.

20970. The Montreal A.B.C. Railway and Steamship

Guide. (Book.) Wm. Alex. McKay, Montreal, 7th June.
20971. The Practice of the Exchequer Court of Canada.

Second Edition. By Louis Arthur Audofcte, K.C. (Book.)
Louis Arthur Audette, Ottawa, 8th June.

20078. Genealogie de la Famille Poissant depuis son

origine en Canada jusqu'a nos jours. 1684-1909. Par le

Docteur J. C. Poissant. (Livre.) J. C. Poissant, Mont-
real, 10 juin.

20979. Map of Prince Rupert. British Columbia. The
Grand Trunk Pacific Town and Development Company.
Limited. Montreal, 10th June.

20981. Poems. By Daniel Crawford Matheson.
(Book.) Donald Matheson, Hullcar, British Columbia,
11th June.

20982. Opinions of Mary. By Alice Ashworth Town-
ley. (Book.) Alice Ashworth Townley, Vancouver, Brit

ish Columbia, 11th June.

20983. Twentieth Century Map of the City of Ottawa.
(Guide Map.) Basil Reid, Ottawa, 12th June.
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20984. Matriculation Caesar: By John Henderson,

.M.A., and K. A. Little, B.A. (Book.) The Copp, Clark

Company, Limited, 12th June.

20990. Patriotic Poem. By Wm. Dalrymple. (Poem.)

William Dalrymple, Tillsonburg, Out., 14th June.

20091. Elementary Agriculture and Nature Study.

By John Brittain, D. Se. With Supplementary Chapter

on Fruit Raising, by Martin Burrell, M.P.; an Article on

Irrigation, by H. W. E. Canavan, C.E. ; and The Physics

of Some Common Tools, by Carleton J. Lynde, Ph.D.

(•Book.) The Educational Book Company of Toronto,

Limited, Toronto, 15th June.

21001. Canadian Lacrosse Association Rule Bonk, 1000.

(•Book.) Harold A. Wilson, Toronto, 18th June.

'21002. Aid to Obtaining an Infantry Certificate. By
Capt. A. P. B. Nagle, R.C.R. (Third Edition.) (Book.')

Harold A. Wilson. Toronto. 18th June.

21003. Map of ihe Gowganda, Elk City and Cobalt

Silver Districts. (Map.) Archibald Crabtree, Montreal.

21st June.

21007. Programme des Petes dn 75e Anniversaire de

1 'Association Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montreal, 24 juin

HUM). (Livre.) L 'Association Saint-'Jean-Baptiste de

Mont real. Mont real. 21! juin.

21008. L 'Association Saint-Jean-JBaptiste de Montreal.

Album Souvenir du TSe Anniversaire, 24 juin 1000. L'As

sMcialion Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montreal, Montreal.

23 juin.

21000. The Ontario Law Reports, Vol. XVII, 1900.

Editor: James K. Smith, K.C. (Book.) The Law Society

of Upper Canada, Toronto, 23rd June.

2101."). A Trip to Niagara. By Agnes Fitzgibbon.

(Book.) M. Agnes Fitzgibbon, Toronto, 24th June.

21016. The Canadian Annual Review of Public Affairs.

I OIKS. By J. Oastell Hopkins. (Eighth Year of [ssue.

Illustrated.) The Annual Review Publishing Company.

Limited, Toronto, 24th June.

21017. A 'Canadian National Anthem. By Arthur

Davies. (Poem). Arthur Davies, Victoria, British

( 'olnmbia, 24th June.

21018. The Lilt of Love. By Arthur Davies. (Poem.)

Arthur Davies, Victoria, British Columbia, 24th June.

21019. Le Manuel i]^ Parents Chretiens. Par 1'Abbe

Alexis Mailloux. (Livre.) L'Acrion Sociale Catholique,

Quebec, 25 juin.

21021. The White Plague and Other Poems. By
Thaddeus A. Browne. With Illustrations by L. Revera

and A. (Jay. (Book.) Thaddeus A. Browne. Ottawa.

26th June.

21022. Bills, Notes and Cheques: The Bills of Ex-

change Act, with Noles and Illustrations from Canadian,

English and American Decisions, and References to An-

cient and Modem French Paw. By The lion. J. J. Mac-

t'aren, D.C.L., LL.D. Fourth Edition. Enlarged and Re-

vised. (Book.) The Carswell Company, Limited, Tor-

onto. 26th June.

'

21027. New Ideas in Fashions. (Book). The New
Idea Pattern Company, Toronto, 28th June.

21028. Plan of the City of Vancouver. (Map.) The
Vancouver Information and Tourist Association, Van-
couver, British Columbia, 28th. June.

21020. Life and Sport on the North Shore of the

Lower St. Lawrence and Oulf. By Napoleon A. Comeau,
(Book.) Napoleon A. Comeau, Godbout, Que., 28th June.

21030. Journal of an American Prisoner at Port Mai-

den and Quebec in the War of 1812. Edited by G. M.

Fairchild, Jr. (Book.) 0. M. Faircbild, Jr., Quebec,
281 h June.

21032. An Important Unusual Offer. (Book.) P. H.
Allman & Company. Vancouver, British Columbia, 28th
June.

21035. All the French Verbs in one Table. Arranged
by M. Blanche Bishop. (-Book.) M. Blanche Bishop,

Greenwich, Nova Scotia, 30th June.

21038. Abbott's Guide to Ottawa and Vicinity, with

Map and Illustrations. (Book.) Geo. F. Abbott, Ottawa.
5th July.

21030. The Old Timer and Other Poems. By Robert
T. Anderson. (Book.) Robert T. Anderson, Edmonton,
Alberta. 6th July.

Interim Copyrights.

1131. Le Roy des Tenebres, ((hand Drame Fan-
tastique en 5 Actes et, 12 Tableaux.) Par Arthur Trem
blay et J. Eugene Corriveeu. Arthur Tremblay et .1.

Eugene Corriveau, Quebec, 10 avril.

1133. The Montreal A. B. C. Railway and Steam-
ship Guide. Wm, Alexander McKay, Montreal, 24th
April.

1134. The Toronto A. B.C. Railway and Steamship
Guide. W. Alexander McKay. Montreal, 24th April.

1135. The Canadian National Hymn. (Poem.) M. .1.

Keane, M.D., Brantford, 27th April.

1136. Handicapping- at a Glance. (Book.) James 15.

McMahon, Oakland, California, U.S.A., 1st May.

1137. Association St. Jean-Baptiste de Montreal,

Album Souvenir du 75eme Anniversaire, 24 Juin. 1909.

1 .'Association St. Jean-Baptiste, Montreal, 3 mai.

1138. Programme des Fetes du 75eme Anniversaire

de l'Association St. Jean-Baptiste de Montreal, 24 Juin

1909. L'Association St. Jean-Baptiste, Montreal, 3 mai.

L139. Cartes des Quatre Operations Fondamentales

de I 'Arithmetique avec Alphabet ecrit et Dessin. Marie

S. Josephine Proulx, Montreal, 10 mai.

1141. Canadian National Anthem. (Poem.) M. J.

Keane. Branlford, 12th May.

1142. The Franco-Canaddan Commercial Guide.

(Book.) J. d'Kstimauville Clement, Montreal, ]7lh

May.

114.'!. Carte de 1 'Historic dia Canada avec Details

el Geographie dressee pour l'lnfelligence die 1 'Historic.

Marie Josephine Proulx, Montreal, 18 mai.

1144. Carte de l'Historie Sainte avec Details et Geo-

graphie des Hebreux dressee pour 1 'Intelligence de

l'Historie Sainte. Marie Josephine Proulx, Montreal.

IS mai.

1151. Carte de l'Ancien Testament et du Nouveau
Testament preparee par 1 'Etude de l'Histoire Sainte,

avec Details, Illustrations et Geographie, Dressiee pour

I 'Intelligence de l'Histoire. M. S. Josephine Proulx,

(Raoul Andre), Montreal, 28 juin.

1152. Carte du peuple de Dieu Avant et Apres la

Venue de Jesus JChrist, Avec Details, Illustrations et

Geographie Dressee pour 1 'Intelligence de l'Histoire

M. S. Josephine Proulx. (Raoul Andre). Montreal, 28 jufm.

1153. Dans les Grilles de Bigot. Grand drame Can-

adien Historique et Patriotique en Quatre Actes et Cinq

Tableaux. Par Arthur Tremblay et Eugene Corriveau.

Arthur Tremblay et Eugene Corriveau. Quebec, 28 juin.

1154. Johnson's Hand Saw Dictionary. (Scientific

work.) George H. Grant, Vancouver, 2nd July.

1155. Johnson's Composite Hand Saw Chart and

Tool No. 1. (Scientific work.) George H. Grant, Van-
couver, 2nd July.
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This is Your Wheel
You can have it free of cost by doing a little easy work for us among

your acquaintances in your spare time.

MODEL 88 IMPERIAL

It is a first-class wheel made for us by The Canada Cycle and Motor Co., of Toronto, and will

give you excellent service. Here is a table showing the regular sizes of the various parts,

with the other sizes that may be had instead, if desired :

—

Regular
Frame 22-inch
Finish Black
Chain 3-16 inch. Block.
Gear /7

Handle-bar. No. 20, Adjustable.

Option
20. 24 and 26-inch

72. 80. 87.

Option
3%-inch or V -inch Rat Trap.

Regular
Pedals Rubbers-inch
Cranks 7-inch.
Saddle No. 15 No. 14. 11. 17.

Tires .1 '<-inch Dunlop 1 S-8-inch Dunlop or Hartford single tube
Wheels 28-inch, with striped rims.

r
I

^^ f^£*f" i~Y\\ C A/\7'fl£kPk 1
absolute| y free °f cost

>
send us in 32 Paid-in-Advance

* U VJCL llllO YY 11CC1 yearly subscriptions to the BUSY MAN'S MAGA-
ZINE (2 six-months or 4 three-months subscriptions count as one yearly

subscription). You will find it an easy matter to get these subscriptions

with surprisingly little canvassing as the Busy Man's Magazine is very
attractive and interesting. Try it

!

Let your boy earn one. This bicycle offer is an excellent opportunity
for your boy to acquire some training in the

art of salesmanship. Send him out to procure the 32 subscriptions with

the bicycle as his reward. He will enjoy the work ; it will help rouse
his enthusiasm for a business career ; and it will put him in possession
of a splendid bicycle that will be useful in your business as well as

affording the boy a lot of pleasant, healthy exercise.

Fill out this

Coupon and Mail

it to us To-day.

The Busy Man's Magazine.
10 Front Street East,

Toronto, Canada.

Gentlemen;- I would like to win one of the Imperial Bicyles you offer for 32 new. paid-in-advance
subscriptions to Busy Man's. Please send me sample copy and order book, and I will do my best to" win.
I agree to report progress once a week.

Name

Street

Place
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For School Opening
We anticipate a large school opening trade. Such

cover designs as Homeward Bound, Leader, Tiger

and Herald are making our line of Scribblers and Exer-

cise Books popular wherever they go. Our Stock

includes Germ Proof Slates, Pencils, Pencil Sharpeners

and Pencil Boxes, Penholders, Erasers, Crayons and

Watercolors, School Bags, Blackboard Brushes, Compas-

ses, and all other school requisites. :: :: :: ::

Mail Orders Solicited. :: :: Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BUNTIN, GILLIES & CO., ham^ton
Limited. MONTREAL.

ALL OTHER LINES FADE_ AWAY IN SIGHT OF THE 0NE_ BEST LINE

Typewriter Ribbons a«- Carbons

They Produce i he Finest Work

They Do the Most Work : :

Results show the real value in "our

line." Moral: Ours being richest in

results we give the best value

accordingly.

Send for Our New Trade

Catalogue—Just Out

We Suit Every Purpose

We Fill Every Demand

/1ITV0LI
^TYPEWRITER1*

v carbon/

MITTAI VOL.CER
BE. * -*- U.E-A.

~j>*Jf ,r\ yz^. =S

BRANCHES-New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, HI., 200 Monroe S'.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every pari of the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc. ^rES.™"
Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N.J., U.S.A.



Our Next Issue—Silver Jubilee Number
VOL XXV., No 8. PRICE, $L00 PER YEAR

liiiR
and K/

Canadian Newsdealer
Official Organ of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing Trades Association

and for Twenty-Four Years the Recognized Organ of the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods Trades of Canada.

MONTREAL, 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Bldg. TORONTO, 10 From St. E. WINNIPEG, 511 Union Bank Bldg. LONDON, ENG. 88 Fleet St. E.C.

PUBLICATION OFFICE: TORONTO, AUGUST, 1909

A Severe Test
was made a few days ago by the stationery department of

one of Toronto's largest Hanks of several of the most
prominent brands of writing inks. A few lines of writing

were made of the separate inks under test on a sheet of

good bond paper. This sheet was then fastened to a

board and placed on the roof where it was exposed to

the severe elements for 19 days over a week of rain,

sunshine, wind and intense heat. Upon careful, impartial

investigation at the end of this period it was found that

UNDERWOOD'S INKS
stood the test better than any of the others. In some the

lines had blurred, showing that in the course of time they

would smear so as to become illegible ; in others the

ink had turned brown, an almost certain indication that

the ink would fade out in time. Underwood's Ink alone

retained its clear, sharp lines never blurring in the slight-

est degree. This proves conclusively what we have
always claimed, that Underwood's Inks are absolutely

permanent. That bank won't use any other inks but

Underwood's now. This tes: can be verified in every

essential. If you want further particulars we would be
glad to send them upon request.

JOHN UNDERWOOD & Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON, ENG,

Underwood's Inks last as long as the paper.

THE NEW MODEL

tr MKrib tarier

possesses many new
features, which make it

the best pen offered the

Canadian trade.

New Shape

New Feed Bar

New Nib

New Finish

New Prices

79 St. James St. 26 St, Gabriel St.

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842
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Two Popular Selling Lines
In the Latest Artistic Stationery

WISTARIA LINEN is named after the charming little Wistaria flower,

and the flower is reproduced in natural colors on each box and tablet

cover. The series is most daintily designed and boxed. Will please

your particular customers and is especially suited to the holiday trade. Our
best workmanship throughout.

ORIENTAL LINEN is made up with an Oriental design in stronger

colors and in one of the most striking designs we have put on any
line of stationerv. The stock is our highest grade of white crash-finish

paper, and is made in Regent and Boudoir sizes, and in three sizes of tablets.

Both these series are exceptionally well adapted for window displays. They are made up in

Writing Papers

Note Papers

Envelopes

Papeteries and

Tablets in each line

S A M P L E S O N A P P L I C A T I O N

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Manufacturing Stationers (jt ^$w Toronto, Canada



Bookseller and stationer

Your Imprint On An S & B Pen
is positive proof that you are protected against any possible loss resulting from unsalableness or defective

workmanship. The fact that the largest jewellery and stationery houses in Canada and the United States are

our best customers, and have been for years, is the most accurate evidence obtainable in favor of the selling

qualities of S & B Fountain Pens. Every pen we sell is guaranteed unconditionally. Every piece of material

ffgwjgrgmMmrMgSMVWMWMWWWWfJf^^^M
-SAN FORD'S. „^,

COMMERCIAt
NEW YORK. ti-S.

P^MBfcTP^ir^F-lPTKSB^^Fw

IxRAVltYTSl^TYLO.
£SaSwfe^afctLi^^g^3gKgg^

and workman-
ship that is put

into the manu-
facture of
S & B Pens is

of the very highest grade. Solid 14-k. gold is used in the nibs, which have iridium points. Iridium is the

most durable and at the same time the most expensive material which can be used in making fountain pens.

For extreme durability, reliability and handsome appearance the S & H Pen has no rival. It is well worthy

of your imprint.

If you want a stylograph pen, you will find the Gravity Stylo is a perfect stylo. Its construction is very simple. It has

no air tubes nor springs. It writes like a pencil and does not scratch. No shaking required- just write. Gives perfect

satisfaction in every respect.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S&B i

U.S.A..

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade

Patentees of the " Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the "Commercial Fountain Pen."

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK
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We Don't Advertise

merely to sell more Blotting, but to sell better Blotting Paper.

NONE BUT THE GOOD KINDS

are worth advertising. Our sjogan is quality. If you have not used

"WORLD" "HOLLYWOOD"
or

"RELIANCE"

Send for samples and see the qualities.

The Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Blotting Paper Only

RICHMOND VIRGINIA

B

L

T

T

I

N
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Stationery Trade

Announcement

OUR SPECIALTIES
WHERE WE EXCEL

Account Books
Memorandum Books
Loose Leaf Books, Binders, Etc.

Writing and Book Papers

Stationery, Office Supplies

Leather Goods, Ladies' Bags, Etc

Office and Pocket Diaries

Bookbinders' Material

Printers' Supplies

Wood Base Inkstands

Ophir Lead Pencils and aii makes

Esterbrook Steel Pens

O.K. Paper Fasteners

Hunt's Art Goods
David's Celebrated Ink

Fountain and Stylo Pens

Every Department fully stocked

with Up-to-date, Reliable Goods

BROWN
DKUj.) Limited

Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers

51-53 Wellington St. West - Toronto

Lonsdale &
Bartholomew

Limited-

Bradford and Accrington, England

Publishers of

"Art Series" Christmas Cards and Permanent

Carbon Pictures

We have recently opened an office at 300 St. James St., Montrea]
We intend to introduce in Canada this highly pro-

fitable line, and travellers will cover the

Dominion shortly.

Sample Albums Free, showing cards, printed
complete, in exact stale as delivered to customer

Lonsdale & Bartholomew, Limited

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
We supplyAdvertising Matter for Window Display

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. E.tabi«hed 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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How to Get

TRADE

Into Your Store
Experience in all lines of

merchandising proves that at-

tractive show windows are the

strongest kind of factors in get-

ting trade into the store.

Pictured on this page are

three views showing the possi-

bilities of

Goods
in attracting trade. We have

prepared a series of such views

as suggestions to the trade. A
set will be mailed postpaid to

any stationer on request.

They show not only the

general attractiveness and de-

sirability of Denmson Goods
as profit makers, but also their

ability to help sales in other
lines.

Hundreds of dealers visit our

stores regularly for suggestions

and assistance. We invite you
to visit Denmson whenever you
can—as often as you can. You
will gain by it and we shall

take pleasure in affording every

assistance in our power to boost

your business. Co-operation

with Denmson is the road to

success.

Visit us—Write us.

The Tag Makers
BOSTON.

26 Franklin St.
PHILADELPHIA,
1007 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK,
15 John St.

15 W. 27th St
CHICAGO.

25 Randolph St.
ST. LOUIS,

413 North 4th SL

TORONTO,
523 Traders Bank Bids.
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Profit
Sounds interesting, doesn't it?

Yet there are many booksellers who are

doing better than that on their wall paper

department.

Do you doubt it ?

Then ask Stauntons Limited to explain

their proposition for

STAUNTON 1910

WALL PAPERS
When a firm of the size and standing of

Stauntons Limited makes the above state-

ment it is worthy of the closest investi-

gation.

Suppose we send you our traveller with

his complete list of samples. This year's

range of patterns is the largest and most

exclusive ever offered in Canada— bright,

snappy styles that sell on sight.

Don't delay—you may forget. Send us a

card to-day, and get in line for a good

trade and a big profit next Spring.

Our Special Bulletin No. 2 will be out

shortly. Shall we send you one ?

Stauntons Limited
933 Yonge Street

Toronto

Important to
Canadian Stationers

GOOD PROFITS
NO RISK

NO OUTLAY

Private

Christmas

Cards

J
WOOD & CO., Christmas Card Manu-

# facturers, 95 Kirkgate, Bradford, York-

shire, England, are issuing to the trade a

sample book of exquisite Private Christmas

Cards (costing about $4 each to produce),

with prices printed in dollars and cents, con-

taining about 90 cards at prices from 75 cents

$2.50 per dozen complete. These sample

books are offered to the trade entirely free

of charge and carriage paid on applica-

tion.

Orders received from same will be sup-

plied complete with customers' names and ad-

dresses printed on the inserts, and delivered

with envelopes neatly boxed and postage

paid.

Stationers should apply at once for sample

book, which will be forwarded immediately

on receipt of application.

TERMS FOR ORDERS
CASH WITH ORDER

50% discount off prices quoted in sample

books, which will leave the stationer a clear

33
:̂ % profit after paying duty.

Send at once. There is no time to waste.
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IT DOES NOT REQUIRE

ANY
STRETOh-tf

OF THE
IMAGINATION

to foresee what a great demand there will be for our Pop-
ular New Edition of the Dominion of Canada Map, when
the schools are once more full swing into the season's work.

There's a Reason for This

We have thoroughly and persistently placed
its merits before teachers and school boards

throughout the country, by circular, catalogue and
press advertisements. We know by results, so far, that all this

has done its work well, and has made a good impres-
sion. The final success is yet to come and you can

get the business if you are prepared for it.

FINALLY

A SUGGESTION
Varsity Stylos make excellent premiums to offer for the purchasing- of school

supplies. They will appeal to the scholars as useful and practical. They are just

the thing to inspire them to flock to your store. Price, $3.60 per dozen.

TRY TO GRASP THE SITUATION

THE COPP, CLARK CO., Limited
Toronto, - Canada

—jsm
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SCRIBBLERS EXERCISES NOTE BOOKS BLANK DRAWING BOOKS SCHOOL SLATES
|
LOCK BOXES CRAYONS
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This is School Opening Time
You know what that means. You'll have to be ready to meet the demand about to commence

with a good stock of School Supplies. If you haven't ordered yet be sure and see our lines.

We can offer you the very best assortment of School Goods at close prices. Our specially

is short notice orders. If there is anything you have forgotten to slock, don't hesitate to

send. No order too large for us to handle, and none too small to receive our very besl con-

sideration. To have us attend to your wants is just as good as if you came yourself.

Order now and be ready for the rush.

CLARK BROS. & CO., Limited WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
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MUCILAGE GLUE PENCILS DICTIONARIES PAINTS SCHOOL INKS SCHOOL BAGS

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.

clips on card, according to

style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, - Bloomfield, N.J

PEERLESS
PAPERS & f

CARBON
RIBBONS

Made of the very best raw materials PEKRLKSS Carbon Papers and Ribbons are

uniform, lasting* and clean. They have unsurpassed manifolding qualities-giving

copies that are clear and sharp in bright, true and permanent colors. For unvarying

uniformity of quality."permanency and intensity of colors and non-smutting tendencies,

the "PEERLESS" Brand of Carbon Papers and Ribbons are just what the name

implies- -unequalled. Satisfaction in every box and attractive inducements to the

dealer are what we offer. Let us send you samples and*prices. We itll dtalert only

Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Factory, 176-178 Richmond Street West, Toronto

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen"

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Retail

Price

$1.25

Victorlnkstamls keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extralargecapacity with onlj ;i very small exposure
to the air. Kasy to clean and fill cannot upset; covers
move so easilj that they can be opened and closed
wit h 1 he pen point,

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan Dept. -
354 BROADWAY NEW YORK , U.S.A.

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring

• complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,

can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable

rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

232 McGill St., MONTREAL 10 FrontSt. East, TORONTO
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Gage's Papeteries
The Standard of Value

E MAKE in our factory

a complete range of

PAPETERIES from the

smallest Juvenile size to

our large HOLIDAY
GIFT BOXES, which
are works of art.

^ We put up special assortments of

PAPETERIES at any price and to suit any

class of trade.

^ Our values are without doubt the best in

the market.

q The celebrated HOLLAND LINEN line

of correspondence stationery is made by us.

W. J. Gage & CO., Limited

82-94 Spadina Ave. Toronto, Ont.

PAPER MILLS AT ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO
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National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide, variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Mcmoiandums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Bookseller
:Do You Want a Live Agency :

Physical Culture literature is increasing with unpre-

cedented strides. A positive indication that the public is

becoming more and more interested in health-building

literature.

We are, therefore, desirous of securing a representative

in your territory for our publications, and believe that it

would be to your advantage to write us for terms and
territory.

Physical Culture books constitute the world's leading

literature in the field of diet, exercise, bathing, and general

health building. Bernarr Macfadden, the editor of Physi-

cal Culture, and author of most of the works published by

this company, is beyond doubt the leading authority on

physical culture in America.

The popular price of $1.00 which obtains in the case

of nearly all our books places them within the reach of all.

Write" us for full particulars to-day

before someone else gets ah;ad of you.

PHYSICAL CULTURE PUB. CO.
Rook Department Inc.

iron Buildii k NEW y >RK, N.Y,

>

"Wellington"
Photo Specialties

Plates. Papers. Films.

should be stocked as a

side line by all station-

ers. The demand is

already there. No
technical knowledge

necessary.

Mail us a Card for Particulars and Booklets

(WELLINGTON & WARD) WARD & Co.

1 3 St. John Street, Montreal

Import Agents-

?

Mr. Dealer
Do you know it pays to handle Physical Culture ?

Then to give it a good display ? Your customers will

some day thank you for having given them a chance
to become acquainted with this publication, the only

magazine of its kind.

Edited by Bernarr Macfadden, beyond doubt the

leading authority on Physical Culture in America.

Its beautiful covers and general make-up make it

attractive for display purposes. You will, therefore, make
no mistake in giving this publication a fair trial. Remem-
ber Physical Culture is fully returnable within 60 days

from your News Co.

Be sure to call your customer's attention to the supple-

ment in each issue containing a series of exercises " How
to Develop a Powerful Physique " by Bernarr Macfadden.

If you have any difficulty in securing a supply
from your News Co. we would consider it a
favor to have you write us. when we would
endeavour to adjust your complaint.

Physical Culture Publishing Co.
Circula'ioD Department Inc.

Flatiron Bldg. New York, N.Y.
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A-V¥7 |T A f*IT "Q *C THE FINEST 1N EXISTENCE
• * • JT Vjkl^XL^XV ^ 16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

J\. VY . Faber, New Jersey' U.S.A

A. W. Faber's
*'CasleH" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

am. fa;

FACTORIES

STEIN, GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK, N. J.

W&e&R Wo
ELASTIC BANDS

**
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
HOUSES

STEIN. OERMANY

NEWARK, N. J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.
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IMPORTANT

Dear Mr. Stationer,

Please take note that the renowned
Waverley Pen— the Boon and Blessing-

can now be obtained as a Fountain Pen,

with massive 1 4-ct. gold Waverley nib,

iridium pointed. Trade prices and illustrated

lists sent on application, per return mail.

Faithfully yours,

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works: BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spcnccrian Pen Co., New York

The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned.up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
THE BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

>&rapH Cod
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English
A B C Code, 5th Edition. SpanishABC Code. 4th Edition
A I Code.
Morelna & Neal Code
Bedford-McNIell Code
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list. Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50

S7.00
8.00
S.OO
7.SO
S.OO
6.00

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER. Secretary

"ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO,

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks.Wells &.

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Engr.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg In Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. t833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

IV. B. Meikle, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary
CAPITAL ...... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

IO
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Subscribers' Free

Advertising Service

WITH the intention of assisting those

of our subscribers who either be-

cause of want of time or lack of know-

ledge cannot attend properly to their

advertising, Bookseller and Stationer is

willing to undertake this service for them.

As previously pointed out, many retailers

require help in the preparation of their

advertising copy if it is to achieve the right

results. How to make the retailer's copy

increase in " pulling" power is our object.

By a close, thoughtful analysis of those

qualities which make for good advertising,

and applying the successful methods dis-

covered to their own work our advertising

men are enabled to produce copy contain-

ing the most effective ideas. Influential

and persuasive, it helps to create new

tiade.

A thorough knowledge of the practical

resources of the printing offices enables

us to obtain results not possible to one

who does not understand typography.

For those services there is no charge.

The only condition is that you must be

a paid-up subscriber. Write us giving a

complete description of your requirements.

Manager Copy Department.

BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER
10 Front St. East Toronto, Canada

E. MORRIS & CO.

WHOLESALE
STATIONERY

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

POSTCARDS

Eastern Prices?
can we

Sell atWhy

BeGailSe we import direct by Water

from the keenest manufactur-

ing centres on the Globe.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

HIGGINS'
TAURINE MUCILAGE

THE demand for a clean,
tenacious and pure mu-
cilage, secure against the

corrosive influences affecting
the average product in this line,

induced us to put upon the
market Higgins' Taurine Muci-
lage. It avoids the defects of

the cheap and nasty dextrine
and the dear and dirty gum
mucilages. It is stronger,
catches quicker and dries more
rapidly than any other mucilage,
and is perfectly clear, clean,

non-corrosive, non-sedimentary
and pleasant to sight and scent.

It is put up in both bottles and
safety shipping cans, and will be found not only
convenient for use, but entirely satisfactory so far

as its working qualities are concerned. It will

please your trade.

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturer,

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

II
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Fancy Leather
Goods

We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationers-, Haberdashery, etc.

Send for Illustrated ( 'dialogue

C. F. Rumpp & Sons
Established

rSgo

PHILADELPHIA. PA., U.S.A.

T lilet Cases New York Salesrooms 683-685 Broadway

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

I his is a, machine that drives a Hat
staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
of order, because it is simply made.
The price is moderate and is one of
the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : : Camden. N.J. , U.S.A.

Staples (No. 18) 5.000 in a box.

per 1.000. 30 cenU

fll !Tl!l!l!!j(|i.

ART SUPLLIES
Winsor & Newton's Oil Colors

" Wa er Colors
" Canvas

Papers
'• Brushes
" Boxes

All kinds of goods tor artists: Crayons, Oils, Mediums, Easels, Studies, &c

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON, London

The Patent "Interleaf"

Post-Card Album
The ni"si perfect album ever published. Requires only to be seen to he apprecia
bed Besl British Manufacture Holds either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on

>page No Corners of Cards protrude on either side of leaf but are perfectly
protected Publishedin five different Bindings, to hold 300, VX> and 500 far, is
respectively, and retailing from 6s tol8s each Specially suited for use on Shoo
( lot inters for exhibiting Picture Posl Cards.

Fall particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

Inspection Invited Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4s

Carriage extra, Published exclusively by

The Patent "Interleaf" Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C, England
l? l

-i,
B
V5.

ha
.
f
.
f

-
London - Code: 5th Edit. A. B.C.MAY BE HAD OF A L L WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS

Representative Wanted for Canada
Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'
agent to take over the representation of a
number of American houses in Canada. Write,
giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E„ Toronto

12
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Victor Gramophones

"HIS MASTERS VOICE"
B&O.U.o.HAT.OfF.

Exclusive Records
We will issue shortly seven records of the morning

service as used in the Church of England.

Four records from the play "An Englishman's

Home."

Six records by Canada's famous soprano, Madame
Pauline Donalda.

These records are being made exclusively for the

Canadian market on this continent. There will be

a great demand for them, so get in early.

Send for descriptive circulars and dealers' discounts.

Berliner Gram-o-phone Company

MONTREAL Llmi'«d

POCKET MAPS
At this time of year many people are

travelling and the demand for Maps
and Guides is good. The margin of

profit is also good.

WE CAN QUOTE YOU:-
RAND&McNALLY POCKET MAPS 2 5c , at per doz. $ 1.80

ONTARIO
QUEBEC
MARITIME PROV.
MANITOBA
WESTERN CANADA
BR. COLUMBIA
CANADA
ANY STATE IN THE UNION
UNITED STATES COMPLETE

Handy Guides, with Map and full information of prin-

cipal American Cities retailing at 25c.

Per doz. $2.40

Road Map of Western Ontario, 25c. Per doz $1.80

Road Map of Eastern Ontario, 25c. Per doz. $1.80

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW FOR WHATEVER
ASSORTMENT YOU CAN USE.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Educational Supplies and Maps.

20 Temperance St. Toronto

Earn a Prize of $25, $15 or $10
in addition to regular commissions that are away in advance of any offered by
other publishers by getting subscribers for

Busy Man's Magazine
This prize offer is open to booksellers, stationers and newsdealers only.

Three prizes of $25.00, $15.00 and $10.00 respectively will be awarded to the
three dealers who send in the three greatest number of new paid-in-advance yearly
subscribers to Busy Man's Magazine between July 1st, 1909, and January 1st,

1910.

These prizes are in addition to the regular commission, which is a very liberal one
indeed.

Busy Man's Magazine, a strictly Canadian publication at $2.00 per year, is the
best magazine value ever offered.

Here is your opportunity to make some really easy money—you, who are meeting
magazine readers every day. A little outside canvassing helps some, too.

Get in line for this money by writing us at once for full particulars

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
lO FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO

13
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Holly Box Covering
AND WRAPPING PAPERS

The finest line of Paper for Box Covering and Package

Wrapping on the market.

Put up in sheets or rolls, also in Envelopes.

Paris Holly Ribbon Crepe, Tri-Color and Plain Ribbon

Crepe The Best Ever.

Paris Plain and Decorated Crepe Paper, Paper Napkins,

Plain and Crepe Toilet Papers.

The TUTTLE PRESS CO. Manufacturers AppletOIl, Wis.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

\i 1, ;.. 6, 7. 8, 9 and 10 per cent per annum t»y Natol-
on M vi rr. 5th Edition. Price, 93 W

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables
By the same author. On fine heavy paper and strongly
bound Price, §3.00.

Hughes* Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

\t 3, V/.2 , 4, 5, V/r
, 6, 7 and 8 per cent per annum. By

Charles M Hughes Price, 85 00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special [nteresl Table for daily balances,
Bhowing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from 14 per cent to 3$ per cent., inclusive. Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 pei

• Tin ,
i»\ means of which (in connection frith Compare

bive Tables*, interest for one thousand days can !" ob
tained ;ii any rate from £ per cent to 10 per cent.,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from i per cent, to 10

percent . inclusive, mi the imsisuf 365 days to the year
in i per cent rates By Charles M. C HuoHEa
I'm. e, $2 00

Hughes* Interest Tables
At. 6 and 7 per <

, <-n!
, per annum (on the i>;isis of 365 days

to the yeai . for one, two, three and four months and
'lays <>t grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes By Charles m C Hughes (on
folded .-aid. niv.' 1

.,], Btronglj bound Price, 91 mj

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables
A i l" r

fl 3 oi '3} per cent, (each on separate card), on the
basis of otic month, being 1 12 part of a year. By
Charles m C mi ohes Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Hxchange Tables
Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice
versa, advancing by 8ths and I6tbs, with other useful
tables. By Ewing Buchav Second edition. Price,
$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Bhowing the relative value, according to t he rate of dis-
count in London, in < lanadian and New York sysl cms of
quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Kui \«.

Buchan. Price, ?4.(h).

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving Bterling into dollars and cents and vice v* i

i

from tl upwards, also Bterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa By Ewing Buchan Price
mi ihi ets), each, 20c.; mounted (on boards', each, 35c,

Import Costs

Showing "Iaid-down costs' from one-eighth ol a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent to fiftj per cent, calculated at the
( Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two and-a-half
percent rates. A. separate table for each rate By H
8 Martin Price, $1.50. Kull hound leather—limp
New.

The Importers' Guide
A handdir>ok of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to lOOshillings pei piece of
46 yards By It. Campbell and J. \v. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing Lists of warehousing ports in
the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Etixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBL1BHEBS

1 1 5 and 1 1 7 Notre Dame St., West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS., Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
located or the east side ofQueen Street. The
i are bright andcheerful Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards ami Pool Hot and
cold water baths, A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Fi\e minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal pub
lie buildings, Cool and lofty bedrooms Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in May

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections
Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscrihers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate ami

Fire Insurance Agents.
l.
p>% Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

PAYSON'S IND£LIBL£ INK

i'rade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
it Centennial, Philadelphia. 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 18«w, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897.

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at the same price.

HB, H, with rubber tips,

HB, H, 2H, 3H,4H, B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

INVALUABLE TO
THE AD. WRITER

Qtt)t Canabtan

Printer & Publisher

is the authority on typography in

< anada. It will be found very
helpful to the ad. writer in giving

him information on how to arrange
ads. to the best advantage, and
showing him examples of fine

work. A subscription costs $2.00
per annum, but you get b»ck that

amount several limes over in pro-

fitable ideas. Wiite for sample
copy and subsc iption blank.

The
Canadian Printer and Publisher

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Do Not Overlook
your stock of School Books and Supplies for school opening.

Our Stock
of school books, scribblers, exercise and note books, slates and slate pencils, erasers,

pencils, penholders, compasses, pen nibs, pencil boxes, chalk, crayons, school bags,

rulers, set squares, drawing paper and pads, ink, foolscap, examination tablets and all lines

of School Supplies will meet your requirements,

receive prompt attention.

Mail orders

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited Vancouver, B.C.

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

tirade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

E2 LACROSSE DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards -Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

An Unvarying Standard
To make "ink" is not difficult. To

make good ink is, and to make good

uk over and over again is so dim-

cult that' very few manufacturers

can do it.

We have been making good

ik for over 50 years so

that now it's a habit

with us.

The highest development
of " good ink " for office

and home is

Larger

sizes have

our patent

pour-out.

Carter'sWriting Fluid

The permanency, as

well as the free writ-

ing qualities and rest-

ful color

Demanded by

Business <?%Cen

are most satisfactorily combined

here. It writes a plainly visible

blue right from the pen and dries an

imperishable black.

THE STANDARD OFFICE INK
THE CARTER'S INK CO.

Boston New York Chicago Montreal

An Unconditional Guarantee Behind It

The New " Rival

"

Fcintiin Pen is aSsolutely waranted. The dealer and the cus omer take not -

the slightest chanc;. If it si h lppens that there should be a defective pen sent

out, w: will m ike it good upon being notified. The newest features of the New
" Rival " make it a most profitable p;n to handle. In new feeding device alone has brought about a largely increasing demand for this

pen. This feature consists of two ink ductswhich draw ink from the rss;rvoir to the pen with absolute certainty, and without blotting or

overfowing. In addition to this exclusive feature, which adds materially to the lasting qualities of a nen, all New "Rival" pen-nibs

are 14k gold, and you can make your selection from an immense variety of plain and ornamental holder*. Suitable for business or

presentation purposes. A request from you w'll bring a copy of our handsome new catalogue which can be used for reference.

Canadian Representative

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO., 35 Ann St., New York City. A. ROY MACDOUGALL, 42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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This is Your Wheel
You can have it free of cost by doing a little easy work for us among

your acquaintances in your spare time.

MODEL 88 IMPERIAL

It is a first-class wheel made for us by The Canada Cycle and Motor Co., of Toronto, and will

give you excellent service. Here is a table showing the regular sizes of the various parts,

with the other sizes that may be had instead, if desired :

—

Regular Option
Frame 22-inch 20, 24 and 26-inch
Finish Black
Chain 3-16 inch. Block.
Cear 77 72. 80. 87.

Handle-bar. No. 20, Adjustable.

Regular Option
Pedals Rubber 3Vinch 3%-inch or4^-inch Rat Trap.
Cranks 7-inch.
Saddle No. 15 No. 14. 11, 17.

Tlree.-lVj-inch Dunlop 1 5-8-inch Dunlop or Hartford single tube
Whsele 28-inch, with striped rims.

To Get this Wheel absolutely free of cost, send us in 32 Paid-in-Advance

yearly subscriptions to the BUSY MAN'S MAGA-
ZINE (2 six-months or 4 three-months subscriptions count as one yearly

subscription). You will find it an easy matter to get these subscriptions

with surprisingly little canvassing as the Busy Man's Magazine is very

attractive and interesting. Try it

!

Let your boy earn one. This bicycle offer is an excellent opportunity

for your boy to acquire some training in the

art of salesmanship. Send him out to procure the 32 subscriptions with

the bicycle as his reward. He will enjoy the work ; it will help rouse

his enthusiasm for a business career ; and it will put him in possession

of a splendid bicycle that will be useful in your business as well as

affording the boy a lot of pleasant, healthy exercise.

Fill out this

Coupon and Mail

it to us To-day.

The Busy Man's Magazine.
10 Front Street East,

Toronto, Canada.

Gentlemen; I would like to win one of the Imperial Bicyles you offer for 32 new, paid-in-advance
subscriptions to Busy Man's, Please send me sample copy and order book, and I will do my best to win.
I agree to report progress once a week.

Name.

Street.

Place.
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Quality and Simplicity
ARE THE STRONGEST CHARACTERISTICS OF

^

m

Ideal
Fount&inPen

Other methods of writing have outlived their usefulness. In keep-
ing abreast of the times the users of this pen find the greatest satis-

faction in its efficiency. Made in Canada in the largest and best

equipped fountain pen plant in the world, from the best raw
materials that money can buy. The uncommon existence of sim-

plicity obtains not only accuracy but durability. This pen and ink
provide the tried and successful materials for all writing purposes.

The styles are Standard (Cone Cap, as illustrated) Safety and Self-filling. There are

366 patterns and sizes— 34 varieties of pen points in each size— Prices $2.50 and
upwards.

Write for our complete catalogue and selling suggestions. The distribution of
this line is a matter for all dealers to consider. The profits are liberal and are fully

protected. Our co-operation is extensive.

136 St. James St., Montreal

London
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Dealers who have been writing- to the Eaton Com-

pany for information about the Ontario Readers, have

received prompt replies, enclosing- circulars telling about

the merits of Eaton's groceries and other merchandise.

Truly this is the irony of fate ! It is rubbing it in with

a vengeance. If our friends the grocers and drygoodsmen

couldn't see any reason for supporting the booksellers

in their fight against a great injustice before, they are

having their eyes opened now.
* * •

In some towns the trade are arranging to sell the

Ontario Readers at an advance of one cent per copy.

The 4 cent reader will go at 5 cents, the 9 cent reader

at 10 cents and so on. This is a step which should be

carefully weighed, and should not be taken hurriedly.

We still maintain that for all the money there is in the

business, it is a wiser policy to meet the Eaton prices.

Even one cent is a consideration with some people. We
all know of women who will pay ten cents to go to

town to buy a bargain which will save five cents. There

are people who will send a mail order for the books to

save a few coppers, even if the postage and the price of

the money order exceed the saving. What merchants

want to guard against is the starting of the mail-order

habit in communities where it hasn't yet got a foot

hold.
• • •

This is the great vacation month and no matter
where one goes in town or city, places of business are

deserted by either the proprietor or one or more of his

help. As an evidence of prosperity, the holidays which
are being taken by members of the book and stationery

trade, may be considered as conclusive. We don't hear
of many motor trips being taken, but all the same trade
are not too poor to have a few fast launches among
them. Summer cottages are owned by not a few book-
sellers and those who don't possess such a, luxury are
usually to be found taking things easy at the first-rate

summer hotels. If our statistician were not away on
his own vacation, we might get him to figure out ap-
proximately how much the trade expend on this summer
holiday business. It would be no small amount.
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The big stationers' convention at Toledo has come

and gone. It set us thinking what a fine thing it would

be if we only had as strong and aggressive an organiza-

tion in Canada, comparatively speaking. Why can't we ?

There a.re no insuperable reasons. If "we could only get

a few enthusiastic workers together, the thing would be

bound to go. As it is, we are working on the principle

of letting the other fellow do the work and when every-

body acts on that principle, the inevitable result fol-

lows,—nothing is done. If we could only take a car-load

of Canadian stationers over to an American convention

to have their horizon enlarged, they would come back

with a new and burning zeal for association work.
» * *

Preparations for our Silver Jubilee Number to be

issued next month are going on apace. It is no unim-

portant event in the life of a trade newspaper to attain

to the quarter-century mark, because trade journalism

speaking general is a very modern development. In

point of years ours is really the oldest independent trade

newspaper in Canada. We can assure our readers that

the celebration number will contain much interesting

matter. We have already gathered together a great deal

of instructive material and illustrations, and any dealer

who fails to derive some benefit from reading the num-
ber is a hopeless case.

• * •

Publishers have just about completed their fall lists

of fiction, juveniles and gift books. Without exaggera-

tion, the fall offering will be of a high order. Some
houses have reduced the number of their books, while

others have larger lists than usual. There is to be a
Connor book this fall and a Parker book. R. E. Knowles
will have a new Canadian story, and other Canadian
writers will be active. High-class fiction from De Mor-
gan, Arnold Bennett and Marian Crawford will raise

the standard of the general list. With widespread "and
careful advertising, the bookseller should make a good
thing out of his fall fiiction.

* * •

What is the effect of the sale of cheap reprints of
copyright books ? Is it going to injure the sale of the
new copyrights f This is a question which the book-
seller should consider carefully. There are arguments
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for and against it. In one way there is no doubt that

some people will be led to wait for the appearance of

the reprint rather than buy the first edition. Others

will purchase reprints altogether, without paying any

attention to the higher-priced books, because they see

tha.t they can buy two or three times as many volumes

for the same price. But on the other hand the appear-

ance of the cheap reprint is bound to increase the num-

ber of novel readers. People who had never read a new

$1.50 or $1.25 novel, will purchase a 50 cent reprint and

will cultivate a taste for reading. They will find that

some of the best books are not to be had in cheap form

and will accordingly be led to purchase them at regular

prices. And then again human nature must be reckoned

with. Most people want to read the latest books and be

right up to date. To do so they must purchase the new

books. Reprints to them are so much obsolete trash.

Booksellers ought to study the field carefully and exer-

cise some judgment in placing the reprints on sale. To

our mind the duller seasons, between the appearance of

the spring and fall books, is the right time to bring along

the reprints.
• * *

Our last month's editorial on aggressiveness In sell-

ing private greeting cards has been well received and we

believe it has accomplished some good. That there is

good money in the business is shown by the increasing

number of agents canvassing the public this season.

These agents arc busy already. They are visiting busi-

ness men in their homes in the evening and calling on

the ladies in the forenoon and afternoon. If the results

of their canvass are so satisfactory, it follows that the

bookseller is letting slip a good thing when he fails to

keep up in the race. He has advantages which the

traveling agent has not. The latter can only call once

or twice. When he leaves a town he is done with it.

The stationer is right on the spot and can fight the

matter to a finish. Moreover he can show a greater

variety of samples and can guarantee satisfaction, which

the agent oftentimes cannot do. It is time to "get

busy."
« * *

School opening time is almost here,—one of the

busiest weeks in the year for the bookseller. One last

question is apropos. Have you arranged your campaign

yet ? Allow us to emphasize the necessity for having

your selling plan cut and dried. The window trim, the

premium offer, the newspaper advertisement and the

store decoration should all be ready for launching at

the right moment. If in previous years you have run

this business on the hit and miss principle, turn over a

new leaf this year and go after the trade systematically.

We believe it will be greatly to your advantage.
* * *

Toronto's National Exhibition this year opens on

August 30 and lasts for the following two weeks. It is

hoped that the trade outside the city will take advantage

of the cheap rates and will visit the exhibition. It is a

liberal education, to see the various exhibits and to mix
with the people, and the visit will broaden the outlook

for all those who attend from smaller places. The whole-

sale houses will also appreciate calls from members of

the trade.

• • •

Another development in the Canadian publishing

business, which may be taken as a sign of prosperity, is

the announcement that the Macmillan Co. of Canada are

about to erect a fine old-fashioned building on Bond
Street in Toronto, where their offices and warerooms

will in future be located. The Macmillan Co. are among
the late arrivals in Canada, but they have been very

successful, and they will strengthen their position by

having a building of their own, designed to give a

genuine bookish atmosphere to the place. Construction

is to be hurried forward and the building will probably

be ready for occupancy next February.

• * *

We hear this month of several removals from old to

new stores on the part of Canadian booksellers, in each

case the change meaning increased accommodation and

better location. Under these circumstances a change is

a good thing. Perhaps it wouldn't be/ amiss for one and

all of our readers to take stock of their stores and see

it they, too, would not benefit by a move. In some
towns the centre of traffic may have shifted, carrying

the people away from the book store. In such a case it

is better to follow the crowd than attempt to fight for

a living in the old location. It is good business policy

to get to the centre of things and no sentimental

reasons should have weight when it comes to forsaking

an old store. The public like novelty and they will

come to see .John Smith's new store, when they forget

all about his old one.

• » •

Give clerks their holidays. It will pay to do this,

even on the principle that it pays to take care of a
machine. Holidays certainly tend to improve the effi-

ciency of a clerk. The better the health the better the

efficiency of the average man, and holidays tend to im-

prove the health. Every clerk is perhaps not worth be-

ing given a holiday, but clerks that are not worth being

given a holiday are not worth keeping in the store. A
well spent holiday makes a healthier, brighter, and more
efficient all round man behind the counter. If you hav«
not already tried this do it now.

» * *

To cut prices in order to get the business is a sign

of weakness. He who has to resort to this method is

incapable of building up a business on businesslike and
up-to-date methods. It is one thing to reduce the price

of an article which has been so long in stock so as to
cut off the profits, but it is another thing to take a
staple line of goods and deliberately cut the price in

order to try and attract customers to the store or
warehouse. Enterprise is at the root of every successful
business. To employ methods which disorganize trade
can scarcely be termed enterprising. Foolishness is

rather a better term. Knowledge of business, good live,

selling methods, courteous treatment of customers, and
judicious advertising are much better business-getting
factors than cutting prices. The one builds up business,
the other undermines it.
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Personal Impressions of the Toledo Convention of Stationers

Some Random Notes from a Visitor's Diary— Items about Men who were

There The Way the Association is Managed — The Souvenirs.

The rotunda of a convention hotel during the hours

between sessions is an extremely interesting place for

the onlooker, and as the writer looked about the spacious

lounge of the Hotel Secor, Toledo, Ohio, on the morning

of July 20, he saw gathered together in little groups, a

cosmopolitan crowd of the stationers of America. They

were a very creditable-looking aggregation, mostly men

of middle-age, well-dressed, almost all smoking cigars,

the majority wearing the red badge of a delegate, some

with the blue badge of a visitor.

Toledo itself is a prosperous-looking city of some 200,-

000 inhabitants, situated at the westerly extremity el'

Lake Erie. Its leading hostelry, the Hotel Secor, a

handsome new ten-storey building, was the home of the

convention. Thither were gathered together nearly 300

delegates from all over the United States, representing

the manufacturers, jobbers and retailers of stationery,

Many of those present were traveling salesmen, but there

seemed to be very little effort made to do business, except

in the cultivation of the ground by social attentions.

"Charlie" Warwick Was There.

A friend of former conventions, Harry Jackson, of the

Spencerian Pen Co., New York, who was there with his

brother, Arthur P. Jackson, of the Hawkes-Jaekson Co.,

gave me the pleasing information thai there was another

Canadian present— described as a fat man of jovial dis-

position. Further investigation disclosed the fact that

it was "Charlie" Warwick, of Toronto, but, alas! he

had taken his departure earlier in the day. being merely

a chance visitor in the city. That left me the only Canuck

present.

But not quite! A. H. McQuilkin, who is the editor of

the de luxe stationery trade paper of the 1'. S., the In-

land Stationer (and incidentally editor of the Inland

Printer) is also a Canadian by birth and proud of it. And
I was glad to nice! Mr. Tupper, one of the owners of Of-

fice Appliances, a genuine Bluenose from near Kent-

ville, N.S.

Business sessions of the convention were held in the

ballroom on the ninth floor of the hotel, reached by ele-

vator (of course). Here on the platform. President

Gerry, of New York, a popular chairman, and Secretary

Rogers, of the same city, conducted the meeting, while the

delegates sat on little gilded chairs—pretty, but uncom-

fortable. Owing to the heat, many a stout stationer re-

moved his- coat and hung it over the back of his chair,

while so intolerable did the prospect of an evening-dress

banquet become, that our good friend from Chicago,

Fletcher B. Gibbs. got a motion put through that would

penalize any member for appearing at the dinner in any-

thing more formal than a negligee shirt.

Fletcher B. Gibbs, a Strong Man.

That same Chicagoan, Mr. Gibbs, is a tower of strength

to the association. One doesn't need to be long present

to grasp the fact that he is the man who leads it safely

over the rough spots and smooths out the little kinks that

always develop even in the best-managed organizations.

He has a kindly word for Canada and the friends he

made over here last fall and would willingly assist the

trade here in developing association work.

As in all associations, there are a few outstanding
figures in the national bodv. For instance, there is C.

H. Mann, of Philadelphia, a past president and a front-

row delegate, who is the acme of precision, speaking fre-

quently, though briefly, and an adept at presenting votes

of thanks. There is Samuel Ward, of Boston, a splendid

type of the upright business man, whose influence on

the morals of the convention has not been unnoticed. There

the morals of the convention has not been unnoticed.

There is Charles E. Falconer, of Baltimore, a very pleas-

ant gentleman, who went home happy because lie lias se-

cured the 1010 convention for his city. There is Charles

E. Stevens, of Chicago, facetiously dubbed prime minister

to Gibbs, because of his friendly services to that gentle-

man, a lively little man. with the right word in the right

place. And so the list of loyal members might be con-

tinued.

Very Loyal Members.

This loyalty is a great asset. Apparently with these

men, once a member always a, member, i> a guiding prin-

ciple. The loyalty that brings a George M. Courts an-

nually from Texas, and a W. H. Kistler from Denver, a

D. S. Sperry from St. Paul, and a W. J. Kennedy from
Si. Louis, is no small thing.

There is a deal of formality about the proceedings,

and rightly so. President Gerry introduces speakers with

all their dignity heaped upon them. Everybody speaks

well and tersely. The constitution is rigidly adhered to..

Mosl of the important work is done in committee and
committee's recommendations are practically always

adopted.

Outside the door of the convention hall, a long table

groans under the weight of sample copies of the trade

journals. Such a lot of them! It must surely be a per-

plexity to the American advertiser to know which to use.

I believe there were at least eight papers represented, in

addition to the Canadian trade paper. One of them
Geyer's Stationer, gets out a daily edition during the con-

vention, giving a verbatim report of the proceedings.

Have you got your souvenirs? This was a common
question on Thursday afternoon. The souvenir-giving

babit has developed to such an alarming extent, that ;'

resolution disapproving of the giving- of all such articles,

was passed at this year's meeting. However, it reminded
one of a Christmas festival up in Room 021. when pack-
ages containing the gifts of the various manufacturers
were handed out to the visitors. And some of them were
really admirable—notepaper from Eaton, Crane & Pike;
a pencil assortment from Eberhard Faber; playing cards
from U. S. Playing Card Co.,' etc.

The Conklin Pen Co., a local concern, did the honors
on Wednesday evening, when they chartered the Str.

Greyhound, and took everybody out for a sail on Lake
Erie. The Toledo stationers entertained on Friday with
an all-day trip to Put-in Bay. Thus the social side of
the convention was by no means neglected, and no doubt
formed the most attractive part of the gathering to many.

Business Done.

And what of the practical side of the convention?
What is it accomplishing? Probably the 19'09 convention
will go down to fame, as the first to formulate a definite
policy of action. A catalogue commission or committee
has been formed, and an appropriation of a thousand
dollars has been voted for its support. This committee
will work out a set of uniform prices at which staple
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stationery articles should be sold to produce a fair profit.

That this will be a decided boon to the" trade goes with-

out saying. 'Many a stationer doesn't know what price

he should put on an article. One neighbor may have one

price and another another price. Which is the right one?

The work of the committee will bring about a uniformity

that will guarantee to all a fair return.

Another forward step this year has been a provision

for a permanent salaried secretary, a much-needed re-

form. The fees have been raised from five to ten dollars

to meet this extra expense.

At least two admirable addresses were delivered be-

fore the convention, which were full of excellent pointers.

It will be the privilege of The Bookseller and Stationer

to reproduce both of these when opportunity offers. The

two papers were prepared by prominent men in the

trade, who had evidently spent much time in their pre-

paration, revealing methods by which they had achieved

success.

Personalities.

William C. Bardenheuer, of Boorum & Pease Co., New
York, a genuine good-fellow, was a popular appointee to

the new board of control.

W. E. Smith—what would a convention be without

him?—jollied the girls, spun yarns for the men, and crown-

ed his achievements by chartering a special train home.

He is still an enthusiast on Waterman's Ideal pens.

Uncle George Olney—the same old sport—looking bet-

ter than he ever did, beamed good nature all round. An-

other uncle—Uncle Sam Cooper—was the living repre-

sentative of the national figure.

P. B. Towne, general manager of the National Blank

Book Co., Holyoke, took an active part in some of the

open discussions, contributing some useful ideas to the

meeting.

F. D. Seymour, editor of the Pen Prophet, the Water-

man Pen Co. 's house organ, collected considerable use-

ful information for his little sheet.

P. 0. Nicolai was the representative present of the

Eaton, Crane & Pike Co., Pitts-field. This company seem

to possess the faculty of employing a very genial lot of

young men.

Baltimore in October, 1910! The Toledo entertainers

were very kind, but the heat went against them and an

October convention will be an improvement.

J. S. A. Wittke. of the J. G. Shaw Blank Book Co-

New York, took a keen interest in the proceedings at

the business sessions.

A. W. Faber was represented by Henry Fera, Jr., New
York.

L. A. Hawkes, of C. Howard Hunt Pen Co., was a

popular member of the New York contingent. Mr. Hawkes
is starting a warm campaign for Hunt pens in Canada.

Souvenirs.

The Byron Weston Co., Dalton, Mass., presented dele-

gates after their return home with a neat little black

leather case, containing handy memo sheets. By draw-

ing out a cord the sheets can be extracted from the

case. At the convention they gave each person a blot-

ting stone with aluminum top.

United States Playing Card Co., of Cincinnati, pre-

pared a dainty box containing two packs of« playing

cards, tied with red ribbon and lettered in gold.

The Eaton,' Crane & Pike Company made up special

presentation 'boxes of their pressed vellum notepaper.

Chicago Shipping & Receipt Book Co. presented an

aluminum loose sheet holder.

The Southworth Company, Holyoke, gave a little

red leather memorandum book.

W. C. Horn, Bro. & Co., New York, got up an at-

tractive leather post card album, capable of holding

quite a number of cards.

A library assortment of pens, pencils, rubbers, etc.,

in the form of a book was an intersting present from
Eberhard Faber.

The Stationers' Club of Toledo gave each delegate a
pretty booklet containing detachable view cards of the

c'ity.

*

MACMILLAN CO. TO BUILD.

Toronto, August 5.—The Macmillan Co. of Canada
will immediately commence the construction of a fine

new four storey building at No. 70 Bond St., Toronto.
The building will be of gray stone and brick and archi-

tecturally will be old country style. The offices of the

company will take up the front portion of the main
floor, while the rear portion and the basement will be
utilized for stock rooms. The upper floors will be let.

To the north 26 feet will be reserved for a lawn, so tha.t

the surroundings will be very pleasant. Mr. Wise, man-
ager of the company, expects that the building will be

ready for occupancy about February 1.

CHAPPLESS NEW STORE.

Gait, August 1.—Chappie's book stock was moved
within the past few days to the handsome new premises
just fitted up, one door west of the old stand. The
new store, lately occupied by Deans & Walker, \s ad-

mirably suited to the purpose and will give Mr. Chappie
the additional room which the expansion of his business

has made necessary. Ample store room is provided on
the second floor and the salesroom below is of a suffi-

cient size to meet all requirements.

TOURISTS IN MONTREAL.
Montreal, August 5.—During the past month there

was quite a demand for guide books, souvenir books and
light fiction among the large i St. Catherine Street book-

stores. Tourist trade has just started in some quarters

while in others nothing as yet has developed. Many
merchants are under the impression that the traveling

public are holding back till late in the month and by
then, it is confidently expected that they will arrive in

numbers for the, "Back to Montreal" period.

In current fiction, "The White Sister," by F. Marion
Crawford, continued the best seller during the past

month and also up to the present writing. "The Inner

Shrine," published by Musson, is a very close second.

Other good selling books at present are "Marriage a la

Mode," by Mrs. Humphrey Ward ; "The Three Keys,"

by F. Ormond ; "Man in Lower Ten," by Mary K.
Rinehart ; "Set in Silver," by C. N. and A. M. William-

son, and "Katrine," by Elinor M. Lane.

The by now famous Parker Pastime Picture puzzles

are having steady sales with most book stores. Some
puzzles include 250 pieces and quite often it passes away
quite an enjoyable evening before the picture is solved.

The picture when brought to light generally proves very

attractive.

G. R. Sparks, of A. C. McClung & Co., Chicago, was
in town early in the month.

John Putnam, of G. P. Putnam's Sons of New
York, called on the trade early in the month.

C. J. Musson, of the Musson Book Co., Toronto,

spent a few days on business in Montreal about the

middle of last month.
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Vacation Time Is Being Enjoyed by the Canadian Trade

Where and How Booksellers, Stationers and Travellers are Spending their Holi-

days — Everybody having a Good Tine— Business Cares Forgotten for a Season.

This is vacation time. For a few weeks the Cana-

dian trade, or such of
:
them as can get away from busi-

ness, are enjoying life at the summer resorts. It is

Bookseller and Stationer's hope that everybody will

have a good time and will return reinvigorated in mind

and body. It has been impossible to get information

about everybody, but we have gathered together a few

MUSSON AND THE MUSTANG

C. J. Musson says aeroplaning isn't in it with motor boating.

items about some of the people in the trade. Wo would

like to include everyone and it is not from any inten-

tion to slight our friends that a great many are not

mentioned.

Frank Wise, manager of the Macmillan Co. of Can-

ada, expects to put in a short holiday in the Georgian

Bay district this month.

Henry Button, manager of Cassell & Co., contem-

plates a visit to Western Canada.

J. (J. Cloke of Cloke & Son, Hamilton, accompanied

by Mrs. Cloke and daughters, are spending the summer
in the west and will take in the Seattle Exhibition be-

fore returning.

A. E. Benham, Parkhill, accompanied his wife and

family to Montreal, spending a week there. Mrs. Ben-

ham and family sailed on August (> for Scotland on

board the steamer Virginian.

W. T. Allen, Bowmanville, finds business too good to

permit of his leaving on a vacation. He has to work
nights to keep up with it.

W. Turner and Mrs. Turner, Markdale, spent the

summer at their cottage on an island near Point aux

Baril.

H. M. Patterson, Stratford, put in a very pleasant

two weeks enjoying lake breezes at Port Dover.

H. Baldwin, Sunderland, has recently purchased a

cottage on the shore of Lake Simcoe near Beaverton
and is living there for the month of August.

R. S. Porter, of Lindsay, and Mrs. Porter, spent a

month's vacation very pleasantly at the summer home
of their son, H. S. Porter of Montreal, among the

Laurentian Mountains, sixty miles north of Montreal.

The cottage known as Cottage 'Content, faces a pretty

lake.

J. Doersam of Waterloo, had to spend his vacation
at home this year on account of ill-health.

J. W. McLaren, of Watford, was in camp at Hills-

boro on Lake Huron for five weeks.

W. B. Hart, Perth, spent his vacation at his summer
residence on the Rideau River.

The traveling staff of the Copp, Clark Co. scattered

this summer in all directions, John Swift going to his

farm on the Credit, J. S. I'laskett to his island in Lake

Joseph, Dudley Thomas to a gay society resort on Lake
Rosseau, Paul Trebilcock to fish at Buckhorn and Harold

Copp to delight the ladies at Penetang.

John M. Young, manager of Copp, Clark Co.'s fac-

tory in company with W. J. Anderson of Nerlioh & Co.,

and some friends went on a canoe trip to Lake Tema-
gami.

I. L. Hobden, eastern traveler for Musson Book Co.,

is one of the low who are taking a day or two off now
and then, making excursions to Hamilton and other

near-by resorts.

William Copp, manager of the book department of

the Cop]) Clark Co. is getting enough relaxation as skip

of a lawn bowling team at the Queen City Club, to do

him for a vacation this 1 year.

H. L. Thompson, president and A. W. Thomas, sec-

retary of the Copp, Clark Co., have quartered their

THE BLAZED TRAIL

"Torn 1 ' Allen as he smashes down another sturdy oak. "Me
and Gladstone are the only ones who could ever do it."

families for the summer at Jackson's Point and pay
them week-end visits.

Arthur Reed of the Copp, Clark Co., is an enthus-

iastic supporter of Hanlan's Point as a summer resort
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and lives there as long as possible each year. Up to

date he has only seen one mosquito.

Asked as to how and where he was spending' his

holidays, W. C. Hell of the Musson Book Co., replied

that he was enjoying himself working at the office.

YE LAWN BOWLER

Aubrey O. Hurst has visions of winning the Goodall Trophy.

J. II. Charles, secretary-treasurer of the Musson
Book Co., lives during the summer on a small farm near

Bronte on the shores of Lake Ontario-.

A MIGHTY DRIVER

"Septimus" B. Gundy indulging in the royal game at the

Lambton Golf and Country Club.

L. A. (!emmel, of the traveling staff of the Musson
Book Co., put in a fortnight at Mustang Villa on

Sparrow Lake.

Dr. Briggs, the Book Steward, catches the 5.30

train every night and rides out to Lome Park, where he

lives with his son during the summer.

E. S. Caswell, of the Methodist Book Room, To-

ronto, went into partnership with his brother, Rev. W.

B. Caswell, and sailed off in the "Jolly Rover" launch

for the wilds of Georgian Bay, away from troublesome

authors and impossible manuscripts.

Bob Kennedy, of the Methodist Book Room, To-

ronto, is reported to have gone lady-killing at Sparrow

Lake. W. .J. Brady, of the same company, was also at

the lake with his family.

E. S. Walker, manager of the wholesale department

of the Book Room, Toronto', summers with his family

at Clarkson's on the lake shore west of the city. He is

having a fine time this year navigating his new launch

the "Cheecbaeo."
C. J. .Musson, president of the Musson Hook Co., is

one of th<' |»i<>iif<i s of Sparrow Lake, which bids fair to

become a great centre for publishers and their travelers

in summer. He has a cottage there which he calls

Mustang Villa, while his launch is known as the Mus-

SEEIN' LUNNON

J. F. Ellis gazing at Cleopatra's Needle. "By iove, but Cleo.

must have been a big lady. I'd hate to have to carry

them in stock !

"

tang. As a bucker, this launch beats its animal name-
sake all hollow, as Mr. Musson has already discovered.

F. S. Ewens of the Methodist Book Room, Toronto,

goes to Sparrow Lake for his two weeks on the 14th

inst.

C. A. Irwin, of the Macmillan Co., Toronto, put in

a fortnight at Jackson's Point in July and enjoyed the

plentiful rainfall immensely.

Bert Durham, manager of the retail department,

Methodist Book Room, Toronto, spent his vacation at

Sans Souci, GeorgSa,n Bay.

(Continued on page 30.)
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Manitoba Merchants Are Watching School Book Contract

Definite Steps Towards Reorganization of Retail Merchants' Association - Members

from Ontario Andress Meeting in Reference to Mail-Order Houses Getting Contract

for Supplying the School Books—A Live Subject in Manitoba Premier Petitioned.

Winnipeg, Aug. 3.—At a meeting- of retail merchants

on .July 27, definite steps were taken to organize a re-

tail merchants' association of Western Canada.

15. W. Zieman, Preston, Ont., president of the R. M.

A., and M. Moyer, of Toronto, the treasurer, were pre-

sent.

Mr. Zieman stated that the reason he was present

was to urge upon the retail merchants of Winnipeg and

Manitoba, particularly to join in with the merchants of

Ontario and Quebec in> forming a Dominion Association.

In outlining the great necessity of a general associa-

tion, he said that there were questions which come up in

various local centres, which are of importance to the

merchants of the Dominion as a whole, and which were

not thoroughly investigated on account of the lack of

piestige in a small organi~aticn.

School Book Contract.

He then referred to the school bo^ik question in

Manitoba as one which needed the co'-operative support

of all merchants in Canada, irrespective of their line of

trade. The Government of Ontario had given the con-

tract to furnish school books to a firm which had ten-

dered for the same at what has been considered less than

cost, but they were making up the loss by advantageous

advertising. This company, which had been carrying on

a departmental and mail order business for years, much
to the detriment of the retail trade of Canada, were by

this contract given increased impetus to dominate the

wholesale and retail business of the Dominion. The fact

that this company intended to give a 20 per cent, dis-

count to every individual purchaser for cash was an out-

rage upon the retail bookstore trade of Ontario, where

these books could be purchased only at the same price.

The speaker then> surprised the members present by stat-

ing that tenders for the supply of school books in Man-
itoba were to open on August 2, and that it behoved

the retailers of Western Canada to petition the Govern-

ment not to award the contract to any corporation

which would use the privilege solely to develop a

stronger mail-order business, depriving the retail book-

seller of a legitimate profit, and encouraging customers

from every part of the province to purchase every arti-

cle required in the home through the mails.

Warning to Western Merchants.

Mr. Moyer followed Mr. Zieman and at once intro-

duced the question of school books. He said, that as a

member of the Retail Merchants' Association of On-

tario, he came to warn the merchants of Western Can-

ada against the encroachment of such concerns as the

large mail-order houses. The T. Eaton Co. had tendered

for the school books of Ontario at a lower figure than

they cost them, their only object being to educate the

people to the system of ordering by mail, and for this

purpose their name would be imprinted on every book.

Every wholesale house in Canada should become alarm-

ed at the possibility of additional contracts being

awarded to this company since the maintenance and de-

velopment of the retail business meant the maintenance

and development of the wholesale business. That the

Government should give the contract to a concern which

kills the businesses of those men who make the Govern-

ment is an outrage.

Mr. Moyer said that the Government could not be

expected to know the wishes of the people, but that the

people should approach the Government. For, it would
seem, that the members of parliament would not ta'<e

such an action if they clearly understood the situation.

As an instance of what the Retail Merchants' Associa-
tion could do, Mr. Moyer cited the instance of the co-

operative society bill, which was introduced in the

House of Commons and allowed to pass on the grounds
that the people were supporting such a bill.

Premier Petitioned.

The following- petition is being circulated among, and
signed by merchants throughout the province :—

To the Hon. R. P. Roblin, premier, and members of

the Executive for the Province of Manitoba :

Your petitioners humbly show : That the retail busi-

ness all over the province i- convenient and essential to

the welfare of the people of Manitoba.

That the retail business is a necessary and legitimate
branch of trade.

That during a considerable portion of the year a

large section of the people depend on the retail mer-
chants for their support, furnishing them with necessary
supplies of every description, frequently on much needed
terms of credit, inseparable from the conditions of a new
country.

That the departmental store is a development of. an
unnatural excrescence on the retail business.

That unless this development is stopped, controlled
or regulated it will ruin the legitimate retail trade and
destroy the business fabric on which the people so
largely depend.

That departmental stores pay no taxes outside of

the municipality in which they are located.
That the Dominion Government's postal system af-

fords facilities altogether too favorable to the building
up of departmental stores.

That a Government contract to supply school books
to the children of Manitoba, if given to a departmental
store, would be a discrimination in its favor, and
against the legitimate retail business ; vicious in princi-
ple, and destructive to the established channels of
trade.

That such a contract would place advertising ma-
terial and books bearing the imprint of the departmental
store in every home in the province where eh'ildrcn at-
tend the public schools, and would be an immensely val-

uable franchise to the departmental store, and corres-
pondingly injurious to the local retail merchants in

every branch of business.

That, if for lack of legitimate profit in handling
school books, the retail trade throughout the country
are forced to give up handling them, and the pupils are
unable to procure their books locally, it will upset the
whole educational programme at the commencement of

the school term.

That the retail trade pays a large share of the taxes
of every municipality, and are entitled to protection
against unfair competition.

That the influence of the retail trade is substantial
and far reaching.

That the retail trade looks to the Government of

Manitoba to do it justice, and refuse to consider tenders
from departmental stores in awarding the contract for

the supply of books for the schools of the province.

And your petitioners will ever pray.



Reader Enquiry Brings Batch of Eaton Advertising

Mail Order Directions and "Money Saver" Tip Sent to Man Who
Asks for Information with Reference to the New Books—Strong

Indication that the Contract will be Used as Advertising Lever.

What may be regarded as a preliminary though none

the less significant evidence of the use which the T.

Eaton Co. intend making of the school reader contract,

recently awarded them by the Ontario Government, has

been brought to the attention of Bookseller and Sta-

tioner by an enquirer for information concerning the

new books. Accompanying the reply which he received

was a batch of Baton mail-order literature, samples of

which are here reproduced.

An Advertising Lever.

No more forceful confirmation of Bookseller and

Delivery Guarantee
2c EXTRA with each order over 50c

guaranteea safe delivery of your

goods if they are to be sent by mail.

We will deduct 2c from your remit-

tance for above purpose unless otherwise

instructed.

to prevent the discharge ol the contract in the manner

described. As already pointed out by Bookseller and

Stationer, the Government can stipulate -thai the imprint

of the Education Department be placed upon the books

instead of that of the T. Eaton Co. The Education De-

partment also has power to take over the distribution of

the books. By requiring the observance of these clauses

in the contract, the Department would greatly modify an

evil foreseen by country retailers, and one which is al-

ready taking actual form, judging from the manner in

which the enquirer's letter was treated.

ORDER FORM

«-T. EATON C<?,
TORONTO

limited

CANADA

Our Terms are
CASH WITH ORDER
Remit by Express Money Orders,

Postal Orders or Bank Drafts.

Do not le.id Cash without
registering It Ifl not safe.

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
NAME

( Use Initials and prefix Mr., Mrs. or Mia>)

Street Address -

DATE 190

Post Office Box No.

County ~ -

Ship my order to

Province

by
Write Mail. Eiprosor Freight

8tate exact amount Of money enclosed

$

Shall we ship by Fret£ht instead of Express if cheaper? ANSWER
II you instrurt us to ship free delivery orders by Kspress we will pay only [he amount of freight < Imrk'rv

How far is it to your nearest Railway Station? ANSWER
If any of the goods ordered are temporarily out of Stock

may we send other goods ? ANSWER

>RDER IS TAKEN FROM CATALOGUE NO.

Do not write anything in this space

When writing about or RETURNING GOODS be sure to RETURN THE BILL

OUR LIBERAL GUARANTEE
If goods are not satisfactory, tell us the reason why and return

them within ten days; we will pay transportation charges both
ways and exchange or refund the money. Read paragraph " Exchanging Goods" in General Catalogue Instructions.

ARTICLE
NUMBER

PAGE
NO.

Quantity DESCRIPTION OF GOODS
(Order each article on a separate line)

COLOR SIZE PRICE
EACH DOLLARS CENTS

If any am ount is due us from last order please en clos e wit h thi sorder

PrepaidAllowance en closed for Post age on this Order, or Express or Freig ht Ch arges i f to be

Eaton Mail Order Instructions enclosed with reply to School Book Enquiry.

Stationer's contention that the contract will be employed

as an advertising lever for the huge departmental store

could have come to light at the present time. It is

striking proof that those who let the contract, though

properly impelled by the consideration of cheap readers

for the schools, entirely overlooked the possibility of

unjust application of advantages of enormous value when

placed in the hands of such a concern at the T. "Eaton

Co. Hon. Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education, cannot fail

to recognize, in the face of this evidence that it, would

be only reasonable to the hundreds of retailers through-

out the country to take such steps as may be necessary

School Book Monopoly.

A very considerable number of those newspapers in

which the new contract has been commented upon hold

that steps should be taken whereby the sale of school

books will not became a monopoly. The Hamilton Herald,

for example, sta,tes, that "it is not only unjust to the

retail trade of the province, but also to the general pub-

lic, to give any one retail firm the power to concentrate

the sale of school books in its own hands by making the

sale of them by other dealers unprofitable. Evidently

that is what may be done under the contract. The Eaton

Company ha9 the legal right to refuse to sell books to re-
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tail dealers at any but the retail price. Probably it will

take advantage of this right. The result will be that

retail dealers will be obliged, for the convenience of the

public, to sell school readers at a loss, or the people of

Ontario will be obliged to buy their readers from the

Eaton Company only. Such a condition would entail a

great deal of inconvenience. The contract should have

stipulated that the contracting firm must sell the reader?

to the retail trade at a reasonable discount. The objec-

tion to the school books being used to advertise the re-

tail business of the Eaton Company is also a sound one.

No advertising matter ought to be allowed within the

cover of these school books."

Patronizing Home Merchants.

Every country newspaper in the province has, from

time to time, exhorted its readers to patronize home mer-

chants—the men who pave the streets, who contribute to

the maintenance of schools, churches and charitable in-

stitutions and who help out the local newspaper by ad-

vertising. Yet there are newspapers who see no injustice

in this contract, who have not noticed how it will un-

doubtedly endanger the business of country merchants,

and who claim, like the Ridgetown Dominion, which pre-

sumably voices the opinion of Phil. Bowyer, M.P.P., for

ARE YOU GETTING THIS MONEY SAVER ?

mMmmmmm 1

ire getn'na tke fuB

oner in quantity end quality 1 Aro
you not aomctimr. diaroureged I«ium ot the (arc*

•mount ol money you hove to pay for dried h eiie. no*,

cp-ieee and other every day groceries and then roeetvon,

•mall amount or poor quality >

WRITE TODAY lot EATON'S Grocery Catalogue,

it will tell you how IO euve money on your every grocery

need and at the earn* time y°u will be plceaed with the
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quality, a* well a* the •untcvetit quantity you receiva.

Write lor thie Catalogue to day. it will bo moiled to

THIS CATAIjOCUE will be 'leaned orerjftwo roooth.

end it will quote you the very newer! of aD groceneo

and at price* that will •uroly aetonl.li you. Get your
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HAVE,..:
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An Eaton "Money Saver" tip sent to the man who
enquired about school books.

West Kent, that the contract is not an advertising coup

pulled off by the T. Eaton Co., whereby another means

of access to the homes of the people in smaller towns and

cities is obtained, thus extending the mail-order business,

and cutting in upon the trade of the local mercantile

houses.

To those who have not sized up these phases of the

matter, Bookseller and Stationer presents this latest

proof. Every enquiry, every order, will undoubtedly bring

a bunch of Eaton advertising literature. No person is

interested in Dr. Pyne'9 free information to the effect

that so-called electric corporations are responsible for the

opposition to the contract. This line of talk is rendered

somewha.t nonsensical when ranged alongside the serious

weakness of the contract, and the absolute freedom from
political consideration with whoch the matter has so far

been considered. Bookseller and Stationer is entirely

ignorant of any such feeling. It feels that it has taken a

stand well within its province as a trade newspaper, and
that the injustice of the proposition made its duty in the

ma,tter imperative. Bookseller and Stationer advo-
cates no course that would detract from the public bene-
fit to which the Department of Education so commend-
ably pledged itself in this matter. At the same time, it

strongly disapproves of any action by which a public con-
tract might be employed to the serious disadvantage of
a large section of the mercantile community.

WHAT ARE FANCY GOODS?
The term fancy goods means a good deal to many of

the important merchants throughout Canada, but in the

mind of many the term is more or less enshrouded in un-

certainty. In so far as the bookseller and stationer has

failed to give time, space and attention to this line has

he missed yearly a very fine opportunity of "keeping
the people coming."

The importance of the trade in Toronto is amply
manifest from the fact that some of the largest ware-

houses in Toronto are devotel to these lines. Probably

the largest items in fancy goods are dolls, toys, presen-

tation and toilet articles, gift china, druggists' sundries

and tobacconists' requisites.

The dealer to-day who is anxious to impress his cus-

tomers and prospective adherents with his progressive-

ness and desire to satisfy cannot afford to pass by the

subject of fancy goods without that serious and thorough-

going attention that he would apply to more staple lines.

The fact is to-day generally recognized that the mer-
chant who satisfies the demand for holiday goods has the

best chance to get the attention of the public at all

seasons.

How to Go About It.

Make up your mind first to give the goods ample space

for display. Staple lines which people ask for anyway
may well be put out of sight, if necessary, for the two
months between October 20th and Christmas. Decide all

this before you buy and bear in mind that to get busi-

ness you must have the goods and to sell them you must
show them.

Start with dolls. This popular holiday line is now to

be had in such fine assortments and in such taste and
beauty that it forms an attraction all fall second to

none. Toys are things which should be selected in large

variety. Have the assortment and get all the new things

and all the popular old staple lines, even if you take
smaller quantities of each number.

Science no sooner unfolds a new principle than it is

almost simultaneously put into something practical for

the children, with its appearance in apparatus for in-

dustrial uses. Hence such things as airships, automatic
railway signal systems, motors and all manner of useful

and scientific appliances for the healthful amusement and
certain edification of the juvenile world.

Presentation fancy goods are to be had in a host of new
and popular-priced lines. Fancy jewels, pin trays and
boxes, inks, frames, scissor and manicure sets, pencil sets,

nut crackers, leather folios, dressing cases, and toi'el

sets are a few important lines under this head.

Buy Your Goods Fair Time.
During the Canadian National Exhibition, held between

August 30th and September 11, is a sensible and pro-
fitable time to buy holiday goods. Wholesalers in To-
ronto are, at that time, amply prepared in every way
to take care of visiting buyers. Stocks are by this time
all in and samples well arranged. Besides, every mer-
chant should make it a point to visit the source of sup-
plies as often as possible as many short clearing linos

are presented to house buyers that never see the road.

Considering all the facts, therefore, fancy goods, as

above exposed, play an important part in the year's
business programme. See that you are equipped with the
line.

While The Bookseller and Stationer celebrates its 25th
anniversary this year, its British contemporary, the Min-
ing Journal of London, celebrates its 75th anniversary as

a weekly technical paper. We reciprocate the good wishes
expressed by the Journal.
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CALGARY'S YOUNGEST BOOKSELLER
A. E. Pearson has had a Successful Career — Does

a Good Business in Post Cards and Wall Paper.

Among the young men of Ontario who have gone west

and succeeded in the book and stationery trade is A. K.

Pearson, who is the youngest proprietor in that line of

business in the thriving Alberta city of Calgary which

now boasts of a population of 30,000. Mr. Pearson not

only has unbounded faith in his city but in the calling in

which he is engaged. He began his career by delivering

papers for C. L. Nellrs, of Guclph, and, so steady was

his advancement, that in a comparatively short time he

became manager of the store. He remained with Mr.

Nelles eight years and then set out for the prairie pro-

vince of Manitoba. He spent four years with E. 1 .

Christie, of Brandon, when he went to Vancouver. He

was engaged with the Thomson Stationery Company and

Clarke & Stuart on the coast. He was later manager for

Linton Brothers, of Calgary.

Three years ago he embarked in business for himself,

lie has built up a large trade by specializing in certain

lines and devoting attention to every department of the

store. His stock is well kept, admirably arranged and re-

presentative in every respect. Mr. Pearson devotes par-

ticular attention to wall paper, picture post cards and

technical books. Ha considers wall paper one of the most

profitable and attractive portions of his stock and the

range of patterns that he cat lies is not surpassed by any

in the west. If correctly managed and properly handled,

lie believes there is no reason why wall paper should not

yield a handsome margin on the investment. In picture

post cards he has over three hundred views of Calgary

and vicinity as well as many scenes which are distinctly

western, portraying the life of the settler, the rancher,

the cowboy, the Mounted Police and the Indian in every

phase of progress and daily pursuit. Mr. Pearson has al-

so views of every important city in the world. He does

not find the demand for picture cards of the better kind

diminishing, and so satisfactory has been his experience

that he has disposed of as many as one hundred thousand
cards in three months. The views are all neatly and ar-

tistically arranged and form a striking feature of the in-

terior decoration of his establishment.

Another line, which Mr. Pearson is pushing, is tech-

nical books, his motto being that he has a work on any-

thing you want to know. Recently he made a display of

technical books with the result that he sold $200 worth
in one week. He keeps a staff of five. He looks after of-

fice supplies and has many accounts in that line both in

and out of the city. His stock, which represents about
$18,000, comprises, besides the regular lines, toys, games,
sporting goods, fancy goods, musical supplies, china and
fancy ware, drawing materials and souvenirs. The differ-

ent goods are well arranged, method and system being
evidenced on all sides. Mr. Pearson is an enthusiast and
imparts his energy and aggressive spirit in all branches
of his progressive store. He is a firm advocate of effec-

tive window dressing.
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ACTIVITIES AT THE CAPITAL—Busi-
ness Moving Slowly— Big Order for Public Library

—

Best Sellers for July—School Book Question Shelved.

Ottawa, Aug'. 10.—Business moves slowly along this

hot weather and there is a good demand for souvenir

postal cards by the tourists visiting the city. At the

present date the I.O.O.F. are in convention and the book-

stores are experiencing an especially brisk demand for

postals.

According to the new directory there are about twenty

book and stationery stores in the capital. Ottawans
should experience little difficulty in procuring reading-

matter.

The Eaton school book question seems to have been

given up as a useless and hopeless task, as far as the

Ottawa booksellers are concerned. A few7 of the books

will be carried by some of them, but others are of opin-

ion that it would be a good move not to handle them at

all.

J. B. Fotheringham has gone on a fishing expedition

np the Gatineau district and some good stories of the

finny folk may be expected on his return.

At the last meeting of the Library Board approval

was given for a list of nearly 2,000 new books to be

ordered this fall. In connection with the public library

some discussion has been caused owing to the books being

sen! to England for binding, instead of being given to

local or Canadian firms. Mr. Burpee states that the

hoi ks are sent to England because there are no Canadian
firms that do as satisfactory library binding as the Eng-
lish binders, Chivers. The works of fiction and chil-

dren's books are all bound by this firm and the binding-

gives excel'ent service. Besides the quality of binding-

being better, the prices are also lower than those obtain-

able in Canada.

The new books on the tables are, "Spies of the

Kaiser," by Le Queux; "The Bride of the Mistletoe,"
by James Lane Allen; "The Veil," by E. S. Stevens;

"Antonio," by Ernest Oldmeadow; "Sebastian," by
Danby, and "A Certain Rich Man." by William Allen

White.

The best sellers reported are. "The White Sister,"

Crawford; "Marriage a la Mode," Ward; "Septimus,"
Locke; "Trail, of the Lonesome Pine," Fox; "The Chip-
pendales," Grant.

TUCK & SONS' GAIN IN CANADA.
The eighth annual ordinary meeting of Raphael Tuck &

Sons, Limited, was held in London on July 8th, with

Adolph Tuck, chairman of the company, presiding.

In the course of his address, the chairman pointed out

that owing to the poor state of trade in Great Britain

during 1908, when there were decreases of many millions

in both exports and imports, the company had been com-
pelled to reduce their dividend from six to five per cent.

Gains in the Colonies.

"One satisfactory feature however shown in the de-

tailed results of our accounts," said Mr. Tuck, "is the

circumstance that, although one or two departments have

held their own, the falling off in turnover and profits is

fairly distributed over the other departments of the busi-

ness, thus affording conclusive proof that there is no in-

herent weakness or decay in any individual department,

but that it is the poor state of trade in general, leading

to decreased buying powers on the part of the public,

which is in the main responsible. Another reassuring fea-

ture I have, to record is that it is practically the home
trade alone which is responsible for our setback. With
the single exception of South Africa, which, despite its

gold mine boom, males but slow recovery from the, trade
stagnation since the war, our overseas trade lias actually

shown an advance during the past year, while our trade
in European countries also shows an increase, the one
exception being France, the setback there, however, be-

ing more than made up by the advance in our German
trade."

4,000 New Designs.

"I am glad to be able to assert without fear of chal-

lenge that at no time in the history of the firm haw Tuck's
Christmas and New Year cards occupied a higher plane

than they do at the present moment, and this in every
part of the world. If the opinion of the trade and the

entire trade press, without exception, counts for any-

thing, the. magnificent collection (f upwards of 1,000 de-

signs we have placed upon the market this year exhibits

a far greater than tin- ordinary year's advance over every

one of its predecessors. This splendid colled ion is appro-

A. E. PEARSON

Bookseller and Stationer, Calgary.

piiately ushered in in six bulky sample books under the

title "Ring in the New," the keynote being the adapta-
tion of real metal bells with bell-ropes dangling ready to

ring a peal, in place of the ordinary ribbon, these being

attached to seasonable cards specially designed for this

highly realistic series. The ingenious device, protected by
registration, with patents duly applied for, gives these

bell cards an ideal Christmassy appearance, and is meeting
with a splendid reception by the trade. Our Royal collec-

tion of cards this year contains an entirely new series af-

ter the originals which we again had the honor of paint-

ing for the various royal houses who granted us their

gracious permission to reproduce their Royal Christmas
cards last year, this unique, honor being again accorded

us this year, and also for the first time by Their Imperial

Majesties, the Emperor and Empress of Russia and Thcir

Majesties the King and Queen of Italy."

Mr. Tuck then dealt with the other departments and
concluded with an exposition of the company's finances.

The adoption of the report was seconded by Sir Ar-

thur Conan Doyle, the author, who is a director of the

company.
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THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

The sale of sheet music quieted down a little during

the month of July, as the public were more or less on

their vacations and the theatres were closed. However,

starting with the second week of the month the principal

theatres will be running in full swing again and then the

sale of popular songs will once more rea,ch its former level.

"Renick" has two good songs in "Dublin Daisies"

by Percy Wenrich and "Honey on our Honeymoon" by

Jerome and Schwartz. Three other good instrumental

pieces published by this firm are "Love Watches" by

Geo. Botsford, "Love's Serenade" by Neil Moret and

"Lily Eyes" by Charlotte Blake.

Charles L. Johnston has a good number in "Fairy
Kisses." The piece is published by Chas. L. Johnston,

Kansas City, N.D.

"Shapiro" has three pleasing numbers in "Save all

Your Kisses for Me." by Billy Guston; "Then We'll
Waltz, Waltz, Waltz," by Wm. A. Murchison ; and "Rip
Van Winkle was a Lucky Man, but Adam had Him beat a

Mile." by Burris and Smith. In instrumentals, "Oh you
Devil," by F. T. Dabney; and "The Boulevard Glide."
by M. Gideon should sell well when they get started.

GOOD PROSPECTS HERE.

Winchester, August 5.—Vacation time is about through
in this section of the country. Schools open in rural dis-

tricts very early and we are about prepared for a brisk

trade at an early date in school supplies. A few days
more of this beautiful weather will ensure abundant
crops and the almost certain results will be a brisk de-

mand for books and stationery.

FORT WILLIAM ACTIVITIES..

Fort William, Aug. 4.—Booksellers and stationers in

Fort William are not as busy as usual just now. A great

many people are on their holidays and business is some-
what quiet. Generally speaking, though, the trade is fair-

ly good.

There has been a big sale of all reading matter lately

and especially paper-covered books. There is also a big'

sale of well bound books and recent copyrights.

The Post-card trade is good and local views, as usual,

are the big sellers. Souvenirs are also selling well.

George Stewart, representing Henry Frowde, was in

l own last week, closing orders for the new English Church
Hymnals. We believe he received large orders in Fort
William.

Marion Keith passed through here the other day for
the West on her honeymoon.

VACATION TIME BEING ENJOYED BY THE TRADE.

(Concluded from page 24.

W. J. Gage, president of W. J. Gage & Company, Tor-
onto, left on August 5 for a three month's trip to Aus-
tralia and Japan. While away, he will in his capacity of
vice-president of the Toronto Board of Trade represent
that body at the convention of Chambers of Commerce of
the Empire at Sydney.

George Spence, vice-president of W. J. Gage & Co.,
Toronto, is spending the summer at his cottage at Port
Carling, Lake Muskoka.

H. H. McKague, northern Ontario traveler for W. J.

Gage & Co., spent his vacation in the Muskoka district.

W. E. Buck, eastern Ontario man for W. J. Gage & Co.^

goes for his holiday to Stoney Lake.

George Moore, Parry Sound, spent his vacation with

his wife and family camping on Wenonah Island, Geor-

gian Bay, near Parry Sound. He had an enjoyable time

and caught some fine fish.

0. Garnet Smith, of R. 0. Smith & Co., Orillia, spent

a week's vacation on an island near Parrry Sound.

R. 0. Smith, of R. 0. Smith & Co., Orillia, spent a

week at the summer home of James Ryrie, of Toronto,

near Oakville and another week at Orchard Point Inn on

Lake Simcoe.

F. A. Symons, representative in the maritime pi-ovinces

of W. J. Gage & Co., came to Toronto to enjoy his

holiday.

John F. Sifton, London, spent his usual two week's

holidays at Bayfield, Ontario, and had a very pleasant

time. He found the bass fishing not quite as good this

year as last. It was hard work getting the limit of ten

a day, when last year he could catch that many in a

couple of hours. The largest fish caught weighed 4£
pounds.

A. (). Hurst, Canadian representative of Charles Good-
all & Sons Co., spends every spare moment of his time on

the bowling green. He is one of the crack skips of the

Canada Lawn Rowling Club of Toronto, defenders of the

Goodall Trophy.

W. J. Slater, Church Book Room, Toronto, takes a

day or so off whenever opportunity offers. He went for

Civic Holiday to the Y.M.C.A. camp at Couchiching,

Lake Simcoe.

William Tyrrell of Tyrrell & Co., Toronto, summered
this year in the Lake of Bays district.

John A. Hart, Winnipeg, spent a month with his

father in Perth, Ontario.

E. B. Schell, Alliston, an enthusiastic sportsman,
spends his vacation near Bala in the Muskoka District,

where he has a, fine cottag-e.

A. H. Jarvis, Ottawa, took the most novel vacation
of all and got a thorough rest at the Rest Cottage
Sanitorium in Toronto.

Thomas Allen of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, has
bought an estate on the banks of the Credit River,
Toronto, where he has put up a bungalow. He spent
his vacation in cutting down trees to improve the view.

Gordon Watts, of the traveling staff of W. J. Gage
& Co., Toronto, put in his vacation days at Sparrow
Lake.

M. G. Hay and Mrs. Hay, St. Thomas are doing-

the grand tour of Europe. Latest advices received from
Cork, Ireland, tell of an enjoyable time.

F. C. Cubitt, Peterboro, is spending' a few days in
the Muskoka district.

R. A. J. Little, St. Thomas, spent his holidays bass
fishing- at Long Point with excellent results.

N. A. Sinclair, of Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto,
spent his vacation at Buckhcrn in the Kawartha Lakes
District.

A. F. /Rutter, of Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto,
is the proud possessor of a fine country residence on Scar-
boro Heights, from whence he enjoys the scenery.
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What Manufacturers and Jobbers Offer

More About School Lines—Loose Leaf Note Books— Interesting Thermom-

eter Case - New Adjustable Clip—Wicker Goods for the Holiday Trade.

New Blackboard Crayons.

Blackboard crayons which teachers will be delighted

with and find economical, are the "Copp, Clark Semi-

Dustless, " made both in plain white and yellow enamel.

Their durability makes them cheaper than the common
crayon. They will not scratch nor glaze the board and
being semi-dustless save the throats of pupils and teachers

from injury. They do not soil the hands and clothing.

They make a' firm, clean mark. Their shape and size are

such as to make them perfectly efficient for rapid and

skilful work, and in teaching penmanship and drawing

will shade from heavy to hair lines perfectly. These
crayons are made according to a formula originated by
expert teachers and crayon manufacturers with a view
to producing a moderate priced crayon that will give

superior results. They are now in use in New York, Chi-

cago and other important American centres, and have
only to be known to become appreciated, because of ex-

clusive features embodied in their manufacture that, are
not found in an ordinary crayon. They are made in three
grades: "Hard," "Medium," "Soft."

Wicker Goods.

Fancy scrap baskets, wall racks, paper holders and
magazine stands, made in various shapes and finishes, arc
included in a line of wicker goods being shown for the
holiday trade by Buntin, Gillies & Co. These are always
in demand during the summer season. A descriptive cir-

cular showing the different lines will be sent on request.

CRAYOGRAPH CRAYONS.

Since their introduction on the Canadian market a few-

months ago the Crayograph Crayons, made by the Ameri-

can Crayon Co. have taken hold splendidly. The trade

have come to realize that here is something new and good,

with qualities that put them in a class apart. Their

novelty coupled with their superior quality render them

saleable everywhere and at school opening time they

should be in every dealer's hands.

Rubber Sponges.

The Brown Brothers Limited have just added to their

stock lines a specially made round rubber sponge for use

in sponge cups. The rubber sponge is meeting with much
favor now for this particular use, as it is much more

sanitary than the ordinary article, and practically inde-

structible.

Spencerian Pen Case.

Buntin, (iillios & Co., Limited, are now selling Spen-

cerian pens in glass-top display case, which contains the

following assortment: 1 gross No. 1, extra fine; 14 gross

No. 2, fine; y± gross No. 3, medium fine; % gross No. 38,

stiff and smooth; V2 gross No. 39, medium stub; ] .'> gross

No. 40, medium fine. The pens are sold at the regular

price, no charge being made for the case, which not only

displays the pens to advantage, but also keeps them clean

and free from dust.

Pen Circulars Ready.

The Copp, Clark Co. are issuing two attractive pen

circulars. One describes their line of four varieties of

stylographic pens: The Varsity, The Busy Man's, The

Black Baby, The C.C.C. Pocket Stylo. The other brings

out in a most comprehensive way the exclusive features

ca,talo°
-ue this season, which has just been sent out to the of the National Fountain Pens. Both should prove sure

trade. This is catalogue No. 3 of stationery sundries and and satisfactory sellers of the articles they describe,

is right up to date with all that is latest and best of this Copies of both are being mailed to the trade, but should

class of stationers' goods. If you have not received your any one be accidentally overlooked a card to the firm

copy, a post-card will bring it. will immediately bring one.
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Scotch Plaid Notepaper.

The Copp, Clark Co. are bringing out something excep-

tional in the form of a Scotch Plaid line of papeterie,

note and envelopes, and tablets. The tablets wi'l be pro-

duced in three sizes, viz: large octavo, large quarto, and

Salisbury with fly leaf. The papeterie boxes are to be

worked in an attractive design composed of Scutch Thistle,

Lion of Scotland, -and Tartan effects. The paper and

envelopes have a linen finish with the Scotch plaid shown
in watermarked outline.

Deed Boxes.

The Brown Brothers Limited are showing a very strong

line of English sheet steel deed boxes. These come in

seven sizes, and well finished, and have strong lever

1. cks titled with Hat keys.

ned as

one of

-. The

New Loose Leaf Note Books.

W. J. Grage & Co. have just brought out and patented

three more lines of students' loos.e leaf note books. The

Twin Ring is made in two 4to sizes, supplied with 100

sheet tillers, ruled faint and margin on both sides. The

mechanism is two rings which open at the same time with

a slight pull on either and are closed by a pressure on

either. The Twin Ring books are bound in extra quality

black cloth and can be retailed at prices which will make

them popular with students and scholars.

The same firm have in addition to the Centric and

Twin Bing series of loose leaf note books also just brought

out two other new note books of a different style, the

Science note book and Composition note book. These are

made in the Secure-Tie series. This new patented bind-

ing device will hold equally securely either a few or many
louse leaf sheets. The fillers of the Science note bunks

are made of good paper, ruled accurately in five milli-

metre squares with red margin all round, and aJso con-

tain heavy colored sheets, having printed on them the

titles of the different subjects. These colored sheets can

be inserted any where desired. This book also includes

printed sheets of instructions in botany, entomology and

other subjects in the science course.

The Composition note book, which is also made in the

Secure-Tic binding, is oblong in form, and will hold few or

many sheds as desired. The fillers are ruled specially for

composition purposes, and the book contains printed sheets

of instructions and suggestions. The Science and Com-
position note books are both bound in strong grey canvas

and are very durab'e. The prices are very reasonable,

and they will have no doubt a, large sale, as they are re-

quired for subjects to which much attention is now given

in the schools.

"Lewpen" Thermometer Case.

The new "Lewpen" Thermometer Case is desig

a special convenience for doctors and nurses, every

whom finds constant use for a clinical thermometei

case is of the proper size; made
from the best and strongest Para

rubber, vulcanized and highly polished.

The csp screws on to the bidder, and

attached to the cap is the famous Clip-

Cap, which holds the ease securely in

the pocket, cr to the belt or waist, al-

ways ready for use. The case being

made of hard rubber cannot be crushed

or dented. Being perfectly smooth and
free from corrugations, which are used
in metal cases, to stiffen them, it is per-

fectly cleanly as its smooth surface tends

to keep polished and clean by friction.

It is not subject to oxidation, hence it

does not discolor. It is not affected by
acids which are prevalent in the sick-

room. The C'ip-Cap also prevents the

case from rolling off of a table or any
slanting surface. In the -words of G. F.

Payne, Dean of the Atlanta College of

Pharmacy, "It is certainly I he most ex-

cel'ent case I'm the purpose."
The I;. E. Waterman Co., the makers.

pul them up in Cartons of one dozen.
The retail price is $1.00 each.

Mercantile Adjustable Clip.

L. E. Waterman Co. have recently brought out a new
style adjustable clip, as illustrated, for fountain pens and
pencils. There is a large and increasing demand, in all

sections, for a clip of this kind, which can be fully satis-
lied with this new style. The Mercantile Adjustable Clip
is made from spring metal, in two sizes—No. 1 for pencils
and taper cap pens; No. 4 for various sizes of cone cap
pens. The great advantage of this clip over
any other adjustable devise of the kind is the

pear-shaped gripper, which, being pointed
(pear-shape), permits the clip to slip over
the edixt- of the pocket in the easiest manner,
then takes a firm hold and allows of removal
only by just the correct amount of pull that
should be necessary. Price $7.20 per gross,
less 40 per cent, trade discount. Each three
dozen, mounted on an attractively printed
and embossed easel display card, as illus-

trated. This clip has added to the practicability of the
constant use of the fountain pen, and made the superior
qualities of the high-priced pencils more attractive since
they can now be used without fear of loss, which has here-
tofore given cheap pencils the preference. We suggest
that each dealer, upon displaying this card, will find a
ready and constant sale for the clip.

EQUAL TO IT.

"All the latest popular novels!" sang out the train
boy. Then, holding out a copy of "The Guest of Ques-
nay" to a prosperous looking passenger, he urged: "Buy
Booth Tarkington's latest work, sir?"

The man looked annoyed.

"No! I am Booth Tarkington himself."
"Then buy a copy of 'Three Weeks.' " persisted the

boy. You ain't Elinor Glyn, too, ate you?"—Everybody 's

Magazine.
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PERSONAL ITEMS.

G. R. Sparks, representing A. C. McClurg- & Co., Chi-

cago, was quartered at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,

for some time last month.

The book and stationery business of J. J. Mackay &
Co., New Westminster, B.C., has been purchased by Tod-

hunter & Burr. T. Todhunter, the senior member of the

firm, was formerly in Portage la Prairie, Man. W. Burr,

the junior partner, was connected with the business previ-

ously.

H. W. B. Douglas, president of the Douglas Co., Ed-

monton, was in Toronto recently for a few days. He
called on The Bookseller and Stationer and reported that

business was showing steady improvement in the west.

His firm are about to move their printing plant into new

and larger premises.

The value of their exhibit at the National Exhibition

last year was so apparent, thai Cassell & Co. have

arranged for double the space this year. The exhibit will

once more take the appropriate form of a mediaeval

castle. From this fortress of good literature, thousands

of sample copies of the firm's periodicals will be handed

out.

Pi. H. Baxter, who was for twenty years connected

with A. A. Weeks Mfg. Co., has gone into the manufac-

turers' agency business in the United States, having open-

ed an ottice at 320 Broadway, New York. He represents

Moore's non-leakable fountain pens; Acme Staple Co.;

W. A. Switzer; ('. Howard Hunt Pen Co.'s clips; Richards

Tag Co.; Win. Al'en & Co., calendars; Burgoyne Co.'s

Christmas cards; Grausam & Sacks' stationery racks and

Spiro Mfg. Co.'s files.

The book departments of the McGraw Publishing Com-
pany and the Hill Publishing Company have consolidated

under the corporate name of t he McGraw-Hill Book
Company with offices at 239 West 39th Street, New York.

This consolidation brings together two of the most active

publishers of technical books in the country. The new

company takes over the book departments of both houses

with a list of about 250 titles, both industrial and co'lege

text books, covering all lines of engineering. It will con-

tinue as well the retail, importing and jobbing business

of the two houses.

AN INTERESTING LIST.

G. R. Sparks, of A. C. McClurg & Co.. Chicago, who

was recently in Canada, gave Bookseller and Stationer

an opportunity to look over some advance copies of the

fall books to be issued by his house. The publishers have

gathered together an interesting collection of books, cover-

ing a wide range of subjects.

In fiction they are issuing a new novel by Randall

Parrish, entitled "My Lady of the South." which will

stand in contrast with that writer's earlier book, "My
Lady of the -North." A western story ''The Home-

steaders" by Kate and Virgil I). Boyles, and a business

story "The Dominant Dollar" by Will Lillibridge, will

interest two classes of readers. Other titles are "The
Yellow Circle" by Charles E. Walk and "A Volunteer

with Pike" by Robert Ames Bennet.

Under the head of travel and description there is "The
Panama Canal: its History, its Making and its Future"

by John George Leigh, "Motoring in' the Balkans" by

Frances K. Hutchinson, "The Bretons at Home" by

Frances M. Oostling. "Letters from France and Italy"

by Arthur Guthrie and "The Romance of Northumber-

land" by A. G. Bradley.

In biography and history they publish "Cyrus Hall

McCormack" by Herbert N. Casson, "Stephen A. Doug-

las" by Clark E. Carr, "Something of Men. I have

Known" by Adlai E. Stevenson, etc.

In general literature their list includes "Men and

Manners of Old Florence" by Dr. Guido Biagi, "Shake-
speare's Love Story" by Anna B. MeMahan. "Making
the Best of our Children" by Mary Wood Allen, M.D.,

"A Mother's List of Books for Children" by Gertrude

W. Arnold, etc.

They have also arranged for a good list of juveniles

for boys and girls, including "Donkey John of the Toy
Valley" by Margaret W. Morley, "The House on the

North Shore" by Marion Foster WasJiburne, "The Short-

Stop" by Zane Grey. "The Silver Canoe" by Henry G.

Hunting. "Sure-Dart" bv Frederick B. Costello, etc.

STUDYING THE WANTS
of the times Has been one of our methods, and -we shall endeavor to

continue to follow Fashion's demands. Hurd's papers are the -wanted

Kind, and are unequalled anywhere. We Know the goods we manufacture
can be relied upon at all times for quality, style and salableness, and
it is the experience of all dealers handling good goods. From the sale of

Ribbed Fabric, Herring Bone, and Ottoman they are much wanted goods,

for the orders are far exceeding our expectations. Send for samples.

The Goodall playing cards are the standard of England, and are much in demand in America in the

better class stores. There will be some new numbers for the Fall. We shall be glad to send samples.

TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD (& CO.

Fine Paper Mahers

425 CEL 427 Broome Street, New YorK, U. S. A.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The " Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

FOR SALE---The book, stationery, fancy goods
and wall paper business conducted by A. H.
Stratton & Co., Peterborough, established

over fifteen years ; most up-to-date and best stock-
ed store of its kind in Canada, and in a live, grow-
ing and progressive city. Easy terms to right man
as Mr. Stratton is retiring from business. For all

particulars address A. H. Stratton & Co., Peter-
borough. (9)

PERIODICALS.

T7"EEP POSTED-The leading authority In Ca-
j\. nada on groceries and food products is THE

CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-
ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the world's periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

[7IVE THOUSAND FACTS ABOUT CANADA.
Wonderful 25 cent book and a good seller.

Canadian Facts Publishing Co., 667 Spadina
Avenue, Toronto. (9)

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

CS. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
. York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,

Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of
book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-

gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS ON HORSES, CATTLE, &c.

WILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street), New York.
The literature of the world concerning

horses, cattle, dogs, &c. [809]

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solution.

BOOKSELLERS HAVING IN STOCK
copies of books dealing with the early history
of Ontario towns or counties are asked to

communicate with " Historian," Box 77, BOOK-
SELLER AND STATIONER. [12]

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12-09)

EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
In all languages.

AGENTS WANTED.

L

W ILLIAM R. JENKINS CO., 851 and 853
Sixth Ave. (cor. 48th Street). New York.
French and other foreign languages. (8-09)

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many English and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heading ?

AGENTS WANTED for sale of Christmas cards
(private greeting and loose autograph) by
leading English manufacturers. No risk.

Good profits. Samples free. Midland Publishing
Co., Leamington, England. (8)

A FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers are
l\ desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-

dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER AND STA-
TIONER, Toronto. (tf)

MANUFACTURERS of high grade ribbons and
carbon papers of e> ery description seek buy-
ing agents of good standing. Firms having a

connection amongst the trade preferred. Letters
from principals onlv to be addressed to " Carbon,"
care BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, 88
Fleet S reet, London, Eng.

MEN selling on commission, oi men whose time
is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Metal, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United States and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. If you can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED-A firm of wholesale agents in Cape
Town wish to communicate with Canadian
dealers in art calendars. Box 210, BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER. (tf)

WANTED-INDUSTRIAL AGENT for thriving
western town. Must be a capable organizer,
able to inspire big commercial ventures and

to write literature that will attract attention. A
newspaper man would be preferred, but only high
class applications will be considered. Salary
$2,500 to start, $3,000 second year, and there is

practically no limit to the money provided the man
can "make good." Answer in confidence, "G.H.,"
care the MacLean Publishing Co., Montreal.

WANTED—Ontar o travelers calling on station-

ery trade to handle profitable side-line on
commission. Box 215, BOOKSELLER

AND STATIONER, Toronto. (8)

WANTED—Wholesale stationery house to han-
dle Lindsay Perfect Mucilage Bottle for
Western Provinces. Also Quebec Province.

Box 216, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
Toronto. (8)

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-
presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :— Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review.
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a
retired business man for his spare time. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

MISCELLANEOUS

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 129 Bay St., Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUIO-
GRAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe cjnnot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men.
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands.
we can supply you with a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
Street, Toronto. (tf)

SAVE 50 OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by install ng a Beath System of
Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable floor

space because the trackage is on the ceiling, and
greatly facilitates the loading of cars, drays, etc.,
and for handling goods in and about the warehouse
and factory reduces the cost of labor because far
less warehouse help is required. Systems for all
kinds of businesses, large or small. Wr te us for
illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath & Son, 193 Ter-
auley St., Toronto. (tf)

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lardiary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.
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Crayograph-
%HE

,fRAYOGRApHI

Drawing Crayons of the Day

WHY ?

Because they do the work crayons should do, and which cannot be done
with ordinary crayons, hence, the popularity of Crayograph Crayons,
wherever they go.

They are business getters, so any dealer being" without a supply
means loss of profit.

Wholesale Houses have them in stock. Made by THE AMERICAN CRAYON CO.

CLAIMS A TITLE.

Most of the readers of Bookseller and Stationer would

see in the daily papers some time ago of a Toronto young

man, who was claiming the title of Lord Sommerville, but

few are aware who this gentleman is, although he has

been in and out amongst most of the bookstores from

Montreal to London, Ont. Mr. Sommerville is one of

Harmsworth 's representatives in Canada. The news-

papers have looked into his claim fully and it proves to

be very conclusive. One of the officials of the College

of Heralds says: "that there will not be much difficulty

in proving the claim, although it will be a trifle expen-

sive." Mr. Sommerville intends sailing for the Old

Country soon on leave of absence to still further investi-

gate the matter and have an interview with his lawyers.

A POSSIBILITY.

In the list of probable subscribers to magazines in any

locality, there are usually quite a number who are inter-

ested in art or who would purchase an art magazine on

account of the pictures it contains. As such magazines

are usually high-priced, there is a good profit for the

dealer in handling' them. Take as an instance, the Inter-

national Studio, published by the John Lane Company.
Here is a beautifully illustrated monthly, containing not

only half-tones but numerous color plates, any of which

are suitable for framing. This magazine sells for 50c

or $5.00 a year. Would it not be well worth the while of

any newsdealer to bring such a magazine to the attention

of art-loving people in his locality? The publishers axe

bound to co-operate in any campaign to increase sub-

scriptions and their help would be valuable.

A DIAMOND JUBILEE.

London, July 10.—After a lapse of fifteen years the

annual wayzgoose was revived by Cassell & Co. to-day,

the occasion being celebrated by a dinner at the Royal

Concert Hall, St. Leonards, when about 400 employes

sat down. The general manager, Arthur Spurgeon, occu-

pied the chair. In replying to the toast of the firm, he

ma.de some interesting statements. He showed that the

wages bill of Cassell & Co. was in the neighborhood of

£100,000 per annum; that during the past year £1,000 had
been spent in improving the sanitary arrangements of the

house. He also mentioned that only two per cent, of the

novels sent to the house were accepted for publication.

It is just 60 years ago since the firm was founded by John
Cassell.

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book ever published. We have 50.000
rare books.BOOKS.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

••GREAT THOUGHTS

"

Contains extracts from the MASTER MINDS of all countries
and all ages. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS
—Articles on Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers
of the day. Id weekly, post free 8s. 8d. per annum, 6d. monthly,

post free to Canada for 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple Housejains st., London, Eng.

THE "CHRISTIAN AGE"
A religious journal for the home. Containing sketches and por-
traits of religious workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher
and many illustrations. One penny weekly, 8s. per annum post

free. Monthly parts 6d. Post free to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House, Tains st., London, Eng.

THIS IS OUR

Diamond Jubilee Year
To celebrate the event we are offering

special terms on our $1.25 fiction

in attractive bindings. See samples
before ordering for stock. Here are
a few titles:

THE SWORD OF THE LORD
By Joseph Hocking

THE YELLOW GOD
By Rider Haggard

SIR GREGORY'S SILENCE
By A. W. Marchmont

THE SHOW GIRL
By Max Pemberton

A ROYAL WORD
By Percy Brebner

THE RED SAINT
By Warwick Deeping

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR POPULAR NOVELS?
EXCELLENT STOCK FOR SUMMER TRADE.

Cassell & Co., Ltd.
42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Ont.



CLASSIFIED LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS
Artists' Materials.

Ramsay, A.. & Sons, Montreal.

Art Publishers.
Copp. (lark Co.. Toronto.

Books and Magazines.
American Code Co.. New York.
Baker's Book Shop. Birmingham, Eng.
Busy Man's Magazine. Toronto.
Briggs, Wm., Toronto.
Cnssell ft Co.. Toronto.
Clark Bros.. Winnipeg, Man.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto
Gage. W. J.. & Co.

McLeod & Allen, Toronto.
Morton. Phillips & Co., Montreal.

Musson Book Co., Toronto.

Physical Culture Co.. New York, N. Y.
Smith's Publishing Co.. London. Eng.

Blank Books.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
Con 1 Clark Co., Toronto.
National Blank Book Co., Holyoke. Mass.

Smith-Davidson & Wri~ht, Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros.. ft Rutter, Toronto.

Carbon Paper.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Mfg. Co., To-

ronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston. Mass.
Mittag & Volger, Park Ridge, N. J.

Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.

Christmas Cards, Calendars, Labels.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Dennlson Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass, and

Toronto.

Lonsdale & Bartholomew, Montreal, Q.

Woods, John & Co., 95 Kirkgatc. Bradford,

Yorkshire, England.

Crepe Paper, &c.
Dennison Mfg. Co., Boston. New York,

Toronto.
Tuttle Press Co.. Appleton, Wis.

Fancy Goods—Novelties.
Brown Bros., Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Clark Bros., Winnipeg, Man.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Fancy Goods Co., oi Canada. Toronto.
Smith-Davidson & Wright. Vancouver. B.C.
Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Toronto.
Young Bros., Toronto.

Financial Institutions and Insurance
British-American Assurance Co.. Toronto.
Western Assurance Co., Toronto.

Fountain Pens.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.
Cnpp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd.. Montreal.
Mabie, Todd & Co., High Holborn,

London, W.C.

Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Fountain Pen Klips.
Consolidated Safety Pin Co., Bloomfleld.

N.J.
Waterman, L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal

Mabie, Todd & Co.. High Holborn.

London, W.C.

Glue, Paste and Mucilage.
Carter's Ink Co., Montreal.
Higgins, Chas. M. & Co., Brooklyn.

Underwood, John & Co., Toronto.

Glue Pencils.
Carter's Ink Co.. Boston.

Gramaphones.
Berliner Gramaphone Co., of Canada, Ltd.,

Montreal, Uue.

Ink Stands.
C. H. Numan Co., New York.

Inks—Writing.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Cop Clark Co.. Toronto.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Davids, Thaddeus Co., New York.
Higgins, Chas. M. ft Co., Brooklyn.
Mabie, Todd & Co.. High Holborn, Lon-
don. W. C.

Payson's.
Smith-Davidson & Wri-ht. Vancouver. B.C.
Underwood. John, ft Co.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Leather Goods.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Rumpp, C. F.. ft Sons. Philadelphia. Pa.

Letter Presses.
Jas. Smart Mfg. Co., Brockville. Ont.

Paper.
Albermarlc Paper Mfg. Co.. Richmond.

Va.. U.S.A.
Brown Bros.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton.
Hurd. Geo. B.. ft Co.. New York.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Pens.
Beaumel. D. W. Co.. New York. N.Y.
Brown Bros.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies Co.. Hamilton. Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Esterbrook Pen Co.. New York.
Heath. John. London.
Hinks. Wells ft Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd., Montreal.
Mabie, Todd ft Co.. High Holborn. Lon-
don. W. C.

Macniven ft Cameron. Edinburgh and Birm
lneham.

Sanford ft Bennett Co.. New York.
Smith-Davidson ft Wricht. Vancouver. B.C.
Spencerlan Pen Co.. Birmingham, Eng.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.

Waterman. L. E., Co.. Ltd.. Montreal.

Pencils—Crayons—Erasers.
Blaisdell Paper Pencil Co.. New York. N.Y.
Brown Bros., Ltd.. Toronto.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
Copp. Clark Co.. Toronto.
Faber. A. W.. Newark. N.J.
Librairie Beauchemin. Ltd.. Montreal.
Mabie, Todd ft Co., High Holborn. Lon-
don. W. C.

Ramsay, A., ft Son. Montreal.
Smith-Davidson ft Wrlfht. Vancouver. B.C
Standard Crayon Co.. Danvers. Mass.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Waterman. L. E., Co., Ltd., Montreal.

Photographic Supplies.
Ward ft Co.. Montreal.

Playing Cards, Games, etc.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Hamilton.
Consolidated Lithographing ft Mfg. Co.,

Montreal.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Goodall, Chas., 6 Sons. London.
Hurst. A. 0.. Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Post Card Albums.
Patent Interleaf Album Co., London.

W. C. England.

Post Card Cabinets
Gier & Dail Mfg. Co.. Lansing, Mich.

Publishers and Printers
Southam, Limited, Montreal, P. Q.

School Supplies.

Buntin. Gillies Co., Hamilton.
Clark Bros. Co.. Winnipeg.
Copp. Clark Co., Toronto.
Hendry. Geo. M. Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Morris. E. & Co.. Vancouver. B.C.
National School Slate Co.. Slatlngton, Pa.
Smith-Davidson ft Wright. Vancouver, B.C.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter, Toronto.
Gage. W. J., ft Co.

Souvenir and Picture Post Cards.
Buntin. Gillies ft Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont.
Copp, Clark Co., Toronto.
Warwick Bros, ft Rutter. Toronto.

Stapling Machines.
Acme Staple Co.. Philadelphia.

Telegraph Codes.
American Code Co.. New York.

Typewriter Supplies.
Carter's Ink Co.. Montreal.
Peerless Carbon & Ribbon Mfg. Co.. To-

ronto.
Mittag ft Volger. Park Ridge. N.J.
Underwood. John, ft Co., Toronto.

Wall Papers.
Stauntons Limited. Toronto.
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PRESIDENT TAFT'S
GOOD EXAMPLE

By

A. B. LEVER

PRESIDENT TAFT of the United States believes in trade newspapers.

He is such a thorough believer that when he wanted to make an

announcement of particular interest to business men of the United

States he selected a business man's paper as his medium. It was

one of the first acts of his administration.

This is the era of the trade newspaper. At any rate it is the dawn of

the era.

Business men the world over are gradually coming to recognize the fact

that if they want to reach firms in their own particular line of business the

best and most direct method is through the columns of the trade newspaper

devoted to their particular interests.

Manufacturers and wholesalers who do not recognize this fact are

obviously behind the times. Those who do not catch up are likely to be

overtaken and lapped by their more progressive competitors.

This is an age of progressive business methods and those who are not

progressive in advertising are like those who prefer to travel by the old

fashioned ox team instead of by the swiftly moving express.

Surely if Mr. Taft from his presidential chair is awake to the importance

of addressing business men through the columns of a trade publication,

manufacturers and wholesalers should not be less awake to their opportunities.

Just as a well aimed rifle carries the bullet to the bull's eye, so the trade

newspaper carries the announcement of the manufacturer and wholesaler

direct to the customer whom they desire to reach.

No manufacturer or wholesaler can carry on an effective advertising

campaign that does not include the use of the trade newspaper.
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Arthur Stringer and His Views on Literature and Life

The Rising Young Novelist tells Some of his Experiences — His

Charming Home on Lake Erie — How he Works and Plays.

"Do you still count yourself a Canadian?"

"Of course! Why not?"

"Would you advise any ambitious young Canadian to

go to New York?"
"Yes, if you can come back and spend seven months of

the year in Canada. Otherwise you will be de-nationaliz-

ed.—a man without a home. In New York you may get

ten cents a word for the product of your pen but you will

pay one hundred dollars a month for a roof over your

head, and what's the gain?"

MRS. ARTHUR STRINGER

The dark object on the left is her two-year

old thoroughbred Jersey.

So declared Arthur Stringer, poet and novelist—the

man who severely scored newspaper and magazine editors

before the Literature Section of the Women's Congress in

Toronto a few weeks ago as we sat and chatted for an

hour or more in his comfortable silling room at the King

Edward hotel.

Tall, lithe and erect, his is a figure of commanding

presence. Ten years ago Arthur Stringer was unknown

beyond the boundaries of his native county of Kent,

Ontario. To-day his name in the literary world is dan-

gerously near the top. The causes that have contributed

to his splendid success as a litterateur are many but the

salient one is genius—the capacity to master things and

to carry them to a logical conclusion. Then he has energy,

ambition and a cheerful optimism. His outlook is broad

and his experiences have added to his general equipment,

for he has been a great traveler.

This gifted Canadian writer is handsome enough for a

matinee idol. His strong shoulders, piercing black eyes,

curly raven hair and sun burned complexion would attract

attention in any gathering. Big of frame and supple of

movement, every action of the noted author silently pro-

claims that he is a lover of the open air and woos nature

in her various moods. On the platform he is bashful,

unconventional and nervous but terribly in earnest, in

private conversation lie is brilliant, witty and epigram-

matic.

Mr. Stringer lives five months of every year abroad or

in New York city and the remaining seven months he spends

at his rustic home at Cedar Springs, Ontario, fifteen miles

from Chatham, the place of his birth. His grounds, com-
prising sixteen acres, abut the waters of Lake Erie and, of

the Great Canadian Lakes, the poet has sung frequently.

There is a magnificent bathing beach on the shore.

His cosy, comfortable home is situated on a bluff about

fifty feet high and surrounded by a garden that is a dream
of delight. Fruit and flowers abound on all sides and
here the poet spends many of his most joyous hours. The

atmosphere is suggestive of rest, peace, happiness and

freedom.

To Arthur Stringer there is no spot on earth quite so

attractive and congenial as that washed by Lake Erie. He
has never been able to tear himself entirely away from

the home of his early youth for an extended period. He

cannol dissociate himself from home environment. He
was educated at Chatham, the London Collegiate Insti-

tute, Wycliffe College and Toronto University. Shortly

after he began his literary Career, although during his

Student days, he contributed a number of prose studies to

the Varsity and some of his lyrics appeared in The Week.

To-dav the author of the "Gun-Runner," "The Wire

Tappers," "Phantom Wires, flu- Silver Poppy," "The
Under Groove" and other popular and widely read works

Commands the highest price for his stories and is invited

by the most exclusive literary publications of America
to contribute 'to their pages. There have flowed from his

facile pen stories of child life, dramatic productions and

lyrics that have helped to make Mr. Stringer almost as

celebrated a poet as he is a novelist. His first volume

was entitled "Watchers of Twilight" and his second

published a year later was called "Pauline and Other

Poems." Both are now out of print. His most widely

"SHADOW-LAWN"

The charming summer home of the novelist at Cedar Springs, Ontario

known edition of verse is "The Woman in the Rain and

Other Poems"—dramatic and lyric.

After leaving Toronto Mr. Stringer journeyed to the

Canadian Northwest and then went to England to take
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a course of study in Oxford University. He 'wrote a

series of delightful descriptive articles on the life and

classic associations at this ancient seat of learning and

next spent some months on a continental pilgrimage.

Shortly after his return to Canada he took a position on

the editorial staff of the 'Montreal Herald, and later

went to New York where for two busy years he occupied

an editorial chair doing literary work for the American

Press Association. Then he cast aside the shackles of

office duty and became a free lance.

Mr. Stringer humorously remarked to The Bookman
that he was a farmer by trade and a writer by avocation.

"Does poetry receive recognition nowadays?" I asked.

"Yes," he said, "Poetry receives recognition, but

/ery little financial support. The man who writes serious

verse must be satisfied with the sheer pleasure of writing

it. Bliss Carman is, I take it, Canada's most popular

poet. He recently confessed, in public, that the most he

could make out of it was eight hundred dollars a year.

The Philadelphia "Evening Post" paid me last week,

five hundred dollars for a bad short story. Need 1 say

more ? '

'

"Is a man justified in continuing to write and publish

verse?"

"Verse has to be its own justification. If it's in you

it's got to come out. But if nine-tenths of the lyric poets

of to-day would only turn towards the drama, they would

find an audience. I hate to say the age of the lyric is

becoming as obsolete as that of the epic. But at the same

time the chances and the necessity for the drama are in-

creasing at an unrealized rate. The drama is the poet's

vehicle of the future, I think. Through the drama he can

keep in touch with life, and mean something to life.

After all, lyricism belongs to youth. Maturity demands
more than the lyric."

"How did you get into the telegraph vein as in the

Wire Tappers?"
"By merest accident. I was never in a pool-room in

my life, notwithstanding the "Wire Tappers" scenes. I

became friends with a broken down gambler who night

by night gave me stories, data and description."

"Does it pay to specialize in this way ?" inquired The
Bookman.

"It does not and I'm never going to write another

telegraph story as long as I live." he declared with em-

phasis.

Speaking of his methods of work the author said he

wrote only at night, beginning at 8 o'clock. "But," he

added, "I never work later than three. This is a result.

I think, of my early city newspaper duty which made me
a "night owl". I never do anything in the line of writing

during the day."
Asked if his literary work gives him a sufficient in-

come to enable him to enjoy life, the novelist answered,

"No, because if I could afford to enjoy life I wouldn't

have time for any work, literary or otherwise."

Mr. Stringer, as already stated, spends six or seven

month* of the year at his Canadian home. He is a tire-

less traveler and visits distant spots and foreign climes

nearly every year. Last year he went to Jamaica and the

Caribbean Sea, the year before to South and Central

America, the winter previous to Rome and Sicily, and dur-

ing another winter he made a tour of the Mediterranean.

"Do metropolitan centres like New York afford more
stimulus to and material for thought and action when
planning a work of fiction than some secluded and peace-

ful rural refuge?" was the next interrogation as we chat-

ted about many things and of scenes far from home.

"New York and travel for stimulus, for atmospiiere

and, ideas, but the rural retreat for working them out,"

was his laconic rejoinder.

Next the conversation drifted along the short story

line, its aspects, tendencies, features and evolutionary

stages. Speaking of the popular vein of the present day

short story, he said the editors were forever telling the

army of writers that love and humor was the popular

vein.

"What about the pathetic ? Does it not take first

place ?"

"No, there's a certain bourgeois timidity about the

magazine editor which makes him afraid of anything

gloomy or tragic. The movement has been away from

the pathetic. The ordinary magazine prefers a sort of

skim-milk sentimentality and the tendency towards a

'safe' conservatism increases. The magazine has done
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As he appeared when visiting South America.

little or nothing to improve the short story. In fact, it

is my conviction, that the popular magazine is really a

mill stone on the modern author's neck. It has brought
about a sort of plebification of talent, a popularization

of mediocrity."

"Is there such a thing as a Canadian literature ?"

was another question fired at the author of the "Gun-
Runner.' "

"I believe," he answered after a few minutes pause
"that Canada's national and distinctive note will come
from her west. The intellectual boundary of this con-
tinent, it seems to me, should run north and south in-

stead of east and west, as the geographical one does.
We of the east are held too closely in the arm-crook of

the United States to be free of her influences and activi-
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ties, both as to the press, the periodical and the stage-

production. New York is necessarily the Mecca of the

news-bureau and syndicate, and of the magazine and of

the drama. There manuscripts are marketed and dramas
are mounted. There's no use even mentioning poetry,

tor nobody takes serious poetry seriously, nowajdays."

"What was your first effort ? What caused you to

take up literary work—personal inclination or the ad-

vice of your family?"—and the poet's thoughts trav-

eled back a decade or more.

"My first effort was a blank verse poem of some
seven or eight hundred lines, on 'The History of The
World up to the Trojan War.' It was written in blank

verse because rhymes were too much of a nuisance, in

those days, and I'm afraid the spelling was not unim-

peachable. I can remember only one line of that initial

and modest effort. It's from the passage where Hector

and Achilles are eating Indian corn together after an

artillery-battle somewhere in the suburbs of Troy and

the former rather inhospitably threatens the latter, in

the words of the poem, that he will make him
"Hop-scotch out of Troy as tame as a toad !"

The elderly and kind-hearted Church of England clergy-

A SOUTH AMERICAN "HOTEL"

Here Arthur Stringer spent a week collecting

material for "The Gun-Runner.

"

man to whom I brazenly submitted these inspired lines,

1 remember, gravely informed me that while they

showed undoubted dramatic promise they could not be

criticized as either slavishly classical or pedantically his-

torical."

"No, it was not the advice of my family that turn-

ed me to the writing-habit," he continued. "In fact,

I was sent out west, to try a year of ranch life, to see

if that wouldn't knock the nonsense out of me. My
father really wanted me to go in for the ministry, but

towards the end of my second (and last) year's residence

in Wycliffe College, Toronto, an interview with Dr.

Sheraton, who was then principal, showed me my deep-

rooted unfitness for the cloth,—for, I must confess, I

had just previous to that interview, been detected

climbing up a water-pipe, to get in through a window,

many hours after the college doors had been closed and

locked. A heart-to-heart talk with Professor Alexander,

of Toronto University, really decided my fate, and turn-

ed me towards the literary life. That talk lasted sev-

eral hours, and that brilliant man and kindly scholar

patiently and thoroughly went through my manuscripts

and then showed me where they failed, and how. It was
one of these manuscripts revised at his sug-g-estion,

which first carried me into the metropolitan magazines

of New York."

Asked about his favorite amusements, the man of let-

ters said the only answer that he could make was that

his fixed idea of Heaven was eating Rockyford musk-
melons to the sound of harps. "Only," he added with

a significant smile, "you must grow the melons yourself

to appreciate the right flavor."

"Have you any advice to give young Canadian
writers ?" was my parting query as the hour for the

poet's departure for his restful retreat at Cedar Springs

was close at hand, and our conversation-—pleasant and

profitable—had, like all good things, to come to an end.

"I am too young and too new at the game to have

the gumption to start giving advice," were his final

words as he bade me a cordial good-bye and made for

the elevator.

AN IMPERIAL WORK.
London, duly 7.—On behalf of the Trustees of the

Spitzel Imperial Education Trust, The League of the

Empire. Caxton Hall, Westminster, has just published

"The British Empire, Its Past, Its Present, Its Fu-
ture," demi 8vo., 861 pp., English published

price, os. net. The editor of this volume is A. F. Pol-

lard, M.A., Fellow of All Soul's College, Oxford ; Pro-

fessor of English History in the University of London
;

and late Assistant Editor of the Dictionary of National

Biography.

This account of the British Empire owes its origin

to the generosity of Mr. Louis Spitzel and the enthus-

iasm of Mr. Thomas Henry Monk. Neither, unhappily,

lived to see this result of their practical interest in the

Empire, but the series of volumes, of which the present

is the first, will prove a lasting monument to their Im-
perial devotion.

The object of this volume and its successors is like

that of the League of the Empire itself, primarily edu-

cational. Its essential purpose is to promote a know-
ledge, and what is more important, an. understanding, of

the Empire as it is, and of the causes which have
brought it into being, and to provide that information,

without which, discussion of Imperial questions is bar-

ren, if not productive of positive mischief. It is the

work of no one school of politics and represents no
single standpoint. To it writers have contributed of

all shades of opinion and from all quarters of the Em-
pire. Suggestions have been adopted from authorities in

almost every Dominion, Colony and Dependency of the

Crown, and it reflects a diversity of gifts and aspira-

tions which no> other political system has known how
to combine with Imperial unity. It is a comprehensive
account of the British Empire in its manifold aspects,

political, geographical, racial, historical, constitutional,

industrial and commercial,—and all the causes and forces

which have determined its development. Over a, hundred
authorities have collaborated in its production and much
of its contents is due to the suggestion and criticism of

men actually responsible for the Government of the Em-
pire in all quarters of the globe. It should be found
indispensable for all school libraries and teachers of his-

tory and geography, as well as for everyone who is in-

terested in the politics of the Empire and* the world.

Although to Canadians the Canadian section is per-

haps of least importance, a survey of chapters in that

section will help to an understanding of the comprehen-
sive treatment of the other Self-Governing States. The
chapters from 1 to 9 are as follows :

Physical Conditions, French and British, 1531-1763.

The Old Colonial System, 1763-1837.

Union and Federation, 1837-1867.

The Expansion of Canada, 1867-1907.

The Dominion and Provinces, Political Parties and
Problems, Natural Resources, Manufactures, Commerce
and Transport.
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Canadian Authors and Their Work
Novelists Represented on the Fall Lists.

Biography, Description and Poetry,

Fiction.

Sir Gilbert Parker's volume of short stories entitled

"Northern Lights" is announced to appear about the

middle of September by his publishers, the Copp, Clark

Co. It will be issued in two bindings, the maple leaf

edition in light green and the library edition in dark green

cloth. The price will be $1.50.

Harvey J. O'Higgins is represented on the fall lists this

year. His new novel is entitled "Old Clinkers" and it

is understood to be a story of the New York Fire Depart-

ment, which Mr. O'Higgins has been studying and writing

about for some time.

Norman Duncan, author of "Dr. Luke of the Labra-

dor" has written a Christmas story, which lie calls "The
Suitable Child." It is to be published in September by

Henry Frowde, Toronto, in suitable holiday form.

Gables." The new story is a sequel to "Anne" and will

no doubt be eagerly sought after by the many people to

whom Anne Shirley is a delightful literary acquaintance.

Biography.

During the fall Moffat, Yard & Co. will bring out a

new book by Agnes C. Laut, author of "The Conquest of

the Great Northwest," etc., on Henry Hudson. In this

work Miss Laut will give in detail the story of Hudson's

four famous voyages, which she has studied from original

historical sources, as well as a biographical sketch of the

great navigator. The book will be illustrated by histori-

cal pictures and maps, and is said to be written especially

fur young readers.

There is to be issued shortly from the press of William
Briggs the personal reminiscences of Edwin G. Bundle,

-% 5

THE AUTHOR OF "SOWING SEEDS IN DANNY."
Mrs. Nellie L. McClunetries her story-telling powers on some children. Her new

book, "The Second Chance," will shortly appear.

Kobert E. Knowles' new story "The Attic Guest" will

be published in September by Henry Frowde, Toronto.

Those who have had the privilege of reading the manu-
script, assert that it is the author's best work.

A new book which is to come from the press of William

Briggs this fall by a new writer is entitled "Love Among
the Ruins and Other Tales of Old Toronto." The author

is a well-known Toronto society lady who writes under

the pseudonym of Suzanne Marny. While this is a book

of short stories (and a short story book is not supposed to

be popular) still they are of such a strongly dramatic

character and so true to life that there is no doubt the

book will sell. An interesting feature in connection with

the publication of this book is the fact that the author

will draw her own illustrations for the volume. Miss

Marny has shown the quality of her prose and verse in

a little book which was issued last fall by her publisher

entitled "The Canadian Book of Months" in which were

some very charming descriptive passages of nature life

in Canada.

L. C. Page & Co., Boston, announce for publication on

September 1, "Anne of Avonlea" by Miss L. M. Mont-

gomery, of Cavendish, P.E.I., author of "Anne of Green

late Sergeant- Major in Her Majesty's 17th Liecestershire

Regiment. While Sergeant-Major Rundle never experi-

enced the joy of being on active service he has had a very

interesting career. His regiment was stationed in Jamaica
during the negro rebellion of 1865, which was rather an

exciting time to the Jamaicans. Sergeant-Major Rundle
conducted a contingent from Halifax over the route of

the Wolseley expedition in 1870 to join the Provisional

Battalion in Winnipeg, where he remained for some time

as garrison sergeant-major.

The "Life of General Wolfe" by Edward Salmon.

which Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons are to publish this month
in England in their "Makers of National History" series,

is to be issued in a special Canadian edition at $1.00 net

by Cassell Co., Toronto. It will be ready before the end

of the month and, in view of the fact tha,t September 13

marks the 150th anniversary of the capture of Quebec, it

should meet with a great reception.

Another life of Wolfe by Beccles Wilson will also

appear this year. It is to be published in Canada by the

Copp, Clark Co. but information as to its format and date

of issue is not yet available.
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Description.

There lias just been issued from the Railway Lands

Branch of the Department of Interior, Ottawa, by order

of the Hon. Frank Oliver, Minister, a report on North-

land Exploration under his Department during the sea-

son of 1908, covering that portion of Saskatchewan north

of Prince Albert a,s far as the Churchill River, extending

from Montreal Lake and Lac la Ronge, on the east, to

Green Lake and connecting waters as far north as Portage

la Loche on the west. Information about this portion of

the Canadian West, north of the existing surveys, has

hitherto been difficult to obtain. The increasing pressure

on the available surveyed lands in the Western Provinces

has, however, created a demand for all possible informa-

tion about the agricultural and other resources of the

undeveloped north of Western Canada, and on account of

the reported mineral discoveries at Lac la Ronge and in

the country north of it the publication of this report at

this time giving information as to the means of access

meets a public want. A number of excellent cuts of

growing crops and natural features, from photographs

ALICE ASHWORTH TOWNLEY

Author of "Opinions of Mary," recently published

by William Briggs.

taken by the explorer, are scattered through the report.

An up-to-date map which covers the country explored and

for a considerable distance north of it—about 350 miles in

all, north of Prince Albert—accompanies the report.

History.

To the series of historical books known as "The Chil-

dren's Study," published by T. Fisher Unwin, there has

just been added a 'new edition of J. N. Mcllwraith's

volume on Canada. The English published price is Is 6d.

The historical narrative is simple and interesting, yet very

comprehensive and complete in detail. Very attractively

bound, this little volume should prove a welcome addition

to I lie bookshelf of any student of Canada's history and

national progress.

Poetry.

An important event in the publishing world this fall

is the issue of Robert W. Service's new book "Ballads of

a Cheechaka. " Two years ago Robert W. Service was
unknown; to-day he is heralded throughout Canada and

the British Empire as the great "Canadian Kipling" and

"Poet of the Yukon." His first volume of verse "Songs
of a Sourdough" has reached the enormous sale of 40,000

copies inside of two years, and the publisher makes the

extraordinary announcement that he has upwards of 15,000

advance orders for "Ballads of a Cheechako. " At this

rate it looks as if Robert W. Service's verse was to sell

into the hundreds of thousands of copies inside of three

or four years. It is certainly a most extraordinary thing

that the verse of an unknown Canadian should become so

well known in such a short time, and that the booksellers

of the country should express such confidence in his work
as to order 15,000 copies in advance of publication. One
bookseller was optimistic enough to order 1,000 copies,

and he has hopes of sending repeat orders.

COPYRIGHTS FOR JULY.

21084. Pebbles and Shells. (A Book of Verses.) By
Donald A. Fraser. Donald A. Fraser, Victoria, British

Columbia, 14th July.

21085. Sonnets and other Verses. By W. M. Mac-
Keracher. (Book.) W. M. MacKeracher, Montreal, 14th

July.

21098. The People of the Plains. By Amelia M.
Paget. Edited with Introduction by Duncan Campbell
Scull. The Department of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, 15th

July.

21101. Hand Book to the Canadian Marine Board
Examinations for Inland Waters, Minor Waters and Tug
Certificates. Compiled by Captain Farrell. (Book.) W.
M. Farrell, Toronto, 16th" July.

21106. McAlpine's Halifax City Directory, 1909.

Volume XLI. McAlpine Publishing Company, Limited,

Halifax, 17th July.

21111. The Rapid Calculator. For Computing the

Amount of Steam or Hot Water Radiation necessary to

heat a room or building. By J. C. Kennedy. (Book.)

James Christopher Kennedy, Windsor, Ont., 19th July.

21112. Siever's American Shorthand. An Economical
System of Writing the English Language. By Philip

Henry Siever. (Book.) Philip Henry Siever, Alvord,

Texas, U.S.A., 19th July.

21121. Britannia History Reader. Introductory Book.
Stories from British and Canadian History. The Copp
Clark Company, Limited, Toronto, 21st July.

21123. A Wa.shday Lament. (Book.) Eugene Cooke,
Montreal, 21st July.

21124. Le Vrai Ponceau. (Booklet.) J. J. Gibbons,
Limited, Toronto, 22nd July.

21125. La Alcantarilla Correcta. J. J. Gibbons, Limi-
ted, Toronto, 22nd July.

21128. The "Complete" Science Note Book. W. J.

Gage & Company, Limited, Toronto, 24th July.

21129. The '
' Complete '

' Composition Book for Schoo's

and Colleges. W. J. Gage & Company, Limited, Toronto,

24th July.

21135. Blair's Canadian Drawing Series, Book 5,

Senior Grade. By David Blair. The Copp, Clark Com-
pany, Limited, Toronto, 28th July.

21143. Atlas-Geographie du Canada. Cours Inter-

mediare et Primaire Superieur. Les Freres Maristes,

Iberville, Que., 29 juillet.

21150. The Ontario Public School Speller. The Copp,
Clark Company, Limited, Toronto, 31st July.

21154. The Story of the Years. A History of the Wo-
man's Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, Can-
ada, from 1881 to 1906. Volume II.—Beyond Seas. By
H. L. Piatt. Annie L. Ogden, Toronto, 31st July.

21164. Jottings by the Way. (Poems.) Thos. Whit-
nell, Lindsay, 4th August.
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Activities Among Canadian Publishing Houses

Items About Books that are to Appear this Fall—Fiction

forms the Bulk of the Various Lists — Importations.

Twenty more titles are to be added to Cassell & Co.'s

"People's Library" in the near future, bringing the total

up to 120 volumes.

Doubleday, Page & Company have just issued a little

booklet, for general distribution, entitled "0. Henry

—

Who He Is and How He Works." A copy will be sent

to any address on request. It is attractively printed, in

green and black. The publisher's intention is to issue,

from time to time, other booklets dealing with their

authors.

Two new boys' books by Captain F. S. Brereton are

announced by the Copp, Clark Co. They will also have a

Canadian edition of the new Oz book, "The Road to Oz"
by L. Frank Baum.

The Musson Book Co's list was not ready for publica-

tion at the time this department was made up. It will be

announced in September.

The Macmillan Co. of Canada will publish in Septem-
ber, "The Key of the Unknown" by Rosa X. Carey,
"Calvary" by "Rita", "A Life for a Life" by Roger
Berrick. In October they will publish "Actions and
Reactions" by Rudyard Kipling, "Martin Eden" by
Jack London, "Friendship Village Stories" by Zona (iale,

"Stradella" by F. Marion Crawford. In November they
will have ready "The House Called Hurrish " by "Rita."
The date of publication of Charles Major's "A Gentle
Knight of Old Brandenburg" is uncertain as yet.

"Sins of Society" by Cecil Raleigh, which was an-
nounced for spring publication by the Copp, Clark Co.,

and which did not materialize in time, is to be published
about September 1. It will have an attractive two-color
wrapper.

E. P. Oppenheim's latest novel "Jeanne of the

Marches" is announced for publication by the Copp,
Clark Co., on September 1. It will be well illustrated

by If. M. Brock.

The Copp, Clark Co. announce for fall publication
"John Marvel, Assistant" by Thomas Nelson Page, "The
Lock on the Door" by Robert Hichens, "Seymour Charl-
ton" by W. B. Maxwell, a volume of short stories by W.
W. Jacobs, "Anne Veronica" by H. G. Wells, "The
Price of Lis Doris" by M:\arten Maartens.

The 1909 Harrison Fisher book will be called "The
American Girl" and, as its title indicates, it will be em-
bellished with numerous drawings of the fairest of her
sex. The Canadian edition is to be issued by the Copp,
Clark Co., at $3.50 net.

Two illustrated editions of "The Arabian Nights" are
being shown this fall by the Copp, Clark Co. One, illus-

trated by Maxfield Parrish, sells at $2.50; the other illus-

trated by W. Heath Robinson and Helen Stratton sells at

$1.25. The same company also have a new $1.50 edition

of Robert Louis Stevenson's "A Child's Garden of
Versesa."

Early next month the Copp, Clark Co. will publish
"The Haven" by Eden Phillpotts and "The Perjurer" by
W. E. Norris.

McLeod & Allen announce for immediate publication,

"The Goose Girl" by Harold MacGrath. They will also

have ready this month "The Calling of Dan Matthews"

by Harold Bell Wright, author of "The Shepherd of the

Hills," and "The Danger Mark," by R. W. Chambeis.
A Canadian edition of "The Old Wives' Tale" by

Arnold Bennett is announced by McLeod & Allen. This
is a book of a very high order of merit, which has been
warmly praised by the conservative English critics.

One of the leading gift books of the coming season will

be by Frances Foster Perry, the title being "Their
Hearts' Desire" It is to be fully illustrated in colors by
the well known artist, Harrison Fisher, and the edition

will have decorations by Hapgood.

Speaking of gift books we must not forget "Susanna
and Sue," by Kate Douglas Wiggin, which is to be issued

by William Briggs. This book is to be on large paper
with illustrations by Alice Barber Stephens, and M C.

Wyeth, and ill addition |o the illustrations is to be dec-
orated throughout.

David Graham Phillips has written a new novel en-
titled "The Hungry Heart." It is (,, eome from the press
of William Briggs.

William Lindsey, the author id' "Apples of Intakhar"
and "Cinderpath Tales" has written a new novel to be
issued this fall by William Briggs under the title of
"The Severed Mantle." This book is being published in
the United States by the firm of Houghton, Mifflin Co.
One of the special features of (his book will be the large
full-page colored illustrations.

It is the number of years since Amelia E. Barr put her
first novel on the market. One of her most successful
books was "The How ,,f Orange Ribbon." Mrs. Barr has
returned to the period of this story in "The House on
Cherry Street," which is a tale of New York in Colonial
times. William Briggs. win, has for some years handled
the books of this popular writer, is to place this one on
the Canadian market.

One of the best sellers of the Spring season was "The
Bronze Bell" by Louis Joseph Vance. Mr. Vance has
written a new story which has been secured by William
Briggs entitled "The Pool of Flame" to he illustrated by
lull page pictures in colors by John Rae, the artist who
illustrated "The Music Master" so successfully. "The
Pool of Flame" is a story of adventure.

The 672,000 people who have purchased "Graustark"
will welcome a new Graustark story by its clever authorG B. McCutcheon. The new novel is entitled "Truxton
King" and it will be published by William Briggs.

One of the most popular writers of fugitive verse in
the United States for a number of years was Ben King.
This very talented writer was cut off in the hey-day of
his manhood a eouple of years ago. As a sort of com-
memorative volume ihvw is being issued a book entitled
"James Jones and Some Others" being selections from
the best of Ren King's verse. This is to be issued in
gift book style with a decorative cover by William Briggs

In "The Title Market" by Mrs. Post, to be published'
by William Briggs. that writer gives vivid pictures of
the rich sumptuous life in the home of one of New York's
money king's. She also pictures the pomp and ceremony
of old world courts, lifting the veil, however, to reveal
the real lues of dukes and princes.
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During the hot dog days of August a book with a

title so cool and exhilarating as "Where Snow is Sove-

reign" is sure to create interest. Wm. Briggs is putting

(-ul very shortly an edition of this book which is written

by Rudolph St rat z. This novel is a romance of the

Glaciers, and is a translation from the German by Mary

J. Safford.

The books collaborated by Agnes and Egerton Castle

have always been in the front rank of the best sellers.

This fall Wm. Briggs places on the market a new novel

from the pens of these two writers, entitled "Diamonds

Cut Taste." "Diamonds Cut Taste" is the story of a

mosi original, audacious and clever intrigue told with

vivacity, and a deliriously light touch thai will make this

novel one of the "ems of the season.

SOME MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.

JOURNALS AND LETTERS OF SAMUEL GRIDLEY
HOWE. Edited by his daughter, Laura E. Richards.

2 volumes. Volume I., The Greek Revolution. Volume

II., The Servant of Humanity. Boston : Dana Estes

& Co. Cloth, illustrated, $6.00 net.

The period of the first volume comprises his youth

and early manhood, especially the time of his noble and

self-sacrificing volunteer services with the Greeks in their

efforts to throw off the yoke of the Turks. Inspired by

his love of freedom, his hatred of cruelty, and his eager-

ness to relieve suffering, perhaps prompted also by the

example of Lord Byron, this young American physician

gave up ease, custom, and money-getting, and hastened

over seas to fight a savage foe among savage mountains

for love of that dear land which was next in his affec-

tions to his own, the land of the imperishable Ideal.

His journals, luminous and continuous, give wonderfully

vivid, enthralling, and interesting accounts of the period

destined to live throughout the course of history. The

second volume, covering a period of forty-two years,

tells the story of Dr. Howe's labors in the cause of

humanity in his own country ;
labors for the blind, the

deaf, the insane, the feeble-minded, the prisoner, and

captive. The letters in this volume are mostly addressed

to Charles Summer, Horace Mann, and Theodore Parker,

and they throw a vivid light on the history of the nine-

teenth century.

THE ROAD TO OZ. By L. Frank Baum. Illustrated

by John R. Neill. Chicago : Reilly & Britton Co.

Cloth, $1.25.

This is the fifth of the series of Oz books, its pre-

decessors being "The Land of Oz," "Ozma of Oz,"

"Dorothy and the Wizard of Oz" and "John Dough and

the Cherub." No series of juveniles has probably ever

been published that has had the vogue of these Oz

books. The quaint and amusing characters introduced

in them captivate the child's mind and the extraordinary

adventures narrated are on a par with those of Alice

in Wonderland. The 190!) volume now ready maintains

the standard of the earlier books. Many of the old

favorite characters are introduced and there are also

some new ones to add novelty. The book is printed on

vari-colored paper and the illustrations are most effec-

tive.

SAWTELL, ELLA. The Breath of Scandal. London :

Greening & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

Miss Sawtell has stepped into an enviable position

with the publication of this, her first novel, -which has

had a flattering reception. The romance deals with the

musical and social career of Mark Fenwick, an obscure

youth in the Western Counties, whose wonderful tenor

voice attracted the attention of a wealthy and influen-

tial enthusiast, whose protege he subsequently became.

The change from the simple life and homely joys of

Bllscross to the artistic and artificial atmosphere of

London has an unsettling effect upon the central figure

of the story, whose devotion to the girl-wife, who
bravely keeps the little home together, gradually wanes.

The story is cleverly planned and developed, several

characters being vividly portrayed. Miss Sawtell is a

native of Woodstock and has inherited her pen power
from her father, at present residing in Guelph.

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND SERVICE. Report of the

Oxford Conference of the Wesleyan Methodist Union for

Social Service for the consideration of social problems.

Easter, 1909. London : Robert Culley. Paper covers,

Is. net. Cloth, 2s. net.

MOORE, J. HOWARD. The New Ethics. Chicago:
Samuel A. Bloch. Cloth, $1.00.

This is a volume of 216 pages breathing brotherhood
and justice not only between man and man, but also

between all living: species. The ethics Mr. Moore preaches

are not necessarily new. His thesis is that the inhabi-

tants of the earth, human and non-human, are united

by common ties, man being different from other forms
of life in degree but not in kind. Vegetarianism and

anti-vivisection are also preached, the author being ap-

parently a humanitarian almost to the point of senti-

mentalism. Like "The Universal Kinship" and "Better
World Philosophy," the author's previous works, "The
New Ethics" is written in pleasing style and will be

enjoyed by all readers having advanced ideas.

THE PRACTICAL CRICKETER. By J. N. Crawford.

Health and Strength, Limited, 12 Burleigh St. Strand,

W. ('. London. Is. net.

Mr. Crawford's own >kill in the cricket field and the

position l.e has attained in such a short time are, in

themselves, sufficient guarantee that the book does not

belie its title. In compiling this work his aim has been

to describe the different points of the game in a manner
that the aspiring cricketer, adult or- juvenile, will find

lucid and serviceable. To this end there are chapters on

Batting, Bowling, Fielding, Wicketkeeping, Training, and
Practice. These, again, are sub-divided into sections so

as to cover every department of play.

TEXT-LOOK OK LAWN TENNIS. By M. J. O. Ritchie.

London: Health and Strength, Limited. Is. net.

Basing his treatise upon comprehensive lines, Mr.

Ritchie gets to work at once with some practical hints

regarding correct grip, upon which so much depends, fol-

lowed by careful instructions for cultivating accurate

play from the start. The strokes are described in detail.

Another chapter deals with the various services, includ-

ing the American ; and, coming to doubles, full direc-

tions are given to both serving and receiving pairs as to

how to play either doubles or mixed doubles.

A WOMAN FOR MAYOR. By Helen Maria Winslow.

Chicago: Reilly & Britton Co. Cloth $1.50.

Gertrude Van Deusen is nominated for mayor of the

city called Roma. In the election she defeats both John

Allingham and Burke and his gang. On coming into office

she gives the town such a thorough housecleaning that

Burke and his gang kidnap her and shut her up while they

pul their own measures through the council, but she es-

capes and finally drives Burke and his gang from the city.

When her term is over she is asked to run again, but in-

stead she chooses to become the wife of the next mayor,

whom she had formerly defeated at the polls.
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A STRONG BOOK OF POEMS.

Originality and newness are the aims of the age.

When these are coupled with a powerful statement of

facts, couched in vivid and striking language on a sub-

ject of vital importance to mankind, an author may feel

he has succeeded. Taking as his main theme the ravages

of consumption, Mr. Thaddeus A. Browne, in his volume of

poems, entitled, "The White Plague, and Other Poems,"
soon to be issued by Wm. Briggs, Toronto, makes his

debut in the field of Canadian literature. The theme is

entirely new to poetry, and his treatment of the subject

is daring and along lines of advanced thought few have
dared to enter on.

In his poem, "The White Plague,"
Mr. Browne powerfully depicts the

ravages of consumption and in reson-

ant and fearless tones he calls on the

legions of earth to battle against this

foe of our race. His kindly denunciation

of society and state whirling thought-

lessly on its way stirs the blood.

Heredity, the selfishness of the indi-

vidual, and the negligence of the state

in the matter of marriage, are made
the subject of a slashing attack in the

poem, "The Love Crime"—a strong,

original and convincing poem contain-

ing many passages of sustained power.

"Hell's Acolyte,', and "God's Little

Ones," are poems which strike deep at

other present-day evils that confront

society. Tt is safe to predict that none

will turn from these poems without

feeling a deeper individual responsibil-

ity of their duty as members of the

human fa.mily.

The volume contains a number of

other poems, principally on love and

nature. It is here Mr. Browne's splen-

did gift of imagery finds full play. In

fact, all of his poems are distinguished

by an originality and a sustained pop-

ularity. Mr. Browne is a young man
under 30 years of age, born at Middle-

port, Ontario, in 187!), off Irish par-

ents. At the age of five, with the fam-

ily, he moved to Brantford, and it was

in Brantford that he was educated in

the public school and collegiate insti-

tute. At the age of 17 years he became

a member of what was known as the

Congregational Debating Society, and

in a short time became noted among the

younger element of Brantford as pos-

sessing more than ordinary gifts of ora-

tory. This gift brought him into prominence, for at the

age of 19, on the occasion of the welcome given by the

Liberals of the City of Brantford to the Hon. A. S.

Hardv. then Premier of Ontario, and the Hon. Wm. Pa-

terson. Minister of Customs, in the Laurier Cabinet,

he was chosen to deliver the speech, expressing con-

fidence in the Liberal policies for the young men of

Brantford. He was prominent in the local campaigns of

that city, and in 1901 he received the appointment in the

Department of Interior, Ottawa, wbich he still holds.

Mr. Browne first turned his attention to literature

about a year ago, and the present volume is the result

of his efforts. The result proves him to be a finished and

rapid writer and we may confidently look for other

productions from his pen.

The work is splendidly bound in cloth binding, and

contains several artistic illustrations, and no doubt will

be one of the season's best sellers.

A Tale of Studied Revenge.

THE LONG ARM. By E. P. Oppenheim. Toronto: Wil-

liam Briggs. Cloth $1.25. Mannister, the hero of

this latest Oppenheim romance, is quite a striking

personality in his way, bearing a distant resemblance

to those unique beings, Sherlock Holmes and Raffles.

THADDEUS A. BROWNE

Author of "The White Plague" and other poems.

He is a cool, clear-headed, brainy Englishman, the in-

flexible nemesis of a band of seven men and a woman,
who had played him false. Writing the eight names
on a slip of paper, he proceeds to wreck his vengeance

on the eight individually, concluding with the woman.
The story of his vengeance forms the greater part of

the book.

HOW TO MAKE THINGS GO. The Road to Success. By
Madison C. Peters. Chicago. Laird & Lee. Paper
covers 25 cents. In this modern self-help, Rev. Madi-

son C. Peters gives some excellent advice to young
people on the problems of life, examples of great men
and many subjects of importance to boys and men.
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The Canadian Monthly List of Books for July

Containing a Record of Books Published in Cana-

da, Books by Canadian Authors and Books About

Canada, Issued During the Month of July.

In presenting this, our first monthly list, we do so

with some hesitancy, because we are as yet quite unable

t(. vouch'for its completeness. We have made as careful

a record as possible, examining every possible source of

information, but even with the exercise of the utmost care,

we feel that there must be some omissions. Our readers

will confer a great favor if ;they will bring to our atten-

tion at once any cases, where we have failed to enter a

book in our list.

The sign (*) placed before a book signifies that the

volume in question has been printed and bound in Canada.

The double star (**) indicates that the book is copy-

righted in addition.

Begbie, Harold. The Cage. Toronto: Henry Frowde.

Cloth, $1.25.

Erebner, Percy. The Royal Ward. Toronto: Cassell &
Co. July. Cloth, $1.25.

""Britannia History Reader. Introductory Book. Stories

from British and Canadian History. Toronto: Copp.

Clark Co. July. 263 pages. 5 x 7| inches. Cloth, '_'">

cents.

Only words of praise can be bestowed on this admir-

able volume to the compilation of which much care has

been directed. Stories of the heroes and of heroic events

in British and Canadian history are told in simple lan-

guage and the illustrations are of a high order, many
being reproductions of paintings by famous artists.

--Browne, Thaddeus A. The White Plague and other

Poems. Toronto: William Briggs. Author's Edition.

7.5 pages. 5A x 8. July. Cloth, $1.00.

"Clawson, W. H. The Gest of Robin Hood. University of

Toronto Studies. Philological Series. Published by the

Cniversity Librarian, Toronto University. July. 129

pages. 7 x IDA inches. Paper, $1.00.

This work comprises a portion of a dissertation on the

Robin Hood ballads presented by the writer, who is lec-

turer in English at University College, to the Faculty of

Arts and Sciences of Harvard University, in fulfilment of

one of the requirements for the degree of Doitor of

Philosophy.

:; Crean, Frank J. P. Northland JCxp'.oration. Ottawa:

Department of the Interior. August. 44 pages. 7 x

10 J. Illustrated. Paper covers, Free.

**Farncomb, Dora. The Vision of His Face. London:

William Weld Company. July. XI -)- 224 pages. 6x8
inches. Cloth, $1.00.-

In a series of interesting chapters the author shows

how the vision of the face of the Lord Jesus Christ has

always been and ever will be the power that purifies.

transforms, awakens, revivifies and stimulates to the high-

est action and most heroic patience the lives of men.

Forman, Justus Miles. The Quest. Toronto and London:

Ward, Lock & Co. Cloth, illustrated, $1.25.

* ::Traser, Donald A. Pebbles and Shells: A Book of

Verse. Toronto: William Briggs. July. 172 pages.

:> ! x 7i Cloth, $1.00.

Haggard, H. Rider. Benita. Sixpenny Edition. Toronto:

Cassell & Co. July. Glazed paper cover.

""Hopkins, J. Castell. The Canadian Annual Review of

Public Affairs, 1908. Toronto. Annual Review Publish-

ing Co. July. 662 pages. 6x9 inches. Cloth, $3.50.

Morocco, $4.50.

Hyatt, S. P. The Marriage of Hilary Carden. Toronto:

Macmillan Co. of Canada. July. Cloth, $1.25.

lies, George.. Electricity Uncovers a law of Evolution

Montreal: George lies, 5 Brunswick St. Pamphlet, 14

pages. (ixK:i
4. July. Gratis.

Kinross, Albert. The Love Brokers. Toronto: Cassell &
Co. July. Cloth, $1.25.

""MacKeracher, W. M. Sonnets and Other Verse. Tor-

onto: William Briggs. July. 80 pages. Clotli, 75 cts.

"Mailloux, L'Abbe Alexis. Le Manuel des Parents

Chretiens. Quebec: L 'Action Sociale. July. 279 pages,
.'' j>S. Cloth, lit) cents.

**McAlpine's Halifax City Directory, 1909. Halifax;

McAlpine Publishing Co. July. 74.'5 pages. 6x9 inches.

Cloth back, board covers. $4.

Contains general directory of the citizens, classified

business directory and street directory of Halifax, N.S.,

and general and business directory of Dartmouth, N.S.

::!*McInnes, Tom. Lonesome Bar, A Romance of the Lost

and Other Poems. Montreal: Desbarats & Co. Second
edition. 205 pages. 5x7V4- July. Cloth, $1.

Oldmeadow, E. Antonio. Toronto: Macmillan Co. of

Canada. July. Cloth, $1.25.

Ormond, Frederic. The Three Keys. Toronto: McLeod
& Allen. July. Cloth, $1.25.

**Paget, Amelia M. The People of the Plains. Toronto.

William Briggs. July. 199 pages. 5y2xS. Cloth, $1.

Illustrated.

Pemberton, Max. Sir Richard Escombe. Paper reprint

edition. Toronto: Cassell & Co. July. 30 cents.

Shaw, Captain Frank. The Daughter of the Storm. To-
ronto: Cassell & Co. July. Cloth, $1.25.

Steele, Jack. A Husband by Proxy. Toronto: McLeod &
Allen. July. Cloth, $1.15.

Stevens, E. S. The Veil. Toronto: Ma,cmillan Co. of
Canada. July. Cloth, $1.25.

Miss Stevens has written a remarkable story, glowing
with color and warm with life and passion. The scene
is laid in the Algerian Sahara, Tunis, and the sacred city

of Kairouan; its motif is the conflict between eastern and
western manners and education. The keynote of the book,
expressed in the title, is the fascination exercised over
the imagination by the atmosphere of mystery in east-

ern towns; the blank walls, the veiled women, the im-
passivity of the men, and their attitude towards ques-
tions of sex and religion.

Titchener, E. B. Text-book of Psychology. Toronto : Mac-

millan Co. of Canada. July. C'oth. xvi.+311 pages.

8 vo. $1.30 net.
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White, William Allen. A Certain Rich Man. Toronto:

Macmillan Co. of Canada. July. Cloth, $1.25.

Scene is the great middle west and especially a grow-

ing town of Kansas. Gives the absorbing career of a re-

markable money-maker and how all his surroundings

bent to his strong influence. A young boy, wounded at

the outbreak of the war between the states, is lame for

life. He tries everything to make money, becomes a

great power and goes on and on in business, in politics,

until he controls all persons and all things. Mr. White
gives a vital picture of the good and the bad of Ameri-
can life. He knows it all at first hand.

Young, Margaret. The Wreathed Dagger. Toronto: Cas-

sell & Co. July. Cloth, $1.25.

THE SIZES OF BOOKS
A Subject on Which
very few People are

Accurately Posted.

Though booksellers and their assistants probably
have a general idea as to what is the size of a Demy
8vo book, or a Crown 8vo or a 32mo, it is at least pos-

sible that some of them may not know the exact dimen-
sions of each particular size. It will therefore perhaps
be useful to some of our readers, and those who are al-

ready perfect in the information will, w^e are sure, allow
us to set forth the information for the benefit of those

who do not know, to define accurately the exact dimen-
sions of the various sizes, and to explain the meaning
of the particular terms employed. It must first be stat-

ed that books are made by binding together a number
of sheets of printed paper which have been folded once

or more times in a particular way. The principal sizes

of paper used for the production of books are as fol-

lows :—Pott, 12i by 16^ ins.; Foolscap, 13J by 17 ins.;

Crown, 15 by 20 ins.; Large Post, 16 by 21 ins.; Demy,
17£ by 224 ins.; Medium, 18 by 23 ins.; Royal, 20 by

25'i ins.; Super Royal, 20 by 27 ins.; Imperial, '^1\ by

31 ins.

How Sizes are Arrived at.

Now the size of the book depends mainly upon the

number of times the sheet of paper used is folded, and

to explain this we will take a sheet of Demy, which is

the standard and most usual size. If this sheet of

Demy be folded in two by bringing the short side on the

right hand over to the short side on the left hand we
have two leaves or folios from the Latin word
"Folium," a leaf. The two leaves, of course, make four

pages. But, as will be easily seen, the size is large and

cumbrous and is nowadays very seldom used for printed

books. Two or three hundred years ago they were more

in fashion, but to-day the modern love of convenience

has almost entirely displaced them, except, indeed, in

the form of Blue Books or the Reports of Royal Com-
missions, and for ordinary ledgers and account books.

If, again, the Folio sheet is doubled once more we have

the "Quarto" or 4to, from the Latin word "Quaterni."

four, or "Quartus," fourth. This gives us four leaves

and eight pages. Folding the Quarto sheet once more

we get eight leaves or sixteen pages, and we call this

Octavo or 8vo, from the Latin "Octavus," eighth. In

our example we have used Demy size, and we have con-

sequently had "Demy Folio," "Demy Qluarto," and

"Demy Octavo." If we had taken Crown size or Super

Royal size or Imperial size we should have had "Crown

Folio," "Crown Quarto," "Crown Octavo," etc. If,

again, a sheet is folded into twelve sheets or twenty-

four pages, it is called a Duodecimo or 12mo, again from

the Latin "Duodecimus," or twelfth. A size still smaller

is obtained if the sheet be folded into eighteen leaves or

thirty-six pages, which gives us the 18mo size. There

are not, unfortunately, any actually recognized standard

measurements for the various sizes just mentioned, but

the following dimensions may be taken as fairly approx-

imate —
Royal Folio 19 by 12 ins.

Demy Folio 18 by 11 ins.

Super Imperial Quarto 15£ by 13 ins.

Royal Quarto 12J by 10 ins.

Demy Quarto (Demy. 4to) 1H by 8^ ins.

Crown Quarto (Cr. 4to) 11 by 8 ins.

Royal Octavo (Roy. 8vo.) 10 by %\ ins.

Medium Octavo (Med. 8vo) 9£ by 6 ins.

Demy Octavo (Demy 8vo.) 9 by 5| ins.

Crown Octavo (Cr. 8vo) 1\ by 5 ins.

Foolscap Octavo (Fcap. 8vo) 7 by 4£ ins.

Duodecimo (12mo) 7 by 6 ins.

16mo 6 by 4 ins.

Square 16mo 4£ by 3^ ins.

Demy 18 mo 6 by 4 ins.

Royal 24mo : 5 by 3£ ins.

Demy 21mo 5 by 2f ins.

Royal 32mo 4 by 2J ins.

Post 4 by 1\ ins.

Demy 48mo 3-} by 2A ins.

Measuring by Height.

The Library Association have agreed to discard all

the measurements by size of paper and in place of them

to define the sizes of books by the height measurement

as follows :

—

Large Folio (La. fol.) over 18 ins. high.

Folio (Fol.) below 18 ins. high.

Small Folio (Sm. fol.; below 18 ins. high.

Large Quarto (La. 4to) below 18 ins. high

Quarto (4to) below 11 ins. high.

Small Quarto (Sm. Ito) below 8 ins. high.

Large Octavo (La. 8vo) bolow 11 ins. high.

Octavo (8vo) below 9 ins. high.

Small Octavo (Sm. 8vo) below 8 ins. high.

Duodecimo (12mo) below 8 ins. high.

Decimo Octavo (18mo) ins. high.

Minimo (Mo.) below fi ins. high.

It is not quite certain at present how tar publishers

and papcrmakers have agreed to recognize and adopt

these measurements, but it can hardly be doubted that

some such standardization of size is in every way de-

sirable, and it is equally obvious that the Library As-

sociation, representing as it does all the representative

possessors and buyers of books, are the best qualified

to decide on the most suitable dimensions, and one can

hardly doubt that before very long the various publishers

will be found ready and willing to adopt the proposals

of so authoritative and so representative a body. In

America, according to the catalogue of the "Riverside

Press," which is described as the highest authority in

the United States, the recognized sizes are as follows :—

Folio, 13 by 15 ins.; 4to, 10 by \1\ ins.; royal 8vo,

1\ by 10 ins.; 8vo, 6 by 9 ins.; 16mo, 5 by 7 ins.; 18mo,

4i by 6 ins.; 32mo, 4 by 5^ ins.—The Bookseller.

E. A. Hutchins, stationery dealer, Neepawa, Man., lias

discontinued business.

Woodland & Co. have bought the stationery business

of W. H. Itter & Co., Grand Forks, B.C.

The stationery, stock, fixtures, etc., of the stand of the

estate of S. J. Farmer, Brandon, Man.
?

are advertised

for sale.
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BEST SELLING BOOKS FOR JULY.

Belleville.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Quest. Justus Miles Forman. Ward Lock.

Brantford.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Sebastian. Frank Danby. Maemillan.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Calgary.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs Humphry Ward. Musson.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.

Kingsmead. Bettina Van Hutten. Musson.

Making of Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester

McLeod.

Charlottetown.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Life of Jas. Robertson. Ralph Connor. Westminister

Marraige a la Mode. Mrs Humphry Ward. Musson.

Trailers. Mason. Revell.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

Chippendales. Robert Grant. Copp.

Chatham.

Gun Runner. Arthur Stringer. Langton.

Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor (llyn. Duffield.

Quest. Justus Miles Forman. Ward Lock.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs Humphry Ward. Musson.

Lady of the Decoration. Francis Little. Musson.

Edmonton.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Making of Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester.

McLeod.

Red Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

Fort William.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Where Billows Roll. A. Rain.

N. Lane.

Crawford. Masmillan.

Mrs. Ward. Musson.

McLeod.

Guelph.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor Glyn. Duffield.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Musson.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Hamilton.

Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Harper.
Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson
Roads of Destiny. Henry. Musson.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Lost Cabin Mine. F.

White Sister. F. M.
Marriage a la Mode.

Peter. F. H. Smith.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.

Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor Glyn. Musson.

Kingston.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Chippendales. Robert Grant. Copp.

Woodcarvers of Lympus. Waller. Musson.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Harper.

Set in Silver. C. N. and A. M. Williamson. Musson.

Moncton.

Making of Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester.

McLeod.

Five Nights. V. Cory. Kennerley.

Six Chapters in a Man's Life. Kennerley.

John. Kennerley.

Daughters of the Rich. Salters. Kennerley.

Life's Ship Window. V. Cross. Kennerley.

Montreal.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

Inner Shine. Annonymous. Musson.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Ward. Musson.
Three Keys. F. Ormond. McLeod.
Man in Lower Ten. M. K. Rinehart. McLeod.

Williamson. Musson.

Ottawa.

F. M. Crawford. McLeod.

C. N. and A. M. Williamson
Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward
Anonymous. Musson.

R. H. Davis. McLeod.

Musson.

MllSSil,
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Set in Silver.

White Sister.

Set iii Silver.

Marriage a la

Inner Shrine.

White Mice.

Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor Glyn. Duffield.

Peterborough.

Man from Brodney's. G. B. McCutchcon. Briggs.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.
Mr. ()|)p. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.
White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

St. Catharines.

Marriage a la Mode. Mv>. Humphry Ward. Musson
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Where Love Is. L. N. Folstor. Outlook.
White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.
Other Side of the Door. Lucia Chamberlain. Bobbs.
Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

St. John, N. B.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Romance of a Plain Man. E. J. Glasgow. Maemillan.
Set in Silver. C. N. and A. M. Williamson. Musson.
Mike Flannery.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.
Rose in the Wilderness. S. R. Crockett. Frowde.

St. Thomas.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Harper.
Sebastian. Frank Danby. Maemillan.
Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.
Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Stratford.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.
Silver Fox. F. S. Thompson. Copp.
Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.
Actress. Louise C. Hale. Musson.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.
Spies of the Kaiser. E. P. Oppenheim. Maemillan.
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• - Toronto.

1. White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Maemillan.

2. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

3. Man Without a Shadow. Oliver Cabot. McLeod.

4. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs Humphry Ward. Musson.

5. Sebastian. Frank Danby. Maemillan.

6. Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Vancouver.

1. White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
2. Quest. Justus Miles Forman. Harper.

3. Lonesome Pine. John Fox, Jr. McLeod.
4. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

5. Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester. McLeod.
6. Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. McLeod.

Winnipeg.

1. White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
2. Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor Glyn. Duffield.

3. Where Billows Roll. I. Rain.

4. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

5. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Hamphry Ward. Mus.-.m.

6. Open House. J. W. Tompkins. Baker.

Canadian Summary.
Points.

1. White Sister. F. M. Crawford 94

2. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Ward 85

3. Katrine. F. M. Lane 59

4 Man in Lower Ten. M. R. Rinehart 58

5. Inner Shrine. Anonymous 56'

White Mice. R.H.Davis 50

G. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery 46

FALL FICTION ANNOUNCEMENT LIST
A Heavy List of Books—Several Good Titles among

Them—Nearly Every Prominent Novelist Repre-

sented.

The following books are announced for fall publication

by the various publishers mentioned. Others will be an-

nounced as they are arranged for. It will be seen that

there is to be a very extensive output of novels this fall.

McLeod & Allen.

The Goose Girl. Harold MaeGrath. August.

Calling of Dan Matthews. Harold B. Wright. August.

The White Prophet. Hall Caine. Indefinite.

The Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. August.

Half a Chance. Frederic S. Isham. September.

Keziah Coffin. Joseph C. Lincoln. Indefinite.

Happy Hawkins. Robert A. Wason. September.

The Stowaway. Louis Tracy. September.

Virginia of the Air Lines. Herbert Quick. September.
Lantern of Luck. Hudson Douglas. September.

The Last Woman. Ross Beekma.n. September.
The Vanished Smuggler. Stephen Chalmers. September.
Old Clinekers. Harvey J. O'Higgins. September.

The Rule of Three. Alma M. Esterbrook. September.
Waylaid by Wireless. Edwin Balmer. September.
Old Wives Tale. Arnold Bennett. September.
The Greater Power. Harold Bindloss. September.
Forty Minutes Late. F. Hopkinson Smith. September.
The Open Country. Maurice Hewlett. September.
Cupid's Understudy. Edward S. Field. September.
Black Sheep. Joseph Sharts. September.
The Stolen Cygnet. Sidney Fredericks. September.
Son of Mary Bethel. Elsa Barker. September.
The Pillars of Eden. Philip V. Mighels. September.

Copp, Clark.

Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. September.
The Haven. Eden Phillpotts. September.

The Book with a Future

Wfnte Pague
and other

POEMS
By THADDEUS A. BROWNE

PRICE $1.00

Powerful Vivid A New Note in Literature

READ

The White Plague The Love Crime
Hell's Acolyte God's Little Ones

Poems in which

the author in vivid language sends forth a stirring

appeal to the world in aid of suffering humanity and

strikes deep at the causes of a terrible disease that

by the criminal blunders of society is endangering

the human race.

Cloth 7 Illustrations IVm. Briggs

The Perjurer. W. E. Norris. September.

Sins of Society. Cecil Raleigh. September.

Jeanne of the Marshes. E. P. Oppenheim. September.

John Marvel, Assistant. Thomas N. Page. Indefinite.

The Lock on the Door. Robert Hitchens. Indefinite.

Seymour Charlton. W. B. Maxwell. Indefinite.

Short Stories. W. W. Jacobs. Indefinite.

Anne Veronica. H. G. Wells. Indefinite.

The Price of Lis Doris. Maarten Maartens. Indefinite.

Maemillan.

The Key of the Unknown. Rosa N. Carey. September.
A Life for a Life. Roger Herrick. September.
Calvary. "Rita." September.

Actions and Reactions. Rudyard Kipling. October.
Martin Eden. Jack London. October.

Friendship Village Stories. Zona Gale. October.
Stradella. F. M. Crawford. October.

The House Called Hurrish. "Rita." November.
Gentle Knight of Old Brandenburg. Charles Major. Indef.

Frowde.
The Suitable Child. Norman Duncan. September.
The Attic Guest. Robert E. Knowles. September.
It Never Could Happen Again. Wm. de Morgan. Indef.

Briggs.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon, September.
Pool of Flame. Louis Joseph Vance. Indefinite.
The Title Market. Mrs. Post. Indefinite.

Diamonds Cut Paste. A. & E. Castle. Indefinite.

Where Snow is Sovereign. Rudolphe Stratz. Indefinite.
The House on Cherry Street. Amelia E. Barr. Indefinite.
The Hungry Heart. David Graham Phillips. Indefinite.
The Severed Mantle. William Lindsey. Indefinite.
Their Heart's Desire. Frances Foster Perry. Indefinite.
Susanna and Sue. Kate Douglas Wiggiii. Indefinite.
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Headquarters for Dictionaries
COLLINS CLEAR TYPE DICTIONARY $ .15

LARGE TYPE DICTIONARY 30

CHAMBERS 20TH CENTURY DICTIONARY 1.00

Half morocco 2.00

Indexed 2.50

Cloth 1.00

Half morocco 2.00

(Amiandale.) Blackie's. Cloth 2.25

Half morocco 4.00

STORMONTH'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY 1.50

STUDENTS' STANDARD DICTIONARY. Index- net 3.00

STANDARD DICTIONARY. Complete in 1 vol. Indexed 15.00

HOLDER. Japanned or gill net 5.00

Oxidized net 8.00

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY. Pull sheep 13.00

". Indexed. Full sheep 14.00

CONCISE IMPERIAL DICTIONARY (Blackie's).
1

1

f i tt tt

STUDENTS' DICTIONARY.

WESSELY'S ENGLISH-SPANISH and Spanish-English Dictionary. Cloth .

FRENCH-ENGLISH and English-French Dictionary. Cloth. .

GERMAN-ENGLISH and English-German Dictionary. Cloth.

ITALIAN-ENGLISH and English-Ita'ian Dictionary. Cloth. ..

LATIN-ENGLISH and English-Latin Dictionary. Cloth

THE LANGHAM ENGLISH-FRENCH and French-English Dictionary

.ENGLISH-GERMAN and German-English Dictionary

ENGLISH-ITALIAN and [talian-Enelish Dictionary

f

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.75

.75

.75

ENGLISH-SPANISH and Spanish-English Dictionary 75

.75

.75

ENGLISH-PORTUGUESE and Portuguese-English Dictionary ..

ENGLISH-RUSSIAN and Russian-English Dictionary

MCLAUGHLIN'S NEW DICTIONARY of the English-French and French-English

Languages 1.50

CANADA SERIES OF POCKET DICTIONARIES. 32 mo.

ENGLISH. Compiled by E. H. Truslove. Cloth 30

Leather 50

FRENCH-ENGLISH, English-French. By A. Mendel. Cloth 50

Leather 75

GERMAN-ENGLISH, English-German. By J. B. Close. Cloth 50

Leather

ENGLISH-ITALIAN, Italian-English. By E. Stokes. Cloth
"

Leather

NUGENT'S FRENCH-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY. By Brown
and Martin net

ROUTLEDGE'S FRENCH-ENGLISH AND ENGLISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY
VEST-POCKET—ENGLISH DICTIONARY.. Indexed.

FRENCH-ENGLISH. Indexed

• " GERMAN-ENGLISH. Indexed

SPANISH-ENGLISH, Indexed

ITALIAN-ENGLISH. Indexed

LATIN-ENGLISH. Indexed

SWEDISH-ENGLISH. Indexed. ...

Cloth .20

"
.25

'

'

.25

"
.25

"
.25

.20

.10

.50

.75

.50

.30

Leather .25

<

'

.50

.50

'

'

.50

.50

.50

'
<

.50

THE MUSSON BOOK COMPANY
TORONTO LIMITED

5o
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THE HOUSE OF GOOD FICTION

Among the Six Best Sellers

HAT'S where you'll find the books from "The
House of Good Fiction" every month. When we
call ourselves "The House of Good Fiction' we
must have the goods to back up the name. Our
Fall List this year abundantly justifies our claim that

our fiction is best—not only the best in selling qual-

ities, but possessing the most attractive features as well.

Here are just a few titles culled from our new list.

Look them over and you will find that they are all by leading authors

—writers who have already made a name for themselves and for whose
works there is always a keen demand. Their established place in

public favor will ensure an immense sale for these latest publications:

tBfje Banger iHarb
by ROBERT W. CHAMBERS

Author of "The Fighting Chance," etc.

TOje <6oo*e <©trl

by HAROLD McGRATH

Author of "Man on the Box.
"

Ki)t WWt $ropt)et
by HALL CAINE

The greatest story Hall Caine has ever

written.

Hejtal) Coffin
by JOSEPH C LINCOLN

Author of "Cy. Whittaker's Place " and

"Cap'n Eri."

tCfje Calling of Ban iWatfjeto*
by HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

Author of "The Shepherd of the Hills."

The first printing on above five books reaches half a million.

Don't buy books till you see our complete list. Our travelers will call.

MCLEOD & ALLEN Publishers TORONTO, CANADA

5i
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NEW BOOKS JUST PUBLISHED OB

SOON TO BE ISSUED by william briggs

The Great Event of the Publishing Season

is the issue of

Ballads of a Cheechako
By ROBERT W. SERVICE
Author oj Songs of a Sourdough

Cloth, $1.00 Edition-De-Luxe, Illustrated, $1.50

40,000 copies of "Songs of a Sourdough" have been

issued in Canada alone.

15,000 advance orders for "Ballads of a Cheechako."

Two years ago Robert W. Service was unknown; to-day

he is heralded throughout the English speaking world

as the great Canadian Kipling and Poet of the Yukon.

Where Snow is Sovereign
A Romanic of the iilatiers

By RUDOLPH STRAT7.

Translated from the German by Mary J. Safford With
12 full-pare illustrations. 12 mo. cloth, SI, 25.

The House on Cherry Street
By AMELIA E. I1ARR

Author of The Bow of Orange Ribbon, The Maid of

Maiden Lane, etc., etc. Frontispiece in

colors. 12 mo. cloth. #1 .2 S.

Truxton King
A Story of Cramiark

By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
Author »/Graustark. Full page illustrations in color

by Harrison Fisher. 12 mo. cloth. SI .25.

The Pool of Flame
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Author of The Brass Bowl. The Bronze Bell. etc.. etc,

With full page pictures in color by John Rae.

Cloth. SI. 25-

The Title Market
By EMILY POST

Author of Purple and Fine Linen. Cloth. 12 mo.,

illustrated, 41.25.

Diamonds Cut Paste
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE

Author o/The Bath Comedy, The Secret Orchard.

etc.. etc. Cloth, 12 mo., illustrated, SI. 25.

Their Hearts' Desire
By FRANCIS FOSTER PERRY

Fully illustrated in colors by Harrison F'isher.

Decorations by T. B. Hapgood.
Boxed cloth, net 82.00.

Susanna and Sue
Br KATE DOUGLAS WIGG1N

With illustrations by Alice Barber Stephens and

N. C. Wyeth. Decorated throughout.

Cloth, large 8vo.. SI 50.

Love Among the Ruins and
Other Tales of Old Toronto

By SUZANNE MARNY
Author of Canadian Book of Months. Illusratea

by the author. Cloth, net $1.25.

The Hungry Heart
Novel

Bi DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS

Cloth. SI. 25

The Severed Mantle
By WILLIAM L1NDSEY

Author of Apples of Istakhay. etc.. etc. Illustrations

in color. Cloth 8vo., SI .25.

The Many Mansioned House
Vormi

By E. W. THOMSON
Author of OU\ Man Savarin. Walter Gibbs. etc.. etc.

Cloth, 90 cents.

The Imperial Anniversary
Book

By HAROLD SAXON
Cloth, 81.00

Chicoutimi, A Romance of

the Saguenay Country
and Other Tales

By T. HERBERT CHESNUT (Allan Douglas Brodie)

Cloth. SI. 25

The People of the Plains
By AMELIA M. PAGET

Edited with introduction by Duncan Campbell Scott

Cloth, with 8 full-page illustrations. 81.00.

Pebbles and Shells
A Book of Vents

By DONALD A. ERASER
Cloth. 81.00

Opinions of Mary
By ALICE ASHWORTH TOWNLEY

Cloth, 81.25

Essays—Literary, Critical

and Historical
By THOMAS O'HAGAN, M.A.. Ph.D

Cloth. 81.00.

Heroines of Canadian
History

By W. S. HERRINGTON
With Frontispiece. Cloth, 30 cents net.

Your Boy—His Nature
and Nurture

By GEORGE A. DICKINSON. M.D.

Illustrated. Cloth, 81.00.

The Canadian Apple
Grower's Guide

Bv LINUS WOOLVERTON, M.A.

Author of Fruits of Ontario, etc.. etc. Cloth, large

quarto, beautifully illustrated, 82.00 net.

The Courtin'
By JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL

Holiday edition, richly illustrated, and decorated in

color by Arthur J. Kelley. Boxed, crown
8vo„ 81.50 net.

Three Premiers of

Nova Scotia
The Hon. J. W. Johnstone, the Hon.

Joseph Howe and the Right Hon.
Sir Charles Tupper, Bart.

By E. M. SAUNDERS. M.A..D.D.

Clotb, with nine fufl-page illustrations. Probably 8). 50.

The House on the Cliff
By CHARLES SPARROW

Cloth. 75 cents,

Sonnets and Other Verse
By W. M. MacKERACHER

Author o/Canada My Land. Cloth. 75 cents.

The White Plage and
Other Poems

By THADDEUS A. BROWNE
Cloth, illustrated. 81.00.

A New Book
By NELLIE L. McCLUNG

Author of Sowing Seeds in Danny

The Second Chance
Cloth. Price to be announced later.

WILLIAMBRIGGS Toronto
52
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WhereYou Buy Your

Christmas Goods

THE HOUSE WITH NEW THINGS

makes all the difference between a

big, profitable Holiday trade and a

lot of effort for little results. Be-

sides, the store which has the nicest

Christmas Stock is most patronized

all the year.

DOLLS

TOYS

PRESENTATION
FANCY GOODS

GIFT CHINA

GAMES

DRUG
SUNDRIES

LEATHER
GOODS

Stationers and

Fancy Goods Dealers

by thousands in Canada count us their most im-

portant source of supply for these lines. We
have the goods which sell best retail.

When You Visit Toronto
during Exhibition, or on any other occasion,

make use of our commodious premises. Always

lots of short lines at clearing prices.

Our Travellers

Cover All Canada
If you cannot come to Toronto, drop us a line.

We specialize in mail orders.

The Fancy Goods Company of Canada
Limited

156 Front Street West TORONTO
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THREE NEW COVERS. There are more than 40 others in our line of

Scribblers and Exercise Books

BUNTIN, GILLIES & CO., Limited, Hamilton and Montreal

ALL OTHER LINES FADE AWAY IN SIGHT OF THE ONE REST LINE

Typewriter Ribbons «< Carbons

They Produce the Finest Work

They Do the Most Work : :

•mini uii""-^- Results show the real value in "our

! ^OYEDTUHSp liQe- Moral: Ours being richest in

K^, Bnv^^_-.._*^« ofBSi results we give the best value

accordingly.

"••iiniiiJ fiinn^Pi
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>YE ITSELF 7v&*»L OTHER BRANjj

'•^iiiii!"
1S!":«a

Send (or Our New Trade

Catalogue—Just Out

We Suit Every Purpose

We Fill Every Demand

niTVOL
TYPEWRITER*

CARBON

' VOI.CCR

W/riWA

BRANCHES -New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe S'.
London, 7 & 8 Dvers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc. "Wffftff"
Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N.J., U.S.A.
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Writing Tablets
Padded by Johnson Process

THIS method of padding has been the

standard for years. This is a suffi-

cient guarantee as to the merits of the

process. Ask to see or wait to hear

about our new special imprint proposition

in connection with display stand.

100 Different Stock Lines
to choose from. Only those designs which

have been approved by public demand kept

in stock. Saleableness is their strong feature.

We would be very glad to send you samples

and prices for the asking.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter Limited

Manufacturing Stationers :: Toronto
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NOW IS THE TIME TO

PLACE YOUR OEDER FOR

GOODALL'S
Playing Cards

Large Assortment—Handsomely Boxed

—

Gold Edges. Oar

Imperial Clubs,

Linettes

and

The New Series, No. 1909

Large Indexes

are being

USED BY THE LEADING CLUBS

Order Through Your Jobber

AUBREY O. HURST, Representative
24 SCOTT STREET, TORONTO
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BROWN BROS. LIMITED
FALL

ANNOUNCEMENT
MANUFACTURERS OF

Account Books

High Class

Leather Goods

Memo and Price Books

Loose Leaf Books

Bank Stationery

Office Supplies
IriKSTcinClS Our Own Make and Styles Unequalled

Office and Pocket Diaries

Paper Every Description and Size.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF

Account Books and

Leather Goods is unpadded

Fountain and Stylo Pens
Most Complete Stock, Best Makes

"WIRT'S" SAFETY
"STRATHCONA"

Best $i Pen Made

BROWN BROS., limited

MANUFACTURING
STATIONERS

51-53 Wellington

Street West

TORONTO

Established over
60 years

dBOH
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MONEY
is to be made in the Private Christmas Greeting-

Card business if you start RIGHT NOW

Write Us To-day
and let us know which series you desire to order from and we will send
you the books. They range as follows :

Clifton and Graphic Series—Editions de Luxe $13.00 to $50.00 per 100 cards
Dominion Series Civic and Provincial Coats-of-arms 9.OO tO 34. OO
Menzies and Diamond Series - -

4. 50 to 15.00
Above prices are list subject to trade discounts.

Place your order NOW. We will furnish samples of all cards ordered,
and also cards that we intend stocking-

in Toronto.

Send a Canvasser Out
during September, October and November—December will take care of
itself—and then some.

it

1 i

it

XMAS TAGS
We are still receiving import orders for:

PASTE DOWN LABELS

VALENTINE POST CARDS

VALENTINES DE LUXE

EASTER POST CARDS :

EASTER CARDS (Booklets)

PICTURE POST CARDS

Private Xmas Cards. Menus.

PLEASE ORDER BY MAIL.

Series of \i Tag's, beautifully

embossed designs in colors

for converting ordinary Post
Cards into Xmas or Birthday

Good assortment of embossed Post
Cards to retail at 5c, and 2 for 5c.

In boxes of 6, 8, and 10, with en-
velopes, about twenty different

boxes in series

; A beautiful assortment to retail

at 2 for 5c.

; E. W. Savory designs beautifully

embossed and hand painted.

About 36 designs at

(50 designs, assorted, $1.80 and $2.40 per dozen.)

; Birthdays, Comics, Views,
Floral Designs $9.00 to $25,Ooper 1 ,000

Xmas Post Cards $6.00, $9.00 and $25.00 per 1,000
Ball Programmes. Memorial Cards. Wedding Cards.

All goods sold on import. Terms F.O.B. Toronto

$6.00 per 1 ,000

$3.00 per gross
sheets. (12 on)

$9.00 per 1,000

$36. 00 per gross
boxes

$9.00 per 1,000

$1.25 per dozen

SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST

MENZIES & COMPANY LIMITED
152-154 PEARL STREET TORONTO
Sole Canadian Agents E. W. Savory, Ltd.,

Bristol
Spicer Bros. & Co. Ltd.,

London, Eng.
Dorendorff & Co. Ltd.,

London, Eng.
Lyons Limited,
Manchester
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A. W. FABER'S THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE
16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

A. W. Faber, 149 Queen Victoria St.,

LONDON, E.C.

A. W. Faber's
"Caslell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

AM.WE

FACTORIES

STEIN, CERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK. N. J.

V̂
ftER Wo

ELASTIC BANDS

**
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK, N J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

7080 7085
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I Would Like An Agent
for Canada

THE GOOD MOTTO
POST CARDS.

CLEAN COMIC POST
CARDS.

FANCY PICTURE POST
CARDS.

BIRTHDAY POSTCARDS.

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS.

what you can do,

to sell my Post Cards and Christmas

Novelties to the Post Card and

Stationery Dealers. A man who
would take right hold from this time

and push the business would do well

with my line for the next three

months. Address at once, stating

and how you propose doing it.

M. T. SHEAHAN
Post Cards and Christinas Novelties BOSTON, MASS.

You Cannot Be Too Particular
about the kind of Fountain Pen you place your name or trademark upon.
You cannot afford to stake your reputation on an unknown quantity.

Goods that you handle must be goods that you know ; lines that are backed
by the maker's guarantee and that you can safely recommend.

SANFOR D & BENNETT
"AUTOPEN"

NEW YORK U.S.A PAT. DEC. 19, 1905

^^^^^ SANFOR D & BENNETT
: ] |f|"AUTOPEN" ,
!

'

^^^^s^<^

TRADE

S&Bi

Do not be too sure you are buying your Fountain Pens right. Before you
contract for your supply of Imprint Fountain Pens for the coming
holiday trade it will pay you to visit us or have us submit samples. We
manufacture only high-grade pens. Every line we make is notably of the
finest workmanship and highest quality ; therefore we can guarantee un-
conditionally every pen that leaves our factory.

We are the largest makers of Fountain Pens for special imprint orders in America.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade

Patentees of the "Autopen " (Self Filler*, the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the "Commercial Fountain Pen."

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - - NEW YORK

S*B i

U.&A.j
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in

A PEN YOU CAN
HONESTLY
RECOMMEND

'SWAN

'

THE DOUBLE-FEED, RELIABLE,
SIMPLE, FOUNTPEN.

The question with most men and women is not

so much "shall I get a fountain pen" as "which
fountain pen will give me the most satisfaction

and the least trouble." To this question we un-

hesitatingly answer the " SWAN," because the

"SWAN" embraces and uses to the utmost,

nature's law of capillary attraction— the ink is

conducted to the nib and the working of the same

law prevents excessive flow. The "SWAN"
writes surely by natural and not mechanical aids

-it is simple and strong in every detail and it is

fitted with the highest grade of gold nib ever

produced.

Every "SWAN" is guaranteed.

Even if you already have a fountain pen, try a

"SWAN" and compare.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT
FIXED RETAIL PRICES

NO TROUBLE TO SELL

Prices: $2.50 to $50.00

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES, DISCOUNTS, Etc.

MABIE,TODD&CO.
Head Office: 79.8O HIGH HOLBORN

LONDON, W.C.

Headquarter* for Canada :—

124 York Street : Toronto
and at Manchester, Paris, Brussels, Bale, Ne7v York, Chicago and Sydney
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B O O K S E L L E R A N D S T A T I O N E R

RAPHAEL

LINES FOR THE

TRADE MARK

Calendars

Christmas Cards

Christmas and New
Year Post Cards

Autograph Christmas

Stationery

Toy Books in Paper

and Linen

PRICE LISTS AND CATALOGUES

Private Greeting

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS COMPANY
LIMITED

NEW YORK LONDON
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R

TUCK & SONS*

HOLIDAY TRADE

Mechanical Animals

Picture Panoramas

Paper Dolls

Picture Puzzle Post

Cards

Juveniles and Gift

Books

TRADE MARK

SENT ON APPLICATION

Christmas Cards SAMPLE BOOKS
READY SHORTLY

9-17 St. Antoine Street, Montreal
PARIS BERLIN
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THE MERMAID
AS A SYMBOL FOR

DRAWING INKS

At All Deauers
CHAS. M. HK3GMS 4 CO. MFR&
HBJFME OBCJGO.

*

«Ui(.ltl.#.BMl.iil«<K(i

was first used by us in an advertisement in "The Architectural Record" for August, 1903, as above. Thus in this,

as in all other matters relating to Drawing Inks,

Hi^ins' American Drawing Inks
blaze the way for those who find it easier to copy than create. Year by year these splendid inks have gone on their way

constantly gaining new admirers while retaining old friends, seeming to thrive on so-called self-styled "competition."

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS have sold more largely during the past year than ever before in their history.

This has been due in a great measure to our liberal policy of advertising, and to absolute fair dealing with our friends

n the trade, but above all to the unapproachable high quality, standard and reputation of these inks, which have made

them from the beginning and always

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

WRITE FOR PRICES

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Stt"j Inks and Adhesives
NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

MAIN OFFICE: 271 Ninth Street \ RDnnicTr VIM M V II Q A
FACTORY: 240-244 Eighth Street )

BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

10
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Herns' Inks 1
and Adhesives

LONDON BRANCH, 11 FARRWGDON AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.— (Slore and Basement, each 25 i 75)

THE HIGGINS INKS AND ADHESIVES, through honest merit in their origin-

ality and quality and honest American enterprise and push in their exploitation, have

penetrated to the most remote points of civilization, until now they are well known and

largely used in Canada, Central and South America, Mexico, Great Britain, South

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Japan, China, Norway, Sweden, etc.j

etc., as well as ever maintaining their unique position in their birthplace, the United

States of America. The home trade has always shown its appreciation of and reliance

on these goods, and it will always be our effort to merit the confidence of the trade in

every respect.

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., ESS2ZJ3 Inks and Adhesives

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON

MAIN OFFICE: 271 Ninth Street

FACTORY: 240-244 Eighth Street \ BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

ii
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For unequalled value in all grades, along- with the largest

choice of qualities and widest range of colours and weights

it is recognized all over the world that

CRAIG S BLOTTINGS
ARE SUPREME

The stock comprises the highest class Papers in Spongia,

Magnet, Velvet, Extra Superfine, Octopus, Planet and

Superfine and the lower priced qualities : Craigson, Fine

and Nestor. All requirements in Blotting Papers can be met,

and each quality bears its distinguishing watermark, and

represents the best value in the market at its price. While

Spongia Blotting stands alone as the Ideal Blotting de

Luxe, the Manufacturers especially recommend for its super-

lative merits in Purity, Durability and Absorbency their

Famous Velvet Blotting
which is the PERFECT PRODUCT of PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE, SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION and

TECHNICAL SKILL.

Craig's blottings are extensively used throughout the

world for commercial and scholastic purposes and are

supplied to the

British, Colonial and Foreign Governments

SOLD BY ALL THE PRINCIPAL WHOLESALE STATIONERS

ROBERT CRAIG & SONS, Limited
The Largest Manufacturers of Blotting Papers in the World

Caldercruix Mills : CALDERCRUIX, Scotland

12
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E

U

STATIONERS' SUNDRIES
We Specialize in "Sundries"

SPECIAL LINES IN

Boxwood Rules
Students' Drawing Sets

Carded Goods
Cash Boxes
Fountain Pen Caps
Glass Inks
Writing Cases
Drawing Pins

Erasers

Letter Clips

Protractors

T Squares
Metal Inks, etc., etc.

Our list and prices will interest you
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1530 Boxwood Rule. English and Melric

The «*

Young
Artists'

DRAWING

SET.

Student's Di awing Set The ' Leader" Fi!e

GEO. WRIGHT & CO., The "Requisite" House
Bayer Street, E.C., LONDON, England

Canadian Representative :—A. ROY MacDOLGALL, 42 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO
(SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND LISTS)

SOUTHAM'S
SHIPPING

TAGS
PRICES

ON ALL GRADES
IN STANDARD
OR ODD SIZES

ON APPLICATION.

SOUTHAM'S

ShippingTags
The uniform Standard Stocks

used in Southam's tags Shipping
or Factory Tags—give a high
degree of satisfaction.

Manufactured in seven grades
of stock from light weight
manilla tag to heavy untearable
linen suitable for all purposes.

The Southam Quality Stan-
dard and odd gummed labels are
well gummed, printed and
packed.

Samples and quotations on
request.
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Gage's "Secure-Tie" IT™ Note Books
PATENT APPLIED FOR

The "Complete" Composition Book

Strong

Canvas

Covers

Size

8£xll

Inches

Oblong

Shape

Detachable

Leaves

Specially

Ruled with

Two Margins

And Printed

Vocabulary

Sheets

The "Complete" Science Note Book

Canvas Covers

Size 8fx7f.

Loose Leaf Filler.

Ruled in Squares

with Marginal

Divisions

Including

Printed

Dividing and

Instruction Sheets

Particularly

adapted for work

in Collegiates,

Universities,

Schools of Science

and Technical

Schools.

Its practical

usefulness will be

appreciated by

Students.

Both of the above books are made with our "Secure-Tie" Binding device and

retail at popular prices. Extra refills are supplied for both lines to retail at 10c.

W. J. Gage & Co,, nmited, Toronto, Ont.

PAPER MILLS AT ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

14
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KALLMANN'S

"Emmanuel" Series
of Scripture Publications

Christmas and New Year Cards with Bible Texts and Verses

Block Calendars with Bible Texts for Every Day
Turnover Calendars with Bible Texts and Familiar Quotations

Calendar.

Specimen of Block Calendars

Sunday School Supplies

Reward Tickets and Cards

Silver Blocked Intaglio Texts

Verse Cards

Celluloid and Silk Book
Marks

Temperance Pledge Cards

Award Labels - Text Books

Scripture Picture Books

Puzzle Boxes,

etc.

Lists and Catalogues on application

as under.

_ \ ,

fc^frSff IN THE

fc.Ir.ORD

M8L Patiently
*#Th FOR

Specimen of Silver Blocked
Intaglio Texts

To retail from 5c. to 50c. each
Over 50 varietie»

KALLMANN'S Fancy Stationery Lines
Condolence Cards

In Memoriam Cards

Wreath Cards

WEDDING
CAKE
BOXES

Blank Cards for Private Xmas Cards

Wedding Stationery, Cards and Invitations

Menus and Programmes Confetti

12

Varieties

Self closing No Wrapping or Tying Require,) Security

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AZD EXPORT TERMS

Cards for Handpaintinp!

Visiting Cards, Boxed or Unboxed

Also in Fancy Padded Boxes

Gummed Tickets
In Boxes and in Sheets (Perforated)

We specialize in

this line and have

undoubtedly the
best range of boxes

on the market.

Our patented

"Safety" Box
is a big seller

and would in-

terest you.

E. KAUFMANN, ^£^r§™er' and LONDON, E„g.and
(G. JOHNSON GALLOWAY, Manager) 5 & 6 Paternoster Square, E.C., (Also NEW YORK & CHICAGO)

15
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Headquarters for Staple

Stationery Lines

E keep everything in stock that you may possibly require

in the regular lines. Goods that you know by reputa-

tion and are accustomed to handle. There is no need

to dilate upon their good points. You are doubtless

familiar enough with them already. Suffice it to say, that

when you want any of the following lines at long or short notice,

in large or small quantities at right prices, we stand ready and

willing to serve you:

Kenmare Linen Fabric Notepaper, Envelopes, National Memorandum and Blank Books.

Papeteries, Tablets, Visiting Cards. Koh-i-noor and Mephisto Pencils.

Marlborough Thin and Thick Visiting Cards in Imperial Tracing Linen.

all sizes. Columbia Brand Blue Print.

Crown Parchment Notepaper and Evelopes. Dancing Girl Crepe Tissue.

Stephens' Inks. Esterbrooks - Spencerian - Mitchell's - Gillott's

-

Higgins' Drawing Ink, Mucilage and Paste. Ball pointed and Telephone Pens.

Carter's Library Paste. Reeves' Water Colour Boxes and Refils.

Lepage's Mucilage and Liquid Glue. Reeves' Camel Hair Brushes.

Our lines of Writing Tablets, Papeteries, Envelopes, Scribblers,

Exercise Books, School Supplies and General Stationery are

complete and up-to-date in every respect.

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE

SPECIAL ATTENTION

SMITH, DAVIDSON & WRIGHT
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

16
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Boorum & Pease Co.
Manufacturers of

. "Standard" Blank Books
^'th^ New York

BLANK BOOKS

^

Important

Notice

!

A most complete and

comprehensive cata-

logue of the well

known

"Standard"

line of Blank Books

of all kinds will be

ready for distribution

during this month.

Write for it if inter-

ested.

Special
The best offer in Blank

Books is a Frey Patent Flat

Opening Book—bound in full sheep ends

and bands with Bryon Weston's Paper.

109 and 111 Leonard Street

Trade Leaders

"~*J

p
-T

J

a9|

CT

"STANDARD" LOOSE LEAF LEDGER OUTFITS
Complete Outfils Range from $12.00 to $24.00

The Steel Back Ledger

"EMPIRE" LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS
Complete Ledgers $5.25 to $8.25

Send for catalogue of new and complete
LOOSE LEAF LINE

,
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Representative Lines that Pay
)^%&%& AM showing the following lines to the wholesale trade in Canada.

d|?- ty& These are strong selling lines, made by some of the best known manu-
*2C2 '2C^

> facturers in England and the United States. They are goods with a

^K^fc^K name—goods with a standard. You only have to inspect them to realize
4&s >i&>^&> what a paying proposition they should be for you. Just look at them

—

examine them ! Quality of the very best and uniform and modern in design and
workmanship. Fresh, brand new goods they are, with features that will commend
themselves to critical buyers. They cannot help but ensure a profitable turnover.

Flat Papers, Cover Papers, Writing Papers,

Papeteries, Visiting Cards, Cardboards
Lepard & Smith's Ltd., London, England

Stationers Sundries
George Wright & Co., London, England

Easter Cards, Valentine Cards, Birthday Cards
General Post Cards

Birn Bros., London, England

Papeteries, Tablets and Envelopes
Powers Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Paper Napkins, Crepe Tissue
Pope Paper Co., Holyoke, Mass.

Gum Tickets, Tags, Etc.

Thomas Manufacturing Co., New York

Sign and Price Markers, Juvenile and
Toy Printing Sets

Fulton Rubber Type Co., Elizabeth, N.J.

Confetti

Bath (sf Co., London, England

Bibles, Post Card and Kodak Albums
A. J. Holman & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Desk Pads
I. Smigel, New York

Rival Fountain Pens

D. W. Beaumel & Co.. New York

Steel Arch F1U9 and Pencil Sharpeners

The Spiro Mfg. Co., New York

A. Roy MacDougall, 42 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Canada

E.J.HEY
& CO.

Samples sent ro any Amount
Remittance must Accompany

Order

57 & 59 LUDGATE HILL
:: :: LONDON, E. C. :: ::

Sole Agents for

E. HAM I LTON
London.

Dainty English Christ-
mas Cards.

Sole Agents for

BEGER & ROCKEL
Munich.

Manufacturers of
Embossed and Celluloid
Post Cards, Christmas

Cards, \r

Originators of the
Popular IMITATION
IRON CALENDARS.

Cheapest Printers of
Hand-coloured Photo-
graphic Post Cards in

the Trade.

Our Novelties for 1910-

1911 ready for Shipment
on November 1st.

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE A MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Henna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lasb, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellait. E. R. Wood.

w. B. Melkle, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ...... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

Po^l Card Calendars
A New Idea.

Size \y2 inches by 11 inches.

Each contained in an oiled transparent envelope.

Retails at 15 cents. To the trade $1.00 a dozen.

Cambridge Corporation, Ltd., Montreal

18
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THE WEEKS-NUMAN CO.
SUCCESSORS TO THE BUSINES8 OF

A. A . WEEKS MFG. CO. c. H. NUMAN CO.
Stationers Hardware, Glassware Gardner

—

Royal—Victor— Numan
and Specialties Inkstands

39-41 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

c. H. NUMAN
p

JOHN P. DELLES,
Traveling Western C anada i"raveling Eastern Canada

WE WILL FILL ALL CANADIAN ORDERS ON AND AFTER

SEPTEMBER 13, 1909.

5^>a1^SM/»«»
>y « ® */• «> « •»•• #/e e » a j

'4P #? «» #>/» e m I

Modern Thumb Tacks

Duryea-Hoge Company, Inc.

108 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Manufacturers

Matchless Mason
FOUNTAIN AND STYLO PENS

are the best money-making proposition for the dealer to-day. The
Mason is a high-grade pen at a moderate price but there is a good
margin of profit for the dealer. Every pen fully guaranteed.
The Mason Self-Filler is simplicity itself and cannot be "matched"

anywhere for the money. To see is to buy. Write to-day for price-

lists ; also ask about

Mason Ink Capsules
a new product and a good seller. A capsule dissolved in water is

equivalent to an ordinary 2-oz. bottle of ink. Made in eight colors.

Convenient, economical. Once used always used.

MASON PEN CO.
1 777 Broadway New York City

ENCOURAGE HOME MANUFACTURERS

Auld Premium Mucilage, the best made.

Lithograms and Lithogram Composition.

Acme Washing and Cleaning Powder,
for Type, Machinery, etc.

Coal-Saving and Smoke-Consuming Com-
pound, safe to use, and saves from 15 to

30 per cent. coal.

Samples and Quotations (Low) Furnished.

Our Goods we Guarantee. Give Them a Trial.

AULD MUCILAGE COMPANY
WM. ANGUS, Manager

23 Bleury Street, MONTREAL

The Patent"Interleaf '

Post-Card Album
The most perfect album ever published Requires only to be seen to be apprecia
ted. Best British Manufacture. Holds either 6 upright or oblong Cards all on
one page. No Corners of Cards protrude on either side of leaf but are perfectly
protected. Published in five different Bindings, to hold 300, 400 and 500 Cards
respectively, and retailing from 6s. to 18s. each. Specially suited for use on Shop
Counters for exhibiting Picture Post Cards.

Full particulars and terms, etc., post free on application.

Inspection Invited. Sample Album will be forwarded on receipt of 4s

Carriage extra. Published exclusively by

The Patent "Interleaf" Album Co., Limited
13, New Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C., England
T?li,BeT£ho. {{'

London - Code : 5th Edit. A.B.C.MAY BE HAD OF ALL WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTERS
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Santa Claus
and

ww^on
A worthy alliance, for, figuratively speaking,

" Dennison" stands for the thousands of dealers who
so loyally and ably assist the generous old Saint at

each and every Christmastide.

This year the Dennison Line of Christmas Tag -

Card;, Labels, Seals, Decorations and Gift Dressing:

should be the prominent feature in the Holiday stock

of every dealer.

The success of the Dennison Holiday Specialties

in past years has urged us on to greater effort, and,

profiting by the teachings of experience and sugges-

tions fro.n the trade, we have made the 1909 line the

most artistic, the most appropriate and most salable

goads we have ever placed before the public.

Dennison's Holiday Goods are in a class by them-

selves. The designs are of Dennisonian conception

throughout. Originality, adaptability, and artistic

treatment are their characteristics. They are leaders

as is their right, and the trade has learned by ex-

perience that "leaders" pay best.

The Dennison advertising will, of course, be a

prominent feature in the December magazines, and its

message of good cheer will be felt most profitably by

those "who prepare to meet the demand created

by the slogan "Ask your Dealer for Dennison's.

We have issued a netv Holiday Catalogue

for the Trade, illustrating and pricing the

Dennison Christmas Lines in full. Write

for a copy to-day. If located near any of our

numerous stores a visit will be profitable to you.

The Tag Makers,

Makers and Maintainers of the Taper Art.

PHILADELPHIA
1007 Chestnut St.
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ESTABLISHED 1842

k i

You can pay more, but

you cannot buy more.
->">

$85.00

AGENCY FOR EASTERN CANADA

Live Agents wanted in every town. Write for

conditions. Good money to be made.

The only Polyglot Typewriter on the market
writing 30 different languages and using 180

different styles of type.

CANADIAN AGENCY

Every progressive stationer should handle the

"Hammond." Exclusive agents wanted in each

town. Good profits and satisfaction to customers.

Librairie Beauchemin
Limited

79 ST. JAMES STREET
26 ST. GABRIEL STREET

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842

New Warehouse
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VALENTINES'
SERIES OF

H O LIDAY LINES
Hallowe'en Post Cards Thanksgiving Day Cards

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS
ONE HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS

48INCLUDING DIFFERENT
STYLES

Special Canadian Subjects
ALSO

New Year Cards and Christmas Folders

"MERRY TIMES ANNUAL"
is the title of a new book for children, profusely illustrated in color and exception-

ally well gotten up. This is the first of these annuals, with many more to come

Our new line of Toy Books, shown in

the shapes of dolls' houses, automobiles,

tally-hos, etc., retail at 5 cts. They are

suitable for hanging on Christmas trees

or putting in children's stockings.

A Child's Game, educative of the dif

ferent animals is entitled "Do You
Know the Animals at the Zoo ?" It is

also to be had in "Flowers," "Birds"

and other series.

THE VALENTINE & SONS
UNITED PUBLISHING CO., Limited
77 Bay St reet

TORONTO
1 Coristine Building

MONTREAL
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Prepare for the Holiday Season
by stocking up with lines that will be most in demand. We have four departments fully equipped with the

very latest stocks of standard lines—the season's newest goods with strong, saleable features. As usual the

quality is beyond complaint. The makers guarantee that. If our travelers haven't reached you yet and you

want to be supplied in a hurry, write us and we will give your order careful and immediate attention

IMPORTED FANCY PAPETERIES PRINTERS' SUPPLIES CHILDREN'S WAGONS and SLEIGHS
FINE PRESENTATION BOOKS FANCY GOODS, DOLLS, etc. TISSUE PAPER
COPYRIGHT NOVELS SPORTING GOODS & FLAGS PHONOGRAPHS, etc.

We can supply you with everything in stationery, books and sundries at attractive prices. Be sure and see

our lines before you buy. It may save you future regrets.

CLARK BROS. & CO., LIMITED WINNIPEG, MAN.

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

We have everything" that schools need.

We g'ive special discounts to the

trade. Why not get more school

business, and write us for prices,

samples and full information?

There Is Big Business
being done in our lines of Art

Materials, Maps and Globes, Tripod

.Microscopes, Dissecting Instruments,

Insect Pins, Plasticine.

Are You Getting Your Share?

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

20 Temperance St. Toronto, Ont.

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoiandums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

You Can Sell These Pens

The New "Rival" Fountain Pen
has certain desirable features which commend it to critical buyers. The gold in a New '

'Rival" nib is never less than 14k. They are

fitted with hard rubber holders of the best shape and finest finish, containing an ink reservoir. The New "Rival" has a special feeding

device consisting of two ink ducts, which draw ink from the reservoir to the pen with unfailing regularity and reliability. Fine, medium
and coarse points to suit the fancy of all kinds of people. Plain and ornamental holders. Every New "Rival" Pen is guaranteed.

Canadian Representative

D. W. BEAIMEL & CO., 35 Ann St., New York City. A. ROY MACDOUGALL, 42 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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Our brands of Blotting are well and

favorably known throughout the

United States and Canada on account

of the superior qualities.

Sold by all leading dealers.

Write for a full line of Samples.

THE ALBEMARLE PAPER MFG. CO.

MAKERS OF BLOTTING ONLY

Richmond, Virginia
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ttmiGnr 1909 ftr cwRiti wRimift sow

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

IN AFRICA

Roosevelt's

Own Accoont of

His African

Hont will be

Published

Exclusively in

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE

Commencing with the OCTOBER
ISSUE and to continue for about a year.

News -stand sales and subscription

orders will be very large. . A great oppor-

tunity for all bookstores and news-stands

to make money.

All subscription orders from the

trade should be sent to the publishers

direct, as they offer better rates than

any agency or other dealer can quote.

There is no extra postage charge

on Canadian subscriptions.

For information concerning rates,

posters, etc. , address

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE

153-7 Fifth Avenue, New York City

High - Class Leather

and Cabinet Ware

Travelling

Writing

Cases,

Jewel Cases,

Dressing

Rolls,

Stationery

Cases,

Bridge Sets

No. 531

We are the Actual Makers
and Established nearly 50 Years

Mahogany Inlaid Satinwood Stationery Case
Morocco Leather Cover.

Writing Cabinets, Automatic Writing

Tables, Spirit Tables, Smoking
Tables, Sewing Tables.

Inkstands,

Letter

Balances,

Envelope
and Paper
Racks,

Writing
Sets

Solid Ebony, Silver Mounts

W. H. Brand & Sons
Excelsior Works : 2, 3, 4 Hoxton Square, London, Eng,
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And this is

but one

among many
WE have received the following

letter from a prominent mer-

chant who has ample opportunity to

know what the wall paper market

has to offer :

"I have seen most of the lines

of wall paper this season and
in my judgment STAUNTONS
have them all beaten."

With this he enclosed an order for

over $80(1.

wE want your wall paper business.

We can satisfy you so well that you
will be glad you gave it to us.

In proof of this we quote you, not our
opinions alone, but that of our customers.

We have never before seen such a line

of wall papers and special hangings and we
ask for the opportunity to show them to

you.

May we do this ?

Write us to
put our line
and prices be-
fore you as
we are putting
it before thou-
sands of other
merchants.

Write us
to-day.

This is the
STAUNTON
trade-mark, plac-

ed on our goods
f oir our mutual
protection.

STAUNTONS Limited
WALL PAPER MANUFACTURERS

933 Yonge Street TORONTO

EVERY 15 MINUTES of the business

day a retailer somewhere buys one of

Bail's Sectional Cabinets

Patent Pending

No. 20 MAGAZINE CABINET ^JtL£%Z?g?r
300 Magazines on 28 inch space

to display either

magazines, post

cards, tablets or

bound-books. A
year ago these same

merchants said they

would not have one

of these cabinets in

their store ; they are

now buying" because

they know that

every dealer that is

using them is in-

creasing his sales.

C. YOU KNOW that any
fixture that economizes
•pace and improve* your
di.play will SELL GOODS.

Write for Catalog of jy Styles. It Will Interest You

THE GIER & DAIL MFG. CO.
220 Grand Street Lansing, Mich.

Lonsdale &
Bartholomew

Limited -

Bradford and Accrington, Mug I and

Publishers of

"Art Series" Christmas Cards and Permanent

Carbon Pictures

We have recently opened an office at 300 St. James St., Montreal
We intend to introduce in Canada this highly pro-

fitable line, and travellers will cover the

Dominion shortly.

Sample Albums Free, showing cards, printed
complete, in exact state as delivered to customer

Lonsdale & Bartholomew, Limited

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
We supplyAdvertising- Matter for Window Display
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Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.
clips on card, according to

style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, Moomfield, N.J.

a
WELLINGTON

»

Photo Specialties

PLATES PAPERS FILMS

should be stocked as a side

line by all stationers. The
demand is already there. No
technical knowledge neces-

sary.

Mail us a Card for Particulars and Booklets

(WELLINGTON & WARD) WARD & CO.,

1 3 St. John Street, Montreal

Import Agenta.

"Sports" Playing Cards

S^rHSy

Leaders in

a second

tirade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors lo The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal

If you get stuck on

Fancy Calendar Pads
for 1910

It will be because your competitor had

Elliott Pads and you didn't.

Proof of the superiority and salability of

Elliott Fancy Calendar Pads will be cheer-

flluy sent you in shape of a complete sam-

ple line if you write us for same.

Also remember the Elliott

Line of Art Calendars.

THE

CHAS. H. ELLIOTT
COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.
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SEASON
1909- 10

Our
jj^*/^ Samples are

£ / Now Complete

and include some

-QUITE NEW IDEAS IN

Calendars and Texts
CALENDARS from Id to 2s. each.

BOOKLETS, CHRISTMAS CARDS,
MOTTO CARDS, BIRTHDAY
CARDS, TEXT CARDS, POST CARDS

We shall be pleased to hear from YOU'.

WALTER C. WHEELER & CO.
9 & 10REDCROSS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

The Northern Mills Co.

PAPER MANUFACTURERS

PRINTING
AND

WRITING
PAPERS
Super-calendered, Velvet and Machine
Finished Book, Litho and Antique Print-

ing, Engine Sized Writing and Envelope
Papers, White and Tinted Bond.

Typewriter Papers (Glazed and Rough
Finished,) Envelopes, Bill Heads, etc.

Ask for "Canadian Bond," "Provincial

Bond," "Adelia," " Northern Mills,"

and "Federal Writing Manilla."

Head Office, Montreal, 278 St. Paul St,

Mills, St. Adele, Que.

PRINTERS
who wish to issue their own Book of

Private Greeting Cards and build up a

lucrative trade should have our

SAMPLE BOOK OF BLANK

CHRISTMAS CARDS
(All British Manufacture)

52 dainty, good selling patterns of varied design and

high class manufacture ; from 12c. to 84c. per dozen

(f.o.b. London, Eng.) including envelopes, nearly all

with cord or ribbon and insets.

Any quantity by return mail right to end of season.

This is an opportunity to offer "something;

different."

You select cards to suit your customers' taste,

print your own greeting, and fix your own prices.

We send this book post free for 65c.

W. W. Russell & Co.
CHRISTMAS CARD PUBLISHERS

East Dulwich Road London, S. E.

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. E»tabii.hed 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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Fancy Leather
Goods We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationery, Haberdashery, etc.

SendJor Illustrated Catalogue

C. F. Rumpp & Sons
Establislieil

1850

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms 683-685 Broadway
Auto Luncheon Outfit

ART SUPPLIES
Wlnsor & Newton'* Oil Colors

" Water Colors
" " Canvas
" " Papers
" " Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, Oils, Mediums, Easels, Studies, Ac

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

CRAYONS
The "Standard" for quality,

quantity, variety, economy,

and satisfaction. Can be had

only of

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

FOR BEST VALUE IN—

SCHOOL FURNITURE
Write

The JAMES SMART MFG. CO., Limited
and Winnipeg, Man.Brockville, Out.

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a Hat
staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one of

the least inducements that will sell

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company. Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

Staples (No. 18) 5.000 in a box,

per 1.000. 30 cents

Representative Wanted for Canada
Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'
agent to take over the representation of a
number of American houses in Canada. Write,
giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto
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The most popular pens are

ESTERBROOK'S
MADE IN ALL STYLES

Fine Points, Ai, 128, 333.

Business, 048, 14, 130.

Broad Points, 312, 313, 314.

Turned-up Points, 477, 531, 1876.

CANADIAN AGENTS:
THE BROWN BROS, limited

TORONTO.

Telegraph Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English $7.00
A B C Code. 5th Edition. Spanish " 8.00ABC Code. 4th Edition " B.OO
A I Code. " 7.50
Morelng & Neal Code S.OO
Bedford-McNiell Code 6.00
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list. Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50
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IMPORTANT

Dear Mr. Stationer,

Please take note that the renowned
Waverley Pen—the Boon and Blessing-

can now be obtained as a Fountain Pen,

with massive 1 4-ct. gold Waverley nib,

iridium pointed. Trade prices and illustrated

lists sent on application, per return mail.

Faithfully yours,

Waverley Works, MACNIVEN & CAMERON,
Edinburgh Limited

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works i BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

wESTERN
• e

Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• COMPANY.

EIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - - $3,570,000
Income tor 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Regr. in Canada

The

REG. IN CANADA

a ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers
in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

£0^
HINKS, WELLS & CO.

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
process and at the same

works as the series of ' Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks.Wells &

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
(prior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

Rooms 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Building, MONTREAL

10 Front Street, East, TORONTO
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Holly Box Covering
AND WRAPPING PAPERS

The finest line of Paper for Box Covering and Package

Wrapping on the market.

Put up in sheets or rolls, also in Envelopes.

Paris Holly Ribbon Crepe, Tri-Color and Plain Ribbon

Crepe—The Best Ever.

Paris Plain and Decorated Crepe Paper, Paper Napkins,

Plain and Crepe Toilet Papers.

The TUTTLE PRESS CO. Manufacturers AppletOIl, WlS.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum hy Napol-
on Matte, 5th Edition. Price, $3.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables
By the same author. On tine heavy paper and strongly
bound. Price, $3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3>/2 , 4, 5, 5 lA 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum. Hy
Chaki.ks M. C. Hughes. Price, $5.00.

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from Vi per cent, to 3J per cent., inclusive. Also a
table showing interest for one thousand days at, 5 per
cent., by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can be ob-

tained at any rate from J per cent, to 10 per cent,,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from k per cent, to 10

per cent., inclusive, on the basis of 365 days to the year
in i per cent, rates. By Charles M. 0. Hughes.
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 365 days
to the year*, for one, two, three and four months and
days °f grace ; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Pro missory Notes. By Charles M. C. Hughes (on
folded card, 14Jx9V2 ), strongly bound. Price, $1.00.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2%, 3 or 3^2 per cent, (each on separate card), on the
basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing by 8ths and 16ths, with other useful

tables. By Ewino Buchan. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewino
Buchan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa. By Ewino Buchan. Price
in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on boards*, each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from live per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half
per cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
S. Martin. Price, $1.50. Full bound leather- limp.
New.

The Importers' Guide
A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
46 yards. By R. Campbell and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
publishers

115 and 117 Notre Dame St., West. MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS.. Ltd.. Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN. DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest an<l healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway Station ami
steamer shillings, and near to all principal pub-
lic buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in May

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K PAISLEY, - - Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLEOTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mkrcantilb Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing; commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

Every modern facility for the
Tel. Main 1985

formation to date
collection of claims

A.CCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15 1

/, Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.
Toronto Montreal

PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

irade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897

TiTe Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price
Better than any at the same price.

HB« H, with rubber tipt,

HB, H, 2H, 3H, 4H, B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

I NVALUABLE TO
THE AD. WRITER

Cfje CanaUtan

Printer & Publisher

is the authority on typography in

Canada. It will be found very
helpful to the ad. writer in giving
him information on how to arrange
ads. to the best advantage, and
showing him examples of fine
work. A subscription costs $2.00
per annum, but you get b«ck that
amount several times over in pro-
fitable ideas. Write for sample
copy and subsc iption blank.

The
Canadian Printer and Publisher

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Dealers

:

Have you a complete stock of Waterman's Ideals ? In being -well stocked and pen posted

you will receive the large business and profits which the line affords. Two lines are briefly

described below. Write for information on the " REMEX " SCHOOL PEN and how additional profits can
be earned in maintaining a complete stock.

Watermaris©Fountain Een
Absolutely-
Durable PUMP- FILLING TYPE Large Ink

Capacity

'
I 'HE words "Waterman's Ideal" when connected with a fountain pen, always insure simplicity, reliability and durability.
*• The history of the Waterman Ideal Fountain Pen industry shows no unsuccessful attempts in the manufacture of

fountain pens. Until the value of an innovation has been proven beyond question, the "Waterman Ideal" trade-mark his
never been linked with it.

The Pump-FiUing Pen bears the words "Waterman's Ideal," therefore it is reliable, satisfactory and durable. There
are no complicated parts or materials that deteriorate.

The Pump-Filling Pen dispenses with the ink-filler. It \s filled as shown in the illustration by pumping the ink into the
pen with a few slight movements of the unscrewed piston end. The pump may be used for cleaning as well as for filling.

The Pump-Filling Pen is pro-
vided with the following feat-

ures found only in Waterman's
Ideal Fountain Pen :

The wide range

of Gold Pens

The Spoon Feed
The Clip-Cap

Also made with

GOLD BANDED
CAP

which adds $1.00 to the

price of plain pens.
Operation
of Filling
(Sectional
Vie*)

CLIP, as shown on pen

at left, when attached to

Cap, adds to the cost

:

German Silver,

25 cents extra

;

Sterling Silver,

50 cents extra

;

Rolled Gold,

$1.00 extra :

Solid Gold,
$2.00 extra.

i

Watermarisfill fountain Pen

SAFETY TYPE
A style that can be carried in any position, upside down, right side up, side ways or end ways and cannot spill.

All the superior features and patented parts in the regular Waterman's Ideals are combined in this fountain
pen, in addition to it being so made that the gold pen conveniently screws back into the barrel permitting the cap to

screw down on the open end and positively seal the barrel.

An excellent style for ladies' use as they may be carried in purse, hand-bag or trunk with perfect safety. A
general travelling style of fountain pen and exceptionally useful for sportsmen.

Made in 3 styles and 6 sizes as described, with increasing ink capacities and sizes of gold pens.

No. 12V.S. Plain- Closed

No. 12v.s. (\% in.) illustrated ..$3.00
No. 14v.s. (4^in.) 4.00

No. 15v.s. (i'A in.) 5.00

This style in the 2 sizes shown.
Made in Plain. Chased, Mottled

and Cardinal.

Alio in Ion.? sizes.

No. 12s. (5 ia.) $3.00
No. 14 s. (SKsio.) 4.00

No.lSs. (5'A in.) 5.00

Sbowiofi how
it is sealed

when closed

No. 14V.S.G.M.-Open
No. 12r.s.i!.ni. (VA in.) $4.00

No. 14vs.i.m. (4H in.) illustrated 5.00

No.l5v.s.i.m. (i'A in.) 6.00

This style in the 2 sizes shown. Made with
2 gold bands, Chased, (as shown), or
Plain, and with 1 Plain middle band

Also in long sizes

No. 12s.B.m. (5 in.) $4.00

No. 14 s-tj-m. (5! s in.) 5.00

No. 15s.ij.in. (5% in.) 6.00

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AND SELLING SUGGESTIONS

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited, 136 St. James St., Montreal
NEW YORK LONDON PARIS
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^Bookseller anb Stationer
Toronto jfflontreal

GUinntpeg

@alutatton

j|N presenting to the trade in

^* Canada this Silver Jubilee

Number of The Bookseller and

Stationer, we desire to express our

thanks to the readers and advertisers

who have stood by the paper so

loyally during its twenty-five years'

existence. f\ It has always been our aim to endeavor to

serve the best interests of the trade and that we have not

failed in this purpose is abundantly demonstrated by the

splendid patronage accorded to this Birthday Number by

our friends in Canada, Great Britain and the United

States. ^ We would take this opportunity once again

to pledge our unwavering support to the interests of the

book, stationery and kindred trades in Canada. We go

forward determined to work faithfully for the welfare of

all engaged in the building up of these trades.

— The Editor,
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<H><H><H>
HE ST0RY 0F TWENTY-FIVE YEARS-THE BOOKSELLER

w^Tw AND STATIONER THE OLDEST TRADE NEWSPAPER IN THE
SIJ*Ri DOMINION—THE PROGRESS DURING THE QUARTER CEN-
MMMTURY-MEN WHO HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH IT

During the month of August, 1884, there was pub-

lished in Toronto, a small lS-page monthly, called "Books
and Notions." It was a mosl unpretentious little paper

bin ii had in ii the making of something larger and more

important. The publisher was the late J. -). Dyas and

the Innnc of the publication was 20 Wellington Streel E.

The contents of the first number were: "Bookselling as

a Profession" by 0. Mercer Adam, "The Norse Discovery

of America," "Cholera," "Trade Notices," "To Our
Headers." "Novelties," "Book Notices," etc. The paper

was printed by Hunter, Rose iV ('<>.

The firms who took advertising space in this early

number were: Brown Brothers, Williamson & Co., Tor-

onto Engraving Co., Wm. Warwick & Sun. Clougher Bros.,

Rose Publishing Co. and Hunter, Rose & Co.

In 1H8H, the MaeLean Publishing Company purchased

Books and Notions and in the following year enlarged

sHflOTIONS
'The Book. Stationery & FancyGoodsTrades of Canada

TORONTO, AUGUST, 1884. i
**v-ii' rii^rrrti-.n

BOOKSELLING AS A PROFESSION.

It would a»«m an nftWUtion lo np-»k at

in,. . . ii j.mlpm
,
th<.<iij;h it will b-j gmnW

i. • under thetatejorjr til intellect —
|.Hi..ni Bui u tlii« .ill *« ca<i daim t..r n ' Trail »ho ill -i In. rn\nd t. be nJJon b

Uunftll* lh« location of lh» bwlrtrllar lintrtr bflun wlMOWN thl raU Mmdjui

madam n*iliodi •' Indi ham innedut »i

tU honouri. »nd ImI to it no lilllo of the revaron.-o ••"sht Ii fl »'i M HjlB| that - man
hich «u iinl to ba paid to tho ommtiN f>( hlori-

|

»"d "> 'h» aura <>I thm,'» f*» really 1 4.1 I

t,.r*. botilncllins .till rank, high UBMg t'ad«-
;

auecoai or in lb* l»mc to "bich Lhojr

piUdl , and of thOM who follow iU oallintf u..t ft (»• anlilW

n to be found win. make a name for Ihemuilvoi *a ,
'" « material a*o tha c>mm»rcial ajpoet of hook

author* and win dntincliuo u Ihn fnonda ud "tliri^ u n*t.in>ll)r Iho nnn thU n BOM leoktd

honour! of thn iitUratmr, at, id like manner, It roaj

bo aani, that lh« diapcnaina chamial, by »irtua of tin

•iiloitti'iii and *tp*riitini>!«J ki ltdgo.hu a nght.il

i than tM

toflMll,

n>d <li i«

Jid the randor • >' b.^iki mmi lliore
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uertly follow a Irado f Iha UWI
in may be put in tho eollo>[i

Bal btJoti rj j further, lot,
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-•
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, and, in at-

lumpting to exalt hit f«c*tron, to endeavour to incite.

thn MoKaUai to eitend tho rungs of tin reading, and
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profit in reading It m iy be that the typical book-
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In the laal quarter of a century the book trade bat

of the trade, and the funae-iuent lowering of

Facsimile of the First Page of the First Number

its size to a page 9 x 12 inches. In October of the same

year a handsomely designed cover appeared for the first

time. In February, 1895, the name Books and Notions

was discarded and the paper appeared as The Bookseller

and Stationer, a much more appropriate title.

Since its inception in 1884, Bookseller and Stationer

has occupied numerous homes. Originally published at

20 Wellington Street East, Toronto, it was removed in

May, 1888, to a room in the Mail Building on Bay Street.

In November of the same year it was taken to 5 Jordan

Street. Another change was made in September, 1889,

to ii Wellington Street West. \n May 1892, it was

brought to 10 Front Streel East. In March, 1895, offices

were secured at 26 Front West. Finally in 1900, the paper

returned to 10 Front Street East, from which office it has

ever since been issued.
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The Oldest in Canada.

The Bookseller and Stationer is the oldesl of the

MaeLean Trade Newspapers and for thai matter is the

oldcsi paper uf iis kind in Canada. Comparatively speak-

ing it has seen the same surprising growth as the other

paper- published by this house,—a growth which was fore-

seen years ago by the founder of the linn. Col. J. B. Mac-
Lean, who was convinced thai earefully edited trade news-

papers adapied to the requirements of each class of trade

were a necessity of the times.

Contrasted with the firsl issue, the presenl number
illustrates the development of the paper during the quar-

ter century. Alike in its attitude to the trade, its con-

tents, its make-up and its advertising patronage, it has

taken greal strides. Ii holds an unique position in thai

there is nol a publishing house in the Dominion, engaged
in the publication of books for sale through the hunk trade,

and not a. wholesale or manufacturing stationery house,

with but one or two exceptions, that do nol use The Book-
seller and Stationer a> a medium through which to solicil

custom from the retail trade. Other paper- may be well

supported and may carry more advertising than The
Bookseller, but very few of them have such a con:,

record. All of which goes to prove thai this paper is in

the closesl touch with the trade it serves.

The Editors of the Paper.

Since its establishment, Bookseller and Stationer has

been in charge of several editors and it is a fact worth

noting that each one of these men has achieved distinc-

tion iii the work he has since taken up. After the ac-

quisition of the paper by the MaeLean Publishing Com-
pany, the 6rsl editor was C. A. C. Jennings, who was in

charge until the summer of 1892. Mr. Jennings is now
one of the editors of the Toronto Mail and Empire. Fol-

lowing him for three years was John A. Cooper, who re

signed in 1895 to accept the editorship of the Canadian
Magazine and who is now the managing editor of the

Canadian Courier, After him the paper was under the

editorial control of Frank Smith, who is to-day on tho

editorial staff of the Toronto News. His successor was

Dr. A. II. {'. Colquhoun, now Deputy Minister of Educa-
tion of the Province of Ontario. In 1902, the present

editor. W. A. Craik, succeeded Dr. Colquhoun and has

ever since been in charge.

Letters of Congratulation.

The Bookseller and Stationer has been in receipt of
several gratifying letters of congratulation during- the
past few weeks. These, of course, were entirely voluntary
on the part of the writers. As soon as it became known
that we were about to celebrate our 25th Anniversary,
friends of the paper hastened to wish us well and to ex-
press their appreciation of what we had accomplished in

the past. To all these, we desire to make acknowledg-
ments. We quote extracts from a few of the letters

received.

From Win. Briggs, Methodist Book Room.
I am very glad to hear that you are to issue a special

Jubilee Number of The Bookseller and Stationer. I
hope the special number will have the success which it
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deserves to have. Very few trade journals in Canada

have ever reached their 2.1th birthday, and The Book-

seller and Stationer is to be congratulated on its very

lengthy and useful career.

From Richard Brown, President the Brown Bros.

We wish to convey our congratulations on your arriv-

ing at the silver jubilee of your twenty-fifth anniversary.

We had the pleasure of advertising- in your first nuiii-

A Cover in Use From 1889 to 1895

ber, and believe have continued from that time to the

present, and have very much pleasure in testifying to the

great increase in your publication, and the great benefit

it has been bnlh to buyer and seller.

From W. P. Gundy, General Manager If*. /. Gage &
Company.

We are much interested in learning thai you are about

celebrating (he twenty-fifth anniversary of Bookserer and

Stationer,

We well remember when Colonel MasLea.n lirsl em-

barked in trade journalism, and have watched with inter-

est and considerable pride the growth year by year of

this business, which has reached a point where the cele-

bration of your Silver Jubilee may be regarded as a not-

able even! in trade journalism.

May we offer our very hearty congratulations on the

achievenments of the past, and our best wishes for the

future.

From Henry Button, Manager Casscll & Co.

Please accept our heartiest congratulations. Person-
ally I feel convinced that the journal could not be in bet-

ter hands, especially on such an auspicious occasion.

The Bookseller is a monthly feast for myself, except of

course when I observe that some other publisher or pub-
lishers advertise such books as "The Goose Girl,'? "The
Ballads of a Cheeehaka," or most important of all a new
"Ralph Connor"! Of course, we ought not to expect
to get all the "plums"!

Whilst you are celebrating your Silver Anniversary
we are celebrating our Diamond Jubilee. We wish you
continued success at the helm of such an important jour-

nal. We also trust that your efforts in regard to the

Booksellers' and Stationers' Association will meet with

every success.

From Frank Wise, Manager Macmillan Co.

Permit us to offer you our sincere congratulations on

your attaining the Silver .Jubilee of your existence. We
are sure that your efforts on behalf of the publishers and

booksellers deserve the greatest appreciation.

Wishing you a long career of increasing activity and

influence, we remain, etc.

From S. B. Gundy. Manager Oxford Press.

The Bookseller ami Stationer to-day stands withou

parallel as a trade paper. Long may it flourish!

I a

From T. H. Storey, Editor The Stationer, Loudon.

We note with great interest that you are about to

celebrate your Silver Jubilee, ami hasten to offer you the

hearties! congratulations from the oldest journal in the

trade in this or any oilier country.

We are this year celebrating our 50th year of publica-

tion and are glad to know that you are coming along 1

.

Your paper is clean, smart and informing, and deserves

to succeed, and we wish you the best of luck and success.

We hope your Silver Jubilee will be the forerunner

of gold and health and happiness, without which geld i-

but dross.

WEEKS-NUMAN CO. FORMED.

New York, September 1.—The business of the, A. A.

Weeks Mfg. Co. and the ('. H. N'uman Co., which have

been for some months in the hands of a receiver, have

been purchased with the title, interest and good-will

from the receiver and will be continued under the title

of The Weeks-Xuman Company, Nos. 39 & 11 Park
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Place, New York City, on a strictly wholesale basis. C.

H. Numan and E. F. Perry will be the principals of the

new concern, but- will continue to travel and will short-

ly call on their friends in the trade. Canadian orders

will receive prompt attention and the firm will guar-

antee immediate shipment after September 13.
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MAKES EXHIBIT AT THE FALL FAIR-N. L.

HAMLY OF PORT HOPE BELIEVES IN
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE LOCAL FAIR
-A MODEL ROOM WHICH HELPED TRADE

The season of the year has arrived when the local

merchant may find it advisable to give consideration to

some form of advertising- in connection with the fall

fair. Not infrequently the introduction of a new depart-

ment or other extension of business has been worked in

advantageously with this occasion.

This was the course adopted by Norman L. Hamly,
of Port Hope, when he broadened his enterprise as a

printer and stationer, by the addition of a wall paper
department. He attributes the steady growth of his

business to a close study of the requirements of the

people and in meeting- those requirements with efficient

service. He saw the importance of demonstration in

the wall paper section and merely as an introductory

scheme, decided to fit up a model dining- room in the

Fair building- with special emphasis on wall-covering

effects. Furniture dealers saw no advantage in collabor-

ating- in the idea, so he selected furniture from his own
home and also found it possible to exhibit fancy goods

and chin a ware from his store in that connection. The
result was that "Hamly's furnished room" proved one of

the attractions of the Port Hope fair and it broug-ht

him good business. He intends to be represented by a

similar exhibit this year.

Two years ag-o, Mr. Hamly's enterprise was con-

fined to a small printshop and a $200 stationery stock.

Then he moved into larger premises and in addition to

the original departments, is carrying photographic sup-

plies, fancy goods, curtain fixtures, toys and games,

wallpaper and fancy china, the latter two being his

strongest departments.

Although he had had no wide experience in the busi-

ness, as extended, he states that, in his buying, ho was

guided entirely by the expressed requirements of his

customers, and that he carefully weeded out all sections

which were not measuring up to the g-eneral average.

The cash system, which he adopted from the outset,

made this process an easy matter and he now has a

well-balanced and progressive business.

T
WENTY-TWO COPYRIGHTS CANCELLED
THESE BOOKS MAY NOW BE FREELY
IMPORTED BY CANADIAN BOOKSELLERS

-

PUBLISHERS RESPONSIBLE FOR FAVOR

1 1 will be remembered that in the June number of the

Bookseller and Stationer a list appeared giving the titles

of some forty-two novels, which had been issued in cheap

editions in the United States and which the Canadian

holders of copyright were willing- to allow to be imported

by Canadian booksellers.

The fact that, the Canadian publishers holding copy-

right in these books had formally expressed their willing-

ness to allow their importation in the reprint form, was

taken as sufficient ground for advising the trade to order

the books freely. However, the authorities at Ottawa

took a different view of the case and stated that they

could not allow the books to come in, so long- as they

were entered as copyright at the Department of Agri-

culture. Their advice was to have the copyriglits cancelled.

The Bookseller and Stationer referred the matter again

to the various publishers interested, requesting them in the

interests of the booksellers to comply with the require-

ments of the customs. Three publishers have already done

so with the result that in the case of twentv-two books

Canadian copyright no longer exists and they may be

freely imported. The titles and publishers are as follows.

William Briggs.

A Dash for a Throne. By A. W. Marchmont.
The Market Place. By Harold Frederic.

My Friend Prospero. By Henry Harland.
Xcha. By G. B. McCutcheon.
The Two Van Revels. By Booth Tarkington.

The Cross Triumphant. By Florence M. Kingsley.

Copp, Clark Co.

The Helmet of Navarre. By Bertha Runkle.
Her Mountain Lover. By Hamlin Garland.
Prisoners of the Sea. By Florence Morse Kingsley.

McLeod & Allen.

Beverley of Graustark. By G. B. McCutcheon.
The Xhcrrods. By G. B. McCutcheon.
House of a Thousand Caudles. By Meredith Nicholson.

The Puppei Crown. By Harold McGralh.
The Secret Orchard. By A. & Iv Castle.

When Knighthood was in Flower. By Charles Major.
Aims and the Woman. By Harold McGrath.
By Share of Love. By A. W. Marchmont.
By Wit of Woman. By A. W. Marchmont.
A Courier of Fortune. By A. W. Marchmont.
When I was Czar. By A. W. Marchmont.
The (Queen's Advocate. By A. W. Marchmont.
Mark Everard. By Knox Magee.

D
ISGRACEFUL STATE OF AFFAIRS IN ONT-
ARIO EATON COMPANY TAKES THE RE-
ATILERS' GOOD MONEY BUT FAILS TO FILL
ORDERS FOR ONTARIO SCHOOL READERS.
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When the Ontario Government presented the T.

Eaton Company with a ten years' contract for supply-

ing the new Ontario Readers, a most unfair situation

was created, the evil results of which have been felt

during the last few weeks.

The hMucation Department have been callous. They
have stood bravely by their bargain despite the vigorous
opposition, of the Ontario retailers. They have told the

trade that they wanted to give the people of Ontario

cheap readers and that they accepted the lowest tender,

regardless of any injustice that might be done to the

merchants of the Province.

But even this callous government must surely sec

that there is a rank injustice being done the retailer

who sends his cash to Toronto with an order for books

and isl told that the books are not ready. Is his money
returned ? Not at all. It is deposited to the credit of

the big department store and earns interest for them,

while the poor tradesman has to wait for his books.

Meanwhile the bookseller's customers can send to To-

ronto and get the books by return mail. Why this dis-

crimination ? If the government failed to see a reason

for opposition to their policy before surely it must be

apparent to them now.

As evidence of this state of affairs, the following ex-

tract from the Sarnia Observer, of September 1, will

prove valuable. "Sarnia, school book dealers are almost

disheartened about not being able to procure the newly

authorized school books, for which parents and children

are enquiring every few minutes of the day. Out of a

large remittance sent direct to the T. Eaton Co. over

two weeks ago*, W. J. Proctor received only part oJ his

irder of primers, on which the transportation charges
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took up about all the discount on the books, and up

until to-day no word has been received from the Eaton
Company when the balance of the order would be

shipped. Geo. Parsons also sent the Eaton Co. a large

remittance, but up until to-day has only received some
primers and first books, no word about the balance.

Tho'S. II. Manley had not received any word from his

remittance of two weeks ago to the Eaton Co. until this

morning when he received a letter stating they expected

to ship his order in a few days. H. W. Fry and Albert

Johnston, who have school books ordered both from

Eaton and Toronto wholesale houses, are also without

the new readers. J. D. Mills and A. P. McAlpine, who
purchased their school supplies through Geo. Sulman at

Chatham, Out., have received part of their supply of

readers. It is not the fault of the Sarnia dealers that

there is not a full supply of school books in Sarnia at

the present time. Their cash has been at Toronto for

over two weeks. The Eaton Co. tendered for the school

books, got the contract and agreed to supply the books.

Our dealers have sent the money for the supply, but

without any result. People going to a store expecting

to find school books that their teachers advise them to

get to proceed with their studios are disappointed. It

hurts the dealer's trade and is a,n injustice to him in

many ways. One would think that the government re-

gulations controlling these school book contracts would
compel the publishers to supply the books on cash pay-

ment in advance before school opens. The way Sarnia

dealers have been treated, and it is the same in general

all over Ontario, looks as if the supplying of school

books to the public is to be used as a big boost to

Eaton's mail order business."

MONTHLY REPORT FROM MONTREAL-
COMMENTS ON THE TOURIST TRADE-
THE BOOKS THAT SELL - PERSONAL
ITEMS ABOUT THE MEN IN THE TRADE

I

MPORTANT MOVE OF THE CAMBRIDGE COR-
PORATION—TRANSFER THEIR RETAIL DE-
PARTMENT TO THE SCROGGIE COMPANY-
WILL MOVE TO McGILL COLLEGE AVENUE

Montreal, September 8.—The tourist trade through-

out the past month was not as good as during the

same period last year. Just what is the cause is un-

known and the only thing it can be put down to is the

"Back to Montreal" period, Sept. 13th to 20th. Un-

doubtedly many a tourist who has been in the habit of

visiting Montreal during the summer months has post-

poned his visit. As a result booksellers and stationers

situated along Montreal's gay white way are waiting

anxiously.

The sale of post cards has been above the average

during the past few months. Summer holidays have un-

doubtedly had something to do with this, as there is no

doubt but that many a card was addressed to some
summer resort and vice versa.

In the book line, "The Inner Shrine" has the great-

est demand at present, but is closely followed by "The
White Sister." "The White Prophet," Hall Caine's new
book has started out well and the 'way retailers are

talking about it, it should be among the best sellers

this fall.

H. H. Hebb, with the L. E. Waterman Company
Limited, Montreal returned about the 1st of the month

The Cambridge Corporation Limited, 172 St. Catherine
Street West, Montreal, have transferred their retail pre-

mises to the W. H. Scroggie Company, Limited, depart-
ment store. The buifding adjoins the Scroggie premises
and it gives them much needed and desired space. The
Scroggie Co. have secured the lease of the Cambridge Cor-
poration, which has three years to run. They also take
over stock and fixtures to the amount of $25,000.

A large portion o'f the stock of the retail business of

tiie Cambridge Corporation Limited, operated under the
name of E. M. Renouf, Limited, has been transferred far-

ther east in St. Catherine Street, to the premises of

Foster, Brown & Co., one of the oldest booksellers in the
city. The two businesses will now be conducted under
one roof as Foster, Brown &) Co., and they will comprise
perhaps, the largest retail book concern in Canada.

Miss Poole, who has for the past twenty-seven years
had charge of the retail business of the Renouf Co., will

continue in the same capacity with the Foster, Brown Co.

The Cambridge Corporation is moving its wholesale
offices to McGill College Ave., having taken over the en-

tire building occupied by the Chemists & Surgeons' Sup-
ply Company.

The mail order business of this company alone has
gone ahead so rapidly that even a larger place is required
for this part of the business than the one they have just

moved from. While the corporation is going out of the

retail business in Montreal, they will continue their re-

tail store in Quebec and their western offices at Winnipeg.
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H. H. HEBB
As He Does Some of His Traveling for The

L. E. Waterman Co. of Canada

from an extended trip through the Canadian west. Mr.

Hebb, however, was not selling pens on this trip, but

was out interviewing and educating the Indians as per

above illustration.

Particular attention is drawn to Robert W. Ser-

vice's new* book the "Ballads of a Cheechako," published

in $1 and $1.50 editions ; the last mentioned being pro-

fusely illustrated.

Another good seller at the moment is "The Score,"

published by Button. There is also quite a feeling for

"The Glory of the Conquered," published by McLeod &
Allen. Macmillan also has a pretty good seller in

"The Romance of a Plain Man."
W. E. Smith, with the L. E. Waterman Co., New

York, visited the Montreal quarters last month. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Smith and family and they

made the journey in an automobile.
F. D. Waterman, president L. E. Waterman Company

Limited, spent a few days at the Laurentian Club,

Laurentian Mountains. He was accompanied by his

family.
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Geo. J. McLeod, of McLeod & Allen, Toronto, paid

Montreal his annual visit last month. He booked quite

a few bulky orders.

C. J .Musson, of the Musson Book Co., Toronto,

was also in town about the same time and was pleased

with his trip.

H. Copp, of the Copp, Clark Co. Ltd., Toronto,

dropped in to Montreal about the end of last month.

He did well.

Wm. ('. Bell, with the Musson Book Co., Toronto,

was also in town booking orders.

Mr. Douglas, with MacMillan Co., Toronto, was in

town about the middle of August on business.

Mr. Hoover, well known to Montrealers as having

successfully represented The Morang Co., and later on

the Macmillan Co. has been recently appointed manager
of the book departments of the up and down town stoics

of The S. Carsley Co. Ltd., Montreal.

s
COTTISH FIRM GETS CONTRACT THOMAS
NELSON & SONS, EDINBURGH, TO SUPPLY
MANITOBA READERS FOR TEN YEARS
GOVERNMENT BUY FROM THE PUBLISHERS

Winnipeg, September 8.—At a meeting of the mini-

sters "I' the Local gavernment this morning it was decided

to accept the tender of Tims. Nelson and Sons, of Edin-

burg, Scotland, Cor the supplying a primer, firsl and se< 1

reader, which books are now being distributed free i"

school children of Manitoba. Theirs was the lowesl and

mosl satisfactory tender submitted. The contracl is a

ten year one. and goes into effect dan. 1. BUI. the pre-

sent readers being used up until that time.

The contract also provides I'm' the supplying of a third

and fourth year reader, thai is. if the government should

decide to place these books on the free text list. If they

should decide to do SO, they can place their order will: the

firm any time within the period of the leu years, and the

books will be supplied at the price named in the tender

that was opened to-day.

All the well known publishers in the Dominion sub-

mitted tenders, but nunc were nearly so low as that which

was accepted. One of the conditions that had to be mel

by those tendering was thai they had to slate their pi-ice

f.o.b.. Winnipeg, and even at this, the Scotch firm was

away the lowest of them all.

Under the old contract, which was a .joint one with

W. J. Gage and Copp, Clark Co.. of Toronto, the govern-

ment paid ")4 cents for the primer, firsl and second readers

plus the freight from Toronto. Under the new contracl

with Thos. Nelson <fc Sons, the government pays but 34}

cents for the same three books f.o.b., Winnipeg, this mean-

ing a saving of 1!) :;
| cents on the three books and the

freight from Toronto, over the old contract.

P
ERSONAL AND TRADE ITEMS OF INTER-
EST VALENTINES BECOME A CANADIAN
COMPANY — SOME ASSIGNMENTS —
WATERMANS SELL PENS IN NEW ZEALAND

Massnn & Fils, booksellers and stationers, Quebec,

have registered.

A. H. Stratton & Co., Peterboro,, are advertising their

business for sale.

George D. Scott is now showing A. Roy MacDougall's

complete line of leather goods to the trade in Western

Canada.

W. I'. Rutherford & Co., Toronto, dealers in stationery,

have assigned to Andrew Stuttaford. A meeting of the

creditors was held on the 9th inst.

J. Johnston, Merrickville, has disposed of his stock

of books, magazines, post cards, etc., to G. W. Elliott,

who has taken over that branch of the business and will

continue it at his drug store.

A. J. Blowes, bookseller and stationer, Mitchell, re-

turned the end of August from a two weeks' holiday at

his summer cottage at Grand Bend, which has become
quite a popular summer resort.

I;. Iv Waterman Company, Limited. Montreal, have

received a large order for Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens to be -hipped to Xew Zealand. These goods all bear
the trade mark and "Made in Canada" stamp.

C. A. Ross, the managing director of The Cambridge
Corporation Limited, Montreal, leaves on October 8th
I'm- England, where he will arrange for important agencies

in connection with the company for next season's trade.

The Canada Fine Art Company, which sells private

greeting and Christmas cards direct to the consumer, has

opened an office at 2'.) .Ionian St., Toronto, and reports

doing a very large trade in the various cities and towns
which their representatives have visited.

Karl Currnii. formerly of The SI. Thomas Journal,

in company with II. A. Turnpenny, will shortly open up
a book and stationery store in the old Ingram & Davey
building, Si. Thomas, recently occupied by the New Lyric

theatre. The linn are at the present time in business in

Sarnia.

The Valentine & Sons Publishing Co.. Limited, of

Montreal and Toronto, have now become a Canadian com-
pany, under the style of The Valentine & Son,, United
Pub. Co., Ltd., working under a Dominion charter, and
greater developments may be looked for by this concern
in i he near future. Their work is already known through-
out the Dominion, ami many new and attractive lines

will be added to their already extensive range of goods.

N
OCTURNAL VISIT TO PUBLISHING HOUSE-
BIG HYMN BOOK SHIPMENT GOES OUT
FROM THE OXFORD PRESS - A GREAT
EVENT IN THE PUBLISHING WORLD

At a late hour on the evening of Labor Day, I was
summoned, to the telephone and, quickly responding, was
asked the question :

"Can you come down town to the Oxford Press

office .' We have something here that we want to show
you."

At first. I felt like; demurring, but Mr. Gundy is such

a good friend of ours, I thought it would be most dis-

courteous not. to try to oblige him, and at any rate I

hardly thought he would be the man to hoax me. So
I assented and he kindly announced that he would send

a taxi-cab up for me.

It was about eleven when I reached the office on

Richmond Street. On entering I found the entire staff

of the company hard at work in their shirt sleeves. Mr.

Gundy welcomed me cordially and at once explained the

reason for the nocturnal visit.

"We have got our shipments of the new English

Church Hymn Book all ready now and I wanted you
to see the extent of them before they went out.

Promptly at seven o'clock to-morrow morning the Grand
Trunk and C.P.K. freight drays and the express com-

panies' carts will arrive to clear them out, and by eight

or nine o'clock there will be nothing left to show you."

Mr. Gundy and Mr. Stewart then conducted me up

and down long aisles between idles of cases and express

parcels, many of which were labelled to booksellers
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with whom I was well acquainted. There were over

five hundred different addresses and all were being at-

tended to on an equal footing. Only in the case of some
of the editions with music was there any shortage, but

this, according to Mr. Gundy, would be remedied onj the

a nival of new stock in the next few days. It was in-

deed a great sight, for it showed not only a great event

in church life, but it illustrated what could be accom-

plished by a modern publishing house. All these ship-

ments had been made up in two or three clays, for thv2

books had only arrived from England during the pre-

ceding week.

"The great thing about it all, is this," said Mr.

Gundy. "We have got an agreement by which the, hooks

will be sold at the regular retail price everywhere. The

bookseller knows ihat he is not being undersold by the

department stores, and he also knows that he is getting

a liberal profit on every book he sells. 1 might say

Ihat the trade have expressed their appreciation of this

arrangement in very kindly fashion. It, means a big

thing for them."

"Some complaint, has been made," added Mr. Gundy,

"that the, department stores, while selKng at the re-

gular price, will pay postage on books bought from

them, thereby competing on equal terms with the book-

sellers. While this is true, it is not likely that the pub-

lic, will go to the trouble of writing a letter to Toronto

or Montreal for books, when they can sec and purchase

Mnv books at home just as cheaply and far quicker. The

bookseller will have his full profit while the mail order

house will have to deduct the postage."

Mr. Gundy expressed himself as well pleased with

the volume of orders received tor the hymn book and

stated that repeats would be filled promptly. W.A.C.

NEW STORE IN TORONTO.

"I opened a book store here because the people want-

ed one. They do not, care to go down town to purchase

the latest fiction and I have received many expressions of

pleasure from the residents of this section since f have

started 'Our Library,' which is the name I have given

my bookshop." So spoke F. (i. Lowe, 660 Yonge St.

lie has one of the neatest, and most attractive hook busi-

ness in Toronto. There is a sense of roominess and free-

dom aboul the place that invites one to enter and inspect

at, leisure the various volumes found on every side. Mr.

Lowe is decidedly original. Along the walls are slanting

tables on which the books are placed in rows, lying flat.

Their titles are easily seen and the editions can be ex-

amined at will. There are several display tables covered

with red and hung with green and behind the curtains is

kept reserve stock. The color scheme is effective and not

too showy. "Our Library" is built on the square plan

and has plate glass windows.

Mr. Lowe is a strong believer in effective window de-

coration and has sold a number of copies from the catchy

way in which he has placed them at the front of his store,

which itself is about 20x20 in dimensions. He reports

trade to be increasing every week and is well satisfied

with his venture. At the rear is the office of the Ward-

low ePublishing Co., of which Mr. Lowe is manager. He
has been connected with the book trade in different capa-

cities for 17 years. Mr. Lowe runs a circulating library,

the life membership of which is $1.00 and he charges each

member from 5c. a copy for each book that they take

out. He also makes a specialty of British publications

and Toronto view post cards.

T
RADE NEWS FROM WINNIPEG - DELAYS
IN GETTING IN SCHOOL SUPPLIES-
BUSINESS GOOD OWING TO MEETING OF
BRITISH ASSOCIATION — NEWS NOTES

Winnipeg, August 25.—The railway strike at Fort

William seriously delayed the transportation of many
lines of goods. Almost every wholesale house in Winni-

peg have some complaint to make in this connection. It

happened that when the strike was on there were two car-

loads of books and stationery en route from the Old Land
for Clark Bros., of Winnipeg. These cars were three weeks

behind their scheduled date for arrival in Winnipeg mak-

ing it impossible for the wholesale house to fill their orders

promptly. This house had an exceptionally large list of

orders for school supplies which they were unable to fill

in time for the opening of rural schools on August 15.

As a result Clark Bros, have been riling complaints from

every corner of the west, and in some sections the opening

of the schools had to be postponed until books and supplies

were available. When the g Is arrived in Winnipeg,
Clark Bros, engaged an extra staff of twelve men to open

cases and make the urgent distributions. Efforts have

been made to ship the goods to the more distant points

first, and the management expect that every section will

be supplied by September 1.

The retail trade is greatly stimulated at the present

time owing to the great number of visitors in the city

attending the British Association for the Advancement
of Science. Not only has the transient trade revived but

the requirements of such a unique affair as the associa-

tion meetings now in progress, are such as to greatly

benefit the stationery trade. As an instance of the in-

creased trade, the Russell, Lang Company are supplying

twelve lanterns to be used in the illustrated lectures given

in the various sections of the association. They have also

supplied several slides for use in the lanterns. Local

retailers are well satisfied with the manner in which the

summer trade has been sustained. The future looks very

bright. The schools and colleges are opening this month
and the supplies for the year will be heavy. There is al-

ways profit in handling stationery and the majority of

retailers deal more extensively in this line than in books.

The nature of western people is such as to be discourag-

ing to the book trade. Westerners do not read for self

improvement but they would do anything for money. How-
ever, we are living in hope to become a better and more
sane people. Retailers persist in carrying the best and
most popular fiction and reap what harvest they can

in this line.

The Richardson-Bishop Stationery Company are well

satisfied with the change in business location. Their
records show an advance of 35 per cent, in the past

month over the month previous. This is due largely to

fact that I'hey have been enabled to carry a wider range
of goods on account of increased space. Mr. Bishop spent

the month of August in the Lake of the Woods district

for a rest.

Wholesalers and jobbers report trade in an excellent

condition all over the west. They are not collecting very
heavily but with the present crop outlook, they can afford

to wait for cash for a few weeks. The general lines have
a good market and travelers are reporting conditions

favorable everywhere. Recently a traveler stated that

it was quite noticeable in districts where the crop out-

look was not large that the stationers were very conser-
vative, while in other sections where wheat was going to

average thirty bushels to the acre the retailer was ex-

uberant and bought freely. Wheat is king at the present
time at least.
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T
IMELINESS IN ADVERTISING — A COUPLE
OF USEFUL SUGGESTIONS ADAPTABLE
FOR CREATING A SPECIAL DEMAND FOR
GOODS — VALUE OF WINDOW DISPLAYS

By WILLIAM G COLGATE

One of the greatest drawing features in advertising is

timeliness. That is the capacity to perceive and the ability

to seize hold of a passing public fancy and convert it into

advertising capital which in turn changes it into cold

hard cash.

Lei me illustrate. When Thomas W. Lawson was

indulging in a series of broadside attacks upon the

methods of "The Ring" in a certain popular magazine,

THE BOOKSTORE
Now comes the KODAK SEASON. Remember that we handle

The EASTMAN Line of Kodaks and Supplies

We will do your

printing and develop-

ing. Good work at

low rates.

STOCK ALWAYS FRESH
No li' ht-struclc or out-of-date

goods. We give a square deal
in every transaction. That's the

reputation of this store.

s e the nm Fold

ing Brownie, post-

card size,

Prici $1000

F. I. WEAVER $ CO.
Stores at Berlin and Waterloo

The Original Ad.

a newsdealer saw his chance to make a little money oui

of the generous publicity they were giving the famous

citizen of Boston and got together all the newspaper and

magazine notices he could conveniently collect. These he

pasted neatly on a big sheet of thick cardboard and hung

it close against the window so that it could he easily read

Prom the outside. Inside was a striking arrangement made
u]> of the magazine publishing the article. In the centre

of the display was a large portrait of the author artisti-

cally framed. Prominently placed was a plainly lettered

card with the suggestion: "You can find out all about it

for 15c." The feature was timely and "caught on" with

the public. An almost constant stream of magazine buyers

testified 1" the success of the scheme.

Another newsdealer when a prominent lecturer, author

oi- actor visits the town, about whom there is anything

published in book form, will make a special display of

the appropriate work in his window. This idea is good
because of its suggestiveness. Most people who are g-oing

to attend a play or a lecture like to know something of

the subject beforehand, hence the profits which accrue to

the dealer who keeps these facts in mind. During the

last season several book plays visited the newsdealer's
city and in each case he made a special display of the

books from which the play was adapted, using whenever it

was possible to obtain them, an autograph portrait of the

leading acini-, together with pictures showing actual scenes
from the play. He invariably succeeded in attracting

crowds to his windows, who if they didn't all buy, at

least became good advertising mediums.
As book plays arc usually associated in the first in-

stance with "stars' of big magnitude, the difficulty of

obtaining portraits and descriptive matter is not great.

Tiny can be taken from the magazines if not obtainable

anywhere else. The book play does not confine itself to

the opportunity of selling books. Frequently pictures of
the star or of prominent characters in the play by leading
artists and illustrators will have a large sale.

I remember on one occasion a prominent Toronto

bookseller was loaded up with a stock of bound portraits

of Henry Irving and Ellen Terry showing them in the

more important of their numerous roles. These were
drawn by a noted artist with a technique which was
popular only among the chosen few. Consequently their

sales were not such as to require any addition to the sell-

ing staff.

Along came Irving-Terry in a spring engagement of

"Robespierre" and reportoire. The bookseller made a

striking window trim of the novelized play, putting in

three or four copies of the slow-selling portraits. This he
did about three or four days before the night of the

play's first appearance. After the company had left

town there were no copies of the bound portraits to be

had and the book had sold like the proverbial "hot
cakes." Just another instance of a dealer's ability to

grasp for his own advantage the psychological moment,
or condensed into one word—timeliness.

Any of the foregoing suggestions can be tried out

by the bookseller and stationer, and as they have out-
grown the theoretical stage they should be able to prove
to him their practical usefulness.

Contrary to the usual custom of many booksellers, K.

I. Weaver & Co.. who have stores at Berlin and Water-
loo, use a liberal quantity of space in which to tell their
story. This is a good policy, providing, always, that good
copy is an inseparable feature of the announcement.
With Weaver & Co.'s ad. these two factors are fairly
strong, but the typographical arrangement is weak.
"The Bookstore" heading does not fulfill the purpose
of ;i catchline, which should catch the eye and invite fur-
ther inquiry.

The one suggested in the reset specimen is better. It

n" 1 "ii'y is more inviting, but uives present and pros-
pective kodakers a hint as to the subject matter. Then,

THE BOOKSTORE

Now comes the
Kodak Season

—

Remember, that we handle the East-
man line of kodaks and supplies. Our
stock is always fresh. You won't find
any light-struck stock or out-of-date
goods on our shelves. Everything is

bright, clean and brand new. See the
new folding Brow-
nie, post card size,

price

$10.oo

Just the thing for

your holidays. Call
and see us. An inspection of our stock
does not obligate you to buy.

F. I. WEAVER & CO.
Stores: BERLIN and WATERLOO

We give
square deal in

every transac-

t'on. That's the

reputation o f

this store.

An Improved Display.

again, the arrangement of the type composition is sim-

pler, which makes the general appearance of the ad.

more attractive and easier to read. There is too much rule

pa,nel work in the original ad., which is apt to confuse

the reader's eye and cause him to pass it over as being

too difficult to decipher. It is far better to err on the side
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of simplicity than to depreciate the value of good copy

and white space by over-ornamentation and careless type

arrangement. A comparison of the two ads. will sug-

gest the points of error and how t'hev were corrected.

Next to good copy, good typography is the most import-

ant essential. In fact, it may almost be said to take

first place, as good or poor typography will frequently

make or mar an advertisement, aiding or discounting the

efforts of the highest-salaried ad-writer. So it pays to

give close attention to the work of the compositor on

ymir advertising, if you want it to bring the desired re-

sults.

Ever aggressive and thoroughly modern in its ideas,

the Mallagh Bookshop, London, Out., recently sent out

a circular letter to its customers, neatly printed on good

quality notepaper, advocating the use of private greet-

ing Christmas cards, and asking for the privileges of

calling personally with a book of samples. The idea was

well conceived and executed. The stock and printing

were of a style and character calculated to leave a pleas-

ing impression with the recipient, which, no doubt, result-

ed in many favorable responses being received.

F
ORT WILLIAM NEWS-BUSINESS BRIGHTEN-
ING UP-SCHOOL OPENING TRADE—LOCAL
STORES GETTING NEW CUSTOMERS-IN-
CREASED TRADE IN CANADIAN PAPERS.

Fort William, September 4.—'During the early part of

August the stationery trade was quiet, but the last three

weeks witnessed a big change. Everything is picking up

nicely and everyone is getting settled down to hard work

again. The holiday souvenir trade has been large, and

still continues to be far ahead of any previous year. Pic-

ture postals have been in large demand the last two

months, and all booksellers are pleased with their sale.

School opened here on September 1, and that influenced

trade somewhat in an upward way. Although the city

supplies the readers and most of the stationery, etc., to

the pupils, there a,re a lot of other necessities that the

pupils must provide themselves with. J. Edgar Rutledge

got the contract, this year, for supplying the readers,

scribblers, exercise-books, pencils, pens, ink, etc., to the

public schools of this city. This contract amounts to a

big sum. Over fifteen hundred (1.500') readers alone

were supplied this year, and many thousand scribblers

and exercise books will be used.

The news trade in Canadian papers and magazines
is increasing steadily. One firm reports that it is con-

tinually increasing its orders from the supply houses.

A number of firms in this city, who have been buying
their stationery- in the oast previously, are now buying
their supplies in Fort William. Large and good stocks

are kept in all the stores, a.nd the companies are recog-

nizing this fact.

One of our leading stationers remarked that the writ-

ing paper trade seemed 'to be shifting from the use of

fancy papeteries to that of the staple pad. Many good
papers are kept in the pad form and they seem to be
much more handy.

Alex. Stewart, of Stewart & Thompson, accompanied
by his wife, is . spending a short vacation in Duluth and
other American cities.

P. ,T. Plaskett, Copp, Clark Co.'s traveler, is in the

city this week.

Mr. Bark well, W. J. Gage's representative, is also

here, showing bis wares to the city merchants.

TWO GOOD YARNS.

W. 0. Foote, of Atlanta, Georgia, told two good

stories in the course of an address on "Expenses and In-

come" at the Toledo Convention. Speaking of round

about methods, he said, "Down in Georgia the 'possum

grows. Certainly some of you have heard of it, for we

feed the President on it when he comes that way. The

boy may have a habit of hunting 'possums. I remember

some of us went on a rainy night, just an ideal night for

'possum hunting ; we got our dogs together and started

(Hit. We had good success, hunted all night until about, three

o'clock in the morning. On our way home we discovered

that we were lost, hopelessly lost. There was nothing to

do but wait for the sunrise to find our way home. A
lost man always gets hungry, so we immediately discov-

ered we were hungry and must cast about for something

to eat ; so we sneaked around through the woods until

we finally came to a fence and crawled through and there

we found a very fine potato patch. From that time on

we spent our time slipping over the fence and grabbing a

few potatoes and getting back into the woods, where we
had a fire under the shelter of a friendly rock, and roast-

ing and eating those, potatoes. We kep.t that up, and we
were all satisfied just about the break of day when we
could find our way home. The sun came up, the clouds

had cleared away, and as the light suddenly burst over,

we looked about to find we were in our own back yard,

and there was our friendly potato patch about a hundred

yards away."
When he opened his speech, Mr. Foote said :

—"Some
one told me T would have to make an introduction to the

paper ; that it would not go without an explanation of

why I was induced to read it. I hadn't written that
;

I intended to wade right in the paper. T was informed at

recess here that I should explain why I was finally pre-

vailed upon to write this paper. In my boyhood days I

became intimately acquainted with a dog. Mr. Falconer,

of your Programme Committee, has been trying to put

me out of business, T think, in Georgia, as a competitor,

and he saw his opportunity. Mr. Falconer knows that I am
not a stationer ; T am somewhat of a poor printer. My
reason for accepting this brings me back to the dog. This
dog, we boys used to catch on all occasions after a hard
race, and tie a tin can to his tail filled up with rocks.

After it was securely tied we would turn him loose and
down the lane he would go as hard as he could, and we
after him, and he would generally wind up by running

through the yard and running right between the cow's
legs where my father was milking. Looking for the dog
one dav, after we had searched a good while, we at last

found him down the lane a piece. He had been going
along the road and he had discovered a tin can in the

fence corner, and be had backed up to it, waiting for us

to come and tie it onto his tail. If T can go down
the line and scatter around a few rocks that will at least

afford vou a little amusement in this paper, I will con-

sider the paper worth reading."

INTO BOOKS AND STATIONERY.

A. L. Green, druggist, Belleville, has gone in actively

for the sale of books, magazines and stationery and is

pushing that end of his business. Mr. Green is well known
in retail circles in the* province, having been prominently
associated with the Retail Merchants' Association. He
started in business back in 1871, buying out J. C. Holden,
who had been in the drug trade in Belleville since 1845.

Mr. Green moved some time ago into Hie old Harrison
Book Store and it, is quite appropriate that he should go
into the book business there. Actively associated with
him in business is his son, J. W. Green.
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V

|IEWS AND OPINIONS OF A LONDON BOOKSELLER — JOHN
)

F. SIFTON INTERVIEWED — SALE OF POSTAGE STAMPS

-

'THE SCHOOL BOOK PROBLEM BIG BUSINESS IN TOYS
I— THE WAY TO GET THE CROWD INTO THE STORE.

168 Dundas St., London., is an historic stand, as for

over half a century it lias been a stationery and fancy

goods store. Located near the two meal cross roads of

business—Dundas and Richmond Streets— it is known
throughout the whole of Western Ontario. The store was
first opened by one Mr. Miller awa\ back in the fifties.

Then Win. Bryce, now of Toronto, secured control of

A Three-Storey From

the stock and conducted the business for 16 or 18 years.

Rice & Chappie bought him out and some years after

disposed of their interests to a brother of the present

proprietor. Since 1&9.'1 the business has been run under

the style of Sifton & Co., the partnership consisting of

J. F. Sifton and Miss Mills.

An Imposing Front.

The store has a most imposing and attractive exterior

appearance, is of good dimensions and lias a line bay win-

dow on every floor. This results in the display of goods

to such advantage that 1 1 1

<

• \ can be seen from a consider-

able distance, ami thus they attract considerable attention.

On either side of the lowest display window are entrance

doors. The firm deal extensively in stationery, fancj

goods, sporting goods, small ware-, china, baskets and

other lines.

Sifton & ( 'o. i!i) not do anj advertising for several

reasons. One is thai the proprietor, who is ably assisted

by Mi>^ Mills in the management of the establishment,

believes strongly in effective display and changing the

window trimming frequently; then, on account of the

stand being in the same business for over half a century,

the place is exceptionally well known. Again, all cars

stop within a few feel of the store or directly in front

of it and the premises with their handsome front and

showy windows naturally draw trade. Mr. Sifton there-

fore, claims that, while advertising is a good thing in many
instances, still his is an exceptional case for the rea

stated.

The Sale of Stamps.

When asked about the sale of postage stamps, Mr.

Sifton said that, during some weeks, they disposed of as

many as $100 worth and even more. Although the per-

centage is small, he made enough out of selling stamps
to pay his gas bill; gas, however, is very cheap in London.
The store closes at six o'clock the year around, exce]

Saturday and the nights preceding a pub'ic holiday.

Mr. Sifton, who is a member of the executive of the

Canadian Booksellers' and Stationers' Association, began
business sixteen years ago without any experience, "com-
ing off the farm" as lie expressed it, "to serve behind
the counter." The booksellers of London are all on a

friendly basis and there is little or no price-cutting. A
schedule is agreed upon and is pretty well maintained.
Mr. Sifton believes that the association can be nf help

to the trade generally and says there is no reason why
il cannot be nf advantage to every individual member.
For instance, he added. "If I had a slow-selling book or

line of bmks. why should not I communicate with a

brother bookseller in some other town and see if he can-

not dispose of them, for different localities lone differenl

tastes? One book or edition thai dues not sell in one
centre may go very well in another." Mr. Sifton be-

lieves in the policy of having all prices in plain figures

and prominently displayed. lie does not hand e wall-

paper, as he has not the room and knows nothing about
it. Neither does he sell pictures, nor do picture-framing.

Discussing various trade matters, Mr. Sifton said that

loca,l views were the only kind of picture pos-l card that

took well. Foreign views, jokes, caricature and so-called

loud or flashy designs have a very limited market. The
sale of view cards was steady and brought a great many
people to the store, who often purchased other mementos.
.Mr. Sifton says that they keep a few nf the leading copy-
right novels, but do md go in heavily for them except at

Christmas time, which is the great book-giving season.
No paper bound books or reprints are stocked and no
standard authors' series.

Reverting to the school book question, the proprietor
said there was no use kicking now about the contract for

readers as matters could not be remedied. The discount
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of 20 per eent. for cash, although less than the former one

of 25 and 5 would, he thought, have a steadying effect on

the trade and was less liable to result in price-cutting,

which had been practised by some departmental stores

ouiside of Toronto. These would either sell the books

now at the regular figure or not handle them at all, as the

commission was so small. He was not in favor of the

Government putting in a printing plant and supplying

the books direct to the consumer, as that would take the

trade away altogether from the stationer.

Sifton & Co. handle all kinds of personal and office

stationery and go extensively into toys, china and fancy

goods. In the latter they endeavor to cater to all classes

and have different kinds of goods to please every taste.

No crockery is carried. In china a good margin of profit

is made on such leading varieties as Eaviland, Royal

Doulton and Royal Crown Derby. The cheaper grades arc

not touched by the linn.

Toj -

the year around

Toys in Infinite Variety.

are slocked in infinite variety. They sell steadily

No trash is to be found on the sheli elves

JOHN F. SIFTCN

as the hiss on flimsy and frail devices is too heavy. "By
that I mean." said Mr. Sifton, "anything that sells for

less than 25 cents. We have magic lanterns thai cost

all the way from 15 cents to $15, a.iul the expensive kind

goes well. Then there are steam engines, rocking horses,

automobiles, wheel barrows, dolls, playhouse furniture

and many other things that I might mention. We have

very little loss or (rouble through breakage. The latter

I suppose does not amount to $5 a year and any smart

buy with a little mechanical skill or ingenuity can easily

repair a toy that gets out of order. Our second floor is

devoted entirely to toys during Christmas week. Whether
a visitor is making a large or small purchase, we generally

finish up with one customer before waiting on another.

It is better to give individual attention rather than to

rush from one to another in a vain attempt to wait upon
and satisfy everybody. We find a steady trade in toys

the year around and it is particularly lively during the

holiday season. We also handle baskets, games, and other

lines. They are ready sellers and bring other peop'e to

the store."

Sifton & Co. conduct a progressive sporting goods de-

partment. There is always a continuous sale at the

various periods if seasonable stuff is handled. It has to

be looked after and the stock carefully assorted. Sifton

& Co. have long been recognized as the fancy goods centre

of London and they do a good general trade. Their stock

runs from $8,000 to $12,000, according to the season, and

a jobbing business is carried on with the smaller dealers

in London and surrounding towns.

"No," concluded Mr. Sifton, "our place has not

hardwood floors, silent salesman, show cases in long rows,

elaborate mirrors or expensive fixtures. I am not de-

preciating the value or effect of all these but, where the

stock is assorted like ours, I believe that fittings of a

modest character catch the most people with whom we

desire to do business. We like to get the crowds, to have

the store tilled and to be on the move for the general trade

is the one that after all is the most remunerative in a

business such as we have established and built up to its

present gratifying proportions."

A. A. PERRY & CO.'S NEW STORE.

Welland, September 1.—A. A. Perry & Co. opened

in their new premises in the Ross block to-day. A hand-

some plate glass front has been put in with deep show

windows, and there is a metropolitan style about thd

business that immediately arrests the attention of the

passerby. No one passes without admiring, and words

of praise are redoubled when the interior is visited.

Certain it is that Mr. Perry need take second place, to

no one in creating a book store of special attractive-

ness. No city establishment is more up-to-date ; theirs is

a business place to -which all Welland can point with

pride.

A new hardwood floor has been laid ajid the interior-

has been renovated and decorated, making practically an

entirely new store. To the left of the entrance is located

the postcard department and for the convenience of the

public a writing desk, stamp counter and mail box.

Nothing;' is lacking-. Then come stationery, sundries,

school books, etc. Leather and fancy goods make an
attractive display in silent salesmen near the front of

the stole and in the rear on this side is located the wall

paper department.

hey & Darby, florists, occupy a space to the rig-ht

of the entrance and also the light show window, and

their brilliant display adds a striking feature to the

store. To the rear of the floral display are found bibles,

hymn books and an immense stock of general books that

will delight and interest the literati as well as the fic-

tion lover. Magazines and newspapers are located here

and in the rear are dolls, toys, etc., to make gdad the

heart of the juvenile visitor.

A NEW STORE IN TORONTO.

W. Walling is a young man who is not afraid to take

an aggressive step. He has opened up a book and sta-

tionery store at 1041 Gerrard East. Toronto. He has fine,

large premises and handles all lines of . stationery, crepe

paper, picture post cards, sheet music, magazines and
newspapers. He makes a specialty of British publications

and delivers them at the doors of the residents without
extra charge. He is also running a circulating library

and reports that the prospects for the book business in

the rapidly growing east section of the city are very
bright. Mr. Walling has been about three years in Tor-
onto and this is his first move in a business way. His
store has two good windows, is admirably lighted, and
roomy. Being at the corner of Gait Ave. and Gerrard
St. it is in a favorable location to catch whatever trade
is going in that part of Toronto.
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jj^&HE QUESTION OF THE DURABILITY OF PAPERS, INKS
AND TYPEWRITING — VALUABLE REPORT PREPARED BY# t ¥the DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATION

|P|§^ ERY — THE NECESSITY FOR USING PERMANENT INKS

At frequent intervals the question of the durability

of paper and inks, employed in books and documents re-

quired to stand the stress of time is discussed by various

learned bodies. The following article bearing on this

subject will be found timely. It is taken from the report

of the Department of Public Printing a,nd Stationery.

Paper.

"It is important to recognize the fact that a great

revolution lias taken place in the manufacture of paper,

and that a very large proportion of the books and docu-

ments of the present day are doomed to crumble a.vvay on

the shelves of the archives and libraries established and

endowed to preserve them. It is not, perhaps, to be re-

gretted that the vast mass of cheap books and periodicals

will be resolved into dust under the influence of light

and air alone, without the aid of any human agency; but

it is to be regretted that literary works of value and even

documents of great importance are still written and

printed upon materials whose perishable nature is not

taken into account.

"The durability of ancient books is very remarkable.

The productions of the very 'earliest presses have come
down to us as bright and clear and solid as when they

were lirst printed. The paper is tougher and the ink

as black as in works of the present day. The hooks which

Columbus read may now be read as easily as when they

were first printed, and the notes he made on their margins

are as legible as when he wrote them. The entries in

the custom-house records of the reward paid for discover-

ing America are still black; but upon the receipt for the

amount paid in the Alabama award; some of the endorse-

ments have turned brown and are fading away.
"The perishable character of the recently printed

books is due mainly to two causes—the use of wood pulp
not thoroughly prepared and the introduction of heavily-

clayed glossy papers necessary for printing photographic
process blocks of low relief. The defective material in

these last papers is covered up by the clay with which the

interstices are filled and the surface covered. The weight
of the paper is increased by the heavy loading, but a

fold across the corner of a sheet will show that its brittle-

ness is increased in proportion.

The danger of using paper made from wood for im-
portant documents was soon observed in Germany where
such paper came first into use and, because of its cheap-
ness, was very generally employed. The Prussian govern-
ment took up the matter and made very stringent laws
upon the subject. It established standards of quality,
and enacted that all papers for permanent documents
should be submitted to official tests. The issues of the
German publishers for a number of years (until in fact
quite recently when these conditions came to be appreci-
ated) show abundant evidence in their brown margins and
brittle edges of the perishable nature of the paper used.

"It is not, however, to be assumed that paper made
with the admixture of wood pulp is to be condemned if
the resinous matter is eliminated and only the wood cellu-
lose remains. It is not likely that we shall ever again
use paper so durable as that used when printing was first

invented. The papers of those old days were made of
linen, cotton and hemp fibres, and these materials are as
enduring now as ever, but modern taste insists on their
being bleached to a higher degree of whiteness, and as
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will be shown later 011, the traces of the bleaching agents
left tend to decompose the writing inks in common use.

What requires to be guarded against in the printing

paper of government, is the admixture of mechanically
ground wood pulp and the insufficient conversion by chemi-
cal methods of wood into wood cellulose.

"It has been asserted, but not proved, that cellulose

derived from wood, even if pure, is different in its pro-
perties from cellulose derived from linen and cotton, and
that any admixture of wood pulp is fatal to the perman-
ence of paper. There can, however, be no question of the

superiority of linen and cotton paper; the experience
of many hundred years has established its unchanging en-
durance, but on the other hand there are many reasons
for believing the two groups of cellulose to be at least

chemically identical, and, if so, the question resolves itself

int.. one of purity and thoroughenss in manufacture. The
first patent for making paper out of wood was taken out
by .Ala tt bias Koops in 1801, and some sheets made by
him at that time have recently been examined and show
g 1 results. But Koops did not grind the wood but
sliced it ami cut it into lengths of two inches so as to

preserve the fibre. .Moreover, he used only woods like

the aspens and willows and avoided the resinous woods
like the spruces which are mainly used in America. He
had not discovered those processes for boiling which are
now everywhere in use, by which such impurities are re-

moved, and in consequence of which spruce has become
the favorite material for paper making.

"Pecognizing the importance of the matter, a clause
was, some years ago introduced into all government con-
tracts forbidding the admixture of merchanical or ground
wood pulp in the papers supplied for printing books. Ob-
jection was taken at the time, but it was easy to show that
in grinding the wood, the fibre and tensile strength
are destroyed and, also, that the resins and acids are left

in the pulp. Paper made from such pulp, no matter how
it may be bleached, will, under the influence of light,

turn brown and become brittle. It will return to its

original color, as may be readily demonstrated by expos-
ing an ordinary newspaper or cheap novel to direct son-
light. Chemical wood pulp, whether made by the soda or
sulphite process, has not been found to act in that way
but will retain its color and tenacity, and, not being ground
but sliced, the fibre is sufficiently long to give strength.
Still, however, it is necessary, even in the case of chemi-
cal pulp to guard against insufficient cooking; since, in

that case, also, any impurities not removed would injure
the durability and color of the paper.

"This condition had scarcely been inserted in contracts
in Canada when H.M. Stationery Office in London was
aroused to its necessity by complaints from the depart-
ments that the papers supplied were cracking at the folds
and changing in color. The attention of the Public Printer
at Washington was also directed to the same danger, so
that in very recent years public documents will not be
found with discolored margins, as was often the case
from 1880 to 1892; for although wood pulp began to come
into use about 1861, it was not very extensively used for
printing paper until 1880.

Writing Paper.

"If it is desirable to employ for printed documents
paper of a reasonable degree of permanence, it is impera-
tive that paper for the records of government should be
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of the best and most enduring materials. For such uses

nothing but paper made from rags should be employed.

This has been done in Canada, because, since 1868, the

Stationery Department has supplied nearly all the writ-

ing paper used in the various departments, and prior to

that date writing paper was made solely from rags. One

remark, however, seems called for, namely, that the old

'yellow wove' papers have gone entirely out of use and

that writing papers are now bleached to a much higher

degrees of whiteness. This old 'yellow wove' was the nat-

ural color of the paper, the blue of old papers was an

added color; neither was weakened by the bleaching ac-

tion of chlorine. There can, however, be no exception

taken to the quality of the writing paper used in the

public service. It is made from rags and loft dried, and

so long as the law is observed and all paper is purchased

through the Stationery Office the quality will be looked

after.

Writing Inks.

"Remarks similar to the preceding apply with in-

creased force to writing inks, and in Europe and Ameri-

ca governments have generally recognized the im-

portance of having all public acts recorded in permanent

ink. The Imperial Stationery Otlice insists that all inks

used in the departments shall be made in a certain ap-

proved method, and samples are tested from time to time

to secure conformity to the standard. In February, 1888,

the Minister of Justice of France issued a circular enjoin-

ing the use of sulphate of iron inks in all public or de-

partmental offices, and also in all courts of justice and by

all notaries or practising advocates. The most instructive

inquiry, however, (because the most detailed), is embodied

in a report made by the Hon. R. T. Swan, Commissioner

of Records for the State of Massachusetts, and published

in 1893. He found that up to about the year 1840, the

acts and the records of the Commonwealth were in a fair

state of preservation, but that many later documents were

fading away. He found many of the returns of births,

marriages and deaths in the secretary's office illegible,

and the same was the case with many town records. In

the indexes to the archives, written about the year 1840,

the ink had faded so much that all the important words

had to be rewritten. The results of the inquiriy showed
that prior to 1840 the inks in the records had preserved

their color, but after that date the records were in various

states of preservation and many were illegible.

"The question here is not to find an ink which cannot

be discharged by a skilful use of chemical reagents; but

to insist on the use of inks (and there are many such)

which like the old inks, will retain their legibility and
blackness for centuries. The first register of births,

marriages and deaths commenced in Montreal in 1642 is

in perfect preservation, and the signatures of the wit-

nesses—founders of that city—are still perfectly legible.

"It fortunately happens that, up to a very recent

period, the inks used in the public service at Ottawa have
been made by well-known houses established for a long

series of years. Of late, however, other inks are creeping
into use, and efforts are occasionally made to introduce

the products of unknown or inexperienced makers. There
is a tendency to try every new ink brought along by
agents. One person is taken by the color and another

with the fluidity of an ink and, without any real knowl-
edge or even thought of the importance of the matter,

each tries to have some fa.vorite ink introduced into his

office. There is doubtless much writing which is ephemeral
in interest, and might be written in fugitive ink without
detriment to the public service, but an ink. once intro-

duced into an office is apt to be used for every thing with-

out discrimination.

Typewriting Ink.

"The typewriting machine is fast superseding the art

of writing by hand and, day by day, is extending in new

directions, so that, not only letters, but deeds and notarial

documents of all kinds are now written by typewriters.

It is therefore important to inquire whether these docu-

ments are or are not permanent.

"Up to a certain point the answer is simple. All type-

writing inks of green, red, violet and other such fancy

colours and many blues are evanescent, and whatever is

done in these inks will need to be rewritten, or will perish

in the course of comparatively few years. Writing ink

made of salts of iron, even if badly made, may, when

faded, be restored by suitable processes; but these type-

writing inks when faded will have disappeared beyond

hope of restoration. It is needless to point out that the

use of inks not known to be permanent should be for-

bidden in the preparation of all documents of record.

"During the last year I had under my notice a crucial

instance of the different behaviour of inks under a severe

test. In the fire at the West Block two letter books be-

longing to the Department of Militia were injured. Both

were charred at the edges and had been thoroughly soaked

with water to an equal degree. The signatures and all

letters, in both books, which had been copied from writing

ink were perfectly good and legible. The durability of

good writing ink was evident, but the typewritten copies

were very different. In one letter book not a single type-

written letter was legible. Every page was an indistinct

blur of blue and purple. In the other book a different

ribbon had for the most part been used, and every letter

written with that was clear and distinct; while on the

pages of the same book where other ribbons had been used

not a single word or even letter could be picked out of the

confused blur of color.

"The durability of typewriting has been made the

subject of much scientific research; for its importance is

great. In the departments at Ottawa very little attention

is paid to the matter. Every person who runs a machine
is allowed to use the ink which suits his or her fancy, and
wlil insist on having it, and reports to his chief that no

other ribbon will work on that machine. The chiefs have

never though about the matter, and to save trouble and
argument the copyists are generally allowed to have their

own way, although as a matter of fact ribbons of any
established manufacture can be used on any machine in

the service. The notion that special ribbons are necessary

for the machines of special makers has no foundation.

"There are three classes of ribbons in use—the black

or record ribbons which will not copy, the so-called 'per-

manent copying ribbons,' and the general mass of ribbons

of red. green, viole' and blue, which are all copyable. The
first class—'black record' ribbons—'have carbon for their

base and are all permanent. Ink of this composition is

for the most part used on carbon copying papers and, if the

paper of the copy be of the proper texture, the resulting

copies are indelible. The second class contains a number of

ribbons which produce permanent writing and some which
do not. The third class should be rejected without" hesi-

tation for everything but the most unimportant purposes.
They may be easy to work and many other plausible

reasons may be put forward on their behalf, but they
are all fugitive.

"Experiments made at the Printing Bureau, however,
show that, while the letters written by ribbons of the
second class may be permanent, it does not follow that
copies made from them are always permanent. This
would appear to be caused by the fact that, even in the
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'permanent' or 'indelible' ribbons, the eopyable ingredient

of Hie ink smeared on the ribbon is often made of a,n

aniline color. The indelible or permanent ingredient may
not be transferred by the slight dampness of the leaf of

the copying book. 'While, therefore, these permanent
ribbons are satisfactory for originals, there seems yet to

be something wanted to prevent copies taken from them
From fading. The instance above cited of the two letter

bunks which passed through the fire shows that a type-

writer ink may be found which will copy a,nd still resist

another wetting, but no experiments were made to prove
whether the same ink will resist exposure to light.

"While, therefore, the enormous advantages of the

typewriting machine will extend its employment more and
more over the whole field of office work, it should he

borne in mind that it has its own special limitations and
that great care should be taken as to the ribbons made
use of.

s
ELLING BOOK CASES IS PROFITABLE-
DEALER WHO MAKES THE MOST
OF HIS OPPORTUNITIES IS THE ONE
WHO MAKES THE MOST MONNY.

The man who scores the greatest success and makes
the most of his opportunities is lie who handles not only

the best and latest goods, gives honest values and tells

the truth about every article that ho sells, but goes fur-

ther than his competitors and carries his business to its

legitimate conclusion.

I walked into the store of a bookseller in Waterloo

County the other day and was somewhat surprised to see

several sectional book cases in his well regulated and

neatly arranged establishment.

"Do you sell book cases ?" I asked with air inquiring

look.

Bring Good. Profits.

'Yes," he replied with a smile, "why not ? They do

not take up nearly as much space as baby carriages, ve-

locipedes, hand sleighs and waggomettes, and besides they

work in very nicely with my trade. The profit on them
is satisfactory and there is no loss or breakage. Of what
earthly use is a library to the average man unless he has

a receptacle at home for his books. lie does not want

the volumes scattered promiscuously about his residence—

on tables, dressers and chairs—collecting dust and dirt.

I have worked up a good trade disposing of sectional

book cases and I intend to add to my stock and make it

still more representative in character. I find this line the

complement of selling books. It is a natural deduction

of the business. A man, who owns several editions, will

buy two or three sections to hold them and, if he has a

case in his den or study not filled he frequently purchases

more books—the works of standard authors or copies cf

popular fiction to see that it is filled."

Keep Books Clean and Tidy

The speaker had certainly given visible expression to

his belief and put into practice what he preached, lie

keeps all his Bibles and hymnals in one case. He
has gift books in another and in a third a fine line of

juvenile series such as Pansy, the Henty books for hoys.

etc., and in a fourth several popular and well boun'l

novels—all kept clean and tidy and most attractivciv dis-

played. He said that it paid him to have the more ex-

pensive works under glass as they then always looked

fresh and new.

Here is a pointer for Canadian booksellers. They will

find that the margin of profit on bookcases is a good one,

that they develop trade, occupy but little room if placed

along the walls, while part of the stock can he advan-

tageously used in exhibiting several lines of books. The

very fact that a customer sees a book store man devot-

ing the different sections to such a practical purpose,

arouses within him a desire to possess a like convenience.

He naturally examines the cases, asks about the accom-

modation afforded, the quality, price, etc. If the pro-

prietor or his clerk is a good salesman he has no diffi-

culty in convincing the inquirer that he should have one

of them in his home. Desire is thereby translated into ac-

tion and a sale effected.

A Necessary Department.

"Yes sir," remarked the stationer in conclusion, "I

would as soon think of conducting business without ad-

vertising as to carry on trade in my line and not handle

what every reader, every teacher, every professional man
and every student possesses or rather should possess—

a

convenient, handsome and moderate priced book case. 1

. My
stock here represents values from $"> to $25 according to

the wood used in the manufacture, the finish and the num-

ber of sections in each case."

Here is the actual experience of a progressive book-

seller ami in it is offered a valuable suggestion that many
other members of the trade, who may lie looking around

to adopt new ideas and add some profitable, easily carried

and ready selling go.ods, may put into practice without

any large expenditure and at little or no risk.

P
USHES ENGLISH PERIODICALS SUCCESS-
FULLY — A TORONTO NEWS DEALER'S
EXPERIENCES SALES OF ENGLISH
MAGAZINES RUN UP IN THE HUNDREDS

\Y. J. Coombs, who for the past two years has <

ducted a, stationery and news stand at 846 Queen St. E..

Toronto has as agent for the London News Co., opened

another stand on Queen St. W., where he carries British

publications. He reports that the sale for these is daily

increasing in Toronto and the prospects for the future

were never happier. Of the 40 or more Harmswortb
publications he sells 1,700 copies every week. He also

handles Pearson's, Cassell's and the output of other will-

known English houses. Mr. Coombs spends much of his

time canvassing for subscribers to the English periodical

and finds that his reception is a cordial one. His daughter

attends to the store, which is the distributing centre for

all English papers. Mr. Coombs is also pushing British

magazines and of some of the leading ones he sells as many
as l.lo copies monthly. He says that people buy the

magazines that are known for their universally good
stories and do not take them simply because of a pretty

cover or unique design. There must be something more
substantial to a monthly than a, mere appeal to the eye

or the whim of fancy.

COLLECTING INFORMATION.

The L. E. Waterman Co. have been sending out printed

blanks to the Canadian traele, on which they ask for in-

formation on a number of points connected with the sell-

ing of their fountain pens. For instance they inquire,

"What class of general publicity (magazines, newspapers.
signboards or circulars) sells the most pens?" "What
three advertising mediums of national circulation do you
consider the best ?" etc.

The Waterman Co. report that a large percentage of

the dealers to whom they have sent the blanks, have filled

I hem in and returned them and from them they are col-

lating a great deal of useful information.
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Ul IKIT'C Roundnun 3> pointed PENS
RECEIVED THE ONLY

THEY
DON'T

SCRATCH, BLOT
OR SPURT

COLD MEDAL
AWARDED TO STEEL PENS AT ST. LOUIS FOR

THEY
DO

WRITE RIGHT
WEAR ION Q

EXCELLENCE OF MANUFACTURE
AND SUPERIORITY OF FINISHED PRODUCT

FOR GENERAL WRITING

No. IB. GIGANTIC—Firm action. Exception-
ally durable writing pen. 90 cents.

No. 700. COURIER PEN— Medium points,
for general writing. 80 cents.

No. 7. T1IBUNE PEN—Medium points. Very
popular for general writing. 80 cents.

No, 97. FALCON PEN—Medium fine points.
Made in colors, white or bronze. 65 cts.

No. 10. MERCANTILE—In white or bronze.
Fine pen for general purposes. 75 cents.

BANKING
lOUNOPOINTEDPENS'jj

No, 57. BANKING In white or bronze. A
populur general writing pen. 75 cents.

THEY ARE THE

RESULT OF OUR PROCESS OF

ROUNDING THE POINTS

TURNED UP POINTS AND
MANIFOLD PENS

No. 16. SPEAR POINT PEN—Medium fine
point, long nib, flexible action. A very
desirable pen. 76 cents.

0)@ SPEEDAWAY
)

KOUNnFOINTEDPEHS/

No. 6. SPEEDAWAY PEN-Turned up point,
rigid action ; holds plenty of ink. 76 CIS.

-~ r~ C.HOWARD HUNTPENCcA

(£3 2! RAPID WRITER 1u
' RCIUND POINTED PENS /

No. 86. RAPID WRITER—Turned up points.
For rapid writing. 76 cents.

No. 86 E. F. RAPID WRITER — Turned up
point. Finer point than No. 86. 75 Cts.

FOR STUB WRITING

No. 70. TRIBUNE STUB — Medium broad
points, stiff action, new. 80 cents.

KHDHl'NTPENcT\
^COURIER STUB 1v POUND FOINTEOPEflsy

No. 709. COURIER -STUB PEN— Medium
broad points. A very popular stub, new.
80 cents.

11/jiC.HOWARO HUNT PEN Co

JrO REGNUM
[^">1\,)oqQ UND POINT EOPETlS

Coi

No. 420. REGNUM PEN—Medium stub points.
Very smooth writing, special, new; not
made of steel. $1 .00.

No. 65. MANUSCRIPT PEN—Popular busi-
ness stub pen. Medium coarse points.
76 cents.

No. 75. QUILL PEN—Medium fine stub. Pop-
ular with those who like the old-fashion-
ed goose-quill effect. 75 cents.

-CHOWAROHUNT

\ RECOR
1 ROUND POINTED

No 38. RECORDER PEt*
points, slightly elastic.

ITPENCg ^\
RDER

]
EDPENS J
—Medium broad
76 cents.

27. JOURNAL PEN — Medium points.
Good business pen, new. 75 cents.

No.

No. 42. RIGID—Very firm action. Exten-
sively used by Banks and business
houses. 76 cents.

No. 9. "H" or HOMER PEN-Medium points.
For general writing, new. 80 cents.

No. 46. ELASTIC—Medium point, springy
action. 76 cents.

No. 64. STRAND PEN — Elastic action.
Medium fine points. 76 cents.

No. 24. LEDGER—Ideal Pen for bookkeep.
ing, correspondence and card entries.
Fine point, 80 cents.

No. 4. ARROW—75 cents

No. 513. GLOBE— Point dented, like a half
ball. 76 cents.

No. 64. TRIPLICATOR-Ideal pen formaking
clear carbon impressions. Extra heavy

$1.00.steel.

. C.HOWARD HUNT PEN C

^^MANIFOLD
POUND POINTED PENSD

No. 74. MANIFOLD PEN—Very desirable for
carbon copies. 76 cents.

(J0POUNDPCINTE

pendTN
M. ]

No. 29M. MEDIUM NIB—A very superior pen,
new. Made in colors, black and white.
76 cents.

No. 298. BROAD NIB—A very superior pen,
new. Made in colors, black and white.
76 cents.

„ -I'C.hHUNTpenco
000 DIPT POINT

ROUND POINTED
.

No. 8. DIPT POINT—Very desirable for
entering figures. Fine point 75 cents.

No. 26 SUN—$1.00

No. 79. DISPATCH PEN—Broad pointed stub.
Chocolate color. Superior engrossing
ven. 75 cents.

No. 25. WORLD PEN—Medium stub points.
Very smooth writing. Not made of sicel.
76 cents.

C HOWARD

w ®

No

dhuntpEnuA
ERN i I

ointedpens/

63. FERN PEN—Medium broad stub
points. Excellent engrossing pattern.
76 cents.

No. 30. ROUND POINTED STUB PEN-Nickel-
silver plated, embossed K, blued. Most
perfect and handsomest stub pen made.
$1.00.

..C.HOW/teDHUNTPENI

j® VASSAR
ROUNDP01NTE0PEN

No- 62. VASSAR PEN—Medium fine engross-
iug points. 75 Cents.

r ;-. OH.HllNTPENtO. -\O S PENNSYLVANIA
l_Zj]_ _*-* ROUND POIMTEDP EM 3_^y

No. 1681. PENNSYLVANIA—New Style for
general commercial use. I<ong nibs.
75 cents.

No. 18. F. NAT'L SLANT—$1.00

Write for show case proposition, " The Great Time Saver," to our sa'es agents for Canada
McFARLANE, SON & HODGSON, Limited, MONTREAL

* *i
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HUNT'S ROUND POINTED PENS
ALL NUMBERS SILVER PLATED, $1.00 PER GROSS; GOLD PLATED, $1.50

><£

a u
iJL

IOic &

FOR SCHOOLS

S-S3

Ho. 400. LETTERING PENS—Seven different points $1.00 per gross.

. "j| S3? LETTERING P£(C\

MIR ®,„t«9»9p,.,J

kt^^lp? LETTERING PEN\

"LEtTEnmipi&N
10 400 )

<? LETTERING PHf\
4® 400 J
5) CM01V*nD«UNTP£HCOy
X. u nijiiiiiiiiiiir

Ink Reservoir for Lettering Pens.

SPECIAL STYLES

No. 102. CROW QUILL PEN-Each pen in a
black Japanned Penholder. One dozen
pens and one dozen holders on card.
$6.00 per gross.

^Ti»J -J aaV.*.,,,....—.... %

No. 107. HAWK QUILL PEN — Extra fine
point, more stiff than No. 102 and very
durable. Each pen in a black Japanned
Penholder, and one dozen holders on
card. $5.00 per gross.

No. 73. LAUNDRY — Firm action. Silver
metal. Made expressly for marking
linen, etc. $1 .00.

- W<3 NUCCET

No. 43. NUGGET—A superior metal pen. 76c.

^^5? g® ARTIST PEN J

No. 100. ARTIST PEN—Very delicate point.
For lithographers and map drawers. $1.00

No

—

„

- C.MOWAP0MUNTPENC0

2j® MUSIC WRITER
POUND POINTED PENSw

71. MUSIC PEN — Three points, two
slits. A perfect pen for making the dash
and dot in music writing. $1.00.

. C.H0WAADMljNTPIHC°\

lu ©™° LINE PEN I

'

W cnUNOPOiriTED PEHSj'

Mo. 72. TWO LINE RULING PEN—Makes two
fine lines at once ; largely used by book-
keepers and others for ruling. $1 .60.

FOR BANKS, BUSINESS COLLEGES AND FINE WRITERS.

No. 47. E. Z. RITER—Fine
ceptionally easy action.

point. An
75 cenls.

jo@ FIRST NATIONAL

No. 1. FIRST NATIONAL — Medium points,
very popular with Banks. 80 cents.

FINE FALCON
J

No. 96. FINE FALCON— Firm points. Between
our No. 97 and 95 in action. 75 cents.

No. 44. GRAPHIC-In white or blue. The
most popular general writing pen made.
75 cents.

No. 41. EDDYST0NE—Extra fine point, holds
plenty of ink and is a very desirable pen.
76 cents.

No. 98. STIFF FALCON—An extra stiff Falcon
Pen, medium fine point. Metal heavier
and more durable than any other style of
Falcon. Satisfaction guaranteed. 75 cts.

-t±=> W@ DROOP POINT

J
No. 5. 0R00P POINT—Rigid action.

clerical pen. 76 cents.

Good

Mc^HUHT«."^0CH the. BOURSE^ POUND POINTED PENS/

NO 232, THE BOURSE—Fine point, easy
action. One of the best general purpose
pens. 76 cts.

-vIOWARO HUNTPtNnN

_.S@BULL.ETIN )

POUND POINTED PENS/

No. 46. BULLETIN PEN -Medium fine, pleas-
ant action. 75 cents.

ln C H0WAR0 HUNTPLN Co

i@J£ UNIVERSITY
ROUND POINTED PENS^

No. 69. UNIVERSITY PEN—Medium fine, new.
Moderate action, very popular. 75 cents.

No. 59 E. F. UNIVERSITY PEN-Extra fine
point, flexible action. Very desirable
for Commercial Colleges and expert
work. 76 cents.

g® STATE
lUfffiJOllHO POINTED PF|

No. 3. STATE—The pen of pens for posting
and fine figures. 75 cents.

No 20. CENTURY PEN — Very fine points,
new. Elastic action. For very fine
writing. 75 cents.

C.HOWAROHUNTPtNCO
" ^SUCCESS

POINTED PENSD
No. 17. SUCCESS PEN—Fine point. Moder-

ate action, excellent for figures. 75 cts.

HA FINE I

mgmmrSaflMMM—*

No. 22. EXTRA FINE — Elastic action. An
ideal pen for artistic writers. 80 cent*.

'.CHOWARDNUNTPEliCoN
^COMPANION J-1 HOUND PpiB TipPe«j/

No. 21. COMPANION PEN— For fine writing
and bookkeeping. 75 cents.

^^^£~- — CI10WABO HUNT PEN C0:\
•^g-cooj-o o© IMPERIAL^"^

^/<L^"~' KOUNO POINTED .PENS./

No. 101. IMPERIAL PEN-Extra fine points,
triple elastic action. For experts only,
where they desire a hair line and heavy
shading $1 00

No. 95. LA0Y FALCON-Fine point. Very
popular with ladies. 76 cents

£0 DRAWING3
No. 99. DRAWING PEN—Extra fine points.

11.00.

Write for show case proposition, " The Great Time Saver," to our sales agents for Canada

McFARLANE, SON & HODGSON, Limited, MONTREAL
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^^^FFECTIVE USE OF CREPE PAPER IN WINDOW TRIMS-
|s P s*| ELABORATE EFFECTS OBTAINABLE-TWO HANDSOME WW-
II o^>ld DOWS DESCRIBED—RESULTS, WHILE APPARENTLY IN-

^^^ TRICATE, ARE YET SIMPLICITY ITSELF—SOME POINTERS.

TO JUDGE from the window trims of most Cana-

dian stationers, the possibilities of crepe paper in

decoration, have not yet been fully realized. To
show what can be accomplished, two illustrations are given,

and descriptions appended. It would be well worth the

time of our readers to study these out and arrange for

some erepe paper trims during the fall months.

The Scroll-work Design.

At first glance, this window looks elaborate, appar-

ently an effect only possible when "built" by a trained

window dresser, but when you realize it is all crepe

paper and that good crepe paper can he ruffled, stretch-

ed, fluted and tacked, and this without trouble on the

part of the veriest amateur, it has a different aspect.

paper flowers and a few gorgeously hued butterflies

complete this beautiful window scheme.

Very pretty butterflies may be cut from decorated

crepe paper, which comes in a butterfly design. These

are mounted on stiff paper, spangled and, used with dis-

cretion, and charm in an unexpected manner.

An Unusual Design.

Dealers often find it most effective to specialize in

window decoration, that is, at a certain season or pro-

pitious tide of affairs to emphasize their especial ability

to furnish a given artiele. For such a purpose the win-

dow here illustrated is admirably adapted, the design

of the paper, of course, being changed as appropriate-

ness demands.

A Crepe Paper Window Trim.

In reality, though quite a little time was needed to pro-

duce, the work itself was easy and such as would de-

mand no expert.

The scroll frames are made of wood, covered with
fluted crepe paper and edged with crepe paper rope. Six
of these rest on a low semi-circular shelf and support

a shelf of the same size. Six more scrolls rest on this

shelf and form a large dome. The latticed effect in the

background is obtained by cutting narrow strips of

crepe, drawing tightly into desired position and tacking

at top and bottom. Over this lattice work both plain

and decorated crepe is draped in curtain effect. At the

top of these curtains, decorated crepe paper is ruffled

around the edge of the shelf, plain crepe paper is draped

and garlands are looped. The electric lights are en-

closed in globe electric shades of curled tissue. Many

To form the background, leaf green crepe paper, ruf-

fled on edges, was hung straig-ht from the top of window
to bottom. The side walls and floor of the window were
covered in the same way. To form the curtain effect in

the background, decorated crepe paper, (golden rod de-

sign) was draped from the centre top to the corners

and from there to the floor corners.

The bay window or canopy effect in the centre can
bo easily formed from cardboard. Ruffles of green crepe

compose the roof ; the decorated crepe is festooned just

below this
; and the latticed effect is produced by draw-

ing across tightly 2 inch strips of leaf green crepe and
tacking them securely in position. The structure is then
finished by twining festoons from top to base of the
front, and the base is further ornamented by narrow
strips of ruffled crepe paper, in conventional design.
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In the centre, where in the picture is shown a rustic

stand filled with chrysanthemums, may he placed an
enlarged sample of the object to be brought to the

special attention of the public or a collection of such ob-

jects tastefully arranged.

Lattice work is one of the most effective methods in

which crepe paper can be used, and its arrangement is

easy to accomplish. Often it serves as a background for

paper flowers and this arrangement is an exceedingly

effective decoration for large halls or fair booths. In

department stores it is often used as a framework for

displaying handkerchiefs and other small wares. Some-

times, festoons of different colors are used in this man-

ner, producing a delicate, rainbow effect. Often crepe

paper rope is employed. Many are the ways in which

crepe paper lattice work may be used and the dealer

who can suggest this and other' attractive methods of

decoration to his customer gains profit and reputation

in his locality.

not continually exert himself to retain his hold on his

customers and secure new ones, the fact of his being not

so fortunately located will prove an ever growing handi-

cap in his business.

It is impossible to correctly estimate the value of any
certain window without being thoroughly familiar with
the character of the passing public. The goods displayed

play the most important part and in the manner in

which they are shown is next in order.

As has often been said by window trimming experts,

a good salesproducing window can be dressed by any one
of average intelligence. Where the dealer trims his own
window he can attain better results by constantly plac-

ing himself in the position of the customer.

Where a store has three or four clerks, one man
should be delegated to do the window dressing. Expe-
rience is (he greatest teacher in this as in everything.

The present expert window t rimmers got their knowledge

The Canopy Treatment.

A great many retailers labor under the delusion that

the window is not really a profitable adjunct to a store

and where a large stock is not generally carried the

dealer hesitates a long time before he ties up a quantity

of his merchandise in a window for even a week. The

trouble with these dealers is that, they expect to see al-

most immediately direct returns from the window. This

does not. always happen. The fact is as true with show
window advertising as it is with almost every other

kind, that direct results are not always traceable. Where

a dealer is favorably located on some main thoroughfare

and a great many people pass by, he will naturally feel

the influence of his window a great deal more than one

whose store does not front such a busy street ; but the

dealer on a comparatively quiei street is making a big

mistake by ignoring his window. The latter needs to pay

even more attention to this valuable advertisement than

his contemporary on the busy byway, because if he does

through the school of experience. At one time they had

no more ideas about window trimming than the dealer

has now who never trimmed a window. Where one man
does the dressing constantly it will not be long before

he becomes proficient and construct displays that will in-

crease che business in a manner not dreamed of by the

dealer who thinks his window merely a medium to an-

nounce to the public that he sells stationery.

The time to start in making good window displays is

now.

BUSINESS IS GOOD.
"Business is good," say Barber & Ellis. "Customers

are placing larger orders and stocks are moving briskly.

The complete restoration of public confidence in financial

conditions is no doubt responsible for this optimistic

feeling.

"
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§&l§ll&HE PROPRIETOR OF THE POSSUM CENTER STATIONERY
&S.TT&& STORE WAKES UP — A LITTLE TALK ABOUT A FOUNTAIN
agJLgg PEN OPENS HIS EYES -HE SEES WHY THE MAIL ORDER
Sp-gplp' HOUSES ARE BEATING HIM PROFITS BY NEW IDEAS

Adapted from Walden's Stationer

Hy. Brown, proprietor of the Possum Centre Station-

ery Shop, looked up from his bookkeeping as the tinkle

of the bell over his head announced the entrance of a

customer.

"Howdy, Bub," he said, nodding cordially to that

individual, who scaled himself in a chair before the

stove.

"How's everything, Ey! Business keepin' up?"
"Tolerable, Bub, tolerable," said the proprietor, wip-

ing his glasses. "Hut to be frank with ye, I'm sorry to

sec ye buyin' from 'Chewem & Co. lately. Bub, I'd like

to hev sold ye that fountain pen,"

Prices too Dern High.

"An. I'd like to hev bought it from ye, but gol darn

it, Hy, it's every man for hisself these 'ere days. I'm
fer savin' money when I kin. Ye can't blame me fer

that, kin ye? Yer prices are too dern high, that's all there

is to it. Do you know 1 saved fifty-two cents buyin'

thai 'ere pen in Toronto."

"Ye saved that did ye. Bub!" said I he proprietor;

after a. mouenl 's pause,

"Yep, that's right," Bub answered.

"All right, Bub, now, let's do a little figuring," said

Hy, producing a pencil and paper, "Come over here.

I've got Chewem's catalogue right here. Now which pen

did ye buy? This one. an' it cost ye $3.48?"

" Ya 'as, an' it's a mighty fine lookin' pen, too."

Looks Don't Count.

"Mebbe, it is, Bub. mebbe it is, but looks in a pen

don't count fer much if it don't work. Now, Bub, I'd

like to hev ye look at these pens in the case here. Here's
one 1 can sell ye for $4. See who made this pen. It's

the best fountain pen maker in this country. Ye can't

buy them pens from any catalogue house. Now, I ain't

-een your pen, but I knows just what them catalogue

fellers sell, an' I'll guarantee ye that this 'ere pen I'm
showin' ye will outwear yer Toronto pen, two to one.

Here's another thing, Bub, when ye put this pen in yer
pocket it ain't goin ' to leak out an' spile yer shirt or

mebbe yer whole suit. The nib on this pen is gold clear

through, an' will last a dern sight longer than ye will.

An' here's somethin' else—this pen starts to write im-
mediately; yc ain't got to shake ink spots all over the

floor starlin' it. Bub, ye took a chance on buyin' that

pen of yours, when ye could hev paid fifty-two cents more
an' knowed yer got the best pen there is made—they may
put a lettle fancier trimmin' on 'em sometimes, but there
ain't any better fountain pen sold than that one ye got
in yer hand now. And then agin there's this," continued
Hy, "ye sent yer money up to Toronto, an' it ain't goin'
to come back to Possum Centre in a hurry. It's gone
to pave streets in Toronto. An' did ye ever think of
this, Bub—if the retail stores of this 'ere town closed
up for lack of trade up go yer taxes?- Do Chewem & Co.
pay any of the taxes of this community?—not on yer
life. Another thing, who gives credit when credit's a
might fine thing to have—who buys yer butter an' eggs?

—Do Chewem & Co.? An' another thing, Bub, do you
or your family, or yer friends git any benefit from the

money Chewem & Co. pay their help? The more business

yer local stores does an' the more clerks they employ,
the more money goes into some one's pocket right here
in Possum Centre. An' the more there's goin' on in

Possum Centre the more yer property will be worth. Bub,
ye'd hev gol yer fifty-two cents back time an' agin if

ye had boughl yer pen of ine."

Bub was visibly impressed at the result of the figur-

ing and had hardly a word to say. Finally he blurted
out, "This ain't no time to tell me all this, Hy. Gol
darn it, I've bought the pen. Chewem & Co. told me
ail about their pen. an' 1 never knowed these things about
yourn afore."

After exchanging a few remarks on the weather. Bub
stumped out into the night.

He Gets an Idea.

Hy stirred up the fire, relit his pipe and reflected in

silence for a time. "By gum, there's something to what
Bub says. I've got life goods, an' my prices is right, but
them pesky catalogue fellers has been gittin' altogether
too much business out uv this neck a the woods. It's

because folks knows all about their goods, an' don't know
tiie good pints of my goods, an' the advantage of doin

'

their tradin' here in Possum Centre. B'gosh, I'm goin'
to git in the game. The way to git business is to go
after it, an' I ain't been doin' that. I've got to compete
with them fellers in Toronto, an' they're mighh sharp
after business, too. but I've got the advantage of bein'
right here on the spot. What this business needs is a
'course of sprouts.' Now I've been lookin' over that
sample copy of Bookseller and Stationer I got the other
day. An' by hickory, if a feller ud run his business on
the lips he gits from that he'd be up-to-date all the time.
They know more about runnin' a stationery business than
them catalogue fellers does. The stationery business in

this town belongs to me. an' I'm goin' to' lam how to
git it. I believe I'll subscribe to that 'ere paper an'
study up on all the modern ways of doin' business. I'll
do some advertisin' here is Possum Centre. I never did
none of that window trimmin' afore, but I'll read how
it's done, an' try my hand at it. Mebbe 1 might git out
a store paper like I was readin' about. Yes, I jest be-
lieve I'll subscribe to that paper to-morrow. No. by gosh,
to-morrow may never gil here— I'll do if now."

Business Improves.

Three weeks later the proprietor of the Possum Cen-
tre Stationery Shop stood in the doorway and smiled.
"1 guess yer Uncle Hy slipped one over on them cata-
logue fellers that time, all right. Let's see: that's two
fountain pens, seven boxes of writin ' paper, an' a set

of 'cyclopedia I've sold this week already, an' my trade
on lead pencils, ink, an' sech like has jest about doubled.
That's what them Toronto fellers ud call 'goin' some.''
'Pears to me I seed somethin' somewhere about 'fightin'
the devil with lire,' which sounds pretty good to yer
Uncle Hy."



UILDING UP A STRONG BUSINESS IN VANCOUVER — THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE THOMSON STATIONERY COMPANY
—HOW THE COMPANY'S PREMISES ARE LAID OUT AND
DEPARTMENTALIZED — THE MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS

Store Front of the Thomson Stationery Co., Vancouver.

Aii important event, ilial took place a few months ago

in British Columbia, was, when two veterans in the book

and stationery business lefl the stage of activity for pri-

vate life*. These gentlemen were James A. and Melville

P. Thomson, of the Thomson Stationery Co., Ltd., which

organization is known favorably throughout the whole <>)'

the Canadian West. For 28 years they had been al the

helm starting in a small way in the town of Portage la

Prairie, and then travelling westward to Nelson and Cal-

gary, and finally locating in Vancouver where, following

the developmenl of the country, they built up the largest

and best equipped business of its kind in Western Can-

ada. After the strenuous struggle of rapid advancement

and growth, the Messrs Thomson naturally felt -thai a

quieter and less arduous life would be acceptable and, ac-

cordingly they disposed of their interests not In a pri-

vate individual, as the proposition was too large and diffi-

cult for an ordinary man to ban. lie—but to a. combina-

tion of young booksellers and stationers—Manfred J.

Gaskell, Edward F. Odium and Albert Stabler, who pur-

chased the entire interest of the concern, and are con-

tinuing the business under the old name. The paid cap-

ital is gazetted at $120,000, and a portion of the holdings

is held by outsiders.

Mr. Gaskell, who was manager for the old company, is

the vice-president and managing director for the new.

Mr. Odium, who for G years was secretary-treasurer, con-

tinues in a similar capacity, while Mr. Stabler is still sup-

erintendent of the manufacturing and printing department.

Each of the three members are specialists in their respec-

tive lines, and are fortified by years of experience and

active insight.

So comprehensive is the establishment that it may be

of interest to know that the business houses of what so-

ever kind, which may be on the Pacific Coast, can pro-

cure their entire office supplies in Vancouver. The success

of the Thomson Stationery Co. lias been built on an ag-

gressive policy of anticipating the needs of the growing
West, and much money has been invested in plant, etc.,

which succeeding years have fully justified, though at the

I line the undertaking looked like a visionary project.

The building itself and its various departments is a

revelation to the average Easterner, who has no idea of the

magnitude and character of the stock or its varied nature.

The structure at :i2~> Hastings Street was put up nine

years ago, and is situated in the heart of the business sec-

tion. It comprises five Hats, and is 24 x 134. Three doors

are above the street and two below.

On the main floor to the lefl are situated blank books,

fountain pens, engineering and surveryors ' supplies, leather

goods, note papers and commercial sundries. The blank
book dept, is under the. supervision of Mr. Forest and is

one of the bread and butter departments of the store. It

is said there is not another blank book department in

( anada as complete.

Next in order come fountain pens, engineering and
surveyors' supplies. This is one of the phases of the con-

cern on which much time and money has been expended,

the greatest care being exercised to carry only the most
reliable instruments and supplies. The company are fort-

unate in having for the manager of this department a

young man of much practical experience and technical

knowledge, who thoroughly understands his business, in

the person of W. L. Woodford.
Next comes leather goods, which includes the choicest

product of home and foreign market from a ticket case or

wallet to the finest stationery case or portmanteau, all

in charge of competent salesmen. From leather goods to

note papers, papeteries, tablets, wedding stationery, in-

vitation and bridge supplies, is but a step. This brings
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MainJAIsle of the Book Department. Main Aisle ofjthe Commercial Stationery Department.

the visitor into a department which includes in its pos-

sibilities everything from the necessary pen point to the

indispensible numbering machine and cheque protector

—

viz., the commercial sundry department. No known
avenue of supply is left untouched to make this depart-

ment fill the need of the most exacting accountant. Every

accessory to minimize unnecessary office labor is to be

found here. Walter Hagel, late of Blackwood & Hagel,

Winnipeg, and J. C. Marshall, with their assistants are in

charge.

The centre of the store in the front section is devoted

to displaying souvenir leather goods, scenic view books,

post cards, etc., while the centre sections in the rear are

utilized to show a general display of office devices from

cash boxes to rotary mimeographs. To the right of the

main entrance and extending the full 134 feet of the store

in length, is the book department. Under the capabli

management of James Pollock and his experienced staff,

this department keeps abreast of the limes in all that per-

tains to a well stocked book store. For the persons of

literary taste, from the theologian to the college professor,

the shelves and tables abound with all that is choice in art,

history, travel, biography and theology. For the doctor,

lawyer, scientist, artizan, miner, engineer and seaman the

shelves are repelete with all the latest productions. Many
thousand volumes on various subjects testify as to the

firm's ability to supply libraries of whatever kind. The

fiction and magazine department receive their supplies as

issued. Mr. Pollock has, added to many years of old city

land training, a colonial adaptability that suits the West-

ern people very well.

A special school and college text book department

caters to the needs of this Educational City.

The second floor is utilized to display the vast range

The ElectrotypinglPlant.

of loose leaf supplies handled by this firm. Under the

watchful eyes of Mr. Stabler and John E. Clark, this de-

partment has become famous for the home of labor sav-

ing systems in loose leaf. On this floor the typewriter

also holds sway and dozens of machines suggest a heavy
turnover. Hilyard Hodgson, a specialy trained expert,

A Partial View of the Bindery. Part of the Press Room.
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MANFRED J. GASKELL

Vice-President and Managing Director Thomson
Stationery Company, Vancouver.

superintends the rebuilding and repairing of all type-

writers. In close proximity to the typewriter and louse

leaf departmeni is the space devoted l" card index and

vertical filing devices. The third floor is sel aside as a

.-lock room for blank hooks and stationery. The firsi

floor below the street level contains the office Furniture

show room, the stock in which consists of flat, double Hat.

roll top. standing, library and typewriter desk-, office and

library chairs, sectional book cases, etc. This llooi- also

contains the map dept. and blue print dept., which is one

of the company's specialities. Prom north to south and

east to west id' thai greai territory, however, hidden the

valley or plain, it the surveyor has traversed it. a map or

blue print may be had here. Tracing linens, drawing

papers and artists' supplies, have their allotted space on

this floor together with the parcel room. This flat is

under the management of Arthur Miller and staff. In

connection with the map department, the firm have their

own expert draughtsman to supervise and keep their maps

and blue prints up-to-date. They also furnish designs and

tracings as desired.

The second floor below the street level is used entirely

for wholesale stationery, Hat papers and shipping depart-

ment, under the management of Henry Miller.

In addition to the five Hats already mentioned the

Thomson Co. lease two floors under the two large clothing

stores adjoining. The first Hal. 48x134 feet, is lilted lip

as a toy, game and sporting goods show room. The second

floor is used as a large stock room for general stationery,

etc. All the stock rooms are under the personal super-

vision of Henry Martin, the assistant buyer.

Up to the year 1906 the printing and manufacturing

department had been confined to the fifth and basement

floors, but increasing business necessitated enlarged prem-

ises. To-day it is found in a splendid three-storey brick

EDWARD F. ODLUM

Secretary-Treasurer Thomson Stationery

Company, Vancouver.

ALBERT STABLER

Superintendent of Manufacturing Department

Thomson Stationery Co., Vancouver.

plant in the rear id' the Hastings street premises. A visit

to the embossing room, engraving, composing, press room,

electrotyping and blue print departments is interesting and

edifying. They all speak of life, bustle and expansion.

A. L. Lampman, late of Winnipeg, is assistant store man-

directorship should have an even brighter and more suc-

cessful future than at any period in its long and pro-

gressive history.

PRINTING OUTFITS.

Buntin, Gillies <ta Co., Ltd., Hamilton, are offering a

complete range of printing and sign marking outfits, re-

tailing from 25 cents to five dollars. The type faces are

tut very deep and sharp so as to insure a clear and clean

impression, and are perfect in thickness, height and align-

ment. Each set is put up in a handsome leatherette or

polished wood box.
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A
HUMORIST ON SELLING BOOKS-
WALLACE IRWIN TELLS SOME WITTY
THINGS ABOUT THE BOOK BUSINESS—
A FLING AT DEPARTMENT STORES.

Anybody can write a book. Everybody has. But
the man who can sell a book—can actually get real

money for a batch of sentimental yarns and jokes, or

misinformation about osteopathy or new thought—the

man who can do that has got my sincere admiration. I

regard his works with awe. For is not the man who
can sell 10,000 or 100,000 or 1,000,000 copies of some
idle story just as much a genius as the man who digs a

Manama canal with a steam shovel and a Congressional

scandal, When I view the monumental works of the.

American booksellers i feel like the old lady who was

taken for the first time to see the interior decorations

of the Boston Public Library; They took her to the

room where those vague, misty, smeary, die-away figures

painted by Puvis de Chavennes are seen floating away
in an indefinite fog of mural decorations. After the old

lady had inspected this painting for four or five minutes

she asked, "Be it finished ?" They said yes, it was
finished years ago. "Wall," said the old lady, "I never

seen that kind o' artistic calsom'inin' before ; but I

will say this for the young man that done the piece.

Considerin' the poor material they gave him to work

with, that is one ol the prettiest and grandest works of

art I ever seen.'

Books From Book Yards.

One fine thing that the booksellers have done for the

country in the past few years is to realize that books

are a necessity of life like potatoes or bay rum. This

has given a great impetus to the book business. Books

are now being shipped in freight ears where once they

were >cnt by mail or express. (limit trunk lines are

chartered to get the spring crop of fiction around the

country. In fact it's getting so that I never see a long

train of refrigerating ears steaming rapidly to the East

with each car labelled "Mince Meat—Keep Cool and

Dry," but I think of the stock yards of Armour or the

book yards of the Bobbs-Merrill Company.

The Department Stores.

And then there's the department stores. They've

done a great deal for literature, frankly, 1 don't ob-

ject to having my books sold in huge quantities in de-

partment stores. No author objects to having his books

sold in large quantities anywhere. But 1 can't help

noticing that the department-store sale of books has in-

fluenced literature to a certain extent. Because books

are displayed so near the kitchen-ware department and

the upholstery department and the laces, lingerie and

leather-goods department, the authors are getting so

they give their books titles that will go with the dry-

goods. Look, for instance, at that book called the

"Black Bag"—wasn't it a crafty author who wrote that

title ! A lady customer would go into a department

store and ask the floor walker for a black bag. 'Second

aisle to your right, lady, turn to your left beyond the

ninth post to the rear after you pass the ice-cream soda

fountain,' the floor walker would say. So the customer

would go as directed, and the first thing she knew she

would find herself in the book department. "Where can 1

find a black bag ?" she would ask of the clerk, who
would promptly hand her out the alluring book by that

t'tle. The lady couldn't help reading the first page, and

after that the novel was as good as sold. The same
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game could be worked with the "Brass Bowl"—and I

see no reason why a novel entitled the "Gray Elbow-

Gloves" or the "Pink Sofa Cushion" shouldn't pile up a

sale of several million copies.

And then there's the classics—they are treated in the

department stoies with an energy which we have never

before associated with immortality. For instance, I

went into a local department store the other day and

asked for Browning. "Do you want a short Browning

or a long Browning ?" the maiden inquired. 1 paused.

You see it had never occurred to me before that the

poets might come in store lengths. '0 yes,' she ex-

plained, "we not only have short and long Brownings,

but we also have baby Brownings. Mrs. Browning, too,

comes in six sizes with a limp back." I decided after

that that 1 didn't wrant Browning after all, because he's

hard enough to understand anyhow, and he'd be an

awful tussle if he came in six sizes with a limp back.

So I asked her if she kept Macbeth. She hesitated, then

called to the blonde at the next counter, "Say Lizzie,

do we keep, Macbeth?" "Macbeth !" said Lizzie scorn-

fully, that ain't a book

—

that's a lamp chimney. You'll

find the glassware, mister, on the basement floor in the

annex."

THE CONTENTS OF SENATOR HOAR.

Long before the days of Directoire gowns, when appen-

dicitis was still the most fashionable thing one could have,

a friend of the late Senator Hoar was stricken down. For

a lime an operation was thought necessary, but it finally

turned out that the trouble was not appendicitis at all

—

merely acute indigestion. Whereupon the venerable Mass-

achusetts statesman sent this message of congratulation:

"I rejoice that the difficulty lay in the tab'" of con-

tents rather than in the appendix.—Everybody's Maga-
zine.

EVERY MATS EXPECTS
THAT THE STATE WJLL
DO HIS DUTY FOR HIM

^-KED
THE SOCIAU8T IOEAL.

—From London Express
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SIDE LINES FOR THE BOOKSELLER- A NEW
BEDFORD BOOKSELLER TELLS THE AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION HOW HE MAKES BIG
PROFITS ON SIDE LINES-SOME USEFUL

INFORMATION FOR THE CANADIAN TRADE.

BY H. S. HUTCHINSON.

When you do go outside of your regular line always

charge a good round profit; there is no objed in handling

a line of goods except al a profit, and when you take up a

new line and put your reputation back of it charge ac-

cordingly.

A few years ago we put, in a line id' cut-glass bowls

and sold barrels of them, simply because they were out of

our line, and every dealer in cut glass in town was "knock,

ing" us, which proved a good advertisement for us.

Puzzles.

We put in a line of puzzles about every six months

that sell at, 5 and 10 cents each, and it is surprising how

many we sell. When a hit in 1 that line conies along we

"plunge." When the "Pigs in Clover'' puzzle was the

rage I made a trip to New York especially to secure a

supply, and we received a lot of fvvc advertising for hav-

ing a stock when the other dealers were unable to secure

them. Just at this time we are selling the last of six-

hundred picture puzzles, which retail at 10 cents each.

Every bookseller will find it profitable, T think, to

carry "seasonable goods." By these T mean valentines.

St. Patrick's day, Easter novelties, May baskets and Hal-

lowe'en goods, as well as Christmas and New Year cards.

You need not devote much space to them; hut they all

help to brighten up the store and to have ".something

new all the time."'

The most profitable outside line that we have handled

the last two years has been a line of pictures and mottoes,

etc., retailing from 10 to 2."> cents each, some matted and

others passepartout made by Mr. , of Boston.

When business is slack and without much life, 1 go into

Mr. 's and can almost always find a line of goods

that will stir up trade at once.

No Limit to Sales.

There seems to be no limit to the quantity of goods

that you can sell when you hit, it, right, and when
you find that you have the public going, give it to them—

•

make window displays of the special item that you are

selling, advertise and talk it, to them.

In our picture framing shop slack times formerly came

in the late spring and early summer, so we took up the

manufacture of "Good Window Screens That Fit." We
had the men and tools, and found we could easily gel

the business by going after it, and it has proven a good

feature with us.

Souvenir post-cards of local views are another splendid

feeder to a book business, as they attract all classes and

especially tourists. High grade cards with local views are

sure to continue to be in demand.

The sale of jig saw puzzles, which, by the way, origin-

ated, I think in New Bedford, is just at this time a good

thing, as they appeal to the class of people who are stud-

ious. We have done very well both with the puzzles and

with the pictures for making puzzles.

Thus far I have not touched my own particular fad,

which is the sale of "Driftwood from Old Whaleships,"

for burning in open 1 fireplaces, which we sell packed in

barrels at $5 a barrel. We have a list, of customers that

extends from Maine to California. We were drawn into

the business through our efforts to accommodate our

"summer customers," people who come from the larger

cities for the delights of "Summer Days on Buzzard's

Bay," and whom we try to make feel that, no matter what

they want, they can get it at Hutchinson's. They often

telephone and say we don't know where to get so and so.

can you not get it for us ! and we certainly can and do.

Try and make your customers feel confidence in you,

and fed that you are really anxious to accommodate them.

They don't want you to do it for nothing, but they want

to feel that any orders given you will be filled and at the

time wanted.

Everybody on His Mettle.

Every one in your store will soon pride himself on his

ability to do the unusual thing at short notice; even the

bundle-boys don't object to rush orders when they under-

stand about i|.

When we had a telephone message from an excited

housekeeper that the boy they had sent to New Bedford

over an 'hour before for the New York papers had not re-

turned, and Mr. and his yacht were waiting to start

on a cruise, but wanted the papers before starting, and 1

told her 1 would have the papers on the launch at the

wharf in fifteen minutes, our boy would have swam the

river rather than miss getting there, after he understood

the situation.

A picture department for the sale of framed and un-

framed pictures has proven in many cases a very satisfac-

tory feeder to a book business as it appeals to the people

who frequent book stores; but it is a line of goods which,

under present conditions, is very "perishable." We have

handled pictures for the past seventeen years, but as the

success of the business depends so much on local con-

ditions it is impossible for outsiders to size up the situa-

tion for you. Except if you are going to carry pictures

either framed or unframed don't fail to buy a multiplex-

display fixture, the greatest scheme ever brought out, for

displaying, protecting and selling pictures and economiz-

ing space all al the same time. A multiplex fixture makes
it possible to classify the goods displayed, also to show
framed as well as unframed pictures and samples of

moulding, etc., all on the same fixture. I am in hopes

soon to get a small-sized multiplex fixture to stand on
the counter to show blank books, memorandums, address
books, etc.

In a corner of the new addition to our store, vhich is

20x50 feet, in a space 6x14 feet, we have a multiplex

fixture with 1,210 square feet of display surface, every
foot available and all equally desirable—more than equal

to a space eight feet high extending all the way around
four sides of the room. This multiplex idea has great

possibilities for all lines of business. We have used one
for about five years, and last year bought a second one.

Crepe and Tissue Papers.

When a line of goods becomes so attractive and the

possibilities of it are so good that a periodical like the

"Ladies' Home Journal" will mention it and publish an
article covering nearly a page in their great Christmas
number, explaining and picturing what can be done with
it in home decoration, it behooves the dealer to follow-

up the demand so created. We have handled the Dennis-

or. line for many, many years, and have recently greatly

enlarged it and given it the very finest position in our

new addition because we can sell it to the people who
Come to our store, to the class of people to whom we cater,

pays a, good profit, and because there is almost no waste
and the department can be made a most attractive feature

of the store.
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New Factory and Offices of Carter's Ink Co.

N

|EW HOME OF INK MANUFACTURERS—CARTER'S INK CO.
. SHORTLY TO OCCUPY HANDSOME BUILDING ILLUS-
1 TRATED ON THIS PAGE — DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
1 -SOME OF ITS CONVENIENCES AND SPECIAL FACILITIES.

Towards the end of the year The Carter's Ink Co.,

Boston, hope to move into their splendid new building at

the Cambridge end (if the new West Boston bridge.

Ground was broken last April and (lie structure is now
rapidly nearing completion.

The construction is to be, of reinforced concrete

throughout, and Ihe cut published herewith shows how
attractive architecturally such a building can be made.

The form is that of an L facing First Street, with a

large store house at the end of the Athenaeum Street

wing and the mechanical plant separately housed in the

rear. The size of the lot allows for ample additions with

the development of the business and for a stable at the

back. The building will consist of four doors with base^-

ment, rising about 70 feet from the pavement. It will

extend for 187 feet along First Street, and 139

feet back on Athenaeum Street exclusive of the store-

house, while the floor area will amount to about 110,00(1

square feet.

Specially Designed Building.

The building has been specially designed throughout.

r the requirements of the business, which includes the

facture not only of writing inks and adbesives, but

of typewriter ribbons and carbon papers. The company
makes its

v
own boxes, so that space has been provided for

a sizable box factory.

The mechanical plant is practically duplicated through-

out the building as an insurance against breakdowns.

An extensive system of automatic conveyors has been de-

signed for the special needs of the business, and these

with all other1 machinery will be operated bv motor drive.

A most complete and modern fire protection system will

be installed,, including automatic sprinklers, fire pump,
hydrants and a huge concrete water cistern.

It may be interesting to note that The Carter's Ink

Co. will be celebrating its fifty-first anniversary when it

moves into its new building next fall. At least one of

the Carters has always been directly interested in the

business, but its greatest development in the beginning

was due to John W. Carter, who took hold of it after

serving through the Civil War, and with J. P. Dinsmore
as partner, under the name of Carter, Dinsmore & Co.,

made the name and the product known throughout the

country. The Boston fire destroyed all assets except the
trade-marks and good will, but the business was so rapid-

ly rebuilt that two factories were outgrown before the
removal to the present site near the old Park Square
Station in Boston. Mr. Dinsmore, who has only recently

died, retired from the firm in 1888, and after the death
of John W. Carter in 1895, the business was incorporated
under Massachusetts laws as The Carter's Ink Company,
of which the present Directors are Richard B. Carter,

President
; James R. Carter, Treasurer ; Fdwin C. Bur-

rage, Clerk
; and Charles B. Gordon, General Manager.

At no period has the growth of the business been

more rapid than in the last eight or ten years. A con-

siderable share of this growth is due to the ribbon and
carbon line which was added some years prior to the

death of the founder, with the idea that the wonderful
growth of the typewriter business might curtail the use

of writing and copying inks. No such fear has been re-

alized as both branches of the business have grown enor-

mously. Everything except the actual manufacturing has
been gradually crowded out of the present factory until

the move now contemplated became an absolute necessity.
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*'||JHE SPECIALIST BOOKSELLER AND HIS METHODS - GEN-
II UINE SUCCESS IN BOOKSELLING THE RESULT OF SPECIAL
WORK — IN BUYING HAVE A POSSIBLE CUSTOMER IN
VIEW FOR EACH BOOK — SOME TIMELY ILLUSTRATIONS

By J. L. THOMPSON

T
'
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I have heard it said repeatedly thai of distributing

of books merely the surface lias been scratched, and the

possibility unlimited and unknown—how to plough moi'e

deeply is the question of vital interest to publisher and

bookseller, and one which needs the constant study of

both. In England editions up in the millions are not un-

common—of worthy hooks, too. not our cheap Bertha

clays, etc.—hut, necessarily, these are very low priced

—

one penny and upwards. Several schemes along similar

lines have been died in America, hut not with great suc-

cess as yet, and 1 am not sure that we want them as the

margin of profit to everyone on a low priced article must

be extremely small, and perhaps only the very largest

distributers could find any profit at all.

Bui how shall we make sales of the better books— it is

the books of worth that make readers and consequently

hook buyers, for the development from a. reader to a hook

owner is a short step. We all know of the large, yes, the

enormous sales of hooks sold by subscription, and why is

it ? 1 can believe it can he mainly, if not entirely, at-

tributed to the personal solicitation plan, the bringing 'to

the attention of the possible buyer the hooks themselves

— not the ad. or description. If this be true should not

the regular bookseller reach out, at least in a measure,

for this same trade and adopt similar tactics to secure it?

People Don't Know About Books.

of course, subscription books are generally of a popu-

lar character—fiction, perhaps or history, or biography

—

yet there are hundreds of hooks issued every year that

thousands of people want, hut don't know about, and

would probably not buy unless broughi to their direct

notice, books appealing especially to Artists, Archi-

tects, Manufacturers of Textiles, etc., etc.

I remember some years ago, when traveling with a

line of samples, 1 had an expensive work on old furniture

—Miss Singleton's, "Furniture of Our Forefathers," I

think it was. At my suggestion my sample was borrowed

by several booksellers and shown to some special collect-

ors of antique Furniture and also to dealers in and manu-

facturers of furniture, the people most likely to be inter-

ested, with the result that sales were effected that might

otherwise never have been mad<—persona] solicitation.

Is this done as much as it would be profitable to do?

Many booksellers do, no doubt, hut every bookseller

should, and not depend entirely on the ad. or notice of the

publisher reaching that particular person interested. An
illuminating incident was brought to my attention only a

short time ago.

A Personal Experience.

A traveler was calling on a bookseller with some new
samples. After taking his order on these new books Mr.

Traveler asked Mr. Bookseller if he wanted any more of

the recent work on "Heraldry," a +10 work. Mr. Booksel-

ler replied, "No, I have still on hand the copy I bought

from you on your last trip. Nobody has asked for it." Mr.

Traveler 'then asked for the use of the 'phone, calling up

Mr. . saying, this was Mr. Z's bookstore, who had

just received a hook on Heraldry, which ho believed would

be of interest, and asking if 'he might not sent it to him

on approval. Mr. - - thanked him and said he need not

send it as he would call at the store and look at it that

afternoon— which he did—buying the copy and ordering

another—a good sale, and profitable even if it was boughl

at only a discount of 25 per cent. Mr. Bookseller no

doubt knew Mr. was interested in the subject of

Heraldry and had probably forgotten it; but did he have

a list of special customers on special subjects to which he

could refer when occasion offered and bring to their at-

tention any new book received that would interest them.'

That's personal solicitation. When the stenographer is

not busy, letters cost only a little time and a two cent

stamp, and are likely, at least, to bring customers into

the stor<— a chance for further sales.

Why Publishers Compete.

I have seen letters complaining that publishers were

competing with the retail booksellers. Yes. they certainly

are, hut why.' Because the publisher has his investment
in the hoots on which he must realize, even if obliged to

seek direel sales to the consumer. If each bookseller
would approach all of his possible customers with a book
that specially appealed t<» them could he not secure the

order—the customer knows him. which is an advantage
the publisher does not have, except by reputation, and he
would no doubt prefer to buy at home than abroad, more
particularly if he has the opportunity of examining the
work; and if the bookseller secured all the sales would
the publisher find i! paid him well enough to continue to

seek direct sales:' If the bookseller gets the business

the publisher won't, hut if the booksleller makes no effort

to secure it the publisher must and will.

Another opportunity is the obtaining of customers or

subscribers, if you may so term them, for volumes of set.s

of hooks to be delivered as they may he issued, or if the
books are already published to he delivered at stated per-

iods. There are many sets and series of books that can
hi' handled in this way, and a list of 5, ID or 25 customers
who are each taking a $2 or $5 volume, once or several

times a year, is a very profitable asset for the bookseller

to own. and the appearance of a new volume shows a

material item on the right side of the ledger.

Specializing.

The greatest possibility of the retail book business, in

my •pinion, is specializing; in other words, is special at-

tention to the book buyer, the study of his needs and in-

terests, and the practice of bringing to his notice what
you believe he wants. Many booksellers when buying a

book, particularly an expensive work on some special sub-

ject, are likely to remark, "Mr. So and So will no doubt
buy this." Enlarge this knowledge of what your customers
want and your business is hound to develop and your rep-

utation increase, for the best advertisement a bookstore

can obtain, and an ad. that can't be bought by the inch, but

is worth yards is a statisfied book buyer, who passes along

the word that Mr. Bookseller knows books and keeps up-

to-date.

Fiction and other popular literature need less work and

study on the part of the bookseller—the publisher uses
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more newspaper space on them, and if they meet the fancy

of the tickle public they are advertised by the public;

yet, judicious commendation by the bookseller pleases a

buyer and helps largely to make him a regular customer,

and perhaps eventually a buyer of the better grade books.

Silent Salesmen.

More and more special study is made to-day of the

practical use of the "Silent Salesman," one of the best

if not the most efficient salesmen in the store—the show-

window—and there cannot be too much said in his favor,

particularly as lie cannot talk back, but does say only

what we tell him to. Advantage should be taken of every

opportunity, and we have many chances—Victoria Day,

the birthday of any celebrity, June weddings, Graduation
day, books of the season, conventions, and other gather-

ings, etc.

Artistic displays are certain to attract attention and
create buyers; one T saw recently I 'm sure bore fruit, and

T
ORONTO SPORTING GOODS DEALER MAKES
A STRIKING WINDOW DISPLAY - INGEN-
UOUS USE OF STOCK MATERIAL RE-
SULTS IN A VERY ATTRACTIVE EFFECT

One of tiie most striking- window trims which have

been seen in Toronto this season was that in Harry 11.

Love & Co.'s sporting- goods store, on Yonge Street. As
will be observed by a close inspection of the accompanying
illustration, the display was made up entirely of goods to

he obtained from the stock.

A large widminll formed the central figure of the

design. This was composed of lacrosse sticks, baseball

deckers, shin guards, etc. Out-houses, castles and em-
bankments were made from different lines of sportinu'

goods, and the entire landscape was covered with a grass

—

made from wood shavings dyed green—which gave the

scene a very realistic effect. Above was suspended by
an invisible wire an airship with the inscription "Spald-
ing" lettered large.

SPALDING

\*s*"$jf

Jr

Ill

AN ELABORATE SPORTING GOODS TRIM
Occupying the big show window of Harry H. Love & Co., Toronto.

you may be interested to know about it. The leading

bookstore in Ithaca took a window facing two ways
and transported, bodily, an old mossy rail fence, which
was placed as a background; before it the window was
sodded with real grass and growing flowers, and a few
timely books displayed on and about the fence and sides,

and on one of the boards of the fence a neat sign,

"Nature Books," not too many books, but just enough.

and something different to catch the eye.

Perhaps you remember the window display of "Trail

of the Lonesome Pine," about which a customer of ours

wrote us from the far West, and which letter we passed

on to you—a little pine 'tree, with the trail leading- up to

it. No doubt such displays helped to make it the big-

seller it was. Again, bulletin boards changed frequently

and posters carefully displayed bring- returns, and no

doubt more would be supplied if the publishers felt sure

they would not be used as wrapping paper.

A miniature railway train was made to run over a

specially constructed track, with bridges and trestle-work.

Underneath ran streams of water, on which large boats

sailed. The motive power was clock-work, and this was
also used to operate a light in a cave-like aperture, which

disclosed, at intervals, a charming scenic vista and gave

an admirable effect of distance. The whole display was

a highly ingenious piece of construction, and showed' that

S. S. Wetmore. who was responsible for the idea and

the entire work on the design, understands thoroughly

the principles underlying effective window trims.

Harry Love & Co. derived a great deal of advertising

from their sporting- goods display. A continual crowd

before the window testified eloquently to the catchiness

of the display, and no doubt was largely instrumental in

bringing- increased attention to their lines, aside from the

probable increase in the number of sales.
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EXPERIENCE WITH A CIRCULATING LIBRARY — AN
AMERICAN BOOKSELLER TELLS IN DETAIL OF THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF A LIBRARY IN HIS STORE—THE METHODS

265t?OS ADOPTED — HOW IT HELPS TRADE AND SAVES MONEY
$ H n&>

By A. H. SMYTHE, Columbus

Thirty years ago, when the writer entered the ranks

of the American booksellers, the thought came to him

that a circulating library would be a good thing in con-

nection with his stoic ; so he announced the same on the

basis of an annual membership fee of five dollars, for

one book a1 a time, with a fine of two cents a daj ii

not returned within one week. The idea took, but very

soon Mrs. Jones wanted two books at a time, so as to

save car fare, then she, wanted three at a time. Airs.

Brown soon found it out, and of course insisted on the

same privilege. Then Mrs. Smith neglected to return

books within a week, and was fined twenty cents for

ten days' overtime. She appealed to the proprietor to

remit it, for "it was simply an oversight, you know,

and we buy all our books and stationery at this store."

This constant repetition of requests for more books un-

der one membership was repeated so often, and we had

so much trouble in getting people to pay their run-,

willingly, that at the ciose of one year we decided that

the only way to keep our hair from turning prema I 111 1 -l\

gray would be to abolish the library, which we did with

-
1 .at reluctance.

Rent Unsalable Books.

But it seems that the library microbe of 1879 had

not died, as we had supposed, but had only taken a long

Rip Van Winkle sleep, for in the dark business days of

1898, eleven years ago last February, when it seemed as

though wc could sell but few books, and these with

little profit, this little fellow began pounding away in

my brain one day and said, "If you can't sell all these

books on your shelves, why ca.n't you rent them, and,

in that way, get something out of them, even though

a little." But a miserable little pessimistic microbe

heard this remark, and at once piped up with arguments

against it, saying, "The idea is absurd, for, you forget,

Mr. Bookseller, that the State Library, absolutely free,

with 70,000 volumes, is just across the street from your

front door ; the Public Library, also free, with 60,000

volumes, one block around the corner ; the School Lib-

rary, free, with 50,000 volumes, only two blocks down

the street, and the State University Library, free, with

GO, 000 volumes, within fifteen minutes' ride by the

trolley." But the optimistic microbe would not down,

and declared that all these libraries combined did not

supply promptly, in sufficient num'bors, the current fiction

of the day, and that people would pay for reading

twenty times as many books as they would purchase.

The Two-Cents-a-Day Plan.

So we decided to experiment once more, and, re-

membering the causes that had led to the discontinuance

of the former one, made a small daily rental fee of two

cents a day per volume, with a minimum charge of

four cents for each book issued, and no yearly clues.

Our expectations were very moderate, and we only

thought to add a little attraction to the store, so wc

wanted to start the" library, without really having any

library with which to start. Th'is is the way we did it :

the only available shelving at the time was a section

about fifteen feet in length, over in a corner, where

our "plug" stock had gradually found a lodging place,
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which we considered of little value, and was composed
of ail sorts and conditions of unsalable books. Right in

the centre of this burial ground of the book department,
wo vacated one single shelf, and tilled it with one copy
each of the latest novels—just fifteen books all told.

Wo then put up a. sign over the entire length of the sec

(ion, "Circulating Library," and announced in the read

lag columns of the three daily papers that we had

started a library where the current fiction could be

rented for two cents a day.

The First Customer.

Within an hour after the morning papers had been

read Mrs. A., our first library customer, God bless her,

comes in and says, "1 see that you have started a lib-

rary, Mr. S., where is it ?" "Right down this way," we
reply, and we escort patron number one to the grave-

yard, and pointing to the sign,
. proudly announce, with

a full sweep of the hand, "there is our new library."

The patron steps up to the section, takes down the first

book near her, and finds Baxter's "Saints Rest ;" then
another. Fox's "Book of Martyrs," and disappointedly

asks, "Don't you have the late books ?" "Oh, yes," we
reply

;
"come right down this way," and wc proudly

take her to the one lone solitary shelf of the latest

fiction, where she is delighted to find just the book she

wanted, and we quickly make the first issue out of

"Smythe's Library." In a few minutes Mrs. B. comes
in, asks the same questions, and she, too, not feeling in

the mood for the books her great-grandfather enjoyed

so much, is taken to the one lone shelf of up-to-date
fiction, and is made happy with issue number two.

Tn this way did the library actually start, and grad-

ually the new fiction took the place of the plugs, shelf

by shelf, as the demand increased. We had already de-

cided on open shelves, so that patrons could make their

selections readily, bringing the books to the librarian

for issue. At the close of the first week we selected the

bright young woman in our employ, to make her first

duty the care of the library, with the following policy,

not to be changed, whatever the result, until we had
the experience under its working for one full year. Any
book of fiction asked for, if not already on the list, was
to> be added at once from the store. If not in stock, to

be ordered and promised the patron within five days.

Our motto was, "The book you want, when you want
it, as long as you want it, for two cents a day." No
deposit was required from residents of our city, mem-
bership being simply the signing of a card, agreeing to

the rules, and giving street address of the applicant.

The Library Grows.

We had no idea of building up a large library, but
it grew from month to month, and in many directions

not anticipated. Patrons asked for many of the old

standards, as well as the new books ; their children

wanted juveniles, and, under our first year policy, they

were all supplied. Occasionally a book other than fiction

that was in the store was wanted ; we did not feel that

we could let it out for only four cents, so we raised the

minimum amount on special cases to twenty-five cents

for twelve days or less, keeping the two cents a day as
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the standard rate. The people asked if we could not
deliver books ordered by 'phone, so we added a boy and
his wheel to do this, stipulating, however, that books
ready for return would only be brought back by our boy
when delivering others to the same patron to take their

place. Then some patrons said it was a nuisance to

scrape up four or six cents every time they returned a
book, so we got up a little folder of perforated library

stamps, size of a postage stamp, fifty-five in the folder,

which we sold patrons for one dollar. At first we de-

livered these to each patron as purchased, but so often

they neglected to bring them, or mislaid them, that

gradually we arranged to keep these books at the

library desk, and detach the stamps as books were re-

turned.

Renting Magazines.

Then some of the good people said, "Why can't we
rent the popular magazines for the same little two cents

a day," so we added them in limited quantities ; then

they said, "Oh, do please put in the fashion monthlies,"

SO in they went, and we wondered what would come
next. We soon found out, for in a few days, when a

prize spelling or word contest was interesting the people

one of the bright contestants for the prize called and
said she was informed that at Smythe's Library she

could rent Webster's International or the Standard
Dictionary for only two cents a day. We nearly Tainted,

but finally agreed to the proposition, with a limit of a

hundred and fifty days, as the minimum time. We should

not have been at all surprised if, on coming to the store

the next day, had wo found that the old clock, the show-

cases and counters had gone out of the front door,

rented at two cents a day.

The original space given to the library was soon

outgrown, removed to a larger one, which was in time

inadequate, and we began to wonder whether we were
running a book-store, as we thought, or had been meta-

morphosed against our will into a library. The store

room could not be enlarged, and the thing we had
started as a little attraction was taking up space that

the store proper simply must have, otherwise the store

must actually surrender as beaten by this young infant

prodigy. Something had to be done, and done quickly.

Our business offices were across the rear of the double

store room—about' forty-two feet wide. We took (hem
all out, put a cash register into a four by four aisle

space near the front, and did without any offices, in

oriler to- give the space to the library and reading room
around it, so as to K'ive the poor old bookstore a chance

to live in the same room without a constant quarrel.

This move located it where a library ought to be--

in the rear of the store, so that the patrons must sec

all you have for sale every time they change books.

Saturday, of course, is our best day of the week,

but it would not be so if all of our patrons were like

the good old soul, of New England ancestry, who sent

in from the country village near us for some books on
Wednesday, and returned them on the next Tuesday with

a note saying, "I enclose stamps for the rent of the

books, not counting for Sunday, as I never read fiction

on that day."

Starting Now.

Mow do not think from this little history that if I

were to start a library now I would do it in the way
that this one was developed ? With my experience, 1

would go at it very differently. Instead of one shelf of

fifteen books, I would make a representative showing

with five hundred volumes at least, using a liberal num-
ber of the most popular reprints with the best of the
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current fiction. I would not issue the magazines, fash-

ion monthlies, or unabridged dictionaries. I would not

deliver books unless at the expense of the patron for

messenger.

It is open to question whether more than two cents

a day can be charged successfully. We think not, but

we are of the opinion that a minimum charge of six

cents, if established at the start, can be made as well

as our four cents. We are thoroughly convinced that a

straight rental of two cents a day as against any an-

nual, monthly or weekly dues, with lines for over time,

is essential. There is all the difference in the world be-

tween an agreement for daily rental and a fine, although

each may seem to produce the same result: A fine im-

plies punishment for wrong doing, and is paid with the

utmost reluctance, while an agreed rental is an honest

debt. One of our good patrons who had previously

used the Public Library, and been fined once in a while,

told 11s that it, always made him angry to pay it, while

with us he paid rent every day without the slightest

regret.

At first thought it, would seem as though a library

in a bookstore would reduce tile sale of fiction. Possi-

bly SO to a limited extent, but the people who have

been buying their books will rent, twenty or forty times

as many as they would purchase outright, and the larger

income will come after all from the people who would

otherwise depend upon the public libraries, unsatisfac-

tory as they usually are lor current fiction.

Losses are Small.

Do we lose any books ? Yes, a few, but that does

not worry us. The percentage of losses to the whole

issue is very small, and the actual value of the second-

hand books very little at the best.

A library fosters the spirit of a more intimate ac-

quaintance between a store and its patrons. They soon

feel as much at home in your store as in their own
house. You learn to know them by name, and greet

them as friends as well as patrons.

And now, in the last analysis, is there not a better

reason for giving the people in your community the

advantages of an up-to-date library than a satisfactory

remuneration in money from the same ? Is not the life

that is the most, useful to the community the most sat-

isfactory lite to live:' Only a day or two a culti-

vated lady from a nearby village said to us : "I have

not the means to buy many books, but I just love this

bookstore, and spend an hour or two here every time

I come to the city.'' Such and similar thoughtful ap-

preciation from our book and library patrons makes one

feel that the life of a bookseller, hard as it is, is cer-

tainly worth the living.

READING IN PROPORTION.
"To-morrow you may have something' to eat,"

promised the doctor to the patient, who was now con-

valescing a,nd correspondingly hungry.

The patient realized that there would be a restraint

to his appetite,, yet he hoped for a modest, steaming meal.

"Here is your dinner," said the nurse next day, as

she gave the patient a spoonful of tapioca pudding; "and
the doctor emphasizes that everything else you do must be
in the same proportion."

Two hours later the nurse heard a frantic call from the

bed-chamber.

"Nurse," breathed the man, heavily, "I want to do
some reading; bring me a postage-stamp."



llllliUCCESS NUGGETS COLLECTED BY A SUCCESSFUL SALES-

Mq 1*1 man ~the CARE OF STOCK - ESSENTIALS IN CONDUCT-
r^^ ING A PROFITABLE BUSINESS - CLEAR OUT SLOW SEL-SmM LERS — VALUE OF CATALOGUES OBEY GOLDEN RULE

By SAM MAYER, CHICAGO.

First in the placing of an order, every dealer should

have a complete system of order blanks in duplicate, and

after the stock is received it should be entered in .a stock

book. The neglect of this simple precaution has resulted

in the downfall of more than one firm. A set of stock

books is just as essential to the successful operation of

a store as a set of hooks of accounts.

Frequently a buyer will overstock his house because

his memory does not serve him just how slow or I'asl

a certain line moves, hut by reference to his stock book

(if properly kept) the danger of his error being repealed

is reduced to a minimum; besides, it removes the strain

on the mind occasioned by trying to force his "think

tank" to do all the work, leasing him no time for mar-

bles or golf.

In ordering goods by the case, a dealer should be par-

ticular to specify how many goods lie wishes the case to

contain, as mosl manufacturers have special facilities for

building extra large cases, and in many instances the size

of I he case is regulated by the credit of the purchaser.

Refer to the Catalogues.

A great deal of time could be saved and many annoy-

ances and delays avoided if a buyer, when ordering by

mail, referred to the manufacturers' catalogue for pro-

per descriptions of goods.

One of the convenient helps to ordering is a "short"
blank. These should be hung or placed conveniently in

various places around the store so that the salesman,

when going to a certain stock to make a sale, finds an

article running below the normal in quantity, may im-

mediately grab one of the blanks and make a, memoran-
dum of the "short," which he hands to the buyer at a

convenient moment, for his attention.

This, in a great measure, would do away with rush or-

ders to the manufacturer. It is practically impossible

for a manufacturer making an extensive line of goods

to have on hand at all times a stock- of every number he

manufacturers. It is absolutely necessary, from an eco-

nomical standpoint, for the manufacturer to turn out

the various numbers of his product in large runs; there-

fore, when a certain number is found to be short and
the machines are mortgaged turning out runs of other

numbers, then naturally this "short" must await its

turn; and it may be a week or two weeks or a month be-

fore it comes. Therefore, as you will see, this blank for

"shorts," if given the proper attention, will help both

dealer and manufacturer.

Memo of Goods Not Stocked.

Another convenient blank around the store provides

for making memorandums of goods called for, but not

carried in stock. These blanks, properly filled out and
handed to the buyer, will post him as to the demands of

customers and assist him in the selections of new stock.

Every firm, no matter how small, should take inventory

at least once every year; this is imperative to the con-

tinuance of a successful business.

The buyer knows precisely where he stands. It places

him in a, position to get under the counter and up in the

balcony and down in the basement and up in the loft to

see what is doing in these out-of-the-way and remote

country lanes, where many a firm, after ten, twenty or

thirty years' hard labor, has found its net profits calmly

sleeping among the cobwebs and the dead Hies.

The buyer does not need to leave his desk if he will

carefully examine each item on the inventory and put a

blue pencil check against the slow sellers. Means should

be provided to dispose of these lazy goods, even at cost

if necessary anything to turn them into cash. Tt would

be well if the inventory sheets were so marked that he

can tell at a glance the exact location of the various

items, no matter whether in basement, attic, store pro-

per, or under the counters— the latter, by the way, is a

very poor place to carry stock under any and all con-

ditions.

Get Rid of the Laggards.

Gentlemen, you would do well to pattern your policy

after that of the department stores, (let rid of the lag-

gards quickly; have some system about it; arrange for a

rummage sale at least every ninety days; advertise il ;

von will find that il pays and pays big. It will attract

customers whose trade you arc getting for the first time
and will gel them acquainted with your store. They will

not all confine their purchases to the job lots, but will

see something else in your stock, provided the same is

attractively displayed.

And now comes one of the very important matters es-

sential to a live business, to wit: Goods properly and in-

vitingly displayed; laid out in a manner to please the
eye and conveniently located for inspection; so that the
customer, while waiting for his package or change, is

given the opportunity to see many items which he uses,
"lie or more of which, it may occur to him, he requires
"I that moment, thus effecting another sale at the mini-
mum of cost.

Post Your Salesmen.

An essential for the proper marketing of goods is to

post your salesman on the various lines. How many
buyers, after purchasing a new line of goods, take the
trouble to post their salesmen as he has been posted, by
the representative of the manufacturer?

Special pains should be taken to make a particularly
attractive window display. It has been my observation
that the average dealer, as a rule, puts what' I would term
top-heavy goods in his window, goods that do not appeal
to the average passerby. There are certain goods that
every man, woman and child knows can be gotten only in
a stationery store, but there are many items which are car-
ried m various stores and are seldom associated with the
stationery business, though carried by the stationer, and
to these goods the dealer in stationery should attract
the eye of the transient, and what better way is there
for him to do this than to display them in his show win-
dows? You seldom see nails displayed in the window of
a hardware store, but you will see watches and razors and
clocks and boxing gloves and various other items which
are also carried by merchants in other lines.

I am sure many a sale could be made were price tick-
ets placed on the various articles displayed in the win-
dows. It embarrasses some people to go in and ask for
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the price of an article seen in the window, and then walk

out because the price is more than they anticipated. The

price ticket would overcome this.

Care should be taken not to place goods in the window

which can be affected any way by the heat of the sun or

by artificial heal, and so far as this is concerned, goods,

of this character should not be placed too close to steam

pipes, hot radiators or stoves in the store.

Show the Best First.

Salesmen should show the best goods first, as they

pay a larger percentage of profit and it is easier to come

down than go up. It increases the volume of sales and

swells the net profits of the firm as well as the salar '

of the salesman.

Surplus slock should be wrapped by the dealer in &a

small packages as is practicable and properly and plain-

ly marked. This Would give the dealer nice clean goods

to pill on his sidling shelves instead of boxes fly-specked

and with lorn or soiled labels.

I find., upon investigation, that much damage is liable

to be done to gold pens, gold and silver pencils and goods

el' that character by displaying them in the same case

with fountain pens. The sulphur in the rubber compound

from which the fountain pen cases are made oxidizes

anything under 14 karat gold, and will oxidize silver

pencils and goods of that character after twenty-four

hours if kept in a closed showcase with them. When
goods have become rusty and shop-worn from this cause

I hey are naturally difficult to sell. The dealer gets tired

of the line and says there is no demand for it. There-

fore, one of (he gold pen companies suggests that this

class id' goods be kept separate from the fountain pens.

Arrangement of Stock on the Shelves.

Slow sellers should be prominently displayed and there-

fore should have a place in the bald-headed row, where

they can see the passing figures and be seen in return

by them.

Good sellers should be placed at least half-way back
from the front of the store, so as to gel your customer

where he can't grab his box of pens and make a quick

get-away without seeing something besides what he is

buying every day.

Many manufacturers furnish special cases for display-

ing their lines. Evidently their use has been abused,

judging from the following extract from a letter received

by me from a manufacturer :

"The principal abuse that we have experienced is, the

selling of one line of goods on the reputation of another

by placing one manufacturer's goods in boxes of special

display cases gotten up by the other manufacturer. This

practice deceives the public and unjustly injures the man-
ufacturer who has used his brains and invested his

capital in getting- up attractive displays to advertise his

goods and create a demand which is to assist the dealer

in mO'\ ing his stock."

Clean Out Slow Sellers.

1 have demonstrated that the dealer (provided he

makes an effort) can easily get rid of what he terms
slow sellers or unsalable goods. A valued customer of

our house, who was about to move into new quarters,

asked us to take back cpuite a quantity of pencils that

were shop-worn. Some contained hard rubbers, others

were obsolete, being numbers we had discontinued mak-
ing years ago. I stated that while 1 did not wish to

offend him by saying no, still should we say yes, the

transaction would be practically a dead loss to us, and

suggested he first try a bargain sale ; that he fill his

window with these pencils, put up a big sign saying

"Odd hds of pencils at half price for a few days only.

Get them while you may. Procrastination is the thief

of time. Note the prices." Price tickets were put on

the various lots, and in no case was one of these pencils

sold al less than cost; in a number of instances there

was a profit, a small one to be sure, but still a profit.

In a tew days every dollar's worth of this stock was

sold, and on my next trip one of the clerks told me tha.t

for days after people would come in and ask if they had

any more of those cheap pencils. Was not this better

than saddling this old stock on the manufacturer, par-

ticularly as he was in no way responsible for the situa-

tion ? It is surprising how many so-called over-particu-

lar people, who can use only a Xo. 2 grade pencil, find

they can use a No. 1 or a No. 5 or a 7H pencil when

they think they are getting a 5<lc-a-do/.en article for 25c.

This clerk also told me that this bargain sale had

brought them customers who had never dealt with them

before.

THE TRAVELER AS A "KIDDER."
Some years ago I was sitting at dinner in the large

dining hall id' the Kerby House, in Brantford. At the

same table two well known travelers were afterwards

seated. The first comer had his first course before him

when the other sal down, and looking about for the salt

espied it on the opposite side of the table out of his reach.

Politely and smilingly he said to his vis-a-vis:

"Will you please pass the salt, please.'"

I supposed the other man was deaf, for he paid no at-

tention lo the polite request; but I was soon disabused

of that idea by his ready reply to a remark made to him

by a friend al another table. Again traveler No. 1 asked

him to " Please pass the salt 1

"

"Are you speaking to me.'" asked No. 2.

"1 certainly am." was the reply. "1 have tried, as

politely as I know how. to ask for the salt."

"If you want everything you see on the table, why
don't you ask the waiter to bunch 'em around your plate?

Don't mistake me for the waiter, sir." And the salt

calmly reposed at his elbow.

"()h, T beg your pardon. I mistook you for a gentle-

man. Von see, you are dressed like one and my mistake

was ipiite natural. You'll excuse me. won't you?" sweet-

ly.

"I sat down at this table expecting to mind my own
business." roared No. 'J. "1 shall expect you to do the

same, or 1 shall appeal to the proprietor to throw you

out."

"My error in judgment seems to have been exceedingly

bad. 1 mistook you for a gentleman; now I discover that

you are a coward—a coward, sir; do you understand me?
Why don't you throw me out :' You are bigger than I am.

you big fathead !

"

"Gentlemen," said No. 2. turning to the others at the

table. "I appeal to you. Do I deserve all this abuse.'"

''Certainly not," they chorused in unison. "I'd fire

the blasted >,:-,]{ at his head." said one. bolder than the

rest. "He's a brute," said another.

By that time No. 1 had finished his meal. Leisurely

drying his moistened lips and fingers on his serviette.' he

smiled upon those who were berating him. and bowing like

a Chesterfield to those at the table, left the dining room.

Close after him followed No. 2. The others hurriedly

swallowed their dessert and hastened from the room "to
see the fun," for they felt certain of a lively set-to be-

tween the strangers. They found them at the cigar stand

selecting, in the friendliest manner, an after-dinner cigar

and laughingly uproariously at the joke they had played

on the unsuspecting and indignant listeners at the table.
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S!<i£li0W A WOODSTOCK BOOKSELLER ENCOURAGES CASH
M w W SYSTEM—GIVES TWENTY-FIVE CENTS CREDIT CHECK FOR
M«a«M EVERY $5 IN CASH COUPONS—WILL NOT HANDLE OR DE-Hm liver newspapers at less than cost—his methods.

"We do almost an entire cash business except with

large firms and big factories where we present monthly

accounts. We encourage all customers to pay cash.

When they have $5 worth o£ coupons from the National

Cash Register, they may present them and receive twen-

ty cents worth of goods in trade. This method, a sim-

ple and easily operated one of my own, has worked out

very well," declared Mr. John Sutherland of the J. &
J. Sutherland book and stationery store, Woodstock.

"Another thing," he continued, "I will not, no mat-

ter what others may do, take orders for and deliver a

daily newspaper at a loss. I certainly must see my way
clear to come out even on every subscription or J will

not accept it. 1 am not going to pay a boj to do the

work and have the expense come out of my pocket when

it should come out of the customer's."

A Model Store in Many Points.

One of the brightest, neatest and most attractively

kept book shops in the province is that of J. & J.

Sutherland, Woodstock, Ontario. This firm has Long

been recognized as leading stationers in Brantford. Five

years ago they opened a store in Woodstock where they

have built up a large, clean and yearly expanding volume

of trade.

The ground floor premises are 100 feet deep and 21

wide. A large cellar is used as a repository for loom
mouldings and wrapping paper. The second floor is

made use of as a store room while on the third flat

there is a library of old books—about 20,000 volumes in

all—which Mr. Sutherland bought when the effects of an

old resident, who was a great reader, were sold after

his death. The store is well supplied with silent sales-

men wherein the goods are artistically displayed.

On the left of the entrance are silver novelties in a

show case, fancy stationery, blank books, school sup-

plies, and a general assortment of stationery, extending

back to the office. On tables arranged down the centre

of the establishment arc art goods, fancy china, brass

and metal souvenirs, post cards, etc. On the right are

books of all kinds, magazines, etc. About mid-way are

the Oxford Bible, prayer and hymn books, which are

kept in a large hand-wrought cathedral-style, solid ma-

hogany book ease. This book case is of decidedly an-

cient pattern and is highly prized by the proprietor, Mr.

Sutherland. At the rear of the store is a large, well

selected stock of wall paper.

Does Not Favor Many Departments.

Discussing the question of stock Mr. Sutherland said

that he did not favor many departments. There should,

in his opinion, be only a few and these should be well

supplied. As to toys, not to speak of the room they

occupied, it often took as long to sell a twenty-five or

fifty cent article as it did $2 or $3 worth in other lines.

Then there was the breakage. When a spring gave out

a toy was practically unsaleable and all profit made on

many others gone.

"In art, china, brass, metal and copper goods, cut

glass and sterling silver creations, we go pretty heavy

especially at Christmas season. We have no special bar-

gain days. We get rid of odds and ends of stock by
marking them down and placing them on a table in a
prominent position in the store."

Why He Doesn't Advertise.

Mr. Sutherland does not advertise in the local press.

He firmly believes in the efficacy of advertising and
would use space but considers the quotations too high
for a stationer to pay as the sales of a bookseller are
small, compared with the receipts of some businesses

such as dry goods, groceries, boots and shoes, etc.

lie changes his windows every week, displaying seas-

onable goods and takes stock once a year—in January

—

which proceeding requires about ten days. He is a
strong believer in handling sporting goods. in the wall

paper line the firm have established a wide connection
and developed a good trade.

"What about the new issue of school books?" was
asked.

"Well, its just this way," responded the speaker as
he looked seriously at the interrogator. "In Woodstock
all school supplies are tendered for and we have no sale

of readers, grammars or geographies anyway to town
pupils."

The Book Buying Public.

"We lind that copyright fietion is bought up pretty
well and there is a good sale now and then of the
standard authors. Stationers should not buy so heavily
of the newest novels that they have stock left on their
hands, in the handling of books it is the same as in

many other departments—a great deal depends upon
proper buying. We supply Sunday school and other
libraries and generally find our book trade satisfactory.
It is well to proceed along conservative lines here and
not be trying out new ideas which may prove costly.

We do not experience the effect of any opposition on the
copyright book business from the mail order houses. 'I he

postage is too high for them to cut in very much."
A good stock keeper and store manager is Mr. Suth-

erland. He is neat and methodical and in the, classifica-

tion and handling of his goods, there is no suggestion
of business overcrowding or jumbling. "A place Eoi

everything and everything in its place" is his motto. In

conclusion he added that the practice of gift-giving and
remembrances by private and pictorial post cards is one
being honored more and more as the seasons pass and
that local view cards and reproductions of the higher
and better things in the world of art, painting and lit-

erature would always have a ready and constant de-

mand.

Over 11.000 copies of the 1909 edition of "5,000
Facts About Canada" have already been sold, and the
demand continues active. The sale in the west has been
exceptionally good, the Winnipeg wholesale dealers send-
ing '" frequent repeat orders. The publishers, the Can-
adian Pacts Publishing Co., 667 Spadina Ave., Toronto,
and the compiler, Mr. Frank Yeigh, are to be congratulated
on the success of this unique little book.
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Stylograph ic Pens Sell

THE LAMENT OF THE IRISH EMIGRANT
"I'm sitting on the Styl-o, Mary,

But I can't keep it down."

A good thing cannot
be kept down.

The Varsity and Busy
Man's Stylos have plain

cap and barrel, and are

exceptionally attractive

offers for the price.

Smooth, steady, clean,
clear writers. No splut-

tering or leaking.

The "Black Baby" and

C.C.C. Pocket Stylos have
chased cap and barrel,

which gives them a very

neat, finished appearance.

The C.C.C. Pocket Stylos

are especially adapted for

red ink, as they are red-

dish brown in color.

"Black Baby"
and

C.C.C. Pocket Stylo

$7.20 per dozen.

Varsity and Busy Man's Stylos

"3.60 per dozen.

They are the completest and cheapest articles of their

kind on the market. Every pen is packed in a neat box,

along- with directions for use, a glass filler and wire cleaner.

THE COPP, CLARK CO., LIMITED
64-66 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO, CANADA
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A Strong List of NEW
THE SINS OF SOCIETY. By

Cecil Raleigh. Adapted from

the celebrated melodrama of

Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamil-
ton, called "The Sins of So-

ciety" which drew all London
to Drury Lane in the Autumn of

l!)l»7. It was the talk of the

town from the highest circles to

the lowest. Cloth, $1.50.

THE MARRIAGES OF MAY-
FAIR. By E. Kehle Chat-

terton. Adapted from the drama of Cecil Raleigh
and Henry Hamilton.
Those who enjoy an exciting story full of dramatic situations

will find in "The Marriages of Mayfair" plenty of stirring in-

cident, of narrow escapes and interesting characters. A strong

love story runs through the novel, and a happy ending to the

sound of marriage-bells comes after manifold complications.

Cloth, $1.50.

JEANNE OF THE MARSHES. By E. Phillips Oppen-
heim, author of "The Governors."
The story portrays a most pleasing contrast between the clean

and primitive in human nature, and its baseness as found in a

society besmeared with all the vices of the gambling habit.

''loth bound—Illustrated, $1.25.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. By Sir Gilbert Parker.
Tales of the (ireat West before and aftPr the effects of modern

civilization. An intensely interesting story. Illustrated, cloth.

51.30.

THE HAVEN. By Eden Phillpotts. A long and powerful

story.
This is a delightful talc of the fisher folk of Devonshire of pre-

sent day times, and is full of interest from cover to cover.

Cloth. $1.25.

THE PERJURER. By W. E. Norris. A capital story.

The situations throughout are very ingeniously managed, and

the persons concerned portrayed with more than usual skill.

Cloth. $1.25.

JOHN MARVEL, ASSISTANT. By Thomas Nelson

Page. Author of "Gordon Keith" and "Red Roek."
Every sign points to a repetition in the popular demand for

this novel of the enormous success which followed the publica-

tion of "Gordon Keith" six years ago. and of "Red Rock"

eleven years ago. more than 300.000 copies of these novels hav-

ing been sold. Illustrated by .lames Montgomery Flagg. Cloth.

$1.50.

ANNE VERONICA. By H. G. Wells. Author of
'

' Tono-Bungay.
The work is, in tact, full of humor, and. though it is a social

study of London life to-day in the first instance, it abounds

in situations among the strongest and most dramatic Mr.

WVIls has conceived. Cloth $1.25.

THE FLUTE OF THE GODS. By Marah Ellis Ryan.

Author of "For the Soul of Rafael," "Told in the

Hills." ele.

This is a powerful, inspiring romance of the American Indians

of the Desert and a band of

time of "The Making of a Marchioness," and "The Methods of

Lady Walderhurst." Illustrated. Cloth,

NEW NOVEL. By Baroness Orczy. Cloth, $1.25.

NEW VOLUME SHORT STORIES. By W. W. Jacobs.

Illustrated. Cloth. $1.25.

FACES IN THE MIST. By J. A. Steuart.

Readers of J. A. Steuart's books will welcome this new novel
from his pen. It deals with the ambition of the wife Of an
American millionaire to marry her daughter to an English
nobleman. Cloth. $1.25.

SEYMOUR CHARLTON. By W. B. Maxwell. Author of

"Vivien," "The Guarded Flame," etc.

The book is a long one. dealing with varied social worlds.
There are numerous principal characters, and innumerable types
of modern existence are introduced to the reader's consider

atlon, Cloth, .1-1 25.

THE PRICE OF LIS DORIS. By Maarten Maartens.

One of the best novels of the season. Cloth. $1.25.

THE SHERIFF OF
DYKE HOLE. By
Ridgwell Cullum.

Cloth, $1.25.

POSSON JONE' AND
PERE RAPHAEL.
By George W. Cable.

With a new word,

setting forth bow
and why the two

tales are one.

The one story is as

complete as it is fas-

cinating, and shows in

perfection the qualities

that make Mr. Cable's
I In "Ir stories a delight

for ever, and classics of

our literature. The il-

lustrations in colors make this one of the most beautiful of

holiday books. With 8 full-page illustrations in colors by
Stanley M. Arthurs, 8vo.. $1.50.

BELLA DONNA. By Robert Hichens. Author of "The
Garden of Allah." "A Spirit in Prison." etc.

ietent English critics who have read the manuscript think

the new tale is the best which Mr. Hiehcns has written. Cloth
$1.50.

THROUGH THE WALL. By Cleveland Moffatt.

of ••The Battle," etc.

Author

Spanish explorers, written by

an author whose former

books, notably "For the

Soul of Rafael" and "Told

in the Hills." have been re-

markable successes commer-

cially and otherwise. 24

illustrations in photogravure.

by Edward S. Curtis. Cloth,

$1.50.

EMILY FOX SETON.
By Frances Hodgson Burnett

A combination in one vol-

A strong, gripping detective story, with the scene, laid in Paris.

The leading figure possesses all the salient characteristics of

Conan Doyle's famous creation. Sherlock Holmes, yet withal is

distinctly original in his methods. Illustrated, 12mo., cloth, $1.25.

IN THE TEETH OF ADVENTURE UP AND DOWN
THE WORLD. True Stories of Real Peril. Compiled

by Alfred H. Miles.

This is a capital volume for boys, full of thrilling adventures
ami hair-breadth escapes. No one knows better than Mr. Miles

how to cater for boys, and this volume is quite up to the

compiler's high-water mark of excellence. Illustrated. Price, $1.25.

The COPP- CLARK CO. Limited
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AUTUMN BOOKS
THE ROMANCE OF FRA FILIPPO LIPPI.

Anderson. A new fascinating work.

By A. J.

The writer has painted Fra Filippo in quite a new light, and
no one who reads the book can be hard on the sweet, gentle,

erring Lucrezia. In his treatment of the subject, Mr. Anderson
has painted the love-making with much fervor. With a photo-

gravure frontispiece and 16 full-page Illustrations on art paper.

In one vol., demy 8vo., cloth gilt, and gilt top. $2.50.

A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES.
Stevenson.

By Robert Louis

A new and particularly attractive edition of these perennially

popular verses, beautifully illustrated in colors and black and
white. With 8 full-page drawings in colors and more than
fifty others in black and white by Florence Storcr. Square 8vo..

$1.50.

A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES. By Robert Louis

Stevenson.

Illustrated in color by Chas. Robinson. Cloth. $1.50.

130 Illustrations.

Cloth, $1 00.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS.
W. Heath Robinson and Helen Stratton. In

THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS. Re-

told for the Chil-

dren. By Gladys

Davidson.

This volume con-

tains a large selec

tion of the most
popular stories in

this wonderful col-

lection. Miss Str.it

ton's name is suffi-

cient guarantee for

the artistic merit of

the book, and Miss

Gladys Davidson has

edited the edition

with great can'.

Large Crown 8vo.,

cloth e.vtra. gilt tup,

$1.25.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS. Edited by Kate Douglas Wig-
gin and Nora Archibald Smith.

With 12 full page Illustrations. Title page cover, and lining

paper in full colors by Maxfield Parrish. Uniform with 1'arrish

edition of "Poems of Childhood." Square 8vo., $2.50' net.

THE AMERICAN GIRL. Drawings by Harrison Fisher.

12 illustrations in full colors. With a foreword by J. B. Car-
rington and a portrait of Mr. Fisher. These striking drawings
of American girls indoors and out-of-doors, walking, talking,
dancing, and playing tennis, are beautifully reproduced in full

colors. The pictures are printed on fine surface paper, inserted

in rough surface brown paper, and with the titles in gold let-

ters. Folio, $3.50 net.

GIRLS OF TO-DAY. By Clarence F. Underwood.
A book of pictures, 24 full-page color illustrations and 75 in

black and white. Cloth, large 8vo., $3.00 net.

CITY PEOPLE. Drawings by J. Montgomery Flagg.

People and scenes from every kind of life in town, from girls

and men at dances, dinners, and teas, to types and scenes in

cars and parks and on sidewalks. The humor, variety, and
sentiment, and astonishing technical skill of the drawings es-

tablish Mr. Flagg in the rank of C. D. Gibson, though with a

wholly new and personal point of view. About 80 illustrations in

pen and ink and half-tone, with cover in colors. Cloth. $3.50 net.

ear by

and

THE WHITE BEES AND
OTHER POEMS. By
Henry Van Dyke.

In addition to the title poem
the volume includes "The
Sea Gulls of Manhattan."
"A Noon-Song," "The Tell-

ing of a Dream." Sonnet.' on
Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth.
Browning. Milton, and other

poems written since the ap-

pearance of the author's pre-

vious collection. This will be the only new book this y

Van Dyke. 12mo., $1.25 net.

BRITAIN OVERSEAS. The Empire in Picture
Story. By J. E. Parrott, M.A., LL.D.
Quarto cloth, illustrated profusely in black and white and
color. $1.50.

COMPLETE MOTHER GOOSE. By Ethel Franklin Betts.

Illustrated in color. Small cSv<>. Cloth, $1.50.

TANGLEWOOD TALES. By Nathaniel Hawthorne. Beau-
tifully illustrated. Cloth, $1.50.

OLD CHRISTMAS. By Washington Irving. Pictured
in color by Cecil Alilin. Cloth, $1.50 net.

THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM. (The Fitz-
gerald Centenary Edition).
Presented entirely in color by Willj Pogany. The artist has
Peeially studied to reproduce the spirit of the poem and he has

been assisted throughout by a competent Orientalist, a pupil oi
Professor Vambery. Bach illustration is mounted upon a suitable
paper, within a plate-marked impression. In addition to t lie 24
illustrations, every quatrain is printed in colors. The cover is'

printed in t colors upon Japan vellum. Actual size of cover
Ux7J inches. |3.00 net. Also a limited edition, signed by the
artist, and printed throughout on Japan vellum. $6.00 net.

TENNYSON'S LOVE POEMS, [llustrated. Cloth, $1.00.
Ooze leal her, .+12.00.

THE SONG OF HIAWATHA, [llustrated, $1.00 Ooze
lea I her, $2.00.

THAT GIRL. By Ethel Turner.
.

A sweet story for girls, with an attractive heroine. Cloth. $1.23A HERO OF SEDAN. A Tale of the Franco-Prussian
War. By Captain F. S. Brereton.
The hero, a medical student, goes through amazing adventures
He becomes, through force of eircumstaiiees, a combatant on
the French side, and performs prodigies of valor at the battle
of Sedan and afterwards with the franc tirenrs. In the end he-
makes a sensational entry into the besieged citv of Paris in a
balloon, and serves the state by helping to capture a notorious
spy. Illustrated by Stanley L. Wood. Large crown 8vo., cloth
evtra. Olivine edgeS, $1.50.

JOHN BARGREAVE'S GOLD. By Captain F. S. Brere-
ton. A tale of adventure in the Caribbean.
Crown 8vo., cloth extra, olivine edges, $1.25.

FORD OF H.M.S. VIGILANT. A Tale of the
Navy of To-day. By Staff-Surgeon T. T. Jeans,
Boys will be spell-bound in reading the adventures of M
man Ford ; how in command of an
armed junk he engages four other
junks, how he is wounded and cap-
tured, how he escapes and finally'-?

returns to the ship with Sally and
her father. Staff-Surgeon Jeans has
provided a perfect picture of the

Royal Navy of to-day. Illustrated

by William Rainey. U.I. Large
crown 8vo. cloth extra,

edges. $1.25.

THE ROAD TO OZ. By
Baum. Pull-page illus

Royal
R.N.

idship-

olivinc

Frank

$1.25.

64-66 FRONT
ST. WEST. Toronto, Canada
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ThreeNew Games
"Home

Stores"
A decidedly interesting

and educative game for

children. All the pack-

ages of merchandise

are made up to resem-

ble the class of goods

sold in the big stores.

Indeed, they are in

most cases samples of

the genuine goodsthem-

selves so that no harm

may result from their

being eaten.

Everything complete
and up-to-date for play-

ing the game of "Shop-

ping." The contents

include miniature pack-

ages of Quaker Wheat
Berries, Grape Nuts,

Popcorn and tins of

Huntley & Palmers'

Biscuits, Coffee, bottle

of Symington's Coffee,

etc., with scales, empty

boxes, bags, counter,

etc.

TWO SIZES No. ViJO. 81.60 per doz. ; No. 5629. 51.80 per doz.

Home Stores" should prove immensely popular

among your customers who will be ready to appre-

ciate the advantages of a favorite children's game
being gotten up in such a cleanly and modern style.

itDouble Dummy" tt

Bridge and Whist Board for two-handed

Bridge. 1 he two players do not sit opposite,

but on adjoining sides of the table as

opponents would do in the regular four-

hundred game. Whist, euchre, hearts, or

other four-hundred games may be played with

the "Double Dummy" board.

Rosewood or Ebony Finish, SI2. IS dozen.

Footer"
A parlor table game of football for two or

more players, with rules similar to those

governing a regular field match of Association

football. Easily played and very exciting. Sure

to prove a popular seller, as there is ample

opportunity for lots of enjoyment.

Price, SI.SO dozen.

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited
64-66 Front St. West TORONTO, CANADA
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H>HI1I>HAT MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OFFER—A LONG LIST

^fwl*i OF ATTRACTIVE NEW GOODS—PENCIL CABINETS TO THE
ll^fl FORE-LOOSE-LEAF GOODS—GAMES AND TOYS—CHRIST-
««S MAS TAGS—WEDDING CAKE BOXES FOR STATIONERS

Wedding Cake Boxes.

At all times of the yea,r wedding- stationery is in de-

mand, and a supply of wedding-cake boxes in the fixture

or stockroom is always live stock. The fault with many
sorts of wedding-cake boxes is that they do not stand

the rough handling they receive in the post and are easily

opened by the inquisitive people through whose hands they

pass in transit.

The "Imperial" series of boxes, made by E. Kauf-
mann, of London, Eng., are the products of a firm who
have studied the subject of cake boxes from every point

and are undoubtedly a line especially worth the atten-

tion of stationers who like to have goods of undoubted
merit to offer their customers. The special feature, of

plain or in gold or silver; reproductions of black and

white sketches of Old English castles, villages, streets,

etc.; and many with aerographed borders and shadings

in various tints. They are printed on smooth, mottled,

ivory or rough handmade papers, with greetings in black,

colors, silver or gold, and are mostly tied with silk ribbons

or cords to match the prevailing tint. In all there are

fifty-two excellent specimens of English-made cards, only

requiring the customer's name and greeting to be

printed in.

Pencils With Clips.

L. •& C. Hardtmuth Koh-I-Noor and Mephisto pencils

are now to be had equipped with Mercantile Adjustable

clips. This clip has added to the practicability of the

I'Hr— ^^prtwcr. L&C HARDTMUTH I

Koh-i-Noor and Mephisto Pencils with Mercantile Adjustable Clips attached.

(L. E. Waterman Co.)

the boxes, is that they are "Self Locking" and cannot

possibly be opened after they have been closed by the

sender without cutting away a portion of them, and are

so ingeniously controved that the contents cannot possibly

be tampered with while they are going through the post.

The inner (ray has a double surface across its base which
dovetails into the bottom of the outer case, so that no
amount of pulling or twisting will allow their contents
being reached. The boxes are tastefully finished off witli

lace edging and have a postal tab attached.

Blank Christmas and New Year Cards.

Bookseller and Stationer has received from W. W.
Russell & Co., East Dulwich Road, London, Eng., their
sample book of blank cards for Christmas and the New
Year. It contains many exquisite specimens and the
range is sufficiently varied to meet all lastes. Among
them are cards bearing beautiful three-color prints; hand-
painted cards; stamped and embossed initials and designs,

EVENING PRAYER
-Copyright by Celebrity Art Co., Boston.

constant use of a high-grade pencil. Dealers can pro-

cure these pencils with clip attached, boxed in dozens,

with handsome lithographed cards, from L. E. Waterman
Company, Limited. Canadian representatives of L. & C.

Hardtmuth.

Christmas Papeteries.

On the back cover of this number are illustrated a few
leaders from the Christmas papeterie line of Buntdn,
Gillies & Co., Hamilton. The range for 1900 is the best

ever shown by this house. The boxes are new in shape
and design, all filled with high grade white linen finish

stock. It will pay dealers, who have not already ordered,

to write for illustrated curcular which describes the com-
plete range.

"Modern" Thumb Tacks.

The latest in thumb tacks on the market is the

"Modern," made by Duryea-Hoge Co., New York City.

This tack is well finished and is made in steel, brass or

7*

LAUGHAWAY
-Copyright by Celebrity Art Co., Boston.
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German silver. Fur a trial, it is to be had in special

cartons, containing three gross assorted sizes. The plain

carton containing steel tacks is listed at $1.05 and the

fancy carton at $1.15. Prices for brass tacks are $1.68

and $1.75 respectively.

Venus Pencil Cabinet.

Clark Bros. Winnipeg, 'have in stock a large number
of attractive pencil cabinets furnished by the American

Venus Pencil Cabinet.

(Clark Bros , Winnipeg.)

Pencil Company. They are given to the stationer upon

I he purchase of five gross of Venus pencils. The cabinet

is, an exceedingly neat device for storing the pencils

which the retailer lias in stock. It resemblers a miniature

filing desk with its eighteen shallow drawers lilted with

little brass knob handles. The drawers are all of a uni-

form size and made especially to contain one dozen of

the octagon Venus pencils. The pencils are all graded as

to quality and put into separate drawers upon which i-

placed a sign corresponding with the quality of the lead

in the pencil. This is one of the outstanding conveniences

of the cabinet in that it enables the stationer to keep the

various grades distinct.

This cabinet is one of the many interesting devices

which Clark Bros, are introducing in the west and which

is becoming popular with the stationers. The Venus pen-

cils as well as the cabinet have just recently been taken

into stock, although the American Pencil Company's goods

are well known. The cabinet is certainly an asset to the

company's lines as is proven by the already heavy de-

mand for the goods by which it is obtained.

U.S Postal Scale.

(Brown Bros.)

Spring Computing Scales.

The Brown Brothers, Toronto, carry a complete range

of Pelouze Spring Postal Scales. These are standard

goods. They show al a glance the weight of a package,

as well as the postage required. The spring scale is very

popular for the reason that "there are no weights to lose

and they are much more rapid than the ordinary style

with weights.

New Waverly Pens.

Macniven & Cameron, the pen makers of Edinburgh

and Birmingham, have recently brought out two varie-

ties of the Waverley pen—"the Boon and Blessing."

Two New Waverley Pens.

(Macniven k Cameron.)

They are the "Bent Back Waverley" and the "Reser-

voir Waverley," as illustrated. The former pen is for

writers who hold the penholder more upright than is cus-

tomary, and the latter retains sufficient ink to write 250
words with one dip. .Stationers and dealers should note

these two lines, particularly the Reservoir Waverley. It

will undoubtedly interest customers, as it saves dipping

and saves ink.

THE KISS

Copyright by Celebrity Art Co., Boston.

New Modern "B" Holders.

Duryea-Hoge Co., 108 Pulton St., New York, have put

the market a new pen and pencil holder, called the

Modern "B" Pencil Holder.

(Duryea-Hoge Co.)

Modern "B. " It is made in two sizes, one for fountain

pens and the other for pencils, all are finished in nickel,

highly polished and put up attractively.

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen Window Display.

L. & E. Waterman Company, Limited, Canadian manu-

facturers of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens are dis-

tributing to the trade a handsome lithographed window
outfit. This display when set up is b" ft. Ion"-, and 30' in.

high. It is made with folding wings 16 in. in width.

The centre portion of the display shows a bird's-eye view

of a modern city, plainly picturing the various styles of

air ships that have proven successful to date, and in the

forground of the centre there is pictured a government

office with its occupants overlooking the scene. The two

side wing-s show familiar scenes excellently reproduced.

Dealers will be very enthusiastic over this display, as it

is sure to attract much attention in making a beautiful

and simple window. The cut-out is made of heavy card-

board stock, and lithographed in 10 eolors.
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OU ARE DEALING WITH
A KNOWN QUANTITY

5<£t» »gj<i|
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fej

when you handle the writing papers man-

ufactured by the Eaton, Crane & Pike Co,

£T For years these papers have been generally accepted as occupying the foremost

^U rank among the high-grade social correspondence papers, both as to quality,

beauty and style. Our extensive variety, offering a wide range in prices, our liberal

advertising in the magazines of general circulation, and our splendid facilities for

handling Canadian business, make it especially advantageous for you to handle the

Eaton, Crane & Pike Papers
Our line comprises the well-known and justly celebrated

Crane Papers

made at Dalton, Mass., among the most popular of which are Crane's Linen Lawn,
Crane's Kid Finish, Crane's Grenadine and many others. We also manufacture

Highland Linen

which still retains its universal popularity as a high-grade fabric finished writing paper

at a moderate price.

Just now the "best sellers" are the new Paris colorings in

Crane's Linen Lawn
daybreak pink, willow green and orchid

We will be pleased to mail samples of these colorings

to any of the trade who have not yet seen them.

EATON, CRANE & PIKE COMPANY
PITTSFIELD, MASS., U.S.A.

TORONTO OFFICE: 42 ADELAIDE STREET WEST

7.1
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The
season,

two, thr

Canada

Some New Games.

Copp, Clark Co. offer several new games this

among them being "Snakes and Ladders" for

ee or more players ($1.80 per doz.), and "Across
an exciting- and instructive game ($1.80 per

Snakes and Ladders — A New Game shown by Copp, Clark.

diizen). They a'so have the following games assorted at

38 cents per dozen: Ludo, Spyrol, Royal Ludo, Skilly,

Snakes and Ladders, Bagatelle, Q-olfo, Halma, Footer,
Yacht Raee, Draughts, Steeplechase, Fondaks, Bogie Man,
Twiddleums.

and they will be prepared to fill orders from the trade on
that date. A lively demand for these books is expected
and dealers would do well lo place their orders early.

Samples for the West.

A. Roy MacUougall will make a special trip this fall to
the Pacific coast with samples of the different manufac-
turers he represents. He will specialize Lepard & Smith's
lines of flat papers, writing papers, etc. This is one of
England's oldest firms, being established in 17-16 and they
carry a large range of papers. They also manufacture
papeteries. visiting cards, scribblers and exercise books.
Mr. MacDougall will also have samples of the Powers
Paper Co.'s papeteries, tablets and envelopes, and all the
other lines he carries, also Messrs. Geo. Wright & Co.
of London, England, stationers' sundries.

Across Canada — New Game shown by Copp, Clark.

Holiday Papeteries.

The Brown Brothers, Toronto, are showing a hand-

some line of fancy papeteries suitable for the holiday

trade. The boxes eome in the ever popular holly and

mistletoe coverings, and in addition to these there are

several beautiful- floral, figure and scenic effects. These

lines are strictly high grade and made to sell at popular

pi ices.

Calendars, Pads and Stands.

The Brown Brothers, Toronto, are now prepared to

supply the standard desk calendars, such as the Handy,
(Jem and Daily. The trade are advised to order early.

Ontario Writing Books.

E. II. Ilarcourt & Co., Toronto, publishers of the On-
tario Writing Course and Blank Copy Books, announce

that these will be ready for delivery about September 22,
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Magazine Rack.

(Gierft Dail Mfg. Co.))

New Ideas in Display Fixtures.

Probably no manufacturing business that has started

in recent years has made such a rapid growth in their line

and evolved so many new ideas in display fixtures as has
the (iier & Dail Mfg. Co., of Lansing, Mich. This firm

started business only a little over a year ago, manufactur-
ing only one style of post card rack. A new catalog
which they have just issued shows nearly forty different
styles of cabinets and stands for displaying magazines,
tablets, post cards, bound books, dime novels, sheet-music,
newspapers, etc.

This catalogue demonstrates beyond a doubt that this

concern has made a thorough study of the conditions in

retail stores. The remarkable feature of their line is the
fact that practically every article represents an original
idea and serves a purpose not accomp'ished by any other
fixture.

Their latest invention is a fixture for displaying wall-
paper. This fixture consists of a series of wings on which
are fastened the common window shade roller. The wall-
paper is rolled up on these rollers and when the salesman
wishes to show his paper he rolls down these samples as
he would a window shade. Retailers who are looking for
up-to-date ideas in their store can gain a, great deal of
valuable information from the catalogue issued by this
concern.

Loose Leaf Devices and Supplies.

The Boorum <fc Pease Company, of New York, are
manufacturing a new and thoroughly up-to-date line of
loose lent devices, which will be ready for delivery during
September, Special attention will be given to the Can-
adian trade. The well-known principle of this company,
is lo "sell to the trade only." This important principle
/ill be strictly adhered to in the sale of their new line
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Among the important items of this line will be the

loose leaf ledgers. Three grades will be carried, the

"Special," "Standard" and the "Empire," each at dif-

ferent prices to accommodate all classes of consumers.

All these ledgers are made of cold rolled steel and are of

designs which the Boornm & Pease Company believe to

be far superior to anything now on the market. The

"Special" ledger or No. 1 grade is made up of the best

materials and workmanship that it is possible to obtain.

The "Standard" ledger or No. 2 grade is made of

slightly lower materials, and the "Empire" ledgers, or

No. :i grade, is designed for an extremely low priced

ledger.

The sheets and indexes for the above are in three

grades to correspond to the different grades of ledgers.

In making the Special a superior grade of ledger paper

is used with a patented flexible hinge, which will at once

attract the attention of the trade. This hinge is not put

into the sheet after the paper is finished as is usual, but

is applied during the process of manufacturing the paper,

after which it is properly sized, leaving the paper smooth

so that it can be ruled over, and as strong as the balance

of the sheet.

The "Standard'' and "Empire" sheets are made with

the usual creased hinge in different grades of ledger paper.

The indexes are made of the same grades of paper as the

ledger sheets but of a different color, such as blue and

buff, to bo easily distinguished from the sheets. Transfers

and temporary holders to match the ledgers complete this

branch of the line.

In the Post Binder line, all classes are carried, such

as the Endlock, Toplock, Screw Top hinders with % in.

diameter posts, and also a complete line of 3-16 in. di-

ameter post binders, sheet holders, prong binders, price

books, record books, students' note books and hard

punches are carried.

As previously stated special attention will be given

to the Canadian business, prices, etc., being such that the

stationer can sell this new line with a good margin of

profit. A new loose leaf catalogue of 88 pages full of

interesting and instructive information is now ready and

if you have nut received one. you are requested to write

for full particulars.

Dennison Christmas Gift Dressings.

It's only a few years since the Dennison Manufacturing

Co. tentatively presented to Christmas customers in their

Boslon store a delicately-designed and printed tag for

Christmas packages, yet last year there was scarcely a

village in the States which the Dennison Christmas tag

did not penetrate. It was a familiar design in Canada,

and the King and Queen of England purchased a large

supply for their personal use.

This year the line is more extensive and varied than

ever, the designs more original and beautiful, the old

holly and Santa Claus themes, while always popular, shar-

ing in attractiveness with the brilliant poinsettia.

Xmas Tag

(Dennison Mfg. Co.)

One of the fast-selling innovations is an oval-shaped

miniature tag. as here illustrated. Another beautiful de-

sign is a large oval poinsettia tag. The seals are as

dainty as ever, and guaranteed well-gummed, an essential

factor.

The put-up of these Dennison specialties will gladden
the heart of every dealer. The cartons are red—a beau-

tiful Christmassy red, lined a delicate green, against

which the individual packages of seals, in while and gold

folding boxes, raids and small tags in paraifine envelopes,

and the larger tags in open-faced red boxes show up mosl
attractively.

Given goods in popular demand, new designs, Snest

quality, attractive put-up, extensive advertising (and the

leading periodicals <<t' the country will contain Dennison
ads.), easy handling a.nd easier selling, and the merchant
wli-i does not reach out for his share of the profit in

Dennison merchandise is indeed short-sighted.

IF YOU NEED FINE PAPERS
at all for your trade, you need Hurd's. If tKere is any reason for your sell-

ing KigK-grade papers, tKere is every reason in tKe world for your getting
tKe best. By every test—quality, fasKionableness, manufacture, and popu-
larity—tHe ones witK "Hurd's Name on tKe Box" are tKe best. TKe Hurd
papers are tKe best Known everywhere to tKe users of fine correspon-
dence and wedding stationery, and tKe demand is for tKem. You Know
how easy and profitable it is to sell goods that are in demand. Bear in
mind our established rule, that we never sell direct to tKe consumers.

Our assortments of holiday boxes for those who did not see our line or thought they had
enough, will supply extra fine sellers. Write to us about them or give us an open order.

GEO. B. HURD (& CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 CSL 427 Broome Street, New YorK, U. S. A.
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Little Mediums to Great Opportunities

Underwood's Inks last as long as the paper
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MUSIC BUSINESS REACHES FORMER LEVEL
—NEW SONGS ON THE MARKET-
DEMAND INCREASES — HELPFUL AID
FROM PHONOGRAPH MANUFACTURERS

Over retail counters the demand for sheet music is

once again as strong as during1 the spring- months. To-

wards the end of the month, when vacation days are

practically over and the cold weather sets in, will see

the demand at its height. Theatres are open again,

be placed the gramophone or phonograph, with its re-

cords of song, speech and story. The fall months are a

good time to push the sale of these ma.chincs and to

insrease the sale of records at the same time. The man-
ufacturers offer useful assistance in this department,

sending out electros for newspaper advertisements free

of charge. These ads are the work of experts and form

a material aid in bringing business to the store. We
illustrate a couple of these free ads sent out by one of

the big manufacturers. Other makers are equally liberal.

Have You Heard an

Amberol Record ?

Until you have, you haven't heard an
Edison Phonograph at its best. The tone
is beautiful and the selections by far the
best ever heard on a talking machine.

Amberol Records play, sing or talk

twice as long as the Standard Edison
Records and longer than any other
Record of any kind.

If you have a Phonograph, we can
equip it to play Amberol Records. If

you haven't, we can sell you one on
your own terms.

(Dealer's name and address.)

having been closed during the summer months, and all

the news song's are being introduced.

"I wish I had a Girl," published by Jerome II.

Renick, continues to sell well although it was a last

season favorite. "Honey Land," rather a catchy piece

with a pleasing melody, and "Pay More Attention to

Me," a coon song, are also published by this house. Still

another one is "Stingy Kid."

Shapiro Music Publisher has two good pieces in

"Let The Hose Tell My Story," and "Tittle, Tattle,

Tattle Tale."

In vocal music the Delmar Music Co., Montreal, find

the demand for "Strolling," the new song by the au-

thors of "In Dear Old Sweetheart Days," greater than

ever. "Oarita," a new instrumental number, published

by this house is also going strong. No dealer should

be without these two pieces of music.

"Heart Murmurs," published by Walter Jacobs, Bos-

ton, is expected to meet with public favor this fall.

"Consolation," a companion piece to "Meditation,"

is published by The John Church Co., Cincinnati. It

is very tastefully written.

Remiek has four good instrumental numbers in "The

Love Tree Waltzs," "The Lady Bug's Review," "In

Love's Net," and "A Terrible Turk." All are in a class

by themselves.

Gramaphones and Records.

With the coming of shorter days and cold weather,

home life attractions increase and among them may well

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

A considerable business can be done by wide-awake

book and stationery dealers with the various Sunday
-i'Im., ,1s in their district, a very considerable quantity of

niottos, Christmas cards, scripture books, reward cards,

eh., being needed each year by teachers, superintendents,

etc. In this connection, attention should be given to the

"Emmanuel" series, published by E. Kaufmann, London,

Bng. This line is much too extensive for us to commenl
on in detail and it is not easy to describe products pos-

sessing so much artistic merit.

Everything thai can ]>i>>>ibly be needed or desired

is offered, the line ranging from penny books containing

sixty-four reward cards to wall text to retail at fifty to

EDtSON
PHONOGRAPHS
117E want everyone who has not yet experienced
** the delight of owning and listening to an

Edison Phonograph to come to our store and
hear the Edison Phonograph play. Th«re is only
one way to know how good the Edison Phonograph
is, and that is to hear it. Nothing can describe it.

EDISON AMBEROL RECORDS
are the new Records which have ju«t been made to
play on the Edison Phonograph. They play twice
as long as the old on*s and play far better. This is

the latest great discovery of Mr. Edison for the
benefit of his favorite invention, the Edison Phono-
g-aph. Equip your phonograph to play Amberol
Records.

[Dealer's name and address here.]

seventy-five cents each. Book marks, pledge cards, pic-

ture books, verse cards, etc., in very large variety and

of exceptional merit, are shown in the catalogue pub-

lished by this concern.
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Money-Making Music
Lines for the Stationer

EVERY stationer during his business experience is repeatedly

asked for Mouth Organs. It makes no difference whether

you make a pretence of carrying them in stock or not. If you are

not carrying them, why not ? There is a big and continuous

demand for them, a good margin of profit, quick turn-overs and

no dead stock. We carry all the leading makes and supply

the trade OTlly. If you have not our trade catalogue on all

our lines write us to-day. We would be glad to send you a

copy, charges prepaid.

Some quick-sell-

ing lines that the

stationer would
find proftable to

handle are

:

Accordeons
Autoharps
Jews' Harps
Kazoos
Phonographs
Tin Whistles

Violins
Bows, Bridges,

Cases, Resins,

Strings for Violin,

Barjo, Mandolin and
Guitar

WINNIPEG
MANITOBA

The
R. S. WILLIAMS & SONS CO.

LIMITED
TORONTO
ONTARIO

Ready Sept. 22nd, 1909
ONTARIO WRITING COURSE, - to retail at 5c.

ONTARIO BLANK COPY BOOKS, - to retail at 2c.

NOW READY
ONTARIO COPY BOOKS, numbers 1 to 5

We also manufacture a most attractive line of EXERCISE, PEN, PENCIL and SCRIB-
BLING BOOKS. WRITING TABLETS of all kinds a specialty. NOTE BOOKS,
DRAWING BOOKS, DRAWING PADS, DRAWING PAPER, PASS BOOKS,
ACCOUNT BOOKS, etc.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

E. H. HARCOURT COMPANY, Ltd.
Manufacturing Stationers

255 Wellington Street West, TORONTO
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CRAYONS are making more money
for dealers than any other Crayons ever

put out, for the reason that wherever in-

troduced, a brisk demand is immediately
Crayograph
created. They are being adopted rapidly by cities and towns over the whole continent, and the

factory is working overtime to supply the demand—that is what skill in making a perfect Crayon

has accomplished. With first order for at least a half gross an extra dozen will be sent without

charge that stationers may have free samples to distribute among authorities and teachers.

Order of wholesalers or through our Canadian Agent. If latter, state house the order is to be filled

by. If desired a sample package will be mailed free upon request on business heading, or send

business card.

Makers: AMERICAN CRAYON CO. Canadian Agent: A. J. McCRAE, 23 Scott St., Toronto

We want all Slationers, Bookbinders and Office Supply

Dealers of Canada (o know more about our

"Perfect" Loose Leaf Ledgers
and other new up-to-the-minute devices.

Our NEW CATALOG contains full particulars of:

LEDGERS and TRANSFERS BINDERS and HOLDERS
Suitable for all purposes ; of beautiful design
and the best of material and workmanship.
Improved locks—absolute security.

FILES and TRANSFERS
All with novel features.

For every purpose that a binder or holder can
be used. Sectional and solid post binders.
Loose sheet holders.

METAL PARTS and SUNDRIES
Of almost endless variety.

LOOSE LEAF— Price books-Invoice books Shipping receipts— Bill and Charge Systems. Sheets and
Indexes.

ALL "PERFECT" BRAND— Perfected after years of experience!

Let us send you this Catalog ? A postal card will get it.

CHICAGO BINDER & FILE CO. ch/cago"
N.B. When you write for Catalog ask for our Special Export Discounts Courtesies extended to our representatives

will be greatly appreciated.

For All Kinds of

Work : :
Blaisdell Paper Pencils

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

CUT eLfWttN HOLES AND UNWINO

Wouldn't you appreciate the advantages of having a stock of pencils which are suited to almost any purpose for which
pencils can be used ? If so, you will be interested in the Blaisdell Paper Pencils which are made to meet just these require-
ments. Some of the various uses to which they can be put are : marking on china ; for the hardware trade, marking and
writing on polished surfaces, cutlery, tinware, agateware, etc. ; newspaper work, writing, checking, etc. Pencils for photo-
graphers, copying pencils, etc. ; made in nine leading colors. There is great economy in using a Blaisdell Paper Pencil.
None of the lead is cut away, and the consumer is thus enabled to use the entire crayon. Will last three times as long as the
same lead put up in wood.

For Sale by Wholesale Trade in Canada
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Ris first Christmas
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This
picture is

just what
you want
for the

Holidays.

It's a Sepia

Platinum.

Size of

print 7x9
on an art

mount
14 x 18

List Price

$1.00

Copyrighted 1909, Celebrity An Co., Boston.

Write at once for complete

Illustrated Catalogue

Celebrity Art Co.
Boston, Mass.

36 Columbus Avenue

"MIS MASTER'S VOICE"
BtO.U.O.PHT.OfF.

Hundreds of Stationers

HANDLE THE

Victor Berliner
LINES

Because they know it is a money-

making proposition. Why don't you

do the same? Write for Catalogs

and terms to dealers.

Berliner Gramophone Co.

MONTREAL
LIMITED

E. MORRIS & CO
WHOLESALE
STATIONERY

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
POSTCARDS

LOCAL VIEW POSTCARDS
We have the exclusive handling of the Products of

Three of the leading German Postcard Factories-
Specialists in their own particular style of card.

CHROMOTYPE BLACK and WHITE
HAND-COLORED SEPIA BROWN

MARINE—BLUE

PRICES from $4 50
Writ* for Samples

, which mill convince you that
we arc showing hioh-orade cards only.

VANCOUVER.B.C.

CARTER'S KOAL BLACK

CARTER'S FOUNTAIN PEN FLUID

CARTERS CARMINE FLUID

CARTER'S WRITING FLUID
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Fulton Rubber Type Company,
128-142 FULTON STREET, ELIZABETH, N.J.

FULTON BUSINESS OUTFIT

FULTON NON-BLURRING PAD

OLWAVS AS YOU UKE ,T - JIIST RIGHT

FULTON JUVENILE PRINTER

rly 31 Frankfort street, and 4.v> Broadway, New York.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE FULTON
SPECIALTIES

AS

Fulton Sign and Price

Markers

Fulton Adjustable Rubber

Type

Fulton Business and Of-

fice Outfits

Fulton Non-Blurring
Stamp Pads, patented

Fulton Elite Stamp Pads

with Wood Base

Fulton Juvenile Printers,

Sign Writers and

Toy Sets

Fulton Daters and Num-
berers

We manufacture a/so all

accessories such as

Polished Wood and Paper

Boxes, Enameled Tin

Boxes, Holders,

Grooves, etc.

which is the reason our goods

can be furnished in /irsl-class

style at a lower price than others.

OUR PRESENT PLANT

FULTON SIGN AND PRICE MARKER

FULTON SELF-INK.ING PAD

FULTON DATING STAMP

The above, Mr. Stationer, are

articles in your line which are

used every day throughout the

length and breadth of the

country. They are used by

the Business, Professional and

Office Man, by the Grocer, by

the Butcher, by the Baker as

well as the Church Warden
and Housekeeper, In other

words, there is no trade, no

business, no profession where
these goods cannot be used to

advantage- Even the boy at

home and at play wants a

FULTON set to print cards and
signs for his education and
amusement, as well as for

making some pocket money.
THE DEMAND IS CON-
STANTLY GROWING.

Have you got them in stock? If

not, it is time for you to get

ready for the surely coming
prosperity wave.

At least ask for catalogue No.
25, which illustrates and de-

scribes in a condensed form
the best sellers. No shelf
warmers.
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VALENTINES
^ T

n

'HE BIGGEST range

of Valentines ever

carried— from the

best known makers right

here convenient for your in-

spection. Valentines to suit

every taste and requirement.

From the cheapest penny

comic styles up to the

highest grade $4.00 lines

whose beautiful designs and

artistic treatment will compel

your keenest admiration.

Valentine

Cards

Post

A fine line of fancy silk post cards—good,

salable stock. When you visit us have a look

at them or get our traveler to show you. They

contain a variety of striking designs suitable for

the occasion and are likely to be popular sellers.

You won't go astray if you order a line of these.

EASTER NOVELTIES
Don't overlook our range of Easter Novelties

—

among which are included about 30 artistic

novelties made of cardboard, etc. and about

1 00 different popular designs of Easter Post

Cards.

These lines are now being shown by the

travellers for

Warwick Bros. & Rutter

$

Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO

Limited

87
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Ink Capsules.

ink capsules, containing ink powders for making inks,

is one of the latest novelties offered the trade. These are

manufactured by the Mason Pen Co., 1777 Broadway.

New York, and are put up in eight assorted colors. Ink

capsules will he found a great convenience by ink users,

A good quality of ink. satisfactory fur all ordinary re-

quirements can be made instantly and conveniently (in

any quantity or depth of color desired) by simply dis-

solving all or pai'l of one or more capsules in water. The

ink is immediately ready for use. As each one of these

capsules is equivalent to an ordinary two-ounce bottle

of ink, a box of a dozen rapsules. which sells for twenty-

live cents, represents a saving of thirty-live cents. Over

two hundred beautiful colors, shades and tones can be

made by mixing tine various Mason Colored Inks. One

of the latest novelties is to write postal cords to one's

friends in these different colored inks. The trade would

get in touch with what is fast becoming a popular novelty

by writing the Mason Pen Co., at the above address, for

further particulars about their capsule inks. They are

a genuine new feature on the market and should have a

good sale.

"Secure-Tie" Note Books.

\Y. J. Gage & Co. call attention in their advertisement

in another part of this issue to two new loose leaf note

books they have just brought out, made with t heir " Secure-

Tie" binding device, patent for which has been applied

for. By means of this binding device, the sheets may be

quickly removed and re-arranged. The complete com-

position book enables the pupil to keep all the composi-

tions of a year or more in one book in the order in which

they are written. The sheets are ruled specially with

two margins, and extra sheets for recording and preserv-

ing new words and phrases are printed. The valuable

feature of this book is an article of four pages giving

"Outlines of certain rules and principles id' Rhetoric."

The composition book is SLj x 11 in size, of oblong shape

and bound in strong canvas.

The complete science note book has the same "Secure-

Tie" device and is bound in similar style, but of a 4to

instead of oblong shape. It contains very complete in-

structions for collecting, preserving, mounting, etc., of

specimens of the various forms of life in the course id'

study for high schools and collegiate institutes. This

is a book for all schools where the ordinary science sub-

jects are taught, and has the advantage over other science

note-books by being supplied with a simple ami most con-

venient, binding device, and also with ma.nilla sheets

designating and dividing the various subjects. The book

covers all ordinary science subjects taught in schools, is

durable and of convenient size. Being made on the loose

leaf principle, the sheets are easily removed and re-

arranged. Both the composition and science note-bonks

retail at very reasonable prices, and extra tillers for each

are supplied, which can be retailed at 10e.

A Valuable Catalogue.

The new Dennison Catalogue of Tags and Specialties

is now in the hands of the trade and a lrul\ superb pro-

duction it is. Prefaced with a handsomely executed por-

trait of E. \V. Dennison, founder of the Dennison Mfg.

Co., and a series of views id' the company's stores in New-

York. Boston. Philadelphia, Chicago and St. Louis, the

catalogue gives facsimile illustrations and carefully pre-

pared facts about the various lines offered to the trade.

These include the many varieties of shipping, bag-age.

factory and miscellaneous tags, which are a staple product

of the firm. Many id' these are reproduced in color. Then

come gummed paper and labels, decorated seal-, and

gummed devices. Adhesives, sealing wax. passe-partout

outfits, tissue paper, crepe paper and dozens id' other

articles, all beautifully made. With all the products of

the Dennison house, the perfection of manufacture, the

daintiness of conception and the neatness id' packing,

contribute to make their goods desirable and consequently

saleable. No stationer or fancy -nods dealer should be

without one of these valuable catalogues.
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements
The "Want Ad." gets work for workers and workers for work.

It gets clerks for employers and finds employers for clerks.

It brings together buyer and seller and enables them to do business,

though they may be thousands of miles apart. It helps booksellers

and stationers to clear their shelves of unsaleable stock. It enables

them to get out - of - print books. In brief it is invaluable.

BUSINESS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—The book, stationery, fancy goods
and wall paper business conducted by A. H.
Stratton & Co., Peterborough, established

over fifteen years ; most up-to-date and best stock-

ed store of its kind in Canada, and in a live, grow-
ing and progressive city. Easy terms to right man
as Mr. Stratton is retiring from business. For all

particulars address A. H. Stratton & Co., Peter-
borough. (9)

BOOK AND STATIONERY BUSINESS, estab-
lished 20 years, location in thriving city of

8,000; splendid field and well developed
neighborhood, western Minnesota; must be sold
because of ill health ; will sacrifice heavy discount
on actual value ; a competence for the right man
and less than $2,000 will swing it. H. A.
Wheelock, Fergus Falls, Minnesota.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED—The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-

ditlons generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

it the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

FIVE THOUSAND FACTS ABOUT CANADA.
Wonderful 25 cent book and a good seller.

Canadian Facts Publishing Co., 667 Spadina
Avenue, Toronto. (9)

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

CS. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
, York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,

Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of

book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-
gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.

THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND
Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor

by acquainting him of any omissions from the

lists published each month.

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many English and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heading?

MISCELLANEOUS

A H K vl uf Bavarian pencil manuft
r\ desirous of securing agents in C

dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER
TIONER, Toronto.

icturers are
anada. Ad-
AND STA-

(tf)

MEN selling on commission, ot men whose time
is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Metal, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United Sta es and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. If you can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED-INDUSTRIAL AGENT for thriving
western town. Must be a capable organizer,
able to inspire big commercial ventures and

to write literature that will attract attention. A
newspaper man would be preferred, but only high
class applications will be considered. Salary
$2,500 to start, $3,000 second year, and there is

practically no limit to the money provided the man
can "make good." Answer in confidence, "G.H.,"
care the MacLean Publishing Co., Montreal.

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-

tion of our various publications : — Hardware
and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review.
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a

retired business man for his spare t'me- The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, II EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12 09)

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St..

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
in all languages.

MISCELLANEOUS
ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding

Machines m«ke toil easier Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 129 Bay St., Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATF ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUTO-
GRAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe cannot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men,
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
we can supply you »ith a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
Street, Toronto. (tf)

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to

the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

pASH AND PACKAGE CARRIERS-20 years'
V^< experience inventing and building modern

store service appliances. Our guarantee—We
will instal asystem of our Carriers in your store;
you use them ten days, and if you do not find that
they give you better and quicker service than any
other Wire Carriers, Pneumatic Tubes, Cable
Carriers or Cash Registers, we w II remove them
at our expense. Write for catalogue and testi-

monials from reliable houses using our Carriers.
The Gipe Carrier Co.. 99 Ontario St., Toronto,
Canada. (tf)

PEERLESS CARBON PAPERS AND TYPE-
WRITER RIBBONS are unequalled in writ-
ing, manifolding and wearing qualities. Our

"Klear Kopy" Carbon was awarded a contract over
43 competing lines by one of the world's largest
governments. All up-to-date dealers in stationery,
typewriters and office supplies handle our goods.
Ask them or write us d'rect for prices and samples.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Canada. (tf)

SAVE 50 OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by installing a Beath System of
Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable floor

space because the trackage is on the ceiling, and
greatly facilitates the loading of cars, drays, etc.,

and for handling goods in and about the warehouse
and factory reduces the cost of labor because far
less warehouse help is required. Systems for all

kinds of businesses, large or small. Wr te us for
illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath & Son, 193 Ter-
auley St., Toronto. (tf)

SIR GILBERT PARKER is to the fore again
with his latest book entitled " Northern
Lights." It pictures the life of that posture

of our country upon which all eyes are now turned.
The stories poriray conditions in the Great West
before and after the effects of modern civilization,
and treat the subject with a maste'-hand. For sale
at all bookstores. Cloth round, illustrated, $1 50.
The Copp, Clark Co., Ltd . Publishers, Toronto.

SHOW CASES AND STORE FIXTURES for
every business Send for illustrated catalogue.
Jones Bros. & Co., Limited, 30-32 Adelaide

St. W., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

11JANTED—A splendid opportunity for dealers
VV to handle the best combination Duplicating,

Addressing and Office Printing Machine on
the market. Exclusive territory. Sendnameand
addres«, giving occupation and references, to the
Canadian Write i press Company, Ltd., 33 John St.,

Hamilton, Ont.

wAREHOUSE and Factory Heating Systems.
Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited. Supplied
by the trade throughout Canada. (tf)

WE HAVE EIGHT rebuilt Visible Oliver
Typewriters for sale. The price Is $30
each, and at that figure they are a bargain

and should not be on the market long. Monthly
paymentscan be arranged if desired. The Monarch
Typewriter Comp ny. Limited. 98 King St. W.,
Toronto.

YOUR CHEQUE CAN'T BE RAISED to any
amount above that which you intend it to

cover If you use the PROTECTOGRAPH.
This device stamps a line such as " Not over ten
dollars, $10." with acid proof, indelible ink, which
penetrates right through the fibre of the paper.
This device is being used by 90°: of the Banks of
Canadaand the United States, as well as the trea-

suries of both countries. Write for full particulars
and price. W. E. Parker & Co., Sole Canadian
Ag:nts, 37 Yonge Arcade, Toronto, Ont. (tf)
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MR. BOOKSELLER
DO YOU WANT A LIVE AGENCY ?

THE demand for Physical Culture literature is increasing with unprecedented strides—a positive

indication that the public is becoming more and more interested in health-building literature-

We are desirous of securing a representative in your territory for our publications, and believe that it

would be to your advantage to write us for terms and territory.

Physical Culture books constitute the world's leading literature in the field of diet, exercise, bathing,

and general health building. Bernarr Macfadden, the editor of Physical Culture, and author of most

of the works published by this company, is beyond doubt the leading authority on physical culture

in America.

The popular price of $1.00, which obtains in the case of nearly all our books, places them within the

reach of all.

We are certain it would be to your advantage to place on your shelves at least a small assortment of our

books, and to give them a trial. If you will send us an order for twenty of our best selling books (or

we would be pleased to make a selection for you) we will quote you the liberal discount of 50% f.o.b.

New York, from prices listed in catalogue. If this proposition interests you kindly fill out the coupon

attached below, (which includes $1.00 books only,) and mail it to us. Your order will receive our

'mmediate attention.

Write us for full particulars to-day before someone else gets ahead of you.

PHYSICAL CULTURE PUBLISHING CO. Inc.

FLATIRON BUILDING NEW YORK CITY

PHYSICAL CULTURE PUB CO. Date

Flatiron Building, New York, N.Y.

Dear Sirs:—
Enclosed please find $ , for which please send the following books

F. O. B. New York, via

INDICATE IJOOKS WANTED BY CHECK OR OTHER MARK IN BLANK LINE

How to Develop Muscle, Power and Beauty

Fasting, Hydropathy and Exercise

Health, Beauty, Sexuality

Power and Beauty of Superb Womanhood
Physical Culture for Baby

Physical Culture Cook Book

Nar,

Addr

— Strength From Eating

— Strong Eyes

Building of Vital Power
— New Hair Culture

— Natural Cure for Rupture

— How Success Is Won
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CANADA'S OLDEST LITTERATEUR: SIR JAMES MacPHERSON
LE MOINE— A PERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH THE SAGE OF

f SPENCER GRANGE-A UNIQUE FIGURE—HIS WONDERFUL
\ COLLECTION OF BOOKS AND CURIOS.

By FRANK YEIGH.

Among- the Grand Old Men of Letters in Canada,

Sir James MacPherson Le Moine is the sole survivor.

Professor Goldwin Smith may be entitled to be included

in the same category, exceeding Sir James' age by two

years, but the latter is Canadian born, and therefore

may well be called the Nestor of Canadian writers.

As Goldwin Smith is known as the Sage of the

Grange, Sir James Le Moine is the Sage of Spencer

Grange. Both have wielded the pen for a long span of

human life ; both now write with "the trembling hand

of age." The knightly scholar of Quebec is in his eighty-

fourth year, and can look back on a long and honored

life, well and profitably spent.

The city of Quebec is surrounded by homesteads that

still retain the flavor of the past. On either side of the

St. Louis Road, leading westward from the main city

thoroughfare and bordering the Plains of Abraham, are

not a few historic centres. One passes Spencerwood, the

home of the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec, where Sir

C. A. P. Pelletier now resides as the King's representa-

tive for the ancient province by the St. Lawrence, and

adjoining Spencerwood is Spencer Grange, the attrac-

tive home of Sir James Le Moine. It stands on historic

ground, as, indeed, all the ground around Quebec is his-

toric, for over the area now comprising the estate once

marched the red-coats of the British Isles on their way
from Wolfe's Cove to the Plains of Abraham, where one

of the world's momentous battles was destined to be

fought. Through the forest depths of Spencer Grange,

that still survive the years, there also passed General

Wolfe, as he led his little army to victory and to his

death.

The entrance to Spencer Grange from the St. Louis

Road is under a fine tree-arched avenue that soon con-

veys one far from the rush and roar of modern life. A
turn in the road brings to sudden view the spacious man-

sion, whose generous-sized doors and windows, flung wide
open to admit the summer breeze, suggest the hospital-

ity that one meets within.

It is a rare privilege to be permitted to visit such
a spot, and a still rarer one to meet its courtly occu-
pant. On more than one visit to Sir James Le Moine,
I have been greeted on the threshold by the genial host,
and ever found that while it was easy to enter the old
home, it was much more difficult to leave. Under the
guidance of Sir Jajnes himself, it was a treat to in-

spect the treasures of the house, for almost every room
has its curios. In one apartment is to be found a huge
collection of Canadian historical engravings, neatly ar-

ranged in portfolios. Such a set possesses a value hard
to estimate, and that will become increasingly valuable
as the years go by.

In a suite of rooms facing the front and side are the
two libraries in one, each apartment being crowded to
the ceiling with books and pamphlets. They constitute
the "Temple of Peace" of the Master of Spencer Grange,
as Hawarden Castle possessed its "Temple of Peace."
where Gladstone spent many a happy hour. The Le
Moine library contains many rare volumes and first edi-

tions, besides the standard works of English and French
literature. The collection of Canadiajia alone is a re-

markably extensive one.

A glance at a shelf containing the product of Sir
James' own pen indicates the extensive nature of his

literary work during a long period of writing covering
half a century. His works as published show nineteen
volumes in English and twelve in French. Not a few of
these are out of print and correspondingly rare. This
output of books is in addition to the innumerable maga-
zine contributions and pamphlets, as well as nearly two
score papers contributed to the volumes of the Royal
Society of Canada.
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The literary career of this aged litterateur has been,

as has been said, a long- and active one. It was pecu-

liarly fitting-, therefore, that Queen Victoria should have
conferred the degree of knighthood in 1897 upon the
author ''in recognition of his literary services to Canada."
This, it may be stated, was one of the very few knight-

hoods bestowed by the late Queen for such services in

the Dominion.

And what has been his literary service to Canada ?

Mr. Kirby calls him the Nestor of Canadian writers.

The scope of his work has been exceptionally wide. When
on Coronation Day, Sir James was presented by his

friends with an oil portrait of himself, the address that

accompanied the work of art contained an admirable

epitome of his life work in the broad domain of science

and literature, and in the gathering of rich stores of

material for volumes that are a source of pride to every

loyal Canadian, whether of English or French extrai

tion. With skilful art he has told the story of the early

heroic period under French rule, when the pathway of

civilization was being' blazed from east to west.

In "Quebec, Past and Present," and in "Picturesque

Quebec" the stirring and romantic history of the old

fortress city is fascinatingly set forth, and in the better

known series under the title of ".Maple Leaves." the

succession of volumes contains a rich store of the folk

lore, traditions and customs of French Canada. In the

gathering of his material Sir James, in his earlier day-.

thoroughly explored his native province, and the delight

fill chapters over the pen-name of Jonathan Oldbuek are

tin- record of these trips by sea and land.

The esteemed author is entitled to further credit for

having supplied the foundation stones upon which

of our novelists have built their romances. William

Kirby, the author of "Le Chien D'Or," acknowledged

his indebtedness for the suggestions that led to tin-

writing of that work, and Sir Gilbert Parker's "Seats

of the Mighty" is traceable to Sir James' sketch of

Major Si-iliu.

It is- always interesting to trace the lineage and life

of such a distinguished citizen as Sir James Le Moine.

Though born in Quebec City, he lived as a lad at the

seig-neurial home of his Scotch grandfather at Isle Aux

Grues and Die Aux Hies. In this early home of the his-

torian, he imbibed many a valuable Scotch teaching of

self-reliance and industry that helped to form his ad-

mirable character. The late Mr. Kirby happily described

M,-. Le Moine as a fourfold blend of the Canadian seig-

neur, the English gentleman, the Scotch Highlander and

the Tinted Empire Loyalist, and no one would wish for

a better blend than that. His paternal ancestry is

traceable to Old France, and to one of the oldest and

most distinguished of its families. Sir James can thus

claim double racial origin, in consequence of which we

have his double work in the two great tongues.

Sir James studied for the law, and practised that

profession for many years, devoting his spare time to

historic research and ornithology. The legendary lore of

the St. Lawrence early appealed to his mind, as did the

more tangible history of Canada covering the last four

centuries. The romances of the old manors and seig-

neuries around Quebec further impressed him, and the

results are seen in the productions that bear his name.

Sir James' interest in current matters has always

been wonderfully keen—a keenness that is accounted for

by his youthful and buoyant spirit. Tie has ever re-

sponded the most readily to themes historical. At one

moment he may be criticizing the details of West's pic-

ture of the "Death of Wolfe," the next discussing a dis-

puted point of local history with a friend, or dilating

upon a recent discovery of a valuable manuscript or

record. lie has, in fact, long been rightly regarded as the

accredited historical authority of his city and province.

I shall ever esteem the privilege of the easy-chair

chats with this Grand Old Man of Letters about men
and things, men past and present and things old and
new. I have, however, a.lvvays envied his friends who,
for many years in succession enjoyed the unique Septem-

ber grape festival that for forty years was held at

Spencer Orange. After partaking of the luscious Royal
Muscadine, Black Hamburg and Frontignan grapes t'ha'l

formed the vineyard of the place, the drinking of toasts

to the visiting friends made up an ambrosial feast unique

and rare in its character. Many of the most famous
men of Canada and other lands have fore-gathered under
the grape arbors of Spencer Grange on these historical

occasions, and the only regret is that the age of the dis-

tinguished host has prevented their being held in more
recent years.

I spoke of the house being tilled with curios. Both
house and grounds form, indeed, a private museum of

intense interest. The vestibule is adorned with magnifi-

cent antlers. Every wall tells of the reputation of Sir

.lame- a- an ornithologist. In former years the aviary

was one of the many attractions of Spencer Grange,

when no less than three hundred Canadian birds were
represented in the museum.

Busty claymores and bayonets give a war-like note

to the halls. Less belligerent in appearance is a collec-

tion of rare cane-, including one that belonged to Sir

Isaac Brock when he resided in Quebec in 180*6 as Com-
mander of the Forces. Another treasure trove of Spen-

cer Grange is the huge key of the old St. Louis Gate,

and when later one makes an inspection of the grounds

and of "the garden set in the silent forest" on the high

bank of the St. Lawrence, the fortunate visitor is shown

a pyramid composed of the corner-stones of the three

original gates of Quebec, When the latter were demol-

ished in 1871, their corner-stone-;, with their original in-

scriptions still intact, were fittingly presented to Sir

James as a souvenir of the Citadel City, whose history

and romance he had so fully and adequately dealt with.

Hard by is a pie e of basaltic pillar from the Giant's

Causeway. Facing Audubon Avenue (named after the

famous naturalist, who once visited Spencer Grange) are

some rusty and ancient cannon fished up at English

Point on the Bower St. Lawrence, near the site of the

terrible shipwreck of 1711 of Admiral Sir Hovenden
Walker's ve-sels. A pile of shot and shell from Wolfe's

Camp at Montmorency take one back in imagination to

tin- fateful days of 1759. Yet another curio is a strange

iron tablet showing a well-defined profile of Wolfe, and

bearing the inscription "In memory of Major-General

James Wolfe, the Concjiicror of Quebec, 13th Sept.,

1759," but where it came from or what its history, no

one knows.

Bach id' my visits to Spencer Grange came to an

end all too soon. Bidding adieu to the aged figure, grey-

haired and o'erbent, cue carries away the picture of the

genial face lighter! up with a kindly smile. Thus we

drove away from Spencer Grange. In front of its forest

monarchs is the high cliff that bounds the waters of the

kingly river. Between the branches enchanting glimpses

are had of the yonder T evis hank, catching- the glow of

the setting sun ; to the east rise the great walls and

pointed spires of Ohamplain's City, backed by the but-

tressing pyramids of the Laurentians. Thus we had

tested the old-fashioned hospitality of the place, and had

passed a memorable hour with one of Canada's most

honored men- the man who has modestly described his

work as "a useful and loyal duty to my country—that

of popularizing Canadian annals and placing before the
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public the historical deeds, the picturesque sites and the

healthy rustic homes which like a chaplet of flowers en-

circle the brow of my native city."

Wh'ile Sir James has reached a ripe old age and
while his days' work is done, I am sure I am voicing the

wish of every reader that the twilight days of his life

may be happy, contented and peaceful ones, and that he

may have the consciousness of having lived a worth-

while life and having served his native land loyally and

well. All honor to this Grand Old Man of Canadian

Letters !

SPECIAL CANADIAN EDITIONS.

London, September 1.—Ward, Lock & Co., publishers,

have made special arrangements whereby the Canadian

trade will be supplied direct by mail with their new

fiction. This will mean reduced prices and prompt ar-

rival for simultaneous publication with the English and

American editions. Each book will be attractively

bound in cloth gilt covers and some volumes will also

be done in paper covers. The cost to Canadian book-

sellers will be about 60 cents per copy for cloth and 50

cents for paper editions.

The first book to be published this way was "The

Quest," by Justus Miles Forman. This has been fol-

lowed by "The Crime on Canvas," by Fred M. White

and "Netta" by the same author. This month they

will publish ".Mr. Marx's Secret," by E. P. Oppenheim,

"White Walls" by Max Pemberton, and "A Woman
Against the World," by L. (I. Moberly. it will lie noted

that these hook.-, are all by front-rank authors, whose

previous works have sold well in Canada.

Ward, Lock & Co. are represented in Canada by B.

A. Clarke, who has a. permanent office in Toronto,

RECENT BOOKS.

DOROTHY BROOKE'S SCHOOLDAYS. By Frances

Campbell Sparhawk. New York : Thomas V. Crowcll

& Co. Cloth, $1.50.

Dorothy Brooke, aped fifteen, enters her first year at

a large boarding school, where her pronounced personality

speedily wins here a close circle ok friends, and some en-

emies. Willi the leaders in bolh camps the reader soon

becomes personally acquainted, for the author has a, re-

markable faculty for delineating character ami investing

scenes will] the color ok truth. "Are you nol writing ok

real people ?" Mis^s Sparhawk has been asked repeatedly

bj advance readers ok the hook. In a word, this is a

spirited, wholesome girl's story, which every wide-awake
girl ought to enjoy.

DICKINSON, GEORGE A., MI). Your Boy: His Na-
ture and Nurture. With '24 illustrations. Toronto:
William Briggs, 1909, XVL,+17<> pages. 5} ,.\S inches.

Cloth. Printed by Unwin Brothers, Limited, The (Ires-

ham Press, Woking and London.

A handsomely produced volume treating of the boy
problem in a sympathetic way. The author has paid

special attention to boys, and what he says about them
may 'be taken as the opinion of one who knows.
ROUTHIER, A. B. Le Centurion: Roman des Temps

Messianiques. Quebec: L 'Action Sociale, 103 rue Sainte
Anne. 1909. Copyright. 4G1 pages, oxT 1

_> inches.

Paper covers.

As its sub-title implies, this is a novel written in

French and picturing conditions in Messianic times. The
author, Judge Rout'hier, 'has succeeded in giving a real-

istic presentment of the period combining skilfully the

imaginative with the historical.

INTELLIGENT READERS ARE FEW.

Charles H. Gould, librarian of McGill University, when

he had returned from presiding over the annual con-

vention of the American Library Association, says that

the most impressive address ai that conference was one

by John Cotton Dana, showing that scarcely more than

three people out of every thousand can be classed as

intelligent readers; reading, that is anything' but the

newspapers and the lighter and cheaper magazines in

the most cursory manner. It was shown that out of a

population in the United States of 84,0'00,000 people, only

something like 200.000 even read magazines like Harp-
er's and of these 200,000 most every one of them looked

only at the pictures and perhaps glanced at an article

or two to see what the illustrations were about. Ok the

unillust rated periodicals of the better class the readers

were sel down as low as 10.000 to 25,000, and that, too,

out of a population of S4.0'00.0OO.

The same criticism. Mr. Gould thinks, might be

brought against the people ok Canada. Hundreds and
thousands, and even million- of people read only in the

most superficial and careless way, nothing- more elevating

than the poorest reading- matter. The consequence is,

said Mr. Gould, that most people, by ignoring better

literature, are incapable of enlarging their vocabulary
or style ok expression beyond the bounds of pure neces-

sity.—Montreal Witness.
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^^^ANADIAN- AUTHORS AND THEIR WORK — ACTIVITIES OFM^£& AUTHORS IN THE DEPARTMENTS OF FICTION, HISTORY,
WSW. BIOGRAPHY AND POETRY MANY IMPORTANT BOOKS.

Fiction.

The date of publication of "The Foreigner" by

Ralph Connor has been placed on November 10, by the

Westminster Co.

September 17 is the date for the appearance of

"Northern Lights," by Sir Gilbert Parker, the leading

fall book on the Copp, Clark list.

AGNES LAUT

Author of "Canada, the Empire of the North,"

just issued by Wm. Brings.

William Wilfrid Campbell's new novel, "The Pair

Rebel." is now ready. It has just been published by the

Westminster Co.

The publication of Norman Duncan's "The Suitable

Child" has been postponed until October.

"Anne of Avonlea," the sequel to "Anne of Green

Cables," by L. M. .Montgomery, was published by L. C.

Page & Co., Boston, on September 1.

Rev. Robert K. Knowles, accompanied by Mis.

Knowles, sailed on board the Lusitania on September

8 for a visit to Europe. He will proceed first to Nor-

way, where he will spend three weeks fishing and will

then visit Germany, the Hague, etc., returning home

early in November. Ilis new book, "The Attic Guest,"

will be ready about October 1.

Marian Keith's new novel which has been appearing

serially in the Westminster will not be issued in book

form until the spring.

Historical.

Dr. John H. O'Donell's book "Manitoba as I Saw it"

is announced for publication early in October, by the

Musson Book Co. It is an important descriptive work

mi the Prairie Province and will sell at $1.50'.

A valuable historical work by Father A. G. Morice

on "The History of the Catholic Church in Western

Canada," will be published next month by the Musson
Book Co., Toronto. It will appear in two volumes at

$1.1111' the set.

Dr. Bryce's "Romantic Settlement of Lord Selkirk's

Colonists," the story of the beginning of settlement in

Manitoba, has just been issued by the Musson Book Co.

in their ( 'anadian series.

The Huron Institute, Collingwood, have issued a vo-

lume of "Papers and Records," containing much valuable

matter aboul the County of Simcoe and the town of Col-

lingwood.

Rev. J. E. Sanderson, author of "The First Century

of Canadian Methodism," has completed a second volume

bringing the work down to recent days. The second vo-

lume will be issued uniform with the first- and will be

equally well illustrated. William Rt'iggs is the publisher.

Miss Agnes C. Laul has written a popular history of

Canada, entitled "Canada : the Empire of the North." It

will bring out all the romance associated with the coun-

try. The Canadian edition is to be issued by William

Rriggs.

Religious.

An important religious work by Prof. John E. Me-

Kadyen, of Knox College, Toronto, entitled "The City

with Foundation," will lie published by the Westminster

( !o. on < October 1

.

A new and revised edition ol "Rules and Forms of

the Presbyterian Church in Canada," is in preparation

J. W. TYRRELL, C.E.

One of Canada's Arctic explorers and author of

"Across the Sub-Arctics of Canada."

by the Westminster Co., Toronto, and will be issued on

October 15. (Cloth, 50 cents).

An important volume embodying the addresses de-

livered at the Canadian National Missionary Congress,

held in Toronto last spring, has been published by the

Canadian Council Laymen's Missionary Movement.
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Miscellaneous.

Dr. J. D. Logan, editor of the Toronto Sunday
World, has recently written and published a small paper-

covered book on "The Making of the New Ireland."

A dainty Christmas booklet entitled "The Dawn by

Galilee," by Ralph Connor is being prepared by the West-

GORDON V. THOMPSON

Auihor and composer of "Life Songs," a new series

of popular sacred songs.

minster Co. It will have decorated pages and paper

covers and will sell at 25 cents.

"Physical Training," a text I k compiled by James
W. Barton, M.D., Physical Director of the University of

Toronto, will be issued this month by the Musson Book

Co., Toronto. It will be well illustrated and will sell

at one dollar.

The Musson Book Co. published last month T. W.

Sheffield's text-book on "Swimming." Air. Sheffield is

an expert swimmer who now resides in Hamilton.

Dr. R. Tait Mckenzie, a native of Almonte, and

formerly Physical Director of McGill University, is the

author of an important, book on "Exercise in Education

and Medicine." Dr. McKenzic is now Physical Director

of the University of Pennsylvania.

J. T. Bealby, the author of "Fruit Ranching in

British Columbia," which will be published shortly by

A. cV C. Black, was before he went to Canada to recruit

his health by an open-air life, a well-known literary man
in London, and was associated with the compiling of most
of the great encyclopaedias which have been published

during the last quarter of a century. His success in his

new venture has, been almost phenomenal, and he lias tak-

en prizes not only at the local shows but across the bor-

der in the United States and in Great Britain itself. The
volume is illustrated from photographs, and there are

practical chapters on climate, soil, markets, prices, va-

rieties of fruit, packing, etc.

An English edition of Rev. W. P. Browne's story of

Labrador, "Where the Fishers Go," is announced by

Werner Laurie, the London publisher. The American edi-

tion was published by the Cochrane Publishing Co., of

New York.

"The Canadian Apple Growers' Guide," which was
announced for publication in September will be delayed

in publication, as the author is making a hurried trip to

the Old Country.

Ernest Thompson Seton has issued a voluminous book
entitled "Life Histories of Northern Animals," in two
volumes, containing 70 maps and 600 drawings. It is be-

ing handled in Canada by William Briggs.

A miniature edition of services "Songs of a Sour-

dough," suitable, for carrying in the pocket has been pre-
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pared by William Briggs. There are several styles of

binding, one being in velvet panne calf and the other in

limp lambskin. It is the publisher's intention to issue the

"Ballads of a Cheechako" in the same style some time

before Christmas.

Barlow Cumberland, author of "The Story of the

Cnion Jack," who has just prepared a new and revised

edition of this important book, intends a little later on

to prepare an edition especially for schools.

"The Imperial Anniversary Book," by Harold Saxon,

announced for publication b\ William Briggs early in

September, will not be ready before the end of the month.

William T. Robinson, a business man of Toronto, has

occupied his spare time in the collecting of choice

thoughts selected from the books which he has read. He-

has issued this collection under the title of "Choice

Thoughts from Master Minds." William Briggs is the

publisher.

STRATTON TO SELL OUT.

Peterborough, August 2.—A. II. Stratton & Co., are

retiring from the book and stationery business which

they have successfully conducted for 17 years, owing to

the fact that the principal of the firm, Mr. Stratton,

having been appointed postmaster of the city, will be

unable hereafter to give the business his persona] atten-

tion. The business is therefore offered for sale. Mr.

Stratton's urbanity and enterprise, which have attracted

a very large and stable clientele, have built up a fine

MnHMMMH
A STRIKING COVER DESIGN

Thaddeus A. Browne's "White Plague."

paying business. Well advertised and well patronized,

the Peterborough bookstore has become a most popular
purchasing centre. This seems to be an opportunity for

some one to secure a thriving business in a thriving city

in thoroughly modern premises, and stocked with an

excellent range of goods in every department.



iCTIVITIES AMONG THE CANADIAN PUBLISHING HOUSES—
\
MANY HANDSOME GIFT BOOKS TO APPEAR IN CANADIAN

1 EDITIONS — FICTION OCCUPIES A PROMINENT PLACE—
I VARIOUS IMPORTATIONSFROM THE UNITED STATES.

Publishers and authors are complaining that books

do not sell. One hoars that the public has lost its de-

sire for reading or at any rate for buying hooks. Many
reasons are given for this deplorable state of things :

it is put down to the libraries, or to the newspapers,

or to the motor-car craze, or the habit of dining in

restaurants and going to the music halls, or the general

tightness of money, or the decline of the public taste.

1 do not venture to assert that any or all of these

causes may not be partly responsible for the depression;

but another point also- deserves consideration.

We are often told that books are too dear. People
would' pay half-a-ero\vn for a work of fiction or a travel

sketch but they will not pay six shillings or ten shill-

ings. There is a good deal in this, no doubt
;
but there

is another and equally efficient obstacle to which less

attention is paid. Hooks arc far too numerous. The
number of publishing houses in the metropolis is stead-

ily growing ; so is the number of authors, male and

Eemale. All these persons pursue their craft with in-

dustry and application. Thousands of busy pens air pi

petually engaged in turning out new volumes, and scores

of publishers are competing against one another for the

publication of these works of art. The modem pub-

lisher pursues his trade in a wholesale undiscriminating

fashion. With a few exceptions, chiefly among the older

firms, the publishing houses produce books as other

t i adesmen purvey jam or cheese or braces. They rely

more on quantity than quality, and discharge a swollen

stream of printed matter upon a bewildered world.

There are houses which send out twenty or fifty novels

each publishing season, novels which have seldom been

"read" or adequately considered before they are sent

to the printers. What chance is there for sanity,

judgment, or consideration in this wild and mazy dame
of printed matter. Before the earnest student has been

able even to assimilate the name of one masterpiece,

half a dozen others are presented to his straining eyes
;

and the "man who would endeavor to read a small frac-

tion of the new books of the year would have no time

to eat or sleep. Thus, the contemporary author's work,

in all hut a few cases, is doomed to evanescence from

the outset ; indeed, I believe it has been semi-officially

stated that the life of a new work of fiction may be

roughly put down at an average of some twelve to six-

teen weeks. No wonder the public does not buy book-,.

It is not allowed sufficient time to make the selection.

Tco Permanent in Form.

And this brings me to another circumstance which

I think is detrimental to bookbuying. Transient as

most of them are in their substance, produced merely to

serve the needs of the passing moment, and dead before

they are fairly alive, our books are still invested with

a quite unnecessary permanence of external form. They

are too large, too heavy, too uncomfortable to handle,

too solidly constructed altogether. They are, as I have

said, for the most part destined to perish in three

months or so
;
yet to look at them with their large

print, their thick paper, and their cloth stout covers, you

would suppose them edified for posterity. There is a

strange contradiction here. "The time has been that

when the brains were out the man would die"; hut

though the brain and the soul and the living matter of

so many of our new books pass away so rapidly, their

outward shell and bodily vestment continue to maintain
a superfluous and unregarded existence. You cannot get

rid of an English-made book when you have done with

it. Vou cannot tear it to pieces and throw it in the

waste-paper basket or dust-bin, or dump if out. of a

railway carriage window, as you would a paper-covered
eh or German work. Even to leave if aboul casual

l\ on the chance that it will disappear is hopeless. If is

far too respectable in its aspect lor that
;
somebody is

sine to pick it up and bring it back to you, possibly

with the expectation of a reward, as being a valuable
pie, e ,,f property that you would not willingly lose

And seeing that it is in all probability a thing for

which, once read, you have no further use, this charai
t eristic is merely a nuisance, and does, I am sure, detei

many people from the purchase of modern literature. IF

books were more easily destructible many people would
buy them who now invest their shillings and half

crowns on other and perhaps lc-s desirable objects of

acquisition.

Not All Need be Destructible.

Not, "I course, that all books should be destructible;

but a verj large number might :\nd should be so con-

trived. For books are sureh of two kinds; the perma-
nent and the transient. A certain number published

year a."e not meant to serve a merelj temporary
purpose—books of science, of education, of philosophy,
or serious history and biography, and even of fiction—
which it may be supposed a judicious purchaser will

like to have and keep on his shelves and turn to foi

solace and instruction again and again months or years

after he has first become possessed of them. There is no
reason why volumes of this nature should not be put

out at a reasonably high price and equipped with all

proper luxury of paper, illustrations, and binding. Hut
then there is another sort, and it. is much the larger

proportion, which is mainly created to supply a passing

need or a temporary demand. Once read the purpose of

the book is at an end
;
nobody will want it again, any

more than he wants one of last month's newspapers or
last year's magazines. The majority of our books, in-

deed, are approaching more and more closely to the

character of the periodical press. They arc a species of

journalism : things of the day, or, at any rate, of the

month or season. This is the case with at least nine

out of ten of the novels. They are pleasant enough to

read, they serve to while away a passing evening or two,

to enliven a dull railway journey ; but who would think

of returning to them ? It would be like eating last

night's dinner or this morning's breakfast over again.

They have served a passing need, have been ingested,

and perhaps enjoyed, and there is an end of them.

Valueless Books.

Much the same may be said of several other classes

of books. There is the gossipy history and the gossip-

ing biography, the collection of piquant stories from

the notebook of some recently deceased celebrity, or the

lightly written account of some historically inipropei

female. Not bad reading, perhaps ; but you do not
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want these truffled dishes perpetually on your table.

And then, again, there are the books which are actually

journalism in everything but the name ; the discussion

of some event of the moment, the criticism of a passing

question of public interest, the visit to some scene or

some personage temporarily in the world's eye. This

sort of thing may sometimes be extremely competent

and serviceable journalism, but it is essentially tran-

sient ; when the event or the problem with which it is

concerned has been done with its raison d'etre has

gone. Who will care to look at a magazine article on

Mr. Asquith's last Education Bill five years after date ?

He will be under no necessity to do so, for the magazine

in which the essay is enshrined will have disappeared

from the face of the earth long before that time. Rut

if the author has chosen to expand his article into a

book and to have it duly published with all the pomp
of cloth covers, the unhappy purchaser will never be

able to get rid of it. Long after he has assimilated and

forgotten all the author's arguments, long after Mr.

Asquith's Bill and Mr. Asquith's Ministry have passed

into ancient history, the unhappy volume will stare

grimly down at him from his overburdened bookshelves.

Squibs.

A bookseller advertised fm- an er-

rand boy. As it happened, the boss

was talking to a customer when a

boy came in. Thinking he wanted I"

buy something he excused himself,

and going over to the boy asked him

whal he cuiild do for him.

The boy told him that he came in

answer to his advertisement and nsk-

ed for the job.

Well, of course, the boss gol mud

by being disturbed while he was talk-

ing to a customer. He said to the

boy:

"You go outside and walk on. If

T call you back, why I will hire you;

if T don't, why, you just keep right

on walking."

The boy did as he was told, but on

going out he picked up a lacrosse stick

that was standing near the door, put

it on his back, and started down the

street.

Before he had gone ten yards the

old man was after him, yelling,

"Come back! Come back!"
The boy came back, took off his

coat, and asked where he wanted him

to work, downstairs or upstairs, or

• where.

The man took one good look at him

and said: "I guess you're the sort of

boy I want. Never mind putting

your coat on. Start right in."

"These sectional bookcases are nice

things. You can start in a small way
and add to them as you can afford

it."

"Good idea. Why doesn't some-

body invent a sectional hat for lad-

ies?"—Puck.

BLACK AND WHITE CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
This year's Christmas Number of Black and White

promises to be the most interesting, both from a liter-

ary and artistic point of view, that has been issued.

Among the stories that will appear are "The King's

Star," by Katharine Tynan ; illustrated by F. Pegram.

"Three Episodes in the Life of Mr. Cowlishaw," by

Arnold Bennett ; illustrated by C. M. Sheldon. "Why
Cupid Came to Earl's Court," by Cosmo Hamilton;
illustrated by J. It. Skelton. "Deeds of Kindness," by

J. J. Bell ; illustrated by Stephen Keid
;
and "The One

Woman," by Mayne Lindsay ; illustrated by W. Rainey,

R.I. Special features are provided by A. C. Michael,

Will Owen, ('. Fleming Williams, Hilda Cowham, Law-
son Wood, Frank Gillett, R.I., and many other well-

known artists, while the presentation supplements—there

will be four presentation plates including one phtoto-

gravure—axe by far the most elaborate Christmas plates

ever issued by this paper. We are able to reproduce, in

a greatly i educed size, two of the four presentation

plates. These arc drawn in color by Frank Gillett, R.I.

'flic price of the Christmas Xo. will be one shilling,

with liberal terms to the trade, and. booksellers are ad-

vised to make early application for supplies.

"JUST ONE TOO MANY."
One of the four presentation plates included in "Black and White" Chi simas Number.

"JUST ONE MORE."
One of the four presentation plates included in "Black and White" Christmas Number.
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S
OME NEW BOOKS FROM ABROAD — NUMER-
OUS PUBLICATIONS SUITABLE FOR GIFT
PURPOSES — JUVENILES TO THE FRONT
AS USUAL-BRIEF REVIEWS OF CONTENTS

Brown, Charles R. The Young Man's Affairs. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, +1.00 net.

Good common-sense and a grasp of the essentials

are manifested in every page of "The Young Man's
Affairs." Having been a young man himself—perhaps

counting himself as still one—the author does not at-

tempt either sermonizing or lecturing. Instead, he here

uives a series of the friendliest chats on the things

which concern a young man the nearest; mi affairs which

every young man is called upon to decide for him-

self, willy nilly.

Wagner's Walkure. "The Valkyrie." Retold in Eng-

lish verse by Oliver Huckel, author of "Parsifal," etc.

New York. Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, illustrated.

7") cents net. Ooze leather, $1.50 net.

This is the fifth volume of the Wagner music-dramas

and the second of the "Ring" stories to appear in the

present excellent series of English poems. "The Rhein-

gold," which has already appeared, gives the opening

of this stern tragedy of the gods, and "The Valkyrie"

continues the theme. Wotan creates a band of warrior

daughters, whose duty it is to search the battlefields of

earth for the spirits of slain heroes, who are to be used

to guard Valhalla from destruction. interwoven with

this theme is the love of Siegmund and Sieglinde, and

its resulting catastrophe.

McClelland, T. Calvin. The Mind of Christ. New York:

Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth. $1.25.

A volume directed to those people who are church-

goers, but who arc not confessed followers of Christ, be-

cause the\ misunderstand His teachings.

Romantic Legends of Spain. By Gustavo A. Becquer.

Translated from the Spanish. New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, $1.50 net.

This Spanish writer, who died only a few years ago,

was ranked as the most individual author of his laud and

generation. His nearest parallel in America is Poe,

whose life strongly resembles his own. At the outset

oik's interest is challenged. Becquer does not contenl

himself with the usual plots found in the short story.

Instead, he loves to dwell in the realm of the super-

natural. He tells of magic armor inhabited by fighting

demons; or haunted lakes and rivers; of a cathedra!

organ whose keys are still controlled by a ghostly mu-

sician; and many another bit of the folk-hire of old

( rranada.

Waverley Synopses. By J. Walker McSpadden. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth. 16mo., 50 cents.

The overworked expression, "Multum in parvo"
ciimes at once to mind in viewing a work like this; for

here, in a little pocket volume of less than 300 compact

pages, the author has compressed the essential facts and
characters found in the 12, 0(H) large pages which com-

prise the "Waverley Novels." The book is a model of

compact information. The table of contents, for ex-

ample, gives in two pages the name of every story, its

location, date of authorship, date of publication, and

series title, such as "Tales of My Landlord," etc. The
various novels and stories are next considered in their

regular chronological order, thus giving a consecutive

study of them as a whole, and also a fine historical sur-

vey of the succeeding centuries. The plot of each is told

in clear, succinct story-telling- form, and a list of char-

acters given—this list, including all but the most obscure

figures. Finally a full index of characters concludes the

volume.

Go Forward. By J. R. Miller. New Y'ork: Thomas Y.

Crowell & Co. Cloth, oil cents net.

A tasteful little book, with dainty covers, attractive

type, and containing a series of unusually pleasing pic-

tures in full color, by a talented artist.

Christmas Builders. By Charles E. Jefferson, D.I). New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, 50 cents net.

The good old fashion, inaugurated by Dickens, of

bringing out a little book especially for Christmas, has

been persisted in by some writers of to-day with pleasing

results. Take, for example, the present little book by a

Xew York clerygman and writer. Its whole suggestion

from cover to colophon

—

aided by unusually skilful typo-

graphy— is of the holly and Vuletide. And this exterior

dress but bears out the message of the text itself. It is

a. Christmas sermon—a vigorous protest against the pres-

ent-day spirit, which seeks to burden this holidaj under
a constantly increasing mass of care and commercialism;
and a plea for a return of the old-time ideals and spirit.

Juveniles.

We Four and Two More. By Imogen Clark. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth. $1.25.

"We Four" are a group of lively youngsters who do
net believe in letting the grass grow under their feet;

and the "Two More' are a pair of cousins who form
worthy additions to the circle. The entire six spend a

happy summer with a grandmother and maiden aunt, at

ii fine old country place, where there are horses and dogs
a,nd other interesting things. To prevent time from
banging too heavily on their hands, however, they organ-
ize the S. I'. 0. I)., which, being translated, means the

Society for the Prevention of Dulness. Its object is -A
prank a day." and its motto. '•.Muni's the word." After
that, things begin to happen and continue to happen un-
til the authorities intervene.

Pinocchio. The Adventures of a, Little Wo,,den Boy. By
Carlo Collodi. Translated from the Italian. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth. $1.

"Pinocchio" has had an immense popularity in Italy.

where the sales have totalled nearly a, million copies in

twenty years. Every bookshop has its stack of copies,

and few and far between are the boys who do not know
off-hand about the puppet's marvelous adventures.
Pinocchio himself was carved originally out of a log of
hard wood, and his head must have been made from the

hardest portion; for it requires many experiences—some
of them not altogether pleasant—to make him see the
beauty of taking advice. From lirsi to last he lives in

the realm of the topsy-turvy, equal to that of "Alice in

Wonderland," or Jack of Beanstalk fame.

The Land of Nod and What Tinkie and Tess Found There.
By J. Walker McSpadden. Illustrated by Edward L.

Chase. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth.
+ 1.50.

Here is a wonder book which will attract children at

first sighl by its cover and many illustrations in color and
black and white, and which they should find no less en-
joyable in the text. It is all about two earth children who
refuse to go to sleep one Christmas Eve, and thus catch
the Sandman on bis nightly visit, who perforce takes them
with him to the Land of Nod. They journey up a flying
moonbeam; but just before they reach their destination
things begin to happen—and continue to happen all
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through the booll until the last page is reached, and the

children find themselves—but that is anticipating the story!

The Christmas Child. By Hesba Stretton. Illustrated in

color by K. Street. New York: Thomas Y. dwell &
Co. Cloth, 50 cents net.

A quiet story of the Christmas-tide is this, its scene

being located upon a farm in Wales. There are but four

principal characters, since this farm is off the beaten

track, and its tillers are simple, stern folk, who live

repressed lives. First there is Aunt Priscilla, as capable

and resourceful as a man in managing the place—"a
spare, hard-featured woman, with a weather-stained face,

and hands as horny as a man's with farm work." Then

comes the servant, "old Nathan, a white-headed, strong

old man, nearly seventy years of age, but still able to do

a fair day's work." Lastly there are two nieces, little

Joan, and Rhoda, aged eighteen, than whom "there was

not a prettier girl in the parish."

Miscellaneous.

Annals of the Natal Government Museum. Edited by

Ernest Warren. Volume 1., Parts t and 2. Volume

II., Part 1. London: Adlard & Son, Bartholomew Close.

10s, 10s and 7s (id net each.

Schmidt, Eugen S. How to Dive (Trick and Fancy).

London: Health & Strength, Ltd. (id net.

Heather, H. H.. Sailing for Amateurs. London: Health

& Strength, Ltd. Is net.

Ritchie, M. J. G.. The Text-Book of Lawn Tennis. Lon-

don: Health & Strength, Ltd. Is net.

Pearce, W. J. Fixed and Cycle Camping. A Full and

Practical Guide. London: Health & Strength, Ltd.

Is net.

FALL FICTION ANNOUNCEMENT LIST

A Heavy List of Books—Several Good Titles among

Them—Nearly Every Prominent Novelist Repre-

sented.

Since the August issue went to press several addition-

have noted these carefully and have also revised last

al titles have been announced by Canadian publishers. We
month's list, giving dates of publication wherever pos-

sible.

Musson Book Co.

The Silver Horde, Rex E. Beach, September 18.

The Lords of High Decision, Meredith Nicholson, October.

Little Sister Snow, Frances Little, October.

The Lordship of Love, Baroness von I hit ten, Indefinite.

The Land of Long Ago, Eliza Calvert Hall, September IK

They and I, Jerome K. Jerome, Indefinite.

Redemption of Kenneth Gait, Will N. Harbin, Sept. 23.

Julia Bride, Henry James, September 23.

The Real Thing, John Kendrick Bangs, October 7.

An Involuntary Chaperon, Margaret Cameron, October 14.

The Lost Boarders, Mary Austen, October 14.

The Ruinous Face, Maurice Hewlett, October 14.

Capt. Stormfield's Visit, Mark Twain, October 21.

The God of Love, Justin Huntley McCarthy, October 21.

Beasley's Christmas Party, Booth Tarkington, Oct. 21.

Snow Fire, by the Author of "Martyrdom of an Em-
press," November 11.

The Winning Lady, Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, October 28.

The Image of Eve, Margaret Briscoe, November 11.

The Master, Irving Bacheller, Indefinite.

The Lady of Big Shanty, F. Berkeley Smith, Indefinite.

Options, O. Henry, November 4.

Daphne in Fitzroy Street, E. Nusbit, Indefinite.

Veronica Playfair, Maud Wilder Goodwin. Indefinite.

Copp, Clark.

Northern Lights, Sir Gilbert Parker, Sept. 17.

The Haven, Eden Phillpotts, Oct. (i.

The Sins of Society, Cecil Raleigh, September.

Marriages of Mayfair, E. Keble Chatterton, October.

John Marvel, Assistant, Thomas Nelson Page, Oct. Hi.

Anne Veronica, H. G. Wells, October 1.

The Flute of the Gods, Marah Ellis Ryan, October.

Emily Fox Scton, Francis Hodgson Burnett, October.

Bella Donna. Robert Hiehens, September.

Seymour Charlton, W. B. Maxwell, October.

Posson Jone', George W. Cable, Oct. lfi.

The. Price of His Doris, Maarten Maartens, Indefinite.

Through the Wall, Cleveland Mofl'att, October.

The Perjurer, W. E. Norris, September.

Faces in the Mist, J. A. Steuart, Indefinite.

McLeod & Allen.

Mr. Justice Raffles, E. W. Hornung, October.

Cardillac, Robert Barr, September.

The New Commandment, Anthony Ycrrall, September.

A Woman's Way, Charles Somerville, September.

Half a Chance, Frederic S. Isham, September.

Keziah Coffin, Joseph C. Lincoln, September.

Happy Hawkins, Robert A. Wason, September.

The Stowaway, Louis Tracy, September.

Virginia of the Air Lines, Herbert Quick, October.

Lantern of Luck, Hudson Douglas, September.
The Last Woman, Ross Beekman, September.

The Vanished Smuggler, Stephen Chalmers, September.

Old Clinckers, Harvey J. O'lliggins, September.

The Rule of Three, Alma M. Esterbrook, September.

Waylaid by Wireless, Edwin Balmer, September.

Old Wives Tale, Arnold Bennett, September.

The Greater Power, Harold Bindloss, September.

Forty Minutes Late, F. Hopkinson Smith, October.

The Open Country, .Maurice Hewlett, September.

Cupid's Understudy, Edward S. Field, October.

Black Sheep, Joseph Sharts, September.

The Stolen Cygnet, Sidney Fredericks, September.

Son of Mary Bethel, Elsa Barker, September.

The Pillars of Eden, Philip V. Mighels, September.

Henry Frowde.

The Attic Guest, Robert P.. Knowles, Early October.

It Never Could Happen Again, Win. De Morgan, Sept.

The Suitable Child, Norman Duncan, October.

Westminster Co.

The Foreigner, Ralph Connor, November.

Cassell & Co.

The Shoulder Knot, Mrs. Dudeney, September.

The Smith's of Valley View, Keble Howard, October.

A House of Lies, Sidney Warwick, October.

Romance of Michael Trevail, Joseph Hocking, October.

A Country Corner, Amy Le Feuvre, October.

Blind Hopes, H. Wallace, November.
London and a Girl, Alfred Gibson, November.
Wrong Side of Destiny, Edith Mary Moore, November.

Macmillan.

The Key of the Unknown, Rosa N. Carey, September.

A Life for a Life, Roger Herrick, September.

Calvary, "Rita," September.
Actions and Reactions, Rudyard Kipling, October 15.

Martin Eden, Jack London, October.

Friendship Village Stories, Zona Gale, October.

Stradella, F. M. Crawford, October.

The House Called Hurrish, "Rita," November.
Gentle Knight of Old Brandenburg, Charles Major, Indef.

The Backwoodsman, C. G. D. Roberts, Indefinite.
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fMHE CANADIAN MONTHLY LIST OF BOOKS FOR AUGUST,
w^Tw CONTAINING A RECORD OF BOOKS PUBLISHED IN CAN-

fljLfll ADA
>
BOOKS BY CANADIAN AUTHORS AND BOOKS ABOUT

MMM CANADA, ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST

Andom, R. On Turn- with Troddles. Toronto: Cassell &
Co. Cloth, $1.00.

Askew, Alice and Claude. Plains of Silence. Sixpennj

edition. Toronto: Cassell & Co. 15 cents.

Ball, Sir Robert. Earth's Beginning. New Edition. To-

ronto: Cassell & Co. Cloth, $2.26.

Ball, Sir Robert. The Story of the Heaven-. New Edi-

tion. Toronto: Cassell & Co. Cloth, $3.00.

Balmer, Edwin. Waylaid by Wireless, [llustrated. To-

ronto: McLeod & Allen. August. Cloth. $1.25.

Bradshaw, F., M.A., D.Sc. Self-Government in Canada
and How it was Achieved: The Story of Lord Durham's
Report. London: 1'. S. King & Sun'. [909. Cheap Edi-

tion. 414 pages. 5y2x8% inches. Cloth, 3|6 net.

**Bryce, George. The Romantic Settlement of Lord Sel-

kirk's Colonists. (The Pioneers of Manitoba.) Toronto:

Musson Book Co. August. 328 pages. 5%x9 inches.

Illustrated. Cloth, $1.50.

This well-printed volume is appropriate and timely in

view of the Centennial celebration of the Selkirk Settle-

ment, which will be held in Winnipeg in 1912. The trials,

oppressions and heartless prosecutions through which the

settlers passed are narrated by the author, who has al-

ways stood forward as a champion of Lord Selkirk. The

story is chiefly confined to the Red River settlement, now
the Province of Manitoba.

Bullen, Frank T. Creatures of the Sea,. Being the Life

Stories of Some Sea Birds, Beasts and Fishes, [llus-

trated. Toronto: McClelland & Goodchild. August.

Cloth. $1.25.

Caine, Hall. The White Prophet, [llustrated by R. Caton

Woodville. Toronto: McLeod & Allen. August. Cloth,

$1.25.

The author of "The Christian" takes as his hero a

Mahdi of almost Christ-like character. The Commander-
in-Chief' of the British forces of Egypl and the Consul

General order the son of the Consul General to "smash
the .Mahdi." His conscience as a man forbids him to do

his duty as a soldier. He gives up his sword and follows

i lie .Mahdi. The woman lie loves also follows the Madhi
from motives of revenge. The plot is intricate; the end

delicately brought about.

Clay, Bertha M. Ironmaster's Daughter. Sixpenny Edi-

tion. Toronto. Cassell & Co. 15 cents.

Canada's Missionary Congress: Address delivered at the

Canadian National Missionary Congress, held in To-

ronto, March .'il to April 4. 1909, with reports of com-

mittees. Toronto: Canadian Council Laymen's Mis-

sionary Movement. August. IX.-f-.SfvS pages. .5
' ^ x S 1

,

inches. Cloth, $1.00 net.

Estabrook, Alma Martin. Tin Rule of Three. Illustrated

bv George Brehm. Toronto: McLeod & Allen, ('loth,

$] .25.

Fine, H. B. ami Thompson, H. D. Co-ordinate Geometry.

Toronto: Macmillan Co. of Canada. August. Cloth,

$1.60.

Haggard, H. Rider. Ghost Kings. Paper reprinl edition.

Toronto; Cassell & Co. 30 cents.
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:;:::Tnrig, Alex. The Spirit of God in the Universe. Tor-

onto: William Briggs. August. Paper covers. 31

pages, 5 x 7\ 2 inch s.

Kipling, Rudyard. Stories and Poems Every Child Should

Know. Edited by Marj E. Burt and W. T. Chapin. Il-

lustrated. Toronto: McClelland and Goodchild. Au-

gust. Cloth. $1.20 net.

Knopf, S. Adolphus, M.D. Tuberculosis, a Preventable and

Curable Disease. Madern Methods for the Solution of

the Tuberculosis Problem. Toronto: McClelland and

Gi 1 dchild. Au-ust. Cloth. $2 net.

-Logan, J. D., M.A., Ph.D., (Harvard). The Making of

the New Iriland. An Essay in Social Psychology. Tor-

onto: The Gaelic League. 1009. 20 pages, !''•

{
x PH..

-. paper covers, 25 cents.

This essay is based on two lectures delivered by Dr.

I. -hi and is intended to show the aims and achievements
of

1 he ( raelic League.

MacGrath, Harold. The Goose Girl, [llustrated by Andre
Castaigne. Toronto: McLeod & Allen. August. Cloth,

$1.25.

MacPhail, Andrew. Essays in Politics. London: Long-
mans, Green & Co. [909. 301 pages. :>'

, s *'
, inches.

( 'loth, (is net.

Contains ten essays,—"The Patience of England',"

"Loyalty—to What:'" •The Dominion and the Spirit."

"Whal fan Canada ho.'" "New Lamps I'^v Old," "A
Patent Anomaly," "Protection and Politics." "Why the

Cons rvatives Failed," "The Psychology of Canada,"
"British Diplomacy and Canada."

McKenzie, R. Tait, B.A., M.D. Exercise in Education and

Medicine. Philadelphia: W. I'». Saunders Co. 1909.

406 pages. 346 illustrations, (1 x !) inches. Cloth, $3.50.

The author, who is now Professor of Physical Educa-
tion in the University of Pennsylvania, is a native of

Almonte, Ontario, a graduate of McGill University, and
was for years physical instructor in McGill gymnasium.

Milham, W. I. How bo Identify the Stars. Toronto:
Macmillan Co. of Canada. August. Cloth, 75 cents not.

Pemberton, Max. The House under the Sea. Sixpenny
edition. Toronto: Cassell & Co. 15 cents.

Rockefeller, John D. Random Reminiscences of .Men and
Events. Toronto: McClelland and Goodchild. August.
Cloth. $1 net.

—Serv.'ce, Robert W. Ballads of a Cheeehako. Toronto:
Wii'iam Briggs. August, 1911!). 157 page.. 5 x 7^
inches. Cloth, illustrated edition, $1.50. Ordinary
cloth edition, $1.

:::i:: Shefaield, T. W. Swimming. Toronto: Musson Book
Co. August. 176 pages. 5% x 7% inches. Illustrated.
Cloth, 75 cents.

The author, who is holder of King Edward's Trophy,
World's Competition, 1905, is an expert who is abundantly
qualified to discuss swimming. His hook is a practical

treatise, (specially adapted to the beginner. After giving
elementary instruction, Mr. Sheffield precceds to tell of
the achievements of experts and the experiences of not*
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able swimmers, introducing in this way a vast amount

of practical information. T'he book is well illustrated.

**Siever, Philip Henry. Siever's American Shorthand.

An Economical System of Writing the English Langu-

age. Toronto: Archibald W. Smith & Partners. August.

97 pages. 5 x 8 inches. Cloth.

Outlining a rational system of shorthand calculated

tn make the transition from longhand an easy process.

Snyder, Chas. M. The Flaw in the Sapphire. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. August. Cloth. $1.25.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles. Shakespeare. London and

Toronto: Henry Frowde. Cloth, 2s.

An essay on Shakespeare written in 1905 and now

first published.

Warren, G. F. Elements of Agriculture. Toronto: Mac-

Millan Co. of Canada. August. Cloth, $1.10 net.

Wright, Harold Bell. The Calling of Dan .Matthews.

Illustrated by A. I. Kellar. Toronto: McLeod & Allen.

August. Cloth, $1.25.

The story of this man, who was really "a minister"

to his kind, begins in the Osark Mountains, but mostly

its events happened in Cornith, a town of the middle class

in a Middle Western slate. To this town, made by a little

railroad and growing apace, came nan. lie found his

I'ate in Miss Kai'well, a singer in his choir, but strongly

under the influence of Christian Science. Dan Matthews
has much trouble with his conventional congregation, but

after trials he becomes an example of true Christianity

to the whole settlement.

METHOD IN BUYING BOOKS—SMALL QUAN-
TITIES AND GREATER ASSORTMENT
RECCOMMENDED PROPER CLASSIFICA-
TION OF THE BOOK STOCK.

BY ALBERT C. WALKER.

The subject of buying is a large one to' treat in a
short paper, and I shall only endeavor to touch lightly

on a tew points. First, as to quantities in buying, 1

would emphasize the advantage of small quantities and
the greater assoitment of titles and lines, even at tho

expense of lesser discount, if such must be. And this,

1 maintain, applies with as much force to the larger

retailer as to the smaller.

From a vast output id' fiction placed before the

buyer nowadays, we make it a rule to first sample the

book through an advance copy, to be read by salespeople

and others, or by the purchase of a. copy or two only.

An exception, of course, can he made in the case of an

author whose name will insure a sale up to a certain

point. Many a title, we dealers all know, can be well

omitted entirely from even the sampling.

In testing the merits of fiction from a selling stand-

point, we find the verdict given by the patrons of our

circulating library one good indication of probable sell-

ing qualities.

The matter of discounts is too well in hand and too

much under discussion otherwise to dwell on here, other

than to suggest that a healthy discount should be no

inducement to buy a puny book. The enterprising book-

seller desirous of keeping his stock up to date and reas-

onably complete need not feel too dependable upon the

necessity of buying where the discount offered is not

sufficient to pay the average cost of handling and a

little more. We cannot carry everything in tho multi-

plicity of books published now, and the bookseller is

justified in discriminating reasonably in favor of books

that will pay a living profit.

We have found, in these latter days of many books,

that it is an exceptionally strong and well-known book

that creates a necessity for carrying in sight ; so too

in the carrying of books of fiction, the demand for which

is created by immoral and suggestive qualities contained.

And in all these considerations the dealer can afford to

be independent in his buying.

The classification of the book stock, as fiction, ju-

venile, scientific books, history, biographies, etc., etc.,

merits, and should receive, great consideration on tho

part of the dealer. And no less importance should be

attached to the classification of the clerks in charge,

thus enabling them to be useful advisers, in buying and
re-ordering, and, moreover, adding greatly to their in-

telligent knowledge of their stock in dealing with their

customers.

The use of stock slips in each title are of great ben-

efit, giving the title, quantity and date of purchase,

with publisher and cost. When the last copy of a titlo

is sold, this slip, handed to the order desk, gives full

information as to desirability of re-ordering or not.

Different methods and different contracts with publishers

will prevail where booksellers buy from the publishers

direct. But we find it of great benefit to have careful

records, in detail, of the annual business with each

house through orders to agents and orders by mail.

Such a record of purchase and re-order is more depend-

able than the optimistic recollections of most commer-
cial representatives, and forms a useful basis from which

to gauge later purchases from season to season.

In connection with this mention of commercial re-

presentatives, let me say here that, in a long- business

life I have found in general that those representing- the

book publishing trade are men of fine character as a

rule, and that it pays to deal with them, and that they

can be of benefit to the dealer in many ways.

The matter of special book orders is one of great Im-

portance to the retail book dealer, as what he does in that

line involves no carrying of stock, and if covered by pre-

payment or deposit, when dealing- with strang-ers, in-

volves no risk. Good service in this line, is appreciated

by the customer and makes friends. Some of the best

work that a dealer does is along this line, and, although

our friends, the publishers, are often apt to consider

these spe-ial mail orders as "small potatoes," and as

something- that just blows in without effort on any-

body's part, wo dealers know that it takes the best

kind of salesmanship, backed by intelligent use of bib-

liographies and catalogues, to' secure them.

After trying various systems of keeping track of

special orders, we have adopted tho use of a book of

printed forms, giving necessary details triplicated

through carbon copies. A tissue copy is kept in the

book covers by the salesman, one copy is kept at the

order desk, and the other goes into a card index case in

the receiving room. As reports of delays, out-of-prints,.

etc., come in they are noted on the desk copy and also

in a loose leaf book arranged by publishers' names. Re-

ports on books advertised for, imports, etc., are all

promptly recorded, and each week the orders are care-

fully gone through to see if book or report on same has

come to hand. Back orders, continuations from libra-

ries and others form a separate class, and a card index

system arranged by author, title and customer is neces-

sary to be effective.
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^^^CTIVITIES AMONG THE CANADIAN PUBLISHING HOUSESM^M MANY HANDSOME GIFT BOOKS TO APPEAR IN CANADIi
!|pJ;JP EDITIONS — FICTION OCCUPIES A PROMINENT PLACE
<SA»

0£0£0^ VARIOUS IMPORTATIONS FROM ENGLAND AND THE STATES.

Cassell &i Co. announce for publication next, month a

volume entitled "Dickens and Mis Friends," which
should appeal in the ranks of Dickens lovers in Canada.

It is well illustrated and will sell at $1.75 net.

A new edition of Dr. Saleeby's "Worry" will he is-

sued next month by Cassell & Co., at 75 ets. net.

MASTERPIECESW COLOUR

Masterpieces in Cole

(Copp, Clark.)

Charles (i. D. Roberts' new novel 'is entitled "The

Backwoodsman." It is to be published this season by

the Macmillan (
'<>

The Macmillan Co. are to have a new novel by Wins-

ton Chun-hill this fall, which will he something different

from his previous hooks. The title and date of publica-

t Lorn nave not yet been announced.

Dr. Grenfell's illustrated work on "Labrador; the

Country and the People," is announced for publication

in a Canadian ediCon by the Macmillan Co.

GIRLS^ TO-DAY
Clarence F Underwood 1

One of the Copp, Clark Co.'s 1910 Gift Books

The Macmillan Co. will publish this season Dr.

Sveni Hedin's book describing- his discoveries and adven-

tures in Tibet. This will be one of the most important

travel books of the year.

The Copp, Clark Co. will publish in- October three

capital hoys' stories, "A Hero of Sedan," a tale of the

Franco-Prussian War, and "John Bargreave's Cold," a

tali' of adventure in the Caribbean, loth by Captain V.

S. Brereton ; and "Ford of 11. M.S. Glover," a tale of

the Royal Navy of to-day, by Staff-Surgeon T. T. Jeans,

R.N. Among their boys' books they announce, "In the

Teeth of Adventure Dp and Down the World," a scries of

inn- stories of real peril, compiled by Alfred H. Miles.

This is now ready.

Dr. Henry Van Dyke's contribution to this season's

gift books will he a. volume of poems, entitled "The
White Dees," which will he issued by the Copp, Clark

Co. on October 2. It will be uniform with "Music and
Other 1'oems," published some time ago.

The Copp, Clark Co. have no fewer than three edi-

tions of "The Arabian Nights" on their holiday list.

The first one, illustrated by W. Heath Robinson and

Helen Stratton, is now ready. The second, retold Eor

children by Gladys Davidson and illustrated by Helen

Stratton, will be issued early in October and the third,

edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora Archibald

One of the Copp, Clark Co.'sTl910 Gift Books

Smith and illustrated by Maxfield Parrish, is announced

for October Di.

This year's Harrison Fisher gift book is entitled

"The American Girl," and contains twelve, illustration.-,

in full colors. It will be published in Canada by the

Copp, Clark Co. on October 2. A somewhat similar

book is "Girls of To-day" by Clarence F. Underwood,
also published by the same firm. It contains 24 full-

page color illustrations and 75 in black-and-white and

will ha ready in October.

Two new editions of Robert Louis Stevenson's "A
Child's Garden of Verses" will be issued this season by

the Copp, Clark Co. At the end of September an edition

illustrated in color by Chas. Robinson will he ready, and

during- October a profusely illustrated edition by Flor-

ence Storer will be published. Both will sell at $1.50.

Two or three interesting juveniles appear on the

Copp, Clark Co.'s fall list. There is a "Complete
Mother Goose" by Ethel Franklin Betts, illustrated in

color, a beautifully illustrated edition of Hawthorne's
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"Tanglewood' Tales," Washingron living's "Old Christ-

mas" and "The Road to Oz" by L. Frank Baum.

For girl readers the Copp, Clark Co. have ready a

new story by Ethel Turner with the title "That Girl."

An interesting- book, containing drawings by that

clever artist J. Montgomery Flagg, will be published

on October 2 by the Copp, Clark Co. It is entitled

"City People," and illustrates people and scenes from

all walks of life. There are about 80 illustrations in

pen and ink and halftone.

A book of Empire entitled "Britain Overseas," in

which British possessions are described in picture and

story, has just been issued by the Copp, Clark Co. and

should prove a useful gift book. It is the work of J.

E< Parrott, M.A., I.L.I)., and is profusely illustrated.

One of the Copp, Clark Co.'s most pleasing gift

hooks for this season will be the Fitzgerald Centenary

Edition of "The Hubaiyat of Omar Khayyam," pie

sented entirely in color by Willy I'ogany. There are 'i\

illustrations, whilst every quatrain is printed in colors.

The ordinary edition is $3.00 net. There is also a

limited signed edition at $6.00 net. Publication at the

end of September.

The Copp, Clark Co. will issue neat ooze leather

illustrated editions of "Tennyson's Love Poems" and

"The Song of Hiawatha," at $2.00. These will bo ready

in October. The same, books in cloth are priced at $1.00.

A fascinating work, "The Romance of Fra Filippo

Lippi," by A. J. Anderson, is announced by the Copp.

Clark Cik The book has a photogravure frontispiece

and Hi full-page illustrations on art paper. It is priced

at $2.56.

A new and important history of Methodism has just

been issued under the title of "A New History of Meth-

odism," edited by W. J. Townsend, B.D., H. B. Work-

man, M.A., I). Lit., and George Eayrs, F.R.H. It is

issued in two volumes and comes from the press of

Bladder and Stougnton, London. The Canadian market

has been secured by William Briggs.

Doiibleday, Page & Co., Xew York, are the publishers

of Robert E. Peary's book. "Nearest, the Pole," which

contains a \i\id account of Lieutenant Peary's former

expedition, and of Dr. Frederick A. Cook's books, "At

the Top of the Continent," and "Through the First

Antarctic Night," all of which are especially timely just

now.

Mrs. Everard Cotes (Sara Jeanette Duncan) has

written a new novel entitled "A Burnt Offering." It is

a romance of anarchy in Bengal and it contains situa-

tions which are said to be most striking in their novelty.

Tho English
.

publisher is Methuen.

Worth While Series.

Five new volumes have been added this year by

Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., New York, to their "What
is Worth While" series, a popular line of short, ethical

gift books. The complete list now embraces titles by

many famous writers. The new volumes for this season

are "Homespun Religion," by Elmer E. Higley, a series

of terse, practical "five-minute" talks on right living;

"The Master's Friendships," by J. R. Miller ; "Until

the Evening," by Arthur C. Benson; "What They Did

With Themselves," by Ernest H. Abbott, Lenten medi-

tations upon the occupation of various people who were

intimately concerned with the betrayal and death of

Christ ; "Why Crow Old \" by O. S. Marden.
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Two New Annuals.

The Religious Tract Society of London, England,
famous as the publishers of the Boy's Own and Girl's

Own Annuals, have added two new annuals this year to

their list, particularly adapted to Canada. They arc

the "Empire Annual for Canadian Boys," and the

"Empire Annual for Canadian Girls." Both contain

384 pages and are admirably illustrated. Stories and

articles of deep interest fill their pages. They should

meet with a warm welcome in Canada.

A New Annual.

Cassell & Co. announce the publication this season of

an entirely new annual to be called "Cassell's Annual
lor Hoys and Girls." Generally annuals are prepared

specially either lor boys or girls, and it is often the

Fr.i Filippo Lippi

(Copp, (lark.)

case that a girl prefers a boys' book and is disappointed

when she is presented with a girls' book. The new an-

nual will overcome this difficulty. The reputation of the

publishers of "Chums," "Girls' Realm" and "Little

Folks" is enough to assure the success of "Cassell's

Annual for Boys and Girls." It will lie issued in cloth

at $1.50 and boards at $1.00.

A HAPPY APPOINTMENT.

The numerous friends of Mr. Arthur Spurgeon, general

manager of Cassell & Co., London, will be pleased to hear

that he has been honored by being appointed a Justice of

the Peace for the County of Surrey. The new magistrate

visited Canada during the summer of 1A08 and it is to be

hoped that, he will find time to come over again in the

near future.
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Wje Jforetgner
By

Ralph Connor
Author of ' The Sky Pilot,

'

' etc. , etc.

In cloth only - - - $1.25

READY NOVEMBER 15th

Baton pp Galilee
By

RALPH CONNOR

A companion booklet to "The
Angel and the Star."

Eight drawings in color.

Paper cover booklet - $ .25

Cloth ----- .50

Peauttful &ekl
By

WILFRED CAMPBELL

A Romance of 1812.

Cloth ----- $1.25

The Westminster Co., Ltd.

Publishers : TORONTO

E. H. HARCOURT CO.'S NEW BUILDING.

The tine, large, new building of E. H. Hareourt & Co.,

Wellington Sfcreel West, Toronto, is practically completed.

All that is now required is a few finishing touches to pul

ii into first-class shape. Three Hals. 33 feet by 121 feet,

have been found necessary to accommodate their rapidly

growing trade. A rearrangement of one or two of the

departments has been found necessary to facilitate the

trans-action of business. Some ne* machinery has been

installed and the concern now finds itself fully competenl

to take care of its large orders, including government

work. The front structure is of red brick and the desigO

df the building while plain is not without a certain beauty

of o ui line. As a result of the recent lire in the Ontario

Legislative Library. E. H. Hareourt & Co. now have a

pari of their bindery staff busily engaged at repairing the

damaged volumes. A curiosity among the collection is

a newspaper lib of the Quebec Mercurj of is 14. which

contains a quaint announcement of a sale of books "re-

centlj arrived by ship which are to be sold by auction

at Jos. M.alliot 's hold. Booklovers are invited to be pre-

sent, and the public are informed thai catalogues will be

printed and issued two or three days before the sale."

Very little display type i> used in any of the advertise-

ments which resemble very much the presenl day

"waul ad."

SOME NEW BOOKS.

Otis, James. Found by the Circus. New York. Thomas

V. Crowell & Co. Cloth, +1.

An entertaining account of life behind the scenes

a circus. The hern, a straj youngster, is found asleep in

one of the wagons. He is taken along with the circus

and is injured by a lion. He is then featured as a hero

by the manager. The hero's aunt, an amusing chara

IS also introduced.

Gask, Lilian. In Nature's School. New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

An attractive juvenile book which illustrates the mo-;

successful way of teaching natural history. It is the

story of a. boy who ran away from an orphans' home arid

lived for a whole yi ar in 1 lie woods.

Stories of Norse Heros. To'd by the Northmen. Retold

by !•',. M. Wilmot-Buxton. New York: Thomas Y.

Crowell & Co. Cloth. .+1...0.

Twenty-five stories of the day- of the Northmen, from

whom the Anglo-Saxons are descended. They are all well

r\ r~v y~v %S £* Out-of-print nooks supplied. No matter n hat subji it

QjlJlJlV^. Can supply any book evi r published. We have 50.000
rare books.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

THE "CHRISTIAN AGE"
A religious journal for the home. Containing sketches and por-

traits of religious workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher

and many illustrations. One penny weekly, 8s. per annum post

free. Monthly parts 6d. Post free to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO^Ltd., Temple Housejaiiis st., London, Eng.

•« GREAT THOUGHTS"
Contains extracts from the MASTER MINDS of all countries
and all ages. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS
—Articles on Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers
of the day. Id weekly, post free 8s. 8d. per annum, 6d. monthly,

post free to Canada for 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd.jempie House, ran* St., London, Eng-

IOO
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Some Attractive Fall Books of 1909
The following books, both as regards subject matter and dress, are exceptionally

appealing and every bookseller should have them represented in his stock.

General Works
CYRUS HALL MCCORMICK His Life and Work By HERBERT N. CASSON

This is a remarkable life of the inventor of the Reaper. It is not a biography only, hut a chapter as

well in the development of American history. Cyrus McCormick emancipated the American farmer from
the slavery of the soil and made him the master of the wheal instead of its servant, and Mr. Casson's
account of the struggles by which this was accomplished will take its place as the record, n.it of i man's
life merely, but of the greater part of a nation's. Mr. Casson is the author of "The Romance of Steel"
and "The Romance of the Reaper. ' With photogravure frontispiece and 25 other illustrations. 12mo.

(October) Net $1.50

DAME CURTSEY'S BOOK OF RECIPES By ellye howell glover
This little book is as sprightly and novel as the two previous "Dame Curtsey" books—"Novel Enter-
tainments" and "Rook of Guessing Contests"—and the general make-up is the same. With frontispiece

Square 16mo : (October 2) Net $1.00

DAME CURTSEY'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE By ellye howell glover
Gives all the latest decrees on points of Etiquette. The chapters include all the ordinary social events

and information on correct correspondence, outdoor entertainments, and traveling etiquette. Illustrated.

Square l6mo (.October 2) Net 50 cents.

Fiction
MY LADY OF THE SOUTH A Story of the Civil War By RANDALL PARRISH

Mr. Parrish's new story will immediately remind the leader of "My Lady of the North," which was
probably the most popular of all the popular romances from this prolific pen. It is safe to say that no
better war story has appeared in a long time. The book is beautifully illustrated. With four illustra-

tions in full color by Alonzo Kimball. Crown 8vo (October 2) $1.50

THE HOMESTEADERS By kate and virgil d. boyles
A story of the free-range cattle country in which two homesteaders—one a young woman—fight for pos-
session' with a band of desperate "rustlers." It is no less strong than the former book of these au-
thors, "Langford of the Three Bars," which met with a decided success. With four illustrations in

color by Alaynard Dixon. Crown 8vo (Ready) $1.50

THE DOMINANT DOLLAR By will lillibridge
This is the last story written by Mr. Lillibridge before his death. It is a vivid and dramatic Western
story which approaches the problem of the man and the dollar from a distinctly new viewpoint. Mr.
Lillibi idge's great success was "Hen Blair," which has reached a sale of over 60,000 copies. With
lour illustrations in color by Lester Ralph. Crown 8vo (Ready) $1.50

TuvpnilpTHE SHORT-STOP cax±±c
By ZAN£ GREY

Written in a spirit and with a knowledge of baseball thai will appeal at once to the healthy American
boy and girl. Dr. Grey has himself played professional ball, and knows the life he describes. With six
illustrations by II. S. DeLay. 12mo.... (Ready) $1.25

A BOY'S RIDE By gulielma Zollinger
The scene of this line boy's story is laid in England in the time of King .John. The hero is a rare
type of courage and fidelity, and his faithful squire is a most unusual character. With Hi illustra-

tions by Fanny M. Chambers. Or. 8vo (Ready) $1.50

" CHET " By KATHERINE M. YATES
A virile, fun-loving boy learns some of the deepest lessons of life from a girl friend. Their attitude
towards a third person, who threatens to disrupt, their intimacy, brings out. the author's philosophy of

life. Illustrated by II. S. DeLay. 12mo " (Ready) $1.25

Also by Mrs. Yates.

Messrs. A. C. McClurg & Co. have arranged with Mrs. Vales for the publication over /heir imprint of her
successful books for children, -which have attained a sale of over one hundred thousand copies. The titles are:

WHAT THE PINE TREE HEARD CHERRY AND THE CHUM
THE GREY STORY BOOK BY THE WAYSIDE
ON THE WAY THERE THROUGH THE WOODS
AT THE DOOR
All daintily printed and bound. 12mo (Ready) Each, net 50 cents

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers,
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

IOI
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BEST SELLING BOOKS TOR AUGUST.

Calgary.

1. Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.
2. Gorgeous Borgia. Justin H. McCarthy. Musson.
3. King's Mead. B. Van Hutten. Musson.
1. Servant in the House.
5. Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.
(i. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

Brantford.

1. Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester. MeLeod.
2. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
3. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

1. White Mice. R. H. Davis. MeLeod.
5. Straw. R. Ramsay. Macmillan.
(i. White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Charlottetown.

1. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

2. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Bfiggs.

3. Wheel of Fortune. Louis Tracy. MeLeod.
1. Red Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

5. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

6. Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Hriggs.

Chatham.

1. White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

2. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
3. Gun Runner. Arthur Stringer. Langton.
4. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

5. Quest. Justus Miles Forman. Ward, Lock.
<>. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Edmonton.

1. Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. MeLeod.
2. Red Mouse. W. H. Osborne. Briggs.

3. Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

1. Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

5. Chippendales. Robert Grant. Copp.

<). Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester. MeLeod.

Fort William.

1. Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

2. Making of Bobby Burnett. Geo. Randolph Chester.

MeLeod.
3. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

1. Septimus. W. J. Locke. Frowde.

5. Lost Cabin Mine. F. Niven. Lane.

fi. Rose of the Wilderness. S. R. Crockett. Frowde.

Hamilton.

1. Heart of a Child. Frank Danby. Macmillan.

2. Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

3. Elizabeth Visits America. Elinor Glyn. Duffield.

1. Tono Bungay. H. G. Wells. Macmillan.

5. Great Miss Driver. A. Hope. Page,

(i. Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

Kingston.

1. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

2. Set in Silver. C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Musson.

3. Wood Carvers of Lympus. Waller. Musson.

4. Man Without a Shadow. O. Cabot. MeLeod.

5. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

fi. Anno of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Moncton.

1. At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern. M. Reed. Put-

nam.

2. Music Master. C. Klein. Dodd.

3. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

\. Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

5. Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Musson.

fi. Set in Silver. C. N. &> A. M. Williamson. Musson.

Montreal.

The Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Musson.
The White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

The White Prophet. Hall Caine. MeLeod.
Ballads of a Cheechaka. R. W. Service. Briggs.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. MeLeod.
Katrine. Elinor M. Lane. Musson.

Peterborough.

Wh'ite Sister. Marion Crawford. Macmillan.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Man in Lower Ten. Rinehart. MeLeod.
Quest. J. M. Forman. Ward, Lock.

Message. Louis Tracey. MeLeod.
Netta. Fred M. White. Ward Lock.

Quebec.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Chippendales. Robert Grant. Copp.

Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. MeLeod.

Plight Prom Siberia. Vaclav Sieroszewski. Copp.

Great Fight. Dr. Drummond. Musson.

St. Catharines.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Where Love Is. L. N. Folstor. Outlook.

Three Brothers. E. Rhillpotts. Macmillan.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Blusive Isabel. Jacques Futrelle. MeLeod.

St. John, N. B.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Climber. E. F. Benson. Musson.

Inner Shrine. Annonymous. Harper.

Michael Thwaite's Wife. M. Michelson. Doubleday.<

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

Mr. Opp. Alice Hegan Rice. Briggs.

St. Thomas.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Brig-gs.

Set. in Silver. C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Musson.

Lost Cabin Mine. F. Niven. Lane.

Three Keys. F. Ormond. Watt.

Xetta. J. Fred M. White. Ward Locke.

Husband by Proxy. J. Steele. Fitzgerald.

Stratford.

Cy. Whittaker's Pla.ee. Jos. C. Lincoln. MeLeod.
Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Letters of Jennie Allen. G. Donworth. MeLeod.

Message. Louis Tracy. MeLeod.
Mis^ Fallowfield's Fortune. E. T. Fowler. Cassell.

Winnipeg.

White Mice. R. H. Davis. MeLeod.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Harper.

Million a Minute. H. Douglas. MeLeod.
Bride of the Mistletoe. James Lane Allen. Macmillan.

Sebastian. Frank Danby. Macmillan.

Toronto.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Climbing Courvatels. Ed. W. Townsend. Copp.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Certain Rich Man. W. White. Ma.emillan.

White Prophet. Hall Caine. MeLeod.

Canadian Summary.
Points

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward 54

Inner Shrine. Anonymous 50

While Sister. F. M. Crawford 44
Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery 40

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung 38

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane 2S
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&n Unparalleled €bent
3fa tfje Annate of Canaotan ^ubltsif)tng

IjROMPTLY on time on September 7, the Church of England Hymn
*• Book went on sale. All orders received were quickly filled and "repeats"

are coming in.

^ A rigid price arrangement has been made whereby price-cutting is entirely

obliterated. There will be one price only from ocean to ocean. This is cer-

tain. All good Booksellers will welcome this news.

^ The issue of the new book will be a bonanza to the trade. Immense

quantities of the new edition will be required as it supersedes all old hymn

books. Don't forget that on each

A FEW FRANK OPINIONS

copy sold there will be a good

profit, as there will be positively no

price-cutting competition.

J. and J. Sutherland, Brantlord : Your price _ _-,. . .

.,,.,,, . tfl rust or repeat orders can be
arrangement is splendid and deserves the warmest " r

commendation of the trade.
nlled promptly as surplus Stock is

being received daily.

J. G. Cloke, Hamilton : A capital arrangement.

•J The music of the new hymn book
W. J. Slater, Church Book Room, Toronto : A 1 1 _v. j i 1

has been edited by no less an
most desirable arrangement for the bookseller. . .

,
_. _ - .

authority than bir George Martin,

Mus. Doc, organist of St. Paul's

Cathedral, London, England.

^ The list of editions comprises : 8vo. edition with tunes ; 1 6mo. edition with

tunes ; 24mo. edition, words only ; 32mo. edition, words only in single

column ; 32mo. edition, words only in double columns ; 48mo. edition, words

only ; and an annotated edition.

Don't miss this money-making opportunity

It won't occur again for a long time

Heitrp Jfrotobe 25=27 ^mono *t. wt*t Toronto, Canaba
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The GREAT FEATURE of this Year's

BLACK & WHITE
XMAS NUMBER

WILL BE THE

MARVELLOUS VALUE OF THE FOUR SUPERB PRESENTATION PLATES

"INSPIRATION"
After Bernard Partridge

"INSPIRATION" (as illustrated),

in Photogravure, and three other

subjects in beautiful colours of an

equally popular nature.

"INSPIRATION/1 which is after

Bernard Partridge, was one of the

most popular Royal Academy pictures

in its year, and the proprietors of

"Black and White" have secured the

right to reproduce it only after con-

siderable expense and trouble.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL
BOOKSELLERS should be well

prepared for a greatly increased

demand for this exceptionally at-

tractive issue.

TERMS AS USUAL—
27 COPIES TO THE QUIRE.

SUCH VALUE has NEVER BEFORE BEEN GIVEN with any XMAS NUMBER
In addition to the Supplements the number itself will be exceptionally bright and
interesting. It will be filled with seasonable stories, and many pages of pictures and
illustrations printed in tints.

NOTE.— The Presentation Plates which will be included in this Number will be the same size as the book.

Canadian Agents—The Toronto News Company Limited. The Montreal News Company Limited.

Publishing Offices: 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND.
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THE SCHOOL

PRIZE
HOUSE

The "R.T.S.*
(The Religious Tract Society of London, England)

1,000
TITLES
From a Penny to a

Guinea

JUST READY

The NEW VOLUME of the

BOUVERIE

COLONIAL LIBRARY
Large Crown 8vo, illustrated and attract-

ively bound in two styles

—

(«) Stiff Paper Covers (l>) Cloth Gilt

HELEN H. WATSON
LOVE, THE INTRUDER

An interesting story of Modern Life. By
Helen H. Watson, Author of "Andrew
Goodfellow," &c. With Four full-page

Illustrations by Victor Prout.

The following are already issued in

The Bouverie Golonial Library

In Paper and Cloth

S. R. CROCKETT
The White Plumes of Navarre
A Romance of the Wars of Religion,
With Sixteen Illustrations.

SILAS K. HOCKING

The Awakening of Anthony Weir
Third Edition. With Seven Illus-

trations.

DAVID LYALL

The Fighting Line

With Sixteen Illustrations.

J. BLOUNOELLE-BURTON
The Intriguers' Way

The Story of a Jacobite Plot. With
Seven Illustrations by ADOLF
Thiede.

AMY LE FEUVRE
The Mender

With Twelve Illustrations.

A Bit of Rough Road
With Sixteen Illustrations.

MRS. O. F. WALTON
Dr. Forester

With Four Illustrations.

The Lost Clue

With Four Illustrations.

E. BOYD BAYLY
Under the She-Oaks

An Australian Story. With Seven
Illustrations by J. Macfarlane.

JUST READY

A WONDERFULLY
CHEAP LINE

Demy 8vo, Cloth Gilt

5/- Net

A NEW
POPULAR
NATURAL
HISTORY

THE

HANDY
NATURAL
HISTORY

(Mammals)

By ERNEST PROTHEROE, F.Z.S.

Profusely and accurately

Illustrated, with

Coloured Frontispiece

and Tiile-Page

32 Coloured Plates

48 Black and White

Plates

114 Illustrations in

the Text

Two New 3/6 Annuals

THE EMPIRE ANNUAL
FOR CANADIAN BOYS

384 pages, Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with Eight Coloured and Sixteen Black and
White Plates. Contains 46 COMPLETE STORIES and ARTICLES on Boy Life,
Boy Heroes, Boys' Games, Travel, Peril and Adventure in and beyond the Empire.

An Unsu pa sed Gift-Book or School Piize

THE EMPIRE ANNUAL
FOR CANADIAN GIRLS

384 pages, Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with Eight Coloured and Sixteen Black and
White Plates. Contains 39 COMPLETE STORIES and ARTICLES by such
Writers for Girls as MRS JESSIE de HORNE VAIZEY, LADY C. MILNE
G4SKELL, LADY WILLIAM LENNOX, HAROLD BINDLOSS, E. M. KNOX

FAIRLEIGH OWEN, J. M. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF, and many others.

An Ent rely New Gift-Book rr Prize Book for Girls

Some of the R.T.S. Popular Series
Boys' Own and Girls' Own Annual
Popular Natural History Series
Alexandra Library for Girls
Brave Deed Series
Boys' Library of Adventure and I

Boys' Own Series of Stories
Girls' Own Series of Stories
Girls' Library
Rosa Nouchette ^arey's Stories
E. Everett-Green's Stories
Amy Le Feuvre's Stories
Hesba Stretton's Stories
Mrs. O. F. Walton's Stories
Talbot B. Reed's School Stories
Mrs. G. De Home's Vaizey's Tal

The Bouverie Florin Library
Young Girls' Library
Every Boy's Bookshelf . .

Every Girl's Bookshelf
Great Men Peries
White Rose Series of Tales
Snowdrop Series of Tales

Dainty Gift Book Series

Good Shepherd Series
Buttercups and Daisies Series

Pilgrim's Progress Series
Favourite Gift Series

Pioneer Series
Sunshine Series
Golden Sunbeam Series

May Blossom Series

eroism

Each 81-
22 Vol'., 1/- to 6/-

12 Vols, at 3/6

29
24
37
24

25
18
33
15

42
7

Vols

»/-
" 3/6
" 2i6
" 2/6
•• 21-
" 2 6

1/- to 3 6
" ' 1/. " ©/-
" 9d. " 3/6

1l- " 6/-
11 Vols at 3/6
8 " 2/6 &. 3/6
8 Vols, at 2/-
8
14

8
6

32
30
9
26
12

8
48
48
41
25
22

" 2/-
" 1/6
" 1/6
" 1/6
" II-

." 1/6
net 11-

at II-

1l-

1l-

H-
1l-

96.
66.
4d.

For Home Trade and Export Terms apply to the Manager, 4 Bouverie Street, E.C., London, England
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This is Your Wheel
You can have it free of cost by doing a little easy work for us among

your acquaintances in your spare time.

MODEL 88 IMPERIAL

It is a first-class wheel made for us by The Canada Cycle and Motor Co., of Toronto, and will

give you excellent service. Here is a table showing the regular sizes of the various parts,

with the other sizes that may be had instead, if desired:

—

Regular Option
Frame 22-inch 20, 24 and 26-inch
Finish Black
Chain 3-16 inch. Block.
Cear 77 72. 80. 87.

Hindle-bar No. 20, Adjustable.

Regular Option
Pedals Rubber 3 J

4'-inch 3%-inch or 4K-inch Rat Trap.
Cranke 7-inch.
8addle No. 15 No. 14. 11. 17.

Tlree.l^-inch Dunlop 1 5-8-inch Dunlop or Hartford single tube
Whtels 28-inch, with striped rims.

To Get this Wheel absolutely free of cost, send us in 32 Paid-in-Advance

yearly subscriptions to the BUSY MAN'S MAGA-
ZINE (2 six-months or 4 three-months subscriptions count as one yearly

subscription). You will find it an easy matter to get these subscriptions

with surprisingly little canvassing as the Busy Man's Magazine is very

attractive and interesting. Try it

!

Let your boy earn one. This bicycle offer is an excellent opportunity

for your boy to acquire some training in the

art of salesmanship. Send him out to procure the 32 subscriptions with

the bicycle as his reward. He will enjoy the work ; it will help rouse

his enthusiasm for a business career ; and it will put him in possession

of a splendid bicycle that will be useful in your business as well as

affording the boy a lot of pleasant, healthy exercise.

Fill out this

Coupon and Mail

it to us To-day.

The Busy Man's Magazine.
10 Front Street East,

Toronto, Canada.

Gentlemen;— I would like to win one of the Imperial Bicyles you offer for 32 new, paid-in-advance
subscriptions to Busy Man's, Please send me sample copy and order book, and I will do my best to win.
I agree to report progress once a week.

Name

Street

Place
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WILLIAMS and NORGATE
i"« A - TL.~~ 1 I *1Crown 1 heoiogicai Liorary

In mat bera erf religion the man of to-day is no longer satisfied with the statements aboul H which
have been handed down to him from the pasl He wants a religious litera?ure which deals with modern
difficulties ; he wants Looks which are really abreast of all that is best in modern research ami thought.

The Crown Theological Library has been instituted to meet this pressing need, and is the only
undertaking of its kind in English.

The late Dr. Mahits Dods.—"By introducing to the English-speaking public specimens of the
work of such outstanding critics and theologians, your 'Crown' has done a wonderful service to

Ready in September. Cro. 8vo. Cloth 5s. net

SCIENCE, MATTER AND IMMORTALITY

Ky Dr RONALD CAMPBELL MACFIE,
author of Romance of Medicine, etc.

theological learning in this country."

reader at a low price some books which are of prime importance for religious thought."
Ready, 300pp. 5s. net.

THE GOSPEL OF RIGHTNESS

:

A Study in Pauline Philosophy.

By 0. E, woods

LIFE OF THE SPIRIT
By RUDOLF EUCKEN. I) T> , Professor of

Philosophy in Jena.
Second Edition Heady. Crown 8vo , cloth 5s

THE RELIGION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

By KARL MARTI, Professor of OT, Bern

4s. 6d.

Dr. HARNACKS NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES
Rev. CANON SANDAY, In THB LlFB of Christ in RECENT RESBAKCB : " Anyone else

might be proud to have produced one such volume in the time, for they both bristle with
critically gifted detail, but Harnack can only he compared with himself. We can pul no
limits to his power of production.

Vol. IF. Just Ready Crown 8vo , cloth 6s, Vol, I. Ready. Crown 8vo., cloth 6s

The Sayings of Jesus. Luke, the Physician

Vol III. Just Ready. Cloth Be.

The Acts of the Apostles

Ready. Crown 8vo, Cloth 2s. Bd net ; 2s. '.id.

Post Free.

THE GENESIS AND EVOLUTION OF
THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL

By Rev. J. o BEVAN, MA . F.Q.S . &c

Ready. Demy 8vo. 336pp 6s. nel

MAN AND THE BIBLE:
A Reviev, of the Place of the Bible in Human

History.

By .1 AL 1.ANSON PICTON. M A (Loud),
author of "The Mystery of Matter. "The
Religion of 1 he 1 [inverse, &c.

"It is delightful to recognise the mental
grasp, tin wide ranging and accurate scholar-
ship, ami die trenchanl vigour of stylo which
characterise tins volume."

—Christian World.

Ready. Cloth 5s,

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY"?
By Dr. ADOLF HAIiNACK.

Ready. Crown 8vo., 5s.

THE APOLOGETIC OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

By I!ev. E. P. SCOTT, M A.

Cloth Heady. 4s. 6d.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT

By late AT TOUSTA SABATIER

Ready. Cloth Si.

THE CHILD AND RELIGION
Eleven Essays. By Leading Thinkers.

Ready. Cloth 4s. 6d.

ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL GOSPEL
By ADOLF HARNACK and

l)i HKIIIiMAXN

Ready. Oloth Si

EARLY HEBREW STORY
By JOHN 1" PETERS, D.D.

Of New York
Readj ( innii s»M (loth is Bd. net.

MAN'S ORIGIN. DESTINY AND DUTY

By BTJGB M icCOLL

a frfeah and suggestive attempt to establish
Christian Ethies on a non-niiraeuloiis tiasis.

The book is full of interest.

Ready. Crown 8vo., 6s.

NATURALISM AND RELIGION
By RUDOLF OTTO, Professor of Theology

in the University of (Jottingen.

Ready. Cloth 5s.

THE COMMUNION OF THE
CHRISTIAN WITH GOD

By Prof. WILHELM HERRMANN

Works by Herbert Spencr :

CHEAP EDITIONS. FIRST PR'NCIFLES.

Demy H>o, Cloth 7s Bd.

EDUCATION:
Intellectual, Moral and Physical.

Crown 8vo. Cloth 2s Bd.

DATA OF ETHICS
Demy8vo. Cloth paper 2s. 6d net Cloth 3s net

Ready. Crown 8vo., 5s.

FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF THE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION

By R. SEEBERG, Professor of Systematic
Theology in Berlin.

Ready. Crown 8vo., 5s.

THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE

RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST

By EURSOPP LAKE, M A (Oxon 1

Theological Tr
The primary object of the originators in initii

public "with the best results of recent theologici

eference to Doctriual considerations, and with t

an
ii in;

I hi

hes

station Library
the Library was to provide the English-speaking
estigations on the Continent, conducted withou
»le purpose of arriving at the truth. Subscriber1

obtain Three Vols, for 22s. 6d. post free, payable in advance. Separately the Volumes cost 10s. 6d.
net, postage extra Subscriptions for forthcoinii Bje

Works by Dr. John Hunter

:

THE COMING CHURCH, Is Bd. net

DE PROFUNDIS CLAMAVI and Other
Sermons, -"is. net.

OTHER WORKS
in active preparation

Ready. Demy 8vO. 500 pages.

ETHICS OF
THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
By THEODOR HAERING

Professor of New Testament Dogmatics and
Ethies at Tubingen

Ready. Demy cloth. 10s. lid. net,

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY:
Its Writings and Teachings in their Hist or

ical Connection
Vol II—Historical Books.

By OTTO PFLEIDERER, I) I) , Professor of
Practical Theology in the University of Berlin

IRS

Volumes in the Library post free.
Ready in September

INTRODUCTION TO THE PREPAR*.
TION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

By Prof. EMIL FISCHER of Berlin.

Translated with the authors sanction, from the
new eighth German edition, by R. V. STAN-
FORD, B. Sc, Ph. D., etc.

Hibbert Journal Supplement, 1909
To be ready in October

JESUS OR CHRIST ?

The volume will comprise contributions from the undermentioned writers, which have beei
written indt pendent ly, and will be published bound in cloth, at rive shillings net (postage 4d. extra).

Canon H. Scott Holland The Jesus of History and the Christ of Religion.
The Rkv. Father Joseph Rkkaisy, s. J
The late Rf.v. George Tykrell

. one l.ortl.jesus l prist.

The Point at Issue.
Faith and Fact.

. Jesus or Christ?

. The Jesus of History and the Christ of Religion :

The Approaeh toward Consistency.
. Jesus Christ and His Teaching.
Jesus or Christ '.'

. A Divine Incarnation.

. The Idealism of Jesus
. Jesus or Christ,.' A Pragmatist View.

Rev. Principal A. E. Garvie, D. D
Rev. R. J. Cami-bei.l, m. a
PROFESSOR B. W. Bacon, D.D

Ret James Dkummond, d.D

New Edition, entirely Reset, with much rew
matter and Maps. Ready

THE MISSION AND FXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY IN

THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES

By ADOLF HARNACK, D. D, Berlin

Translated and Edited bj Rei JAS MOFFAT,
D.D. In Two Volumes

Demy 8vo, cloth. 25s, net.

Professor Henry, Jones
Professor Percy Gardner

T< SUB our Saviour
ie ( 'hi ist of Theology and the Jesus of Religion.
lther. Son, and Holy Spirit : Their ChangedProfessor Nathan Soderblom (Upsala) F

Relationships in Mode-n Thought.

A postcard will bring a complete list of volumes in our libraries and a list of Autumn publications.

WILLIAMS AND NORGATE 14
'

HSVa
london

t
w°c

vent
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To the Canadian BooK Trade:
1, Amen Corner, LONDON, E.C., September, 1909.

SIR ISAAC PITMAN (0. SONS, LTD.
In Serial issue have pleasure in announcing the following books for publication very early in the Autumn :

—

GREAT PAINTERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND THEIR PAINTINGS
From the French of Leonce Benedite (Keeper of the Musee National de Luxembourg). In twelve fortnightly parts, crown ato,

containing in all 400 illustrations and 13 coloured plates, price yd. net each part. First part ready October ij

BICENTENARY EDITION OF THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON
Newly Edited with Explanatory Notes by ROGER INGPEN. In twenty weekly parts, crown ato, containing over 560
illustrations, price 6d. net each part. First part ready September 18

m volumes ROODSCREENS AND ROODLOFTS
By F. BLIGH BOND, F.R.I.B.A., and the Rev. DOM BEDE CAMM, O.S.B. With over cp full-page collotype plates, and
upwards of 300 other illustrations. In demy 4to, cloth gilt, gilt top, two vols., 32s. net. Ready September j

THE LETTERS OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY
Collected and Edited by ROGER INGPEN. In two volumes, demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 42 illustrations and 2 photo-
gravures, 25s. net. Realty September 7

The Ail Red Series THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND
By Sir ARTHUR P. DOUGLAS, Bt., formerly Under-Secretary for Defence, New Zealand. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, red
edges, maps, illustrated end papers, illustrations, 7s. 6d. net. Uniform with "The Commonwealth ot Australia," by the
Hon. B. R. Wise. Ready August /p
Pitman's Practical Primers of Business Series Eacli in crown Svo, cloth, about 120 pages, /s net.

THE ELEMENTS OF COMMERCIAL LAW By A. H. DOUGLAS, LL.B.

BOOK-KEEPING FOR RETAILERS By H. W. PORRITT and W. NICKLIN, AS.A. A.
THE MONEY, STOCK AND SHARE MARKETS By EMIL DAVIES.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION AND CORRESPONDENCE By J. F. DAVIS, M.A., D.Lit., LL.B
THE ELEMENTS OF INSURANCE By J. ALFRED EKE.
THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING By J P. GANDY.
GUIDE TO INDEXING AND PRECIB WRITING By W. JAYNE WESTON, M.A.
SHIPPING By ARNOLD HALL and F. HEYWOOD. [Others in preparation

Pitman's Traders' Handbooks Each in crown 8vo. cloth, about 260 pages, 2s. 6d. net.

DRAPERY By RICHARD BEYNON. GHOCERY By W. F. TUPMAN [Others in preparation

The above is only a very small selection from Pitman's Autumn List. Booksellers are asked to apply for Catalogues, Lists, Prospectuses, and
Advertising Matter,, which are supplied Gratis and Post Free.

Ward, Lock & Co.'s List
NEW $1.25 FICTION
SPECIAL CANADIAN EDITIONS in cloth binding

Now Ready

3Tf)e (©tieSt by Justus Miles Forman

tKfje Crime on CanbaS by fred m. white

J^etta by Fred M. White

Ready immediately

'. ifllarx'S Secret by E. Phillips Oppenheim

By far and away its author's most powerfully written

and enthralling story.

OTf)tte OTallS by Max Pemberton

A powerful new novel by this well-known writer.

Splendidly illustrated with 24 full-page drawings by
Greiffenhagen.

& OToman ggatngt tfje W&ovtti a, l. g. moberly

Miss Moberly is fast becoming to present day readers

what Mrs. Henry Wood was to a past generation.

In a modern manner, Miss Moberly is telling emo-
tional stories of a powerful and delightful kind.

* Wttosor
15c. Monthhhb jWagajine 15c. Monthh

the SEPTEMBER issue
contains contributions by

MAX PEMBERTON JUSTUS MILES FORMAN
BARRY PAIN CHAS. G. D. ROBERTS

FLORENCE WARDEN, etc., etc.

MAGNIFICENTLY ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES ON

Maud Ear/'s Famous Dog Pictures
16 Plate Reproductions'

Pictures of Mr. George Hitchcock
15 Beautiful Plaits

Brothers of the Cricket Field
With Many Notable Portraits

British Cauals and Their Construction

A budget of FINE READING, lavishly illustrated.

WARD, LOCK & CO., Limited London, Melbourne, Toronto
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EXCHANGE TABLES
By A. LECOFFRE

U.S. DOLLARS—
Dollars (quoted in cents) to English Money at

J
i . . t

rates from 4.75 to 4.95 dols. per /" sterling. \ ,„„ nriA ,

t> . t 1 ia r i 300,000 dols.
Kates by 7-/0 of a cent. )

'

English Money to Dollars (quoted in cents) at ) Id. to

rates as above. Rates by 1-16 ofa cent. I ^40,000.

Dollars to English Money (with rates quoted \ .

in pence) at rates from 4S to 50 pence perdol. \ ,,.„ nnA , ,

d V. i * si r * 300,000 dols.
Kates by 7-32 of a penny. j

'

Engliih Money to Dollars (with rates quoted
| i i ,

in pence) at rates as above. Rates by 1-32 of\ /-.„' ^r.
a penny. J

*> '

This book contains no less than 670 pages or rates. Second Edition.

Price 25s. , by post 25s. 6d.

ENGLISH FURNITURE
DECORATION, WOODWMETALWORK
and ALLIED ARTS during last half SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY, the whole of the EIGHT-
EENTH and early part of the NINETEENTH

3,500 Illustrations.

ByT. A. STRANGE
Price— Quarter-bound, 12s. bd ; by post, 13s.

Half-bound Morocco. Gilt Edges. 21s. ; by post, 21s. bd.

FRENCH INTERIORS, Ditto. 400 Pages Illustrations.

Price— Quarter-bound. 15s.; by post, 15\. bd.

Half-bound Morocco. Gilt Edges, 25s.; by post, 25s. bd.

McCOROUODALE & CO., Limited
40, COLEMAN ST., : : : LONDON, E.C.

Nicholson's "HOME" Library

Cr. 8vo. Strongly bound ; bevelled

boards and lettered with best Gold.

OVER 300 TITLES
of Standard Authors' popular books

to suit all tastes.

1/- net

Religious Works, TalmagVs Sermons, etc.

NICHOLSON & SONS have also a

large department for

SUNDAY SCHOOL and
CHURCH CHOIR MUSIC,
SERVICES OF SONG, Etc.

Correspondence Invited.

Catalogues sent post free on application.

W. Nicholson & Sons, Ltd.
PUBLISHERS and EXPORTERS

26 Paternoster Square, E.C, LONDON, England

BEST SELLING ANNUALS
(List) ( List) (Lust)

CHUMS $1.75

GIRL'S REALM 1.75

QUIVER 1.75

LITTLE FOLKS, Cloth, $1.25

Boards, 0.85

BO-PEEP Cloth, 0.75

Boards. 0.50

TINY TOTS, Cloth, $0.40

Boards, 0.30

CASS ELL'S MAGA-
ZINE 1.25

CasselFs Annual for Boys and Girls
(A New Venture) Cloth, $1.50 ; Boards, $1.00 Liberal Discounts

We have in stock another 20 titles of the PEOPLE'S LIBRARY.
The leather edition is used extensively for Christmas presents, especially

the set of Shakespeare— in 4 vols.— when displayed in boxes.

POCKET EDITIONS, bound in cloth, leather and velvet calf, 75c, $1.00, $1.25

LITTLE CLASSICS (new series just published) 25c

We have books on every subject and in all bindings.

Fall catalogue will be in your hands in the course of a week or two.

42 Adelaide Street WestCASSELL & CO., Limited ^onto!' ONT.
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"Welcome back, ANNE : You're a bit more grownup, to be

sure, but you're still our old, earnest, impulsive, imaginative

ANNE and we hold out our happy hands to welcome you,

as you stand smiling on the threshold again."

-EDWIN MARKHAM in the New York American.

THIRD EDITION ANNOUNCED ON DATE OF PUBLICATION
Miss L. M. Montgomery's New Book

ANNE OFAVONLEA
Sequel to the delightful ANNE OF GREEN GABLES. Illustrated, $1.50.

The demand for the new " ANNE " book is universal. Already it has duplicated the success of its

"twin sister"—ANNE OF GREEN GABLES -and has established itself the book of the day with all

classes. WATCH YOUR STOCK.

An exquisite bit of humor from the pen of a

Canadian writer

Tag, or the Chien Boule Dog
By Valanck Patriarche. Illustrated, $1.00.

An amusing story of the typical " Newlyweds " whose
honeymoon is interrupted by a dog—decidedly a dog.

A book which is sure to win the popular fancy.

Ready October First.

The Concentrations of Bee
By Lilian Bell

Author of " Hope Loring," Abroad with the Jimmies," etc.

Illustrated, $1.50.

The anncumeement of a new book by Lilian Bell is

sure to create a stir in the reading world and her latest

achievement is bound to be immensely popular with its

versatile heroine, an altogether charming and " perfect
widow." Place your order to-day.

L. C. Page & Company, Publishers, Boston, Mass.

COPYRIGHTS FOR AUGUST.

21169. Canadian Summer Resort Guide, (Annual

Canadian Tours. 1909.) Sixteenth Edition. Frederick

Smily, Toronto, 6th August.

'.'117(1. How to .Master the Barbering Business. A
Series of Lessons which thoroughly Instruct the Student

in Modern Barbering Methods. (Hook.) P. H. Shier,

Sault Ste. Marie, 6th August.

21171. Wright's Rapid Calculator. By T. F.

Wright. (Rook.) Thomas Franklin Wright, Toronto,

(it'll August.

21101. Chinese English Phrase Rook and Dictionary.

(Book.) Thomson Stationery Company, Limited. Van-
couver, British Columbia, 9th August.

21192. Swimming. By T. W. Sheffield. Illustrated

with Special Photogra.phs from the World's Followers

of the Sport. (Book.) The Musson Book Company,
Limited, Toronto, 9th August.

21199. The Ontario Readers: First Book. Hon.
Robert Allen Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario,

Toronto, 10th August.

212(H). The Ontario Readers: Second Book. Hon.
Robert Allen 'Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario,

Toronto, 10th August.

21201. The Ontario Readers; Third Book. Hon.
Robert Allen Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario,

Toronto, 10th August.

21202. The Ontario Readers: Fourth Book. Hon.
Robert Allen Pyne. Minister of Education for Ontario.
Toronto, 10th August.

21222. Hygiene for Young People. A Reader for

Pupils in Form 111. of the Public School. By A. I'.

Knight, M.A., M.I). The Copp, Clark Company. Limited,

Toronto, 13th August.

21226. The Tale of Our Cow. The Tale Told by H.
R. Bruce. The Tail (and other pictures) Drawn by \V.

Beath Robinson ami Percy .1. Billinghurst. (Book.)

Charles Edward Rotter. Toronto. 14t<h August.

212.'10. The Spirit of God in the Universe. By Alex-
ander [nrig. (Book.) Alexander Inrig, Toronto. 14th
August.

21231. Ballads of a Cheechako. By Robert \V. Ser-

vice. (Book.) Robert W. Service, Dawson. Yukon Ter-

ritory, Kith August.

21233. The Ontario Readers: Primer. Hon. Robert
Allen Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario, Toronto.
Oni.. Kith August.

21250. Autour d'une Auberge. Par A. C. de Lis-

bois. (Livre.) M. l'Abbe Azaire Couillard Despres, St.

Simon d'Yamaska, Que., 23 aout.

21251. The Ensign. (Rook.) Canadian Ensign Com-
pany, Limited, Hamilton, 24lh August.

21278. Choice Thoughts from Master Minds. Se-
lected a.nd Edited by William T. Robinson. (Book.)
William T. Robinson, Toronto, 31st August.

21281. The Romantic Settlement of Lord Selkirk's
Colonists. (The Pioneers of Manitoba.) By Dr. George
Bryce. ('Book.) The Musson Book Company. Limited,
Toronto, 31st August.
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CROWELL'S NEW EDITIONS, 1909

New Verona Booklets

An attractive series, finely printed on old Stratford paper,

with illuminated titles. Bound in "Onyx" boards with gilt

tops and slip case.

(Pocket size,

50 Cents Each.)

This line contains 46 titles in

prose and poetry, such as :

Ancient Mariner. Coleridge

Blessed Damozel. Rossetti

Compensation. Emerson

Deserted Village. Goldsmith

In a Balcony. Browning

New Life. Dante

Rip Van Winkle. Irving, etc.

Immortelles

This entirely new line contains the same titles as above.

Printed on Stratford paper, with deckle edges, photogravure

frontispieces, ami illuminated titles on Japan vellum. 46
volumes.

(Oo/.c leather, gilt tops, silk markers, boxed. $1.00 each.)

Chiswick Calendars

A choice line of year-books carefully selected and edited

fiom the best authors.

(Cloth, gilt top, 60 cents each.)

(Ooze leather, boxed, $1.00 each.)

Browning Calendar

Emerson Calendar

Longfellow Calendar

Nature Calendar

Ruskin Calendar

Shakespeare Calendar

Stevenson Calendar

Tennyson Calendar

Thoreau Calendar

Wordsworth Calendar

Standard Authors

We present a full line of sets of Standard Authors
this year in two entirely new styles of binding.

FULL BUCKRAM

With stamped labels and
gilt tops.

Choice of 23 authors.

$1.50 per volume

(Sold only in sets.)

THREE-QUARTERS
MOROCCO

Stamped in gold. Gilt
tops.

Choice of 23 authors.

$2.00 per volume

(Sold only in Sets.)

Handy Volume Classics

The shorter masterpieces of the best authors, well
printed and daintily bound.

Monadnock Edition
Padded sides, embossed binding, gilt tops. 40 vol-

umes. Kimo. 75 cents each.

Galahad Edition
Flexible ooze leather, gilt top, silk marker. 10 vol-

nines. Kimo. $1.00 each.

Rylstone Edition
Hound in novelty leathers, with raised patterns 10

volumes. 16mo. $1.25 each.

Standard Poets

Thirty of the most popular poets. Are bound in three
different styles as described below. The books are well
printed

; With frontispieces, rubricated titles, and other
special features.

Selwyn Edition

Bound in new style cloth,
full stamped. 30 volumes.
12mo. Each, 75 cents.

Riviera Edition

Bound in novelty padded
effect, with side designs. 30
volumes. 12mo. Each, $1.25.

Elaine Edition

Hound in rich padded
leather, full gilt edges. 30
volumes. 12mo. Each, $2.00.

SEND FOR NEW FALL CATALOGUE

Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.
426-8 WEST BROADWAY

NEW YORK
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CROWELL'S NEW BOOKS, 1909

Illustrated Books

THOREAU'S
MAINE WOODS

Illustrated from Photo-
graphs by Clifton Johnson.
Companion volume to
"Cape Cod."

(8vo. $2.00 net.)

WAGNER'S
WALKURE

Retold in English. Verse
by Oliver Huckel. Illus-

trated. (12nio. 75c. net.)

THE CHRISTMAS
CHILD

By Hesba Stretton. With Illustrations in color.

(12nio. 50c. net.)

CHRISTMAS BUILDERS
By Charles E. Jefferson. With Decorations and

Illustrations. (12mo. 50c net.)

GO FORWARD
By J. R. Miller. With Illustrations in color.

(12 mo. 50c. net.)

Miscellaneous Books

PEACE, POWER AND PLENTY
By Orison Swett Marden. 12 mo. ($1.00 net.)

THE GREAT WHITE PLAGUE
By Edward O. Otis, M.D. (12mo. $1.00 net.)

MENTAL MEDICINE
By Oliver Huckel. (12mo. $1.00 net.)

WAVERLEY SYNOPSES
By J. Walker McSpadden. (Kimo. 50 cents.)

THE ETHICS OF PROGRESS
By Chas. F. Dole. (12mo. $1.50 net.)

THE MIND OF CHRIST
By T. C. McClelland. (12mo. $1.25 net.)

THE GATE BEAUTIFUL
By J. R. Miller.

(Kimo. 65c; gilt top 85c. net.)

THE YOUNG MANS
AFFAIRS

By Chas. R. Brown.

(12mo. $1.00 net.)

SWINBURNE'S DRAMAS
Edited by Arthur Beatly.

(8vo. $1.50 net.)

Children's Books

THE LAND OF NOD
and What Tinkie and

Tess Found There

By J. Walker McSpadden.

Illustrated by E. L.
Chase. (Large 8vo. $1.50)

BAR B BOYS
or

The Young Cow Punchers

By Edwin L. Sabin

Illustrated by Chas.
Copeland. (8vo. $1.50)

PIN0CCHI0
The Adventures of a Little

Wooden Boy

By C. Collodi. Hlus*
trated in color. (8vo. $1.)

DOROTHY BROOKES SCHOOL DAYS
By Frances Campbell Sparhawk.

Illustrated by Chas. Copeland. (12mo. $1.50.

WE FOUR AND TWO MORE
By Imogen Claik. Illustrated in color. (Hvo. $1.25.

FOUND BY THE CIRCUS
By James Otis.

Illustrated by Charles Copeland. (12rno. $1.00.

Fiction

INTO THE NIGHT
A powerful tale of New Orleans and the Mafia

By Frances Nimmo Greene.

Illustrated in color by C. P. Neagle. (12mo. $1.20net.

ROMANTIC LEGENDS
OF SPAIN

By Gustave Becquer.

Translated by Cornelia F.

Bates and Katharine Lee
Bates, Illustrated.

(12mo. $1.50 net.)

THE JOURNAL OF
A RECLUSE

Translated from the
French.

INTOTHE;NIGHT:

(12mo. $1.25 net.)

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED HOLIDAY LIST.

*
Ih^c Jte

Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.,
426-8 WEST BROADWAY

NEW YORK
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The Foremost Living Novelist

HALL CAINE

Cije Mfjttc $ropf)et

HE appearance of a new work by this distinguished

author is an important event in contemporary
literature.

A novel by Hall Caine appears in from six to ten

different languages on the same day throughout
the world. No other living or dead writer of

fiction has had such a record.

Something over 500,000 copies of each of his books are demanded
by the reading public. No writer of fiction since Charles Dickens
has had such an audience.

His "The Manxman," "The Eternal City," "The Christian,"
" The Bondman " have all taken their place in literature and laid

their impress upon the times.

Now comes "The White Prophet." It is first of all a vivid, vital love

story. It is, further, a story of religious fervor which though laid in

the Egypt of to-day reproduces the religious exaltations of the

beginning of the Christian era. The British Consul-General might
well be Pontius Pilate. The white-robed Arab Mahdi might well be
another Christ. The hero, a descendant of New England, might well

be any man torn between his training to respect what his brain tells

him is law and his instinct to follow what his soul tells him is right.

When these elemental emotions are combined into a love story that is

as deep as it is strong, you have such a book as only Hall Caine, after

four years of tireless labor, can produce.

The novel, consisting of upwards of 600 closely printed pages, is

illustrated by Caton Woodville, the eminent British artist.

Cloth only, $1.25

McLeO(l & AllCIl, "The House of Good Fiction," Toronto
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LET OUR LIST SPEAK FOR ITSELF

I^^^E ARE so enthusiastic over our fall fiction that if we started to tell you

HI about it we wouldn't know when to stop; so we're just going to let the list

do the talking. We will say, however, that the books are the best looking

we have ever had (and that means something out of the ordinary) and that

practically all will be ready by the middle of October.

THE DANGER MARK.
Roberi W. Chambers. Author of "The Fighting

Chance." Illustrated by A. B. Wenzell $1.25

THE WHITE PROPHET.
Hall Caine. Author of "The Christian." Illustrated

by R. Caton Woodville 1.25

THE GOOSE GIRL.

Harold MacGrath. Author of "The Man on the

Box." Illustrated by Andre Castaigne. Jacket by

Harrison Fisher 1.25

THE CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS.
Harold Bell Wright. Author of "The Shepherd of

the Hills." Illustrated by A. I. Keller 1.2.")

CARDILLAC.
Roberi Ban-. Author of "Tekla." 1.25

KEZIAH COFFIN.
Joseph ('. Lincoln. Author of "Cy Whittaker's

Place." Illustrated by Wallace Morgan 1.25

HALF A CHANCE.
Frederic S. [sham. Author of "Under the Rose."

Illustrated by Herman Pfeifer 1.25

HAPPY HAWKINS.
Roberi Alexander Wason. Illustrated by Howard
Giles 1.25

THE STOWAWAY.
Louis Tracy. Am lnu- of "The Wings of the Morn-
ing." Illustrated by Nesbitt Benson 1.25

THE FLAW IN THE SAPPHIRE.
('has. M. Snyder. Author of "Snapshots."... 1.25

THE GREATER POWER.
Harold Bindloss. Author of "Alton of Somasco."
Illustrated by W. Herbert Dunton 1.25

FORTY MINUTES LATE.
F. Hopkinson Smith. Author of "Peter." Illus-

trated by Different Artists 1.25

OPEN COUNTRY.
Maurice Hewlett. Author of "Halfway House"
and "Forest Lovers." 1.25

THE SCARLET FEATHER.
Houghton Townley. Author of "The Bishop's
Emeralds " 1.25

MR. JUSTICE RAFFLES.
E. W. Hornung. Author of "Raffles." 1.25

VIRGINIA OF THE AIR LINES.
Herbert Quick. Author of "Double Trouble." Il-

lustrated by Wm. R. Leigh 1.25

THE LAST WOMAN.
Ross Beeckman. Author of "Princess Zara." Il-

lustrated by Christy 1.25

THE VANISHING SMUGGLER.
Stephen Chalmers. Illustrated in colors by Nesbitt

Benson 1.25

THE NEW COMMANDMENT.
Anthony Yerrall 1.25

A WOMAN'S WAY.
('has. Sommerville 1.25

THE LANTERN 0' LUCK.
Hudson Douglas. Author of "A Million a Minute."
Illustrated by Christy 1.25

OLD CLINKERS.
Harvey J. O'Higgins. Author of " Don-A-Dreams.

"

Illustrated by Martin Justice 1.25

THE RULE OF THREE.
Alma Martin Estabrook. Illustrated by George
Brehm 1.25

WAYLAID BY WIRELESS.
Edwin Balmer. Illustrated by Edmund Fred-
erick 1.25

THE OLD WIVES' TALE.
Arnold Bennett. Author of "Hugo, " etc 1.25

CUPID'S UNDERSTUDY.
Edward Salisbury Field. Author of "A Six-Cylin-

der Courtship." Illustrated by Will Grefe. . . 1.25

BLACK SHEEP.
Joseph Sharts. Author of "The Romance of. a

Rogue." Illustrated by John Rae 1.25

THE STOLEN SIGNET.
Sidney Fredericks. Illustrated by Shailer 1.25

THE SON OF MARY BETHEL.
Elsa Barker 1.25

THE PILLARS OF EDEN.
Philip Verrill Mighels. Author of "Bruvver Jim's
Baby." 1.25

We advise that orders be sent at once so that

your supply may be sent you on publication date.

lYlCJLeOd & AllCIl, "The House of Good Fiction," Toronto
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Musson's Fall List of Fiction

The Master
By

Irving Bacheller
Author of " Eben Holden."

Cloth $1.25

The Silver Horde
By

Rex Beach

Illustrated

Cloth $1.50

The Lords of

High Decision
By

Meredith Nicholson

Author of "The House of a Thousand
Candles."

Illustrated

Cloth $1.25

Veronica Playfair
By

Maud Wilder Goodwin
Illustrated

Cloth $1.25

The Lady of Big
Shanty

By

F. Berkeley Smith
With a foreword by F. Hopkinson Smith

Cloth $1.25

Daphne in Fitzroy

Street
By

E. Nesbit

Cloth $1.25

The Ruinous Face
By

Maurice Hewlett
Illustrated

Cloth $1.00

Options
By

0. Henry
Illustrated

Cloth $1.50
Little Sister Snow

By

Frances Little

Author of " Lady of the Decoration."

Illustrated

Cloth $1.00

Beasley's Christ-

mas Party
By

Booth Tarkington

Cloth $1.25

The God of Love
By

Justin Huntley McCarthy
Illustrated

Cloth $1.50

The Land of

Long Ago
By

Eliza Calvert Hall

Author of "Aunt Jane of Kentucky"

Cloth $1.25

The Redemption
of Kenneth Gait

By

Will N. Harbin

Cloth $1.50

Julia Bride
By

Henry James
Illustrated

Cloth $1.25

Capt. Stormfield's

Visit to Heaven
By

Mark Twain

Cloth $1.00

Snow Fire
By

Author of " Martyrdom of an
Empress."

Cloth, net $1 50

The Lordship of Love
By

Baroness Von Hutten

Cloth $1.25

The Real Thing
By

John Kendrick Bangs
Illustrated

Cloth $1.00

They and I

By

Jerome K. Jerome

Cloth $1.25

The Thin Santa Claus
By

Ellis Parker Butler
Author of " Pigs is Pigs."

Cloth 50c.

The Musson Book Company, Limited, Toronto
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MACMILLANS NEW and FORTHCOMING BOOKS

A Certain Rich Man
By William Allen White

Cloth, $1.25 Sixth Edition Now Ready

A masterly novel, having the humour of "David Harum," the romance of "Richard
Carvel " and the strength in style and ethics of " Coniston."

New and Recent Fiction Worth Reading
JAMES LANE ALLEN'S

The Bride of the Mistletoe - - - $i
(His sole product in six> years)

LE QUEUX - - Spies of the Kaiser i

(A companion to his "Invasion of 1910")

NAPIER'S - The Heart of a Gypsy i

(A charming tale of Exmoor)

"BARBARA" - Roppea of the Post Office i

(Author of "The Garden of a Commuter's Wife")

STEVENS' ----- The Veil i

(Illustrated in color. A most remarkable book.
The plot laid in Tunis.)

OLDMEADOW'S - - - Antonio i

(A stirring story of temptation and renunciation)

CRAWFORD'S - - The White Sister i

PHILLPOTT'S - - The Three Brothers i

(The best story he has ever written)

PRANK DANBY'S - - Sebastian i

(Author of "Pigs in Clover." "The Heart of a Chili

WELLS' - - - - Tono-Bungay i

(Mr. Wells in quite a new vein)

25

25

25

50

25

25

.SO

25
")

25

ELLEN GLASQ >W'S
The Romance of a Plain Man - - 1.25

(The best she has written in years)

GUY THORNE'S - - Retribution 1.25

(By the author of "When It was Dark")

HYATT'S
The Marriage of Hilary Garden - - 1.25

iThe passing of the old "rood" in South Africa)

P.AZIN'S ... . The Nun .50

(A cheaper re-issue of this strong book)

DE PRATZ'S - - Elizabeth Davenay 1.25
(A novel of the new woman)

DEARMER'S - - - - Gervase 1.25
(A story of conscientious renunciation—a very

clever character study)

RAMSAY'S The Straw 1.25
(A hunting set story with a good murder mystery)

WISTER - The Virginian .50
(Cheap edition)

Forthcoming Books
A New Novel by WINSTON CHURCHILL

The announcement of a new novel by Mr. Winston Churchill will be welcomed by all

of the many thousands of his admirers. The new novel will mark a distinct change in

his manner and material, for it is more purely a love story than anything that has yet

come from his pen.

A New Book by RUDYARD KIPLING will be published early in October

Actions and Reactions
Cloth, $1.50

JACK LONDON Martin Eden

ZONA GALE - - Friendship Village Stories

CHAS. MAJOR
A Gentle Knight of Old Brandenberg

ROSA N. CAREY The Key of the Unknown

"RITA" Calvary (A novel of higher criticism)

HERRICK
A Life for a Life (Author of "Together")

By Rudyard Kipling Leather, $1.50

CRAWFORD Stradclla

C. G. D. ROBERTS - - The Backwoodsman
"RITA" - - The House Called Hurrish

DR. GRENFELL'S
Labrador: The Country and the People.

(Illustrated).

SVEN HEDIN'S
Trans-Himalaya : Discoveries and Adven-
tures in Tibet.

PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY

The Macmillan Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto
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THE BIG SELLERS
THIS FALL

THE MEN OF THE MOUNTAIN.
By S. R. Crockett. (Ready.)

Cloth $1.25.

TRUXTON KING.
By George Barr MeCutcheon.

Another Graustark Story. (Ready.)

WHERE SNOW IS SOVEREIGN.
By Rudolph St rat/..

Ready Sept. 22. Cloth $1.25.

DIAMONDS CUT PASTE.
By Agnes and Egerton Castle.

Readj Sept. 30. Cloth, $1.25.

THE TITLE MARKET.
By Emily Post.

A Great Internationa] Story Equal to

"The Shuttle." (Ready Sept. 22.)

TEDDY B AND TEDDY G, THE BEAR
DETECTIVES.
Cloth, $1.50.

The Xew Rooseveli Hear Book. The Best

Vet Issued.

THE MOTHER.
By Eden Phillpotts.

Cloth, $1.25.

A MARVELOUS RECORD. Nothing Like It Ever Known in Canada

BALLADS OF A CHEECHAKO
By ROBERT W. SERVICE

Published on Angus! 16th Here is the Record
» I _ i no r\r\i\ f •__ D-*_i. J i s,ooo Regular Cloth Edition, at $1.00Already 28,000 Copies Printed

Jooo Et
*

ion Ue , uxi> Illu

'

stra^d

in Canada 4,000 Miniature Edition

SONGS OF A SOURDOUGH
By ROBERT W. SERVICE

40.000 COPIES PRINTED IN CANADA INSIDE OF TWO YEARS

PRICES:
BALLADS OF A CHEECHAKO

Cloth, $1.00, Edition-de-Luxe, Illustrated, $1.50.
(Miniature Edition,Vet vet Panne Calf, $1.25, Lambskin, $1.00

(Ready about October 15).

SONGS OF A SOURDOUGH
Cloth, $1.00, Edition-de-Luxe, Illustrated, $1.50.

Paste Grain, $1.22; Illustrated, $2.00, (Miniature Edition,
Velvet Panne Calf, $1.25, Lambskin, $1.00).

THE MUSIC MASTER.
By Charles Klein.

'

Cloth, $1.25.

MY LADY OF THE SOUTH.
By Randall Parish.

Cloth, $1.25.

PRISCILLA OF THE GOOD INTENT.
By Halliwell Sutcliffe.

Cloth, $1.25.

THE WEALTH OF FRIENDSHIP.
By P. W. Gunsaulus.

Cloth. +1.25.

HAPPY SCHOOL DAYS.
By Margaret Sangster.

Author of "Winsome Womanhood."
Cloth, $1.25.

AN IMPORTANT BOOK ON OUR COUNTRY

Canada, the

Empire of the North
By AGNES C. LAUT

Cloth, $3.00

We Are Sole Canadian Agents for

The Two Best Booh on tie IflteroatioDal Lessons for 1910:

TarbelFs Teachers' Guide to Teaching of the Lessons
the International Lessons By g. campbell morgan
Cloth, Profusely Uliutratcd $1,00 net Leatherette, 25 Cent*

We are Canadian Agents for the Cambridge Editions of Common Prayer and Book of Common Praise

WILLIAM BRIGGS
Publisher, 2Q-37 Richmond St. West

TORONTO
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"THE HOUSE WITH THE NEW THINGS."

Our Jubilee Year
WE have every reason too, to call this our Jubilee Year. With

the biggest trade we have ever had in the West, and orders

piling up right along from all parts of Ontario and the

East, this has all the "ear marks" of a red letter year.

OF course, our success has not been made without effort. We
have had to work and work hard to reach the point where we

are now looked upon as the leading fancy goods house in

Canada— "the house where the new things come from." Which,

interpreted means that we are serving our customers as we have

served ourselves—with the very best that could be had.

Our travelers cover all Canada. If you cannot visit us in Toronto,

drop us a card so that our representative may see you in ample time.

HOLIDAY
GOODS

DOLLS

TOYS

GAMES

PRESENTATION
FANCY GOODS

DRUG
SUNDRIES

LEATHER
GOODS

The Fancy Goods Company of Canada
Limited

156 Front St. West Toronto
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Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited

Hamilton and===Montreal

To Get Actual Nicety in Typewriter Ribbons and

Carbon Papers You Must Use a Quality Line

ED

j|WE ITSELF SUP**
HJl OTHER BRANRg

THE ONE BEST IS "OUR LINE"

You also get these fine goods at right

prices; Also Quality in treatment.

As we are the Original

Manufacturers for the Trade Only.

BsmmmmmmmsmEmmmmEmmm

Send for Our New Trade Catalogue

—

Just Out.

We Suit Every Purpose.

We Fill Every Demand.

,. 100 SHEETS s
55 SHEET PACK*

*

SILK-SPUN

•TYPEWRITER

CARBON PAPER
MlTTA

GUARANTEED THE THINNEST.

G&V
0LGER 501E

MANUFACTURERS

Park Ridge, n.j. u.s.a.

WIveBN en an cm toa i* Mut HjCMKMO.IU.

BKANCHES-New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc.
So
\^Z

u^T TS
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Underwood's
GOLD MEDAL

BRAND

Carbon Papers

Underwood's
GOLD MEDAL

BRAND

Typewriter Ribbons

THE NEW MODEL

iv Wltrfo tarter

possesses many new
features, which make it

the best pen offered the

Canadian trade.

New Shape

New Feed Bar

New Nib

New Finish

New Prices

79 St. James St. 26 St. Gabriel St.

MONTREAL
Wholesale Books and Stationery Established in 1842
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WHY
The New Lincoln Fountain Pen

made by

A. A. Waterman & Co.
is the most satisfactory pen for the Canadian Trade

1st It is absolutely guaranteed by a Canadian House who do not

depend on Fountain Pen business only.

2nd It is thoroughly high-grade in every particular.

3rd It is by far the best value made.

4th We have all parts in stock and look after all repairs in Toronto.

5th A few pens may be enclosed with other goods or with any parcel

from Toronto, as required.

LINCOLN FOUNTAIN PEN I

made by AAWATERMAN&CO.new york I

PAT'D OCTOBER 11-1904

No. 103— All styles. Retail price, $1.50

LINCOLN FOUNTAIN PEN
made by A.A.WATERMAN& CO. NEW YORK

rss?

No. 503 -All styles, regular $4.00 size. Retail price, $2.50

LINCOLN FOUNTAIN PEN
made by A.A.WATERMAN4 CO.newyork

:t ob e r ii — ie on-

Gold mounted patterns in all styles and sizes

If you do not now carry the New Lincoln, order a sample
and compare the value

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Distributors for Canada TORONTO
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You Cannot Be Too Particular
about the kind of Fountain Pen you place your name or trademark upon.
You cannot afford to stake your reputation on an unknown quantity. Goods
that you handle must be goods that you know ; lines that are backed by
the maker's guarantee and that you can safely recommend.

ISANFORD & BENNETT
j "AUTOPEN"
NEW YORK US A PAT. DEC 19 1905

<r^H!i

j S&Bl

U.S.A.

! ^S&SSSSS&SSGSSSS^GeC
OFORD 8.BENNETT
"AUTQPEN"
-„o. '"!.« "•'•19.1905.

^m
\Z?.A2JMstZ2Z

Do not be too sure you are buying your Fountain Pens right. Before you
contract for your supply of Imprint Fountain Pens for the coming' holiday

trade it will pay you to visit us or have us submit samples. We manufac-
ture only high-grade pens. Every line we make is notably of the finest

workmanship and highest quality ; therefore we can guarantee uncondition-
ally every pen that leaves our factory.

We are the largest makers of Fountain Pens for special imprint orders in America.

SANFORD & BENNETT CO.
Manufacturers of Fountain, Stylographic and Gold Pens for foreign and domestic trade.

Patentees of the "Autopen" (Self Filler), the "Gravity Stylo Pen" and the "Commercial Fountain Pen."

JEWELERS' COURT, 51-53 MAIDEN LANE, - - - NEW YORK
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We Don't Advertise

merely to sell more Blotting, but to sell better Blotting Paper

NONE BUT THE GOOD KINDS

are worth advertising. Our slogan is quality. If you have not used

"WORLD' "HOLLYWOOD"
or

"RELIANCE"

Send for samples and see the qualities.

The Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Blotting Paper Only

RICHMOND VIRGINIA
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We are now showing the
Newest, Finest and "Up-to-Date"

FINE LEATHER GOODS
LADIES' BAGS, Etc.

1533-

Genuine

Crepe
Seal,

9-in. Gilt

Frame,

Leather

Lined,

Fitted

Purse and
Card Case

1537—

Genuine
Crepe
Seal,

9-in.

German
Silver

Frame,
Leather

Lined,

Fitted

Purse and
Card Case

1548—

Genuine
Seal,

8-9-10 in.

Covered
Frame,
Leather

Lined,

Fitted

Purse and
Card Case

BROWN BROS., «„,««/

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS

51-53 Wellington Street West, - TORONTO

TRAVELLER
WANTED

We will have an opening

for a thoroughly experi-

enced Stationery Sales-

man January 1st.

Apply with references to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter
LIMITED

TORONTO

DAVID'S
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. E.tablished 1825

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto
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PAPETERIES

lip'® ^t s.

Choice new lines just out for Fall

Trade. •

827. Toile de Bretagne

828. Aristocratique

829. Faille Marquise

830. Eudora

831. Normanton

Elegant, artistic designs, large size

boxes, fabric finish paper.

Gage's Papeteries are now recog-

nized everywhere as the "Standard

of Value."

W. J. Gage & Co., Limited

Toronto,

MANUFACTURING STATIONERS

Ontario

Warehouse and Factories

82-94 Spadini Ave., Toronto, Ont.

Paper Mills at

St. Catharines, Ont.
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TO THE "VICTOR
BELONGS THE SPOILS

<J The spoils in this case is the trade of the dealer
and public for the "Victor" Inkstand. The
record of this Inkstand upon the United States
and Canadian markets has been one unbroken
line of success. If you handle them you know
the reason. If you don't we'll tell you.

<J Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure to
the air. Easy to clean and fill- cannot upset; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed with
the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

THE WEEKS-NUMAN CO.
Successors to the Business of

A. A. Weeks Mfg. Co. C. H. Numan Co.

39-41 Park Place (one block from Broadway), New York City

All-Steel

construc-

tion means
nothing to

break or

get out of

order.
NOTE:

I n making
transfers to

per manent
binder, pa-

pers are not

removed from
upright posts.

SPIRO
All-Steel

ArcK Files
With Detachable Upright Posts

A brand new idea in Arrh Kilps and 1 he quickest seller we've evei put
out. Has all the superior merit of our Btandard flies positive locking of
a " 1 all-steel 1 stiuction, perforator with adjustable guide iif desiie.1
etc , also 1 he new feal ure "t detachable upright posts allowing papei to
'- in ferred to the permanent binder WITHOUT REMOVINu PROM
THE POSTS, thus saving considerable time and avoiding danger of tear-

[< ising sheet b.

The device will be known as the "SPIRO Self-transferring Arch Pile
an.l is n< i« included inoui line of "SPHtO ' ALL-STEEL Piling Di rices

Here is s file that will sell at sight to the best trail", and will eventu-
ally displace all ordinary arch tiles.

Mr. A Roy MacDougall of Toronto, our Canadian Representative,
will gladrj quote prices, etc . or write ub direct

SPIRO MFG. CO., Sales Dept.
103 E. 131st St. NEW YORK CITY

"Writink"
Be sure and sell the right ink. For a general

writing fluid nothing surpasses

Carter's Writing Fluid
in fluidity and permanence. Writes a restful

blue and dries a deep black.

Quarts, Pints

and

Half Pints

have

Carter's

Patent Pourout.

No metal to

affect the ink.

No chance

to spill.

Lightest and

most convenient

packing saves

on carrying

charges.

Handiest and

most convenient

package.

igBjaaMgjjjj!

The Carter's Ink Co.
154 Craig St. West, Montreal

Boston New York Chicago

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoiandums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS
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Have You Received Your Copy of the New

Catalogue?
The Dennison Catalogue of Tags and Specialties has played an important

part in the successful conduct of the Stationery Trade for years.

Dennison Goods represent the World's Standard of Quality for each and

every specialty. Dennison's Tags are representative of the whole line.

The new Catalogue, which has already been widely distributed, supersedes

all previous issues. A careful study of its pages will reveal many changes—new
designs, new goods, new prices, new stores.

Dennison's Goods carry with them a story of many years' experience and

reputation for good quality given and high quality maintained.

Co-operation with Dennison assures a larger and better business for every

Stationer. If you have not already received your copy of the new catalogue,

write for it. We will forward promptly.

BOSTON,
26 Franklin St.

CHICAGO,
25 Randolph St.

The Tag Makers
NEW YORK,
15 John St.

15 VV. 27th St.

TORONTO,
523 Traders' Bank Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA,
1007 Chestnut St.

ST. LOUIS,
413 North 4th St.
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A-ywr -|p A l^ir "D »C THE FINEST IN EXISTENCE
• VY • Jl ./\ .D XL* XV. O 16 Degrees- 6B to 8H

Unequalled for

Purity, Smoothness
Durability or Grading

A. W. Faber, 149 Queen Victoria St..

LONDON, E.C.

A. W. Faber's
"Caslell" Copying Pencil

Manufactory
Established 1761

A.W. FABER.

FACTORIES

STEIN. GERMANY

GEROLDSGRUEN
NOISY-LE-SEC

NEWARK. N. J.

Vt&
e£R Wo

ELASTIC BANDS

»*
ERASIVE RUBBER

$
HOUSES

STEIN, GERMANY

NEWARK, N J.

LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN

41 - 47 DICKERSON STREET AND 68 - 88 HECKER STREET

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

7080 7085
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Higgins' Drawing Board
and Libra ryi Mucilage

per cent, of water. Thi
every progressive dealer.

IS
everywhere admitted to lie

the most desirable adhesive

for the uses intended, ever

put upon the market. It is a

semi-fluid, of great strength

and body, specially prepared

for mounting paper on tbe

drawing board, for repairing

and labeling books, anil for

wood, cloth and leather work
generally. Librarians have
found it exactly suited to their

needs, and it has become re-

cognized as the only adhesive for

library work that (jives perfect

satisfaction. For use as an

ordinary mucilage or paste it

may be diluted with 25 to 50

> article should be carried bv

HIGGINS' AMERICAN DRAWING INKS
BLACKS AND COLORS

The Standard Liquid Drawing Inks of the World

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Manufacturers

NEW YORK CHICAGO LONDON
Main Office and Factory, BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

To the Newsdealer

What about your supply of

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE?
Have you satisfactory arrange-

ments for keeping a supply on

your counters each month ? If

you think an improvement

could be made in the service,

kindly let us have your sug-

gestion. If you are not selling

BUSY MAN'S, why not? It

is a high-class magazine which

will give you good returns.

Busy Man's Magazine
10 Front St. E., Toronto

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

EJrade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE [DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICKS APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

TATUM LOOSE LEAF
"POST PRICE BOOK"

Patented July 13, 1909

Bound in Full Flexible Levant Grain Black Cowhide.
Carried in Stock in EIGHT SIZES with SEVEN FORMS
of rulings.

This binder and twenty-five other styles of LOOSE
LEAF HOLDERS AND BINDERS fully described in

our separate 46-page catalogue.

150-Page Catalogue of STATIONERS' SPECIALTIES
mailed on request.

THE SAMUEL C. TATUM CO.
Manufacturers of Stationers' Specialties, Loose Leaf Devices,

Power Paper Punches, and Perforators.

No. 3318 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

New York Office, No. 197 Fulton Street.
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CHRISTMAS

"SWAN

A
XMAS
"SWAN"
FOUNTPEN
is all that a gift should be.

Nothing a stationer stocks is so

suitable for those who can fully ap-

preciate a thoughtful choice.

The "SWAN'S" claims to consideration are: Attractiveness, Durability, Useful-

ness, Facility of Despatch and Reasonable Cost. To the dealers they give a good

margin of profit, no trouble to sell, and satisfied customers.

Made in plain vulcanite and banded ; in silver, rolled gold and solid gold— designs by the dozen,

but all of the same well-known "SWAN" standard quality : that is—Double feed and sure action,

the best gold nib ever made, lasting qualities and freedom from trouble of any kind.

Write us for Illustrated List, Terms, Showcases

and Suggested Christmas Range of Stock

MABIE, TODD & CO., 124 YORK ST., TORONTO
Manufacturers of -SWAN" PENS, "CYGNET." "MEMO" and "LONGSHORT" STYLOS. SWAN INK. GOLD PENS. PENCILS. Etc.

Headquarters : 79 and 80 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W. C, ENGLAND
And at MANCHESTER, PARIS, BRUSSELS, BALE, NEWYORK, CHICAGO and SYDNEY
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Crayograph
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

CRAYONS will hereafter be sold in Can-

ada at $9.60 instead of S10. 80 per gross.

Try them, and demonstrate for yourself

their superiority over any Crayons ever

stocked; energetic stationers are getting results through knowing their merit and pushing them.

Remember, one dozen packages sent gratis with first order of, at least, six dozen, for dis-

tribution among teachers and school authorities.

Please bear in mind that it is not possible for ordinary Colored Crayons to possess features

which CRAYOGRAPH have and which are the result of skill and long years of ex-

perience in making Crayons.

All jobbers can supply Crayograph. Makers: THE AMERICAN CRAYON CO.

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a flat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
ot order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one of

the least inducements that will sell

t to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

Staples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box,

per 1,000, 30 cents

THE FACT
that we are supplying the two largest

cities in America and the U.S. Gov-

ernment with solid crayons is evidence

that the best and cheapest are made by

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

/75wimw®
The only clip that gives

entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.
clips on card, according to
style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, . Bloomfield, N.J.

Fancy Leather
Goods

^

We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationery, Haberdashery, etc.

Sendfor Illustrated Catalogue

C. F. Rumpp & Sons
Established

l8gO

PHILADELPHIA, PA.. U.S.A.

Toilet Ca New York Salesrooms 683-685 Broadway
-Auto Luncheon Outfit
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Raphael Tuck & Sons-

Valentines
for 1910

TRADE MARK */ "^ TRADE MARK

are now ready. The most comp'ete line on the market.

High Class Comics Heart Shapes

Dainty Novelties

Unique Mechanicals Comical Climbers
entirely new and startling

Valentine Post Cards
From entirely new designs by well-known artists

3$ 3& 3&
3& 3S

DO NOT PLACE YOUR VALENTINE ORDERS
UNTIL YOU HAVE EXAMINED OUR LINE

3&

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company, Limited

S& *£ 9-17 ST. ANTOINE STREET, MONTREAL & &
LONDON PARIS BERLIN NEW YORK

10
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Modern Method of Parcel Wrapping

Patented Jan. 26, 1909

This machine can be used economically and to great

advantage by all

"BULL DOG"
Rapid Package Sealing and

Moistening Machine

Paper tape for wrapping purposes is now being

used by all progressive firms as a substitute for

string. Compared with the old methods, the cost

is less, and the advantages of the tape are secur-

ity and neatness. This tape can be had printed

with your name or specialty, making a good

advertisement.

Stationers, Printers, Booksellers, Paper Houses
and others

THE GUMMED TAPE IS KEPT CLEAN AND FREE FROM DIRT

"Bull Do^" Gummed Tapes are the Greatest Stickers Made

JAMES D. McLAURIN CO., Inc.
World Building, New York, U.S.A.

FOR SALE BY
Smith, Davidson & Wright. Limited, Vancouver, B.C. Kilgour Bros., Toronto.

Howard Smith Paper Co., Montreal.

Artists' Materials
AND

School Supplies

Colors, Brushes,

Papers,

Drawing Instruments, etc.

Catalogue on Application.

THE ART METROPOLE, Limited

149 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

" Modern B " Pen S Pencil Clips

if

Duryea-Hoge Company, Inc. Manufacturers

108 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY

If You Are Located Out West
Your interests will be best served by ordering your supplies of Books, Stationery, Printers' Materials, etc., from

us. No time is lost in long unnecessary delays. The stocks are here awaiting your order and will be shipped

as early as you say. You get brand new goods, at close prices and in the quickest possible time when you buy

of us. These facts should mean something to you in this busy season, when a saving of time and money are

both equally desired. Our holiday stocks of

FANCY GOODS, CHILDREN'S SLEIGHS AND WAGONS
DOLLS, GAMES, ETC. PHONOGRAPHS

Ask our traveler to call and show you samples, or, better still, call and see us

Sorting orders will receive careful and immediate attention.

FANCY PAPETERIES
PRESENTATION BOOKS

should be worth your inspection,

if you can conveniently arrange it

CLARK BROS. & CO., LIMITED WINNIPEG, MAN.

it
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Wanted—Miraculous %le$ult$
By A. B. LEVER

SOME people expect miracles from every dollar they invest in

advertising.

If they buy a block of merchandise, a piece of land,

stocks, or bonds, they are quite satisfied if they get in return

a fairly good profit.

A miracle is something which they never expect from such
investments.

But when it comes to investing in advertising it is a horse of

another color.

Results to them are only satisfactory if they get bick the original

dollar invested as well as the dividends by the first mail.

Advertising does great things. All great modern businesses have
been built up on advertising.

But there have been no miracles performed.

Good advertising produces good results.

Sometimes the results are apparent at once.

Sometimes the results, like bread cast upon the waters, are not
seen until after many days. But they are sure to be seen eventually.

The character of the results depends a great deal upon the article

advertised and the character of the copy.

Business men who expect miracles to be worked by every dollar

they invest in advertising had better not essay to join the army of

progressive business men.

They will be disappointed if they do.

As long as a dollar lasts they will at least have the satisfaction

of feeling it in their pocket.

Only those should advertise who know that advertising is a straight

business investment, productive of good results if judiciously done
and properly attended to.

Great results from one brief venture in the advertising field are

no more possible than a cultured man from one day's tuition.

Both are the results of gradual and persistent effort, not of miracles.

12
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Do Not Overlook
your stock of School Books and Supplies for school opening.

Our Stock
of school books, scribblers, exercise and note books, slates and slate pencils, erasers,

pencils, penholders, compasses, pen nibs, pencil boxes, chalk, crayons, school bags,

rulers, set squares, drawing paper and pads, ink, foolscap, examination tablets and all lines

of School Supplies SsniSSSST'
Mail orders

Smith, Davidson & Wright, Limited Vancouver, B.C.

Better Goods!
Better Sales!

Better Selling Prices!

Better Profits!

Until you know from personal experience the

superiority of

STAUNTON
WALL PAPERS
you cannot appreciate how much money you
can make from the wall paper business.

The unequal led selling quality of our goods makes
their cost no more to you, for the} - are wonder-
fully low priced, but it does permit a big margin
of profit to be added.

Shall we not put our 1910 goods before you?
It entails no obligation to purchase. Write ks.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
933 Yonge Street : TORONTO

E. MORRIS & CO
(Wholesale)

STATIONERY

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

POSTCARDS

LOCAL VIEW POSTCARDS
We have the exclusive handling of the Products of

Three of the leading German Postcard Factories

Specialists in their own particular style of card.

CHRO VIOTYPE BLACK and WHITE
HAND-COLORED SEPIA BROWN

MARINE—BLUE

PRICES from $4.50 m.
Write for samples, which will convince you that

we are e howing high-grade cards oniy.

VANCOOVERIC.

Representative Wanted for Canada

Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

13
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Holly Box Covering
AND WRAPPING PAPERS

The finest line of Paper for Box Covering and Package

Wrapping on the market.

Put up in sheets or rolls, also in Envelopes.

Paris Holly Ribbon Crepe, Tri-Color and Plain Ribbon

Crepe The Best Ever.

Paris Plain and Decorated Crepe Paper, Paper Napkins,

Plain and Crepe Toilet Papers.

The TUTTLE PRESS CO. Manufacturers AppletOll, WlS.

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

Ai I, 5, <>, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cenl per annum by Nu
Eom Matte 5th Edition. Price, $3.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

heavy paper and si roi iglj

By

the
By

By the same author. On
bound. Price, 13.00

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of

Days Combined
ai 3, 3'/2 , 4, 5, -W, 6, 7 ami 8 per cent, per annum
Charles M. C. Hughes. Price, "'

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table Cor daily balances,

showing interest (or one thousand days on any amount,
rates from % per cenl to 3} per cenl , inclusive Also a

table allowing interesl for one thousand days at 5 pei

cenl , by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tables', interest for one thousand days ear I b-

tained at any rate from { per cenl to 10 per cenl .

Inclusive, and COMPARATIVE! INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from i per cent, to in

percent., inchisi'-e, <>n tin 1 basis oi 365 days to theyeai
in J per cent, rates. By CHARLES M C. HUGHES
Price, 12.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At G and 7 per cenl
,
per annum (on the basis of 365 days

totheyear, for one, two, three and four months and
day,, of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Charles M. C. Hughes (on

folded rani, 144x9%), strongly bound. Price, >'l 00

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2Vi. 3 or 3Vi per cent, (each on separate card), on

basis of one month, being 1-12 pari of a year,

Charles M.C. Hughes. Price, fl-00

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing by 8ths and 16ths, with oilier useful

tables. By EWING BUOHAN. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of

having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By EVflNG
Buchav Price, $4 00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)

t;i\ing sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into

New York and vice versa By EWING BUCHAN. Price

in sheets), each, 20c ; mounted [on boards', each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing "laid down costs' from one eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance mi sterling costs

from rive per cent, to fifty per cent calculated at the

Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half
percent rates A separate table for each rate. By H.

S. Martin. Price, -$1.50. Full bound leather limp
New.

The Importers' Guide

A hand-book of advances, of sterling costs in decimal

currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a

FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of

46 yards. By R. CAMPBELL and J. \V. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of

Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,

German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a

table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHERS

115 and 117 Notre Dame St., West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS., Ltd., Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUI \NA
This Brat-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part oi the
city Five minutes from railway stati uid

i ,.i mi, i stallings, and near to all principal pub-
He buildings Cool and lofty bedrooms Spacious
dining and ladies rooms Billiard room Elec-

tric light t hroughi tul

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Roard $12 to H4 per week.

Open No* ember Closes in May

THE GRAND UNION
The mi is! p ipu ar totel in

OTTAW \. ONT

JAMES K PAISLEY, " Propriel or

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facilttv lor tbc
collection of claims. Tel Main IfW •

A.CCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
A ssignees, Charts red Ace mutants, Estate and

Fire nsuranc Agents.
15 V? Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

PAYSON S INDELIBLE INK

irade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug HouseB in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Dip'oma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1898, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897

TiTe Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price

Better than any at thesame price.

HB, H, with rubber tips,

HB,H, 2H, 3H,4H,B, 2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

I NVALUABLE TO
THE AD. WRITER

(Efje Canabtan

printer & Publtafjer

is the authority on typography in

Canada. It will be found very
helpful to the ad. writer in giving
him information on how to arrange
ads. to the best advantage, and
showing him examples of fine

work. A subscription costs $2.00
per annum, but you get bick that
amount several times over in pro-
fitable ideas. Wu'te for sample
copy and subsc iption blank.

T 1 1 E

Canadian Printer and Publisher

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works: BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spencerian Pen Co., New York

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEHEATH'S

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng\) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. in Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Biekerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W oa. Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K . ., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K. .

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Melkle, General Manager/ P. H, Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ...... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833,820.96

ART SUPPLIES
Winsor & Newton's Oil Colors

" " Wi'er Colors
" " Canvas
" " Papers
" " Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, Oils, Mediums, Easels, Studies, &c

SEND FOR CATALOQUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

WVVV11WVWWAWVW^VWVWVWV^V'WVWVWA VVW^A-^

WaveHey
Pens

What makes the Waverley Series of pens
sell so readily is their incomparable and re-

gular good quality. Every pen is selected.

They are known all over the world as the

" Boons and Blessings"
Sold by the Leading Wholesale Houses

Sample Cards & Trade Prices sent by return mail

Waverley Works,

Edinburgh
MACNIVEN & CAMERON,

Limited

U\A\t*t*%V 1 ffc.'VVVW'W^.-WVWv%/vv '

a ROB ROY"
PENS

Sold by

All Stationers

in 6d., 1/- and

Gross Boxes

HINKS, WELLS & CO.,

This
series of Pens

is made of the
same material, by the

same tools, by the same
q6* process and at the same

works as the series of 'Waver-
ley' Pens which Hinks,Wells £--

Co. have for 30 years and upwards
fprior to Sept., 1901), manufactured for

and supplied to the Proprietors thereof.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

• • •
ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

EIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

Rooms 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Building, MONTREAL

10 Front Street, East, TORONTO
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crttmer picture publication^

Fall 1909

, ^

THE HARRISON FISHER
CALENDARJOR l^lO

SfftlBNER'S SO

Five pages in full, rich', artistic

colors in a style that is familiar

and admired by magazine readers.

The public need little explanation

of this artist's work and the cal-

endars ought to be good sellers.

One feature that will be appreci-

ated is the pictures may be framed

at the end of the year, as they are

only "tipped" on the mounts and

may be readily removed.

Price $3 boxed.

COPYRIGHT 1909 BY CHARLES 9CRIBNER'^

BASS—"A CRITICAL MOM] M

IBapsi !H Jfisljins

By Oliver Kemp.

Four pictures in full colors. 11/2x17 inches on mount

19x24 inches.

Trice 51.50 each, or set of four, boxed, $5.

OOPYftiGMT "09 BY CMARLCS SCRIBNER'S SONS

THE AMERICAN GIRL IN ENGLAND

3Tfje American fe\x\

ghroab
By Harrison Fisher.

Six pictures in full colors. Size 12

xl6 inches on mount 19x24 inches.

Price $1 each; set of six,

boxed, $$.

The subjects are

—

The American Girl in Japan

The American Girl in England

The American Girl in Ireland

The American Girl in France

The American Girl in Italy

The American Girl in Holland

&tage Coach
30aps

B\ Stanley M» Arthurs.

Two pictures reproduced in

colors. 12^x18 inches on
mounts 20x26 inches. Ex-
cellent subjects for den or

dining room. Price ?2 each.

FIGHT BETWEEN TH Z BONHOMME RICHARD
AND I TRAPIS

By Carlton T. Chapman.

Reproduced in full colors. Size 14x2(1 inches on

mount 24x28 inches. Price $2. 50.

Mr. Chapman is an illustrator who has become widely known

through his clever delineations of naval conflicts, especially historical

subjects-

REMKMBF.R

in buying these
pictures you are

getting a stock that

will be particularly

salable during the

holiday season, or

in fact at any time,

for they make ap-

propriate gifts for

any occasion. Not

much chance of

"dead stock,*' as

their continuous

advertising makes
them extreineK

good sellers.

HI*
Wm

&
r;

Jr
COP>ni&HT 190) BV CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

WHEN SHALL WE THREE MEET AGAIN ?

£Uon?o lUmfcall Cartoons
Four handsome pictures in full colors. 12x16

inches on mounts 19x24 inches.

Price, each, $1; per set of four, boxed, $3.50.

Alonzo Kimball's regular contributions to the magazines and

periodicals have made him one of the most popular illustrators of

the day.

The above prices are subject to a discount of 25;.

Sole Agentsfor Canada

The Copp, Clark Company, Limited, Toronto, Can.
16
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Holiday Stationery

The popularity of attractively boxed writing-

paper as a Christmas gift is increasing from year

to year. Every indication points to a greater

demand this season than ever before for holiday

papeteries.

We have an exceptionally attractive line for the

holiday season of 1909. The 'fillers" are high

grade stock of the best materials and most pleas-

ing finishes, fully up to the well-known " Made in

Berkshire " standard. The boxes themselves are

to be found in extensive variety of size, shape

and design, and at a wide range in price.

This line includes the famous paper

CRANES LINEN LAWN
in white and the beautiful new shades, daybreak pink,

willow green, orchid, aeroplane and vintage. These
shades are steadily increasing in popularity, and are

to be much in vogue this winter.

If you have not yet placed your holiday order it will

pay you to get in touch with us at once.

Eaton, Crane& Pike Company
Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Toronto Office, 42 Adelaide Street West

(( WELLINGTON"
PHOTO SPECIALTIES
PLATES PAPERS FILMS

No order too small for best attention

WARD & CO., 13 St. John St., MONTREAL MLrow

POST CARDS
Always latest lines in Postal Cards. Series, Comics. Love Subjects.

Expensive Cards, special for Holidays ; Booklets, Tinsel Powders,
etc. Ask for prices. All orders promptly attended : a trial order will
convince you. SPECIAL; A nice assortment of 500 Post Cards
Christmas and New Year, for $5.00.

EUROPEAN POST CARD COMPANY
146 St. James St. MONTREAL

Trafalgar Works
Bradford, Eng.

Star Works
Accrington, Eng.

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.

Publishers of the " ART SERIES "

Private Greeting Christmas Cards
and Carbon Pictures.

Sample albums free, showing cards printed
complete in exact state as delivered to
customers.
Write for samples and particulars.

DO IT NOW

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.
300 St. James St., Montreal

" Victor " Quality

'HIS WASTER'S VOICE"
REG.U.S.PM.OFF.

Quality is

the argu-
ment that
convinces
people.
You can
prove t o
them that
the

Victor Gramophone
is the best musically and mechanically. This

means greater business and more profit for you.

Tell people that the voices of the greatest sing-

ers in the world are recorded exclusively for the

Victor-Gramophone; that the foremost bands

and orchestras make records for the Victor-

Gramophone only—you will be abundantly

repaid for your efforts—Victor-Gramophone
profits are worth looking into. Send for cata-

logs and dealers' prices.

Berliner Gramophone Co.

MONTREAL
LIMITED

PLASTICINE
A Perfect Modelling Material

FOR HOME AMUSEMENT
This is one of the most attractive lines

that the Stationery Trade are handling.

Put up in seven styles of boxes to retail

from 15c. to $1.50. Plasticine in a store

will sell itself.

Write for full description and prices.

The Ceo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd.

20 Temperance St. Toronto, Ont.
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I

fM IWaitermMis(^iFouiitainPen

Th's Pen is a Part of the Pocket or Desk Equ'pm nt of Eveiy

Well-Provided Person

The trade is responsible to the public for a good fountain pen. Waterman's Ideals are

the best that can be made. Durability and accuracy can be obtained only from the finest

materials and the most careful workmanship, such as are employed in the making of this

pen in our large Canadian plant. The satisfaction given by fountain pens of our make,

during the past quarter century, makes them the standard of all writing implements. In three styles

—

Regular, Safety and Self-filling

366 patterns and sizes. 34 varieties of pen points in each size.

Write for our handsome 84 page illustrated catalogue and selling suggestions. An
important stationer's line, that will bring you many profitable customers.

L. E. Waterman Company, Limited
I 36 St. James St., Montreal

The Largest Fountain Pen Manufacturers in the World.

New York London Paris
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A monthly journal devoted to the interests

of the Bookselling and Stationery Trades

Subscription: One Dollar a Year

Single copies : : Ten Cents
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Editorial Chronicle and Comment
Helping Its Advertisers (?)

In this Ontario school book farce, sumo newspapers

have taken a discretet course and said nothing. Some

few have come out boldly and attacked the Government's

policy. While we admire the action of the Latter papers,

we can sympathize with the position of the former. Hut

we certainly cannot sec how any self-respecting news-

paper in an Ontario town can come nut and support a

policy that is calculated to injure the interests of the

business people who support it.

Take for example the Sarnia Canadian. Here is a paper

that presumably exists on the patronage of Sarnia mer-

chants. It comes out in its issue of September 15, with

a magnificent eulogium of the new school books, and of

the Whitney policy. We cannot quarrel with its state-

ment that the books are well made, nor can we con-

tradict it when it maintains that the prices are low.

But why cover up the real live issue ? Why give the

impression that everything is perfect ion, when the mer-

chants of Sarnia are suffering under one of the severest

blows ever dealt them as business men ? This is a type

of disloyalty that we fail to understand.

Hclding Back the Books (?)

Is the T. Eaton Company purposely holding back

supplies of the Ontario Readers from the booksellers !

If they are, and it looks remarkably much as if they

were, it is high time the Government interfered.

A correspondent in an Ontario village writes us as

follows, under date of September J 8 :

—

"We in this section are having difficulty in getting

some of the books, especially the 1th Book, it being a

month since they were ordered from G. W. Sulman,

Chatham, and they say they are unable to get them.

A letter in the Globe written by R. J. Edgar of Owen
Sound leads to the belief that this difficulty is general.

"This afternoon a customer who had asked us to

save her a 4th book, when we received them, came in and

told me that she was sending to Eaton's for something
and would order the 1th book too. She told of a neigh-

bor having sent to Eaton's, who received the book in

good time.

"These circumstances set me thinking. Would it be

possible that they aie holding back the books from the

retailer and thus forcing the consumer to send them an

order for goods ?"

*
Protect Lives of Travelers.

Now thai l lie committee of the Commercial Traveler
'

Ass eia'tion, acting with the Provincial License Depart-

ment, has announced its award in the contest for the

bisi device to aid escape from a burning building, it is

the manifest duty of the Provincial Government to fully

satisfy itself that the lire escape device se'ected is thor-

oughly practical and then adopt regulations compelling-

all lintels ami lodging houses to equip their buildings with

the device.

Several hotel tire-, have oecurrel in Ontario during the

past year and in at least two lives have been lust owing
to the lack of proper life-saving equipment. It should

not. therefore, be necessary for the Government to wait

i'nv another holocaust.

The Commercial Travelers' Association have perform-

ed a commendable public duty in bringing the agitation

for lire escapes on public houses to a head. Their offer

of a $100 prize f<r the best life-saving device shown on
Travelers' Day at the Toronto Exhibition, brought out

a, number of competitors, one particularly meritorious de-

vice demonstrated by a New York State man being award-
ed tile prize.

Every public building should be equipped with a life-

saving apparatus, but more particularly is this necessary
m hotels and rooming houses where strangers lie down
to rest in unfamiliar surroundings. Human life ought to

he protected by the best device, regardless of the expense
attached to the instalation of proper equipment.

*
Improve Your Fire Risk.

Recent investigations by The MacLean Trade News-
papers go to show that in the matter of insurance there

is not that careful consideration given by merchants and
manufacturers to their rating which the best principles

of economy would forcefully suggest.

In view of the instances which are being multiplied

every day, in which reductions have been made in indivi-

n
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dual ratings as the result of some inexpensive precaution-

ary measure, it seems proper to say that the merchant or

manufacturer vvho postpones competent examination of

his premises with a view to improve want of his risk, is

certainly negligent of his own interests.

Where the local agents are competent men the mer-

chant will have no difficulty in obtaining that information

with reference to the constituents of his rating—where he

is penalized and where he is credited—to enable him to

improve those conditions on which his insurance is based.

It is intended to deal with this matter in detail, and

there will be presented much information obtained from

authoritative sources, which merchants and manufacturers

will find of value in considering the steps suggested.

*
Success in Dull Times.

There is a great deal of difference between success in

good times and success in bad times. In the one case

unless the merchant deliberately kills the goose that lays

the golden egg, all that he has to do is to look after,

and to exa.ct the fullest measure of profit from the de-

mand that the consuming wants of the country have

created. To a great extent good times take care of

themselves. Hut when times are dull, and consumers

apathetic, it is then that the dealer is in need of all his

business acumen and salesmanship. He has to create a

demand, and that is a hard task. It is not the man

who sleeps during the dull periods of the year, and only

wakes up when trade comes knocking at the door, who

makes the most success of his business. It is the man

who fights and schemes to 'turn the bad times into good

who' gets ahead of the game. It is Hn the power of every

dealer to create trade, be the times what they may.

The appetite of the consumer may be dormant, but it

can be tickled into activity. This can only be done by

unceasing preseverance, unceasing vigilance, and an in-

telligent appreciation of what will best attract the con-

sumer. The merchant who continually offers uj> attrac-

tive bait, and induces the consumer to bite when he does

not want to, whose windows are always orginal and

smart in design, and whose store seems to be always

busy, is the man who converts bad times into good.

Undoubtedly there is a, great amount of truth in the

statement that the trade which naturally comes to a

merchant pays the expenses of the business, but the

trade that is attracted pays the real profits.

•f

Too Much Average Man.

Did you ever look through a magnifying glass ?

Things look larger than they really are, don't they ? Did

you ever come to work in the morning and find work

piled around your machine so you didn't know where to

start ? Or around your desk ? You felt like sitting back

and letting things take care of themselves, but if you

start at one thing, finish it and then start ajt the next

and so on, what a difference it makes. The trouble is,

some people will not start. They are forever gazing at

a molehill through a magnifying glass. The men who are

above the average are the men who do things. They

never acknowledge defeat. They never give up. The

quitter is a failure. This is the law of life. The man

who lets his work conquer him is a quitter.

There are men who have surprised their employers by

a change of .method, which is due to putting into practice

things they have learned by keeping their eyes open. The

engineer or clerk who gets in a rut will be numbered

among the average men. You cannot change your

course if you are in a rut
; it allows no development or

expansion. Progress requires changes occasionally. A
"good enough" method isn't "good enough." What every-

one wants is the best. You cannot develop a man with

one food ; neither can a man be a hundred-point man by

walking in a rut. If something works well, try again.

You will find something that will work better. The whole

development in the mechanical world has been because

men who were above the average worked for something

better.

The hundred-point man may look like all other men

or dress like them, or talk like them, but whatever posi-

tion he holds, he is true to his trust, he keeps his word

and is true to his company. Do your work and do it

well. There are too many self-satisfied average men.

Aim to be more than the average; be a one-hundred-

point man.

+
How to Treat "Kicks."

When a customer brings back an article he thinks de-

fective or unsatisfactory, remember, keep your temper.

Look the case over in a fair manner. It may be a just

claim. Put yourself in his place. Before you say a, word

as to the merits of the case, decide in your own mind

what you are going to do and have the nerve to stick-

to it.

For, if you say to a customer that you cannot allow

for a claim and then argue the matter and finally give in,

the customer has the same opinion of you that he would

have had, had you refused to allow him anything in the

first place, and the chances are he will think less of you.

It is probably best to be on the liberal side when a,

claim is made, but is undoubtedly proper to do what

you are going to do with as much despatch as possible

and without a word of grumbling. Grumbling is what

drives the customer away—constant grumbling on your

part.

If you are going to repla.ee the poor article, do it with

the grace of a prince. Be pleasant about it and the cus-

tomer will think more of you and will give you his busi-

ness in the future.

*
Our Special Cover.

Favorable comment has been made in many quarters

on the artistic excellence of the cover on last month's
Special Number. For much of the beauty of the result

The Bookseller & Stationer is indebted to Ryrie Bros.,

Toronto, who kindly loaned the silver salver which occupies

the centre of the cover, for reproduction purposes. The
fact that a real plate was used in making the design un-

doubtedly added to the realism of the effect.
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How the School Book Business Worked Out in Ontario

Reports from All Parts Indicate Difficulty in Securing Supplies

of Readers — The Trade Sold Books Generally at Regular

Retail Price — Very Little Direct Ordering by Customers.

Bookseller and Stationer has set on foot an -enquiry as

to the way in which the school book business was con-

ducted throughout Ontario during the past month. Reports

were received from many quarters. Practically without

exception the trade reported having experienced great

difficulty in getting the readers from the publishers. In

some places the delays were most vexatious.

So far as our reports go, there was absolutely no price-

cutting and there was a surprising absence of direct orders

to the publishers. Of course the trade in any town may
not be aware just to what extent the public do buy direct,

and any statement thai there was little or no direct order-

ing must be taken with a reservation.

Experience in Ontario Towns.

Port Hope, October 2.—After repeated delays the trade

here succeeded in getting a supply of the new readers,

which were sold at the prices stamped on the covers witii

the exception of those marked 4, 9 and 14 cents, where

one cent was added to the price, making them 5, If) and

15 cents. No objection was raised to this by purchasers.

Very few people sent direct to the publishers for the books.

Gait, October 1.—Some trouble was experienced at this

point in getting readers, but the trade had actually more
trouble getting other new school books. The regular re-

tail price was secured without any trouble and so far as

your correspondent knows, there wasn't a case where or-

ders were sent direct to the publishers.

Guelph, October 2.—This is October 2, and some books
ordered on August 29 have not been supplied yet. The
retail price was received in all cases for all school books.

A great many orders were sent direct to the publishers

from this section. The trade experienced almost as much
trouble getting new books from the regular publishers as

from Eaton's.

Barrie, October 1.—'Rooks that were ordered early

in August came to hand in time for school opening, but
there has been difficulty experienced in getting repeat
orders filled, especially in the case of the Fourth Reader.
The regular retail price was received here for each copy
and very few orders were sent direct to the publishers.

Still Waiting for Books.

Sunderland, October 1.—Your correspondent had great
difficulty in getting supplies of the new readers a,nd even
now is waiting for some books ordered two weeks ago.

'No difficulty in getting regular price. Very few orders
were sent direct. The publishers prepaid express on ship-

ments that were delayed.

Tillsonburg, October 1.—No difficulty was experienced
here in securing supply of Ontario readers, but of course
the dealers had to send cash with orders. The books were
sold at the regular retail price. A good many orders were
sent direct to the publishers from the country schools.

Rowmanville, October 1.—Difficulty was experienced
here in getting supplies of readers and some orders were
not filled until after the schools had opened. The books
were sold at the retail price and so far as is known very
few orders were sent direct to the publishers.

All Smooth at Gananoque.

Gananoque, October 1.—The school book business here
went off smoothly. Supplies were secured all right before

school opening, the retail price was got and very few direct

orders were sent to the publishers. A leading bookseller

says " Any difficulty that I experienced in getting my
supply was in not anticipating or estimating my wants
sufficiently in the start. My first order to the publishers
came along all right with promptness about time of school
opening, but we have had great difficulty in getting sub-
sequent supplies. This does not, however, apply to readers
only, but to high school books as well.

"We have had no difficulty in getting the retail price.

No one said anything about cutting, and I have not heard
of anyone sending direct to the publishers for them. I

must be fair to the publishers, and I must say that they
have been very fair and generous in their work. I have
observed that the dealers who ordered their supplies
through the jobbers found it difficult to get their readers.
I presume that the publishers saw tit to supply their own
orders first."

Can't Get Order Filled.

In the course of letter from J. R. Hall, of Nairn
Centre, that gentleman says, "The most unsatisfactory
part of the business is that 1 cannot get the books at any
price. I have had an order with W. J. Gage, of Toronto,
for a month and cannot get it filled. Had a letter from
W. J. Gage yesterday saying that it would be two or three
weeks yet before I could expect them. Of course, I have
concluded long ago to carry the books in stock, even at a
loss, but I can't get them; it is very unsatisfactory. Part
of the children in the school are using the old books and
part the new,—a very bad state of affairs. ... It

could not be worse."

A Great Deal of Trouble.

Orono, October 6.—We have had a great deal of trouble
here in getting our supply of Ontario readers. Many of
our customers even went to dealers in neighboring towns
without getting the books. We have never heard cut-
prices mentioned, nor do we believe that many orders
went direct to the publishers.

Gore Ray, October 5.—This has been the most un-
satisfactory attempt at doing business in the book line
that I know of. It looks from here like a hold-up. We
had the greatest difficulty in getting our supply of read-
ers. A great many orders were sent to the publishers in-
cluding other goods as well.

Essex, October 4.—Your correspondent has been simply
worried to death over the books. I sent the money in
advance a,nd then could not get them. The teachers as
usual thought it was my fault. I have had no trouble in
getting the price from customers as they were only too
glad to get the books.

Robcaygeon, October 4.—We had trouble here in get-
ting our orders filled. Rooks were sold at the retail price.
None were ordered direct so far as is known.

Unsatisfactory at Beaverton.

Reaverton, October 7.—The school book business is

about as unsatisfactory as it is possible for it to be. It is

utterly impossible to procure sufficient books for the
scholars up to the present time. Dozens of scholars have
been in school since September 1 and have practically no
books yet. We do no price-cutting and undoubtedly most
of the orders go direct to the publishers.
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Paris, October 4.—Your correspondent had difficulty in

getting readers, particularly the Thirds, but not as much

as anticipated. We got the full retail price in every in-

stance .and only know of one order being sent from here

direct to the publishers. Many people here give Eaton

the credit for the cheap books, which is injurious to the

retail trade.

Fenelon Falls, October 2.—We have had nothing but

trouble here in securing readers. The books were sold

at the retail price without difficulty. Few orders were

sent direct.

A Humbug.

Ripley, October 4.—Your correspondent ordered six-

teen dozen readers from a regular wholesale house and

these came to hand all right, but since then they have been

a humbug to us and to our customers as well. For over

a month we could not obtain the Fourth Book and since

our first order, we have not been able to obtain Primers or

Second Readers. We sell at the retail prices always and

have not yet had any request for reductions. A great

many people in this district are Eaton customers and

doubtless they included the readers in their orders.

Petrolia, October 4.— All readers required for school

opening were secured here except No. 2. The supply of

Nos. 3 and 4 was exhausted the first day. There was

considerable de'ay in securing a fresh supply of No. 4,

while no copies of Xo. 'A have been received since ordered.

The marked price was received for the bunks in every

ca.se and no complaints were made. If any orders were

sent in direct, your correspondent didn't hear of it.

Immeasurable Difficulty Here.

Cornwall, October 1.— Your correspondent had im-

measurable difficulty in securing supplies of Ontario lead-

ers. In fact, up to the present date we have received only

six copies of the Third Reader, while our schools are

howling for them from day to day. After deliberation we

decided to get the marked prices for the readers, as the

loss would be very ureal through the transportation

charges on the frequent instalments we are forced to

accept in the rilling of our order. We are unable to slate

to what extent readers were ordered direct from the pub-

lishers but we know that they were ordered fairly largely.

Pembroke. October 4.—Much difficulty has been ex-

perienced here in getting supplies of readers. The regular

retail price was secured in all sales. No orders were sent

direct, so far a,s is known.

Bolton. October 2.—Much difficulty experienced in this

quarter in securing supplies. The books were sold at

the marked price. A few orders were sent direct to the

publishers.

Elmira, October 2.—We had difficulty in getting our

supplies, but had no trouble in selling the books at the

retail price. No orders that we know of went direct from

here.

Incomplete Shipments.

Huntsville, October 4.—The school book business here

has been very unsatisfactory. Orders for readers were

never filled complete and the average time to fill an order

was one month after cheque was sent to the publisher.

The books were delivered in instalments. We sold them

at the retail price and did not find that many orders were

sent direct to the publishers.

Brigden, October 4.—Your correspondent ordered read-

ers through a Toronto jobber seven or eight weeks ago and

has never received a copy yet. Every merchant here is

in the same box, even those who ordered direct. Most or-

ders from this quarter went direct to the publishers. The
situation has been very unsatisfactory. In fact we can't

get any readers ait all.

Hot Stuff From Havelock.

Havelock. October 4.—In attempting to describe the

school book situation this season, your correspondent finds

himself in the position of the man who did not swear

when his load of pumpkins rolled down hill—because "he
could not find words to express himself." If the men who
are responsible for the timely publication of a sufficient

number of text books had to stand behind a retail counter

and submit for over one month lo a constant bombard-

ment of: Have the spellers come yet? Are the Third

Readers in:' Are the Chemistries here.' Well when will

they be. etc..' Ad infinitum: I fancy they would in

future take the necessary steps to have the books ready

in time. However, the retailers could stand it for they

are accustomed to abuse, but it is seriously affecting the

school chi'dren and hampering them and the teachers in

their work, and it is altogether an unpardonable piece of

bungling on somebody's part.

With reference to the Ontario readers—no better plan,

than this interminable delay, could have been devised by
i lie publishers to secure the retailing of a large percent-

age of these books for themselves. I estimate this percent-

age at at leasl 211 per cent, in this vicinity. We have not

been affected by local price-culling. How any intelligent

dealer can cut the price of a book on which his profit is

2(> per cent, when if costs him 20 per cent, to sell the book,

is beyond comprehension. The Ontario Copy Books
marked 2 cents and costing almost the same we gel :i

cents for. with a good deal of unpleasantness with some
customers. From the retailer's standpoint, Hie whole

situation i> damnable.

Paisley, Oct. 4.—Great difficulty at this point in get-

ting readers. We have not had a Third Reader since the

middle of the month. Some customers asked us to cut,

but we diil not. Quite a number of orders were sent direct

and \\e were told thai if we sent ourselves for small quan-
tities we cou'd hlave got them. All the profits were eaten

up by the expenses.

Collingwood, Oct. 4.—There has been no difficulty in

securing Readers here, and we have had trouble in getting
retail prices for them, though we have no doubt that or-

ders are filled direct at the cut prices.

Elora, Oct. 4.—Not much difficulty in getting books
here, though they were delayed by late publication. There
was no price-cutting and no direct ordering.

Grand Valley, Oct. 4.—'During September the fourth

class here had only one reader for the whole room, de-

laying progress of teacher and class alike. We got the

full marked price for the books and never heard of any
direct orders. Several of our customers came in and
asked for the "Eaton Readers." a, ureal ad. for them.

Completely Demoralized.

Ohesley, Oct. 4.—Orders have been followed by ac-

knowledging letter^ several days after; saying books
would be shipped in a few days. The few days were often
weeks, and some are not to hand yet. Some ca.me in

small lots, one-third or less than that ordered, and the

express charges more than took away all the profit. We
have had to return several lots, on finding the pupils were
supplied by getting the books direct. The school book
trade has been completely demoralized, and difficulty in

getting readers has resolved itself into a farce. Any busi-
ness man can see that delays in supplying books to the
retailer at 20 per cent, off results in swelling the sales

at full price from the Toronto house that got the con-
tract.

Penetanguishene, Oct. 7.—Your correspondent ha.s had
all sorts of trouble securing Ontario readers. I have had
two orders in for a month or more and just received some
Third Readers on the 4lh inst., which completes the round
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of books, but not all in yet. 1 have been receiving them

on the instalment plan. The pupils and teachers are all

handicapped in their work, and the 'bookseller receives

the abuse. As far as I know, the retail price has been

kept, and about customers sending direct to publishers.

I have not heard of any.

Eaton Holds the Money.

Mount Forest, Oct. 4.—We have had money deposited

with the T. Eaton Co. since the 24th of July, and at no

time have our orders been fully rilled. At the present

time we have a back order for Third Readers not tilled,

which were paid for Sept. 13th, and which we will not

get till the 11th of the month, if then, as we have had

two notices, at different times, from the publishers that

shipments could not be made for ten days, the last of

which was dated September 29.

We have held the readers at the usual published re-

tall price. I cannot say whether many orders were sent

direct to Eaton's for the books or not, but we heard that

Fourth Readers were supplied by Katun's at a time when
our orders for these books were not tilled, but many
rumors of this kind are going about which are hard to

verify.

Winchester, Oct. 8.—We have been having difficulty in

getting a supply of Ontario Readers, and are always
short of one or two lines. Customers in general say

they would sooner pay a little higher price it' sure of

getting the book the first time they ask for it. We have

no trouble in getting the retail price and no complaints

about cutting prices. Only a very few customers report

sending direct to the publishers. Indications are that this

will be more common as mail orders are on the increase.

London, Oct. 8.—The trade here have never had so

much trouble as this year. Sometimes we were without

readers for three weeks, and we have not had a speller

for a month. Some of the High School books are not

ready yet and we cannot, get any information as to when

they will be ready. Everything seems to be wrong in

the schools and in school book lines.

Sold at Discount in Belleville.

Belleville, (Jet. 11.—Your correspondent found great

difficulty in securing readers fast enough to supply the

demand. 1 presume like all others I had to send cash

and wait for an inceitain time for the books, to the

great annoyance of teachers, pupils and myself. J sold

readers at Eaton's price, \iz. 20 p.c. off marked prices,

getting no profit. 1 do not know of any person sending

to the publishers. There was no object in doing so as I

sold at the same price and saved them all trouble.

Hanover, Oct. 8.—We had considerable difficulty here

in getting supplies of readers. Of course we had no ; dea

of the quantity required and our order was too small

at first. Then the High School Books are so late in

being published it makes it a perfect nuisance. We were

able to get retail price, but that was far from paying

us as express charges more than took the margin of

profit. Hooks come express because quicker.

We do not know of any orders going direct to pub-

lishers, but there may have been. We issue express

orders and found a good many orders going to the T.

Eaton Co. about that time, but could not say that

readers were included or that they were not. Altogether

the book, trade is of, no advantage to the ordinary coun-

try bookseller, as he can't afford to sell on a 20 p.c.

margin (and a 50 p.c. express rate).

Newspaper Support.

Commenting on the correspondence between R. .1.

Edgar, of Owen Sound, and the Department • of Educa-

tion, the Hamilton Times says editorially :

"The sudden changes of books without notice, which

have resulted in a grievous hardship to the parents,

have inflicted a very real wrong upon the booksellers,

which might have been avoided by the exercise of a little

care on the part of the Department. If it was not in-

tended to exchange with dealers the books in stock, the

Government could well have afforded to g'ive, at least, a

year's notice to the trade to save it a heavy loss. The

Department attempts to save itself from censure by

stating that school boards were notified in July that

by passing a resolution to that effect the old text books

might be retained for another year. Strange to say, no

such notice was received by the Owen Sound School

Board ; other towns and cities, of which enquiry has

been made, report similarly ; a state of affairs which

amply just i l > Mr. Edgar in asking the Department if a

single school board in the Province were really notified

even so short a time ago as July. A resolution would

be useless now because the limit of time allowed by the

Department expire I with the first of September. Surely,

under such circumstances, the Department's statement

that it is not responsible for the dealings between book-

seller and publisher, is, to say the least, hardly in ac-

cordance with its duty to treat the public justly."

WANT PRIMER CHANGED.

Berlin, Oct. !>.—An indication of what teachers think

of the new Ontario primers is afforded in the following"

resolution unanimously passed by the Waterloo County

Teachers' Association, in convention in Berlin yesterday:

To the II rable Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education. To-

ronto ;

We, the teachers of the Waterloo county, in conven-

tion assembled, wish to call your attention to the new

Primer as being unsuitable \'^r practical work for the

following reasons:

—

It is not systematic.

It does not recognize phonics, which is the natural

way fur children to learn to read.

It does not leach the pupils to help themselves, having

to depend entirely on the teacher.

I ( makes ii hard for the teachers to teach and hard

lei the pupils to learn.

We would respectfully suggest that you again author-

ize Morang's Phonic Primer, which all teachers having

primary classes have proved ideal, being simple and metho-

dical and containing none of the aforesaid objections.

Tiie new Primer is not even as good as the Canada
Publishing Co. Primer, which was set aside by the large

majority of the teachers in the province for Morang's.

We should like to see Morang's authorized again, or

one similar in arrangement and giving prominence to

phonics.

The resolution will be sent to all associations in the

province.

CANADIAN BRANCH OPENED.

Lonsdale & Bartholomew. Limited, Bradford and Ac-
erington, England, recently opened up a Canadian branch,

office and factory at 300 St. James street. Montreal. This
fiim is one of the largest and oldest publishers of private

greeting and Christmas cards and permanent carbon pic-

tures. Travelers who have covered the Dominion found
everything to their satisfaction, having opened up quite
a few nice accounts.
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How Ontario Got Her So -Called Cheap Readers

An Informing Article Giving the Exact Situation of Affairs - This

should be Carefully Noted by the Trade in other Provinces—The

Way Manitoba was Prevented from Making a Similar Blunder.

Many people throughout Canada are asking "How is

il thai Ontario is getting such cheap school readers?"

Let us answer this question by beginning at the point

where the Ontario government awarded the contract for

readers to a large departmental store in May of this year,

at the following prices:

Retail. Net.

Primer 4c 3 l-5c

First Header 6c 4 4-5c

Second Header 9c 7 l-5e

Third Reader 14c 11 l-5c

Fourth Header 16c 12 4-5c

49c 39 1-5 c

While nominally a set of these readers would retail at

49c, yet they are actually sold throughout Ontario to-day

by the contractors at the net price to any person, whether

they purchase one or a thousand copies. In this way the

trade profit is entirely eliminated, as it becomes unprofit-

able for dealers to carry the books in stock since any per-

son can buy one copy at the same price as the dealer can

buy them in large quantities. The departmental store

does this because of the advertising it secure in bringing

the large majority of purchasers of school books in direct

touch witb their establishment.

A careful examination into the question of the cost

of producing the series of readers now used in Ontario

reveals the fact that such a set of readers, produced in an

up-to-date printing and binding establishment will cost

about fifty cents per set.

'This cost of fifty cents per set which has been care-

fully gone into, provides for the cost of labor and material

only and makes no allowance for the expense of doing
business or for a profit to the manufacturer, nor would it

include the large initial cost for typesetting, illustrations,

plates, etc., which, in the Ontario contract, was paid for

by the Ontario government.

The difference between the actual cost of production

and the price of 39 1-5 cents per set, will be charged up to

"Advertising Expense" and is money well expended.

What Lhe Government Paid.

In the present instance, the Ontario Government had a

committee of experts at work for about two years pre-

paring this series of readers: the government bore the

expense of typesetting; of having the illustrations pre-

pared and the plates made; involving a cost which might
reasonably be placed at from twenty to twenty-five thous-

and dollars. These plates the Ontario government handed
over to a departmental store for the purpose of publish-

ing the readers; thus effecting a very large saving to the

contractors as it did away entirely with the initial cost

ordinarily borne by publishers.

The following will serve as a concrete example, show-
ing that the sale of Ontario readers at the present prices

is simply an advertising scheme and not a business trans-

action in any other sense:

The Ontario Primer is sold for 3 1-5 cen'ts net. The
departmental store will mail a single copy of this book,
postage paid, to any point in Ontario on receipt of 4 cents

—the postage on the Primer wrapped for mailing being
5 cents.

Under the most favorable conditions, and with the most

modern equipment, the Primer would cost a, publisher 6V2
cents to make, for material and labor alone. Presumably

the departmental store cannot manufacture the book for

less than 6% cents, but, granting that they could make

it for (i cents, the transaction would stand as follows:

Ci Si of making Oc

Postage "'

Total He
Retail price 4c

Loss /c

This deals with on'lj one book of the series and on the

supposition that a single copy is ordered by the person

purchasing. The departmental stores receives 4 cents for

a single copy because il is nol possible to give the frac-

tion but where a suflicient quantity of the books is pur-

chased to make the even money, the purchaser may buy

them at 3 1-5 cents. Therefore if 100 books were pur-

chased, the loss would he a considerably greater percent-

ihan in the example given above.

No publisher or manufacturing concern, as a commer-

cial undertaking, can compete with this. While we have

shown that there is a very large loss in supplying these

books at :'.!) 1-5 cents per set. yet it is probably one of the

most advantageous contracts to themselves that a depart-

mental store ever made. So great is the advertising bene-

fit that they could well afford to supply the books for

nothing. It is estimated that their direct loss would

amount to between ten and fifteen thousand dollars a year

in supplying these books at the rates they have contracted

for. but. on the other hand, they could not, by the expendi-

ture of a much greater amount of money through other

k'nown channels secure such admirable advertising. Every
book bears the departmental store's trade mark; every

child in the public schools of Ontario thus becomes
familiar with the name and the trade mark of 'the depart-

mental stOTe, and while advertising is not permitted with-

in the pages of the book, every parcel can and does carry

advertising of the varied lines of goods handled by this

establishment.

As before mentioned, this contract has the effect of
taking the sale of school books out of the hands of the

booksellers and the general stores of Ontario and has
brought the large departmental store in daily contact with

every home from which children are attending school.

ft is affecting not only the booksellers, who are a com-
paratively small portion of the business community, but
the groeer, the drygoods man, the hardwai-e man, the

druggist—in fact the majority of those engaged in busi-

ness of any kind, whether wholesale or retail.

That such is the case and that the business men of

Ontario are already beginning to feel the loss of trade
ensuing from the action of the government, is demon-
strated from the fact that the Retail Merchants' Asso-
ciation of that province is now moving actively in the
matter, although deliveries of the new series of readers
have only been made during the past month. They are
hopeful that the government of Ontario will take steps
to provide that the departmental store imprint and trade
mark shall not appear on the readers and that the trade
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mark and imprint shall be replaced on the cover and

title page by the imprint of the Department of Education.

and they desire that the government should provide for

the distribution of the readers through another channel

than directly from the departmental store itself. This

could be accomplished by the establishing of depots for

the purpose in convenient centres; or else the government

could purchase the books outright and distribute them free.

It as interesting in this connection to note that in Mani-

toba, the government of that province has within the past

month awarded the contract for a series of readers to a,

regular publishing firm, and not at departmental store

prices; although they could, no doubt, have secured, had

they so desired, a contract with a (
departmental store on

as favorable terms or better than did the Province of

Ontario. Previous to the time of awarding in Manitoba

of the contract, the Boards of Trade and Retail Merchants'

Association throughout Manitoba held meetings and pass-

ed resolutions urging the government not to place the

contract with any departmental store, pointing out their

unfair methods of competition, and the injury to business

generally which would result should Manitoba follow On-

tario's example.

There is a certainty that cheap school books could be

procured by the government of any province, if the oppor-

tunity be given to large departmental stores and others to

use the text books and schools as an advertising medium.

Possibly "Pink Pill Copy Books" could be had for noth-

ing in just as good form as they can be issued by any

publishing house, and doubtless the Lipton Tea Company,
if permitted to place their imprint upon the cover and

title page, would supply any province with "Lipton Tea

Arithmetics" free.

There would seem to be no reasonable doubt that the

Ontario government did not foresee the wide reaching

consequences that have followed, and will yet follow the

placing of this reader contract with a departmental store.

This is not at all to be wondered at as there was no pre-

cedent to guide them, and it is the fairest assumption

that the people who demand cheap text books as they have

them in Ontario, in the majority of cases do so because of

their absolute ignorance of the real conditions obtaining

there, and of the consequences which will follow the

granting of a monoply of this kind to a large depart-

mental store to the detriment of all other business men
in the community.

That the successful contractors for readers in Ontario

have attained their object would seem to be fairly well

demonstrated by the fact that we do not hear of their

publishing or offering to publish other school books at

cut tfate prices. The close touch with the people and then-

homes is sufficiently well obtained through circulating a

series of readers bearing their trade mark, without their

establishment incurring any further losses through sup-

plying cheap books for the whole of the school course.

It may be said then with accuracy, from the facts just

presented, tWat Ontario is getting cheap readers beeanse

the government of that province was short-sighted enough

to hand over the publication of readers to a departmental

store who have the sole right to publish them for a period

of ten years, and who value the franchise thus granted

solely 'as an advertising medium of great value, securing at

comparatively little cost immense returns both directly

and indirectly.

It is also apparent to the most unobservant that amy
other province can secure readers at as low or lower prices

such as prevail in Ontario, and all that is necessary to

accomplish this is to grant a monoply to a departmental

store or other firm, the nature of whose business requires

that their advertising matter should directly reach the

the homes of a large number of people, but this can only

be accomplished by sacrificing the interests of an import-

ant portion of the people who are engaged in various

lines of business, and who contribute largely by means of

taxation and otherwise to the welfare of the districts where

they carry on their individual establishments.

BUSINESS GOOD IN FORT WILLIAM—The
City Growing Fast—Big Sale of Books in Septem-

ber — Tourist Trade Has Fallen Off Slightly.

Tort William, October 5.—The bookselling and station-

ery trade in Fort William during the past month has been

excellent. All stationers are very optimistic over the com-

ing fall trade. Prospects were never brighter in this town

for a "big business fall." The excellent grain crops have

stimulated every one and things are going to "hum."
The fa,ct that within the last six weeks three different

banks have located here, shows that everyone has great

faith in this city. A number of elevators are being built

and a number of manufacturers are locating here, and
this is inspiring all local merchants to order large stocks

of everything for fall and Christmas seasons.

A great number of books have been sold this month,

by far the largest amount of any month so far this year.

Up-to-date and late copyrights are the best sellers; in

fact, very few cheap books are being sold at all.

The Presbyterian Church Sunday School have bought

a fine library of books from Stewart and Thompson. This

firm has found it necessary to enlarge their store to make
room for their big new stock of Christmas goods and their

increasing business.

The souvenir trade lately has not been at all good;
the usual tourist trade having been stopped, because the

C.P.R. do not now give their passengers a chance to stop

here for a short time. The post card trade is still good.

A great many have been sold this year, the big majority

being local views.

Local booksellers are very dissatisfied over the way
school books have been handled by the publishers this

year. They could never get books here promptly at all,

books ordered over a month ago not being here yet. Some
books just arrived to-day and there are many more to

come. As a result school work in some departments is

behind. This condition ought to be carefully guarded
against hereafter.

'J. Edgar Rutledge reports an ever increasing sale of

magazines. He has found it necessary to again 1 increase

his orders.

L. A. Gemmel, the Musson Book Co.'s traveler, was in

town last week. He received a number of large orders and
proceeded east with a happy smile.

CONGRATULATIONS FROM B.C.

Ladner, B.C., October 1, 1&09.

Editor Bookseller and Stationer,—Hearty congratula-

tions on the Silver Jubilee of The Bookseller & Stationer

and sincere thanks for the interesting jubilee number.

The book that lies longest on my desk is The Bookseller &
Stationer and it gives place only to the next succeeding

issue.

S. W. FISHER.
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Canadian Trade Association to Meet Thanksgiving Day

Executive Calls Annual Meeting for Monday and Tuesday, October 25

and 26—Attractive Programme being Arranged—Social Features to Have

a Prominent Place—General Invitation to the Entire Canadian Trade.

6.30 p.m.

October 26, 10 a.m.

2 p.m.

8 p.m.

Toronto, October 4.—The programme committee hav-

ing in charge the arrangements for t lie annual meeting of

the Canadian Hook, Stationery and Publishing Trades

Association met at noon to-day at the St. Charles Hotel

and laid plans for the most important convention ever

yet attempted. The committee as nominated by William

Tyrrell, the chairman, appointed by the association execu-

and Albert Britnell, repre- tive, included William Tyrrell

senting the booksellers, Henry Button, representing the

publishers and J. B. Hay and John Henry, representing

the travelers.

The dates for the meeting selected by the executive

were October 2.~> and 26, the former being Thanksgiving

Day. In previous years the association, then a provincial

body, held its meetings during Exhibition time in Toronto,

hut the attendance was so poor, owing principally to the

fact that the school openings came at the same time that

it was decided to try a new experiment this year and

have llic meeting in October, which comes midway be-

tween school opening and holiday business. Thanksgiv-

ing Day was selected as it gave intending delegates the

advantage of single fare over the railroads.

The programme committee decided thai the following

should be the order of proceedings:

October 2."). 2 p.m. First Business Session.

Annual Trade Dinner.

Second Business Session.

Visits to Wholesales.

Theatre Party.

This arrangement admits of visitors reacting the city

on Monday morning in ample time to be present at the

afternoon meeting and uives them plenty of lime on Tues-

day to do necessary buying.

The social features this year, as noted, will be the trade

dinner and the theatre party. To both these functions the

out-of-town men are invited as guests of the trade in

Toronto. At the dinner will be present a number of first-

class speakers, who will be well worth hearing. The

theatre party will take place at one of the besl Toronto

theatres and a block of seats will be reserved for the

booksellers.

Tt is lo be expected that the school book question will

again be to the fore ami delegates can count on having

the subject well threshed out. Invitations have been sent

to men who figure prominently in the question, including

Hon. Dr. Pyne. Other questions of importance to the

trade are on the programme.
Those qualified to attend the meeting are any persons

whatever engaged in the business of making or selling

books and stationery in the Dominion of Canada. A
representative attendance is asked for. The success of the

association depends on the support and interest of every
one. The membership fee is only one dollar for retailers,

a merely nominal sum. which should be willingly paid by all

dealers lo help on the work.

VALENTINE DISPLAY IN TORONTO.
An elaborate display of Valentin*, St. Patrick's Daj

and Easter goods was made during the week of October

4 at the King Kdward Hotel. Toronto, by the Oopp, Clark

Co. The heavy range of cards and novelties was well dis-

posed around one of the big show-rooms on the seventh

Hour and during the week a great many local dealers

visited the room.

To describe I he various cards in detail would be im-

P ssible. Suffice it to say that the goods were of a high

order of merit, and the quality was evenly maintained

throughout the display. The bright red effects of the

Valentine goods contrasted with the Easter purple and the

St. Patrick green and made a wealth of color. Among the

Valentine novelties were a series of Japanese cards and
another series of Dutch cards, both of which were quaint

and attractive. The hand-colored photogravure lines and
the numerous parchment novelties were prominent in the

showing, while the plaques and framed goods were de-

serving of special attention. Other novelties were sachet

cards and adjustable ribbon bands for placing around
books or parcels. There were also the comic.-., all of a,

refined character, however.

In the Paster goods were a variety of cards and hang-
ers, many decorated with ribbons and crosses. There were
also appropriate bookie;-, and the ever-interesting chicken
and egg designs. The St. Patrick cards took up less space
but were none the le>s interesting and their sale is in-

creasing from year to year.

BILLY BELL THE BOXER.

Talking of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, it looks very much
as if the Canadian book trade had a somewhat similar

phenomenon in their midst. For evidence, we invite our
readers lo peruse this letter, clipped from a leading

Toronl o new spaper.

Dear Sir.

—

Kindly allow me space in your paper
to express what I think of Harry Rosenthal the

new fight promoter for Toronto. He says that

he can get a boxer in Toronto that can beat me.
He puts up $500 for me to cover, any portion of

it. which will be dime very soon. I am open to

defend my title against any man in Canada. The
fight must be between 10 to 20 rounds, so that I

can take my time and trim this great boxer to the
Queen 's taste.

Sincerely yours,

BILLY BELL.

Ii is with sincere regret that The Bookseller & Sta-
tioner has to make this very damaEfinej disclosure.

M. E. RODD & COMPANY BUY STORE.

Sackville, Sept. 2,'k—The firm of M. E. Rodd & Com-
pany is now the owner of (he Sackville Book Store. Wal-
lace R. Rodd, the former owner of the business, disposed
of it to Rodd & Company this week and this firm is now
in possession. Rodd & Company is an Amherst firm, which

conducts a successful bookstore and stationery business

in the Cumberland county town. It will eontine to run.

both stores and will give careful attention to each.
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FALL BUSINESS BRISK IN MONTREAL
—School and Colllege Business Good — Fiction

Selling Well—The New Books on the Booksellers'

Tables.

The fall season in Montreal began quite briskly. The

sale of school books was very large, while college busi-

ness opened with a rush. With the falling off of this

trade business gradually branched off into regular fall

requirements.

The demand for fountain pens was excellent through-

out the past month. Since the opening of the various

colleges there has been a steady call for all grades with

the preference for the better grade pen. This is a notice-

able feature of the trade this season.

In picture post cards, the sale of this line continues

steady. For quite a while during the summer months

all kinds of cards were in favor and souvenir views

traveled from the, seaside and summer resort to the city

and vice versa.

Since the arrival of the cold weather booksellers

have noticed an astonishing demand for ordinary play-

ing cards. They report sales bigger than ever.

The sale of fiction for the fall months opened briskly.

New book arrivals have been large, as is usual during

the fall season.

"The White Prophet," Hall Caine's new book, is

very much in the public's favor at present. It is pub-

lished by McLeod. "The Silver Horde," Hex Beach,

Harper's ; "The Danger Mark," Robt. W. Chambers, Mc-

Leod, and 1 "Northern Lights,'' Sir Gilbert Parker, Copp,

Clark, are three new books selling one as much as the

other. In these books the public has some splend'id read-

ing before it for the cold frosty days of the coming:

winter.

L. M. Montgomery is the author of another excellent

story, "Anne of Avonlea," by title. It is published by

L. C. Page. (<eo. Barr McCutcheon has written another

good story the title of which is "Truxton King." Briggs,

is the publisher.

Geo. R. Hassenplug, representing Aikin Lambert

Company, New York, spent a few days in Montreal, on

business during the early part of the month.

Miss Hanna, recently with E. M. Renouf Limited, is

now with Chapman's Bookstore, where she is very pleas-

ed with her position.

$

LORD NORTHCLIFFE AT VANCOUVER
Intends to Establish Distributing Agency for His

Periodicals— Talk of a Trade Organization in

British Columbia — Circulating Libraries Popular.

Business has been brisk during the summer. Too
much is sometimes expected of the tourist, especially

when his pocket has been rendered somewhat lighter at

Seattle. On the whole, however, local firms have done
very well both in the ordinary staple trade and in

souvenirs.

Lord Northcliffe's visit to the city was an event of

interest to the trade. His lordship lectured to the

Canadian Club and also had a private meeting with the

retail booksellers. At the latter function the conditions

of the trade in periodicals was discussed. The great

newspaper man was impressed by the extent of the sale

of American magazines in the city, and considers that

as so many of his readers are emigrating to the Domin-
ion every year, it is up to him to follow them with his

various publications. British periodicals are, of course,

greatly handicapped by the long delay in obtaining in-

creased orders, while a postcard to Seattle does the

business in the case of United States magazines. Lord
Northcliffe suggested a cable code by which the order

would reach London, whiie the Seattle mail lay in the

box. It is possible, however, that a distributing agency

for all the Harmsworth publications may sooner or

later be established in the city, and in other principal

cities of Canada, and thus a fail' fight made with the

American magazine, a fight to which the Baron will

bring the zest for battle and the genius for organization

that have earned him the title of the king of journalists.

Mr. Caple has been a.pproaching the trade with re-

gard to the formation of an association of retailers for

mutual protection against a cut-throat policy of com-

petition, and for the discussion of matters affecting the

trade generally. It is to be hoped the project will be

brought to a successful issue, as such an organization

could not be other than beneficial. S. W.

IT IS VALUABLE
to Have your salespeople enthusiastic over tHe goods they are to sell.

Do tHey ever grow so over cheap stuff? Standard goods are always
offered first, for tHey are everything tHey are represented to be and
salespeople liKe to sell them. THe "just as good" goods are never so

satisfactory and do not pay you tHe same profits. Hurd's papers for

quality, manufacture and artistic get-up make this line tHe standard
and tHe one over which tHe salespeople enthuse and -which the con-
sumer -wants.

Our Lawnette paper promises to be one of the best sellers we have ever brought out. It is dis-

tinctive and the shades are beautiful, five, including the Steel White. Let us send you samples.
TRADE MARK

GEO. B. HURD (& CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 CO. 427 Broome Street. New YorK, U. S. A.
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What Manufacturers and Jobbers Offer This Month

Items about New Goods being Shown in the Trade—Crayograph

Crayons and Germ-Proof Slates Popular in School Goods.

New Stylo and Fountain Pens.

The Balmoral, No. 70, is the newest production in

stylo pens. When closed for vest pocket use, it measures
only three inches in length. The barrel gradually tapers

from the base to pencil proportions at point and when

Kildare Linen.

Bant-in, Gillies & Co., Hamilton, are calling attention

to Kildare Linen, a new white linen finish notepaper, light,

dainty and very low in price. It is made in the fashion-

able eoloniail size with envelopes to match in both wallet

cap is attached for writing it is a very convenient length.

Long for use—short for pocket. They are $6 per dozen,

to retail at $1.00 each, and are packed in attractive

boxes along with directions for use, glass filler and wire

cleaner.

The Ionic Fountain Pen No. 66 has a twist barrel

and cap manufactured from the best red vulcanite, and
is fitted with a 14 carat gold nib. The twist barrel and

cap place these pens out of the ordinary run of fountain

pens and they will prove favorites with the holiday

trade—$12 per dozen to retail at $1.50 each.

Renown No. 1 Fountain Pen, with top and bottom
feed, is an especially desirable offer. Cap and barrel are

chased black and the pen carries a 14 carat gold nib ;

$6.60 per dozen to retail at $1.00 each. All packed in

neat boxes with directions for use and glass filler.

and pointed flaps. Kildare Linen is also supplied in

tablets.

A New Water Well Paste Jar.

An addition to the line of Ideal Water Well paste jars

is announced by the Carter's Ink Company. This line

has always been an attractive one and a steady seller,

and this last addition includes the points that nave made

New Paste Pot

(Carter's Ink Co.)

the line successful. The well-known shape of the package,

the side-well and attractive appearance is maintained, bur

in this latest jar the well for brush and water is a part

of the side of the jar itself. It is a perfect refill pack-

age and as such has already made a distinct hit. The
wide sweep for the brush and the ease with which all

of the paste can be gathered on the brush are important
elements in the success of this package. The jar is filled

<^
(W. J. Gage & Co.)

Banker's Safety Pen.

W. J- Gage & Co. are putting on the market a new

non-leakable fountain pen called "The Banker's Safety."

This is a splendid article for the price and can be retailed

at $2 with a handsome profit. The pen can be 'carried in

the lower vest pocket, or for ladies' use is just the proper

length. It is an absolutely non-leaka,ble pen with nothing

about it to get out of order. W. J. Gage & Co. carry it

in stock in all the different styles of nibs, including the

oblique stub, and carry also a stock of the different parts

required for repairs.

2S

with Carter's Photolibrary Paste, which is a leader among
adhesives of this sort. It is a quick-drying, absolutely
sure sticker—something claimed by many, but attained
by few. Put up in the new jar pictured above it is a
sure seller.

Perfection in Crayons.

The use of crayons in schools is steadily on the in-

crease and wherever kindergartens are established, there
the demand is heavy. Booksellers and stationers who
carry school supplies would do well to investigate con-
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SCOTSMEN IN CANADA
ARE WORTH CATERING FOR

They are good buyers of books, especially Scottish Books.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO STOCK

SCOTTISH FICTION
Novels by Annie S. Swan, John Strathesk, P. Hay Hunter and many others.

SCOTTISH BIOGRAPHY
Forty-two Lives of eminent Scotsmen in "The Famous Scots Series."

SCOTTISH RELIGIOUS HISTORY
The Scots Worthies, The Martyr Graves of Scotland, Tales of the Covenanters,

The Cloud of Witnesses, etc.

THEY SELL ON SIGHT

OLIPHANT, ANDERSON & FERRIER
"The Patriotic Publishers of Scotland."

lOO PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH, and at LONDON

GET IT HERE

!

ANY BOOft YOU WANT
GET IT HERE!

We can furnish you with the books of any publisher, Canadian, English or American.
We stock all the newest and most popular books immediately on publication.

We carry a wide range of miscellaneous books on all subjects and ecu supply your wants in full.

When you need books that are not in your regular stock, send your order to us. The chances are
we have them, if not we can get them for you and we sell them to you at the publisher's price. Order
from us, whether you want one book or one thousand your order will receive prompt attention.

TEN POPULAR BOORS
THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS

Anna Katharine Green $1.00

JUST IRISH
Charles Battell Loomii $1.00

THE COUNTRY BAND
Henry A. Shute $1.00

Author of a " Real Diary of a Real Boy,"

THE TRIMMING OF GOOSIE
James Hopper $1.25

THE WOMAN IN QUESTION
John Reed Scott 1.50

Author of " Colonel of the Red Huzzar."

KIPLING STORIES AND POEMS EVERY CHILD
SHOULD KNOW

Edited by Mary E. Burt and W. T. Chopin $1.20
STORIES TO TELL TO CHILDREN

Sara C. Bryan $1,00
TUBERCULOSIS

Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf Net, $2.00
THE CONQUEST OF THE AIR

By A. Laurence Rotch Net, $ 1 .00

Fully illustrated. The latest book on aerial navigation.

DAME CURTSEY'S BOOK
of Novel Entertainment for Every Day in the Year

By Ellye Howell Glover

Fully illustrated. Net, $ 1 .0

Send for our October list of popular fiction, new and popular books of all classes. Remember, we
supply the books of all publishers at the publisher's prices.

McClelland ol goodchild
PUBLISHERS, PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVES AND WHOLESALE BOOKSELLERS

42 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada

Everything You Need in Books.
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Why Not Stock

Accordeons?

YOU can order from an immense stock which we carry of all the

latest makes and designs— in German, Vienna or Italian

models. To a dealer in musical goods accordeons are as necessary as salt is to a dinner

table—you can do without both, but it's mighty inconvenient. To the bookseller and stationer

Jlccordeons, Mouth Organs, Violins and Strings for various instruments comprise a nice clean

stock to carry and add greatly to his profit at the end of the year. A large and complete

catalogue, which is yours for the asking, will, we feel sure, appeal to you as something that

should be kept on hand where it is not possible for a dealer to carry a large stock. It also

renders unnecessary an extensive knowledge of the music business. A short study of the cuts

will be sufficient to give you an idea of the possibilities of handling our goods. Don't put off

writing. The cold weather season when these goods are most in demand is about here and

you need the stock right now.

Winnipeg
Manitoba l"i WILLIAMS M8Tt8

Toronto
Ontario

ditions in local schools and find out just what the eon-

sumption of crayons is. A timely word to members of

the school board might lead to an increase in their use.

Then, too, there is the question of quality. Users of cray-

ons are always open to consider something better and.

where the new Crayograph crayons are unknown, a little

missionary work would be useful. These crayons are the

latest product of the American Crayon Co. and are of the

highest degree of excellence they ever manufactured.

Germ-Proof School Slates.

That germ-proof school slates have made a hit, is no
longer to be doubted, if the reports from the Canadian
jobbers are to be taken as a barometer. Several of the

leading houses report a la rue increase in the demand for

these goods ever since they were placed on the market,
and the Canadian representative of the National School

Slate Co., makes the statement that his firm has shipped
more slates into Canada this year than in any year since

1890. We understand that a similar increased demand
had made itself felt across the border, and we also feel

gratified to hear that the National people consider The
Bookseller and Stationer one of the best advertising

mediums.

A Greeting Folder.

The L. E. Waterman Co. have their eyes open at all

times to help the retail dealer. Their latest production
in the way of advertising literature is a neat little folder

3x5^ inches in size. On the outside appears a cut of an
Ideal pen with a hand-lettered design bearing the word
"Greeting," and beneath it two flowers and a motto
from Dickens. At the bottom space is left for the deal-

er's name. Inside in compact form is a scale of prices

for all the pens, and of these eight are illustrated. The

back page has something to say about the effectiveness

of a Waterman pen for a Christmas gift.

HIS JUBILEE, TOO.

Toronto. October 7, 1 <)()().

Bookseller and Stationer,—Herewith find our renewal

subscription for Bookseller and Stationer. Thanks for the

Jubilee Number, which I received, and which I shall find

useful. It is interesting to me from the fact that the

same year last month was my 25th year in Canada as a

I kseller in Toronto.

•IAS. M. ROBERTSON,
Upper Canada Tract iSocietv.

PERSONAL ITEMS.
W. C. Bell, of the Musson Book Co., has been holding

his autumn court at Windsor Castle, Montreal.
C. J. Musson, of the Musson Book Co., sailed on Oct.

2, for his usual fall visit to the London publishing houses.
W. B. Hart, Perth, was in Toronto recently on a buy-

ing trip.

P. D. Willits, of Kelovvna, B.C., has been east on a
vacation trip.

James H. Gillies, of Binitiii. Gillies & Co., Hamilton.
was a recent caller at the London office of The Bookseller
and Stationer.

Brown & Stainton. manufacturing stationers, Toronto,
have moved to a new warehouse at No. 77 Bay Street.
where they will have increased facilities for handling
business.

C. Gundy, who was salesman for R. A. J. Little, St.
Thomas, has gone west and taken a position with Norman
Caple. of Vancouver. E. A. Schweitzer is his successor
m Mr. Little's store.
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Condensed or " Want " Advertisements
BUSINESS FOR SALE

BOOK AND STATIONERY BUSINESS, estab-

lished 20 years, location in thriving city of

8,000; splendid field and well developed
neighborhord, western Minnesota; must be sold
because of ill health ; wi 1 sacrifice heavy discount
on actual value ; • competence for the right man
and less than $2,000 will swing it. H. A.
Wheelock, Fergus Fall?, Minnesota.

FOR SALE—A first-class business carrjing
fancy and staple china, stationery, boks.
fancy goods, toys, etc ,etc. Stockabout $10 -

000. Or would consider a good reliable partner.
Loc ited «t the head of the lakes. Apply Box 219,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER, lOFrontSt.
Eist, 1 oronto.

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED—The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade con-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed everv Fridiy. Subscription price $2 per
yeir. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable boo.'ct

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this headine.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

c
S HAMMOND & CO., 142 Full >nSt., New
Yor«, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., ^ewYork. Designers and engravers of

book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-
gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

DIARIES

B,
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

Ibooks in foreign languages

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (1209)

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
in all languages.

MISCELLANEOUS

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
adve tised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to

the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines mike toil easier Elliott Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 129 Bay St., Toronto.

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUIO-
GrtAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the
only machine where one employe cannot register
for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men,
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
we can supply you with a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice
Street, Toronto. (tf)

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many English and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heading?

A FIRM of Bavarian pencil manufacturers are

r\ desirous of securing agents in Canada. Ad-
dress Box 209, BOOKSELLER AND STA-

TIONER, Toronto. (tf)

MISCELLANEOUS

MEN selling on commission, ot men wh
is not fully employed, should bee

yhose time
ecome our

agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods
Review, Hardware and Metal, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers wiih a large circulation throughout
Canada, United Sia es and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. Ifyou can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The Mac Lean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED— in every 'own and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-
tion of our various publications :— Hardware

and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,
Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a

retired business man for his spare t'me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
Toronto. (t.f.

MISCELLANEOUS
SILENT SALESMEN as represented by your

show esses and fittings work all the time,
show all the goods, and make sales unaided.

Efficent display half sells any article, and our
illustrated catalogue has points of interest in this
d rection forevery merchant. Write fir it to-day.
D >minion Office and Store F.ttings Co., Ltd ,

Department E , London, Ont.

WHY IMPORT Loose-Leaf Binders and Metal
Parts when you can buy ''Systems Quality"
from us? We make the best binders in the

world; make them to match, too. Ours are the
Caiadian Loose-Leaf Standaids. Business Sys-
tems Lim'ted, Manufaeturi ig Stationers, Toronto.

(tf)

WHEN BUYING BOOKCASES insist on hav-
ing the best in the market— ' Macey Sec-
tional Bookcases " Carried in stock by a 1

up-ta-date furniture dealers. Illustrated booklet
sent free on request. Canada Furniture Manufac-
turers, Ltd. ; General offices, Woodstock, Ont.

IF YOU are in the market for a Safe or Vault
Door, let us send you our illustrated catalogue
"S." Our Safes are made to suit all require-

ments, from the smillest hoasehold safe to the
largest bankers' safe made. The material and
workmanship used in the construction of our safes
are the be-t obtainable. They are made to stand
any fire through which they may be called upon to
pass. Write to-day for hook show : ng safes wnich
h tve passed through Canada's most severe fires.
Address all inquirieito Dept. "S.," The Goldie
& McCul'och Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont.

Mr,r- ^/™ L1VE MERCHANTS use Nation
7^ 1,000 Cash Regsters We couldn't si

' ° them unless they saved peor.

LIVE MERCHANTS use Nation 1

sell

ople
money. The National will guard your money too.
Write us for pnof. National Cash Register Co,
2S5 YongeSt., Toront'.

BUSINESS WANTED
TWO SALESMEN want a line for Easte-n On-

tario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces. Good
connections. Speak French fluently. Salary

or commission. B^x 415, BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER, Toronto.

STATIONER—Young man, 35 years of age,
Scotsman, 22 years sound experience in all

brinches; also well versed in architects' and
engineers' sapplies, desires change about 1st
November as manager or buyer. Capable, ener-
getic, married and a tntal abstainer. References.
West prefe red. A.D , BOOKSELLER AND STA-
TIONER. Toronto.

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.

3 1

pASH AND PACKAGE CARRIERS—20 years'
\_j expeiience inventing and building modern

store service appliances. Our guarantee—We
will instal a system of our Carriers in your store;
you usethem ten days, and if you do not find that
they g ve you better and quicker service than any
other Wire Carriers, hneumatic Tubes, Cable
Carriers or Cash Registers, we will remove them
at our expense. Write for catalogue and testi-

moni tls from reliable houses using our Carriers.
The Gipe Carrier Co., 99 Ontario St., Toronto,
Canada. (tf)

JUST NOW we are holding a special sale of
second-hand typewriters. All makes are repre-
sented: Underwood, Remingtons, Olivers,

Empires, Smith Premiers, etc. They have been
carefully rebuilt and are in good workable, wear-
able condition. The Monarch Typewriter Co.,
Ltd., 98 KingSt. West, Toronto, Ont Itf)

PEERLESS CARBON PAPERS AND TYPE-
WRITER RIBBONS are unequalled in writ-
ing, manifolding and wearing qualities. Our

''Klear Kopy" Carbon was awarded a contract over
43 competing lines by one of the world's largest
governments. Al' up to-date dea'ers in stationery,
typewriters and office supplies handle our goods.
Ask them or write us d ; rect for or icesand samples.
Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Canada. (if)

SAVE 50 OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by install ng a Beath System of
Overhead Carriers.. Saves valuable floor

space because the trackage is on the ceiling, and
greatly facilitates the loading of cars, drays, etc.,

and or handling goods in and about the warehouse
and factory reduces the cost of labor because far
less warehouse help is required. Systems for all

kinds of businesses, large or small. Wr te us for
illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath & Son, 193 Ter-
auley St., Toronto. (tf)

^HOW CASES AND STORr; FIXTURES for

O every businers Send for illustrated catalogue.
Jones Bros. & Co., Limited, 30-32 Adelaide

St. W., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

SIR GILBERT PARKER is to the fore again
with his latest book entitled " Northern
Ligh's." It pictures the life of that portion

ofour country upon which all tyesare now turned
The stories portray conditions in the Great West
before and after the effects of modern civilization,

andtreat the subject with a master-hand. For sale
at all bookstores Cloth bound, illustrated, $1.50.
The Copp.Clark'Co., Ltd-. Publishers, Toronto(tf)

vV
AREHOUSE and Factory Heating Systems.
Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited. Supplied
by the trade throughout Canada. (tf)

WANTED—A splendid opportunity for dealers
to handle the best c>mbination Duplicating,
Addressing and Office Printing Machine on

the market. Exclusive territory. Send name and
address, giving occupation and references to the
Canadian Writerpress Company, Ltd., 33 John
St., Hamilton, Ont. (tf)

YOUR CHEQUE CAN'T BE RAISED to any
amount above that which you intend it to

cover If you use the PROTECTOGRAPH.
This device stamps a line such as "Not over ten
dollars, $ 10," with acid proof, indelible ink, which
penetrates right through the fibre of the paper.
This device is being used by 90/„ of the Banks of
Canadaand the United States, as well as the trea-

suries of both countries. Write for full particulars
and price. W. E. Parker & Co., Sole Canadian
Agents, 37 Yonge Arcade, Toronto, Ont. (tf)

SITUATIONS WANTED
SUCCESSFUL fancy goods and stationery trav-

eler open for situation with Al house. Strict-

ly sober, good business getter. Connection
in city or Ontario. Box 220, BOOKSELLER
AND STATIONER, Toronto.

SITUATIONS VACANT
GERMAN PUBLISHER wants an agent which

calls on the Art and Department Stores to sell

a very fine and big series of Religious En-
gravings. High commission paid. Only gentle-

men knowing perfectly the trade need apply. Pub.
E.H.K., 125, BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER,
Toronto.

EXPERIENCED salesman and window dresser
for books and staionery. Apply to Cloke &
Son. Hamilton.

WANTED—A clerk with experience in stationery,

fancy goods and china ; also being qualified

to be manager and buyer. Apply, stating
salary and experience, to H.B.D., 1110 Victoria
Ave., Fort William, Ont.
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WHAT MANUFACTURERS OFFER.
Place Card Assortment.

The Copp, Clark Co.'s Place Card Assortment No.

41 contains cards of three different shapes, one gross in

all. The designs are girl-heads and half figures most

lithographed in bright red and green colors, and come in

five sizes—12x9^ inches, 8^x5^ inches, 8x<H inches, 4x3J

inches, 3£x2 inches. Price, $6.75 for box assortment of

300'.

Parker Pens.

Considerable interest is being taken throughout Ameri-

ca in the great advertising campaign conducted in the

interest of the Parker Lucky Curve Fountain Pen. It

commenced with a $6,000 advertisement in the Saturday

Evening Post, September the eighteenth, followed by a

novel window display which, used simultaneously in all

parts of the country, had the effect of focusing right into

the stores the benefit of the magazine advertisement. This

campaign will continue month after month as a powerful

selling force to the dealer who avails himself of it. The

liberal selling proposition including the ten days' free

trial offer and the one year accident policy should prove

of special interest to dealers at this season.

Blotting Paper.

Copp, (lark Co. have a reliable offer in the blotting

paper line. It is cailed the "Magnet," and the following

prices to the trade are practically the same as if pur-

chasing direct from the mill : (iO lb. White Magnet, 50c

per quire, $8 per ream ;
80 lb. White Magnet, 60c per

quire ; $10.75 per ream ;
100 lb. White Magnet, 75c. per

quire, $13.50 per ream.

gracefully outlined in an artistic array of colors taste-

fully blended. Price of assortment, $6.75. Assortment
No. 51 has the same designs in photogravure effects. Box

contains 300. Price, $6.

Gift Envelopes.

Copp, Clark Co. have an assortment of gift envel-

opes, which are exactly the thing to arrest the attention

of the class of people who come in to a store "just to

look around." They have Holly and Poinsettia designs,

MOVING.
The Copp, Clark Co. are moving their entire manu-

facturing equipment from the buildings occupied by them

for the past thirty-eight years, on Colborne Street, To-

ronto, to their new factory at 495 Wellington Street

West. Here, with modern machinery and an increased

staff of experts in every department, they will aim to

maintain their present enviable reputation in the busi-

ness world.
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Manager and Resident Agent for Canada
A man of large experience in the Book, Stationery and Fancy Goods

Trade is desirous of representing- a firm of manufacturers or publishers, capable

office and sales manager, understands requirements of Canadian Market, well

acquainted with the leading buyers, knowledge Custom House work, best of

references.
BOX 218

BOOKSELLER 6 STATIONER
lO Front Street East, TORONTO, CANADA

READY NOVEMBER 10th

Lieut. Shackleton's Antarctic Voyage
TWO LARGE 8vo. VOLUMES 300 ILLUSTRATIONS, 12 COLORED PLATES AND TWO MAPS

This will be the leader of the present and holiday season. The adventures of Dr. Cook and

Commander Peary cannot shadow the thrilling adventures of this great explorer.

LIST PRICE, $10.00 NET ORDER TO DAY THE DEMAND WILL BE LARGE

THE CAMBRIDGE CORPORATION, Limited
McGILL COLLEGE AVENUE MONTREAL

PUBLISHED BY T. & T. CLARK EDINBURGH

Just Published, Professor THEODOR ZAHN'S Great Book,
INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT. Translated from the latest German edition. In three

volumes, large &vo, 1756 pages. 36s net.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ARCHITECTURES OF EUROPEAN RELIGIONS. By 1. B. Stoughton

Hol'born, M.A.. F.B.G.S., Edinburgh, (is net.

BIBLICAL CRITICISM AND MODERN THOUGHT; or, The Place of the Old Testament Documents in

the Life of To-day. Bj Prof. W. G. Jordan, DD., Kingston. 7> (id net.

THE TESTS OF LIFE. A Study of the First Epistle of St. John. By Rev. Robert Law. B.D., Edinburgh.

The Kerr Lectures. 7s 6d net.

THE CHRISTIAN MINISTER AND HIS DUTIES. By J. Oswald Dykes. D.D.. Principal Emeritus of

Westminster College, Cambridge, (is net.

HOW GOD HAS SPOKEN; or, Divine Revelation in Nature, in Man, in Hebrew History, and in Jesus

Christ. By John Wilson, D.D., Lausanne, 5s net.

THE PAULINE EPISTLES. A Critical Study. By Roberl Scott, D.D.. Bombay. New Volume—"The
Literature of the New Testament." (is net.

OUTLINES OF INTRODUCTION TO THE HEBREW BIBLE. By Alfred S. Ged'en, D.D.. Wesleyan Col-

lege, Richmond. With Illustrations. 8s (id net.

THE BACKGROUND OF THE GOSPELS; or, Judaism in the Period between the Old and New Testaments.

By W. Kaii-wealher. I). I)., Kirkcaldy. 8s net.

A HANDBOOK OF CHRISTIAN ETHICS. By Prof. J. Clark .Murray, LL.l).. Montreal, (is net.

THE EARLY TRADITIONS OF GENESIS. By Prof. A. R. Gordon, Litt.D.. Montreal. 6s net.

THE FOURTH GOSPEL; Its Purpose and Theology. By Prof. E. F. Scott. B.A.. Kingston, (is net.

JAMES, THE LORD'S BROTHER. By Principal W. Pal rick. D.D., Winnipeg. 6s net.

CHRISTIAN CHARACTER. By Prof. T. P.. Kilpatrick, D.D.. Toronto. 2s (id.

THE EXPOSITORY TIMES, (id monthly. New Volume commences with the October Number. Annual
subscription, 6s, post free.

EDINBURGH [\ & f^ CLARK 38 GEORGE ST.
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Carry a selection

member or the fa

JEANNE OF THE
MARSHES

By E. Phillips Oppenheim

Cloth, illustrated, $1.25

NORTHERN LIGHTS
By Gilbert Parker

Cloth, illustrated, $1.50

JOHN MARVEL, ASSISTANT
By Thomas Nelson Page

Author of " Gordon Keith " and " Red Rock." Illus.

trated by James Montgomery Flag.

Cloth bound, $1.50

THE AMERICAN GIRL
Drawings by Harrison Fisher

Twelve illustrations in full colors, with an

introduction by J. B. Carrington and a

portrait of the artist.

Folio, $3.50 net

ANNE VERONICA
By H. G. Wells

Author of " Tono-Bungay
"

Cloth bound, $1 .25

THE ROMANCE OF
FRA FILIPPO LIPPI

By A. J. Anderson

A new fascinating work with a photogravure frontis-

piece and 1 6 full-page illustrations on art

paper, in one volume. Cloth, gilt, gilt top,

$2.50.

COMPLETE
MOTHER GOOSE

By Ethel Franklin Betts

Illustrated in color. Cloth, $1.50

THE COPP, CLARK
64-66 FRONT STREET WEST

that will interest every

mily. Here they are :

SEYMOUR CHARLTON
By W. B. Maxwell

Author of " Vivien," "The Guarded

Flame" etc.

Cloth bound, $1 .25

CHILD'S
GARDEN OF
VERSES

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

BELLA DONNA
By Robert Hichens

Author of " The Garden of Allah
"

Cloth bound, $1.50

GIRLS OF TO-DAY
By Clarence F. Underwood

A book of Pictures, 24 full-page color illustrations, and

75 in black and white

Cloth, large 8vo. $3.00 net

THE RUBAIYAT OF
OMAR KHAYYAM

(The Fitzgerald Centenary Edition)

In addition to the 24 illustrations, every

quatrain is printed in colors. The cover

is printed in four colors upon Japan

Vellum, $3.00 net.

Also a limited edition, signed by the

artist and printed throughout on Japan

Vellum, $6.00 net.

Actual size of cover 11x7% inches.

IN THE TEETH OF ADVENTURE
UP AND DOWN THE WORLD
True stories of real peril, by Alfred H. Miles. Illustrated, $1 .25

A HERO OF SEDAN
A tale of the Franco-Prussian War

By Captain F. S. Brereton
Illustrated by Stanley L. Wood. Large crown 8vo.,

cloth extra, olivine edges, $1.50

THAT GIRL
By Ethel Turner

A story for girls, with an attractive heroine.

Cloth, $1.25

COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO CANADA
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New Autumn Books

3=_
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I

JUVENILES
THE ROAD TO OZ

By L. Frank Baum
Illustrated throughout by John R. Will. Bound uniform in size

and style with Mr. Baum's previous "Oz" books.

Year after year this children's favorite author brings forward the

successful fairy tale for little folks. The trend of this new story is

thoroughly Baumesq.ue. Other titles in this line are "Dorothy and the

Wizard in Oz," "The Land of Oz" and "Ozma of Oz." $1.25 each.

YAMA YAMA LAND
By Grace Duffie Boylan

Illustrated in gorgeous colors by Edgar A. Keller.

More than 1,000,000, persons have seen Bessie McCoy and her

troupe of triangular Yania Yamas present the famous acting' song en-

titled "ddie Yama Yama Man." ( irace Duffie Boylan has traced him
to his queer home, and his equally queer people, and given adventures of

the rarest quality to a fair-haired little Sylvia, whose escapades will de-

light all children of the fairy-tale age. $1.50.

THE AIRSHIP BOYS SERIES
New Book of Adventure By H. L. Sayler

Illustrated by hay R. Harper. Each book is complete in itself.

. I. The Airship Boys ; or, The Quest of the Aztec Treasure.
II. The Airship Boys Adrift ; or, Saved by an Aeroplane.
These stories, while filled with intensely interesting adventures, are

clean and wholesome and technically correct. Cloth l2mo. Illustrated.

Per book, $1.

HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS
THE NEILL GIFT BOOK SERIES (Three Titles)

EVANGELINE HIAWATHA SNOWBOUND
'Idle most beautiful editions published at a popular price. The high-

esl quality of paper, presswork and binding have made a splendid setting

for John R. Neill's remarkable illustrations, which are quite different

from his juvenile work and extremely beautiful in design and execution.

Size 5 1 x 8 inches. Round in extra fancy cloth with beautiful full cover

inlay in three colors and gold. Boxed. $1.25 each.

MISS MINERVA AND WILLIAM GREEN HILL
By Frances Boyd Calhoun

Six editions of this funniest of Southern stories have been sold since

spring. "It's a scream." Large i6mo. Illustrated, $1.

WHEN GOOD FELLOWS GET TOGETHER
i-> aptly named and sure of appreciation. Arranged with rare taste anil

wide scope. Among the departments are: (iood Fellow's Short Guide,

Meeting and Parting, Eating and Drinking, Smoking and Dreaming,
Living and Loving, Sweethearts and Wives, Playing the Game. The
Golden Days, etc. Printed in two colors on fine paper: hound in dark
green with charming colored inlay, $1; Persian Ooze binding, $2.

FORGET-ME-NOTS
An every-day book for everybody in which to make all kinds of

memoranda. Illustrated on every page in two colors. Boxed, $4.25;

Ooze leather, $2.

TOASTS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW
A comprehensive selection of Toasts, both old and new. conven-

iently arranged and printed in two colors. 75 cents; Ooze leather. Si. 50.

Of All

Jobbers or
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Susanna and Sue
by Kate Douglas Wiggin

Cloth, with four charming full-page illustra-

tions in color by Alice Barber Stephen?,

besides twelve pen-and-ink sketches by N. C.

Wyeth, and marginal decorations.

Price, $i.5o net.

"Susanna and Sue" makes a genuine

appeal to the heart of every reader. It will

be a big seller.

The Title Market
An international romance

by Emily Post

Cloth, $1.25

Although Mrs. Post is not widely
known as a novelist, the Title

Market, as a serial, has attracted

such wide-spread interest that the

second large edition of the novel

was under way before publication.

Where Snow is

Sovereign
By Rudolph Stratz

Cloth, $1.25

Priscilla of the Good
Intent

By Halliwell Sutcliffe

Cloth, $1.25

Canada, the Empire of

the North
By Agnes C. Laut

Illustrated. Cloth, $3.00

The most important book on Canada issued
in years.

Truxton King
A Story of Graustark

By George Barr McCutcheon
Cloth, illustrated, $1.25

The advance sales were the largest of any of

Mr. McCutcheon's novels ; and if the re-orders

continue at the present rate Truxton King
will be a record breaker.

The Man in the Tower
Bv Rupert S. Holland

An exciting and highly dramatic
novel of love, intrigue, conspiracy,

rebellion and adventure.
Illustrated in color and halftone.

Cloth, $1.25.

The Homesteaders
By K. Boyles

Author of " Langford of the Three
Bars." Cloth, Illustrated, $1.25.

The Dominant
"Hoi 1 at- By w - °tis Lillibridge
J^Ulldi

cloth, illustrated, $1.25

Lett's Framed
Pictures

At 25 cents wholesale are
selling well. How is your stock ?

Conceded to be the best

The Cambridge Editions of

the Common Prayer and
Book of Common Praise
Beautiful and tasty bindings throughout.

Send for our catalogue, beautifully illus-

trated in colors, of the Cambridge Prayer
Books and Book of Common Praise.

Every Britisher will want a

copy of the

Imperial Anniversary Book

By Harold Saxon
Cloth, ornamental, $1.00

We are Canadian Agents
for the Cambridge

Editions of the Common
Prayer and Book of

Common Praise

Still holds it own among the
five best sellers

Sowing Seeds in Danny
By Nellie L. McClung
Cloth, with frontispiece, $1 oo

A book which has won its way into

the hearts of the people. The more
it's read the more it sells.

^tlltam prtggg, $ui)ustf)er, 29 37 Btrijmcmb M.W., Toronto
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JUST PUBLISHED

^4 Great List IF of Good Books

9l$9l$9t^HE following works, mostly by authors of more than a transient reputation,

p*^ r-^p*^ comprise some of the best sellers up to date. The writers themselves are

Hlf A Hi too well known to require any introduction from us. Doubtless you are

Ml III ill
acquainted with them already. It hardly seems necessary to state, therefore,

that their present writings are up to the standard of their former publications

and this verdict you will be ready to confirm yourself when you see them :

W. J. DAWSON
Masterman & Son.

R. E. KNOWLES NORMAN DUNCAN
The Attic Guest. Suitable Child (also in a de Luxe Edition.

J. J. BELL
Oh .' Christina .'

S. D. GORDON
Quiet Talks—Home Ideals.

WILLIAM GEO. JORDAN MARY STEWART
The Croivn of Individuality. Tell Me a True Story.

MARGARET E. SANGSTER
From My Youth Up.

I. T. THURSTON
The Big Brother of Sabin St.

WINIFRED K1RKLAND
Introducing Corinna.

HERBERT STRANG
Palm Tree Island— Fine Boys'

Story.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS EARL)

l^ttltjf JfrObjfclE, 25 27 fctcfjmonb Street TOrtft, GTOtCmtO, Cattaba,

Annuals for 1909

SB*
II

r :'i

'"

: i

' " ' "
' "ph 1 '

The Boy's Own
The Girl's Own

The Sunday At Home

Do not overlook ordering these

well-known volumes until too
late. The supply is limited

and every Canadian bookseller

should have them for the holi-

day trade.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Publishers for Canada TORONTO

7:7
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Messrs. Bell's Announcements
An Important New Colour Book Bell's Indian and Colonial Library

NOW READY. Crown 4to., 15s. net.

SAVOY OPERAS
By W. S. GILBERT

With a new introduction by the Author, 32 Illustrations

in Colour by W. S. RUSSELL FLINT, and title-page and
binding designed by the same Artist.

This Tolume will contain the libretti of " The Pirates of Penzance,"
" Patience," " Princess Ida," and "The Yeoman of the Guard," which
have been revised by the author for the purpose. Sir W. S. Gilbert
hai also contributed an Introduction to the volume.

MASTERS OF LITERATURE
A series of handy volumes containing representative pas-

sages from the works of the great writers, with full Bio-

graphical and Critical Introduction and Editorial Con-
necting Links.

Crown 8vo., Illustrated, 3s. 6d. net. each.

FIRST LIST OF VOLUMES—Now Ready
SCOTT - By Professor Grant
FIELDING By Professor Saintsbury

TO BE PUBLISHED IN OCTOBER
DEFOE - By John Masefield
CARLYLE By A. W. Evans

others to follow

Les Classiques Francais Illustres
CHEAPER RE-ISSUE

Crown 8vo., with 8 colour plates, numerous black and
white illustrations, and specially designed title page,

binding and end papers. Bound in cloth, full gilt.

GEORGE SAND: Les Maitres Sonneurs. Preface

d'Emile Faguet, de I'Academie Francaise. Illustra-

tions fie M. V. Wheelhouse. 4s 6d net.

GEORGE SAND: La Mare au Diable. Notice Analy-

tiqu'e de C. A. Sainte-Beuvc. Illustrations de Gert-

rude Leese. 3s 6d net.

BALZAC: Les Chouans. . Preface de Gusbave Lanson.

Paper Covers, 2s. 6s. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

Forthcoming Volumes
The Paladin. By Horace Annesley Vachell.

The Ivory Box. B. John Strange Winter.

Corporal Sam, and Other Stories. By T. T. Quiller-Coueh

The Deeper Stain. By Frank Bird.

The Top Dog. By Fergus Hume.

A Vain Thing. By Guy Thorne.

Her Mother's Daughter. By Katharine Tynan.

This Knot of Life. By M. P. Shiel.

Quixote of Magdalen. By Mrs. Coulson Kernahan.

On the Branch. By Pierre de Coulevain.

The Man Who Drove the Car. (November.) By Max
Pemberton.

The King's Mignon. (November.) By •). Bloundelle

Burton.

The God of Love. (•November.) Bj Justin Euntly Mc-

Carthy.

The Food of Love. (November.) By F. Frankfori

Moore.

The Mikado Jewel. (November.) By Fergus Hume.

The Caxborough Scandal. B. Fred Whishaw.

The Heart of Noel. By Fred Whishaw.

The Pinfold. By J. S. Fletcher.

The Osbornes. By E. F. Benson.

Fighting the Icebergs. By Frank T. Bnllen.

A Lonely Subaltern. By Fergus Hume.

The Great Appeal. By Joseph Keating.

Chetwynd's Career. By Horace Wyndham.
Illustrations de J. Blake Greene. 3s (id net.

GEORGE SAND: Francois le Champi. Illustrations 1 Bell'sColonial Editions ofStandardWorks
Gertrude Leese. 3s fid net.

New Children's Books
Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. By Daniel Defoe. With many
illustrations in color and black and white, and title-

page, binding, and end papers by Gertrude Leese.

THE QUEEN'S TREASURES SERIES. Crown 8vo,

each with 8 color plates and specially designed title,

binding and end-papers. 2s fid net.

MRS. OVERTHEWAY'S REMEMBRANCES. By Mrs.

Ewing. Illustrated by M. V. Wheelhouse. (Rea<l\ i.

NEW VOLUMES
THE BROWNIES, and Other Stories. By Mrs. Ewing.

Illustrated by Alice B. Woodward. (Ready.)

LOB-LIE-BY-THE-FIRE, and Other Stories. By Mrs.

Ewing. Illustrated by Alice B. Woodward. (Ready.)

LITTLE WOMEN. By Louisa M. Alcott. Illustrated

by M. V. Wheelhouse. (Ready.)

CRANFORD. By Mrs. Gaskell. Illustrated by M. V.

Wheelhouse. (November.)

Write for full list and advertising matter.

Southern Rhodesia. . By Percy F. Hone, B.A. With 8

I llusi rations. Demy, 8vo. 7s 6d.

My Life Among the Blue-Jackets. An Atuibiography.

By Miss Agnes Weston. Illus. Crown 8vo. 3s fid.

My Recollections. By the Countess of Cardigan and

L-ancastre. Fully Illustrated in Photogravure and

Half-tone. Demy 8vo. 9s.

Great and Greater Britain: The Political, Naval, Mili-

tary, Industrial, Financial and Social Problems of

the Motherland and Empire. By J. Ellis Barker.

Demy 8vo. 7s (id.

In the Days of the Georges. By William B. Boulton,

author of "The Amusements of Old London," etc.

fllustrated. Demy Svo. 9s.

Prince Rupert. By Mrs. Stuart Erskine. With many
Illustrations. Demy Svo.

The Husbands of Marie Louise. By Max Billard. Trans-

lated by Evelyn. Duchess of Wellington. With Por-

traits. Demy 8vo.

Portugal: Its Land and People. By W. H. Koebel. With
21 Illustrations in color and 59 in Half-tone. Demy
Svo. 12s. Trade price. 7s 6d.

LONDON:—George Bell & Sons, York House, Portugal Street, W.C.



Interviewing a Man of Books in the Midst of Books

A Visit to Lawrence J. Burpee, Librarian of the Ottawa Public

Library—His Literature Achievements and His Views on Literature.

By George E. M. Hunter.

Lawrence J.Burpee, F.R.G.S., Librarian of the Otta-

wa Public Library, is a man of hunks in the midst of

books. Jn his office ami in his study at home volumes are

piled round h'im, and the subject of books is one in which

he is deeply interested, not only on account of his present

position, but from the fact that he has been and still is

a writer of considerable merit. In response to a knock,

his invitation to "come in" and his substantial hand

grasp at once imply friendliness, and his manner in* con-

versation is frank, interesting and encouraging. You

feel that you are talking- with a man well versed in his

subject, willing to impart any information upon it, and

to convey it in terms unmistakably definite.

What has he done ? He has been identified with lead-

ing journals, magazines, historical publications and gov-

ernment archives reports. "The Search for the Western

Sea," an imposing volume is from his pen, and the

Musson Book Company will publish this fall a series of

five little volumes : "Flowers from a Canadian Garden,"

"Songs of French Canada," "Fragments from Halibur-

ton (Sam Slick)," "By Canadian Streams," and "A
Little Book of Canadian Essays." In the second volume

named will be found two classes of poems, the French

Canadian, and Translations from the old Folk Songs, the

latter being representative of McLennan, Lighthall, and

Lanigan. Volume three contains choice excerpts from

Haliburton, the compiler having intelligently perused the

whole of this author's writings and extracted therefrom

those passages, which, in his opinion were the little gems

of his works. Volumes four and five are original mat-

ter, the former being on the rivers of Canada and the

latter, biographical and critical sketches of Canadian

writers.

Mr. Burpee was joint author with Dr. Henry J,

Morgan of "Canadian Life in Town and Country," has

edited a number of historical journals for the Royal

Society and Canadian Archives, one for the former being

the "Journal of Matthew Cocking from York Factory to

the Blackfeet Country, 1772-73" edited with introduction

and notes by Mr. Burpee. In connection with the Ar-

chives, it is the intention of the (Jovernment to publish

bulletins at intervals as contributions permit, number
two being Murray's "Founding of Fort Yukon," No. 3,

"Trip at the end of the IXth Century from Assinaboinc

River to The Yellowstone, No. 3, "Journey from Lachinc

to Qu'Appelle River," all of which will be edited with

introduction and biographical notes by Mr. Burpee. He
has also contributed to many English and American

magazines and compiled several Canadian bibleographies.

For a number of years he has done review work for The
New York Nation and Chicago Dial, as well as for local

and other papers. His work affects many channels of

literature and his views are accepted as undisputed au-

thority. That, this is fact, may be strengthened when it is

known that he is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical

Society, Member of the Champlain Society, the Biblio-

graphical Society of America, Ontario Historical So-
ciety, Canadian Institute, and Historical Society of the

Mississippi Valley, the members of which associations

are representative of the best men among English, Can-
adian, and American literateurs, geologists, geographers
and scientists.

At present Mr. Burpee is engaged in the preparation

of "The Journals of La Verendrye" for the Champlain
Society, being an English translation with the French

text ;
also "Supplement to the .Makers of Canada

Scries," in which work Arthur (J. Doughty, C.M.G.,
Dominion Archivist, is associated with him. This sup-

plement is virtually an encyclopedia, of the whole series,

and besides providing an analytical index will also give

a comprehensive bibliography. In addition to these he is

also working on the life of one of Canada's grand okl

men, and a volume on the "Romance of the Fur Trade."
During the day Mr. Burpee's attention is fully ab-

sorbed in his duties as Librarian, so that his moments
for study, research, and writing are those spent in his

home, where lie lias a library containing- all those books

requisite for the special character of his work, which is

To
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chiefly historical and biographical. Thus it will be seen
that his writing must needs be all performed at night,

in the quiet and appropriate precincts of those whose
literary efforts are all that remain to remind us that
the authors have passed to the great beyond.

Is there such a thing as Canadian Literature
this question Mr. Burpee replied in the negative,
stated that there are many Canadian writers, but analysis
showed that there is nothing very distinctively .Cana-
dian in their work. Drummond may be considered in
this category, but his subjects were purely accidental.
There, was however, one Canadian writer, named Hali-
burton, and he may be termed the father of the Ameri-
can style of humor, the Mark Twain type. Under these
circumstances there is no present indication of marked
original development in Canadian literature.

In contemporary historical work two outstanding fig-

ures are Egerton and Grant at Oxford. Writers are now-
turning more and more to the archives as the source of

basic matter for all historical works, an example of
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which may be found in L'ucas' "Canadian War of 1812,"

which was compiled from the original documents and ha'>

not been superseded.

Ten years ago Mr. Burpee looked for a forward

movement in Canadian fiction, but to-day he does not

see the same indications. True we have some books by

Canadian authors, which are meeting with pronounced

approval as for instance "Sowing Seeds in Danny," by

Nellie McClung and "Anne of Green Gables" and "Ann

of Avonlea," by U. M. Montgomery. Both of these

writers have struck a sympathetic chord in the reading

public and the future may evidence some improvement

in style and treatment. One striking feature is that

considering the number of writers those from the gentler

sex seem to secure a stauncher hold comparatively than

our male writers. In historical writings Miss Agnes C.

Laut has deservedly won distinction, and the late Isa-

bella Valancy Crawford's poems indicate the possibili-

ties of the future. As to advice to young Canadian

writers, Mr. Burpee refrains from such.

Owing to the peculiar character of his writings, Mr.

Burpee does not possess a complete private library of

Canadian books, but he does consider that some Cana-

dian books have been and are still appreciating in value,

mentioning as an example the "Wanderings of an Artist"

by Paul Kane, which book contains some illustrations

from the writer's own pen. This volume a few years

ago could be had for about seven dollars, whereas now

it is held at twenty dollars.

As to the reading tastes of the Ottawa public, Mr.

Burpee is greatly pleased and agreeably surprised.

There are always those who seek the better books, and

the demand for works of standard hction has far

exceeded expectations, so that several copies of some

books have been placed in the library in order to meet

the many requests. Dickens and Scott are read more than

any other, while calls for Farkman are also on the in-

crease. The works of this latter and similar writers

were formerly bought for libraries as "a matter of duty,"

but now there is a consistent evidence of interest in

their writings, indicating a literary growth in the right

direction. Thackeray has many friends, but they are

chiefly among the scholars. The circulation of the Public

Library this year is expected to exceed 200,000 notwith-

standing the confusion attendant upon alterations being

made to the stack room, and of this number a goodly

proportion indicative of a stead growth, represents ser-

ious reading.

Mr. Burpee aims to make the Ottawa Public, Library

the first library in Canada, and if ability, industry, and

keen interest will assist in the attainment there need be

little doubt of the issue.

AN IMPORTANT NOVEL.

The Old Wives' Tale. By Arnold Bennett. Toronto: Me-

Leod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25.

The appearance of this book in a Canadian edition

marks a new epoch in Canadian publishing. Hitherto

publishers in this country have made popularity the basis

of the majority, at least, of their selections. Naturally

quality has frequently gone hand-in-hand with popularity,

but notwithstanding it was the popularity of the author

that influenced decisions. In the present instance, the

author is practically unknown in Canada, and his book is

certainly not to be' classed with the productions of such

writers as Chambers, McCutcheon, McGrafh, etc. It more

nearly approximates the De Morgan style. Criticsin

England have bestowed upon the book remarkable praise.

Dr! Robertson Nicholl exclaims enthusiastically, "It is

a masterpiece." Not for a long time has a piece of fiction

appeared which conveyed an impression of such magnitude,

such finished workmanship and such a fund of reserve

power. There are many books which impress one with

a sense of amplitude, a sense of being spread over a very

broad canvas. It is much rarer to find, as in the presenl

case, a book which gives a sense of depth as well as

breadth, a book thai has a wonderful, far-reaching per-

spective, making you feel that you an- looking not mere-

ly upon the surface of life, but through and beyond the

surface into the deep and hidden meanings of human
existence. Mr. Benneil has produced a distinct impres-

sion of the period and localities, which form the ground-

work of his story, of I lie characters who live and move un-

der his informing touch, and of the types he has portrayed.

The skill and ease of the practised hand are apparent

in breadth of drawing, in just proportion and in finish-

ed detail. The sisiers. Constance and Sophia Baines,

around whom are grouped minor characters of scarcely-

less interest, are strongly contrasted generic types. Con-

stance, in whom the passive virtues predominate, finds

her vocation ami her sphere in the quiel Staffordshire town

in which she is born. But. it is in Sophia, the beauti-

ful, the imperious, that the chief interest centres. After

an unhappy marriage, and descried by her worthless hus-

band, we \\\u\ her stranded in Paris, confronted by the

life of that gay capital on its most shady side in the

days of the siege and the commune. Il is perhaps inevit-

able that in the treatment of phases of life where the

sordid and the sensual play a part, the veil should some-

times be casl aside and vice exhibtied in all its naked

deformity, but our author has never done this, save to

accentuate those nobler characteristics which repel and
rise above their base surroundings. The native nobility

of Sophia Scales enables her to move with a lofty de-

tachment amid the sordid and the vile, bestowing kindness,

yei taking on no stain from her associations.

PUBLISHING EXPERIMENTS IN LONDON
Charging for Novels According to Their Length

—

More Six Shilling Novels than ever—Hall Caine's

Numerous Review Copies—By Clement K. Shorter in

The Dial.

The whole book-trade of England has been very con-

siderably agitated during the past three months by the

question of the six-shilling novel and its future. It has

long been insisted that for this country the sum of six

shillings was too much to pay for a work of fiction that

might be read in a few hours. It is true, of course,

that not many years ago new novels were published here

at five times the price,—that is to say, in three volumes

for thirty-one shillings sixpence. That system of

three volumes had much to be said for it : the full story

of the rise and growth of the three-volume novel has

never been told.

"Waverley," for example, the first great popular

novel of the last, century, was only in two volumes.

Some of Sir Walter Scott's romances appeared in three

volumes, and others in four volumes. Thackeray's

"Vanity Fair," after it had been issued in parts, came

out in one volume, although "Esmond" appeared in

two. Dickens's novels, as we know, usually appeared in

monthly parts. It was nearer our own day that the

three-volume novel became an institution, and all book

collectors consider themselves happy if they possess cer-

tain of the novels of George Eliot, the Brontes, George

Meredith, and, more recently, of Mr. Thomas Hardy and
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Mr. Henry James, in the three-volume form of their first

editions. But before its final extinction, the three-

volume novel, although it was delightful for reviewers

on account of its large type, had become an encumbrance
to the booksellers and a burden to the libraries. It sur-

vived, apparently, because the late Mr. Charles Edward
Mudie, who ran the greatest circulating library in Lon-

don, had entered into a compact with three publishers

of many novels in their day,—Tinsley, Bentley, and

Hurst & Blackett,—by which he undertook to subscribe

for a certain number of the novels issued by these firms.

This arrangement considerably handicapped many of the

younger publishing houses ; and it was Mr. Heinemann
who gave a death-blow to the system, by the publication

of a novel of Mr. Hall Caine's in the six-shilling form.

Mr. Heinemann has been destined, in this present

year, to lead yet another movement in the direction of

change, with what final result it is not possible at pre-

sent to speak with any certainty. A few months ago

Mr. Heinemann, in a speech addressed to booksellers,

declared that it was obviously unfair that a novel of

forty thousand words should be sold at the same ,>ri<-"

as a novel of one hundred thousand words. Therein he

gave a hint of a scheme that he was about to put into

pract'ice. There is no doubt that the custom of produc-

ing novels of few words for the same price as long novels

was having a demoralizing effect on the book-trade. The
worst examples that J can recall are a story by Miss

Olive Schreiner, and another by Mr. Maurice Hewlett.

This last, I may add, was issued as a six-shiUm:/ book

in spite of a protest from the author.

Mr. Heinemann, then, has launched his new scheme
;

and again Mr. Hall Caine is the hero. His latest novel,

"The White Prophet," which consists of one hundred

thousand words, has been issued in two volumes 'for four

shillings. Mr. Heinemann has followed this by two
short novels, in single volumes, at two shillings each.

In a few weeks we are to have, in the same series, Mr.

William De Morgan's "It Never Can Happen Again," in

two volumes, for six shillings net,—this being a story

of two hundred thousand words or more.

As our booksellers are to get six shillings net for

Mr. De Morgan's book, instead of the four shillings six-

pence for which they usually sell a six-shilling novel,

Mr. Heinemann will do very well if he sells as many
copies as under the old system. So far, this second

attempt at a revolution has not succeeded with the pur-

chasers of fiction. Mr. Hall Caine's novel, "The White

Prophet," is "hanging fire." As far as I can gather,

thirty thousand copies were sold to the English market,

and ten thousand to the colonies ; tut inquiries among
booksellers make it clear to me that the public have not

shown their usual alacrity in purchasing Mr. Hall

Caine's book. This has been attributed in some quar-

ters to a dislike of the two-volume form
;

in others, to

the many severe reviews which Mr. Caine's novel has

provoked. I am more disposed to attribute it to the fact

that the novel has appeared serially in the "Strand

Magazine," and that Mr. Caine's readers are, in the

main, readers of that excellent publication. However.

Mr. Caine has congratulated himself on the fact that,

after all, despite the critics—whom he calls "dead-heads"

and "hangers-on "—he has sold more copies of his novel

in the book-shops during this season than any other

author. That does not seem a very remarkable fact, for

no other author of any 'importance has published a

novel in August or September.

Mr. Caine's reference to "dead-heads" is doubtless

connected with the "review copy." Every London pub-

lisher has to give away at least a hundred copies of

each of his novels, if he wants them to be widely re-
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viewed. With other books he can keep the number down
to sixty or eighty, and in some cases to forty ; but no

publisher would dream of sending out less than a hun-

dred copies of a novel to the multitudinous newspapers
of London and the Provinces.

Mr. Caine has always demanded from his publisher

a much more extended generosity than this. With one
of his earlier books, he sent nine copies to a single news-
paper. Every member of that journal received a present

of one. Doubtless he intends to alter this in the future,

and I should not be at all surprised if he takes the
course that has long been adopted by Miss Marie Corelli,

and refuses with his next novel to send any copies to
the newspapers for review. Miss Corelli, however, al-

ways took care that one or two good reviews of her
books should appear. I particularly recall that Lord
Burnham received a copy, with a request for a notice in

the "Daily Telegraph," and that the notice was forth-

coming. At the present time, when Miss Corelli pub-
lishes a new novel several of the newspapers buy copies
in order to furnish their readers with reviews. It may
be admitted that Mr. Hall Caine is one of the fortunate
writers who can do precisely what is done by Miss
Corelli. Both novelists appeal to a huge non-literary
class, and are not under the same conditions that guide
the great majority of our authors struggling to obain a
public. Were publishers to refuse to send books for re-

view as a general practice, the authors—and particularly
the male authors—would become frantically hysterical.

1 have referred to Mr. William De Morgan's new
novel, "It Never Can Happen Again." Mr. De Morgan is

a wonderful man, a little bit like the late Mr. George
Meredith in appearance, with a kindly face and keen
piercing eyes. He is a delightful talker, and enjoys the
success which has come to him so late in life,—for he
was sixty-seven years of age when his first novel, "Jos-
eph Vance," appeared. He had been an artist in a
particular kind of tile during the intervening years, and
had led a life of much happiness, although, perhaps, not
of too much prosperity, alternating between a studio in

The Vale, Chelsea, opposite the home which Mr. Whistler
once occupied, and Florence, where he wintered for his

health year by year, until the day Mr. Heinemann pub-
lished "Joseph Vance." The book had only been sub-
mitted to one previous publisher

; so even here he was
fortunate. Each of h'is three novels, so far, have been
great successes, in spite of their extraordinary length.
Will the fourth novel be as successful in two volumes as
the three others have been in one ? is the question. I

hope so, on many grounds
; for I think Mr. Heinemann's

two-volume form is very charming.

Meanwhile it is worthy of notice that there are more
six-shilling novels coming out this season than ever be-
fore. The Macmillans, the Methuens, all our leading
publishers of fiction, are sending them out in large quan-
tities. A number of new publishers have come upon the
scene, and these also are running the six-shilling novel.
One firm, named Mills & Boon, has sent me a great many
lately

; while another publisher, Mr. Andrew Melrose,
has delighted me with one particular story, "The Wood-
Carver of 'Lympus," by Mary E. Waller.

Three of our most popular novelists have just finish-

ed new stories. Mr. and Mrs. Egerton Castle are calling

their next novel "The Panther's Cub," while Mr. An-
thony Hope entitles his "The Second String." Mr. An-
thony Hope has not, I think, been doing as good work
lately as in the days when he published that fine ro-

mance "Rupert of Hentzau," and that powerful piece of

analysis, "Quisante." Let us hope that "The Second
String" will be of the old quality.



Items About Canadian Authors and Their Work

Interesting Items about New and Forthcoming Books by

Canadian Writers — Also includes Information about

Books on Canada — All Departments Represented.

The list of books by Canadian writers to appear this

autumn is now practically complete. There is a very fair

representation in all departments, and some important

books may be expected.

Description.

Agnes Deans Cameron has written an account of her

trip down the Mackenzie river, from Athabasca Land-

ing to the Arctic ocean and return by the Peace river.

The book is to be published by D. Appleton & Co.. New
York.

Dr. Adrien Loir, a Frenchman, who visited Canada in

1906, was a delegate to the Medical Congress al Three

Rivers, has recorded his impressions in a volume en-

titled. "Canada et les Canadiens," published by Guil-

moto, Paris. The book is a very interesting one. for the

writer came to the country with little or no knowledge

about it..

Mrs. Arthur Murphy, of Edmonton, review editor of

the Winnipeg Telegram, has written a clever and witty

hook of western impressions, the manuscript of whirl) has

been placed with Cassell & Co. The book will appear

on this firm's spring list for 1010. Mrs. Murphy is the

wife of an Anglican clergyman, who formerly resided in

Toronto.

"Manitoba as T Raw It." by Dr. John II. O'Donnell.

of Winnipeg, is to be ready this month. The publishers

are the Musson Book Co.. of Toronto.

Dr. W. S. Rainsford, of New York. who. it will be

remembered, was for some years rector of St. James
Church, Toronto, has written a vivid book about Africa,

entitled. "The Land of the Lion." Dr. Rainsford speni

a full year after game in Africa, covering more than 4.000

miles. His adventures were numerous and thrilling. The
book is published by Poubleday. QPage & Co.. New York.

"Labrador." an illustrated volume about the country
of thai name, written by Dr. Wilfred T. Orenfell. and
others, will be ready this month, with the Macmillan Co.

Fiction.

L. C. Page & Co.. the publishers of Miss L. M. Mont-
gomery's books. "Anne of Green Gables." and its sequel.

"Anne of Avonlea." report a remarkable demand for both
books. The former is now fiourisMng in its fourteenth

printing, while a fourth printing of the latter has been
called for within a month of publication.

"The Attic Guest." by R. E. Knowles. of Gait, is now
on the tables of the booksellers. 'Mr. Knowles. himself, is

on a. vacation trip in Europe.

"The Suitab'e Child." by Norman Duncan, is now
ready and makes an appropriate little volume for gift

pui-poses.

Mrs. Humphry Ward's new story, now appearing
serially in the Oornhill. in England, and in the Ladies'
Home Journal, in America, has its scene laid in Canada,.
Mrs. Ward gives an interesting picture of a journey to

western Canada, at the outset. The story bears the ap-
propriate title, "Canadian Porn," in the English maga-
zine, but is called "Lady Merton " in the Home Journal.

After some delays. William Wilfrid Campbell's novel

..I' the war of 1812, "The Fair Rebel," was published by
the Westminster Co. on 'October 8. The volume has been

well made and reflects credit on the publishers.

"Northern Lights." the volume of short stories deal-

ing with life in the Northwest in pioneer days, by Sir

Gilbert Parker, was published last month by the Copp.
Clark' Co.. as announced.

Advance orders for Ralph Connor's new novel, "The
Foreigner," have reached unprecedented proportions. The
publishers and wholesale bookstores are wondering how
they can handle the book when it appears in November.

Harvey J. 6'Haggins, of New York and Toronto, who
has made the New York fire department a subject of

study, has written a short novel, entitled "Old Clink-
ers." which is to be published this month by McLend &
Allen, of Toronto. The hero is chief of a New York fire-

boat, and the reader follows him and his men through
some exciting fires. Air. O'TIiggins is collaborating with

Judge Lindsay, of Denver, at the present time in a series

of magazine articles on the child problem in the United
States.

This month the Macmillan Co. will publish "The
Backwoodsmen." a volume of tales by Charles G. D.
Roberts.

A book which was announced some time ago by Wil-
liam Prists has just been issued, entitled "Tales of Old
Toronto," by Suzanne Marny, author of "The Canadian
Pook of Months." The book is illustrated by Marie
Nichol, and is one of the handsomest books which has
ever been issued by a Canadian publisher.

History.

The Huron Institute. Oollingwood, are to he con-

gratulated mi the publication of their first volume of

papers and records. The work comprises a number of
historical papers, which have been read before the Tnsti-

lule by members al various times, and there are also a few
interesting illustrations.

The publishers state that there has been an excellent

sale for Rev. George Prvee's "The Romantic Settlement
of Lord Selkirk's Colonists." which was published early
in September. The edition has been almost entirely sold
ollt.

Volume 1Y. of the Publications of the Champlain So-
ciely of Canada, appeared last month. Tt contains. "The
Logs of (be Conquest of Canada." edited with an intro-
duction by LI .-Colonel William Wood, author of "The
Fisrhl for Canada." The introduction itself exlends to

1(U pau-es. giving a comprehensive account of the three
campaigns of Louisfourg, Quebec and Montreal. The logs
are reproduced exactly as they were entered in the ships'
books.

Tf is expected that Father A. G. Morice's important
work. "The History of the Catholic Church in Western
Canada," will be ready some time this month. Tt is to
anpear in I wo volumes at $4. The publishers are the
Musson Pook Co.. Toronto, who are leveling more and
more attention to Ihe publication of Canadian books.
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The Elgin Historical and Scientific Institute has in

the press its third publication, being the story of 'the

Talbot Centennial Celebration at St. Thomas in 1903.

Judge C. 0. Ermatinger is editing- the volume, which

will be illustrated.

William Briggs promises for the 1st of November,
"Canada : The Empire of the North," by Agnes C. Laut.

It was expected that this book would be ready on the

1st of October, but the book has been delayed on account

of securing international copyright.

Dr. Saunders' book entitled "Three Premiers of Nova,

Scotia," which was promised by William Briggs for

issue on the 1st of October, has been unavoidably de-

layed in going through. the press, but it is expected that

it will be ready about the 1st of November.
Dr. Saunders' book will be one of the most important

historical works of the year, and is being looked forward

to with great interest by both the critics and public

men.

It is interesting to note in connection with Mr. Ar-

thur Johnston's "Myths and Facts of the American Re-

volution," which was issued by William Briggs last

year, and which slates the American historians unmer-

cifully for their accounts of the Revolution, that the

publisher has placed an edition with a Boston House
which intends to circulate it as widely as possible

throughout the United States.

William Briggs has just published "The Imperial An-

niversary Book," compiled by Harold Saxon.

William Briggs expects to have ready within a few

days Edwin G. Rundle's new book, entitled "A Soldier's

Life." This book will contain the personal reminiscences

of Mr. Rundle, late Serjeant-Major in Her Majesty's

17th Leicestershire Regiment of Foot, and contains an

introduction by Major Henry J. Woodside, of Ottawa.

The book will prove to be a very interesting one to Can-

adians as Serjeant-Major Rundle took part in the

Trent affair, and was a member of the Red River Ex-

peditian under Sir Garnet Wolseley, now Field-Marshall

Lord Wolseley.

The Telegraph Printing Company, of Quebec, are the

publishers of the "Grosse Isle Tragedy and the Monument
to the Trish Fever Victims of 1847." The title describes

I he purport of the work. It is for sale in three bindings,

at $1, $1.50 and $3.

The new edition of "The Speeches and Public Letters

of Joseph How-e,". edited by J. A. Chisholm. K.C., of

Halifax, has al length appeared. Tt is in two volumes,

and is published by the Chronicle Publishing: Co.

Biography.

A life of Arhcbisbop Machray. by his nephew, Robert
Machray, sometime Canon of St. John's. Winnipeg, is in

preparation by the Macmillan Co. During- an episcopate
of nearly forty years, first as Bishop, then as Metropoli-
an, and finally as Archbishop of -Rupert's Land, he wit-

nessed and actively participated in the rise and progress
of Manitoba and the Northwest.

Herbert N. Casson, whose writings in American maga-
zines has brought him into prominence, has completed a

life of Cyrus Hall McCormick. the inventor of (he reaper.
The life and personality of the great inventor are ade-
quately set forth with many interesting details of his ser-

vices to his chosen city, Chicago. 'The book is published
by A. C. MeClurg & Co., Chicago.

"The Life and Letters of James Wolfe." by Beckles
Willson. published by Heinemann, London, has appeared.
and adds one more volume to the already lengthv list of

"The Life of Wolfe," by Edward '

Salmon," is also
ready, published in England by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.
and in Canada by Cassell & Co.

Poetry.

There has just been placed on the market by William

Briggs a volume of poems which will no doubt have a

large circulation in Canada. These are by Edward W.

Thomson, and his volume is entitled "The Many-Man-

sioned House and Other Poems." Mr. Thomson issued

this book in the United States through the firm of

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., under the title, "When Lin-

coln Died and Other Poems." The poem which gives the

title to the Canadian edition ha.s to do with the British

Empire. The most notable poem in the volume is that

entitled "Peter Ottawa," which was so well received

when it first appeared in the magazines.

Religious.

Rev. George Jackson, of Toronto, has published through

Robert Culley, of London. "Studies in the Old Testa-

ment." which will be read with interest, in view of the

author's prominence in recent religious controversies.

Juveniles.

Marshall Saunders, of Halifax, whose book, "Beauti-

ful Joe." has had a great vogue for quite a number of

years, is si ill writing successful juveniles. Her "Tilda

Jane." published by L. C. Page & Co., Boston, is now in

iis thirteenth printing, presaging a good demand for iis

successor of this season, "Tilda Jane's Orphans."

This month Little, Brown tV. Co.. Boston, publish

••Rednev McGaw." a circus story, by Arthur F. McFar-
lane of Toronto. Mr. MeFarlane has had actual experi-

ence of circus life and his story gives a true picture of

life on the road.

Miscellaneous.

Arnold Haultain, private secretary to Professor Gold-

win Smith, and himself an author of some note, has com-
piled a number of wise and witty sayings about the ten-

der passion, which he entitles. " Hints for Covers." The
hook is handsomely produced by the Houghton. Mifflin

Co.. of Boston.

J. W. Dafoe. editor of the Manitoba Free Press. Win-
nipeg, has published, in pamphlet form, a series of lei -

lers. giving his impressions of the Imperial Press Con-
ference, which appeared originally in Ihe Free Press. Mr.
Dafoe writes entertainingly and his letters are well worth
reading.

The Annotated Edition of the new Church of Eng-
land Hymn Book, which has been compiled by James
Edmund Jones, of Toronto, will he of interest to all who
like to know about the origin and authorship of hymns.
The compiler has gone very fully and accurately into his

subject. The arrangement places the explanatory notes
at the end of each hymn. Probably no hymn book has
hitherto been annotated in this fashion.

An important book on the eastern question, entitled.

"The Chinese." has been published by the Bobbs-Merrill
Cc, of Indianapolis. The author is John Stuart Thomson,
who may be said to be one of the foremost authorities
on China, Though he resides in New York, Mr. Thomson
is a Canadian, having been born in Montreal and educated
at McGill University. He is the author of two successful
books of verse, "Estabelle," and "A Day's Song," and
has contributed to all the leading magazines.

W. Hastings Webling, of Brantford, has had his verses
on golf produced in artistic form by H. M. Caldwell, of
Boston. The book is illustrated on every page, and is

handsomely bound. Tt is entitled. "Fore! the Call of the
Pinks." and is brimful of bright and witty rhymes about

' golf and golfers.
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Recent Activities Among the Canadian Publishers

The Fiction List being Rapidly Completed— Titles

of Books already Published —The De Morgan Book

again Postponed—A Good Book Season Anticipated.

The publication of the new De Morgan book, "It Could

Never Happen Again." has once more been postponed

—

this time until November.

The Herbert Strang bonk for boys this season is en-

A New Book for Boys

(Copp, Clark Co I

titled, "Palm Tree Island." It is being published, as

usual, by Henry Frowde.

The Musson Book Co. are handling' the official repori

of the Imperial Press Conference in London, a well-illus-

trated and interesting volume.

On October f>, the Macmillan Co. issued ''Actions and

Reactions," by Rudyard Kipling; "Stradella," by the

late Marion Crawford; "The Key of the Unknown." bj

Rosa Xoiichelie Carey; "Calvary," by Rita, and "Martin

Eden," by Jack London.

A New Book for Boys

(Copp, Clark Co.)

The Musson Book Co. have ready "Little Sister

Snow," the new book by Frances Little, author of "The
Lady of the Decoration." Like the latter, it is a small

volume, with scene laid in Japan. They have also ready

"Veronica Playfair," by Maud Wilder Goodwin; "Da-
phne in Fitzroy Street," by E. Nesbit, and "The Land of

Long Ago,'
-

by Eliza Calvert Hall.

The Macmillan Co. will publish this fall among their

gift editions, "The Water Babies," by Charles Kingsley,

with 32 illustrations in color, by Gobel. They will also

have a new edition of Hewlett's "Forest Lovers," with

16 illustrations in color.

The new novel by the American Winston Churchill,

announced for publication this fall by the Macmillan Co.,

will not be ready until February.
One of the mosi important of the Macmillan autumn

publications will be Dr. Sven Ilcbin's "Trans-Himalaya:
Discoveries and Adventures in Tibet." It will be issued

in two volumes, with eight colored plates and about 400

other illustrations.

"FRANCES LITTLE"
(Mrs. Fannie C. Macaulay)

Author of " The Lady of the Decoration " and

Sister Snow," just published.

Little

Henry Frowde, Oxford Press, Toronto, has received

a, supply of four handsome ail calendars, "The Peter

Pan," '"The Tempest." "The Jorrocks," and "The
Drummond." each illustrated in color by some noted art-

ist. $] each.

The bulk of McLeod & Allen's fall list is now ready,

and several of the titles are already exhausted. "The
Goose Girl," by Harold McGrath, and "The Danger
Mark," by R. W. Chambers, arc leaders.

The Copp, Clark Co. report an excellent demand for

Sir Gilbert Parker's new book, "Northern Lights," which
is going to prove just as popular as anything he has ever

written.

After many delays, the Copp, Clark Co. have at last

issued "Sins of Society," the novelization of the drama
of the same name by Cecil Raleigh. The fact that the
play is now on the boards in America adds interest to

this book.
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"John Marvel, Assistant," by Thomas Nelson Page,

is announced for publication by the Copp, Clark Co. on

October 16.

The Copp, Clark Co. have already issued several of

their gift books, notably "The American Girl," by Har-

rison Fisher; "Tanglewood Tales," by Julian Hawthorne;

"Britain Overseas," and "The Road to Oz." They have

also ready "The Flute of the Gods," by Marsh Ellis

Ryan; "The Haven," and "Marriage of May fair."

This month the Copp, Clark Co. will publish Captain

Brereton's two boys' books, "A Hero of Sedan," and

"John Bargreave's Gold," and Staff-Surgeon Jeans'

"Ford of H.M.S. Glover."

A LIST OF NOVELS WORTH READING.

G. P. Putnam's Sons, Retail Department, New York,

have got out a little annotated catalogue of "Novels
Worth Reading." which fills a long-felt want in these

days when novel writers are so prolific. The catalogue

comprises first the earlier writers, then the great writers

of the nineteenth century, with detailed lists of their

complete works, and, finally, a selection of five hundred
of the best novels published during the past sixty years.

In each case full particulars about the book and the

various editions in which it may be procured, are sup-

plied.

-4-

COPYRIGHTS FOR SEPTEMBER.

21287. Ontario School Book-keeping. (Book.) The
Educational Book Company of Toronto, Limited, 2nd

September.
21289. The Public School English Composition.

(Book.) Frederick Henry Sykes, Toronto, 2nd Septem-
ber.

21290. Lessons in Art Education. (Temporary Copy-
right.) Mary Mulveney, London. 3rd September.

21292. Exercises dArithmetique pour les Eleves des

Classes Primaires. Par T. Rochon. Partie du Maitre.

Telesphore Rochon, Cla,rence Creek, Ont., 7 septembre.

21293. Exercices dArithmetique pour les Eleves des

Classes Primaires. Par T. Rochon. Partie de l'Eleve.

Telesphore Rochon, Clarence Creek, Ont., 7 septembre.

21291. Droit Public de 1'Eglise : L'Egl'ise et l'Edu-

cation a la Lumiere de l'Histoire et des Principes

Chretiens. Par Mgr. Louis Adolphe Paquet. (Livre.)

Mgr. Louis Adolphe Paquet, Qnebec, 7 septembre.

21315. A Handbook to Winnipeg- and the Province

of Manitoba, Prepared for the 79th Annual Meeting of

the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

1909. (Book.) W. Sanford Evans, Winnipeg, 11th Sep-

tember.
2131U. Woodstock Directory, 1909. Union Publish-

ing Company of Ingersoll, Ingersoll, 11th September.
21317. Peterborough Directory, 1909. Union Publish-

ing Company of Ingersoll, Ingersoll, 11th September.

21325. Tuberculosis. (Chapter contained in the book
Health Reader No. 2.) J. & A. McMillan, St. John, New
Brunswick, 11th September.

21327. Posies for Polly. Child Verse. By Margaret
McCausland. (Book.) The Municipal World, Limited,

St. Thomas, 13th September.
21331. Gage's Ontario School Book-keeping Blank.

General Course. (Book.) The Educational Book Com-
pany of Toronto (Limited), Toronto, 15th September.

21332. The Pupil's Outfit in Business Papers.

(Book.) The Edncational Book Company of Toronto
(Limited), Toronto, 15th September.

21337. Northern Lights. By Gilbert Parker. (Book.)

Gilbert Parker, London, England, 17th September.
21338. The Ontario High School Arithmetic for use

in Continuation Schools, High Schools and Collegiate

Institutes. (Book.) The Hunter, Rose Company, Limited,

Toronto, 17th September.
21352. Sermon from Shakespeare. (Temporary Copy-

right.) The Bradley-Garretson Company, Limited,

Brantford, 21st September.
21353. Seven Minute Sermon. (Temporary Copy-

right.) Miss E. S. Davidson, Brantford, 21st September.
21358. La Letire ou Lecons de Style Epistolaire a

l'usage des Ecoles Primaires. Par Mile A. Germain.
(Deuxieme Edition.) Madame (Veuve) E. Germain,
Quebec. Que. 22 septembre.

21369. Vingt Ans Apres. 1884-1904. Recit Veridi-

que, Historique, Anecdotique, Epique et Typique d'un

Conventum d'Anciens Collegiens. Par Victor Morin.
(Livre.) Victor Morin, Quebec, Que., 24 septembre.

21371. High School German Grammar and Exer-
cises. By W. H. Van Der Smissen and W. H. Fraser.
(Book.) The Copp, Clark Co., Limited, Toronto, 25th

September.

21375. (irace and Gold ; or Scriptural Giving. By
Rev. W. J. Fowler, M.A., B.D. (Book.) Rev. W. J.

Fowler, Lower Musquodoboit, Nova Scotia, 25th Sep-
tember.

2137(i. Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Selected
Quatrains from Fitzgerald's Fourth Edition. (Booklet.)
The Maemillan Company of Canada. Limited, Toronto,
Ontario, 27th September.

Thefeeu&Tield hhe silken-Cord fash rn
r

T>i&1eff 'hand ©
-Illustration from a new edition of "Tanglewood Tales.'
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The Canadian Monthly List of Books for September

Containing a Record of Books Published in Canada,

Books by Canadian Authors and Books About

Canada Issued During the Month of August.

One asterisk (*) place,! before an entry in this list

signifies thai the book has been printed in Canada. Two

asterisks (**) mean thai Hie bunk has been printed and

copyrighted in Canada.

Arabian Nights. Edited by Kate Don-las Wiggin and

Nora Archibald Smith. 12 full-page illustrations,

title page, cover and end papers' m full colors by

Maxlield Fairish. Toronto: Copp, Clark. September.

Square Svo. $2.50 net.

Arabian Nights. Illustrated bj W. Heath Robinson and

Helen Strallon. Toronto: ('..pp. Clark. September.

Cloth. $1.00.

Arabian Nights. Retold for children by Gladys David-

son. Willi many illustrations in eolor and in black-

and-white, by Helen Stratton. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

September. Larue crown Hvo. Cloth, gilt lop. $1.25.

Arnold's Practical Commentary on the International Les-

sons, 1910. Toronto: Fleming H. Hevell Co. Sep-

tember. Cloth. 50 cents.

Balmer, Edwin. Waylaid by Wireless. Toronto: Mc-

Lebd & Allen. September. Cloth, $1,25.

Barker, Elsa. The Son of Mary Bethel. Toronto: McLeod

& Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Barr, Robert. Oardillac. Toronto: McLeod & Allen. Sep-

tember. Cloth. $1.2.").

A dashing romance; of mediaeval France. The reader

is plunged at once into a series of complications, which

surround the young Gascon hero. Cardillac. The rescue

of a beautiful young lady from a convent is the centre

of the plot.

Baum, L. Frank. The Roa,d to Oz. Toronto: Copp. Clark.

September. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.25.

Beach, Rex E. The Silver Borde. New York: Harper

Bros. Toronto: Musson Rook Co. Cloth. $1.50,

Beeckman, Ross. The Last Woman. Toronto: McLeod

& Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Bennett, Arnold. The Old Wives' Tale. Toronto: McLeod

& Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Bindloss, Harold. The Greater Power. Toronto: McLeod

& Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Blake, Sir H. A. China. Illustrated by Mortimer Menpes.

Toronto: Macmillan. 'September. Cloth. $1.75.

Book of Common Praise, being the Hymn Book of the

Church of England in Canada. The music edited by

Sir George C. Martin. Toronto: Henry Frowde.

September. Seven Editions.

Botsford, G. W. The Roman Assemblies. Toronto: Mac-

millan. September. $4.00 net.

Call, Anna Payson. Power Through Repose. New Edition

with three new chapters. Toronto: Musson Rook Co.

September. Cloth, $1.00.

Cecil Aldin Series. Colored illustrations. 1. Wives; 2.

Widows: 3, Bachelors; 4. Jorrocks on Hunting. To-

ronto: Macmillan, September. Each 25 cents.

Chalmers, Stephen. The Vanishing Smuggler. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Chambers, Robert W. The Danger Mark. Toronto: Mc-
Leod & Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Color Books. The Inns of Court. Cloth. 75 colored illus-

t rations by G. Home. Toronto: Macmillan. Septem-
ber. $2.50.

Davis, Wm. Stearns. An Outline History of the Roman
Empire. Toronto: Macmillan. September. Cloth. 65

cents net.
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Dawson, W. J. Mastermarj & Son. Toronto: Henry

Frowde. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Days With the Poets Series. Including- Browning, Rums.

Wordsworth, Longfellow. Keats and Tennyson. Illus-

trated in color. Toronto: Henry Frowde. 30 cents

each.

Drummond, Henry. A Golden Month. Toronto: William

Briggs. September. Art paper boards. 37 pages.

50 cents.

Dudney, Mrs. H. The Shoulder Knot. Toronto: Cassell

& Co. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Duncan, Norman. The Suitable Child. Toronto: Henry

Frowde. September, Cloth. (iO cents. De Luxe Edi-

tion, $1.00.

Estabrook, Alma Martin. The Rule of Three. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Everett, Chas. C. Theism and the Christian Faith.

ronto: Macmillan. September. Cloth. $3.50 net.

Fredericks, Sidney. The Stolen Signet. Toronto:

Leod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Goodwin, Maud Wilder. Veronica Playfair. Toronto:

Musson Book Co. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Gordon, S. D. Quiet Talks on Home ideals. Toronto:

Henry Frowde. September. Cloth, 75 cents.

Habershon, S. H. Diseases of the Stomach. Toronto:

Cassell & Co. September. Cloth, $2.75 net.

Hall, Eliza Calvert. The Land of Long- Ago. Toronto:

Musson Rook Co. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Harbin, Will N. The Redemption of Kenneth Call. New

York: Harper Rros. Toronto: Musson Rook Co.

September. Cloth, $1.50.

Hawke, Clarence. Shovel Horns. Toronto: Musson Book

To-

Mc-

Co September. Cloth. $1.1

Hawthorne, Nathaniel. Tangle wood Tales. Toronto:

Copp. Clark. September. Illustrated Gift Edition.

Cloth, $1.50.

Hewlett, Maurice. Open Country. Toronto: McLeod lV-

Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Hole, William, R.S.G. The New Testament. Illustrated

in color. Toronto: Musson Rook Co. September.

Cloth, 50 cents.

Hornung, E. W. Air. Justice Raffles. Toronto: McLeod &
Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

In this tale. Raffles, the famous gentleman-burglar, is

introduced in the character of a punisher of evil-doing.

He is pitted against one of the most unscrupulous and

clever criminals in London, in the person of Levy, alias

Mr. Shylock, a Jewish money-lender, and, needless to say,

circumvents his worst schemes.

Howard, Keble. The Smiths of Valley View. Toronto:

Cassell & Co. September. Cloth," $1.25.

*Huron Institute Papers and Records. Vol. T. Colling-

wood: Published by the Institute. August. 100 pages.

5y2x8i4 inches. Cloth. $1.00. Paper. 50 cents.

A valuable work has been begun by the Huron Insti-

tute in preserving such historical matter as is to be found in

this first annual report. There are twelve papers on

various themes contained in the book, all of which have

been read on different occasions before the Institute.

Isham, Frederic S. FTalf a Chance. Toronto: McLeod &
Allen. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Jackson, Helen Hunt. Ramona. New Pasadena Edition.

Toronto: Musson Book Co. September. Cloth, $2.00.
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Jones, James Edmund. The Book of Common Praise of

the Church of England. Annotated Edition with notes

written and compiled by James Edmund Jones, B.A.

Toronto: Henry Frowde. September. Cloth. $1.50

net. On Oxford paper, $3.00 net.

Jordan, W. G. The Crown of Individuality. Toronto:

Henry Frowde. September. Cloth, $1.00.

Kirkland, Winifred. Introducing Corinua. Toronto:

Henry Frowde. September. Cloth, $1.00.

Knowles, R. E. The Attic Guest. Toronto: Henry Frowde.

September. Cloth. $1.25.

Le Blanc, Maurice. The Exploits of Arsene Lupin. To-

ronto: Cassell & Co. September. Boards. 30 cents.

Le Feuvre, Amy. The Country Corner. Toronto: Cassell

& Co. September. Cloth*. $1.25.

Lincoln, Joseph C. Keziah Coffin. Toronto: McLeod &

Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Another droll story by the creator of "Cap'n Eri." a,

little longer and stronger than anything the writer has

as yet attempted. There is also more plot, and yet the

comedy element has not been neglected. To all who en-

joyed '"Mr. Pratt," "Cap'n Eri" and "Cy Whitaker."

this story of down east life in a sea-coast village, will

be welcome.

Logs of the Conquest of Canada, The. Edited with an

Introduction by Lt.-Colonel William Wood, author of

"The Fight for Canada." Toronto: The Champlain

Society. September, xxvi.4-335 pages. (P -x!) 1 >

inches. Supplied only to members of the Society.

Printed in England.

Maeterlinck, Maurice. Works of Maeterlinck. 5 Volumes.

Leather edition. Toronto: Musson Book Co. Sep-

tember. $1.25 per volume.

Macmillan's Pocket Classics Cloth, 24mo. Toronto: Mac-

millan. September. Each, 25 cents net. Selections

from Morte d 'Arthur. By Malory. Cray and

Cowper's poems.

Mighels, Philip Verrill. The Pillars of Eden. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Miles, Alfred H. In the Teeth of Adventure up and Down

the World. Toronto: Copp, Clark. September. Il-

lustrated. Cloth, $1.25.

Miller, J. R. A Golden Month. Illustrated. Toronto:

William Briggs. September. Art paper boards, 37

pages. 50 cents.

Nesbit, E. Daphne in Fitzroy Street. Toronto: Musson

Book Co. September. Cloth. $1.25.

**Ontario High School Chemistry. Text Book. Cloth, vii.

191. Index 8vo. Macmillan. September. 40 cents

net.

Oppenheim, E. P. Mr. Marx's Secret. Toronto: Ward.

Lock & Co.. September. Cloth, $1.25.

A story written by the author some years ago, but

now issued in volume form for the first time.

**Parker, Gilbert. Northern Lights. Toronto: Copp,

Clark. September. Cloth. $1.50.

A collection of short stories dealing with life in the

Northwest in the early days.

Parrott, J. E., M.A., LL.D. Britain Overseas: The I'm

pire in Picture and Story. Toronto: Copp. Clark.

September. Quarto cloth, illustrated in black-and-

white and color, $1.50.

Paton, L. B. Recent Christian Progress. Toronto: Mac-

millan. September. Cloth, $3.00 net.

Peeps at Many Lands. Cloth, 8vo, each containing 12 full-

page illustrations in color. Toronto: Macmillan. Bel-

gium, by Q. W. Ormond; Corsica,, by E. A. Nor-

bnry; New Zealand, by F. and H. Wright; Norway.

by Mocklcr Ferryman. Each 50 cents.

Post, Emily. The Title Market. Toronto: William Briggs.

September. 336 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $1.25.

Quick, Herbert. Virginia of the Air Lines. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Raleigh, Cecil. Sins of Society. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

September. Cloth, $1.50.

Rhodes, D. P. The Philosophy of Change. Toronto: Mac-

millan. September. Cloth, $2.00 net.

Rice, Alice Hegan. Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.

New illustrated edition. 35 pictures in color. by-

Harold Copping. Toronto: William Briggs. Sep-

tember. Quarto, $1.50.

"Rita." Calvary. Toronto: Macmillan. September.

Cloth, $1.25."

Robertson, John M. Montaigne and Shakespeare. To-

ronto: Macmillan. September. Cloth, $2.50.

--Robinson, William T. Choice Thoughts from Master

Minds. Toronto: William Briggs. September. 138

pages, 5x7y2 inches. Cloth.

A compilation of the finer sayings of the great. writers.

made by a Toronto business man in his leisure hours.

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Translated by FitzGerald.

Square demy 8vo. Cloth. Gilt top. Toronto: Mac-

millan. $2.50.

Sangster, Margaret L. From my Youth up. Toronto:

Henry Frowde. September. Cloth, $1.50.

Scott, Life of Sir Walter. By Lockhart. Abridged Edi-

tion. Toronto: Macmillan. September. Cloth. $1.25.

--Service, Robert W. The Songs of a Sourdough. New
miniature edition. Toronto: William Briggs. Sep-

tember. 115 pages, velvet panne calf. $1.25. Lamb-

skin. $1.00.

Sharts, Joseph. Black Sheep. Toronto: McLeod & Allen.

September. Cloth. $1.25.

Shelley, Henry C. Literary By-Paths in Old England. To-

ronto: Musson Book Co. New Edition. September.

Cloth. $1.50.

Smith, F. Hopkinson. Forty Minutes Late. Toronto: Mc-
Leod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Snyder, Chas. M. The Flaw in the Sapphire. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

- :;c Sparrow, Charles. The House on the Cliff. Toronto:

William Briggs. September. 122 pages 8vo., Cloth,

75 cents.

Stewart, Mary. Tell Me a True Story. Toronl

Frowde. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Strang, Herbert. Palm Tree Island. To
Krowde. September. Cloth, $1.50.

Stratz, Rudolph. Where Snow is -Sovereign

of the Glaciers. Illustrated. Toronl

Briggs. September. Cloth. $1.25.

Sutclifre, Halliwell. Priscilla of the Good Intent. To-

ronto: William Briggs. September.

$1.25.

Thurston, Mrs. I. T. Big Brother. Toronto:

Frowde. September. Cloth, $1.00.

Turner, Ethel. That Girl. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Sep-

tember. Cloth, $1.25.

Van Dyke, Henry. The Poetry of Nature. Toronto: Mus-
son Book Co. September. Cloth, $2.00 net.

Van Dyke, John C. The New New York. Illustrated.

Toronto: Macmillan. September. Cloth, $4.00 net.

Verrall, Anthony. The New Commandment. Toronto: Mc-
Leod & Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Wason, Robert A. Happy Hawkins. Toronto: McLeod
& Allen. September. Cloth, $1.25.

Wodehouse, P. Mide (A Public School Story). Toronto:

Macmillan. September. Cloth, $1.00.

Woolard, Samuel Francis. Glorious Mother. A Com-
pilation. Toronto: Musson Book Co. September.
Paper covers, 50 cents.

into

:

A

>: Henry

Henry

Romance
William

331 pages. Cloth.

Hcnrv
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The History of

Samuel Bajjster is the

History of the Bible

in its Present Form

A.D.

1812.

1812.

1812.

1816.

1827.

1828.

1833.

1855.

1865.

1888.

1892.

1892.

The first Pocket Reference Bible printed.

The first Central Column Reference

Bible printed.

The first Facsimile Bible printed.

The first Bible in Flexible Binding.

The Comprehensive Bible.

The first Bible printed on India Paper.

The Treasury Bible.

The Paragraph Bible.

Bibles bound with "Yapp" edges.

The Comprehensive Teacher's Bible.

Bibles with Index on fore-edge.

Bibles with Button Fastening.

5 Medals Awarded for Flexible Binding

MESSRS. BAGSTER WILL BE GLAD TO SEND
SAMPLES AND FULL CATALOGUES BY RE-

TURN MAIL ON APPLICATION AND TO
GIVE ALL INFORMATION AS TO TERMS

LONDON:

Samuel Bagster & Sons
LIMITED

15 PATERNOSTER ROW

Best Selling Books of the Month

As Reported by Leading Booksellerr

Brantford.

1. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

2. Anne of Avonlea, 'L. M. Montgomery Page

3 Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

4. Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

."). While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Calgary.

(Ballads of a Oheeehako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

G-oose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.
Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright, McLeod.

Girl of the Limbcrlost. G. S. Porter. Laiiiglon.

Bobby Burnett. Geo. R, Chester. McLeod.
Three Keys. F. Ormond. McLeod.

Charlottetown.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

While Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.

Chatham.

Ballads of a Oheeehako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

(loose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.
While Sister. F. M. Cra,wford. Macmillan.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.
Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. Met 'lung. Briggs.

Fort William.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Thruxton King. G. B. MeCutcheon. Briggs.

.Making of Bobby Burnett. Geo. R. Chester. McLeod.
Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
truest. Justin Miles Forma n. Ward, Lock.

Guelph.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Danger Mark. R. W. Service. McLeod.
(loose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.
Certain Rich Man. W. White. Macmillan.

Kingston.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Katrine. C. M. Lane. Musson.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.
Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Jeanne of Marshes. E. P. Oppenheim. Copp.
Story of Old Kingston. A. M. Machar. Musson.

Moncton.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R, W. Service. Briggs.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.
(loose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.
Songs of a Sourdoug'h. R. W. Service. Briggs.

White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Ottawa.

1. Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

2. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

3. Goose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.
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New and Forthcoming Publications

i;ag, or tije Cfjien

poule Bog
By VALANCE J. PATRIARCHE

An exquisite bit of humor.

With many characteristic illustrations, $1.00

GPfje Concentration*

of Pee
A new and unusual novel.

By LILIAN BELL
Author of "Abroad With the Jimmies," etc.

Illustrated, decorative end papers, $1.50

W$t Etnbergarten in

tfje Home
By CARRIE S. NEWMAN
A practical volume for the young

mother and of great value

to the teacher.

With many helpful and attractive draw-
ings $1.50

One of the Six Best

Sellers Everywhere—

&nne
of

gtoonlea
Sequel to "Anne of Green Gables"

By L. M. MONTGOMERY

Illustrated $1.50

Third Large Edition
Since Publication, Sept. 1st.

"On concluding reading the story you are

ready to agree with Anne : 'There are e\er so

many bright sides to life and it's really a

beautiful world.' "

—

Toronto World.

L. C. Page Company

3mt£anb{Eat)em£of
©lb bonbon

By HENRY C. SHELLEY
Author of "Untrodden English Ways." etc.

A most interesting volume, setting forth the historical

and literary associations of these ancient hostelries,

together with an account of the most notable

coffee-houses, clubs and pleasure gardens
of the British Metropolis.

Illustrated from rare old prints and photographs. Si. 00

fn Wilbtat Africa
By PETER MacQUEEN, F.R.G.S.

A very timely book, illustrated with photographs taken
on the spot by Mr. Peter Dufkewitch by special

arrangement with Underwood &: Underwood.

Boxed $3.00

Gflbe art oftfie

Belgian (Sallerieg
By ESTHER SINGLETON

Author of "Famous Paintings." etc.

The new volume in our famous ART GALLERIES OF
EUROPE Series.

Illustrated, cloth, boxed $2.00 net.

Publishers, Boston

Page.

Brig'g-s.

Briggs.

4. White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

5. White Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
6. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

Peterborough.

1 Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

2. Truxton King-

. Geo. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

3. White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

4. Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harpers.

5. Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

6. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery.

Quebec.

1. Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service.

2. [Ballads of a Cb.eecb.ako. R. W. Service.

3. 'Spirit in Prison. Robert Hiehens. Copp.

4. Special Messenger. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
5. Paths of Righteous. L. Dougall.

6. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

St. Catharines.

1. Marriage a la Mode. Mrs. Humphry Ward. Musson.

2. Katrine. C. M. Lane. Musson.

3. Three Keys. F. Ormond. McLeod.
4. King of Arcadia. Francis Lynde. McLeod.
5. Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright, McLeod.
6. Nancy Stair. E. M. Lane. Musson.

St John, N.B.

1. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

2. White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
1. Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

4. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
5. Katrine. E. M. Lane. Musson.
6. Old Lady No. 31. L. Forssland. Musson.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

G.

Stratford.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Septimus. W. .J. Locke. Frowde.
Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

Katrine. E. M. Lane. Musson.

Rose of the Wilderness. S. R. Crockett. Frowde.

Vancouver

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.
Katrine. E. M. Lane. Musson.
Flaw in the Sapphire. C. M. Snyder. McLeod.
Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Montreal.

White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper's.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.
Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Truxton King'. (J. B. McCutcheon. Brig-g-s.

Toronto.

The Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper's.

The Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod & Allen
Open Country. Maurice Hewlett. McLeod & Allen.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Brings.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Stradella. F. Marion Crawford. Macmillan.
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TO)e Jfomgner
By

Ralph Connor
Author of

'

' The Sky Pilot,
'

' etc. , etc.

In cloth only - - - $1.25

READY NOVEMBER 15th

Baton Jty #altlee
By

RALPH CONNOR

A companion booklet to "The
Angel and the Star."

Eight drawings in color.

Paper cover booklet - $ .25

Cloth ----- .50

Peauttful Eebel
By

WILFRED CAMPBELL

A Romance of 1812.

Cloth ----- $1.25

The Westminster Co., Ltd.

PUBLISHERS : : TORONTO

Canadian Summary.

Points.

1. Ballads of a Cheechako. K. W. Service HI

2. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. .Montgomery (it

3. White Prophet. Hall Caine 16

4. (loose Girl. Harold MacGrath II

5. Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers 39

6. Anne of Green Gables. L. Al. Montgomery 30

United States Summary.

1. The (luose Girl. Harold MacGrath 221

2. The Inner Shrine. Anonymous 217

3. A Certain Rich Man. White lK(i

4. Bride of the Mistletoe. James Lane Allen L13

5. Katrine. E. M. Lane HO

(i. Romance of a Plain Mam. E. Glasgow 72

Great Britain.

1. Stradelia. P. Marion Crawford,

2. They and I. Jerome K. Jerome.

:i. Diamond Cut Paste. A. and E. Castle

4. Seymour Charlton. W. B. Maxwell.

5. Open Country. Maurice Hewlett.

(i \ly Recollections. Countess Cardigan.

INTIMATE PICTURES OF VICTORIAN SOCIETY.

The most intimate possible pictures of life among the

English nobility and royally are given in the Countess of

Cardigan and Lancaster's "'My Recollections," to be

published late in October by John Lane Company. Lady

Cardigan, it may be remembered, married the hero of the

famous Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava. This

b ii k has made a great stir in Kngland. owing to the frank

way in which the writer speaks of some of the best known
people in England. It is a document full of human inter-

est . ami written by one well qualified to describe court

circles in the prime of the Victorian era.

Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book ever published. We have 50.000
rare books.BOOKS.

BAKER'S BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng

"GREAT THOUGHTS"
Contains extracts from the MASTER MINDS of all countries
and all ages. BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND INTERVIEWS
— Articles on Literary and other subjects by the foremost writers
of the day. Id weekly, post free 8s. 8d. per annum, 6d. monthly,

post free to Canada for 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd.Jemple House, Tains St, London, Edg.

THE "CHRISTIAN AGE"
A religious journal for the home. Containing sketches and por-

traits of religious workers, a sermon by a well-known preacher

and many illustrations. One penny weekly, 8s. per annum post

free. Monthly parts 6d. Post free to Canada 7s. per annum.

SMITH'S PUBLISHING CO., Ltd., Temple House. Tains St, London, Eflg.

Telegraphs Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English $7.00
A B C Code. 5th Edition. Spanish " 8.00
ABC Code. 4th Edition " S.OO
A I Code. " 7.50
Morelng & Neal Code 5.00
Bedford-McNIell Code 6.00
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list. Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50
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CHAMBERS'S
XMAS
LIST
"From the publishing

house of W. & R. Cham-
bers, Ltd., there come

samples of the excellent

juvenile stories which are

a feature of their output

each autumn. The care

with which their stories

are selected, and the at-

tractive manner in which

they are published, give

the Chambers house a high

standing everywhere."—
London Globe.

38, Soho Square, London, W.
England,

W. & R. Chambers, Ltd.,

339, High Street, Edinburgh.

"The February Boys"
ia Mrs. Molesworth's only new stor\ for

children this season.

These charming volumes for girls and boys are

issued in attractive cases, and are beautifully illustrated

both in colour and in black and white, by A. S.

Boyd, W. Rainey, R.I., Lewis Baumer, W. H. C.

Groome, Percy.Terrant, Harold Copping, Chas.

Pears, Mabel L. Attwell, &c.

L. T. Meade
' 41wyn'.s Friends 6/-

Betty Vivian 5

Princess of the Revels 3/6

May Baldwin

.

Muriel and Her Aunt
Lu

Barbara Bellamy

Mrs. Molesworth The February Boys

Raymond Jacberns . .

.

3/6

3/6

The hero of Mr. Home's latest school

story. "Hravo Bob!" is a Canadian and is

nrbal boys would call "a ripping chap."

I Becky Compton
\The Attic Boarders.

Margaret Kilroy The Little Torment.

John Finnemore

Everett McNeill

His First Term*

I
With Kit Carson in the

\ Rockies

Hravo Boh !

A Trip to Mars

Herbert Hayens The Red Caps of Lyons

I
The Middy of the

Andrew Home

.

Fenton Ash

Lieut. Chas. Gleig, R.N.

Geo. B. Grinnell

Graham Mar

I "Blunderbore"

Jack in the Rockies .

The Little Tin Soldier.

THE STUDIO FOR OCTOBER.

The October number of the International Studio comes

to hand with trimmed edges, a change which will he wel-

comed by all readers who are impatient of uncut leaves.

The contents are. as usual, characterized by a diversity of

interest. The work of John La Farge occupies first place,

and is, of course, well illustrated. Considerable space

is also devoted to the paintings of Arthur Streeton. ar.

Australian artist, who has done good work in Venice. A

third interesting article deals with "The Problems of

Modern Interior Painting," by T. Martin Wood, illustrat-

ed with nine plates. "Italian Art at the Venice Interna-

tional Exhibition" has eleven illustrations. There are

five full-page plates in the number, one being a portrait

of Emperor William.

iiii'c. lie communes of mauj things in this intimate jour-

nal— of education, of marriage, of woman's place, or re-

ligion—and always with a wise and broad outlook. 1 Li

s

life-story itself, without perhaps intending it, is in-

tensely dramatic.

A STRANGE BOOK.

The Journal of a Recluse. Translated from the original

French. 346 pages. New Tork:Thomas V Crowell &
Co. Cloth. $1.25 net.

Neither the author's nor the translator's name is ap-

pended to this—a work which challenges the curiosity and

interest from the opening page of the preface. The trans-

lator states that the book is a literary "find,'' made out

on the Pacific coast. The original document, written in

French, was left by a man who signs himself "a recluse,"

but whose life will be found to have touched that of the

world round about him far more closely than the ordin-

ary. It is a survey of his whole career, written as an

autobiography and with almost classic simplicity. As he

stands, self-revealed, he is a man who has lived largely,

traveled widely, and suffered deeply, but whose every ex-

perience serves to clarify his vision and sweeten his na-

TORONTOS NEW ASSISTANT-LIBRARIAN.
The appointment of Edward S. Caswell of the Meth-

odist Book and Publishing House of Toronto, to he

assistant librarian at the new Public Library, has met
with universal approval. It has been felt that no better

choici could have been made. Mr. Caswell has been con-

nected with the Methodist Rook Room for the long

period of twenty-eight years. Beginning in the printing

office, he became proof-reader and then advanced by de-

grees to the position he is just vacating, that of man-
ager of the publishing department, lie has had personal

charge of the publication of many notable Canadian
books, and in this way has made the acquaintance of a

wide circle of authors, and has familiarized himself with

Canadian literature, as few others have had an oppor-

tunity to do. He is thus admirably qualified to assume

the duties of his new position, where he will work under

ideal conditions.

THE CAMBRIDGE EDITION.
Booksellers throughout Canada have had a busy

month handling the new Book of Common Praise, just

issued in connection with the Canadian Anglican Church,

The trade generally have heen highly pleased with the

beautiful editions of the Cambridge Prayer Book, hound

with the Book of Common Praise. William Briggs, who

is the agent for the Cambridge University Press edition,

has issued a beautifully 'illustrated catalogue showing in

colors the designs of the leading bindings.
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THE

NEW CATHEDRAL PSALTER
CONTAINING

XCl)c psalms of S>avi6
TOGETHER WITH

THE CANTICLES
AND

PROPER PSALMS FOR CERTAIN DAYS
EDITED AND POINTED FOR CHANTING

BY

COSMO GORDON LAING, D.D.
(Archbishop of York).

CHARLES H. LLOYD, M.A., Mus.D.
(Precentor of Eton).

HENRY SCOTT HOLLAND, D.Liti.

(Canon and Precentor of St. Paul's).

GEORGE C. MARTIN, Mus.D.
(Organist of St. Paul's).

WORDS ONLY. Cloth

s. d.

No. 51. With Superimposed notes. Demy 8vo 2 (>

No. 61. With Prosody signs. Imperial 32mo 1

Ditto Demy 8vo. ( Large type) 2 (>

Willi Varied type. Imperial 33mo 1

Ditto Demy 8vo. (Large type) 2 6

No. 62.

No. 71.

No. 72.

NEW CATHEDRAL PSALTER CHANTS. Paper

s. d.

Cloth

s. d.

No. 81. For Cathedra] use. "The St. Paul's Cathedral Chanl Book," revised Edition

F 'cap. 4to 1 (i

No. 81 A. Ditto Ditto ..Post 4to 2 6

No. 82. For Parish Church use. no Treble recitation note higher than D. F'cap. 4to 1 (i

No. 82A Ditto Ditto .. Post 4to 2 6

No. 8.'i. For Village Church use. no Treble recitation nolo higher than C. F'cap. 4to I (i

No. 83A. Ditto Ditto . . Pos1 4to 2 6

The Clergy can be supplied -villi copies, in quantities of not less than 3£, at 20 per cent, discount.

The "New Cathedral Psalter," althoughfounded on the "Cathedral Psalter," is a distinct book, and the tivo

books cannot be used together.

Red Basil

s. d.

4 (i

2

4 6

2

4 6

Red Basil

s. d.

3

4 6

3

4 6

3

4 6

New Series of Novello's Classified Catalogues
Size 321110.

A SELECTED LIST OF

ORATORIOS AND CHURCH CANTATAS.
By John Sebastian Bach.

A brief description of each work is given, together with the approximate time
taken in performance and full details of the eiitions and parts published. A
preface calls attention to some of the general characteristics of the works,

A CLASSIFIED LIST OF

100 POPULAR ORATORIOS, CANTATAS. &c.

(SACRED.)
The division adopted in this list is as follows :

—

I. Oratorios and Cantatas.
II. Settings of the Communion Service, Te Deum, Passion of our Lord,

Mass, and Stabat Mater.
Each of these sections iB further divided into three grades of relative difficulty—

easy, intermediate and advanced. The contents of each work are briefly indicated,

and the approximate time taken in performance : full details of the editions and
parts published are also supplied. The works in Section II. have been chosen
with regard to their suitability for concert performance.

A CLASSIFIED LIST OF

100 POPULAR CANTATAS (Secular).

The works cho en are classified as easy, intermediate, or advanced according

to their relative difficulty and are further divided in respect of the presence or

absence of soio parts. A brief description of the libretto and the salient features

of each score is given, and is followed by an indication of the time taken in per-

formance and by details of the editions and parts published.

A SHORT SELECTED LIST OF

POPULAR ANTHEMS FOR ALL SEASONS.
Separately grouped in their several Seasons and further classified into three

grades of relative difficulty.

Any of the above Catalogues can

A SHORT SELECTED LIST OF

POPULAR SERVICES.
Separ%*ely grouped under the'r respective headings (Canticles, Responses, &c.)

and further classified into three grades of relative difficulty.

A SHORT SELECTED LIST OF

POPULAR ORGAN MUSIC.
Classified into three grades of relative difficulty.

A SELECTED LIST OF

POPULAR PART-SONGS FOR MIXED VOICES.
THREE HALF-PENCE FOR EACH NUMBER.

Only pieces within the means of the average choral society are included. The
division adopted in this list is : 1. Part-songs unaccompanied or accompaniment
ad. lib. ; 2. Accompanied Part-songs. Both classes are further divided into three
grades of relative difficulty—easy, moderate and more advanced.

A SELECTED LIST OF

MODERN PART-SONGS AND MADRIGALS FOR
MIXED VOICES.

In this catalogue Competition Festival Committees have been coniidered.
Pieces of every degree of difficulty have been fully dealt with ; the divisions
adopted for grading the Part-songs (unaccompanied or accompaniment ad lib.,

and accompanied Part-songs) being easy, moderate, more advanced and difficult.
Respecting the Madrigals, the greater part of these are written by Elizabethan
composers, the remainder being by English composers of an earlier period and by
contemporary foreign composers. In both the latter case? dates of births and
deaths of composers are given when obtainable. The Madrigals have been classi-
fied according to the number of voices.

To be continued.

be had Post-free on Application.

London : NOVELLO AND COMPANY, Limited
160 Wardour Street, Soho W.
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Walter G. Wheeler & Co.
9 & 10 RED CROSS STREET, LONDON, ENGLAND

Uniform Series of Birthday Books
Cloth Boards, Gilt Edges, 50 cents; Paste Grain. Gilt

Edges, 75 cents; Morocco, Padded, Gilt Edges,

$1.00; Long Grain Roan, Padded, Gilt

Edges. Gilt Roll, $1.25.

No. 1. BIRTHDAY MEDITATIONS.

Selections from "The Imitation of Christ," by

Thomas a Keiupis for every day.

No. 2. BIRTHDAY THOUGHTS.
From the eloquent discourses of Henry Ward Beecher.

Choice extracts for each day in the year.

No. 3. BIRTHDAY SONGS.

From Longfellow's Poems. A selected quotation for

every day.

No. 1. THE "SHAKESPEARE" BIRTHDAY BOOK.

A quotation for each day in the year, from the Bard

of Avon.

No. 5. THE "WHITTIER" BIRTHDAY BOOK.
A quotation for each day in the year, from the poems

of one of New England's sweetest singers.

No. (i. THE DAILY GUIDE BIRTHDAY TEXT BOOK.
With a text of Scripture and a sacred verse for each

day in the year.

Keswick Cameo Texts
Price Twenty-five Cents each.

No. 640. Size 13 in. X 9%
in. "White embossed

Panel on Art Grey

Boards with verses in

clear type. Embossed

flowers. Iris and Pop-

pies in full colors, and

Tints in White Enamel-

ed Letters.

A.—I Will Manifest Myself. (John xiv. 21) and Verse

by E. A. Leinpriere Knight.

P..—God is Faithful (1 Cor. i. 9) and Verse by E. P.

C.

—

Thy Word is Truth (John xvii. 17) and Verse.

D —Take My Yoke Upon You (Matt. xi. 29) and

Verse by M. E. K.

Price Twenty-five Cents each.

We are open to appoint a reliable WHOLESALE HOUSE
travelling over the whole country as our SOLE AGENTS
IN CANADA for our publications.

Application should be made AT ONCE.

Books Worth Pushing

By E. P.. MEYER, P.. A.

FOR ME AND THEE, AND OTHER MESSAGES.

A series of very valuable Addresses on Christian

Life and Experience. Art Vellum; 96 pp.

Fifty Cents.

By J. GREGORY MANTLE.
CONSECRATED HUSKS.

Practical Papers on Holy Living. An Vellum; 96pp.

Fifty Cents.

By WILLIAM LUFF.

ROYAL RECORDS.

True Records of the power of the (iospel to save "aU
sorts .i';d conditions of men." told in Mr.

Luff's fresh and graphic style Cloth

Boards; Illustrated; L16 pp.

Fifty Cents.

By MARY GORGES.

ON LIFE'S VOYAGE: POEMS AND BALLADS.

Art Cloth Boards, L06 pp. 50 Cents.

Keswick Verse Cards
Price Fifteen Cents each.

Size 7 :{
4 in. by 9% in.

Verses in Black and Red. on

Antique Boards. with

Aerographed ( Iranite

Borders.

No. :!'24. Guidance. By Jetta

Vogel (H.M.B.)

No. 326. Love Never Faileth.

No. .'i'iti. Sleep Sweetly.

Nn. 327. Wholly Thine.

Price Ten Cents each.

Si/.e 10' + in< by 71,4 in.

Verses with beautifully Illuminated Titles and Initials,

on Tinted Ground.

No. 212. "Jesus, Thou art My All, &c."

Nn. 213. Love Divine!

No. '_M4. Think Truly. By 11. Bonar.

No. 215. "O Fill me With Thy Fulness, Lord, &c."
By K. R. H.

Keswick Series
Calendars, Christmas Cards, Motto Cards, Booklets,

Intaglio Texts, Reward Sheets, Birthday Books, etc.

Walter G. Wheeler & Co.,
9 and 10 Redcross St., London, Eng.
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Thousands of Dollars
are being spent this Fall to advertise the

Parker &@^ Fountain Pen
One advertisement alone in the Saturday Evening Post (Sept. 18th)

cost $6,000.00.

This campaign is positively the heaviest and most sustained advertising campaign

ever conducted in the interest of a fountain pen. It is not merely conspicuous, but

effective, month after month it will continue as a far-reaching, vigorous selling force

which, if you avail yourself of it, will tremendously boost your sales.

Are you reaping the benefit?

Writefor catalogue to-day. Window display and show cards on request.

ftmiiin , Gillies&Company, Limited
(Canadian Agents)

HAMILTON and MONTREAL

To Get Actual Nicety in Typewriter Ribbons and

Carbon Papers You Must Use a Quality Line

THE ONE BEST IS "OUR LINE'

You also get these fine goods at right

prices; AIsd Quality in treatment.

As we are the Original

Manufacturers for the Trade Only.

Send for Our New Trade Catalogue
Just Out.

We Suit Every Purpose.

We Fill Every Demand.

100 SHEETS
»H 5 5 SHEET PACK''

SILK-SPUN

TyPEWRITE|»s

GARBON PAPER
MlTTA

GUARANTEED THE THINNEST,

G& Voio ER SolE
MANUFACTURERS

Park Ridge, n.j u ».a.

BRAN CM 10ft l* Will ST,CMIC«60,IIL

M*U-U'lMJM;MiM!tt

BKANCHES-New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, 111., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers BldE„ Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc. "ifSPSST
Principal Office and Factories, PARK RIDGE, N.J., U.S.A.
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YOU HAVE
HAD TIME

TO THINK
IT OVER
WHAT ?

That special proposition we

first offered you some months

ago. Do you remember what it was ? Well, to put

it briefly, it was this: We offered, and still offer, to

any dealer sufficiently progressive to keep the hinges of

his front door from getting rusty, the sole representa-

tion in his town for

UNDERWOOD'S
CARBON PAPERS
AND RIBBONS

Do you realize exactly what this means? Just this:

you take and handle goods that are a known quantity;

that as a result of accuracy and skill in making and

systematic advertising are in constant demand.
You don't need to load up with a big stock—just

enough to enable you to make quick turnovers, and you
don't part with our active co-operation until the goods

are in the hands of the consumer.

It would pay you to take the agency for your town.
Suppose you let us have your decision to-day.

JOHN UNDERWOOD & Co
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON, ENG

Underwood's Inks last as long as the paper.

SPECIAL BARGAIN

Over a Million

XMAS AND
NEW YEAR
POST CARDS

100 different

highly embossed and colored. A regular

5 cent seller.

100 Assorted at $1.00

1000 Assorted at 6.50

5000 Assorted at 30.00, sent prepaid

Largest assortment of other lines at equally

low prices.

Ask us to quote on SPECIAL VIEWS of

your town or your store.

Order now.

Headquarters for all kinds of novelties

Illustrated Post Card Co.
334 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL
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Prospects Are Goad
l - »» m i n . » m >

Brighten Up Your Store

It is not a bit too early to start the ball rolling and

encourage the "Early Shopping" idea by making some

display yourself. We would suggest a Holly window, it

will remind your customers of the approaching Holiday

Season. We have,

—

Holly Crepe Streamers

Holly Crepe Tissue

Holly Crepe Napkins

Holly Boxed Papeteries

Holly Boxed Pen Holders

Holly Boxed Fountain Pens

There exists great scope and opportunity for the display

of good taste in a window that must influence the

buying public. We have a splendid line.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Manufacturing Stationers TORONTO
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GCODALLS
English Playing Cards

ARE SOLD BY THE LEADING WHOLESALE

Stationers

SALON, SULTAN SERIES
Handsomely Boxed and Gold Edges

IMPERIAL CLUB SERIES
The Leading 25c. Card

COLONIAL SERIES (Gold Edges)

LINETTE SERIES
1909, Special Large Indexes

ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

AUBREY O. HURST
REPRESENTATIVE

24 SCOTT ST

TORONTO

The Hall jVlark of Honesty
on a fountain pen, or indeed on any article, is essential

if the buyer is to place confidence in its merits. This
brand on 8. & B. Fountain Pens signifies our willing

ness to assume the responsibility in connection with
their manufacture. You seldom find a brand
on "cheap" goods. Tht maker is seldom
proud of them. Why a customer pre-

fers branded goods is because of his

inherent belief in the good faith

and honesty of purpose

This is {

guarantee
that the quality

is there and appears
only on .: . .:. ..-. .;.

S&BI
/flEWlfoRK\

U.S.A./

which inspired the
maker to put his

seal on his

finished

work.

Sanford & Bennett
FOUNTAIN PENS

Whether you want S. & B. fountain pens for
imprint orders or otherwise matters little. Of one

thing you are certain. You'll get all the merit that our
trade mark implies. Goods that the leading stationers and

jewelers in Canada and the United States are willing to risk their
reputations upon must first conform to certain high standards of quality.

The fact that S. & B. Pens are handled by this class of trade is a pretty good indication that the
pens are alright and meet the requirements of people who can afford to discriminate. Suppose yound tor our catalog- if for nothing else than just to see how well we can suit you. You will find us

specially prepared for rush orders for holiday trade.

SANFORV & BENNETT CO., Jewelers Court, 51-53 Maiden Lane, New York.
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We Keep the Largest Assortment and Best Value in

Fine Leather Goods, Ladies' Bags,

Purses, Card Cases, Etc.

Newest Stock Calendar Pads,

Letter Scales.

INK STANDS
Own make and

styles unequalled.

PAUL E. WIRT'S

FOUNTAIN PENS

" Get the Best."

Pocket and Office Diaries, 1910.

BROWN BROS., LIMITED
STATIONERS, TORONTO



PLUMBER AND STEAMFITTER

DAVIDS
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

NeW York. Established 1 82 5

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto

E. MORRIS & CO
(Wholesale)

STATIONERY

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

POSTCARDS

LOCAL VIEW POSTCARDS
We have the exclusive handling of the Products of

Three of the leading German Postcard Factories

—

Specialists in their own particular style of card.

CHRO V.OTYPE BLACK and WHITE
HAND-COLORED SEPIA—BROWN

MARINE—BLUE

PRICES from $4.50 m.
Write for samples, which will convince you that

we are showing high-grade cards oniy.

VANCOOVERBC.

TATU M
Loose Leaf "Post PriceBook"

Patented July 13, 1909

Bound in Full Flexible Levant Grain Black Cowhide. Carried
in stock in EIGHT SIZES with SEVEN FORMS of rulings.

This binder and twenty-five other styles of

LOOSE LEAF HOLDERS AND BINDERS
fully described in our separate 46-page catalogue.

150-Page Catalogue of STATIONERS' SPECIALTIES
mailed on request.

THE SAM'L C. TATUM CO.
Manufacturers of Stationers' Specialties, Loose Leaf Devices,

Power Paper Punches and Perforators

No. 3318 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

New York Office, No. 197 Fulton Street

Your Ink Counter
is a source of steady profit only when satisfied cus-

tomers re-order. To make sure of re-orders sell

Carter's Writing Fluid
Always satisfies. Unsurpassed in Huidity, perman-

ence and fine writing qualities. Writes a restful

blue and dries a deep black.

Quarts, Pints

and
Half Pints

have
Carter's

Patent Pourout.

No metal to

affect the ink.

Lightest and
most convenient
packing saves

on carrying

charges.

Most handsome
and

most convenient
package.

The Carter's Ink Co.
154 Craig St. West, Montreal

Boston New York Chicago
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INVITATION CABINETS

Each

NO.

1161.

1160

1159.

1157.

1158.

158*.

193,

190

191

192.

Cabinet contains 25 Invitation Cards and 25 Envelopes to match.

Suitable for Invitations or Correspondence.

Holland Linen Series
Trade Mark Registered

Fabric Finished Cards and Envelopes

—Billet or Visiting Card size, plain, 2§ x 3if

— Countess Size, plain, 3 x 4|
—Oxford Size, plain, 3j x 5

—Royal Size, plain, 3f x 5|
—Royal Size, Engraved " At Home," etc., 3t! x 5$

—Royal Size, Engraved " Afternoon Tea," etc., 3jf x 5jf

Old Berkshire Series

Velvet Finished Cards and Envelopes

— Billet or Visiting Card size, plain, 2| x 3f -

—Oxford Size, plain 3j x 5 -

—Oxford Size, Printed " At Home," etc., 3i x 5

—Oxford Size, Printed "Afternoon Tea," etc., 3' x 5 -

Price per 100 boxes.

$15.00

18.00

20.00

24.00

30.00

30.00

14.00

17.00

20.00

20.00

Visiting Cards

MPERIAL

Extra Super Ivory

.Visiting Sards
GENTS THICK.

Gents', Misses' and Ladies' sizes in all lines, both Thick and Thin, al

packed in boxes of 50 Cards.

Chesterfield - Fine Ivory White.

Berkshire - - Superfine Ivory White.

Imperial Crown Extra Superfine Ivory White.

Holland Linen - Extra Superfine, Fabric Finish.

W. J. Gage & Co., Limited,

STATIONERS, TOFOlltO, Ollt.
<PA<PER MILLS AT ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO.
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A SAMPLE OF OUR VALUE

X. H. LINE

Wonderful value. 128 designs, heavily embossed,
rich colorings. Greatest value on the market.

$1.00 PER 100 $7.50 PER 1,000

We show an enormous range of Xmas and New Year

Post Cards, Booklets, Seals, Stickers, Tags, etc.

DROP A POST CARD FOR CATALOGUE

THE PUGH MANUFACTURING CO.
1 and 3 JARVIS STREET TORONTO, CANADA
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XMAS SUGGESTIONS
your customers will appreciate

CL\A/A M POUHf For Intimate and Good Friends

^/^W^^fr \1^W Wmri and t° those one wishes to pay

The &e$PPresent** a ™ce comP^ment -
*£<£*£

All that

Pens should

be J- J- £•

PRICES:

$2.50 3.25 4.00

5.00 7.25 8.50

upwards to $50.00

All that

Gifts should
be «* ^ ^

Size I,
" Swan" Pen, with 18-cl. rolled gold band; encircling holder.

Size I, "^Swan " Pen, with chased top and " Swan " Pocket Clip, rolled gold and silver.

M
Size I, " Swan" Pen,|Barrel Covered, Chased, rolled gold or silver.

'Pi'''-' * r* ** ' -' m J,t^?-?<£

Size I, "Swan" Pen, Fully Covered, Hammered Silver, 18-ct. rolled gold and solid gold.

Vgg&S&f^tt^^^ t^^ssra^?^^^

Size 5. Suited to users of large holders. In plain and engine turned patterns only. Silver^or rolled gold.

New Size 4, " Swan," Wide Bands. Many other sizes and patterns.

For a simple, inexpensive gift, especially young students or clerks

"LONGSHORT"
STYLOS

<* <* SHOW PROMINENTLY * *
Catalogues and
Advertising Matter gladly

Sent Post Free

MABIE, TODD & CO.. Manufacturers
124 York Street, TORONTO

Head Offic* : 79 and 80. High Holborn. London. W.C.. England.
And at Manchester, Paris, Brussels, New York, Chicago and Sydney
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Tuck's Valentines for 1910
The Most Complete and Compre

hensive Line in the market

Original in Conception Perfect in Execution

Quaint Effects Unique Designs

Dainty Love Missives Humorous Conceits

Heart Shapes

In All Sizes.

Comical

Climbers

Seven Designs

New and Startling

Valentine

Post Cards

in bewildering variety from

original designs of well-known

artists

Write for our Hand-

somely Illustrated

Booklet.

High Class

Comics

Dainty

Novelties

Unique

Mechanicals

The best interests of the trade will be served by withhold-

ing their Valentine orders until they have had the

opportunity of inspecting- the line offered by

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
9-17 ST. ANTOINE ST., MONTREAL

LIMITED

London Paris Berlin New York
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SEASONABLE GOODS
Tally Cards New Designs and Styles Bridge Tally CaFClS An entirely new line

J*
1 reriCn 1 aDetCneS Tne latest Parisian styles (double envelopes). The first showing in Canada.

See these lines with our travellers now on the

road, or samples mailed on application.

SMITH, DAVIDSON CO. WRIGHT, Limited
WHOLESALE STATIONERS AND PAPER DEALERS VANCOUVER, B.C.

Holiday Stationery

The popularity of attractively boxed writing

paper as a Christmas gift is increasing from year

to year. Every indication points to a greater

demand this season than ever before for holiday

papeteries.

We have an exceptionally attractive line for the

holiday season of 1909. The "fillers" are high

grade stock of the best materials and most pleas-

ing finishes, fully up to the well-known " Made in

Berkshire" standard. The boxes themselves are

to be found in extensive variety of size, shape

and design, and at a wide range in price.

This line includes the famous paper

CRANE'S LINEN LAWN
in white and the beautiful new shades, daybreak pink,
willow green, orchid, aeroplane and vintage. These
shades are steadily increasing in popularity, and are
to be much in vogue this winter.

If you have not yet placed your holiday order, it will
pay you to get in touch with us at once.

Eaton, Crane& Pike Company
Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Toronto Office, 42 Adelaide Street West

II you get stuck on

Fancy Calendar Pads
for 1910

It will be because your competitor had
Elliott Pads and you didn't.

Proof of the superiority and salabilitv of

Elliott Fancy Calendar Pads will be cheer-

fully sent you in shape of a complete sam-
ple line if you write us for same.

Also remember the Elliott

Line of Art Calendars.

THE
CHAS. H. ELLIOTT

COMPANY

Philadelphia, Pa.

You Have Reason to Be Thankful
>T^HINGS look good out West. With an abundant harvest safely stored, the stream of immigration steadily increasing,A money plentiful and the hum of industry awakening the people to a sense of prevailing good times, it would be a
singular business man who would not feel thankful for such prosperity. In consequence of the
bigger business outlook, the approaching holiday season should find you fully prepared. But
does it? Are you sure your stocks are large enough? Isn't there something you have over-
looked ? Investigate, and if you need anything, trust us to get it to you in time at prices which
will give you additional cause for thankfulness. Don't delay. To-
haven't arrived yet—and to-day's are here. So order now.

-morrow s opportunities

CHRISTMAS
GOODS

DOLLS, GAMES,
GIFT

BOOKS,
FANCY GOODS

CLARK BROS. & CO., LIMITED WINNIPEG, MAN.
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"Victor" Quality

'MIS MASTERS VOICE"
B£(*.U.a.P*T.OFF.

Quality is

the argu-
ment that
convinces
people.
You can
prove t o
them that
the

Victor Gramophone
is the best musically and mechanically. This

means greater business and more profit for you.

Tell people that the voices of the greatest sing-

ers in the world are recorded exclusively for the

Victor-Gramophone; that the foremost bands

and orchestras make records for the Victor-

Gramophone only -*you will be abundantly

repaid for your efforts—Victor-Gramophone

profits are worth looking into. Send for cata-

logs and dealers' prices.

Berliner Gramophone Co.
LIMITED

MONTREAL

The Northern Mills Co,

PAPER MANUFACTURERS

PRINTING
AND

WRITING
PAPERS
Super-calendered, Velvet and Machine
Finished Book, Litho and Antique Print-

ing, Engine Sized Writing and Envelope
Papers, White and Tinted Bond.

Typewriter Papers (Glazed and Rough
Finished, ) Envelopes, Bill Heads, etc.

Ask for "Canadian Bond," "Provincial

Bond," "Adelia, " " Northern Mills,"

and "Federal Writing Manilla."

Head Office, Montreal, 278 St. Paul St.

Mills, St. Adele, Que.

Have You Money to Invest?
A.re You Interested in Finance?

If so, our present offer will interest you.

The Financial Post
Canada's weekly Invcstmentand Finan-
cial Journal will be sent you from date
to January, 1811, for the sum of $3.00,
the amount of the regular annual sub-
scription. This introductory offer
means that you would receive THE FINAN-
CIAL P08T from now until the end of
this year free of charge.

The special articles and Editorial
Comment of THE FINANCIAL P08T are
acknowledged by Canada's leading
financial men to be both authoritative
and interesting, and in addition, reliable
and complete information is always to

be found of stock movements, bond and
debenture issues, dividends declared,
real estate, mining and financial news
generally.

Your best interests will be served by
availing yourself of this offer.

Th<

Ask for sample copy

Address:

Financial Post of Canada
TORONTO

"WELLINGTON"
PHOTO SPECIALTIES
PLATES PAPERS FILMS

No order too small for best attention

WARD ft CO., 13 St John si
, MONTREAL WlLllJJlPGWtt

POST CARDS
Always latest lines in Postal Cards Series, Comics. Love Subjects,

Expensive Cards, special for Holidays; Booklets, Tinsel Powders,
etc. Ask for prices. All orders promptly attended ; a trial order will
convince you, SPECIAL ; A nice assortment of 500 Post Cards
Christmas and New Year, for $5.00.

EUROPEAN POST CARD COMPANY
146 St. James St. .... MONTREAL

Trafalgar Works
Bradford, Eng.

Star Works
Accrington, Eng.

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.

Publishers of the " ART SERIES "

Private Greeting Christmas Cards

and Carbon Pictures.

Sample albums free, showing cards printed

complete in exact state as delivered to

customers.
Write for samples and particulars.

DO IT NOW

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.

300 St. James St., Montreal
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We Don't Advertise

merely to sell more Blotting, but to sell better Blotting Paper

NONE BUT THE GOOD KINDS

are worth advertising. Our slogan is quality. If you have not used

"WORLD' ; "HOLLYWOOD"
or

"RELIANCE"

Send for samples and see the qualities.

The Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Blotting Paper Only

RICHMOND VIRGINIA

B

L

T

T
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N

G

n nn it
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ABOUT six months ago we
booked an order for shipping

tags (the cheapest kind we make)
for a Company shipping castings

and machine parts.

The other day they wanted an-

other lot of tags and we suggested

using a tougher tag. It didn't take

much to persuade them, as the

cheaper tag was not sufficiently

strong to carry their heavy mer-
chandise. We are now running their

order on a four grade better tag.

Let us check up your tag situation.

Samples of all kinds on request.

SOUTHAM'S
SHIPPING

TAGS
PRICES

ON ALL GRADES
IN STANDARD
OR ODD SIZES

ON APPLICATION.

50UTHAM LIMITED
MONTREAL

Ticket, Tag and Label Department

1

1
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DECIDE NOW AND SEND FOR THESE ASSORTMENTS

READY SELLERS LARGE PROFITS

We put up these sample assortments with great care

THEY CONTAIN ONLY PROVEN SELLERS

Calendars

Sample Assortment - $9.45

72 Calendars, all different, all

with local views of your town, some

hand painted, others trimmed with

metal bells, ribbon, etc., etc.

They sell retail at 10, 15, 20,

25, 35 and 50 cents.

The 72 cost you $9.45

They sell for $18.60

In ordering, send 4 or 6 views

or postcards to copy.

Xmas Novelties

Sample Assortment - $9.45

72 pieces, all different, int lud-

mg burnt leather and wood nove Ities,

decorated card and silk articles, etc.,

photo frames, tie racks, hat pin 1 ,old-

ers match holders, etc., etc.

They sell retail at 10, 15 20,

25, 35 and 50 cents.

The 72 cost you $9.45

They sell for $18.60

Pyrography

Wood stamped for home burning

Sample Assortment - $10.70
52 pieces, all different, including

one outfit, boxes, panels, tie racks,

match holders, pipe racks, photo

frames, etc., etc.

They sell retail at 10, 15, 20,25,

35, 50, and 75 cents and $1.00.

The 52 pieces cost you $10.70

They sell for $19.85

NOTE THE PROFITS THEY ARE WORTH WHILE
Catalogues and pamphlets mailed on request Every article we sell we manufacture

Manufacturers of Leather VOT IMP* RRHQ 107 and 109 Church St.

and Fancy Goods I W LJ 1 NVJ Df\\JO .
\ 50 King St. East

TORONTO
American Branch - Falls Street, Niagara, Falls, N.Y.

Higgins' Inks and Adhesives

The Higgins Inks and Adhesivea are in a class by then-selves They are

the best goods that original thought, conscientious workmanship and sustained

high ideals can produce. They are largely imitated but never < quailed. They
give unvarying satisfaction to consumers and dealers, and every unit is backed

by our absolute guarantee. Price Lists and Discounts on Request.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., New York, Chicago, London
Originators and Manufacturers of Inks and Adhesives

MADT OFFICE, 271 Ninth St. RpoOKT Y\T NY US \FACTORY, 240, 244 Eighth St.
DBUDKl.tJ!, n.i., « .^..\.

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memoiandums.

National BlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

il
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AT LAST! A PERFECT Retails at $1.00

SELF-FILLING STYLO PEN
PATENTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

STEWART'S SELF-FII. .ING STYLO is manufactured on the natural principle of a syringe. The bar-

rel is fitted with a vulcanite plunger, with a specially prepared
cork attachment. To fill the pen it is only necessary to immerse the point in ink and draw out the piston rod, the pen is

then filled ready for use. The sectional part is so constructed as to admit of the ink being' drawn into the barrel, and for

the air to enter to automatically regulate the flow of ink. A patent ink trap in the section prevents the possibility of

leaking. The point is made of platinum, and is of the finest quality, and the spring needle is specially designed to give

a perfect flow of ink without flooding.

STEWARTS SELF-FILLING STYLO (Patented)
Branded with Customers' own names for quantities of one gross and upwards

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

CONWAY, STEWART & CO., Ltd., Fountain Pen Manufacturers, 33 PatemOSter Row, London, E.C., Eng.

WILLIAM MITCHELLS
POPULAR PATTERNS! f\ P" 11 f%

BEST QUALITY! ULNV
BRITISH MAKE! hm I IW

0528 0544 0545 0538 0556 0554 0537

The Canadian Catalogue Shows
SPOT COST

THE NEW LONDON ADDRESS IS

No. 8 Warwick Lane
REGISTERED OFFICE AND MANUFACTORY

Washington Works, BIRMINGHAM

WILLIAM MITCHELL (PENS) Ltd.

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen.'"

Small
Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Large
Cut
Shows
Our
No. 35

Retail

Price

$'•25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Easy to clean arid fill cannot upset; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan, Dept.
354 BROADWAY, - - - NEW YORK, U.S.A.

They Are Economical and Convenient
[J]

0000000 o 'o~oo~6 cTo 000 60 00 o o~oo o

—
CUT BQWLtN HOLES AND UNWIND.

To sharpen, cut one thickness of paper bet-ween the holes, as indicated, and unwind.

Blaisdell Paper Pencils
These are the three great features which distinguish Blaisdell
Papej Pencils and which have made for them a permanent place in the
regard of pencil users. They are always ready. They waste no lead,

nor do the points break, and no time is lost in sharpening. The points are always uniform and symmetrical in contrast with the
rough irregular point of the knife-sharpened pencil. As Blaisdell Paper Pencils are easily and quickly sharpened with a pin or a sharp
instrument, they are splendidly adapted for ladies' use. Get with the successful dealers and stock this line. The crayons are made
in nine leading colors. For Sale by the Wholesale Trade in Canada.
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Fancy Leather
Goods We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationery, Haberdashery, etc.

*»aoe: \ D / MA

SendJor Illustrated Catalogue

C. F. Rumpp & Sons
Established

1850

PHILADELPHIA. PA.. U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms 683-685 Broadway
An " LutH-ht-on Outfit

"Sports" Playing Cards

—4 Leaders in

a second

grade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIGN

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards—Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

)~KHSg2^§
The only clip that gives

entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.
clips on card, according to
style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, - Bloomfield, N.J.

Representative Wanted for Canada

Good opening for a hustling young manufacturers'

agent to take over the representation of a

number of American houses in Canada. Write,

giving all necessary qualifications, etc., to

Box 777, Bookseller & Stationer, 10 Front St. E., Toronto

14
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THE FACT
that we are supplying the two largest

cities in America and the U.S. Gov-

ernment with solid crayons is evidence

that the best and cheapest are made by

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a flat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-
venient to work and will not get out
of order, because it is simply made.

The price is moderate and is one of

the least inducements that will sell

it to the bu-.y office worker.

Ask your jobbing: house about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

Staples (No. 1 8) 5.000 in a box.

per 1,000, 30 cents

ART SUPPLIES
Winsor & Newton's Oil Colors

" " W«ier Colors
" " Canvas
•' " Papers
" " Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, I His, Mediums, Easels, Studies, &c,

SENU FOR CATALOOUE

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W Cox. Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager} P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL --.... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833,820.96

" Modern B " Pen & Pencil Clips
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Encouraging Convention Held by the Canadian Trade

Third Annual Meeting of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing

Trades Association—Important Steps Taken to Build Up the Organ-

ization — Several Prominent Men Speak at the Trade Dinner.

TORONTO, OCTOBER 26.—The third annual conven-

tion of the Canadian Book, Stationery and Publishing

Trades Association, brought) to a close to-day, marks a

forward step in the progress of the organization. Apart

from the fact that the convention was the most interest-

ing and successful ever held, steps were taken at it to en-

large and develop the Association, which will make it a

real power for good in the trade.

The attendance was representative of the best elements

in the bookselling business. The proceedings were marked

by a desire to accomplish something and the entertain-

ment features were enjoyed by everybody.

The First Session.

President Cloke took the chair at 2 p.m. yesterday,

( Thanksgiving Day), and the proceedings were opened in

the usual way by the reading of the minutes of the last

annual meeting. Then followed the Secretary-Treasurer's

Report. The secretary pointed out some of the difficulties

he had had to contend with, in the apathy of the trade on
the one hand, and in the limited time he had at his dis-

posal to give to the affairs of the Association, He refer-

red to the work of the Executive Committee in arranging

to admit the publishers and wholesalers to membership
and to the efforts which had been made to induce the Edu-

cation Department to relieve the difficulties of the trade.

He further explained the steps which had been taken by
the Association to show the Department how seriously

the booksellers had been injured by the reader contract

with the Eaton Co.

The financial statement showed a small balance to the

credit of the Association.

President's Address.

Mr. Cloke then delivered the presidential address. He
expressed gratification at the encouraging attendance, be-

ing particularly pleased to note the presence of a repre-

tativc from the Province of Quebec. He hoped to see at

future meetings representatives from all parts of Canada.
He reported that he had called on the Minister of Educa-
tion and had done what he could to secure satisfaction for

the trade but without avail.

He pointed out that while the trade had great cause

for thankfulness in the prosperity of the country, yet the

book trade was not securing the advantages it should, be-

cause of a lack of organization. There was hardly an
item of merchandise but what the price of it had gone

up, with the exception of books. Books were cheaper and

to-day a book could be purchased for 25 cts. which used
to be worth GO cts. In England they were trying to put
a stop to these cheap editions. Cheap books were a de-

triment to the trade and not an advantage.

The cost of selling goods was at least 25 per cent

This was a conservative figure. Publishers should give a
third off. Eighty-four cents should be the highest prices

for a $1.25 book.

Mr. Cloke felt, that there should he a local organiza-
tion in every town, village and city in Canada. He would
take as their motto "Proper prices, proper profits, proper
protection."

R. J. Edgar's Paper.

R. J. Edgar, of Owen Sound, who had been invited to

address the booksellers on "The Department of Education
and the School Book Question," was unable to be present

hut sent in a paper on the subject which was read by the
President. In his paper Mr. Edgar commenced by explain-

ing that his criticism of the Department was aimed at

their policy of changing text-hooks without due notice be-

ing given to the public. His desire was for a square deal
to all concerned. "The bookseller does not deserve per-

secution from the Department, but on the other hand he
should have all the assistance righteously obtainable from
the Minister of Education. Why so ? Because in the first-

place he ranks well in any community. He is coeval with
the revival of education, and as a landmark of civilization

he may be said to he the outcome of the printing press.

He has no monopoly, his income is not fabulous, he is a
necessity rather to be nourished, then crushed by an en-

lightened Educational Department."

Mr. Edgar took issue with the Deputy Minister, who
had asserted that the department were not responsible for

the dealings between the booksellers and publishers, which
were carried on with regular trade conditions. He asked
if authorized1 school text books, the sale and price of
which were controlled by the Department, were under re-

gular trade conditions. Most certainly they were not'

Poorer Books.

He also took issue with the statement of the Depart-
ment that "our chief object is to produce larger, cheaper
and better books," contending that while they might be
larger, they were really not cheaper and certainly not bet-
ter books. "Is there any comparison of Eaton's Primer
and First Book, with the discarded Morang Part. I and
Part II ?. The readers are not cheaper and better but on
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the whole dearer and inferior as would naturally result

from the huge advertising scheme of the publishers."

The Department had promised to find out why the pub-

lishers of the readers had been unable to supply the de-

mand but as yet they had not done so. Mr. Edgar did

not blame the publishers for the delays but he did blame
the Education Department, who should have given the

contract to a bona fide publishing house with some ex-

perience of the supply and demand.

;PresldenO909-'10

Mr. Edgar referred to the Deputy Minister's statement

that school boards might by resolution continue the old

books in use and the minister's announcement that the

boards had been notified to this effect in July Phis was
not the case in Owen Sound at any rate.

In the United States the Government furnish a new-

book to all for the exchange of an old text book. This

principle might well be considered for Ontario.

"A gross injustice has been done the people of this

province through the mistakes made by the Education De-

partment and the bookseller has been the chief sufferer,"

concluded Mr. Edgar.

General Discussion.

A general discussion followed the reading of Mr. Ed-

gar's paper. (!. W. Solman, M.P.P., Chatham, felt that

the Association's appeals to the Department had not been

altogether in vain. He believed that it had stopped pub-

lic tenders. Since the letting of the reader contract., the

other new books had been given to legitimate publishers.

He believed that there was very little danger of any more
books going to the Eaton Co. He believed that 20 per

cent, on school .books was a pretty good discount. It

was at least better than free distribution.

J. Taylor, Hanover, did not consider 20 per cent, a

sufficient discount, when the cost of doing business was

from 20 to 23 per cent, and even higher. There was no

money in handling books at the price. Express rates ad-

ded immensely to the cost. Then there were always poor

people who had to be supplied with books for nothing.

The government should either relieve the booksellers al-

together of the work of distribution or else give them a

decent profit. He was opposed to the principle, of free dis-

tribution and believed that the children should own their

own books.

A. T. Chapman, Montreal, felt that discussion would
be better if pointed. He would like to see a resolution

introduced. For the government to require the publishers

to sell single copies at the trade discount was absurd and
illogical. It should not be allowed for a minute.

A. L. Geen, Belleville, believed that all this talk

about the school book business was giving the Eaton Co.

too much publicity. Ho pled for united action with other

trades in securing relief.

M. G. Hay, St. Thomas ; C. L. Nelles, Guelph ;
Geo.

Mason, Wing-ham; and Henry Button, Toronto, also spoke,

and finally a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Edgar for

his paper. This brought the afternoon session to a c'ose.

The Banquet.

At 6.,'iO, the members, having been joined by a num-
ber of the publishers, wholesalers and travelers sat down
to a line repast in the private dining-room of the hotel.

\t (he head of the table were seated Hon. W. L. Mac-
kenzie King, Minister of Labor ; Controller Hocken, To-

ronto ; J. S. Willison, editor Toronto News ; Geo. H.

Locke, Public Librarian
;

D. C. Hossack, Toronto ; Mr.

Ellson, editor the World, and Richard Brown, the dean of

the trade. After the viands- had been disposed of, the

toast list was proceeded with. The King's health was
lust honored and then the company drank to the health

of the guests.

Hon. Mackenzie King responded in an eloquent speech in

which he pointed out the responsibilities of the booksel-

ler.^ and the opportunity which was theirs to mould the

thoughts of young Canada. He was followed by D. C.

Hossack and George H. Locke, both of whom spoke on a

high plane, encouraging the booksellers to greater effort.

The toast to the Press was introduced briefly by

Henry Button, manager of Cassell & Co., J. S. Willison,

editor of the Toronto News responded, followed by Editor

Ellson, of the World.

A. H. JARVIS, OTTAWA
Vice-President I909-'10

The Travelers, the Trade and the Association were

toasted in turn, among the speakers being George Mason,

of Wingham
; Richard Brown, of Toronto ; G. W. Sulman,

M.P.P., Chatham ; M. G. Hays, St. Thomas ; C. L. Nel-

les, Guelph ; B. G. Hay, Toronto. The evening was
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brought to a conclusion about eleven o'clock, every one

expressing delight at the good things provided.

TUESDAY MORNING.
A short session of the Executive Committee was held

at 9.30 and the general meeting opened at 10.15. The

first item of business was the presentation of resolutions.

Resolution No. 1.—That the following statement be

presented at once to the Hon. Minister of Education,

—

The booksellers and stationers of Canada in annual session

assembled have passed the following resolution and sub-

mit it to you trusting that you will grant their request.

"That the clause in the text book contracts compelling

publishers to sell their books by the single copy at the

twenty per cent, discount be eliminated and that they be

allowed to charge published prices for the books in quan-

tities less than twelve copies."

Moved by A. A. Perry, seconded by John L. Wideman,

that this resolution be adopted. Carried.

Resolution No. 2.—That we the booksellers and sta-

tioners consider the time has come when the wholesale

trade and jobbers should make all invoices F.O.B. Toron-

to, as it is not justice to the retailers that cases and car-

tage should be charged on merchandise at the point where

goods are purchased.

Moved by ('. W. Wood, seconded by F. H. Chappie,

that this resolution be adopted. Carried.

Resolution No. 3.—'That we deprecate the fact thai

the wall paper manufacturers in Canada have combined in

such a way as to harrass the trade and raise the price of

their products unduly and believe it would be in the best

interest of the trade and the consumer if there was com-

petition among the factories and believe that the combi-

nation should either be dissolved or the Association peti-

A. T. CHAP.VUN, MONTREAL
Member of Execulive

tion the government to lower the rate of duty on wall

paper.

Moved by G. W. Sulman, seconded by George Porter,

that this resolution be adopted. Carried.

Election of Officers.

The election of officers was then proceeded with and
resulted as follows :

—

President :—J. G. Cloke, Hamilton.

Vice-President :—A. H. Jarvis, Ottawa.

Executive Committee :—G. W. Sulman, Chatham
;

John F. Sift on, London ; C. L. Xelles, Guelph ; Wm. Tyr-

rell, Toronto ; A. T. Chapman, Montreal.

Secretary-Treasurer, W. A. Craick, Toronto. (Ap-

G. W. SULMAN, M.P.P., CHATHAM
Member of Executive

pointed by Executive Committee and holds office under

them).

Addresses.

Four excellent addresses were now delivered before the

Association. The first speaker was Ceorge H. Locke, To-
ronto's Public Librarian, who pointed out how the Public

Library, properly understood and properly managed, was
a great help to the bookseller, teaching a love of books

io the public.

Mr. Locke was followed by A. F. Sheldon, of Chicago,

the great authority on salesmanship, who took this vital

problem as his subject. For over half an hour he held his

hearers' closest attention, as he threw new light on the

important part salesmanship holds in any business. This

address alone was worth coming to Toronto to hear.

Weston Wriglcy, secretary of the Retail Hardware
Dealers' Association spoke next, explaining lucidly some
( f the ways in which his Association works up interest

in its annual convention. A. T. Chapman of Montreal was
the last speaker and he gave his listeners some admirable

pointers.

What is Being Said.

Some of those present at the meeting have taken the

trouble to write to the secretary on their return home to

express their appreciation of the convention. All these let-

ters indicate a very general satisfaction with the arrange-

ments and with what was accomplished. From which, it

is evident that the Association is very much alive and
will be heard from in the future.

Another Shot From Mr. Mason.

W. A. Craick, secretary—"After thirty years of ex-

perience as a "philanthropic" and professional benefactor

of the human race in the bookselling business, I feel that
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1 have been strongly identified with the turtle variety and

have only just poked my head out through the hard shell

of exclusiveness, and the banquet, "done" it. Mr. Ireland,

of Owen Sound, in writing the other day, in reference to

the government's action in the school book matter said :

"We are in the soup," so 1 have been thinking since 1

got your note that if we as booksellers had aLl been in

Toronto on the evening of the 26th and had the Prince

George's soup into us we Would get some inspiration and

become a power which the government would have to

reckon with, but the fact is in a great measure we have

local jealousies, also a spirit of indifference to our own

welfare, and heretofore not being properly united our de-

mands are refused by the autocrats of departments. There

is no trade in Canada to-day which is harder hit from

every side. What with the government and a hundred and

one other circumstances to combat, the trade is in a bad

way ; were it not for selling hair pads, pins, needles and

soap, where under the canopy of heaven would we be ?

perhaps politicians—which would be worse. However, I

was impressed with the members of the trade at the con-

vention, not a job lot, but worthy citizens of a great

country, and I trust, sir, that your efforts in conjuction

with Mr. Hay will make the Association one of the best

in Canada. I would say to my brethren of the trade and

others who handle the goods as a side line,, to help build

up the Association by influence, by presence at meetings

and by financial assistance, as guns cannot go off without

powder.
GEO. MASON."

Still Other Enthusiasts.

Albert L. Geen, Belleville.—"Permit me to than!; you

for the successful and enjoyable gathering of the booksel-

lers and stationers in Toronto on Thanksgiving Day. I

am fully persuaded that such conventions arc of Rieat

benefit to merchants. They tend to broaden our ideas and

to strengthen that good fellowship which should exist

among us. We had many good things but what I enjoyed

most of all was the practical address of Mr. Sheldon. I

am satisfied that if we had a union of all branches, our

l P(a)yne' could be relieved."

J. (i. Cloke, Hamilton.—"Convention was the best

we've ever held, the attendance was good, every session

was full of interest, the address and speeches were inspir-

ing and helpful. All present seemed to take a lively in-

terest in the proceedings. The banquet was a great suc-

cess."

J. R. Wells, Hamilton.—"I enjoyed and appreciated

the meetings and dinner held in Toronto last week. Al-

though, only a two year old member, the Association has

been a decided benefit to me, in many ways. As regards

the convention, anyone connected with the trade, would

have enjoyed the breezy speeches of the various members,

variety of subjects handled by men of wide experience, and

the good comradeship shown by all. The dinner will long

linger in my memory as a profitable and pleasing function,

these occasions being helpful t.o gather data as regards

trade conditions generally."

John F. Sifton, London.—"The increased attendance

at all the business sessions, and the discussions of the

various items of business show that the booksellers are

alive and up-to-date as they should be. I know I am glad

that I spent the two days at the association and will look

forward to next year, hoping that our membership will be

at least three hundred, and that one half of them will at-

tend the annual meeting. Regarding the social end, it

was everything that any one could desire. The speeches

at the banquet and at the open meetings of the Associa-

tion were excellent, and every bookseller, that attended

could not help coming away from there knowing that his

time and money had been well spent."

J. Taylor, Hanover.—"I debated considerably In my
own mind whether going to the annual meeting was worth
the time and expense, particularly as I was very busy

anyway. I finally concluded on Saturday evening that I

would go once more, and I am more than glad that I did.

I have come home better satisfied with my calling, and

larger ideas, and higher ideals that I shall strive for the

fulfilment during the next year. If the Association can

offer as good a programme for next annual meeting (and

I personally think it will be much better), 1 would not

miss it if 1 could possibly be present."

Charles L. Nelles, Guelph.—"As one of those who as-

sembled in Toronto on Thanksgiving Day 1 must say that

the two days were extremely profitable and the speeches

and remarks heard at the meeting were such that I feel

better for them and come back with new ideas and plans

for my daily work. Those who did not attend have mis-

sed the best event in the history of the Association and

now that the organizing has been thoroughly arranged, it

is my earnest hope that next year will sec the booksellers

with such a strength behind them that they will be able

to arrange and rectify a number of things that are at

present detrimental to the success of trade."

John L. Wideman, St. Jacob's.—"When I got the no-

tice about the meeting and when 1 saw that the editors

of the Globe and the News, along with Mr. King were to

be among the speakers, although it was short notice, I at

once decided to attend and I do not regret doing so, as I

felt myself more than repaid, after listening to the speech-

es of the aforesaid and others at the dinner. And then

again next day the two addresses by Mr. Locke and Mr.

Sheldon, more than repaid all of us, besides the general

discussion and information at our meetings. I also great-

ly appreciated the getting acquainted with others in our

trade.'

Miss A. Goodeve, Woodstock.—"I was very much im-

pressed with the idea of how much may be done in unity.

If there had been more there 1 am sure they would have

been benefited by listening to and taking part in the des-

cussion that took place on subjects of interest to all

booksellers. I very much enjoyed listening to the able ad-

dresses provided for our entertainment."

G. W. Sulman, Chatham.—"I have attended many con-

ventions of different kinds, but have never been at one as

enthusiastic as the one we held Monday and Tuesday. The

addresses that were presented to those present would am-

ply repay any bookseller in the Dominion to attend at

Toronto to hear them and I believe that I got more last-

ing good out of the Association this year than I have

ever received from any other one quarter before. I can-

not understand why every bookseller and stationer in Can-

ada does not join this Association and receive the benefits

which it is now giving and which are bound to increase

as the society enlarges."

W. W. Porte*, Brighton.—"I wish to express to you the

pleasure and satisfaction I derive from attending the con-

vention of booksellers and stationers. And I have been

thinking if all the booksellers knew how much they mis;cd

the membership would be many times larger. '< he time

and money spent is a good investment. The exch.v.gc of

views and opinions of a lot of inteligent men engaged in

the same line of business is certainly beneficial. Some of

the speeches' were really inspiring and the social side of

this convention is most enjoyable, and the trade dinner

was certainly a success."
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Personal Studies and Impressions.

G-eorge Mason, of Wingham ! When everything else

about the convention fades away, when the great and glo-

rious dinner is finally digested, when even the name of

Pyne sinks out of sight, the memory of George Mason, of

Wingham, will survive and glow warmly in the minds and

hearts of all present. The jovial :smile, the short crisp

sentences, the telling pauses, will be recalled with plea-

sant remembrance in the yiars to come. Mr. Mason's

speeches at the afternoon session and at the banquet were

the features of the day.

The hearty laughter of George Sulman, M.P.P., of

Chatham accounts for many things. No wonder the peo-

ple of Kent were unable to resist him. No wonder he won
the riding by a big majority. To see him lean back in his

chair, close his eyes and laugh at the sallies of his friends

was enough to inspire even the most, pessimistic of men.

"Depose Pync and enthrone Sulman" might well be taken

as a slogan for the Ontario booksellers. They would then

get a hearing at 'east.

The Quebec representative on the 1909-1910 Executive,

A. T. Chapman, of Montreal, won golden opinions from

all present for the sane way in which he viewed the va-

rious problems that came up for discussion. Mr. Chap-

man is a bookish man both in looks and in attainments
lie has a keen appreciation of his wares and believes in

elevating the bookselling business to a high plane of use-

fulness. The impression lie made on his hearers was ex-

cellent.

M. (I. Hay. of SI. Thomas, the only bookseller who
has been known to retire with wealth from a precarious

calling, was present. What that means can only be appre
dated by those who know him. A booksellers' meeting,

without the genial presence of Moray Hay. would be a

fizzle. His offer to act as organizer for the Association

without any remuneration, is just a sample of his kindh
nature. It's up to the booksellers now to help IIa\

"make hav while the sun shines."

GEO. H. LOCKE
Public Librarian, Toronto, a Speaker at the Convention

He had an idea that he had been unworthy of the position,

had not done his duty, etc., but he was presently convinc-

es that the members thought quite otherwise.

"Button, Button, who's got the Button ?" was a game
that everybody enjoyed. It added /.est to the convention.

As a result the House of Cassell became much better

known to all present.

JOHN L. WIDEMAN, ST. JACOBS
An Interested Visitor to the Convention

An interesting personality at the convention was John

L. Wideman of St. .Jacob's. This hale and hearty old

gentleman is a native of Markham, where he was born in

1833. He lived on a farm for the first sixteen years of

his life and then worked for two years as a carpenter. He
went to St. Jacob's in 1852 as a clerk in Geo. W. Eby's
general ston and in 1851 started business with two others

as Yost, Winkler & Wideman, general merchants. In later

years he carried on a general business by himself and at

present he conducts a drug and book store. From 1865

to July 1 of the present year, he held the office of post-

master of St. Jacob's. He has held many municipal offices

and is in fact one of the grand old business men of On-

tario. He believes in the benefits of travel and last sum-

mer took an extended trip to the Pacific Coast.

THE INGENUITY OF ROBERT BARR.
A g 1 story is told of Hubert Barr, who was years

ag-o known only as a humorist ami newspaper writer. He
visited a national political convention at Chicago as corre-

spondent for his newspaper. Having generously given

away his admission ticket to a lady of his acquaintance,

he was at a loss to get into the building.. At length he

went to a neighboring shop, borrowed a tattered coat and
a pair of overalls, and with an old pailful of sloppy water
walked triumphantly past the doorkeepers, who thought

he was an attendant. He meant to keep the pail as a

souvenir, but it became lost in the crowd.

That J. G. Cloke, of Hamilton, can fill the presiden- John Mills, Limited, is a new incorporation to acquire

tial chair to the satisfaction of everybody was amply and conduct the business of John Mills, London.

proved by .
his re-election to office. He simply had to H. Schooley's book store, in Brampton, was destroyed

take it, despite his strenuous wriggling to get out of it. by fire on Nov. 10.
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NEWS FROM CANADIAN CENTRES—
Trade Outlook is Good—Organization Probable

in Winnipeg—School Book Grievances in Ottawa

—

Stock-Taking Completed in Montreal Stores.

MONTREAL.

Montreal, Nov. X.—October business is reported by

local booksellers to have been better than during this

period last year. The college openings were responsible

for large sales of text books—and the general book, and
stationery trade has been more active than usual. The
outlook for Christmas and holiday trade is exceptionally

bright, as financial conditions are much easier at pre-

sent than during the past two years.

Stocktaking was the order of the day in many of

the large St. Catherine Street bookstores. This served

to weed out many undersirable and slow selling titles.

a thing which happens in the best of regulated stocks.

(Juite a number of bargain sales were advertised in the

daily papers, and in conduction, windows were used as

one of the cheapest and most effective forms of attract-

ing trade.

Initial displays and arrangements of current fiction

wire commendable in most stores.

Throughout the month of October, Uobt. W. Cham-
ber's interesting story, "The Danger Mark," ran neck

and neck with Hex Beach's "The Silver Horde." The
fact that a dramatization of Hex Beach's "The Barrier"

was recently performed here with great success at one

of the principal theatres, served to I ring this author's

name prominently I efore the Montreal public

'The Ballads of a Cheechako," although not among
the new books for the month, continues to command a

brisk demand which promises, in time to surpass his

work, "The Songs of a Sourdough"—as far as sales are

concerned. E. 1'. Oppenheirn's new book "Jeanne of the

Marshes," is also prominent as a seller at present, as

is "Stradellai," Marion Crawford's new book. "Truxton
King," by Ceo. B. McCutcheon, is to the fore, while

the demand for "Northern Lights," by Sir Gilbert

Parker, is coming along rapidly now that the work is

becoming more generally known. Louis Tracy also has

a new book launched upon the market, titled the

"Stowaway." There is no doubt, that once this book

becomes known it will prove a rapid seller.

AFFAIRS IN WINNIPEG.

Winnipeg, Nov. 8.—The extension of the Robinson &
Co. department store necessitated the removal of John
A. Hart's book and stationery business to a new store

a few doors north. This store is being equipped in an

up-to-date manner.

The local stationery trade is keeping up well. The

grain business improves the stationery business each

fall in a marked way, as new sets of books are issued

annually for thi.s work. .

Wholesalers report business brisk in all parts of the

west. The demand for school books has been heavy.

Christmas goods aie being stocked now by the retail

trade. Owing to shortages last Christmas, orders are

heavier than ever.

Text book sales ha\e been excellent this fall. The
prosperity of the country has increased the number of

students at the colleges and there have been additional

courses in electrical engineering, political economy and

history inserted in the University curriculum.

"The Romantic Settlement of Lord Selkirk's Col-

onists," by Dr. George Bryce, is taking well here, in view
of the interest created in the coming Selkirk Centennial
Exhibition.

Russell, Lang & Co., have made a great success this

fall with college pennants. They have also handled a

City of Winnipeg pennant with success.

J. S. Clark, secretary (pro tern) of the retail mer-
chants' association, has been instrumental in getting

local booksellers and stationers to join the association.

Already the booksellers have been convinced that it is

a step in the right direction. There are several matters
which they feel must be adjusted at once in order that
their rights might be preserved. It is proposed to have
the retail booksellers and stationers organize as a body
section to work in harmony with the larger association.

The other branches of trade, such as the grocers, hard-
ware merchants and butchers, have sectional organiza-
tions and find it quite advantageous. The booksellers

will no doubt agree to the policy when Mr. Clark ap-

proaches them on the subject.

I-OTFS FROM THE CAPITAL.

Ottawa, Nov. 8.- The inconvenience caused by the de-

lay in pul lishing the new school books is being exper-

ienced in Ottawa the same as in other cities and towns.

It seems a great pity that when the books are author-

i el they cannot be supplied in sufficient quantity to

meet the demand.
Not long ago a stroll into an Ottawa bookstore

would reveal the condition of affairs as regards these

school books readers and spellers. Bright-faced, am-
bitious, earnest, industrious boys and girls eager to pro-

cure the new means of Btudj were continually told that

the same could not be supplied owing to non-receipt

from the publisher. One proprietor stated that he ac-

tually lost the hundred dollars by not having a sufficient

sup] ly of these books.

When interrogated concerning the ordering of only a

few copies at a time, he intimated that no bookseller

cared to stock his shelves with a pile of these books,

which in a comparatively short time might become

obsolete and thus prove a source of loss to him. One

gentleman stated that he intended going out of the

school book business entirely as there was no profit in

it.

In this resrect it appears but fair to the publisher,

the wholesaler, the retailer and the student that some

definite assurance be given by the Education Department

at the time of issue as to what period that issue will

cover. In this way the stores could stock a number

deemed adequate for the demand anticipated during the

said period. For as one stationer remarked, the pub-

lishers also do not care to print any unnecessary copies,

for these mean a corresponding loss jto them. Naturally

the first ccst is not as great as the subsequent costs,

but nevertheless all semblance of tendency to loss should

be dispelled.

Some of our Provincial statisticians might be em-

ployed by the Government to provide expert suggestions

as to the probable requirements for a given period, and

then the Department of Education could furnish the pub-

lisher with some good, send, basic material to work

upon, in case of emergency, to meet extra requirements,

the plates could be kept for a certain length of time, and

reports received periodically from the pur Ushers and

wholesalers as to the sale of the boo'<s. It is up to our

Provincial parliamentarians to devise ways and means

to promote the interests of the business man and the

student.
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Hallowe'en masks were in greater evidence this yeat

than for some time. Many of the windows provided serious

discussion for the young folk.

The idea of drawing attention to special trades

books should promote business with the various me-

chanics. "The Bookstore" frequently advertises books

for carpenters, masons, electricians, etc. These men re-

quire pointers on their labor the same as others and

they appreciate such announcements. It's one way of

securing a special line of patronage.

Several new books have made their appearance

among them being, "Forty Minutes Late," by H. Hop-

kinson Smith ; "The Suitable Child," Norman Duncan
;

"The Stowaway," Tracy ; and "The Attic Guest," R.

E. Knowles.

Those forming the best sellers are "The Danger

Mark," R. W. Chambers ; "Calling of Dan Matthews,"

H. B. Wright ; "The Silver Horde," Rex Beach ; "The

Goose Girl," McGrath ; "The White Prophet," Hall

Caine ; "Northern Lights," Gilbert Parker, and "Actions

and Reactions," Kipling.

.Miss A. C. Laut's new historical book "Canada), The

Empire of the North," has been reduced from $2.50 to

$2, and in the opinion of local booksellers is still a

little on the expensive side. Of course the literary merit

may warrant the price, but when one pays two dollars

for a book they usually expect a fair return.

OUTLOOK IN FORT WILLIAM.

Fort William, Nov. (i. Booksellers and stationers of

this city are now busy unpacking new stock and arrang-

ing their present stocks in an attractive way. The post-

card trade is "holding up" very well, hut is much below

the summer record. Officer stationery and papeteries are

selling well. The book trade is now in the pink of con-

dition. All booksellers report large sales. Conditions

are very favorable in Fort William for a large Christ-

mas trade and the booksellers are prepared for it

—

though some believe their stocks will be pretty low when

the rush is over.

BUSINESS GOOD IN ST. JOHN.

St. .John, N.B., Nov. ti.—Among the booksellers and

stationers here there is a general activity now in open-

ing up new Christmas goods, and the Christmas show-
rooms are bring prepared with a view to tempting the

seekers after novelties, who will shortly begin their

annual buying tours. In going the rounds of the var-

ious stores the dealers all report that they have re-

ceived the bulk of their holiday goods and with many
the great question is, how to display them to the best

advantage ? Several of the dealers have large stock-

rooms above the -airs depattment on the ground floor,

and now the staple goods are being packed in as small

a compass as possible and temporary show tables are

being set up and utilized for the Santa Claus goods,

converting these ordinarily uninteresting looking por-

tions of the store into a veritable fairyland. All are

looking forward to a good Christmas season and heavy

stocks have been ordered in consequence.

The business of the late Thomas J. Flood is being

carried on by his executors. Hoyt Bros.|, who opened up

an artroom on King Street, after the fire that destroyed

Reid Bros.' premises, are gradually increasing their

stock, and they report business very satisfactory. They

are making a specialty of picture framing and carry a

large line of attractive pictures of all kinds.

I
1

. G. Nelson & Co., report that the past few months

have been very satisfactory. There has been an increas-

ing demand for magazines and the new books have met
with a ready sale. In photographic supplies there has
been a steady demand all summer, but just at present
this branch of the business is rather quiet.

Barnes & Co. are showing a very attractive line of

Christmas gift cards and booklets on which they print
the names of the buyers, and many orders are being
booked. W. E. H.

NEW STORE IN ST. THOMAS.

St. Thomas, Nov. 1.—H. A. Turnpenny and J. Earle
Curran have entered into partnership as Turnpenny &
Curran, and have opened a book, stationery!, fancy goods
and wall paper emporium at 627 Talbot Street. They
have had the store re-decorated throughout, have put in

a new front, with 7 foot deep windows, lighted each
with 200 candle-power lights, and have installed three
8 feet all glass silent salesmen, 32 sectional bookcases
and a newspaper and magaz'ine stand. They have put in

a stock of stationery, leather goods, fancy goods, office

supplies, books, artists' supplies, games, toys and wall
paper. .Mr. Turnpenny was lor twenty years in the wall
paper business in St. Thomas. Mr. Curran has had a
long experience in the manufacturing end, having been
with the St. Thomas .Journal and with various book and
supply houses in Toronto. He went into business in

Sarnia last .inly.

THE USE OF THE RENOUF NAME.
Montreal, Nov. 6.—In 1906 Col. Renouf disposed of

his retail business, comer Universit} and St. Catherine
Streets, to the Cambridge Corporation Limited, who,
up to September 21th, 190!), carried on the business
under the name of E. M. Renouf, Ltd. During this time
Col. Renouf was the president of the Cambridge Corpor-
ation, Limited. On this day he resigned from the board
id' directors and repurchased the name of E. M. Renouf,
Limited, also charter and good will. In the meantime
no further business will be transacted under the name of

E. M. Renouf, Ltd.,, or E. M. Renouf.

STILL A LOYAL FRIEND OF OURS.

Editor Bookseller and Stat'ioner,—Although I am
now out of the business of bookseller and stationer, the
terrible fire of the -1th of November last having wiped
out all my assets by the total destruction of my stock,

I desire to continue my subscription to Bookseller and
Stationer, so as to keep in touch with the trade. After
Hi years in the trade I find a retirement 'into the two
public offices 1 have held so long very congenial and
have not the slightest hankering after a return to the

worry and turmoil of trade. Had I done this twenty
years ago, it would have been better for me immeasur-
ably. I enclose you one dollar to pay the current sub-

scription.

Pembroke, Nov. 2, 1909. S. E. MITCHELL.
(The two offices to which Mr. Mitchell refers are

county clerk of Renfrew and police magistrate of Pem-
broke. As the former he has officiated at the election of

warden forty times, a record held by only one other
county clerk in Ontario. During the whole of that forty

years he has been present at and during every session

and the council has never been delayed one hour from any
fault of his. Mr. Mitchell has the records of the county
in such shape as to be unequalled within the province
tor facility of reference. They are all accurately and
systematically indexed.—Editor B. & S.)
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THE BOOK BAZAAR

CANADIAN-AUSTRALIAN BOOKSELLER
—The Success of P. Blake, a native of Aylmer, in

the Antipodes—Runs a Store at Albury, a Railway

Centre.

Melbourne, September 24.—One of Australia's mos1

successful booksellers is a Canadian, P. Blake of Albury.

Mr. Blake was born at Aylmer in Ontario, but left

Canada when quite a young man and settled in Austra-

lia. His book store is located at Albury. a town of

some 7,000 inhabitants on the borders of Victoria and New
South Wales, and on the main line between Melbourne

and Sydney. Owing to the change of gauge, all passer

gers have to change here, so that the station is an im-

portant one.

Mr. Blake leases the railway bookstall and takes a

very active part in the working- of the same, especially

on the arrival of the mail trains, and it. is certainly not

his fault if a passenger should resume his journey with-

out a plentiful supply of literature to while away the

tedium of the long' journey.

As will be seen from the pictures, Mr. Blake has a

line store and carries the usual stock of a bookseller and

stationer, and in addition has an extensive lending-

library to which are added all new works as published

He also has a special department for the sale of musical

instruments and being- the sole agents in the town for

Edisons records, carries a big range. His average stock

of records is 6,000.

Mr. Blake's store is well arranged to suit the com-
fort of his customers. On entry, one sees a fine display

of the latest fiction and up-to date stationery, and passing

through tic store reaches the library where he can

peruse any of the volumes whilst making his selection.

Should, however, the choice of an organ, violin or per-

haps Caruso's latest song on a phonograph record be the

object of the visit, one passes through the library to
the music department. Mr. Blake was delighted to have
a chat about Canada with your correspondent. .I.M.

RENOUF COMPANY BUILDS.

Montreal, Nov. 6.—Col. Ivenouf of The Renouf Pub-
lishing Company, recently completed the purchase of a

large block of land with buildings thereon at numbers
21, 23, 25 McGill College Avenue. He is proceeding to

ereel a new building. The foundation has been made
such that eventually it will carry a ten storey building-.

However, for the present, but three stories will be

erected. As soon as the building is finished the com-
panj will enter the new quarters. The property is just

off St. Catherine Street and is situated in a most ad-

vantageous position. The cost of the land and new-

structure will he in the vicinity of (75,000 for the first

three stories and when the building is completed the

cost will not be less than $150,000. The first fire-proof

building- erected in the uptown district, by the way, was
built by Col. Renouf at the cornet of University and
St. Catherine Streets in 1904. It is known as the

Re i uf Building.

THE EXCHANGE LIBRARY

CHANGES IN THE TRADE.

hi.-

.1. A. Osborne, stationer, Rainy River, is advertising

business for sale.

THE PHONOGRAPH DEPARTMENT

The Western School Supply Co., Regina, have sold

out to H. W. Laird.

(!. A. Wodehouse, druggist and stationer, Walkertoti,

has sold out to A. 1*. Sieveright.

H. C. Douglas, of Edmonton, has secured the busi-

ness of W. J. Stephenson of Wetaskiwin.

Ktienne Roby, for the last thirty-seven years con-

nected with the Beauchemin book and printing establish-

ment, Montreal, of which firm he had become manager,

died on November (i, at the age of 51 years, after an
illness of six months' duration. He leaves seven child-

ren, five sons and two daughters. One of the sons is the

Rev. Father Roby, of the Jesuit Order.

• J. C. Mullin, Church and Wellington Sts., Alliston,

is adding to his present grocery stock, a line of sta-

tionery and books.

B. G. Tugham, druggist and stationer, Grassy Lake,

Alberta, has sold out to John D. McCrostie.
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UIIMT'C Roundnun d pointed PENS
RECEIVED THE ONLY

THEY
DON'T

SCRATCH, BLOT
OR SPURT

COLD MEDAL
AWARDED TO STEEL PENS AT ST. LOUIS FOR

THEY
DO

WRITE RIGHT
WEAR LONQ

EXCELLENCE OF MANUFACTURE
AND SUPERIORITY OF FINISHED PRODUCT

FOR GENERAL WRITING

311'
J^0CIGANTIC 1

No. 15. GIGANTIC—Firm action. Exception-
ally durable writing pen. 80 cents.

30COUmERJ
f ROUND POINT^OPCNS/

No. 700. COURIER PEN— Medium points.
For general writing. 80 cents.

S@TRIBUME
J

Jroundpointeopehs J

No. 7. TRIBUNE PEN—Medium points. Very
popular for general writing. 80 cents.

No. 97. FALCON PEN-Medium fine points.
Made in colors, while or bronze. 65 cts.

[©MERCANTILE
)

No. 10. MERCANTILE—In white or bronze.
Fine pen for general purposes. 76 cents.

No. 67. BANKING In white or bronze. A
popular general writing pen. 76 cents.

)WAr(DhUHTPOICo\
JOURNAL )

NDP0INTEDPENS/

No. 27. JOURNAL PEN — Medium poiuts.
Good business pen, new. 76 cents.

No. 42. RIGID—Very firm action. Exten-
sively used bv Banks and business
houses. 75 cents.

No. 9. "H"or HOMER PEN—Medium points.
For general writing, new. 80 cents.

£@ ELASTICC'. ROUND POINTEOPEN*;;:

»K

No. 4G. ELASTIC—Medium point, springy
action. 75 cents.

THEY ARE THE

RESULT OF OUR PROCESS OF

ROUNDING THE POINTS

TURNED UP POINTS AND
MANIFOLD PENS

No. 16. SPEAR POINT PEN—Medium fine
point, long nib, flexible action. A very
desirable pen. 75 cents.

.... ^r---. t

i -:-1 '

CMOwARumjtn rihc° \

@ SPEEDAWAY
3UNDF0INTEOPENS)

No. 6. SPEEOAWAY PEN -Turned up point,
rigid action ; holds plenty of ink. 76 CIS.

C HOWARD HUNTPED
No. 86. RAPID WRITER—Turned up points.

For rapid writing. 75 cents.

§° C.M.H UNTpik..
I m RAPID WRITER~T"1 ROUND POINTED PENG

No. 86 E. F. RAPID WRITER — Turned up
poiut. Finer point thau No. 86. 76 Cts.

No. 613. GLOBE-Point dented, like a half
Kill. 76 cents.

O .~.HUNT...„
TRIPLICAT0R

No. 64. TRIPLICATOR-Ideal pen for making
clear carbon impressions. Extra heavy
steel. $1.00.

. C.HOWARD HUNT PEN C

SIC MANIFOLD
r FOUND POINTED PENSD

No. 74. MANIFOLD PEN—Very desirable for
carbon copies. 75 cents.

_ N929 M.
^0 RCUNDP0INTE0 PENS

No. 29M. MEDIUM NIB—A very superior pen,
new. Made in colors, black and white.
75 cents.

FOR STUB WRITING

trIbunestub
1

No. 70. TRIBUNE STUB — Medium broad
points, stiff action, new. 80 cents.

^R0KUNTPENC_
lg COURIER STUB

^»lll|«> POUND POR.

No. 709. COURIER STUB PEN — Medium
broad points. A very popular stub, new.
80 cents.

No. 420. REGNUM PEN—Medium stub points.
Very smooth writing, special, new ; not
made of steel. $1.00.

No. 65. MANUSCRIPT PEN—Popular bust
ness stub pen. Medium coarse points.
75 cents.

Oi

vtpIncdN
auiLL • I

OUND POINTED PENC /

No. 75. QUILL PEN—Medium fine stub. Pop-
ular with those who like the old-fashion-
ed goose-quill effect. 75 cents.

@, .C.HOWARDHUNTPEN

2 RECORDER
"'ROUND POINTED PENSD

No- 38. RECORDER PEN—Medium broad
points, slightly elastic. 76 cents.

No. 79. DISPATCH PEN—Broad pointed stub.
Chocolate color. Superior engrossing
pen. 76 Cents.

No. 26. WORLD PEN—Medium stub points.
Very smooth writiug. Hot made of sueL,
76 cents.

tr\ C.HOWAHOHUNTPEN

W © FERN i

ROUHDP0INTEDPEHS

No

nisj

63. FERN PEN—Medium broad stub
points. Excellent engrossing pattern.
75 cents.

i| „ », HUNT's""o"\
r-t^t j-f/OLIND POINTED n I

No. 30. ROUND POINTED STUB PEN—Nickel-
silver plated, embossed K, blued. Must
perfect and handsomest stub pen made.
$1.00.

*

No. 54. STRAND PEN — Elastic action.
Medium fine points. 76 cents.

No. 24. LEDGER—Ideal Pen for bookkeep.
ing, correspondence and card entries.
Pine pjint. 80 cents.

No. 4. ARROW—75 cents

No. 29B. BROAD NIB—A very superior pen,
new. Made in colors, black and white.
76 cents.

„_"chHUNTpcnco~\
©CD DIPT POINT

ROUMD POINTED J

No. 8. DIPT POINT—Verv desirable for
entering figures, p'ine poiut 75 cents.

No. 26 SUN—$1.00

No. G2. VASSAR PEN—Medium fine engross-
ing points. 75 cents.

*>
<4iiiMaia^i

_ ^
OH.HU NTplnco

co PENNSYLVANIA
ROUND P01MTEOPL

co "N

MIA
J

No. 1681. PENNSYLVANIA—New Style for
general commercial use. I.ong nibs.
75 cents.

No. 18. F. NAT'L SLANT—$1.00

Write for show case proposition, " The Great Time Saver," to our sales agents for Canida
McFARLANE, SON & HODGSON, Limited, MONTREAL
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I*T

HUNTS ROUND POINTED PENS
ALL NUMBERS SILVER PLATED, S1.00 PER GROSS; GOLD PLATED, $1.50

R SCHOOLS

*

No. 400. LETTERING PENS—Seven different points. $1.00 per gross.

~i| fe^ LETTERING p£W!\

iS^Pl LETTERING PENLETTERING PEN\
®

w400,„ eJ
Tnk Reservoir for Tittering Pens.

No. 102. CROW QUILL PEN-F.ach pen in a
black Japanned Penholder. One dozen
pens and one dozen holders on card.
$6.00 per gross.

No. 107. HAWK QUILL PEN — Extra fine
point, more stiff than No. 102 and very
durable. Each pen in a black Japanned
Penholder, and one dozen holders on
card. $5.00 per gross.

SPECIAL STYLES

No. 73. LAUNDRY — Firm action. Silver
metal. Made expressly for marking
linen, etc. $1 .00.

No. 43. NUGGET—A superior metal pen. 76c.

g@ ARTISTPEN 1

No. 100. ARTIST PEN—Very delicate point.
For lithographers and map drawers. $1.00

No 71. BIUSIC PEN— Three points, two
slits. A perfect pen for making the dash
and dot in music writing. $1.00.

m,'|'|VT;i,N'J . C HOWAROmiWTPtNCoA
li^ (^ ™0 LINE PEN I

Lj' \NJ.OUNOPOINTEOF[IIS/

Mo. 72. TWO LINE RULING PEN—Makes two
fine lines at once ; largely used by book-
keepersand others for ruling. $1.60.

<*

FOR BANKS, BUSINESS COLLEGES AND FINE WRITERS.

No

No

47. E. Z. RITER—Fine point. An ex-
ceptionally easy action. 75 cents.

jo@ FIRST NATIONAL

1. FIRST NATIONAL — Medium points,
very popular with Banks. 80 cents

FINE FALCON
J

No.

No.

96. FINE FALCON—Firm points. Between
our No. 97 and 95 in action. 75 cents.

44. GRAPHIC— In white or blue. The
most popular general writing pen made.
76 cents.

No. 41. EDDYST0NE—Extra fine point, holds
plenty of ink and is a very desirable pen.
75 cents.

. 98. STIFF FALCON—An extra stiff Falcon
Pen, medium fine point. Metal heavier
and more durable than any other style of
Falcon. Satisfaction guaranteed. 75 cts.

«*S«£^c=> U©'oroop"poin"t
J

No. 6. DROOP POINT—Rigid action,
clerical pen. 75 cents.

Good

f~~7~ to cm-oH UNT^cTN
I * ©"^ THE bourse:

)a—- .
-^ PO ROUNOPOI^TEDPE^S/

No. 232, THE BOURSE—Fine point, easy
action. One of the best general purpose
pens. 75 cts.

'Coi© BULt- ET| N
)

- X POUND POINTED PENS/

No. 45. BULLETIN PEN -Medium fine, pleas-
ant action. 75 cents.

,n C H0WAR0HU>ITPENCot\

2? in UNIVERSITYW ROUND POINTED PENS J

No. 59. UNIVERSITY PEN—Medium fine, new.
Moderate action, very popular. 75 cents.

_jmMfTitl^<—
.
a cm HUNT PEN C.T\

•^S^- <=> m© UNIVERSITY 1

^^*ulu^-— n roundpointedV

No. 59 E. F. UNIVERSITY PEN—Extra fine

point, flexible action. Very desirable
for Commercial Colleges and expert
work. 75 cents.

No. 3. STATE—The pen of pens for posting
and fine figures. 75 cents.

No. 20. CENTURY PEN — Very fine points,
new. Elastic action. For very fine
writing. 75 cents.

C.HOWARD HUNTPENCO
" JSUCCESS
ROUND POINTED PENSD

No. 17. SUCCESS PEN—Fine point. Moder-
ate action, excellent for figures. 76 cts.

No. 22. EXTRA FINE — Elastic action. An
ideal pen for artistic writers. 80 cents.

No. 21. COMPANION PEN— For fine writing
and bookkeeping. 75 cents

_^-^^&C — C.1IOWARflHUNT>EHCO.\

;^«><0-o o& IMPERIAL
~

—

<^/^> .ABOUND POINTED PENS./

No. 101. IMPERIAL PEN—Extra fine points,
triple elastic action. For experts only,
where they desire a hair line and heavy
shading $1 00

g 0LADYrALCONj

Nc. 95. LADY FALCON-Fine point. Very
popular with ladies. 75 cents

No. 99. DRAWING PEN—Extra fine points
$1 00.

Write for show case proposition, "The Great Time Saver," to our sales agents for Canada

McFARLANE, SON & HODGSON, Limited, MONTREAL
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THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

Sheet music dealers in the large centres throughout
the Dominion are advertising popular songs. Some
dealers, more progressive than others, are advertising

strenuously with a view to reaching the music loving

public who frequent the music halls, theatres, dances,

and also those who prefer to stay in the house these

cold frosty nights and enjoy musical entertainments.

Fall days are certainly the days to get busy in the

sheet music business as this is one of the best periods

of the year to make money in this line.

If you are interested write the editor of this paper

for particulars re forming a music department in con-

junction with the selling of books and they will be gladly

sent.

Some of the new songs introduced in Montreal this

month and also some of the good sellers will be found

below :

—

"Moonlight Dear," by Murchison & Hodge, is pleas-

ing in words, melody and music. It's going to be a big

hit. The Delmar Music Co., Montreal, are the pub-

lishers. Another good number recently published by this

house, although of a different calibre, is titled "I Was
Born With Nothing," by H. W. Schubert.

"Carrie," or "Carry Marry Harry," by McCree and

Von Tilzer, is exceptionally catchy, and before the season

is far gone should prove to be one of its biggest hits.

The York Music Co. is the publishers.

Shapiro, the publisher, is still booking orders in

Canada for "When I Dream in the Glooming of You."
A new song by the writers of "I Wish I Had a Girl,"

the title of which is "Boys, I've Found a Girl," promises

to become as popular as any of the songs written by

this team. It is also published by Shapiro.

"Come Be My Sunshine, Dearie)," is a pretty and

catchy number published by M. Witmark & Sons.

Helf & Hager have a good piece in "Wedding Bells,"

by Rodden & Helf. Tt is on the march style and is

played with a swing.

Jerome H. Remich is still prominent with a number
of new songs. Williams & Van Alstyne are the authors

of a comic song entitled "Heinze." John Hall is the

author of "Easter Lillies" ; E. M. Bacon wrote "Good
Night, Dear Heart," and Dempsey & Schmid are the

writers of that pretty little song "The Garden ot

Roses."

MOVING COMPLETED.

Toronto, November 11. — The Copp, Clark Co. have

finally completed the moving of their manufacturing plant

from Colborae St. to the new factory building on the

south side of Wellington St. West, near Portland St. The
unavoidable delay in filliusr orders from stock of home
manufacture, which necessarily follows such a step, will

now be promptly overcome, and all departments will

resume their regular routine with renewed energv.

NEW HOME, PUGH MFG. COMPANY, TORONTO

NEW PREMISES OF THE PUGH MANUFACTURING
COMPANY.

The recent removal of The Pugh Manufacturing Com-
pany to much larger premises at 1 and 3 Jarvis Street, is

proof not only of the rapid increase in this company's
business, but also of the firm foothold which the picture
post card has in Canada,. The new building is a three

storey and basement structure, and being situated on
the corner of the Esplanade is well supplied with light on
three sides. The general offices are in the front portion
of the ground floor, the remainder of the building being
occupied as work and stock rooms.

A CONVINCING ARGUMENT
in favor of our lines is that tKey sell better than any others. There
are no papers so good in quality, so thoroughly reliable, so -well manu-
factured or so artistically put up. All these appeal to the best judg-
ment of the trade, and that is why our goods are so generally handled
throughout the entire trade. There is no other stoch so large, varied,
or complete, and new papers, tints and finishes are continually being
added. We always Keep our regular lines up without saying much
about them, but you Know them so well it is needless to enumerate.

Write us for samples of Hurd's Stationery from the North Pole for Little

People. You will find they are timely, attractive, and will sell at sight.

GEO. D. HURD (& CO.

Fine Paper MaKers

425 (SL 427 Broome Street, New YorK, U. S. A.
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What Manufacturers and Jobbers Offer This Month

Great Activity among Fountain Pen Makers—Pens Make Ideal

Christmas Gifts— Papeterie Showings—Post Cards for Christmas.

Tally Card Assortment.

Tally Card Assortment No. 27, put up by the Copp,

Clark Co., contains one gross. There are twelve designs

in girl-heads, girl figures, both half and full, Dutch figures

up into the reservoir when the point is placed in the

inkpot and, provided the pen is not plunged too deeply,

there is no need even to wipe it after filling'. The pen

is also fitted with a clever ink-trap which precludes the

blotting so frequent with ordinary stylo pens when they

are becoming empty. With all these advantages, the

pen is very simple in construction, and should not read-

ily get out of order. Being- fully covered by patents it

is placed upon the market at a reasonable price, retail-

at $1.

New Juvenile Papeteries.

A selection of juvenile papeteries that will prove

strong attractions for the children, who are always

looking for something suggestive of their games, will be

Eound in the following li^t : Village Blossom, $1.20 per

doz.; Bunches of Blossom, $1.20 per doz.; Forget-me-not,

$1.20 per doz.; Rural Bouquet, $1.20 per doz.; Our Girls,

$1.50 per doz.; Little Diabolists, $1.50 per doz.; Mary,
Mary, Quite Contrary, $1.50 per do/.. (Copp, Clark).

Also "Young Folk's Own" with designs suggesting

scenes from the following- juvenile gaxnes : Blind Man's

Bluff, Hunt the Slipper, Oranges and Lemons, Here we
Go Round the Mulberry Bush, and "Children's Own,"
with designs from .Mother Goose rhymes, such as Tom,
Tom, the Piper's Son ; Baa, Baa, Black Sheep ; Bye

Baby Bunting; Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, Where Have you

I'.i
i

ii. etc. Ten sheets of paper and ten < nvelopes in a box.

and winter scenes. The cards are in two parts, fastened

with pink or blue tassels. The under half, is plain white

wHth Table and Couple No. marked on it. This collec

tion constitutes a very dainty arrangement of ideas

Price of assortment, $fi.50. The same designs may be

had with photogravure effects in an assortment of 300.

Price, $f>.

Society Stationery.

W. .1. Gage & Co. are giving special attention at this

season to their lines of invitation cabinets, visiting

cards and papeteries, all of which are goods which will

he in demand during the holidays and winter. Gage &

Co'.'s line of invitation cabinets covers the ground with

respect to this class of goods as the range takes in all

sizes, both with fahric finished and smooth finished con-

tents, and with plain cards or cards engraved for "At

Home" or "Afternoon Tea" purposes. A detailed de-

scription of these invitation cabinets will be found in

their advertisement on another page. Another line -.>i

society stationery manufactured by the W. J. Gage Co'.

on a large scale is visiting cards. They make a com-

plete line in all grades, from ordinary White Ivory to

Holland Linen Cloth finish. Each grade comes in ladies',

misses' and gents' sizes, and also in thick and thin in

each size and quality. Sample books showing the com-

plete lines of visiting cards and invitation cabinets sap-

plied upon request.

Stewart's Self-filling Stylo Pen.

A new line has been placed on the market by Conway,

Stewart & Co., Limited, of 33 Paternoster Row, Lon-

don, E.C., England, in the shape of a self-filling stylo-

graphic pen. "Stewart's Stylo" is ingeniously con-

trived. By a simple syringe movement the ink is pumped

Score Card Assortment.

The Copp, Clark Co. have prepared an assortment of

score cards, called No. 30. It contains one gross cards

in 12 designs. They are in two parts tied with pink or

blue tassels ; the upper portion has hand-colored design,

a
;
nd the under portion contains score list. The designs

consist of girl-heads ; figures, both half and full ; and

Dutch girl effects. They are richly colored, yet there is

not the slighest suggestion of the coloring being loud or

overdone. Price of assortment, $ii.50. The same designs

may be had in an assortment of 300 with photogravure

effects, at $3.50.
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The Waverley Fountain Pen.

Canadian stationers should particularly notice the

taking- line which Macniven & Cameron, Ltd., of Edin-

burgh and Birmingham have recently placed on the mar-

ket. This is the Waverley fountain pen, which they

themselves manufacture in its entirety. All the parts are

most accurately made and fitted and the flow of ink is

faultless. The special point of the Waverley, however,

is that it is fitted with a real gold flexible resilient

silk ribbon, are "Cynthia" and "Aloy*

citizen, (absolutely net). (Copp, Clark).

nt $2 per

Gift Envelopes.

Copp, Clark Co. ha.ve an assortment of gift envelopes,

which are exactly the thing to arrest the attention of the

class of people who come into a store "just to look

around." They have Holly and Poinsettia designs, litho-

graphed in bright red and green colors, and eome in five

Waverley Fountain Pen

Waverley nib, and not with the usual semi-tubular nib

which is found in so many other fountain pens. As the

Steel Waverley is a great favorite with Canadian writers

it is needless to say that the Waverley fountain pen will

interest many customers.

Moore's Non-leakable Fountain Pens.

The latest out in the celebrated line of Moore's Sou

Leakable fountain pens, is the "Midget" series. These

pens are only 3-i inches long when closed and are spec-

ially adapted for ladies' use or to carry in the lower

vesit pocket. In fact they are small enough to be carried

in an ordinary purse or pocket book. Their writing

qualities are just as perfect as the larger sizes as they

are furnished with the regular No. 2 Pen. The plain pen

retails at $2.50 and the gold mounted pen retails at

$3.50. There are also some new novelties in the "Mid

get" series one being a pen with a gold cap on the end.

-izes—12x9!/2 inches. 8%x5% inches. 8x3Vfc inches, 4x3V2

inches. 3 1 ^>x2 inches. Price. $6.75 for box assortment of

:i00.

Midget Fountain Pen

to retail at $3.75, and another has a gold cap to which

is attached a ring so that the article can be hung on a

chain. This pen retails at $4.25. All these are for sale

by W. J. Gage & Co., the Canadian agents for Moore's

Non Leakable Fountain Pens.

Fountain Pens for Holiday Gifts.

Every dealer should be prepared with at least a few

real good fountain pens for Christmas trade. The

Moore's Non Leakable Fountain Pen Series which are

controlled for Canada by W. J. Gage & Co. have a par-

ticularly attractive line of gold", silver and pearl mounted

Post Cards for Christmas.

The Illustrated Post Card and Novelty Company, 334

Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, are showing for the

Christmas and holiday trade one of the finest>and latest

lines of souvenir post cards. Owing to the fact that

this firm manufacture their own cards with designs

sketched by their own artists, they having the facilities,

are in a position to sell at the lowest possible figure to

the trade. They are now getting ready an up-to-date

line of cards suitable for valentine purposes, also suit-

able for Easter, St. Patrick's Day and Poission D'Avril.

To make room for this stock they are offering to the

trade an assortment of Christmas and New Year cards

of exceptional values. These cards consist of a hundred
different, beautiful and embossed designs.

Their manager is leaving for Europe shortly, where
this firm operate a plant of their own which makes a

Handsomely Mounted Pen

pens at all prices and in many styles. The Moore line

of fountain pens includes a number of very handsome

pens to retail at from $5 each upwards, with mountings

in sterling silver, gold, filagree and pearl. Each of these

fine pens is put up in a beautiful leather or plush 'usei,

making them a very attractive holiday gift.

New Papeteries.

Two new lines of adult papeteries, Salisbury size, 24

sheets paper and 24 envelopes, linen, tied with white

specialty of reproducing local views. Post cards, for

advertising purposes with pictures of your store, etc.,

are also a specialty with this firm.

Waterman Pens for the Holidays.

It is interesting to visit the head office of the L. E.

Waterman Co. in Montreal at the present time, while

Christmas orders are being filled. It proved exception-

ally interesting to the writer, when occasion offered to

look through a large batch of Christmas orders that
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were to be shipped on Nov. 15, and to notice the var-

ious points in the Dominion to which they were to be

consigned. It would he difficult to name, a city or town

anywhere in Canada, not preparing- for the extensive

Christmas sales of this line.

With the Christmas orders there are shipped special

Christmas boxes, Christmas circulars for local distribu-

mingled with mistletoe and bearing-

a little Santa Claus

seal. This item in itself makes an interesting Christ-

mas display and aids largely in the sale of the line. The
imprint circular for dealers, is printed in several colors

and again bears the poinsettia design. This circular is

an excellent specimen of high-class printing, and, being

small and refined, is sure to be of greater assistance in

Waterman's
Ideal

intain Pen
box a***

Con, Christmas signs, etc. The preparation of these

Christmas adjuncts is a matter that receives the atten-

tion of the company with the beginning of each year.

For this year the poinsettia design has entered very ex-

tensively into the preparation of the Christmas aids.

The new box is a very attractive poinsettia design,

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng.) Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

• 278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. In Canada

The

REG.'M CANADA
PEN

Macniven & Cameron, Ltd.

Steel, Gold and Fountain
Pen Makers to the trade

Invite enquiries from Canadian Station-

ers for samples and prices of their

manufactures. Their list includes the

Waverley, Pickwick, Owl and other

Steel Pens, Waverley and other Foun-
tain Pens at various prices, and they

are large makers of imprint Steel and
Fountain Pens to the Trade.

Waverley Works
EDINBURGH

Pen Factory

BIRMINGHAM

the dealers' Christmas sales than any assistance offered

heretofore. There are window and store display cards,

strong, and attractivelj printed in eight or more colors,

also carrying the poinsettia and other designs, the dis-

play of which dealers will surely find beneficial in pro-

ducing sales.

Portfolios.

Buntin, Gillies & Co.i, Hamilton, are showing an ar-

ticle which is expected to prove a verj fast selling holi-

day line. This is the fancy portfolio. It is daintier and

more useful even than the ever popular papeterie box.

Buntin, Gillies & Co. are carrying a liner range of Christ-

mas goods than ever before, including papeteries, play-

ing cards, talis and place cards), tissue and crepe papers,

Christmas card- and postcards, calendar pads, tissue

bells and several other lines which should be stocked just

now by every dealer.

Folding Boxes.

Southams Limited, manufacturers of tickets, tags and

labels and specialties, Montreal, 'nave added a new depart-

ment to their business, a folding box department, which

includes a full assortment of machinery for the manu-

facture of folding boxes or cartons, candy boxes, raisin

SPENGERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works i BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors: Spencerian Pen Co., New York
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w
The name of

OT
a Playing Card that has a

O
reputation.

Made of bright, clear, linen stock with a peculiar

finish that makes it slip easy and a pleasure to use.

The backs are attractive, in assorted colors, with

Gold edges, to retail for twenty-five cents. Better

value cannot be made.
•

Warwick Bros. & Rutter,
Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO
Limited

Assortment B. FANCY HOLIDAY STATIONERY
Cost Price, $10.00. Retails for $15.00, or More.

Contains 40 boxes, retailing from 25c. to 75c. per box. ..Each box filled with fine,

white, linen finish stock, neatly tied with ribbon. Write for descriptive circular.

Christmas Tags, Labels and Seals, Gummed Ribbon and Holly Wrapping, Etc.

BUNTIN, GILLIES & COMPANY, Limited BSWSSrZ

.1 1

•
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boxes, jelly powder boxes, millinery and whitewear boxes,

etc., etc. Outside of such standard lines they are pre-

pared to handle specialties of all kinds.

RENOUF ENCOURAGES HIS SOLDIERS.
Montreal, Nov. 6.—Col. E. M. Renouf, in command

of the 2nd Regiment, Canadian Artillery of this city,

has done something which redounds greatly to his credit

as a soldier and a gentleman. He has offered to make
himself personally responsible for the usual income of all

the men of his regiment while on military duty during

the time of the annual camp at Petewawa, in the event

of the various employers of the men deducting- their pay.

Colonel Renouf is head of the Renouf Publishing Co. of

this city.

USED SWAN PENS.
The three winners of the shorthand contest recently

held at the Business Exhibition at Olympia, London,
England, each writing 220 words a minute, are all users

of the "Swan" fountain pen.

NEW ADDRESS.

London, Oct. 16—William Mitchell (Pens) Ltd., of

Washington Works, Birmingham, and who have for

nearly sixty years had London offices at 44 Cannon St.,

E.C., have recently changed their address in the world's

metropolis, being now located in more convenient and

commodious premises at 8 Warwick Lane, E.C., in the

centre of the wholesale stationery district.

Standard
CommercialWorks

HOTEL DIRECTORY. i-AYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

Matte's Interest Table*

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum tiy NAPOL-
eon Matte 5th Edition. Price, 83.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On fine heavy paper and strongly

bound. Price, 83.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of

Days Combined
At 3, ZVi, 4, 5, W-, 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum By
Charles M C. Huohes. Price, 85.00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table tor daily balances,

showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from '4 per cent, to 3( per cent., inclusive. Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per

cent, by means of which (in connection with Compara-
tive Tablesl, interest for one thousand days can be ob-

tained at any rate from J per cent, to 10 per cent.,

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from i per cent, to 10

per cent., inclusive, on the basis of 065 days to the year

in 1 per cent, rates. By Chari.es M. C. Hi'OiiES.

Price, 82.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 3G5 days

to the year , for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace ; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By Chari.es M. BUQHXS (on

olded card, 14jx9 l/2 ), strongly bound. Price, 81.00.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2V5 , 3 or 3% per cent, (each on separate card), on the

basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. C. Huohes. Price, 81.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice

versa, advancing by 8ths and lfiths, with other useful

tables. By EwiNG BuCHAN. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of

having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By Ewino
Buchan. Price, 84.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)

Giving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling num alents, Canada into

New York and vice versa. By Ewino Buchan. Price

in sheets), each, 20c; mounted ion boards , each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs

from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the

Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half

per cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.

S. Martin. Price, 81-50. Full bound leather—limp.

New.
The Importers' Guide

A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a

FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of

46 yards. By R. Campbell and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing lists of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of

Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,

German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a

table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
publishers

115 and 117 Notre Dame St, West, MONTREAL

The BROWN BROS., Ltd, Toronto, carry a full

line of our publications.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently
located on the east side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNicol, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA
This first-class hotel is most conveniently

situated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal pub-
lic buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
dining and ladies' rooms. Billiard room. Elec-
tric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, - - Proprietress

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.
Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open November Closes in May

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections
Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15% Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg.

Toronto Montreal

i rade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal, 1897

The Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price.

Better than any at the same price.

HIS, H, with rubber tips,

HB,H,2H,3H,4H,B,2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationary TORONTO.

INVALUABLE TO
THE AD. WRITER

3Tf)e Canabian

printer & Publisher

is the authority on typography in

Canada. It will be found very
helpful to the ad. writer in giving
him information on how to arrange
ads. to the best advantage, and
showing him examples of fine

work. A subscription costs $2.00
per annum, but you get b»ck that
amount several times over in pro-
fitable ideas. Wiite for sample
copy and subsc iption blank.

The
Canadian Printer and Publisher

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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Condensed or " Want " Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many English and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heaatng ?

MEN selling on commission, 01 men whose time
is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Meial, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Staiioner, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United States and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
sjbscribers. Ifyou can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED— in every town and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-

tion of our various publications : — Hardware
and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,
Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,
Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,

Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position fora
retired business man for his spare t'me. The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.
T>ranto. (t.f.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable fcoo.'cs

it the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

AUTH )RS, WHO PUBI ISH THEIR OWN
book-i will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of

book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-
gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12-09)

L
EMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
in all languages.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
BUSINESS FOR SALE—On leading thorough-

fare, Toronto. China, Stationery, Fancy
Goods, Circulating Library, etc. .Goodclean

stock with neat well appointed fixtures worth about
$3500. Splendid connection in Circulating lib-

rary. First class residence in connection with
store, would lease for term ot years, ill health
sole reason for giving up this thriving business.
Only applicants that have above cash need
reply. Box 221 Bookseller and Stationer.

FOR SALE — Book, Stat onery. Fancy Goods and
Wall Pap:r business. Stock now about
$15,000, will be reduced to $10,000 by 1st.

of January. To be sold at a rate on the dollar, » ith

easy terms to right man. The best chance in
Canada for a live man. Apply A.H. Stratton & Co ,

Peterboro, Ont.

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.

A NY MAN who has ever lost money in the mails
** has had occasion to learn by painful exper-

ience that the only properway to remit money
is by Dominion Express Money Orders and For-
eign Drafts. If lost or delayed in the mails, a

prompt refund is arranged, or new order issued
without further charge.

pASH AND PACKAGE CARRIERS. - Better
L> and quicker service in \our store results from

the installation of the "Gipe" sytem of Cash
or Parcel Carrier-. They are the latest, strongest,
simplest and most effective on the market. Will
centralize your business and more than pay for

themselves in the first year. Write for catalogu .

Gipe Carrier Co., 97 Ontario St., Toronto, (t.)

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-power elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling' space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70- Write for catalogue "B." The Otls-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 12^ Bay St., Toronto.

HARRISON FISHER CALENDARS for 1910
make excellent Christmas or New Year gifts.

Five pages in full colors. Size 14 x 22 in-

ches. Pictures may be removed and framed at the
end of the year as they are only "tioped" on the
mounts. Price $3.00 boxed. Copp, Clark Co. Ltd.,
Tor nto, are Sole Agents for Canada.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 36,
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings o' newest designs in Carpets, Rugs,

Furniture, Draperies, Mi all Papers and Pottery
with Cash prices. It brings you into close touch
with the immense stocks and sp' en id manufacturing
facilities of John Kayt'ompany, Limited, 36 King
St. West, Toronto. Write for a copy to-day. It's free.

JUST NOW we are holding a special sale of

second-hand typewriters. All makes are repre-

sented : Underwood, Remingtons, Olivers,
Empires, Smith Premiers, etc. They have been
carefully rebuilt and are in good norkable, wear-
able condition. The Monarch Typewriter Co.,
Ltd., 98 King St. West, Toronto, Ont. (tf)

KEEP AN ACCURATE ACCOUNT of your
employes' time. The BUNDY AUTO-
GRAPH TIME RECORDER is the ideal

Time Recorder for retail merchants. It is the

only machine where one employe cannot register

for another, as each employe signs his name and
the employer knows the signatures of his men,
Whether you employ a few or hundreds of hands,
we can supply you with a machine suited to your
requirements. Write for illustrated catalog. IN-
TERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF
CANADA, Limited. Office and factory 13 Alice

Street, Toronto. (tf)

PROBABLY the most ta'ked about machine in

Canada is the Hainer Bookkeeping Machine.
Everybody helpsto sell it who has teen it or

it will sell itself when exhibited. It combines in

one machine the cash and credit register, time
recorder and account register. We want represen-
tatives everywhere—men alert, intelligent, not
afraid to hustle. Write for our proposition.
Baokkeeping Machines Limited. Head offices and
show rooms, 424 Spadina Ave., Toronto. Bran-
ches, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Montreal.

SAVE 50\' OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by installing a Beath System of
Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable floor

space because the trackage is on the ceiling. Sys-
tems for all kinds of businesses, large or small.
Write us for illustrated catalog. W. D Beath &
Son, 193 Terauley St., Toronto. (tf)

SILENT SALESMEN as represented by your
show cases and fittings work all the time,
show all the goods and make sales unaided.

Efficient display half sells any article, and our
illustrated catalogue has points of interest in this
direction for every merchant. Write for it to-day.
Dominion Office and Store Fittings Co., Ltd.,
Department E, London, Ont. (tf)

SHOW CASES AND STORE FIXTURES for
every business Send for illustrated catalogue.

. Jones Bros. & Co., Limited, 30-32 Adelaide
St. W., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

The "KALAMAZOO" Loose Leaf Binder is the

only binder that will hold iust as many sheets

as youactually require and no more. The back

U flexible; writing surface flat; alignment perfect.

It cannot get out of order. No exposed metal parts

or complicated mechansm. Write for booklet.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter Ltd., King and Spadina,
Toronto.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER Company
gaarantee to sell a better Register for less

money than any other house on earth. We
canpr>veit. Make us. The National Cash Reg-
i ster Co., 285 Yonge St , Toronto.

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
adve tised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to

the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

USE the best carbon paper. Our "Klear-Kopy"
carbon gives clear, unsmudged copies of your
letters and other documents It has been

selected by a leading government against 43 com-
petitors. 'Peerless'' typewriter ribbons give

clear letters and will not clog the type. SoM by
all dealers. Write us for samples. Peerless Car-
bon and Ribbon Co.. Toronto (tf)

wAREHOUSE and Factory Heating Systems.
Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited. Supplied
by the trade throughout Canada. (tf)

WANTED—A splendid opportunity for dealers
to handle the best combination Duplicating,
Addressing and Office Printing Machine on

the market. Exclus ve territory. Send name and
address, giving occupation and references, to the

Canadian Writerpress Company, Ltd., 33 John St.,

Ha milton, Ont.

WHEN buying bookcases insist on having the

best on the market, "Macey Sectional Book-
cases." Carried in stock by all up-to-date

furniture dealers. Illustrated booklet sent free on
request. Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd.
General offices, Woodstock, Ont. (tf)

WHY IMPORT Loose-Leaf Binders and Metal
Parts when you can buy *' Systems Quality"
from us? We make the best binders in the

world; make them to match, too. Ours are the
Canadian Loose-Leaf Standards. Business Sys-
tems Limited, Manufacturing Stationers, Toronto.

(tf)

VOU need the best possible protection from fire i

* If your valuables are in one of our safes, you
can rest at ease; no fire is too hot for our

safes and vaults to withstand. We manufacture
vaults and safes to meet every possible require-
ment. Write for catalogue "S." The Goldie &
McCulloch Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont, (tf)

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED-The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important tradecon-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL, Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

SITUATIONS VACANT

EXPERIENCED salesman and window dresser
j for books and stationery. Apply to Cloke &

Son. Hamilton.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

S. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)
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FLORA MACDONALD IN CANADA.

A limited edition of 'the story of "Flora MacDonald in

America," who made herself famous in 1746 by saving

Prince Charles Edward from falling into the hands of

the English troops, has just been published. Many lives

of Flora MacDonald 's career in Scotland have been writ-

ten, but few people know that after those troublous times,

she and her husband lived in the southern States, and

that she took a prominent part in the Revolution of 1775

on the British side. Her husband and sons came to Can-

ada and shared the burden of holding this country for

the British Crown. The volume publishes for the first

time the story of Flora and her family in Canada and the

United States. It contains a number of letters written

from Nova Scotia, where they were stationed, part of

them being in the Royal Highland Emigrant Regiment.

Two sons entered the navy at Halifax and were drown-

ed on board a vessel which they captured from the Am-
ericans. It is a book for which the Maritime Province

dea.lers, particularly those in Scottish settlements general-

ly, should find a special sale. It is published at $1 re-

tail in doth by J. P. Maclean. Franklin. Ohio.

A SAMPLE OF INTELLIGENCE.

The following letter received by a Canadian bookseller

from "a great lover of Litriture," forms a sad com-

mentary on our boas'ted system of education.

October 29, 09.

Dear Sir,

In arriving Home to night 1 found a letter

from awaiting me. They are offering

me a possission at Toronto for the Exmas
sesone. As I have my Home here I am verry

anxious to get a posission here in the City.

I Hope that you diside to give me a tryal in

your store. I will do my best to please yon.

Will give you good Honest ernast service.

As I am a great lover of Litriture I think I

can make my Knowledge profitable for you.

Hoping sineearly for a favorable reply, etc.

BOOM IN THE POETRY BUSINESS.

A Toronto importer of books had occasion to pass a

shipment of books through the Customs the other day

and was astonished alt the size of the tariff charges. He
investigated and found that some items were being charged

22 1
2 per cent., whereas all should have come through at

5 per cent. He went to the Customs officer to investigate.

"The shipment was made up entirely of books dutiable

at 5 per cent.,', said he.

"You have some stationery included, on which the

.Inly is 22V2 per cent.." he was told.

"Not at all. There is no stationery in it."

"What about these items.
—'Poets' pads.'—isn't that

stationery?"

It took the importer some minutes to explain that the

entries referred to specially bound volumes of poetry and

not to pads for the use of poets. The customs official evi-

dently had got the idea that the poetry-producing industry

of Canada had received a great impetus since Service

sprang into prominence.

THE DESERTED VILLAGE IN HANDSOME FORM.

Oliver Goldsmith's "The Deserted Village has been

put into handsome presentation form this fall by Archi-

bald Constable & Co. The main feature of the book,

which is of quarto sizes, is the series of illustrations by

W. Lee Hankey, consisting of forty water-color drawings

and numerous black and white drawings. The artist has

entered thoroughly into the spirit of Goldsmith's famous

poem and his pictures are charming and convincing. A
supply of these books for the Canadian market has been

procured by the Copp, Clark Co.. who list them at $5.
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HIS IDEA OF A LIBRARY.

A westerner who had never had the time or opportunity

to get much book learning suddenly became wealthy. He
gave up work, built himself a fine house and settled down

to enjoy life. Recollecting his early and unanswered long-

ing for books he went to a shop to order some.

"I want a lot of books," he said to the clerk.

"What kind of books?" was the reply.

"Why, books," said the prospective purchaser. "Good
books, you know; reading books."

The books came and were installed in the library. Soon

after an old friend, slightly more learned than the rich

man, eame to call.

"Here, Hugh," said the host, "is my library. Here
is where I intend to sit down with my books and read.

Hugh took down a book, looked at it and put it back;

look down another, iooked at it and put it back, and re-

peated the process several times.

Then he asked, "John, where did you get these

books?"
"Oh, I bought 'them; just bought them. What's the

matter? Aren't they good books? I haven't read them

yet."

"They're good books," was the reply, "but they're

all the same. John, as near as I can figure roughly, you

have bought six hundred copies of the fifth reader. It's

a good book, but there's too many of it here—far too

many. '

'

The export department of the Carter's Ink Company
reports recent foreign orders from Iceland, Australia.

Germany, Russia, Sweden, Mexico, Switzerland, India.

England, Japan. Cuba, Austria. Ceylon. China and Turns.

H A POCKET "SHAKESPEARE"
40 Vols. Red Cloth Binding. Gilt Tops. Illustrated. Side Stamping in Gold.

JUST THE THING FOR XMAS TRADE
We are making this a leader. Trade Price $5.40 Each Set in a Wooden Box.

OUR POST-CARD CALENDAR, at $8.00 a hundred, is the best seller on
the market for Holiday Trade—each enclosed in an oiled-tissue envelope.

The Cambridge Corporation, Limited, Montreal

Holiday

Suggestions

ANNE OF AVONLEA
Sequel to "Anne of Green Gables "

By L. M. Montgomery
Fifth large printing since publication, Sep-
tember first. "A heroine who out-charms
a dozen princesses of fiction!"— SanFran-
cisco Bulletin. Illustrated, $1.50.

The Concentrations of Bee
Lilian Bell's New Novel

By the Author of "Abroad with the Jimmies," etc.

"Clever, light, sparkling, crisp in dialogue and full of the comedy of life."-

Eagle. Illustrated, decorative end papers, SI. 50.

Brooklyn

ANNE OF AVONLEA

L. C.Page&Company
Publishers Boston

Tag, or the Chien Boule Dog
By Valance Patriarche

A sparkling and delicious bit of humor! "Verily, a merry-go-round of pleasure."
Philadelphia Public Ledger. With many characteristic Illustrations. $1.00.

Inns and Taverns of Old London
By Henry C. Shelley

Author of "Untrodden English Ways." etc. A most interesting volume, setting forth the
historical and literary associations of those ancient hostelries, together with an account
of the most notable coffee-houses, clubs and pleasure gardens of the British Metropolis.
Illustrated from rare old prints and photographs, boxed, $3.00.

In Wildest Africa
By Peter MacQueen, F.R.G.S.

A timely volume by a well-known and adventurous explorer. It is profusely illustrated
•with wonderful photographs taken on the spot by Peter Dutkewitch, by special arrange-
ment with Underwood & Underwood. Cloth, boxed, $3.00.

The Kindergarten in the Home
By Carrie S. Newman

A practical volume for the young mother and teacher. "This book should be on every
nursery shelf "—Chicago Daily News. With many helpful and attractive drawings,
decorative end papers, $1.50.
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The Sms of Society
By Cecil Raleigh

Adapted from the drama of Cecil Raleigh and

Henry Hamilton.

Cloth bound, $1.50

The Haven

Tne Marriages of Mayfair
By E. Keble Chatterton

Adapted from the drama of Cecil Raleigh and

Henry Hamilton

Cloth bound, $1.50

The Perjurer
By Eden Phillpotts By W. E. Norris

Author of " The American Prisoner" A Capital Story

Cloth bound, $1 .25 Cloth bound, $1 .25

f The Sheriff of Dyke Hole
By Ridgewell Cullum

A new Canadian Story

Cloth bound, $1.25

A Chilis Garden

of Verses

By Robert Louis Stevenson

Eight full-page drawings in colors

and over fifty others in black

and white by Florence Storer.

Square, 8vo., $1. 50

Sailor s Knots
By W. W. Jacobs

A new volume of short stories

Cloth bound, illustrated, $1.25

Through the Wall
By Cleveland Moffett

Author of " The Battle," etc.

Cloth bound, illustrated, $1.25

The Spirit of Christmas

is in the air, when the

human side of human

nature predominates, to

which nothing af>f>eals

stronger than books full of

human interest. Do you

carry such a selection ?

of Verses

By Robert Louis Stevenson

Illustrated in color by Chas.

Robinson.

Cloth bound, $1.50

The Arabian Nights
Cloth Bound Edition, $1.00

30 illustrations by W. Heath

Robinson and Helen Stralton

Large Crown 8vo., cloth extra,

gilt top, $1.25

Retold for the children by Gladys

Davidson. Illus'.rated in color

and in black and white by

Helen Stratton.

Square 8vo., $2.50 net.

Edited by Kate Douglas Wiggin

and Nora Archibald Smith, 1

2

full-page illustrations. Title page,

cover and lining paper in full colors

by Maxfield Parish.

John Bargreave s Gold
A Tale of Adventure in the Caribbean

By Captain F. S. Brereton

Illustrated by Chas. M. Sheldon

Crown 8vo., cloth extra, olivine edges, $1.25

Ford of H. M.S. Vigilant
A Tale of the Royal Navy of to-day

By Staff-Surgeon T. T. Jeans, R.N.
Illustrated by William Rainey, R. I.

Large Crown 8vo., cloth extra, olivine edges, $1,25

City People

Drawings by J. Montgomery Flagg

About 80 illustrations in pen and ink and half-tone.

Cover in colors.

Cloth bound, $3.50 net.

§ THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
64-66 FRONT STREET WEST TORONTO CANADA
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Miss Montgomery, the Author of the "Anne' Books

A Short Pen Sketch of the Young Prince Edward Island Authoress, who

has Achieved Distinction as the Creator of a Delightful Character in Fiction.

By A. Wylie Mahon.

Few names in Canadian literature are so well known

to-day as that of Miss L. M. Montgomery, "Lucy Maud.
-

'

as the proud Prince Edward Islanders love to call her.

Tt may be partly owing to their insular position—although

MISS L. M. MONTGOMERY

no one would cave to advance this theory too openly

whilst sojourning amongst the thrifty, sharp-witted, and

delightfully hospitable people of that beautiful little pro-

vince—that the Islanders arc so clannish. The people as

a whole feel that they have a provincial, proprietary

right, almost a family interest in those of their number
who are distinguishing themselves in the world of life ot

literature. President J. G. Scliurman, of Cornell, will

always be "Jacob" to many of them; and Professor 1).

J. Fraser, of Montreal, will always be '"Dan." The more

charming and popular books Miss Montgomery writes the

more tenaciously will the proud Prince Edward Islanders

hold on to "Lucy Maud."
Miss Montgomery's home is at Cavandish, on the north

side of the Island, where she can look out upon the broad

Gulf of St. Lawrence, and dream dreams and see visions,

and exercise her imagination unrestrainedly, no Rachel

Lynde daring to make her afraid, although it is hinted

that Rachel's original does live and move and have her

being in that charming countryside.

Miss Montgomery belongs to an exceptionally clever,

brainy family. The Rev. L. G. Macneil, the pastor-emeri-

tus of St. Andrew's Church, St. John, N.B., who is recog-

nized as one of the ablest preachers Canada has produced,

is her uncle. Mr. Chester Maeniell, so well known on the

Pacific coast, is also her uncle; and Professor Macneill.

of Dalhousie College, Halifax, is her cousin.

Miss Montgomery showed the bent of her genius for

story telling almost as early in life as Sir Walter Scott

himself. When a mere child she began to write stories

in which her cats with their comical names appeared as

the principal characters. Whatever else the cats lacked,

they did not lack imagination. They could imagine very

much after the manner of Anne Shirley herself.

It would be interesting to-day to read those first at-

tempts at literature on the part of this popular writer,

if some one had preserved them as the mother of Charles

Kingsley in her place of concealment took down her

child's sermons which he preached to the chairs in the

nursery.

Ai a very early age Miss Montgomery began contribut-

ing stories and bits of verse to the local papers, some of

which attracted a good deal of attention in her Island

province. The writer knows one person who came across

some verses written by her when she was not very far

advanced in her teens which impressed him so favorably

that lie ventured to prophesy that the larger world would

some day know the name of Lucy Maud Montgomery.

This man rests his reputation as a literary prophet upon

this prediction which is being very rapidly fulfilled these

days when "Anne of Green Gables," and the younger

Anne of literature that is the older Anne of life, "Anne
of Avonlea," are amongst the best sellers, and will soon

require six figures to represent the number sold.

Miss Montgomery is a prodigious worker, as any one

might readily infer from a hasty glance over the popular

magazines and periodicals of the day where her name is

so frequently to be found. She is now engaged on a new
book which her friends believe will rival in interest and
popularity the "Anne" books.

A few months ago in a review of the Canadian litera-

ture of the Atlantic provinces a writer in one of our

weekly journals made some reference to Miss Montgomery.
When this appeared in print the "Miss" had been con-

verted into a "Mrs." The writer immediately wrote Miss

THE MACNEILL FARM HOUSE

Here Miss Montgomery has spent most of her life. The gable window
on the left gave the inspiration of "Anne of Green Gables."

Montgomery and assured her that he was not to blame for

making a "Mrs." of her. He told her that being a clergy-

man, and properly registered in the province in which he
resided, he was legally qualified to make a "Mrs." of
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THE OLD CHURCH AT CAVENDISH
Attended by Miss Montgomery

her, if she were to appear before him with all the neces-

sary documents, and also a man; but under existing cir-

cumstances, the woman and the man and the documents

all being absent, he had no power to make a "Mrs."
of her.

Miss Montgomery wrote an exceedingly clever and

characteristic reply to this letter, assuring the clergyman

that far worse things than that had happened to her in

print. Some had made a "Mr." of her. That was hard to

bear. She said that she had no unovercomable repug

nance, such as some mythical females of uncertain age

were supposed to have, to the term "Mrs." This, of

course, presupposed a kindred spirit. Rachel Lynde, who
is an authority in all such matters, whispers that there

is a kindred spirii in Miss Montgomery's world, in the

realm of divinity. But I must not repeat what Rachel

says.

-4-

PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS.

Mrs. Valance Patriarche, of Winnipeg, whose amusing

little story, "Tag, or the Chien Boule Dog," is one of

this fall's interesting books, first appeared in print at the

age of fifteen, when she was assistant editor of the school

paper at the Harbord Street Collegiate Institute, in To-

ronto, and wrote short sketches for Toronto Saturday

Night. "I once made as much as one dollar and a half in

two weeks," she writes, "but the market slumped shortly

after. Later I had a number of articles and short stories

accepted by Canadian and American magazines, but the

frequency with which these periodicals suspended publica-

tion as soon as they presented my effusions to the public.

was depressing." During the last two years Mrs. Patri-

arche has written a little poetry. Some verses, entitled,

".Ma Frien," in memory of Dr. Drummond, appeared in

Putnam's Monthly, shortly after the death of that much-
lamented poet. With the writing of "Tag" she return-

ed to prose. Mrs. Patriarche is the youngest daughter
of the late Prof. Charles Valance Perryman, M.A., M.D.,

of Cornwall, Eng., and Toronto, and was born in the latter

city. Her maternal grandmother was a French-Canadian
lady of Montreal, so that she can say, "I am almost en-

tirely a Canadian product."

John Stuart Thomson, whose book on "The Chinese"
has received such favorable attention from the reviewers,

is a native of Montreal and a graduate of McGill Uni-

versity. He began life as a boy in the office of Sir Joseph

Bickson, general manager of the Grand Trunk, a>nd he well

recalls the first journey he took in Sir Joseph's private

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE AT CAVENDISH
The scene of Anne's life as scholar and teacher

JOHN STUART THOMSON
A young Canadian writer whose recent book on "The

Chinese" has been unqualifiedly praised.

car from Montreal to Cacouna. He had ambitions to be-

come a scholar, however, and went hack to school, pur-

stung a course which took him through the common and

senior schools and the Presbyterian College to McGill

University. Since his graduation he has traveled ex-

tensively in America, Europe and Asia and has made the

circuit of the globe. He was for a time in charge of the

Pacific Mail, and allied trans-Pacific steamship lines at

Hong-Kong. He now resides in New York.
$

Among contemporary writers, Mr. Arnold Haultain,

of Toronto, author of "Walks and Walking Trips," "The
Mystery of Golf," etc., occupies a peculiar place, both for

the freshness of his thought and the polish and richness

of his style. His "Hints for Lovers" (Boston : Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co., $1 net), is a unique book, upon which

he has been engaged for more than twenty years. It is

a collection of wise and witty sayings about the tender

passion which have been polished and pointed until they

will stand comparison with even such classical maxims
as those of La Rochefoucauld.
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Interesting Items About New and Forthcoming Books

A Number of General Publications which Should be Noted

—

Works of Biography Plentiful—Fiction Lists Almost Completed.

There are quite a number of notable books to be

referred to this month. They are mostly of a biographi-

cal nature and among them the work of explorers is

prominent. With the approach of the holiday season,

gift books are also to the fore and it may be said o£

this year's productions that nothing quite so elaborate

has ever before been offered to the public.

General Works.

Commander Robert E. Peary's book on the discovery

of the North Pole will be published by Frederick A.

Stokes Company, and the serial will appear in Hamp-
ton's Magazine.

An authoritative book on aeronautics, entitled "The
Conquest of the Air ; or the advent of aerial Naviga-

tion," by Abbott Lawrence Rotch, has been published

by Moffat, Yard & Co., New York. In Canada the book
is to be had from McClelland and Goodchild, Toronto.

"Recollections of Grover Cleveland," by George F.

Parker ($3) is an announcement of special interest by the

Century Co., New York.

"The Autobiography of Henry M. Stanley," edited

by Lady Stanley ($5.00 net) is one of the important fall

books. Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston, issue the Ameri-

can edition.

Dr. Sven Hedin's "Trans-Himalaya," an absorbing

record of adventurous i ravel, is issued this month by the

Macmillan Co. it appears in 2 volumes. ($1.50 net).

"Vehicles of the Air," a popular exposition of mod-
ern aeronautics with working plans, by Victor Lough ced.

is 'to be published on Nov. 15. by the Reilly & Brit I on

Co., Chicago. ($2.50).

Dr. Samuel McCoomb, author of "Religion and

Medicine," has just published a new volume, "The Mak-
ing of the English Bible." This book is to be had from

McClelland & Goodchild, Toronto.
"The Heart of the Antarctic." Lieut. Shackleton's

story of his expedition to the South Polar regions, was
published on Nov. 4 by William Heinemann of London, in

two volumes.

Joseph Hofmann, the celebrated piano virtuoso, for

two years past, has been answering through the Ladies'

Home Journal questions from young piano students.

These two hundred and fifty replies to definite queries

have now been published in book form, under the title,

"Piano Questions Answered." This volume is being

handled by McClelland & Goodchild, Toronto, who carry

also the same author's book on "Piano Playing."

"The Life of Sir William Thomson, Baron Kelvin of

Largs," by Dr. Silvanus P. Thompson, is to bo publish-

ed this month by the Macmillan Co.

Fiction.

Among the books which are winning considerable at-

tention is a novel by E. Temple Thurston, a young
Englishman, twenty-nine years of age, entitled "The City

of Beautiful Nonsense." This novel was accorded ninth

place in a recent plebiscite held by the London World,

in which one hundred and forty-seven of the best novels

of the year were listed. A Canadian edition of the book

is being arranged for by the Musson Book Co.

"The Florentine Frame" is the title of Elizabeth

Robins' new novel, which is heralded by the publishers as
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her greatest novel. It is being stocked in Canada by
McLelland & Goodchild, Toronto.

After all there is to be no new novel from Winston

Churchill this fall. It had been hoped that the story on
which he has been at work since he finished "Mr. Crewe's

Career," would be ready in November, but his publish-

ers, the Macmillan Co., have had to postpone publica-

tion until February at least. The same fate has befallen

Roger Herrick's new story "A Life for a Life," and
Gertrude Atherton's latest novel, both of which are now
announced for February.

The November fiction publications of the Copp,
Clark Co. will include "Anne Veronica," by H. G. Wells;

"Sailor's Knots," a volume of short stories by W. W.
Jacobs; "Faces in the Mist," by J. A. Steuart; "Bella

Donna," by Robert Hichens, "Seymour Charlton," by
W. B. Maxwell, "The Sheriff of Dyke Hole," by Ridg-

well Cullem, "Posson Jone and Pere Raphael," by
George W. Cable. Practically all will be ready by the

middle of the month.

Interest in Spain has been very much quickened of

late and the publication of a novel, presenting a study

of Spain as it now is, is worth noting. In "The
Shadow of the Cathedral," by Vincent lbanez, that

writer allows how the church has fallen on revolutionary •

days, and has become weakened in influence through the

all-permeating forces of the modern spirit. Toledo with
its great cathedral is the scene of the story. The book
has been published in England by Constable & Co., and
is In be had in Canada from the Copp, Clark Co.

Frances Hodgson Burnett's "The Land of the Blue
Flower," is announced as a fairy-taile or allegory for

grown-ups. It tells how peace, love and prosperity

came to the country of King- Amor from the cultivation

of the blue flower and is a story full of symbolism. The
little book is being handled in Canada by McClelland &
Goodchild, who have also a stock of the same writer's

new juvenile "Barty Crusoe," the sequel to "Good
Wolf," published last year.

Juveniles.

Two new volumes in the "When Mother Lets Us
Series" are now ready— 'When Mother Lets us Give a

Party" and "When Mother Lets Us Help." This little

series of books for the young folk is meeting with a

erood reception. McClelland & Goodchild are marketing
it in Canada.

A new volume is ready in the Every Child Should
Know Series, viz.. "Trees Every Child Should Know,"
by Julia E. Rogers. This volume is beautifully illus-

trated by forty-seven pages of photographs. It is handled

in Canada by McClelland & Goodchild, Toronto.

McClelland & Goodchild are handling in Canada t-wo

popular books for teachers, "How to Tell Stories to

Children," by Sarah Cone Bryant, and "Stories to Tell

to Childreni," by the same writer.

"School Children the World Over," is an attractive

book of pictures and accounts of school children in coun-

tries all over the world. The pictures are taken direct

from life and there is a story for each picture. It makes

a capital gift book for children. (McClelland & Good-

child).
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Fall Novels and Stories by Canadians

Quite a Respectable Showing—Works of Fiction of

a High Order of Merit — Several Figure

Among the Best Sellers in America.

When one pauses to reckon the number of Canadian

novels and stories this autumn, one is naturally surprised

to discover so many of them. Canada may well be proud

of her story-writers, for in the little collection of fall

books by her men and women novelists, is to be found

work of a high order of merit.

A Humorous Little Sketch.

A sparkling' vein of humor runs through the little volume

which Mrs. Valanee J. Patriarche, of Winnipeg, has con-

tributed to the list of fall fiction by Canadians. (Tag oi

the Chien Boule Dog. By Valance J. Patriarche. Boston:

L. C. Page & Co. $1.) The story concerns the late- an.!

fortunes of a young Canadian bride and groom on their

MRS. VALANCE J. PATRIARCHE;

Author of "Tag, or the Chien Boule Dog.

honeymoon trip to New York, a small French-Canadian

boy and his ugly little dog. It would be disclosing too

much to attempt to outline the plot. Suffice it to say there

is a very amusing situation created, which leads to all

manner of humorous episodes. The author has shown a

remarkable ability in treating the subject. The illustra-

tions add considerably to Hie fun of the book, which should

take a front place among- the humorous storks of the day.

Charming Anne Reappears.

The warm reception accorded to "Anne of Green

Gables," which has given it a place in the list of best

sellers for many months past, was quite sufficient to justify

Miss Montgomery in continuing the story of her delight-

ful child heroine. (Anne of Avonlea. By L. M. Mont-

gomery. Boston: L. C. Page & Co. $1.50.) But even

with this introduction her latest book stands on its own

merits as a fulfilment of early promise in the charming-

maiden, who like a beam of sunshine gladdens all hearts.

Some ol' the old characters reappear and a new world

gf child life is unfolded in the school over which Anne
presides. This is a pure, good book, worthy of a place

among the best of recent Canadian fiction.

Robert E. Knowles' New Story.

Books that lay hold of the heart and the imagination

carry with them the elements of their own popularity

and their author's best praise. These characteristics are

not less pronounced in the present volume (The Attic

Guest. By R. E. Knowles. Toronto: Fleming H. Revell

Co. $1.25) than in Mr. Knowles' earlier books. Their

i possesses the insight that enables him to penetrate

into the hidden springs of action and equally the power
io earn forward the story of daily life with a light touch

of merry humor. He has drawn his materials for the

present book in part from the sunny south— its courtly

distinction and hospitality and its vexed color problem

—

and, in part, from the parish experiences of a young
Scotch minister in Canada. A welcome addition to Can-

adian fiction.

A Canadian Historical Romance.

Among the many works of fiction by Canadian authors,

dealing with purely Canadian subjects, none is mine

worthy of commendation than the new novel of the poet-

novelist, Wilfred Campbell, of Ottawa. (A Fair Rebel.

By W. Wilfred Campbell. Toronto: Westminster Co.

$1.25.) The incidents rest on the historical basis of the

war of 1812. The characters are representative of the

period prior to the fusion and consolidation of the trans-

planted elements at that time composing the population

of Upper Canada. The romance, which concerns the fate

and fortunes of a young British officer and "The Beautiful

Rebel," runs its course through the stormy period of the

war and closes with the peaceful calm of the new order

when the country has taken a step forward in her develop-

ment.

Norman Duncan's Pretty Christmas Story.

There is a touch of the Dickens style in Norman
Duncan's little Christmas story. (The Suitable Child. By
Norman Duncan. Toronto: Henry Frowde. $1.) The
joyful and the pathetic come very close together, as the

writer narrates the experiences of The Old Gentleman

with the Twinkling Eyes, The Lady in Black, the Big

Parmer from Saskatchewan, the English Church Clergy-

man, the Negro Porter and The Little Boy from the Day
Coach in the sleeping car of the Winnipeg Express on

Christmas eve. It lias all the charm of the old-time Christ-

mas story, with the added interest of a familiar present-

day setting, and confirms Duncan's place among the

writers of to-day. who can stir the heart-strings.

A Dashing Love Story.

"An Unofficial Love-Story" is the title of a short

novel by Albert Hickman. Piclnu. (New York: Century
Co. Cloth, $1.) This talented young author has changed

his field of action somewhat since he wrote "The Sacrifice

of the Shannon." which we presume was his first novel.

He has latterly gone in for rather unusual love-stories,

of which the present is a fair example. The scene is

laid in a small Canadian city, presumably Halifax, for

the Atlantic Ocean plays a part in the tale. The heroine

is represented as a captivating maiden, at whose feet all

the men of the place have fallen. The hero is an English-

man, who comes to Canada on a diplomatic mission. The

charm of the story lies in the intimate and unusual way in

which the plot is unravelled. Mr. Hickman writes in a

clever vein and some of his sentences are remarkable for

their pith and humor.
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Books by Canadian Writers and Books About Canada

A Record of Activities in the Publishing

World in which Canadians are Interested.

With the fall season nearly over the number of books

coming under this heading begins to diminish. There is

very little new work to announce and until the Christ-

mas rush is over, everybody's attention will be centred

on the books that have already or are now appearing.

History and Biography.

A Canadian edition of the "Life of Robert Machray,

D.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Archbishop of Rupert's Land,

Primate of all Canada, etc." by his nephew, Robert

Machray, sometime (anon of St. John's), Winnipeg, has

been arranged for by the Macmillan Co. This important

volume contains many fine photogravures and other

illustrations and is listed at $5 net.

Norman Duncan, author of "Every Man for Himself,"

and other books, and best known as the man who gave

the first account of Dr. Grenfell of the Labrador Medi-

cal Mission, has written a short book, which the Har-

pers are publishing immediately, about another militant

Christian, the Rev. Frank Higgins. The latter, under

the auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions

has given up years of his life to practical ministry

among the men of the Minnesota lumber camps, who,

through the presence of debauching temptations at

seasons when work is impossible, "are going to theii

own ruin because there's nothing else to do." Mr. Dun-

can visited Higgins in the camps and wrote an article

for Harper's Magazine describing what he saw ; later

he paid another visit, and followed the article with the

Nook, which will bear the same title, "Higgins—A Man's

Christian."

Beccles Wilson's "Life and Letters of Wolfe" is bein^

handled in Canada by the Macmillan Co. Tt is a large

and imposing work selling at $4.50. The fact that Mr.

Wilson resides at Squerries Court, where Wolfe lived,

has given him special opportunities to study the life of

the great soldier.

"The Life of Wolfe," by Edward Salmon in the

Makers of English History Series, has been published in

Canada by Casscll & Co. It is a compact book, telling

concisely and accurately the story of Wolfe's career.

The Lennox and Addington Historical Society, of

which Mr. Clarence M. Warner of Napance is president,

have just published their first annual report, which is

quite an interesting publication. It contains half a

dozen papers on local historical subjects, contributed by
members of the Society. Neatly printed, it makes a

nice little initial volume and it is to be hoped that the

Society will be encouraged to proceed with the publica-

tion of other records.

Religious.

Professor John Edgar McFadyen's "The City with
Foundations," is being published this month by the
Westminster Co.

Professor George Jackson's "Studies in the Old
Testament," is for sale in Canada by William Briggs.
It is dedicated to the office bearers and members of

Sherbourne Street Methodist Church, Toronto, and con-
tains half a dozen lectures delivered before an American
University on such themes as "The Old Testament and
Modern Criticism," "Historical Trustworthiness of the
OJd Testament," etc,

Rev. Louis H. Jordan, D.D., formerly pastor of St.

James' Square Presbyterian Church, Toronto, who was
known when in Toronto as the millionaire preacher, has,

in collaboration with an Italian writer, written "A
Study of Religion in Italian Universities," which Henry
Frowde has just published.

Descriptive.

A small descriptive work on "Canada," by J. T.

Bealby, an Englishman now resident in British Colum-
bia, has been published by the Macmillan Co. It has a
number of illustrations in color. The same writer has
also compiled a larger work on "Fruit Ranching in Brit-

ish Columbia," which is issued by the same publishers.

Alston Rivers, Limited, London, announces "Labra-
dor ; It's Discovery, Exploration and Development," by
W. G. Gosling, St. Johns, Newfoundland. The book
contains over 30 illustrations and maps. 21s. net.

"Rambles and Adventures in Australasia, Canada,
India, etc," by St. Michael Podmore, was published last

month by L. Upcott Gill, London.

An authoritative work on Labrador by Dr. Grenfell

and his associates is to appear this month, through the
Macmillan Co. In addition to the main body of the
book, with its chapters on Physiography, the People of

tin- Coast, the Missions, the Dogs, the various Fisheries,

there are short chapters on the Flora, the Fauna, the

Geology, etc., each by a scientific author of standing.

Dr. Grenfell and his associates have spared no effort to
make this an indispensable book for all tourists and
students, and in addition it has the attractiveness of

Dr. Grenfell's own sturdy, independent personality.

Xorman Duncan has no fewer than three books on
this fall's list,—one a work of fiction, one of biography
and the third an entertaining travel book,, "Going Down
from Jerusalem." In it he gives an insight into the

Oriental type of imagination, humor and faith. With an
artist friend Mr. Duncan went over the route which must
have been taken by the Holy Family -when they went
down into Egypt, and in his rendering of the talk over
the camp-fire, the parables and tricks and ways of look-

ing at life of the men he encountered and employed, ho

has caught the spirit of the East far better than many
more pretentious writers. (Harper & Brothers, New
York, $1.50.)

Miscellaneous.

The Macmillan Co. have just published "Introductory
Educational Psychology," by Samuel Bower Sinclair.

M.A., Ph.D. and Frederick Tracy, B.A., Ph.D.
"The Treatment of Disease," being an address in

medicine delivered before the Ontario Medical Associa-

tion, Toronto, June 3, 1909, by Professor William Osier

of Oxford University, has been published in a paper
edition by Henry Frowde.

The Renouf Publishing Co. are issuing from the press
in time for the Christmas trade a, very pretty little

Christmas Roundelay, a song for the Christmas tree, by
the Rev. M. 0. Smith, M.A.. Montreal, author of "The
Ballad of Ruth." and other verses. The music is catchy
and the words very beautiful, and it will, no doubt, have
a popular sale.
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The Canadian Monthly List of Books for October

Containing a Record of Books Published in Canada,

Books by Canadian Authors and Books About

Canada Issued During the Month of September.

One asterisk (*) placed before an entry in this list

signifies that the book has been printed in Canada. Two

asterisks (**) mean that the book has been printed and

copyrighted in Canada.

Albright, V. E. The Shakespearian Stage. Toronto: Mac-

millan. Oct. Cloth, $1.50 net.

American Girl, The. Drawings by Harrison Fisher. 12 il

lustrations in full color. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Oct.,

Folio. $3.50 net.

Anderson, A. J. The Romance of Fra Filippo Lippi. To-

ronto: Copp, Cla,rk. Oct. Cloth, $2.50.

As You Like It. Illustrated in color by Hugh Thomson.

Toronto: Musson. Oct, Boxed, $3.50 net.

Bachellex, Irving. The Master. T nto: Musson. Oct.

Cloth, $1.25.

**Barton, James W. Physical Training. Toronto: Mus-

son. Oct. Cloth, $1.00.

Bealby, J. T. Canada. 12 full-page illustrations in color.

Macmillan's Color Books. Toronto: Macmillan. Oct.

Cloth. 50 cents.

Bealby, J. T. Fruit Ranching in British Columbia. To-

ronto: Macmillan. Oct. Cloth, $1.00 net.

Bed-Time Picture Book. Bo-Peep Series. Toronto: Cas-

sell. Oct. 30 cents.

Beeckman, Ross. The Last Woman. Toronto: McLeod

& Allen. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Betts, Ethel Franklin. Complete Mother Goose. To-

ronto: Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Bible for Home and School. Edited by Shailer Matthews.

Genesis, by If. G. Mitchell. Toronto.: Macniillan.

Oct. 90 cents net.

Galatians. 'by B. W. Bacon. Toronto: Macmillan. 50

cents net.

Boy Blue Picture Book. Bo-Peep Series. Toronto: Cas-

sell.
.
Oct. 30 cents.

Brereton, Captain F. S. A Hero of Sedan. Toronto: Copp,

Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Brereton, Captain F. S. John Bargreave's Gold. Toronto:

Copp, Clark. Cloth, $1.25.

Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Emily Fox Seton. Toronto:

Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

The author's stories, "The Making of a Marchioness"

and "The Methods of Lady Walderhurst," with the same

heroine, aire here put under one cover as a complete work.

with eight full-page illustrations.

Earton, William, and Hobson, R. L. The Marks of Pot-

tery and Porcelain. Toronto: Macmillan. Oct. Cloth,

$2.50.

'•-Campbell, W. Wilfred. A Fair Rebel. Toronto: West-

minster Co. Cloth, $1.25.

An historical romance of the time of the war of 1812,

with its scenes laid in Ontario.

Carey, Rosa N. The Key of the Unknown. Toronto: Mac-
millan. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Castle, Agnes and Egerton. Diamond Cut Paste. Toronto:

Briggs. Oct. Cloth. $1.2.").

Chatterton, E. Keble. The Marriages of Mayfair. To-

ronto: Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

This is the story, told in book form, of the great Drury
Lane play of 1908. It has a strong love interest, which

runs right through the book, ending happily after many

complications. The atmosphere of the play has been re-

tained and a perusal of the book is almost as good as an

attendance at the performance.

Christmas in the Heart. A Book of Gladness and De-

votion. Toronto: Musson. Oct. 30 cents.

City People. Drawings by J. Montgomery Flagg. 80

illustrations. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth, $3.50

net.

Collins, F. Howard. Authors' and Printers' Dictionary.

Toronto: Henry Frowde. Oct. Paper cover, 35 cents.

Conway, Agnes and Sir Martin. The Children's Book of

Art. 16 full-page illustrations in color. MaemiUan
Color Books. Toronto: Macmillan. Oct. Cloth, $1.75.

net.

Copeland, Chas. T., and Hersey, F. W. C. Representative

Biographies of English Men of Letters. Toronto: Mac-

millan. Oct. Cloth, $1.25 net.

Crawford, F. Marion. Stradella. Toronto: Macmillan.

Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Crew, Henry, and Jones, F. T. Elements of Physics. New
and revised edition. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.10

net.

*Dill, Mrs. L. A. Two Christmas Gifts. Toronto: Wil-

liam Briggs. .'>2 pages. Oct. Paper covers. 25 cents.

Donahey, M. Dickerson. Down Spider Web Lane. To-

ronto: Briggs. Oct. (i color plates. Cloth, $1.25.

Dow, Ethel C. The Proud Roxana. Toronto: Briggs. Oct.

Cloth. $1.25.

Eaton, Seymour. Teddy B. and Teddy G., the Bear De-

tectives. Toronto: Briggs. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Ellis, Edward S. Fin', Snow and Water. Canada Series.

Toronto: Musson. Cloth, 75 cents:

Emerson, Henry P. and Bender, Ida C. English, Spoken
and Written. (Lessons in La.nguage for Primary

Grades. Book T.) Toronto: Macmillan. Oct. 35 cents

net.

English Narrative Poems, Selected and edited by Fuess

and Sanborn. Macmillan's Pocket Classics. Toronto:

Macmillan. Oct. 25 cents net.

Garvice, Charles. In Wolf's Clothing. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth. $1.25.

Garvice, Charles. The Fatal Ruby. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Gerard, Morice. The King's Signet. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Goncourt. Les Academecians. The Colour of Paris. To-

ronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth, $3.50 net.

Gould's Draughts. Problems, Critical Positions and

Games. Toronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth. 75 cents.

Haggard, H. Rider. Lady of Blossholme. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Harte, Bret. Choice Works. Red Cloth Edition. To-

ronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth, $1.00.

Haultain, Arnold. Hints for Lovers. Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. Oct. Cloth, $1.00 net.

The author is private secretary ' to Prof. Goldwin
Smith, Toronto, and has already written "Walks and

Wa'king," and "The Mystery of Golf."
Havergal, Frances Ridley. Devotional Booklets. 10 titles.

Toronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth, 25 cents each.

Hebert, M. H. French Pronunciation Made Easy. To-

ronto: Musson. Oct, 25 cents,
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Heritage. Household Cookery. Toronto: Cassell. Oct.

Oil cloth, $1.05.

Holloway, Jane. Flower Farm. Toronto: Briggs. Cloth,

$1.00.

Hutchinson, Frederick Winthorp. The Men Who Found
America. 8 full-page color plates. Toronto: Briggs.

Cloth, $1.50.

Irving, Washington. Old Christmas. Pictured in color

by Cecil Aldin. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth,

$1.50 net.

Jeans, T. T. Ford of H. M. S. Vigilant. Toronto: Copp,

Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Johnston, Rev. T. J. The Lord's Day Observance Vindi-

cated. Toron'to: William Brigg's. 32 pages. Oct. Paper

covers, 20 cents-

Jordan and Labanca. Study of Religion in Italian Uni-

versities. Toronto: Henry Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $2.00.

Kemp, E. G. The Face of China. Toronto: Musson.

Oct. Cloth, $3.50 net.

Kerr, David. Lost Among White Africans. Toronto:

Cassell. Oct. New Edition. 75 cents.

King, Ben. Jane Jones. Illustrated gift book. Toronto:

Wiliam Briggs. Oct. Cloth, $2.00 net.

Kipling, Rudyard. Actions and Reactions. Toronto:

Macmillain. Oct. Uniform Edition. Cloth, $1.50. Poc-

ket Edition on India paper. Limp Leather, $1.50.

Laut, Agnes C. Canada, the Empire of the North. To-

ronto: William Briggs. Oct. Cloth, $2.00. Illustrated.

Lee's Guide to the Game of Draughts. New Edition. To-

ronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth. 30 cents.

Le Queux, William. The Red Room. Toronto: Cassell.

Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Little, Frances. Little Sister Snow. Toronto: Musson.

Oct. Cloth, $1.00.

The writer of this charming little book is already well

known to the reading public as the author of "The Lady

of the Decoration." The present volume, with effective

of Japanese girlhood and womanhood in the person of

little Sister Snow. With sympathetic touch and in grace-

ful language the author depicts the pathos of woman '«

limitations in the Orient.

London, Jack. Martin Eden. Toronto: Macmillan. Oct.

Cloth, $1.50.

Lowell, James Russell. The Courtin'. Illustrated gift

edition. Toronto: William Briggs. Oct. Cloth, $1.50

net.

Lyons, Andrew W. The Grammar of Lettering. A Hand-
book of Alphabets. Toronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth.

$2.50.

Mabie, Hamilton Wright. Fairy Tales from Grimm. To-

ronto: Brigo-s. Oct. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.50.

Macdonald, Alex. The White Trail. Canada Series. To-

ronto: Musson. Cloth, $1.50.

Marchant, Bessie. Daughters of the Dominion. Canada
Series. Toronto: Musson. Cloth, $1.50.

**Marny, Suzanne. Tales of Old Toronto. Toronto: Wil-
liam Briggs. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Martin, Edward S. The Wayfarer in New York. To-
ronto: Macmillan. Oct. doth, $1.25.

Miller, J. R. Go Forward. Illustrated in color. To-
ronto: Musson. Oct. Paper, 25 cents.

Miller, J. R. The Master's Friendships. Illustrated in

color. Toronto: Musson. Oct. Paper cover, 25 cents.

Moffatt, Cleveland. Throus-h the Wall. Toronto: Copp.
Clark. Oct. Cloth. $1.25.

Lloyd Kittredge, a young American, has been leading
a rather gay and foolish life in Paris, when he loses all

his money and resolves on reform. He has fallen in

love with a girl about whom there is a mystery which is

quite as impenetrable to her as to others, When a. well-

known billiard player is murdered in a private room of

a cafe all the evidence points to Kittredge and he is

arrested. Paul Coquenil, a detective, finally finds the

real murderer and clears up the mystery surrounding the

girl, but only after they have passed through incredible

dangers and adventures.

Montgomery, L. M. Anne of Avonlea. Boston : L. C.

Page & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

Introduces Anne of Green Gables at a little later

period of her life, when she has became a school-mistress.

The setting is Prince Edward Island.

Nicholson, Meredith. Lords of High Decision. Toronto:

Musson. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Norris, W. E. The Perjurer. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Oct.

Cloth, $1.25.

The plot, which is one of unsusual interest, is based

on a lie told by Col. Julyan. who is anxious to marry the

heroine. Miss Helen Monk. Thinking she loves another,

he perjures himself in order to win her. The situations

are ingeniously arranged and the various personages in-

troduced are skilfully portrayed.

Nugent 's French-English and English-French Dictionary.

Toronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth, 50 cents.

O'Higgins. Harvery J. Old Clinkers. Toronto: McLeod
& Allen. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Os'ler, William, M.D. The Treatment of Disease. An Ad-
dress in Medicine before the Ontario Medical Associa-

tion, Toronto, June 3, 1909. Toronto: Henry Frowde.

Paper covers, 30 cents net.

Oxenham, John. Great Heart Gillian. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth. $1.25.

Oxley, J. Macdonald. Fire and Drum at Louisburg. Can-

ada Series. Toronto: Musson. Cloth, $1.00.

Oxley, J. Macdonald. Standing the Test. Canada Series.

Toronto: Musson. Cloth, 35 cents.

Oxley, J. Macdonald. Ti-Ti-Pu. Canada Series. Toronto:

Musson. Cloth. 35 cents.

Page, Thomas Nelson. John Marvel, Assistant. Toronto:

Copp. Clark. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Conceived on a broad scale, this important novel pic-

tures social conditions in a western American city with

much verisimilitude. The hero, a young southerner, re-

lates the story, which opens in a university town in the

east, but soon shifts its centre of interest to the west. He
goes thither with scanty funds, but succeeds in making
his way against heavy odds. His inspiration is the hero-

ine, Eleanor Lei°-h, daughter of a millionaire, who takes

up slum work and is pictured as a very fine character.

Pageant of English Poetry, The. Being 1,150 Poems and
Extracts by 300 authors. Oxford Poets' Series. To-
ronto: Henry Frowde. Oct. Cloth. $1.25.

Patriarche, Valance J. Tag, or the Chien Boule Dog, Il-

lustrated by Wa'lace Goldsmith. Boston: L. C. Page
& Co. Cloth. $1.00.

An amusing little story by a Winnipeg lady.

Pemberton, Max. The Fortunate Prisoner. Toronto:
Henry Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Phillpott, Eden. The Haven. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

Brixham, an English fishing village, is the scene of this

simple story. John Major, an old fisherman, and' his

two children, Lydia and Ned, are the central figures. The
daughter marries, against her father's will, a handsome
young fisherman, who does not hesitate to fish in forb :

d-

den waters, and is finally landed in gaol. The son has
an aversion to the sea, which is a great disappointment
to his father. With these conditions a story of deep
human interest is worked out.

Pocock, Roger. Sword and Dragon, Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25,
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Potter, Olave M. The Colour of Rome. Toronto: Mus- Stevenson, Robert Louis. A Child's Garden of Verses. II-

son. Oct. Cloth, $3.50 net. lustrated by Charles Robinson. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

Ray, Anna Chapin. Half a Dozen Boys. Canada Series. Oct. Cloth, $1.50.

Toronto: Musson. Cloth, 75 cents. Stone, Christopher. Eton. 20 full-page illustrations in

Ray; Anna Chapin. Half a Dozen Girls. Canada Series. color, by E. D. Brinton. Maemillan's Color Books. To-

Toronto: Musson. Cloth. 75 cents. ronto: Maemillan. Oct. Cloth, $2.50.

Roberts, G. E. Theodore. Plying Plover: His Stories, Told Swan, Annie S. The Inheritance: Toronto: Henry
Him by Squat-by-the-Fire. Illustrated by Charles Liv- Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.

ingston Bull. Boston: !>. C. Page & Co. Cloth, $1.00. Thomson, E. W. The Many-Mansioned House. Toronto:

Theodore Roberts is a member of the Roberts family William Briggs. Oct. Cloth, 90 cents.

of New Brunswick, and a brother of Charles G. D. A volume of poems by the noted Canadian author

Roberts. and newspaperman.

Robinson Crusoe. Maemillan 's Pocket ('lassies. Toronto: Townley, Houghton. The Scarlet Feather. Toronto: Mc-
Macmillan. Oct. 25 cents net. Leod & Allen. Oct. Cloth. $1.25.

Romps and Rhymes. Bo-Peep Series. Toronto: Cassell. Tracy, Louis. The Slow away. Toronto: MeLeod & Allen.

Oct. 30 cents. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.
;;:*Rundle, E. G. A Soldier's Life. Toronto: William Traveler's Practical Manual of Conversation. (English,

Briggs. Oct. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.00. French, German and Italian). Toronto: .Musson. Oct.

Ryan, Marah Ellis. The Flute of the Gods. Toronto: Cloth, 50 cents. Paper, 25 cents.

Copp, Clark. Oct. Cloth. $1.50. Twain. Mark. Red Cloth Edition of his Works. 21 vol-

Salmon, Edward. The Life of Wolfe. Toronto: Cassell umes. Toron'to: Musson. Oct. Cloth. $1.00 per vol-

& Co. Oct. Cloth, $1.00. ume.

Sandham, Henry. Adventures in America. 12 full page Vaizey, Mrs. George de Home. Old Friends and New.
illustrations in color. Maemillan 's Color Books. To- Toronto: Henry Frowde. Oct. Cloth, $1.25.
ronto: Maemillan. Oct. Cloth. $1.75. Ward, Artenms. Complete Work,. Red Cloth Edition.

Saxby, Argyll, raming.of .the Rancher. Canada Series. Toronto: Musson. Oct. Cloth, $1.00.
Loronto: Musson. Cloth. 35 cents. ,_. . . _., ,„, TI . T . _ _

Shore, W. Teignmouth. Charies Dickens and. His Friends.
Warwick Sidney

1
!„ House oi Lies, loronto: Cassell.

Toronto: Cassell. Oct. Cloth, $1.75.
0rh ( loth

'
$L25 -

Smith, David, D.D. A Legend of Bethlehem. Toronto: Wilde, Oscar. Poems. Authorized Edition. Toronto:

Musson. Oct. 25 cents. -Musson. On. Cloth. $1.50.

Smith, F. Berkeley. The- Lady of Big- Shanty'. Toronto: ""Williams. Jennie B. [Is Two Cook Book. Toronto:

Musson. Oct. Cloth. $1.25. Musson. Oct. Cloth. $1.00.

Somerville, Chas. A Woman's Way. Toronto: MeLeod Woman's Dictionary and Encyclopedia. Toronto: Mus-
& Allen. Oct. Cloth, $1.25. son, . Oct. Cloth, $3.00.

Choice Christmas Books
LONGMANS, GREEN & CO. S ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1909

New volume of ANDREW LANG'S Fairy Book Series

The Reel Book of Heroes
Eight Coloured Plates and 40 other illustrations. Price 6s.

This is a volume on the lines of " True Story Book," and the " Red True Story Book," all of the

stories dealing with well-known characters in real life, such as General Gordon, Father Damien, etc.

Jock or the Bushveld
By SIR J. PERCY FITZPATRICK
Author of the famous book "The Transvaal from Vvithm

With 23 full-page illustrations (one coloured), and numerous other illustrations round the margins of

pages, by E. Caldwell. Large Crown 8vo., 6s. net. The Spectator states: "It is an ideal children's

book, the best, in our opinion, since Mr. Kipling gave the world his Jungle Books."

Upton s New Booh for 1909 " Gollrwogg in the African Jungle
31 Coloured Plates, oblong 4to. 'Price 6s.

Supplied from Montreal at import prices

Stock uft ana display, they will he hig Xmas sellers

RenOUT Publishing Co., 61 Union Avenue, Montreal
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Best Selling Books of the Month

As Reported by Leading Booksellers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Belleville.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp
Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Key to the Unknown. Rosa Nouchette Carey. Macmil-

lan.

Little Sister Snow. Frances Little. Musson.

Brantford.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Anne of Avonlea,. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

While Prophet. Hall Cain*. McLeod.

Calgary.

Old Wives' Tale. A. Bennett. McLeod.

John Marvel, Assistant. Thos. Nelson Page. Copp.

Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Little Sister Snow. Frances Little. Musson.

Truxton Kirrg. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs

Title Market. Emily Post. Briggs.

Charlottetown.

Anne oi' Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Danger Mark. R, W. Chambers. McLeod.

Songs of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Man in Lower Ten. Rei.nhart. Macmillan.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Chatham.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs,

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Jeanne of the Marshes. Iv P. Oppenheim. Cop]).

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.
Sonus of a Sourdough. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Fort William.

G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.Trustor] King
Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
Cardillac. Robert Barr. McLeod.
The Quest. J. M. Formah. Ward, Lock.

Guelph.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
Calling of Dan Matthews. 11. B. Wright. McLeod.
Certain Rich Man. W. White. Macmillan.
Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.
White Phophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.

Hamilton.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Certain Rich Man. W. White. Macmillan.
Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

1.

o,

3.

4.

."i.

(i.

Kingston.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Set in Silver. C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Musson.

London.

Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

Sowing Seeds in Danny. Mrs. McClung. Briggs.

Moncton.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Happy Hawkins. Robert A. Wason. McLeod.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Brigg-s.

Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.

Montreal.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Brigg-s.

Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.
Stradella. Crawford. Macmillan.

Ottawa.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Calling of Dan Matthews. II. B. Wright. McLeod.
Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Goose Girl. Harold McGrafch. McLeod.
White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

Quebec.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Little Sister Snow. Frances Little. Musson.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.
Keziah Coffin. Jos. C. Lincoln. McLeod.
Goose Girl. Harold MeGrath. McLeod.
Ballads of Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Peterborough.

While Mice. R. H. Davis. McLeod.
Certain Rich .Man. W. White. Macmillan.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod,
Stowaway. L. Tracy, McLeod.
Virginia of the Air Lanes. Herbert Quick. McLeod.

Port Arthur.

Truxton King-

. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.

Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Hungry Heart. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Cardillac. Robert Barr. McLeod.

St. Catharines.

Katrine. Elinor Macartney Lane. Musson.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan,
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4.

5.

6.

J.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2,

:?.

4.

•5.

6.

St. John.

Amu- of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

Ballads of a Cheechako. R- W. Service. Briggs.

Songs of a Sourdough. K. W. Service. Briggs.

Open Country. Maurice Hewlett. McLeod.

Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

Goose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.

St. Thomas.

Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

Inner Shrine. Anonymous. Musson.

White Sister. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Goose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.

Stradella. F. M. Crawford. Macmillan.

Stratford.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Little Sister Snow. Frances Little. Musson.

Stowaway. L. Tracy. McLeod.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Ballads of a, Cheechako R. W. Service. Briggs.

Toronto.

Greater Power. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.

Lords of High Decision. Meredith Nicholson. Musson.

Stowaway. Louis Tracy. McLeod.

Martin Eden. Jack London. Macmillan.

Calvary. Rita. Macmillan.

Attic Guest. Robert E. Knoules. Frowde.

Vancouver.

White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

Goose Girl. Harold McGrath. McLeod.

Cardillac. Robert Barr. McLeod.

Canadian Summary.
Points.

Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers 126

Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service 69

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon 69

Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery 68

Silver Horde. Rex Beach 64

Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright 57

The Goose Girl. Harold McGrath 46

United States Summary.

(Compiled by the American Bookman).
Points.

Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon 226

Goose Girl. Harold McGrath 218

Silver Horde. Rex Beach 194

A Certain Rich Man. White 134

Danger Hark. R. W. Chambers 101

Calling of Dan Matthews. Harold B. Wright . . . 98

English Best Sellers.

(As reported by the Book Monthly).

The Motor Maid. By C. N. & A. M. Williamson.

Bella Donna. By Robert Hichens.

Anne Veronica. By H. G. Wells.

Actions and Reactions. By Rudyard Kipling.

Sailors' Knots. By W. W. Jacobs.

Memories of Fifty Years. By Lady St. Helier.

COPYRIGHTS FOR OCTOBER.

21396. "Applied Statics." By T. R. Loudon, B.A.,

Sc. (Book.) The Monetary Times Printing Company of

Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario, 30th September,

1909.

21433. "Imperial Anniversary Book." By Harold

Saxon. William Briggs, Toronto, Ont., 7th Oct., 1909.

21444. "The Lucayan's Lament." (From "The Pirate

of the West.; Romance of the Bahamas. By Henry

Christopher Christie. (Poem.) Morton, Phillips & Com-

panyi, Montreal, Que., 11th October, 1909.

21453. "The Many Mansioned House and other

Poems." By Edward William Thomson. (Book.) Edward

William Thomson, Ottawa, Ont., 12th October, 1909.

21469. "Physical Training." By Jas. W. Barton,

M.D. (Book.) The Musson Book Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont., 13th October, 1909.

INTERIM COPYRIGHTS.

1172. "Leading Canadians." (Three Thousand Bio-

graphies of Distinguished Men and Women of Canada.)

The Times' Publishing Company, London, England, 8th

October, 1909.

1173. "Who's Who in Canada." (Three Thousand
Biographies of Distinguished Men and Women of Can-

ada.) "The Times' Publishing Company, London, Eng-

land, 8th October, 1909.

1174. "The Canadian Who's Who." (Three Thousand

Biographies of Distinguished Men and Women of Can-

ada.) The Times' Publishing Company, London, Eng-

land, 8th October, 1909.

21471. "Special Commercial Course Bookkeeping

Blank for High and Continuation Schools and Collegiate

Institutes), Ledger and Statements Section." (Book.)

The Educational Book Company of Toronto, Limited,

Toronto, Ont., 15th October, 1909.

21472. "Special Commercial Course Bookkeeping

Blank for High and Continuation Schools and Collegiate

Institutes, Journal Section." (Book.) The Educational

Book Company of Toronto, Limited, Toronto, Ont.,

15th October, 1909.

21473. "Special Commercial Course Bookkeeping

Blank for High and Continuation Schools and Collegiate

Institutes, Cash Book and Bill Book Section." (Book.)

The Educational Book Company of Toronto), Limited,

Toronto, Ont., 15th October, 1909.

21480. "Tales of Old Toronto." By Suzanne Marny.
Illustrated by Maria Nichol. (Book)- Wm. Briggs, To-

ronto, Ont., 16th October, 1909.

21489. "The Arel." An Occasional for Readers and

Thinkers. By Phil Edwards. (Book.) Edward Phillips.

Emerson, Manitoba, lfith October, 1909.

21493. "Habitant Nuggets." By D. H. Herron.

(Book.) James McGie Young, New Liskeard, Ont., Ad-
ministrator of the Estate of David Henry Herron, 18th

October, 1909.

21494. "Problems in Applied Statics." Published in

the "Canadian Engineer." (Temporary Copyright.)

Thomas R. Loudon, Toronto, Ont., 18th October, 1909.

21500. "Us Too Cook Book." By Jennie C. Wil-

liams. (Book.) The Musson Book Company, Limited,

Toronto, Ont., 20th October), 1909.

1175. "Prairie Patch Work." (Book.) By Cecil Ed-

ward Selwyn. Cecil Edward Selwyn, Winnipeg, Mani-

toba, 26th October, 1909.

1176. "Famille de Richelieu." (Livre.) Par G. A.

Dejordy. Rev. G. A. Dejord> , St. Ephrem d'Upton,

P. Q., 26 octobre, 1909.
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New Volumes for

Xmas Trade

First at the Pole
By Captain Frank H. Shaw

Cloth gilt, over 400 pages, net $1.50.

In great demand on account of Peary-Cook controversy.

The Escaped Nun
By Dame Mauru*

A true story of English Convent Life revealed by an
escaped nun. Eighth edition, paper, net 30c.

Life of Wolfe
By Edward Salmon

A reliable biography at a popular price, net $r.oo.

Chums Volume for 1909
There is still a chance to order or increase your order, if

placed at once. Cannot guarantee to fill orders for any
length of time.

Cassell & Co*, LtcL,
Publishers

42 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO
LONDON NEW YORK MELBOURNE

GRIMMS' FAIRY TALES BY RACKHAM.

Arthur Rackham occupies a foremost place among
modern illustrators as an interpreter of imaginative

literature. For many years he has been contemplating an

illustrated edition of "Grimms' Fairy Tales," and this

he has now accomplished. The edition contains forty

full-page drawings in color and seventy pen and ink draw-

ings in the text. The volume is quarto in size, handsomely
bound, and is a fitting and adequate tribute to the memory
of the authors of these inimitable stories. A supply of

these books for Canada has been secured by the Copp.

Clark Co. from the English publishers. ($5.)

BOOKS. Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject
Can supply any book ever published. We have 50.000
rare books.

BAKERS BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

ph CodTelegn
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English
A B C Code. 5th Edition. SpanishABC Code. 4th Edition ...

A I Code.
Morelng & Neal Code
Bedford-iYlcNIell Code
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list.

S7.00
8.00
S.OO

... " 7.SO
S.OO
6.00

Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50

• ¥
rAMARTAWA RARE OLD BOOKS.\jAl>AL»lAnn. PRINTS. VIEWS, ETC.

Cataloeue of 1.100 items just issued. Contains many rare items relating to

Gen. IVolfe and the Siege of Quebec. Post free on application.

The Museum Book Store £X™Tlt£tk
•

THE BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
Immediately upon publication we can supply you with the books of all the leading

publishing houses :—Doubleday, Page & Co.; Chas. Scribner's Sons ; Moffatt,

Yard & Co.; John Lane Co.; Richard G. Badger; Lothrop Publishing Co.;

etc., etc. Remember that we supply the books of all publishers at the publishers'

prices.

SOME BOOKS YOU SHOULD HAVE
The Dame Curtsey Books by Ellye Howell Glover:

"BOOK OF NO /EL ENTERTAINMENTS FOR EVERY
DAY IN THE YEAR." $1.00

"BOOK OF GUESSING CONTESTS."
A Companion to the Above. .50

"BOOK OF ETIQUETTE."
Introductions, Dinners, Weddings, etc. .50

"BOOK OF RECIPES."
Breakfasts, Luncheons, Teas, etc. 1.00

WHEN MOTHER LETS US HELP
By Constance Johnston net $ .75

TREE8 EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOW
By Julia Ellen Rogers net 120

PIANO QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Josef Hoffman

250 Replies to Definite Queries Regarding
Piano Playing Net .75

Send for our latest list of new fiction, new and popular books on all subjects.

McClelland & goodchild
PUBLISHERS, PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVES AND WHOLESALE BOOKSELLERS

42 Adelaide Street West, - - - TORONTO, CANADA
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MR. FROWDE'S ANNOUNCEMENT
OF

Hodder&StoughtonNew Fiction

WE are placing on the market from Halifax to Vancou-

ver a magnificent series of good-selling tales by world -

renowned authors, superbly bound in cloth, with flat back,

colored illustrations, with a most attractive jacket, printed

in colors. We are making the price to the booksellers so

favorable on this series that, although this fall saw the

inception of these books, their value is becoming known,

and in almost every good bookshop in Canada these books

are being offered for sale. If you have not seen the series

write for sample and prices. Next year we shall probably

have from thirty to forty titles, and it will pay you to

make a start with some of the following :

NOW READY, $1.25 PER VOLUME

NEW NOVELS by
MAX PEMBERTON

The Fortunate Prisoner. Illustrated

S. R. CROCKETT
Rose of the Wilderness

DAVID LYALL
The One Who Came After

Mrs. G. DeHAINE VAIZEY
Old Friends and New

ANNIE S. SWAN
The Magic of Love. Illustrated

The Inheritance

E. L. HAVERFIELD
A Human Cypher

L. T. MEAD
/ Will Sing a New Song

J. J. BELL
The Merry Heart

MORICE GERARD
The King's Signet

CHARLES GARVICE
In Wolfs Clothing

The Fatal Ruby

JOHN OXENHAM
The Great Heart Gillian

ROGER POCOCK
Sword and Dragon

Henry Frowde, 25 Richmond St. WM Toronto
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MR. FROWDE'S

Selection from -Reveil's List

The Attic Guest, »y robert e. knowles
American and Scottish reviewers unite in proclaiming this author "the Ian Maclaren of Canada."

His new story is a decided departure from his previous work. It purports to be the chronicles of a

light-hearted, southern society girl. Her contract with the simple, rugged, God-fearing folk of the

author's Northern parish brings forth the best that Knowles has yet produced, excelling even "St.

Cuthbert's" in its pathos and humor and insight. 121110, cloth, net, $1.20

From My Youth Up
Personal Reminiscences of an Illustrious Life.

MARGARET E. SANGSTER
The most fascinating reading is found in these

vivid recollections. The events of the last half-

century—the days of war—of reconstruction, of

editorial responsibility, of mingling with the lead-

ing literary lights of these most fruitful years, are

now for the first time found in print.

Illustrated, net, $1.50

Masterman and Son
W. J. DAWSON

Author of "A Prophet in Babylon."

Mr. Dawson's latest novel enters an entirely new
field, although, like his previous works, it is a

story distinctly for this day and generation.

Cloth, net, $1.20.

Introducing Corinna
WINIFRED KIRKLAND
A Girl Graduate's Story.

Miss Kirkland's "Polly Pat's Parish" called

forth a universal prediction that she would not
be allowed to rest long upon her first laurels. In
this story of Corinna is quickly recognized the

truth of the prophecy. Illustrated, net, $1.00.

Tell Me a True Story
MARY STEWART

Introduction by A. F. Schauffler, D.D.
A new volume of Bible Stories for Children's

Hour, which have come at once into deserved
popularity. It is heartily endorsed by such prom-
inent men as Henry van Dyke, Patterson Du
Bois, Dr. William R. Richards, Henry Sloane
Coffin. Illustrated, Cloth, net, $1.25.

The Big Brother of Sabin St.

I. T. THURSTON
Continuing the Story of "The Bishop's Shadow."

In the conclusion to "The Bishop's Shadow"
Mrs. Thurston hinted at this work- which Theo-

dore would undertake in the future. Every one

will enjoy this latest work from Mrs. Thurston's

pen. Illustrated, net, $1.00.

The Crown of Individuality

WILLIAM GEORGE JORDAN

Author of "Self-Control : Its Kingship and

Majesty."

Mr. Jordan has attracted thousands by his in-

vigorating essays on what one may make for

himself out of life. Henry van Dyke says: "His
philosophy has three big, little words, courage,

cheerfulness, charity." Net, $1.00.

Quiet Talks on Home Ideals

S. D. GORDON

A new volume of Mr. Gordon's forceful talks

which, in the words of a prominent Bible scholar

and leader, "have thrilled, captivated and inspir-

ed to pray without ceasing." He deals with such
subjects as The Home, The Finest Friendship,

Father-Mother, The Babe, Heredity, Training, in

wonderfully delicate and helpful manner.

Cloth, net, 75 cents.

The Suitable Child, By norman duncan
Author of "Dr. Luke of the Labrador." Illustrated by Elizabeth Shippen GreenA delightful story of how five passengers aboard the Winnipeg West-bound Express celebrated

Christmas Eve. In depicting the benevolent old gentleman who found the child whose heart was
brightened, Norman Duncan brings out his wonderful power of character delineation and this will
long be remembered as one of the Christmas tales of the age.

i6mo, half-boards, net, 60c; small 8vo, decorated boards, printed in colors, net $1.00

Henry Frowde, 25 Richmond St., West, Toronto
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Mussons Gift Book List—Fall, 1909

A SONG OF THE ENGLISH
BY RUDYARD KIPLING

With Illustrations in Color by W. Heath Robinson. 4to. Cloth. $5.00 net.

RUBAIYAT
OF OMAR KHAYYAM

With Illustrations in Color

BY EDMUND DULAC

4to. Cloth. Net $5.00.

FAUST
BY GOETHE

Translated by Abraham Hayward

With Illustrations in Color by Will 'Pogany

4to. Cloth. Net $5.00.

ARTS AND LETTERS LIBRARY
Editions de Luxe. Small 4to. Printed on Pure Rag Papet.

Illustrations in Color and Half-tone. Each net $3.50.

STORIES OF THE ITALIAN ARTISTS FROM VASARI
ARTISTS OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
STORIES OF THE FLEMISH AND DUTCH ARTISTS
STORIES OF THE ENGLISH ARTISTS
THE LITTLE FLOWERS OF S. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST—By Thomas a Kempis

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
of

SIR HENRY M. STANLEY
Edited by His Wife, Dorothy Stanley

With 1 6 'Photogravures and Map

Medium 8vo. Cloth. Net $5.00.

The Poetry of Nature
SELECTED BY HENRY VANDYKE

With 'Photogravure Illustrations

Small 4to. Cloth. Boxed, net $2.50.

My Recollections

BY THE COUNTESS OF
CARDIGAN AND LANCASTRE

Illustrated

Demy 8vo. Cloth $3.50.

PETER PAN
IN KENSINGTON GARDENS

BY J. M. BARRIE

With Illustrations in Color by Arthur Rackham

4to. Cloth. Net $5.00.

SHAKESPEARE'S COMEDY OF

AS YOU LIKE IT
With Illustrations in Color by Hugh Thomson

4to. Cloth. Boxed, net $3.50.

SHAKESPEARE'S COMEDY OF

The Merchant of Venice
With Illustrations in Color by

Sir James D. Linton, R.I.

4to. Cloth. Boxed, net $3.50.

The Musson Book Co., Limited, Toronto
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Attractive Goods
FOR THE

HOLIDAY SEASON
The Valentine & Sons United Publishing Co., Limited,

will forward prepaid to any part of Canada a

complete set of their Holiday Publications for

$10.00, Regular Price $12.50
The Set will contain the following :

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR POST CARDS, 100 assorted designs.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR FOLDERS, 100 assorted designs.

Children's Gift Books, 1 copy each
"MERRY TIMES ANNUAL," "MERRY AND BRIGHT," "PLAY TIMES,"

"HAPPY DAYS," "BUZZ AND FUZZ," "THREE KITTENS',' "TALE OF
A TAR," "ALABAMA COON," "DUTCH OF DOLLAND," "ALL SORTS
OF TRAINS," "TOLD BY JESUS," "HOLY .CHILD," "WICKED TIM,"

"UNCLE CROAK," "SIMPLE SAMUEL," "WORST DOG," "MOON-
LIGHT MANOR," "DOT'S VISIT," "DOLL'S HOUSE," "THREE BEARS "

"BABY BUNTING," "RED RIDING HOOD." "CINDERELLA," ."THE
WHITE KITTEN," "THE ELEPHANT," AND "AUTOMOBILE."
CHILDREN'S HYMN BOOK, words, music and illustrations.

CHILDREN'S SONG BOOK, words, music and illustrations.

SCOTCH SONG BOOK (Tartan satin covers), words, music and illustrations.

IRISH SONG BOOK (green satin cover) words, music and illustrations.

"THOUGHT TREASURES," "SILENT PLACES," "BIRTHDAY BOOK"
"THISTLE LIBRARY."

TOYS—"DADDY TIN WHISKERS."
"ANIMALS AT THE ZOO."

"DO YOU KNOW THE WILD FLOWERS?"

Orders can be filled up to December 15th. Goods

guaranteed to be of the finest quality.

The Valentine & Sons United Pub. Co., Limited

Montreal and Toronto
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^Portfolio*
FOR CHRISTMAS

GIFTS

A useful and acceptable gift and an ornament to any writing desk. Each
portfolio is complete, with two double sheets of blotting paper and pockets

containing twenty four sheets of fine, white, linen finish note paper with
envelopes to match. Covered with cretonne in dainty floral and conventional
designs.

No. 26—containing Dutch Fabrik stock $4.20 per. doz.
" 16—containing Dimity stock 7.20 " "

rapeteries, Playing Cards, Tally Cards, Tissue Paper, Post Cards and all other Holiday lines.

BUNTIN, GILLIES & COMPANY, Limited
HAMILTON and MONTREAL

fllTVOL
TYPEWRITERS

CARBON/*

IIDOC N.J- U-S-a.

It is "our line" that must forever impress

itself among the fastidious users of Type-

writer Ribbons and

Carbon Papers, as it is

the aristocrat of its kind.

Our goods are distinguished for

their Richness of quality and
the possession of every

required property.

BRANCHES -New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, 111., 200 Monroe Sr.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AGENCIES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

ed'EjjrS
^°X ^EWRlTEBKj|p
IN* ^ELr SUflp
|!S^ OTHER BRANP^

^"<
r

L

M I T T A G & V O L G E R, Inc.
s
NTw

d <&&'
Principal Office and Factories, Park Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE TRADE ONLY.
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A 1 Writing Inks

"They Stand Ace High
>i

Under #H wood's

If You Sell Inks and Carbons

Play a Trump Card

spooQ uoqjir)
[Y

Both Underwood's Inks and Carbon Papers and Ribbons are made as well as they can be with

modern mechanical equipment, reliable material and skilled workers. People who use them say they
are food, which somehow seems to confirm our belief in their merit and has induced us to tell the
consumer by systematic and intelligent advertising. Naturally this active co-operation keeps the
Underwood lines on the move, and the dealer who becomes our representatu e nor only has com-
plete control of his own territory but is ensured quick turnovers as well. Suppose you write
us now about it,

JOHN UNDERWOOD & CO.
90 Richmond St. East

NEW YORK TORONTO LONDON, ENG.
Undemuood''s Inks last as long as the. paper.

Leading Features

of this Number
A Record of Successful Stunts

in the Toy Department.

How A Merchant May
Improve His Insurance

Ratings.

The Village Merchant and

His Great Opportunities

News from Canadian Trade

Centres

What Manufacturers and

Jobbers Offer this Month.

Complete Information about

the Books of the Month.
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Two Popular Selling Lines
In the Latest Artistic Stationery

WISTARIA LINEN is named after the charming little Wistaria flower,

and the flower is reproduced in natural colors on each box and tablet

cover. The series is most daintily designed and boxed. Will please

your particular customers and is especially suited to the holiday trade. Our
best workmanship throughout.

ORIENTAL LINEN is made up with an Oriental design in stronger

colors and in on<; of the most striking designs we have put on an\

line of stationery. The stock is our highest grade of white crash-finish

paper, and is made in Regent and Boudoir sizes, and in three sizes of tablets.

Both these series are exceptionally well adapted tor window displays. They are made up in

Writing Papers

Note Papers

Envelopes

Papeteries and

Tablets in each line

S A M P I. E S O N A P I' I. I C A T I O N

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Manufacturing Stationers Toronto, Canada
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SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

LANTERN (finished)

BE THE

FIRST

IN YOUR

FIELD

METALOGRAPHY
Pierced and PyroEtched Brass the Latest Craze

Never before has a novelty taken such a rapid hold on the public. Men, women and

children alike are interested. Any person can, without experience, make beautiful and useful

home decorations, such as Candle and Lamp Shades, Jardinieres, Fern Dishes, Photo

Frames, Trays, Boxes, etc., etc.

We manufacture for the trade Outfits, Materials and Stamped Articles—ready to work.

Instructions with every article.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

YOUNG BROS.
METALOGRAPHY
PYROGRAPHY

07-109 Church Street

Manufacturers

TORONTO
American Branch : Niagara Falls, U.S.

LEATHER GOODS
HOLIDAY NOVELTIES

50 King Street East

DON'T

DELAY.

ORDER

NOW

YOUR

PROFITS

ARE

LARGE

FERN DISH
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

ACCOUNT BOOKS

Prepare For Coming Year
Large Stock on Hand, Every Description,

High Standard Maintained

Ledgers

Journals

Day Books

Cash Books
Minute Books
Invoice Books
Bill Books
Dockets

Trial Balance

Memorandum and
Price Books

LOOSE LEAF
Ledgers, Binders,

etc., our specialty

Receipts, Drafts,

Notes, etc.

Special Pat-

terns of Any
Kind Made to

Order

BROWN BROS.
"*/%

Account Book Makers and Stationer*

51-53 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

DAVIDS'
CELEBRATED

INK
Unsurpassed for

Quality and Value

Electro-Chemical

Blue Black
Fountain Pen
Carmine

Manufactured by

Thaddeus Davids Co.

New York. Established 1 8 25

BROWN BROS.
Limited

Canadian Agents, Toronto

Tatum Post Price Book
For Loose Leaves

Sheets do not tear out as in Ring Books.
For pocket or desk Use.

FOR SALE BY STATIONERS.

Patented July 13, 1909

THE BEST FOR PRICE LISTS, CATALOGUES AND
OTHER HARD USE.

Opens with coin. No loose screws. Expansion, 70 per cent.

Quick-acting screws fasten at any point within range.

Eight stock sizes. Special sizes also furnished.

THE SAM'L C. TATUM CO.
Manufacturers of Stationers' Specialties, Loose Leaf Devices,

Power Punches and Perforators

No. 3318 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

New York Office, No. 197 Fulton Street
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82-94 SPAD1NA AVE. TORONTO.

WE THANK the trade

throughout the Dominion
for their generous support during

the year now drawing to a close,

and extend to them our best

wishes for a Merry Xmas and a

Bright and Prosperous New Year.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.
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TO OUR MANY
FRIENDS AND PATRONS

Wt (Extent)

tije ®lb, <&Vb Greeting

& Mtxxf Cf)ri£tma£

anb a

?|appp anb $ro£perou*

36 36

Raphael Tuck &Sons Company, Limited

9-17 ST. ANTOINE STREET, MONTREAL

LONDON PARIS BERLIN NEW YORK
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The Symbol that Guarantees Tag Quality
Stationers who sell Dennison Tags can always rely on repeat orders. The

symbol of tag satisfaction—of the best tag that money can buy and skill can produce,
is represented above by the greatly enlarged Dennison Patch Eyelet. It means

Satisfaction to the user, a permanent customer for the dealer

—

Uniform, All-Rope Stock, that will not tear, wear or rub

—

Strength, durability, security

—

A metal reinforced eyelet that will not pull out

—

Perfect writing surface, cutting, printing, stringing.

No other tags can compare with Dennison's in any single feature. No other

tags sell so well or are used by so many varied industries. There's profit, prestige

and increased business in Dennison's Tags.

For information, samples and prices address our nearest store.

'MMti&MeMoi^^

BOSTON.
26 Franklin Street

CHICAGO.
25 Randolph Street

The Tag /lakers.

NEW YORK,
15 John Street.

Up-town store, 27th Street,
Between 5th Avenue and Broadway

PHILADELPHIA.
1007 Chestnut Street

ST. LOUIS,
411 North 4th Street

TORONTO, 523 Traders' Bank Building

5
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Carter's

Larger sizes have
Carter's Patent Pour-

out— most conven-
ient on the market.

Permanent
Free Flowing

Fine Writing

Send in your order at once before continued cold
weather makes risky shipping.

THE CARTER'S INK CO.
154 Craig St. West, Montreal

Boston New York Chicago

E. MORRIS & CO.
(Wholesale)

STATIONERY

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
POSTCARDS

LOCAL VIEW POSTCARDS
We have the exclusive handling of the Products of

Three of the leading German Postcard Factories

—

Specialists in their own particular style of card.

CHRO MOTYPE BLACK and WHITE
HAND-COLORED SEPIA—BROWN

MARINE—BLUE

PRICES from $4.50 m.
Wrlto for samples, which will convince you that

we are showing high-grade cards only.

VANCOUVERB.C.

XMAS REMINDERS
Bear in mind that of all the nice things a stationer sells, The "Swan" Fountpen is the

most pleasing and most universally suitable gift. Its claims are usefulness, durability,

tastefulness, simplicity, reasonable cost and KNOWN WORTff.

Prices :

—

$2.50 to

$50.00

All that Gifts should be !

"SWAN"
FOUNTPENS

Give good profit and no after-trouble—Show prominently

A good range is important—why sell a $2.50
"Swan" when by showing a $5.00, $10.00,

$15.00, or even a $50.00 "Swan," you might
very well sell that ? Try taking out a few
Xmas cards from your window and put

All enquiries re fountpen) gladly seen lo.in "Swans.
Write

MABIE, TODD & CO.
"Swan" Fountpens, "Longshort" Stylos, Gold Pens, Pencils, Etc.

124 York St. - - TORONTO
Headquarters,—79 & 80, High Holborn, London, W.C., England
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THE

Goods That Satisfy

are the goods to sell. The writing papers

"Made in Berkshire" by the

Eaton, Crane & Pike Company
have always been found to give entire satisfac-

tion to the consumer. In quality, texture and
finish these celebrated papers are unexcelled. In

style they are absolutely correct. The pleasing

and attractive manner in which they are boxed is a

most important factor in their universal popularity.

The Crane Papers

have stood pre-eminent among high-grade writ-

ing papers for years. Through constant and
extensive advertising they have become univers-

ally known. Your trade is learning the "Look for

the Crane water-mark" habit. By carrying a full

line of the Crane papers, as well as the other well-

known Eaton, Crane & Pike papers, among them
the ever-popular HIGHLAND LlNEN, you will be

sure of being able to satisfy even your most dis-

criminating trade.

Eaton, Crane& Pike Company
Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.

New York Office, Brunswick Building, 225 Fifth Ave.

"Sports" Playing Cards

Leaders in

a second

fjrade

Good
Luck

and

St.

Lawrence

LACROSSE DESIOX

Special card for whist players Colonial Whist

We are headquarters for Playing Cards— Made
in Canada— Style and finish equal

to Imported Cards.

Advertising Cards of all sorts, Novel designs

Coated Litho. and Book Papers

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES APPLY

CONSOLIDATED LITHOGRAPHING AND MANU-
FACTURING CO., LIMITED

Successors to The Union Card and Paper Company, Montreal.

National BLANK
OOKS

TRADE MARK

MADE in all sizes, rulings and

bindings to meet every re-

quirement of the accountant.

They contain paper of extra fine qual-

ity—the best products of the Holyoke

Mills being used for the purpose.

The National Line also includes a

wide variety of Loose Leaf Ledgers,

Price Books and Memorandums.

NationalBlankBook Co.
HOLYOKE MASSACHUSETTS

Every Man with a Fountain Pen
NEEDS THE

The only clip that gives
entire satisfaction

Steel, 5 cents

German Silver,

10 cents

Rolled Gold,
25 cents

Show Cards for counter
display, 1 doz. to 3 doz.
clips on card, according to
style of clip. Sells on sight

Discount to the Trade on
application.

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

Department I, Bloomfield, N.J.
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Fancy Leather
Goods We make an extensive line suit-

able for dealers in Fancy Goods,

Stationery, Haberdashery, etc.

SendJor Illustrated Catalogue

^ m
* C. F. Rum pp & Sons

Established
iS5o

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

New York Salesrooms 683-685 Broadway
Auto Luncheon Outfit

Beat Out the Clock on Your
You haven't the power of a Joshua to com- f^f'H^t"^ I

mand the sun to stand still. But you can ^-^*- *J^ A « •

without any superhuman effort save not
^^^~~~"^^^

only minutes and hours, but days on the delivery of your
orders by giving them to us. Our stocks of Books, Stationery
and Printers' Supplies are large and well assorted. The
quality is there too ; we took care of that in the buying. So
whatever you do—whether you give the order to our traveller,

or send it to us -you'll be satisfied with the goods and
with your treatment.

CLARK BROS. & CO. WINNIPEG
MANITOBA

THE FACT
that we are supplying the two largest

cities in America and the U.S. Gov-

ernment 'with solid crayons is evidence

that the best and cheapest are made by

The Standard Crayon Mfg. Co.

Danvers, Mass.

ART SUPPLIES
V» Insor & Newton's Oil Colors

" Water Colors
" Canvas

'• " Papers
" " Brushes
" " Boxes

All kinds of goods for artists: Crayons, Oils, Mediums, Easels, Studies, 4 c

SEND FOR CATALOOUB

A. Ramsay & Son Co.,
MONTREAL

Agents for WINSOR & NEWTON. London

Artists' Materials
AND

School Supplies

Colors, Brushes,

Papers,

Drawing Instruments, etc.

Catalogue on Application.

THE ART METROPOLE, Limited

149 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

Trafalgar Works
Bradford, Eng.

Star Works
Accrington, Eng

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.

Publishers of the " ART SERIES "

Private Greeting Christmas Cards

and Carbon Pictures.

Sample albums free, showing cards printed
complete in exact state as delivered to

customers.
Write for samples and particulars.

DO IT NOW

LONSDALE & BARTHOLOMEW, LTD.

300 St. James St., Montreal
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A Modern
Device

The Acme No. 2 Binder

This is a machine that drives a fiat

staple that holds. It penetrates the
thickest and toughest paper and will

not tear the thinnest. Easy and con-

Staples (No. 18) 5,000 in a box, venient to work and will not get out

* «.«,«. ort ot order, because it is simply made.
per 1,000, 30 cents . . j M A t

-«Ihe price is moderate and is one ot

the least inducements that will sell

Wrnm^MmSMn

'

it to the busy office worker.

Ask your jobbing houae about it.

Acme Staple Company, Limited
112 North Ninth St. : : : : : Camden. N.J., U.S.A.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, 0NT.

Assets over - - $3,570,000
Income ior 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

" Modern B " Pen & Pencil Clips

5 CENTS EITHER SIZE

Duryea-Hoge Company, Inc. Manufacturer.

108 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Gen A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W Co*. Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager/ P. H. Sim*, Secretary
CAPITAL ...... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 28.833.820.Bl

w
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We Don't Advertise

merely to sell more Blotting, but to sell better Blotting Paper

NONE BUT THE GOOD KINDS

are worth advertising. Our slogan is quality. If you have not used

"WORLD" "HOLLYWOOD"
or

"RELIANCE"

Send for samples and see the qualities.

The Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Co.
Makers of Blotting Paper Only

RICHMOND VIRGINIA

B

L

T

T

I

N

G
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Get Ready for School Opening
OUR STOCK OF SCHOOL REQUISITES is complete, including Scribblers,

Exercise and Note Books, Examination Tablets, Foolscap, Slates, Slate Pencils, Lead
Pencils, Penholders, Erasers, Pencil Sharpeners, Rulers, Pen Nibs, Blackboard
Erasers, Chalk, Wax and Dry Crayons, Reeves' Water Color Boxes and Brushes,

School Bags, Pencil Boxes, School Books, etc., etc.

Send us your mail order and receive prompt delivery.

SMITH, DAVIDSON C& WRIGHT, Limited
WHOLESALE STATIONERS AND PAPER DEALERS VANCOUVER, B.C

Standard
CommercialWorks

Matte's Interest Tables

At 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 per cent, per annum by Napol-
eon Matte 5th Edition. Price, $3.00.

Matte's Three Per Cent. Interest Tables

By the same author. On fine heavy paper and strongly

bound. Price, $3.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables and Book of
Days Combined

At 3, 3'/2 , 4, 5, 5V4, 6, 7 and 8 per cent, per annum. By
Chari.es M. 0. Hi'hhes. Price, §5.00

Hughes' Supplementary Interest Tables

Comprising a Special Interest Table for dally balances,
showing interest for one thousand days on any amount,
rates from V* per cent, to 3} per cent., inclusive. Also a

table showing interest for one thousand days at 5 per

cent., by means of which (in connection with ('<miii;ua-

tive Tables), interest for one thousand days can be ob-
tained at any rate from i per cent to 1" per cent .

inclusive, and COMPARATIVE INTEREST TABLES
for obtaining interest on any rate from J per cent, to 10

percent., inclusive, on the basis of 365 days to the yea:

in J per cent, rates. By CHARLES M. C. Hikhikn
Price, $2.00.

Hughes' Interest Tables

At 6 and 7 per cent., per annum (on the basis of 3ti5 days
to the year 1

, for one, two, three and four months and
days of grace; for use in Discounting and Renewing
Promissory Notes. By CHARLES M. 0. HUGHES (on
ojded card, 14Jx9Vj), strongly bound. Price, SI 00.

Hughes' Savings Bank Interest Tables

At 2Vi, 3or3V4 per ci'iit. (each on separate card), on the
basis of one month, being 1-12 part of a year. By
Charles M. 0. HUGHES. Price, $1.00.

Buchan's Sterling Exchange Tables

Converting sterling into Canadian currency, and vice-

versa, advancing by 8ths and IGths, with other useful
tables. By Ewing Buchan. Second edition. Price,

$4.00.

Buchan's Sterling Equivalents and Exchange
Tables

Showing the relative value, according to the rate of dis-

count in London, in Canadian and New York systems of

quotations, of bills of exchange drawn at any rate, of
having any number of days to run, etc., etc. By EwiNG
Buchan. Price, $4.00.

Buchan's Par of Exchange (Canadian)
Oiving sterling into dollars and cents and vice versa,

from £1 upwards, also sterling equivalents, Canada into
New York and vice versa. By Ewino Buchan. Price
in sheets), each, 20c; mounted (on hoards), each, 35c.

Import Costs

Showing " laid-down costs " from one-eighth of a penny
to one thousand pounds, with advance on sterling costs
from five per cent, to fifty per cent, calculated at the
Canadian par of Exchange, advancing by two-and-a-half
per cent, rates. A separate table for each rate. By H.
S. Martin. Price, $1,50. Full bound leather—limp
New.

The Importers' Guide
A hand-book of advances of sterling costs in decimal
currency from one penny to 1,000 pounds, with a
FLANNEL TABLE, from 20 to 100 shillings per piece of
46 yards By R. Campbell and J. W. Little.
Leather, 75c.

The Canadian Customs Tariff

Revised to date, containing liBts of warehousing ports in

the Dominion, the Franco-Canadian treaty, extracts of
Canadian Customs Act, Sterling Exchange, Francs,
German Rixmark, at Canadian Customs values, also a
table of the value of francs in English money, Harbor
Dues, etc., etc. F. Cap. 8vo, cloth. Price, 50c.

MORTON, PHILLIPS & CO.,
PUBLISHER*

115 and 117 Notre Dame St., West. MONTREAL

PAYSON'S INDELIBLE INK

x'rade supplied by all Leading Wholesale
Drug Houses in the Dominion.

Received Highest Award Medal and Diploma
at Centennial, Philadelphia, 1876; World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893, and Province of Quebec Exposi-
tion, Montreal. 1897

TiTe Topaz Pencil
As good as any at any price.

Better than any at the same price.

HB, H, with rubber tips,

HB,H,2H,3H,4H,B,2B
without rubbers.

INDELIBLE COPYING
Medium and Hard.

Write for Samples to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Wholesale Stationers, TORONTO.

The BROWN BROS., Ltd, Toronto, carry a full
line of our publications.

INVALUABLE TO
THE AD. WRITER

fflje Canabtan

printer & $ublisif)er

is the authority on typography in

Canada. It will be found very

helpful to the ad. writer in giving

him information on how to arrange

ads. to the best advantage, and
showing him examples of fine

work. A subscription costs $2.00
per annum, but you get back that

amount several times over in pro-

fitable ideas. Write for sample
copy and subscription blank.

The
Canadian Printer and Publisher

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, ONT.

JAMES K. PAISLEY, Proprietor

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mhrcantilb Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 198 S

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and

Fire Insurance Agents.
15 l/2 Toronto St. 465 Temple Bldg,

Toronto Montreal

UNSALABLE
SCHOOL BOOKS

eVERY Bookseller must

have on his shelves a

number of copies of school

texts, no long-er in use in local

schools. Some other Book-

seller may require these books

and will pay you something

for them. Why not let the

trade know you have them by

advertising them in Book-

seller and Stationer? We
will allow a special low rate

for the purpose. Write us

about it.
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SHORT
WHEN
CLOSED

The greatest success in Stylo-

graphic Pens yet produced.

66LONGSHORT"

HAVE
YOU
GOT
YOUR
STOCK ?

Made in Black, Tan and

Mottled Rubber. Fitted

with gold spring needle

and extra smooth lasting

point.

Designed to occupy the smallest possible space in pocket

or purse, and yet when open for use to form a long handle-

making a convenient and serviceable ink pencil.

LONG
WHEN
OPEN

Retails at

$1.00

Open for use. Length 4£ in. (illustration actual size).

NEW YORK fcLONDON 3=
Closed for pocket, purse or handbag.

Length 2| ins.

Larger holder with greater ink capacity, closing into small
compass for pocket or purse.

Size B in black or red vulcanite $1.50

WRITES PERFECTLY—ALWAYS AND INSTANTLY
Write us to-day for MABIE, TODD & CO.,

Particulars and Terms 124 York Street, TORONTO
Headquarters : 79 and 80, High Holborn, London, W.C.. England.

MAKERS OF " SWAN "

FOUNTPENS

The Quicker Sales and the

Larger Prolits is only one-

half the Story of

WALLPAPER
These unequalled wall papers are not only profitable

is themselves but they draw the best class of customers
"

into the store, directly

benefiting every de-

partment.

Do not miss the 1910

line—far and away the

best papers this country

has ever seen. Write us

to show them to you.

No obligation to pur-

chase if you are not sat-

isfied.

STAUNTONS LIMITED
Wall Paper Manufacturers

933 Yonge Street : TORONTO s

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE 1 *

ReO.U.S-PAT.OFF.

A SPLENDID CHRISTMAS
PROPOSITION for STATIONERS.

Victor Berliner Lines
REASONS

There is an active, continuous demand,

a liberal margin of profit, no risk of

unsold goods, no delay in filling

orders.

Writefor catalogues and dealers terms,

Berliner Gramophone Co.
LIMITED

MONTREAL
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A Comparison of Sizes in the Standard Cone Cap Style. No. 1 2 is 6J inches long: other sizes in proportion.

No I «W No .

No. guFd pen.

13
No 3 gold pen.

Size
No.

Size | A
No. It

No. 4 gold pen.

Size \ S
No. 1 9

No. 5 gold pen.

16Size
No.

No. 6 gold pen.

Size t f
No. W

No. 7 gold pen

18Size
No.

No. 8 gold pen.

Style: Plain Black, with 'Clip-Cap. In the seven sizes shown
12 $2.S0 No. 14 $4.00 No. 16 $6 00
13 a.SO No. 15 5.00 No. 17 7.00

Also Chased, Mottled or Cardinal at same prices. "German Silver Clips, add 25 cents to all Drlces

No. 18....: $8 00

dtyle: Chased. 'Gold-Mounted. Plain Middle Band. 18-kt. Filled. In the seven sizes shown.
No. 12. G: M. M $3.50 No. 14, G. M. M $5.00 No. 16. G. M. M $7.00 No. 18. G. M. M.
No 13. G. M. M.r. 4.50 No. 15, G. M. M 6.00 No. 17. G. M. M 8.00

$9.00

Style: Cardinal, with 'Clip-Cap. In the sever! sizes shown. This color used largely for red Ink.

No 12 $2.50 • No 14 $4.00 No. IB $6.00 No. 18
No. 13 3.50 No. 15 5.00 No. 17 7.00

Also Plain Black. Chased or Mottled at same prices. 'German Silver Clips. -add 25 cents to all oiices.

$8.00

Stvle Gold-Mounted. Chased Bands, with "Clip-Cap. In the seven sizes shown. (Also with two plain bands.)
No. 12. G. M $3.50 No. 14, G. M $5.00 No. 16. G. M $7.00 No. 18. G. M
No 13 G M 4 50 No. 15. G. M . «. 6.00 No. 17. G. M 8.00

•Gold-filled Clips, add $1.00 to all prices. Solid Gold-Clips, add $2.00 to all prices.

jo.oo

No 412.
No-. 413.

SW%a»J*S*$S*~!»0L*!f**%
Stvle: Filigree. Sterling Silver, with 'Clip-Cap. In six of.the sizes shown.

F|l $5.00 " No. 414, Fll .'...$7.00 No. 416, Fll ...$9.50 No. 418, Fll.
Fll ...Not Made No. 415. Fll 8.50 No. 417. Fil .' 11.00

Mounted on Black or Cardinal Holder. 'Sterling Silver Clips. add^50 cents to all prices.

$12.00

No. 12. G.
No. 13. G.

Style; Gold-Mounted Cap 'chased or p tin band).
.$3. So No. 14. G. M. Cap..^.»i No. 16.

In the seven sizes shown.
Cap. $3.50 No. 14. G. M. Cap. .»„.,;. No. 16. G. M. Cap.. $7.00 No. 18. G. M. Cap. $9.00
Cap.. 4.50 No. 15. G. M. Cap.. 6.00 No. 17. G. M. Cap.. S.OO

Plain Black, Chased or Mottled finish.

No.
No.

$2.50
. 3.50

Style; Mottled. In the seven sizes shown.
No. 14 $4.00 No. 16
No. 15 5 00 No. 17

Also ""Plain Black. Chased or Cardinal finish.

,$6.00
, 7.00

No. 18. $8.00

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOGUE AND SELLING SUGGESTIONS
W.terman -

. Ideals sre the leading Christmas Gilt line. Maintained on the ve.y highest level ol quality and made in every imaginable style and size.'"
Our advertiting is the greaot campaign ever conducted lor any specialty of the kind.

NEW VORK

o,JJcr(j$edj$VTTy^^
136 At; ^a*w4 2&.> yrhwthwJl
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Editorial Comment.
The busy season is our apology for the present small

number. We hardly think the trade will have much lei-

sure between now and Christmas Eve to read our columns.

However, there are some late advertisements in this num-

ber which are worthy of attention and there are also some

useful pointers in the reading matter section. We would

advise careful attention to both departments. Meanwhile,

we wish all our readers "the best yet" in the way of

holiday sales.
* * *

Judging from statements made to Bookseller and Star

tioner by publishers and wholesale stationers in Toronto;

the present season has been exceedingly satisfactory.

Everybody has been busy and there has been a spirit of

optimism pervading the trade from Atlantic to Pacific.

The indications are that the actual holiday sales in Can-

adian book and stationery stores will be record-breaking

in size.

* » *

Do our newsdealers make the best of their magazine

department? We have heard grave criticisms of the way

in which magazines are handled in Canadian stores. It

would seem that many dealers don't know how to show

magazines to advantage. When we consider that maga-

zine publishers are spending hundreds of dollars to secure

attractive cover designs to catch the eye of the public,

it is somewhat surprising that newsdealers don't co-oper-

ate. To show an attractive magazine is to sell it. This

has been the experience of many newsdealers. By showing

it. we don't mean piling up heaps of magazines on a

table, dut arranging an attractive row of them in the win-

dow or on a special display rack, where they will catch the

eye. Give the Christmas numbers a good showing this

year.

* * *

Business men are just becoming aware that certain

clauses are being introduced into the Insurance Bill now
before the Senate, whereby every business in Canada will

be seriously affected sooner or later.

13

The instigators of the clauses referred to are chiefly

the members of the Canadian Fire Underwriters' Asso-

ciation. This is an organization composed of companies

controlling nearly nine-tenths of the business reported to

the insurance department at Ottawa. By their vast or-

ganization, consisting of managers, directors and agents

throughout the country, this association can move quickly

and effectively, as will be appreciated by those familiar

with the progress of the bill at the last session of Parlia-

ment.

At the last session of Parliament, the interests of the

public were but hurriedly represented at the last moment,

and but for the protest at the last moment, it is possible

that the Bill might have become law. It passed the Com-
mons, imposing a tax of 15 per cent, on the premiums paid

to any insurance company which was not domiciled in

Canada.

The intention of this tax was to force the owner of

property to offer his business first of all to the local com-

panies. Further restrictive clauses incorporated in the

bill as passed by the Commons placed the business man
in the position of having to offer his business to the local

companies first, and after refusal by them, to have to

write to the superintendent of insurance for permission

lo try elsewhere.

The Insurance Bill was originally drawn up to pro-

tect the public against the insurance companies, and those

who have already experienced the effeet of the virtual

combine in the insurance business, will look askance at

any legislation which will build up and strengthen so

strong an organization. Many associations,, including the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, and meetings of

commercial and financial interests, have already passed
strong resolutions, and have taken active measures to re-

strict the Bill. The Montreal Produce Merchants' Asso-
ciation have passed a strong resolution against the pro-

posed changes and are urging the dairy interests to take a

similar stand.

Retail merchants throughout Canada should look after

their own interests in this matter and drop a card of pro-
test to their representative in the House of Commons.



A Record of Successful Stunts in the Toy Department

Schemes that may be Worked Out to Bring in Trade—Peary Polar-

Bear Display—Airships—Santa Claus—Motion Toy Window Displays.

Reproduced from " Playthings."

During the pre-Christmas season every toy store

and toy department in the country shows itself in its

most imposing dress ; it is the time of the year when

every youngster will soon have stored away for himself

or herself from one, two or three up to one, two or

three dozen Yuletide gifts. The money to purchase the

enormous stock of toys is being laid aside now, and as

in former years the retail toy centres are beginning to

feel the first effects of the big Christmas buying. The

summer toy display is now a thing of the past, and

those indoor lines which include all of the "long winter

evening" and essentially "Christmas toys" are now to

be seen in almost their full strength in the beginning of

the real holiday season.

G. L. Adams' "The Dubar of India."

G. L. Adams, the toy buyer for the Joseph Home
Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has written us some interesting

data regarding a special holiday window attraction

which boomed business for his department. He says :

"While I have something very attractive and new

each year, such as cages of large, stuffed wild animals,

full-sized domestic animals, and humorous figures, I have

had living deer for the children to feed and play with.

"But the 'stunt' which I believe attracted the most

attention and caused the most talk was a display un-

titled 'The Dubar of India.' The piece was thirteen by

seven feet in size, and when placed in one of our large

show windows it brought about a complete blockade of

the walks. It showed Lord and Lady Curzon seated on

a platform, reviewing a beautiful parade which was com-

posed of gorgeously dressed camels and elephants, fine

prancing horses and carriages completely covered with

flowers, and numberless Indian and English soldiers, both

on horse and afoot.

"Everything in this piece was moving, Lord and

Lady Curzon bowing their approval and the parade

moving just as it did in India.

"The entire piece was operated by a one-half horse-

power electric motor, purchased in Germany."

"The Largest Doll in the World."

A. D. Wilhelm, the buyer for the H. A. Meldrum Co.

Buffalo, N.Y., writes of the sales pulling power of an

enormous doll displayed in his toy department. Mr.

Wilhelm writes :

"One of the strongest drawing cards I ever had in

the toy department was last year, when I purchased the

largest jointed doll I could find ; had it handsomely

dressed and displayed in the toy department.

"In all the headlines of my toy advertisements I

invited the mothers to bring the children to see 'the

largest doll in the world.' The results were way be-

yond my expectations, and I dare say that ninety-five

per cent, of the children in Buffalo came to view this

doll."

A Peary Polar Bear Display.

Now that the eyes of all the world are turned to-

wards Commander Peary and Dr. Cook and their recent

reports on the discovery of the North Pole, there is an

opportunity, unprecedented in the history of the toy

trade, for the live toy man to seize. The newspapers

everywhere are full of the wonderful stories of how these
two famous explorers traveled to the top of the world-
editorial comment, personal reports, intensely interesting
narrative all tend to take whole pages of the largest
daily newspapers. The controversy which has come up
between the two men, while it is greatly to be regretted
from all other standpoints, has undoubtedly given the
whole matter additional publicity and free advertising.

With all this North Pole copy filling up the columns
of newspapers, weeklies and monthly magazines, why
not seize upon this great chance and arrange for "A
Peary Polar-Bear Display" as a window attraction
surely, and followed up in the toy store or the depart-
ment as extensively as the toy buyer deems advisable.

Show the Public the "North Pole."

Take the largest window the store has to offer and
get the window dresser in action. Tell him that in this

case, if never again, he must surpass every other toy
window in his section of the country. The scene is to
be laid at the top of the world, at the North Pole, and
here in this window picture the word "Pole" can stand
for something tangible ; it can be a small red and white
barber's pole, a grotesque character from the land of the
Poles, a small iron bar with one of the daring adven-
turers applying axle grease to the pole, to make the

world move along a little faster, or anything else that
the ingenious toy man desires.

Use Jeweler's Cotton Batting.

Eskimos, Eskimo huts, icebergs, white Polar (Teddy)
bears, dog sledges, Polar ships, supply points for the
explorers, toy whales, seals, etc., and other familiar-

objects seen in the Far North should be pictured. A
painted background, showing the Aurora Borealis, would
help out in its wonderful colors of green, gold, purple

and ruby. In representing these northern scenes, jewel-

er's cotton batting, covered by "Santa Claus snow,"
makes an ideal picture of snowy plains and mountains.
Large chunks of rock salt, covered with bits of mica
and imitation snow, will show up attractive icebergs.

White Teddy bears should move rapidly as Polar bears

in a display of this sort.

The use of jeweler's cotton batting is much to be

preferred over the ordinary cotton batting for this sort

of work. It is thinner, easier to handle, and will split

in the middle and not present that "pressed-down" ap

pearance. Moreover, about one-half the quantity will

suffice, and the showing with this imitation snow makes
the most brilliant appearance possible.

Cook, Peary and the Pole.

The toy buyer might make this North Pole window
a picture of the Cook or the Peary expedition ; or, again,

it could show both of these adventurous explorers ap-

proaching the coveted goal of the ages from different

directions. As one paper humorously wrote it, the toy

man might picture Peary climbing up the Pole, while

Cook is sliding down. We believe this to be a most ex-

cellent idea for the early holiday window, to be used as

long as it is found to be pulling the crowds and adver-

tising the store.

'4
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This is an Aeroplane Age—Make Use of it.

Another subject which is receiving steady public at-

tention is that of the conquest of the clouds. The recent

international aeroplane contests held abroad resulted in

a victory for an American machine, which means that

the next international contests will be held in the United

States, on Long Island, positive proof of live and vital

public interest in the aerial sport with Americans. With
matters in this shape an Aeroplane Display Window should

be popular with the passing throngs. The market offers

any variety of toy airships which have retail prices of

ten cents, ten dollars and all the intermediary prices.

They can be swung from the top of the window, placed

on the floor, sailing over mountains, clouds, etc., repre-

senting, say, the international contest recently held in

France. The trade offers in miniature every type of

American and foreign car and the various entries could

be marked "Curtis," "Latham," "Bleroit," etc. With

a window of this kind dolls of all sorts could be shown
viewing the races ; trains and toy wagons could be

shown bringing the crowds, etc.; toy houses of all sorts

would naturally help out the picture and so on through

an infinite variety of popular priced toy merchandise.

a small-sized sensation in his town by having his clerks

appear behind the counters and at the toy tables in

costume—in a costume that would be harmonious to the
general color scheme and to the general idea of the toy
display. They might be dressed as Santa Claus' skilled
workmen, as sailor boys and girls, as North Pole Eski-
mos (in some arrangement of clothing not requiring real
fur, which would be too warm) or other costume which
would be particularly appropriate for local trade.

The Motion Toy Window.

Too much cannot be said in favor of a display win-
dow which embodies motion in some form, be it a real
or mechanical Santa Claus, a pageant or parade, a mov-
ing railroad, etc. The toy man can spend much or little
in this respect, ami if care is taken in making the pur-
chases the money could hardly be spent in a better
cause. Motion catches the eye and halts the crowd. It
brings the prospective purchaser into the store, sells him
the goods and sends him on his way rejoicing, talking
to his friends and advertising the store.

An Airship for Santa Claus.

If desired, a special airship could be constructed to

show Santa Claus arriving in town in his air car, loaded

down with Christmas toys ; this number to be six or

more feet in width, according to the size of the toy

window. It might be shown just arriving a^t Brown
Brothers toy store, a miniature representation of the

house being used for this particular window display. As

in the North Pole window, the Airship window should

be followed up inside of the store in a manner which will

make the window one of a distinctive sales pulling power

as well as one of strong advertising advantage to the

entire store.

The All-important Santa Claus.

But no matter what else the toy buyer does in the

way of an additional attraction for the little fellows,

unless they see a sure enough alive Kris Kringle cavort-

ing around among the toys, cutting up jolly capers, re-

ceiving and answering letters, giving inexpensive presents

now and then, the holiday toy display is not quite com-
plete. The whole spirit of Christmas to the mind of

the child is expressed by the character of Santa Claus,

and year after year the lovers of the little people

promise these k'iddies "A Trip Down Town to See

Santa Claus," even as their mothers took them down
town to see old St. Nicholas many years ago.

Santa in the Toy Window.

It has always been a good stunt to put Santa Claus
in the street window for at least part of the day, and
have him kept busy demonstrating the new toys and
mending broken ones, using placards in either case ex-

tending a hospitable invitation to come in and see the

monster toy display. Any live figure in a store window
"doing something interesting" is of immediate interest

to the crowd on the street, and at holiday time one of

the best figures to use is a live Santa Claus. Here you
are sure to have "A Motion Toy Window" of a high

order.

Clerks in Costume.

While speaking of a man costumed as Santa Claus,

the idea presents itself that the toy buyer could create

Features for Interior Specials.

The Holiday Toy Displays of the leading toy depart-
ments and toy stores have found that some strong at-
traction and entertainment, among the toys themselves,
where they are sold, has hardly ever failed to pay for
itself, especially when given generous notice in the papers
-and right here be it said that a really novel arrange-
ment never fails to bring forth some valuable reading'
notices from the town newspapers. A favorite idea with
a great many toy buyers is to show some pet animal
or animals in the toy department

; deer have been used,
"The Smallest Horse in the World" has been used, as
have trick animals and circus animals in cages, all to
very good advantage.

The Value of Music.

Music by gramophone, singer and popular song
Player has, is and always will be a feature of many toy
displays, as it lends a festive air which is required more
than ever in the holiday departments. Music puts the
average and normal visitor at his ease and in good
spirits at once. It lures him among the toys and fattens
up the order books. Representations of popular play-
grounds, such as Coney Island, have found favor with
the shoppers, and the toy world can use more of them.

Demonstrations Most Important.

By way of practical entertainment for the youngsters,
the demonstration idea can, and no doubt will, be used
to result in stronger returns than ever during the ap-
proaching holiday season. In demonstrating games, the
clerk who does so can play the role of magician -and
perform amusing tricks, whose solution and ownership
requires the investment of a dime or quarter. The de-
monstrator can play a similar role in disposing of for-
tune-telling games. The demonstration of new toys is

advertising, entertainment and salesmanship combined.
Scatter the demonstrators to avoid too large crowds,
and use more and better workers than ever before. The
issue is one which has been tried and not found wanting.
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News from Canadian Trade Centres

Interesting Items Gathered from all Parts

of Canada - Business Good Everywhere

—Changes and Improvements Noted.

ENLARGING THEIR STORE.
St. John's, Nflcl., November 9.—The Atlantic Book-

store has taken over the premises occupied by the late

Thomas Charles, at the foot of Prescott street, and ex-

tensive alterations are now being made. The interior will

be remodelled and fitted up in style. The intention is to

put a large plate glass where the present entrance is and

also one facing Prescott street. The two shops will be

connected by an archway which will give the place an

impressive appearance. When completed Manager Power
will have one of the finest shops in the city.

IT COST MONEY.
Calgary, November 15.—The highest price ever paid

for inside property, that is other than corner property,

was paid by F. E. Osborne, of Osborne Bros., stationers,

this morning when he purchased from C. R. Brown the

lot and building now occupied by that firm as a stationery

store. The amount handed over to Mr. Brown was $35,-

000, and as the lot is only 20 feei in width, it means that

each foot cost Mr. Osborne exactly $1,750. The new

proprietor has commenced extensive improvements on

his new property with a view of making it one of the

most up-to-date stationery stores in western Canada.

A CHANGE AT SALMON RIVER.
Salmon Arm, B.C., November --.—Allien Bedford bas

purchased the business of S. H. Lawrence here. Mr. Law-

rence carried on a stationery, fancy goods, ice cream and

soda water store and Mr. Bedford will add as well a full

line of drugs, proprietary medicines, toilet articles and

optical goods, sufficient to meet the requirements of the

town and district.

IMPROVED THEIR STORE.
Pictou. November 23.—James MacLean & Sons

have been making several improvements in their book-

store here. They have put up a hardwood stairway which

gives better access to the show rooms on the second floor,

where they have now on display their stock of Christmas

fancy goods.

STEDMAN BROS. EXPAND.
Brantford, November 25th.—At a special meeting of

the Collegiate Institute Board held on Friday evening, the

sale of the present collegiate institute and property on

George street, to Messrs. Stedman Bros., wholesale sta-

tioners, which was recommended by a special committee,

was ratified. The sum paid for the building, which is now

in use as a school, was $8,250, and the sale includes not

only the collegiate building and grounds, which are very

spacious, and will allow much extension in the future,

but also the gymnasium, which will probably be used as

a stock-room for heavy goods, and a janitor's cottage on

Grey street. There is 264 feet frontage on George street,

and 132 on Grey and Marlborough streets, and it will be

seen that the purchasers have secured a most adaptable

site for future enlargement. Messrs. Stedman Brothers

will remove their wholesale stationery plant to the new

building, though possession will not be given for several

months, probahly not until October next. The price was

most reasonable for the property involved.

t6

Some twenty years ago the Stedman Brothers com-
meneed selling newspapers on the street, and early showed
their business ability. The Burchell murder trial may be

said to mark the definite establishment of their present

extensive business, for it was the tremendous sale of papers
' sequent upon that trial which decided them to go into

business mi a still large scale. In course of time increas-

ing business made it necessary to open up a stationers

and news store at 14s Col'bqrne street. In 1908, the sta-

tionery business of W. J. F. Ma.llagh was purchased. It

is in the wholesade line that the enterprise of the firm

is most apparent, they employing fifty-five hands in their

wholesale establishment, where post cards, calenders, book-
In- and Christmas cards are manufactured. There are
three brothers in the firm, Messrs. Samuel, Edward and
George.

CHRISTMAS TRADE STARTS EARLY.
Montreal, December 4.—'One thing particularly notice-

able this year is the fact that Christmas trade started

much earlier than usual. As far as books and stationery

lines are concerned there is every prospect for unpre-
cedented sales. Excellent window displays were noticed

early in the month. This fact had something to do. no

doubt, with encouraging early holiday purchasing.

The wording of a posl card noticed in one of the win-

dow displays of one of our big St. Catherine street book
-. which appealed to the writer is as follows:

"Kind friend! I shall pass this way but once. If

therefore, there is anything you can do for me. Do It Now.
I I aeglecl or Af\'n it I'm- 1 may not pass this way
again." These words are very suggestive, and if used

properly should serve as a good announcement card for

any traveler, as they arc bound to appeal to the sense of

a man.

Another little paragraph, not taken from a post card,

however, bul which is good is, "Yes, it's true that adver-
tising costs money, but it's cheaper than going out of

business."

In current fiction "The Foreigner." by Ralph Connor.

published by Westminster, since it was launched on the

market, lias far surpassed any of the other books in the

field. This work according to the present demand will

exceed in -ales all this author's other works. "Anne
of Avonlea," by L. M. Montgomery, has also taken the

fancy of the reading public and the success of this new-

book has also led to quite a revival of "Anne of Green
Cables," a previous work of this author. "The Silver

Horde," by Rex Beach, is selling exceptionally well in

certain stores, while in others the demand is not so brisk.

"Truxton King," by G. B. McCutcheon, still continues
to forge ahead and is among the best sellers. "The Danger
Mark," the best selling book in Canada last month, is

asked for frequently, but the demand is beginning to fall

off. "The Attic Guest," by R. E. Knowles, should prove
interesting to most readers once it becomes better known.

ALL READY AT OTTAWA.
Ottawa, Dee. 3.—Everywhere, everything signifies

Christmas, and in the book and stationery stores some
beautiful specimens of holiday cards are being shown.
Calendars are also, as usual, displayed in variety and
abundance, and seem to be in very fair demand. Some
of the better class of cards are being purchased for
mailing to distant points, and this year more than ever
the special private greeting cards are meeting with much
favor.

Books are being bought, and in this line there are
some special picture editions which command attention
from their artistic worth.
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Note papers and papeteries are prominently placed in

the various stores, and anyone desiring this class of goods

cannot experience any difficulty in making a very suitable

selection.

Figures must possess some sort of magnetism or

hypnotism, for certain combinations invariably cause a

big sale of the goods so priced. One local bookseller has

"The Foreigner" offered at 98 cents, and his prospects

arc good for a multitude of orders.

Enquiry from the storekeepers indicates that real solid

purchasing has hardly commenced.

HURST TO REPRESENT CRAIG.

TORONTO. NOV. 29.—Aubrey 0. Hurst returned to-

day from a trip to England, where he visited the head-

quarters of Chas. Goodall & Son, and made .all necessary

aii augments for pushing this firm's lines in America dur-

ing 1910. Mr. Hurst, while in the Old 'Country, also made

final arrangements to take over the agency for Canada and

the United States of Robert Craig & Sons, the makers

of blotting papers, wallpapers, hangings, ingrains, etc.

This big concern, with mills at Caldercruix and Airdrie,

Scotland, produces LOO tons of blotting paper a week.

A thousand hands are employed and the capital in-

vested amounts to a million and a half pounds. The

company have entered into this arrangement with Mr.

Hurst with the utmost enthusiasm and are determined to

place their goods from one end of the Dominion to the

other.

Mr. Eurst had a pleasant trip, hobnobbing with Lord

Charles Beresford on the way over.

DEATH OF FRENCH-CANADIAN BOOKSELLER.
MONTREAL, NOV. 17.—Edouard Castel, proprietor

of Castel's bookstore, on Craig Street Last, died here to-

day. His store had been for years a rendezvous of French-

Canadian literary men, where his friends were accustom-

ed to congregate to discuss books and kindred subjects.

Mr. Castel once met Victor Hugo and lie never wearied

of telling about his talk with the great French writer

during the latter 's exile in Guernsey.

BRISK BUSINESS IN WINNIPEG.
WINNIPEG, DEC. -i.—Wholesalers were very busy

last, month handling' all liues of goods. The trade every-

where in the west is reported in excellent condition, and

with the extra rush in holiday goods, jobbing houses have

been compelled to work over-time to keep up with the

trade. The demand for stationery has been particularly

strong, and this is an evidence of the continued active

business life of the west. It has been noticeable that the

quality of stationery for office use, which is asked for

this year, is much better than in former years. Fancy
holiday stationery has gone out freely and these promise

to be heavy sellers this month. Novelties, toys and games

have been a feature of the trade, and retailers everywhere

have stocked more heavily in these lines than ever be-

fore.

Local retailers are prepared for a gigantic Christmas

trade. Last year they were not heavily enough stocked

with the ordinary holiday lines, and long before the fes-

tal day stocks in various lines were quite depleted. They
have, therefore, taken precaution not to allow a repeti-

tion of this occurrence. The stores present an attractive

appearance, and some of them appear almost over-crowd-

ed, due to the endeavor to land the great trade of the

season.

Attractive greeting cards are a feature of store decora-

tions. Those distinctly western in their design have

proven very popular and very few will survive the 'Christ-

mas rush. Local store windows present a gay appearance,

and although no special Christmas windows will appear,

the displays will all the time be of a very high order.

A matter which has been giving local stationers con-

siderable annoyance of late is the fact that the leather

goods trade has been slowly going away from them. One

merchant said that the department stores had cornered

that trade and got it by cutting prices. Just whether the

other marehanls are justified in dropping the line of goods

is a question. It would seem that an endeavor to win

back the trade by advertising and effective window dis-

plays would bring results. The department stores can-

not continue to cut prices always. They must have a pro-

fit. Let the other merchants remain in the field and only

keep up a little harder fight and the public will know

that it is not only the department stores which handle

that certain article..

WINNIPEG BOOKSELLERS AGITATED.
WINNIPEG, DEC. 4.— It has recently come to light that

the act prohibiting canvassers from operating in this

province, except under heavy license, has'not been strictly

enforced. Some outside firms have been represented in

the city by agents, who for some weeks have been taking

orders from the public for Christmas cards, stationery

and novelties, and have left the city without being mo-

lested by the local authorities. Just who is to blame for

permitting this is not easily seen, but, of course, local

retailers claim that there is a member of the police de-

partment specially delegated to see that the License Act

is enforced, That they are justified in unloading the re-

sponsibility in this direction seems reasonable, since it

is to the civic authorities that the business tax is paid,

and in turn the city powers should protect in every way
possible the retailer that pays this tax, and not allow

agents from outside centres to do house to house or office

to office soliciting for goods, which the retailer is pay-

ing for the privilege of selling. Whether or not, how-

ever, there is a civic official to to this work, the retail

merchants should not be content to leave such important

matters absolutely in the hands of a more or less disin-

terested party. That the city should have an official to

ferret out unlawful proceedings in this direction is only

just, but the retail merchants themselves should, as far as

possible, see that the official does his duty, and, if neces-

sary, assist him in the performance of that duty. The

Retail Merchants' Association should have taken action.

Another batter which must sooner or later be met by the

retail merchants of this city, if not in many other places, is

the manner in which many retailers are discriminated

against, by means of the early closing by-law. It is not

that any merchant that now closes at six o'clock wishes

in remain open later, but it is that there are stores which

are allowed to remain open day and night and sell goods

all the time, which the restricted merchant can only sell

within a. limited time.

Local booksellers and stationers are very much con-

cerned about the drug stores handling their line of goods

after six o'clock. Almost every druggist is stocked with

fine stationery and greeting cards, leather goods and many
other lines, which are time-honored staples in the retail

stationery stores. At the present time customers are

purchasing these goods for Christmas gifts at all hours

of the night. Manifestly this is unfair to the bookseller.

It is evident that no one is going to murmur until the

matter is laid before the association. It is not a ques-

tion as to whether the druggist shall stock the station-

er's goods, but whether he should sell them after six

o 'clock.



What Manufacturers and Jobbers Offer This Month

New Goods Not Very Plentiful at Present—Attention Being Directed

to Closing Up Christmas Business—A Few Notes of the Month.

Plasticine.

Among the many novelties which are being delivered

to all parts of western Canada by Clark Bros., Winnipeg,

is a line of goods particularly interesting to children, and

continually becoming more popular as a source of amuse-

ment and instruction. Harbutt's plasticine is a modeling

material for artists, schools, kindergartens, arts and crafts.

y::d home amusement. The material is (dean and prac-

tically indestructible, made in five colors—grey, red. Line,

yellow and green, it requires no water to make it pliable,

and remains plastic for any length of time, so thai it can

r-e wi rked over and over again. It is sufficiently firm to

stand exhibition purposes, and improves with age and use.

Heretofore clay has been extensively used as a molding

material, but in many ways it is unsatisfactory. Artists

find that plasticine supercedes clay for rapid sketching.

studies of drapery, composition and effects of light and

shade. It will not shrink or droop when used for (he

iiiusi colossal work requiring tons of weight. It is use-

ful in school in the study of geography; in the engineer's

or architect 's office for relief work; in the home as amuse-

ment and instructor. It is put up in attractive boxes and

they would be appropriate Christmas gifts to artists,

teachers and children.

All Holiday Lines Complete.

'• Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton, report that their as-

sortment of holiday lines is still unbroken. They have

tried to provide for the last minute demand for Christ-

mas and New Year post cards, fine papeteries, playing

cards, tally cards, and the innumerable sundries which are

apt to he sold out. Worthy of special mention are the

lines of holly cards, tags and seals. These are attractively

put up in ten cent packages and show a good profit to the

dealer. There is always a big demand for holly wrapping,

gummed ribbon and colored twines for making attractive

packages. Dealers should order now while the line is

complete.

Boosting Waterman's Ideals.

The holiday issue of The Pen Prophet, published by
the L. E. Waterman Co. is a dandy. Old Father Christ-

mas smiles out benignly from the cover with a big Ideal

pen grasped in his red mit. All around him are heaped

decorated boxes containing Ideals. An interesting feature

in the number is a list of the newspapers and magazines

which will use Ideal advertising in December. Their com-

bined circulation runs to 19,539,277, or allowing four

readers to each copy, 78,157,108 readers. Throughout the

Pen Prophet are shown electros which will be supplied

to dealers for advertising purposes and also much reading

matter of a helpful character.

Penn-craft People.

Bookseller and Stationer has heard again from the

"Penn-craft" people. This time in the shape of a

most artistic calendar. If this calendar is a criterion of

what their line will be we advise the trade to sit up and

take notice. There is a constantly increasing demand
amongst the better class of trade for just such goods as

the "Penn-craft" people, whoever they may be, are pro-

ducing.

Blottings and Wall Papers.

The extensive line of blotting papers, wall papers, col-

ored cover papers, envelope papers and manillas, and

wrapping papers made at the Scottish mills of Rooert

Craig & Sons, will be shown in Canada by Aubrey 0.

Hurst. The Craig lines were referred to in the last spe-

cial Bookseller & Stationer, and merit careful attention

from buyers. Ranging from Spongia to Magnet, Velvet

and Xestor. they produce blotting papers to meet every

requirement. In -wall papers, their oatmeal ingrains, silk-

ette hangings, velours and embossed papers are finest

grade products. Mr. Hurst will show samples of all these

lines on his next trip.

Canadian Playing Cards.

Better value cannot be made than the "Shuffler" play-

ing cards, No. 744, manufactured in Canada by the Copp,
Clark Co. They have round corners, colored backs in red
or blue designs, and a fine ivory finish that makes dealing

a pleasure. Price to the trade, $1.50 per dozen.

THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

From now on until the beginning of February it is

likely to be quiet in the sheet music business. The pub-
lic begins to give all its attention to Christmas shopping
and throughout the month of January to the big reduc-
tion sales in the departmental stores.

Some of the good songs for the month are: "Only Baby
Fingers" and "I'm Going Back to Work Down on the

Farm," published by the Delmar Music Co. "Strolling,"
by the writers of "In Dear Old Sweetheart Days," also

published by this house, is reported to have continual suc-

cess from a sales standpoint.

Paul Lineke's "Glow Worm" has taken quite a hold
on the Canadian market at this late date and at present-

there are no signs of diminishing sales. It is published
by Jos. W. Steam. "I wish I had My Old Girl Back
Again," by the same publisher, is also in favor.

"Funny Face," Harry Von Tilzer, publisher, is the

title of a new piece.
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"Say Boys I've Found a Girl," by the writers of "I

Wish I had a Girl," is quite prominent. It is published

by Shapiro. The edition of "June, July and August,"

published by Cox, Toronto, by the same authors, is also

proving a winner.

The Gus Edwards Music Pub. Co. have a good number

in "When You Know."
Ted Snyder Co. has two good pieces in "Next to Your

Mother, Who do You Love!" and "Wild Cherries," iiu-

strumental.

Jerome H. Remick is prominent also with "Her Name
is Mary Donohue" and "There's a Big Cry Baby in the

Moon." This last song is catchy.

"Gee, but There's Class to a Girl Like You," is pub-

lished by Will Rossiter. It 's good too.

MOVING IN JANUARY.

Toronto, Dec. 6.—The Geo. M. Hendry Co. have

secured the ground floor and basement of the large office

building now being completed at 215-219 Victoria St.,

and will remove to their new premises about January 15,

1910. These two floors will give them a floor space of

10,500 square feet—more than double the space in their

present building.

DOINGS IN ST. JOHN.

St. John. N.B., Dec. 3.—With a very satisfactory

summer's business in the immediate past, and the pros-

pects bright for a brisk Christmas trade, the dealers in

books, stationery and fancy goods are feeling quite con-

tented. In all the stores now there is a bewildering array

of toys and fancy goods displayed on special tables and

counters, and extra help is being secured for the expected

rush of holiday buyers.

A feature of this year's display is the great variety

of very pretty calendars of local and imported manufac-

ture. A profusion of dolls, attractive books for young

and old. toys, (mostly "Made in Germany"), and count-

less other lines are shown. Several of the dealers arc

showing some very dainty Christmas cards and booklets,

which they sell, to order, with the name of the sender

printed thereon.

In consequence of a recent real estate deal, resulting"

in the sale of the Seeord block to a dry goods house, the

linn of E. G. Nelson & Co. will have to seek new quar-

ters. For many years "Nelson's Bookstore," at the head

of King Street, the centre of the business district, has

been one of the city's landmarks, and it will seem odd to

look for them anywhere else. J. E. Seeord, the present

proprietor, states, however, that he has other premises

in view, and it is probable that when the time comes to

move, in a few months, it will be to larger quarters,

where the rapidly increasing business will have plenty

of room for expansion.

The Dominion Specialty Company, which has con-

ducted a business on Charlotte Street, devoted to art

goods, sheet music, etc., assigned recently to A. A. Wilson,

K.C.. and the stock has been purchased by James S.

Frost.

G. Herbert Flood, who was a member of the firm of

I '. flood & Sums, dealers in books, stationery and fancy
goods, etc.. which recently went out of business, has been
appointed by the Dominion Government as agent of the

Marine and Fisheries Department at this port.

SOME PERSONAL ITEMS.

W. II. Manning, stationer, Ingersoll, is dead.

Smith Bros., stationers, Vernon and Kamloops, B.C.,

have sold their Kamloops business to A. C. Taylor.

William Copp, C. J. Musson and E. W. Walker are

three Toronto publishers at present visiting the trade in.

England.

George Warwick, president Warwick Bros. & Rutter,

Toronto, is at present in Europe, engaged in securing im-

port fancy goods lines for next season. He will be back
about Christmas.

A. de W. Anderson. London, Eng., representing the

Cari'bonum Co.. Ltd., manufacturers of all kinds of carbon
paper, has been a trade visitor in Montreal. Stationers

interested in securing a fine line of carbon paper, should

write for samples to Caribonum Company, Ltd., Cari-

bunum Works, Leyton, N.E., London.

A SHREWD STATIONER
when buying a line taKes into consideration its reputation as to qual-
ity, style and manufacture, and these are really the selling points.
Price is important, it is true, but in order to Have your trade return
for tbe same thing you must have the best, for no one wants a poor
article a second time.

That Hurd's papers and cardboards are the best is unquestioned, and
•while the price may seem a little high, the quality and reliability
far offset any difference. They are Known the world over for their
unequalled quality, purity and perfect finish.

We have added the Orchid shade to the other popular tints

in the Lawnette paper. It is particularly attractive.

GEO. B. HURD CO. CO.

Fine Paper Mahers

425 ®L 427 Broome Street, New YorK. U. S. A.
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How a Merchant May Improve His Insurance Ratings

Failure to Apply Pnnciples of Economy to this Department of Ex-

penditure — Consultation with Local Agents Advisable in Order to

Ascertain Details of Rating and Necessary Items of Improvement.

One of the most important questions that the mer-

chant or manufacturer can ask himself at the present

time is : How can I improve my insurance rating ?

Authorities with whom this matter has been discussed

declare that the indifference displayed by some of the

most wideawake business men with reference to the risk

represented by their premises is nothing short of sur-

prising. The great majority have never taken the

trouble to ascertain from local agents what their key

rates are or to inform themselves with reference to those

details which constitute them. It is safe to say that, if

they did, they would stand self-accused of their failure

to apply the first principles of economy to this depart-

ment of expenditure.

Fair Basis of Rating.

Although it is a commendable fact that forces are at

work with the object of bringing about a better condi-

tion of things, the local insurance agent has not, hereto-

fore, been expected to exercise his initiative in this mat-

ter. While a town is under a minimum tariff where risks

are not always considered on their individual merits, but

subject to the same rating whether good or bad, no

great reform can be worked. Obviously, the specific rat-

ing which weighs the conditions surrounding a building

and charges accordingly is the fairer ; it discriminates

justly between the good and the bad. Of course, the

town's fire equipment and its fire record are always mat-

ters for consideration and are made the bases of penal-

ties or credits as the case may be. Authorities state

that the time is not so far distant when all centres of

population will come under the specific rating.

Consult With the Agent.

What step must the merchant in a town to which

specific rating is applied first take in the direction of

improvement of his individual risk ? He will go to his

insurance agent and ascertain his key rate. The agent

will inform him as to the full details of that rating,

where he is penalized and where he is credited, and, if he

be a competent man, will also be able to tell him what
he must do to improve the risk.

On one point there cannot be too great emphasis

—

that the first duty of the merchant is to employ a com-
petent insurance agent, not because he is a relative or

friend, or out of charity, but because he is a competent
man.

A merchant's insurance is more frequently gauged by
the rate than by his own requirements. He is willing

to spend three, four or five hundred or a thousand dol-

lars for insurance, and the agent who can supply him
with the largest amount of insurance for that money is

the man who is doing him a service. Low rates do not
necessarily mean less premiums, but probably would mean
a larger amount of insurance. The minimizing of fire

possibilities is likewise an important point to keep in

mind.

Tn stringent times, the merchant looks at his insur-

ance and if he thinks he can save a hundred or two he
is going to do it. The man who can show him how he

ran best effect that saving is the man who gets his busi-

ness and keeps it.

There is scarcely a conceivable circumstance under
which this rule will not apply, that reduction in rate is

majde for improvement. Instances are not wanting which
go to show that where changes have been made to com-
ply with recommendations with the object of securing
better rates they were of such a character as to add
materially to the value of the buildings, and in many
cases were in contemplation before the owner had thought
of their significance from an insurance point of view.

A merchant who has in view the "improving" of his
risk by remodeling or rebuilding should first ascertain
from the insurance agent doing his business how those
changes are going to affect his rating.

Consultation between the agent and the insured, at
such times, should be the rule and not the exception. It
is here that the competent man can do good service

; if

he does not advise his clients somebody else will.

Small Outlay for Big Saving.

Case after case can be cited -in which the most inex-
pensive improvement to building or equipment has effect-
ed great saving in insurance bills. Bookseller and Sta-
tioner's attention was recently drawn to a notable in-
stance in which a manufacturer by an expenditure of
$50 cut down Iris bill by over $500. By in-
staling: a bucket tank, by bricking up a small
hole, by protecting floors or woodwork near stoves
or furnaces, by keeping packing material in proper bins—
those and scores of other little things all count in the
making up of a rate. The fact that there is a deduc-
tion made for no cellar or basement is significant. The
cellar is so often made a dumn hole for all kinds of
rubbish, and is the place of origin of many fires, that the
penalty seems justified.

Faults of Management.

The faults attributed to management, in the mercan-
tile survey on which rates are based, account for a large
list of penalties any one of which may be easily over-
come. For example, if there are stovepipes throug-h the
floors or partition, not protected, an additional 50 cents
is charged

; through the window, roof or wall, with
double metal chimney, 50 cents additional ; not pro-
tected, $1.00

; entering bottom of flue vertically, 25 cents
extra

;
entering flue in attic or unused room, 25c addi-

tional
; bottom of elevator shaft used for closets, etc.,

or waste, 50c
; untidiness, rubbish, ashes, etc., in cellar

or attic, 25c
;
ooen lights in show windows or electric

bulbs covered with tissue paper or paper shades, 25
cents extra, and so on. There may be points about the
construction of a building which the tenant or owner
can as easily improve unon as in removing any of the
"faults of management," and with reference to these the
fullest consultation with local agents is urged. There
is not only the individual risk to be considered, but like-

wise the reputation of the town. Tt is safe to say that
the progressive merchant who recognizes the importance
of his^ own status will not long stand for deficiency of
municipal equipment.
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Hi&ins' Inks and Adhesives "WELLINGTON"
PHOTO SPECIALTIES

The Higgins Inks and Adhesives are in a class by then-selves They are

the best goods that original thought, conscientious workmanship and sustained

high ideals can produce. They are largely imitated but never equalled. They
give unvarying satisfaction to consumers and dealers, and every unit is backed

by our absolute guarantee. Prick Lists and Discounts on Reqikst.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., New York, Chicago, London
Originators and Manufacturers oi Iaks and Adhesives

MAIN OFFICE, 271 Ninth St. T5pnrilfT VM N Y" TT S AFACTORY, 240, 244 Eighth St. LJKOOKLYIN, IN . 1 ., U .O. TI-

DIED IN NEW YORK.

New York, Nov. 8.—The death occurred here to-

day of John Ireland, who was for several years as a

young man in the employ of the Dawsons, of Montreal. He
came 'to New York in 1863 and was in the employ suc-

cessively of Sheldon & Co.. Thomas Nelson & Sons, and

A. D. F. Randolph. In 1885 he opened a hook business

of his own a,t 1192 Broadway, but failed in 1898, when
he took a position in the retail department of 6. P.

Putnam's Sons. He took special interest in the writings

of Canadians, particularly those of Dr. Drummond.

English Items.

Arthur H. Stockwell, of 29 Ludgate Hill, Londom,
England, has just published ''The Mysterious Light," a

novel by Janet B. Orr (2s.) "The Coming of the

Child," a dream, by Theodore Phillipy, (paper Is.),

"Garnered Sheaves," poems, by the author of "Prairie

Chickens" (2s.), also "The Queen's Favorite and other

poems," by M. H. Abraham-Jewell (2s.).

A new volume has just been issued in the series of

"Sunrise" publications, from the press of the Sunrise

Publishing Co., Warrington, England. "A Midnight
Fantasy," by Arthur Bennett is descriptive of the poet's

dream journey in the mystic hours of night. Whirled

through space on Fancy's wings, he finds all that he has

ever dreamed of. Friends in legion are introduced, in

great variety and swift rotation, famous personages,
from David down to Marie Correlli, have their entrances

and exits. Authors, artists, characters in poetry and
fiction, form a brilliant company. There is a bewilder-

ing fascination in this book of poems, which one finds it

difficult to describe.

PLATES PAPERS FILMS

No order too small for best attention

WARD & CO., 13 St. John St., MONTREAL

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The Standard Brand in United States for

over fifty years, among expert and careful

writers, and recognized by accountants

and correspondents as

THE BEST
Works i BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Imported by all the leading stationers in

Canada.

Proprietors : Spenccrian Pen Co., New York

HAVE YOU TRIED
THIS
ONEJOHN HEATH'S PENS

Supplied by leading Wholesale
Houses in Toronto and Montreal.

London (Eng. Export Agency :

8 St. Bride St., London, E.C.

0278 TELEPHONE PEN. Reg. In Canada

The

REG:IN CANADA

WAVERLEY
PENS

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE -

THE RESERVOIR WAVERLEY WRITES
250 WORDS WITH ONE DIP OF INK

SOLD EVERYWHERE

MACNIVEN & CAMERON, LTD.
Steel, Gold and Fountain Pen Makers to the Trade

WAVERLEY WORKS, EDINBURGH
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The Village Merchant and His Great Opportunities

A Man can Place Himself Above Competition in a

Small Place — Only Two or Three First-class Business

Men There—Ways to Get Hold of Business and Develop It.

By Frank Farrington.

The man who thinks that it will not pay him to go into

business in a. village because there is not business enough

there, simply is ignorant of the aetua.l conditions. It may

be that he could not get enough of that business to make

it profitable, but in a village of 2,000 there are 2,000

people right there to buy from him, and there is a sur-

rounding country tblail will have an available population

of from 500 to 50,000 whom he can reach with advertis-

ing and possibly induce to buy from him.

The man who has success written in his head will nol

lack for people to buy goods from him in the smallest

village, and the mam without it could not make a success

of the only dry goods store in Indianapolis or Tallahassee.

Of course there is opportunity everywhere, Waterproof,

la., Overall, W. Va., Oshkosh, Tuscaloosa, or Medicine

Hat. The man is the thing. And the average man will

find that his mental 'equipment has a higher proportionate

value in the village than in the city.

You are in direct competition with the best in your

town or city, however large or small it may be. It should

require no exceptional! discernment to see that those who
have risen to be the best among a hundred thousand musl

be better than those who have just made first place in a

field of one thousand. Which would you rather have as

competitors?

What can a, man do in a village store?

lie can succeed. He can build up a business just as

big as he has the ability to handle. The size of his busi-

ness will infallibly be the measure of his ability. In the

city that is not true. His ability may be handicapped by
a thousand influences entirely outside of his control and

not at work at all potently in a village.

No Limit to Village Business.

There is no limit to success possible for a village busi-

ness. There are instances where in villages of some 500

inhabitants, and that's a. pretty small village, stores have

been started that have reached an annual turn-over in

six figures.

I know of a modest drug store in a village of 3.000

that has cash receipts of $20,000 per annum. That's a

good business for a country drug store with the accom-

panying low operating expense.

The village druggist with a stock of $4,000 and a store

expense of $1,500 to $1,800, not including his own salary.

may operate a business with yearly receipts of $15,000,

which should show him a gross profit of 40 per cent.

The village- grocer with a $20,000 gross receipts may
net himself an income of from two to four thousand

dollars.

Two young men who started in the grocery business

ten years ago with $3,000 capital in a fair-sized town now
do an annual business of $22S,O0O, with an operating

expense of less than 13 per cent. This in a place where,

to use the words of one of the partners, "Competition is

fierce."

The one thing that has opened the way to the village

mercantile success is the development of advertising. In

the old days when a man could do no more business 'than

he could extract from the people who might pass his door,

there was no such thing as a big village success, and

mighty few other big successes.

Now the trade of the world is open to any man who

has a little capital and something to sell.

Must Advertise More.

In a city a man wins by just one method—advertising-

ability. In the village every talent he has may be brought

in Ins aid. Is he a good mixer. Then he will make
friends who will patronize him and send their acquaint-

ances to his store, even if he were the poorest of adver-

tisers, and I can show you to-day cases where men whose

advertising was practically worthless have developed a

trade that gave them a good living just by using their

personality to that end.

Another man may be a musician and interest in him

people of like tastes, or he maj be popular in some fra-

icnial order and have all his fellow members working for

hind. And this does not mean that a man can succeed in

any line by neglecting- his business for outside interests.

The one rule that all merchants must follow until the

business has got its growth is that the proprietor's pres-

ence in the store is an absolute necessity just as much as

he can be there without imperiling his health.

Of course there are villages that have their business

opportunities so well developed that there is little chance

I'm- any great new success, but such villages are scarce.

There i- mom in practically any small town for a live

man to buy one of the undeveloped stores and build it

up to simething big.

The biggest business can he done in the store 'that

carries the most lines of goods. The store that is only

a drug store has a limit. The cigar store has its limit.

The way to raise the limit is by increasing the number of

line-, handled. The general or department store is the

store that offers the unlimited chance for growth. It is

simply the trust idea in miniature. Plan for a store that

will have for its aim the supplying of the local population

with everything needed and you will be planning for a

big store.

Any kind of store can grow into the general store by
the gradual addition of side lines. There is no reason

why a clothier or a druggist or a grocer should not sell

any kind of goods upon which he can make a good, clean

profit. The idea that one must not break out of his own
particular line, that the shoemaker must stick to his last,

i- entirely out of date. : The shoemaker who sticks to his

last will never be anything but a shoemaker. Of course

there is nothing to prevent the man who is more contented

than ambitious from being a good shoemaker a,nd a happy
one-

Keeping from Bankruptcy.

There is every reason to believe that it is not the most
ambitious man who enjoys life the most. To be success-

ful in one line, and to make a comfortable living at it, that

is success enough for most men.'

In the village a man may succeed in that latter way
by taking one line and handling it well, doing a profitable

business with careful management and small expense. He
$S
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Condensed or "Want" Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.
This is the problem of many Eng.ish and

American manufacturers and publishers. Why not

use an Ad. under this heaa,ng?

MEN selling on commission, 01 men whose time

is not fully employed, should become our
agents. The Canadian Grocer, Dry Goods

Review, Hardware and Metal, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Canadian Machinery and Power
House are all well known and highly regarded
trade papers with a large circulation throughout
Canada, United States and Great Britain. The
circulation must be maintained and increased. We
pay large commissions to men who push for new
subscribers. If you can do anything in this way
write the Circulation Department, giving refer-

ences. The MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WANTED— in every 'own and village, a re-

presentative to take charge of the circula-

tion of our various publications :—Hardware
and Metal, Canadian Grocer, Financial Post,

Plumber and Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review,

Printer and Publisher, Bookseller and Stationer,

Canadian Machinery, and Busy Man's Magazine.
Good financial standing and business connection
a strong recommendation. Just the position for a

retired business man for his spare time- The
MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY Limited.

Toronto. ('•'•

BOOKS WANTED.
How to secure a copy of an out-of-print book or

magazine may sometimes puzzle. Try this solwion.

copies Morang's 2nd Reader. 24 copies Can-
2ZL ada Pub - Co - 2nd Reader. Apply to Cloke

' & Son, Hamilton, Ont.

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS

BOOKS FOR SALE.
How to dispose of shop-worn or unsaleable books

is the problem of many a bookseller. Try an adver-

tisement under this heading.

Chase's High School Geography. 30 V.S.

20 Euclid and Algebra. Apply to Cloke & Son,
Hamilton, Ont.

AUTHORS, WHO PUBLISH THEIR OWN
books will find the BOOKSELLER AND
STATIONER a good medium through which

to interest the trade in their publications.

BOOK PLATES (EX LIBRIS)

ROBERT SNEIDER CO., 143-145 FULTON
St., New York. Designers and engravers of

book plates (ex-libris) heraldic and mono-
gram dies, pearl inlaid stamping, for stationery.

(12-09)

BOOKS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 EAST 17TH
St., New York. (All foreign books.) (12-09)

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, 11 East 17th St.,

New York. Best facilities for supplying books
In all languages.

DIARIES

B.
W. HUEBSCH, 225 FIFTH AVE., N.Y.,
annual and perpetual year books; a popu-
lar diary. (12-09)

INFORMATION WANTED.
THE EDITOR OF THE BOOKSELLER AND

Stationer desires to be kept posted on the pub-
lication of all new books and magazines in the

Dominion of Canada. Readers will confer a favor
by acquainting him of any omissions from the
lists published each month.

MAPS, GLOBES AND ATLASES.

A NY MAN who has ever lost money in the mails
**• has had occasion to learn by painful exper-

ience that the only proper way to remit money
is by Dominion Express Money Orders and For-
eign Drafts. If lost or delayed in the mails, a

prompt refund is arranged, or new order issued
without further charge.

CASH AND PACKAGE CARRIERS. — Better
and quicker service in vour store results from
the installation of the "Gipe" system of Cash

or Parcel Carriers. They are the latest, strongest,
simplest and most effective on the market. Will
centralize your business and more than pay for

themselves in the first year. Write for catalogue.
Gipe Carrier Co., 97 Ontario St., Toronto, (tf)

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
, hand-power elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otls-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and 129 Bay St., Toronto.

c.
S. HAMMOND & CO., 142 Fulton St., New
York, Atlases, School Maps, Road Maps,
Globes. (11-09)

HARRISON FISHER CALENDARS for 1910
make excellent Christmas or New Year di'ts.

Five pages in full colors. Size 14 x 22 in-

ches. Pictures may be removed and framed at the

end of the year as they are only "tipped" on the

mounts. Price $3.00 boxed. Copp, Clark Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, are Sole Agents for Canada.

JUST NOW we are holding a special sale of

second-hand typewriters. All makes are repre-
sented: Underwood, Remingtons, Olivers,

Empires, Smith Premiers, etc. They have been
carefully rebuilt and are in good workable, wear-
able condition. The Monarch Typewriter Co.,
Ltd., 98 King St. West, Toronto, Ont. (tf)

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 36,
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in Carpets, Rugs,

Furniture, Draperies, Wall Papers and Pottery
with Cash prices. It brings you into close touch
with the immense stocks and sp' en Id manufacturing
facilities of John Kay Company, Limited, 36 King
St. West, Toronto. Write for a copy to-day. It's free.

PROBABLY the most talked about machine in

Canada is the Halner Book-keeping Machine.
It combines in one machine the cash and

credit register, time recorder and account register.

Representatives wanted everywhere. Write for

our proposition- Book-keeping Machines, Ltd.,

424 Spadina Ave., Toronto, (tf)

SAVE 50 , OF THE COST OF HANDLING
merchandise by installing a Beath System of

Overhead Carriers. Saves valuable oor
spaoe because the trackage is on the ceiling. Sys-

tems for all kinds of businesses, large or small.

Write us for illustrated catalog. W. D. Beath &
Son, 193 Terauley Street, Toronto. (tf)

SHOW CASES AND STORE FIXTURES for

every business Send for Illustrated catalogue.

Jones Bros. & Co., Limited, 30-32 Adelaide
St. W., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

SAVE 70 OF YOUR LIGHT BILL by using
the "JUST" Tungsten Lamp. Fits any socket.

Burns any angle. All candle-powers from six-

teen up. Prices as low as 50 cents. Better write

us to-day. Sterling Electric Supply Co., Ltd.. 369
Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. (tf)

The "KALAMAZOO" Loose Leaf Binder is the
only binder that will hold just as many sheets
as you actually require and no more. The back

is flexible; writing surface flat; alignment perfect.

It cannot get out of order. No exposed metal parts

or complicated mechanism. Write for booklet.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter Ltd., King and Spadina
Toronto.

VTOU don't buy a National Cash Register, it pays
1 for itself. Saves money. Prevents mistakes.

We can prove it. National Cash Register
Co., 285 Yonge St., Toronto.

THE PERRY PICTURES - EXTENSIVELY
advertised. Millions sold. Very popular.
Every one should have them. Send 4 cents

in stamps for illustrated catalogue and prices to
the trade. The Perry Pictures Co., Box 440,
Maiden, Mass. (2-10)

USE the best carbon paper. Our "Klear-Kopy"
carbon gives clear, unsmudged copies of your
letters and other documents- It has been

selected by a leading government against 43 com-
petitors. '"Peerless" typewriter ribbons give
clear letters and will not clog the type. Sold by
all dealers. Write us for samples. Peerless Car-
bon and Ribbon Co., Toronto, (tf)

wAREHOUSE and Factory Heating Systems
Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited. Supplied
by the trade throughout Canada. (tf)

YJfTANTED—A splendid opportunity for dealers" to handle the best combination Duplicating,
Addressing and Office Printing Machine on

the market. Exclusive territory. Send name and
address, giving occupation and references, to the
Canadian Writerpress Company, Ltd., 33 John
St , Hamilton, Ont.

WHEN buying bookcases insist on having the
best on the market, "Macey Sectional Book-
cases." Carried in nock by all up-to-date

furniture dealers. Illustrated booklet sent free on
request. Canada Furniture Manufacturers, Ltd.
General offices, Woodstock, Ont. (tf)

WHY IMPORT Loose-Leaf Binders and Metal
Parts when you can buy " Systems Quality"
from us? We make the best binders in the

world ; make them to match, too. Ours are the
Canadian Loose-Leaf Standards. Business Sys-
tems Limited, Manufacturing Stationers, Toronto.

(tf)

yOU need the best possible protection from fire 1

* If your valuables are in one of our safes, you
can rest at ease; no fire is too hot for our

safes and vaults to withstand. We manufacture
vaults and safes to meet every possible require-
ment. Write for catalogue "S." The Goldle &
McCuIloch Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont, (tf)

PERIODICALS.

KEEP POSTED-The leading authority in Ca-
nada on groceries and food products is THE
CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade con-

ditions generally discussed every week. Price $2
per year.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price $2 per
year. Address HARDWARE AND METAL. Mont-
real, Toronto or Winnipeg.

SALESMEN WANTED
\T7ALL PAPER TRAVELERS for year 1910." Road experience desirable. Must know

something of wall paper and be able to
produce results. Write full particulars of ability,
experience, salary required to interest, etcetera,
to P. F., sales manager, Box 185, Toronto.

SITUATIONS VACANT
EXPERIENCED salesman and window dresser
/ for books and stationery. Apply to Cloke &

Son, Hamilton.
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will never be rich but he will keep out of the bankruptcy

court.

The ambitious man for whom such a success is not

enough may branch out, either developing a few lines in

a way that shall bring him much business from all the

available territory, or he may add line after line of goods

until he covers many needs of few people, rather than few

needs of many people.

In the village all forms of advertising are available

for the smallest dealer. The local newspapers are gener-

ally issued weekly, and all the inhabitants are within reach

of distribution either by mail or by messenger. In the

city the small retailer is badly handicapped in his desires

to advertise. The daily papers are beyond his means ami

they ha/ve too much waste circulation anyway. He has

no good mailing list of possible patrons and it is difficult

to secure a valuable list. Anyway direct by mail adver-

tising in the inly does not get much attention unless from

one of the biggest stores. Even the lowly dodger is for-

bidden by the municipal authorities in many cities.

The small but lively and growing village is Hie place

for Hie merchant who wants a successful and money-mak-
ing career. There his business is safely and economically

conducted and there he has a standing that is something

mure than thai of a mere atom in the huge conglomerate

mass of a city population.

If he proves later to be fit for the big success in the

big city, his smaller success will be the only logical step-

ing stone to the greater.

In the village a man may sooner become independent

and may sooner be a factor in the community life. It is

easier to be Somebody there. It is better to be a big toad

in a little puddle than a tadpole in a pond.—Business

Philosopher.

THE RIME OF A BERKSHIRE MAID.

(The following clever poem was composed by the

advertising manager of the Eaton, Crane & Pike Com-
pany, of Pittsfield, Mass. All the capitalized words are

the names of papers to he found in the line manufactured

by the firm.)

A "Maid in Berkshire" winsome and fair,

Of the VINTAGE of ninety-three

Sat all forlorn on CRANE'S LINEN LAWN,
In the shade of a papetree.

She wore a HIGHLAND LINEN gown,

A hat of WILLOW GREEN,
And a DISTAFF handled parasol

All covered with GRENADINE.

Her soft ONION-SKIN was DAYBREAK PINK,
Her TWILLED IRISH lashes were long,

She gave one a thrill like a GRAND QUADRILLE
As she hummed at a TWO-TONE song.

Along came a lad from the COURT OF SPAIN
With an ENGLISH HOMESPUN coat.

He had in one hand a QUARTERED OAK cane,

In the other a PACKET NOTE,

The lad was evidently quite afraid,

But he, though his courage was fleeting,

In the lap of the maid his missive laid,

It contained the SEASON'S GREETING.
An ORCHID blush her face beset,

But her smile did not diminish,

For she was a real OLD STYLE coquette

And wanted to see the KID FINISH.

"Dear maid, be mine," the lad exclaimed,

His courage now returning,

And I suggest that you be HOT-PRESSED
In these arms which for you are yearning."

So he took her away in his AEROPLANE,
To his home at the ROYAL COURT,

And they're living to-day in CLOVER they say,

As sensible married folks ought.

There are now half a quire of JUVENILES,
In CHIFFON and DOESKIN they're dressed,

Tlir\ play in the HEATHER in all sorts of weather

By CROSS-BARS or BONDS ne'er distressed.

So this is the tale of a Berkshire maid,

It's written on paper, you see,

The rhyme may be poor—not the paper, that's sure,

—It's the product of E. C. & P.
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FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE POSTAL CARD.

The postal card, which has revolutionized communica-

tions by mail, is celebrating this year its fortieth anni-

versary. It is generally believed that it was born in

Germany, because somewhere about 1865 a German post-

man evolved the idea of having open letters sent by mail

at the reduced postal rate. But the German Gavernment
neglected the matter for four years, and allowed Austria

to get ahead of her. On the first of October, 1S69, the

Austrian administration, in accordance with the sugges-

tion of Prof. Hermann, put into circulation the first pos-

tal card. Three months afterwards, the Postal Depart-

ment of Austria-Hungary had sold three millions of them.

As a result of the success, Germany, in 1870, also de-

cided to institute this postal reform, and Greal Britain

followed suit. After that, in chronological order, came

the following countries: Luxembourg, Switzerland, Bel-

gium, Holland, the Scandinavian countries, and Russia.

America came afterwards, followed by France and Spain.

In Italy the postal card was inhoduced in 1874, and in

Greece in 1876. On the day that the universal postal

union was agreed upon, the first of July, 1878, the cir-

culation of the postal ca,rd became general. Ever since

the postal card became an illustrated article, its increase

has become somethin°' marvellous.

A large "To Let After January 1st" sign advises all

who pass the present building of the Carter's Ink Com-
pany, in Boston, that their new reinforced concrete build-

ing in Cambridge will soon be ready for occupancy.

ff/)e Canadian Mlmanac—1910
The 63rd annual issue of The Canadian Almanac will be published about the 25th December, 1909.
The Almanac will contain about 480 pages filled with useful and interesting information, and ic

invaluable to every citizen of the Dominion.
Besides being an Almanac, this book is a Directory of Banks, Militia, Post Offices, Newspapers,

Clergy, Government Officials, Lawyers, Counties, Municipalities, Schools and Colleges, Bank and other
Stocks, and is used as a book of reference in almost every office and library in the Dominion.

With every copy of the Almanac for 1910 will be given a large Map of part of the District of
Nipissing, showing the Silver region.

Price in Paper covers, 50 cents. Price in Cloth-cased, leather back, 75 cents. The usual discount to the trade.

The Copp, Clark Co., Limited, Toronto

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS
Supplied Through the Canadian Agents

RENOUF PUBLISHING COMPANY, "mSnYhTaT
THE BLINDNESS OF DR. GRAY

Or, The Final Law.
A Novel of Clerical Life by the Very Rev. Canon P. A. Sheehan

Author of "Luke Delmege," "Lisheen," "Glenanaar,"
"Parerga," etc. Crowu 8vo., 6/-

THE COLONIES AND IMPERIAL
DEFENCE

By P. A. Silburn, D.S.O.
Member of the Legislative Assembly of Natal (Late Major

Natal Permanent Forcesl. Crown 8vo., 6/-

Mr. Lang's Christmas Book

THE RED BOOK OF HEROES
By Mrs. Lang, Edited by Andrew Lang. With 8 Golored Plates and 40 other Illustrations by

A.Wallis Mills. Crown 8vo. Gilt Edges. 6/- net.
Contents :—The Lady-in-Chief—Prisoners and Captives—Hannibal—The Apostle of the Lepers—The Constant Prince—The Marquis of Montrose-A Child's Hero—Conscience or King—The Little Abbess—Gordon—The Crime of Theodosius— Palissy the Potter.

ESSAYS IN POLITICS
By Andrew MacPhail

Crown 8vo., pp. vi-301, 6/ -, net.

Contents:—The Patience of England—Loyalty, to what?—The Dom-
inion and the Spirit—What can Canada do?—New Lamps for Old—

A

Patent Anomaly—Protection and Politics—Why the Conservatives
Failed—The Psychology of Canada—British Diplomacy and Canada.

GARIBALDI AND THE THOUSAND
By George MacCaulay Trevelyan

Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Author of "Garibaldi's
Defence of the Roman Republic," etc. With 5 Maps and 34 Illustra-
tions. 8vo. pp. xvi-395. 7.6, net
The story of Garibaldi and the Thousand down to the taking of Pal-
ermo has an historical and artistic unity. In a future volume the
author hopes to carry on the history of the following six months
which resulted in the making of Italy.

The Golliwogg Book for 1909

THE GOLLIWOGG IN THE AFRICAN JUNGLE
Pictures by Florence K. Upton. Verses by Bertha Upton. With 31 Colored Plates. Oblong 4to Boards. 6/"

JACK OF THE BUSHVELD
By Sir Percy Fitzpatrick. A South African Hunting Story. Twenty-three Plates (one of which is

Colored) and numerous Illustrations in the text. Large Crown 8vo. 6/- net.

25
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Best Books for Xmas
and New Years Trade

Best Gift Book for Men

Ballads of a Gheechako

By Robert W. Service

Author of "Songs ofa Sourdough"

Leather, illustrated . . $2.00
Cloth, illustrated . . . 1.50

Plain Cloth 1.00

Miniature Pamme Calf . 1.25

Miniature Lamb Skin . 1.00

Best Selling Bo^k in the U.S.

Truxton King

By Geo. Barr McCutcheon ]

A Story of Graustark

Cloth $1.25

Best Book on Canada

Canada, the Empire of the North

By AgnessC. Laut
Cloth $2.00 net

One of the most important

books on Canada ever written.

Best Gift for Women

Old Rose and Silver

By Myrtle Reed

Author of "Lavender and
Old Lace

"
#<

Cloth $1.50 net

Leather .... 3.00 net

Best Story of Home Life

Susanna and Sue

By Kate Douglas Wiggin

Cloth $1.50 net

Order now for prompt shipments

WILLIAM BRIGGS
PUBLISHER

29-31 Richmond Street West, TORONTO

U

n

NewFrom Cover to Cover

WEBSTER'S New
International Dictionary

Just Published

Editor in Chief, Dr.
W. T. Harris.

Key to literature of
seven centuries.

General information
doubled.

Divided Page: im-
portant words above,
less important below.

400,000 | Words and
Phrases.

6000 Illustrations.

2700 Pages.

CONSIDERtheNEW INTERNATIONALwhen
selecting your CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

It is unquestionably the choicest holiday offering of the sea-
son. Invaluable for Home, School, and Office.

GET THE BEST in SCHOLARSHIP,CONVEN-
IENCE, AUTHORITY, UTILIT Y.

Ask your lobber for terms and full particulars, or write to

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., :: :: U. S. A.

Special Subscription Offer

with

The Financial Post
The pre-eminent, financial and
investment paper of Canada

The Investor's Library:

The Investor's Primer $1 00
The Art of Wall Street Investing 1 00
Mining; Investments and How to

Judge Them 1 00
Pitfalls of Speculation 1 00
Cycles of Speculation 1 50

All with THE FINANCIAL POST, one year $5 00

Any 2 with THE FINANCIAL POST, one year 3 50

This offer applies to new subscribers or to old

subscribers who send a new subscriber's name

and the corresponding remittance.

For sample copy address :

The Financial Post
TORONTO
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A Pen Sketch of Herbert N.Casson

The Canadian Writer, who has achieved

Success as the Author of Several Import-

ant Historical and Biographical Works

By E. M. Pomeroy

Herbert N. Casson, author of the recent life of Cyrus

Hall MeCormick, and of "The Romance of Steel," "The
Romance of the Reaper," and any number of magazine

articles en social and industrial subjects, is a dyed-in-the-

wiil Canadian, never having seen any part of the United

States until his twenty-third year.

"Bert" Casson, as he is best known to Can-

adians, was born in a tiny village called Odessa,

HERBERT N. CASSON
At his summer home, " Pioo Hill," In the Catskills.

somewhere in the vicinity uf Kingston, in the year

1869; and as his father was a peripatetic Metho-

dist minister, he grew up all over the Dominion of Can-

ada. He learned to read in a class of Indians and half-

breeds in Manitoba, on the banks of the Red River. Later

he became a clerk in a frontier store on the northern shore

of Georgian Bay, a hundred miles or more from any rail-

way. At seventeen he was the boy orator of the town of

Mitchell, where the astonishing lectures that he used to

deliver in the City Hall are well remembered. And at

eighteen he was a student of Old Victoria College, in the

days before it had forsaken the town of Cobourg for

Toronto.

What "Bert" Casson has done in his seventeen years

of adventuring in the United States, is a long and pic-

turesque story. From the first, he set out with a purpose,

and he 'has followed this purpose over hill and dale with

the tenacity of an Indian. This purpose is nothing less

than to abolish the competitive system in industry, and to

establish in its place an orderly system of business, with

every 'trade linked to every other trade and with every

idler compelled to do his share of the national work. He
believes in business as artists believe in art. He main-
tains that the evils of commercialism are transient, and
the natural result of the present unfinished condition of
the industrial and financial world. And he has been one

of the few Americans who welcomed alike the coming of

the trade union and the trust, as harbingers of the larger

industrial system that is to come.

In the pursuit of his purposes. Casson has lived in

the slums of Boston and in the fashionable clubs of New
York and Chicago. He has edited labor papers in order

to study trade unionism from the inside; and he has been

on the editorial staff of the New York World and the

Wall Street Journal. He has tramped through Great

Britain, lived in co-operative colonies, delved through

Colorado and Texas, fought Socialists and Wall Street

gamblers alike, and has strenuously defended what Roose-
velt has called the "good trusts" agaist all eommers.

The London Athenaeum, in reviewing Casson 's "Ro-
mance of the Reaper," declares him to be the founder of

a new school of writing, and one which in its tense, mag-
netic sentences best represents the American life of to-

day. Whether this is too high an estimate or not, remains
to be seen; 'but it is certainly true that in the United
States his business histories have become tremendously
popular.

THE STORY OF WILLIAM DE MORGAN.

William De Morgan, the most remarkable of eontem-
porary novelists, who between the ages of sixty-four and
seventy, has written four voluminous novels, was born
in 1839 in London, where his father was a professor of
mathematics at University College. He attended Uni-
versity College School and at twenty entered the Royal
Academy Schools. He studied painting there for several

-. but turned his attention to stained glass in 1S64.
Sis years later lie took up ceramics and remained a potter
until 19(14, though without much success. Then he turned
story-writer purely by accident. During convalescence
from a serious illness be was permitted, by way of pas-
time, to set pen to paper.

WILLIAM DeMORGAN

Whoie new book, " Jt Never Can Happen Again,* 1

lust been published by Henry Frowde.

bas
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General Works by Canadian Writers

Comment on Some Autumn Publica-

tions in the Departments of History,

Biography, Religion and Description.

Last month, we devoted a page to reviewing several

works of fiction, written by Canadian authors. Mean-

while a number of books of more serious import have been

accumulating and it is now in order to make some refer-

ence to them before the end of the year.

Casson's Biography of McCormick.

While McCormick's work as the inventor of the har-

vester, is more particularly associated with the United

States, the land of his birth, yet Canadians may well be

interested in this volume, ("Cyrus Hall McCormick, His

Life and Work," by Herbert N. Casson. Chicago: A.

C. McClurg & Co. Cloth, $1.50 net.) on account of its

author, who is one of the group of young Canadian writ-

ers, who are making names for themselves in the United

States. Mr. Casson's work is familiar to magazine read-

ers. He has written most entertainingly, "The Romance

of Steel," and "The Romance of the Reaper," and in

this new book, he gives an excellent pen picture of the

man, to whom more than any one else, the success of the

epoch-making invention of the harvester is due. He has

succeeded in picturing the life and times of McCormick

with vivacity and clearness. Dull facts and figures have

been clothed with romance. It is a book of up-lift and

encouragement, and should take its place among the bio-

graphies of men who have done much to advance civiliza-

tion and culture.

A Memorial Volume.

It is gratifying to note that that important historical

event of last summer, the unveiling of the national me-

morial to the Irish fever victims of 1S47 on Urosse-Isle,

has not gone unrecorded in the panes of a book. To the

enterprise of the Quebec Telegraph, is due the publication

of a memorial volume, (The Grosse-Isle Tragedy and the

Monument to the Irish Lever Victims, 1847. by J. A.

Jordan. Quebec: Telegraph Printing Co.) which will pre

serve in permanent form the memory of that notable

event. The publishers have produced an attractive vol-

ume, profusely illustrated with half-tones of scenes on

Grosse-Isle and in Ireland, and portraits of the men, who

have been concerned in the erection of the monument. The

letterpress has been collated from the columns of the

Telegraph, where special attention was given to the

event. The story of the movement to erect the memorial,'

the history of the tragedy, and an account of the un-

veiling ceremonies, with the speeches delivered on the

occasion, make up the contents. The work has been com-

piled by Mr. Jordan, of the Telegraph editorial staff,

who has brought to his task the sympathy of a warm na-

ture and the ability of a clever writer.

A Story of the Chinese.

A mine of information concerning China and the

Chinese is to be found in a volume by John Stuart Thom-

son, a young Canadian now resident in New York. (The

Chinese. By J. S. Thomson. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Mer-

rill Co. Cloth, $2.50). Perhaps it might be even more

fittingly called a whole library, for whether Mr. Thomson

is writing of the history, the geography, the ethnology, the

literature, the art, the government, the education or the

religion of this remarakble and conservative people, he

seems to be equally at home in every department, and

to be possessed of a varied and accurate fund of informa-

tion. The introduction into the Orient of western civil-

ization, with its modern methods in transportation, com-
merce, finance, etc., is bringing about wonderful and far-

reaching results, some of which are ably and clearly point-

ed out by the writer—new world problems arising out

of new world conditions, and the writer of this clever

book has done a lasting service in directing thoughtful

people to a serious consideration of present conditions

and the future outlook. The illustrations are excellent

ami numerous.

Reminiscences of a Manitoba Pioneer.

M ucli valuable local history is being lost to-day, through
a lack of effort on the part of our pioneers in setting down
in writing the events and experiences of their early days.

When we do find such work being done, it is maitter of

congratulation, both to the man who writes and to the

community he writes about. Dr. John H. O'Donnell, of

Winnipeg, has given us a valuable book of reminiscences,

(Manitoba as I Saw It, 1869 to Date. By John H. O'Don-
nell, M.D.C.M. Toronto: Musson Book Co.) in which he
has introduced a mass of biographical detail about the

leading men of Manitoba, during the past forty years.

From the literary standpoint the book has defects, both

in style and in arrangement, but the mass of information
it contains will always give it a place among Canadian

MANITOBA

John H O'Donnell

books. The portraits, which are scattered through its

pages, are excellent, but it is to be regretted that there

is no index.

Speeches on Transportation.

Senator J. P. B. Casgrain 's little volume of speeches

(The Problems of Transportation in Canada. By Hon
J. P. B. Casgrain. Quebec: Laflamme & Proulx.) is really

a second edition of an earlier work. It contains three

speeches on the National Transcontinental Railway, de-

livered in the Senate, in 1903, 1904 and 1909, respectively,

a speech on the Hudson Bay Route, delivered in 1907,

and two on the Georgian Bay Canal, delivered in 1908

and 1909, respectively. Senator Casgrain has made a

close study of the problem of transportation and his

speeches are illuminative. The book has been attractively

produced.

A Concise Life of Wolfe.

Of the two biographies of General Wolfe, which have

appeared this fall, that by Edward Salmon, (General

Wolfe. By Edward Salmon. Toronto: Cassell & Co.

Cloth, $1.25.) excells in brevity and conciseness. For a

short and comprehensive life of the hero of Quebec, the

book will commend itself to readers of little leisure, who
may be desirous of familiarizing themselves with the out-

lines of Wolfe's career. From this it must not be in-

ferred that Mr. Salmon's work is so condensed as to be

devoid of dramatic power. He has infused into the book
an element of romance, and his treatment of the culmin-

ating campaign at Quebec is full of human interest. Ap-
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pearing at a time when Wolfe's victory has again been

brought into public notice by the celebration of the

150th anniversary of the taking of Quebec, the book

should command considerable attention.

Dr. Saunders' Monumental Work.

Dr. Saunders, of Halifax, has produced what must be

reckoned as one of the most important volumes in Cana-

dian literature, (Three Premiers of Nova Scotia. By Ed-

ward Manning Saunders. Toronto: Briggs. Cloth, $3.50.)

The book, extending to 628 pages, is imposing in appear-

ance, while it seems to possess in its pages all the attri-

butes of sound biography. The three premiers are J. W.
Johnstone, Joseph Howe and Sir Charles Tupper. In his

preface, Dr. Saunders explains that it had been his original

intention to write the life of Johnstone alone, but the

other two statesmen's lives were so entwined with his,

that he found it necessary to extend the scope of his

work to include them as well. The style of writing is

pleasing and the author has introduced much material

of an intima,te personal nature, which makes the book

most readable, not only to Nova Scotians, but to Cana-

dians in general. The publishers are also to be con-

gratulated on their work, for the book is worthy of a pla.ce

alongside the best books of the day.

A Missionary-Traveler's Book.

A new edition (the fourth) of "Through Five Re-

publics on Horseback," by G. Whitfield Ray. F.R.G.S.,

former missionary and government explorer, has been

published by William Briggs, Toronto. South America

possesses a fascination for many, and this well-illustrated

book is calculated to give to all such a clear idea of the

continent, so often described as "The Darkest Land."
In this edition Mr. Ray has inserted an introductory chap-

ter on South America, which serves to give the reader a

g'ood general idea of the continent and its conditions he-

fore taking up the various republics in their order.

Miss Laut's Entertaining History.

Whether Miss Laut's new history of Canada (Can-

ada: The Nation of the North. By Agnes C. Laut. To-

ronto: Briggs. Cloth, $2.00) is the long-waited popu-

lar history of the country or not, remains to be seen. She

has, however, succeeded in infusing some life into a story,

which has unfortunately been subjected to very dry treat-

ment by previous historians. A mere chronicling of

facts, a succession of dates is simply history in the nude

and it requires skilful draping to make these dates and

facts beautiful and inspiring. Miss Laut's aim has been

to make the men and women of the past live for readers

of the present, and in this she has been largely success-

ful. Anyone reading her book will be entertained and at

the same time will receive that instruction in our coun-

try's history, which is so needful. A profusion of illus-

trations add to the attractiveness of the volume.

Professor McFadyen's Charm.

An inspirational book of lofty tone by Professor John
Edgar McFadyen, of Knox College, Toronto, is among the

religious books of the season. (The City with Founda-
tions. By John Edgar McFadyen. Toronto: Westmin-
ster Co. Cloth, $1.50.) Prof. McFadyen is classed among
the higher critics, and some of the orthodox are inclined

to regard him with suspicion, but his present book must
disarm all hostility. He is here working on simple gospel

fundamentals. His book will be a delight to all who
enjoy the interpretation of the Scriptures in a fine and
reverent spirit. The volume is made up of a number of

short expositions of various verses from different parts

of the Bible, each with a special message of its own.

Choice Little Volumes by Burpee.

The little series of Canadian books compiled by Law-
rence J. Burpee, Librarian of the Carnegie Library, Otta-

wa, and published by the Musson Book Co., Toronto, in-

cluding "Fragments of Sam' Slick," "A Little Book of

Canadian Essays," "Songs of French Canada," "By
Canadian Streams" and Flowers from a Canadian Gar-

den," deserve much more than a passing notice. They are

one of the first attempts to produce something a little

better than the ordinary book in this country. True, the

books themselves have been made in England but the

motif has been Canadian. Mr. Burpee is a genuine book-
lover and he has evidently put much time and thought into

their compilation. The subjects are suited to the delicate

treatment they have received. Of the first, nothing need
he said: "Sam Slick" is already too well-known to require

an introduction. The essays are the substance of longer

articles contributed by Mr. Burpee to various periodicals

and deal with Canadian poets and writers. "Songs of

French Canada" is made up of translations of a number
of French-Canadian poems by Frechette, Cremazie, Chau-
veau. Routhier, Cartier, etc., and a collection of folk songs.

"By Canadian Streams" tells the story of the great
rivers of Canada, the St. Lawrence," the Saguenay, the
.Mackenzie, etc. The books are neatly boxed, and are

bound in four styles, cloth, lambskin, Madras and velvet

Persian. They will make charming Christmas gifts.

A Valuable Local History.

Several county histories of Canada, have appeared of
late years, but it is doubtful if a more satisfactory one
than that of the County of Simcoe, just published in
two well-made volumes, has yet been issued. The county
council itself is responsible for the publication of the
1 ks and it is indeed a pleasure to find the councillors
of at least one county taking an interest in the history
of their district. It is almost too much to expect in-

dividuals or even historical societies to go to the usually
very considerable expense of compiling and producing
local histories. Such work is of genuine importance and
should be supported by the authorities themselves to an
extent sufficient to finance the undertaking worthily. The
author of this admirable history is Andrew F. Hunter,
of Barrie, and he has based his work on a series of his-
torical sketches, which he contributed to the Barrie Ex-
aminer during 1889. 1890 and 1891. The two volumes
take up two phases of the county history—the first cov-
ering the public affairs of the county, its institutions,
etc., and the second containing a record of its pioneers,
with some account of their lives. Portraits of many of
these men are interspersed through both volumes.

'

Mr.
Hunter has got together a vast amount of historical ma-
terial and he has done more, he has arranged it care-
fully and indexed it thoroughly—a feature too often
neglected by local historians. Naturally the books will
be of most interest to the people of 'the county, par-
ticularly those parts dealing with local personages, but
the beginnings of things, as described by Mr. Hunter,
must be of general interest. The sale of tlie books, which
is carried on at cost of production, is in charge of Daniel
Quinlan, county treasurer. Barrie. The fact that they
have been made by Warwick Bros. & Rutter is sufficient
to indicate their quality. ($2.00 for two volumes).

A CATALOGUE OF CANADIANA.
The Museum Book Store, 45 Museum street, London.

W.C., have issued a 68-page catalogue of Canadiana, which
includes an immense collection of books, pamphlets, maps,
prints, portraits, etc., relating to Canada and its provinces.
A special feature of the collection is the section devoted to
General Wolfe and the Siege of Quebec, which includes
many rarities.
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Activities Among the Publishers

Practically all Lists are Complete

—Publishers Visit England Pre-

paratory to the Spring Campaign

—Activity in the Shipping Rooms

For the past month the shipping rooms of Canadian

publishing houses have been the scenes of intense activity,

which has not died down yet. The season has been an

excellent one and staffs have been kept very busy filling

orders. Meanwhile the representatives of the import

houses have been visiting publishing centres in the Old

Country, arranging for their import lines for 1910.

The big event of the month has been the appearance

of "The Foreigner" by Ralph Connor, which has been

occupying the attention of all the supply houses. Its

seems destined to have a record sale.

A> a last novel of the season, McLeod & Allen bave

issued an edition of "'When a Man Marries," a ludicrous

story of the Frank Stockton type, by Mary Roberts Rine-

hart.

The Musson Book Co. issued an edition of E. Temple

Thurston's "House of Beautiful Nonsense" last month

and so brisk was the demand thai the entire edition was

closed out in a few days.

Henry Frowde reports an excellent demand for "The
A'ttic Guest," by Robert E. Knovvles, and also notes a

continuous enquiry for all Mr. Knowles' previous books.

The last of the Copp, C'ark Co.'s fall novels made their

appearance on December 7.—"Bella Donna," by Robert

Eichens, and "The Sheriff of Dyke Hole." by Ridgwell

Cullum.

A second edition of "Northern Lights," by Sir Gilbert

Parker, is now ready. The publishers, (lie Copp, Hark
Co. reporl a heavy sale for this title.

H. G. WELLS
Author of "Ann Veronica," just published by Copp, Clark.

The Copp, ("lark Co. issued on November 30, "Faces
in the Mist," by J. A. Steuart, and "Sailor's Knots," by

W. W. Jacobs.

McLeod & Allen have taken the Canadian market for

"Margarita's Soul," the remarkable anonymous novel,

which has created such a sensation in the United States.

William De Morgan's "It Never Could Happen
Again" was published on December 6 by Henry Frowde.
The Canadian edition is issued in two volumes at $1.75
the set.

A charming edition of Maurice Hewlett's "Forest

{

ALFRED NOYES
The talented English poet whose works are being

well received in Canada.

Lovers" with 16 illustrations in color by A. S. Hartrick,

iias been published by the Macmillan Co.

Tlie Canadian edition of Zona Gale's "Friendship

Village Love Stories" is now in. The publishers are the

Maeniillan Co.

A mistake was made last month in quoting Dr. Sven

Hedin's "Trans-Himalaya" at $1.50. This shou'd have

been $7.50, which is a much more reasonable price for a

splendid two-volume work of this kind.

Difficulty has been experienced by the Musson Book
I'n. in securing sufficient copies of "Lady Cardigan's

Memoir.-," to meet the demand. There has been a heavy

.•all for this book.

A FINE PRESENTATION VOLUME.

"Jock of the Bush veld" is the title of Sir Percy

Fltzpatrick's most recent literary work. Sir Percy will

be remembered as the author of "The Transvaal from

Within," a work which he began and finished during the

iree years banishment to which he was sentenced after

the discharge of the reform leaders from Pretoria Gaol.

ft is hard to imagine any greater difference in subject

nailer than that which exists between these two books.

ne a great volume of historical fa.cts. facts which the

author narrates with great literary skill, being a state-

ment of the occurrences of 1895-6 in the Transvaal, and

the conditions which led up to them, the other, "Jock
of the Bushveld." a South African hunting story, a story

of a dog and his master. The book is printed in a large

clear type on good paper, bound in full cloth of a rich

green shade, artistically decorated in gold; every paye

of the text has several marginal illustrations, and in addi-

tion to this, the book contains a number of full page

plates, all of which were specially drawn by Mr. E. Cald-

well, an artist who journeyed to the happy hunting

grounds of "Jock" and his master for that special pur-

pose.. Large crown 8vo. Price, $1.75. Longmans. Green

& Co., London England. Renouf Publishing Co., 61 Union
Avenue, Montreal.
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Brief Notes of New Canadiana

Publications Still Coming from the

Press—Several to Appear in Decem-

ber — A Canadian Who's Who
to be a New Year Publication.

Nearly all the distinctly Canadian books of the year

have now appeared. A few belated volumes have yet to

be published but they will all be cleared off before Christ-

mas. Already several new volumes are being talked about

for spring publication, but Ave are not at liberty to make

any specific announcements as yet. One important pub-

lishing house is planning to enter this field on an exten-

sive scale in the spring.

Fiction.

The publication of "Ghicoutimi, a Romance of the

Saguenay and Other Tales," by Allan Douglas Brodie

(T. Herbert Chestnut), has been postponed for a couple

of months. The author, who was formerly on the staff

of the Montreal Witness, is now in Boston. His book will

be published by William Briggs.

The Westminster Co. expect to publish in the early

spring, a new story by Marian Keith, author of "The
Silver Maple," etc.

Biography.

The Canadian edition of "The Life of Robert Machray,

D.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Archbishop of Rupert's Land, etc.,"

by Robert Much ray, his nephew, was issued on December

1. It is a large and imposing work. (Macmillan).

"The Life and Letters of General Wolfe," by Beckles

Willson, is now to be procured from the Macmillan Co.

of Canada, who have secured the Canadian market for

the volume.

William Briggs will publish shortly "Reminiscences

and Incidents Connected with the Life and Pastoral Efforts

of Rev. John Anderson, B.A.," by his son, Rev. J. D.

Anderson, of Beauharnois, Que. The subject of the bio-

graphy was one of 'the pioneer clergymen of Huron county.

Another biographical work, telling the story of one of

Manitoba's pioneers, is shortly to be published by William

Briggs,—"Memoirs of the late Sandy Stewart." It has

been written by one who styles himself "his life-long

friend."

Henry J. Morgan's monumental work, "Canadian Men
and Women of the Times," is now nearing completion.

His publisher, William Briggs, expects to have the volume
ready early in the New Year.

William Briggs has now on the press "Martyrs of New
France," a carefully prepared historical work from the

pen of W. S. Herringlon. K.C., of Napanee.

Poetry.

"The Amber Army and Other Poems" is the title of

a new volume of poems by Rev. W. T. Allison, to be pub-

lished shortly by William Briggs. Mr. Allison is a gradu-

ate of Toronto University and later occupied a position on

the staff of the Toronto News. He went from there to a

charge in Stayner and is now located in Middlefield, Conn.

A new edition of "The Empire Builders and Other

Poems," by Robert J. C. Stead, of Cartwright, Manitoba,

has been published by William Briggs.

Miscellaneous.

F. S. Spence, of Toronto, has compiled and the Pioneer

Press has published "The Campaign Manual, 1909," a

128-page book in the interests of local option.

3i

An interesting little volume by the late Gordon Boyce

Thompson, M.A., of Toronto, has just been published by

the Macmillan Co., with the title "The Kulturkampf.

"

Mr. Thompson graduated from the University of Toronto

in 1907 and spent the winter of 1907-1908 in Germany,

working on a thesis for his M.A. degree. The thesis is

contained in the book, which has a pathetic interest on

account of the death of the author in Berlin, on July I,

1908. Professor Wrong, who was instrumental in having

the book published, contributes an introduction. In ad-

dition to the ordinary edition, a limited de luxe edition

(not for sale) has been printed.

The third edition of Barlow Cumberland's "History of

the Union Jack and the Flags of the Empire," will be

ready almost immediately. Mr. Cumberland has revised

and enlarged his original book, which is now entirely oul

of print. William Briggs is publishing it.

Volume VI. of the "Proceedings of the Canadian Club,

Toronto for the year 1908-1909" has just been published

by the Club in a neat 153-page volume. It contans 24

addresses deliverd before the Club, among them being

speeches by Viscount Milner, Lord Xorthcliffe, Sir Andrew
Fraser and other notabilities.

Dr. Wilfred Grenfell's authoritative book on "Labra-
dor, the Country and the People" was published in No-
vember by the Macmillan Co. In addition to the descrip-

tive chapters by Dr. Grenfell, there are chapters on vari-

ous scientific subjects by such men as Dr. Reginald A.

Daly, professor of geology at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology; Dr. E. B. Delabarre, professor of psychol-

ogy at Brown University; Dr. C. W. Townsend, of Boston;
Charles W. Johnson, curator of the Boston Society of

Natural History; Dr. A. P. Low, Deputy Minister of Mines,

in Canada, and William B. Cabot, of Boston.

A Canadian Who's Who.

A work of reference, "The Canadian Who's Who,"
which is going to occupy a place in Canada similar to

that occupied by "Who's Who" in England, is promised
for January. The volume is being published by the Times,
of London, and it is the intention to make it an annual
publication. Mr. Fred Cook, of Ottawa, Canadian cor-

respondent of the Times, whose wide acquaintance with

the leading men of the Dominion, eminently qualifies him
for the task, is the editor. Mr. Cook was charged with
the duty of preparing the work a,s recently as October.
The names had to be selected at once, and question forms
to be sent out. Mr. Cook states that the replies to his

circulars have been readily forthcoming, although in some
cases two and, perhaps, three letters had to be sent be-

fore the requisite information was obtained. Besides

biographies of the public men of the country, that is.

members of the Federal and Provincial Legislatures, lead-

ing members of the learned professions and men prominent
in the chief business enterprises of the country, are in-

eluded in the book. Special attention has been paid to

the literary men a.nd women of the Dominion. As an
instance of the difficulty in preparing a work of this kind
at such short notice, it may be mentioned that the Yukon
information had to be asked for by telegraph. Search had
to be made for Canadians in different parts of the world.
For instance, Miss Kathleen Parlow, whose fame as a

violinist, has extended all over Europe, was located
through one of the big musical firms in London, her Cana-
dian relatives not knowing her address. After the first

year, Mr. Cook says it will be comparatively easy sail-

ing to amp'ify the volume. It is proposed to follow in
every respect, as regards type, size of page, and binding,
that standard work of reference, "The English Who's
Who."
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Among the Season's New Books

Thumb-nail Reviews of Numerous Fall

Publications — A Profusion of Juveniles

—Some Novels and General Works.

Fiction.

The Land of Long Ago. By Eliza Calvert Hall. The Mus-

son Book Co., Toronto. $1.25.

The reminiscences and reveries of a very interesting

old lady. The author with the keen insight of a sym-

pathetic imagination possesses the power to reproduce the

lives of a bygone day with the joys and sorrows that

rendered those lives tender and pathetic. The homely

virtues as practised in the narrow arena of a Kentucky

village were the soil from which sprang a progeny of

noble sons and daughters. Miss Hall has well performed

her task of recording these pleasant talcs of "The Land

of Long Ago."

Daphne in Fitzroy Street. By E. Nesbit. The Musson

Book Co., Toronto. $1.25.

The writer of this clever story excels in the inter-

pretation of the emotions. Daphne, when she takes up her

home in Fitzroy Street amid Bohemian surrounding's, is a

creature under the sway of her emotional nature. When
she emerges, after a few, short, stormy months of purely

emotional enjoyment, she has learned, among other things,

the hard lesson that defeat is often the road to victory

and that the purest love is that which gives and seeks

nothing in return. Feeling and not years has trans-

formed the immature, impulsive schoolgirl into the calm,

mature but not less lovable woman.

The Castle by the Sea. By H. B. Marriott Watson. Bos-

ton: Little, Brown & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

A romance built around an old English castle, which

has been leased by a London literary man. He soon dis-

covers that there is a mystery hanging over it. In fa.et.

there are apparently several independent mysteries. The

reader is kept guessing about them up to the very end.

when they are, of course, all solved in easy fashion to

everybody's satisfaction. The book possesses a genuine

romantic glamor.

The Yellow Circle. By Charles E. Walk. Chicago: A. C.

McCIurg & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

A first-rate mystery story, beginning dramatically with

the disappearance of a rich young lady from the church

vestry just as she was about to be married.

Wit's End. By Amy Blanchard. Boston: Dana Estes &
Co. Cloth, $1.50.

'

Instinct with life, color and individuality, this story

of true love, which has for its setting a certain island

of Ca.sco Bay, beloved by many, cannot fail to attract, and

hold to its happy end, the reader's eager attention. The
word pictures of sea and land are masterly; while the

poise of narrative and description is marvellously pre-

served.

Greene, Francis Nimmo. Into the Night. Illustrated in

color. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth,

$1.20 net.

The story begins at the historical point a few years

ago, when a mass-meeting of citizens of New Orleans took

the law into their own hands and lynched ringleaders of

the Mafia concerned in the death of their chief of police.

From this point of fact a romance of intrigue and mys-

tery is interwoven, which holds the reader baffled and

puzzled, but keenly interested until the end. The book,

however, is by no means gloomy in treatment. The nar-

rative also serves as a vehicle for presenting characters

of strange contrast: the high-strung southern planter with

his inordinate pride of race; the cool, purposeful lawyer

and the keen detective against whom he is pitted; the

cringing Italians and other alien races. Nor must we

forget the most pathetic and clearest figure in the book

—Zoe, child of impulse and passion. "The writer han-

dles her story with unusual skill." says one critic. "She
knows her New Orleans, and her people are very live."

Juveniles.

Christmas in Japan: or Saburo's Reward. By Sarah

Gertrude Pomeroy. Boston. Dana Estes & Co., Cloth,

50 cents.

An entertaining story of a little Japanese boy, who,

in &rd«r to assist his father to pay all his debts on New-

Year's Day,—a national Japanese custom,—was willing to

sacrifice some of his most cherished treasures; and later,

by his bravery and stout-heartedness, was enabled to earn

the necessary amount required to satisfy his father's

creditors, and establish the family in affluent circumstances

again. Most entertainingly tokl, in the author 's best style.

The Sarah Jane: Dicky Dalton, Captain. By James Otis.

Boston: Dana Kstes & Co. Cloth, $1.50.

The second title in the very successful series of "Busi-

ness Venture Stories" deals with the efforts of two ven-

turesome American boys to manage and operate a small

tugboat. Their pluck in meeting the hazards of this

business, and their resourceful ingenuity in overcoming

difficulties, fill the narrative with interesting and exciting

episodes that will appeal to readers of all ages.

Bravo, Bob! The Hoy from Canada. By Andrew Home.
London and Edinburgh: W. & R. Chambers. Cloth, 3s 6d.

Bob Kitchin. a Canadian boy at school in England, is

the hero of this excellent school story. Martin Allingham,

an English boy, tells the story. At first the two are

friends but they become estranged. There are numerous
other characters and a variety of amusing- and thrilling

experiences. Finally the breach is healed.

Barbara Bellamy. A Public School Girl. By May Bald-

win. London and Edinburgh: W. & R. Chambers. Cloth,

3s 6d.

The heroine is brought up by an eccentric and mis-

anthropic grandfather in seclusion until she is fourteen.

The new vicar's wife befriends her and persuades the old

man to send her to school. Her adventures at school,

where she is first considered to be mad, are amusingly told.

The Angel Opportunity. By Jessie F. Hogg. Edinburgh
and London: Oliphant. Anderson & Ferrier. Cloth,

2s 6d.

The story of a missionary's family who are sent home
to Scotland to be educated. It is full of humorous and

pathetic incidents.

Aylwyn's Friends. By L. T. Meade. Edinburgh and Lon-

don: W. & R. Chambers. Cloth. 6s.

The story tells of some charming children from Aus-
tralia, who show in the most delightful manner to their

English relations how, by their own initiative, they can

earn their living.

The Little Tin Soldier. By Graham Mar. Edinburgh and
London : W. & R. Chambers. Cloth, 2s 63.

A story dealing with the adventures of a charming
little fellow who was kidnapped from a loving home and
taken to the rough-and-tumble life of the East End of

London.

The Little Japanese Girl. By Nell Parsons. With four

color plates and 62 other illustrations. London: Robert

Culley. Cloth, 2s 6d net.
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Giving, in story form, a graphic picture of life in

Japan, intended for t'lie instruction and entertainment of

young people.

A Trip to Mars. By Fenton Ash. Illustrated. Edin-

burgh and London: W. & R. Chambers. Cloth.

The wonderful adventures of two British youths on

the planet Mars, which they visit as the guests of King

Ivanta, a powerful ruler of that globe, and his son Prince

Alondra. They find there a world where airships and fly-

ing machines are in universal use. They learn to manage

racing air-yachts and take part in other strange sports.

Later they meet with still more thrilling adventures.

The Attic Boarders. By Raymond Jacberns. Illustrated.

Edinburgh and London: W. & R. Chambers. Cloth.

Rachel Wellington, the motherless eldest daughter of

a poor country rector, finds it so difficult to make both

ends meet that she tries to make money by starting a

dog's holiday home, turning some unused attics into

dogs' boarding houses. She has great difficulties with

her first boarders. Four younger children make up the

Rectory party.

Bar B. Boys, or the Young Cow-Punchers. By Edwin L.

Sabin. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth,

$1.50.

Here is just the book bo make every wide-awake boy

"sit up"—yes, and his sister, too. It is a tale of ranch

life in the far west, filled with adventure and the free

air of the Rockies, true to the life, yet standing for high

ideals and courage of the right sort. In Mr. Sabin 's

earlier book he proved that he knew boy life; and here

he proves also that he knows the picturesque wild west,

which is so soon to yield before the on-marching civiliza-

tion. Stories like this are valuable in treasuring for us

this phase of passing American life and manners.

Unlucky Tib. By Edward S. Ellis. Boston: Dana Estes

& Co. Cloth, $1.25.

Tiberius Marshall believed for a long time that he

was the unluckiest youngster that ever lived. As a mem-
ber of the "Roaring Rangers," as the hero of the "Swal-

low Tail," and in various other episodes, Tib's experi-

ences seemed to warrant this dismal belief on his part,

but, all in good time, a change came, and the truth that

the reward of virtue is as sure as the rising and set-

ting of the sun is impressively taught. The story is lum-

inous with humor, pathos and incidents tha,t stir and

quicken one's blood. Like all of Mr. Ellis's works, "Un-
lucky Tib" teaches in the most fascinating manner its

own profound moral lesson.

Miscellaneous.

The Next Life: Light on the Worlds Beyond. By the Rev.

J. Reid 'Howat't, author of "Agnostic Fallacies,"

"Faith's Strong Foundations," etc. London: the Re-

ligious Tract Society. 2s net.

In times when our immortality is either being ques-

tioned or held only loosely and vaguely, such a book as

"The Next Life: Light on the . Worlds Beyond" is as

refreshing as it is opportune. In a clear and interesting

style the author lays under contribution both nature

and revelation, latest science and most recent theology,

rill we not only rejoice in the luminous proofs of our im-

mortality, but are also fascinated by the wide disclosures

of whal waits us beyond the veil. A most thoughtful and
stimulating work.

Standard Guide for Locomotive Engineers and Firemen.

By Ed. Turner. Chicago: Laird & Lee. Leather, pocket

size, 75 cents.

An illustrated pocket manual for the convenient use

of railroad engineers, firemen and machinists, covering

breakdowns, quick repairs on E. T. equipment, New York
brake equipment, compound engines, injectors, lubricators,

etc., standard rules for engineers and firemen, signals,

and definitions of railroad terms.

English-Italian, Italian-English Dictionary. Laird & Lee 's

Standard Vest Pocket Edition. Chicago: Laird & Lee.

Leather, 75 cents. Cloth, 50 cents.

A timely book, carefully compiled, edited and arranged,

and contains accurate pronunciation tables and abridged

compendiums of the grammars of both languages.

The Sons of Strength. By J. R. P. Sclater. Edinburgh

and London: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. Cloth, Is

net.

An exposition of some of the distinctively religious

ideas, which are given in George Meredith's poems, and
an exhortation derived from them.

Old-Time Recipes for Home-made Wines. Cordials and
Liqueurs from Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, etc. Com-
piled by Helen S. Wright. Boston : Dana Estes & Co.

Cloth, $1.50.

In compact but attractive form this book combines a

list of valuable recipes and a beautiful and artistic gift

book.

Laird & Lee's Diary and Time-Saver for 1910. Chicago:
Laird & Lee. Leather, vest-pocket size, 25 cents.

This excellent little diary is now in its eleventh year.

Tt is kept strictly up-to-date. Attention is given to Can-
ada, with statistics regarding population, government,
areas, map, etc.

The Gate Beautiful. By J. R. Miller. New York: Thos.

Y. Crowell & Co. Cloth, gilt top, 85 cents, net.

Dr. Miller's work, both as preacher and writer, is too

well know to require extended comment here. His an-

nual volume of sermons for this year bears an unusually

charming title, and its contents will be found to measure
fully up to the standard of his other books. It contains

some twenty chapters, the first giving its title to the

whole. Other chapter heads which give an idea of the

general tenor of the work are: "The Call to Praise."

"The Desires of Thy Heart." "Called to be Saints."

"Guarding Our Thoughte," "Points of Departure." and
"What <iml Thinks of Us."

Laird & Lee's Webster's New Standard Dictionary,

(Students' Common School Edition. Chicago: Laird

& Lee. Black silk cloth. 75 cents.

This is a revised edition. In addition to the hundreds
of text illustrations contained in previous editions, it

lias an artistic frontispiece, presenting a magnificent por-

trait of Noah Webster, two full-page colored maps, show-
ing the eastern and western hemispheres, two full-page

plates of architectural drawings, and a supplement con-
taining hundreds of new words and definitions that have
recently come into use in connection with the latest dis-

coveries and inventions in the arts and sciences.

Cafe Cackle, From Dumps to Delmonico's. By Clivette.

Chicago: Laird & Lee. Paper, 25 cents. Boards, 50
cents.

Stories, supposed to be heard in cafes and hotel din-

ing-rooms from the Atlantic to the Pacific. They are

funny and entertaining.

The New Golfer's Almanac for 1910. Made up by W. L.

Stoddard, with sundry pictures by A. W. Bartlett. Bos-
ton : Houghton, Miffin Co. Cloth. 90 cents net.

An amusing and instructive collection of odds and
ends about golf. Weather prophecies, a dictionary of
golf, astronomical information, golf champions,, rules _of

the game, etc., all compiled in the approved almanac
form. A splendid gift book for a golf fiend. ' "
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The Canadian Monthly List of Books for November

Containing a Record of Books Published in Canada,

Books by Canadian Authors and Books About

Canada Issued During the Month of November.

Abbott, L. The Temple. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth,

$1.25 net.

Addams, J. The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets.

Toronto: Macraillan. Cloth, $1.25 net.

Albutt and Rolleston. System of Medicine, Vol. VI. Dis-

eases of the Heart and Blood Vessels. Toronto. Mac-

millan. Half leather, $7.00 net.

Bailey, L. H. The Nature Study Idea. Third Edition Re-

vised. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.00 net.

Begbie, Harold. The Gateway. Toronto: Henry Frowde.

Cloth, $1.25.

Book of Christmas. The. With an introduction by Ham-
ilton Wright Mabie, and decorative drawings by George

Wharton Ed wards. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.25

net.

Bo-Peep. Annual Volume. Toronto: Cassell. Cloth, 85

cents. Boards, 50 cents.

Burpee, L. J. (1) Fragments of Sam Slick. (2) A Little

Book of Canadian Essays. (3) Songs of French Can-

ada. (4) By Canadian Streams. (5) Flowers from a

Canadian Garden. Toronto: Musson. November. Each.

Boards, 35 cents; Lambskin, $1.00; Madras, $1.25;

Velvet Persian, limp, $1.50.

Cable, George W. Posson Jone' and Pere Raphael. To-

ronto: Cnpp, Clark. Nov. Cloth, $1.50.

Cameron, Agnes Deans. The New North. New York: D.

Apple ton & Co. Cloth, $3.00 net.

Canby, H. S. English Composition in Theory and Prac-

tice. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.25 net.

Carson, W. E. Mexico, the Wonderland of the South. To-

ronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $2.25 net.

*Casgrain, Hon. J. P. B. The Problems of Transporta-

tion in Canada. 232 pages, 4%x7i4 inches. Quebec.

Laflamme & Proulx. Paper.

Cassell 's Magazine. Annual Volume. Toronto: Cassell.

Cloth, $1.75.

Cassell 's Annual for Boys and Girls. Toronto: Cassell.

Cloth, $1.50, boards, $1.00.

Chatterton, E. Keble. Every Boy's Book of Sports, Pas-

times, Hobbies and Amusements. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Chisholm, Joseph Andrew. The Speeches and Public Let-

ters of Joseph Howe. 2 volumes, 1 300 pages, 6x9

inches. 500 sets in calf, 1,500 sets in buckram. Halifax:

Chronicle Pub. Co. August. Printed by Ballantyne-

Hanson Co. Calf, $10,00 per set, buckram, $8.00 per

set.

Chums. Annual Volume. Toronto: 'Cassell. Cloth, $1.75.

Church, (Rev.) Alfred J. The Faery Queen and Her
Knights. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.50.

Clarke, Helen A. Longfellow's Country. Toronto: Mus-
son. Nov. Cloth, $2.50.

Connor, Ralph. The Dawn of Galilee. Toronto: West-
minster. Decorated paper. 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

**Connor, Ralph. The Foreigner. Toronto: Westminster
Co. Nov. Coth, $1.25.

Creighton, J. Introduction to Logic. New Edition. To-

ronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.50 net.

**Dill, L. A. Two Christmas Gifts. Toronto: William

Bri<r°:s. Paper, 25 cents.

Douglas, Hudson. The Lantern of Luck. Toronto: Mc-
Leod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25.

**Ellis & Macclement. A Laboratory Manual to a First

Book in Chemistry. b'O pages. Toronto: Macmillan. 25

cents net.

**Bllis & Macclement. A First Book in Chemistry, vii.-f-

191 pages. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents net.

Field, Ed. Salisbury. Cupid's Understudy. Illustrated

by Will Grefe. Toronto. McLeod & Allen. Nov. Cloth,

$1.25.

Finnemore, J. The Story of Robin Hood and His Merry
Men. Illustrated. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.00.

Girls' Realm. Annual. Toronto: Cassell. Cloth, $1.75.

Goodall, Agnes M. Portugal. Peeps at Many Lands
Series. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

Gregory and Hadley. A Class Book of Physics. Toronto:

Macmillan. Cloth, $1.00 net.

Grenfell, Wilfred T. Labrador, the Country and the Peo-

ple, illustrated. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $2.25

net.

Grierson, E. Children's Tales of English Minsters. To-

ronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.75. ,

*Harper, J. M. The Greatest Event in Canadian His-

tory. The Battle of the Plains. 269 pages, 5^x8 inches.

Toronto: Musson. Nov. Cloth, $1.50.

Haverfield, E. L. A Human Cypher. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Cloth, $1.25.

Henderson, John. Jamaica. Peeps at Many Lands Series.

Toronto. Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

Hewlett, Maurice. Forest Lovers. Illustrated by A. S.

Hartrick. New edition. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth,

$1.50.

Horn, Kate. Ships of Desire. Sixpenny Edition. To-
ronto: Cassell. Paper, 15 cents.

Jacobs, W. W. Sailors' Knots. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Jerome, Jerome K. They and I. Toronto: Musson. Nov.
Cloth, $1.25.

Jerrolds, W. Highways and Byways of Middlesex. Illus-

trated by Hugh Thomson. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth,

$1.75.

Johnson, Clifton. The Picturesque Hudson. Toronto:
Macmillan. Cloth, $1.25.

Johnston, Lena E. China. Peeps at Many Lands Series.

Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

--Johnston, (Rev.) T. J. The Lord's Day Observance
Vindicated. Toronto: William Briggs. Paper, 20 cents.

**Jordan, J. A. The Grosse-Isle Tragedy and the Monu-
ment to the Irish Fever Victims, 1847. 137 pages,

71/>xl01
/4 inches. Quebec: Telegraph Printing Co.

Sept. Cloth. $1.50; leather, $3.00; paper, $1.00.
* :::Kerby, J. W. The Broken Trail. Toronto: William

Briggs. Cloth, $1.00.

Kingsley, Charles. The Water Babies. New edition, illus-

trated by Warwick Goble. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth.

$4.00 net.

Kipling, Rudyard. A Song of the English. Illustrated in

color by W. Heath Robinson. 4to. Toronto: Musson.
$5.00.

Little Folks. Annual Volume. Toronto: Cassell. Cloth,

$1.25: boards, 85 cents.

Little, Frances. Little Sister Snow. Special editions.

Toronto: Musson. Lambskin. $1.25; polished Madras.

$1.50.
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Longfellow. The Son? of Hiawatha. Illustrated gift

edition. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Nov. Ooze leather,

$2.00; cloth, $1.00.

Lucas, E. V. A Wanderer in Paris. Toronto: Macmil'.an.

Cloth, $1.75 net.

Lucas, E. V. Some Friends of Mine:- A Rally of Men. To-

ronto: Macmillan. C'oth, $1.25.

Maartens, Maarten. The Price of Lis Doris. Toronto:

Copp, Clark. Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Macphail, Andrew. Essays in Politics. Montreal: Renouf.

Cloth, $1.75.

Major, Charles. A Gentle Knight of Old Brandenburg.

Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.25.

Marshall, H. E. Canada. Our Empire Story Series. Illus-

trated in color by J. R. Skelton. 121 pages, 5i4x73
/4

inches. London. T. C. and E. C. Jack. Toronto: Copp,

Clark. Cloth. 50 cents.

Maxwell, W. B.. Seymour Charlton. Toronto: Copp,

Clark. Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

McFadyen, John E. A City with Foundations. Toronto:

Westminster. Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Meade, L. T. Wild Heather. Frontispiece in color by

E. Earnshaw. Toronto: Cassell. Nov. C'oth, $1.25.

Meade, L. T. I Will Sing a, New Song. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. Cloth, $1.25.

Mitton, E. Children's Book of Railways. Toronto: Mac-
millan. Cloth, $1.75.

Morris, Gouverneur. Putting on the Screws. Toronto:

William Briggs. Cloth, 50 cents.

**0'Donnell, John H., M.D., CM. Manitoba a.s I Saw
It. From 1869 to Date. With Flash-lights on the First

Riel Rebellion. 158 pages, 6x8% inches. Toronto:

Musson. Nov. C'oth, illustrated, $1.50.

Perrv. Frances Foster. Their Hearts' Desire. Toronto:

William Briggs. Cloth, $2.00 net.

Quiver, The. Annual Volume. Toronto: Cassell. Cloth,

$1.75.

**Ray, G. Wh'tfield, F.R.G.S. Through Five Republics

on Horseback. Being an Account of Many Wanderings

in South America. With introduction by Rev. J. G.

Brown, D.D. Fourth edition, 380 pasres. 5x7% inches.

Toronto: William Briggs. Nov. Cloth.

Reader, Ethel. The Little Merman: A Story for Children.

Toronto: MacmiPan. Cloth, $l.O0.

R'nehart, Mary Roberts. When a Man Marries. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. Cloth. $1.25.

Roberts, Charles G. D. The Backwoodsman. Toronto:

Macmillan. Cloth, $1.25.

Rubaiyal of Omar Khayyam. Fitzgerald Centenary

Edition. Illustrated in color by Willy Po<rany. Toronto:

Copp, Clark. Nov. $3 00 net. Limited edition signed

by artist, $6.00 net.

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Illustrated in color by
Edmund Dulac. Toronto: Musson. Cloth, $5.00 net.

**Rundle, Edwin George. A Soldier's Life. With an

introduction by Major Henry J. Woodside. Author's

Edition, 127 paees. 5*4x8 inches. Toronto: William
Briggs. Cloth, $1.00.

**Saunders. Edward Manning, M.A., D.D. Three Premiers

of Nova Scotia. The Hon. J. W. Johnstone, the Hon.

Joseph Howe, the Hon. Charles Tupper, M.D., C.B. 628

pages, 6x9 inches. Toronto. William Briggs. Nov.

Cloth, $3.50.

Sedgwick, Mrs. Alfred. Germany. Peeps at Many Lands
Series. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

Sedgwick, Mrs. Alfred and Payntcr, Mrs. The Chi'dren's

Book of Gardening. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $1.75.
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Shaw, Captain Frank H. First at the Pole. Toronto:

Cassell. Cloth, $1.50.

Sheehan, Very Rev. Cancn. The Blindness of Dr. Gray.

Montreal: Renouf. Cloth, $1.75.
* ::: Sinclair and Tracy. Introductory Educational Psychol-

ogy: A Book for Teachers in Training, xii+180 pages.

Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 90 cents net.

Smedley, Frank E. Henry Coverdale's Courtship. New
Edition. Toronto: Musson. Cloth, $2 00.

Smedley, Frank E. Lewis Arundel. New Edition. To-

ronto: Musson. Cloth, $2.00.

Smedley, Frank E. Frank Fairleigh. New Edition. To-

ronto: Musson. Cloth, $2 00.

""Sparrow, Charles. The House on the Cliff. Toronto:

William Brians. October. Author's Edition. 122 pages,

51/4x734. C'oth.

Spencer, (Rev.) F. E. Old Testament History. Anglican

Church Handbook Series. Montreal: Renouf, 30 cents.

—Stead. Robert J. C. The Empire Builders and Other

Poems. Second Edition. Toronto. William Briggs.

Cloth, $1.00.

Steuart, J. A. Faces in the Mist. Toronto: Copp, Clark.

Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Stevenson, Robert Louis. Travels with a Donkey and an

In'and Voyage. Macmillan 's Pocket Classics Series.

Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth. 25 cents net.

Swete, H. B. Ho'y Spirit in the New Testament. To-

ronto: Macmillan. Cloth. $2.50 net.

Tennyson. Love Poems. Ulustarted Gift Edition. To-

ronto: Copp, Clark. Nov. Cloth, $1.00; ooze leather,

$2.00.

Thomas, (Rev.) W. H. Griffith. Christianity in Christ.

Anglican Church Handbook Series. Montreal: Renouf.

30 cents.

Thomson, M. Pearson. Finland. Peeps at Many Lands
Series. Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

Tiny Tots. Annual Volume. Toronto: Cassell. Cloth, 45

cents; boards, 30 cents.

Tynan, Katharine. Ireland. Peeps at Many Lands Series.

Toronto: Macmillan. Cloth, 50 cents.

Undrrwocd, Clarence F. Girls of To-day. 24 full-page

color illustrations, and 75 in black-and-white. Toronto:

Copp, Clark. Nov. Cloth, $3.00 net.

Vance, Louis Joseph. The Pool of Flame. Toronto: Wil-

liam Briggs. Cloth, $1.25.

Van Dyke, Henry. The Music Lover. Toronto: Musson.
Nov. Cloth, 50 cents.

Van Dyke, Henry. The White Bees and Other Poems.
Toronto: Copp, Clark. Nov. Cloth, $1.25 net.

Von Hutten, Baroness. The Lordship of Love. Toronto:
Musson. Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Ward, Mrs. Wilfrid. Great Possessions. Montreal.

Renouf. Cloth, $1.75.

Warden, Florence. Heiress of Densley Wold, Sixpenny
Edition. Toronto: Cassell. Paper, 15 cents.

Warren, C. F. Teachers' Manual to Accompany "The
Elements of Agriculture." Toronto: Macmillan. Paper,

15 cents net.

Watson, H. B. Marriott. The Golden Precipice. Sixpenny
Edition. Toronto: Cassell. Paper, 15 cents.

Wells, H. G. Anne Veronica. Toronto: Copp , Clark.

Nov. Cloth, $1.25.

Wiggin, Kate Douglas. Susanna and Sue. Toronto: Wil-
liam Briggs. Cloth, $1.50.

Willscn, Beckles. Life and Letters of James Wolfe. To-
ronto: Macmillan. Cloth, $4.50 net.
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SOME MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.

Scotland's Work and Worth: An Epitome of Scotland's

Story from Early 'rimes to the Twentieth Century.

with a Survey of the Contributions of Scotsmen in Peace

and in War to the Growth of the British Empire and

the Progress of the World. By Charles W. Thomson,

M.A. Edinburgh and London: Oliphant. Anderson &
Ferrier. To he published in 14 fortnightly parts at

sevenpence net.

An endeavor has been made in this work to present

in a concise, convenient and popular form the outstanding

facts of Scottish history, from the earliest times to the

present day. The book will be well illustrated.

Toasts and Table Sentiments. A collection to gladden din-

ners and add the good work of digestion. Compiled

by Wallace Rice. Chicago: A. C. MoClurg & Co. Deco-

rated in colors, novelty binding. 50 cents net.

A dainty little 56-page booklet, containing a new col-

lection of toasts and sentiments appropriate for dinner

gatherings.

My Chums in Caricature. A Burlesque Gallery. By
Herschel Williams. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co.

Boards, 50 cents net.

Contains a series of quotations with blank spaces Eor

securing the autographs of friends and pasting in carica-

tures taken from comic sources.

Catchwords of Worldly Wisdom. A Hi lie book of epi-

grams, wise and witty. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co.

Quaintly illustrated and decorated in colors. 75 cents

net.

Sixty-four pages tilled with apt quotations from many

sources. It is daintily printed and illustrated.

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Translated by Edward

Fitzgerald. Introduction by Walter Rice. Chicago:

Thos.

From "PINOCCHIO"
By C. Collodi

Y. Crowell & Co., New York

A. C. McClurg & Co. Decorated in colors, novelty

binding, square 16 mo. 50 cents net.

A charming little edition of the famous poem.

The Real God. The Universal Mind and the Divinity of

Man. By J. Hermann Randall. New Philosophy of Life

Series. Boston: H. M. Caldwell Co. Cloth. 60 cents.

A daintily made little book, containing a thoughtful

and sane interpretation of the divine, bringing our idea

of God down to modern times

Children of China. By Colin Campbell Brown. Edinburgh

and London: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. Cloth,

Is 6d net.

From "THE RITRAIYAT"
Illustrated by Willy Pogany

Thos. Y. Crowell \- Co., New York

Stories and pictures of child life in China, written to

interest young westerners in the children of the Orient.

The illustrations are in color.

The Minute Boys of New York City. By James Otis.

Boston: Dana Estes & Co. Cloth, $1.25.

An exciting period of American history is here de-

scribed by a noted boys' writer.

By Reef and Trail. By Fisher Ames. jr. Boston: Brown
& Page. Cloth, $1.50.

An adventure story, narrating the exciting experience

of Bob Leach in Florida. The book is illustrated by

Charles Livingston Bull.

"Dame Curtsey's" Book of Etiquette. By Ellye Howell

Glover. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. Cloth, 50c net.

A handbook for busy people giving- the rules and cus-

toms of society, which are considered "good form." The
best authorities are taken as the standard.

"Dame Curtsey's Book of Recipes. By Ellye Howell
Glover. Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co. Cloth, $1 net.

The object of the compiler has been to give a practical

and concise compilation of the best recipes of this and

past generations. The book will be found very attractive

by the house-wife, both in size and treatment.

Children of India. By Janet Harvey Kelman. Edinburgh

and London : Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. Cloth,

Is 6d net.

A condensation for children of several book on India.

The illustrations are in color.

Handbook of Hospitality for Town and Country. By
Florence Howe Hall. Boston. Dana Estes & Co. Cloth,

The aim of the writer is to show forth the true spirit

of hospitality and to give hints for its exercise in accord-

ance with present day customs.
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AN INTERESTING PROGRAMME.
The Canadian Literature Club of Greenock Church,

St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, have arranged a most interesting

programme for the present season. Meetings are held

twice a month at the homes of the members, and subjects

pertaining to Canadian literature are discussed. "Some
New Canadian Stories," "Wolfe in Canadian Litera-

ture,". "The Strickland Sisters," "Some Canadian Dog

Stories" and "Humor in Canadian Literature" are'among

the topics on the programme. The moving spirit in the

club is Rev. A. Wylie Malum, who holds the post of honor-

ary president. The example of St. Andrew's might well be

followed in other Canadian towns.

HANDSOME CATALOGUE.

Among the collection of publishers' holiday cata-

logues, none takes a more prominent place than that just

issued by the Copp. Clark Co. The cover contains a three-

color portrait by Romney, taken from the "Masterpieces

in Color" series, for which the company are Canadian

agents. The catalogue is profusely illustrated with por-

traits of authors, and reproductions of cover designs and

illustrations. The letter press gives full information about

the publication of the company. It is. of course, issued

gratuitously.

A FINE DECEMBER NUMBER.
The International Studio for December provides, as

usual, a feast of delights for the art lover. William M.

Chase, Edward Gregory U.A.. and Alfred Gilbert are the

artists whose work is illustrated. Numerous examples of

ea,ch are given. There are eight full-page p'ates. includ-

ing two remarkable night scenes by Joseph Pennell. Other

From "THE VALKYRIE"
Retold in verse by Oliver Huckel

Thos. Y. Crowell & Co., New York

noteworthy articles are, "The Application of Nature Sub-

jects to Designing in Japanese Art," "The Etchings of

Jean Francois Raffaelli." "Recent Designs in Domestic

Architecture," "Reproductions of Colonial Furniture,"

"In the Galleries," etc.

CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE PUBLICATIONS.

The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge are

making a good showing with their new publications.

These are especially interesting as gift and prize books,

being more than usually attractive in their get up and

general appearance. A handsome specimen of the 3s. 6d.

series is "Dick Trawle," gilt top and illustrated in

color. The 2s. 6d. series comprises several stirring tales

of adventure suitable for boy.-, and there as well as the

2s. publications, are illustrated in color. The Is. 6d.

From THOREAU'S "MAINE WOODS"
Illustrated by Clifton Johnson

Thos. Y. Crowell & Co., New York

and Is. volumes represent splendid values. The publica-

tions issued by the S.P.C.K. show a marked improve-

ment year by year.

BOOKS WANTED
»OURDOUGH -Copies wanted of original edition (1907) in dark green
) binding. T. H. Durham, Box A, CANADIAN BOOKMAN.

QAAI/P Out-of-print books supplied. No matter what subject

[J\J\_/|V^5« Can supply any book ever published. We have 50,000^~^ ^~^ ^* ^"^
rare books.

BAKERS BOOKSHOP, John Bright St., Birmingham, Eng.

Telegraph Codes
A B C Code. 5th Edition. English $7.00
A B C Code. 5th Edition. Spanish '• 8.00ABC Code. 4th Edition " S.OO
A I Code. " 7.50
Moreing & Neal Code ' 5.00
Bedford-McWell Code " 6.00
Large and small codes of all kinds. Send for list. Discount to the trade only

AMERICAN CODE COMPANY, 83 Nassau St., N.Y. City
50

Canadian Authors and Publishers

Authors and publishers desiring
complete sets of reviews and
notices of their books appearing
in the Canadian newspaper press,
can be supplied promptly and
satisfactorily by us, at reasonable
rates. Write for full particulars.

The Canadian Press Clipping Bureau

Rooms 781-702 Eastern Townships Bank Building, MONTREAL

10 Front Street, East, TORONTO
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Three Important New Novels

Outstanding Fiction of the Day— Stories

that can be Unqualifiedly Recom-

mended—De Morgan Charms us Again

An Unconventional Heroine.

One of the most unusual heroines in literature graces

the pages of this strange story (Margarita's Soul. By
Ingrahana Lovell. New York: John Lane Co. Toronto:

McLeod & Allen. Cloth, $1.25.) Margarita is brought up

by her father in hermit fashion on a lonely island, with-

out knowledge of the world. On his death she comes

to New York by some strange whim of fate and there on

Broadway meets the hero, Roger Brad ey. Roger took

compassion on the queer but beautiful creature. She

could not tell what town she had come from, but Roger

found the address on a torn envelope in her handbag and

took her back. All clues to the girl's identity fail and in

the end Roger marries her, much to the disgust of his

haugbty mother. He takes her to Europe, where she de-

irii pg a wonderful voice and becomes a prima, donna. She

is naturally whimsical, full of caprices and distressingly

unconventional, but she is shielded from vice by a sturdy

English chaperon. Finally, she finds her soul, after

saving Roger's life. The tale is told by Roger's friend.

Jerry, who is also in love with her, and who delights in

her strange ways.

W. B. Maxwell's Strong Novel.

Among the few really important novels of the season,

this story by W. B. Maxwell (Seymour Charlton. By
W. B. Maxwell. Toronto: Copp, Clark. Cloth, $1.25.)

stands out prominently. It is much more than a mere

single-plot novel. It is in its way a masterpiece of imag-

inative biography. The first chapter immediately raises

the story to a high level. A young Englishman, younger
son of an earl, finds his true self amid the vulgarities and
inaninities of a club supper, in response to a song sung
by a girl singer. He follows her out and takes her home,
finding in her a sympathetic soul. Thus buds a love story,

which ripens in marriage, just at a time when the seem-
ingly impossible happens and he succeeds his father in

the earldom. Then follows a tale of life among the aris-

tocracy of to-day, picturing conditions and disclosing

abuses in no uncertain light. Mr. Maxwell has done his

work in masterly fashion.

Dr. Morgan at His Best.

William deMorgan's fourth novel (It Never Can Hap-
pen Again. By William de Morgan. Toronto: Henry
Frowde. 2 volumes, $1.75.) has at last appeared. It opens

in a way most suggestive of "Joseph Vance," and "Aliee-

for-Short." "Lizermann," in her slum, with her blind

father and her drunken uncle, is very like another Alice.

She is a most enchanting child, but it is not of her nor of

"Blind Jim" Coupland that the story deals in the main.

They remain an infinitely lovable and pathetic pair in

the background of the action. It is with Judith and Sir

Alfred Challis and his wife. Marianne, that the story as a

story is concerned. The Deceased Wife's Sister's Bill

plays an important part in the tale and serves to in-

volve the plot quite intricately. There are numerous in-

teresting characters introduced, equal to anything in the

earlier books, and, after all, it is in his character por-

traiture that De Morgan excels. The book leaves the

same delightful impression as the other stories from his

pen.

BEST SELLING BOOKS FOR NOVEMBER.
Owing to a delay in sending out our requests for re-

ports, several cities and towns have not been heard from
this month. A fairly representative list of best-sellers

has, however, been compiled, of which the most import-

ant feature is the standing of the Canadian novels in the

firsl four positions.

Brantfcrd.

1. Attic Guest, R. E. Knowles. Westminster.
2. Amu of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

3. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
4. Foreigner. Ra'ph Connor. Westminster.
."). Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.
(i. Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.

Chatham.

1. Ballads of a Cheechako. R. W. Service. Briggs.
_'. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.
3. Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.

4. White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
•">. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.

6. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

Hamilton.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.
2. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
3. Actions and Reactions. Rudyard Kipling. Macmillan.
4. 40 Minutes Late. T. H. Smith. McLeod.
5. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.
li. Cardillac. R. Barr. McLeod.

London.
1. Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.
2. Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.
iS. John Marvel, Assistant. T. N. Page. Copp.
4. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.
•"). Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster,
li. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

Mcncton.
1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.
2. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
3. Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
4. Anne of Green Gables. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
5. White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.
(i. Hungry Heart. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

Montreal.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.
2. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
3. Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.
4. Truxton King. G. B. McCutcheon. Briggs.
5. Danger Mark. R. W. Chambers. McLeod.
6. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Westminster.

Ottawa.
1. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery. Page.
2. John Marvel, Assistant. T. N. Page. Copp.
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3. White Prophet Hall Caine. McLeod.

4. Calling of Dan Matthews. H. B. Wright. McLeod.

5. Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

6. Stowaway. L. Tracy. McLeod.

Port Arthur.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.

2. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

3. Truxton King. G. B. MeCuteheon. Briggs.

4. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

5. Silver Horde. Rex Beach. Harper.

6. White Prophet. Hall Caine. McLeod.

Quebec.

1. Greater Power. Harold Bindloss. McLeod.
2. Actions and Reactions. Rudyard Kipling. Macmillan.

3. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.

4. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.

5. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.

6. Going Down from Jerusalem. Norman Duncan. Mus-
son.

Stratford.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.

2. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
3. Stowaway. L Tracy. McLeod.
4. Truxton King. G. B. MeCuteheon. Briggs.

5. Little Sister Snow. Frances Little. Musson.
6. At the Sign of Jock 'Lantern. M. Reed. Putnam.

St. John.

1. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
2. Truxton King. G. B. MeCuteheon. Briggs.

3. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker. Copp.
4. Foreigner. RaJph Connor. Westminster.
5. Hungry Heart. D. G. Phillips. Briggs.

6. Goose Girl Harold MeGrath. Westminster.

Toronto.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor. Westminster.
2. Northern Lights. Gilbert Parker. Copp.
3. Cardillac. Robert Barr. McLeod.
4. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles. Frowde.
5. Mr. Justice Raffles. E. W. Hornung. McLeod.
6. Martin Eden. Jack London. Macmillan.

Canadian Summary.
Points.

1. Foreigner. Ralph Connor 90
2. Attic Guest. R. E. Knowles 77
3. Northern Lights. Sir Gilbert Parker 38
4. Anne of Avonlea. L. M. Montgomery 30
5. Truxton King. G. B. MeCuteheon 28
6. Silver Horde. Rex Beach 27

United States Summary.

(As compiled by the American Bookman.)

Points.
L Silver Horde. By Rex Beach 240
2. Truxton King. By G. B. MeCuteheon 101
o. Certain Rich Man. By W. A. White 149
4. Goose Girl. By Harold MeGrath 125
5. Danger Mark. By R. W. Chambers 120
d. Bella Donna. By Robert Hichens 117

COPYRIGHTS FOR NOVEMBER.
21538. The Old Testament. By Rev. Prof. J. F.

McLaughlin, M.A., B.D. (Book.) William Hamilton, as
trustee of the Canadian First Standard Teacher Train-
ing Course No. 1, Toronto, 28th October.

21539. The New Testament. By Rev. Prof. J. W.
Falconer, M.A., B.D. (Book.) William Hamilton, as
trustee of the Canadian First Standard Teacher Train-
ing Course No. 1, Toronto, 28th October.
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21540. The School. By J. A. Jackson, BA. (Book.)

William Hamilton, as trustee of the Canadian First Stan-

dard Teacher Training Course No. 1, Toronto, 2Sth Oc-

tober.

21541. The Teacher and the School. Studies in

Teaching and Organization. By Frederick Tracy, B.A.,

Ph.D. (Book.) R. Douglas Eraser, Toronto, 28th Oc-

tober.

21542. Cantiques Populaires pour la Fete de Noel.

Harmonises pour Quatre Voix Mixtes et Orgue. Par
Ernest Gagnon. (Hymns.) A. J. Boucher, Montreal,

2Sth October.

21583. Introductory Educational Psychology. (A Book
for Teachers in Training.) By Samuel Bower Sinclair,

MA., Ph.D., a,nd Frederick Tracy, B.A., Ph.D. (Book.)

The Macmillan Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

12th November.

21558. The Ontario Copy Books, Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, Hon. Robert Allan Pyne, Minister of Education for

Ontario, Toronto, 13th November.
21559. The Ontario Blank Copy Book. Hon. Robert

Allan Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario, Toronto,

13th November.

21590. The Ontario Writing Course. (Book.) Hon.
Robert Allan Pyne, Minister of Education for Ontario,

Toronto, 13th November.

21615. Three Premiers of Nova Scotia; The Hon. J.

W. Johnstone, the Hon. Joseph Howe, the Hon. Charles

Tupper, M.D., C.B. By Edward Manning Sanders, M.A.,

D.D. (Book.) Edward Manning Sanders, Halifax, Nova
Scotia,, ISth November.

21623. Methode Pratique et Raisonnee de Style et

de Composition. Par E. Robert, C.S.V. Premiere Annee.
Cleres de Saint-Viateur, Ville Saint-Louis, Montreal, 20-

Novembre.

21624. Methode Pratique et Raisonnee de Style et

de Composition. Par E. Robert, C.S.V. Seconde Annee.
Cleres de Saint-Viateur, Ville Saint-Louis, Montreal, 20
Novembre.

21625. Exercices Francais mis en Rapport avec la

Grammaire Francaise. Par E. Robert, C.S.V. Edition
Revue et Corrigee. Cleres de Saint-Viateur, Ville Saint-

Louis, Montreal, 20 Novembre.
21626. Syllabaire ou Premier Livre de Lecture. Par

E. Robert, C.S.V. Cleres de Saint-Viateur, Ville Saint-
Louis, Montreal, 20 Novembre.

Interim Copyrights.

1177. Opportunities in Ontario. (Book.) Ernest Hea-
ton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1178. Opportunities in Quebec. (Book.) Ernest Hea-
ton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1179. Opportunities in Nova Scotia. (Book.) Ernest
Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1180. Opportunities in New Brunswick. (Book.) Ern-
est Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1181. Opportunities in Prince Edward Island. (Book.)
Ernest Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1182. Opportunities in Manitoba. (Book.) Ernest
Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1183. Opportunities in Saskatchewan. (Book.) Ernest
Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1184. Opportunities in British Columbia. (Book.)
Ernest Heaton, Toronto, 2nd November.

1185. Opportunities in Alberta. (Book.) Ernest
Heaton. Toronto, 2nd November.

1187. Sous les Raines de Pompei. Drame Antique
a Grand Spectacle. En Cinq Actes et Tableaux. Arthur
Tremblay, Quebec, 11 Novembre.

1188. Bianca's Daughter. By Julius Miles Forman.
(Book.) Ward, Lock & Company, Limited, Toronto, 13th
November.
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DID

YOU
GET
ONE
?

YOU HANDLE
WEBSTER'S INI

You can save fr

NEW FROM COVER TO COVER
WEBSTER* New International

; Dictionary

WE ALWAYS HAVE
A LARGE 8TOCK

AND SHIP PROMPTLY

I to 5 Copies 25 per cant
6 to 11

" 27% •'

12 to 23 " 30
24 to 49 " 32J4 "

The Geo. M. Hendry Co., Ltd., S^K^*

The Canada Letters Patent No. 1 13066, concerning a prominent
novelty in

TEAR-OFF CALENDARS
To be sold by

WEZEL & NAUMANN ACT1ENGESELLSCHAFT
LEIPZIG - - GERMANY

CANADIANA rare old books*^ J.*, i.^ a* U l n. LV r%. prints, VIEWS, ETC
Catalogue of 1,100 items just issued. Contains many rare items relating to
(,tn. IVolf, and the Suit of Qurtee. Post free on application.

The Museum Book Store £JUM
J?

,

r
s
l
,

5
H

.iLondon. WX., England

MACMILLAN
Keep These Ordered up Well for Christmas

RUDYARD KIPLING.
CRAWFORD.
JACK LONDON.
CHARLES MAJOR.

Actions and Reactions. $1.50

Stradella. Illustrated. $1.50

Martin Eden $1.50

A Gentle Knight of Old

Brandenburg. Illustrated. $1.25

"RITA." Calvary. A Tragedy of Sects. $1.25

ROSA N. CAREY. The Key of the Unknown $1.25

WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE. A Certain Rich Man $1.25

STEVENS. The Veil. [Ilustrated in color. $1.25

"RITA." The House Called Hurrish. $1.25

OLDMEADOW. Antonio. Frontispiece in color. $1.25

The Marriage of Hilray Carden. $1.25

Friendship Village Love Stories. $1.25

The Backwoodsman. $1.25

The Spies of the Kaiser. $1.25

HYATT.
ZONA GALE.
C. G. D. ROBERTS.
LE QUEUX.

NAPIER.
"BARBARA."
JAMES LANE

CRAWFORD.
FRANK DANBY.
ELLEN GLASGOW.

WELLS.
PHILLPOTTS.
DE PRATZ.
DEARMER.
RAMSAY.
WISTER.
BAZIN.

The Heart of a Gypsy. $1.25
Poppea of the Post Office. $1.50

ALLEN. The Bride of the

Mistletoe. $1.25

The White Sister. $1.50

Sebastian. $1.25
The Romance of a Plain

Man. $1.25

Tony-Bungay.
The Three Brothers.

Elizabeth Davenay.

Gervase.

The Straw.

The Virginian.

The Nun.

$1.25

$1.25

$1.25

$1.25

$1.25

$ .60

$ .50

WOLFE'S LIFE AND LETTERS, by Beckles Willson. Illustrated
LIFE OF ARCHBISHOP MACHRAY. Illustrated

CANADA with 12 illustrations in color
FRUIT RANCHING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA, by Bealby

$4.50 net

5.00 net

.50 net

1.00 net

Macmillan Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto
40
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When You Want Books in a Hurry
send your orders right HERE. We carry the books of all

publishers and supply them to you

... At the Lowest Trade Prices . . .

Save time and money by letting us fill your whole order.

THE TYRANT
By Mrs. Henry De la Pasture

is a simple story of English life, woven into a well chosen, skilfully developed
plot with natural but dramatic turning point. Clever, entertaining, pleas-
ing, well worth reading. One of the best of late books. Order a supply.

We Have all the Latest Fiction and Books
for the Christmas Trade.

McClelland & goodchild
PUBLISHERS, PUBLISHERS' REPRESENTATIVES AND WHOLESALE BOOKSELLERS

42 Adelaide Street West, - - - TORONTO, CANADA

CHAT is what every manufacturer and mer-
i Ii.miI is aiming' at. He wants to progress,
to i xpand and develop; but how can he go

about ii ? What is the besl wa\ to proceed -the
strongest, quickest and most effective medium?

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE IS A BUSINESS BUILDER

It circulates thoroughly in Canada from coast
tii coast, covering every part of the Dominion.
The joo circulation men of the MacLean Pub-
lishing Company are adding rapidly to its large
list at' patrons.
Af advertisement placed in BUSY Man's

MAGAZINE will bring results. Practically every
large advertiser who advertised in the magazine
a year ago are advertising in it to-day. What
it has done and is doing for others it will do for you.

Put this statement to the test.

Write our nearest office.

Busv Man s M
MONTREAL TORONTO

agazine
WINNIPEG

VICTOR INKSTANDS
"Just enough ink to ink the pen."

Small

Cut
Shows
Our
No. 25

Retail

Price

75C

Retail

Price

?1.25

Victor Inkstands keep ink clean and liquid, having an
extra large capacity with only a very small exposure
to the air. Easy to clean and fill cannot upset ; covers
move so easily that they can be opened and closed
with the pen point.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNT
Sold by all Canadian Wholesalers

C. H. Numan, Dept.-
354 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, U.S.A
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THE VISE CLIP
"The Clip that Grips"

Holds like a vise from two to sixty papers.

It ({rips both ways— lengthwise and side-

ways. Papers cannot slip; does not muti-

late the papers; no points to protude; easy

to put on and take off.

Send for* snwples mid prices.

Holiday Goods
Our assortment is still complete in the following lines

Holly Wrapping for Christmas Gifts.

Gummed Ribbon for Parcels.

Red and Green Sea Island Twine.

Tags, Labels and Seals, in ten-cent packages.

White and Colored Tissue.

Crepe Paper at various prices.

Holiday Papeteries.

OG£j GEO.S. PARKER

Parker "Lucky Curve" Fountain Pens.

BUNTIN, GILLIES & CO., Hamilton
Limited. MONTREAL.

niTYOL
TYPEWRITER1

CARBON

It is our line" that must forever impress

itself among the fastidious us*ers of Type-

writer Ribbons and

Carbon Papers, as it is

the aristocrat of its kind.

Our goods are distinguished for

(heir Richness of quality and
(he possession of every

required property.

BR4\CBES-New York, N.Y , 280 Broadway
Chicago, III., 200 Monroe St.

London, 7 & 8 Dyers Bldg., Holborn, E.C.

AfiEVCfES— In every part of the world
In every city of prominence

ftOVEDTwil
>YE ,T,ElF SUPEB>°"

MITTAG & VOLGER, Inc.
Send for Our
New Catalogue

Principal Office and Factories, Park Ridge, N.J., U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS FOR THE TRADE ONLY.
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